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PREFACE 
THE Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency was originally compiled 

between 1874 amJ 1884 and this revised edition of it has been 
prepared under the orders of the Government of Bombay. The work 
was entrusted to the B()mbay District Gazetteers (Revision) Editorial 
Bo~d which was specially created for that purpose in 1949. The 
(ollowing members constituted the Board during the period of the 
compilation of the Poona District Gazetteer :-

Chief Secretary to Government: Chairman. 
Professor C. N. Vakil, Director, School of Economics and 

Sociology, University of Bombay. 
Dr. G. S. Ghurye, Professor and Head of the Department of 

Sociology, University of Bombay. 
Dr. S. M. Katre, Director, Deccan College Post-Graduate and 

Research Institute, Poona. 
Dr. S. C. Nandimath, Principal, Basaveshvar College, Bagalkot. 
Director of Archives, Bombay. 
~ecutive Editor and Secretary. 

Shri M. D. Bhat, I.C.S., Chief Secretary to Government, was 
Chairman of the Board from April 1949 to April 1952 . and on his 
retirement was succeeded by Shri M. D. Bhansali, I.C.S., Chief 
Secretary to ·Government, who continued to be Chairman till the 
date of publication of this volume. 

Dr. P. M. Joshi, Director of Archives, was a member throughout 
the period. 

. Prof. ·D. G: Karve was appointed the first Executive Editor and 
Secretary iB May 1949 and after his resignation was succeeded 
by Prof. M. R. Palande in September 1952. The press copy of this 
volume was prepared under the direction of Prof. D. G. Karve. 

Diacritical marks tQ explain the pronunciation of place names and 
of words in Indian languages have been used only in two chapters, 
namely, chapter 3-The People and Their Culture, and chapter 20-
Places of Interest, and also in the Directory of Villages and Towns. 
In other chapters the current spellings have been retained. A key 
to the diacritical marks used is given at page 689. 

BOMBAY, 

June 1954. 

M. R. P ALANDE, 

Executive Editor and Secretary. 



GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

As EARLY as 1843 an attempt was made to arrange for the prepara
tion of Statistical Accounts of the different districts of the Bombay 
Presidency. The following extract· will be found interesting as 
giving an idea of the intention of those who desired to have such 
Accounts compiled :-

.. Government called on the Revenue Commissioner to obtain from all 
the Collectors as part of their next Annual Report the fullest available 
informatioD regarding their districts •.•••... Government remarked that, as 
Collectors and their AssisInnts during a large portion of the year moved 
about the district in constant and intimate communication with all classes 
·they possessed advantages which no other public officers enjoyed of 
acquiring a £ull knowledge of the condition of the country, the causes of 
progress or retrogradation, the good measures which require to be fostered 
and extended, the evil measures which call for abandonment, the defects 
in existing institutions which require to be remedied, and the nature of 
the remedies to .be applied. Collectors also, it was observed, have 
an opportunity of judging of the effect of British rule on the condition and 
character of the people, on their caste prejudices, and on their superstitious 
observances. They can trace any alteration for the better or worse in 
dwellings, clotbin~ and diet, and can 'observe the use of improved imple
ments of husbandry or other crafts, the habits of locomotion, the state of 
education, particularly among the higher classes whose decaying means and 
energy under our most levelling system compared with that of preceding 
governments will attract their attention. Finally they can learn how far 
existing village institutions are effectual to their end, 8lld may be made 
available for: self-government and in the management of local taxation for 
local purposes." 

.. In obedience to these orders reports were received from the Collectors 
of Ahmedabad, Broach, Kaira, Thana and Khandesh. Some of the reports 
contained much interesting information. These five northern reports were 
practically the only result of the Circular Letter of 1843." 

The matter does not seem to have been pursued any further. 

In October 1867, the Secretary of State for India desired the 
Bombay Government to take concrete steps for the Compilation of 
a Gazetteer of the Presidency on the model of the Gazetteer prepared 
during that year for the Central Provinces. The Government of 
Bombay then requested some of its responsible officials to submit 
a scheme for carrying into effect the orders of the Secretary of State, 
and in 1868 appointed the Bombay Gazetteer Committee to 
supervise and direct the preparation of the Gazetteer. After. a few 
organizational experiments the responsibility was finally entrusted 
to Mr. James M. Canu>bell of the Bombay Civil. Service, who 
commenced the compilation in 1874 and completed the series in 
1884. The actual publication, however, of these volumes was 
spread over a period 'of 27 years between 1877 and 1904, in which 
year the last General Index volume was published. 

Though a gazetteer literally means only' a geographical index or 
a geographical dictionary, the scope of this particular compilation 
was much wider. It included not only a description of the physical 
and natural features of a region but. also a broad narrative of the 
social, political, economic and cultural life of the people living in 
that region. The purpose which the Gazetteer was intended to 
serve was made clear in the following remarks of Sir William Hunter, 
.Ga~er of the Bombav Presidency. VoL I, FartI (History of Gujarat), 

pp. iii and tv. . . va 



GENERAL ~ODUCTlON 

Director General of Statistics to the- Government of India, when his 
opinion was sought on a draft article on Dharwar District in 187l. 
He said:-

.. My own conception of the work is that, in return for a couple of days' 
reading, the' Account should give a new Collector a comprehensive, and, 
at the same time, a distinct idoo of the district which he has been sent 
to administer. Mere reading can never supersede practical experience in 
the district, administration. But ,a succinct and well conceived district 
account is capable of antedating the acquisition of such personal experience 
by many months and, of both facilitating and systematising a Collector's 
personal enquiries, .•. ,. But in all cases a' District Account besides dealing 
with the local specialities 'should furnish a' historical narration of its revenue 
and expenditure since it passed under \he British rule, of the sums which 
we have taken from it in taxes, and of the amount which· we have returned 
to it in the protection of property and person and the other charges of 
civil government,"O 

The Gazetteer was thus intended to give a complete picture of 
the, distIict to men who were entire stIangers to India and its people 
but who as members of the ruling race carried on their shoulders 
the responsibility of conducting its administIation. 

The Gazetteer had 27 Volutiles, some split up into two or 
three Parts, making a total of 35 books including the General Index 
which was published in 1904. Some of the Volumes were of 
a general nature and were not confined to the limits of a particular 
district. For example, Volume I dealt with History and was split 
up into two Parts, one dealing with Gujarat and the other with 
Konkan, Dekhan' and Southern Maratha Country; Volume IX was 
devoted to the Population of Gujarat and contained two Parts, 
one describing Hindus and the other Mussalmans . and Parsis; 
Volume XXV gave an account of the Botany of the area covered 
by the whole Presidency. ' The remaining Volumes dealt with the 
various districts of the Presidency and with what were then known 
as Native States attached to the Bombay Presidency. Some of the 
District Volumes had two, or three Parts, for example, those of 
Thana. Kanara, Poona and Bombay. On the other hand, there was 
only one combined Volume for some districts, as for example, Surat 
and Broach. and Kaira and Panch Mahgls. ' 

The scheme of the contents was more or less the same for all 
the District Volumes though the accounts of particUlar items varied 
considerably from diStIict to district. Information was collected 
from Government offices and, in respect of social and religious 
practices, from responsible citizens. Eminent scholars, experts and 
administIators contributed articles on special subjects. 

This Gazetteer compiled over sixty years ago had' long' become 
scarce and e"ntirely out of print. It contained authentic and useful 
information on several aspects of life in a district and was 

.f considered to. be of great value to the administIator, the scholar 
and the general reader. There was a general desire that there 
should be a new and revised edition of this monumental work. The 
Government of Bombay, therefore, decided that the old Gazetteer 
should be revised and republished, and entIusted the work of 
revision to an Editorial Board specially created . fOJ: that purpose 
in 1949. This new edition has been prepared' under the direction 
of that Editorial Board. , ' 

• °Gazetteer of the Bomball,Presidencll, Vol. I, Part I '(History of Gujamt). 
~d ," .' 



GENERAL lNTRODt:JCTION IX 

I~ the ~~e· of things, 4liftet. a : lap~e of over sixty years after 
thell" publication, most of the statistical information contained in the 

t old Gazetteer had -become entirely o~t of. date and had to be 
i dropped ;1ltogether. In this edition _llQ attempt has been made to 

give an idea of the latest developments, wnether in regard to the 
a~tr~ti~e structure or the economic set up or in regard to 
SOCIal. religIOUS an~ cultural trends. There are portions in the old 
Gazetteer bearing on archreology and history which have the 
impress of profound scholarship and learning and their worth has 
not diminished by the me~passage of time. Even in their case, 
however, some restatement is occasionally necessary in view of 
later investigations and new archreological finds by scholars, and 
an attempt has been made to incorporate in this edition the results 
of such subseque~t research. 

In a dynamic world, circumstances and facts of life change, and 
so do national requirements and social values. Such significant 
changes have taken place in India as in other countries during 
the last half a century, and more so after the advent Qf Independ
ence in 1947. The general schem~ and contents of this revised 
series of the Gazetteer have b~n adapted to the needs of the 
altered conditions. There is inevitably some shift in emphasis in 
the presentation and interpretation of certain phenomena. For 
example, the weighted importance given to caste and community 
in the old Gazetteer cannot obviously accord with the ideological 
concepts of a secular democracy, though much of that data may 
have considerable interest from the functional, sociological or 
cultural point of view. What is necessary is a change in 
perspective in presenting that account so that it could be viewed 
against the background of a broad natiotJ.alism and the synthesis 
of a larger social life. It is also necessary to abridge and even to 
eliminate elaborate details about customs and practices which no 
longer obtain on any extensive scale or which are too insignificant 
to need any elaboration. In the revised Gazetteer, therefore, only 
a general outline of the practices and custOlns of the main sections 
of the population has been given. 

An important addition to the District Volume is the Directory 
of Villages and Towns given at the end which contains, in 
a tabulated form, useful information about every village and town 
in the district. The district maps given in this edition are also 
fairly large and up-to-date. 

The revised Gazetteer will be published in two series :-

I-The General Series: This will comprise Volumes on subjects 
which can best be treated for the State as a whole and not for 
the smaller area of a district. As at present plannE!d, they will 
deal with Physical Features, People and Their Culture, History, 
Language and Literature, Botany, and Public Administration. 
The volumes of this series will be numbered in English 
alphabets (A, B, C, etc.) in the order in which they are printed 
and published, parts of volumes, if any, being numbered in 
Roman numerals (I, II, III, etc.). 

II-The District Series: This will contain one Volume for each 
of the twenty-eight districts of the Bombay State and will !hus 
comprise twenty-eight Volumes in. all. The information gIven 
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in all Volumes will folloW' the'~ pattern; and the table of 
contents will be the· same for all mstricts. The volwnes of this 
series Will be numbered in Roman n~r~1s (I, II, III, etc.) 
according ~o the alphabetical 'Order of the names of the districts, 
Jnespe~tive of the time t!If theili publication. 

BoMBAY, 

June 1954. 

. M. R. PALANDE, 
l!:xecuttve Editor and Secretary, 

''Bombay. District Gazetteers 
(Revision r Edito.al Board. . . 



POONA DISTRICf s 
:ghts al!d fonns rise terrace above terrace, with steep sides -often CHAPTER.1. 
~wn With black basalt bo.ulders. During the greatex: part of the _ 

~"'.r most of the deep raVines and rugged mountain sides which Physical Feature.. 
.· .. e been stripped bare for wood-ash manure have no vegetation AsPECTS. 

mt stunted underwood and dried grass. Where the trees have been Western-Belt. 
;>pafedthey clothe .0e ~ sides ~th a dense growth seldom more 

(

n twenty feet high, mIXed With almost impassable brushwood 
eHy composed of the rough russet-leaved karvj (Strobilanthe~ 
ahamianus ), the bright green karvand (Carissa Carandas) and the 
k-leaved an;ani or ironwood (Memecylon edule). H;~re and 

. re are patches of ancient evergreen forest whose holiness or whose 
:emoteness has saved them from destruction. 

~e Central Belt stretches ten to twenty miles east of the western Central Belt •. 
bel~ across a tract whose eastern· boundary is roughly marked by 
lIme drawn from Pabal, about twelve miles east of Khed, south 
:hrough Poona to Purandar. In this central belt, as the smaller 
)hains of hills sink into the plain, the valleys· become straighter and 
,vider and the larger spurs spread into plateaus in places broader 
han the valleys. With a moderate, certain, and seasonable rainfall, 
l rich soil, and a fair supply ~ water both from wells and from river-
)eds, the valleys yield luxurian1:- .crops. Except towards the west 
iYhere in places is an extensive and "'v9.l..uable growth 9f small teak, 
he plateaus and hill-slopes are bare and tr-l~ss. But" the lowlands, 
,tudded with mango, banian, and -tamarind ~, enriched . with 
?atches of garden tillage, and relieved by small pl:etuz:esque hills, 
nake this central belt one of the most pleasing parts of tIi~can. 
~ear Poona the country has been enricheP by the Mutha can~, a~ 
which, the Mutha valley, from Khadakvasale to about twenty miles ~ 
~ast of Poona, is green with crops of vegetables and cereals. -----

East of the City of Poona the district gradually narrows from about Eastern Bel~ 
lfty to twenty miles and stretches nearly ninety miles east, changing 
~adually from valleys and. broken uplands to a bare open plain. 
During these ninety miles the land falls steadily about 800 feet. 
rhe hills sink slowly into the plain, the tablelands become lower and 
nore broken, often little more than rolling uplands, and the broader 
:md more level valleys are stripped of most of their beauty by the 
hyness of the air. The bare soilless plateaus, yellow with stunted 
Ipear-grass and black with boulders and sheets of basalt, except in 
the rainy months, have an air of utter barrenness. The lower lands, 
though somewhat less bleak, are also bare. Only in favoured spots 
iU'e mango, tamarind, banian, and other shade trees, and except on 
river banks the babhul is too stunted and scattered to relieve the 
general dreariness. 

Though it is very gradual the change from the west to the, east 
is most complete. Rugged wooded hills and deep valleys give place 
to a flat bare plain; months of mist and rain to scanty uncertain 
showers; rice and nagli to millet and pulse; and thatched hamlets 
to walled flat-roofed villages. From Diksal, if a semi-circle is drawn 

0These valleys are locally known as ners, mawals, and khores, and are called 
either after the stream or after some leading village. In Junnar all the valleys 
are nefS Madh-ner, Kokad-ner. Bhim-ner, and Min-ner. called after the 
country-town of Madh and the Kukdi. Bhima, and Mina rivers. In Khed 
there is Bham-ner the valley of the Bhama. The Mawal taluka· consists of 
,a .. .-IIwu'-mawal N::ne-mawal. and Paun-mawal, called after the river Andhra. 
the country-to~ of Nana. and the river Pavna. Further south there is 
Paud-khore. the valley of the country-town of Paud. and Musa-khore. the valley 
Ill' the Musa. a tributarr of the Muths. 
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4 BOMBAY STATE GAZETTEER 

CHAl'TER 1. with Daund (Dhond) as centre we get an area which comes. withil 
. - the 21Y' isohyet. . This area records the lowest annual rainfall in th 

l'hYSICru Features. district. 
s~~. THE HILLS OF THE DISTRICT belong to two distinct systems. One rUI 

ning, on·the whole, north and south, forms the main range: of th 
Sahyadris, about seventy-three miles in a straight line and a:)(I)1' 
ninety following the course of the hills. The other system of h' : 
includes the narrow broken crested ridges and the bluff Bat-toP

a masses that stretch eastwards and gradually sink into the pl. 
The crest of the Sahyadris falls in places to about 2,000 feet, the Ie 
of the western limit of the Deccan plateau. In other places it .ri. , 
in rounded bluffs and clear-cut ridges 3000 or 4000 feet high. The 
leading peaks are: In the extreme north, Hariscandraga<;la whost' 
mighty scarps, nearly 4670 feet high, support a plateau crowned by 
two low conical peaks. About ten miles to the south-west, at the 
heed of the KukQi valley and commanding the Nal)e pass, the massive 
rock of Jivdhan, its fortifications surmounted -'by a rounded grass
covered top, rises about 1000 feet above the Deccan plateau. About 
three miles south of Jivdhan, the next very prominent hill is Dhak. 
From the east Dhak shows only as a square Bat tableland, but from 
the west it is one of the highe~t and strongest points among the 
battlements of the Sahyadris. Ten miles south-west of Dhak, where 
the direction of the Sllhyadris <;}langes from about west to about 
south, is the outstllntiing bluff of Ahupe. This rises from the Deccan 
plateau in gentle slopes, but falls west into the Konkan, a sheer clifE 
betwef'D 3000 and 4000 feet high. 

l<'rom here several spurs branch off forming valleys in which the 
rivers ~pavati, Mina, KukQi, Gho!}. and several of their minor 
tributaries have their source. Eight miles south of Ahupe, and, like 
it, a gentle slope to the east and a precipice to the west, stands 
Bhimashankar, the sacred source of the river Bhima. About 
fourteen miles south comes a second Dh:lk, high, massive, and with 
clear-cut picturesque outline. Though its base is in Thana it forms 
a noticeable feature among the peaks of the Poona Sahyadris. Five 
miles further south, at -the end of an outlying plateau, almost cut oIT 
fr(lm the Deccan, rises the famous double·peaked fort of Rajmachi. 
Ten miles south, a steep slope ends westwards in a sheer cliff known 
to the local people as Nag-phani (Cobra's I}(lOd) and. to Eurqpealls 
as the Duke's Nose. About six miles south of Nag-phani amI a mile 
inland from the line of the Sahyudris, rises the. lofty -picturesque 
range known as the Jambulni hills. Further south the isolated rocks 
of Koiri and Majgaon command the Ambavl)i and Amboli passes. Six 
miles further is the prominent bluff of Saltar (3530 ft.), and fifteen 
miles beyond is Tamhini (3151 ft.), the south-west corner of Poona. 

The Tamhini range goes to the east for about 25 miles separating 
the Mu!a and the Mutba valleys. On this spur there are several 
peaks above 3400 feet. Koludat is 3587 feet. About four miles from 
the Koludat peak is the Mahadco peak (3949 feet). About a mile 
and half to the east of Mahadeo is Guruduhi peak (3561 ft.). The 
Tamhini spur slopes towards the northern edge of the Kbadakvasle 
lake, About fOUl' miles north of Tamhini is the Pondi peak 
(3183 feet). From Saltar three miles to the south-west is the ftat
topped Sudhagad fort. Three miles to the south of Pondi is anmher.. 
peak Dipat (3294 feet). 

Minor Ranges FFrom the main line of the Sahyadrisfour belts of hills rUll east 
wards. Of these, beginning from the north, the first and third 



POONA DISTlUCI 5 

consist o.f parallel ridges that fall eastwards till their line is marked CHAPTER 1. 
only by Isolated ~ocky hills. The second and fourth belts are full of 
d~p n:u-r0w ravmes. and gorges cut through confused masses of Physical Features. 
hills Wlth terraced SIdes and broad Hat tops. - Hn.x.s. 

The north belt, which is about sixteen miles broad, Minor Ranges. 
corresponds closely with the Junnar taluka: It has three 
well-marked narrow· ridges, the crests .occasionally broken into 
fantastic peaks, and th~ sides sheer rock or steep slopes, bare 
of trees, partly under tillage and partly under grass. The north-
most ridge stretches from Harishchandragad along the Poona 
boundary and on to Ahmadnagar. South of this ridge two short 
ranges of about twenty miles fall into the plain near Junnar. The 
chief peaks in the northern spur are: Hatakeshvar, about five miles 
north of Junnar and more than 2000 feet above the Junnar plain, a 
lofty Hat-topped hill which falls east in a series of jagged pinnacles. It 
forms the eastern end of the spur that divides the Madhner and 
Kokadner valleys. About half-way between Hatakeshvar and the 
Sahyadris, on a half-detached ridge at right angles to the main spur, 
is Hadsar, a great fortified mass, which with rounded top rises about 
1200 feet from the plain, and ends westwards in a rocky 
fortified point cut off by a chasm from the body of the 
hill. About four miles to the south-west; .guarding the right bank 
of the Kukdi, Chavand rises about 700 feet from the plain. It is 
a steep slope crested with a scarp sixty to a hundred feet high, whose 
fortifications enclose a rounded grassy head. Fourteen miles further 
east, Shivner, part of the broken ridge which separates' the Kukdi 
and the Mina, rises from a three-cornered base about BOO feet from 
the plain and commands the town of Junnar. Its long waving ridge 
is marked for .miles round by a Hying arch, which stands out against 
the sky between the minarets of a n:i~e. Sixteen miles south-east, 
isolated, but like Chavand and Shivner marking the line of water-
parting between the Kukdi and the Mina, is the ruined hill-fort of 
Narayangad. It has a clear-cut double-peaked outline, the western 
and higher peak being crowned by a shrine. South of these, a spur, 
thirty-five miles long, forms the south wall of the Mina valley. 

South of the crest of this spur, for about fifteen miles, the second 
belt of eastera-.bills stretches a confused mass of uplands separated 
by' abrupt gorges, their steep slopes covered in the west with ever
green woods, and in the east with valuable teak. The slopes . are 
broken by terraces. with good ,soil which are cu~tivated in place~, and 
their tops stretch in broad tilled plateaus which often contam t;he 
lands of entire villages. In this belt of hill land several peaks nse 
from the centre of a large plateau, such as Nayphad (3389 feet), 
south of Dhumalwadi (3767 feet). Through this uJ?land re~on ~e 
Chod having its s01¥"ce near Ahupe, and the Bhima havmg Its 
source near Bhimashankar How through narrow . valleys. At the 
southern limit of this hill region. on the north of the Bhama valley, 
are two conical hills Shinga ( 4243 feet) and Kundeshwar 
(4086 feet). 

The -third belt like the first belt includes several spurs or ridges. 
Of these the five chief spurs are : . 

(1) The Tasuhai ridge (3766 feet) betwee~ ~e Bhiima a~d the 
Andra ending a few miles west of Chiikan. This ndge ends WIth the 
hill of Bhamchander (2177 feet). The great saint Tukaram lived 
on this hill. 
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CHAPTER 1. (2) Shridepathar about twelve miles long dividing the valleys of 
- the Andra and the Kundali. 

I'hysical Features. -( 8) The Vihirgaon spur about ten ~iles long separating the 
HILLS.. Kundali and the Indrayani valleys. 

Minor Ranges. ( 4) The \ Sakhupathar plateau from which an offshoot with the 
four peaks of Lohagad (3412 feet), Visapur (3567 feet), Bhatrasi 
(3621 feet) and Kudwa separates the valleys of the Indrayani and 
the Pavna. ' . 

(5) Further south within Bhor limits in the Pavna valley is the 
fifth spur from which rise the peaks of Tung (3521 feet), Tikona 
(3480 feet) and Mandvi (4121 feet). This spur divides the Pavna 
and the Mula valleys. 

The fourth belt of east-stretching hills is further to the south, in 
the Mulshi taluka, where the Mula and its seven tributaries cut the 
country into a mass of hills and gorges. This is almost as confused 
as the second belt of hills, but has fewer trees .and more tillage, the 
hill-sides being less terraced and· the hill tops narrower. South of 
Mulshi, a belt of about twenty miles broad cuts off Poona from the 
main line of the Sahyadris. Though separated from the main line of 
the Sahyadris the south-west of t4e district is not without hills. 
Starting 2000 feet from the plain in °the scarped flat-topped fort of 

-Sinhgad, a range of hills ostretches east for seven miles, and near the 
Katraj pass, divides jR two, one branch keeping east, the other turn
ing south-east. . The eastern branch, with well-marked waving outlin~ 
stretches. ,about fifteen miles to the fortified peak of Malhargad. From 
Malhargad it passes nine miles to Dhavleshvar, and from Dhavleshvar 
about six miles to the famous temple of Bholeshvar. Beyond Bhole
shvar, for about fifty miles to near Indapur, the line is still marked 
by low hills, rolling downs, and barr~n uplands: The second branch, 
after leaving the main range close to the Katraj pass, turns south-east 
for twelve miles, and, with several bold spurs, centres in the fortified 
mass of Purandar. Out of the same mountain mass rises, from the 
level of the lower Purandar fort, the fortified peak of Vajragad which 
commands the lower and main fort of Purandar. Beyond Purandar 
the range forms the water-parting between the Karha and the Nira 
rivers, and, after sttetching ten miles further east, is prolonged in low 
bare hills and stony ridges to near Baramati. About fourteen miles 
east of Purandar, above the village of Jejuri, at the end of th& last 
ridge, of any noticeable height, is the small plateau of Kharepath1ir 
which is occupied by an ancient much venerated temple of Khandoba. 

RIvER SYSTEMS. POONA IS CROSSED BY MANY RIVERS AND STREAMS, which take their rise 
in and near the Sahyadris, and, bounded by the east-stretching spurs, 
flow east and south across the district. The chief river is the Bhima, 
which crosses part of the district and for more than a hundred miles 
forms its eastern boundary. The main tributaries of the Bhima are 
the Vel and the Ghod on the left, and the Bhama, the Indrayani, the 
Mula or Mula-Mutha, and the Nira on the right. Besides the Bhima 
and its feeders there are seven rivers: the Kukdi and the Mina, 
tributaries of the Ghod ; the Andra, a tributary of the Indrayani ; and 
the Shivganga and the Karha, tributaries of the Nira. The Pushpa
vati with its feeder the Mandvi is a minor stream which flows into 
the Kukdi, and the Pavna is a feeder of the Mula. During the 
rainy season all of these rivers flow with a magnificent volume of 
water and during the hot season shrink to a narrow thread in broad 
stretches of gravel. At intervals barries of rock cross the beds 
damming the stream into long pools. 
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The famolJ,S temple of Bhimashankar on the crest of the Sahyadris CHAPTER 1. 
twenty-five. miles north of Khandala, marks the source of the Bhima: _ 
From a heIght of about 3000 feet above the sea, the river falls over Phy~cal Features. 
terraces of 1'ock some 600 feet in the first five miles. Further east. fuv'ER .SYS'l'EMS. 

with a general course to the south-east, it Hows thirty-six miles Bhmta. 
!hrough the very n~ow and ru~ged valley of Bhimner. On its way 
It. passes the. large villages of VaQe, ehas, and Khed, and near the 
village of Pimpalgaon from the right receives the waters of the 
Bhiima, and at Tulapur the waters of the Indrayani. From 
Tul~p~lI it bends to the south, skirting the Haveli taluka, and after 
receIVmg from the left the wa~ers of the Vel about five miles below 
~alegaon-!Jhamdhere, it turns again north-east to Mahalungi, a point 
s~een mIles east of TuJapur. Then running south for about nine 
miles, at the village of Ranjangaon it is joined from the right by the 
Mula-Mutha. This point is 1951 feet above the sea level or 475 feet 
below the village VaQe. From Ranjangaon the Bhima runs south-
east with a winding course of about fourteen miles, till, on the 
eastern border of the district, it receives from the left the waters of 
the Chod. After meeting the Chod, the Hhima's course is very 
winding, the stream at Diksal Howing north-west for some miles. 
Finally at the extreme south-east comer of the district, after a deep 
southward bend round the east of Indapur, it ;'s joined from the 
right by the Nua. The banks of the Bhima are generally low and 
after its meeting with the Indrayani are entirely alluvial. Here 
and there, where the winding stream has cut deep into the soft mould, 
are steep banks of great height, but in such places the opposite bank 
is correspondingly low. In places where a ridge of basalt throws 
a barrier across the stream, the banks are wild and rocky, and the 

- water, dammed into a long deep pool, forces its way over the 
rocks in sounding rapids. Except in such places the bed of the 
'Bhima is gravelly and in the fair season has but a slender stream. 
Here and there muddy deposits yield crops of wheat or' vegetables 
and even the sand is planted with melons. 

The Vel rises at DhiikaIe in a spur of the Sahyadris near the VeL 
centre of Khed. It Hows south-east nearly parallel with the Bhima. 
and, about five miles below Talegaon-Dhamdhere, falls into the 
Bhima after a course of nearly forty miles. 

The Chod ris~s near Ahupe on the crest of the Sahyadris, nine Chad. 
miles north of the source of the Bhima, at a height of about 2700 
feet above the sea. A steep winding course, with a fall of about 
800 feet, brings it sixteen miles east to Ambegaon. From Ambcgaon 
it runs east-south-east, and passing the large villages of Chode and 
Vadgaon on the north border of Khed, is join.ed fr?m .the le~ by the 
Mina. From here for about ,twenty-five miles till It receIves the 
KukQi, about six miles above the camp ~f Sirur, and f?r about 
twenty miles further till it falls into the Bhima, the Chod WIth a very 
winding course keeps, on the whole, south-east along the Poona
Ahmadnagar boundary. Near the Sallyadris the course of the Chod 
is varied and picturesque, the stream dashing over rocky ledges or 
lying in long still pools between woody baJ?ks. At P~gaon, where 
it is joined by the Mina about forty-five miles from Its s~urce, .the 
valley changes into the level plain of Kavthe, about ten miles WI~~, 
through which the Chod Hows over a rocky bed between bare banks. 
The water of the Chod is famed for its wholesomeness, a chnructl'l' 
which analysis bears out. 
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CHAPTER 1. The BMma rises in the Sahyadris about six miles south of Bhima-
. - shankar. It-Winds between banks 150 feet high down the valley to 

Physical FeahJres. which it gives the name of Bhamner, and after a south-easterly 
~t!!~~MS. course of about twenty-four miles, falls from the right into the Bhima 

. near the village of Pimpalgaon. The Bharila valley from its begin
ning about seven miles east of the Sahyadris, continues level, and 
gradually widens eastward for fourteen miles. The stream Hows 150 
feet below the cultivated lands, which are on a higher terrace. 

Indrayani. The Indrayani rises near Kurvande Village at the head of the 
Kurvande pass on the crest of the Sahyadris about three miles south
west of Lonavle, and Hows on the whole east through the Nane
maval and past the village of N ane till after sineen miles it is joined 
on the left by the Andra. It then enters the open country 
and passes twelve miles east to Dehu, a place of pilgrimage sacred 
to the Vani saint Tukaram. From Dehu it Hows twelve miles south
east· by the village of Alandi,' a . place of pilgrimage sacred to 
Dnyaneshvar, and after keeping south-east for about twenty miles, 
turns north and meets the Bhima near Tulapur after a course of about 
sixty miles. . 

Mula-Muth31' The Mula or Mula-Mutha is formed of seven streams which rise 
at various- points along the crest of the Sahyadris between eight 
and twenty-two miles south of the Bor pass. The united stream keeps 
nearly east to Lavia about five miles east of the village of Paud which 
gives the valley the name of Paud-khore. From Lavla, with many 
windings, it pa~ses east to Poona, receiving on the way the Pavna 
on the left, and at Poona the Mutha on the right, and. then under 
the name of Mula-Mutha winds east till at Ranjangaon Sandas it 
reaches the Bhimii after a total course of about seventy miles. 

Nira. The Nira has its source in the Bhor t~luka in the spur of the 

Kukdi. 

Mina. 

Sahyadris which is crowned by the fort of TOn;lii.. It Bows north
east till it reaches the southern border of Poona where it is joined 
from the north by the Shivaganga. From this it turns east and forms 
the southern boundary of the district, . separating it from Satara 
North and Sholiipur. It· finally falls into the Bhima at the south
eR$t comer of th~ district near Narsingpur after a course of 
about a hundred miles. 

The Kukdi rises at PUr, two miles west of Chiivand near the Niine 
pas, in the north-east comer of the district, and runs south-east by 
the town and fort of Junnar twenty-four miles to Pimpiilvandi 
From Pimpalvandi it flows south-east for thirty miles, passes into 
the Pamer taluka of Ahmadnagar, and falls into the Chod six miles 
north-west of the Simr camp on the eastern border of the Simr 
taluka. The valley of this river occu1?ies greater part of Junnar. 

The Uina rises on the eastern slope of Dhak in the west of 
Junnar and Hows east through the rich vale known as Minner. 
In the rainy season, during' the first two miles of its course, the river 
overflows its banks and causes much damage.' In the lands of the 
Kusur village, ~bout' fifteen miles from its source, the river is crossed 
by a dam known as the Tambnala dam. From this the Mina flows 
to Narayangaon on the Poona-Nasik Road, where there is another 
useful dain for irrigation. There is also a dam at Vaduj two miles 
south-east of Kusur. Past Narayangaon, where it is crossed by a 
bridge, the Mina joins the Chod at Pargaon, leaving the fort of 
Narayangad to its left. 
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The Andra rises in the Sahyadris near the Savle pass about 2250 CHAPTER 1. 
feet above the sea. Its source is at the head of a broad vnlley which 
runs west to the crest of a scarp whose base is in the Konkan. It Physical Feature.. 
flows south-east along a bed 100 to 150 feet below the cultivated fuvElt AnSYSl"EMS. 
I~d, throu~ one of the _ope~est ,:alleys in the district, for eighteen dra. 
miles, and JOms the Indrayam on Its north bank near the village of 
Riijpuri. 

The Muthii, which gives its name to Mutha-khore (glen Mutha), Mutha. 
rises in a mass of hills on the edge of the Sahyadris nearly 3000 feet 
above the sea. From the hill-side it enters a gorge or valley so 
narrow that the bases of the hills stretch to within forty or fifty yards 
of the river-bank. During the first twenty miles of its course the 
Mutha flows through the Bhor taluka. Immediately after entering 
the Poona district the current of the river is checked by the great 
Khadakvasle dam about ten miles further down. This dam has 
turned the valleys of the Mutliii and of its feeders the two Musiis 
into a lake about fifteen miles long and half a mile to a mile and 
a baI£ broad. Below the dam the Mlitha flows north-east past the 
Parvati hill by the north-west limit of the city of Poona, till it joins 
the Mula at a point known as the sang~m (meeting). 
\ 'The Karha rises a few miles east of Sinhagad and with a south- . Karha. 
easterly course of less than sn:ty miles through the Purandar and 
Baramati talukas falls into the Nira near Songaon in the south-
eastern comer of the Baramati taluka.~ 

The Shivganga rises on the south slopes of Sinha gad and flows east Shivganga. 
for about six miles to Shivapur and then south for about ten miles 
to Nasrapur, where it is joined by the Khanind. From Nasrapur, 
under the name (>f Ganjavni, it passes south-east for about six miles 
and falls into the Nira near Kenjal in Purandar. 

The Pushpavati riseS near the Malsej pass at the north-west corner Pushpavati. 
of the Junnar taluka. It flows down Madhner by the villages of 
Pimpalgaon-joga and Udapur, nearly parallel to the Mina river, and 
joins the Kukdi at the village of Yedgaon, about eight miles _east of 
Junnar. Near Udapur the river is known by the name of Ad. 

The Pavoa rises on the crest of the Sahyadris south of the range Pavna. 
of hills which forms the southern border of the Indriiyani valley and 
includes the fortified summits of Lohogad· and Visapur. It flows 
at first nearly east along the winding vale of Pavoa (Pavoa-maval), 
till, leaVIng the rugged westIands, it turns south-~ast, and, after ~ 
very winding course, joins the Mula from the north near Dapudi. 
At the village of Ambegaon, about six miles east of its source, the 
bed of the Pavoa is about 1820 feet above the sea. 

The district has no natural lakes, but several artificial lakes pro- LuEs. 
vide a considerable supply of water for drinking an.d irrigation and 
for the generation of electricity. Kha<4tkvasle, KatraJ and Pashan are 
in Haveli Taluka and they supply Poona City and thecantonmt;nts of 
Poona and Khadki with drinking water, and Khadakvasle IS an 
important source of canal irrigation. Out of the five lakes whi<:h store 
water for the Tata-Hydro-Electric Companies, four, namely Shiravate, 
Walwhan Lonavale ahd Andra are in Mawal Tahtka and the fifth 
viz., Mubhi Lake is in Mulshi'Taluka: In the eastern part of the 
district are situated tIle lakes at Kasurdi in Baramati Taluka; at 
Bhadalwadi and Shetphal in Indapur Taluka; at ShirsuphaI. Pimp~l-
gaon (Matoba) and Khamgaon in Daund Taluka; and at Rakh m 
Purandar Taluka. . 

Besides these more important lakes there are many locally Important 
tanks used mainly for drinking purposes. A number of bunds 
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CHAPTER 1. (bandharas) for catchment of water for irrigational purposes have 
Ph . arF tur been recently prepared or reconditioned. Of these the more 
~ SY=~M~' impor~an~ ones . are at Ane, Basti, Kusur, Narayangaon, Otur, Pimpal-

Lakes. wandi, Plmpan.Pendhar, Savargaon Udapur, Vadaj and Yedgaon in 
Junnar Taluka; Av'sari and Thugaon in Ambegaon Taluka' Donde, 
Khed and Padali in Khed Taluka; Khed-Shivapur and Loxrlkand in 
Haveli Taluka; Belsar, Bhivadi, Dhalewadi, Hivare, Kamthadi, 
KhaIad, Kothale, Munjewadi, Parinche, and Saswad in Purandar 
Taluka; Dongargaon, Kolawali, Kondhavale, Lawale, and Valane in 

°GEOLOGY. 

General. 

Mulshi Taluka; and Kapurvahal in Bhor Taluka. 
ALMOST all the rocks of the Poona district are varieties of Deccan 

trap-basalts. They were formed by the outpouring of enormous 
lava flows which spread over vast areas encompassing about 
2,00,000 square miles in western and central India. Because of 
the tendency to form Hat-topped plateau-like features and their 
dominantly basaltic composition, the lavas are called "plateau 
basalts." Such flows are called" traps" because of their step-like 
or terraced appearance. The rock is. dark grey to greenish grey in 
colour. Brownish to purplish tints are also met with. The specific 
gravity is 2'9 ·on an average. Generally two types are seen. The 
non-vesicular types are hard, tough,compact and medium to fine 
grained, with conchoidal fracture. The vesicular or amygdular 
types are comparatively soft and break mortj easily. 

Structural features. The rocks exhibit a tendency to spherOidal weathering by the 
exfoliation of roughly concenteric shells and hence rounded weathered 
masses called '~boulders" are very common. These are seen generally 
scattered along the foot hills of the hilly terrain throughout the 
whole district. Another structural feature is the prismatic and 
columnar jointing. These are generally observed in· the step-like 
series of perpendicular escarpments on the hill sides and slopes of 
the narrow winding valleys. These are well marked on the low 
tableland of Karde, Sirur, Khandale, between Talegaon and 
Lohgad and at Bor-ghat. They are also observed west· of Yevat, 

petrology. 

Kadur, Khed and near Nane-ghat. 
The Deccan traps consist mainly of plagioclase (labradorite), 

enstatite-augite, small amounts of titaniferous iron-ore and glass. 
A little olivine is also present. Occasionally olivine is represented 
by iddingsite, etc. In the vesicular variety the vesicles are' partly 
or completely fi.lled with secondary minerals like zeolites, calcite, 
crystalline and amorphous quartz such as rock crystal, chalcedony, 
agate, jasper, etc. Palagonite is of common occurrence in the lining 
of vapour cavities and are well noticed near Harishchandragad, 
Karle, Junnar, Nane-ghat. and other localities: Sometimes the 
amygdules are filled by stilbite. These are marked in Parvati Hill 
near Poona and Sirur. • . 

Inter-trappean During the interval which .. elapsed between successive eruptions 
beds. of lava there came into existence some rivers and fresh water 

lakes in the depres.sions and in places where there was obstrnction 
to drairiage. The fluviatile' and lacustrine deposits formed therein 
are intercalated' with'the lava flows and are of small horizontal 
extent, generally 2 to 10 feet thick. They comprise sandstones, 

.limestones, shales, "clays and pyroclastic materials. They are known 
as inter-trappean ... beds. Limestones of this nature are noticed at 
Phaltan, Kedgaon and Patas.· . 

°This section is e~tracted from •• A Note on the Ceology of Poona District" 
by Shri Y. S. Sahasrobudhe of the Geological Survey of India. 
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The basaltic dy~es of the district are all upright and do not seem CHAPTE~ __ 
to have caused dISturbance or dislocation in the strata of basalt. __ 
Two dykes II;bout 4 feet wide run obliquely across the Indrayani Physical Features. 
valley, 35 miles north-west of Poona, and intersect each other B GiL3Gk" 
The Bor-ghat road which runs through this . valley to Panvel i~ asa t y'es. 
frequently crossed by ridges which are presumed to be outcrops of 
dykes. Small dykes are seen near Poona Cantonment and at the 
southern slopes of the hills near Bosri' and Dighi. These dykes 
are to be regarded as feeders for the trap Hows and are expected 
to be present underneath the main mass of traps. In general they 
show regularity in direction, thickness and size. 

Laterite is a kind of vesicular clayey rock with characteristic Laterite 
red and brown colour and is composed essentially of a mixture of 
the' hydrated oxides of alumina and iron. The iron oxide generally 

and soils. 

preponderates and gives to ~e rock its prevailing red colour. It 
caps the summit of some of the hills of high altitudes in the district. 
Low grade bauxites rarely oc~ur in some of the hills. The traps 
give rise to either a deep brown to rich red soil or .. regur" (black 
cotton soil), as seen in the plains all over the area. The' regur' is 
rich in tlle plant nutrients such as lime, magnesia, iron and alkalies. 
It has the property of swelling greatly and becoming very sticky 
when wetted by rain. On drying, it contracts again with numerous 
cracks. 

Being dense, hard and durable, the rocks of the district ru:e 
used extensively as building stones. They are excellent for macadanl 
and tarred roads and are among the best materials obtainable in 
India. They are hard, tough, water-resisting and have' good 
binding properties. They are also excellent for use as aggregates 
in cement concrete. They are quarried on a large scale near 
Chinchwad, Yeravade, etc. Compact dark varieties ~akea high 
polish and are used in carving work. Weathered traps, moram, 
along the slopes of the cliff sections are quarried all over the district 
for Hooring. Zeolites and calcites are powdered ,and used as 
rangoli for decorating houses. Irregular nodules of kankar and 
gypsum occur in the soil at a number of places, especially in .tIle 
eastern parts of the district. Kankar is locally used for lime 
burning. 

POSSESSED, of a high altitude, a soil. free from alluvial deposits 
and prevalence of westerly breezes, Poona has a climate dry and 
invigorating.' , 

The year may be divided. into three seasons, the cord season 
from November to February, the hot season from March to May, 
and the wet season from June to Octbber. In tIle cold season 
dry easterly land winds prevail duritlg most part of tIle day and. 
cool westerly valley winds in the night, '-and from February ?nwards, 
there is sea-breeze in the eveni,rig: By 'about tIle mIddle of 
March, tIle temperature rises' somewhat .rapidly and hot breeze of 
variable direction prevails during day llime. The hot season may 
be said to begin in the middle of March and end by June, though 
the hot winds and other .characteristics of the, hot weather are 
mostly over by the middle of May. In April and May the maximum 
temperature at Poona and several ',oth~r places in. the district 

°For this section an article on .. The Cliniate of Poona" by Dr. S. K. 
Pramanik, M.Sc., Ph.D., D.I.C., Indian Meteorological Department, has been 
largely drawn upon. 

Minerals. 

Seasons. 
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CHAPTER 1. often rises above lOO°F and temperatures as high as 108-110°F 
have been recorded. ' 

Fhysical Features. , 
Q.wATIl. At the beginning of the hot weather the wind blows from the 
Seasons. east, in the morning and from the west in the afternoon. The sea 

breeze that sets in towards evening on most days in the months 
of February to May brings considerable relief on hot days during 
evening and the early part of the night. Thunderstorms occasion
ally alleviate the heat but the precipitation sometimes renders the 
air sultry. 

Rainfall. 

During the hot season there is haze. April and May, though the 
hottest, are not the driest months. In the east and centre of the 
district, sometimes early in May, but as a rule not till towards 
the close of the month, after three or four oppressive days, in the 
afternoon clouds gather in the east in great masses, and with 
a strong blast from the north-east, 'drive west with thunder and 
heavy rain. The thunderstorms are occasionally accompanied by 
violent winds, and sharp showers, . and also hail on rare occasions. 

Over the whole district the chief supply of rain is from the 
south-west monsoon which begins about the middle of June and 
lasts till the end of October. The returns show marked variations 
from year to year at the different rain stations. 

Rainfall statistics are available for 16 stations in different parts 
~f the district. The following table gives ,these statistics:- ' 

RAINFAJ,L IN POONA DIST.RICT 

Average )lean J4aximum. . Klulmum Namo of Years N. E, No, of rain' -Place . Latitu<\e Longitude raluy 
days fall Year Inch .. , Year Inch .. 

1 
__ 9 1_3 I ~ 

~ ",:" 
7 8 II, 10 

1------
LouavJ. " 

1888-J.9~0 • IS'.s'· 73' 24' 
7S'S 59'84' 

1931 249'98 189Q 67'13 
Paud 1.78-1940 • IS' 81' 73' 37' 1914 8S'24 1918 24'93 
Vadgao~' 1878-1940 18' 44' 7S' 88' 64'6 41'83 1933 65'69 1918 17'51 
(lIawal), 

IS' 4S' 73' U' 58'52 1899 21'28 Tale gaon' 1888-1909 .. 38'25 1896 
Dabhade, 

7S' 53' i2'68 JUDnar " 1878-1940 19' 12' 63'4 28'Sl 1933 48'46 1918 
Ghod .. 1878-1940 19° S' 73' 50' 51" 29'00 1933 55'06 1918 10'32 
Khed " 1878,1940 18' 50' 73° 63' 45'1 25>67 1933 48'14 1918 10'26 
Alandl .. 1888,1940 18° 41' 73° 64' 42'11 23'36 1933 41'31 1918 10'97 
Poon&. .. 1888-1940 18' 30'173' 5S' 48'1 26'63 1892 50'91 1899 13'20 
Sa.wad 1878-1940 ~' 73°68' 42'9 22'O:l 1892 43'98 1923 9'26 
Daund " 1892-1940 18' 28' 74' 34' 83'7 18'14 1892 83'75 1911 9'83 
Baramati " 1878-1940 18° 10' 74' 89' 37'0 20"02 1892 41'80 1923 8'85 \m_ .. 1878-1940 18' 8' 7f',o 6' 36'7 21'76 1916 40'38 1936 7'75 
Sirur " 1888-1950 18° 40' 74° 23' 33'0 20'05 1916 40'OS 1918 9'09. 
Talega 00' 1888-1950 IS' 40' 74' 10' 36'9 21'27 1932 38'21 1936 8'211 
Dhamdhere, 

1936 W68 Jejuri ., 1888-1950 11~S' 74° 8: 30'5 19'54 1892 44'50 

-
Lonavle is situated at the crest of the Sahyadris at the head of 

the Bor pass, at a distance of about 40 miles west of Poona. 
As compared to all the other stations in the district, the rainfall 
at Lonavle, viz., 181" (mean for 52 years), is several times more. 
Its location is responsible for this heavy rainfall. According to the 
above statistics it is possible to divide the district into three regions, 
the western, central and eastern. 

The western region, represented by Paud, Vadgaon (Mawal) 
and Talegaon-Dabhade and lying between Poona, a~d Lonavle, is 
situated in the lee of the Sahyadris and consists of Its slopes and 
a few miles beyond to the east. This region falls west of longitude 
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Averages for 8 a.m. ate based on data for the years 1891-1940 
and those for 5 p.m. on data fo.:: the years 1936-40. 

MEANS OF DRY AND WET BULB TEMPERATURES. 

Mean Dry ! Mean Wet Re "tv. I Vaponr . Bulb I llulb Humidity Pressure 

i 

I 
of I OF % mb. 

;rANUARY oo 8 ... m. .. 67'0 I 52'0 69 10'7 6 p.m. .. 84'6 i 62'6 25 10'0 F.EBRUARY oo 8 a.m. .. 69'7 

I 

53'4 64 10'0 6 p.m. .. 86'6 63'2 23 i 
0'8 I MAROH " S a.m, .. 66'0 58'4 57 

I 
13'2 6 p.m. .. 91'9 64'5 19 8'0 APRIL " S a.m. .. 74'S 64'1 63 16'8 6 p.m. .. 95'3 I 67'9 22 I U'5 MAY .. 8 a.m, .. 7S'2 

1 

69'1 61 i 20'5 
6 p.m. .. 94'1 71'4 32 16'3 

;rUNE .. 8 a.m. .. 77'0 71'7 76 

I 
23'9 

6 p.m. .. 82'3 

1 

72'6 64 23'0 
JULY oo 8 a.m. .. 74'7 70'9 82 23'7 

6 p.m. .. 77'ff 71'8 78 24'1 
AUGUST .. 8 a.m. .. 73'1 

1 
69'8 84 23'2 

6 p.m. .. 77'4 71'2 74 i 23' 3 -
SEPTEMBER .. 8 a,m. .. 72'S 

I 
69'5 84 I 23'0 

5 p.m. .. 79'0 71'8 71 I 23'4 
OOTOBER .. 8 a.m. .. 71'6 67'5 SO 20'8 

(; p.m. .. 84'6 60'1 47 I 17'6 
NOVEMBER .. 8 a.m. .. 63'7 i 59'3 76 

I 
15'0 

6 p.m. .. 84'2 

I 
65'7 35 13'4 

DEOEMBER .. 8 a,m. .. 67'7 53'4 74 12'3 
5 p.m. .. 81'9 62'2 29 10'6 

Situated as it is on the lee side 'Of the ghats, Poona is 
much drier than places on the coast line. Even in the monsoon 
months of June, July, August and' Septem~er, the mean monthly 
relative humidity never exceeds 84 per ·cent The diurnal variatioll 
of temperature or humidity is least in the monsoon months. The· 
relative humidity is high in the morning but is considerably 1'educed 
in the evening in winter and summer months: March and April 
are the driest months. On a few days in the month of May and 
sometimes also early in June, before the onset of the monsoon, 
'nights in Poona become rather uncomfortable on account of the 
high temperature combined with a fairly high percentage of 
humidity. 

The following table gives the mean pressure at Poona. Averages 
for 8 a.m. are based on data for the years 1891-1940 and those for 
5 p.m. for the years 1936-1940. 

MEAN PRESSURE AT POONA. 

Ht1834 It • . 
I I 

I 
Month ?lliUlbars Month I Millibars 

lANUARY " S a.m. .. 952'3 . JULY 
" 8 a.m. .. I 942'5 

6 p.m. .. 948'8 5 p.m. .. 941'0 
FEBRUARY oo 8 a,m. oo 951'2 AUGUSll- .. " 8a.m. .. 944'2 

6 p.m. .. 947'6 . 6 p.m. .. 942'4 
MAROH " 8 a.m. .. 949'7 SEPTEMllER oo L a.m. .. 946'6 

6 p.m. .. 945'7 o p.m. .. 943'9 
APRlL oo 8 a.m. 948'1 OOTOBER . " S 3.m. .. 949'5 

Ii p.m. ::1 9~3'8 5 p.m. .. 946'0 
MAY oo 8 a.m. 946'6 NOVEMBER oo 8 a.m. .. 951'7 

Ii p.m .... 943'0 6 p.m. .. 948'0 
;rUNE oo 8 a.m. .. 943'2 DEOEMBER .. S a.m. .. 952'7 

6 p.m. ... 940'7 6 p.m. .. 49'2 

1- -MEAN ANNUAL 8 a.m • .. .948'2 
6 p.m • .. 046'0 

t! 

ClIAl'TER 1. 

Physical Features. 
CLn.uTE. 
Humidity. 

Barometric 
Pressure. 
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CHAPTER 1'. These observations show that from October to March the baro-
. - metric pressure is over the annual mean and from April to September 

Phy~eatures. the pressure is below the annual mean. The month of least pressure 
'tE. is June. Then come July, August, September, i.e., the monsoon 

months, and May. December pressure is the highest in the year. 

Cloudiness.' The mean cloudiness estimated in tenths of sky'" covered is 
given in the' follOwing table. The average cloudiness in Poona, 
taking into account all kinds of clouds, low, medium and high, is 
less than five-tenths (or half of the sky) in all the months except 
during the monsoon period. On a large number of days during 
the winter months and also during the early summer, we have blue 
skies and brilliant sunshine. 

Winds. 

'. 

MEAN CLOUDINESS IN POONA. 

Month 

JANUARY •• 8 a.m. .• 
o p.m. 

• FEBRUA.RY •• 8 a.m. •. 

~RCR. 

.APR});,' " 

Ii p.m. 
•• SIUn. '" 

5 p.m ..•• 

r,. 8 a.m. 
O. "p.m/· •• 

All Low 
clouds clouds 

- I' 
1:7 1.40'1 

;;; I ;;; 
::;·1 ~:: 
8'0 2'6 

MAY r • :"8 a.m, .. 2'5 f 0'9 
• 6 p.1!'o .. _,,2'6 1'7 

.~. 8,.m. "16'7 .rUNE 
Ii p.m.,.. 7'8 

r' • 

• ~ J .. ~ . . 

6'1 
6" 

Month 

Juq •• 8 ... m ••• 
5 p.m. 

AUGUST •• 8 a.m. " 
5 p.m. 

SEPTEMBER 8 a.m. .. 
5 p.m. 

OCTOBER •• 8 a.m 
Ii p."'" .. 

AU Low 
clouds clouds 

s·s 
9'0 

8'0 
8'0 

0'7 
7'8 

n· 

0'3 
0'3 

0'0 
0'1 

S'o 
5'S 

1'2 
2'8 

NOVEMBER.. 8 ... m. •. 2'4 0'6 
5 p.m. •. 4'0 1'6 

DECEMBER.. 8 a.m. .• 1'7 0'4 
Ii p.m .•• ~ 1'0 

MEAN •• 1 ".m. S'8 2'1 

ANNUAL •• J 5 p.m. "S 3'0 

~.. .,. _.' . 
A :7remarkable feature of Poona winds is their rareness 

from the south. The direction of the prevailing wind is NW to W 
in January and February. With the commencement of the hot 
weather, . the direction slowly changes to the west and continues 
weiterly tight up to the end of the monsoon in September. October 
is.a month of vaIiable "winds, while easterly winds predominate 
in" Novembep imd December. During May and the rainy season 

·the direction of "the '''ind throughout the 24 hours is from the west. 
From the month of October to February calm prevails in the 
morning apprC1Xin'lately between 8. a.m. and 10 a.m. Before the 
period 0.£ .calm the direction of the wind is W. After the calm the 
easterl:>, wind. begins and continues till 7 p.m. in October, November 

. and December. After seven in the evening the direction changes 
and the westerly breeze starts. In January, February, March and 
April the period of easterly winds lasts only for a few hours from 
10 a.m. onwards. 

Though the Poona district is situated to the east of the ghats, 
towards evening there is a sudden How of air .... the evening' sea 
breeze-from WNW direction on most days of the months. of 
Fepruary, March and April and part of May, characterised by its 
greater gustiness, humid!ty and lower temperature. . 
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The following table gives the number of days with wind force 

(in miles per hour) and the mean wind speed:....., 
CBAPTEl\ 1. -I'hysicBl Fealurelo 

NUMBER OF DAYS WITH WIND FORCE AND ~EAN WIND SPEED IN POONA ~C· 

Moretbao U-S3 

1 

2-11 6-1 Mean Wind Hontb 84 miles mles miles miles Speed p.h. p.1I. p.h. p.b. (m.p. h.) 

lANUARY .. 88.m. .. 0_ 0 6 , 
25 .. ., 6 p.m. .. 0 1 21 9 FEBRUARY 8 B.m. .. 0 0 15 IS "2 6 p.m. .. 0 1 22 S' KAltCR .. & B.m. .. 0 0 12 19 5'1 6 p.m. .. 0 S 22 6 APRIL .. 8 .. m. .. 0 0 17 13 I" 6 p.m .. 0 2 26 2' !lAY .. 88.m. .. 0 3 26 II U'1 5 p.m. .. 0 10 20 1-

lUNE o. 8 B.m. .. 0 4 26 1 U'8 6 p.m. .. 0 14 16 1-
lULY o· 88.m. .. 0 8 28 0 10'S 6 p.m. .. 0 6 26 0 
AUGUST .. 8 B.m. .. 0 II 27 II 8'U 6 p.m. .. 0 .' 6 26 0 
SEPTEMBEB .. 8 a.m. .. 0 0 23 7 e'7 6 p.m. 

"I 
0 . ~' 28 1 

OCTOBER .. 8 B.m. .. 0 0 16 • 16 4'~ 6 p.m. U 0 2S 8 NOVEMBER o. 8 B.m. 0 0 .1& # 20 S·" 6 p.m. ::l 0 0 21 • 9 
DECEMBER .. 8 B.m. 0 0 7 24' S'6 . 6 p.m. .. 0 0 28 8 . . 

.' 21i 
-, 

·142 6" . ANNUAL TOTAL OR 8 ... m. 0 12 . . 
; MEA«. 5 p.m. 0 . 43 271 5Q, • . . . , . ~ ... -

, The following table gives the percentage numbpr of d,ay~ for viuio~s 
directions of wind in Poona : 

DmECTION OF WIND IN POONA. 

Hontb N NE E 8E S SW W NW Calm. 

--~ ~ I-
. 

1-'----
JANUARY .. 8 B.m ... 1 II S II .., 7 " 1 I 78 

6 p.m ... 4, 6 8 14 2 " 25 8 29 
FEBRUARY .. 8 B.m. .. II II 2 1 10 14 6- II 61 

5 p.m ... 8 8 5 2 2 5 49 20 17 
llARCR .. 8 a.m ... 1 1 II II 10 11 7 -6 61 

6 p.m ••• , 5 1 3 S " 43 19 18 
APRIL .. 8 B.m ... 1 1 1 2 9 15 20 14 I 8, 6 p.m ... 6 6 2 8 2 6 42 29 
!lAY .. 8 B.m ... 1 1 1 1 4, 14 ¥t 20 .18 

5 p.m ... 2 8 0 0 1 l' o6f' ':'if' } JUNB .. 8 B.m ••• 1 1 1 1 8 21· 67 
5 p.m ... 0 1 0 o . 0 12 '5 9 8 

JULY .. 8 B.m ... 1 0 0 0 1 19 68 • 9 2 
5 p.m ... 0 0 0 0 0 8 84 8 0 

AUGUST .. 8 B.m ... 0 0 0 ,I 1 16 66 10_ -7 
6 p.m ••• 0 0 0 0 0 6 83, 11 0 

8EPTEMBElI. .. 8 B.m ... 1 1 1 1 2 12 - 47 11 24 
5 p.m •• , 2 8 0 0 2 6 66 16 5 

OCTOBER .. 8 B.m ••• II 2 11 6 8 11 8 4, 62 ... 6 p.m ... 3 10 14 12 1 5 21 10 24 
NOVEMBER .. 8 a.m ... II 6 15 8 8 6 1 1 60 

6 p.m ••• 1 6 SS 21 8 8 II 0 81 
DEOEMBER .. 8 B.m. 1 6 7 S " 6 1 1 78 

6 p.m ... 1 6 26 19 8 8 14 • 26 

, 

\ 

, 
ANNUAL TOTAL OR 8 B.m. .. 1 II " 2 1\ 18 28 - 7 88 • 

MEAN.- I p.m ... III " '1 G II 6 47 13 14 
, . -

.... Vf 2-~ 
--, 
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ClIAPTE:a·I~ The following table· ·gives the frequencies of thunderstorrits, 
Ph • al- hail, squalls and fog at Poona in· each month of the yeaf 

)'51~:.tures. based on observations from 1935 to 1944:-
Thsnderstorms, 

Squalls, etc. FREQUENCIES OF WEATHER PHENOMENA AT POONA. 

, 
i 

I: 
1 

I IAN. FEB. I- MAR. API!.. HAY IUNE JULY 

Numb.r of c1aya 

1 

wlth-

Thllllder .. 0 0'1 1'1 8 8 , 0'2 

Hall H 0 0 I 0 O'S 0'1 0 0 

: DuStatorm .. 0 0 

I. 
0 0 0'1 0 

. 
0 

I: Sq1iall .. 0 0 0'2 

1 

0" 0'9 0'7 0 

. FO!I 
"1 0" 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- ; . 
DEC. I ANNUAL AUG, SEPT. , flCT • NOV, TOTAL . • 

Number of c1aya 
.... . 

I ~ wlth-,- .. 

'. Thunder .. 0'& , 
~ 

& O'S 0" 22:3 . . 
: Hall ., 0" ·#0 0 0 0 ·0" 

., 
: Duat.torm '$1 0 tI 0 0 0'1 ., 
\' Sq,!aL1 

, e' . .. : 0'6 1'0 0 0 8'S . " 
.Fog .> .. 0 0'1 1'6 0'4 0'2 I 2'7 

• ., 
• 

Thunderstorms occur generally during the hot months of April and 
May. before the ,oIis~t of the monsoon in June, and in September 
and October associated with the withdrawal of the monsoon. Some 
of the' thunderstorms in April and May are accompanied by squally 
winds, heavy ra,in and hail. Morning fog occurs, though very 
infrequently, in Poona during the month of October and in the winter; 
season. from November to January. : 

Dew and Fog,' , ·rie.w~ appear in th~ latt~r' part of O~toberand last till the en~ 
• of February. The difference between the percentages of relative 

humidity in the morning and in the evening goes on· increasing from 
October. The wind speed during these months is not more tha~ 
4·2 miles per hour. The range of temperature between the- daily 
maximum aM daily minimum is fairly high.' All these contributa 
to the formation of dew. 

Fogs are rare. in the eastern plains. They occur in the early 
mornings in S~ptember, October, November, December and; 
January but di!$ppear by half-past nine. They are generally visible 
in the valleys. Qn the banks, of rIvers. In the western hills mistS 
are common: from ·May to September. Sometimes mists rise from' 
the Konkanand fly east with great swiftness. At other times 
when the air is still, the.mist stretches over the Konkan like a seal 
of milk, the tops of hills standing out like islands. After the monsoo~ 
sets in early· in June, except. during occasional breaks, the western 
bills are shrouded in drenching mists and rain clouds. . 
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.' . ~e ~creage unde~ different crops in the variollli talukas of the . biAPTER 1. 
district lD 1942-43 bnngs out the peculiarities of the sub-regions very , 
clearly. Physical Featurel. 

Ci.wATE. 
Crops and 'TUE ACREAGE UNDER DIFFERENT CROPS ~ THE VARIOUS TALUKAS 

OF POONA DISTRICt ( 1942-43) . 
. ------------~---

1 

Rlee •• 
Wheat •• 
Javarl •• 
Bajrl •• 
Ragl •• 
Varal.san •• 
Oralll •• 
Tnr •• 
)[uth •• 
Kultbl _. 
Gronodnu' h 

Satfto,,"er' •• 
NIKftrseod •• 
SUllareane •• 
Potatoes ••• 
Oreeo Veget&blea 
Mooambl •• 
$)ther Fruit .•• 

Maval I 
2 

31,726 
•• ·8,M4 

-'., 
---

'. 

13,592 
2,351 
6,146 
2,928 
2,048 , 

809 
4 

126 
612 
104 

HuisltI 

3 

13,708 
. 1,519 
U,732 

4,81!2 
2,617 
1,364 

936 
477 
86 

259 
48 

119 
775 

'i73 ····1 
2~ 
92 

J 

JI1IlD&r 

• 
19.151 
15.365 
46,951 .. 

1.13.629 
3,566 

iO;S85 
1,924 
5,12i 
6,937 
2,241 

778 

"'076 
·1,134 

243 
.' ,679 

",522 

8,144 
1.490 
6,090 

87,817 
6,468 
4,133 
2,299 

673 
982 

1,542 
'1,876 

'3;310 
32 

1!~; 
264 

.... 333' 

ne<! 

6 

19,499 
10,900 . 
46,59& 
88,679 
8,003 
3,995 

10,460 
2,299 
2,332 

,3,82r 
9,658 

271 
6,459 

147 
5,594 

378 
366 
700 

Rav.1I 

7 

5,977 
2,525 

83,996 
61,330 
1,583 

122 
3,797 
8,395 
1,398 
1,769 

950 
1,883 
1,322 . 
1"'0)2 
'365 

1,730' 
280 

1,736 
.I 

! Purandar I Slrnr Daun<!, f, ,Bblmtru.dl I' Jndapur 

__ ~'~1 __ 1 ________ ~.~I~ __ 8 ___ } ____ 9~. __ ~_~.,~.1~0 ___ ,_~ •• ~1_1_-_'_~~~1_2 ______ J 

Rice .. 
Wbeat. •• 

, ~':.j~[1 :: 
R8I<1 .. 
V~r&I·Sa.... ,. 

; ~~~m :: 
Math .. 
Kllltbi .. 
Gronndnu' •• 
Sl\tflower •• 
HIR ...... '\: .. 
8111Z'st'cane •• 
Potatoes •• 
Orften Vegetables 
)["'8mbl ,. 
Other Frul t •• 

4,404 
3,500 

44,414 
1,08,893 

',;352 
813 

4,497 
3,883 

999 
5,548 

····42 
122 
756 

1,593 
2,283 

6 
6,10+ 

1,20,001 
.).,44,796 

'2;~93 
2,671 
5,190 
8,076 
7,708 
2,246 

14,167 
187 

88 
614 

74 
219 
943 

1f4 
973 

1,32,325 
. 22,671l . 

'i;076 
470 
937 

3,889 
382 

12,665 
65 

180 

'''327 
214 
778 

'1151'" 
'3:862 

1,64,424 
3!,25i 

'4;303 
1,966. 
3,071 
4,000 
1,018 

.1~,87: 

;;,811 
1 

187 
265 
8'i'5 

268 
. _2,734 • 
1,DO.p91. 
:13,356. 

·s;lii. 
1,371, 
1,289 • 
3,898 
3,627 

18,022 
6, 

4,806. 
3 

·149 
69 

24& 

In the case of cereals, the western talukas of Mawal and Mulshi 
show a predominance of rice. In the .. central tract, Junnqr, 
Ambegaon, Khed, Haveli and Purandar show a predominance of 
bajri, while the eastern taTukas Sirur, Daund, BhimJ:hadi and Indapllr 
show a predominance of javari. In the central belt rice though 
not predominant is important. The western portions of these 
taIukas are rice zones. 

In the ease of pulses, the central zone shows predomina,nce, tile 
eastern zone' comes next and the western zone comes last, 
. In oil-seeds, the .eastern zone leads particularly in the production 

of saffiower. then, comes the central zone; and the western zone 
comes last; 
, In the case of sugarcane, the Bhimthadi and Imlapur Talukas 
alone are pro!llinent. This being ~ the canal zone this is natural. 
The Mutha Canals in Haveli also show a concentration of sugarcane 
there. 
. In the case of potatoes and other vegetables, the central zone 
leads the other two zones. The north central zone shows marked 
predominance in' potatoes while the southern zone appears more 
favourable for m:~n vegetables,_ mosambi and. other fruits.-

'A Vf 2-2a . 

Rainfall 
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CHAPTER 1. Tim DISTRIGr, except in its western and hilly parts, has not mucn 
of a for«::st area, the total for the whole district being less than· 

Natural Res(IurceB. 750 sq. miles. 
FoRESTS. Th typ f . .'. th diff f th e es, 0 vegetation occurnng m e erent parts 0 e 

district are governed mainly by rainfall and altitude. The forest 
types are mainly three, viz., scrub. mixed deciduous and evergreen, 
and all represent and correspond to the eastern, central and western 
zones of low, medium and high rainfall, varying from 15" to 150". 

Scrub. Starting in the east at a general altitude of 1,000' with an average 
rainfall below 20" will be found an open forest covered by 
thorny scrub. Bor (Zizyphus jujuba), PolaU (Acasialatronwn). 
N ephtad ( Dichrostachys cinerea), H inganbet ( Balanites Rox

~ burghii) , Saundad (Prosopis spicigera), Vagati (Capparis apbylla) 
:are all typical species of this scrub and thorny area. The growth 
.of these species is usually small and stunted. Nim ( Azadirachta 
;indica) is the only tree yielding timber of suitable size. AJ 
:a notable exception, where the soil is better and blacker and where 
additional soil moisture is obtained, Babhul (Acacia arabica) occun 
. in pockets as a pqre. crop.. . 

Deciduous : There ,is ',a gradual change -from scrub to deciduous species as 
Species. one' adv.ance's intq the central zone. Certain species are frequently 

dominant and, often. occUr quite gregariously ,over considerable area. 
Owing 'to erosion and ·denudation caused· by cutting of trees, 
excessive grazing and burning of grass-lands by villagers, on the 
lower slopes of hills almost. all the injaili. species other than teak 

. have disappeared. Teak remains as an open crop, stunted and 
.chiefly ,coppice in origin. On the hot, dry southern slopes, Salai 
. (Boswellia serrata) is frequently found alone, while on the eastern 
and northern slopes, Dhavada (Anogeissus latUolia) is often found 
in .the same condition. 

Evergreen Further towards the west, as rainfall increases, evergreen species 
Forest. mingle with the -deciduous. Ain (Tenninalia tomentosa) occurs 

very largely in'the drier 'half, while Kindal (Tenninalia paniculata) 
and especially Hirda (Tenninalia Chebula) are found only in the 
wetteI half of the zone. H irda is pres~rved' on account of the 
markets for its valuable fruits (Myrobalan). Teak is notably 
absent. 

In the extreme west,. evergreen forest is the climax. " The best 
examples of this type which remain are ·near the forest bungalow 
and below the temple at Bhimashankar and in the temple grove at 
Ahupe in the Ambegaon Talnka. Aniani ( Memecylon edule)., 
/ambul (Eugenia Jambolana), Pisa (Actinodaphne Hookeri) are 
the prominent species in this part. 

Distribution by ' .• 1u1lnar Taluka: The areg of total reserved forest in, this taluk~ 
Talukas. is about 93 sq. miles. Of this an area of abou~ 28 sq. miles along 

.the Western Ghats remain unworked, on account of transport 
difficulties. The vegetation in this part is of evergreen nature. 
The central part of the taluka contains mixed deciduous forest 
comprising mostly teak. The whole of the eastern portion of the 
taluka is almost without any vegetation. 

Ambegaon Taluka: The area of reserved forest in this taluka is 
about 62 sq. miles. Of this, an area of about 34 sq. miles is 
situated along the western border of the taluka. The . vegetation 
in this part is of evergreen nature, and on account of transport 
difficulties the area has remained unworked. On the western edge' 
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of the taluka is the temple of BhimaShankar. A plot of a'6out CHAPTER 1. 1;; acres below this .temple has ~een permanently preserved together 
WIth other areas which are reqwred as· check plots in research into Natural Resoureeloo 
the regeneration of evergreen forest. These temple groves which D' F~b~' 

cti all th nl . f" ' istn utlon by are· pra c yeo y representatives 0 VIrgIn evergreen forest Talukas. 
of the Western Ghats, differ markedly from the dwarf or elfin 
evergreen found along these ghats. The central part of the taluka 
eontains mixed deciduous forests. 

Khed Taluka: The area of total reserved forest in this taluka is 
about 83 sq. miles. Of this, an area of about 28 sq. miles,_situated 
along the Western Ghats, is of evergreen type, and no exploitations 
are carried out in this area due to transport difficulties. This tract 
eontains a good deal of Hirda trees, whose fruit forms a valuable 
forest produce. There is also a valuable growth of bamboos in the 
Velhavli and Bhomale reserves of this area. The deciduous zone 
starts from Wada and stretches towards the east for about 10 miles 
and reaches Khed in the centre oJ the taluka. Tl.e forest areas to 
the east of this belt ru:e more q.r less open blanks and contain only 
thorny bushes. : 

Mawal and Mulshi Talu'kas: ~aw3.I has about 86- sq. miles 
and Mulshi about 68. square mileli of reserved Jorest. Out.of these, 
about 65 sq. miles from Mawal and about 58 s'q: milesftom Mul';hi 
are situated along the ·Western Ghats. The vegetation of this part 
is of evergreen nature. In this region there are four big lakes, viz., 
the Andra. Shiravta, 'Valwan and Mulshi lakes, which have be~n 
constructed by the Tata hydro-electric companies for production of 
electricity. l1irda. Shikekai and bamboos torm some of the items 
of minor forest produce in this zone; The deciduous forests in 
these taIukas are of a poor type. The deciduous zone of the Mawal 
taIuka starts from Kalhat and ends at Talegaon-Dabhade in the 
t:entre of the taluka. The deciduous forests in the Mulshi taluka 
are situated in Ghotavade, Paud, Rihe and Marunji. 

Haveli Taluka: The RI'ea of reserved forest in this .laluka is 
about 60 square miles. This taIuka, situated to the east of the 
Mulshi and Mawal talukas, does not contain any evergreen forest. 

The vegetation i.. of mixed deciduous nature comprising mostly 
teak, Ain and D1w.vada. The eastern part of the taluka contains 
very little forest vegetation, except a few patches of Babhul growth 
along the banks of the Mula-Mutha river. Deciduous forests ar~ 
mainly concentrated round about Sinhgad, Bahuli and Agalambe 
in the north-west comer of the taluka. The forest reserves situated 
on the northern siopE's of Sinhgad Fort are important and valuable. 
Dharjai, Katraj and Parvati are the most important grass kurans 
in this taIuka. 
11 Purandar Taluka: The area of reserved forest in this taluka is 
about 37 . sq. miles. The northern and eastern parts of the taIuka 
lite blank and have very little vegetative cover. The western part 
oontains mixed deciduous forests with teak as an important species. I r 

Daund, Indapur and SiTUr Talukas: !he areas of reserved f<.>rest 
in these taIukas are: Daund 52 sq. miles; Indapur 49 sq. miles; 
and Sirur 25 sq. miles: Most of these areas, being of no importance 
as forests have been classified as pasture forest and handed over 
to the. R~venue Department for management. Small strips along 
the banks of the MuIa-Mutha and the Bhima rivers are Babhul 
reserves in charge of ~e Forest Department. . 
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aUl'TEB::t~ Bhimthadi Taluka: This'taluka contains 37 sq. miles of reserved 
- forests, but all this area is now treated as pasture forest and placed' 

Natural Resour.ees. in charge of the Revenue Department. ,,, 
D,/!bRr'b BhOf' Taluka and Velhe "Mahal: The forests of Bhor and Velhe 

.1 TI!l~.~ Y Mahal measUre ·49 sq. miles and 45 sq. miles respectively. The 
(orests stretching along the western boundaries of these talukas are 
qf evergreen' nature, whereas those found in the central and eastern 
part of the talukas are of mixed deciduous type with teak as the 
main species. As the Bhor taluka and Velhe Mahal were merged 
in the Poona Forest Division, only in 1948, survey and settlement 
have not yet been made of the forest areas of these divisions. There 
are important forest reserves in the area. Hirda and Udha Bamboo 
are the important forest produce of this area. 

Minor Forest The following is a list of the chief minor .forest products from the 
Products. Poona distlict:-

Aptii': Bauhinia racemosa Lam.-Ieaves for bidis. 
Biihvii: Cassia fistula L.-pods. . 
Chillari :C:;esalpinia c:;esalpinia ,ll.oxb.-bark. 
Grass: for cattle -.food and grazing, (many species ,. 
Hardii: ·Terminalia chebula Retz.-fruit . 
. Moh~: Mad-hue" indica Gmel(Bassialatifolia)-Howers for 

di~tilliDg.. ,.' " 
Siig: Tectona grandis L.f-Ieaves for thatching. 
Shemb: C:;esalpiniadigyna Rottl.-bark. 
Shikekiii.: Acacia concinna DC-pods for hairwash. 
Tii<;l: Borassus flabellifer .L.-Ieaves for . thatching. 

, Timru: leaves for bidis. 
Chief l'~ The foilowing is a list of the chief trees found inPoona :-

. Ain or Siidadii: Terminalia crenulata Roth. 
Boma: Ter-rninalia arjuna Wand A. 
Behedii: Terminalia bellerica Roxb. 
Allu:' Meyna LaxifloraRobyns (Vangueria spinosa Roxb) • 
. Ambii: Mangifera- indica L. ' 
Ambii<;lii: Spondias mangifera L. 
Ambguli: El:;eagnus kologa Schlecht. 
Anjir: Ficus carica L. 
Aptii: Bauhinia racemosa Lam. 
Asan': Bridelia retusa Spreng. 
BiibhiiJ: Acacia arabica Willd. 

Acacia farnesiana Willd. is Ved; (Wild babhul). 
Badiim: Prunus amygdalus Stokes. 
Biihvii.: Cassia fistula .L. 

. Ba,kul : M imusOl)s elengi L. 
Bartondi: At ormda citrifolia Linn. 
Bel: Aegle marmelos Correa. 
Bhokar: Cordia rothi R. and S. 
Bibbhii: Sefnecarpus ancacardium L.f. 
Bondara: Lagerstroemia lanceolata Wall. 
Chakotar: Citrus decumana L. . 
Chandan: Santalum album L . 

. Chiipha: Michelia champaka' L. 
Chat: Buchanania lanzan Spreng. 
Chinch: Tamarindus indica L. 
Diilimb: Punicd granatum L. . 
DhiimaI]. : Grewia tili:;efolia Vahl. 
Dhiiv<;lii: Anogeissus latifolia Wall. 
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Gehela: Randia dumetorum .Lam. 
Gorakh chinch: Adansonia digitataL. 
Hallian: Eriodendron anfractuosum DC. 
Harc;la or Hir<.la: Terminalia chebura Retz. 
Hedii: Nauclea cordifolia (Adina cordifolia) Hook E. 
Hingal)bet: Balanites roxbur!!hii Planch. 
Hivar: Acacia leucovhlrea Willd. 
Jayphal: Myristica beddomei King. 
Jamb: lamboda vulgaris DC. 
Jambhul or JambhaJ: Syzygium cumini (Link) Skeels. 
Kadii khlirik: Solanum xanthocarpum Schrad .. & Wepdl 
Kiijii: Anacardium occidentale L. 
Kalamb or Kadamba: M itra{!.yna cordifolia Korth. 
Kamrak: Averrhoa carambola L. 
Karanj: Pongamia pinnata Vent. 
Karvand: Carissa carandas L. 
Kavath or Kut: Feronia limonia (F. elephantum) Corr. 
Kel: Musa paradisiaca L. 
KenjaJ: Terminalia alata Roth. 
Khair: Acacia catechu Willd. 
Khajuri or Shindi: Phamix sylvestris Roxb. 
Khandul: Sterculia urens Roxb. 
Lalai: Albizzia apulI:a Boiv. . 
Limb or Nim; Azadirachta indica A .. Juss. 
Limbii: Citrus medica L. 
Mahlung: Citrus medica L.-var. limotta 
Makar nimbori: Atalantia monophylla Corr. 
Maruk: Ailnnthus excelsa Roxb. 
MoM: Madhuca indica GmeL 
Nagchapha: Mesua ferrea L. . 
Nal)a: Largerstrremia parvifolia Roxb. 
Nliral: Cocos nucifera L. 
N1iring: Citrus aurantium L. 
Patasa: Buteo monosperma O. Ktz. 
Panglira: Erythrina indica Lam. 
Papai: Carica papaya L. 
Papnas: Citrus decumana L. 
Peru: Psidium guaiava L. 
Phal)as: Artocarptis integra (L) Merr. 
pna dhotra: Argemone mexicana L. 
Pimpal: Ficus religtOsa L. 
Pimpri: Ficus comosa Roxb. 
Ramkanta: Acacia eburnea Willd. 

, R1imphal: Anona reticulata L. . . 
Ran Bor: Zizyphus Lam. (Z: maU1ltuzna Lank). 
Rat1imbi: Garcinia purpurea Retz: 
Ray-avla: Cicca disticha Linn. 
Rui: Calotropis gigantea R..Br. 
Sag: Tectona grandis L. 
Sagargota: Creaslpinia crista Linn. 
Salai: Boswellia serrata Roxb. 
Saundac;l or Shami: Prosopis spicigera L. 
Savri: Salmalia malabarica Schott & Endl 
Shevga: Moringa oleifera Lam. 
Shivan: Gmelina arborea Roxb. 
Siras; Albizzia lebbek 13enth . 
. Sisu: Dalbergfa lati/olia Roxb. 
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Natural ResourCes;' 

FoRESl'S. ' 
Chief Trees. 

Sitaphal : Anona squamosa L 
Supan: Areca catechu L. 
Tad: Borassus flabellifer L. ' 
TembhUll.li: Diospyros melanoxylon Roxb. 
Tirti : ,Capparis erythrocarpus Isert. 
Tivas: Ougeinia dalbergioides Benth. 
ToraQ: Zizyphus rugosa Lam. _ 

FA'IlNA.-

Mammals: 
BeasU of 
"r61/. 

Tut: Moms indica L. • i 

Umbar: FicU$ glomerata Roxb. 
Va,c;l: Ficus bengalensis Linn. 
Varas: H eteiophragma quadriloculare (Roxb) Schumm. 

THE Wn.» ANIMALs are mainly the same as of the .• adjoining 
districts, and of the Deccan plateau generally. The reclamation in 
recent years of vast areas of scrub jungle and waste land for cultiva
tion through the introduction of irrigation canals, the ever-growing 
pressure of populatioll; the development of roads and the advent of 
the' motor car and lorry have had a disastrous effect upon wild life. 
The increase of firearms and their use in season and out of seasoll; 
and wholesale unregulated trapping and netting by Pardhis have, 
in many parts of the district, reduced the numbers of such animals 
as blackbuck (Kiilavita) and hare to the verge of extinction. By the 
deprivation thus of their natural food supply some species have 
been driven to crop-raiding and in consequence been greatly 
decimated. The loss of suitable scrub jungle for nesting sites has 
affected ground nesting birds in a similar way. The process of 
opening up of remote tracts continues apace, and with it goes hand 
in hand the destruction of wild life.§ 

Mammals: Beasts of Prey:-The most prominent among these are 
the Tiger (Panthera tigris Linn. )-H. Bag or Sher; M. W ugh; and 
the Panther or leopard (Panthera pardus Linn.) H. Tenduti or 
Cheeta; M. Karf/ii, Asnea or Bibfii-W.agh. ' 

The former is rare and only met with occasionally in the heavier 
forested parts of the Sahyadris or Western Ghats such as the Lonavle 
and Khandale neighbourhoods.' Leopards are stiU fairly plentiful. 
They are less intolerant of the heat, and scrub-covered rocky hills 
with natural caves provide ideal habitats for them. Many of the 
ruined hill forts, scattered over the district, regularly hold a leopard 
or two. From here they make forays into the surrounding 
cultivation for wild pig and porcupine which form their natural 
food. Village dogs, goats and donkeys are also taken occasionally, 
and an individual leopard may sometimes become a serious pest to 
the herdsman. Human beings are as a rule unmolested, and no 
man-eaters have been recorded within recent years. The encroach
ment of its natural habitat py cultivation is bringing the leopard 
increaSingly in conflict with' the interests of man, in consequence 
of which its numbers have dwindled and are dwindling consider
ably. The leopard is perhaps the most effective natural check 
against that greatest of all four-footed pests of the cultivator, the 
wild pig,. whose ravages .... particularly in the paddy and sugarcane 
growing tracts.-are so notorious. 

There 'is .no recent authentic record of the cheeta (hunting 
leopard, ,Acinonyx tubatus Erxleben) in Poona District. The 

-The paragraphs on Wild Animals 'and Birds have been contributed by 
Sliri Salim Ali. ,Toint Honorarv Secretary. Bombav Natural Historv Society. 

tThe Bombay Wild Animals and Wild Birds Protection Act (XXIV of 1951) 
, has .been enacted and brought into force to make better and adequate provisioD 
for the prevention of wild animals and wild birds.-
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, .. 
i .. Jpecies-if indeed its i';lclusion. in the c;>ld Gazetteer was justified-is mAFl'ER 1. 
"" now at any rate certainly extinct, as It practically is over the rest _ 
•• of India. Natural Reso\llCel, 

i,," The only other member of the Cat family deserving mention is JAUN~ 
:' the J~ngle Ca..t • (Felis" ,.chaus Guld. ):-H. Jungli Billi or' Khatas; B~m; P~6!I. 
! . M. Baul o~ Baoga.. It ~ sandy grey m colour, slightly larger than 

the domestic cat, With longer1egs and comparatively short tail which 
is ringed with black towards the end, and black-tipped. It lives in 

, grass land and scrub jungle and is notoriously destructive to 
~w~. .. 

The ,Civet faffiily ( vive1'1'ih ) is closely" related 10 
the true cats (Felih). Civet cats have' narrow pointed 
muzzles, long bodies and short legs. Their diet is partly animal
small birds, mammals and insects-partly fruits and berries. Under 
the base of the tail is a gland producing a highly concentrated evil 
smelling substance which, highly diluted, is used commercially in 
the manufacture of perfumes. The two principal representatives 
of this family in the district are :- " 

(1) The small Indian Civet (Viverricula indica Geof.)
H. Kasturi; M. Jawiidi-Manjar-greyish-brown, lined, streaked and 
spotted with black. Nocturnal."" 

(2) The common Palm Civet or Toddy Cat (Paradoxurus 
hermaphroditus Schrebet)-H. Lakati or Khatas; M. Ud.-blackish
brown in colour with long coarse hair. Nocturnal. It commonly 
takes up its abode between the ceiling and roof of inlIabited houses, 
and in hollows of trees. 
The Sloth Bear. (Melursus ursinuS Shaw)-H. BMlu, Reenchh; 

M. Asval-being" a forest dweller is also restricted" to the well-wooded 
billy portions of the Ghat coun~. It lives on roots and fruits of 

. forest trees, and -as a rule is not harmful to cultivation, though it ' 
bas been known to prey on sugarcane and jack-fruit. 

Of the Dog tribe ( Canidre) the principal representatives in the 
district are:~ 

(1) The Striped Hyrena (Hyrena hyrena Linn.)-H. Laka,· 
baghar, Churs; M. Taras-is a dog-like animal with massive hea~l 
and forepart of body, and sloping weak hindquarters. It IS 
a cowardly scavenger spending the daytime in .caves and ~avin~s 
in rocky hills and prowling in the precincts of villages by mght In 

search of animal carcases. 
(2) The Wolf (Canis lupus Linn.)-H. Bheriya; M. L~niJ,agli

the prototype of, and similar looking to, the popruar Alsati~n dog, 
is now quite rare. It is destructive to lambs and goat kids. b~t 
owing to i~ scarcity the overall loss to shepherds from It IS 
negligible. . • _ 

" (3) The Jackal (Canis aureus Linn.)-H. Geedar; M. Kolha--
is like a black-and-buff village dog with longish hair and bushy 
tail. Abundant, and a useful scavenger about villages; sometimes 
destructive to pow~, cane and groundnut. The mo~ul 
nocturnal concert of howling jackals is one of the mos~ familiar 
sounds on the Deccan coun~side. ". 

(4) The Indian Fox (Canis bengalensis Shaw )-H. L~n; 
M. Khoka(la-is a pretty, slim, greyish-brown long-furred arumal 
like the jackal with a bushier tail. It inlIabits open conn~ and" 
lives chiefly on field rats and mice, rep~es and insects. There
fore, since it seldom attacks powtry, It IS a useful ally of the 
ryot. 
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'(5) The Wild Dog (Cuon alpinus Pallas)-H. lungli-kutta. 
Bankutfa or Son-kutta; M. Kolasunci, Koli$rJ.a, Kolsara-is about 

Natural Resourees. the size of the Jackal, reddish-chestnut in colour with a bushy. 
J:=~k black-tipped tail. It keeps to forest in the Sahyadris, hunts in 

Beast, 0; ,preV~ packs and is highly destructive to sambar and other game animals. 
The packs move about a great deal scouring large tracts of country 
and often cleaning them out completely of game.' ' 
. Of the smaller animals allied to both the Cat and Dog famili~ 

,the two that deserve mention here are:- : 
(1) The Common Otter (Lutra lutra Linn.)-H. Ud-bilao; 

M. PaTJ{lmaniar. 
(2) The Common Mongoose (Herpestes edwardsii GeofJroy)

H. Mangus, Newla; M. Mungiisa. 
The fonner is chiefly aquatic and found in many of the larger 

rivers and streams, its principal food being fish. The mongoose is 
well known f,u its snake-killing propensities, tackling both 
poisonous and non-poisonous species with equal' effect. It is, 
however, destructive to ground-nesting birds and their eggs, and 
sometimes becomes a serious menace to the poultry keeper on 
account of its habit of"mass slaughter should it gain entry into 
a hen coop. , 
Among the Bats (Family Chiroptera) the species most prominent 

on account of its large size and for the great damage it causes to 
mangoes, figs and other cultivated fruit is the Flying Fox (PeteroPw 
giganteus)-M. Waghul-which has a wing-span of 3 to 4 feet 
Flying Foxes have favourite roosting trees occupied by a colony for 
many years in succession, on which hundreds may be seen hanging 
head downwards during daytime, screeching and squabbling; 
At sunset they fly out to the surrounding orchards and work havoc 

: among the ripening fruit. Their meat and fat are used in local 
medicine. 

Several species of smaller bats occur iD the district, chiefly 
haunting disused ruins and caves. All are nocturnal, most species 
being insectivorous and" beneficial to man. The pretty little Painted 
Bat (Kerivoula pida), sometimes .. een hawking insects in the 
evening twilight, is an outstanding exception as regards its brilliant 

. colouration not only among bats but all Indian mammals as well. 
Its body fur is bright orange while the wings are vennilion and 
black. ' 

Amopg the rodents or gnawing animals the Indian Porcupine 
{Hystrix leucura Gray and Hardwicke)-H. SayaZ, Sahi; M. Saya!, 
Sa/indar-is common. It lives in burrows dug in' the ground on 
rocky hillsides and is largely nocturnal in habits: It.is destructive 
to graundnuts and other food grain crops. ,Its flesh is good eating 
and eagerly sought by local'tribes. 
: The Giant Squirrel of the Ghat forests, Ratufa indica-H. Karrat. 
Rasu; M. Shekr'a-is one of our most attractive rodents. It is 
about 15 inches long with a bushy tail another 2 feet or so; bright 
reddish brown above, creamy white below with a white-tipped dark 
~ail. It lives- alDong the higher branches of tall forest trees and 
proclaims its presence by peculiar loud, throaty, chuckling, barks. 
Young ones taken from the' nest become quite tame and make 
engaging pets. The Five-striped Squrrel (Funambulus pennanti 
Wr. )-H. Gilehri; M. Khir-is ubiquitous in the district being 
usually found in the neighbourhood of human habitations. 

'~ 
t 



, , The,l!la.ck-naped Hare (Lepus nigricollis F. Cuv. )-H. Khargosh; CH.\PrEa::L 
M. Sasa-Is a dweller of scrub country bordering cultivation. Its 
numbers have become depleted everywhere owing to uncontrolled Naturall\esOuroe&: 
netting by Pardhis. FAUNA. 

In addition to the prdinary rats and mice which are commensal Mammal& 
~th ,man and. found abundantly in his dwellings and warehouses 
lD towns and villages, there are several species of field rats and mice. 
Perhaps the commonest and, most destructive of the former to 
Cultivation i~ the Indian Mo!e Rat (Banciicota bengalensis Gray 
and H ardwtCk~) -HT M. Gh~s-whose presence in a locality is 
always proclaimed by a pile of fresh earth resembling a larl!;e 
• mole-hill" thrown up outside the mouth of its burrow. The 
animals are. dug out of their burrows and avidly eaten by some of 
the local tribes. One of the commonest mice in' and about cultiva-
tion is the Indian Field Mouse (Mw booduga Gray), sandy greyish 
brown above, white below. ' 
, Of the deer tribe the district possesses several, but they are not 
common and are confined mainly to forest in the Sahyadris. 
Indiscriminate shooting by illegal methods, without regard to age 
or sex, has reduced their numbers considerably. 

The Sambar (Rusa unicolor Kear)-H. Siimbar; M. Siimbar
restricted to a hill forest habitat, is found here and there in the 
Sahyadris. ' 

~ . The Spotted Deer '("Axis axis Erxleben)-H. Cheetal or Jhank. 
M. Cital-prefers plains and foothills forest· in the neighbourhood 
¢ cultivation. It has suffered greatly in numbers. 
, The Barking Deer or Muntjac (Muntiacus muntijak Zimm.)
H. Khiikar; M. Bhekara, Khitkhita-is also met with in small 
numbers in the forested portions of the Sahyadris. 

The antelopes are reoresented by three species, namely, (1) The 
Nilgai ot blue bull (Boselaphus tragocamelus Pall.) H. and M, 
Nilga, RUi, Nilgiii, Rojh; (2) The Blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra 
Linn.)-H. Haran; M. Mrga, Hari1'"Ul, Kiilv#a; and (3) The Four
homed Antelope (Tetraceros quadricornis Blainv. )-H. Chousinga, 
Doda; M. Bhekara; The former two are inhabitants of open 
undulating grassy plains in the neighbourhood of cultivation. 
They are capable of considerable damage to standing crops. In 
some districts, e.g., in Gujarat, the Nilgai enjoyed a certain amount 
of protection from the local Hindu popula~on in the. mist~ken 
belief that it is closely related to the domestic cow. ThIS ~purlOus 
sanctity brought about an undesirabl~ increase in its n~m~ers there 
and the' species became a very senous- pest to cultivation. The 
official name had to be . changed to Nil-ghora (blue . .horse) before 
i>~ofessional shikaris were employed to keep i~s numbers . down. 
In the Poona district little or none of such sentiment prevails and 
the Nilgai is comparatively uncommon~ Enormous herds of 
blackhuck numbering hundreds of animals, used to roam over th.e 
Deccan plains even till as recently as about 40 years ago. Thell' 
numbers dwindled !1teadily with the. opening up of ~e country, 
construction of roads' and increase in motor traffic, which enabled 
shikaris to reach erstwhile inacces~ible areas speedily· ,and with 
little discomfort or expense. The increase in gun licences and th.e 
improvement in firearms has also contributed largely t? their 
destruction. Much of the slaughter still takes place d~g the 
rainy season when the black cotton soil becomes clayey and lffipedes 

". 
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QIAPTEl\ 1. the animal's escape. At the present time some talukas have been 
- completely denuded of blackbuck, and in others a herd of ten iii 

Natural Resoureea. quite an unusual sight. To preserve this interesting species from 
J:!"n!is; total extinction a rigid enforcement of the existing game laws against 

their indis!;riminate slaughter is necessary. 

.. 
Ant-ealer. 

The four-horned Antelope is a dweller or' deciduous forest. It 
lives solitary or in pairs, and is not common. 

The Indian Gazelle' (Gazella bennetti Sykes)-H. Cinkiirti; 
M. Miilathiskii-is also found solitary or in small parties inhabiting 
waste lands broken up by 'nullah· and ravineS. 

The pretty little Chevrotain or Mouse-Deer (Moschiola memina)
H. arid M. Pisora-standing only 10 to 12 inches at the shoulder, 
and possessing sharp tusks in the upper jaw instead of horns, is 
found in forests on the Sahyadris. It is a comparatively rare animal 
and only occasionally seen. 

A curiosity among the native mammals is the Pangolin or Scaly 
Ant-eater (Manis crassicaudata Geoffr. 'St. Hilaire)-M. Thirya. 
Khavli-miinjar or Kassoli-miinjar. It is about 3~ ft. long, including 
tail and about 12" high, shaped rather like a mangoose, with 
a narrow head and pointed snout. The body is covered with 
brownish hard, horny overlapping scales. It feeds on ants and 
termites by thrusting out and rapidly withdrawing into its mouth the 
long protrusible worm-like glutinous tongue with the insects 
adhering to the surface. The animal lives in burrows which it 
digs in the ground. It is chiefly nocturnal. 

SOME 300 SPECIES OF BIlIDS may be found in the district of which 
about 90 are winter visitors, seen only between Septeqlber/October 
and Marchi April. These latter include many orders and families, 
but those of them that come under notice more prominently are the 
wildfowl (duck and snipe). 
. The district is not particularly good for duck shooting since it 
has few of the shallow monsoon-filled depressions with muddy 
bottoms and partly submerged reed-beds elsewhere known as 
.. jheeIs," so beloved of wildfowl. Such lakes as there are-Fife. 
Gibbs, Walwan, Whiting, Mulshi and others-are deep iirigation 
reservoirs foqned by the damming of streams. These open expanses 
of water lack aquatic vegetation and do not attract ducks except as 
daytime refuges where they can sleep in comparative safety from 
shikaris and fly out to forage in the. surrounding inundated paddy
fields at night. Unlike in the duck shooting districts, wildfowl here 
do not appear to have any local specific names, an indication in itself 
of their comparative rarity. 

The chief species of migratory ducks met with in the cold season 
are-

The Common Teal(Anas crecca). 
The Garganey or Blue-winged Teal (Anas querquedula). 
The Shoveller (Sptlfula clypeata). 
The Pochard or Dun Bird (Aythya ferina). 
TIle Tufted Pochard (Aythya fuligula). 

with smaller numbers of sev&al other species. 
Of the resident wild ducks, i.e.. those that remain with us all 

the year and nest within the district or in adjoining areas. the 
most usual-but by no means common or abundant-is the small 
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clnnamon-colciured Lesser 'Whistling Teal (Dendrocygna ;avanica) CHAl'TER 1. 
and to a lesser extent the large Nukta or Comb Duck (Sarkidiomi.y 
melanotos), largely glossy black above, white below with NaturalReso_ 
a prominent knob or .. comb" at base of bill near the forehead. ~~ 
Both these species as well as the diminutive Cotton Teal or Goose uc 
Teal (Nettapus coromandelianus) usually nest during the monsoon 
months in. the rotten hollows of tree-trunks standing in or near 
water where their nests are safe from the Hooding frequently caused 
by heavy downpours. The Cotton Teal is slightly larger than the 
pigeon and of a colo~g and pattern ~ather like that of the comb 
duck. -'" ' 

The two species of snipe nonnally found in squelchy paddy- Snipe. 
fIelds after the paddy is harvested, and similar marshes, are the 
Common or Fantail (Capella gallinago) and the Pintail (C. stenura). 
They are difficult to tell apart in Hight. but in the hand the atten-
uated pin-like outer tail feathers and the closer black barring under 
the wing are good diagnostic characters of the Pintail. The lar!!er 
and darker Woodsnipe (C. nemoricola) is rare but is occasionally 
shot. 

A large and conspicuous migratory bird seen in some years :in Crane. 
enonnous flocks in open 'cultivation or' fallow fields about tanks, etc., 
is the Demoiselle Crane (Anthropoids virgo )-M. Karakoca. It is 
much sought after by sportsmen, as it combines excellence as a table 
bird with extreme wariness which requires much skill and patience in 
bringing it to bag. - " ' 

The Demoiselle is a handsome long-legged gray bird, standing 
about 3 ft. high. The head and neck are chiefly black and there are 
conspicuous pure white ear-tufts behind the eyes. It must be 
differentiated from the Common Crane (Crus g. Wlordi) which also 
visits the district in some numbers, often associating with the 
Pemoiselle. It is somewhat larger in size and has a distinctive bald 
red patch on the nape and no ear-tufts. 
, Prominent among the many winter immigrants from the Hawks. 
Himalayas or the temperate lands beyond. i.e., from Eastern Europe 
across the Siberia. are some birds of prey like the harriers, parti-
cularly the Pale Harrier (Circus macrourus) and Montagu's Harrier 
(C. cyanus). These slender, long-winged hawks-malt, grey and 
white with black wing tips; female, brown with a whitish patch on 
the rump-are an enchanting sight as they skim over the standing 
crops or open country on outspread motionless wings and pounce 
upon mice, lizards and large grasshoppers. 

A spectacular winter visitor, but of a very different natural order Rosy Putor. 
and great economic importance is the Rosy Pastor or Jowari Bird 
(Pastor roseus)-H. Tilyer or Wyha; M. Bhorq.ya. It is seen in 
the district between August and March-April, and in particularly 
large flocks or swarms when the jowar crop is ripening. The 
swarms descend upon the standing fields and do great damage to 
the grain on the cob. But Rosy Pastors' ate. well-known for their 
predilection for locusts also. Their breeding grounds in Central 
Asia and Eastern Europe overlap those of the destructive migratory 
locusts, both Schistocerca gregaria' and Dociostaurus moroccanus. 
During the breeding Plonths the birds and their young subsist almo~ 
exclusively upon these destructive insects in all stages of thea 
growth, and thereby confer an inestimable overall benefaction. ~t 
is in recogni~on of their beneficent services to agriculture that lD 
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,C;:HAPTER 1. Afghanistan, where the birds make a temporary sojourn on thel.r 
-. northward passage in spring and summer, even the meat-starvec;l 

Natural Resources. inhabitants give the birds rigid protection for their good offices. 
,BIRDS. Few other lawfully edible species, if any, enjoy such immunity from 

the pot in that· country I 
The Lark and Among other winter immigrants which attract attention on the 

Yellow buntings. countryside by virtue of their abundance, mention must be made 
of the short-toed Lark (Calandrella brachydnctyla) and the two 
yellow buntings-the Black-headed (Emberiza melanocephala) and 
Red-headed (E. luteola). Swarms of these larks frequent bare open 
plains and glean grass seeds etc. stattered on the ground. The two 
buntings feed largely on bajri, jowar and rice· in the ear, and cause 
a certain amount of damage to standing crops. . 

Weaver Birds. . With them . are frequently associated as fellow crop-raider:; 
Hocks of Weaver Birds (Ploceus philippinus). The last named 
is .a resident species, the size and colouration of the female house 
sparrow, and widely known for their remarkable hanging retort
shaped nests with long entrance tubes woven out of paddy leaves 
and other rough-edged grasses. During the monsoon which is their 
nesting. season, the male baya acquires a breeding plumage with 
the crown of the head and breast a bright golden yellow. Bayas 
make interesting pets. They have no song, but they really learn to. 
perform a number of tricks demanding a high degree of skill . 
. The resident avifauna· of the district in general is the same in 

character, and largely also in species, as that found on the rest of 
the Deccan plateau. For a complete list oftrus, the interested reader 
is referred to a paper entitled "The Hyderabad State Ornithological 
Survey" published as a serial in the Iournal of the Bombay Natural 
History Society commencing in Vol. XXXVI, No.2, p, 356, and the 
supplementary list in Vol. XL, No.3, p. 497. 

Game Birds. The principal game birds of the district are the Grey Partridge 
(Francolinus pondicerianus )-M. Citur or . Titur-the Painted 
Partridge (F. pictus )-Kiila Titur; Green Pigeons (M. Harial) , 
particularly the Yellow-legged Green Pigeon (Crocopus l'hoeni
cOl)terus chlorigaster); Sandgrouse ( Pterocles cxustus erlangeri) 
M. Pakorade-and small numbers of the Painted Sandgrouse 
(P. indicus) ; Pigeons-M. Piirwii or Paraira~especially the Blue Rock 
Pigeon (Columba livia) commonly inhabiting all hill forts; and Rain 
Quail (Corurnix coromandelica). 

Other gallinaceous birds wruch sometimes find their way into game 
bags are the Jungle and Rock Bush Quails (Perdicula asiatica and P. 
argoondah)-M. Lhiiwii . 

. The Peafowl (P. cristatus)-:-M. l\forJMale) ·Liiru}.or (Female)
the Grey Jungle Fowl (Galliis sonnerati)-M. Ran Kombq,a-. and the 
Red Spur Fowl (Galloperclix spadicea) -M. Kokatri-are found in 
the- forested areas of the dislrict. 

. The Great Indian: Bustard (Choriotisnigriceps )-M. Hum; 
Kiiradhonk-which lives on the open. grassy and cultivated plains 
has been getting increasingly rare owing to human persecution, and 
is now on the point of extinction. 

The Lesser Florican (Sypheotides indica)-M. Ciinya Mor-is met 
with locally in small -numbers in tall grassland during the south
west monsoon season. . 
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. All ground-living game birds, particularly such species as the <:IiAPTEa I. 
Grey and Painted Partridges and the. Rain and Jungle Quails are 
fast decreasing in numbers owing to unregulated, indiscriminate and 'Natural ResourCeS. 
wholesale netting by professional netters of the Pardhi tribe. B".r~i::mnn 

Amo~g 0!her s~ies which h~ve an important bearing on human 
economlcs, ill addition to the mIgratory species already described, 
are :-
" (I) The Green Parakeets, largely destructive to fiint and field 
~ops. The three species found in the district are-

(1) The Large Indian Parakeet (Psittacula eupatria)-M.Popaf. 
~ (2) The Rose-winged (P. karaTlleri)-M. Riighii. ' 

(3) The Blossom-headed (P. cy~n6cephala)-M; ~ir. 

(II) The tiny Sunbirds-M. Phuu:okhi-are largely· responsible for 
fertilizing flowers of both harmful and beneficial species of plants. 
The propagation of that pernicious plant parasite Loranthus-M. 
Biint;fgul-commonly infesting mango trees, is due entirely to the 
nectar-seeking activities of these beautiful and brilliantly plumaged 
little birds. Four species are commonly found ill the district--

(1) The Purple Sunbird (Cinnyaris asiatica). 
( 2) The Purple-rumped Sunbird (C. zeylonica). 
(3) The small Sunbird (C. mini77la) confined to evergreen hill 

forest (e.g. Bhimashankar, Khandala, etc.). 
(4) The Yellow-backed Sunbird (Aethopyga s. vigorsi). 

, (III) The Flowerpeckers take up the work when the sunbirds leave 
off, i.e., they eat the ripe Loranthus berries and transfer the seed to 
the branch of some neighbouring tree either with their feces or by' 
wiping it off their bill atter removing the epicarp. The seed adheres 
to the riew host by means of its viscous coating and soon sprouts, 
boring with its roots into the tissues of the host plant and sucking the 
vital sap, its,life-blood. 

The two species of Flowerpecker occurring in the district are :
( 1) The Thick-billed (Dic;Eum agile), and 
(2) the Pink-billed 'or Tickell's (D. erythrorhynchos). 
Among birds of resplendent plumage, several natural orders and 

families are represented. The species which commonly catch the 
eye by the brilliance of their colours, to mention a few, are : 

(1) The Black-headed Oriole (Oriolus xanthornus )-H. Peelak~ 
size Myna; brillant yellow and black; 

( 2) Green Parakeets (see above), largely grass-green; 
(3) Kingfishers-M. Khant;fu, KhantJ,yii, GaT)yii, Qicca-White

breasted (Halcyon smyrnensis)-size Myna, and the Small 
( Alcedo atthis) size sparrow, brilliant blue, blue-green, 
chocolate and chestnut-brown; . 

(4) Bee-eaters-the Small Green (Merous orientalis)-M. Tal 
< lingi, Veda-raghu-size sparrow, brilliant grass-green; 
. (5) Roller or Blue Jay (Coracias bengalensis)-M. Tii.!-size 

, pigeon, brilliant-dark and pale-blue; and • 
(6) Sunbirds (see above), smaller than the sparrow. with the 

, males irridescent-crimson, scarlet, maroon; green and yellow. 
Flower-nectar is the staple food of sunbirds, and when, in 
its qUEl>t, the birds flit from one brilliant-hued flower to 
another their colours flash'in the sun, turning them into 
living jewels, presenting in that setting a spectacle of 
exquisit~ charm •. 

and beneficial 
to mao. 

Birds of resplen
dent plumage, 
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CHAPTER!. Of song birds, the district can boast of a few species of exceptiopal' 
- - accomplishment and outstanding reputation. 

Natural Resources. Th' Sh ( C h lab') d't . tho BI 1_ BIRDS " e ama opsyc us rna ancus an 1 s COUSlDS, e acA.-
Song Bh-ds. capped Blackbird (Turdus rnahrattensis) ,and the White-cheeked 

Ground Thrush (Turdus citrina cyanotus). occur chiefly in the hill 
forests such as those at Khandale, Bhimashankar and elsewhere. 

Resemblance 
between 

Western Ghats 
& Eastern 
Himalayas. 

FISH. 

The rich, mellow whistling song of the Malabar Thrush 
.(Miyophone~ horsfieldi) wandering aimlessly up and down the 
scale, which has earned the bird its name of • Whistling Schoolboy, 
frequents the rocky torrential streams in the Ghats where the tumult 
of the waters forms fitting accompaniment to its lively melody. ' 

The Magpie ~obin or Dhayal (C. saularis), whose song, delivered 
from a roof or "tree-top, is one .of the most familiar sounds on the 
countryside between February and May, keeps nearer human 
habitations. 
; The Spotted Babbler (Pellorneum ru{iceps), a sober-coloured 
little bird, slightly larger than the sparrow, is a dweller in scrub 
tangles in" wooded country and seldom shows itself. But it is 
a remarkable vocal performer and its tuneful and spirited melody 
proclaims it to be a comparatively common species in all suitable 
localities. • 

A biotope of particular interest from the point of view of faunal 
distribution in the Ghats section of . the district is prOvided by the 
patches or enclaves of moist deciduous or evergreen forest scattered 
here and there in the higher hills. As regards their floristics, these 
patches bear a close similarity to, or are more or less identical with, 
the moist evergreen forest in tropical Travancore on the one hand 
and in the Eastern Himalayas on the other. Zoological investi
gations suggest that in the geological past, pori 'aps till the early 
Pliocene (or about 15, million years ago) there was a more or less 
unbroken mountain connection between the Western Ghats and the 
Eastern JIimalayas by way o{ the Siitpuda mountains: 'The present 
day Siitpudiis are merely the worn down stumps of a much loftier 
chain which by intercepting the south-west 'monsoon currents 
produced the rainfall an~. moisture necessary for the moist ever
green type of forest wherever it now 'persists. It is presumed, 
therefore, that such humid-forest birds as are now found in the 
Western Ghats and along the Siitpudii trend are the relic populations 
of a former dis~ibution which, like the moist forest patches them-
selves, formerly stretched continuously to the, Eastern Himiilayiis. 

THE POONA RIvERs AND STREAMS are fairly stocked: with fish. 
From the middle of June, when the south-west . monsoon sets in, 
until the end of October, the rivers and the streams contain sufficient 
water. With the close of the rains their waters gradually subside. 
and, by March, they form a series of pools connected by long 
reaches of feebly running streams. Some of the pools are long, 
deep and rocky, providing safe sanctuaries for fish. others are shallow. 
easily' netted or emptied in sections with the help of temporary 
(lams. By the end of April the pools are plundered of all their 
fish-life. . , 

Duritig the monsoon. many a river .fish migrates into streams and 
rivulets which are in spate and breeds in these shallow, sheltered 
waters. The old practice of fixing basket-traps or bag-nets of minute 
mesh to capture breeders returning to rivers continues in some places 
but not on the same extensive or destrutive scale as before. Fry 
aDd other small fish, prawns, etc.," are also captured ip. this manner. 
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In wider seasonal streams, pairs of dwarf bunds so built as to CHAPTER 1. 
converge towards each other with only a small outlet are put up in -
the bed. At these· out-lets, during breaks in the rainfall and in the Natural Resourcei. 

. final shrinking of the rainy-season Hoods, are set immense bag nets FISH. 
with meshes varying from two inches at the mouth to a quarter of 
an inch at the cod-end. These nets are usually set for ten to 
twelve hours and taken out ill the morning and evening. As much 
as 300 pounds of fish, composed of specimens varying from 
an inch to several feet in length, are often taken from one such 
net . 
, A complete survey of the fish fauna of the water-ways of Poona 
District has not yet been done. Some parts of the Poona water
ways, however, have been surveyed by a few ichthyologists, and 
from the records it seems that there are in tne district over 
70 different species of 15 families. 

Below are listed some of the common species: 

ORDER: ISOSPONDYLI. 
Family: NOTOPTERIDJE. 

Only 'One species N otopterus notopterus (Pallas), locally known 
as Chalat, is of some commercial value. In young stages it is useful 
as larvicidal fish. 

ORDER: OPISTHOMI. 
• Family: MASTACEMBELIDJE. • 

There is only one species M astacembelus armatus (Lacep.), locally 
known as Vamb, to be found in most rivers of the Poona district. 
This is a favourite fish of the district, though some people reject it 
because of its snake-like f~J"!D' • 

ORDER: APODES. 
Family: ANCUILLIDJE. 

AnguiUa~tengalensis (Cray), wlllch is known as Aheer iIi Marathi, 
is the only species from this family inhabiting the Poona rivers. 
This fish has a slimy .,glandular skin and is greatly prized by some 
people as they attribUte aphrodisiac properties to its slime and 
Hesh. . 

ORDER: EVENTOCNA THI. 
Family: CYPRINIDJE. 

~ub-family: AbramidirnB. 
Chela boopis (Day), Chela clupeoides (BI.), Chela phulo 

(liam.), and- Laubuca laubuca (Hamilton), are four species 
belonging to this sub-family. All the three Chela species are 
locally known as Amli and are small. delicate and silvery forms, 
gn'atly appreciated as food. The commonest of them is Chela 
clupeoides. The remaining two are less common, but. all of them 
prefer the same types of habitat. These can also live iu still \:V;tteJs 
ot lakes or tanks. The presence of this ID large numbers in surface 
. water indicates the presence of game fish like Barbus or Labeo or 
Wallagonia attu in tl;1e vicinity. 
Sub-family: RasborirnB. .., 

Barilius harna ( Ham. ), . Barilius . bendeltsis (Hamilton). Barilius 
gatensis (Cuv. and Val) are known in Marathi as Theenohr, Jodhie 
and Jodhie respectively. , 

Aspidoparia ?"l0rar (Hamilton) is known as Cor Amblee. 
A Bk Vi 2.-8 
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~ L Rasbora claniconiw (Ham.), locally known as Ranjannah and 
Satural Resourc:es.Danio requipinnatw (McClelland). locally known as Thook Chateeo 

FISB. are assocIated together and. are tound in canals and lakes. l'hc:se 
are of some use as larvicidal fish. 

Sub-family: Cyprininre. 

(a) Barbw (Tor) khudree (Sykes)- Basara or Phirkee of the 
iishermen-is the angler's delight. It is known as Mahaseer of tbe 
Deccan and is found in most rivers of Poona, parb.cuJarly parts of 
rivers frequented by Carra muUya and Labeo species. It prefers 
rocky-bed and moderately strong current. This fish attains large 
proportions and reaches a weight of from 30 to 40 pounds. Every 
year from March to May large specimens of thJs fish, about 
30 pounders, are caught in the Mula-Mutha river at Kirkee on 
balJs of wheat Hour (atta) as bait. Lake Fife of Khadakwasla has 
a good stock of ~arge sized fish of this type. 

(b) Bar~ (Tor) Mwsullah (Sykes)-Musala-is another large 
sized carp common in the Indrayani river at Kalumbra village. 
in the Bhima at Pargaon and in the Chod at Sirur. It reacncs 
a length of over three teet and weighs over 20 pounds. This fish 
is avaIlable during August and September in a large pool in the 
course of the Mula-Mutua river, about 15 miles south-east of Poona. 
J'.Jter September it retires to deeper pools further down the river. 
It' is one of the species of Mahaseers and gives good sport to the 
angfers. 

(c) Barbw (Puntiw) Jerdoni (Day}-Sufedpari Khadree. 
(d) Barbw (Puntiw) kolus ~Sykes}-Kholus. 

(e) Barbw (Puntiw) sarana (Ham.};-Lallpari Khadr~e. 

The above species· [i.e. ( c) to (e)] are medium sized carps 
growing from Jj to 18 inches and weighing up to a seer or more 
and are common in most rivers' and lakes of Poona.' They are 
used as food all over the district and are also of some value as 
semi-game fishes. , 

(f) Barbus (Puntiw) t;cto -(Ham. }-Debree or Chatee Debree
is a small hardy species often tound in some ~ of Poona rivers. 
It has no value as food but is useful as a larvicidal fish of the 
district. 

Other Barbw species are:-
(g) Barbw (Puntiw) amphibiw (C.V.)-Danghar. 
(h) Barbw (Puntiw) chow (Ham.)-Dhunsahree. 

The following six Labeo species are more or less -common in the 
dHferent parts of the Mula, Mutha, Mula-Mutha and Bhima rivers 
and the lakes and tanks of Poona. The Labeos. which are common 
carps of the Poona water-ways, are esteemed as food :md game 
fishes. 

Labeo calbam (Ham. )-Cowchee-prefers parts of rivers with 
old masonry and sunken trees. It is a game fish which grows to 
O\:er 3 feet and weighs about 15 pounds. 

Other Labeo species are: Labeo boggut (Sykes )-Gohrah or 
Chor; Labeo fimbriata (Bl.)-Tamthee; Labeo 1!otail (Srkes~
Tooth; Labeo kawrW (Sykes)-Kawrus; Labeo anza (HamiltonJ
lCawrus. 
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Other fishes belonging to this sub-family are:- CHAPTEll 1. 
: CamJ muUya (Sykes )-Mal1ia-is found in large numbers in the Natural ~ 
rocky Secti?DS of the rivers and canals and is used as food. . FlSII. 

Carra bicornuata (Rao)-Nukta mullya; Carra gotyla (Gray)
MuUya; Cirrhina fulungee (Sykes)-Peela Kholus OT Soor; Cirrhina 
reba (Hamilton )-Lolee ; Crossochilus latius (Ham. )-Lahoor . 
].1 ystacolencus .ogilbii (Sykes )-Bakhar Massah; Parapsilorhynchu; 
tenlaculatus (Annan.); Rohtee cotico var. cunma (Day)-Deotee. 
Goordee; Rohtee neilii (Day )-Deotee; Rohtee vigorsii (Sykes)
Goordee. 

SchizmatorhlJflChus (Nukla) nukta (Sykes)-Dootondee-is the 
two-mouthed fish of the local fishermen-rather a rare variety. It 
reaches a maximum weight of 3 lbs. In between the nasal 
apertures lies a conspicuous slit, above the proper oral aperture. 
This gives the two-mouthed appearance to the fish. Old males 
show gay colouration. every scale having a pale pink ~loss and 
an apple J!;reen margin. The tips of the snout and of the nose are 
bright vermilion. 

It is caught with some difficulty. as it frequents bouJdery spots 
with some current, where it is difficult to net. There is always 
a great demand for this fish among fisher folk. as it is believed that 
it brings luck to the house of the man who is ·fortunate enough til 
net it. This is sometimes netted in the Mutba river near ~. 
Kharadigaon village. 

Family: CoBmD£ 

- There are six species in this family. mostly bottom feeders. 
which dig themselves into fine gravel and are often caught in large 
numbers from most rivers -by the fishermen. Of these Lepidoce· 
p1-.alus guntea (Ham.) and Nemachilus botia var. aureus (Day), both 
l(Jcally called Moorhi. are considered as tasty fish but their 
intestines are full of grit. The other four are:- . 

Nemachilus ruppelli (Sykes)-Mohra gotia; Nemachilus do!!i 
(Hora)-Kala Mooroong; Nemachilus anguilla (AnnandaJe)
Mow; Nemachilus evezardi (Day)-Moree. 

OImEB: NEMATOGNATHl 
Family: Sn.URID£ 

There are three speciesbf the family :-Ompok bimacu1atus (BL)
Goongwaree; Ompok pabo (Ham. )-Kalie Goongwaree; Wallagonia 
Gttu lBL)-Shivada or Pahadi. 

-These fishes are often caught in the rivers and Jakes of Poona. 
The Wallgonia attu. which is a predaceous species growing to 
huge dimensions. is very destructive to smaller fishes. It is known 
as the • fresh water shark of India -. and. though of carnivorous habit, 
l-.as considerable commercial value. All the three are good game 
fishes and are commonly known as cat fishes. . _0 • 

Family: BAGlUD£ 
Seven species from this family are recanted from aD over the 

· district, most of which have commercial value and some grow to 
· enormous size. Alystus montanus (Jard.}-Kohira-frequents rocky 
° places in the Bhima river at Vadgaon where it is said to rea~h 
° an enormous sip:. The giant fish often competes with the crocodile 
; for possession of underwater caves in the POOls. which both seek 
· to occupy. 

A Bk V( 2--3a 
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qIAPTER 1. The other species are :-Mystus bleekeri (Day)-Kala seenghal; 
. - Mystus cavasius (Ham.)-Singhara; Mystus gulio (Ham.)-Kala 

~atur~ Resources. Tengnah'; M ystus seenghala (Sykes) -Chotkah; Rita hastata (Val.) : 
ISH. mta pavimentata {Val.)-GoogoQrah. . 

Family SI50RlDlE. 
This family is represented by five. species, out of which Glypt~ 

thorax conirostre var. poonamsis (Hora)-Phather chatoo-is more 
common to Poona and its environs. 

The others are :-Gagata itchkeea (Sukes )-Padhnah ; Glypto
thorax lonah (Sykes); Glyptothorax madraspatnam (Day)
Kengra ; Glyptothorax annandalei (Hora)-Pivala Kengra. 

Family: SClnLBEIDlE. 
Only one species Proeutropichthys taakree (Sykes)-Munia-is 

recorded from Poona. 

Faniily: P ANGASIDiE. 

Silonopangasius childrenii ( Sykes) -locally known as Valunj is 
fairly numerous in the Indrayani and Bhima rivers. After monsoon 
floods these fishes along with others retire to 30 to 40 miles below 
Poona where specimens weighing about 15 pounds are often caught 
with rod and line. . They occaSionally take a spoon and give good 
flght on light tackle. This fish requires careful handling as the 
strong spine in its pectoral fin may inflict a deep and painful 
wound. 

OReER: CYPRINODONTES. 
Family: C1'PRINODONTIDlE. 

The only species Aplochilus lineatUS' (C.V. )-Jhir-a somewhat 
delicate fish of the waters is very useful as larvivorous fish. It is 
Widely distributed in the water-ways of Poona district. 

ORnER: SYNENTOGNATHI. 
Family: XENENTODONTIDlE. 

Xenentodon cancila (Ham.)-Dengwah in Hindi an.d Kutra 
Massa in Marathi-is a common fish of the Poona rivers. It has 
numerous teeth and the snout is drawn out like a beak over one inch 
in length; It is valued as a delicacy and has commercial valu~ . 

• 
ORDER.: LABYRINTHICI. 
Family: OPlllOCEPHALIDlE. 

Three species from this family are record~. from the various 
water-ways of Poona. The species Ophiocephalus gachua (Ham.)
Daku-is comparatively less common than the other Jwo species, viz., 
Ophiocephalus leucopunctatus (Sykes) and Ophiocephalus 
rnaruilus (Ham. )-both known in Marathi as Murrals. Murrals are 
highly prized fish of the Deccan. They are hooked through
out the year by anglers in all rivers with cockroach" as a bait. 
Murral shooting. with gun or rifle is considered an excellent sport. 
The proper season for shooting Murral is from November to April 
when the river water is almost clear and still. The fish has supra
branchial chamber and has taken to partial aerial breathin~ for 
which it comes, from time'to time, to the surface of water and sticks 
out its snout to take a whiff of air. This is the time when the Shikari 
gets a chance to shoot the fish. Murrals grow to big size and may 
reach a weight of 15 to 20 pounds and have commercial value. . 
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ORDER: PERCOMORPHI. 
Family: AMBASSJDlE. Natural R esoqrces. -

Only one species Ambassis ranga (Ham.)-locally known as Full. 
Chandwa is found in midstream in strong currents and in deep 
water. They are _ attaractive in appearance, as they are greatly 
compressed and transparent in body. Being larvicidal and fairly 
l,utrdy, they m~y prove useful in anti-mosquito measures. 

ORDER: GOBIOID.iE. 
Family: GoBIOIDlE. 

Glossogobius giuris (Ham.). Kharpa-is the only species of this 
family found in the rivers and canals of the district. It is low 
quality commericial fish. 

As the majority of the population of the district eat fish, fish is 
in demand all the year round. The fish prices, however, have gone 
50 high that this valuable food is hardly at present within the reach 
of the common man. Cheaper varieties like Amli, Ciilata, Kutrii
!1Iiisii, Male, and others are sold at Re. 1-4-0 to Rs. 2-8-0 a seer, 
while Maral, Viimb, Khadrii, Sivdii and such other bigger varieties 
fetch from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 a seer. 

Development of fisheries of the district has recently engaged the 
attention of the State Government. Thousands of fry (fish-seed) and 
fingerlings of Catla catla, Lebeo rohita (Rohu) and Cirrhina mrigala 
( mrigal) imported from Calcutta have been liberated into perennial 
liheets of water, such as Lake Fife at Khadakvasla, and- the Katraj 
and Pashan tanks. It is expected that these carps reputed for theit 
rapid growth- and good flavour will breed and establish themselves 
in Poona waters. Much of the fame of the fresh water fisheries of 
nengal is due to the abundant occUrrence of these varieties in the 
Ganga river and its tributaries. It is, therefore, hoped that with 
tbe introduction of the aforesaid varieties into Poona waters, the 
commercial fish fauna will be considerably enriched. 

All sorts of antiquated methods of fish-catching are in vo~e in 
different parts of the district. In some. parts fish is speared 
with spears specially prepared for the purpose. Even bow and 
arrow is used for shooting fish in the shallow rivulets of MawaL 
Various sorts of poisonous substances are used to dope the fish, 
with the result that there is immense destruction of fish and depletion 
of fish stock. 

SNAKES ARE NUMEROUS /nmOUGHOUT THE POONA DISTBIcr, especially 
in the western hilly talukas of Junnar, Khed, Vadgaon, Maval, 
Mulshi and Bhor. The mild temperature, thick forests and the 

'hilly surroundings are ideal for their growth; hence many more 
varieties are found on the western side of the district than on the 
~entral and eastern sides. Apart from a large number of non
poisonous snakes, all the four common poisonous snakes' of India, 
i.e. Cobra, Russel's Viper. Krait and Echis are found in this district; 
In the town of Poona alone, the first three snakes could often be 
met with in the Chattushringi, Vetal hills, and the Yeravda region, 
respectively. The number of deaths due to snake-bites in this 
district are as follows:-· 

Year. 

1948 
1949 
1950 

Rural circle. 

44 
56 
31 

Town ej rcle. Total. 

- 9 53 
'1 - 51 

... 2 39 

-From the reports of the Director of Public Health, Government of Bombay. 
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~ 1. Anti-venin against the poison of these snakes is now manufactured 
-R at the HaHkine Institute, Bombay, and Central Research Institute. 

Natural esources'Kasauli. 
SNAKES' 

Non-poisonous. 

The following account of snakes known to occur in Poona, 
District is based upon the material available in the Fauna of British 
~ ndia (Reptilia, Vol. III), various papers published on the subject 
in the Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society, and a few 
personal observations. The classification is followed as given by 
Dr. Smith in the Fauna of British India. 

F AM: Typm.oPIDlE. '11>18 is represented by two species:
Typhlops braminus (M. Dau<i) and T. porrectus. These are small 
degenerate worm-like snakes, 6-7 inches long, living underground 
on decaying wood or vegetation. They are blackish brown and 
their body is covered by cycloid scales. The head is not distinct 
from the neck,. there are vestiges of pelvic bones, and a terminal 
spine is present for burrowing in the soil, where they feed on worms 
and insects. 

, F AM: UROPELTIDlE. This. is represented by three species:
Uropeltis ocellatus, U. macrolepis, U. phipsoni. The short 
cylindrical body of these snakes ends in a rigid tail. The head is 
in continuation with the neck, the eyes have a round pupil, and 
these yellowish brown animals with a brilliant iridescence are met 
with buried under earth at high altitudes. Length up to 21 inches. 

F AM: BOIDlE. These are represented by three species :-Python 
molurus (M. Ajgar) , Eryx conicus (M. Phara<i), and E. iohni 
(M. Duton<iya, Mandhul). 

Python molurus is a lethargic snake growing up to 8-12 feet in 
length and often weighing 250 lbs. The snake is brown with 
it dorsal series of large elongate, dark grey, black-edged spots, and 
with linear brown streaks crossing the eye. It is found on rocky 
slopes and is a remarkable swimmer. It preys upon birds and 
mammals whom it kills by constriction. 

Eryx conicus (M. Qurkya GhOI)as also). It is a sluggish blunt
tailed snake, living near wet spots and measuring about 24 inchE's 
in length. It is grey, with brown and black-edged spots, plac;ed 
against a buff back-ground. It feeds upon frogs and toads. 
E. fohni abounds in sandy areas, and differs from E. coniCU8 in 
having distinct dark transverse bands. ' 

, F AM: COLUBRIDlE. This family is represented by 20 species:
Ptyas mucosus (M. Dhaman), (Rat snake), Coluber fasciolatu8 
(M. Nagin) , C. gracilis (M. Songtya), Liopeltis calamaria 
(Gunther's smooth snake), Coronella brachyura, Oligodon venustu8. 
O. tamiolatus, O. brevicauda, Lycodon flavomaculatus (Wolf snake). 
1.. aulicus (M. Kav<iya), Natrix piscator, (At. paI].diva<i), 
:(Checkered keelback), N. stolata, (M. Nanep), N. beddomei, 
Macropisthodon plumbicolor (M. Gavtya) , Boiga forsteni (Cat 
snake), B. trigonata, Psammophiscondanarus, P. leithi, Dryophil/ 
nasutus (M. SarptoU) and D. perroteti. 

Ptyas mucosus is a very agile, yellowish grey snake, with irregular 
black marked cross-bars on the posterior half of the body. It growli 
up to.7 feet in length, living near vegetation, fields and houses, and 
feeding largely upon rodents. When cornered, it emits a hiss and 
bitfcls fiercely. 
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.. C. fasciolat~ (Racers) bas a uniform brown colotIrbeautifully CHAPTER 1. 
ornamented With narrow cross-bars. It is very vicious and often ~ 
erects itself Battening the body behind the neck imitating a cobra. Natural ResourCes. 
It grows to a length of five feet and more. C. gracilis is light grey SNAX.ES. 
above with narrow white black-edged cross-bat:s. Non-pOIsonous. 

L. calamaria .. - This light brown snake having scales edged with 
black and showing longitudinal lines, and dark spots on each side 
of the head, is met with in the Ghats, growing to about 2 feet in 
length. , 

Coronella brachyura.-This snake found in Poona and Visapu~ 
area is about 2'-6" in length and is olive brown with indistinct light 
variegations on the anterior half of the body. 

O. venustus.-These greyish brown snakes with large irregular 
blackish spots edged with darker ones are often mistaken to be 
Echis carinatus (M. Phurse). Length up to 1'-9". O. treniolatus 
and O. brevicauda are also met with. 

Lycodon flaVOTnflClilatuS.-These wolf-snakes recorded near 
IGrkee are often mistaken for Kraits. They are choco~ate with cross 
linear bands, white lips and spotted belly. The caudals are divided 
and the dorsal unmodified. Nocturnal in habits they grow to 
2 feet in length and are often found in gardens, houses and store
rooms. L. aulicus is more frequently met with near human 
habitations. 

Natrix piscator (M. Piindiva"}.-This snake of the plain~ is 
generally seen in the vicinity of water where it swims with great 
vigour feeding mainly on frogs. It is yellowish above, with black 
spots arranged in a series like a chess board. A prolific breeder; 
it grows to 3 feet or more in length. N. stolata (M. Niinep). It 
is olive. green with black spots intersected by dorso-Iateral yellow 
or buff stripes. Maximum length is 2 feet and they are found more 
dllIing rains. 

Macropisthodon plumbicolor (M. Gavtya}.-This common grass 
green snake, growing to 2'-6", is very abundant during rains in the 
district. Young specimens have a broad light yellow collar pointed 
in front and forked posteriorly. 

Boiga forstem (cat snake) .-This snake growing up to 6 feet 
in length attacks sparrows, lizards and even fowl for its food. It is 
brown or red with regular angular black spots or cross-bars along 
\vith white spots. B. trigonata is met with in the Sahyadri ranges. 

Psammophis condanarus.-This snake is found in Poona proper 
ascending bushes in search of lizards and rodents. It is very active, 
rale olive and has 4 or 5 ""dark brown longitudinal stripes, con
spicuously edged with black borders. The lower part of the head 
ll. yellowish with a black line along each side at the outer margin 
of the ventral shields. Length about 4'-6". P. leithi is light ~rown 
and measures about 4 feet and frequents grasslands. 

Dryophis nasutus (M. Sarpta!i}.-This common green whip sna~e 
grows to about 6 feet and can climb even coconut palms. It IS 
diurnal and remains hanging from trees. It is believed to strike 
tile human face, but the bite does not develop any constitutional 
symptoms. D. perroteti is also met with in the Western Ghats. 

FAM: ELAPIDlE. This group is represented by Naja nala 
(M. Nlig) (Cobra), Bungarus creruleus (M. Mal}.yar) (Krait) and 
Callophis melanurus (Coral snake). 

Poisonous. 
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CHAPTER 1. . Naja naia (Ai. Nag). This familiar snake grows to 5'-6" iind is 
- normally not aggressive, but when alarmed would rise nearly 

Natural Resources. one-third of its length to balance and strike. The aim is bad during 
p!~ the day time but is very accurate and determined in the night. It 

feeds chiefly on rodents, toads and frogs. It is either brown or black 
and is characterised by the hood which contains the binocrellate 
mark. There is a great variation in these markings, and often 
snakes are met with without this mark. The venom affects the 
nervous system and death is due to respiratory failure. 

Bungarus cceruleus (M. Mat;lyar).-This agile snake is dark in 
colour and has double white narrow-paired cross bars, more distinct 
in the posterior region. The sub-caudals are undivided and the 
dorsals in the vertebral regions are modified. It grows to 5 feet 
and prefers to hide in burrows in day time. It is quite frequent 
in the Yeravda area. The snake normally does not attack, but the 
bite, if delivered, is fatal, the poison being neurotoxic. 
. Callophis melanurus has been reported from the Ghats. It is 
2 feet and is light brown with spotted dark brown scales forming 
a series of lines down the whole length of the body, the belly 

being red in life. . 
FAM: HYDROPBID...£. There are probably three snakes repl'esent. 

ing this group :-Hydrophis stricticollis, H. ccerulescens and 
M icrocephizlophis cantoris. These grow up to 3 feet in length and 
stay near about water. -

FAM: VIPERID...£. This group is represented by Vipera russpUi 
(M. GhoJ)as or Kfu;uJ.ar), Echis carinatus (M. Phiirse). Ancistrodon 
hypnale (Hump-nosed viper). Trimeresurus malabaricus (Green 
pit-viper), T. rnacrolepis and T. gramineus. 

Vipera .russelli (M. GhOl)as).-This lethargic light brown snake 
with a chain of three longitudinal series of large oval dark brown 
spots with a blackish border, grows to 5 feet in length and is ona 
of the common poisonous snakes of the area. It hisses loudly and 
deeply. Though of a quieter disposition, when disturbed wodd 
11url with great force and strike the victim, plunging the big fangs 
in the tissues. The poison is vaso-toxic. It. is viviparous ~d is 
seen to lay as many as 50 young ones at a time. It lives near rocks 
and shade and feeds on rodents. 

Echis carinatus (At. Phiirse).-It is very active and is characterised 
hy the figure of 8 position adopted.In moving when disturbed. 
The saw-shaped scales are rubbed to give a hissing noise. Pale 
brown in colour with a vertebral series of dark-edged spots 
connected by an inverted V-shaped mark enclosing a dark area. 
The head has a trident shaped mark. It grows to 2'-6" and its 
poison often does not cause· immediate death. Feeds on lizards 
and tiny frogs and is more seen in the plainS. 

Ancistrodon hypnale.-This brown hump-nosed viper grows to 
2 feet and inllabits hilly districts. A loud hiss is often accompanied 
prior to attack. 
. Trimeresurus malabaricus.-This green pit-viper has blackish 
brown spots separated in a zigzag manner. It grows to 2 feet and 
remains near green places, particularly on trees. The food 
consists of lizards and Gekos. The bite is poisonous but no deaths 
have been reported. T. macrolepis is bright green on top and p~Jer 
beneath. T. gramineus has also been .recorded. . 



PARTD 
CHAPTER 2-ADMINISTRATIVE mSTORY. 

THE HINDU PERIOD. 

(90 B.C.-1295 A.D.). 

THE EXISTENCE in its vicinity of ancient places of religious 
importance (e.g., Bhimashankar) and its nearness to well-known 
trade routes like Nane Ghat and Bor Chat make it practically 
certain that the Poona district as a settled unit of 
habitatio~ is of great antiquity. Throughout history the district 
has been a more or less important region of some bigger State, such 
as the Andhra. Chalukya, Rashtrakuta or the Yadav empires 
of the ancient Hindu period, or the Bahmani eml'lire or the 
Nizamshahi sultanate of Ahmednagar or the AdiIshahi sultanate 
of Bijapur during the medieval Muslim period, or Bombay 
Province under the British regime, or Bombay State since the 
inauguration of the Sovereign Democratic Republic of India on 
January 26,1950. For a period of approximately one hundred years, 
ending with the surrender of his territories to the East India 
Company by Peshwa Baji Rao II, Poona City itself was the seat 
of the Maratha empire. Whether the pr'illcipal seat of local 
administration was Poona or a nearby place in the same region, 
and whether the local administration was independent of external 
authority or not, the region has always occupied an important place 
in the scheme of government. The geographical situation and 
physical characteristics of the place, as also the peculiar traits of 
the people inhabiting it seem to have combined to produce this 
result. Historical research has not yet succeeded in unearthing 
much evidence on which to base a continuous and detailed account 
of the administration of this area before the advent of the Muslims 
towards the end of the thirteenth century. Such information as is 
available, however, goes to show that at least as early as nearly 
two thousand years. ago the region round Poona was a centre of 
busy and organized life. Agriculture, industry and trade, public 
charity and religion, government and administration flourished in 
a developed form. Bhimashankar, the most holy place in the 
district, is also the most ancient, its origin having been lost in 
lep;end. 

More significant, however, as indications of a busy and settl~ 
civic life are other features which bear directly on the materlal 
and cultural life of the people. "Both the Nane and the Bor ghats, 
()r passes, which open out from the Poona district, have been 
highways of communication for over 2,000 years. The temples and 
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devotional chambers cut. into the hard Deccan rock at Nane, Beclse, 
Bhaje, and Karle above the ghats, and at Kondane and Ambiv1i 
below the ghats tell in themselves and through the several monu
ments and inscriptions contained in them a story of a fairly active 
and developed life. The actual number of such caves is of course 
much larger and, in fact, they are spread over a large number of 
places in the area. While any attempt at reconstructing the entire 
administrative or social life of those times from these relics of the 
past must at this stage prove futile, the barest I)uiline of a continu
ing current from prehistoric to historical times can, with some 
hesitation, be traced. 

Among the important towns now included in the Poona district 
Junnar seems to possess the longest record of continuous 
administrative importance. At. present it is the .headquarters of 
a taluka named after it. During the days of the Peshwa rule at 
Poona the separate importance of the town of Junnar was dimmed. 
But in the pre-Peshwa period of Maratha rule over the region, as 
well as during the Muslim rule, Junnar occupied a place of premier 
impOltance. In earlier periods this distinction seems to have been 
even more pronounced. From the inscriptions at the Nane pass 
it is clear that as early as about 90 B. C. Junnar was the capital 
of a king of the Deccan. The inscription refers to gifts of villages. 
elephants, horses, chariots, cows and karshapans (i.e. coins). To 
make such gifts possible the regime must· have possessed not only 
a strong administrative authority but also a cultural objective and 
the material means to achieve it. As at the time when these 
inscriptions were recorded the citY was called Junnar or Juna-ner 
(the old city) 0, it is obvious that the civic life. which centred 
round that habitation must have possessed in the minds of 
contemporaries a very old history and tradition. It will not be 
an .exaggeration to say that Junnar, which for a long time during 
the historical period has been the chief city of the Poona district. 
is in fact one of the oldest towns in western India. 

During the period that marks the commencement of the Christian 
era, a king named Vedishri is indicated as King of Dakshinllpatha. 
Vedishri has been identified as a member of the Andhrabhritya or 
Shatakarni dynasty. By his style and genealogy, as well as by the 
nature of his charitable acts recorded in the early inscriptions, he 
appears to have answered as nearly as possible the ideal of a Vedic 
ruler, one who would uphold the ideals of Vedic civilization. The 
story revealed by the numerous Buddhist caves in the area, dated 
in the second century A. D., however, indicates that at about that 
period Buddhist influence had spread to the area. The inscrip
tions in Buddhist caves make mention of a number of important 
trading places within and without the country, of various racial 
and occupational sections of the people, and of !ecognized industrial 
associations. Nasik, Bhadoch and Kalyan towards the north, 
Dharnikot at the mouth of the Krishna, Sopara in Thana, and 
Banavasi in North Kanara, as also Obollah in the Persian Gulf 
have been mentioned. While the Poona region itself had no 
important centre of art or manufacture, its situation at the· head 
of the two important passes through which trade had to pass between 
the north Deccan on the one hand and the coastal and northern 

o An explanation has been given by a local resident that the word .. Junnar .. 
is composed of two parts, "juhn» and "nehr" meaning two streams, and 
lunnar happens to lie between two streams, the Mina and the Kukdi. . 
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regions on the other seems to have given it a recognized importance CHAPTER -2-
as a developed seat of commerce and allied economic activity. 

The presence of foreign traders and artisans is borne out both 
by their direct mention in the inscriptions and by the character of 
the architecture of some of the monuments. Yavanas, Shakas and 
Parthians are among the foreigners mentioned, and Parthian 
influence has been traced in the architecture of the period. Mention 
of ~ilds of bamboo-makers, copper-smiths and coin-dealers also 
emphasizes the developed and organized character of the trade of 
the area. - There is also a reference to the BralLmin minister of King 
Nahapana, a Kshatrapa king, whose capital was Junnar. While the 
details either of the system of administration or of the achmI 
delimitation of the areas over which the particular rule extended 
are unknown, it is clear from information so far discovered that 
the typical system of king and a minister administerin~ the land 
according to recognized tenets of Hindu kingship had been in 
existence in the area for a very Ion'! time before the commence-
ment of the Christian era. The upholding and promotion of religious 
faith seem to have been attended to, but at the same time the 
organization and promotion of the business activities of the people 
through appropriate institutions had not been neglected. 

Administrative 
History. -

HINDU PERIOD. 
Foreign influence. 

Historians are of opinion that the rule of the Shatakarni dynasty, Com~~tive 
which had an Andhra origin, lasted till about the fourth centurY obbvlon : 
A. D. For the period covered by the nine hundred years following 300-1294 A. D. 
this rule no reliable evidence of government in the Poona area is 
available. It seems fair to 'infer that by conquest the control of 
the area passed to regimes which- had their centres of authority 
far removed from the region itseH, which slided back into the 
position of an outlying and, perhaps, less important part of the 
dominion. From evidence gathered in the adjoining districts of 
Satara, Ahmednagar, Sholapur and Nasik, it is surmised that during 
this period of comparative oblivion the Poona area passed through 
three well-marked regimes which succeeded one another. Between 
550 and 760 A. D., the Chalukyas held sway over the region, to 
be succeeded by the Rashtrakutas who ruled till 973 A. D. In the 
beginning of the Rashtrakuta rule we get reference to a "Vishaya" 
or district with its headquarters at Poona or Punya and Punak as 
it was then called. The Yadav dynasty, with headquarters at 
Devgiri, seems to have been established in the area for over a century, 
when the first impact with the Muhammadan invaders from the 
north took place in 1294 A. D. None of these regimes had their 
headquarters in or near Poona, nor are they known to have been 
of a highly centralised or tyrannical character. For a region like 
Poona, which earlier was well organized under the Shatakarni 
dynasty having its headquarters in the region, this interlude of 
unimportance coupled with virtual isolation must have given 
an impetus for strong local organisation, for when the Muslims 
first invaded the Deccan, they found the local life fairly well 
organized in village communities, which catered for all the needs of 
their members. The naiks of the hills, in a position of doubtful 
subordination to the power of some bigger king claiming sovereignty 
over the area, kept a semblance of external peace. 

Chalukyas, Rash
trakutas. and 

Yadavs. 

THE MUSLIM PEmOD (1295-1720). 
'V D b AI d din Khil'" 1"94 AD Ala-ud-din Khilji.. y JTH THE CONQUEST OF EVGIRI Y a-u - ]1 ill ~ .• A.D. 1294-

IlIld the acceptance by Ramdeorao Yadav of the suzerainty cf the -. 
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CHAPTER 2. Delhi rulers, Poona also passed indirectly under Muslim rule. 
The administrative ties that had bound Poona to Devgiri were 

. Administrative never very strong, and they became even mnre tenuous in respect 
MUR~og~OD. of the supreme authority of Delhi. The loose control exercised 

Mahammud by the Khiljis 'was not to the liking. of Muhammad Tughluq. In 
Tughluq fact, as is well known, he in 1338 A.D. transferred his own capital 

(133.3~1344). to Devgiri, renaming it" Daulatabad". Arrived in the Deccan, 
DDa~~t:b'::d~d Muhamma~ lo~t no time in ~auI?ching ~ campaig~ of subjugati?n 

. and ~onsolidation of the territones Qommally under the authorIty 
of the ex-rulers of Devgiri. In 1340 A.D. Muhammad laid siege 
to Kondhana fort (later known as Sinhgad) for nearly eight months, 
at the end of which period the defenders led by Nag Naik had to 
vacate the place for want of supplies. Muhammad then retired 
from Poona, but his hand and that of his followers fell so heavily 
on the person and property of the people that a widespread revolt 
was almost spontaneously created. The armies of the Tughluq 
emperor failed to control these insurgent forces, and by 1344 A.D. 
little was left of the Tughluq empire in· the Deccan beyond 
Daulatabad itself. Local authority in several parts of Poona, 
however; continued to be exercised by representatives of the once 
powerful Tughluq kings. Burya Arab, a Mussalman sardar, held 
sway over the Poona area with Chakan as his headquarters. The 

I l1 e ce of religious and cultural influence of Muhammadanism had begun to 
Muh~adanism. spread locally dur4tg the thirteenth century. For instance, as 

early as 1246 A.D., two Muhammadan avalias or fakirs are said 
to have arrived in Poona and so imP9sed themselv~s on the local 
people and the local authorities as to have been instrumental in 
transforming one of the oldest Hindu shrines of the place into 
a Muhammadan darga. The two Shaikh Sallas . in Poona, near' 
tlle present Shivaji Bridge, are, it is held, situated on the sites of 
older Hindu temples the idols from which were removed by their 
votaries to .Purandar as a place of greater l[Iafety. 

When Muhammad Tughluq withdrew from the Deccan leaving 
his deputies to carry on the local administration, the stage was set 
for that movement for independence among the local Muhammadan 
as well as Hindu chieftains and militarY officers which culminated 
in the establishment of the Bahmani kingdom with headquarters 

The Bahmani at Culbarga. Ala-ud-din Hasan Cangu Bahmani, the founder of 
kinrt90 A 6347- this line of rulers who have played an important part in the history 

.. bf the Deccan, was guided more by political ambition than by 
religious zeal. This political preoccupation had the result at once 
of intensifying his effort for expansion and consolidation of territory 
and of inducing him to make common· cause. with all those, 
Muhammadan or Hindu, who would assist in the furtherance of 
his plans of establishing an independent kingdom in the Deccan. 
With the help of friendly local chieftains Hasan consolidated and 
reorganized his rule. The entire territory subject to his rule was 
divided into four tarats, of which Maharashtra, with Poona included 
in it, was one. Hasan's nephew was the first governor of thi~ tarat. 
Hasan was followed by Muhammad Shah Bahmani in 1358 A.D. 
Muhammad Shah was a strong and enlightened ruler. He cleared 

- the country of bandits who had thrived whenever conditions of 
political insecurity were created, and he encouraged traders and 
cultivators to proceed peacefully with their respective avocations. 
The Poona area, in .common with the rest of the Deccan, has; however, 
always been subject to periodical failures of rain, and these in tho 
past tended to keep the economy of the place at a very precarious 
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level Occasionally the failures oi" the monsoon were prolonged CHAPTER 2. 
and such a calamity would end in a virtual devastation of the area. 
Between 1396 and 1407 A.D. a very severe and prolonged famine. A~trative 
called the D~gadevi famine,·took p~ace. The best .that humal! agency M~toPi~IOu. 
could do did not prevent conditions of appalling starvation and Durgadevi· 
insecurity developing in the area. From the earliest times, what may famine ( 1396-
he called territorial security, as distinguished from village security, 1407 ~.D.): 
was maintained through local chiefs. In periods of insecurity the S~roatio'! and 
dividing line between protection and exaction was blurred, and this Insecurity. 
discouraged honest industry on the part of any section of the 
community. As a rule, with the restoration of a good season both 
industry and administration revived, but in this case it was not 
till 1429 A.D. that -under the strong and wise administration of 
Malik-ut-Tujar, a Bahamani noble, peace and plenty were restored to 
the land. 

Malik-ut-Tujar's administration marks, if not the commencement, 
at any rate the recommencement of the history of Poona. Village 
economy had so completely broken down under the impact of 
a prolonged spell of famine and insecurity that almost an entire 
resettlement of villages was necessary. To induce people to 
settle on land it was given away to any -one who was ready to 
cultivate it. In the first year of cultivation no revenue demand 
was made, and during succeeding years it was only gradually raised 
to normal. In 1443 A.D., Malik-ut-Tujar fixed his headquarters at 
Chakan, and with the help of a local assistant, Dadu Narsu l(ale, 
pressed folWard with his schemes of resettlement. Partly, however. 
on account of the sporadic resistance of the local chieftains and 
partly on account of· the diversion of an unsuccessful campaign in 
the Konkan, the results of Malik-ut-Tujar's efforts were only partially 
successful. In 1472 A.D. and the next year, there was practically 
no rainfall in the Poona area, and lands were again deserted and 

Malik-ut-Tujar 
(1429 A.D): 

Attempt to 
resettle villages. 

Mahmud Gawan 
(1472 A. D.). 

Attelllpt at centra
lized govern

ment. 

conditions of destitution and insecurity revived. These exercised 
the organizing talent of Mahmud Gawan, the famous minister of 
Muhammad Shah Bahmani III, to a considerable extent. He 
divided tI;Ie Bahmani kingdom into eight provinces in place of 
the four that Malik-ut-Tujar had formed so that individual charges 
should be more manageable. Under this scheme Poona became 
part of the Bid province. Instead of allowing the old practice of Poona, pari of 
making all landlords or chieftains of a province responsible in the Bid Province. 
first instance to the provincial governor, Mahmud Gawan imposed 
on all these direct subordination to the Shah. The provincial 
governors were left in direct charge of their own forts only. These 
reforms were in excess of what either the governors would stand 
or what the Bahmani· kings could enforce. The governors leu 
a successful remonstrance against the minister and· influenced the 
emperor so far as to lead him to order Mahmud Gawan's execution 

. on grounds of treason. It is interesting from an administrative 
stand-point to note that in Gawan's scheme Junnar J>rovince, under Iunnar under 
a sarnaik, was composed of 52 mawals (western valleys), eacb. II 8IJrnaik. 
under a naik as the highest civil and military authority of the area. 

In 1477, Mahmud Gawan was succeeded by· Nizam-ul-Mulk Nizam-ul-Mulk 
Bhairi (1477). Bhairi, who himself was a Brahmin convert. The Poona area was-

added to Bhairi's estate as a grant. The actual management of 
the area, however, fell to Bhairi's son, Malik Ahmad. Malik Ahmad, 
who later on founded the Nizamshahi dynasty (1490-1636), made 
Junnar his headquarters. In 1486, Zain-ud-din, who had command 
of Chakan, went into _revolt, and Nizam-ul-Mulk ordered his. SOlJ 
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CHAPTER 2. to reduce Chakan. Zain-ud-din applied for help to Yusuf Adil Khan., 
governor of Bijapur, who sent a large force of cavalry, which was 
employed by Zain-ud-din near the fort qf Indapur, which belonged 
to Yusuf Adil Khan, to watch Malik Ahmad's movements. Besides 
the Musalman commandant of Chakan, other chiefs, several' of 
whom were Hindus, held places of strength in Malik Ahmad's new 

Administrative 
History. 

MVSLIM 'PERIOD. 

estates. Some of these chiefs refused to give up their fort5, and 
among them was the Maratha commandant of Shivneri, the hill fort 
of- Junnar., Malik Ahmad attacked the fort and succeeded in 
capturing it. This fort, it .is said, had five years' revenue stored in 
it at the time of capture. While these struggles were going on in 
the unsettled Poona territory, Nizam-ul-Mulk was assassinated at 
Bidar (1486). This was a signal for Malik Ahmad, his son, to 
assume the title of Nizam-ul-Mulk and thus set on foot a new line 
of independent, gove~ent.Muhammad Shah Bahmani III 
naturally suspected Ahmad's loyalty and ordered both Yusul Adil 
Khan of Bijapur and Zain-ud-din of 'Chakan to attack him. Yusuf, 
however, followed Malik Ahmad's example alid unfurled the banner 
of revolt against the Bahmani king. Malik Ahmad turned his 
forces against Chakan and captured it, and later defeated an 
advancing Bahmani army. Hostilities against the partisans of the 
Bahmani kingdom continued for some time, and in May 1490, 
Malik Ahmad completely routed the Bahmani army at Bhingar 
(later known as Bagh-Nizam). In 1494, he moved his capital 
from Junnar to Bagh, which he named" Ahmednagar", It will 
oe seen from the record of these incidents of the establishment of 
the Nizamshahi of Ahmednagar that the tie between the Maratha 
partisans of M~lik Ahmad and the Ahmednagar Nizamshahi was 

Poona under the very close indeed. This will serve to explain many of the later 
Nizamshahis. events in the local history of Maratha chieftains in the Poona area, 

who, often as they deflected from the Ahmednagar allegiance, 
repeatedly returned to it. With the establishment of the Nizamshahi 
rule with Ahmednagar as its headquarters, practically the whole of 
the Poona territory, perhaps with the exception of Indapur, which 
still continued to be under 'at least the nominal suzerainty of Yusuf 

Malik Ahmad: 
establishment of 

Nizamshahi of 
Ahmednagar 

(1490). 

Administration 
of Poona: 

Adil Khan of Bijapur. came under the unified control of the Nizam
shahi. The territory was formed into a separate district or sarkar, with 
sub-divisions called paragaT}a and smaller ranges called prant or 

d separate 
IQrksr. 

desh. From ~lUch records as are available it appears that the revenue 
, collection was mqstly farmed amongst the important chieftains who 

were henchmen of the Nizamshahi. There was indeed an officer of 
the Nizamshahi who was charged with the responsibility of super
vising and administering the functions of police and criminal justice. 
Civil suits, as a rule, seem to have been referred to local panchayats. 

Malik Ahmad, or Ahmad Nizam, was succeeded by Burhan Nizam 
Shah, who was as ambitious as his father but was much less 
fortunate. In an encounter with Bahadur Shah of Gujarat he sus
tained a defeat, which compelled him to retire to Junnar, the erst
while capital of his father. Burhan appointed a Hindu ministt'f 
called Kawar Sen as his deputy or Peshwa. This important appoint
ment was only one instance of a general tendency to take' into the 

HindUlln ad71!'nl- service of' the Nizamshahi administration a number of Hindus ill 
Btrattve servICes. important posts. ~ Though pressed ill his own capital of 

Ahmednagar by hostile forces, Burhan continued to control 
practically the whole of the Poona region. Little is known,however, 
of the vicissitudes through which the administration of the Poona 
district passed during most part of the first half of the sixteenth 
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century. It is known, however, that in 1562, Hussain Nizam Shah, ~TER 2. 
the third king of Ahmednagar, who was hotly pursued both by Ram ... 
Raja of Vijayanagar and Ali Adil Shah of Bijapur, took shelter in A~trative 
the Jun.nar hills. This also is ~ ,Period dUr~g which the co~tending Mus~to~oD~ 
forces In the Poona area anticlpated the scorched earth policy Poona under 
adopted during World War II, and when hotly pursued by hostile the Ni~m- . 
troops used their own troops to lay waste the districts which normally "s sh~:i' h
owed allegiance to themselves but the use of the resources of which Polf:;cin pe;rt 
they desired to deny to their enemies. On this occasion, the Junnar ona. 
and Purandar areas were ravaged by Nizam Shah's own troops, and 
at the cost of the privation 'and misery of his own subjects Nizam 
Shah was able to ward off the immediate danger of extinction at the 
hands of his enemies. 

It was not till a few years later, when Salabat Khan held the most 
important official post at Ahmednagar, that efforts were made to 
rehabilitate- the economy and peaceful life of the Poona area. 
Harclly had this work of rehabilitation progressed over a couple of 
decades when the Ahmednagar king had to bear the brunt of a heavy 
attack from the Mughal armies which converged on the capital in 
1595. It was at this time L~at, with a view to enlisting the strongest 
possible local support against the Mughal invaders and to stabilise 
the administration of the territories under Ahmednagal' rule, a policy 
of conferring on local Maratha chieftains increasing power was 
initiated by the Ahmednagar rulers. Amongst the chieftains so 
favoured .was Maloji Bhonsle, who was made a Raja in 1595, and 
the districts.of Poona and Supa were conferred upon him as a iagir. 
Maloji Bhonsle was also given charge of the forts of Shivneri and 
Chakan, which have played a very important part in the early 
political' history of the Poona territory. Even before his coming 
into the title of Raja, M4loji had serveral watans as patil for a number 
of villages, including Verul which at that time was a part of 
Vidarbha. Maloji had married Dipabai, sister of JagpaIrao Naik 
Nimbalkar, the deshmukh of Phaltan. Maloji Bhonsle was thus one 
of the most exalted and at the same time the best connected 
chieftains of the Maratha country at this critical juncture when the 
Nizamshahi of Ahmednagar was entering upon a very intense struggle 
for existence against the on-coming forces of the Mughals. 

Salabat Khan: 
Effort of rehabt- . 

litation. 

Raja Maloji 
Bhonsle (1595 

A.D.) : 
Poona and Supa 
as jagiTs of tliB 

Bhonsles. 

The Mughal forces were too numerol'Is and too powerfully led, to The MughaIH 
be offset by the Nizamshahi, howsoever ablY' supported if might have 17thcentury. 
been by the localchieftains, and actually in the year 1600, Ahmednagar 
was captured by the Mughals. Thus, at the 'commencement of the 
seventeenth century, the suzerainty over the possessions of the 
Ahmednagar kingdom, including the Poona territory, ,passed to the 
Mughals. Akbar's death iIt 1605 and the internecine struggle that 
followed at the DeW court after it considerably weakened Mughal 
authority in the Deccan. Malik Ambar, the faithful 'minister of 
Nizam Shah, raised Murtaza II to the Nizamshahi throne with its 
temporary headquarters at Junnar. For -nearly a generation, Malik 
Ambar continued to guide the destinies of the Nizamshahi kingdom: 
and as the Poona area was practically the seat of the Nizamshahi 
government, the good effects of the all-sided reforms of Mali]< Ambar 
were witnessed in the administrative and economic life of the 
region. By the time Malik Ambar died in 1626, the revenue system of 
the Poona area had been put on a sound and liberal basis. The farm-
ing system which was in vogue for Ii long time and which raised its 
head again and again till the advent of British rule in all periods of 

Malik Ambar I 
Aclministratif)fJ 

refoTTTII. 
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CHAYfER. 2. political unsettlement was at least for the time being put a stop to.' 
Hindu collectors of revenue with local knowledge were appointed by 
Malik Ambar though, as a rule, the Hindu collectors acted under the 
supervision of Mussalman officers. The'traditional system of village 
economy, which had been considerably broken on account of recent 
political unsettlement, was restored under Malik4 Ambar's direction. 
The land revenue due to the State was, to begin with, fixed at two
fifths of the crop, and later on it was transferred into II cash demand 
of about o~e-third of the total value of the crop. This ideal demand 
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varied froni year to year according as the condition of crops was good 
or indifferent. It is remarkable that unlike the better known system 
associated with the name of Todar Mal, the revenue qrinister of the 
Mughal Emperor, whose revenue assessment was permanent, Malik 
Ambar's revenue system contemplated a variable demand, \bus 
imparting to the revenu~ .~ystem an element of elasticity which was 
in the interest both of the State and of the tax-payer. 

Famine of 1629-30 The vicissitudes not only of political stability but also .of weather 
A.D. and climate were witnessed in the Poona -area at this time. The 

years 1629 and 1630, the latter of which saw the birth of the great 
Shivaji in Shivner fort, were years not only of famine but of pestilence 
which almost invariably follows in the footsteps of a widespread and 
prolonged starvation accompanying a famine~ It is recorded that 
the famine of these two years led to a mass desertion of a number 
of villages in the Poona area. It is at about this time that a political 

Shahaji BhonsIe: event of the utmost importance took place. Shahaji Bhonsle, who 
Changes in allegi· had inherited from his father Maloji Bhonsle a personal interest in 

once. devoting himself to the cause of Nizam Shah and who in fact had 
done a good deal to strengthen the cause of his master, found that 
both his master and his more favourite advisers, inStead of app~ciat
ing the value of his services even failed to trust his. advice. He, 
therefore, in 1629 broke with Nizam Shah and retired to Poona. But 
with a yiew perhaps to securing his own iagirs which would be 
endangered, he offered his allegiance to the Mughals, who besides 
confirming his iagirs conferred on him the command of 5,000 horses. 
It is not relevant to the purpose of this administrative history of the 
Poona district'to go,. into the pros and cons of the successive .changes 
in allegiance that Shahaji at this time seems to have effected. It is 
of interest, however, to note that while over a large part of the 
seventeenth century the Poona area 'continued to be administered 
as a iagir, first of Maloji Bhonsl~ and then of his direct successors, 
the ultimate sovereignty of the place kept on changing according as 
the Bhonsles transferred their allegiance n:om one to another 

. sovereign. In factrin 1632 Shahaji forsqpk the Mughals and accepted 
the friends\lil' of the Adilshahi rulers of Bijapur, who were the 
traditional rivals of the Nizamshahi SUltans of Ahmednagar. It 
seems, however, that Shahaji had continued to look upon the 
Ahmednagar regime as his first concern, and he used the support 
that he received from Bija:eur to raise an infant to the Ahmednagar 
,adi and to proclaim him Nizam Shah. . ' 

_ The Mughals, whost\ pressure on the Deccan was now increasing 
POontI ;~;;,~ the and who were grievously offended at the change of attitude on the 

part of Shahaji, made a determined attack on Poona and in 16:35 
Foona is said to have been rased to the ground. As will be seen 
from a previous reference and fr6m ~e· successive references of an 
equally tmfortunate character, ,this was neither the first nor the 
last occasion when both the city and the territories Df Poona had 
to- suffer a disaster bordering on extinction at the hands 
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of invading forces. After this success of the l\Iughals, the Ahmednagar CHAPTER 2. 
kingdom ceased to exist, its territory being divided between the AdU ..... . 
Shah of Bijapur and the Mughals. In this scheme of division Poona A~trativ •. 
fell to Bijapur. Shahaji for, some time refused to. surrender Junnar, MUSLIM to~o 
which was the very seat of the foundation of the Nizamshahi dynasty. . ~, 
But this he had ultimately to surrender. Shahaji, however, seems to Shahaji Bhonsle. 
have enjoyed sufficient importance with the hostile powers to be 
called upon even in defeat to play an important part in the admini
stration of the new regime. Not only were his own fagirs confirmed, 
thus continuing the direct connection of the Poona area with the 
Bhonsle famUy, but also his services along with those of Murarpant, 
the Bijapur, minister, were actively employed to settle the new lands 
that had passed under the control of Bijapur. It was in this con
nection that when Shahaji went on his Karnatak expeditions that he 
left his son Shivaji with his. mother Jijabai at Poona, making his 
trusted se~ant Dadaji Kondadeo responsIble for the smooth working 
of the fagir estates and for the upbringing and education of Shivaji. 
It is of interest to note that among the reforms that Dadaji Kondad.,o 
is said to have introduced at this time was the system of charging 
one-fourth of the cash equivalent of the yield of land, as a permanent 
revenue demand. The Fasli year was also offiCially introduced at 
this time. Either because the mawals, i.e., the western portion of 
the Poona district, were politically more important or because they 
had a comparatively secure agriculture, Dadaji is said to have given 
a large part of his attention to them. It was during this period that 
one of the best known sights of later day Poona, the vestiges of which 
are still seen in what is called the Jeejamata gardens, was constructed 
and called the Rang Mahal or the Lal Mahal. In so far as Shivaji 
had imy official residence in· Poona this was the place which he 
inhaoited. Dadaji died in 1647, and Shivaji almost naturally took 
charge of all the responsibility that devolved on him as deputy of his 
father. . 
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It is not necessary in the present context to refer to the well-known Shivaji 
traits of Shivaji's objectives and policy which had already assumed (1647-1680), 
a purposeful shape by the time Dadaji died. Shivaji signalised his 
succession to independent authority by taking possession of Kondana 
by bribing the Musalman commander of the fort, a method much 
subtler than the one which he had to employ for its conquest at 
a later date. With the acquisition of Kondana, which occupies a key 
situation in the Poona territory, it was easy for Shivaji to consoliqate 
his authority over the whole territory between Chakan and Nira, that 
is, practically the whole of the Poona district." The !leadquarters of 
Shivaji were moved to Rajgad in 1648, and if' was not till a year' 
later, when Muhammad Adil Shah of Bijapur, sensing,serious danger 
in the movements of Shivaji, imprisoned Shahaji lis a hostage, that 
Shivaji held his hand in the progress of his expansionist schemes. 

• 

The means that Shivaji adopted to extricate both himself and his Shivaji accepts 
father from the wrath of the Bijapur Coyernment are very revealing. post ofmansab. 
Instead of making any. direct overtures 10 Bi)'apur he secured frolll dar .1lnder Mugal 
th 

.,. Emperor 
e Emperor at Delhi. who then was Shalt Jahan, the post of " 

mansabdar with command over, 5,000 horses. The Bijapur sultan 
had to accept this submission as adequate guarantee of Shivaji's 
loyalty, and Shahaji was released. In a way, however, the acceptance 
by Shivaji of a subordin~te status. vis-a-vis the Mughal emperor 
helped, at least for the time being, to strengthen Mughal rule in the 
Poona district. The northern and north-western part of Poona was 

A V£ 2-4 
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CHAPTER 2. still held by tM Mughals, and it was only after the death of Shah 
J ahan and during the period of the uncertainty attending the 
succession to the imperial throne that Shivaji was able to shake off 
Mughal rule in this part of the district. It was in this context that 
Shivaji encour!lged, if he did not actually lead, the Kolis in that 
part against Mughal rule. The revolt did not finally succeed, as 
Aurangzeb, who by then had moved into the Deccan, through his 
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captains succeeded in inflicting a severe defeat on the- Kolis. Many 
of the insurgent leaders were put to the sword at Junnar, where the 
Kala Chabutra still stands as a monument to that terrific act of punish
ment. Aurangzeb next made an attempt to win over Shivaji to his 
side in his fight against his brothers. But Shivaji's policy consisted 
In taking advaQtage of rivalries among the claimants to the Delhi 
Lluone to enha~ce and consolidate his poWer in Poona and in the 
wider Deccan territory and..he spurned these advances. 

Shlvait plunders In May 1657,Shivaji plti'ndered Junnar, though this did not avail 
. /unnar; to free him from the superiOJ': force of Aurangzeb whom he at last 

overt.1y offered to serve. Shlvaji's actual performance in support of 
his offers of friendship was, however, always .very tenuous and 
failed to convin~e Aurangzeb of his sincerity. In 1659, Afzul Khan, 
. the famous Bijapur generaL was sent to reduce Shivaji's power. 
The story of Afzul Khan's death is too well-known to need mention 
here. It is only important to notice that till about 1665, that is to 
say, a year after the death of Shahaji, conditions in the. Poona 
territory were rendered highly uncertain on account of the constant 
threat of open breach between Aurangzeb and Shivaji. 

Aurangzeb's 
Campaign. 

It was in April 1665 that Aurangzeb set his will to the task of 
reducing the Poona territory. One of his ablest generals, Mirza 
Raja Jaysing, was sent to Poona. He besieged Kondana, and at the 
same time another general of Aurangzeb, Diler Khan, laid siege 
to the important fort of Purandar. Being thus for the time being at 
the end of his resources, Shivaji entered into a truce with Jaysing, offer
ing to enter Aurangzeb's service. As a condition of the truce, both 
Purandar and Kondana were surrendered to the Mughals, but Shivaji 
was offered the privilege of levying chouth and sardeshmukhi in the 
Bijapur territory. With a view to settling the final details 9f this 
truce, Shivaji in 1666 visited the court of the Emperor, which was 
at that time held in Agra. As is well known, Shivaji was imprisoned 
while at Agra, but escaped. In the settlement that followed Shivaji's 
return to the Deccan, the Poona territory, with the exception of the 
forts of Kondana and Purandar, was restored to Shivaji. It was nol 
till the year 1670 that Shivaji, taking advantage 'of the slackness of 
'Mughal administration in the Deccan,laid siege to Kondana, which 
he captured through his captain, Taniiji Malusare. It was after 
this conquest that the Kondana fort received its more famous name 
of Sinhgad. It is, however, very revealing to record that even with 
the conquest of this key fort of the Poona district, Junnar and 

Kondana renamed Shivner, the latter the birth-place of Shivaji, were still in the 
.. Sinhgaa", possession of the Mughals and were not retrieved at any time during 

Prosperity of 
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(1647-1680). 

the life-time of Shivaji. 
On the whole, however, it must be said that during Shivaji's 

stay and activities at Poona, the ordinary life of the village 
communities in that district continued to prosper. Not only were 
the indigenous crops regularly raised 'but such comparatively 
foreign plants as cotton and wheat were extensively . cultivated, 
especially in the north-western part of the district. After the 
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advent of Shivaji, under his system of council administration the CHAPTER 2-
common people e!ljoyed a life more normal and peaceful 'than '" 
what had b~e~.,thell" l?t ~or a lo~g tim~ till then: The period that Adm:,trative 
followed ShlvaJI s demlSe m 1680 IS agam one of msecurity, exaction MUSLIM ;>" 
and neglect. The sorry tale of Sambhaji's heavy exactions from Sambh:jf°D. 
his subjects and his utter neglect of administrative duties is well (1680-89). 
known. The immediate effect of Sambhaji's loss of power over Sorry tale of 
the Poona territory was its conquest by Khan Jahan in 1685. On exactio7l8. 
this occasion Aurangzeb seems to have made up ~ mind to 
consolidate his authoriQ.' in the Poona district. Khakar Khan was 
appointed thl'l chief administrative authority as fouzdar of Poona. 
Defeating Sultan Khan, his own son who was a partisan of Sambhaji, 
at Chakan, Aurang74lb . proceeded to Poona. Sambhaji was 
beheaded in 1689. ,. , 

Aurangzeb con
quers Poona 

(1689). 
After Sambhail: 

Great political 
ferment in the 

Deccan. 

The period that followed the death t>I. Sambhaji was one of 
great political ferment in the Deccan, and the Poona territory 
witnessed major fluctuations of administrative authority. Rajaram, 
who succeeded Sambhaji, died at Sinh~d in the year 1700. With 
the disagreements over the succession to Shivaji's gadi that followed 
Rajaram's death we have no direct concern, but the fact that 
Sinbgad was a centre of opposition to Aurangzeb's rule drew on it 
and on the Poona territory the concentrated attack of 
Aurangzeb's forces. From the year 1700 to 1703, Sinhgad itseH Sinhgad reduced 
wa. besieged by Aurangzeb's troops. In the latter year, by bribing (1703). 
some of those in· authority at the fort, the Mughals succeeded. in 
reducing Sinhgad. Aurangzebnamed the fort "Bakshindabaksh ", 
and made Poona his headquarters. At this time his grandson 
Muhi-ul-Mulk died in Poona. To mark his affection for the deceased, 
he renamed Poona "Muhiabad." Aurangzeb continued to be 
in the Poona. area for some time longer and succeeded in capturin~ 
Purandar in 1705. But when he moved away from Poona on 
his expedition to consolidate the Bijapur territory, the Maratha 
chieftains lost little time in reconquering such of the Poona territory 
as had passed into Mughal hands. Sinhgad was recaptured for 
the Marathas by Shankarji Narayan soon after the departure of 
Aurangzeb, In 1707, when Shahu, Sambhaji's son, who then was 
in the custody of Aurangzeb, was married, Supa" and Indapur, i.e., 
an important portion of thePoona territory, were conferred as 
a fagir on him by Aurangzeb, Poona itseH continued to be under 
Mughal rule till Lodi Khan, the commandant of Poona, was defeated 
by Dhanaji Jadhav, who followed up his success atPoona by 
conquering Chakan as well. In the same year, i.e ..• 1707, Aurangzeb 
died; Shahu was released, and he returned to the Deccan to take 
up his position as the Chhatrapati. 

The return of Shahu to the Deccan was a signal for considerable 
internecine warfare between the two factions of the Bhonsle 
family, one led by Tarabai and the other by Shahu. With this 
again we are not directly concerned in the present place, but the 
indirect consequence of factious intrigue between the supporters 
of the rival Kolhapur and Satara gadis were. experienced in Poona 
in no small measure. Chandrasen Jadhav, who had entered the 
Nizam's service and was suspected of favouring the claims of 
Tarabai, induced the Nizam to attack Poona. Rambhaji Nimbalkar, 
one of the chieftains of Nizam'sarmy, overran Poona. Another 
Maratha chieftain, favourably inclined towards . Kolhapur, who 
utilised the opportunity to spread desolation and plunder round 
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about Poona. was Damaji Thorat. It was not till Balaji Vishwanath. 
with his sons and Abaji Purandare, offered some opposition in the 
interest of Shahu that the situation returned to normal. Thi~, 
however. was not easily achieved. In fact, both Balaji Vishwanath 
and Purandll!e, as also the former's sons were imprisoned during 
the course of the operations, though Balaji Vishwanath managed 
to secure his own release: The area of conflict spread to other 
parts of the Poona district as also to. adjoining areas. The Angres 
of Kolaba took Lohogad and Rajmachi. Balaji Vishwanath. 
however, not only succeeded in recovering these places but also 
managed to induce the Angres to transfer their allegiance to Shahu. 
In 1714, Balaji Vishwanath was made Peshwa, and though actually 
the capital of the Maratha empire was not. transferred to Poona 
till 1749 when, on the death of Shahu, Balaji'Baji Rao made Poona 
tIle headquarters, yet from this time, i.e., 1714, it may be said that 
all important movements· in the Maratha territory tended to centre 
round Poona. Purandar was transferred to Balaji Vishwanath by 
the Pant Sachiv's mother !I$'a toke~ of her gratitude towards Balaji 
for having secured the release of the Sachiv from Damaji Thorat. 

THE MARATHA PERIOD (1720-1818). 

IN the very next year, 1715, Balaji Vishwanth induced the 
Mughal agent for the Poona district, Baji Kadam; who still continued 
to exercise .de iure authority in the place, to make over that 
authority to the Peshwa on the promise that the estates of Rambhaji 
Nimbalkar, captain of the Nizam's army, would be respected. Thus 

First Peshwa was consolidated for the first time the authority of a successor of 
Balaji Vishwanath Shivaji in the Poona district with Poona as the effective seat of 

(1714-1720). Government. From this time also commences a powerful trend in 
;;::::veb:r:e:f Maratha history which had as its objective the expansion of 

government. Maratha influence beyond the limits of the Maratha country, 
Policy of ".~arch especially towards the north. In 1718, Balaji was sent by Shahu 

to Delhi. to Delhi to assist the Sayyads, and in return for this obligation 
Muhammad Shah, the then Emperor at Delin, conferred on Shahu 
the title for Poona, Supa, Baramati, Indapur and Junnar as Maratha 
swaraj. It will thus be seen that by the ~e Baji Rao. became 
Peshwa in 1721, the authority of the Satara Chhatrapati was fully 
established, both de jure and de facto, in the Poona territory. 
Balaji Vishvanath had little time to evolve a system of admin~stra
tion in the . territories that were constantly changing their de jure 
allegiance and which were almost continuously a theatre of warlike 
operations. It is, however, recorded that Balaji sternly put down 

~alair8 refonns. the prevailing practice of forced levies and farming of revenue. 
He also encouraged the extension of cultivation in the much 
harassed district. by granting revenue concessions. Baji Rao 
followed, though be did not actually initiate, the policy of .. March 
to Delhi» much more vigorously than his father. It was only in 
respites between campaigns, which filled the entire life of Baji Rao, 

Second Peshwa, 
'. Baji Bao I 
, (1120-1740). 

that matters of local administration were attended to. But 
the mf'xe fact that war was pushed away from Poona gave to the 

The Dakshina district a peaceful and comparatively prosperous' time. The 
Fund. Dakshina Fund, of which milch was heard during the time of the 

second Baji Rao, and wlUch was even after 1818 continued by the 
British Government, was at this time sanctioned by Baji Rao I as 
a continuation of an old practice which the Dabhades had set in 
motion several years ago. Thus it is interesting that the dakshina, 
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which was an annual disbibution of presents to learned Brahmins CHAPTER ~ 
was not a ~eation of the Peshwa but a continuation of an arrange: ... . 
ment by Tnmbakrao Dabhade, the Maratha Commander-in-chief. Admi!"Slrativo 

Baji Rao died in 1740 and was succeeded by his son Balaji Baji M'ARA~o7~oD. 
RIO. The later y~ars of the. third Peshwa's rule, not only proved Thn:~. Pt;~hwa. 
to be a busy perIod of warlike and diplomatic activity but also Bal( all Ball Rao 
witnessed considerable military disaster both away in the north 1740-1761). 
and nearer home. But the first few years of Balaji Baji Rao's regime 
as Peshwa were utilised in bringing about several revenue and 
judicial reforms in the district of Poona and the surrounding 
territories. In this work of reform of the r.ivil administration 
special interest was taken~by Sadashivrao Bhau, a younger brother 
of the Peshwa, who was aoly assisted by Ramchandra Baba Shem"i. 
This period of peaceful r~form was violently cut short in 1751, 
when the Nizam, assisted by the French general Bussy, invaded 
the Maratha territory and penetrat~d as far as Poona, which was 
laid waste. It was only a1'rer a determined and protracted 
struggle that the Marathas succeeded in driving away the Nizam's 
troops. 

Nizam Invades 
Mara!I"l territOrf/ 

(1751). 

While war spread north and south, culminating in the third battle Reoenue Reformr. 
of Panipat in 1761, the attention of Balaji Baji Rao's government 
could really not have been concentrated on civil administration as it 
should have been. All the same, Sadashivrao continued his able 
administration of the civil and financial affairs of Poona, at least 
till the year 1759, when, piqued by a quarrel with his brother 
Raghoba, he decided to assume military leadership. Balaji Baji Rao 
himself also took some interest in this part of his responsibilities. 
Though it cannot 'be said that adminic:tration during this period 
was either so well established or so well organised as it later was 
in the best days of Nana Fadnavis, it must be admitted that under 
Balaji Baji Rao the Poona disbict had a much more secure system 
of civil administration than it ever had before. As mentioned earlier, 
nalaji Vishwanath, the mst Peshwa, had put a stop to the farming 
() f land revenue and had also done much to instil in villages 
a corporate life of administrative, social and economic integrity. 
Owing, however, to the nature of the times, almost till 1750 the country 
round Poona continued to be unsettled, and turbulent outbursts 
w ~re none too rare. Under Balaji Baji Rao, the villages of the 
disbict were formed into tahsils with salaried mamlatdars at the 
head, working under sub-divisional officers called subedars. To 
supervise the work of the subedars, sarsubedars were also appointed. 
These last were responsible to the Peshwa and his ministers. Thus, 
~t least a mechanism' of civil administration was set up, though it 
is not safe to assume that the choice of tlle office-bearers or the 
a~ surance of security to them approached modern ideas of an 

· objective and non-partisan service. In fact, it was not unusual for 
8arsubedars and even subedars, who were mostly appointed on 

· account of the influence that they carried at court, to remain at 
headquarters and to carry on their administration through deputies. 
Sadashivrao Bhau did his utmost to check this evil, at least so far 
as the area round Poona was concerned, and not a little of his. 

: unpopularity with several notabilities of the Maratha court was 
· due to his energetic direction in this respect. 

Incidentally, Shivner, which had remained under the control of 
the Nizam as agent of the Mughal court, was transferred finally 
to the Marathas only as a part of the settlement that was concluded 

Fourth Peshwa 
Madhavrao 
( 1761-1772). 
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CHAPTER 2. in 1760, after ~e battle of Udgir, where Sadashivra~ Bhau, at the 
.. . head of a Maratha army, inHicted a defeat on the Nizam. The 

MH::~t;;~lve Nizam, however, never cons~dered his 9-uarrels with the Marathri 
},iARATHA PERIOD. court to be at. an end, and In 1762 he Invaded the home territory 

Fourth Peshwa of the Marathas and came as, near to the capital as about 14 miles 
Madhavrav fwm it. The Peshwas at that time were still recovering from the 
. {1761-72}. shock of Panipat, and the utmost that could be done to prevent 

the Nizam from capturing Poona was to offer him in lieu lands 
in Aurangabad and Bedar which were held by the Peshwas. At 
this point a new and an unfortunate tendency on the part of the 
members of the family of the Peshwa to put their personal claims 
above that of the unity and freedom of the State became visible. 
Actually, soon after the Nizam had withdrawn from Poona as 
a result of the above arrangement, Raghunath Rao, piqued by the 
rise to power of his nephew Madhav Rao, persuaded the Nizam 
to assist him to invade Poona. It was only Madhav Rao's own 
superior judgment and patriotism that saved Poona not only from 
being a battle-field but perhaps also from passing under the Nizam's 
influence. Rather than court a disastrous internecine struggle in 
which, at least for the time being, the odds were definitely against 
him, Madhav Rao surrendered personally to his uncle. Raghunath 
Rao did not use his newly obtained prominence in a generous 
spirit, and his behaviour towards the Patwardhans, who were loyal 
to Madhav Rao, led them for a time to ally themselves with the 

Nizam again Nizam. The next year, 1763, the Nizam returned to Poona, which 
invades Paona he actually put under ransom, but while withdrawing to his own 

(176S), territory was defeated by the combined Maratha forces at 
Battle of Rakshos.Rakshasbhuvan (Tandulja). Conditions in Poona, however, could 
bhuvan (176S). hardly be said to have been safe, as we note that in 1769, Janoji 

Bhonsle tried to plunder the city. How unsettled conditions were 
can be gauged· from a proposal which Madhav Rao entertained in 
1763 to have a wall round the city. Although actually the proposal. 
was not proceeded with, it has a significance of its own. . 

A progressive 
administrator; 

IIppointment of 
Ramshastrl 118 
Chief ludge. 

Considering the constant challenge to his authority, emanating 
not only from distant enemies but also· from near relations, 
that he had to face and considering further his own state of 
indifferent health, Madhav Rao must-be considered to be one of 
the most enlightened and progressive administrators among the 
later Maratha rulers. In fact, a criticism of the Maratha system 
of administration which was "later on offered by· competent British 
observers, that there was no such officer as judge in the Maratha State, 
was effectively met only during the period of Madhav Rao. He it 
was who made Ramshastrl Prabhune his Chief Judge, and under the 
stern and just administration of . Ramshastri, who was ably backed 
by his master, violation of law in all.its forms was for the first time 
rendered really risky. Another evil from which the Poona area in 
Common with perhaps the rest of the country suffered was that of 
forced labour for allegedly public jobs. This system, called vetn 
bigar, as is well known, did not really vanish till late in the British 
regime itself, but Madhav Rao did his utmost to put a stop to it. He 
also organised a good system of intelligence and general police 
administration. In times which reeked with intrigue and corruption 
Madhav Rao did his best to eradicate them from the administrative 
field. As a general principle of his policy Madhav Rao stood by 
the common man as against the more powerful and privileged 
sections of the community. 
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The good effects of the administrative reforms introduced durin" CHAPTER 2. 
the regimes of Balaji Baji Rao and Madhav Rao stood the district 
in good stead till the accession to the Peshwaship of Baji Rao II Adm~strative 
in 1795. From that date commenced a sad story of political MARA~oV~ . 
insecurity, futancial exactions and. social disturbances. Conditions Last Peshwa~D. 
of insecurity reached a stage· where major disorders even in ~he Baji Rao II 
streets of the capital itself were by no means unusual. In 1797 (1~95-1817) : 
a clash occurred between the Arab tmops in the employ of th~ ldmi::::;:ti: 
Peshwa and the soldiers of the subsidiary battalion under ... 
Capt. Boyd maintained by the Peshwa. As a result of this clash, 
no less than 100 persons lost their lives and there was a general 
lootinp; of shops. In the same year, Nana Fadnavis's own house 
was attacked by an officer of Shinde's army, named Sarjerao Ghat.ge. 
Fighting in the streets on this occasion is said to have gone on for 
a whole day and night. Baji Rao II in his vacillating policy was 
thrown more and mOre into the arms of designing and ambitious 
chieftains like Daulatrao Shinde. Both Daulatrao and his 
lieutenants like Ghatge showed not the slightest consideration for 
the rights or interests of the peaceful population of the district. 
Baji Rao, who had promised to give two crores of rupees to 
Daulatrao and found himself without funds to back that promise, 
permitted Daulatrao to raise the money from the people of Poona. 
It was only natural that such a surrender of aut.~ority should have 
emboldened Daulatrao not only to levy his exactions from the 
merchants of the city but also to ingratiate himself into' his 
benefactor's grace and wreak a private vengeance of his own by 
singling out for special attention the reputed or suspected partisans 
of Nana Fadnavis.That such a lead should be followed by the 
more common among the military profession was not surprising. 
Baji Rao's own troops, who rarely received regular payment, broke 
into a -tevolt and reimbursed themselves for what they considered 
to be their dues by a direct levy from such of the local people as 
they thought would tolerate their demands without effective 
protest. Daulatrao himself was constantly embroiled with the 
elderly ladies of his family, namely, the widows of the great 
Mahadaji Shinde. Between them-Daulatrao, his minister Ghatge 
and Baji Rao II-they reduced Poona to utter insecurity and 
desolation. As most of the moves and counter-moves of Baji Rao, 
his half-brother Arnrit Rao and other claimants to local authority 
went on round about Poona, the normal life of the city as well 
as the district was practically suspended. The- mood of the times· 
can best be illustrated by an incident in which Ghashiram Kotwal, 
the chief police magistrate of the place, who was considered a great 
tyrant, was stoned to death by the people. 

Whatever little inRuence-and it was little indeed-that Naila 
Fadnavis exercised after the accession to the peshwaship of Baji 
RaoII was finally brought to an end when in March 1800 Nana 
Fadnavis died. Daulatrao Shinde now became all-powerful, and 
both he and Baji Rao mulcted all their . political opponents 
mercilessly. The influence of Shinde on the Peshwa evoked 
a feeling of jealousy and opposition in Holkar, who attacked and 
defeated the combined forces of' the Peshwa' and Shinde' at 
Hadapsar near Poona in October 1802. On this occasion Baji Rao 

Daulatrao 
Shinde', 
exactions. 

Death of NaM 
Fadna.0i8 

(1800). 

. had to flee for his life to Sinhgad, leaving the capital city and its 
; people to the tender mercies of Holkar.· Holkar levied a contribu. 
: tion on the people of Poona, and not content with what he got Holkar plunder, 
: as a result of the levy, he plundered the city . with the sama Poona. 
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CHAPTER!. ruthlessness that Shinde had exhibited in 1798. For a time Holkar 
Administr ti made Amrit Rao the Peshwa in place of Baji Rao, who on his run 

Bisto;. ve ultimately joined the English, and by the treaty of Bassein, 
MARATHA PERIOD. purchased his, safety and his position as the Peshwa at the cost of 

Last Peshwa, his own independence and of the freedom of his people. 
Baji Rao II. Wh B·· R h d P Amr·t R .. ·d d . ed Another Famine en aJI ao approac e oona, 1 ao, It IS sal, esrr 
, (1803-04.) to burn the city rather than hand it over to his brother. The 

arrival in time, however, of General Wellesley prevented that 
disaster. The city, thus saved from the hands of its human masters, 
was not, however, saved from the powers of nature, which wall 
particularly unkind to the district in the year 1803-1804. 
Wellesley's description of the area contains such words as - desert·, 
,. exhausted" and .. confused", and he records his observation that 
not a stick was, standing within 100 miles of Poona. He adds 
his observation made on his march that between Miraj and Poona, 
except in one village, not a human being was seen. Allowing for 
the elements of partial observation and natural exaggeration, this 
description at least indicates that the state of the administration 
and of the economy of the area was at its lowest ebb when Baji 
Rao II returned after his treaty with the English at Bassein to 

Ba;i Roo as 
IJ protege of 
the English. 

Retum of good 
seasons and 

peace (1804-
1814). 

Ba;i Roo restores 
revenue-farm

ing. 

enjoy a spell of his dwindling authority. In his new role as a protege 
of the English, Baji Rao really was never settled either in his 
policy or in his actions. While the city and the district were in the 
grip of a famine, instead of helping to rehabilitate the economy 
of the people he carried on a campaign of persecution against 
his suspected enemies among his own people, and instead of taking 
steps to put down the many bands of robbers, who continued to 
molest peaceful citizens, he actually encouraged them in the hope 
that they would be his allies for realizing the fond schemes of 
re-asserting his independent authority that he still cherished. 

During the next ten years, the city and the district had about 
as peaceful a life as these general conditions of political unsettle· 
ment and the vacillating policy of the Peshwa would permit. 
Under a strong and impartial administration of the law and with 
the return of good seasons, the city gradually revived, a.nd its 
population, which was fast diminishing during the few preceding 
years, again rose to about a lakh. , 

The only lasting benefit to the amenities of the Poona area that 
may be attributed to Baji Rao's otherwise unrelieved career of 

• neglect and oppression was the planting of over· a lakh of mango 
trees round about Poona. It is said that Baji Rao was haunted 
by the ghost of Narayanrao, whose murder was popularly attributed 
to the designs of Anandibai and Raghoba, parents of Baji Rao. 
The tree-planting was,. it is said, undertaken as a means to pacify 
the troubled spirit of Narayanrao. In the last days of his regime, 
Baji Rao, pressed for funds, took to the evil system of revenue
farming. This system has always been prone to breeding exaction'l 
at the village level and lack of economy at the level of the treasury, 
and as law and justice were then administered through revenue 
authorities, whenever revenue-farming was introduced normal civil 
administration practically came to a standstill. 

With the defeat and Hight of Baji Rao in November 1817, the 
period of indigenous rule of Poona came to an end and the regime 
of the English was set in motion. At this period it is worth while 
to stop and take stock of the administrative system which was 
bequeathed to the British. 
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Allowing fol disturbances of the regular system caused by ~R ~ 
temporary insecurity and perhaps soma appreciable deterioration ... 
towards the end of the rule of Baji Rao II, it can be stated with A~trativ. 
some confidence that the administrative .system that obtained MARATa!°V~ 
under Balaji .Baji Rao, Madhav Rao and Nana Fadnavis was on the Administrativ~n. 
whole both stable and efficient. While it is difficult to state whether system of th& 
at any particular point of time all the features of a fully developed Marathas.· 
system were in actual operation, the following account taken from 
a contribution of the late Justice Ranade might b~ taken to represent 
the main essentials of the system of administration as it obtained 
in the Poona district in ~mmon with the more centrally situated 
parts of the Maratha Empire: 

"The land settlements made by the Peishwas during this pe~d show that, Revenue 
while anxious not to oppress the rayats, every care was taken to insist on Management. 
the rights of the Government. Whenever the country needed that relief, 
leases varying from three to seven years were granted on the terms of 
• Istawas', i.e., gradually increasing assessment. The old • Kamal' figures 
(maximum amounts ever realised). of village and Pargana revenues were, of 
course, seldom collected and were never meant to be realised. These. 
amounts were reduced by the Govel'IlIllent so as to suit the conditions of 
the population and ensure their general prosperity, in fixing the • Tankha ' 
or realisable revenue, under the Mahomedan rule; and the Peishwas made 
large reductions in the • TanKha' figures, whenever, owing to war or famin~, 
enquiries showed, that such reductions had become necessary. Wherever the 
Batai or system of crops division obtained, the Government, after deducting 
for seeds and other necessary charges paid by the rayats, left 1/2 or 1/3 of 
the crop to the cultivator, and took the rest for the State. In Shivaji's time, 
the proportions are stated to have been 2/5 and 3/5. The Bataisystem 
was not much in favour, but grain and proportionate cash rents prevailed 
throughout the country. In the South Konkan, the normal assessment appears 
to have been 10 maunds per bigha of rice land paid in kind. This amount 
was reduced to 9 and even 8 maunds in certain districts, on complaint being 
made that it was too exorbitant. When cash payments were required, or 
were convenient to the rayats, they were fixed at the low amount of 
15, 20 or 30 rupees per khandy according to season. The Brahmins had to 
pay lighter rates of 5 maunds or thereabouts in Northern Konkan. In 
a settlement of the Neral Taluka, the cash rates were from 3 to 5 rupees per 
bigha, according to the quality of the soil; and the sugar-cane rate was Rs. 5 
per bigha. In the Nasik District, where the cash rates prevailed, Rs. 2 pe~ 
bigha for good black soil, and Re. 1 for middling soil of }irait land, and 
5 to 6 rupees for bagalt lands were deemed to be reasonable rates. In the 

. Khed Taluka, Poona District, the rate in the time of Baji Rao II was Rs. :3 
per bigha. In the less favoured parts of the Satara district, the rates are 
stated to have ranged from a maunds to 6 maunds per bigha according to 
the quality of the soil. In Gujarath, the rates were much higher. 

Large remissions were made whenever the seasons were found to be Remissiofll. 
unfavourable. Under the old revenue system, cultivated lands alone paid 
revenue, and in bad oi'ears the revenues fell, and remissions had to be 
constantly made in the State accounts. 

The revenue management at the comme"ncement of Baji Rao Irs rule The KarnaolslJ1 
Was conducted on the Kamavishi principle, i.e. the Kamavisdar or Marnlatdar System. 
and his establishment and contingencies were all paid by the State, the general 
proportion of charges being about 10 per cent. on the collection. The 
number and pay of the Karkoons and the Shibandi, i.e. the horsemen and 
sepoys, were carefully fixed in a sort of budget or Behedil. statement, and 
the Kamavisdar had thus little or no motive to practise oppression. The 
Jamabandi made by him had to be approved by superior officers called 
Suhhas or Sir Subhas, and the complaints of the Jamidars, village authorities, 
and rayats were listened to and redressed by the removal and punishmeut 
of these officers when they misconducted themselves. The Kamavisdar. 
though appointed for one year, held the office during good behaviour. 

In the time of the second Baji Bao, the. Kamavishi system gave place to liara or frsrfTling 
what was callecl the Ijara or farming system, the Ijardar undertaking to pay Bl/stem. 
his own establishment and making profit for himself after paying the State 
dues and certailJ secret payments to the Peishwa himself, which were not 
brought to the State account but were. credited in his Khasgi or private 
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CHAPTER 2. treasure. If we except these Ijara abuses introduced by the last Peishwa 
the Kamvishi management was as carefully looked after under Maratha rule' 
as in the best times of any native or the British rule, before or after: Administrative 

History. 
MARATRA PERIOD. 

Administrative 
System of ilie 

Marailias. 
Village auto

nomy. 

Justice. 

CWil CQ8e8. 

Mr. Grant Duff has admitlfd that the weak points of the system told more 
against the interests of the State than on -individuals, and that the Maratha 
country was more thriving than any other 'part of India in proportion - to its 
fertility ... 

"The village autonomy was not interfered with. The Patil and the Kulkarni 
were responsible for the collections, and received their dues independently 
of the Government. S'ecurity of the sowkars had to be given for the payment 
of the year's revenue, and the village rayat had a joint responsibility. The 
country; on the whole, was prosperous." 

"While the Peishwas did not reconstitute any' of the other departments of 
the State included in the Raj-MandaI, they revived the office of the 
Nyayad.ltisha • Poona and entrusted him with the fullest powers in disposing 
of civil and criminal cases, which, in tlle last resort, came up before the 
Poona Court by way of appeal, or original trial, or confirmation, from the 
subordinate District Officials. This creation of the office of the Nyayadhisha 
appears to have taken place about the year 1760, and the choice of . Rama 
Shashtri for the post was a pectiliarly happy one, and brought honour and 
credit to the Covemment. The office was continued after Rama Shastri's· 
retirement, and seems to have been .filled by . equally learned men, the la~ 
of whom was Balkrishna Shastri Tokekar, who lived' in the reign of Baji 
Rao II.· The general arrangement appears to have been that the Kamavisdar, 
besides his revenue duties, had both civil and criminal powers attached to 
his office, and the proceeds of civil and criminal fine, up to a certain amount, 
in petty cases of assault, theft and similar offences, as also the payments made 
by the civil suitors who g:tined or lost their cases, formed a regular source of 
his income, though he had to account to the State for these receipts. All 
accounts of fine above. the prescribed linllt were credited to the State account. 
Besides the new Chief Court started at Poona, it further appears that small 
provincial courts with linllted jurisdiction, to help the Kanlavisdar or Subhedar, 
were also established in some of the districts. 

In civil cases, the fines paid by the successful suitor' and his defeated 
antagonist were respectively called • Harki ' and • Gunhegari', and the 
total of civil fines thus recovered seems to have been about 15 per cent. 
on the value of the matter in. dispute, the Gunhegari being about twice the 
figure for the Harki. 

Money Sulta. In our modern sense of words, Small Cause suits for money due from 
debtors were very rare under the Maratha rule. As the creditors generally 
enjoyed large powers of enforcing their dues, by detaining debtors, etc., tlle 
State help was only required in the case of powerful persons, and in sucl'l 
cases, 25 per cent. of the recoveries so made were' clainled by the State as 
a charge for its help. 

Vatan Suits. Civil litigation was chiefly confined to Vatan" Adoption, Partition, Partner
ship, boundary disputes, and other cases oJ a, like character. 

The decision was made to rest chiefly on the evidence of t..he witnesses 
on both sides, who were examined under the sanction of the most effective 
oaths and solenm asseverations on the waters of the sacred rivers. After the 
parties had stated their respective cases, the witnesses' testimony was first 
recorded, and then the men were' called upon to choose their arbitrators from 
ilieir own or neighbouring villages, and the decision of the Kamavisdars gavo 
effect to t.':!e views of ilie arbitrators. In very rare cases, where ilie. evidence 
was conflicting, or no evidence could be secured, recourse was had to ordealJ 
and the decision depended upon ilie result. Out of some seventy contestc<1 
cases, the decisions in which are recorded at lengtll in these Diaries, the 
test of ordeal was made to regulate ilie verdict in six cases, and even in ilicse 
six cases, there were only two occasions when ilie parties challenged each 
oilier to ilie ordeal of fire. In ilie oilier four cases, bailiing in the river 
sufficed to bring out ilie truth. There was no room for ilie employment of 
pleaders. The parties had ilie right to carry ilieir appeals to the head of 
ilie Covemment, who, if not satisfied with ilie arbitration, called on ilie parties 
to select a new Punch, to whom ilie case .was referred. In all big ch·il 
cases, tlle decision appears to have been brought into force after reporting 
to the Central authorities. . . 

Criminal Justice In regard to criminal justice, it deserves to be noted that under Shahu Raja 
• • and ilie earlier Peishwas, ilie only punishments judicially administered were 

penal servitude, imprisonment in ilie forts, confiscation of property, fine, and 
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In a few cases, banishment beyond the frontiers. Capital punishment or CHAPTER 2. 
mutilation ·appears to have been studiously and religiously avoided, even in _ 
cases of murder, treason, or dacoity. Mutilation was inflicted in a few cases Administrative 
in ~e reign ~f Madh.av Rao I; but eve~ i~ the troublous. times in whic~ History. 
he lived, capital punIShment was never mfhcted. In SavaI Madhav' Rao s MARATHA PERIOD 
time, under Nana Fadnavis there seems to have been a clear departure from Administrative' 
this mild administration of the law, and cruel mutilation and wholesale System of the 
capital punishments were inflicted on criminals convicted of murder, treason Marathas. 
or dacoity. The Brahmins and women of all castes were exempted from 
capital punishment. In the case of Brahmins, confinement in the fort was 
the highest punishment and the civil penalties were joined with religious 
penalties, including excommunication. The cruel punishments, inflicted in 
Nana Fadnavis's time, seem to have been the result of internal dissensions, 
which began to disturb the public peace in the time of Madhav Rao I and 
increased in virulence when Raghoba Dada contested the throne." 

.. As regards the Police, the Kamavisdar, with his Shibandi force of horse Police. 
and foot, constituted the regnlar Police defence of the country. In the villag"s, 
the Patil and Kulkarni, and the Jaglias or watchmen, consisting of Mahars 
and Mangs, secured their internal quiet, and in the large villages or to\Vns, 
each man had to do watch duty at the Chowdi by turns. 

Besides the Shibandis and the village police, in large towns Kotwali City Kotwals. 
establishments were organised for the detection and the punishment of crime, 
and we find that Kotwals were appointed at Poona, Nasik, Pandharpur, 
Nagar, Satara, Wai, p.Junedabad, Burhanpur, Trimbak, and other towns.' 

This Kotwali establishment had also the charge of the conservancy of the Conseroancv. 
cities and scavengers were provided and paid for by cesses levied from the 
householders. The .appointments of scavengers were made at Poona, Nagar, 
Pandharpur, Nasik, and other places. 

The Kotwals at Poona, Nagar, Pandharpur, Junnar, and Nasik had powers 
of Magistrates in miscellaneous cases, which, in the district, were disposed 
of by the Kamavisdars". 

THE BRITISH PERIOD (1819-1947). 

THOUGH POONA was surrendered on 17th November 1817, the Fall of Satara 
district was not reduced till the month of May 1818. Mter the (10th Feb. 1818). 
capture of Poona the British troops naturally turned their attention 
to the capture of the de iure seat of Maratha power, namely, Satara, 
which was taken on 10th February 1818. It was only after the 
capture of Satara and the Hight of Baji Rao away to the north that 
a proclamation was issued. by the Company's Government taking 
over the territory of the Peshwas. The forts of Sinhgad, Purandar, 
Chakan, Lohogad, and one or two other forts in the district held 
out for a couple of months longer. Sinhgad was captured on 31'<1 
March 1818 and Purandar on 16th March. On 3rd May, with 
the surrender of Jivadhan, near the Nana-pass, the last of the forts 
passed into the hands of the company. Within a month, Baji Rao 
himself surrendered to Sir John Malcolm in North India, and thus 
from every stand-point the conquest of the Peshwa's dominions, 
including the Poona district, was complete. 

The first task that faced the new rulers was naturally to ensure 
military security. This was done by maintaining contingents at 
Sirur and Junnar besides the main camp at Poona. ThE;) two out.-

Conquest of 
Peshwa's domi
nions complete. 

lying camps were in due course removed, though the one at Sirur 
was continued for a fairly long time. Mount Stuart Elphinstone Elphi~stone 
was named by the Company's Government as the sole Commissioner C ap~m~ed • 
f th ttl f th h ' . H . t d OmmISSlone •• or e se ement 0 e Pes wa s terntories. e appom e . f C "ed':>l"-

C~pt. H. D. Robertson as Collector, Magistrat~ and Judge for ~he LmM~gis~~t~s 
CIty of Poona and the tract between' the Bhima and the NITa. started. 
Thus Capt. Robertson started the line of collector-magistrates, 
though the extremely close combination between the judiciary and 
the executive that was represented in the person of Capt. Robertson 
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was later on reduced with the formation of a separate judicial 
service. That the magistracy still remained with the Collector was 
a continllation of a historical necessity out of which Elphinstone 
named the same person as his representative for revenue, law and 
justice. It is' interesting to observe' that even in respect af this 
combination of roles Elphinstone was guided bv the then recognised 
position of the sarsubedar, who was, at least in theory, the representa
tive of the government of the Peshwa responsible for the entire 
administration of the district. 

Elphinstone's 
policy. 

Elphinstone proceeded to outline a policy for the Collector to 
follow. Both the principles and the mode of operation indicated 
by Elphinstone ,are yery revealing. He directed the pointed 

... attention of the Collector to the great impo~ance of attending to 

Treabnent of 
vested interests. 

the following objects ;-
( a) to restore order in the country; 
( b) to prevent the revenue Jrom being turned to hostile purposes; 
( c) to guard and please the people; and , 
( d) to improve upon and not to alter altogether the then existing 

system of government. 
With a view to giving effect to the last mentioned requirement, 
Elphinstone, through his own agents as also through friendly 
elements among the experienced officers of the old government, 
tried to study the laws, customs and procedure that were followed 
in the best days of the Peshwa government. We owe to this 
enlightened effort on the part of the Commissioner of the Deccan the 
valuable "Report on the Territories Conquered from the Peshwas," 
which contains practically the only authentic account of the system 
of administration under the Peshwas that we noW possess. The 
Collector was also directed to secure the co-operation of experienced 
members of the local population in his task of administration. This 
was done by appointing a nwnber of local pe6ple to responsible 
posts under the Collector. ' 

In the transformation of the old system of administration as it 
prevailed under the Peshwas to the new one organised on 
a predominantly equalitarian basis, the treatment meted out by 
the British Government to the old vested interests is interesting. 
While it was the policy of Elphinstone to recognise the saraniamdara 
as liberally as possible, the rules for recognition, which were 
framed in 1818, are a study as much' in administrative caution a3 
in political sagacity. All the saraniams, it was declared, were to 
be judged on their merits. Subject to this general reservation, 
they were classed into three categories. All saraniams created 
before 1751, that is to say, before the authority of Shivaji's successors 
virtually passed into the hands of the" Peshwas, were to be 
continued indefinitely, or, ia other words, they were to be hereditary 
so long as their holders continued to be loyal to Government. 
Saranjams which were created between 1751 and 1796, that is to 
say, from the commencement of the real rule of the Peshwas 
till the time of the wavering loyalty of Baji Rao II to his engage
ments with the British, were to be continued, unimpaired for 
two generations, and then in respect of a moiety of their income 
for one more generation. Last of all came the saraniams created 
after 1796, that is, during the tottering days of Baji Rao's rule, and 
these were to be continued unimpaired during the life-time of their 
then incwnbents and then in respect of 'a moiety for one more 
generation. This scheme of partial recognition and gradual 
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elimination of 8llraniams illustrates pointedly ( 1) the doctrine of CHAPTERs. 
meeting each ease on its merits, and (2) that of preferring a gradual 
extinction of undesiJ:able elements to a revolutionary suppression 
of them. Loyalty to the new regime was, of course, one of the 
conditions attached to the continuation of all 8llran;ams. 

Administrative 
History. 

BRITISH PERIOD. 

After the iIlitial effort at consolidation and pacification, the task Military admInJ.. 
of reforming the administrative organisation was gradually taken - stration. 
in hand. The very elaborate system of intelligence which was 
operating in the Peshwa's regime, at least from the time of 
Madhav Rao, was kept up and improved. Armed parties were 
-not allowed to move about except under a permit. \Vherever 
valuable property or treasure was traceable to the old State, it was 
confiscated. The British entertained a fair appreciation of the 
merits and bona fides of Nana Fadnavis, who, while doing his best • 
to serve the interests of his master, was at the same time 
a broadminded and dependable negotiator. Those of Nana's 
friends who had fared. unjustly at the hands of Baji Rao were in 
many cases compensated. Military -chiefs, though they had no 
military obligations or rights, were for the time being recognised 
as having a certain exalted civil status. They were freed from civil 
court prOceedings in respect of their own cases, _which were to be 
dealt with by the Governor with an appeal to the Supreme Court, 
though their direct contact was to be with the Agent to the Sardars 
in Poona. By making the District Judge also the Agent to the 
Sardars the special position of the Sardars was acknowledged 
without introducing any non-judicial process~ Even after the 
termination of their legal privileges in this matter, the District and 
Sessions Judge, Poona, continued to be the Agent to the Sardars 
to the last day of _ the British administration in the district: 

The task of reforming the civil administration was a prolonged Revenue admlnl-
one, and in due course the systems adopted by the presidency as stration. 
a whole came to apply to the Poona district as well. In a few 
respects, however, the problems of Poona administration were 
solved in a manner which indicated the lines of organisation 
for the rest of the presidency. In the matter of land retorm it is 
needless to say that the system of revenue-farming which had raised 
its head again during the closing years of the Peshwa rule was 
finally superseded. In place of the loose and comparatively 
unsteady organisation of the revenue administration even in the 
~t of days of Maratha rule, a department of revenue reachi.rl.g 
. from the presidency headquarters to the most distant village was 
created. What is more significant to the growth of the system of 
administration is that revenue was collected directly from the 
individual cultivator and not from villages as a whole, as was the 
pr~vailiDg system under the Maratha rule. A direct link between 
the Government and the· individual holder of land was thus 
established. This was the essence of the famous rayatwari system, 
which, though it had its roots in the principle - of individual 
assessment accepted by the past regime, was administered in 
lI. manner which at once broke the integrity of the village, which 
.had till then been recognised as a unit of revenue collection. The 
individual holder was left alone to make his own settlement with 
the new Governinent. 
~ with revenue so with justice, a new body of judges having Judicial admfni. 

tberr seats of office in comparatively bigger centres of populatiou stration. 
was set up. In the initial stages, pending the development of 
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a COmmon civil and criminal law by the British power as a whole, 
these judges of the Company were assisted by local custom and the 

. authority of Hindu law in regulating the method and measure of 
justice suitable to each case. The panchayat system, which, though 
a somewhat baphazard method of adjudication in complicated cases, 
-Nas a comparatively cheaper, quicker and surer method of getting 
justice, was allowed to fall into disuse. It has been recognised as 
a result of later experience. that the better organised and more exact 
system introduced by the British has not been able fully to com
pensate for the loss of cheapness, quickness and certainty which 
characterised the e;ulier system. It is only. recently that steps are 
being taken to rejuvenate what, in Indian conditions, was at once a 
more democratic, surer and cheaper way of ensuring justice in the 
common disputes of the 'iillage people than the more elaborate and 
rigid system of modern courts. 

It is interesting to note that the dakshina, originally a practice of 
the Dabhades which was continued and a~opted by the .Peshwas" 
was substantially left undisttirbed by Elphinstone. Part of it was 
actually' utilised for some time in giving presents. to learned Brahmins, 
though the larger part of it was utilised for· the establishment of 
a Sanskrit college. 

The common people, as also those in superior station, who had no 
interest in the political intrigues that preceded the fall of the Peshwa 
regime, were so much tired of the insecurity of the times and had 
suffered in .material possessions to such an extent on account of 
repeated raids and· internal risings in the city and district of Poona 
that, immediately following on the establishment of the Company's 
rule, alIl)ost all of them quietly acquiesced in. the change. 
It is undoubtedly true that all those who lived as dependants of the 
court in one capacity or another lost their means of livelihood. So 
also those who had secured steady means of emptoyment either in 
the civil or in the military organisation of ' the various Maratha rulers 
who maintained establishments at Poona lost their sources of income. 
As, however, peace was established and Poona still continued to be 
a fairly important centre of civil and military administration, the 
trading and the artisan classes in the city and the farmers in the 
villages had little to complain about so far as their immediate iriterests 
were concerned . 

• Partly, however, on account of the' undeveloped state of the newly 
evolving machinery bf central administration and partly. on account 
of the unwillingness of the local population to acquiesce permanently 
in the change that had come over their political existence, unrest 
on a fairly noticeable scale soon asserted itself. In 1826, a -revolt 
broke out in the southern portion of Poona, in which the Ramo~his 
were principally involved. Their leader, Umaji Naik, became alniost. 
a legendary figure. Though he was captured in 1827 and those who 
had taken a leading part in the revolt were liought to be pacified 
by a free pardon and by their employment as police for the hilly 
areas, it was soon discovered that the unrest was not so localised in 
character as the new Government was led to believe. After the revolt 
of the Ramoshis, the Kolis in the north-westeru part of Poona. broke 
into revolt. In 1830, they were temporarily put down, but practically 
for at least a generation longer, the north-western part of Poona was 
frequently disturbed by civil disorder. Between the years 1839 and 
1846, a rising, which, though not very serious in respect of numbers 
and the area covered, had a distinctly political intent was staged. 



It was I,~d by Bhau Khare, Chimnaji Jadhav, and Nana Darbare, 
and among followers as well as leaders it had a fairly wide repre
sentation of all sections of society. They professed to act in the 
name of the deposed Peshwa. It is, however, interesting that when 
they were actually faced with the forces of the Company, mostly 
police, at Ghode, the local population supported the police against 
the rebels. As many as 54 rebels were tried and two leaders, one 
Ramchandra Ganesh Gore and anotller, a Koli, were hanged. Soon 
afterwards, again in the north-western part of Poona, another band, 
principally composed of the local Koli population, was formed. It 
was led by Raghu and Bapu Bhangrias. They did not as a rule 
trouble the common people but attacked the patels of villages who 
to them had become obnoxious as the agents of the, new power. 
A mild operation had to be carried out .;tgainst them, in which, 
though the insurgents were ultimately put down, several of the 
police pitted against them lost their lives. The disturbances put down 
in one part of the district tended to break out in another, and several 
people,including some influential sections, tacitly supported these 
attempts. A new feature of these risings was the looting of, Govern-
ment treasuries, molestation of patels and employees of tne 'new 
courts that were set up, and the looting of money-lenders. nn 
Purandar, one, Kema Gavli, assisted by sons of Umaji Nin<:, 
created a fairly Widespread unrest. To aid tllem in their operations 
they actually raided the famous temple of Khandoba at Jejuri and 
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took away all the valuables of the place, including the hply image. 
The image, however, was .later on returned. This riSing. was' so) 
serious and wide~read that military aid had to be invoked to put 
it (lown. 

A number of leaders had, however, escaped capture. Umaji's 
sons were finally captured in April 1850. Raghu Bhangria, who, 
even after the rout which his followers had suffered, continued to 
levy a tribute in north-western Poona, had been captured in January 
1848. While, after tlllS date, there was no general armed revolt, not 
even a noticeable spurt in seditious activity, the ferment of steady 
resistance to tlle new power continued. The determined suppression, 
however, of the earlier armed and widespread activities hostile to 
the British power had the effect of exhausting the local hostile 
elements to such an extent that when the Great Rebellion of 1857 broke The 'Great Rebel
out in the north, it had only limited reactions in Poona. [One Numl li~n of 1857: 
Huda, described a!fMoUlvi of Poona, who was a Wahabi, was detained Lir:itp~on:,eactiofll 
on suspicion 'of activity intended to raise the Musalmans of Poona, n . 
Kolhagur and Belgaum in the interests of the north Indian rebels. In 
fact, one or two agents from north Indian sources of disaffection had 
reached Poona, but on theQ being sent back, the unrest among the 
local. Musalmans subsided. The Kolis, however, continued their 
sporadic disturbances that ad never ceased since the British took 
over. In 1858, a man who was condemned by the lower court to 
,death for issuing a proclamation in the name of the famous Nana Saheb 
was acquitted on appeal. . . 
" The north-western part of Poona, which in fact is the Koli land 
'of the ~trict, was agaiit in ferment in 1873.. This time the leader of 
the rebels was one' Honya Koli, who seems to have chosen money· 
.lenders as his principal target of attack. In fact, these disturbances 
merged into the more widespread Deccan riots, of the year 18i5, 
:which were not confined to 'the Poona district but engulfed several 
'adjoining districts as well. Both the technique, the incidents and the 

Koli land agaiD 
in fennent 
(1873-79). 
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CHAYrER 2. results of the Deccan riots are now well known. It must, however, 
}Je recorded that signs of this agrarian revolt were first dis
covered in Kurdeh, a village in the Sirur taluka of the Poona district. 
The first outbreak of revolt also took place in Supe in the Baramati 
taluka, and at least three other talukas, namely, Indapur, Purandar 
and Haveli, were affected by the riots. While no serious crime against 
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,person was as a rule committed and while it was obvious that the 
money-lenders, who under the new system of British civil law and 
British courts had driven a hard bargain against the poor farmers, 
were the principal sufferers, two features in these riots were from an 
administrative stand-point very significant. One was that in several 
cases the rioters, instead of being warned or checked by the patels, 
.were actually led by them, and the impression was freely given that 
the Government appro¥~d of the farmers taking the law into their 
own hands against an obnoxious section of the community. These 
revolts were indue course put down, but the atmosphere of insecurity 
created by them continued to depress the normal activities of the 
rural population for a long time. . 

l1te last organized The last organised attempt at either an overt or a secret challenge 
Revolt (1879). to the new authority was staged in 1879. The rebels were in three 

bands. One was of Poona Ramoshis led by a Brahman, Vasudev 
Balvant Phadke; another of Kolis ; and a third of Satara l1amoshis. 
This revolt was put down by the end of 1879, by which time it might 
be taken that the futility of an organised revolt on a military plane 
was finally reCt>gnised by the people of the district as an impracti
cable method of achieving for themselves the benefits of self
government. 

Yet another The easing of the disturbed situation created by extensive 
Famine, (1676). civil disorder coincided with one of the worst spells of 

famine in the Deccan. The Deccan has indeed never been free from 
·~~le risk of famine caused by either a failure or an irregular preci
pitation of rain. Poona in particular; except to the west, lies in 
a climatic zone where unfavourable rainfall has ahnost continuouslv 
to be reckoned as a likely risk to agriculture, the principal occupation 
of the people. The year 1876 witnessed one of the worst famines in 
Indian history, and parts of Poona, especially the eastern ones, were 
bad sufferers. Much of the administrative effort on high nof only to 
organise government from the village level but also to initiate the 
beneficent activities of many of tbe imperial and provincial depart
ments of Government owes its inception to thtl a.,akening conscious
ness of duty which was borne upon the new governors of the country 
by th~ damage to the life and economy of the people done .. by the 
series of famines which t.l}e last quarter of the nineteenth century 
.witnessed. . \\-1ille it is true that practically from the taking' over of 
their responsibilities as governors, a !>ystem of administration was 
being evolved over the newly conquered territories, the systematic 
development of an administrative machine dates from the taking over 
by the Crown of the direct responsibility for the government of India. 
Poona, in common with other districts, felt the beneficent influence of 
the intensified effort to establish organised government. ·Since the 
days of Elphinstone, ahnost by the irresistible logic of facts, Poona 
was considered, for purposes of the government of the province as 
a whole, an important centre. Both political and territorial con
siderations indicated the need for consolidating British authority in 
the best possible manner in the hea!f of the erstwhile Maratha 

totc=~lli~_dominion. The post of Special Commissioner for the Deccan wa$ 
soon transformed into the Commissionership of the Central· Division sion. 
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wit.\ Poona as its headquarters. Commissioners in those days were 
virtually clothed with the powers of regional governors, as the work 
of all the departments within their charge had to pass through them. 
As the Governor of the Province and many of the high officers of 
several departments, which were soon multiplied, either had their 
headquarters in Poona or they passed through Poona pretty frequently, 
both the Commissioner and the Collector were kept on the alert. On 
the establishment of civil peace, the military stations at Junnar and 
Sirur were discontinued., but so long as there was a Bombay Army 
Poona was its headquarters. Even when the provincial anrJes were 
merged into one unified and centrally directed Indian Army, Poona 
was chosen as the headquarters of an important military command, 
the Southern Command. Thus, for the civil as well as for the military 
government of the country, Poona became an important nerve centre. 
The local administration of the district, while it had to discharge its 
normal tasks in common with other collectorates, had a special 
responsibility, as it, more than any other district authority, was 
closely associated both with the civil administration of the province 
as a whole and with the corresponding military authorities of the 
Government of India. 

It is outside the scope of this administrative history of the Poona 
district to refer to the origin, incidents and progress of political move
ments either in the Poona district or in the State of Bombay as a 
whole. It must, however, be recognised that from a governmental 
stand-point Poona attained an importance not only on account of 
what wa .. from time to time done to carry on government under the 
existing system but also on account of the several movements designed 
to alter the system for the better. It is interesting to recall that when 
the first Indian Councils Act was passed in 1861, the new era of 
association of non-officials with the legislative functions of govern
ment was inaugurated in Poona. The first session of the Legislative 
Council was held in Poona at the Council Hall on the 15th of July 
1862. It continued its sittings till October, meeting once a week, 
and resumed its session in Bombay in December, which' went on till 
April of the next year. Partly because of the political importance 
that t..l:te place had gathered round itself and partly on account of 
its geographical and climatic conditions, the headquarters of most of 
the provincial departments were located in Poona, though it was 
not till after the First World War that something like a Secretariat 
building (what ii now called tIie Central Building) to house these 
offices was ~put up. Though the Government of India has never 
formally thought of making Poona its capital at least in one 
Parliamentary Committee of Enquiry, that of 1852, members of the 
Select Committee did ask several witnesses questions bearing on the 

, suitability of Poona as a headquarter for the Government of India. 
In those days of inter-provincial disharmony among the Company's 
own representatives and of active military operations in the north, 
the proposal was not likely to be favourably considered, but it is 
interesting that in the sixties, when Earl Elgin 'was the Viceroy, the 
proposal to make Poona the monsoon capital of the country had pro
gressed to the extent of 400 acres of land being requisitioned in Poona 
for the_ construction of a Viceregal Lodge. It is probable that the 
movement of the· Government House in Poona from its old site at 
Dapori to its subsequent site at Ganeshkhind owed its inception to this 

• suggestion of Earl .Elgin. This proposal was later on dropped as Earl 
Elgin died before the plan· could mature and his successo~ did not 
relish the idea of shifting his headquarters even temporarily frOID 
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'C;HAPTER 2. Calcutta. In later days, important institutions like the Meteorological 
Observatory, the National Defence Academy, and the National 
Chemical Laboratory have been located in Poona by the Govern
ment of India. Both politically and as a seat of Government, Poona. 
among the districts of the Bombay Province, thus enjoyed, right 
from the beginning of the formation of the Bombay Province, 
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BRITISH PERIOD. 
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Times. 

a position of special importance which it continues to enjoy to the 
present day. 

Latest Famine' If the famine of 1876 was one of the most terrible in the history 
(1896-1908). of the district, the years with which the nineteenth century closed 

and the twentieth century was inaugurated were remarkable for 
their -almost uniform tale of unsatisfactory rainfall. In fact, the years 
from 1896 to 1908 will be described as the last of the prolonged spells 
of famine that the district has witnessed. The comparatively settled 
ad.ministration of the district, the development of a number of 
occupations not dependent on . local rainfall, the possibility of locally 
affected population migrating temporarily to other districts where 
conditions were not so bad, and lastly improved transport facilities, 
helped to maintain to sonic extent the continuity of the normal 
avocations of the people during this difficult period, which would 

Coruiderable" 
administrative 
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Poona as heatl
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have been impossible at any earlier period. 

During these famine years, the vitality of the local 
economy indeed suffered much, but on t.lte administrati ve 
side considerable progress was made. In the Revenue 
Department, which had come to be built up from the village 
level, where the paUl and the kulkarni along with their here
ditary village assistants represented the government of the province, 
links at the taluka and sub-divisional level were created. A ne,,,
welcome element in the new administrative routine was in the require· 
ment that all officers from the Commissioner downwards should do 
regular touring and village inspections. . Officers at all levels took
these inspections very seriously, and some of the earlier adminis~ative 
reports from Collectors as well as from Commissioners laid great 
emphasis on the number and results of village inspections done by 
themselves and their subordinate officers. The system of land revenue 
is a subject which will be separately reviewed in this volume, anti, 
as is well known, partly out of a misunderstanding of the' older 
system of revenue and partly out of a desire to squeeze out of what 
then was the most important source of "public income as much as 
could be safely done, there were periods of extrenie rack-renting in 
the land-revenue history of the district under early British rule.· 
But the close contact established between the agents of Government 
and the people brought a new experience to the tax-payer and new 
knowledge and awakening to the administrator. 'The Agricultural 
Departments of the Provincial Governments owe their origin to the 
l~sson that the famines taught. "The Agricultural Commission of the 
year 1880 had recommended the starting of an Agricultural 
Department in several provinces, and. as the famines were the 
principal reason for this recommendation, Poona as the principal 
town in the famine-affected tracts of the Deccan attracted the chief 
attention of the Agricultural Department of the Bombay Government. 
As departments of State were multiplied, Poona housed not only the 
district units of the respective departments but also their provincial 
headquarters. 

Private benefac- Activity aimed at social consolidation and improvc!nent was not 
'1011&. confined to official channels. It was part of the technique.of the n~w 
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administration, following the example of Britain, to encourage non
official elements to contribute constructively towards the improvement 
of the amenities of their own regions. While it is true that the 
system of conferment of honours was generally used, as it is used 
in all countries, mainly for political purposes, it is equally true that 
in several cases it was also used wit...'I success in securing non-official 
support for construction of works of public utility, such as hospitals, 
tanks and schools. There are several public institutions in Poona 
which bear testimony to the fruitful use of the system of conferring 
honour for adding to social amenities, the provision of which normally 
would fall within the function of a modem government. 

In the sector of administrative organisation relating to institutions 
of local self-government, Poona from, the beginning showed consider
able leadership and enthusiasm. Not only was the Poona municipality 
one of the first municipalities to be set up but it was also the first to 
have a majority of elected n,embers and also to have the privilege 
of having an elected president. The same applies to the District Local 
Board, Poona, which was the first to have an elected president 
among the local boards of the province. More recently Poona has 
been the first city in the State to have its civic body organised on the 
model of the Bombay Corporation. 

The administrative boundaries of the Poona district have not, 
except for tlie recent merger of a large part of the Bhor State area, 
altered materially since the commencment of the present century. 
The merger of certain talukas of Bhor State in the Poona district, 
though it constitutes an important administrative event for the State 
as a whole, does not materially add either to the area or to the 
population of the district. The only practical effect of this merger 
for the Poona district is that an additional taluka, called Bhor Taluka, 
and a new Mahal called Vele MahaL have been included in its 
jurisdiction. 
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CHAYfER 3-THE PEOPLE AND THEm CULTURE. 

ACCORDING TO THE CENSUS OF 1951 THE POPULATION of the Poona 
district (including the newly merged areas) is 19,50,976 which is 
323·6 to the sq. mile. Of these, Hindus (including the scheduled 
castes) number 17,84,074 or 91·4 per cent.; Jains 22,312 or 
1·143 per cent.; Sikhs 7,885 or 0·404 per cent.; Muslims 90,585 or 
4·64 per cent.; Indian Christians 37,243 or 1·91 per cent.; Parsis 
or Zoroastrians 4,264 or 0·21 per cent.; Jews or Bene-Isrrels 819 
or 0·~..2 per cent., and" others" (non-tribal), 699 or 0·036 per 
cent. Tribal population, which numbered 36,834 or 2·7 per cent., 
in 1941, is not separately indicated iIi the census of 1951. 

It is clear that in the Poona district, Hindus form by far the most 
important community. Next come the Muslims and then the 
Indian Christians. In the following pages are described in detail 
some of the cultural traits of the Hindus, Lingayats and J ains. 
Those of Muslims, Indian Christians and Bene-Isrrels are described 
but briefly. Immigrants like the South Indians and the Sindhi~, 
are leading a distinct community life of their own, and so they have 
also been noticed. 

Of the six tables of population statistics printed below-

The first indicates the variation in area, houses and popUlation 
over the long period from 1881 to 1951. 

The second table shows the changes in the composition of' the 
population, for the years 1911, 1931 and 1951, in regard to age and 
marriage. The figures available for 1941 and 1951 are for a sample 
population only. . 

The third gives for 1911, 1931 and 1951, the distribution of 
population according to -languages. . 

The fourth exhibits the distribution of population by religion 
during the various Census years. 

The fifth traces the growth of population in the various towns of 
the district from 1901 to 1951: 

. The sixth enumerates the distribution of population among the 
talukas according to the decennial censuses from 1881 onwards, 
except the census for 1891. 
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TABLE I. 

Area, Houses ana Populationfrcm 1881 to 1951. DistrictPoona. 

1 

Cf"n~08 
Years. 

IMI .. 
1~91 .. 
1901 .. 
1911 .. 
1921 .. 
1931 .. 
1941 .. 
1951 .. 

ARe 
Period •• 

1 

2 'I s 4 

A",a In I 
Square ITO ...... Wlngeo. 
lIII ••• 

I 
6.~48 " 1.177 
5,369 11 1,180 
5,349 11 1,17~ 
5,366 1~ 1,1Si' 
5,357 12 1,14.'; 
5,332 12 1,132 
5.347 14 1,140 
6,027.61 87 1,50G 

5 6 7 8 II 10 

Occupied Hou .... latlon. Popu 

-
Rural. I Urban.' I Urban. 

1-::'- . Females. I 
j-

82.1RP 121'2~21 8fi,4P.~ 81,0l1li 
54,210 146,717 116.590 101.138 
29,310 145.567 114.35~ 105,761 

ft~, '~.l '''.~~ 11 1.537 
59.13a "15c.,9 bO,77 127,4!\.1 
69.381 176,577 170,21- 142,41'5 
82.389 226,101 211,394 177.179 
77,263 152,730 f46,419 388,304 . , 

TABLE II. 

Rural. 

Malo •• 

369,633 
42~.904 
38i',a33 
415.283 
866.09 . 
430.79~ 
488.746 
559,732 

Females. 

364.422 
421.1118 
3~6.!1'4 
416.M7 
364.6;9 
426.300 
4!l2,O~9 
556.471 

Civil cO'llaition by age per1'cas, District Poo'lla, 1911. 
(A.ll Ccmmum·ties). 

I Total Po~ulatiOn. I I Unmarried. 1 

i ---,----1 
Married. Widowed. 

Hale. 

"-

Female. Male. 

5 8 

, 
Female'j Male. 

7 8 

Female. 

9 I ~. 1'7' I 
1----

0-6 I 73,358 I 
---:----1 

I 

111-15 .. 61,324 &-10 1 66,386 

iEg ~ ~ l~ti:! 

7S,268 
64,787 
61,334 
41,856 

175,643 
86,451 
30,165 

846 
1,898 
6,7J2 

15.156 
145,281 

77,070 
18,590 

1,203 
9,746 

32,159 
37,852 

148.378 
'0.809 

4,101 

72,695 
64,411 
54,419 
28,234 
27,348 

2,377 
497 

77,020 I' 171 64,770 77 
18,244 193 

2,293 846 
8,136, 6,134 1 

775 1 11,598 I 
194 I 8,409 

45 
271 
931 

1,711 
.24.129 

44.M7 
25,871) 60andover I 27,496 

Total •• r-j;-43-,-00-s'I;-5-2-S,-5-0'+-2-6-6-,2-53-t--
27

-'-,2-48-I:' 249,9811.156,432126,7741 !7,8U 

I 

1941. 

Total Populallon. I Married, I Unmarried. I W'2j 1 
Ag. 

I I 

Period .. 

1 

I Ma:e. 

I 
I 

Hale. Femal •• Female. Mal •• --t·· I Femal., 

t II 8 6 6 I 7 8 9 . 

I I 

11-10 .. I 3,709 
8,

715
1 

15 104 8,679 8,593 15
1 

18 
11-16 .. 1,533 1,337 6l! 435 1,452 893 19 9 
16-20 .. 1,140 1,118 270 900 850 181 20 ' 28 
21-25 .. 1,283 tll:1 727 1,173 624 48 32 49 
26-30 .. 1,251 991 1,132 219 43 41 103 
81--33 .. 1,160 1,071 1,034 904 68 24 68 143 
36--40 .. 970 858 862 621 89 7 69 230 
41--4:; .. 789 668. 691 387 20 11 7~ 270 
46--<i0 .. 658 675 6M 256 11 8 93 813 
61--65 .. .78 420 I 378 160 11 "- 89 256 
6_0 .. 893 ~~I 290 97 7 . 96 251 
61--65 .. 258 183 46 Ii 8 70 183 
_70 US 130 I 91 18 , 1 50 111 
nand ovor 1S7 17d I 109 11 8 , 72 161· 

, 

-!'~251 Total .. I 13,954 1 18,198: 8,2571 6.253 I 8,895 I ',820 I 80111 
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1951. 

Age Total Population 'L Manfed. 
I 

UnmarrIed. I Wldowf'dor 
Dlvoret'd. 

Ferlod •• 

Hale. Fe:~'1 Hale. Female. lIale. Female. lHale. 
I I Female. 

1 2 , 6 8 7 ! 8 I 9 
I I i I ----

··1 25,029 23,303 I -382 2,920 24,658 
I 

6-U 20,327 
111 

56 

11>-21 

::j 
lB,I42 17,258 6,704 14,435 12,319 2,377 119 . 4" , 

25---M 16,568 U,52li 14,095 13,061 2,0" 221 429 t 1,243 

85-44 ", 11,194 10,458 10,107 8,ODl 409 79 678 : 2,326 

45-U .. I 7,966 7,092 8,715 3,652 187 48 1,066 : 3,394 
I 

55-01 .. 4,709 4,5111 , S,60~ I 1,031 96 38 1,010 ; 3,443 

65-71 .. 1,630 1.8151 1,035 219 21 10 473
1 

1,586 
I 

75 ADd 01''' 594 702 1 315 42 7 81 

27: I 654 

Afe npt ! 
111 alated. i 28 18 : IP S 14 2 

I 

Total •• 1 85,780 79,675 ! 41,947 43,414 1 39,753 1 I 
23,113 I 4,060 I 13,148 

TABLE III. 

La!'tluoge (Motl.er-tofig1!e). District Poona. 

Language •• 

• 
Haratbl 
KraDkaDI 
llhill. 
Bh.rtl "I ,,<lostant 
Urdu 
W .. 1ffn mDdI 
RaJo"banl 
)'unjabi 
SIndfll 
N.""U 
Rlharl 
Cuj.ratl 
Kaobebbl 
U .. nnll 
Kallnada 
Tulu 
Tf'lan 
TanlU 
IIBI.yalam 
Pushtn 
&1.,..111 
GI ... , 
Other Indian 

LA_es 
I' ..... lan 
Rib,.. .. 
Arable 
"liiof"M! 
BumleR 
Oll •• r Aolatl. 

Langulg .. 
EIH!U-b 
Pl}rtui(Ue1Ie 
Other European 

La_ea. 

Hales. 

487,487 

~·6·,f38 

'i:M4 
6.208 
1,223 

223 

'''671 
23 

480 

',500 
140 

1~7 
4,978 

240 

18 

1911 1931· 

Female.. I ,Hal ... 

483,422 I 520,448 
907 
200 8 

il2,i77 

'i:54e 
~,f18 

166 
140 

• i',is9 

.... 22 
2 

473 

',640 
164 

147 
2,332 

9& 

12 

42',464" 
1,067 

333 
6,152 

'8;605 
303 

'2',672 
7.846 
2,951 

III! 
1,167 

18 ' 
15 

119 

1 
8 

'''m 

162 

Females. 

614,8011 
91-& 
177 

26:521 
218 

'4;868 

'6;590 
59 

·'t:785 
8,834 
2,594 

122 
211 
49 

'''i37 

.. ··2' 

.. °219 

lOS 
S,077 

lU 

Hal ... 

85/l.50S 
,l,lOS 

1951 

]29 ' 
18,388 

40:822 

·0:0-15 
I!.I~O 
9,101 

101) 
1 

15,825 
87 

1,396 
11,139 

3 
17,243 
11,102 

1,513 
69 

'''5.44 
114 , 

.... 87 

Females. 

829,las 
4'8 
133 

11,608 

3iI;i39 

'5:939 
4,962 
8,662 

12 

iil:S22 
112 

435 
7,832 

ii;:S22 
8,216 

437 
11 

-The DOD-c<HlperatioD movement. then active, has adversely aJfect'ld the 
rellability of census figures. 
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TABLE IV. ~ 

Population by religion from 1891 to 1951. District Poona.\ 

1891 1901 
I 

1911 1921 1931 19U 1951 

~-. -=l :\[ale •. Female. Male. Femal •• Male. Female. Female. Male. Femalo. Male. Female. 

=l -
mudu. .. 101,~3 '87,918 402,218 458,665 498,91£ 492,82' 471,533 457,073 528,535 814,551 190,782 917,088 869,086 

MalUm. .. 26,955 24,245 2S,941. 21,849 26,589 22,847 26,246 20,271 81,006 23,931 40,406 SO,580 48,745 41,840 

ChtI.tlanl .. 7,537 3,726 8,480 6,054 8,516 6,420 9,011 7,820 10,893 8,818 10,348 9,403 10,827 17,416 

,JnlDl .. 7,476 4,961 6,198 4,505 6,706 5,025 CI,7ti 4,089 6,844 6,156 8,055 6,146 12,541 9,771 

Zoroastrlano .. 1,066 160 1,262 1,080 1,304 1,801 1,657 1,510 1,781 1,742 .. oo 2,217 2,On 

Sikha .. '12 , 289 51 424 63 467 49 005 116 2,826 449 4,927 2,058 

Buddbl.t. .. 65 1 21 2 , 18 '19 8 16 8 .. .. 51 " I 

J .... oo 443 '87 870 431 418 479 a05 818 877 463 oo 

I 
.. 412 407 

l'rlbah 43 82 118 125 48 28 18,999 17,838 I oo .. .. .. .. .. oo . 
I 

Otlle .. oo 7 7 6 8 .. oo 1 .. 6 4 &,461 4,073 898 800 
(non tribal). 
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TABLE V. 

Variation in Population at Certain Important Places of Interest 
in the Poona District. 

1901 lQIl -=J 11m 

I 
19(1 1951 

1. Alancll .. 2.019 1.624 1.568 1.666 2.170 2.432 

~ Ale .. 8.792 8.626 ~ ... . ... 6.014 6.855 

•• A ....... rI .. S.504 8.576 M20 8.916 4.276 6.393 .. Jlsramall .. 9.407 7.831 8.71i 10.447 13.059 '17.004 

6. Jlsvada .. '.290 7.083 8.504 7.005 7.389 8.927 .. n.lhe .. S.002 .... 2.937 4,212 4.965 4,435 

7. llbor .. 4.178 '.168 '.068 5,185 0.33. 7,393 

11. Bhn""rI .. 1.697 2.257 2,767 2,661 3,382 6,153 

O. Cblnchtad .. 1,596 2,001 2,268 2,102 2.708 4,369 

10. Depodl .. 878 1,135 1.796 1,447 2,379 7.437 

11. n"unf! Muulcl· 
1"'lIty .. .... . ... . ... . ... 7,576 9,947 

12. I'I."n~ Rall ..... y 
VII!age ., 6,248 &.218 7,700 7,805 &,252 8,902 

13. Gbod.gaou .- &,720 6,261 ',282 6,707 '4.742 6,732 

U. BaMp'I8' .. 4,521 4,801 7,414 5,384 8,758 S,130 

15. 'udapur .. 6.533 4,336 8.772 3,978 4,394 4,981 

18. I_/url Munl.lpallty .... 2,857 2,013 2.503 2,929 8,036 

17. loonnr .. 11,875 8,820 7.381 11,421 9,951 11,632 

1A. Xalamb .- 1,563 2,271 2,238 1,960 8.203 11,004 

19. Kb~kICaut. .. 10.797 14.028 18,357 16,302 26.285 48.552 

?O. Kb.d .. S,032 8.056 7.013 8,532 9,548 11,750 

21. Lalliume .. 2,981 8.271 8.389 8.203 6.042 6.328 

22. Lonavl.JrL .. 8.886 12,295 11.563 9.430 10,876 10.771 

23. Lonl K albbor .. 8,070 4,539 4,822 '.501 4.732 8,196 

24. Hal.pon Budrnk S.730 4.797 7,470 6.036 6.400 6,528 

25. Han"bar .. 6,300 4.694 4,849 6,031 6.000 7.782 

28. Hau]nrl Dudrak 3.205 '.401 6.276 3,532 8,742 6,218 

27. Narayaugaon .. U89 .... 8.043 . ... 4,473 6,687 

28. !.1mgnon .. 8.369 8,416 8.038 3,768 4,496 6,27 

20. Ofor .. 8,392 6.531 .... 8,200 6,533 7.866 

30. Poana Cant. .. 82.777 82,226 32.728 85,807 40,U7 69.011 

51. POIlaaCity .. 120.M3 126,630 163.713 198.078 258.197 480,982 

32. Ra;or .. 3,509 .... 8,093 '.195 6.136 6,792 

a3. Snowad .. 8.294 2.103 4.583 6.407 6,745 6.352 

84. 81mr .. 7.212 4,246 8.095 3.076 8.591 8,482 

85. Supe .. 2.951 6.111 2,964 4,963 6,808 8,302 

86. TalegaoB J>ab~. 6,238 8.247 3.273 8.992 3.096 lI.lU9 

87. TalPl!llon Dbam-
db ...... 8.470 G.77' 6.508 8.861 7.235 9.749 
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TABLE. VI. 

Populalion by Talub from 1881 to 1951, District Poona. 

i 
1681 1901 "3 1921 1931 1941 1951 

i 
, 

TaluG or Mabal. i F.male. 

I 
Mal., Female. Male. Female. Male. M.~l •• Femal •• Male. Female. Male. Female. Mal •• Femal •• 

-• 
17,6451 

I I ... 
Ambe(!aOD .. .. .. 21,473 21,353 20,473 21,259 18,099 21,697 21,686 28,278 I 28,590 48,876 50,004 

Baramatl .. 65,092 64,436 40,437 40,377 53,872 62,611 40,662·1 49,028 67,951 ~6,2S1 67,800 56,048 67,625 60,6~6 

Bbor .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. I .. .. .. . . . . 35,658 8~,053 

DauDd .. .. . . 20,644 22,110 23,755 24,867 19,2il2 19.707 27,402 27,153 37,791 37,653 44,S29 44,333 

BaveU .. 76,Su5 73,554 155,915 144,073 165,097 147,600 I 61,212 59,699 64,364 62,470 63,891 63,047 93,719, 86,934 

IDdapur .. 24,596 23,518 83,118 83,777 39,377 88,632 80,622 29,909 a9,495 87,88~ 47,094 44,655 57,362 64,942 

JUDD" .. 60,666 61,607 68,536 59,217 
56'

384
1 

58,487 . 48,580 50,246 61,902 63,959 6S,9g0 70,103 63,858 71,429 

Xbed .. 70,811 71,079 56,814 56,635 58,103 58,723 51,476 1;1,804 63,104 61,902 61,870 61,322 63,266 63,191 

Ma'l"al .. 81,839 80,544 33,580 81,506 35,583 33,377 37,nO 84,153 82,189 30,400 8S,an 31,873 51,216 47,170 

Mul!hl .. .. .. 13,813 13,154 1~:7371 12,689 13.300 12,345 11,S40 11.239 1~,572 18,141 35,026 83,858 

Poona City " 70,822 60,181 .. .. .. 
I 122,737 :1 100.D78 141,291 114,712 193,703 157,530 823,940 270,143 

Purandar .. 17.47~ 88.200 35,549 87,167 39,533 
41,

532
1 3~'5521 86,567 40,579 42,050 46,328 43,427 50,839 52.500 

Slrur .. 86.392 36,401 8~:8061 83,186 38.004 88,677 80,398 80,430 39,109 88,441 
4.2:

396
1 

41,809 51,5!3 51,565 

Vclhe .. .. .. .. .. . . 
J 

.. .. . . .. ~ 13.947-, I --- I 
502,085 1 

I 

516.871 1 700,110 I PH.775J l Total .. 455,101 &45.520 492.645 511,008 I 528,504 1 '92,162 601,013 508.785 1 659,26~ 1,006.201 

. .. 
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THE DIETARY OF THE POONA HINDUS varies to some extent according 
to the different sections of the community, the main distinctions 
being made on the ground of inclusion of flesh by some which, by 
religious custom, is eschewed by others. Otherwise, the general 
dishes and the way of their serving, which is peculiarly Mah1irii~trian, 
are common to all. 

The pastoral, artisan and agricultural classes in the district are 
proverbially fond of chillies and other hot spices. Besides grain, 
pulse, fruits, spices, oils, curds and butter, they may eat fish, fowls, 
eggs and game birds, sheep, goat, hare and wild hog. Few can 
afford to eat flesh oftener than on occasions of marriage and other 
family festivals and a few leading holidays such as Dasara and 
Diva/i. They sometimes vow to offer an animal to a god, and after 
offering its life to the god, eat its flesh. 

They take three meals a day. Their every day fare consists of 
millet, rice, wheat on occasions, vegetables and fruits cut in pieces, 
split pulse, and alan or ihurylka (gram flour boiled with cumin, 
coriander, chillies, salt, turmeric and onions). They gen~rally 
break-fast· at home on bhtikri (bread of unleavened dough) with 
some vegetable relish or raw onion, and about noon their wives take 
to the place of work their dinner of bhtikri and vegetables, and 
either fish, flesh, or split pulse. t A supper of bhtikri or bhtit (cooked 
rice), milk or some li<I..uid preparation of pulse, is eaten at abQut 
eight. 

Their usual holiday fare is sevaya (vermicelli) eaten with milk 
and gul (molasses).. Pura'l}-polis (sweetened grain cakes), kana vales 
(stuffed cakes), telcis (cakes fried in oil), va4e (pulse-cake), lc74its 
(rice or wheat flour balls stuffed with sugar or gun are some of their 
feast dishes. 

The dietary of the well-to-do urbanites is much more elaborate. 
Besides the usual cereals, pulses, vegetables and oils, a vegetarian 
includes in his diet dairy products like milk, butter, curds, butter
milk and ghee (cl<!lifiec;l butter) on a liberal scale. The morning 
tea with a light breabast "Is' followed by two meals, one between 
nine and eleven in the morning, and the other between seven and 
nine in the evening. Men and women eat separately, the women 
after the men have done. The head of the -house, his sons and 
guests sit on pats in a row (on special occasions three pats may be 
used for an individual-one for sitting, the second to support the 
back and the third on which the dinner is servedH. Metal or leaf 
plates are laid in front of each pat and to the right-hand side is 
a tambya (water-pot) covered with a l'hulpatra (cup). On the top 
of the plate to the right are' cups for curries and relishes. The pulse 
and grain are served by a cook, and the vegetables and ghee by 
one of the women of the family. The dinner is served in 
three courses, the first of ·boiled rice and pulse and a spoonful or two 
of ghee, the second of poli or capati (bread of unleavened wh~at 
dough r. sugar and ghee with salads and curries, and' the third of 
boiled rlce with curds and salads. 'Yith each course two or 

• At present it is more or less customary with the rural population to have 
a cup of tea before or after the . breakfast. 
: t An artisan takes along with him hifi dinner where he works or is employed. 
, JSome well-to-do families from the upper class have now-a-days taken to 
dining on tables. 
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three vegetables are served. The plate is not changed during the 
9inner. In each course the chief dish is heaped in the.centre of the 
plate, on the right the vegetables are arranged and on the left the ' 
salads with ,a piece of lemon and some salt. 

The following is the general menu of the food served in typical 
vegetarian ,Mahara~trian hotels in Poona. 

Lunch :-Salt, lemon pieces, chutney and koSimbir (salad); 
suki bhiifi and piita] piile bMfi ( vegetables), iimti (curry), varary 
(liquid split-pulse); capiiti, bhiikri, puryii (types of bread), boot 
(cooked rice); ghee, curds, buttermilk, milk. 

The dishes at a dinner are the same as at a lunch with the excep
tions that varalJ. and koSimbirs' are omitted; bhiikri, instead of capiiti. 
flsala ( cooked sprouted pulses) lDstead of suki bOOfi; fruity 
vegetables instead of leafy ones, and sometimes chopped onion, arc 
served. 

Feast Menu :-Along with the'usual daily dishes a special sweet 
dish is principally served. The sweet may be one of the following :
Srikharpj" biisuruli, iilebi, pura1)poli, dudhpilk, sirii, sudMras. liidu, 
iimbras. etc. . . 

During the week s~e changes are made in the menu by way of 
serving different "snacks" and" entries ".Usually they are khica£ji, 
batatevar;lii, thiflipith, bMji, puri-bhafi, etc.. . 

.HoUsES AND . THE TYPES OF DWELI..LlI/GS found in the district asa whole may be 
HOUSING. classified under two divisions, movable and immovable. 

The movable ones belong to wandering tribes or labourers who 
move from place to place. They are of .two kinds; small tents or 
pills, either of coarse cotton or woollen· fabric, and small huts of 
bamboo or date matting. The dwellers in tents and mat huts suffer 
much from heat and cold and still more from rain. To escape the 
wet many of them stop, during the monsoon,. near some village and 
build small huts of grass and leaves and branches of trees. 

The immovable houses may be divided into five classes, according 
to the cost of building and the type of material used in construction. 
There are the first class houses, known as large viiQiis (mansions) 
now rarely built and becoming fewer and obsolete. These viic;lii.v 
are seldom found except in towns and large villages and are generally 
duma;li (two storeyed). They are built round cowks (quadrangles 

,or central plot or yard), with stone or fire-baked brick walls, tiled· 
roofs and verandas. Entry into them. is through a gateway or 
passage in one of the outer faces of the building. From the inner 
court a few steps lead to th~ Ofi or veranda, for L'le house is 
always raised on a iote (plinth) three or four feet high. In the 
veranda, strangers are received, children play or the women of the 
house swing and talk. The' ground Hoor has four to seven rooms, 
a central hall, a back veranda; and the second storey has flJur rooms 
or two halls. At places, such types of houses have two open squares 

• As a roofing material people use tiles of indigenous make, known OJ 
kumbhari koole, made and fire-baked by local potters, and also Mangalore tiles 

. ~d corrugated iron sheets. _ 
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surrounded by rooms and verandas, the first where th; men live, 
and the back set apart for women. In the rear of the house are 
a cattle shed and a bathing room. A privy is attached to a distant 
corner either in the front or at the back of the building according 
to convenience. There may be a rear yard with Hower and plantain 
trees and a tufas (holy basil) in a masonry pillar pot. Buildings 
like these are owned by iniimdars ( holders of public grants), 
;agirdars (big landed proprietors), and wealthy merchants. 

From the architectural point of view these viii/ii,s have little beauty 
or ornamentation; even the £nest are plain, massive and monotonous. 
The plinth is of close-joined blocks of polished stone. The posts 
and beams are massive but short. The ceilings are made of smaller 
closely fitted beams, sometimes ornamented with variegated 
geometrical figures and Howers made of small chips or slits of gaily 
painted wood or ivory. If width is wanted, it is secured by two or 
three rows of wooden pillars joined together by ornamental ogee
shaped cusped and Huted wooden false arches. The pillars, which 
generally spring from a carved stone or wooden pedestal, have 
shafts carved in the cypress or sum style and lotus-shaped capitals. 
The eves are generally ornamented with carved plank facings and 
project boldy from the walls. The roofs are either terraced or 
covered with Hat tiles. The staircases are in the walls, and are 
narrow and dark. 

These viii/ii,s are being replaced in their class by modern houses,' 
I.e., mansions; or big bungalows. 

Houses of the second class are generally two-storeyed, with walls 
constructed of dressed or unworked stone and burnt or sun-dried 

• bricks and tiled or. Hat roofs. They occur both in towns and 
: villages. A house of this class consists of· an. osari (front veranda), 
· which is used as an office· or place of business, miijghar (a central 
· room for dining and sitting), devghar (a room for worshipping gods), 
a kitchen and a room to spare. . There is generally also a' cattle shed 
either in the front or at the back. 

Houses of the third class, though smaller than the rust two when 
occupied by a husbandmen, are roomy, and they have large cattle 
sheds attached. They are one-storeyed and the walls are built of 
unburnt bricks or mud and stone. They have two rooms and tiled 
or thatched' roofs. 

Houses of the fourtll and fifth classes are single-roomed thatched 
huts with walls of mud or mud and wattle reed, millet or cotton 
stock, and roofed by a bamboo frame and covered by grass or 
even leayes. Houses of this class are found chiefly in villages and 
· hilly parts of the district and are owned and inhabited by poorer 
land-holders and field labourers and people of the backward and 
· depressed classes. Except when the number of the cattle is small 
and a part of the house can be set apart for them; the poorer 

· husbandman's cattle live in sheds or pens separate from the dwelling. 
In the eastern part of the district, where rain is scanty, houses, 
known as dhiibis, with Hat earth-roofs, are sometimes found. Owing 
to the weight of the earthen roof, they seldom have an upper 
storey. 

· Within the last fifty years urban housing in the Poona district 
bas changed a great deal. As knowledge of sanitary principles has 
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advanced, houses of the modem type have come into existence, 
which are, in style and accommodation,superior to those they have 
replaced. 

As security of life and property is more assured under modern 
conditions, the necessity to group houses close to one another and 
minimise the' number of windows in houses has disappeared, and 
the prevailing trcnd is also towards formation of garden suburbs. 
Simultaneous with this trend there has been a change in taste. 
Perhaps the easy availablity of building materials like reinforced 
concrete has led to new ideas in architectural design. People now 
prefer si.TJlplicity of form and structure to the massive and ornate 
style.' WIllie the old houses ensured more privacy in the household 
of a joint family by their dark and labyrinthine rooms, the hou~es 
which are now built only for individual families allow more light, 
ventilation and accessibility. Self-contained cottages, or at least 
blocks, consistent with economy of space, are the modern aim. The 
kitchen, and bath and toilet rooms are attached to the main structure 
and made accessible from ev.ery other room. 

THE COSTUME OF THE HINDUS of the Poona district, who could be 
included in the general category of Mahar~trians, is a blending of 
different items in as much as it shares in common of dress found 
in use among people all over India. Excluding the dresses of 
EW'opean style, palpably introduced. because of contact with 

• Britishers, the following articles of their dressware have a historically 
basic significance. 

Male lower garment :-Lmigoti, Liingota, ca4rJi, panca. dhoti. colaT}ij, 
ijar, tuman, pyjamii, surviir. 

Male upper garment :-Upar7)i, sela, sadara, pairaT), biirabaT)(li, 
ban(i,i, ku4te, kopri, angarkhii, r)aglii, ackan, servan'. 

Male head-dress :-Topi, piigote, pagat.li, mU7)(liMe, rumiil, parka, 
.sala. 

Female dress :-Co/i, parkar (petticoat),· siitfi, luga4e, piila!, sal. 
salit, pait1iaT)i. . 

Child-dress :-Angr)e and galute for the trunk, and topare. kucr)e. 
kufici for the head. 

The distinction of the Mahar~trian dress lies not so much in the 
articles of wear as in the manner in which they are worn. The 
fol.:owing descriptive notes illustrate the point. 

Among the males, the poorest wear a langoti (loincloth), a strip 
of cloth passed between the legs and fastened at ends to a waist
band. Lungota is an improvement on langoti. It is a triangular 
piece of cloth with a strip attached at the apex and when in wear 
it covers also the buttocks. It is a convenient wear for males while 
taking gymnastic exercises and is considered more decent than 
lungoti. 

Dhoti i-The principal lower gannent of males among most classes 
is the (lhoti, called in MaraW dllOtar, usually about 50 inches wide 
and four or four and a half yards long with a narrow coloured 
border on each of the lengthwise sides, and a breadthwise stripe 
at each of the ends. The Brahmanic and standard mode of wearing 

·Some of the descriptions in this section are drawn mainly from .. Indian 
Costume" (1951) by Prof. G. S. Ghurye, Ph.D. (Cantab.). 
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. the dhoti is the one wherein the' hind pleats formed invariably 

. from its portion which is on the left side .of the wearer are properly 
and neatly done, and passed between the legs drawing uptlle 
innermost pleat of the bunch tightly between the buttocks, and 
cleanly tucked in behind. The surplus portion coming from the 
right side is first pleated breadiliwise and ilie pleats tucked at the 
navel an inch or two into tlle edge of the wrap of the dhoti. The 
lower free ends of tlle pleats are carefully smooiliened and a few 

· of them are taken up and tucked over tlle already tucked in bunch 
at the navel. The peasants and lower class people wear a shorter 
dhoti (sometimes known as pafica) and have but few puckers in 
tront and behind, their ends hanging and fluttering loose. It is 
not infrequent to find them wearing the garment in another fashion. 
The left-side end is drawn up at ilie back without pleating it and 
the portion coming from the right side is rolled up lengthwise and 
wrapped round the loin once and tied in a knot at the front with 
the remaining portion, allowing a small lengili of the rolled-up end 
1.0 dangle about in the centre. 

The method of making the dhoti a fit wear for work is what is 
known in Marathi as kasota, wherein the lower of the front pleat~, 
after tl:eir upper ends are tucked in at tlle navel, are drawn up 
between the legs behind and tucked in at the back-centre. The 
full·breadth dhoti worn in the kasota fashion by elegant expelts 
pre,ents ilie appearance of the baggy Baluchi ~ousers. 

Cat;ltji, colT)a, i;ar, tuman, pyjama, and surwar are cut and 
tailored lower garments usually worn by males. Catjtji is a kind of 
tight drawers covering ilie hips. CollJiiis a form of shorts or short 
pantaloons reaching up to the knee and its longer varieties equivalent 
to trousers are ijar, tuman, pyjamii and surviir. The pyjama has 
a wider end than the surciir which has more less tapering ends. 

Biiriibandi is a double-breasted waistcoat provided with six pairs 
of strings or tapes to fasten it, and is sometimes found in the weal' 
of old orthodox males or priests. Kopri, baT)cji and kutJate are 
a kind of short-sleeved waistcoats buttoned up centrally in front and 
are in the wear of tlle agricultural and labouring classes. PairOl.l 
and sadarii are shirts of looser type which button up centrally, 
reach up to the mid-thigh and have full and rather wide sleeves 
wiiliout cuffs. Aflgorkha and Jagla are long coats generally put 
on over a pairar;i. Seroiini and ackan are long coats fairly fitting 
above the waist and having more or less distinctly marked skirts 
reaching just above ilie knees but fastened centrally in front with 
buttons. It has a standing collar which is railier low. 

Of the male head-dress. pagote and pagtji' are pre-formed turbans 
still to be seen in the wear of elderly persons on ceremonial 
· occasions. The phe,a or' piitkd as worn by Mahara~trians is a piece 
of cloth or silk measuring about two feet in width and fifteen to 
· twenty-two feet in lengili, and is folded ovel; the head in two part<; 
.wiili folds crossing in the middle of ilie forehead and one portion 
definitely higher than the oilier. One end is tucked under folds 
or kept erect at the crown and ilie other is usually let fall over the 

: neck. Rumal, which is a freshly folded turban, consists ot 
a square piece of, cloth about twelve feet in lengili, rolled around 
one of its diagonals and then folded over ilie head so that ilie 
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two sides of the head-dress from the central line is more or less equal 
and no' end of the cloth lies loose. A rumiil cloth may bCil plain 
white or coloured with gold-thread borders. 

Of the pre-formed turbans or pag(lis, apart from the type 
patronized by Brahmins and allied classes (a round one wlth 
a banana-like protuberance rising above the general level), a variety 
distinguished' by its twisted rolls rather than flat length is current 
among Maro.thiis, Mo.lis and other classes. 

The popular type of cap of indigenous make is the "folding" one 
with an encircling strip two to four inches wide. Materials from 
khaddar to fari cloth may be used in the making. 

The coli is a close-fitting bodice fastened in position by a knot tied 
with its two flaps centrally just under the breast. It covers only 
about half the length of the back, and the sleeves, which are tight, 
come within about an inch of the elbow. It has two types; the 
akhaiuJ, for which cut pieces are not used in the formation of the 
part wrapping the chest, and navtukcuJ,yo.ci (of nine pieces) which 
has nine parts sewn together and makes a better fit. To supplement 
the knot made with the edges of the flaps the coli may have a hook 
or button to fasten it. 

The so.ri worn by Mahara~trian ladies is generally eight to nine 
yards in length and forty-five to fifty-two inches in width, and is 
known as so.(# or lungarJe in Mara\hi. It has two lengthwise borders 
(kinar or ko.th), also two breadthwise borders (padar) at the two 
ends, of which one is more decorated than the other. Thou~h the 
patterns of so.ris may change from time to time, the different 
manufacturing centres stick to the characteristics for which their 
products have been famous and are particular to set the pattern and 
colour of the borders in distinct and pleasing relief with that of 
the body of the sari. 

The way a Mahiira~tIian woman wears the nine yard so.ri is 
peculiar. Starting with the decorated end (padar) of the so.ri the 
wearer throws over her left shoulder a portion of it enough to 
cover the back and after swathing her bosom and right thigh with 

.the remaining portion she draws the latter from over the right 
hip to the back and then turns it to the front in bulk over the 
left thigh. She manipulates this bulk so as to form a type of skh1 
covering her lower body with a number of pleats or puckcrs 
adjusted centrally in front. A few .of the lower ends of the 
arranged pleats she then draws up backward between the legs, 
pleats and tucks them into the waist at the back-centre.' This 
treatment secures the wearer's limbs almost as much freedom as 
a divided garment like trousers. If still greater ease or security 
IS desired, then the front pleats are further treated to a tug and 
tuck-up at the back. This mode of wearing the so.ri with hinel 
pleats tucked at the back is ·known as sakaccha nesarya as opposed 
to the other mode without the back tuck (golliesar.II.l) in which tho 
whole wrap of the so.ri from waist down is allowed to hang, 
straight like a skirt. The first mode is most favoured by ladies of 
the Brahmin and similar classes while the second by ladies of 
Maratha and similar classes. 

So.ris of five to six yard length, which are getting popular with 
the younger generation, are worn in golnesa1} (round mode of 
wear) fashion over a foundation wear of a parkar or lehangd 
( petticoat). 
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The dress ensemble of the present day upper class Hindu CHAPTER $. 
urbanites could be described as under :-

Indoors a well-to-do old gentleman of an orthodox trend wears 
a dlwti, a pairal'} or a half' shirt, and either leaves his feet bare or 
sometimes walks on kJuuJ,iiviis (wooden clogs). Out of' doors he 
puts on a shirt or a sadara, preferably a long coat and over it arranges 
an upara".e (shoulder cloth) in puckers. As a head-dress he may 
choose either a cap or a rumiil (head-scarf) and on ceremonial 
occasions a saphii (silk head-scarf) or a pre-formed turban known 
as pagote or pagtji. Now-a-days, some prefer to wear out of doors 
a • Nehru Shirt .. and a .. Gandhi Cap". Gentlemen of a "reformed .. 
trend and retired from high salaried services prefer to wall< ahout 
in a pair of trousers or pyjamiis and a shirt, with a hat on or bar~ 
headed, carrying a walking stick. The general foot-wear of males 
includes vahii"as, cappals, cadhiiv, and canvas and leather shoes. 
The square-toed red shoes known as pu".eri ;0# is rarely to be seen 
at present. 

The wardrobe of the well-to-do young man may consist of all the 
items of the western dress ensemble, including the 'bush shirt' 
and the 'bush coat' of recent origin. 

His outdoor dress variates between three' types. ( 1) A· PYiama 
or a pair of short pant and a shirt, the two Haps of the shirt 'being 

. allowed to hang loose on the pyjamii. Here the shirt may be of the 
• Nehru" type. (2) A pair of trousers in combination with .shirt, 
bush-shirt or bush-coat. The shirt is always tucked underneath the 
trousers and its sleeves are rolled up in a band above the elbow'. 
( S ) a full Western suit, including trousers, shirt, coat, some times 
a vest, and a necktie. A foot-wear known as pathiiT)i sandal is getting 
popular at present among young males. The middle:aged male 
prefers to wear the Hyderabadi .serwani or ackan which the young 
may don on ceremonial occasions in _ combfnation with ctu;lidil,.a 
py;amii. Among the urbanite young males, it is now-a-days rare 
to find one wearing a dhoti which is in some evidence among the 
middle-aged. 

In woman's. dress-ware young ladies have discarded colis and 
taken to blouses, polakiis, jumpers and brassiers, and instead of 
saris of nine yards they now wear saris of five to six yards. This 
change, however, has not materially changed the general appearance 
of their dress. Young girls, however, have taken more to frocks of 
different fashions than to the parkar and coli of ~ old type. 
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AMONG 'I1IE CULTURED, IT IS BARE to find men using any ornaments. ORNAMENTS. 
However, a sahukiir or sara! may be found wearing a pearl earring 
called bhikbali, a gold wristlet known as pod and a gold necklace Male. 
called goph or kaT)thii. A young man sometimes takes a' fancy to 
wear round his neck a thin gold chain with· a central locket. 
I'ersons wearing gold rings, called pavitraka, and angthis studded 
with pearls and precious stone, (natural or artificial), -are 
not rare. Buttons, links, studs, collar-pins, tie-pins, wrist watchf".5 
made of precious metals and set with precious stones are often 
found in the wear of rich persons. RaikatJya, bhikbali and 
caukarJa of gold as ear ornaments, katje of silver for 2the wrIst, 

. karagota of silver as a waist belt, are found in the wear of rustics. 
A Vf 2-6 
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Fashions in female ornaments have undergone considerable change 
during the last fifty years, the general tendency being towar~ls 
avoiding gold ornaments of heavy weight. The follOwing is the list 
of ornaments in the wear of well-to-do ladies at present :_ 

Head ornamf}nts of any sort are generally out of fashion. How
ever, some old types like mud, agraphul, ketki-kevr;lii, . guliihace 
phiil, ve1Ji, rakhatJj, hindi-hijora, candre-surya, nagago1Jde, and 
go'!4e phiile (all made of gold) still persist to some extent. 

Ear ornaments :-Couka(Li and ku(li,preferably of pearls and of 
precious stones, are still in vogue: Earrings of various types are 
now getting into fashion. . 

, Neck ornaments :-Manga/a-siitra of various types, the black beads 
being stringed together by different patterns of gold chain work, is 
now-a-days used .I;lS an ornament. Besides, necklaces known as 
candrahiira, capaliihiira, jondhli-pota,tand!i-pota, bakulihiira, 
purpahiira, pohehiira, mohanmala, putlyiici mala, hormala, kolhiipuri 
saja, ekdii7],i, sari and vajratika (all made of gold) and petya, pota, .. 
laphpha, tanma7],i, and pe7],(Le, made of pearls, are in current use. 

Hand ornaments.-Kiinka7],c (bangles) of patterns known as 
diamond, ho(Lighiit, tinpailu, pancpailu, hilor, double-diamond, 
,Calcutta pattern, Delhi pattern, Madras pattern and patlya (wristlets) 
known as to(Licya, pur7J-iicyii, iaJicya, pailucya, or minyiicya, all made 
of gold,. are current. Costlier bangles studded with pearls, diamonds 
and precious stones are also in vogue. 

• Armlets or vakyiis of the types known as rudragath, tulahandi, 
hiitricya, and mo(laviikyii, are still in' wear. 

Nose ornaments :...,...Nath, murL!7],i, mugvata, and phuli, made of 
pearls and studded with precious stones, are current. 

Child' ornaments :-Bindalya, l1ianagatya,. ka(Lito(le, vale and 
cala, tora(lya and siikhli, hasali, made either of gold or silver, are 
current. 

THE PROSPEGr 'OF A CmLDBmTH is watched with anxiety and eager
ness by the family, and the enceinte is treated with great- care 
and tenderness both at her parent's and at her husband's. Her 
longings (dohii1e), as they are believed to foreshadow and inHuen(;e 
,the characteristics and sex of the child, are fondly noticed and 
promptly satisfied by the family elders. As the belief goes, in the 
fourth month the footus develops a heart and starts desiring things. 
This is reHected -in the longings the woman begins to have by then 
and she is called daurhidini or dohiilkari7], (Marathi). She is subject 
to a number of taboos. Birthmarks and congenital defects in the 
child are often ascribed to the neglect of the (Lohale ( longings) 
and the hon-observance of taboos. In the case of the first pregnancy, 
the woman is considered particularly open to attacks of evil spirits 
'and following the folklore of the. people she has to comply with 
a number of do's and don'ts. For her and the child's well-being 
: she is asked to keep within door!! as far as possible and is forbidden 
from going into an empty, house. She 9ught not to quarrel, or eat 
,hot and pungent things,' or weep, or sleep during th~ day, or keep 
late hours at night. She ought not to' draw lines WIth .charcoal or 
with her finger nails on the ground. She ought not to see an 
eclipse or cut anything during the period. She should eal tiimbul, 
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mark her brow with red-powder, rub her arms with turmeric, put 
lampblack into her eyes, bathe, and comb her hait. As what the 
husband does during his wife's pregnancy is believed to affect his 
wife and the unborn child, he may avoid certain acts. He builds no 
house, does not bathe in the sea, attends no funerals or obsequial 
feast, kills no serpent, does not travel, and does not get his head 
shaved. 

The grhYasUtras (code of vedic rites) prescribe for the benefit 
of the pregnanf woman a number of observances of magico
religious nature and believers in the efficacy of vedic samskiiras 
follow them to varying extents. The pumsavana rite, so called 
because in virtue of it < a male is born,' is performed in the second 
or third month of pregnancy. The husband makes the wife drink 
'in three handfuls some curds and < two beans and a grain of 
barley', each time asking her • What dost thou drink? What dost 
thou drink?', to which she replies < Pumsavana, pumsavana '. The 
anavalobhana rite is performed in the fourt.'"t month. The husband 

. squeezes some juice of durva in the wife's right nostril, touches 
her heart and prays to the gods for the safety of the fcetus. The 
simantonnayana ceremony which is known as athiingulem in 
Marathi, is performed in the sixth or eighrmonth of the' pregnancy. 
After making ajya (ghee) oblations to the sacrifical fire, the husband 
takes a porcupine quill and a blade of darbha (sacred grass), and 
passing them along the parting of his wife's hair fastens them into 
the knot behind. He takes a garland of umber (wild-figs) and 
hangs it round her neck, and decks her with ornaments and her 
hair with flowers. _. 

The young wife generally goes to her parents for her first confine
ment. There she is fed with dainties, . decked with flowers and all 
methods are tried to keep her cheerful and happy. At the inception 
of labour she takes to the lying-in room which has been swept 
clean and kept warm, dim-lighted and free trom draught. A cot 
is arranged in the room. A midwife generally known to the family 
and engaged beforehand is called in and she attends the girl from 
then onwards for ten or more days. One or two experienced women 
of the family may be in attendance. Only females are allowed 
to be present at a birth. 

At the approach of delivery the midwife waves a cocoanut thrice 
round the girl ( parturient) and keeps it aside in a niche. If the 
girl suffers severely, a priest is called to read special mantras from 
sacred books to drive away evil spirits. The anxious elders cease
lessly count beads, pray to gods and goddesses and promise them 
things. The Ga~eSa idol in the house is merged in water. A ladle 
is hooked in the door. Thinking that a dead ancestor is at his 
rebirth, angara (cowdung ashes) in his name is rubbed, on the 
girl's brow. 

For some time after the delivery the position of the mother is 
not changed, and till she is washed and laid on the cot, the babe 
i'l put in a silp (bamboo winnowing fan). H the child fails to cry 
out its arrival, the midwife gives it a sprinkle of cold water and beats 
a metal plate at its ears. If this fails, she tries other methods to 
make it cry; holds it by its legs upside-down and pats it on the 
back; blows, or puts her fingers, into its . mouth to remove 
obstructive substances if any. After a while she ties the child's 
.... Vf 2-6a 
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umbilical cord with a cotton thread, a few inches away from the 
. navel, holds a pice under the cord and severs it with a knife. She 
then rubs the mother and the child with turmeric and oil, then with 
gram-flour and bathes them with hot water. The child is dressed 
in swaddling c}othes and laid besides its mother on the cot. 

The placenta is put in an earthen pot with a pice and betelnut. 
and the midwife buries the pot in the rompound. There is a com
mon belief among the the people that the first ten days in particular. 
following the birth of a child, are full of danger both to the new
born and the mother and a number of precautionary measures have 
to be followed to guard them against evil influences. Every evening 
the family priest recites soothing verses or Santipath over a pinch of 
ashes or angara, which is then rubbed on the brows of the mother 
and the child. Utmost care is taken to keep a light always burning in 
the lying-in room, day and night, especially from the fifth to the 
tenth day, and during that time the mother is never left alone in the 
room. Myrrh-incense is burnt and waved all over. an iron bar is 
laid on the threshhold and an earthen jar filled with cow's urine with . 
a branch of nim leaves floating in it is set· at the entrance of the 
lying-in room. A person entering the room has first to sprinkle some 
cow-urine on his feet with the nim twig and thus prevent evil spirits 
coming in along with him. An earthen pot marked with sandalwood 
paste and a pice and a betelnut put in, is kept as a rakhaT} (guard) 
in a niche of the lying-in room. The biilantiT)tl, the mother as she is 
called· for some days after parturition, is on special diet for the 
first two days and may revert to the usual one on the third day. 
Before she takes her meals on the third day, her 'lap is filled ' . . -

On the fifth day there is a 'lap-filling' of the ba/antiT)tl as 
on the third. In the evening a worship is offered to Panevi (Mother 
Fifth) in the lying-in room. Two dough figures (Jivatya-minor 
dieties) arranged on a~ata (rice) spread in a Sfjp (winnowing fan) 
and placed on a pat are worshipped by a married woman. In the 
same siip the maternal uncle of the ba/antiT} lays a sickle marked 
with lime dots and its handle wrapped in silk, and lays before the 
sickle sandal-paste, flowers, turmeric-paste, pinjar, and food in the 
name of Paiicvi or Mother Fifth. The priest burns hiilg (asafretida) 
and repeating sacred verses over it, mixes some ashes with it and 
gives the mixture to be rubbed on the child and the mother and on 
other young children in the house. The mother is given five cooked 
grams to eat. 

O~ the sixth day, a blank sheet of paper and a reed pen and ink 
are set before the goddess (Panevi) and the whole is worshipped by 
the father as ~a#hi or Mother Sixth, with the same rites as the 
maternal uncle used on the fifth night. That day the mother is given 
six boiled grams to eat. Light is kept burning the whole two 
nights in the lying-in room and women of the house pass the nights 
awake playing games and singing songs before 'the goddess, for the 
fifth and sixth nights are a critical time to the new-born child. 

In consequence of the childbirth, the mother is considered uncleaq 
for ten oays and no one except the midwife touches her. The family 
also observes ceremonial impurity (suher) for the period. Even 
though the family is held impure for the ten days. the first, fifth, 
sixth and tenth days after birth are considered luckly for alms-giving 
or for feeding the priests. For this reason, on the evening of the fifth 
a feast is given to relations and friends. On the tenth ~ay the 
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mother and the child are given a puriflcatory bath, their clothes 
washed and the whole house is cleaned. The walls and the ground 
of the, lying-in room are smeared with a mixture of cowdung and 
water, the bathing place is washed, 'and turmeric, red-powder, 
flowers and a lighted lamp are laid near it. Cow's urine is sprinkled 
allover the house. The lap of the midwife is filled with rice, 
betelnut, betel-leaves and fruits, and she is presented with a robe 
and a bodice and money. The mother is cleansed from the impurity 
by a sprinkle of water with tulsi leaves by the priest. The males 
change their sacred threads. 

The naming ceremony, or biirse,. which is generally held Qn the 
12th day, is an occasion for social celebration. Women neighbours, 
friends and kinswomen are invited to attend the naming. They drop 
in, each with some presents for the mother and the child-a bodice 
cloth for the mother and a hood or kunci for the child-a conoanut, 
a turmeric root and a vUJ,ii. In the lying-in room or in the women's 
hall, a cradle is hung to the ceiling and a carpet is spread under it. 
An elderly married woman marks the child's and its mother's brows 
with piniar and another woman sitting near the mother takes the ' 
child in her arms. The women one by one fill the mother's lap 
with grain and cocoanut, mark her brow with pintar and hand over 
the presentation articles. Then the women arrange themselves in 
two groups, one on either side of the cradle. Two ladies stand on 
opposite sides of the cradle facing each other. One of them takes the 
child in her arms-a cocoanut clad in kuiici is often substituted for 
the child-covers the bottom of the cradle with a parti-coloured 
quilt, and passes the child or the kunci-covered cocoanut, from under~ 
neath the cradle to the lady opposite, who, in her turn, hands it 
over back to the, giver from over the cradle. This is repeated three 
or five times, and at each turn one lady addresses the other "Take 
Govind", "Take Gopal"; the names of Madhusiidan, Trivikram, 
Sri Kr~lJ.a are repeated in similar fashion for ,the remaining turns. 
Some matron then takes the child in her arms and lays it in the cradle 
bidding the mother repeat in the child's ear its name, which on 
common consultation has been settled beforehand. The mother then 
loudly repeats the name in the child's ear, ending with the meaning
less sound kur-r-r. The guests then gently swing the cradle and 
sing a cradle song or piilT}ii lulling the child to sleep with a chorus 
meaning "Sleep, my darling sleep". The cradling ends with the 
distribution of boiled gram and packets of sweetmeat, and the guests 
retire, after receiving from the housewifekU1iku and turmeric paste. 
which they rub on their brow and cheeks. Widows are not allowed 
to take part in the cradling. 

The kaT1}avedh (piercing of the ear-Iobe~) ceremony is also 
performed on that day in the morning before the child has had 
a bath. The goldsmith of the family first makes¢orrect marks 
where the ears are to be pierced· and passes through each of them 
a piece of gold wire which he then adeptly twists and shapes into 
a loose ring. The right ear-lobe is pierced first and then the left one, 
if it is a boy, and in the case ot a girl the order is reversed. The 
ceremony may be postponed to the sixth or the· twelfth month'. 
The custom of getting the girl's ear bored at three or even five places 
is day by day getting rarer. If a boy is subject to a vow, his right 
nostril is bored and a gold ring put into it. 

The caula or cil(/iikaraT}a (the first cutting of the hair on the child's 
head) . ceremony has a place in the Hindu samskiiras.· As a purifi-
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catory rite 'it is also prescribed for girls. At present· the rite is 
usually gone through in the case of boys only and at the time of 
upanayana (thread-girding). Traditionally it takes place in the 
first, third or fifth year as may be the custom of the family. The 
ceremony has ,to be performed on an auspicious day, and the 
8fJtras prescribe an· elaborate ritual which includes as the principal 
act the cutting of the hair of the child, and other subsidiary acts 
as the perfonnance of homa, feeding of priests, receiving their 
benedictions and giving of dak$ir:u1 and the disposal of the cut hair 
in such a way that no one can find them. 

It is customary with many of the backward Hindu communities 
to give ceremonial attention to the first shaving or cutting 
of the hair (jiiva1) of the child, the belief being that the hair 
the child is born with is impure and the occasion of its removal 
has to be met by a purificatory ceremony and a social celebration. 
This holds good in the case of both boys .md girls. • The ceremony 
of ciiq,akarafJ,a is to be performed for girls also, but without 

• mantras,' Manu (II-66) prescribed, and this ancient custom though 
no more o'bserved by the advanced communities is in vogue among 
the Riimosis, the Kumbhiirs, the Nhiivis, the Jingars, the Siilil! and 
similar classes. 

Among the Veliilis in the Poona district the mudi (hair-clipping) 
takes place at any suitable time before the child is three years old. 
In the morning they go to a garden some distance from the house, 
cowdung a spot of ground, and raise a can.>py of sugarcanes and 
set a plantain tree at each corner of the sugarcane canopy. They 
take two pebbles in honour of the goddess Kiimii~iammii, daub them 
with red-lead, and place them inside the canopy.· A number of 
coconuts, sugarcanes and plantains are laid in front of the goddess. 
A goat is killed, and the child lying on the maternal uncle's knee 
has its hair clipped by a barber who retires with a present of 
uncooked food and some cash. The hair is gathered, shown to the 
goddess and thrown into a river or pond. A feast is held, 
and, after presenting the child with clothes and money, the 
articles offered to the goddess are distributed among the guests.. who 
then retire to their homes. Among backward Hindu communities 
this ceremony is held in honour of the goddess Satyiii and a goat 
is sacrificed before her. The maternal uncle of the child is the 
important functionary in the clipping of the hair, which is then 
ceremonially offered to the goddess or disposed of in a careful 
manner. For example, among the Beldiirs, the clipped hair is Jaid 
on a millet cake and offered to the goddess Saty1i along with cooked 
rice, vegetables and bread. Among the .Riimosis when the child is 
two or three months old it is taken to the temple of Satyru. Ekiii or 
some other goddess in the village; its head, whether it is a boy 
or girl, is shaved, and the hair is kept in a coconut-shell and laid 
before the goddess. A goat is killed and a dinner is given. Thuse 
who cannot afford to go to the goddess's temple perform the 
ceremony in their own village, keeping the hair and taking it to the 
goddess on the first opportunity. Analogous customs are found 
among the Chiimbhiirs, Kumbhiirs, Kolis, Lodhis, Vanjaris, Dhors, 
Uchalias and many others, who offer the clipped hair of the child to 
the J?;oddess 8atyai, sacrifice a goat in her honour and celebrate the 
n(;casion with a feast. 
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• U~TII!yana, or muii; :-s it !s poIJ.Ularly mown at present, is the 
ntualistic ceremony of mvesting a batu (boy) with a yajiiopavita 
(sacred thread). Mauiijibandhana, ootukaraf}ll, oratabandha are its 
synonyms signifying the various acts in the ritual. " Leading or taking 
near (the Qcijrya for instruction) .. is what upanayana literally mearu 
and it might have also meant" introducing the novice to the stage of 
studenthood". Hindus claiming a place in the first three oomas 
(classes) or the doijiitis consider upanayana as an essential sarhskiira 
(purificatory rite) which formally initiates one to brahmacaryasram 
(stage of studenthood) that necessarily precedes grhasthaSram (the 
householder stage) or marriage. 

Under a religious injunction a boy has to be inv~-ted with the 
sacred thread while he is in his teensf and, accordingly, his 
father consults the family astrologer and fixes an auspicious day for 
performing his son's upanayana.t Friends and relations who are 
informed of this a week or two earlier give by turns congratulatory 
feast called ga4agnertl or ke/O(1)S to the boy and his mates. 

Musicians are engaged to play on the thread-girding day. 
A fTulT]tjap (decorated booth) is erected in front of the house and 
a bahule (i.e. square of earth or a raised platform decked with plan
tain trees set upright at both ends and piles of earthern pots smeared 
with white wash and red stripes at each comer) is built in the booth. 
A day or two before the thread-girding, an ~ (invitation proces
sion) consisting of the boy's parents and their fr'd::nds and relations of 
both sexes starts in the evening with mmic and visits the local 
temple of GaQapati, where the boys father lays a cocoanut before 
the god and bows to him. and the priest prays to the god to be 
present at the ceremony together with his two wives Riddhi and 
Siddhi, the goddesses of plenty and success, and by his holy presence 
remove obstacles which might come in the way of completing the 
ceremony. The priest lays a/qatjj (yellow rice) before the god as 
a sign of invitation and some married women de the same and ask his 
attendant goddesses. The procession then may disperse or move 
from door to door of select friends and relatives. While the boy's 
father folds his bands before every house-owner, the priest woo 
follows him mentions the day and the hour of the ceremony, and 
a.'iks the householder to be present at the ceremony with his 

• Aport bum the several eeetiollll of the Bral:.min aod allied commtmities who religionsly 
ot.a-re .pallGyG_, tLef .IlowiLg .... mmm.ities in tLe POOl 8 district are fuund to obErve 
the __ ·,r.y in .,me form fir other :-Prabhua ; VeL.Iia; BraLma-Kahtria; dILg&lS; 

Bnimpia; Tambala. Some Harathas of high £.mily gird tteir boy8 with the aacred 
thread sod abo perli>rm the ... c:red thread rer.ewing 1-.. ),-,nULg to the \'"edie 
ritnal. Tbe Agarval boy, who ia _ooioosly taken to s spiritual teacher (guru" 
_rahips tLe teacher, oft"_ him mcn:ey and 6Jla at t.ia f_ and tLelatter falltenB a 
lUI .... a.-d necklace round the boy'. oock, wtiapen into l.ia ears a B&cred ,_ and 
drups llllgar into his mouth. . ... mong the Lingayata, boysat the age of twelve are taogD.& 
a sacred verse in honour of Shiv and 80 alao girls but not till they are sixteen. U ~ 
,..... in the_ofmaidenaianotin vogue at preaentalthoughi,wasa practice in ancien' 
~ RPri9llJia& movements as that of tLe Arya &.maj, and the Dharma-Dimay ... 
_dol of Lonanle preaeh that .".....,.... should be open t ~ all Hindns ilreapective 
of eeJ[ or c:la •• 

f A ~ boy should undmgo _~ in tte eighth yeai' fn,m birth or from 
eoneeption, a boIriyo in the eleventh yea.r, a coi8yo in tto twelfth and up to tte 
16tlJ, :!:!nd and!ftb yean respectively f ..... tLe ttree ....... it eannot he said that the 
liDOe fur .,-yaao has pa8ied-Aav. Gr. 11-19.)(,). 

I!l TLere are very intrieate rulea,. partic:ul..rly of astrokogical nature. fi:,r decidir g tte 
PiO,- month, ,;ai, day, and time £..r -JlCl"G,-. TLe IIlOOII &lid tI e Jupita most be 
astrologieaUy favo ...... bIe with ref_eo to tLe boy's hon,act pe. Lreover, as the 
mother bf tbe boy has to be &II active participant in \he _mOllY the •• ...." should 
fall outside her -...I psiod.. 
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family and attendants. The married women, who come to ask the 
ladies, go into the house, are seated, and ask the women of the family 
to attend the ceremony. The mistress of the house lays a cocoanut 
and rice in the askers' laps and marks their brows with vermilion 
as a sign that the inVitation is accepted. 'In token of accepting the 
invitation the houseowner presents the boy's father or his priest 
with a betelnut and the procession leaves the house. Invitation 
cards marked with vermilion are sent to friends and relations living 
in \ distant places. 

.-
Prior to the ceremony of upanayana proper, the usual rites, namely 

the worship of GaI}.apati and kuladevatiis, niindiSriiddha, 
pUt;lyahaviicana (holy-day blessing), devaprati#hii (god-installing), 
propitiation and consecration of mandapa-devata, miitrkiipiiiana 
(worship of the miitrkiis) have to be gone through with the same 
procedural details as before the perfonnance of any samskiira. 
Ghatilciisthiipana ( installing the water-clock) and patrikapujana 
(worship of the horoscope) may also be performed. Grahamakha 
(a sacrifice to the planets) may also be perfonned on the previous 
day or on any day within seven or ten days of the -upanayana . . 

Ghana. On the morning of the lucky day, married kinswomen and 
neighbours meet at the boy's house, where the boy and his parents, 
dressed in their best, are seated each on a low stool covered with, 
a sheet and red cloth marked with ~astika (lucky cross) strewn in 
wheat grains. Two musals (pestles) are tied together with a bodice 
cloth and a basket filled with wheat is set before the boy and his par
ents. The married women then wash the feet of the boy and his par
ents and wave lights before them. Wheat and fruit are laid in the 
mother's lap, betel is served to the boy's father, and' a cocoanut is 
put in the boy's hands. Not less than five married women take the 
two pestles in their hands, set them upright in the basket, and move 
them up and down as if to pound the wheat in the basket. They 
sing songs, while music plays. A married woman takes a handful 
of com and grinds it in a hand mill to which a bodice cloth is tied. 
Perfumed oil is rubbed oli the boy and his parents. 

Shaoing the The boy and his mother sit on two pats (low stools) and amidst 
head. song and music are bathed by a band of young married women. 

Arati (lighted lamps) are waved before them, and they go into the 
house. The ceremony of-shaving the boy's head follows. The boy's 
mother's brother puts a'gold ring on the boy's right little finger 
and with a pair of scissors cuts some hair off the boy's forelock,and 
the aunt catches the hair in a silver cup filled with milk. The 
barber then sits in front of the boy and shaves his head except the 
top-knot. The shaving over, the women' of the family roll liidus 
(sweet balls) and coins down the boy's head into a handkerchief 
spread over his knees and they are, glVen to the barber who retires 
with a present of a new turban or a kerchief, rice, betel and 
cocoanut. 

Dining with The boy is bathed a second time in the booth, rubbed dry, and 
mother. a lighted lamp is waved round his face. Eight pats are set in a row 

and eight thread-wearing unm'arried lads take their seats on tho 
pats. At one end of the row are set a silver dining plate and 
a lighted lamp and behind them two pats on which the boy and his 
mother sit. Dinner is served and all dine, the boy eating from the 
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same plate with his mother. This is considered as the last time 
that the mother and the son can eat from the same plate without 
impurity attaching to either. The meal over, the boy takes some 
silver coins from his father and presents them to the lads who dined 
in his company. . 

Two piits are arranged on the altar (bahule) to the east and west 
facing each other. The father sits on the western stool and the boy 
is made to stand on a quantity of rice heaped on the eastern stool. 
Behind the boy stands his sister with a karii (an earthen jug holding 
water and covered with mango leaves and a cocoanut), and his 
mother with a liimaT}-divii (lighted hanging lamp).· Some male 
relations or the priests hold between the boy and the father an 
unbleached cloth marked with red lines and ak#a are distributed to 
all the assembled guests. The astrologer~ the family priest al.td other 
Brahmins start chanting ma1}giilii#akas (benedictory verses) and the 
gue:.ts, many of whom by then have gathered round the boy, keep 
on silently throwing over him at the end of each verse a few grains 
:Of the ak$tii. At the lucky moment, the priest stops chanting and 
the cloth is pulled to the north, the clarion sounds, and at the signal 
musicians raise a blast of music and the guests clap their hands. 
The boy hands the cocoanut to his father and lays his head on rus 
father's feet. The father blesses him and seats him on his right lap. 
Pan, perfume and rosewater are distributed among the guests who 
then withdraw usually with a present of a cocoanut each. t 

The priest and other Brahmins throw ak$tii over the boy's head and 
seat him on a piif to the father's right. A sthafJQ.ila (earthen square) 
is traced in front of the father and blades of darbha (sacred grass) 
are spread' over it. A married woman brings a live coal from the 
house on a tile or a tiimhan and lays pieces of cowdung cakcs 
and samidhii (firewood) and thus begins a homa ritual. Water is 
sprinkled six times round the sthafJQ.ila. The father lays a few 
blades of sacred grass between himself and the fire. A leaf cup full 
of ii;ya (ghee) is placed over the blades of grass and other blades are 
thrown over the fire. The priest keeps near him a dafJq.akii,#ii (staff of 
paliiS-butea frondosa), as tall as the upraised end of the boy's top
knot, a bit of deer skin, blades of darbha grass, a rope of mUiija 
grass long enough to go round the boy's waist, two cotton threads, 
one for the boy's waist, the other for his neck, a iiinve (sacred thread), 
a rovali (bamboo basket), four paiiciis (short waistcloths), two of 
which are dyed red, and four langotis (loincloths) of which two are 
of silk and two are of cotton. Of the two cotton threads the priest 
daubs one in oil and turmeric and ties it round the boy's waist and 
~ves him a langoti to wear. He then rolls a red cloth round his 
waist and a white cioth round his shoulders. The other cotton 
thread is also rubbed with oil and turmeric and the bit of deer skin 
is passed into it and hung on the left shoulder of the boy in the same 
way as tpe sacred thread. A sacred thread is hung. across the trunk 
over llis left shoulder and the boy is made to pass petween tho 
sacrificial fire and his father. A piit is placed near his father and 
the boy is seated on it facing east. A tiimbyii (metal water-pot), 
a tiiT[1han (plate), and a pali (ladle), are set in front of the boy and he 

°It may be his sister only with a lighted rice-Hour lamp in a metal plate. 
tIt is now getting customary for the guests to make some present to the 

bat" (boy) on this occasion. 
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sips water thrice from the pot (iicamana)O and repeats texts. He 
is then brought back between the fire and . his father and takes 
~s fonner seat. The fire is rekindled, and the father taking the boy 
by, the hand; goes out of the booth, and they both bow to the sun. 

Then, to th~ left of t1e homa, two piits are set, and father and son 
stand. facing one another. The fathel' takes water, a betelnut, and 
copper or silver coins in his hollowed hands, and pours them into 
his son's hollowed hands and the son lets them fall on the ground. 
After this has been repeated three times they resume their seats. 
The hoy holds out his left hand and covers it with his right, and the 
father ties the son's two hanils together with the short waistcloth 
that was wound round the boy's right knee. Then the boy and his 
father are covered with a shawl, and the father thrice whispers 
the sacred giiyatrit verses into his son's right ear, and the son 
repeats it after his father. That no one else, whether Brahmal.la or 

1 
Siidra, man or woman, may hear the verse, all present go to some 
distance. Then the father and son take their seats in front of the 
fire. Blessings are asked on the boy's head and the muiiia string is 
tied with three knots round the body of the boy above the navel. 
The paliiSa staff or da1}(la is given in the boy's hands, and he is 
told always to leep it by him and not to stir without taking it in 
his hand, and that if he meets any dangerous animal or anything 
that causes him fear he should ~how the staff and the cause of fear 
will vanish. Then the father says to his son "Up to this time you 

'

have been like a sudra, now you are a Brahmal.la and a brahmaciiri. 
'When you go out you must behave with religious exactness (iiciira) ; 
you must rub dust on your hands and feet before washing them; 
you must take a mouthful of water and rinse your mouth with it; 
you must bathe twice a day, pray, keep alight the sacred fire, beg, 
keep awake during the day, and study the Veda." Then a money 
present is made to bhi~kiis and the rest of the guests are feasted. 
The mother's connection with her son is now at an end, so sbe too 
dines; the father, the boy, and three Brahmins fast till evening. 
In the evening the bhik~iivala I ceremonial begging) takes place. 
The boy is dressed in a waistcloth, a coat, and a cap, and, with his 
paliiSa da1}(la in his hand, goes to the village temple accompanieJ 
by kinswomen and with baskets of sweetmeats and music. At the 
temple the boy places a cocoanut before the god and bows, and 
all return with the baskets and their contents. In the booth a piil 
is placed for the boy to ~tand on. His feet are washed and his 
brow is marked. with red-powder and sandal paste.- He takes the 

_ rovali (bamboo basket) in his right hand, the dan(la in his left and 
addresses his mother in Samslqt " Bhavati bhi~iin dehi (lady, give 

~ me alms)" and holds the rOiJoli before ber. His mother takes 
• a ladle, puts a gold wristlet round its handle, fills it with rice, .drops 

°Elaborate rules about achamana are laid down in several smritis, and it consists 
of sipping of water held in the hollow of the right palm by the brahmatirth 
(i.e., trom the root of the thumb). It is initiatory to all religious acts, and is 
conjoined with the utterance of the three names of Visnu, viz., Keshava. 
Narayana and Madhava in the form' Om Keshavaya namah (a bow to Keshava), 
etc: followed, as occasion may require, by the repetition of the rest of the 
twenty-four names of Vishnu. 

t .. The sacred gayatri verse occurs in Rigveda (IlI-{)2-10) and in other, Vedas 
also. It is addressed to Savitr (the sun) and may also be interpreted as a prayer 
to the source and inspirer of everything. It literally means • We contemplate 
that esteemed (longed for) refulgence (glory) of the divine Savitr who may 
inspire our intellects (or actions)," P, V. KANE, History of Dharmashastra, 
Vol. II, pt. I, ~ 302. 
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a rupee or two in the rice, arid telling the women who surround 
her that she is giving alms to her son, pours the contents of the 
ladle into the rovali. The other women follow and present the 
hoy with sugar balls; When the alms-giving is over, the, boy hands 
the basket to the priest who takes it home, psualJ.y after giving some 
of the sweetmeats to the children who are present. The boy bathes 
and the family priest, sitting in front of him with pancapatri, tamfUln 
and pali (cup, dish and ladle) teaches him sandhya (twilight prayers). 
The fire is kindled arid a handful of rice is cooked over it in a metal 
vessel. The boy throws three oblations of cooked rice over the 
fire and the rest is kept on one side. On '"the second and third days, 
the homa (sacrifical fire) is kindled again and the boy is taught 
sandhya prayers and seated on a Piit in the booth. In front of 
him is raised a vrindiivan (earthen altar like a tulsi pot), and a branch 
of the paliiSa tree or a blade of darbha grass is planted in the altaI'. 
The boy worships the plant, and taking an abhi$ekpatra (spouted 
metal water-pot), with water in it, walks thrice round the aitar 
spouting the water in an unbroken line. Then a bodice cloth, a looking 
glass, a comb,. and glass bangles are laid in a bamboo basket near 
the earthen pot, and the boy retires with a low bow. The boy 
then makes over to the priest the loincloths, the staff, the deer skin; 
the sacred thread, and the grass ropes, and the priest presents him 
with new ones in their stead. The Brahmins are presented with 
money and repeat blessings over the boy's head. 

Two days to a month after the mufij or upanayana comes the 
so(/.rriufii or samiivartanaO (pupil's return). On ,a lucky day the 
boy is bathed and an earthen altar (stha1}cJ,ila) is raised in the booth. 
In front of the altar are set two pats. Near the pats are laid .~a11li 
(Mimosa suma) leaves, a razor, rice, wheat, sesamum, pulse; 
curds, and bullock's dung. The' prie$tkindles a sacred fire and 
feeds it with ghee. The boy sits on one of the pats and his parents 
stand behind him with two cups in their hands, "one with cold 
water and the other with hot water. The priest holds a metal 
plate at a little distance from the boy's head, and the boy's father, 
with a cup in each hand, presses the boy's head with .the middle 
part of both his hands and pours the water from the two C\,lpS in 
one spout into the plate held by the priest without letting a drop 
of water fall on the boy's head. The priest pours curds into the 
plate, and the father, taking some curds in the four fingers of his 
right-hand, rubs them in a line on the boy's head. He begins froni 
the boy's left ear, then goes to his left cheek down to the chin, 
then across the right cheek and ear, and then passes behind the. 
head to th.e left ear where he began. This he repeats three times. 
Then the priest holds in both hands blades of sacred grass with ~ 
some hairs of the boy's top knot and the father sheers them iu: 
two with a razor and gives them into the boy'!> hands. The priest 
drops a pinch of sesamum, wheat, rice, ucJ,id, and sami leaves over 
the cut hair in the boy's hands, and the boy gives the whole into 
his mother's hands who throws it into the bullock's dung. This 
is repeated seven times, four times beginni..'1g with the right ear 
and three times beginning with the left ear. Then, as if to sharpen 

·Samaoartana literally means' return from the teacher's house to one's home 
after the completion of the vedic study. Now-a-days this ceremony often takes 
place a short time after upanayana and sometimes on the 4th day thereafter or 
even the next day. As many Brahmins do not learn any part of· the Veda, 
lamaoartana has become a mere matter of form." 
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tlle razor, its edge is touched with Ii blade of sacred grass and the 
razor is made over to the barher with the watn from the plate. 
The barber. shaves the boy's head, and passes the razor over the 
cheeks and chin, and is presented with a new }.andkerchid. The 
sesamum seeds, wheat, and rice. and some money are given to the 
priest. Karanf (pongamia ~labra) seeds are ground and rubbed 
on the hoy's body, and he i~ bathed and seated on a pat, near the 
sacred fire. Sandal paste nnd red powder are rubbed on his brow, 
red-powder on his right cheek. and lampblack on his left cheek 
and in both his eyes. He. is drt:ssed in a waistcloth and two sacred 
threads are tlllOWD round his l'hould£'rs in addition to the thread 
he already has on. The deer skin, loincloth, the paliiSa std, the 
mwi/ grass rope and the old sacred thread are tal..en oil, and he is 
dressed in a coat, shoes, nnd turban; Bower garlands are hung from 
his head and round his neck, an umbrella is placed in his left hand, 
and a bamboo stick in his right. A waistdoth is thrown over his 
shoulders and the priest advises him never to bathe in the evening 
never to look at naked women, to commit no adultery, never to run, 
never to climb a tree, never to go into a well. never to swim jn 
a river. He ends • Up to this time you have been a brahmacarl, 
now you are a sniitakiJ (householder).- The boy bows before lhe 
priest and the priest blesses him. A cocoanut is placed in the 
boy's hand and he bows before the house gods aud before his parents 
and elders. The bo~ then ties wheat Bour amI sweetmeats in 
a panea (waist-cloth , and starts in procession led by musicians for 
Banaras accompanie by relations and friends. He goes to a tempI" 
and lays the cocOanut behre the god. The priest or the boy's 
maternal-uncle or some other rt:lation asks him: • 'Where are you 
going? - He says • To Danaras ", They advise him not to go to 
Ranaras and promise that if he goes home they will find him 
a wife .. He takes their advice, goes home and the thread-girding 
ends with a feast;. 

Attempt at Many of the customary det!tils in the traditional form of the 
Reform. upanayana .ceremony as described above have by now gone out of 

practice. At times we find the sarilskiira is altogether dispensed with 
even by the Brahmins or the allied classes; at the most it is formally 

- observed at the inception of ~e marriage ceremony. However, 
. attempts to restore the ritual to its pristine simplicity or adapt Jt 
. to suit the present conditions have been made by some reformists . 
. Such an attempt has been made by tl.e IIindu Dharma NirQaya 
ManQala of LoQavalc. and the following gives in order, in a summary 
form, the version preached and sponsored by it:-

Reformed Form. ( 1) Preliminaries: The parents and their kumar (son) having 
bathed, donned' fresh clean clothes, the kllmdr we.'lrs a lurigoti 
(lOincloth), tucked in a waistbnnd made of silk, dorbha grass or 
aloe hbres, and a variea (waist-cloth), wrapped round his neck. 
The three sit facing east on three ,mrs set north-south close in 
a row and sip acamana; the father puts on a pamtraka (ring of 
gold or darbha grass) on his right hand third finger, performs 
prar.u'Iyama, contemplates on GaQapati and invokes his presence 
at the ceremony, 

(2) Sari,kalpa; TIle solemn declaration on the part of the 
father to pertorm the upana:Jana of his son, so that he may be 
instilled with dVijatva (quality of the twice-born) and be entitled 
to study the Vedas. 
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(3) PU1}yiihaviicana:" Hex:e the father requests the invited 'CHAPTER 8. 
Brahmins to bless the day and wish success and prosperity to his 
undertaking, and the Brahmins respond with words. of blessinl Peo~d 
and are rewarded with daksinii (gift in coin).' U C • 

( 4) Agnisthiipanii: Ligliting of samudbhava (sacred fire), on Re£:=edYA;~'t:m. 
a sthal}ljila (altar) and offering prayer to Ag'lll. 

( 5) H omapUrviingam (first part of the sacrifice): The father 
establishes the' sacred fire with an appropriate ritual and makes 
offerings of iijya (ghee) oblations to various deities, e.g. Praj1inati, 
Agni, Soma, etc. • 

(6} Aciiryavara1}iidi: After the first part of the sacrifice.is OVf'.T, 

the kumar ( son) with folded hands approaches the iiccirya 
( preceptor-priest) and makes a request to initiate him into bramhtP 
caryiiSram (stage of student-hood). The iiciirya grants his request, 
hands over to him a consecrated yaiiiopavita (sacred thread) and 
a daruJo, (staff) of palM and gives him general instructions as to 
how to acquire knowledge. 

(7) Surya-ave~i: The iiciirya takes the kumar out to see 
the sun and makes him repeat a prayer to the sun. 

. . (8) Upanayana-pradhiin-homall: The principal sacrifice of the 
ceremony is gone through. The iiciirya makes four offerings 01 
samidhii (sacred fuel sticks) to the fire and then the kumiir makes 
an offering of one samidhii and then wipes off his face thrice with 
words purporting .. I anoint myself with lustre and may Agni and 
Indra bestow on me insight, offspring and vigour." 

( 9) H omasya-uttariingam: Here the iiciirya concludes the 
sacrifice with the final oblati'lns. 

( 10) Miiriana: The iiciirya sprinkles sacred water over the head 
of the kumar and towards all directions: 

( 11) SaThsthiiiapa: The iiciiryJ and the kumar both stand and 
off'er prayer to- Yajiiadevatii (sacrificial god). 

I (12) Siivitri-upadesa: Here the kumiir b~nds his knees, 
embraces the teacher's feet and requests him to. recite the siivitri 
(sacred verse) and the iiciirya recites pada (syllable) by pada the 
siivitri verse and makes the kumar repeat it syllable b)' syllable. 

(13) Vrata-bandha: Here the iiciirya advises the student how 
to behave in his career of studentEhip, and tells him of the' rules 
and observances to be followed by a bramhaciiri (student). 

( 14) AI edhii-ianana : The kumar (now a student) faces the east. 
and Jll'ays the goddess MedM to give him knowledge and wealth. 

( 15) The parents, with their son sitting to their right, conclude • 
the whole ceremony with a prayer to God. -

( 16) The assembled prielots bless the .. student" and the father 
pays them.da~1}ii. _ 
THE PRESENT DAY CUSTOMS AND CEREMONIAL practices of Hindu MARRIAGB. 

marriages as described below fall in three broad classes: (1) The 
traditional Vedic form which is mainly based on rites laid down in 
the grhya-sUtras (body of rules regulating the performance of 
certain rites and duties enjoined in the samskiiras) in which V edi~ 
mantras (sacred texts) are freely used. This is generally used by 
professional priests for conducting the marriage ceremonies of 
Brahmins and allied classes. (2) The poura1}ika form which more or 
less excludes Vedic mantras and is used by a number of communities 
(other than Brahmins and allied groups) within the Hindu fold .• 
(3) Modem forms or variants of the Vedic form preached by the 
sponsors of such movements as reformism or revivalism among the 
Hindus. 
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, For the Hindu, marriage is a samskt'ira-a sacrament that· can be 
'established after going through a number of ceremonial details 
which have,their basis in grhyasutras.- , 

The type of the marriage. ceremony followed by the orthodox 
Hindu conforms to" the Brahma form-" The gift of a daughter," after 
decking her . {with valuable garments) and honouring her (with 
jewels, etc.), to a man learned in the Vedas and of good conduct, 
whom the father of the girl himself invites.... .. 

As soon as a girl attains marriageable age, generally her parents 
anxiously look out for a boy who would make a suitable husband for 
their daughter. When they come across such a one they ascertain 
from available sources whether the boy's marriage is contemplated. 
In that event, they send through the agency of their family priest or 
.a common friend their daughter's horoscope to the head of the bov's 
. family. The latter on his part hands over the girl's and the boy's 
horoscopes to an astrologer for comparison and. elicits from him 
information as to whether the stars of the two are in. harmony and 
whether the married life will "be lucky. The custom of "~onsulting 
and comparing horoscopes is gradually falling into disuse; as~ the 
parents of the couple hold that considerations of dowry or good 
looks are more important than the agre~ment of stars, and settle the 

· -Following is a fairly exhaustive list of. the ceremonies, drawn up by 
.Mahiitnahopadhyiiya Shri. P. V. K3I;Ie, from "as many grhya sUtTas as he could 
read," and as such delineates the ambit of the scriptural form of Hindu 
marriage. 

VadhUvara-gUl)aparik~a (examining the suitability of a girl or a bridegroom) ; 
f)arapre~afJO (sending persons to negotiate for the hand of the girl) ; vagdtina 
,or vati-niScaya (settling the marriage) ; mar:ujapa-kara1)4 (erecting a pandal); 
ntindi-Sraddha and VU1;lyahauacana(holy-day blessing and repeating" this is 
an auspiceous day" three times at the commencement of . most religious 
ceremonies) ;. vadhugrhagamana (bride-groom' s going to the bride's house) ; 
madhuparka (reception of the bride-groom at the brid!:J's house); snal'ana, 
paridhapana and sa,;mahana (making the bride bathe, put on new clothes 
lind gridling he,,- with a string or rope of darbha); samaiijana (annointing 
.the bride and brid('!:.groom; pratisarabandha (tying an amulet string on the 
bride's hand;~ vadhuvara-n~kramafJO (the coming out into the pandal of the 
bride and brIde-groom from the inner part of the house); paraspara-

· samik~qfJO (lqoking at each other); kanyadana ( the gift of the bride); 
agnistliUparui. and homa (establishing the fire and offering of ajya oblation 
into fire); pa1;ligrahafJO (taking hold of the bride's hand); ltijtihoma (offering 

• d{ fried grain into fire by the bride) ; agnipari~yana (going round the fire) ; 
".ti$nlqrohafJO ( making the bride tread on a mill-stone); saptapadi ( taking 

" ".seven steps together) ; murdhtibhi~eka (sprinkling of holy water on the heads) ; 
" ,ilijr!1odik~afJO t making the bride look towards the sun) ; hrdayasparsa (touching 

! the bride's heart with a mantra); pre~akanumantrafJO (addressing the 
spectators); dak8i~dana {gift to the acarya); grhapravesa ( entering the 
bridegroom's house); grhapravesaniya homa (sacrifice on entering the bride
groom's house); dhruvtint,oohatidarsana (pointing out the Pole star and 
Arundhati to the bride); agneya sthtilipiika (mess of cooked food offered to 
Agni); triratravrata (keeping observaJ}.ces for three nights after marriage; 
caturthikarma (rite on the fourth night after marriage). 
, Certain other ceremonies mentioned in medieval digests and which are in 
practice at present, /lTe simantapjjjana (honouring the bride-groom and his 
party on their arrival at the bride's village), now observed belore vagniScall.a; 
Gauri-Hara-puja (worship of Siva and his consort), observed by the bride 
before kanyadana; Indra1;li or Saci pjj;ii (worship of Saci the consort of god 
Indra); taila haridraropafJO (applying of turmeric paste to the bride's and 
bride-groom's bodies); ardrak~attiropa~ (mutual showering of rice grains by 
the bride and bride-groom); mangalasUtra-bandhana (tying of the auspicious 
string of beads round the bride's neck); uttariyapranta-bandhana ( tyinSl 
together of garments); aiTi1;lidana (presenting th~ bride-gr~om's mother witli 

• several gifts); davakotthtipana QIld maru;iapodvasana ( takmg leave of the 
invoked deities and taking down the pandal). Vide History of Dharmasastra. 
Vol. II, Part I, pp. 531-38. 
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marriage according to the pritivivaha (love marriage) in which mAPTER· S. 
no consultation of horoscopes is required. Social conditions among 
advanced classes have by now improved to the extent of allowing. 
the boy and the girl, if not to court ea,ch other at least to cultivate 
cnough acquaintance to be able to make a free .choice. 

As soon as the girl is approved, the fathers of both the girl and 
the boy draw up an agreement regarding what money the girl's 
father should pay to the boy and what ornaments and dresses the 
boy's father should present to the girl. The auspicious day for the 
wedding is fixed and both the families busy themselves with the 
wedding preparations. Two lists of purchases are made, one of 
sundry articles and the other". of clothes. The list of sundries is 
headed with Sri in praise of Gal')esa and then starts with haladkwiku 
( turmeric and red-powder), for these are auspicious articles. 
Arrangements are made for procuring rice, pulse and other 
provisions. The list" of clothes may include silk and cotton 
waistcloths, robes, bodice-cloth, shoulder-cloths, and such articles 

PeOple and 
Culture. 

MARRIAGE. 
The Braluila 

Form. 
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of ceremonial dress. With the help of neighbours and kinswomen, Preparation; 
the ladies -af the house make sweetmeats, papat}., siiryrJ,ge, (wafer Sweetme~$. 
biscuits and other dishes) always taking care to begin the baking on 
a lucky day. The grain and pulse grinding must also be begun 
!>n a lucky day. A couple of hand mills are cleaned, and five 
married women whose fathers-in-law and mothers-in-law are anve, 
touch the mill with lime in five -places, and laying before each 
hand mill a betelnut and five betel-leaves tie mango leaves to them. 
The five married women grind about five handfuls of rice and. sing 
songs in praise-of the boy and the girl. The rest of the rice is ground 
by the servants. The. five married women also grind a little wheat 
and urJ,id pulse singing songs. The building of the marriage porch 
or booth is .also "begun on an auspicious day. 'The priest orders 
a hole to Be dug outside the house, repeats mantr1'4 (t~xts). and the 
host worships a bamboo or wooden post which is to form the chief 

Ghana. 

post of the ma1}rJ,ap (marriage booth) and prays the god_of ~e' booth Marriage Bootlh 
to be benignant. . - \-

At the bride's house, after the booth has been some 4ays {(:a4y, 
a bricklayer is called, given earth and bricks, and told to make The -Bahule. 
a hahule (a raised platform) near the house-steps. MeasurecJ. by 
the bride's arm the altar is three cubits long, three broad, and 011e. " , 
high. The hahuM faces the east and has a wall constructed at the:' 
west -and piled in five graduated tiers, the. top tier being 
decorated with a kalas. ( dome) .0 When finished the whole is white-
washed. A day before the wedding, a set ,of earthen pots white-
washed and marked with red, green and yellow lines is piled four 
or five high at each corner of the}}.ahule. Marriage invitations. are 
sent to friends and relations as before a thread-girding ceremony Invitatiofll. 
and the boy and the girl are feasted by their kins-people. The 
formal invitation is known as a~at and with the well-to-do it forms 
an elaborate social ceremony. The head. of the house writes 
a letter asking the hous, and the family gods to be present during 
the marriage festivities. He marks' it with red-powder and places 
it in the devluira (god-house). House to house or personal 
invitations may be arranged jointly or separately. At both the 
houses, before either party starts, the priest takes two silver cups . . 

°ln case 'of exigency; the back-ground of II. decorative drawing in tuQDeri~ 
and red-powder on a wall can serve the ,Purpose of a bahu~. . 
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and fills them with grains ,01 rice mixed with red-powder. 'One cup 
he hands over to the lady who is to' go. with the party and other he
keeps in his hands. If it has been so arranged, the girls's party may 

"'call at the boy's, but not before they lay a few grains of a~ata 
(coloured rice) and a cocoan,pt'in front of the house gods, bow low 
to them; and, ask them to be present at the ,wedding.. Then the 
party starts, accompanied b, The priest, musicians and servants,' goes 
to the boy's house and joins the boy's party. The two then g() 

together to the temple of GaQapati, leave a few grains ofll~ata rice 
near the god, and pray him to be present at the, marriage booth 
for five days to ward off danger and trouble. They then visit the 
houses of kins-people, friends and acquaintances. At -each house 
one of the priests lays a few gr~:JlS- of a~ata in the householder's 
hand and naming the house and the day asks him to 'the marriage.1 
The ladies go into the house, lay a few grains of a~ata rir;e in the 
house-wife's hands, and inyite the, family to the wedding, and, 
as intimacy varies, ask some to the dinners,. some to stay for five 
days, and some to be present at the weddin_g ceremqny • . i. ' 

The boy at his house is seated on a courariga (stoolj set inside 
a. rii1)goli square (a decorative tracing of powdered <luartz) with 
his' feet resting on the ground. His mother mixes in a cup some 

'turmeric powder with scented oil and his sister dips in the 
turmeric mixture the ends of two mango leaves which she holUs 
one in each hand and with them touches the boy's feet, knees, 
shoulders and head. This she repeats five times, and four other 
married women follow suit. The boy is then rubbed with 
turmeric by one of the women and is bathed ceremoniously near 
the entrance of the booth while the drummers play tlleir drums and 
the women sin& haf,adi songs as they empt1'~ fewtiilhbe (metal 
water-pots) of ~ater on his head letting the water' trickle from the 
points of mango leaves. The boy. then goes irtto. thE! bouse, puts 
on a fresh waistcloth, is decked with muncJjjva/i$ (marriage chaplets) 
and prepares to join his parents in the propitia~ory rites of 
pu1)yiihaviicana' (holy-day blessing), devakaSthiipana (guardian 
enshriningl, etc. When the boy's batp is over, what remains of the 
turmeric and oil plixture after being used for him (usti-halad ) is 
put in a sup (winnowing fan) along with a siiri and bodice~ some 
ric~ red-pQwdet; betelnut and betel leaves and two cocoanuts 
and a servant -accompanied by. five married women and music 
carries 'it ~n his head to. the girl's place. (The custom may vary, 
the' 'turmeric paste being sent from the boy to the girl). There 
thE! ceremony Of applying turmeric and giving bath as ~t the boy's. 
is repeated for the girl j the boy's sister presents her with the 
siiri and bodice, rubs her hands with turmeric and her brow with 
red-powder, and fills her lap with cocoanut, betelnut and grains 
of rice. The laps of the girl's mother and sister are also filled, 
turmeric and red-powder are exchanged with other married women 
of the house and the party withdraws. The boy and the girl are 
now considered sacred. They are called navaradeva (bridal gods) 
and may not leave the house till the wedding is over. 

On the marriage day or on the day previous, as a prelude to 
the viviiha (wedlock) ceremony a number of propitiatory rites are 
gone through both at the bride's and thebride-groom's. They are 
punyiihavacana, matrlaipiljana, fliindi-Sraddha, grhamakha, ma1)r.Wpa
devata prati$thii and devakasthiipana. 

~ 
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PU1}yahavi'icana (holyday blessing) wnich is conjoined with devaka
sthiipana (guardian-enshrining) is perfonned at about seven in the 
moming. IIi the ~arriage hall (an apartment in the house) married 
women' trace a ra1}goli square and inside arrange three 1Jiits t low 
wooden stools) in a. line and coyer' them with a red woollen doth. 
red being the auspicious colour. A fourth pat is set in front of 
the three. and a fifth to the left for the priest. On mats and 
carpets, spread a little in front, sit a number of bh~~ks (mendicant 
priests). The boy and his parents (the girl and her parents at 
the girl's house) wear their indoor ceremonial dresses . and sit 
themselves on the three pats, and the ' priest sits on the fifth 
pat Qn 'the ,father's left. : 

The. father perfonns his usual samdhya prayer. Then the priest 
puts in his hand a cocoanut and a vidii ( two betel leaves and 
a betelnut) and leads him (followed by his wife and son) to the 
household gods. The father lays "the cocoanut and betel le~ves 
before the god, and he, his wife and the boy bow low to the gods and 
asJc their leave to go on with the ceremony. Similarly, they bow to 
the elders of the family and ask for their blessings to proceed with 
the ceremony. So also they bow to the bhi~ks and lastIy to the 
family priest. 

They then all return to the hall and resume their 'seats, The 
priest equips himself with a number of alticles of worship and 
starts directing the father to perfonn a number of rituals, i.e., 
installing, invoking and appeasing various gods and goddesses. 

The priest repeats mantras (sacred texts and incantations) and 
calls the name of the boy's sister. She comes with a plate containing 
a cha,plet of flowers, a leaf-cup with milk, and another with wet 
pinjar (red powdci), a box with kunku (red"powder ground with 
cocoanut oil), a few grains of rice, and a lighted brass hanging
lamp. Sae takes a pinch of the pinjar and with' it touches the 
priest's brow, sticks a 'few grains of rice on it, ,presents him with 
,a cocoanuf, and waves' a lighted lamp before hi~ face. Then she 
waves the lamp before the faces of a few of the leading' priests, 
tJlen before those of the father and mother, .and JastI! befOJ;e' that 
of the boy, and ties a chaplet of flowers -to' the boy's forehead. 
Then the priest blesses the boy's sister, the mother waves the 
lighted lamp before her face, the father presents her with 
a cocoanut, and she retires. The family priest places a betelnut in 
a leaf-cup to represent GaI}apati and asks the father t6 worshi;pit, 
and while he and the mendicant priests repeat verSes. airecti the 
father how to worship. The father takes a few blades of dut-vii 
(bent grass), and with them sprinkles wat!'lr and 'sandal powder 
on the betelnut GaI}apati, throws red-powder, grains of rice and 
flowers over it, waves burnIng camphor, frankincense and a lighted 
lamp round it, and lays sugar before it. 

Then the priest sets two brass water-pots filled with cold water 
on a few grains of rice in front of the father, puts in them tunneric 
and sandal powder, a few grains of rice, small silver and copper 
coins, blades of durva grass, and, places mango leaves and 
a cocoanut on their top. VarUl;1a ( water-god) and deities 
presiding over all sacred waters are invoked in the two pots and 
worshipped. The father then sits with his legs doubled under 
him resting on his toes, takes one ()f the two pots in his open hando; 
and with it touches his brow and right shoulder and the brows of 
his wife and son and puts it dQWD. He repeat:$ the perfonnance 
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CHAPTER 3. thrice with each of the two water-pots. The priests then chant 
benedictoryverses meaning-' Om, let there be peace, let there be 

P~~::u.:~d plenty, etc., and then repeat thrice "Om pm.lyiiham", (this is 
-MARRIAGE. an auspicious day). The father then lifts the water-pots, one in each 

The Brahma hand, and, crossing hands, pours water from both together in an 
Form. . . unbroken stream into a tiimhana (metal plate). The priest then 

Varuna-worslnp. stands up and he and his assistants dip blades of durvii (bent 
grass) into the consecrated water in the metal plate and with theln 
sprinkle the water over the heads of the parents and the boy. 

Nandishradhho. At this stage two rites, namely, nandiSraddha and grhamakha, are, 
performed. The first is sriiddha ceremony performed in the memory 
of the manes. As an auspicious rite it follows a procedure different 
from that of the obsequial sriiddha. The spirits of the forefathers are 
requested to be present in the house till the wedding is over. 
Grhamakha is performed to appease the planets and secure their 
good will. It is an elaborate rite where sacrificial oblations have 
to be offered to the different planets so as to please them . and for 
this three, six or twelve priests-may be engaged. MaT),c},apa-devata~ 
prati#hii : 

The maT),c},apii-devatiis (booth-spirits), which are six in nUlllber, 
are represented by six thread-wound cigar-like forms made 
of mango leaves, rolled round sacred foliages like durvii and sami, 
a darbha (representing a weapon) and a samidha (representing . 
pestle). These devatiis may be installed in seperate winnowing-fans 
or in the same one in ' which other deities called miitrkiis are 
also installed. An earthen jar painted white and containing aqatii, 
turmeric root and betelnuts, and covered with an earthen dish and 
a thread wound round the whole is installed in a sup, and is 
worshipped as avighna-kalasa( impediment-removing jar). Then 
the family _ priest calls the boy's sister and she comes carrying 
a lighte";--mmp and lights the way of the worshippers to" the god
room. . The mother walks with the aVighna-kalasa in her hand and 
the father follows her with the winnowing fans containing the 
matrkas an~ the 1naT),dapa-devatas, and the priest with pali
pancapiitra (water-cup and ladle). The father and mother lay the 
earthen jar and the winnowing-fans on three heaps of rice spread on 
a pat in the north-west corner of the god-room, mark the gods with 
sandal paste and bestrew them with grains of rice and flowers. The 
same ceremony with the same details is , performed I1t the girYs 
house. 

Vagniscaya. Next comes vati-niScaya (the betrothal). The boy's father goes 
(Betrothal). to the girl's house with musicians, kins-people, the family priest 

and servants carrying plates filled with ornaments and other articl~ 
There, after the guests are seated in the m,arriage-hall, the officiating 
priests from both the houses exchange cocoanuts and embrace. After 
the priests have embraced, the father.<; embrace, and then the elder 
males of both. houses exchange cocoanuts and embrace. Ara1}goll 
square is traced in the marriage hall and pats are set in the 
square. The girl's father sits on one piit. Meanwhile the girl, on 
whose brow a flower chaplet has been fastened, with her head 
covered with a piece of broadcloth called aginpiisotjii, is , led by her 
sister and seated on the pat close to her father. The boy's father 
sits in front of them with priests to his left repeating mantras. The 
girls' father worships GaI)apati and VaruI,la the god of water. He 
marks the brows of their priests with sandal and presents 'them with 
turbans. The fa~ers then mark e;ich other's brows with sandal and 
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exchange turbans. Then each of them takes five betelnuts and 
five turmeric roots, and ties them to the hem of the other"s waist
cloth. They then hold the two bundles in which the turmeric roots 
and betelnuts !ire tied near each other, the priest rubs them with 
sandal, and over them sprinkles water from the VaruQa pot. The 
contents of both bundles are mixed and made into one heap and 
distributed among the assembled guests. Next Saci (Indra's wife) 
is worshipped. On a leaf-plate a pound or two of rice is spread and 
on the rice a betelnut is set and worshipped. At this GaQapati and 
VaruQa worship, the boy's father has to place before the gods double 
the amount placed by the girl's father. The priest repeats mantras, 
lays on the girl's right palm a drop of curds, milk, honey and sugar, 
and she sips it. The girl's sister ties a marriage' ornament on the 
girl's brow and the priest tells the girl's mother and her other 
relations that the boy's people have come to ask for 
the girl. They agree to let her go. The girl now leaves her 
place and sits on another pat in front of a picture of the house-gods 
and throws grains of rice over it. The boy's father presents her with 
ornaments and clothes. She is dressed in the new clothes, the 
ornaments are put on her, and she is seated on a pat. The boy's 
mother lays before her a plate with rice, a betelnut and betel 
leaves, a cocoanut, red-powder, and a water-pot. She, or some one 
On her behalf, washes the girl's feet and wipes them dry with a towel, 
tubs turmeric on her hands and face, applies red-powder to her 
brow, and sticks rice grains over the red-powder. Then, telling the 
house people that she is filling the girl's lap, she drops into her lap 
a handful of wheat, a cocoanut, a Vida, and some sweetmeat balls. 
The girl makes over the contents of her lap to some one close by, 
and walks away. The male guests have their brows marked with 
sandal, presented with vidiis and cocoanuts, and the mendicant 
priests are paid dak$iTJa, and all retire. 

After the guests have left, the priest takes a thread of the same length 
as the height of the girl, and adding to it threads as many as the years 
of the girl's-age, makes them into a wick. He then puts the wick into 
a lamp, lights the lamp before the god Gaurihar, and feeds it with 
oil brought by the boy's relations in a brass pot. What remains 
of the wick after the wedding days are over, is carefully kept and 
burnt in the lamp at the worship of Mangalagauri which the girl 
performs in the month of SravaQa. After the lamp is lighted, the 
girl's mother is seated near it. The boy's mother begins to wash 
her and her relations' feet, but as the boy's side is considered higher 
in prestige than the girl's, the girl's mother objects and the boy's 
mother desists. The girl's mother's lap is filled with a sari, a ltodice, 
some rice, and a cocoanut. The laps of her relations are filled with 
rice only. 

The simantapujana (boundary worship) was, it appears, originally 
performed when the boy crossed the border of the girl's village. 
When the boy and the girl live in the same village, the boundary
worship is performed either in a temple or at the boy's house, either 
on the marriage day or on the day before the marriage. When 
the ceremony is to be performed at the boy's house, at the direction 
of the priest, an elderly married woman of the girl's family takes 
bamboo baskets and trays and Jays in them a number of the usual 
articles of worship and presentation. The girl's relations, with 
music and the articles, go in procession to the boy's place. There 

. the men are seated comfortably on carpets and arranged seats. 
It. Vf 2-7a 
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The women sit in the women's hall. The girl's priest sets 
a courang (high stool) near two pats and covers it with a piece of 
broadcloth. The boy who is ready dressed. sits on the high stool, 
and the girl's parents sit on the two pdts in front of him. The girl's 
father, taking' a silver or leaf CllP, .fills it with· rice grains, and 
setting a betelnut over it, worships it as god Ga7)apati; he then 
worships his family priest and presents him with a new turban. 
He now begins to worship the boy. The girl's mother takes the 
water-pot containing warm water, pours it first on the boy's right 
foot and then on his left, snd the girl's father wipes his feet dry, 
marks his brow with sandal, and sticks grains of rice over it. 
He hands the boy a new turban, and the boy gives the turban on 
his head to some relation Ilnd puts on the new one. He is then 
handed a sash which he lays on his shoulders. The boy's sister 
is given a flower chaplet which she ties round the boy's turban. 
The girl's father lays on the boy's right palm madhuparka, a mixture 
of curds, butter, honey, milk and sugar, which he sips; flowers 
and grains of rice are thrown over him, and a nosegay is placed 
in his hand. All the while the family priest repeats directional 
mantras. The girl's mother Welshes the boy's sister's feet and 
presents her with a bodice. The gil'l's parents now leave their 
seats. The mother going into the· women's hall, washes the feet 
of the boy's mother and his other kim.-people, fills their laps with 
rice and cocoanuts, and presents them with sugar. While this ,is 
going on in the women's hall, the girl's kinsmen mark the brows 
of the male guests with sandal, and present them with vidas and 
cocoanuts and the mendicant priests with coppers. Then the girl's 
kins-people go home. 

Next comes the varaprasthiina (starting formaniage ) • . The 
girl's father accompanied by his priest goes to the boy's house, 
and laying a cocoanut in the boy's and his priest's hands gives them 
the formal invitation to his house to hold the marr1age. The girl's 
father and his priest are each given a cocoanut and then withdraw. 

In the evening befol'e the marriage the boy is dreised in tho 
new turban and shoulder-cloth which were presented to him by 
the girl's relations, and his sister ties a flower chaplet to his turban. 
His family priest, who all t.he time goes on muttering invocatory 
verses, places a cocoanut in the poy's hand and leads him before 
his house gods, and the boy lays the cocoanut before the gods 
and bows low before them. He is next taken before the elders 
of the house and bows before each. Then he is led to, the house 
door, and curds are thrice laid on the palm of his right hand, and 
he thrice sips the curds, and wipes his hand. Then his cheeks 
are touched with lampblack and red-powder, . and he is taken 
outside by some near relation and seated on a horse (or in a carriage 
as the case may be). ais relations and friends form a procession 
to escort him to the girl's place. In front of the procession walk 
men, and behind them walk a few, men of the party and the boy's 
sister carrying in her hands an earthen jar filled with cold water i 
in the middle the boy:s mother carrying a brass plate with 
two lighted dough lamps; and' on the left a near relation carrying 
a bamboo. basket with a lighted. brass. hanging-lamp resting on 
rice grains and folded ,round with a bodice. Then follows the 

-In between,oagn/sca"a and oaraprastMn may take place the ceremony of 
tclphaJ In which IUtlasinl8 (unwidowed married women) from the groom's side 
go In a procession to the bride', and present her with swoot· meats, scented au. 
and other auspicious articles of toilet, lap-lilllns and dross. 
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bridegroom on horseback with friends on either side followed by 
the women of his family, the men bringing Up· the rear.. On the 
way, to quiet evil spirits, cocoanuts are broken and cast away, and, 
8.'1: the procession passes on, married women come out of their 

. houses, wave brass lamps before the bridegroom, and receive 
" a cocoanut. When the bridegroom reaches the bride's house, 
cooked rice, spread all over with· red-powder, is thrice waved over 
his head and thrown over some distance in the street. A married 
woman of the bride's house brings an auspicious earthen" jar filled 
with cold water and spills the water over the horse's feet and 
she is given a bodice by the boy's relations. The boy is next taken 
off the horse and a married woman pours on his feet milk and 
then water, and waves a lighted lamp before him. The girl's 
brother catches the boy by the right ear and he is presented with 
a turban. Then the girl's father leads the boy to the marriage hall 
and seats him on a higli wooden stool. 0 Meanwhile the priest 
takes a mixture of lime ano red-powder in a leaf-cup, writes the 
name of the god GaJ;u~sa, the day, date, month, and year on a wall. 
He asks "some married woman to smear with cowdung a spot 
underneath the red-powder drawing on the wall, and on the spot 
to trace a square rangoli. The priest sprinkles grains of rice on 
the square and installs the ghatikiipatrat in a bigger water vessel 
to determine the auspicious time for the marriage. And then, 
while he repeats mantras, he makes both the fathers worship the 
ghatikii. He then draws" up two patrikiis ( marriage papers) in 
which is written the names of the bride and bridegroom, their 
fathers and the auspicious time, gives them to the fathers to worship, 
reads the papers, and makes them over to the fathers. 

If possible, before the boy and girl are married, otherwise 
soon after the marriage, the madhupark (honey-mixture) ceremony 
takes place. The boy is seated on a high wooden stool and the 
girl's parents sit before him; the mother pours water over bis 
feet and the father wipes them dry with a towel. The girl's father 
takes a"ladle"full of curds, milk, honey, and butter, and pours the 
contents 00 the boy's right palm; the boy sips it and is then presented 
with clothes, ornaments, and cash. Meanwhile, the bride, who is 
clad in a yellow sari known as a#aputri or vadhuvastra (bride's 
doth) and a short sleeved backless bodice, is seated before the 
Gaurihiir (the marriage god which is an image of Siva and his 
consort Gauri). A small bamboo basket with rice and sesamum 
is placed in her hand and she is told to throw a few grains over 
the image and repeat words meaning .. Gauri, Gauri, "grant me 
a happy wifehood and long life to him who is coming to my 
door." 

The bridegroom takes off his turban and coat but keeps the 
marriage wreaths (murpJ.avaM on his brow. He is made to stand 
on a piif· in the marriage hall with his face to the east. A silk 
waistcloth ( antarpat ) marked in the centre with a red swastika 
(lucky cross) is stretched in front" of him and "as the auspiciolls 
moment draws near the bride is led by her maternal uncle to th" 
marriage hall and set on a sahii1}pat ( sandal-grindstone) in front 
of the groom on the other side of the antarpat. The bridegroom's 
sister stands behind the bridegroom and the bride's sister 

-This time the bridegroom's mother, as she lJlust not see her future daughter
in-law till a particular moment, feigns anger and goes to a neighbouring house. 

t A metal cup at the bottom of which is a fine hole of a size such as to sink 
the cup in exactly one ghatika, that is 24 minutes. 
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stands behind the bride as the maids of the pair, each with 
a lighted, lamp and a cocoanut. The bride is given a garland of 
flowers to hold in her hand and the groom, the manga'lasUtra 
( auspicious \ necklace of black beads) or a garland as may be the 
custom. The priests begin to chant mangal~takas (auspicious 
verses) and th~guests throw a1o;ata on the pair at the end of each 
verse. When the lucky time is come~ the priests stop chanting 
and the antarpat is withdrawn to the north. The Sin,gi (horn
blower) sounds a blast and, at the signal the musicians raise 
a deafening din, and outside of the house guns or crackers are 
fired. The couple, who up to this time have been looking at the 
svastik ( lucky cross), throw the garland of flowers round each 
other's necks. If it is the mangalasii.tra in the groom's hand, he 
fastens it round the bride's neck. The priest gives the groom and 
the bride some handfuls of rice and they sprinkle the rice over each 
other's heads. The priest then tells them to think on their family 
goddesses, and then asks them to sit. The assembled guests 
are then entertained; each is given a flower bouquet, a sprinkle of 
rose-water, a smear of attar, pan-supan and ·in some cases a pair 
of cocoanuts, one from the bride's side and the other from the 
groom's. Then they are regaled with spiced milk or sweet drinb. 
The Brahmins assisting in the ceremony are paid their usual 
dii1o;iT}ii for their labour in connection with this happy event. 

A rangoJi square is traced in the women's hall and the girl's 
parents ' going into the god-room, lay a vi# before the gods, and 
bow to them. They then bow before the elders, and the priest 
bowing to the guests, in a loud voice asks leave to perform the 
ceremony. The girl's parents then sit on pats, bowing to the 
Brahmins who sit along with the family priest. Except the jewels 
which are to be presented to the girl, the rest of the ornaments 
are taken off her body. A married woman rubs with red-powder 
the brows of the priest, of the girl's parents, and of the boy and 
girl. Then all stand, the priest holding a plate in his hand, and 
the girl, the boy, and the girl's parents standing round the plate. 
The boy holds out his open hands, the girl lays her 0' half-open, 
hands in the boy's who holds her thumbs with his. Over their hands 
the girl's father holds his open palm slanting and the mother POUl'S 
cold water from a jug on her husband's hand which falls on th~ 
hands of the boy and the girl, and from them drops into the plate. 
When this is done, all sit and the girl's, parents join their hands, 
repeating the names of the boy and girl, their fathers, grandfathers, 
great-grandfathers, and families. These rituals of kanyiidiina 
(giving away the bride) on the, part of the bride's 
parents, followed by that of kanyiipaT}igraha ( accepting 
of the bride) on the part of tIle bridegroom" are accompanied 
by words of solemn pledges. Then the, two family priests, 
take' a plate with water and silver (preferably gold) coin 
in it, and dipping mango leaves into the water, sprinkle it over 
the heads of the boy and girl and chant benedictory mantra.~. 
After this suvaTT}iibhiseka, the priest proceeds with sutra-ve~tr1lla 
and kaiikaT}a-bandhana: the priest takes two threads and winds 
one thrice round the necks of the couple and the other thrice 
a little lower down near their waist. The thread which was wound 
round their necks is pulled down over the feet and the thread which 

, was wound round the waists is drawn up over the heads. The 
threads are next wetted with cocoa-milk and rubbed with turmeria 
and the girl's priest winds one round the boy's right wrist and tha 
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boy's priest winds the other round the girl's right wrist. These are CHAPTER 3. 
'called lagna-kankafJ.8 ( marriage-wristlets) . 
. After the completion of the kanyadiin ceremony, the bridegroom 
leads .the bride from the marriage-hall to the bahuleo (raised plat
form) in the II)arriage pandal. In a stha1J.r;lila (earthen altar ) 
on the bahule the priest kindles a sacrificial fire. To the west of 
the altar is placed a Hat stonet ; to the north are raised seven· small 
heaps of rice in a row running east-west; to the north-east is 
placed a heap of paddy on which is set an earthen water pot filled 
""ith mango leaves and a cocoanut on the top. To the west of the 
altar. on two pats, sit the couple facing east, the bride to the right 
of the groom. On the four sides of the altar are then spread 
.darbha grass, and to its north are set four droT,IQ (leaf-cups), mango 
leaves and darbha grass and a silp (winnowing-fan) containing 
liihyiis (fried grain). The sacrificial fire is fed with oblations of ghee, 
samidha (sacred sticks) and durva grass. A little ghee is sprinkled 
over the liihyiis (fried grain). The bride's brother comes and seats 
himself· in front of the bride facing her. He puts two handfuls 
of liihyiis in the bride's handst and the bridegroom holding the 
hands in his left· hand covers them with his right. Both the 
groom and the bride then stand with their hands covered and 
throw the liihyiis over the fire. Then the bridegroom taking the 
bride's right hand in his right hand, walks with her round the 
sacrificial fire and the earthen water-pot and then makes her stand 
on the Hat stone. These three acts, lii/ahoma, agnipariT,IQyana and 
aSmiirohaT}a are repeated thrice in succession. The bridegroom 
then throws the remaining liihyiis in the fire, pours more ghee on 
~em and this concludes the vivaha homa. , 
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After the vivaha homa comes the sapta-padi (seven steps). rite. Sapta-padi 
Th~ bridegroom and the bride take. their seats in front of the (Setlen-steps). 
altar and the sacrificial fire is rekindled. The bridegroom and the 
bride leave their seats and thrice the groom takes a handful of 
)'ice and throws it into the fire. He then leads the bride to the 
row of rice-heaps at the north of the sacrificial fire. As he walks 
.l>y her side the bride puts her right foot on the rice heaps one 
by one and at each step the priest chants a sacred verse. As soon 
as the seventh heap is stepped on, the priest asks the bridegroom's 
sister to press down the bride's. big toe and for this semce she is 
presented with a coconut. The bride then stands on the Hat-stone 
and the bridegroom leads her once round the fire. When this 
turn is finished the bridegroom and the bride again take their seats 
on the pats and feed the fire with ghee and parched grain. After 
the seven steps are taken the boy and the girl are taken outside of 
the house and the priest points to them dhruva (the pole-star) . 
They look at it, bow to it with joined hands, and come back into 
the house. 

With the perforplance of the rites of piiT}igrahaT,IQ, going round 
the vivaha homa and sapta-padi, the Hindu marriage is considered 
to be final and irrevocable. The concluding ceremonies that follow 
.the rite of .. seven steps" are varat (the homeward return of the 
hridegroom with the bride in a procession), vadhupravesa (the 
ceremonial home-entering of the newly wed-rather that of the wife 
into her huband's house) and namakaraT,IQ (the bride's getting a new 
name) . A ritualistic closure to the marriage ceremony is put with the • 

OAt places it is customary to perform the previous ceremonies on the bahulB: • 
t A sahan or a paftj (sandal grind-stone or the cocoa-kernal grind-stone). 
tFor this help the· bride's brother is Presented with a turban or a scarf. 
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,CHAPTER S. rites of devakotthiipana and maru;lapodvasana, ,whereby the deities 
that had been invited before the ceremony began are taken leave 
of and the marriage booth is dismantled. Several noteworthy 
customary practices accompany these rites. The bridegroom carries 
off an image of the goddess Annapurnafrom the god-room of the 
bride's house while, he is ther., to bow to the gods. When the 
couple starts for the varat the bride's sister puts a little curd on 
the bridegroom's right palm and he sips it; she then ties together 
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the hems of the couple's garments. When they reach the bride
groom's house, his parents receive the couple, and on the threshold the 
bridegroom's sister sets a wooden measure of unhusked rice for the 
bride to overturn it with her foot. The couple then sits on piits set 
before the house-gods and after performing some rites the bridegroom 

, whispers the bride's new name into her right ear. 
Non-Vedic Form. (2) Marriages of the non-Vedic form generally fall into 

five categories according to the considerations forming part of the 
marriage settlement. In scllankrta kanyadan, the bride's' father, 
besides the ornaments he gives to his daughter, stands, the marriage 
expenses of both the sides. He pays for the travelling and the 
reception of the bridegroom and party who come all the way from 
their village to hold the ceremony at the bride's. In kanyadana. 
the expenses of the bride's father are much restricted. In the 
varapa~a-vadhupa~a form, the parties bear each their own 
expenses, stand each other's manpan (exchange of honorific gifts) 
and the groom's party gives a f'asbhog (feast) to all the villagers. 
In the hUT}r}ii form of marriage the girl's father pays a bridegroom
price to the boy's father, while in the de; form the proposal of 
marriage comes from the boy's father who has to pay a clef 
( bride-price) to the girl's father. 

Mtmiags Rule.!. Before settling a match, it has to be ascertained that thekuli (sept) 
and devak (crests or marriage guardians) of the boy's and the girl's 
fathers are not the same, are suitably diHerent and by usage not 
interdictory. Sameness of devak by the mother's side and even of 
surnames do not bar marriage. The prohibited degrees of kindred 
for marriage beyond the agnates vary aa:ording to the custom of 
the community. As regards cross-cousin unions, except the 
brother's-daughter-and-sister's-son type, Which is tolerated, or even 
preferred among many, other types are generally disallowed. 
Marriage with a wife's sister is allowed and a brother may marry 
his brother's wife's sister. Polygamy, which was once allowed and 
practised, is now prohibited by law. There are no social restrictions 
on widow~marriage among many communities, though such 
a marriage is generally considered ~sreputable and some do not 
practise it. As a rule, only widowers ,-marry widows and their 
children do not get as larg:e a share of pr0perty as those of first 
marriages. Divorce is socially allowed aIbong many but the 
remarriage of a divorced woman i~ conducted as perfunctorily as 
a widow-remarriage. 

Magn' OJ' pro- Among the poor and backward communities it is cutomary for 
fJOral. the boy's father or a near relation to initiate the marriage 

negotiations, which, in the case of the well-to-do usually commence 
from the girl's party. If there be no objections on the count of 
marriage rules, the two fathers consult an astrologer or the family 
priest over the compatibility of the, birth-stars of their wards and 
that dignitary favouring the proposed unio~, then and there t;hey 
discuss, and come to a mutual understanding about the marna~e 
terms. The auspicious day for a betrothal is fixed and a betelnut 
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Is broken anddistrib~ted among the assembled as a token ~f the C:u.un:R" a:. 
marriage settlement. ' 

On the appointed day, the boy's father or a close relative of his p~~ 
with kiDs-people and friends, visits the girl's house to present he: MAlIRlACB. 

with a robe and bodice and an ornament benttinli his means. Non-Vedic Form.. 
Five suviisinis (unwidowed married women) mark the girl's BetrothaL 
forehead with kunkum, deck her with the ornament and present 
the dress, and this marks the siikharpurja ceremony. The guests 
are treated to a puraT}poli (stuffed cakes) dinner. A few days later 
the girl's kiDs-people pay a visit to the boy's for the filii ceremony 
and present him with. a piigote or a rumiil (turban), an upan.le 
(shoulder-cloth) and a. gold ring. The boy's forehead is marked 
with a filii-the auspicious sign-and the. girl's close relations are 
presented with .. turbans of honour ". 'These· two ceremonies-
siikharpurJ,a and filii-constitute the betrothal. 

IIaf,ad.-Not more than five days before the marriage, the bride MtwrlaglJ_ 
and the bridegroom are anointed with oil and turmeric paste at their moniu. 
respective houses. The auspicious day for this haf,ad ceremony aud 
the suviisini who should do the anointing are selected aft~r consult-
ing an astrologer. Turmeric is grinded in a hand mill by 
8Uviisins who are specially invited for the purpose. In country 
parts, except the headman and other miinkaris or honourables, most 
of the men of the village also take part' in the turmeric grinding 
and sing women's corn-grinding songs. A hand mill used for this 
turmeric-grinding must not be used again till the marriage ceremony 
is over. The turmeric paste and articles of dress, etc., are taken , 
by a party of suviisins from the boy's house to the girl's or vice 
versa as may be the custom, but the anointing of both the boy and 
the girl is done by the' same suviisin and what remains of the paste 
after being used for one is used for the other. Before the turmeric-
anointing, each is ceremonially bathed within an enclosure of 
five water-pots encircled five times with cotton yarn. 

Miit;t(lav.-The marriage booth or miin(lav is erected in front of 
both the boy's and the girl's bouses, that at the boy's on the haf,ad
day and that at the girl's on the day ot marriage. A sakuR khiimb 
(auspicious post) is planted in the booth and to it are tied turmeric 
root, rice and betelnut in a piece of yellow cloth, a cocoanut, a lamp 
and a bundle of grass. In villages the booths are covered with 
branches of mango and iiimbul trees ceremonially brought in a cart 
by some villagers who are then treated to a dinner under the booth 
for their services. 

A devak ceremony has to be performed' at the houses of both Deo-rwaflat1uJ 
the bride and the bridegroom. If the houses of the bride and and Dewk. 
bridegroom are in the same village or town, the installing of devak 
(marriage guardian) if held on the marriage day. If they are in 
different places, the worship in the bridegroom's place is performed 
two or three days earlier than at the birde's. In installing the 
devak the first step is to worship the house gods. A few days 
before their worship their images are given to the goldsmith for 
cleaning and then brought home and installed with much ceremony. 
After this, by the evening a married couple, with the skirts of 
their garments tied together, and, u~der a waist-cloth held as 
a canopy over their heads by four persons, go, preceded by 
muscians, to the village Mfuuti. The husband carries on his 
-shoulder a kurhiiQ, (hatchet) and iote and kiisarii (yokinlJt straps 
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CHAPTER 3. and ropes) and his wife walks close behind him .carrying a platter 
with a lighted lamp, halad-kunku, a mango sprig (or the family 

P~~l:;::d devak) and an offering of foo~. At the temple the party bow 
MARRIAGE. before the god apd lay before. him sandal, flowers, frankincense and 

Non-Vedic ,Form. food~ and the ministrant ( gurav) presents them with paiica piilvi 
Deit-pra«stha (spngs of 6v~ sacred trees) . On r~turn to their house, they tie 
an Devak. the five sprigs to' the sakun khiimb and along with the' sprigs tie. 

a pO]i (cake) and besan (a gram relish). 
Wedlock. 

V tlt'adliaoo. 

T eltXlflll. 

The wedding, as a rule, must take place in the bride's booth, and. 
generally a day or two priOr to the marriage day the bridegroom . 
and his party arrive at the bride's village, put up in a iiinosghar 
(a special lodging prepared for them in the bride's neighbourhood) 
and there perform all the preliminary ceremonies, considering '. 
iiinosghar as their home. In case the groom belongs to ' 
a neighbouring village, he performs the maru;lav, haJad and devak 
ceremonies at his own and visits the bride's village only to hold the· 
wedding. . 

When the bridegroom and 'his party arrive at the girl's village, 
they are received with pomp and honour by the bride's party at the· 
village boundary. There the two fathers meet in friendly embrace, 
simiintapu;an ( boundary worship) is perfonned and all start 
for the village Miiruti temple. The bridegroom rides a horse, and. 
the karavali (groom's maid), who is generally his younger sister, 
is seated behind him. On their reaching the temple, they take 
rest. Then, the bridegroom's brother or a male relative rides the 
,groom's horse and with music goes to the girl's house to announce' 
the bridegroom's arrival. For acting this part, he is called 
varadhiivii (groom's messenger) and is treated to a dinner and 
presented with a turban by the girl's father. The varadhiiva returns 
to the temple accompanied by a bride's party who carry the 
marriage dress (a tinsel chaplet-basing-a turban, a longcoat, 
~ pair of waist-cloths, a pair of shoes and a shoulder-cloth) for the . 
groom. The bride's father lays the platter ,vith the dress before' 
the bridegroom, who washes his eyes with water, worships t;he 
betelnut Gal}.apati set up before him and circumambulates Maruti 
after laying before the deity two betel leaves, a betelnut and 
a copper coin. The bridegroom then starts donning the new dress. 
The basing is tied to his brow. His left cheek is touched with 
lamp-black. He carries a dagger or poniard with a lemon stuck 
on its point. A washer-woman touches his feet, body and head 
with mango leaves dipped in oil (the remnant of what was used 
for the bride at halad)· and the ceremony is called telvaT)a ( oil
anointing). In the meanwhile, the devak ~from the bride's side is 
brought to the temple for consecration and'taken back.. The village 
carpenter brings a wooden play-horse and the potter a clay elephant 
with which they give a dance. The twelve balutedars or village 
servants .who attend get some presents from the boy's father. 

They then all start in a procession, the bridegroom riding a horse, 
and accompanied by music, for the bride's house. The village 
Mahar stands before the bridegroom as if to stop him and is given 
a. white turban or shoulder-cloth. When the procession reaches 

.the bride's house, a Mahar woman comes with an iron lamp in 
a platter and waves it before the bridgroom's face saying" May 
all your pains a.nd troubles vanish and the riches of Bali be poured· 
on youe'. For this, she is given a cheap bodice-cloth. At the 
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entrance of the marriage booth, the wife of the bride's maternal CHAF.TER.3. 
uncle waves before the bridegroom's face a lighted lamp of wheaten 
Hour and for this varaova/T)i (waving lamps to the bridegroom) People and 
she is given a bodice and a robe. The bridegroom is lead near MCulture. 
the bahuM (earthen platform) where the priests have been Non~\~AG:~nn; 
standing holding an antarpat (a cloth with a central swastika mark) Mangalastakaa. 
between two small heaps of rice grains placed east . and west. 
The bridegroom stands on the eastern heap and faces. west and the 
bride who by that time. has been, dressed in telsiilji (the robe 
presented by the bridegroom) is made to stand on the other heap 
and face east. A~ata ( coloured grains of rice or iowari) is 
distributed among the guests. The priest and his assistants divide 
themselves in two parties and in turn recite mangali.i#akiis 
(auspicious verses) at the end of each verse throwing some a~atii 
on the heads of the pair. The a~ata distributed among the guests 
are collected and similarly thrown. When the recitation of the 
verses is over, the priests clap their hands, the antarpat is removed 
and musicians raise a din of. music. Shortly after, the priest 
proceeds with the kanyiidan (giving away of the bride) ceremony. 
He tells the bride and bridegroom to fold their hands and touch 
finger tips while he winds yellow thread four times round their 
DllCks and five times round their waists. This ceremony is called 
sutavT)c or the thread-winPing. While they are thus seated, the 
kanyadan is performed by the bride's maternal uncle, or, in his Kan"ada .... 
absence, by her father. When he gives her away, the uncle presents 
tbe groom with copper vessels according to his means. The priest 
cuts and takes out the band of threads wound round the bride 
and bridegroom's neck, steeps it in turmeric water, twists it, and 
after tying a lekurvali ( sprouting) turnleric to it, fastens it to the 
boy's right wrist .. The band that was wound round their waists, 
after similar treatment, he fastens round the girl's right wrist. The 
pair are then made to sit on the bahule near each other, the bride 
sitting on the bridegroom's left, and perform the la/iihoma and. 
6aptapadi ceremonies. The hems of their garments are tied together 
and they are told to say each other's name. The bride's brother 
squeezes the bridegroom's ear (for which he is called kiinpi/yii) 
and is present~d with a turban by the bridegroom. The couple 
are then served with food and are asked to feed each other. While 
this goes on, the bridegroom's party is led with music to iiinosghar 
and again brought back to the bride's booth when the feast 
arrangements there. get ready. As they leave for the latter. place, 
the washerman spreads his cloth or piiygha{li on the road for the 
bridegroom's mother and relations to walk over it. They sit for 
the dinner in rows in the marriage booth, the ladies being 
accommodated in the inner hall. Before they start with the feast-
ing, a platter with a lamp is waved to the bride and bridegroom 
by relations from both the sides and then a person: from the bride's 
side waves the platter to the row of diners from the bridegroom's 
side, . while he says: .. It is a lamp of gold with a silver wick; the 
bride's clan (names the clan) waves light to the groom's clan (names 
the clan) with it." The ceremony of sunmukh darsan (seeing the 
daughter-in-Iaw's face) is' performed. The bride, as she is seated 
on the lap of .her mother-in-law, is given an ornament by the .. 
latter. The bridegroom's father, as he must not join the feast, 
stays on at the iiinosghar and a meal is sent over to him with music. 
When the feast is over, the guests return with music to ianosghar. 
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. except for the bridegroom and his karavalya (maids) who continue 

.to stay on at the bride's. . 

Non-Vedic Fonn. 

Early next morning, with music and friends, the bride and bride
groom seated on a horse (or in a carriage), the bride in front. 
are taken .to a. river or garden and entertained with various game:! 
of which in spme they are made to take an active part. The bridal Marrlage-rejoic

Ing. 
couple play at the games of odds and evens (eki-beki) and vidya 
or jilebi tot;lne-the bride to hold a rolled leaf in her teeth and 
the bridegroom to bite off the other end. On return, the groom 
and the bride are bathed on pii,tS in the booth. Round the bathing 
place are set five tambyiis (copper drinking pots) with a white 

. thread passed round their necks. While bathing they fill their 
mouths with water and blow it over each other's face. The hoy 
holds a betelnut in his hand and the girl using both her hands 
tries to force it out; then the girl holds the nut and the boy tries 
to force it out with his left hand. If the boy fails the guests jeer 
at him. Each is given a vida (betal leaves and nuts) to chew and 
they squirt the juice from th~ir mouth on each other. They throw 
coloured water on each other. The bridegroom tries to lift the bride 
by his left hand and set her at his left side, while the bride tries to 
prevent him lifting her from the ground. These struggles greatly 
amuse the guests and relations. Wlien the bathing is over, the bride
groom sets his foot in the bathing ghangal (bathing, tUb) or hant;la 
(water vessel) and he is presented with a new dhoti and the bathing 
utensils.' , 

A retUrn feast is given by the bridegroom's father at the 
ianosghar to the bride's party and, when the guests have dined, 
articles for the phala or sada ceremony are taken with music and in 
procession from ianosghar to the bride's booth. There the groom's 
father presents the bride with the richest robe arid ornament he 
could afford; and the assembled guests make aher (presents in 

. clothes or cash) to th~ fathers of the groom and the bride. This is 
·also made an occasion of giving gifts to charitable institutions. All 
the agreements of miinptin (honoriRc exchange of gifts) between 
the two sides are made good. At some places, this ceremony is 
called miiTJ4av-khar,uJllt;ti (booth-fee). When satisfaction has spread 
all around, five suviisins fill the bride's IflP with fruits and a number 
of auspicious articles and when this phala ceremony is over, the couple 
return to the ianosghar, the bride's party. accompanying them with 
music and rukhavat (dishes of various sweetmeats and eatables): 
At the ianosghar the rukl1avat is kept on display to please the bridge
groom's mother and the ladies from the bride's sid~ appease the 8uvasiM 
from the groom's side with feet-washing, applying turmeric and red 
powder and filling their laps with bodice-cloth and cocoanuts. The 
bridegroom's mother is given special attention and better gifts. 

Next follows the thal ceremony. A bamboo basket or round metal 
dish containing fruits, pflrat;tpolyii ( stuffed cakes), papat;l (wafer 
biscuits), wheat Hour lamps, etc., is set on the bridegroom's mother"s 
head, and four or five suviisins stand about her and sing the ihal song. 
Meanwhile, a kinsman of the bridegroom runs away with the 
basket and he is jocularly pursued aud pelted with onions by the 
bride's people. This is followed by the osaligla ceremony. The 

. bridegroom s father and near relations sit in a row and the bride's 
father; taking his daughter in his arms, seats her on the lap of each 
of the bridegroom's kinsmen. who in return, put a little sugar into her 
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mouth. At the time oE this handing her over, the bride's relations CHAPTEB So 
with sobs and tears say, .. Up to this time she was ours; now she 
is yours." These ceremonies are seldom over till the mortling cock- P~:::eand 
crow, and, after they are over, they sit toa feast. M.u:~. 

The bridal couple are then led into the house to bow to the N]~ 
bride's elderlies and the house gods. While bowing to the gods, 
the bridegroom steals one of the images. The bridegroom's mother 
worships the bhiiT}fJS (hearth-plinth) in the kitchen of the bride·s 
house. While leaving the house, the bridegroom steals a mango 
sprig from the marriage booth and he refuses to give up both the 
image and the sprig he stole till the bride's father makes him 
a present. All then go to the iiinosghar. In the evening, the 
bridegroom's father gives vidiia (betel leaves and nuts) to the guests 
and bids them good-bye. 

If the bridegroom belongs to another village, the guests who 
belong to his village accompany him home. On reaching the 
village they first visit the village Miiruti temple and thence, with 
the couple seated on horseback, proceed in variit (procession) with Varat. 
music, and, if they can afford them, fireworks, to the bridegroom's 
house. In the house, a dish with cocoanuts, saffron, and betel leaves 
is waved round the image of Khan<;loba, a ceremony which is called 
the lifting of Khandoba's tali or plate. Mter the plate-waving nlay 
follow dherJavii nikavaT)i when one man sets the bride on his back 
and another sets the bridegroom on his back, imd they dance. Mter 
the dance comes the grhapravesa (entering the house) ceremony. 
The bridegroom holding a ciiQ,e (the full box of seed drill) walks 
ahead, the bride follows sprinkling grain on the ground as if sowing 
and the bridegroom's brother collects the grain. At the door of the 
god room they find the groom's sister, who refuses to let them pass 
till they promise to give their daughter in marriage to her son. 
They agree and pass in. In the way to the god room, the bridegroom 
upsets with his feet some vessels filled with grain. The coup}j 
then bow to the gods and the elders. The girl is considered the 
goddess of wealth and her brow is marked with red-powder. Some 
wheat, with a small gold ornament in it, is heaped between the bride 
and the bridegroom, and they are told to divide the heap. If the 
bride gets the ornament in her share she is applauded, and it is 
taken as an omen that the rule in the house will be hers. The 
biiSlllga (marriage ornaments) of the couple are taken off and tied 
to a beam. They call one another oy their names and get released 
the hems of their garments which were tied together while entering 
the house. The next day they are bathed and the turmeric is taken 
off. The devak (marriage gods) is bowed out, the marriage booth 
is J>ulled down, and the wedding is over. 
~ widow cannot marry a member of her late husband's section or WidoW' 

her father's section. She must observe the same limitations as at her Remarriage. 
first marriage. A remarried widow is not allowed to perform religious 
rites with her husband, and her husband is not allowed 
to make offerings to the manes. If a widower marries a maid, he 
is not prevented from makin~ offerings. A remarried widow is less 
honoured than other women.] 

eThough among some sections of the Hindu communJty widows are allowed 
to remany, the scriptures do not prescribe any ceremony for these marriages. 
So, the ceremonial for a widow reIUaIriage may vary according to the customary 
rite.! of the comblunity concerned. 
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A widow remarriage ·is called piit organdharva and is generally 
performed at night in darkness in a secluded open space outside the 
village. It is attended by none of the relations of the widow or of 
the bridegroom. A priest conducts the marriage service. The brid?l 
pair sit on a blanket spread on the ground, the bride to the righ 
of the groom; and face the east. Before sitting on the blanket, the 
bridegroom rubs the widow's forehead with a little cowdung, looks 
to the south and strikes his mouth with the back of his palm. The 
priest then 'worships Gal)apati and Varul)arepresented by two 
tiimbyas (water' pots) with a few mango leaves covering the mouth 
and placed on small heaps of wheat. He then recites mangalii,#aka3 

I (five lucky verses). The widow then dons the robe and ornaments 
presented by the bridegroom, and the bridegroom fills her lap with 
rice, bodice-piece and a cocoanut. The priest then unshrincs 
Gal)apati and Varul)a, and the. marriage is over. 

The newly married pair must not enter the village that night; so 
they pass the night in a mill (open ground) or a field-hut. It is 
considered inauspicious to see their faces the- next morning until th", 
have bathed and visited the temple of the local Miiruti or some othel 
village deity. 

A modified version of the traditional marriage ceremony and the 
attendant ritual has been recommended by the Dharmanirl)aya 
ManQal of Lonavle. This version, which omits· many of the 
ritualistic details in the orthodox form considering them as not being 
the essence of the sacrament of Hindu marriage, includes the 
following items in order :- 1'1 

(1) Upakrama :-Procedure prepartory to making the samkalpa 
on the part of the bridegroom. . '. 

(2) Samkalpa :-The solemn declaration that he intends to enter 
the householder's state. 

.. (3) PU1)yiihaviicanam :-This literally means "saying three 
times • May this be an auspicious day'" on the part of the 
assembled when requested by the bridegroom that they do declare 
that to be an auspicious day. 

( 4) Kanyiidatuh Samkalpiidikam :-A solemn declaration "On the 
part of the gentleman who gives away the bride that he intends 
performing the marriage ceremony of· the bride _ with a view to 
her acquisition of dharma ( religious merit), artha ( worldly 
prosperity), and kama (love) after obtaining the position of 
a' householder's wife. 

(5) Vadhuvarasatkiirah :-Honouring of the bride and the 
bridegroom, in the case of the bride -by the bridegroom's party 
and in the other case by the bride's party. 

(6) Kanyiidana:-The giving away of the bride or offering the 
hand of the bride in marriage to the -bridegroom. (At this stalte 
a variant is introduced to suit modem times, where occasionally 
the boy and the girl themselves choose each other as partners in;>. 
life and wish to marry each other. Instead of the parent sayin)"!!:: 
to the bridegroom "I offer, etc." as in the' orthodox form 01 . 
marriage, the bride offers herself to the bridegroom reciting the 
appropriate formula). The bridegroom then accepts. 

(7) Nitjamabandha :-The binding down of the bridegroom' to 
certain vows in respect of the bride. . 
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(8) ~atiiropal')llm:-The placing of unbroken grains or rice 
on each other's head by the bride and the bridegroom. 

(9) Mangalsiitrabandhanam:- Tying of the sacrf~d thread of 
l ,beads rounds the neck of the bride by the bridegroom and also 
,7i garlanding each other. 

(10) PiiT)igraha :-The taking of the bride's hand by the bride
groom. 

(11) II omapurviingam :-The introductory offering of oblations 
to several gods such as the god of fire, the god of creation, god 
Skanda, etc. 

(12) Pradhiinhoma :-The principal offering of oblations. 
( 13) Liijiihoma, Paril')llyanam, ASmiiroha : -The offering, of 

oblations consisting of rice Bakes; going round the consecrated 
fire; and making the bride stand on a slab of stone. 

(14) Saptapadi :-The taking of the seven steps together. The 
technique of this ritual is somewhat elaborate. At each step the 

~. bridegroom recites a formula which is really a mild command and 
{!" request to the bride. 
• (15) Homotta~iingam :-The conclusion of the marriage 

sacrifice. 
(16) Sarilsthiijapa :-The offering of prayer to god Agni by the 

husband and the wife. At the end of the prayer both, ask for 
a blessing from ~e same god. 

(17) Abhi$ekah :-The sprinkling of consecrated water over, the 
head of the bride and the bridegroom by the priest, accompanied 
by the giving of blessings. 

(18) Karmasamiipti :-The conclusion of the ceremony. Here 
the father of the bride declares that the ceremony is concluded 
and prays that God be pleased by this act of performing the 
sacrament of the daughter's marriage. 

. (19) Saptar#dhruvopasthiinam :-Praying to the seven sages 
'with Arundhati, and Dhruva (the Pole Star). 

(20) Mirviidah :-Here the father of the girl gives her advice as 
to how to lead the married life and the assemble:! guests bless the 
couple. 

(21) Grhapravesa :-Entering the (husband's) home. This is 
accompanied by mantras of request from the bridegroom and bride 
and of joint resolve to lead a happy married life. 

A common form. of civil marriage for all communities in India was 
provided by the Special Marriage Act III of 1872. Under this Act, 
parties wishing to get their marriages registered had to declare that 
they did not profess any of the follOwing religions, viz., Christian, 
Jewish, Hindu, Muhammadan, Parsi, Buddhist, Sikh or Jain. This 
A~t was amended by Act XXX of 1923, making it possible for Hindus, 
B.udillusts, Sikhs and J ains (but not for Christians, Jews, 
Muhammadans .and Parsis) to declare their religion and yet get their 

iarriages registered. Marriages registered under this Act are legal 
_ • ..hough they may be against the religious customs 'of the caste or 

'community of any of the couple. Under the procedure at present 
prescribed, the parties wishing to get married give a notice to the 
Registrar of Marriages about their intention to marry within three 
months from the date of notice and specify each one's condftion, 
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rank or profession, age, dwelling place and length of residence 
therein. After the expiry of fifteen days, if no valid objection is 
forthcoming, the Registrar grants a marriage certificate after the I) 

couple have signed a declaration form, in which each has to affirm" 
that he (or she) is at the time either unmarried or widower (or 
widow) ; does not profess any religion or does profess a particular 
religion; has completed the age of twenty-one years' ( if not, the 
guardian has to attest his consent to the marriage); is not related 
to the other in any prohibitive degree of consanguinity or affinity; 
and, in the case of a minor, the consent of the father or guardian has 
been given to the marriage and not been revoked. Two witnesses 
have to attest their signatures to the declaration. . 

There has been a progressive increase in the incidence of 
marriages recorded by the Registrar of Marriages, Poona, since 1924. 
While for a period of 42 years from 1872 to 1923 (the year in which' 
the Act was amended) only 11 marriages were registered; the 
following were the figures for the subsequent years :-

Period. . Number of marriages 

1924-1930 (7 years) 
1931-1935 (5 years) 
1936-1940 (5 years) 
1941-1945 (5 years) 
1946-1948 (3 years) 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 

~' ., .:.~ registered. 
\ 11 

28 
205 
281 
120 
85 
79 

116 
121 

DEATH AND FuN- WHEN AN ELDERLY MALE IS ON.THE POINT .oF DEATH, a spot in the 
ERAL RITES. women's hall is cowdunged, tulsi (holy basil) leaves are sprinkled 

Death. over the spot, and a blanket is spread over the leaves. On the 
blanket the dying person is laid· with his feet to the south. A few I 

drops of water from the sacred Ganges or Bhagirathi are poured into I 

his mouth, a learned priest repeats verses from the Vedas, another' 
reads the Bhagvadgitii, and near relations or the family priest ask 
him to repeat .. NiiriiyaQ," .. NiiriiyaQ ". His son rests the dying: 
head on his lap and comforts him until he has drawn his last breath. ~ 
When. all is over, the women of the family sit round the body weep
ing and wailing; the men and the boys gOO\lt and sit on tho' 
veranda bare-headed; servants or neighbours start to tell relations I 
and friends; and the priest turns up his almanac to see whether 
the moment of death was lucky or unlucky. . To. die under the con- . 
stellations called tripiid and paiicak (the last five of the seasonal 
stars or na~triis), or between the second half of Dhan#thii and 
the first half of Asvini, is unfortunate. 1£ the time of death is. 
unlucky, to prevent calamity and trouble, siintis ( quietings) . 
have to be performed on the eleventh day after death. 
Soon neighbours dressed' in . a waist-cloth And a shoulder
cloth begin to drQP in. . One goes to tIJe market and 
brings what is wanted for. the funeral. When he comes back, others 
busy themselves laying out the body. 1£ the deceased was an 
agnihotri (fire-sacrificing Brahmin), some live charcoal is taken i 
from the sacred fire, or fire is kindled, and the live coal is put in an 
earthen pot. The chief mourner and his brothers, if he has any, 
are bathed one after the other outside of the house. The chief 
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mourner takes a blade of the darbha grass, touches his brow with CIL\l'TEB S. 
Jt, and passing it over his head throws it behind him. He dresses 
fn waist-cloth and shoulder-cloth and sits in front of the P~::.raDd 
barber and. shifts his sacred. thread to the right shoulder. DEATHANDe'FUN_ 
The barber shaves the chief mourner's head except the. top-knot ERAL RrrEs. 
and his face· except the eyebrows, and pares his nails. The chief peath. 
mourner is dressed in a new waist-cloth, a shoulder-cloth is tied 
along with his sacred thread, a blade of darbha grass is tied 
round the sacred thread and the . shoulder-cloth, another 
round the top-knot, and of a third he makes a ring 
and puts it on the third right finger. The dead body is brought 
out of the front door by the nearest male relations. followed by 
the women. and is laid on the outer steps of the house on. a small 
wonden plank. the head resting on the steps. The women gather 
weeping round the dead and the men stand at some distance. 
"fhree or four pots of cold water are brought from the well and 
pOlU'ed over the body which is hidden from sight while it is being 
dressed. Elderly men bathe the body and leave it bare except for 
a loin-cloth. A piece of gold and an emerald are put in the mouth. 
A few drops of, water from the sacred Bhiigirothi river are poured 
into the mouth-and sprinkled over the body, the two thumbs and the 
two great toes are tied together with cioth, and the body is laid on 
the bier and covered from head to foot with a cloth. If the dead 
leaves children, a hole is made in the cloth at the mouth. If the 
dead leaves a wife, she is bathed in cold water, and says: .. Because 
of the great evil that has fallen on me, I shave my head." She 
takes off such of her ornaments as are not to be given to the barber. 
or she puts on ornaments of little value-a small nose-ring, ear-
rings, and silver toe-rings-which are given to the barber, or instead 
of ornaments she gives him money in cash. The barber· shaves her 
head and pares her nails. She breaks her bangles and her luc1..-y 
marriage necklace, rubs off her red brow-mark, takes off her bodice, 
and puts on a white robe. The robe and the ornaments she wore 
at the time of shaving become the property of the barber. -Her hair 
Is wrapped in her bodice and laid on the bier.- The chief mourner 
starts walking with the fire pot hanging from a string in his hand. Funeral. 
'rhe bier is raised by four of the nearest kinsmen, set on their 
shoulder, and carried, feet first, close after the chief mourner. With 
the chief mourner walk two men, one holding a metal pot with 
cooked rice near the feet of the corpse, and the other carrying 
a bamboo winnowing fan with parched pulse and small bits of 
cocoanut kernel, which, as he walks, he throws before him to please 
the evil spirits. Of the men who leave the house some follow the 
body bareheaded and barefooted, repeating in a low voice 
• Ram, Ram ", .. Govind, Govind OJ. The rest go to their homes. 
The bearers walk slowly, and the chief mourner keeps close in front 
so that no one may pass between the fire and the body. No woman 
goes to the burning ground. Female friends take the women and the 
children of the house and bathe them, get the ground Hoor where 
the cropse was laid, the veranda, and the house steps washed with 
water and cowdung, and go home. Half-way to the burning ground 
the bier is lowered, and, without looking back, the .bearers change 
places. When they reach the burning ground an earthen altar is 
made and the fire from the pot is poured over it. Instead of himself 

-This custom of shaving the hair. of the widow, which was current among 
the Brahmins and Vaishyas. is DOW rarely followed. . 

A Bk Vf 2-8 
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cHAPTER S. accompanying the funeral, the family priest sends another priest, 
P I I generally one who officiates at the burning ground and who is known 
C~l::n.:m by the name of kiirtii. A few chips of firewood are thrown over the 

DEATH AND 'FUN- fire and it is fed with ghee. Close to the platform a spot of ground 
ERAL RrrES. is sprinkled with water and sesamum seeds are thrown over it. On 

Funeral. this spot the funeral pile is built by the mourners and round the pile 
blades of darbhagrass are strewn.' The pile and the bier are 
sprinkled with sesamum s~eds and water; the cloth is pulled off 
the body and thrown aside'; the tied thumbs and toes are released; 
and the body is laid on the pile with head to the south. Pieces of 
sandalwood and basil leaves are thrown over the body, and, if the 
deceased c1ied at an unlucky time, seven' dough balls are made anel 
laid on the head, the eyes, the mouth, the breast, and the shoulders. 
Then from a mango leaf ghee is dropped on the several balls, and 
the loin-cloth is cut so that the body may leave the world in the 
same state in which it came into the world. The chief mourner lights 
the pile at the head, if the deceased is a man, and at the feet if 
a woman, and the other mourners throw the rest of the fire under 
the pile. The chief mourner fans the fire with the end of his 
shoulder-cloth and throws a few sesamum seeds over the pyre. The 
kiirtii (funeral priest) aU the while repeats mantras. When the skull 
bursts, the chief mourner, carrying on his left shoulder an earthen 

1 jar filled with cold water, takfls his stand near where the head of 
the corpse lay, and another of the mourners picking a pebble makes 
with it a small hole in the earthen pot, and from the hole, as the 
chief mourner waJks round the pyre, water keeps trickling. At the 
end of the first round, when the chief mourner comes back to the 
south, a second hole is made with the stone, and a second stream 
trickles out. After the second round,' a thirc:" hole is made, and 
when three jets stream out, the chief mourner throws the pot backward 
over his shoulder and the water spills over the ashes;. The chief 
mourner calls aloud striking his hand on his mouth. All the mourners 
come together and one of them ties round the pebble with which 
the pot was broken a blade of darbha grass and calls it aSmii (stone' 
of life). The chief mourner, to cool the spirit of the dead, which 
has been heated by the fire, pours water mixed with sesamum on 
the ashes, and, to quench the spirit's thirst, pours water over the 
aSmii~ The rest of the mourners follow the chief mourner and -throw 
water over the aSmii. They then start for home. Before starting. 
to allay the fear caused by' burning the body, each one picks 
a pebble and throws it towards the nearest mountain or hill. 

Obsequies. At the house of mournmg the spot on which' th~ dead breathed 
his last is smeared with cowdungand a lighted lamp is set on it. 
As the mourners come, to cool their eyes, which have been heated 
by the fire, they look at the lamp and' go to their houses. The 
chief mourner bathes, puts on a fresh waist-cloth and shoulder-, 
cloth, and lays in some safe place the waist-cloth and shoulder
cloth he wore at the burning ground, the water-pot and cup, 
and the aSmii. As no fire is kindled in the house, relations 
and caste-fellows send cooked food. If the chief mourner ha.o; 
brothers, before dining they rub butter on their right hands, make 
a, ball of rice, set it in front of their leaf-plates, and pour water 
oyer it. The family of the deceased keeps in mourning for ten days, 
during which they eat no betel or sugar and drink no milk. They 
are,also not allowed to rub their brows with sandal or red-powder. 
to anoint their bodies, to shave their heads, or to w~ar_ shoes or 
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turbans. Every day for ten days a sacred book. the Garud Puran is CHAPrEll So 
read to the family, .and the hearers are not allowed to dine until 
they have seen a star in the heavens. Generally on the third day P~~le and 
comes asthi-saflcayana, (bone-gathering), when the chief mourner DEATH='Fl1H'~ 
accompanied by the kiirta goes to the burning ground with the ERAL RITEs. 
waist-cloth and shoulder-cloth he wore at the burning, the aSmii, and Obsequies. 
the water-pot and cup, and after washing the two cloths spreads 
them to dry. He bathes, puts on the fresh-washed waist-cloth, and 
ties the shoulder-cloth along with his sacred thread. He takes a 
little cow's urine, sprinkles it 01;1 the ashes of the dead, picks out 
the pieces of unburnt bones, and heaps them on one side. When 
he has picked all the bones. he puts them in a basket and throws 
them and the''ashes into some neighbouring pond or stream. When 
he has thrown the ashes into the water, he sits on the spot where 
tlle deceased's feet lay and raise a vedi (three-cornered altar). 
He sets an earthen jar in each corner of the altar and one in the 
middle, fills them with water, and throws a fevl grains of sesamWll 
into each. Close to the jars he lays the aSmii. Near the four 
earthen jars he places four small yellow Hags and in the mouth of 
each jar sets a rice ball. He makes eight dough balls, shaping thelo 
like umbrellas and footprints, and four cakes, which he l~s near 
the jars. The cake near the middle jar and the water in the 
middle jar are meant to appease the hunger and thirst of the dead, 
the dough umbrella is to shade him from the sun, and the shoes 
are to guard his feet from the thorns on the way to heaven. The 
cakes laid close to the comer jars are offered to Rudra, Yama, and 
the ancestors of the dead. He sprinkles sesamum and pours water 
over each of the balls and touches them with lampblack and butter. 
He dips the end of the shoulder-cloth into water, and lets a little 
water drop over ~ach ball. He smells them, and, except the aSmii, 
throws the whole into water. Thus, for ten days he performs like 
ceremonies in order that the deceased may gain a new body. On 
the tenth day, a three-cornered earthen altar is made as usuaL and 
the chief mourner sprinkles cowdung and water over it. Then, 
strewing turmeric powder, he places five earthen pots on five blades 
of darbha grass, three in one line and two at right angles. He fills 
the pots with water and a few grains of sesamum seed, and over 
tlle seeds sets a wheaten cake and rice ball. He plants a small 
yellow Hag in the ground, and setting up the a.smii lays Howers 
before it, and, waving burning frankincense and lighted lamps, 
prays the dead to accept the offering. If a crow comes and takes 
the rice ball, the deceased died happy. If no crow comes 
the deceased had some trouble in his mind. The chief mourner 
bows low to the aSmii, and tells the dead not to fret, his family and 
goods will be taken care of, or, if the funeral ceremony has not been 
rightly performed, the fault will be mended. If, in spite of these 
assurances, no crow takes the rice within a couple of hours, the 
chief mourner himself touches the ball with a blade of 
darbha grass. Then, taking the aSmii, and rubbing it with sesamum 
oil, to satisfy the hunger and thirst of the dead, he offers it a rice 
ball and water, and standing with it near water, facing the east 
throws it over his back into the water. This ends the tenth-day 
r.f'.remony. 

On the morning of the eleveIl~h day, the whole house is 
cowdunged and the chief mourner and all other members of the 
family bathe. The priest kindles' the sacred fire OD an earthf(lD altar 

A. Bk Vi 2-84 
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, CHAPTER S. and heaps firewood over it, feeds the rue v.ith a mixture of 
I' I d paficagavya (five gifts of the cow, .yiz., its urine, dung, milk, curds C:I::n:. and butt~r) in order that all the uncleanliness caused by the death 

DEATH AND FUN- may vams}:l and the house become pure, and the chief mourner and 
ERAL~. his brothers drink what is left of the paficagavya. The chief 
Obseq~es. mourner rubs. ,a little of the ashes on his brow, and, throwing a few 

rice grains over the fire, lets it die. 
On the same day (i.e., the eleventh day) a santt 

( quieting) ceremony is performed to turn aside any evil that 
Dlay befall the family if the deceased died under the constella
tion called tripad or paficak. Various obsequial oblations 
are offered and allied rites are also performed. They are: 
vi$amaSraddha, Vr$otsarga, ,iidYaSriiddha, ekodi$taSriiddha, rudraga1}!l-
ariiaafla, and vasuga1)llSriiddha. 

Shradhtu; Though, if necessary, it may be delayed for a year, the sapil],t;ik 
sriiddha (obsequial sacrifice and feast of the dead in honour of seven 
generations of ancestors) generally takes place on the morning 
of the twelfth day after the death. This is a highly complex 
ritual and is performed under 'the guidance of a priest. As a rule, 
the ceremony is held in the cattle-shed where the dishes are 
cooked by some elderly women. By virtue of this ritual, the 
deceased, who has been a pret (ghost) so far, changes into pitra 
(i.e., father or guardian spirit) and unites with the mourner·s. 
pitiimaha (grandfather) and prapitiimaha (great grandfather). 
At the end of the ritual, in front of the .. three rice balls" 
(a configuration representing the forefathers or pitrs) are laid 
Howers, holy basil, sandal paste and grains of rice; fx:ankincense 
and camphor are waved before the balls and they are offered cooked 
food. All members and near relations of the family, men, women 
and children, draw near the three balls, bow before them and ask 
their blessings. The pitrs are then ceremonially dismissed. The 
mourner is now pure and free from taint; the. priest touches his 
brow with sandal paste and blesses him saying: "May you live 
long and gain as much merit from the ceremony as if it had been 
performed in Cayli. itself I" An offering called piitheya-Sriiddha 
is also performed on the twelfth day. Commodities like shoes, 
clothes, an umbrella, food and water are given away to mel!dicant 
Brahmins, so that the dead on his journey to heaven may Dot suffer 
from want of these amenities. 

On the morning of the thirteenth day, the mourner anoints 
himself with oil and bathes. A rite is performed to reintroduce 
him to the usual routine of life. A feast is held, to which the 
four corpse-bearers are specially asked, but peI:Sons whose parents 
are living do not attend it. 

Sraddha ceremonies are also performed on the sixteenth and 
twenty-seventh day and sometimes thereafter on the death-day (the 
tithi or lunar day on which the person died) in every month for 
a year, of which the Six-monthly and the bharal],i oblations (i.e., 
the sraddha performed on the fifth of, the dark half of the month 
of Bhiidrapada) are essential. 0 After a year has elapsed, the 
oblations of the first anniversary day are celebrated with great 
solemnity. The annual Sriiddha is performed on the day corres
ponding to the day of death in the latter half of the month of 

o All these sraddhas are nowaday. curtailed by making symbolic offerings 011 
the tweHth day. 
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Bhiidmpada. 'Where the d~'s family can afford it, a hiiddha CIIAPTER S. 
is also performed on the anniversary day, which is known as 
lJaya tithi. Women dying in the life-time of their husbands have p~~ aud 
special oblations offered to them d~g their husbands' life-time. DEATH AND FVIfo 
This takes place on the ninth day of the pitrpa~ and is called EIIAL RrnIs. 
the aoidhaoo naoomi day. Obsequies. 

The funerary ritual is modified to meet particular situations. In 
case a brahmaciiri (a lad girt with the sacred thread) dies before 
the sod-mun; (loosening of the mun; waist-band), the sod-munj 
rites are performed on the dead body before it is carried to the 
burning ground. There it is subjected to arka-viviih ( marriage 
with the twig of rui or calotropis gigantea) rites and cremated 
with the same observances as at the death of a married man. 
A woman dying while in menses has to be subjected to special 
purificatory rites before she can be cremated with the sacred ritual. 
A woman dying in child-birth or within ten days after parturition 
is similarly treated. As the religious law lays down that if a woman 
di~ after the sixth month in pregnancy it would amount to murder 
to cremate her with the child, her husband or son has to take 
out the fretus after performing the necessary operation. If the 
child be alive, it is taken care of; if dead, it is buried. Of late, this 
practice has been dropped, the chief mourner performing cleansing 
rites to atone for cremating the pregnant woman with a child in 
her womb. 

If a child dies before it cuts its teeth, it is buried. It is the 
custom with some to bury a person dying of small-pox, lest with 
cremation the small-pox goddess may get irritated. The dead body 
of a leper also often receives a burial. 

The dead body of a heirless person is cremated out of charity 
and the usual death rites performed by his castemen, such an act 
being considered highly meritorious. 

Wheu K sanyiisi or ascetic dies, he is buried with great ceremony Sanyasl FuueraI. 
and with special rites either by his s4!/a (disciple) or by his son 
if he has one. The burial of an ascetic is believed to give merit 
not only to the chief mourner but to all who attend. There is no 
weeping and no mourning. Special obsequial services are observed. 
For ten days the mourner visits the samiidhi (grave) and making 
a sand or earth lirig (symbol of god Siva) on the spot, offers it 
rice cooked with milk and gbee. On the twelfth day he performs 
the god-offering called Narallal')bali. On the thirteenth day 
sixteen sanyiisis are asked to dine and given clothes, shoes, money, 
etc., and this service is repeated every year instead of the usual 
hddctha. 

Communities which follow vedic or poural')ic rites usually cremate Non-Vedic 
their dead, . and the funerary procedure followed is practically the Funeral. 
same as described above. Backward communities like the 
Dhangar, Chambbar, Gondha!i, Kaikiiw, Nhiivi, Vaidu, either burn 
or bury; Dhors, Mahars, Mangs and Ramoshis, as a rule, practise 
burial. Except that they do not use mantras (sacred verses) the 
main funerary observances are analogus to those of a Vedic ritual. 
However, some of the variants are worth noting. 

The general custom is to lay the dead body on the house step 
and wash it with cold water. However, the Baris, Chambhlirs, 
GhisaQis. Dhors and KUJ}.bis wash the corpse with hot water. 
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CHAPTER s. Among the Govardhans, the dead, body, when bathed, is laid on 
the bier wrapped in a wet waist-cloth instead of a new dry one, Pec:1e and and at the burning ground the body and the bier are dipped in 

DEATH .:;::,e·FuN_ water be(ore they are laid o~ the pyre. 
ERAL Rd-S' A man's body when 'laid on the bier is left bare except for the 
NFn-V~lc loin-cloth. But the Ve!ap dress the male, dead in new clothes, 

uner . a turban, waist-cloth and coat; and among many rural communi
ties, at least a turban is put on. The Niraps do not cover the 
body of a married woman with a shroud but dress her in a yellow 
robe. As among the Ucalyii, in many communities if a woman 
dies before her husband she is dressed in green robe and bodice, 
her brow is marked with horizontal stripes of kwiku, her head is 
decked with flowers, .a vidii is put in her mouth and a galasarl 
(necklace of. black beads), toe-rings, and such other emblems of 
the married state are put on. Hcr lap is filled with fruits and flowers. 

I 
Each married woman present takes a little of the kwiku from the 
dead's brow and rubs it on her own, praying that she too may die 
before her husband. Among the Ve!aps, if the married dead is 
survived by the consort, the survivor puts a betel in the hand of the 
dead which is to be only taken back and thrown away. 

The corpse is usually covered with a white cloth called kalan 
and carried on a ladder-like bamboo bier. The Kolhatis carry the 
dead on a bai (cot). The Rlirnosis, carry the unmarried dead tied 
to a bamboo and not on a bier. The Lingayats and allied 
communities carry the .dead seated in amakhar (bamboo frame). 
The Bangars carry the body seated in a jholi (blanket bag), while 
the Ghadsis carry the unmarried dead in a tholi and the married 
one on a bier. In rich funerals the 'body is covered with a shawl. 
The Jains or Sravaks dress the male dead in a mukfii (silk waist-
cloth; and the same is done, to a widow's body. . 

Usually the male dead, when laid on the bier, is covered aU 
over, except the face, with a· winding sheet; a ,widow who is dressed 
in a robe only, is covered entirely by the sheet; while no sheet if 
used to covet a married woman who is dressed in robe and bodice. 

Among many backward communities. parched grain is carried iJ· 
a new winnowing fan and 'ltrewn oD. thf; way till the mourners reach 
the burning ground. When a woman dies in child birth, riilii grains 
are thrown behind her body as it is borne ,to the burnjng ground, and 
a nail is driven into the threshold of the. house to keep her ghost from 
coming in. Especially if the dead is . a miilkari (belonging to the 
viirkari sect) a bhajan party accompanies the funeral procession., 
To tie some grains of rice and a pice to the skirt of the shroud and, 
to lay the rice and the copper on thevisiivii (the ·resting place) . 
where the bier is set down and bearers change shoulders, is 
customary for many. Even among Beldars, Ramosis and many 
others who generally do not cremate the dead, the chief mourner" 
walks in front holding in a sling an earthen pot with burning 
cowdung cakes. . 

While the funeral party is away, the spot where the deceased' 
breathed his last is smeared with cowdung, some rice flour is spread 
on the spot, and a lighted lamp is set over it and covered with 
a bamboo basket. On return from the funeral, the spot is examined 
to see if there are footprints of any animal, as the dead is believed 
to pass into the animal to which the footprint belongs. 
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With all communities, on the third day the chief mQurner and CHAl'TER 3. 
others visit the spot of cremati0l1. sprinkle it with water and 
~w's urine, gather the ashes and bones and throw them into the 'I'~~e and 
nver; Food and water are offered !o the. soul of the dead. The DEATH!::,e·FUN_ 
type of food and the way of oHermg differs according to the ERAL lUTES. 

: cmnmunity. Among the Ku!,)bis, the chief mourner makes Non-Vedic 
an earthen ling on the spot, sets round it hollow e"a!,)q, (castor) Funeral. 
stems and close by fixes yellow coloured flags and earthen pots 
with milk and water. Through the hollow stems he lets the water 
drop on the ground, saying hLet us give the dead water to drink". 
When all have poured out water, they burn frankincense and offer 
cooked food and rice balls to the dead. 

A caste feast is generally held on the twelfth or the thirteenth-day, 
when the chief mourner is presented with a turban, and then he is 
free to attend to his usual work. 

HINDUISM AS IT IS EXPRESSED through the religious 'practices of the 
peopJe in the Poona district shows various phases of religious 
thought. In the upper strata of the Hindu community there are 
followers of Vedic observances who call themselves Apastambas 
or J.lgvedis, that is, their rites are regulated either by texts written 
by the sage Apastamba of the Kr~I].a Yajurveda or they are regulated 
by the text of the J.lgveda. There are Smartas, that is, followers of 
Sarilkaracarya the apostle of the doctrine that the soul and the 
universe are one, and Bhiigavatas, that is, followers of the Bhagavata 
,PuraI].a who hold the doctrine that the soul and the universe are 
distinct. There are a few families of Kasth Brahmins who clainl 
to belong to the Sakta sect and treat their family gods with specia:! 
reverence, and some ot Mlirvac;l Brahmins who follow Yajurveda 
of the Madhyandina Sakha. 

A section 'of the Hindu population belong to the Liilgayata sect. 
The group is not racial. but sectarian. It was the essence of the 
original faith. that anyone might embrace it and become 
a Lmgayata. The sect was founded in the middle of the 12th 
century by Basava, a resident of KalyliI]. in Karnatak. A true 
Lmgayata wears on his body a small silver box containing a stone 
phallus, which is a symbol of his faith and the loss of which is 
equivalent to spiritual death. The embJem is worn by both sexes. 
Of the Brahmanic trinity-Brahma, Vi~I].u and Siva-they acknow-
ledge only the god Siva, whose emblem, the liriga, they bear on 
person. 

As a doctrinal principle the Lingayatas were not to observe any 
caste distinction, all wearers of linga being proclaimed equa:!, in the 
eyes of God. This was a vita:! departure from the doctrine of 
orthodox Hinduism. The belief in rebirth and consequently the 
doctrine of karma was also abandoned., Other important innova
tions were: prohibition of child marriage; removal of the 
restrictions on widows remarrying; burial instead of cremation 'of 
tlle dead; and abolition of the chief Hindu rites for the rem ova:! of 
t.eremonial impurity. It has been asserted that the true test of 
Liilgayata is the right to receive the full fJ$lavat'1)fJ which consists of 
eight rites known as: ( 1 ) Guru, ( 2 ) Lmga, ( 3 ) Vibhiili. 
( 4 ) Rudrak~a, ( 5) Mantra, ( 6 ) J angam, (1) Yutha, and 
( 8 ) Prasada. As a, result of their doctrinal faith, we find that 
Lingayatas, both men and women, mark their brows with ashes and 
carry linga. They neither 'eat flesh nor drink liquor. They do not 

RELIGION. 

Hindus. 

Linga~ts. 
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·CHAPTER S. allow strangers to see their food or the sun to shine over their 
drinking water, and they are very careful to see that no scraps of 

P~!J~~d tmeal are left uneaten. -They have no images in their houses. U 
RELIGION. they pass any Hindu temple, they bow to the image thinking it to 
LingayatS. be Mahiidev, and in the same way they bow before a mosque or 

a church thinking that every object of worship is Siva. They profess 
not to believe in sorcery, witchcraft, or soothsaying, or to consult 
oracles. Their religious ceremonies are conducted by Jailgams, 
their priests. 

lains. 

RELIGIOUS 
PRAcnCES. 

Hindus. 

The Jain community as represented in the Poona district have 
two main sections, the Jains of Gujarat and the Jains of the Deccan. 
They neither eat together nor intermarry and differ considerably 
.in ceremonies and customs, though the main principles of their 
religion are the same. 

The J ains take their name from. being followers of the twenty-four 
Jins (conquerors}, the last two of whom were Parasaniith and 
Mahiivira. Parasaniith is said to have worn only one garment 
while. Mahiivira who confined' himself to severe austerities went 
robeless and had no vessel but his hands. Followers of Parasaniith 
are called Svetiimbaras (white-robed sect) and those of Mahiivira 
are known as Digambaras (sky-clad -sect) . 

Jains reject the Vedas. which they pronounce to be ,apocryphal 
and corrupt and they oppose their own scriptures or Angas to 
them. Great importance is attached to pilgrimages, and the 
ciiturmiis (four m~nths of the year) are given to fasting, the reading 
of sacred books and meditations. They attach no. religiOUS 

I 
importance to caste, admit no Creator and have two c.lasses, yatis 
( ascetics) and sriivakas ( hearers) . According to them the world 
is eternal and they deny that any being can. have been always 
perfect; the Jin became perfect but he was not prefeCt at first. 
They worship under different names twenty-four lords, each with 
his sign and his attendant goddess or Sasan-devi. 

The Jains are strict vegetarians and do not use animal food, on 
pain of loss of caste. Every Jain filters the water . he . uses in 
drinking or cooking for fear of killing insect life. He also takes his 
food . before sunset- so that he may not destroy any animal life 
unawares by eating in the dark. . . 

The Jains in Poona worship and pay respect also to other Hindu 
gods, besides their own. ." 

IN THE RELIGIOUS PRACTICES of the Hindus of the 'higher classes 
devayafiia (sacrificial observances) is gradually being' replaced bv 
devapujii ( god-worship), the former- being reserved for specialized 
occasions of different samskiiras ( sacraments) . Images of gods 
may be worshipped daily at home and in temples and on special 
festive occasions. 

In the house of ~ devout Hindu may be found a god-room or 
a specially assignedru;che in the wall in which is 'kept a devhiira 
(a handy shrine) ()r a courang: (wooden stool) to accommodate 

I'M house-gods. the house gods, i.e;, small images of gold, silver, brass, and stone, 
generally of GaI,lapati; Mahadeo in the form of biiT}a (an arrow
head stone ling) j Vi~I,lu in the form of the pierced sii!igriim, the 
sankh ( conch), and the cakra (discuss-marked ~tone) ; SUD or 
Siirya; and other faInily gods and goddesses. Tiiks (small 
embossed images as representative figures of dead ancestors) are 
often grouped with other god-images in the devhiira by backward 
communities. 
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An elaborate and complete form of devapilia (image-worship). 
4.'1 prescribed by various religious digests on the subject; usually 
consists of sixteen upacaras (ways of service). They are: aviihana 
( invocation of the deity). iisana. piidya, arghya, iicamaniya, 
sniina, vastra, yajiiopavita, anulepana, punJa, dhupa, and naivedya. 
\"hich are the acts of making various offerings such as a seat; water 
to wash the feet; oblations. water to drink, bath. clothing •.. sacred 
thread. unguent; flowers. incense and food. This is followed by 
a namaskara (bow). pradalqif)ii (going round from left to right as 
a mark of respect) and visarjana (ceremonial dismissal of the da.ty). 

In observing the upacaras the worshipper has to follow a number 
of intricate niles. For instance. he must not sit on a seat made 
01 Lamboo or stone or on bare ground, but should sit on a woollen 
blanket or silken garment or deer-skin. The bathing of images is 
done with milk. curds. clarified butter. honey and sugar (i,e. 
pancamtta) in the stated order. followed by pure water. Tne water 
used in bathing the image of a god is regarded as very sacred, and it 
is used for iicamana (sIpping) by the worshipper and members of 
his family and friends, and it is called tirtha. It may be also 
sprinkled over one's head. The flowers to be used in.a worship differ 
according to the nature of the deity. Vi~I;lU is pleased by .an offer
ing of ;titi flowers and basil leaves, while arka flowers and bilva 
leaves are dear to Siva's heart. The flowers offered on a day are 
removed the next day by a worshipper when he is about to offer 
worship that day. Such flowers are called nirmiilya and great 
virtue is attached to placing such flowers on one's head by way 
of homage to the deIty worshipped.. Lamps are to be fed with 
ghee or. in its absence, with sesame oil. Camphor is to be burnt 
beloretne image,· There is a ceremony called iiratrika (waving of 

(lights round the. image) performed with. several lights or pieces ot 
camphot placed in a broad vessel which is held in both hands and 
waved round and over its head. For naivedya (food offering) no 
food is to be offered which is declared unfit for eating lD the 
siistras. 

Among the gods popularly worshipped, the principal ones are 
V ~lJ.u under Val'IOUS names and in varIOUS avataras llDcarnations). 
Siva in his varIOus forms, Durga, GaI;lesa and the Sun. The 
worshlp of these deitIes is caHea panciiyatan puia, which is often 
pracnsed in diJferent arrangements, the aelty me worshipper wanb 
to gIve prominence to belDg kept in the mIddle and the pancayatan 
called atter that deitY. 

Gaf)Qpatipuiana: This consists of inviting the presence of the 
elephant-taced god GaI;lesa on a betelnut placed - lD a handful of 
hUSKed rice and offermg worship. to the deity. This symbolic 
worShIp is observed at the inceptIon of any auspIcious religIOUS act 
with ,a prayer to the deIty to ward off obstacles. Gaf)escaturth. 
festival commemorating the birth of GaI)esa as practised in the 
1'oona dIStrIct is well known. Villages and towns all over 
the district have. shrines dedicated to god GaI;lapati, but more 
celebrated are the eIght temples of the deIty as enumerated in th~ 
follOWing verse.· of which Moresvara is lD Moragaon near J eji.Iri ; 

·Svasti Sriga"anayako Gajamukho MoreSvare Sidhide Ballal<> Muruge Virulyaka 
iti khyato Mahe Ojhare Vighndah khalu I\aiija"e Ga"apatisciDtama!;listheure 
Lel}yadra~ Girijabnajah 5ubhadine kuryatsada mailgalam. 
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SidhiQe refers to Sidhatek about thirty miles from Dau~d; 
Mahe refers to Madhegram about four miles from Khopoli;. Theur 
is twclve miles from Poona; LeI}yadri is three miles from J unnar ; 
Rafi}ane\ is Ranjangaon, thirty miles from Poona. Another famous 
.GaI}apati shrinc is that of Mailgalamwti at Chinchvad near Poona. 

Of the temples dedicated to the· ten avataras of Vi$I}u those to 
Rama--(with his consort Sita, three brothers and devotee Hanuman) 
and Kr$I}a . (with Radha) or Kr~I}a as a child (Balkr$I}a), are pretty 
frequent. Narsirilha temples are not rare. Vithoba or Vitthala with 
RukmiI}i, his consort, is another popular god whose temples are 
found at many places. Worship of Datta (the Hindu trinity) ana 
reading of gurucaritra (biography 'of Datta the Preceptor) is 
sometimes followed as a cult and Datta temples are often believed 
to have special spirit scaring or exorcising attributes. 

Occasions for the Hindu to meet in religious gatherings and offer 
congregational· worship and prayer, o~cur many times in a year. 
The birth anniversaries of different gods and goddesses, religious 
fairs, sacred days like the Ekadasls and Sivaratris, holidays like 
Vijayadasami and Makarasatikriinta and days like Mondays and 
Saturdays in the four sacred months (caturmiisa) are considered 
holy and Hindus meet in gatherings to celebrate them. For ladies 

·who are Stlviisins, the worship of· Mmigaliigauri and Mahalak$mi, 
halat}.-kunku (turmeric and red-powder) and vayan (special 
offerings) distribution ceremonies held in the month of Caitra and on 
Kitikrant, are special occasions to meet in religious gatherings. 
Now-a-days a worship known as SatyanariiyaT}a pujii, which in its 
origin was a thanks-giving service held in honour of god Satya" 
NiirayaI}a in fulfilment of a vow made by the worshipper, is some
times also celebrated on a community scale by public contribution. 
People gather to receive tirtha prasad, hear the SatyanarayaT}G katha 
(story) and join and hear the singing of bhajana· (prayer songs). 

Ptm.ui'A, ICATHA, The religious--minded Hindu, particularly if he has taken to 
PRAvACHANA AND saguT}G devotion (idolatry), attaches great religious merit to the 

KmTANA. uttering and hearing of and meditating upon the name of god or that 
of his favourite deity and attending different kinds of religious 
('''-positions known as puriiT}G, katha, pravacana and kirfana, delivered 
by professionals in a technique of their own. 

The ~. The readers and reciters of sacred books. are known as PuraI}ikas. 
They read either the Whole or part of the RamayaI}a,. the Bhagvata 
PuraI)a and the· Mahabharata in Samskrt and ell.-pound it in the 
regional languages. These reciters are engaged sometimes bya rich 
householder or by a temple management. At times a puraT}ika is 
engaged by some one who has made a vow to· read certain holy 
boo]::s, or it may happen that a puraT,lika on his (lwn accord offers 
to read, trusting that the hearers will remunerate him for his 
trouble. These readings take place either in the morning or in tho 
afternoon, or at night from eight to twelve o'clock. 

Before the reading begins, one of the chief hearers worships the 
puraryika, rubbing his brow with sandal-dust, throwing Howers over 
his head and a Hower garland round his neck, and offering him 
some fruit or sweetmeats. Other hearers pay what they can in 
money or grain, either before or after the reading. When the 
puraryika has been worshipped he begins to read. at times illustrating 
the verses by interesting, humorous or coarse tales to suit the taste 
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of the lludience. The lecture lasts for about two hours after which CHAl'TER 8. 
the congregation breaks up. The puriiT,likas are often good rhymesters. 
They often enliven the mythological tales by applying them to local People and 
incidents and by humorous touches cause much merriment among Culture. 
the audience. A course of reading generally lasts from a fortnight :=~~~-rHA. 
to four months. During the time the puriiT,lika is asked to dine or is KmTAN~ A..'lD 

presented with uncooked food by different hearers on differ~t days. 
When the course of reading is. over, some of the chief hearers join 
in giving the puriiT,lika a substantial dinner, a head-dress, some 
clothes and money. In villages the puriiT,lika is given grain insteac" 
of money. 

Pravacanas are learned religiolls discourses delivered by Sastris PrafXJCantJ& 
well-versed in the knowledge of Hindu scriptures. A pravacanakiir 
need not be a professional lecturer' or a puriinika. His topic for dis~ 
course may be a highly metaphysical one and as such may interest 
only a learned audience. Because of its religious nature, a pravacana 
is usually delivered in a temple, the lecturer sitting on a low stool, 
and there is no musical accomparument. 
. A Kirtana is a musical discourse in which God and religion are Klrtana. 
described and expounded in poetry and prose. A kirtanakiira 
( deliverer of kirtana or preacher) is also known as H drdiis (servant of 
Hari or Vigm). Of the nine stages of bhakti (devotion), kirtana 
is the second stage and the objective of a kirtanakiir is to express 
his love of God, sing His praise and at the same time lead the hearers 
to a life of faith and morality. 

Narada is the mythological personage who was a great kirtankiir 
and who taught Dhruva and Pralhad this art. In Mahara~tra the 
kirtana tradition is v~ry old. Jiianesvara, Nlimdev and Bhanudiis 
were the great early kirtanakiirs. Ramdas and his disciples performed 
kirtanas but after Namdev the credit of wide dissemination of the 
art ofkirtana goes to Tukaram. . . 

Two schools of kirtana are generally followed at present,' the 
Niirada and the Vdrkari . . In the Naradatype for the purvaranga 
( first part) the preacher chooses as his text a Samslqt verse 
from sacred books or a song of a poet-saint, makes out 
a philosophical theme. of it and follows it up in the uttararailga 
(second part) expounding the principle by an illustrative story. 
In the vdrkari type, the distinction of purvaranga and uttararanga 
is not observed. There is no continuous story. The preacher quotes 
themes by way of reciting abhailgd rhymes and songs of famous 
poet-saints, one after another and immediately expounds th.em 
with illustrative examples and commentary. Off and' on he pauses 
and starts a bhajan in which his accompanists and even the 
audience join. 

A kirtana is usually pex:formed in a temple or other place of 
worship. When a few hearers have gathered, thl) preacher stands. 
up holding in his hands a cip!i (cymbal) and a vinil ( lute) . He 
is supported by tabla or mrclaliga (drum) and harmonium players, 
and one or two of his disciples, who play the accompanists, pick up 
the refrain and follow up his singing. When the purvarailga is 
over, the preacher who rests a while is garlanded, abir ,and bukkii 
(scented powders) are applied to his forehead and his. disciples 
give a song or two. For the general audience the real interest 
in the kirtana moun~ up in the uttararailga ( second part), 
wherein the preacher shows great skill in keepin~ his hearers 
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CHAPTER 3. interested and alert, bringing in a story about some local event 
and is not afraid to cut jokes and evoke laughter so long as it 

People and helps to prevent mental drowsiness in the audience. With short 
Culture. breaks of music a kirtana lasts from two to four hours, at the end 

1=~~TX::;, of which the preacher cleverly connects the purvaranga with 
KmTANA. ' uttararanga.' At . the close, most of, the audience embrace the 

preachet, touch his feet and pay their contributions by placing 
coins in an arati (a dish with burning camphor). 

Clever kirlanakars of modern days follow current events with 
intelligence and in the course of their discourse make allusions to 
them in their comments on the verses from 'sacred books. They 
often· select a story from recent history for the uttataranga. It can 
be said with a great deal of truth that kartanakiirs have made 
a positive contribution to mass education and culture. 

THE V ARLUu The Varakan Sampradaya (cult) is a socio-religious institution 
CUI.T. of an ancient standing and derives its title from the two words, viz . 

.. van ", meaning "a visit to" ~nd .. kan ", meaning <~ who undertakes 
it". A varakari has to commit himself to the vow to. visit every 
year the sacred place of Pandharpur in the Sholapur district on the 
bright elevenths ( ekiidaSis) of A~iUJ,ha and Kartika and visit 
Alandi in the Poona district on the dark elevenths of those months . 

. The cult adopts and preaches the principle of universal brother
hood and yet keeps within the bounds of the Vedic religion and 
also of the fourfold castes. Saints from all sections of the Hindu 
social hierarchy are known to have been staunch followers and 
great preachers of the cult which now pervades the . whole of 
Mahara*a, Madhya Pradesh including· Berar, Hydarabad 
Karnatak, and part. of Madras also. When exactly the cult 
came into existence and who was. its first sponsor is difficult to 
determine. The deity universally worshipped by the varkaris is the 
God Vithoba of Pandharpur, and the great Sankariicarya (8th 
century A.D.) has composed verses. in praise of the deity. The 
known tradition of the sect runs through Vithalpant (Jiianesvar's 
father), Jiianesvar, Namdev, Bhiinudiis, Ekanath and Tukaram, all 
saints of great renown, piety and religious devotion who made 
it a mission of their lives to inculcate . the importance of 
bhakti in the minds of the masses through the vehicle ,of kirtans and 
kathiis ( religiOUS discourses). After Tukaram the prestige of the 
cult is being maintained by Viirakari saints who belong to one of 
the two persuasions known as Vaskars and Dchukars. 

To get himself initiated in this sect the intending Varakari 
approaches another experienced Varcikari of his choice and puts 
before him a copy of Sri /iiiinesvari (Jiianesvar's commentary on 
Bhagavadgitli) and places on it a rosary, (string of 108 beads made 
of dry wood of the tulsi plant) and 'worships them. The guru 
(the selected Varakari I administers theoatb and vows, which 
the intending Varakari Accepts as binding or. him. Then the latter 
himself has to take the rosary and put it on his neck while the other 
assembled Varakaris cry aloud" Pundalika varade Han Vithal

H

• 

No fees are paid to the guru for this; only sweets are distributed 
by the new entrant. 

The cult enjoins very stringent vows to be practised by each 
Viirakari. He must observe satya (truthfulness), ahirhsa (harm
lessness), chastity and perfect temperance. A varakari has to wear 
on his body twelve mudriis (sacred marks) in gopicandana (white 
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earth) and carry with him when on pilgrimage a patakii flag ot 
light scarlet colour and a pair of fii/as ( cymbals) . He must 
worship daily the tulsi plant and recite the hymns known as 
Haripiitha. He has to be perfectly tolerant respecting other's 
deities and actions also. 

The religious faith of the Hindu agriculturists and labourers 
(I.e. the rural population in general) is a curious mixture of 
animism and tenets of Hindu religion. They follow the Hindu 
law of inhertance and call themselves Hindus. They cannot teU 
whether they are Smarts or Bhligavats. Many of them are 
Viirakaris, who are also called Malakaris as they wear necklaces of 
basil beads. They worship all Brahmanic Jrods and I!oddesses. but 
their chief objects of worship are Bhairav, Bhavam, BiroM. Jakhai, 
Janai, Jokhai, Kalkai, Khandoba, Miiruti. Metisai. Mhasoba, Mukai. 
Navlai, Phirangai, Satavi. Tukai, Vaghobii and VetaJ. whom they 
greatly fear and whose images or tales they keep in their houses. 

Bhairava is the usual village l!Uardian. He has two forms, Kala 
Bhairava and Bala Bhairava. Kala Bhairava is shown as a standing 
man with two hands. a tJarrwru (hourglass-shaped drum) in his right 
hand and a trident in his left. He is encircled by a serpent. Bala 
Bhairava lives in an unhewn stone covered with sendura (redlead) 
mixed with oil. If kept pleased b" a coatin~ of oil and redlead and 
given offerings of ghee Bhairava is kindly. He cures snake-bites and 
tells whether an undertaking will do well or will fail. In the 
chest of the rough figure of Bhairava are two small holes. The 
person who wishes to consult the oracle places a betelnut in each 
r>f the holes and explains to Bhairava that if the right betelnut falls 
first it will mean that the undertaking will prosper. and that if the 
left betelnut falls first it will mean that the undertaking will fail. 
He asks the god, according as the event is to be, to let the lucky 
or unlucky nut fall first. He tells tha god that if he drops the lucky 
[lUt and if his undertaking prospers. he· will give him a cock or 
11 goat. Twice a year before they begin to sow and before they 
begin to reap, the villagers go in procession and worship Bhairava. 

Bhavani, that is. Parvati. the wife of Siva. is known by many names 
mch as Phirangai, Tukai, etc. She shares with Bhairava the honour 
)f being village guardian; she is generally shown as a rude image, 
~ither with two hands, a sword being in the right hand. or with 
~ight hands holding a conch, a wheel and other articles the same as 
Vi~l)u holds. Through an oracle, as with Bhairava. she is asked the 
~ause of sickness or ill-luck and to advise regarding the future, and 
~ke him. if· she removes trouble or advises well. she is given a goat 
>r a cock. 

Birobii is worshipped mainly by Dhangars or shepherds.· He 
~ves in an unhewn stone outside of the village. Like Mhasoba 
(described later) he is an unkindly spirit to whom people pray 
Nhen they ·are anxious to plague or ruin their enemies. 
Jakhai. Janai, Jokhai, Kalkai, Metisiii, Mukai and Navw are all 

:ocal • mothers: According to the people's account they are unkindly 
forms of Bhavaru. With the help of two attendants, Niiikji and 
~irii, they do much mischief. They blast crops of grain. plague 
nen with sickness, and carry off travellers. People who owe their 
leighbours a grudge pray to Janai, Mukai. or one of the other 
mothers' to send them sickness. to Idll their cattle. or. to ruin thei.r 
lelds. 

Peopleanll 
Culture. 
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CHAPTER S. It Khandoba, literally sword-father, guards the country as Bhairava 
People and guards the village. Khandoba is the ISvar Devor guardian deity 

Culture of the Deccan. As a guardian, he is shown sometimes at his 
.ANn.oSTI~ chief shrine at Jejuri as a litiga, the great protector, and more 

DEITIES. often as .a horseman with a sword in his right hand, and his wife 
Khandoba. . Mhiilsabai sitting beside him. As . a horseman, he is Malhari, 

the form he took when he came to. destroy the demons MaQi and 
Mana. As aD. animal, he is the dog who runs besides his horse. 
and in the Deccan is generally called Khandya.. As a plant llo 
is turmeric . powder under the . name Bhanc;lara. His household 
image is always of metal, never of wood or of stone. He drives 
away the evil which causes sickness. No class honour Khanc;lob1i 
so highly as the Ramosis. If a Ramosi makes a promise while 
laying his hand on turmeric· powder or bhantjiira, that is, on 
Khandoba, nothing will bring him to break his promise. rr 

Maruti. Miiruti, also called Hanumana, is the monkey-god. No village 
in the Deccan is without a Maruti, a rudely embossed monkey 
figure, sometimes within the village and sometimes without, but 
generally near the gate. He is a kindly god, the great saver of 
those into whom evil spirits have entered. He is fond of coconuts, 
but does not care for blood offerings. 

Mhasoba. Mliasoba or Mhaskoba is perhaps the commonest and most 
widely feared of the. local evil spirits. He lives in anunhewn stone 
coated with red-lead. These stones are all old dwellings of 
Mhasoba, and some get forgotten. When sickness falls on the 
village, the people go· to the village guardian and ask him a series 
of questions, which he answers by dropping a betelnut or by some 
other sign. In the end, they find out from the guardian that there 
is an old neglected dwelling of Mhasoba. The villagers find the 
stone, cover it with oil and red-lead, and kill a goat or a fowl in front 
of it. Besides, to prevent his working mischief, Mhasoba is 
worshipped by men who have a grudge to clear off or a wrong to 
avenge. They go to Mhasoba, name their enemy, and promise, 
that if he ruins their enemy with sickness, they will give him a goat 
or a fowl. So much is he feared that when a man knows that 
some one whom he has ill-used has arranged to set Mhasoba OlJ 

him, he makes such amends that the god is not forced to exert bt.s 
powers. 

SatavaL Sataviii, or Mother Sixth, is the goddess of pregnant and lying-iII 
women. She is worshipped by barren women, and by lying-in 
women on the fifth or sixth day after the child is born. Her image 
is an armless bust. 

Vaghoba. Vaghobii., or Father Tiger, lives" in an unhewn stone. If he is 
cared for, he guards the village herds from the attacks of tigers. 

Vetala. Vetiila is the leader of demons and evil spirits. He seems to 
be the earliest form of Siva, the leader of spirits, and Gal.lesa, the 
lord of spirit troops. Vetija .lives in an unhewn. stone, three or 
four feet high, surrounded at a· distance of a few yards by a circle 
of smaller stones in which hi~ leading. attendants live. Unlike most 
shrines, the stones in which .Vetija and his attendants live are 
covered both with white and red wash. Vetiila and his guard are 
generally at some distance outside of the villag~ Vetii.la's great 
day is the Mahasivaratri (great night of Siva), the dark fourteenth 
of Magha (February). On that night the villagers, each with· 
a bundle of lighted straw in his hand, walk round the circle of 
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$tones howling ana bawling. When a villager or one of his family 
Is pOssessed by an evil spirit, he goes to VetaIa and promises, if 
he orders his spirit to give up troubling him, that he will give him 
a goat or a fowl. Veta}a is the patron of wrestlers and athletes. 
On one of the holidays the villagers go and wrestle at Vetala's 
circle. Vetala's sign is a cane called veta or beta, from which he 
seems to get his name,- Frop! his apparent sameness with the early 
forms of Siva, and from the resemblance of his. circle of guards to 
a rude Buddhist rail, Lid to the circles of unhewn stones found in 
Western Europe and in other par,ts of the world, the worship of. 
Vetala is specially, interesting: 

They believe in incantations, witchcraft, ghosts and evil spirits, 
oracles, and the evil eye. The belief in spirits, witchcraft, and the 
evil eye has a great effect on their lives. If a person is seized 
with uncommon sickness, or suffers from any calamity, he first finds 
out whether his misfortunes are- due to natural causes, to the 
displeasure of the gods, to witchcraft, to the evil eye, or to an evil 
spirit. To find out the cause the sufferer a&d his friends make 
several experiments. A Hower is stuck on the breast of an idol 'and 
its fall on one side or the other determines the cause of the 
misfortune; or a sacrificial vessel is hung by a string and, as is agreed 
beforehand, the direction to which it points when it comes to 
rest settles the cause of the .evil. If these trails are not satisfactory, 
a ;iiT)O!ii (knowing man) is asked. If the evil has come from the 
gods, the knowing man. says how the gods are to be pleased; if 
the cause is witchcraft, either the knowing man breaks the spell 
by countercharms, or the witch is caught and either forced to 
remove the spell or made to drink water from the hands of a cobbler, 
which destroys her power. If the cause is ilie evil eye, either the 
knowing man' breaks the spell, or the mother of the sick child 
throws salt and red pepper into the fire saying, Dri#-mi# iili gelid. 
BhUt-khet piipi ciirn;lii/iici (the evil eye of passers-by; of evil 
sprites and filthy wights). The evil eye is much feared. The 
owner of the eye is not thought to blame, but he is shunned and 
cattle are not driven past his door. To draw the evil eye from 
the crops a whitewashed pot is stuck on a pole; the walls of houses 
are decked with figures and gaudy stripes; beautiful women and 
children ,vear necklaces, and cattle wear necklaces and anklet<;. 
A villager never congratulates a friend on his prosperity, his fine 
oxen, or his handsome wife. If he does, .. Ill-luck" will hear and 
carry away the excess of good fortune. Every place teems with 
ghosts and evil spirits, who are included under the general teml 
bllIit, literally a being. The. JPale ghosts are called khavisas 
or ihotingas, and the female ghosts ha4af.as. Among the worsl 
female ghost!> are the seven water-nymp~ called Aija. or ]aldevtiis, 
who carry off handsome youths. There 'are distinct names for the 
ghosts of Brahmins, Musalmans, and outcastes. A ghost wanders 
and ill-uses the living either because he was murdered or ill-treated, 
or because he hankers after a house, a wife, or a treasure. Ghosts 
live in large trees, lonely places, empty houses, and' old weUs. 
They are generally seen or heard at noon and at midnight. They 
take many ~hapes, a' deer, a tall figure, or a strange ox or goat. 
If a person sleeps under a haunted tree; or cuts a branch of a haunted 
tree, or defiles the ghost's ruin or old wall, or jostles a ghost on 
a road, the person sickens or is unlucky. The ghosts of· the 
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murdered or the ill-used are chiefly dangerous to tl10se who ill-treated 
them. The ghost enters into the culprit, maddens him, destroys 
his sleep, kills his family, and turns his joy to sorrow. Many people 
make a living by appeasing or casting out angry spirits. One plan 
is for the exorciser to take the possessed person in front of an idol, 
to. seize him by the top-knot, scourge him and abuse him till the 
spirit says what oHering or penance will satisfy him. 

THE HlNDU MONTH HAS TWO PARTS. the bright fortnight called the 
Suddha or Su~la pak$a and the dark fortnight called the vadya or 
kr$1Ja pak$a. Each fortnight has got fifteen lunar days called 
tUhis. To the religious-minded Hindu every day of either fortnight 
has some religious significance; it is sacred, suitable, auspicious or 
otherwise for some purpose or another. All the year round we find 
a tithi dedicated to_ some god or goddess, hence a day of fasting or 
feasting. 

There are three leading first days ( pratipadii) viz., C!Ul;lhi-piitJvd 
in bright Caitra, Bali-pratipadii in bright Kiirtika and Ajepiidvii in 
.ASvina. The specially sacred second day (dvitiyii) is YamadvitiyiI 
or Bhiiu Rija in bright Kiirtika. Two third days . (trtiyii) are 
important, Ak$atrtiyii in bright V r;ii§iikha and H aritalikii in bright 
Bhadrapada. Fourth days (caturthi) are of two kinds, Vinayaki 
in bright half and Smika#i in the dark half; of these GaT)esa 
Caturthi occurring on the. fourth of the bright half of Bhcidrapada 
is famous. Of fifth days (paiicami), Nagapaiicami in bright 
SravaT)a, lJ.$ipaficami .in bright Bhiidrapada, Lalitapancami in bright 
.A.svina, Vasantapancami in bright Magha and Rmigapaficami in 
dark Phiilguna are well known. An important sixth ($O#hi) 
known as Campci$O#hi occurs in bright MargaSir$a. Of the sevenths 
(saptami) the important are Sitala in bright SravaT)a and Ratha 
in bright Magha. Of the eighths (O#ami) ]anma or Gokula 
A.~tami marking the birth of god Kr$T)a is important. Of the ninths 
( navami ) the well known is Ramanavami, the birth anniversary 
of . god Rama which comes in bright Caitra. Of the tenths 
(daSami) all of which are considered holy, the famous is Vijayci
daSami occurring in bright .A.soina. Of the elevenths (ekadasi), all 
of which are holy and observed as fasts by the religious-minded, 
two are important,. the .A.$atJhi in bright .A.$atJha and Kartiki in 
bright Kartika. Of the twelfths ( dvcidaSi ), two are important, 
Vamana dvadasi in bright Bhiidrapada and Vasu dvadaSi in dark 
.A.svina. Of the thirteenths (trayodaSis), all of which are sacred 
to Siva, specially the one that falls on a Saturday; Dhanatrayodasi 
in dark .A.svina is important. Of the bright fourteenths (caturdaSi) 
two are held in honour of Vi$T)U, Ananta-caturdaSi in Bhiidrapada 
and Vaikuntha-caturdaSi 'in KaH:ika. All the dark fourteenths 
(caturdaSi) . are calledSivaratris 'of which the Naraka-caturdasi in 
.A.svina and Mahci-Sivariitris in Magha are. famous. The bright 
fifteenths are known as PurT)i7piis of which Vata in ]ye#ha, Narali 
in SravaT)a, Kojiigiri in ASvina, the VY'!sa or the Tripuri in 
Kiirtika and HutiiSani or Holi in Phiilgullaare important. Of the 
dark fifteenths known as Amciviisyiis the important are Divali or 
Pithori in SravaT)a, Sarvapitri in Bhiidrapada and the second or 
gl'eater Divali in .A.svina are famous. .1£ an Amciva~ya falls on 
Monday, it is called Somavati and is· considered ~eclally sacred. 

Of the days of the week Sunday (.A.ditvar) is sacred to the Sun; 
Monday (Samavar) is sacred to the Moon; Tuesday called 
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Ifar,galoar is the day of the planet Mars; Wednesday is called 
Budhviir. the planet Mercury's day. Thursday, Brihaspatviir or 
Guruviir. the planet Jupiter's day, is sacred to Brihaspati the guru 
(teacher) of the gods. Friday (Sukraoar), the planet Venus day, 
is sacred to Sukra. the Brahmin precepter of the Rak§asds. 
Saturday, called Samvar. is the planet Saturn's day. All these days 
are coDSidered good or bad for some purpose or another according 
to the. astrological properties and influences of the different planets, 
and believers in astrology are guided by its knowledge in their 
activities. 

The fonowing are the religious holidays widely observed by the 
Hindu population of the Poona district. 

GuQ.hipiiIJva is the first day of CaUra and the first day of the 
Siiliviihan Saka (year). The day is sacred to the Deccan king 
SiiliVtlhan who started a new Saka. or calendar year, in 78 A. D. 
With this day begins the new season, the spring. Gu(lhis (long 
poles bearing Bags), the coilventional token of victory, are hoisted 
from house tops or windows. The Hindus bathe early in the 
moming first anointing themselves with scented oil, and to secure 
sweets for the rest of the year eat a leaf of the bitter nim 
(azadirachta indica). During the day the family priest reads out 
var~aphal ( the year's forecast) from the panctinga (Hindu'almanac) 
and tells whether the season will be hot or wet, healthy or sickly; 
and, for each person, whether the year wiD go well or ill with 
lWn. On this day every family has a specially rich dinner. New 
year's day which is considered auspicious, is good for build
ing or entering a new house, putting a boy to school, or starting 
a business. 

Eight days later, on the ninth of CaUro. comes Rtimanaoomi,. the 
birthday anniversary of the seventh incarnation of V~I}.u, Rlima, 
the hero of the Ramiiyor,. During the eight days (Rama-navariitra) 
preparations are made, Rama's temples are white-washed, adorned 
with paintings and brightly lighted at night. Men and women 
throng them to hear the Ramiiya1}a. and Haridasas sing and preach 
in praise of the god. ' On the ninth day before noon, people, 
especially men and children, Hock in holiday dress to Rama's temple, 
and listen to the Haridas expounding the story of Rama's birth. 
Exactly at 12 noon the Haridas announces the birth of Sri Rlima 
by tossing guliil (red powder) and the people join lWn. He 
then brings a' cocoanut rolled in a shawl representing a new-born 
babe, and, showing it to the people, lays it in a cradle. He sings 
'~ lullaby in praise of the god. Peopl~ take darsan (reverential 
JOok) of the new babe and pay their obeisance. The ceremony 
closes with tirati (waving of lights), distribution of 8fJ1)fhavcuJii 
(mixture of ginger powder and sugar) and tirthaprasiida (part of 
the offerings). In the evening the people visit the temple once 

, more to hear kirtana and bhajana in praise of Rama. 

Six days after Ramo Naoom;' on the bright fifteenth of CaUra, 
comes the birthday of Rama's devotee and henchman Hanumana, 
the monkey-god. Exactly at sunrise the birthday is celebrated 
with ceremonies more or less identical with those performed in 
connection with llama Navami. Some old Hindu women keep the 
day as a fast, eating nothing but fruits and tubers. 
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About eighteen days iater, on the third of VdiSlikha, comM 
A~atrtiya. This day is equally auspicious as the Var~a PratipacUi 
as it is one of the siig,e tin muhurtas and as such is believed to 
secure the merit of permanency to any' act performed on the day. 
For this reason gifts of earthen pots, fans, umbrellas, shoes, and 
money made to Brahmins have a lasting value both to the giver 
and to his dead friends. The day is' not specially kept either as 
a feast or as a fast. 

Vata-PuNJimii (Banyan Full-moon) falls about fIve weeks' late~ 
on the Jye#ha full-moon. On this day, to prolong their husbands 
lives, Hindu women hold a festival in honour of Slivitri, from which 
the day is also called VacJ,slivitri. On the morning of this day, 
after bathing and dressing in rich silk clothes, married Hindu 
ladies worship vacJ (the banyan tree). At places where a vag, tree 
is not near about, pictures of a vag, and a pipaZ tree are painted 
on a wall in the house and in its front the lady sets a high wooden . 
stool with a vag, twig on it, and offers worship to the twig., When 
the worship is over, she touches vayan (a present of fruits and 
sweetmeats) with the end of her sliri, repeats verses, and presentS 
the viiyan with da~1}a to the priest. The priest touching her 
brow with red powder throws a few grains of rice over her, and 
blesses her- saying, «May you remain married till your life's end 
and may God bless you with eight sons". Some women in 
performing this ceremony live for three days on fruits, tubers, 
and milk. 

Asadhl Ekada&ld. About twenty-six days after the Vata-Pur7)imii, generally about 
the beginning of July, the eleventh of A~iig,ha is kept in honour of 
the Summer Solstice, that is the twenty-first of June. 'This is the 
beginning of the god's night, when leaning on Se~a, the serpent 
king, the gods sleep for four months. • ' 

Naga-Pancam.. About three weeks later, on the bright fIfth of Sriiva7)ll" Hindu 
women worship the niiga (cobra). On a plit nine snakes are drawn 
with sandalwood powder or red-lead. Of the nine, two are full 
grown and seven are young; and one of the young snakes, is crop
tailed. At the foot is drawn a tenth snake with seven small ones, 
a woman holding a lighted lamp, a stone slab, and a well with 
a snake's hole close to it. All married women' sit in front of- tha 
drawing and each throws over it parched grain, pulse, round 
pieces of plantains, cucumber, and coconut kernel. Leaf-cups 
IDled with milk and pulse are placed close by, red-lead is sprinkled, 
and Howers are laid on the red-lead. They pray the snakes to' 
guard them and their families and withdraw. The eldest among 
them gathers the children' of the house and tells them the story 
of the Nine Snakes and the Woman with the Lamp.' The children 
and the rest of the family have a good meal that day, chiefly of 
rice-flour balls. Bands of snake-charmers, carrying snakes, go about 
calling on people to worship the snakes. People worship the 
snakes by offering parched pulse, grain, milk; and a copper coin. 
On the same day a fair is held in honour of snakes. In villages, 
activities like digging and ploughing, which are believed to hurt 
snakes, are completely suspended and the day is spent in festive 
gatherings of sports and games. Women flll leaf-cups with milk 
and ~>ulse and place them in comers of the garden for snakes to 
feed on, and generally desist from grinding, baking or boiling in 
religious fear of hurting niigas (serpents). 
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About ten days later, 'On the full moon of Sriioo7}a, comes 
Niirart-pu1'1}imii (Cocoanut Day). In the evening, after a hearty 
afternoon meal, Hindu men and children go to the river side, and 
to propitiate god Varu7}a (Uranus), the presiding deIty of all 
waters, offer cocoanuts to the water course. Particularly in sea coast 
towns, merchants and traders,· to appease the rough waters of thc 
monsoon sea, offer worship and pray for the safety of their ships. 
On going home, the men and children are seated on piits, and the 
women of the house wave a lighted lamp before their faces, the 
men according to their means presenting them with money. Because 
of the auspicious position of the Sriioo7}a constellation that day, 
followers of the Ya;urveda and the Atharvaveda in particular 
observe it as a day of upiikarma, or as popularly known of sriivaf)i 
ceremQny, when sacred fire is kindled and oblations offered to it, 
paiicagavya is sipped and the old sacred thread is discarded for 
a new one. 
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Eight days after, comes a festival in honour of Kr~l)a's birthday. /anma and CohJ... 
The next day, When he was taken to GokuJ, is also observed by astaml. 
some as Gokul-day. At, places people fast on the Q#ami day, 
worship an idol of Srikr~ at midnight and celebrate his birth 
with the distribution of su1Jthava(lii. Usually they' break ,their fast 
that night with feasting, or the strict may postpone it to the next 
day which is a day ,of dahikiilii or Gokul day. Youths and boys 
group themselves as cowherds (boy companions of Srikr~l)a ) and 
give display of frenzied dances. Covering themselves with dust 
and linking hand to hand they dance in a circle, calling out 
.. Govinda, Gopala, Narayana, Hari." Curds, milk, and cold water 
are thrown over them, and they get presents of coconuts, plantains, 
and money. Those who keep the birthday observe it as a fast; 
those who keep the second or Gokul day observe that as a fast. 

The no-moon day· of Sriivarja is observed as a day of vrata Pithori AfIIIHlIJITIlJ. 
~ vowed austerity) by women J particularly mothers whose 
children do not live long). Married women with children alive 
bathe in the early morning and fast. In the evening, on a high 
stool are arranged sixty-four betel-nuts to represent Pithoryiis, the 
attendants of the goddess Durgii, and are worshipped. Then the 
oldest woman of the family offers the goddesses the leaves of 
sixteen kinds of trees and Hewers and a bunch of five to twenty-one 
coconuts, and prays to bless the children of the house with long 
life. Then, arranging dishes of prepared food round her, the 
worshipper calls the children one by one, askmg them in turn who 
is ,worthy to eat the offerings. The child answers, .. I am worthy." 
This is thrice repeated and the worshipper touches the child's brow 
with red-lead, and, throwing grains of rice over it, blesses it and 
gives it the plate. The children and grown up people sit down 
together· and eat the food. ' , 

In villages this amiiviisyii (no-moon day) of Sriioo7}a is observed 
as Pold or Vr~abhotsava festive day. Villagers and agriculturists 
that day give rest to their oxen. Their horns are covered with tinsel 
or red, and palnS fibre tassels are tied to their tips. They are 
garlanded with Howers, fed with'sweet dishes and worshipped. In 
the evening, after the headman's cattle, all the oxen are taken in 
procession or driven round Hanumiin's temple. the day endS with 
a' feast; " , 
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On the third day of bright Bhiidrapada comes a day of fast in 
honour of H aritiilikii (goddess P iirvati) who successfully resisted 
her father's wish to marry her to god V4IJu and married god Siva, 
whom she\loved. This day is observed as a vrat (vow) by married 
women and young girls who get up early morning, bathe, wash 
their hair and. putting on a silk sari, and bodice draw a riiligol. 
square and in it set a cauraliga (stool). Sitting before it on a piit 
they install on the stool clay ngures of Piirvati and Sakhi, SitlQ's 
wife and maid, and in front of them a linga (symbol of god Siva) 
made out of sand. These three they worship with flowers and the 
leaves of sixteen kinds of trees, and as in the VarJasiivitri fast present 
the Brahmin priest with soubhiigya viiyan (gift of fruits and' sweets ) 
and da~ilJii.. On this day Women drink no water and eat nothing 
but plantains,ciburJa and melon. Next morning they again worship 
the images, offering them cooked rice and curds, and throw them into 
the river, or into some out-of-the-way place. 

Gtmesha Caturthi. Next day, that is on the fourth of bright Bhiidrapada, comes the 
birthday anniversary of GalJesa or GalJQpati, the god of wisdom and 
of all auspicious beginnings, in ngure a fat person, seated, with four 
hands and an elephant's head. 

lUshl-panclJml. 

According to the custom and means of the family, the' image is 
kept in the house from one and a half to ten and sometimes even 
twenty-one days., • 

A special feature, of this festival is that the clay image of GalJesa, 
which 'is worshipped as a part of the festival. is usually separate 
from the temple or home idol that is daily worshipped. This festive 
image, in the making of which the artist uses some latitude, is richly 
decorated, and its cost varies according to the means of a family. 
This image, after it is brought home, is installed as a presiding deity 
of the festival with due religious ceremony. Along with the daily 
and nightly worship other religious and semi-social programmes are 
also observed. • ' 

When the time comes for the god to be sent home, usually in the 
evening of the eighth or fourteenth bright day of Bhiidrapada, the 
image is taken out in a procession accompanied by music, and is 
immersed in some watery place, that is, a river or a lake. 

Some decades ago an attempt was mate to utilize this festival for 
a wider public purpose, including instruction and propaganda. With 
a change in the political atmosphere, as also with the multiplication 
pf other channels of continuous instruction and propaganda" the 
festival, though 'now observed as an important social event of almost 
an neighbourhoods, serves only a social function. Even the religious 
parts of the programme, e.g. morning and evening prayers, religious 
discourses and sermons are almost completely overshadowed by 
items of pure entertainment. ' 

, Bhiidrapada bright-fifth, the day ,after Gal}esa's birthday, is kept 
in honour of the lJ#S or Seers who sit in heaven as the seven stars 
in the Great Bear. The day is kept only by women. Their chief 
rule that day is to eat nothing that is not hand-grown. Anything 
in which-the labour of cattle or other animals has been used in 
rearing or bringing to market is forbidden. So hand-grown fruits and 
vegetables are on that day sold at rates much higher than the 
usual rates. 
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On BMdrapada bright-eigth or ninth, the third or fourth day after CHAPl'ER 3. 
CaI}.eSa's birthday, women hold a feast in honour of his mother 
Piirvati or Gauri. In the morning ten or twelve balsam (tert;la) 
plants are bought and hung on the eaves. About two in the after
noon, over the whole of the house, women draw rQligoli lines six 
inches apart and between them trace with sandal powder footsteps 
two in a line and four or five inches apart. An elderly married 
woman, taking one or two of the balsam plants, washes their roots 
and folds them in a silk waist~cloth. This representing the goddess 
Gaur; is laid in a girl's arms, who carrying a metal plate with 
lighted lamp, a few rice grains, red-powder box, and some round. 
pieces of plantains, walks through the hOllse accompanied by a boy 
ringing a bell. In each room the woman seats the girl who carries. 

·the goddess on a raised stool, waves a lighted lamp round the faces 
of the girl and of the goddess, and, giving the girl and boy a bit of 
plaintain, calls .. Laksmi, La~mi, have you come?" The girl says • 
.. I have come" The woman asks" What have you brought? "; the 
girl says, .. Horses, elephants, armies, and heaps of treasure enought to 
fill your house and tQe city." Thus they go from one room to another, 
£illing the house with treasure and bringing good luck. When- they 
have been through the whole house, the goddess is seated ona high 
stool in the women's hall. At lamplight the goddess is offered plan-
tains, cakes, and milk, and at mght she is richly dressed, decked with 
jewels, and with lamps lig\lted before her is offered milk and sugar. 
The bext day is a time of great rejoicing and feasting. On the thi~d 
day, the goddess is ceremonially sent back and is immersed in 
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a watery place, as is d~ne with GaI}.esa. . 
Viimana DviidaSi, which comes on the twelfth of BMdrapada, is Vaman-dvodashL 

sacred to Vamana, the Brahmin dwarf, fifth incarnation of Vi.rQu. 
Old Hindu women observe strictly a fast on EkiidaSi, and on the next 
day which is Vamana DviidaSi, offer worship to a young Brahmin 
boy and give him money presents. 

Some Hindus keep the bright fourteenth of Bhiidrapada (Ananta Anant-chaturdashl.. 
Caturc.lnSi) in honour of Anantll or V~1]u. The worship is 
observed by a householder by family tradition, or by vrat (vowed 
observance) . 

A day after Anantti-caturdaSi, the second of the dark half of the. Pitrpaksha. 
month of Bhiidrapada, called Pitrpa~a (the Spirits' Fortnight), is 
sacred to the spirits of ancestors. In the name of each ancestor, 
whether man or woman, sapiTJ4a sriiddha is performed on 
the day corresponding to the day of death. The ninth day, known 
as avidhavii-navami, is kept for rites in honour of unwidowed mother!i~ 
And on the fifteenth day there is sarvapitriamiiviisyii for any 
ancestors whose worship may have been left out. The ariiddha is 
generally performed by the head of each family at midday. The 
object of the rite is to improve the ancestors' state in the spirit world. 
When the rite is over, dishes of rice, milk, and sweetmeats are left 
on an undisturbed spot like the roof of the house for the crows to 
feed on, and a rich dinner with sweet dishes is given to relations 
and friends. 

A day or two after sarvapitriamiiviisyii are sacred to Durga, the 
wife of Siva. The first nine are known as the Navariitra (nine 
nights), and the last as the Dasarii or tenth. Some Hindus fast during 
the nine days, living on fruits and tubers. On the ninth the goddess 
Durga is worshipped, a sacred fire is lit and fed with samidhii 
(sacred firewood ) and ghee. 
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In villages Dasara is believed to mark the day of defeat of tho 
buffalo-demon Mahi~iisura by the goddess Bhaviini. The first to 
the ninth are. a time of mourning, during which the goddess is not 
disturbed by prayers or vows. On the first day, with music the people 
go to Bhaviini's temple and make offerings and the priest sows 
eighteen kinds of grains in front of the goddess. From the first to 
the tenth, both near the temple image· and house image of Bhaviini, 
a garland is hung by someone who during the period abstains from 
grain, butter and animal food. The tenth is a day of rejoicing; all 
wear new clothes, dress in their gayest and feast. In the forenoon, 
all iron weapons and tools are brought out and worshiPlled. Horses 
are bathed and dressed' with Howers. In the evening, all put in their 
turban some ,plants of tho grain which was sown before the village 
Bhaviini, and with. music;! they go to the village houndary and pluck 
some stalks of grain, and on their return offer iipta leaves (which are 
called gold that day) and ears of com to the village god and then 
exchange them ,ax.nong their friends. As historically the Dasara day 
was observed by the Maratha rulers as a military celebration, the 
occasion traditionally evokes considerable enthusiasm in the district. 
Horses and weapDns are traditionally worshipped, and now-a-days 
instruments of all trades are also worshipped,. 

Dipaviili or Diviili as it is popularly known, is a five-day festival 
extensively observed by all the classes of Hindus. Strictly speaking, 
the festival is confined to three days-the 13th. 14th and 15th of the 
dark half of Asvina, but it gets extended two days more by the 
addition of Balipratipadii, the first. and Yamadvitiyii, the second, of 
the, bright-Kartika, which closely follow. -The thirteenth of the 
dark-ASvina is known as DhanatrayodaSi or Dhanateras. and the day 
:i ~ spent in general house-cleansing and preparation of sweet dishes. 
In the evening,pa~tyii, (earthen lamps) are lighted in rows all about 
the house and even every nook and corner has a lamp. Till eight 
or nine at night, children let off fireworks. The next day, the 
fourteenth of dark Asvina, falls N araka-caturdaSi so called because 
that day Srikr~a killed the demon Narakiisura and freed the 
thousands of damsels the demon had captured and kept in custody, 
To mark the incident, the head of the house takes abhymiga bath very 
early in the morning, and as he enters the house at the front <loor 
either his wife or some other married woman of tIle family places a 
flour-lamp at one side of the doorway and waves him arati; 
He touches the Hour-lamp with the toes' of his left foot, 
before entering the house. When all male members of the family 
have taken the abhyanga bath, quite early in the. morning, they sit 
to a feast of sweet dishes. The whole day is spent in merry-making 
and eating sweet dishes at friends' and at night fireworks are let off. 
On the third day of Divali, in the' evening or at night, La~mi-PujaTUJ 
(worship of Lak~mi, the goddess of wealth) is performed. 
Merchants and traders invite, ,their friends and patrons for a pan
supiin at their pujana, where ne~ account bookS are worshipped and 
gifts in the shape of money are usually distributed among dependants. 
The next day is BaUpratipadii, which marks the beginning of the com
mercial year. Balipratipadii is one of the three and a half muhurtas. 
an auspicious time, to declare engagements of marriage, etc. In some 
families a silver image of Bali-Riijii, riding on horse-back with a lance 
in hand, is worshipped. The wives wave iiratis to their husbands; 
'n some cases married and unmarried females wave aratis to all the 
males of the house. 
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The last of the Divali days is Yamadvitiya and Bhiiilbija. On this 
clay Yama, the lord of death, came to see his sister the river Yamuna, 
and she won from him the promise that no man who on this day 
goes to his sister's house and gives and gets presents will be cast 
jnto hell. So on this day Hindus go to their sister's houses and vice 
versa. The sister traces riiligoli round a pat, on, which she seats her 
brother, applies kulikil and rice to his forehead, gives him something 
~weet, places a cocoanut in his hand and then makes him a present 
of a pair of dhoti or a shirt and waves arati to him. The brother 
thereupon puts some money according to his means into the tray 
which holds the arati and reciprocates the affectionate feeling of his 
sister. 

On the bright fifteenth of Kilrtika comes Tripuri-pilr7)imii, also 
,known as Deep-pilr7)imii. On this day, in honour of Siva's victory 
over the demon Tripuriisur, women present priests with fruits, money, 
and lighted lamps, either silver lamps with gold wicks, brass lamps 
with silver wicks, or clay lamps with cotton wicks. In the evenin~ 
they fill the holes in the dipamii1s ( lamp-pillars), with lights, and, 
soaking wicks in ghee, lay them in earthen pots pierced with holes, 
light them and send them Hoating over the temple pond. 

For six days from the first of the bright Margasir~a religious 
festivals are held in some Siva and Devi temples. Campa ~~thi. 
which occurs on the sixth of the bright MargaSir~a, has a great reli
gious significance for the devotees of the god KhantJobil of J ejuri in 
the Poona district. That day, the devotees worship the deity with the 
special tali ceremony, and break the caturmiisa austerities they were 
practising for four months. Five cocoam,!.ts, a betal leaf and nut, 
a plantain, a copper coin and a little quantity of bhantJiira (sacred 
turmeric powder) are put in a plate. 'In another plate are put on~ 
cocoanut and other articles mentioned above. Each one of the plates 
is called a tali. God Khan<,lobii is worshipped in the usual manner, 
but without the aid of a priest. Then the tali containing five 
cocoanuts is raised from the ground three times with the slogan 
• Sadanandacii yel kot" (Hail to thee, Oh Sadiinand). The other 
tali is similarly raised with the slogan, "Bhairobiicii ciing bhale 'l 
(Long live Bhairobii-who is the chief lieutanan~ of God Khandoba). 
Cocoanuts are now broken and their water sprinkled on the deity. 
The sacred turmeric powder is applied to the kernel, which is 
distributed as prasada. 

Makara Sankriint is celebrated on the day on which the sun enters 
makara (the zodiac sign of Capricornus). This' occurs some, time 
between the tenth and fourteenth of January every year. As it 
is a solar incident, its tithi (the lunar date) in the month of Pau~a is 
uncertain. From this day the sun's course turns northward an~ 
begins uttarayana, the auspicious part of the year, in which alon~ 
ceremonies like m~ges and upanayana (thread-girding) may be 
performed. The day is marked with a feast in the afternoon, and 
in the evening men and women dress in new clothes, visit all their 
friends and relatives and offer them tilgil1a° as sweet greetings of 
the season with the familiar saying "Tila ghya. gul ghyii, ii7)i got}; 
gotJ bola" (accept this sesame-sweets and talk sweetly). 

, ·Sweet balls of white sesame mixed with various things like groundnuts, rice
Bales, parched grains, etc.; also sugar-coateci sesam~ mixed with ~gar-coated 
eloves, almonds, carclarnom, etc.· ' 
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The day previous to Sankrtinta is called Bhogi, on which a sweet. 
dish called khicac)i (cooked mess of rice, pulse. and sugar) is offered 
t<y the . gods and eaten. The day next to Sankrtinta is known as 
Ki~krtinta\in memOlY of the killing of the demon Kinkan by the 
gOddess Sankrtinti. Married women celebrate this day, for the first 
five years of'the4' marriage, with lutaT,Le (a free distribution) of 
auspicious articles. . 

About five weeks after the Makrasankrant on the dark fourteenth 
of Magha comes Siva's great fourteenth or the Mahasivaratri. As 
the story runs, a wicked archer hunting in the forest followed a deer 
till nightfall. To save himself from' wild beasts he climbed a bela 
tree and to keep himself awake 'kept plucking its leaves. By chance 
at the tree-foot was a shrine of Mahtideva and the leaves falling on 
his shrine so pleased the god that he carried the hunter to heaven. 
Hindus keep this day as a fast. In the evening they worship Siva and 
in the hope of gaining the hunter's reward lay a thousand bela leaves 
on the linga. After worship they eat fruit and tubers and drink milk, 
and, in order' that they may not sleep, either read sacred books or 
play at sari-pata or songatya (chess), favourite game with both 
Siva and his wife. Siva's temples are lighted and alms are given to 
mendicants and religious beggars. 

About three days after the MahciSivartitra and fifteen, before the 
full-moon of Phcilguna begins Holi or Simaga, apparently the 
opening feast of the husbandman's new year of work . 

• In villages the advent of Simaga festival is eagerly awaited both 
by the old and the young. It is ushered in by boys . and men 
making a loud bawling. broken at intervals by stopping the mouth 
with the back of, the hand. They go on collecting or pilfering 
fuel and coW-dung cakes for the holi bonfire on the full-moon day. 
In front of the village ca!)aej.i a spot is swept clean and sprinkled 
with water. In the centre .the stem of a sugarcane and that of 
a castor plant' are stuck in the ground and round them dried 
cowdung cakes are piled six to seven feet high. The heap is called 
HutciSani, and round it the villagers sit in a ring. The piitil 
(headman) with the help of the priest worships the heap with 
grains and Howers. The chief offering is a poft (cake), the present. 
ing of which is one of the chief headman's most prized rights. 
The pile is set fire to by the headman with burning brands stolen 
from the Mahcira's holi (which is lighted separately in Mahara 
quarters). Then till the mornin~ follow songs and dances. 
The next day is known as the dhu'/avac;licti divasa, because 
~he people throw dust on each other; During the three 
remaining days of the Hoft, men and boys meet in groups, some 
in fantastic dresses throwing dust and mud. Men of distinction 
and even women seldom appear outside their houses on that day 
as they are liable to be greeted with coarse salutation. Some go 
outside the village to Vetal's stone, Veta'/a being the patron of 
wrestlers, and there wrestle and perform feats of strength. The 
Holi ends on Rangpancami day, which comes on the fifth. On 
that day people throw red-coloured water over each other from 
pots and with syringes. They also dust each ot.~er r with gulala 
(red-Hour). Women also share in the fun. In the cities also the 
trend of events was originally the same as in villages. All over 
the district recent tendencies, howev.er, are towards minimising 
and toning down the coarser and the more unclean parts of the 
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observance. which is being reduced to a combination of worship 
and feasting, like most other holidays. 

A NUMBER OF FORMS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, such as games, spOrts 
and amusements are traditionally known to the people. Of these, 
those that are in' practice for a long time in the region are mentioned 
below, with a brief description of their distinctive characteristics. 

In the early play activities of children could be marked a number 
.()~ games of the .. imitative" or .. make·believe - type, wberein 
various roles like that of a cartman, horse-driver, engine-driver, 
music-player, and palanquin-bearer are enacted with fidelity to real 
life. Ghor)ii-gho,fii (horse), gii4i-gii4i (cart!, iig-giit;li (railway), 
-piilnkhi (palanquin) are games of the' sort played with no set rules 
but with a good team spirit, every player having a part to perform. 
Bhiitukali is the game of house-keeping often played enthusiastically 
by girls with secondary roles given to boys. .. Doll's marriage
mal' form a part of bhiitukali or be played as a game by itseH 
when planned on a grand scale. Garyii-giiryii-bhingoryii is a game 
·of whirls which children in imitation of each other start playing 
DY going round and round oneseH till the quaint sensation of 
.giddiness sets in. 

In games of more or less organised types, the method of 
.. counting out" and choosing players is by itseH an interesting 
process. One player in the group, generally the leader, does the 
.. counting out -. He repeats a rhyme or jingle, touches one player 
on the chest or head for each accent of the "formula", always 
beginning from himseH and then touching the one on the left and 
so on all around the group in a regular order. The player on 
·whom falls the last accent is .. out", that is, he is eliminated from 
succeeding coUnts. The procedure is repeated until one player, is 
'left out, who becomes the "It". The' toss-up or oli suki (wet 
and dry) is a very simple and well-known method of choosing 

'players. Another popular method of deciding the" It" is called 
,caka1]£ (dodging). Out of the group of players three at a time 
Simultaneously raise their hands and let fall their palms in a clap . 

. The one who joins his palms unlike the rest is replaced by another 
player. This is repeated till the "It - is decided. 

Sivii-!-ivi (ordinary tag): The players scatter over the playing 
area and one player chosen as the .. It" chases the rest in an attempt 
to touch one. Any player tagged by the "It" becomes "It" ana 
the old .. It" joins the runners. The players add to the zest of 
the game by venturing as close as po~sible to the "It" and taunt-

· ing him with their proximity and suddenly dodging away. A number 
of variations occur in the tag games. 

Chappii-piiT)i is a tag game with the restriction that the .. It • 
'cannot touch any player that squats and the player who squats 
· cannot get up unless touched by some other player who is on his 
· feet. . 

Andhli-koSimbira (blind man's bluff): One player is chosen to 
be blindfolded and stands in the centre. Others circle round him. 

· The blind man tries to catch any, and when a player is caught the 
turu is on him. 

Lapal)r)iiva (hide and seek) : There must be some hiding places 
, in the playing area. The" It" is chosen and he is blindfolded. 
- The players run and hide, and one of them signals with a shout 
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to say that they are all hidden. On this, .the "It" unfolds his eyes. 
and starts searching the hidden players who rush to the spot and, 
touch an object previously agreed on before the .. It" can touch 
them. The, player touched by the "It" before he touches the object 
becomes the next .. It ". . 

Viigha Bakari (the tiger and the goat): All players but. one 
become goats and file behind the leader who becomes the dhanagara 
( shepherd). Each player holds the one in front by the waist. 
The extra player, who is viigha (tiger), moves from side to side in 
front of the shepherd and tries to touch anyone of the goats, 
the shepherd protecting them by moving. himself as the tiger 
moves. The goat touched by the tiger becomes the new tiger· 
and the old one joins the goats. 

Gup-cup-toM: Players sit in a circle facing in, and the .. It" 
runs round the circle with a toM (bean-bag) which he places 
unnoticed behind· one of the players; If the player is alert, he· 
immediately picks up the toM and becomes the" It" and rum: 
round the circle to place the ·toM behind some other player. If. 
the .. It" completes one round and reaches behind . the player 
without the latter noticing the toM, he picks up the toM and with. 
it beats and chases the player till he takes one round and resumes 
his seat. In that case, the same "It" continues to run round and 
keep the toM behind some other player. 

Abiidabi: A soft ball either of rags or rubber is tossed up in the, 
air for all to catch. and the player who succeeds tries to hit with 
the ball any other player who tries to dodge. The game can 
continue indefinitely, the players running about either to get the, 
ball or to avoid being hit by it. 

Khiimb-KhiimboJyii (khiimba-a pillar) : This is played· in a place 
where there are number of pillars or posts. The number 
I)f players is one more than the number of pillars, and each player 
is allotted a pillar, except the .. It" who has· no pillar. Each of 
the players holds by his pillar and the" It" goes from one to another 
saying "khiimb khiimbolyii, dere iimbolyii" ( oh pillar, give me 
a cake) and the player addressed tells him to go to the .. next door 
neighbour ". Meanwhile, other players exchange signals among _ 
themselves and while the .. It's" attention is attracted in some other 
direction, dash across to exchange places. The .. It .. , who is on 
the watch for a vadmt pillar, dashes for one and makes the 
pillar-less player the" It". -

Sitrapilrambi: A circle is drawn on the ground under a tree. 
Except the .. It" and one player all climb the tree. The player on 
the ground stands in the circle and from under his right leg throws· 
away a stick as distant as he could. By the time the .. It" runs 
for the stick and restores it. in the circle the player on the ground 
climbs the tree. The game lies in the players from the tree jump. 
ing from or climbing down the tree and touching the stick before 
they are tagged by the .. It ". The one who is tagged becomes the 
"It ". The throwing away of the stick is done by turns. 

Ghof/ii-pii1}i (watering the horse) : The pla>:f\rs are counted out 
and the one who was counted out first is the nder and he asks the 
.. It" to water his horse, i.e., the raised thumb of the fist held erect 
. on the ground. The" It" has to do the 'Yatering by keeping . on 
rubbing his palms over the horse. The nder slaps the watenng. 
pahns, and, if the waterer succeeds in dodging the slap, the turn 
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of watering is on the next player. The game continues till all the 
players have done with the watering of the horse. 

Sura (Ladder or -Hop Scotch"): Games of hopping and jump. 
ing through a diagram and playing a stone or puck through it 
are pretty universal. The diagram which is outlined with a chalk 
on a pavement or with a stick on the ground differs regionally. 
The traditional game is pJayed \\ith a flat stone. The play consists 
of hopping or jumping into different sections of the diagram and 
out ag:tiu in a prescribed manner and order with or without pJayina 
a stone ( puck). In all hopping games it is a miss to change th~ 
hopping foot. 

Ceru;luphali is played with ~ soft ball (of rags or rubber) and 
a small stick which, to start with . the game, is suspended on 
two stones. There may be players 24 or more in even numbers 
who form into two teams of equal strength. The order of players 
is first determined and the two teams stand at about eight feet from 
the suspended stick on the two sides. A player throws the ball 
to l-nock the stick off the stones and the other side try to catch the 
stick or the ball before they touch the ground. If neither the 
knocked stick nor the ball is caught by the other side, a player from 
them is out.. If either is caught the play is equal and none is out. 
H the ball without its knocking the stick is caught, the bowler 
is out. 

Phare-miire: Of the sedentary games played by children one 
known as phare-miire (naughts and crosses) is very popular. 
Two contesting players take turns in making a naught or a. cross 
in one of the nine places provided by the diagram, the object 
being to get three naughts. or three crosses in a row. This row 
may be either vertical, horizontal or diagonal. Score is kept of 
the games won by each player and of draws. 

Sagaragofe or Gajage: This is' a sedentary game girls are much 
iond of' playing at. Round pebbles or stones, or ga;age (kind of 
outs) from five to any convenient odd number are selected and 
scattered upon the ground by a single movement of the right hand. 
Of the scattered pebbles, one is selected for tossing. After tossing 
one pebble, while it is in the air, one of the others is picked up 
and held in the palm of the hand, and the tossed one is caught 
in the same hand. In a similar way, pebbles are picked up by 
twos, threes, fours and so on till all are picked up all at once. 
The further skill lies in making various movements of the hands 
while the tossed up pebble is in the. air. This requires great 
co-ordination of the hand and eye movements. An usual variant 
ill the game is to hold the pebbles in the hand, toss them all aud 
catch as many as possible of the pebbles on the back of the hand; 
again toss the pebbles from the back of the hand and catch all in 
the palm. If any are dropped it is a miss and the turn is lost. 

A number of major games, both of Western and Indian types, 
are played by the people. Characteristically,' Indian major games 
require small playing area and practically no equipment. Of the 
Indian major games, the well-known are: (1) hu-tu-tu, (2) kho-kho, 
(3) circle kho-kho, ( 4) laliga(li, (5) afya-piitya. (6) . vifi-diir}{lu, and 
(1) lagDr7J4. 0 

-These games used to be played popularly but irregularly all over ~e 
country. Standardised fonos were given to them by institutions like the .Akhila 
Maharastra Sharirika Shikshana Mandala, which have been adopted m the 
descriptions. 
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Hu-tu-tu is an outdoor game contested by two teams of nine 
players each, within a rectangular field of 40' X 30' divided by 
a central line into two equal halves. Eight feet away from thtS 
central Une on both its sides are two pclrallel lines or baulk lines 
crossing the entire width of the field. Two lobbies each 3' wide 

, run ,along th~ lengthwise sides. 

Each team alternately, sends a raider into the opponents' court 
to tag or touch the antis ( opposite, players). The game starts 
with the raider crossing the central line to enter the opponents' 
( antis) court, giving out a continuous "hu-tu-tu" without taking 
fresh breath. He tries to tag as many of the antis he could without 
losing' breath in the opponents' court. The antis struggle to 
detain the raider until he loses breath while he is in their court. 
If they succeed, ,the raider is out, but if the raider successfully 
struggles his way to his court without losing breath, all the antis 
that were in touch with him during the struggle are put out. 

Kho-kho is a game of ,chase played between two contesting teams, 
each of nine players. There is a rectangular play field of 101' X 51' 
with a ,centrally located lengthwise strip of 81' X I' with two wooden 
posts, each four feet high, fixed at two ends. By toss the teams 
decide to be the chasers or the runners. Eight of the chasers sit 
in a row on the mid strip between the posts equidistantly and with 
no consecutive of them facing the same direction; the ninth player 
is an active chaser. At a time three runners get into the fair field 
to play, and, when they are out, the next group ,of three immediately 
enters the field; The active chaser moves from post to, post along 
the lengthwise strip in chase of the runner, whom he tries to tag. 
While chasing he can give a kho signal by a touch of hand on the 
backside of any of the sitting chaser, and make the latter an active 
chaser and himself sit in the latter's place. If khos are given in 
quick succession it becomes difficult for a runner to escape being 
tagged. A tagged runner is out. 

LangarJ,i: For a longtime this game' was being played by boys 
and girls like an ordinary tag game, only with the change that 
the " It" instead of running used to hop while tagging the other 
playerS. In 1935, the Akhila Maharii~tra Siiririka Sik~aQ.a Manc;lala 
framed rules and regulations for the game' and gave it a standardised 
form. Two contesting teams, each of nine' players, by toss decide 
who are to be the defenders or the attackers. The game is played 
in a circular field of 15 to 20 feet in radius according to the age 
or height of the players. One player from the attacking side enters 
the field hopping through a marked entrance and tries to touch 
and put out the defenders who run or dodge within the boundary; 
Only three defenders enter the field at a time. The hopping 
chaser must not, while in the field, touch the gr:ound with any part 
of the body other than the, hopping foot. The game consists of 
two innings on each side and each inning is of seven minutes' 
duration. " , 

Afya-pafya is a, .. game of feints" played between two teams, 
each of nine players. The play field consists of eight breadthwise 
strips known as patis (trenches), each 23 feet 1 inch long and 
13 inches wide, and laid out one after another equidistantly at 11 feet. 
The first pati is called the kapiil pati and the last 'one the 
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~ pap. A sUT pat; (central trench), 89 feet 1 inch long and 
13 inches wide intersects the eight patis in the middle to form on 
both, its sides fourteen couks ( squares) . The space between 
two consecutive patu is called kon{li. The game begins with the 
• attackers" who first stand outside the court near the kapal paf,i 
trying to dodge and slip through the kont;lis by crossing the pati.s 
without getting tagged by the "defenders" who move to and from 
each on his designated patio If any of the attackers successfully 
crosses all the patis from kapal patito loT].a pati and makes a return 
trip from the loT].a pat; to cross the kapal pati, a IOf}a ( game) is 
scored and the game starts' afres)l. This way they proceed till 
the time of seven minutes is over. Then the defenders become the 
attackers. 

Viti-Daooil is a game contested between two teams each of 
nine players (the number of players depends upon the local varia
tions of the game). It is played with two playing implements, 
a diirxlil (stick) .of solid wood and a viti of 2~ inches thickness and 
parabola- shaped. The ground is approximately 650' X 450' divided 
into various sections: a gal, a circle of five feet radius, and round 
about it boundary lines of 30', 100' and 200' radii. Two lines 
drawn in tangents to the gal make a TatigaT].a (fair field). There 
is also a bhiila-re~a and a' nema-re~a. The game starts with 
nine fielders and one player entering the field. The player hits 
the Riimtolii, the ordinary hit. If the v#i happens to fall within 
the bhiila-re~a, the opponents get a chance of making the player 
out by taking the necessary aim to hit the. diiiuJil held vertically. 
from nema-Te~a. Ravaf}-fola, which is' a hit made by lifting the 
viti follows the Ram-tolii, and is continued by the player till he gets 
out by failing to hit, committing a foul or giving a catch. 

Lagoryil is a game contested between two teams of players
attackers and fielders-the one trying to kn&ek from a distance a pile 
of lagoryiis (seven conically arranged discs), by an overhead 
throw of a soft ball and the others trying to catch the ball in fly 
either direct or after the first bounce. Points are scored according 
to the success of knocking the lagoryiis and fielding the ball. 
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of folk-dances, are current among, the people. Some of these 
dances are connected \\'ith the magico-religious belief of a particular 
section or sect, and as such they are not universal. Some devotional 
dances are given only by professionals while a few are danced for 
the mere joy of rhythmic movements. 

Hadaga or Bhon{lalii is a typical rain-dance performed by girls, Hadaga or 
unmarried or newly married, daily during the period (13 to 16 days) Bhondala. 
the sun is in the thirteenth constellation of the zodiac called H asta 
or the Elephant. A paper drawing of the lotus-seated goddess 
Lak$mi with elephants on two sides facing each other with garlands 
in their trpnks. and with men and women dressed, as kings and 
queens in, cars on their backs, is pasted on a wall in the house. 
On the ground, in its front is placed a pal with a drawing of 
an elephant in rangoli. A string of Howers, garlanding the goddess, 
and another with green fruits and vegetables like the guava, 
pomegranate, chilli, bhendi, etc., hanging, are strteched and tied 
to two pegs in the wall to the right and left of the picture. The girls 
bathe in the morning, offer turmeric and red-powder ,to the goddess, 
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and in the afternoon, dance in ring formation with arms interlocked 
round the piit with the elephant drawing and sing specially 
composed H adagii songs. On invitation they go from house to 
house where there is a Hadagii worship, repeat the songs and the 
dance, and retire after accepting khiriipata ( light refreshment). 
For each of the day of the dance period, there is one more string 
of Howers hung and one more song sung and on the last day takes 
place a complete rehearsal of dance and songs, a grand khiriipat 
and the cer~monial immersion of the deity and the Hower strings 
in a pond or river. (> 

On the eighth of the bright half of A,§vina, during the Drst 
five years after her wedding, the young wife, as may be the family 
custom, has to worship MahaIak~mi. Married girls who are asked 
to the house, meet and worship at noonan embossed image of 
Annapu11lii goddess, and in the evening an idol of Mahala~i is 
prepared. The head of the idol is made from cooked Hour of rice, 
is given a human shape, adorned with ornament~ and dressed in 
a gorgeous siiri. Flowers, turmeric and red-powder, and food are 
laid before the goddess. Each worshipper- offers silk-threads to 
the goddess and is required to blow in an empty ghagar (water-pot) 
there at least five times. During night each of the girl holds a ghiigar 
in her hands, make a rhythmic musical sound by' blowing across 
the mouth of the ghiigar and starts dancing in a circle before the 
goddess. During the dance one of the girls starts blowing and 
danCing with greater animation than the rest, a sure sign that tho 
goddess has entered into her. She presently sways her hands and \ 
is seized with the power of the goddess. Her friends ply her with 
questions. which the goddess in her is believed to answer. After 
a while the goddess leaves her and the girl falls in a swoon. The 
idol is immersed the next morning in a nearby well or tank without 
much ceremony. 

Among some Hindu communities it is customary to have performed 
a gondhala dance on the occasion of a thread-girding. or marriage 
ceremony as a ritual of thanks-giving to the family goddesses who 
are generally Ambabai, Bhavani, and Durga. Only Gondhalis, who 
are professional dancers and devotees of the deities, can giv~ the 
dance. . 

The danc~ always takes plaCe at night. During the day a feast is 
given, the dancers, who generally perform in companies of three 
to 'five, being the chief guests. At night the dancers come back 
bringing their musi.cal instruments, a divati (torch), and the dress 
of the chief dancer. On a wooden stool in the largest room of 
the house they spread a colkhaQ (bodicecloth), and on it lay 
thirty-six pinches of rice, and sprinkle the rice with turmeric and 
red-powder. In the middle of these pinches of rice is set a tiimhyii 
(water-pot) filled with milk and; water, and lines of sandal are 
drawn over the pot. On the mouth of the pot betel leaves are laid 
and the whole is closed with a coconut. Over the cQconv.t, a Hower 

_ • A rain-dance is also found among sections of lower communities. In case 
of drought children tie twigs of nlm to their person and with an earthen pot gO 
dancing from house to house. They are given some com Iilld water is poured 
on them. They proceed . to the outskirts of the village, break the earthen pot 
imd return. 

tThe i3ho{ldala 'and 'Mahalaxml dances lire found among the Brahmins only. 
particularly CMtpavans. . 
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.garland hangs noma triangle formed of three sugarcanes. On'the ~;8. 
_ stool in front of the pot are laid betelnuts, plantains, dates, and 
lemons. With the help of the chief Gondha!i the head of -the 
family worships the water-pot as the goddess Tuljabhavani, offering 
it flowers and rice, waving before it a lighted lamp fed with ghee, 
and burning camphor and frankincense. Five male members of 
the family light five to~ches and go five times round the goddess 
shouting the words, Ai Bhaviini Jagadamhii (Mother Bhavani, 
Mother of the World). The head dancer, dressed in a long white 
lily coat reaching to his ankles, and wearing cowry-shell necklaces 
and jingling bell anklets, takes his stand in front of the goddess. 
A second of the troupe stands to the right of the headman holding 
a lighted torch and three others stand behind him playing on a drum, 
a fiddle, and cymbals. On either side of the Gondhali troupe 
sit the house-people, men -on one side, women on the other. The 
head dancer touches the lighted torch with sandal paste, bows low 
before it, and says, "Kham;loba of Jejuri come to the gondha/a, 
Tukai, Yamai, mother Bhavani come to the gondha/a." He begins 
singing and dancing going forwards and backwards; the musicians 
play their drum, fiddle, and cymbals; and the torch-bearer serves 
as a butt for the dancer's jokes. The chief, after dancing at a slow 
pace, without turning round and with little movement of the feet, 
l'epeats a story from the RiimayaQ.a and explains its meaning. The 
performance lasts from a few minutes to several hours, and some-
times is kept up with frantic enthusiasm till day-break. Occa-
sionally one of the guests becomes possessed and a spirit in him 
says why he has entered his body. At the end of the dance a lighted 
lamp is waved round the goddess and the dancers retire with 
a present. 

!Peo;r;'1ilill 
-Culture. 
DANCEs. 

Gondhal. 

KarJaka La~i is the devotee of the goddess Ambiibiii of Kolhapur. Kadak Laksmi. 
The dance is always performed by two, a woman and a man. The 
man is dressed like a woman, has long hair, no beard, but keeps 
moustaches. 

With the percussion sound of the drum the woman starts dancing. 
She has on her head a box-like thing in which an image of the 
goddess Amba is kept. With a bunch of peacock-feathers in her 
right hand, she starts from one direction towards the opposite direction 
and making a sort of obeisance by crossing arms over her breasts, 
she stands marking time, as if in a trance.. 

The male then takes a whip in his hand and with a yell taJ<es 
a round and then starts whipping himself. After repeating this 
performance of chastising himself for a number of times and pretend
ing that the goddess is not still satisfied with the penalty he has 
imposed on himself takes out a pock-needle and tying his biceps 
muscles with a string pierces the needle and blood oozes out. While 
whipping and piercing, he trembles as if he is possessed. The move~ 
ments, expression and the yells coupled with taking out blood, tend 
to create an atmosphere of a -supernatural phenomenon and an 
average pqson- is easily led to believe that the dancers are really 
possessed .. 

" 

The dance which derives its name from the cluef instrument used The Lezim dance. 
in the performance, the Lezim, is peculiarly Mahar~trianin 
structure and is often displayed at festive processions. . 

The formations used in this dance are many and varied. _''They 
include the circular formations as o~served in Tip'; and Goph, 
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and other formations like marching in a line in twos, in fours anJ 
then forming different circles going again in a line. This dance
admits a variety of vigorous movements-skipping, stepping. 
squatting, bending, hopping, throwing the head up, etc. The Lczim 
itself supplies the necessary rhythmical' music which is often 
supplimented by beats of halgi or dhol (drum) and every movcment 
of the dance is Performed in unison with the perfectly synchroniscJ 
strokes of the lezim and drum beats. The swinging of lezim is done 
in four or eight counts. The four-count move does not admit the 
overhead stroke of the lezim which the eight-count one does adding 
more grace. 

The din<;li is a procession of bhajanis (religious singers) who form 
themselves in two rows, interlock their 'til (cymbal) strings with 
those of the adjacent player, and following the lead of a mrc1aTigtt 
( drum) player and a dint,li or viQd (lute) player who walk betweeD 
the rows, proceed in rythmic steps clicking ,alas and vociferating 
bhajana refrains. 

The din(li is danced while going to the temple. The mrdangf 
( drummer) beats time and the viQd player gives out the song. The 
din(li players progress in a line with movements which are simple ... 
advance forward the right foot, stamp it slightly on the ground. 
simultaneously bend ahead and· click the fala in front of the right 
knee sliding a short sideward forward step Witll the left foot; as· 
the left foot touches the ground, take the right a full step to the 
rear, straighten and mark the step with the click of the tala io 
front of the waist. 

Tipri and Gop", which are indigenous folk dances extensively 
distributed all over India, may be dying out as an activity for men 
and boys. To some extent they are now being revived as a part 
of physical education for boys and girls in primary and secondary 
schools. 

1 he tipris are two tapering pieces of wood varying in size from 
1'" to 2'. They may have a bunch of tiny bells fixed at the ellds 
to add a jingle to the sound of the stroke. Goplls are strips of 
cloth attached to a pole or a su!>pended disc. The fipris are-held io 
the hands by their thicker ends by the player. There are generally 
four or eight pairs participating in the dance. An orchestral accom
paniment (tabla and harmonium) inspires the dancers to kecp 
better time and adds to the grace of the performance. The dancers 
stand in a circle in pairs, the two in the pair facing each other. Tho 
tipri dance could be played without the goph, there being no 
material difference in the movements and formation. But the addition 
of goph held in the left hand by each dancer adds to the spectacular 
elIect of the dance. With the progress of the dancing steps in one 
direction, different patterns get woven out of the goph strips which. 
when the steps are retraced. get unwoven. 

The dancers dance in various formations. some of which can clearly 
be discerned in various pattern:l of the goph when. it is properly 
executed. The movements do not vary to a great extent in tile dilierent 
formations. The participants have to strike the fipris in unison with 
the beat of the tabla (drum) or the cymbal and move gracefully and 
promptly in various steps. Generally cd/as (tiny bells) are tied to the 
feet and wrong timing, if not wrong step. is sure to ,. bleak the 
~mony of the dance. " •. 
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The Phugatji dance is usually ptayed by girls in p~irs. Two gifls 
stand facing each other, keep their feet together with a distance of 
two or three inches between the toes, cross arms, keep them straight 
and hold each other's hands, balance the body backward, and each 
time, stepping the right foot a few inches to the right and slidin~ the 
left along with it, start an anti-clockwise movement. As the footwork 
quickens, the movement gathers in tempo till the dancers get swung 
in a whirl. 'The dancers sin~ out recriminatory couplets and blow 
rythmic breathing sounds with the mouth known as pakva to keep 
time and add zest to the dance. 

There are various types of phugatjis. Ekahiitiici phugatJi is danced 
""hile holding only the right hands, the left hands kept resting on 
the hips. In 107a1J4 phugatji the players bend the legs and hold the 
);!reat toes and then start rolling on the back and then sit. In 
bhui phugatji the dancers start with a full squatting position and 
arms resting on the knees, and then scrape the feet alternately in 
oblique kicks balancing the steps with backward and forward move
ments of the arms. 

, Ihimmils as dances fall in the same category of phugatji with the 
difference that they could be danced individually and there are no 
whirling movements done in pairs. In a way they are calisthenic 

,movements repeated with the rhythm of songs and pakva. Acted 
. in pairs and groups they lead to a competitive zest. 

, AkhaQiis or fiitima (Indian gymnasiums) have been of old the 
local centres of disseminating traditional knowledge of various forms 
of trained physical activities and culture in the younger generation. 
They are conducted by vastiids or gurUs (trainer-gymnasts) who are 
much respected by their disciples. An iikhiitjii is often regulated by 
certain ceremonials, observed with the most scrupulous etiquette. 
In villages, the Miiruti temple serves the purpose of the gymnasium. 
A well-equipped akhii!jii may have a building of its own. In its 
necessary paraphernalia could be included a houdii (wrestlin~ pit), 
a lnalkhamb ( wrestler's post), some iotj-io(iUJ and karela ( Indian 
clubs},.hatte (hand rests), heavy stone balls and niifUJ (stone wheels) 
and equipments for such physical games as lezim, bothati,baneti, 
lWT}tjpaffa, etc., and a picture frame or an idol of Hanuman, the 
god of strength. 

Danda and baithakas are the common modes of exercise followed 
almost' religiously' by Indian gymnasts and wrestlers with a view. to 
developing big muscles and general strength. The first is essentially 
an elbow-bent and a dipping exercise of the arms and the second is 
knee-beat effected by squatting and standing.- Kusti (wrestling), at 
which Indians exhibit great skill and activity, has four traditional 
schools known -according to the nature of the holds used by the 
wrestler to defeat his opponent. In the Bheemseni, high degree of 
strength is required for the hold while the Hanumantj emphasises 
the" spec~ed skill" in it. The lambawanti was a perfect technique 
of interlocks and in the lariisandhi holds grave injuries such as dis
location facture etc., are aimed at. The lorJ-lotji .or Mudgul and the 
the Lezim exercises are practised to . develop the strength of arms 

°In the semi-religious exercise popularly known as tJ#tjtiga' namoskara or 
Surya namosklira there is an ingenious combination of dtJr,a4ii, baithaka and 
a breathing exercise. / ' , 
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and snoulders. Malkhamba' exercises 'which have now developed 
into a specialised art were in their origin meant to train the wrestler. 
in agility, balance and firm grip of hands and legs. 

In the Poona district, both to the rural population and to the' 
uneducated urbanite an alluring source of entertainment is a ta~ii ' 
performance. ,Though this performance in structure and treatment' 
is peculiarly indigenous, the word " tamasa " has its origin in Urdu.' 
The Marathi' name is now lost, but the word <C gammat» is some
times used to express the idea. In popular concept a tamasa 
performance is replete with music, songs, dance and dialogues. 

A tamasa troupe consists· of artists both of histrionic talent and of 
musical skill. They play the dholki, kaf/,e, rJ,aph, tuntU1).B, jhan; and 
triangle. One of them is an ,expert singer and another a man of 
dialogues. Besides, there is the sOIigadya ( buffoon) -a person of 
ready wit-the nacya (dancer boy dressed as a female), and then the 
leading lady, who is a dancing-girl, singer and the chief attraction 
of the show. 

Tamasii songs are known as liiva1).is: They are composed in distinct 
metre and tune and form the softer counterpart of the poviU;la, the 
Marathi ballad. There are descriptive lava1).is and also devotional 
ones, but the poets appear at their best when they use them, to treat 
the amorous. Liiva1).is, as originally conceived, may have prOVided 
the much-needed mental relief to the war-weary Maratha soldiers. 

Tamasas are usually performed at the annual fairs of local shrines 
where people congregate in great number and in gay mood as the 
harvE!sting season is just about to close. A troupe or two put up 
a temporary cloth compound in open fields in the vicinity of such 
fairs and improvise a theatre and a stage. In the light of petromax 
lamps the play commences at about eight at night and closes after 
mid-night. The admission charges are five to ten annas. 

The performance begins with a prayer to god Ga1).apafi, which is 
('.aIled the .. ga1).a ". The nature of the' ga1).a differs according to the 
aptitude of the poet, that is to say, according to his le~g toward~ 
paurii1).ik description or metaphysical speculation. ' 

Then comes an item which is termed C gavala~ " The scene opens 
with a bevy of milkmaids going from Vrindavan to Mathura to sell. 
milk and milk products. On the outskirts of the town they are way
laid by Lord Kr~Qa's associates. There follows a, dialogue consisting 
of demand and repartee, which gradually reveals the fact that'the 
boyish prank~ of Lord Kr~Qa's play-fellows are tending towards 
youthful waywardness. This aspect is emphatically resented by the 
gava!a1J.S (milkmaids) headed by Riidha. Just as this dramatic con
troversy is attaining some critical height, Lord Kr~Qa appears on the 
scene and gh"es a happy turn to the situation by propounding his 
version of pure affection which has nothing to do with carnal feelings. 
The skill of the composer is at its best in the gava!alJ.. The topic of 
amour is introduced with all the vigour of the unsophisticated mind 
but it is dispos<:d of witll all the wisdom of the cultured philpsopher. 

,Some descriptive liiva1}is follow. Places, events and avocations 
which are, the integral parts of _ the life of the people supply the 
subjects. The life of the soldier in tlle time of the Peswas or that 
of the mill worker of t.~e present day is described with vivid and 
minute details. Some tricky situation in the domestic life of the 
co~mon~man' may also be discussed. There arf;l one or two songs, 
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in which the customary .. seeing life" away from home is dealt with. 
In them the glamour of the initial tempting situations and the final 

'disillusionment are presented with a convincing force which reaches 
the heart. The audience of the present times needs a bit of ligllt 
music, especially of the cinema type. This is supplied by a group 
"which has made a speciality of. this line. 
, Then a short but very interesting item, viz., bhedic song, follows. 
This song is the poet's excursion lnto the sphere of vedantic 
phiiosophy derived through the personal teachiIlgs of siidhus of the 
'Siddha panth., , 

After an interval of about ten minutes the latter haH of the 
programme begins. This is the vag or the dramatic presentation of 
a story. The story is always purposeful and, it follows the way of 
the traditional Indian classic story tellers. The persons are generally 
chosen from kings and heroes, with the usual addition of represent
'atives from all classes of society. Men and women, both good and 
'bad, are interwoven in the narration which culminates in some 
happy or tragic situation, suggesting some moral. The main 
.current is composed in a ballad the stanzas of which are set to music 
and ar. sung step, by step as the plot develops. The more intriguing 
portions or scenes are acted and spoken by the relevant characters 
in the way of stage actors. The different mental manifestations are 
shown with an amount of pathos and vigour as the occasion demands. 
The delineation is generally correct but unpolished and the whole 
play conveys the same,impression upon the audience, illiterate as it 
is, as is created among educated audiences by cultured dramatic 
artistes. . 
: ,The musical standard, of these performances keeps pace· with the 
cultural development of the audience, and ~t would be doing 
injustice to the art to say that it is unscientific. . The same is the 
case with the wit. and humour that is supplied practiea}!;, o~ every 
possible occasion by the songiic/.yii. The language, is undoubtedly 
crude and it is no use denying the fact that some untalented persons 
often indulge in licence. But there are a number of songiif/,yiis who 
can make even a serene man join in hearty. laugh by the prompt and 
unexpected turn given to an apparently innocent situation. ' 

BENE IsRAELS, that is, Children of Israel, are also known ,as Jews; 
and, because they used to press oil and keep Saturday as a day of 
fest, they were forme1'ly called in the villages Sanv3.r Telis (Saturday 
oilmen). In 1951 they are returned as numbering 819 (m. 412; 
f. 407) and are mainly distributed over the urban tracts of PoonaCity 
and Haveli Prant. No person' of this community now follows the, 
traditional business of oil-pressing. The origin of Bene-Israels is 
doubtful. They have come to India either from Yemen.or from'the 
Persian GuH. Though there is no certainty as to the date when they 
came to India, it set:ms probable that it was in the siXth century 
A. D., . 
, The Poona Bene-Israels say they came into the district as soldiers 
in British 'Iegiments but did not settle in Poofia before 1856. They 
belong to two endogl7mons divisions, the gore (white) and the kale 
(black). According to their story the white lUe tIle descendants 
of the original immigJ ants, and the black of converts oi of the women 
of the country. The names in ccmmon use among men dre :\braham, 
David, Moses, Solomon, .' and Samuel; and among women, Leah,. 
Mariam, Ribeka and Rahel. Their surnames are village namet mark
ing former settlement, e.g., Divekar, Navgaoilkar, . Thalklir, and' 
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and are of about the same colour as Marathas, perhaps a little fairer, 
Their mother-tongue is Marathi. They pray in Hebrew which 

many read fluently but few understand. 
They live, in houses of the better sort. Fixed to the upper part of 

the right door post is a box with a small square glass let into· the 
front of it, and Jnside in a wooden or metal case is a piece of parch
ment with carefully written verses from Deut. vi 4-9 and xi 13-20, so 
placed that from the outside through the holes in the case and box. 
the word Shadaya (Almighty) can be read. Both in going out and 
in coming in, the members of the household touch this box with 
reverence. 

TIle Bene-Israels worship one god and use· no images. They do 
not attempt to proselytize. They meet for their {ongregation in 
a synagogue which is a building surrounded with an enclosure. 
Inside it is a square room with windows to the right and left, 
and in front, in the west wall, is. the ark, a cupboard-like frame in 
which are kept the manuscripts of the laws of Moses written on 
parchment. The minister, stands facing the ark in the centre of the 
synagogue saying prayers and' the congregation join in, selted on 
benches &Old chairs. 

The synagogue in Poona is situated in Rasta Peth 0 
• It has 

a managing committee of fifteen to manage its affairs and all 
important matters are referred to the tamat or general body of 
members. The staff of the synagogue consists of the hazara 
(minister), the kaii (religious teacher) who helps in performi~ 
ceremonies, and the samash ( beadle) who· is the general serVant. 
The property of the synagogue is held by five trustees. 
The synagogue maintains a Hebrew school with 50 or 60 students. The 
hazan is also the teacher and receives an extra remuneration for 
this service. The synagogue is financed by voluntary contributions 
made by the public at the rate of' haH a pice per rupee of their 

, income and special charges made on occasions like marriage, 
circumcision, etc.. . 

,Apart from the usual staple foodseatei1 in the country, the 
Bene-Israels eat the flesh of ardmals, fowl and fish, as admissible 
under the Levitical Law. The community follows a number of 
ritualistic observances chiefly concerned with such important life 
incidents as birth, circumcision, marriage and death. These are 
also occasions for feasts. 

Circumcision, etc. In the synagogue, on the eighth day after the birth of a male' 
child, whether or not it is Sabbath,' the child is circumcised by the 
minister or an operator. The wound is dressed and the child 
is blessed by the minister and called by a,~llew name chosen from 

• the Old Testament. If the child dies before it is circumcised, the. 
operation is performed aHter death, but no prayers are: 
offered. There are also ceremonies connected with cradling, 
purification of the mother on the fortieth day after a boy's birth 

Marriage. 
or the eightieth day after a girl's birth, shaving and ear-boring. ~ 

The offer of marriage generallY,comes from the boy's side. 
For the engagement ceremony both the parties with their guests; 
meet by arrangement at the bride's house and rings are exchanged., 
The marriage is celebrated on some subsequent Sunday. Baris 

°There is also another synagogue in the cantonment which is attended mostly' 
by Bagdadi Jews. . 
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(presents) are taken to the bride's house and exhibited before tho 
bride and her relations. The bridegroom is taken, with the 
singing of songs, into the synagogue and made to stand facing the 
girl. The minister repeats Hebrew texts and the bridegroom, 
standing in front of the bride, with a silver cup in his hand contain
ing a silver ring and grape juice, looking towards the guests, says 
.. With your leave I perform the ceremony". The guests answer 
• With god's leave". The bridegroom goes on .. And with our 
elders' leave, do I perform this ceremony." The guests: .. And 
for His infinite mercv." The groom: .. May jov increase among 
the children of Israel." The guests again say" With God's leave." 
The groom exclaims" Praise be to the Lord for His goodness to us." 
The guests: .. And may it spread in Jerusalem". The bridegroom 
after a short prayer, looking towards the girl and calling her by her 
name, says: .. You have been betrothp.d and married to me, by 
this cup, whose wine you shall drink; by the silver in the cup and 
by all that belongs to me I wed thee before these witnesses and 
priest, in accordance with the laws of Moses and of the Israelites." 
He then drinks half the wine and says twice over: .. By this you are 
being wed to me" and then, bendillg, pow's the rest of the wine, 
not leaving a single drop in the glass, into the bride's right hand, 
and pushing the ring over the tip of her first finger says "See I 
You are married to me by this ring according to the law of Moses 
and the Israelites D. After this has been thrice repeated, he takes 
a glass tumbler with some wine in it, and a necklace of gold, puts 
the necklace round the girl's neck, drinks some wine, and pouring 
the rest into her mouth, dashes the glass to pieces on the Hoor. 
Sometimes the priest reads the ketuba (written covenant). Before 
reading the last sentence he takes the fringes of the four corners 
of the bridegroom's sisid ( veil), and says thrice over ~ God 
commands that he who marries shall feed his wife well, clothe 

, her, and perform ,the duty of marriage". All these the bridegroom 
promises to fulm. Then the guests invoke a blessing, and the 
bride and bridegroom sign the p~per which sets forth the marriaga 
covenant in the presence of two witnesses and the minister. The 
bridegroom then delivers the paper to the bride saying .. Take this 
marriage covenant; henceforth' all that belongs to me is yours ", 
She takes it in her open hands and' makes it over to her father. 
The minister then blesses ~he husband and the wife. Next comes 
the aher (giving of presents). They then proceed to the bride's 
house. Next day they go to the bridegroom's house. 

The marriage covenant is generally rigidly observed. However, 
in cases of violation of the contract, the innocent party is allowed 
a divorce and the liberty of remarriage. 

When a male member passes away, the nearest weep and wail, 
and the widow breaks her bangles and necklace of gold. 
The body is covered with a white sheet and the great toes arc 
tied together with a thread. Arrangements are made to inform 
'the relations, collect funeral material and dig the grave. Grave 
clothes are prepared, which for a male consist of trousers, two 
.1caphnis (shirts), a short and long one, a cap, ,a dupeta (turban), 
a cloth to tie the hands, a cloth for the eyes, a pillow, a towel, 
lungi (loincloth), mot (sheet) and a risid (shroud). 0 

\ The body is then rubbed with soap and twice washed in warm water. 
,While the minister stands by, seven jars of water are poured over it 
, • A woman is dressed in the s\ffie way as a man but with a robe or muslin 
lari in addition. 

• 
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from the head to the feet and dashed on the ground. It is then wipe~ 
dry, dressed in the newly made grave clothes, the sisid (surplice) 
is drawn, or a handkerchief and a subia twig are placf\d in the 
right hand and then rolled in a broad sheet and the face left partly 
open for the mourners to take a last look. By the time the dolartl 
( coffin) is brought and washed, a white sheet is spread inside, anel 
is set in front of the door, The minister asks the mourners to 
. forgive the deceased any faults he may have committed. They 
answer "They are forgiven". Flakes of cotton wool are laid on 
the eyelids, and a handkerchief is placed over them, and the face 
is covered· with a sheet. After the minister has recited a fUIleral 
dirge, the body is carried, head first, out of the house by four or 
five men, and laid in the coffin. A wooden frame is dropped over 
the coffin, and on the frame a black cloth and Hower garlands 
and sabia leaves are spread. Headed by the priest the deceased's 
four nearest relations lift the coffin on their shoulders and, repeat
'ing Hebrew verses, walk to the burial ground, helped at intervals 
by the other mourners. Entering the graveyard,. they place the 
coffin near the grave. The body is lowered into the grave with 
head to the east resting pn a pillow filled with earth. If anyone 
has dust from Jerusalem, a little of it is put either in the eyes or 
in the ~hroud or in the pillow case. The mourners and funeral 
party standing near repeat sacred texts, throw a handful of earth 
into the grave and turn away. The diggers then fill the grave, 
and, when it is full, the funeral service is recited by the hazan or 
the kaii, followed by kaddish by the mourners. The close rela
tives and friends of the deceased go to the mourner's house and 
partake of some food. Near the cot where the dead breathed his 
last, a mat is spread and nearby are set a .lighted lamp and 
an earthen pot filled with cold water. The women mourners for 
.days sit, sleep, and dine on the mat, day and night, feeding the 
lamp and keeping it alight. The first seven days are' kept strictly 
.as days of mourning.. Every morning ten religious-minded men 
.say prayers in the house of mourning. On the morning of the 
seventh day the closest relations go to the mourner's house from 
where they go to the burial ground. The minister says prayers, 
the mourners say kaddish and return to their homes.. At the 
mourner's house ziarat ceremony is held where the jikhir, i.e., David's 
Psalms, are said, the food is blessed by the minister and, is shared 
. among men and women. At the end of the first month, in the 
11th month and at the end of the 12th month, a ziarat ceremony 
is held before which the mourners and their relatives and friends 
.visit the graveyard and say prayers for the dead. 

ACCORDING TO THE 1951 CENSUs.' the Christian population of the 
district is 37,243 (m. 19,827; f. 17,416), and is dis~ibuted tract-wise 
QS follows :-

RURAL TRACTS: 4,091 (m. 1,829; f. 2,262) -Poona City taluka 
and Haveli, 1,398 (m. 858; f. 540); Mulashi, Bhor, Maval and 
Velhe, 869 (m. 537; f. 332) ; ]unnar, Ambegaon, (nil); Khed, 
~irur, 75 (m. 31; f. 44) ; Baramati,Indt!pur, 413 (m. 253; f. 160) i 
Daund, Purandar, 1,336 (m. 150; f. 1,186). 

UlmAN TRACTS: 33,152 (m. 17,998; I. 15,154); Poona Citlj 
14,031 (m. 7,387; f. 6,654); Haveli Prant, 16,693, (m. 9,317 i 
,. 7,376); ]unnar Prant, 226 (m. 130 j f. 96); Buramati Pram. 
2,192 (m. 1,164; /. 1,028). 
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]t includes Europeans, Anglo-Indians, and Indian Christians of 
Rl'lman Catholic, Protestant and other Christian faiths. However, .,q. ing to the withdrawal of the British Army and the emigration 
of a number of Domiciled Europeans and Anglo-Indians, the 
CIJristian community in the district is now almost wholly Indian 
and governed to a great extent by Indian priests and pastors. 

,)f the Ronian Catholics, about one-half are of Goan origin. 
The first batch of Goan Christians are said to have come to Pooria 
to join as gunners in the Maratha army. They were given a plot 
of land to build their quarters in Khadak, where the MamIatdar's 
1cacheri, now stands. Later immigrants poUred into Poona after 
the establishment of the British cantonment. They came as petty 

· elf'. des, petty traders, bakers, tailors, musicians and domestic servants. 
H1ny of the Goans learned the English language and, obtained 
posts in the various departments of Government as clerks and 
lQlIlordinates. A few became doctors and engineers. The legal 

· pn,fession, however, attracted very few of them. At present there 
are many Poona Goans serving in the higher grades of the various 
fI'1J)artments of Government, about a dozen medical men and 
about the same number engaged as shopkeepers. More than 
a hundred have built their own houses. 

'.rhe Goans have a blend of Eastern and Western cultures, with 
pCI'I¥lPs a greater leaning to the West. The men generally wear 
dr'!!s after the Western fashion. The women of the higher and 
the lower classes wear the sari, the former in the new style and 
thf! latter in the old. The middle class women mostly dress in 
European style. Their food is cooked in the Indian style, i.e. 
hir\hly spiced, with rice forming the staple cereal. The better off 
follow Western table manners and similarly have adopted certain 
fo:rms of Western social life. 

The Goans; as Roman Catholics, have their religious rites and 
ceremonies regulated by the canon and liturgical laws of Roman 
Ca.tholics the world over. But for actual government and ministra
tien the Goans of Poona City and Poona Cantonment are still 
ur der the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Goa; who appoints their 
pa ;tors, while the Goans and other Roman Catholics of other parts 
of the Poona district, are under the Bishop of Poona. The Goans 
have their own Church in Nana's Peth, built on land given to them 

· by the Peshwas. The sermons and non-liturgical services are 
mostly in Konkani, the language still used by most of the Goans. 

People' and 
Culture; 
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The Indian Christians can be divided into two classes, Marat~-:Jndian Chrlstlans. 
speaking and Tamil-speaking. The first are local converts from 
Maharashtra, specially the Abmednagar District; or their descendants. 
About two-thirds of them belong to the various Protestant 
dellominations and one-third are Roman Catholics. In dress, 

.language, and social customs they are all alike and alike also to 
· th'3 Hindus of the same rank or profession. The 'poorer ones among 
.' them, employed as ordinary labourers or artisans, dress and eat 
like their Hindu brethren and observe many of the rites and 
cmtoms of their pre-Christian days. A middle-class is, however, 

· rising up which does not observe these rites and customs. The 
m'm among this class wear European clothes and the women, 
though they k~p to the sari, wear· it without the back tuck. 
The Maharashtrian Indian Christians use Marathi as their 
m:lilier-tongue. In social life, in.ter-dining, inter-marriages, etc" the 
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'CHAPTER,S. Marathi-speaking Roman Catholics and Protestants are more united 
with each other than with their co-religionists of other communities; 

. People and 
'Culture. The Tamil-speaking Indian Christians are about two-thirds 

'~HRlsTIA.N~' Roman Catholics and one-third Protestants. They are the descendants 
Indian C1u:istians. of the camp \ followers and sepoys who came over with the British 

army. Though they speak Tamil at home and use it for their 
religious services, they are fairly conversant with Hindustani and 
Marathi. Educationally they are backward compared with either 
fhe Goan or the Marathi Christians. Forinerly most of them worked 
as dofestic servants of Europeans and Anglo-Indians. Now 

Churches. 

Educationai 
Institutions. 

,many are employed as fitters, drivers, etc. in the various military 
,depots and factories. There are large groups of them living in 
JJew Bazar or Modi Khana, Ghorpadi, Vanavadi, Khadki Bazar, et('~ 
They do not mix very much socially either with the Goans or with 
the Marathi-speaking Christians. In that respect they are nearer 
their Hindu Tamil brethren, with whom they have many inter
marriages. . Although they attend the same churches and observe 
the same religious rites as other members of the denominations to 
which they belong, each group of Tamil Christians has its own 
bhaian room (a kind of m,iniature chapel), where they meet and 
sing hymns and say prayers in their own tongue. Each bhajan 
has a grand procession annually on the feast day of its Patron Saint. 
They have a special devotion and veneration towards St. Anthony 
of Padua (a Portuguese Franciscan Friar, who worked and died 
in Italy), and in their homes they keep a tiny statue of this saint. 
,covered with flowers and often. crowned with a tiny gold circlet • 
. T} ey are also fond of making pilgrimages to Our Lady of the 
Mount Shrine at Bandra or to' the Church of Our Lady of Health 
at Velanganni in Madras State. . 

The Christians live mostly in Poona City, but there are small 
colonies of them, mostly employed in the railway, at Lonavle and 
Daund. . 

Churches.-The Protestants have about a dozen chlches' or/laces 
of worship in Poona City, the Holy Name Church, Panch How, with 
its belfry, and ·St. Paul's and the Church of St. Mary the Virgin with 
their spires being prominent landmarks. 

The Roman Catholics have St. Patrick's Cathedral, opposite the 
Race-course, 'with its numerous pinnacles,. St. Francis Xavier's ncar 
the Cantonment Market, St. Anne's in Sholapur Bazar, and the old 
historic Church of the Immaculate Conception in Nana's Peth dating 
from the time of the Peshwas. 

Education Institutions.-The Protestants have the United TheO-
logical College, St. Mary's Training College (Rasta's Peth), Bishop's 
High School for Boys, St. Mary's High School for Girls, St. Helena's 
High School for Girls, St. Andrew's High School for Girls, and 
Hutching's High School for Girls. They also run a number of primary 
schools and hostels and a Technical School at Panch Howd. 

The Spicer Missionary College at Aundh Road, run by the 
•• Seventh Day Adventists", provides training for the Mmistry and 
the Commercial and Teaching professions. The academic courses 
are run concurrently with training in dairy farming, food products, 
poultry, printing and book-binding. 
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The Roman Catholic institutions are as follows- CHAl'TER II. 
'The De Nobill Theological College for students of the Society' 

of Jesus; St. Vincent's High School; OmelIa's High School (Nana's 
, Peth); and the St. Anthony School in Sholapur Bazar. For girls 
, there are two Convent High Schools. There is also an Institute tor 

Social Service and Research. . 

People and 
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Medical Work.-St. Margaret's Hospital for Women and Children, Medical Worle. 
Mangalwar Peth, is run by the Church of Scotland Mission. The 

',Wadia Hospital at Shukrawar Peth, St. John's Hospital for Women 
,and Children at Panch Howd, the Convalescent Home for Women 
and Children, Nanded, and the School's Clinic at Panch Howd are 
other Christian missionary institutions aiding the poor and sick. 

Other Missionary Work.-The Pandita Ramabai Mukti Mission at Other Missfolllllj 
Kedgaon is well known for the pioneer work it did for the emancipa- W .. ,k. 
'tion of Hindu widows. It still carries on its activities on behalf of 
'women and children. The Australian Mission at Daul4.d runs 
a hospital and schools. 

MUSLIMS, according to the 1951 Census, are returned as numbering 
.90,585 (m. 48,745; f. 41,840) in the district of Poona. 
" Their tract-wise distribution over the district is as follows :-
i RURAL TRAcrs: 18,809 (m. 9,747, f. 9,062)-Poona City taluka and 
lIaveli 2,646 (m. 1,448; f. 1,198) ; Mulashi, Bhor, Maval, and Velhc, 
:1,937 (m. 1,074; 'f; 863); ]unnar, Ambegaon, 3,189 (m. 1,582; f. 
1,607); Khed, Siror; 3,291 . (m. 1,655; f. 1,636); Baramati, 
Indapur; 4,393 (m. 2,313; f. 2,080); Dau1}rj., Purandar; 3,353, 
(m. 1,675; f. 1.678). 

URBAN TRAcrs: 71,776 (m. 38,998; f. 32,778)-Poona City, 43,191 
(m. 23,629; f. 19,562) ; Haveli Prant, 15,344 (m. 8,635; f. 6,709) ; 

lunnar Prant, 6,553 (m. 3,279); f. 3,274); Baramati Prant 6,688 
(m. 3,455; f. 3,233). 

Except in a few large towns such as B~1imati, DaUI.lQ, Junnar and 
Manchar, the Muslim population is comparatively meagre. It fonns 
at present 4·64 per cent. of the total population of the district and 
thus its population has variated as 4· 66 per cent., 4·60 per cent., 
4·56 per cent., 4·61 per cent., 4·70 per cent., 5·22 per cent. through 
the decennial stages since 1881. 

I A number of group appellations signifying community of origin, 
~ocial status and occupational traditions are current among the people 
and in practice· they are used as surnames. Some of them tally 
with the caste names of Hindus., There are about fifty trades or 
professions which the Muslims followed and follow at present. 
Generally the groups of Muslims are classified as follows:-

1. Sayids, 2. Shaikhs, 3. Mughals, 4. Pathiins. 

: These groups follow various professions and have fonned a kind 
()f community of their own such as Attars (perfumers), Manyars 
(bracelet-sellers), Tamats or Misgars (utensils makers), Barutgars 
(firework-makers), Kalaigars (tinsmiths), Patvegars (silk tassel 
twisters), Shikalgars (armourers). Most of these groups are Sunnis 
of the Hanafi School and are religious-minded. The followers of 
the Hanafi School generally marry among themselves or with any of 
the regular Muslim communities, and do not observe un-Islamic 
customs. Besides the above-mentioned groups there are Memons and 
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Bohraso who are traders from Cutch and Gujarat, Tambolies (betel
sellers), and· Bagvans ( fruiterers) . These groups generally mar~ 
only among themselves but gradually intermarriages without casto 
restrictions are uprooting this custom. 

\Vhat the Poona Muslims eat differs according to their means and 
native customs. Rich and well-to-do Memiins, .Bohriis and other 
Muslims, besides a cup of coffee or tea. in the morning with milk, 
bread and butter, and eggs, have two general meals: lunch at about 
twelve or one P.M. and dinner at about eight or nine at night. They 
have also tea at about four or half Fast four in the afternoon. The 
tQwnsman's staple food is wheat, rice and pulses eaten with mutton 
Or vegetable curry and fish. The villager or the craftsman takes 
three meals a day, cold breakfast at about seven before going to the 
field or' workshop, a midday meal at the place of his work, and 
a supper on reaching home in the evening. The poor replace wheat 
and rice by millet, and mutton and pulses by pounded chillies or 
chatni and dry fish. Almost all manage to get mutton on the Baqar 
Id fest!val. The. bulk of the local Muslims prefer mutton (goat's 
Hesh) to beef. Among the richer townspeople public dinners are· 
generally of biryiini (a dish of rice, mutton, saffron, ghee and spices), 
and zardii (a sweet dish of rice, sugar, saffron and almonds, pistachio 
nuts and ghee). Poor townsmen and villagers give public dinners 
of khu~k halva and sometimes of pulao (rice with ghee and mutton 
curry). These diqners are given on occasions of birth, circum
cision, initiation, marriages and at some places on the' fortieth day 
after a death. The men take their dinner in men's room first, and 
after the men leave, the women take their dinner in the women's 
room. In the dining room mats and carpets are spread for guests 
and on the carpets large sheets called dastar-khwiins' are spread, 
in order that the carpets may not be spoiled. At dinner the guests 
sit in two rows facing each other. A man with an aftiiba (water-jug) 
and a chilamchi (basin) comes in and beginning with the most 
respectable or learned man pours water over the hands of each guest. 
The seating arrangements in public dinners are generally without 
any distinction of caste or creed or status. Several young friends of 
the host stand between the rows of guests and pass the dishes. When 
all dishes are served, the host says" Bismillah" (begin in the name of . 
Allah), and the guests begin to eat, a group of two or more eating 
from the same dish. While they dine a boy or two stand with ~ater 
pots or glasses ready to serve water to anyone who. wants it: 
When the dinner is over the dastar-khwiins (sheets) are neatly rolled 
and removed, and water is poure~ on the hands of each guest and 
a tray of piin (betel leaves) passed. round. The women take their 
dinner in the same way as men, but wait for some time after the 
dinner is over. Muslims belonging to higher social status dine a~ 
tables rather in the European style. Fruits, sweets and some of the 
European dishes are also served. Wines and liquors are 
conspicuous by their absence. Comparatively very few drink liquors 
and that too at small parties to whicn only very intimate friends ar~ . 
~nvited. f Tobacco is smoked by many and snuff is used by a fe'Y 
bId men. 

The town Muslims express their taste for good and decent clothes 
by wearing a head-scraf or turban, a Persian cap or a Turkish fez. 
a waist-coat, and a long or short coat or a sherwiini (a coat wi~ 
a closed collar reaching up to the knee). 

°Boharas are Shias and have a distinct L'Ommunity or~anization of their own. , 
tCondition before the enactment of the Bombay Prohibition Act, 1949. 
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The. transfonnation of fashions in dress from the Mughal and 
·the Peshvai patterns to the Western styles is almost complete in the 
younger generation. However, some of the conservative patterns 
· Still persist. At the time of prayer a Muslim may wear a lUl')gi 
· (loin-cloth) reaching down to the ankles and pairhain (a long shirt). 
The shencani and pyjama (a pair of loose trousers) have an imprint 
of traditional wear. Cu4idiir pyjama ( a pair of tight trousers) and 

· sha!war (loose trousers worn by Pathans and Punjabis) are also 
worn. Headgears, known as pIleta or saphii (turban) are used at 
ceremonial occasions. The saphii of the Bohras and Cutchis and 
Khojas, has a gold embroidery running on one side of the cloth and 
is exhibited at every pech (round). In towns and villages the 
Muslim women generally wear saris. Townswomen wear 

· siiris of different patterns and colours which differ from 
the Hindu saris. Muslim women generally cover their heads 
with one end of the sari and wear a burqa (veil) when
ever they go out in public. Blouses are more in use than corlS in 
the towns. In villages the Muslim women wear siiris which are 
available at the village shop or fairs. The system of wearing the 

· saris with a kii#a is fast disappearing in villages. The Memm and 
the Bohar-a women wear long pairhans and iziirs (trousers) and 

'odtllJl')i (a loose and very thin cloth particularly covering the 
head and faIling on the shoulders up to the waist), the 
· material used for these is expensive and often silk with silver 
embrOidery is used. 

Almost all Muslim brides receive ornaments and clo~gs at 
· the time of their marriages. The rich give to their daughters 
ornaments of gold and precious stones which· consist of earrings, 

· bangles, necklaces, bracelets and rings. These ornaments are of 
· modem designs and are made to order or bought ready made. The 
.poor give silver ornaments, which often consist of to4iis (closely 
united chain ornament worn on the ankles) piizeb (another 

· ornament worn round the ankles) and ;hiinj (large silver rings loosely 
worn below the· ankles). Sometimes thusi (necklace of golden 

: beads ) is given as a mark of better status. 
Men do not wear any ornaments except marriage or engagement 

rings of gold or silver. 
· After the birth of a male or female child, the father or any male 
Muslim present recites the azam, the prayer-call in Arabic, in the ears 
of the child and the idea is that the first sound that enters the child's 
ears must be that of prayers. For the first three days the child is given 
honey and the mother is given wheat gruel prepared in pure ghee. 
On the sixth day, called chhaffi, the mother and the child are fully 
bathed and dressed in clean clothes, a dinner as a mark of thanks 
giVing is also given, and alms distributed. The name of the child 
is also declared on the sixth day. Usually the name is given on the 
very first day to a child. For forty days the mother abstains from 
regular prayers and, after 40 days, she starts her usual routine after 
a bath with water in which neem leaves are put. 
. Most of the Muslims teach their children the Quran (the Scriptures) 
.before the age of ten either Dy t;iJgaging a tutor at home for the same 
or sending them to a nearby mosque where the old institution of 
maktab (school) exists. 
. There are about 25 such maktabs in Poona proper which are main
tamed from the collection of contributions from the Muslim public. In 
\illages. where there is no such arrangement, the five kalamaS (.five 
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fundamental teachings of Islam) are taught at home by the parents. 
All Muslims, whether rich or poor, are careful to circumcise their 
male children before they reach the age of seven or eight years. 
They also perform the Bismillah ceremony at the age of five, in which 
the oldest m,ember of the family or the learned among those present 
makes the child, male or female, recite certain verses of the Quian 
( generally the,. first verses revealed to Prophet Muhammad), 
and after this ceremony either sweets' are distributed or a public 
dinner is given. This, ceremony is supposed to mark the beginning 
of the educational career of the child. 

Muslims have no objection to marriages between cousins, both 
parallel and cross, the marriage with the first cousin being sometimes 
preferred. Sister's daughter is under the incest taboo. Polygamy 
and widow remarriage are practised. A widow can marry her 
deceased husband's brother or relative and similarly a widower his 
deceased wife's sister or relative. 

Divorce is regarded as a necessary evil and is to be resorted to 
only as the last resource. , 

Some Hindu customs used, to be ill vogue at the marriage 
ceremonies of Muslims, but during the last twenty years the 
Muslim ceremonies have been ,much simplified. The offer of 
marriage usually comes from the bridegroom's parent. Any court
slrip before the marriage is- unknown to Muslims although sometimes 
a casual view of the bride from a distance may be connived at. 

Two male witnesses must bear testimony to the celebration of the 
marriage. Their testimony is essential. These witnesses directly 
approach the bride, and, after repeating the name of the bridegroom 
and his age ask her whether she is willing to accept him in marriage 
ur not. After hearing personally what the bride has to say, they come 
and declare her intentions to the public and then the marriage is either 
registered in a special marriage register or the marriage sermon 
(khutba-e-nikiih) is recited. The bride's father 01' vali (the lawful 
guardian) gives away tlle bride in marriage to the bridegroom. 
After the marriage ceremony is over, the father-in-law and son--in-Iaw 
embrace each other and dates or sweets are distributed with cold 
sweet driilks. A musical entertainment by quwwiils (a band of malo 
singers who generally recite verse in Urdu) generally follows. The 
custom of dancing and singing by professional society women has 
greatly diminished and is not now considered respectable, 

Immediately after the bridegroom leads the bride to hi~ home the 
falwii ceremony is performed. This ceremony acquaints them with 
each other. They are made to see each other's face in a mirror or 
to read the, Quran together; The next day a dinner is given to the 
public or to near relations by the bride's father. 

The custom of inviting friends and relatives for the first five Fridays 
for dinner is still prevalent, although there is no sanction to it by 
religion. These Friday dinners are called lumagis. 
, Muslims have no ceremony to observe when a girl attains puberty. 
In villages a ceremony called siitavasii is performed at the end of tho 
seventh month of pregnancy, when the couple are made to sit 
together and women-folk sing songs and make merry for a few hours. , 

When a Muslim is about to breath his last, the ," Sura-e-Yiisin' fronl 
'the Quran is recited in a low voice near the dying man. Kalama or 
the religious formula, La-ilah-il-lallah, Mahammad ur-Rasul-'ul lah, 
is repeated so that the dying man may also repeat it. Drops of honey 
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·or water are dropped in his mouth. As soon as life is extinct, 
the eyes and the mouth are carefully closed. The arrangements for, 
the funeral is made without loss of time. As a rule, the burial is not 
unnecessarily delayed. The body of a male is bathed by males and 
that of a female by females, and a kafan i.e., unstitched garment con
.sisting of a kafni and a loin-cloth, is put on the dead body. In case of 
'a women an odhani (scarf) is added to the kafan. Camphor, aloe
powder and rose or sandal scent is sprinkled over the kafan. The body 
is then placed in a bier called janaza (a cot-like wooden structure) 
always kept in every mosque in any town or village. The Plother 
generally says, • I withdraw all the claims upon you as a nurse,' and 
if desired the wife or others also withdraw their claims. Tben, amid 
the Wailing of the women, the ianaza is taken on the shoulders of 
the men who repeat the kalama as they walk and change their 
shoulders, until they reach a mosque where the last prayers on the 
dead body are offered by keeping the janiiza in front, all standing, 
without prostrating. If the body is carried directly to the graveyard, 
the last prayers are offered in the open near the graveyard. 
At the burial ground the grave is dug and kept ready before the body 
arrives. The grave is dug in north-south direction and the head is 
tilted a little to the west so as to face Mecca. After the grave is 
closed, the learned among the present, usually the pesh imam, 0 

recites portions of the Quriin and all present pray for the peace of 
the soul. Generally, if the graveyard is not very far from the house 
of the deceased, the mourners return back and console the family 
members and offer departing prayers by reciting portions of the 
Quriin and withdraw, Although not sanctioned by the religion, 
a custom of ziyiirat on the third day after the death takes place, in 
which relatives and friends sit at home or in a mosque and read the 
Quriin. After the recitation an offering of Howers and sc~nt is 
carried to the grave'. 

The custom of observing the tenth and fortieth day by giving 
a dinner to the relatives, friends and the poor is fast getting out of 
vogue. Once in a year on a particular day, the Muslims offer 
prayers, distribute alms to the poor, feed the orpbans in remembrance 
of their dead. They also visit the graveyard on that day. No 
distinction is made between one Muslim and another Muslim either 
in the mosque or at the graveyard. 

The leading of prayers at marriage and funeral ceremonies is 
conducted by any Muslim without any kind of distinction of caste, 
creed or status. But often the pesh-imam, conducts the ceremonies. 
Where kazis are available they conduct the marriage ceremonies. 

Though very few attend the mosques five times a day, almost all 
Muslims attend the Friday prayers and Ramazan Id and Baqr Id 
prayers. 

The institutions of State kazis, khatibs (sermon deliverers), and 
pirzadiis (keeper of the shrines), who were maintained from endow
ments of land specified for the purpose, are fast dying out. 

THERE ARE IN POONA, 19,274 speaking the Tamil ianguage and 
1,950 speaking the Malayalam languagef, Many of these form only 
a Hoabng population, being mostly employees in the Military 
Accounts Office, Defence establishments and workshops, and other 

• A learned man appointed in the mosque to lead the prayers and paid .out 
of public contributions. ' 

. tAccording to the census of 19S1. 
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Union offices in Pocma. Those who have made Poona their pElnnanent 
home are few. The first batch of south Indians who settled in Poona 
were the military contract-ors and the labourers under their service, 
who were engaged for commissariat arrangements by Sir Arthur 
Wellesley in his campaign (1803) to restore Baji Rao II to the 
Peshwashipi from which Yeshwantrao Holkar had driven him .. As 
later Poona became one of 'the main headquarters of the Indian Army; 
olhers· from south India followed the original immigrants, and many 
of them settled there. By· 1893, nearly 200 families had 'settled 
in PoonaCity and Cantonment. But the great plague (1897-1900) 
that followed decimated many of these families, some of the 
remaining returned to their original homes in the south, and there 
were only 50 or 60 families left in Poona when the scourge subsided . 
. The next wave of south Indian migration to Poona started with 
World War I (1914-18), when the military establishment in Poona 
expanded. But this time the immigrants belonged largely to the 
educated classes. Owing to improvements in communication and 
the easiness with, which south India could be reached from Poona, 
this population has remained always a floating one, fluctuating in 
numbers with the requirements of the Anny authorities. 

The third. wave, bigger than the. previous one, started with World 
W ru: II, ( 1939-43), when the military establishments in Poona, 
including the Military Accounts Office, expanded enormously. 

Being subject to transfer frequently, the south Indians do not 
generally build houses· of their own in Poona. Composed mostly 
of educated crasses, they represent the pattern of the educated 
communities of Tamil Nad and Kerala, wherefrom the bulk of 
.them have come, and therefore, the Brahmins, Iyers and Iyengars, 
Mudaliars, Naidus and Pillais of Tamil Nad, and the Nairs, Menons 
and Pillais of Kerala form the major portion of this population. 
The majority of the Brahmins are Krishna Yajuivedis of Taitriya 
Sakha, although there are a good number of Sarna Vedis and Rig 
Vedis. In the matter of habits of food, dress and ornaments, 
religious rites, and social customs, all these communities reRect those 
9f th~ir own people in the south. Rice eaters as they are, the 
rigors of rationing introduced in 1944 as a temporary war measure 
and continued for the past eight years, have compelled south Indians 
to take to wheat chapatis. Many of the uneducated south II!dians 
used formerly to be employed as butlers and bearers of the British 
officers of, the Indian Army. These have now become drivers of 
motor vehicles and fitters and mechanics iIi Defence Workshops. 

Even though the individuals forming the community change, the 
pattern of the community subsists. There are permanent institu
tions established in Poona to serve the various needs of this 
community. There is a Saraswathi Vidyalaya. Union, which 
conducts a high school in Somavar Peth in Poona City. This high 
school has a strength of nearly 650 pupils (both boys and girls). 
The medium of instruction in the lower classes is Tamil and in the 
higher classes English. The school started as a primary school in 
1919, but was later converted into a high school, and the first batch 
of boys fot the matriculation examination of the Bombay University 
was sent up in 1943. In addition, the', following institutions are 
run exclusively .for south Indians: the South Indian Co-operative 
Consumers' Society, the South Indian Association, the South Indian 
Fine Arts Society, the Bhajana Samaj, and the Vadiyar Association. 
The Fine Arts Society encourages' south Indian musicians and 
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artistes and stages dramas and concerts in Tamil. There are nearly CHAPTER 3. 
half a dozen Brahmin priests employed by the Vadiyar Association 
to help in the performance of various, religious ceremonies by south People and 
Indians. Recently, the Kerala people have formed ~ Kerala SamajCulture. 
exclusively for people from Kerala. PEOPLE FROI.I 

als .. f h ls ' TAMIL NAD A.'fJ) There are 0 a numD~r 0 . ote an~ restaurants run by south . KERALA. 
Indians, where south Indian dishes and food preparations are 

,served. 
SOME OF THE SINDW AND ~ABI HINDUS who Inigrated from West- SINDm HINDus. 

em Pakistan as a result of the unbearable conditions prevalent there 
after the partition of India in August 1947 have settled down in the 
Poona district, mostly in Poona City and Poona and Kirkee Canton· 
ments. There are now 17,663 Sindhis in the district according 
to the census of 1951. Some who were in Government service have 
been absorbed in variOtlS Government offices in Poona, and those 
who were merchants have opened shops of their own and are pursuing' 
trade and commerce as their profession. ,As they have been resident 
in Poona for less than seven years, it is too early to say whether they 
will get absorbed in the local population or remain a separate com~ 
munity by themselves. Almost every section of the Hindus of Sind 
has its representatives in the district, and each section follows the 
-same religiOUS rites and social custolDS that it had followed in Sind. 

Though the Hindus in' 'Sind observed the Hindu tenets in the 
performance of their religious rites, they were not so caste-ridden as 
Hindus elewhere in India. The Brahmins among them-Saraswats 
and Pushkaranas-were very few in number and they restricted their 
activities to the performance of religious rites, offering instruction to 
those who sought it, and practising astrology, and had no particular 
influence on society as such. Sind had no Kshatriyas, except the Soda 
Rajpu~ of Amarkhot, who had long given up their military profession, 
and the Brahma-Kshatries of lower Sind, who too had given up their 
ancient profession. The Sudra class had been absorbed by Islam in 
the 8th century A.D. The bulk of the Sindhi Hindus, therefore, 
were Vaisyas. There were, however, two well-marked groups among 
them, the Amils and the Bhaibunds. The AInils mostly took to the, 
professions and the services, and the Bhaibunds to trade and com
merce. The AInils used to consider themselves superior to the 
Bhaibunds, and although they got, their sons married to Bhaibund 
girls, they would not condescend to give their daughters in marriage 
to Bhaibund boys. But owing to the effects of the dowry system~ 
there were signs that the marriage barriers were breaking. down. 
The Inigration from Sind has' helped to abolish the old caste dis
tinctions and to l?ring the entire Sindhi Hindu community to one 
common leveL 

The Sindhi Hindus, generally speaking, follow the Hindu scriptural 
rites performed by the BrahInins. They worship at the, shrines of 
Vi~nu, Siva andKali. Among the Vaisnavites are the PushkaraI)as,' 
Iil part of the Saraswats, and the Bhatias or Vallabhacharies. There 
are also wotshippers of Rama, styled as Baiiagies. Among the 
Shaivites can be counted the rest of the Sindhi BrahInins, the Jogis 
and Sanyasis. Those who claim Rajput descent follow the worship 
of Shakti in the name of Devi, Kali, Sitala,' Bhavani, Hinglaj, etc. 
The Sikh faith has also exercised considerable influence among the 
Sindhi' Hindus., There was hardly any town or village in Sind which 

, did not boast ofa Sikh Darbar. The actual following of the Sikh' 
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CaAnER S. ' faith is very limited, though a general bel,ief in the Sikh gurus is: 
considerable..' , 

l'~e. ~ .' There {s one peculiar cult, called the Indus cult, which the bul~ 
Summ ::~s.: of. th~ Hinl'lu popt,tlation who have .co~e .fro~ Sind f?llow. This i~ 

, ~e ,Indus" Cult: faIth m the god of the.. Indus and his mcat~atlOn, Shn U derolal, the 
, . • patron saint of Sindhi Hif!dus. This saint IS said to have persuaded 

a Mu~im.governor (Marak) to abandon'his plan of forcible con .. 
version of all Hindus to Islam. He organised a new church called 
the Th~kurlli under' his' cousin Phugar, whose successors came to be 
ealled Thakurs, bestowed on him the ,ote (eternal light) ,: the lhari 
(water pot)" the Deg (cooking vessel for sugared rice), the Crown. 
~e Robe, and ,the Sword, and disappeared miraculously. The 

,followers ,of this cult are monotheists and tccognise no idolatry. They 
recognise Howing water as the truest manifestation. of the Divine 
Being, and hence they recognise Varuna' (the Hindu god of water), 
The Daryapanthies-as the believers in the god of the Indus are 
calloo-:-i.e., the Thakurs and their followers, nave foi: their symbol 
the lote and. t:he lhari. At all places where a considerable number 
of the members of this. cult reside is erected the Than Sahib,'Wherein 
are installed the lote and the lharl. ,On every new moon day the 
believers repair to a :water bank ceremoniouslY,'with the· lote and 
sugared rice and offer special prayers to Uderolal or Amarlal (the 

l,Immortal Being). Friday is .considered the most sacred among the 
week days. Every year they observe a fast for forty days, and whDe 
brcaking,the fast each day they make an' offer 9f rice and candy to 
the god of the Indus. The. Thakurs ar~ their priests. These priests 
visit their followers periodically, initiate them', in the doctrine and 

lcollect fixed ~ithes from them. Usually one-fortieth of the income is 
, set aside for the god of the Indus, and special sums are allocated 'in 
good seasons of profit or on occcasions of birth, girding of the sacred 
thread, marriage, etc. r • 

Dress.. As regards dress, in urban areas, the Sindhi Hinau is used to the 
w.estern style for use out of home. At home he uses an open shirt 
and pyjamas. . In' the case' of the female population, the girls 
usually wear frocks, but .when they grow up, they use the upper 
Indian sari and allied clothes for use outside' home, and at home 
they wear a frock and pyjamas, if not a sari. The grown-up women, 
particularly of the old type, use an open shirt, a jacket over it, a wide 
skirt going up to the ankles and even lower, and a thin cover of mfll 
or voile for the head-all usually unicoloured, arid' preferably white. 
In r:urtit areas in ,Sind, the men wore shirtst..pyjamas or dhoties and 
a sJ,mple turban or a round cloth cap. The women wore open 
shirts, jackets, pyjamas and a thin head sheet. In the case of pretty. 
old ladie~ there was hardly any appreciable difference in their 
garments atId those of their kind in towns. No one goes about 
barefooted, except . 'in the precincts of.a temple. Chappals, slippers 
or shoes are worn according to tbe occasion. ' 

The women folk of all classe~' regale themselves in ornaments.' 
Gold is the generally accepted metal for ornaments. The urban 
women use solid gold bangles, rings, chains, necklaces, wristlets, etc .. 
Among elderly women, some use the single diamond stud on the 
outside of the left nostril, and those of the old type use the nose
ring, semi-circular in shape, wired on a half. circle of thin solid' i 
gold . bar, ornamented ..by a pendant of a ruby and two pearls., 
one on either side of it. The nose-ring, also worn left, is. kept erect 
and in place by a black thread taken from it and passing overhead 
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tied at the back by a met~ h~ clip. Afnong those who ceme.£rom . <iHAPn:it 'so 
the rural a"teas, the nose-rmg IS ~QlIDOn, thougll sometimes more - .' :- _. 
complex in structure than the ORC _ \vom by those. c9Ihing ·flVJjT. . ··EeOple an4 ' 
UJban areas,. and white jvory bangles, jpterpersed with.. gold armlet~,. '. .Culture. 
adorn ,the whole of the arm. The .~~ of ornaJilents is a- si~ ~INi>Hl .Hnm1!L 

,of happy mruried life ·and not necessaJil¥ a 'sign qf w~alth._ Sociltl . DJess. ' . 
custom necessitaJ61s the wearing of a consi<lerable .. number. of gold 
omameI?-ts and' sometimes some si1:ver rfng§' for the toes oj the' 
f~ . . ." , .. , lit· .-

Ther. are both vegetaPans.and noti-vegetarians among Sinillii 
Hindus. For the .members of the Indus cult, the fish is ~e fruit 
of the Indus, which they particularly relish. 

Although they were iIf a" minority in Sind. the Jii~dwi were the 
most progressive section of the population in Sind, and whether in 
-public life or among the professions and ,the services or .in trade and 
'commerce, $ey gave the lea<t to that province.. After their migra
tion. they have !iett1ed down in p.eaceful avocatio~. in their adopted 
~. \0 • .. 
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PART IV~ECONOl\nC ORGANIZATION. 

CHAPTER 4-CENERAL ECONOMIC SURVEY. 

TIm NATlJRE AND STA"lE OF THE oa::vPATlONS OF A PEOPLE depend Ceoeral Emnomfe 
upon many things. Firstly. the natural resources that are available, oo!urvey. 
including advantages of situation, condition the productive effort. ODUC'l'ION. 

The numbers of the people and their acquired skills also exercise an 
l'lfluence on the state of business. The accumulated ,savings of the 
JleOple as a whole and the credit that they can, command, together 
give a measure of their capital resources. which are significant both 
for the size and technological features of economic organization. 
Institutional aids to improving the 'productivity of economic effort. 
individual as weUas .associated. are again an. ,important colltributory 
influence. From all tilese standpoints the Poona. d,istrict r~~ ~me 
peculiar features of its economic organization. which. ,inter~g ,in 
themselves. help in a thorough unde~ding of the l,if~ ~d prol?lems 
of the people who inhabit it. . ' 

While the total area of the district, is over 38 Iakh a~ Wuc&:nOlt. 
nearly ?:1 per cent. ;of it is uncuItivable. Practically all the 
cultivable land is now uader the pl9ugb. only about 40,000 acres 

. being classified as cultivable waste. Over 4 Iakh !teres are un~r 
for.~ mostly in hilly regions. While these yield the cheaper 
timbers and fuel, they do not constitute a significant source of 
i'lr1ustry or employment to the people. The climatic conditi~ of 
tllf'l district are on the whole easy for life, 'but except in the 
.·~tem part they are not very helpful to steady an~ prosperous 
agricultural activity. The devel0pDlental effort of ,catching the • 
abundant waters in the westenl' hill!; for the purpose of irrigating 
tllC fertile eastern plains bas ,registeied some progress. While the 
nwnber of wells and bandbaras bas gone on increasing. a significant 
c~nge has been caused by the extension of State canals. Hardly 
()·5 per cent. of the total cultivated area was under Govertlment canals 
in 1880. At present this percentage, .exceeds 4=5.' This is hardly 
enough to make a predominantly insecure IlQd dry tract a secme and 
agriculturally pro~sive one. Small as the percentage of irrigation • 
still is, it has noticeably altered the form .and character of the • 
agriculture of the district. . 

0-

'l'he area under fruits and vegetables has increased from a little INt:imASB or 
over 9,000 acres in 1880 to wen over 36,500 acres in 1949-50. The ~ HOI,DINCS.: 
area under sugarcane has increased more than 'three times. The ' 
place of sesamom has been taken by groundnut. The cultivation of • _, 
both cereals and pulses has gone up. The cultivated area works out .' • , 

. b;) a little less than two acres IM2: ~~t\ which is ab,out half. 0(. an·,' 
A VI 2-1141 ' -

• .. 
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CHAPTER 4. acre less than in 1880. Considering the extension of cultivation and 
__ of irrigational facilities this fall in cultivated area per head of popu-

General Economic lation is sp~cially significant. Eve~ more significant, as indicating 
Survey.. relatively less economic conditions of cultivation, is the growing 

INCREASE OF. predominance .of small holdings. WhereaS' the percentage of large 
SMALL HOLDINGS. farms, that is' those a'love 25 acres,' has been relatively. steady at 

about ten, the percentage"'of small holdings, those'of five acres and 
less, has increased from 38 to 48. 

CONQUEST OP The saying that Indian agriculture is a gamble in rains holds as 
FAMINE. good of Poona as almost of any other district. While conditions are 

rardy too bad in the western part, the central and eastern parts 
hwe repeatedly faced conditions of acute scarcity bordering on 
famine. Out of the eighty years following the British conquest of 
Poona, near~y one-third were famine years, some of them, especially 
the late seventies and the closing years of the nineteenth century, 
being full of great privation. By comparison the later fifty years 
have been less disturbed by famines, as only in ten years out of 
them it was necessary to declare conditions of scarcity, which 
moreover w.as much less seriouS- and extensive than had been the 
case during the last century. . Extensiqn of irrigation, development 
of communications and growth of non-agricultural pursuits 
within and outside the district have been responsible for the 
improvement. 

SHIFT IN The shift in occupations is clearly. reflected in the movement of 
OCCUPATIONS. population. The process of urbanization is a significant index of the 

social a~ well as of the economic change. In the census o( 1881 there 
were only eight urban places in the district. The number has now 
risen to 37, the percentage of urban to total population rising from 
18·5 to 42·8. Needless to say, the density of population has gone 
up, from 163·4 to 323·7 per square mile. The remarkable 
growth of the urban as compared to rural numbers is borne out by 
the fact that whereas the ~verall increase in the population during 
the last seven decades has been a little. over 116 per cent., the 
population of the Poona urban area has gone up by nearly 
400 per cent. In 1881, the Poona City answered for a little over 
one-tenth of the population, whereas it now answers for more than 
thirty per cent. While part of the growing urbanizatiiJn has 
been due to concentration of economic activity, the growth. of the 
main city has been contributed to mainly by activities connected 
with public administration, either of the State or of the Union 
Government. Both the direct ,and the indirect effects of the location 
of these activities in Poona on the economic life of the district 
are immense. 

CRO\V"rH OP' ThAD!! . On account of its situation, as well as of its administrative growth, 
AND FiNANCE. Polma has long been an important centre of trade. The agricultural 

products· of the irrigated area, e.g., vegetables and sugarcane, on 
,the one hand, and' the increasing needs of a growing population 
on the other, have enhanced this importance. With increasing 
url)anization the district has developed banking and insurance 
business as well. Seventy years ago, when the Oriental Govern
ment Security LU:e Assurance Company }lad just started its branch 
in Poona, insurance-wh,ich then was orily life-insurance-was con
fined mainly to the European part of the population. At present 

• as many as eighteen insurance . companies have their offices in 
P()ona; seven out of themhayng their head-quarters' within the 
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wstrict. They cover general as well as life-insurance business. As CHAPTER 4. 
for institutional banking, seventy years ago the post-offices and the _ 
local branch of the Bank of..I3ombay were the sole channels of General EcoDOmic 
carrying public savings into productive investments. The amounts Survey. 
held in deposit b.v private persons were small. The Post Office ~:nWTH 01' 

savings banks in the district had deposits amounting to no more FIN~~ 
than 4 1/2 lakhs of rupees in 1882, ~ At present the number of 
registered banking companies operating in the district is 36. Of 
these Bve have their head .offices in the district. The rural areas, 
about 1,500 villages, are covered by co-operative societies, whose 
number. exceeds 60. These organized financial agencies, excluding 
thnse which ha .... e their head-quarters outside the district, have 
resources of working capital exceeding eight crores of rupees. 

While much of the non-agricultural economic activity of the 
district has only centered round the operations of public' departments, 
manufacturing industries have on the whole undergone noticeable 
improvement. .Industries like gold and silver thread, ivory-working, 
and felt, connected with the older type of social life and wants, have 
steadily dwindled, owing to reasont, both technological and social. 
On the other hand, old industries like brass and copper vessels, cotton 
textiles, paper and glass have been developed in the form -of large
scale mechanized factories, although, to a certain extent, these, along 
with several other occupations, still continue to be pursued O!l 

a small and household basis. The spread of technical knowledge 
and availability of power have given a fillip to the establishment of 
several small factories and workshops turning out both the tradi
tional and the newly introduced types of goods. Altogether new lines, 
such as oil-engines and rubber-goods, are being developed as large 
modernized b~inesses. . 

Irrigation and improved farming methods are bringing VARIEGATED 

agriculture nearer to business solvency. Industries, small and large, EMPLOYMENT. 

rural as well as urban, are engaging a Jair proportion of people in 
useful and profitable activities. In" several fields, e.g., metal 
vessels, paper, rubber goods and oil-engines, the manufacturers of 
the district are not only meeting local wants but are also supplying 
the needs of a much wider market. This has been rendered possible 
because of the advantages of communications, finance and technical 
la1:>our'~which the district possesses. With the growth and improve-
ment of communications, trade has improved, both in scale and 
in variety of service. A number of allied occupations have arisen 
which give scope to the talent, capital and enterprise of the people. 
While the district cannot be said to be free from the drawbacks of 
insufficient and only moderately productive employment, whichcharac-
teme the economy of the country, its economic organization, taken as 
a whole, respresents a healthy and progressive movement towards 
a variegated, modernized and productive employment. Changes in 
employment and earnings have naturally been reflected in the 
standard of life of the people. . . 

The main' characteristics of the economic organization of the UlUWOZATIOH. 

district are best illustrated by two tables. The process of urbani-
zation is for the most part being helped by administrative concen-
tration in Poona city, and'to a lesser extent in talUka headquarters. 
Out of Poona city's population of nearly five lakhs, nearly 
half depend on admfuistrative and miscellaneous employ-
ment for their livelihood. Non-a~icultural industry, however, 
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c:uAPTmt 4: supplies livelihood to one-fourth of the population: While, ther~ 
. . fore, Poona is chiefly an administrative city, its industrial life is by 

Ceneral Economic no means negligible. As a taluka headquarter, Baramati, which 
U· Survey. has benefited by the development of irrigated commercial crops in 

RBANlZATION. the taluka duriJ,lg the last decade or two, indicates a lessening 
dependence on agriculturea and a growing one on industry and 
commerce, the percentage of persons dependent on the last being 
more than 26. Kalamb, which contains the sugar factory of 
Walchandnagar Industries, is the most prominent example of the 
emergence of an urban centre on account of industrial development. 
Khed continues to be a typical taluka headquarter in the heart of 
an agricultural area. , Dapodi represents the process of gradual 
urbanization of villages coming under the sway of a metropolitan 
city. Though the surroundings of the place are comparatively 
rural, employment is mostly urban and non-agricultural. The other 
process -the dwindling of villages-is represented by Sirur, the 
population of which place has gone d6wn by over 48 per cent. 
during the last half century. 'Considering that the place has lo~t 
i,ts administr!ltive prestige because of the abolition of the cavalrY,' 
fQrwhichit used to supply fodder, we would 'naturally be prepared 
tQ expect a decline. The &equentdroughts from which the taluka 
has suffered have, also depressed the economy of the place. These 
varying trend~ of the steadily. urbanizing economy of the district 
are clearly' traceable in the table that follows. 

TABLE'I: 

M~'118 'oJ Li1JeliMCa'~lscme urb~n areas (1{i51j. 

Percentage of population dependent 00 

Total iooiiulatloo:' , IndUstry Aoiricul. ~nt. Service.' 
ture. and 

MIo«:.I-

~J 1951. 
laneoo,_ 

1,20,54" 4,80,98Z' 25·0 2'8' 0'5 41,0: 

0;.0'- l';Oi!4 . 18·0'1 , 0;0 1 '. 0'7 - ",0" &ramaii i 

l,511S' 13P8' 82.&' 15'8' . 0'" U'" 

lO1od' 8,9311 11,760 i 8-It 8S'O \l'S 15'. 

Dapodl 878 7,437' 42:0' .:0' 0~1 49:0' 

81nU 7,212 8;482 16·0 8,0' 1'0 . 4t'a 

SHIFT FROM ACRI. The growing urbanization of the district is accompanied by a shift 
Ct1J.TURE TO NON- &om agriculture to non-agricultural employment as the principal 

AGRICt1J.Tt/RAL source of livelihood for the population. During the last half 
EMPLOYMENT. century the percentage of population dependent on agriculture has' 

been reduced &om 60 to 52, and that on industry, including artisan' 
industry, from 16 to 13·6. On the other hand, the percentage of 
population dependent on commerce has increased from 3 to 7·7,. 
and that on' services and miscellaneous _ employment &om 19 to' 
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2:3·7. Occupational s~atistics have been known .to.be the least QIAP:m.R ,4.) 
5$tisfactory part of census tables, mostly on account -of the changing, 
intermittent. and non-specialized nature of employment. The General Economic 
picture of an increasingly b~anced situation in respect of employ- S Survey. A 
ment as well as residence, however, emerges unmistakably from the ~o:, N~:
figures for means of livelihood together with those of. urbanization AGRICULTURAL 

(Table I). . EMPLOYMENT. 

Detailed figures for means of livelihood 'ofthe agricultural classes 
reveal some interesting features of _ economic and social organi
zation. Over 44 per cent. of' the people of the district derive their 
income from. cultivation. o{ . land. wtuch is sul]stantiaijy _ undet their 
ownership. Cultivation· of land, belonging to some one -other than 
the cultivators supplies means of livelihood. to only 2 per cent. 
of the population, which is only a little hilther .thap;thepercentage 
of population living on agricultural rent. ~e cJI15lS of agricultural 
labourers, answering for more than 4 per cent. ot the total, is thus 
numerically, at least as important as cultivating tenants and non- . 
cultivating landlords ~ut together (Table II). 

TABLE II. 

Mea'll8 oj Livelihooa. 

AGRICULTURAL. 

r . 
1 QuJ~ivat~1lIt 1- . . Owner Othe;. I 

Item. cultivation. cultivation. . Labour. Rent. ' Total. 
,. 

- -
Toj;&IPppulation 8,,~~~~ 3~·188 80,253 36,964 10,21,036 

1951~19,50,976~ 

Percentage (1951) .. 44'3 Z'O 4'1 1'9 62'3 

Percentago(1901) .. .... .... .... .. 60'0 

I NON-AGRICULTURAL. 

I Services and 
Item. Produotion. OOllimeroe. Transport. Miscellaneous Total. 

t 
- . 

Total Population 2,67,264 1,48,273 52,928 4,61,475 9,29,940 
1951-19,50.976. 

Peroentage (1951) 

--I 
13'6 7'7 2'7 23'7 47'7 

Peroentage (1901) .. 16'0 3'0 2'0 19'0 40'0 

--
A special and hitherto unstabilised feature of the employment 

situation is the existence of over 25,000 refugees. mostly from Sindh. 
As yet only a small portion of them have been put on the road to 
self-support. Commerce and the services offer the principal channels 

INFLux OP 
REFuGEES. 
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CHAPTER 4. of employment, though quite a good number is employed in industry. 
The absorption of the remaining population in the economy of tho 

CeneraI ECODOmiC district is rendered specially difficult, as commerce, though a ~ow-:ey • ing feature of the economy of the district, is still a less significant 
REn1~m: sector than agriculture, indus!TY and seryices. 1£ the refu~ees ~e 

- helped to find employment m productive channels, which will 
enhance the economic strength of the district, the process of their 
absorption will be considerably hastened (Table III). 

TABLE III. 

Number of displaced persons deriving their livelihood from

e 1) Agricultural Sources-
Owned land 52 
Unowned land 7 
Labour 73 
Rent 24 

(2) Non-Agricultural Sources
Industry 
Commerce 
Transport 
Services and Miscellaneous 

Total 156 

Total 

2,611 
8,155 

490 
13,953 

Total 0/ (1) and (2) 

25,269 

25,425 



ACBJa."L~ 15 TIlE 1'BDJ010!UJI."T OCCVPADOlf in the Poona district, 
aDd the census figures of 1951 show that it pnmdes means of 1iveli
hood to 52 -3 per c:eot.. of the tot3l population. The decennial census 
fi.,toU!'eS for- the past se'\"eDty years. owing to changes in methods of 
eDlIIDetation aDd of oa:upational c:IassiJication do DOl: pnmde 
• CO!lSistent record from decade to decade of the changes in the 
structure of the popu1atioo adually engaged in agriculture. -: "Ihese 
dwlges have to be gauged from the fi.:.aures of population given in 
the census reports UDder the head - Bmal-. which include not only 
penons engaged in agriaJlture and allied oa:upations but also those 
engaged in definitely DOD-agricoltural ol!cupations. These figures 
show that. during the poglt:ssiun of the past 5e\'eIl decades" the 
increase in the IUr.il population has DOl: kept pace with that in the 
urban PJI-,L1tiorL This is iDustraIed by the foDowing table:-

'llBLE No. L 

PoontJ Population: Rural tmd Urban (1881-1951). 

BamL I Urma. 
'J'~ 
P~ ~' ~ lIi ___ 

oft<Dl I S.-!a-. cft~ 
PopuL.ticII j P~ 

1 
1581 .. s.oo.sn 7,.sJ.fIN u-s I 1.&6,.566 18-~ 

1&91 - 10$1.800 I,.SO.072 71-. !.17.~ 20-4 

ltol .. I.!lS.33O 7.is,.217 77-' !.!O.lU !t!-I 

11111 .. lo.iJ.,SU 1,3!..!50 71-• 2,,39.:.&: !t!-4 

llel .. IG.01.031 7.JO.772 'i2"4 I !,is,.!61 n-• 
1931 .- IlAi9IJ &,.s7.G98 n-s J.u;;oo !16-' 
lNI .. lJ,.SII.t(J8 •• iOJD.S n-4 ~"';'3 !S-. 
1951 .. 19"5O,,r.1 II.I~ 57-2 8,.U.7!3 4,2-8 . 

Doring the period ISS1-1951. while. OIl the one hand. the tobl 
population haS increased from 9..00,62l to 19,50.!r.6, i.e.. ~ 
liS-S per cent... and the urban population from L66..566 to S.3t,,7~ 
i.e.. by 401·1 per cent... on the other. the IUr.il population bas inaeased 
from 7,,3!,n» to ll.l6.253.., i.e." only by 52 per a:nt. In ~ the 
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decline in the percentage of rural population has been consistent, 
except for the period 1921-31, when there was a slight rise fro~ 
72·4 per cent. to 73·2 per cent. of the total population. There has 
been a steady and progressive trend towards urbanization, with the 
result that during the period 1881-1951, 28 additional towns have 
grown up, vii:, Alandi, Dhond, Indapur, Sirur, Jejuri, Hadapsar, 
Chinchwad, Bellie, Bhosari, Manjari Bk., Nimgaon Ketki, Lasurne, 
Avasari Kd., Narayangaon, Rajuri, Ale, Loni Kalbhor, Supa, Male
gaon, Ghodegaon, Bhor, Dapodi, Otur, Manchar, TaIegaon-Dham
dhere, Kalamb, Bavada and Kirkee. This is the cumulative effect of 
three main factors. Firstly, there has been a steady industrializatiou, 
particularly establishment of large scale industries, both governmental 
and non-governmental. Industrial development· has been parti
cularly marked in the talukas of Poona City, Bhor, Dhond and 
Indapur, with the result that a large section of the rural population 
has' shifted to the industrial centres· of those talukas to earn better 
wages. With the increase in industrial activity and complexity of 
economic life, new centres of ·commerce have developed in the 
district. The most important· among those are Khed, Manchnr, 
Talegaon-Dabhade, Chakan, Junnar, Ghodnadi' and Nira. This 
factoll; coupled with the growth in the development of means of' 
communication. has brought the rural population into closer contact' 
with· the: life' of 1 the' cities. L1lStly .. and most'important· of 'all, is the 
emergence of .Poona City as the second administrative headquarters: 
of the . State Government. " A large number of administrative offices 
o£:the.Governmentof Bombay have been located' in Poona City and 
the neighbouring places. The' staff of these offices and. of the 
increasing· number' of establishments· ofl the Union Government' help· 
to increase the urban population. 

Though most of the talukas in Poona, barring Poona City, are 
overwhelmingly: rural in nature,. the' rural-urban' ratio varies from 
taluka to taluka. According to the census of 1951; the rural popula~. 
tion of the. district has been divided among. various talukas as, 
follows :-

TABLE No.2: 

Rural"P'bpuwtion. Fbooo (lalukawise), 1951 . . , , 

, 
Percentage 
c.fthe total 

. ,. 'la.luka • Malea. Females. 'lotal. popul .. tion 
, . ofthe 

! ta.luk&. 
I 

Ambega.on .. .. 38.983 .. 39,990 . 78,973 79'8 
B .. ra.ma.ti .. .. 52,517 51,860· 1,04.377 77'7 
Dhond .. .. 35,079 35,234 • 70,313 78'8 
Ha.v&li .. .. 77,075 72,075 1,49,150 82'5 
Indapur .. .. 38,095 36,617 74,712 66'5 
JUJ1llQr .. .. 48,495 50,675 99,170 70'6 
Khed .. .. 56,062 56,213 1,12,275 88'7 
Mulshi .. .. 35,026 33,858 6R,884 100·0 
Maw"l .. .. 38,986 36,280 75,266 76'5 
,Poona City 'la.luka, •• ,. 2,850 2,688 5,538 0'9 
Purandar .. .. 46,247 47,762 94,009 90'9 
Sirur. .. .. 44,985 44,'192 89,877 87'1 
.Bhor· ... .. 31,938 34,380 66,318 89'9 
:Velhe Mahal .. .... .. 13,444 13,114'7 27,391 10u·O . . 
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Mulshi TaIuka 'and Velhe Mabal are purely ntraI. The Poona 
City taIuka is almost entirely urban. The rest of the talukas are 

'predominantly rural, the percentage of rural population to the total 
varying from 66·5 in Indapur to as high as 90'9 inPurandar. 

As already stated, in the absence of comparable data, changes in 
the population actively engaged in agriculture for their livelihood 
cannot be presented from decade to decade. However, the 19.51 
census gives the following figures in regard to the number of people 
engaged in agriculture and in various allied occupations :_ 

TABLE No.3. 

Population engaged in Agriculture, Poona (1951). 

P("t'SOns followlnc 

Self-,uJlPl1TUng F..arnln~ Depen- Non-e8rnJnlt 
other profes.'lotonR 
aR their main 

Penollll. dants. Dependants, oecUpatioD hut , derlvl~ .PCOnd": 
ry Income from 
AgrIculture. 

Hales. iFemales. iMaI ... iFemaies. Hal ... · iFeinal ... Mal ... Females. 

L Cultfvatcn of land wboUl 
~ . ; 

I or mainly owned and tOOr 
dependant. .. 1,75,106 24,509 48,990 1,50,160 2,03,492 2,61,774 sO,Of! 1,33,439 

~ Cultlvatora or land wbo~~ 
or mainly unowned· an 
their dependants - .. 9,175 943 2,412 6,550 8,885 11,823 11,185 6,742 

3; Cultlvatlnl! ' laliourers and 
6,504 20,827 17,39, their d~pendanta .. 20,640 5,298 12,032 15,152 33,215 

~ ~on-eultIVRtlnllt ownera '-01 I 
!"~~ivera "'!"'cuI:1 :: 
dependants - - .. 6,851 4,179 , 916 2,729 8,867 13,81 8 12;493 2,lSS , 

I~ 

Total-All Claaaea 2,11,2821, 85,735 57,816 1,71,465 , 2,36,39G 3,07,54 2 91,116 1,75,579 

TABLE~ No.4.-

Papulation engaged in allied agricultural occupations, Poona (1951) . 

.Employe... I Employed,' I Independent I Total. 
Worken. 

--1-------<'-----
Mal ... Femal ... Males. Femal".1 Mal... Femat ... :MaJe •• !FOIJ!'IOL ! 

~~----------~~--4-~-
L' P .. IltatJoD~ •• & .. 20 14 14 8 89 17 

85 58 
~ 

78 .. 411 23 S91 875 ; 

-.,. 
I. Forestry and wood-cut.llng • , 
I; BtcJckl'lliBlng' ~ l'C. 1&8' g- 085- - 85- 1;636- 262 2,394· IGlI , 
" BOadng'or.man aDlina_ .. 1 ancu .... ects· .. I.... 10 2 & 9 ~5 '.i~ 1 
, I-------~-· ----

II '1'otal-AII CIassea • ..r .231 I 9 1,048 "I 2,048 ( S09·1 3,3231 392, , 

Agriculture is the "'main source of livelihood to ·10,21,036 personS. 
including self-supporting persons and their dependants< both earning 
and non-earning, besides providing subsidiary occupation to a fairly 
large number of persons. In tables 3 and 4 are included persons 
engaged in agricultUi-al. cultivation; landcrt\rners-cultivating and 
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ing in forests; and persons engaged in rearing, breeding of and dealing 
in livestock. The majority of the workers on the land are the cultivat
ing owners, numbering 8,64,031, who work on their own farms; and 
the agricultural labourers, numbering 80,253, who work on other 
people's farms for wages in cash or kind, are probably the next 
most numerous class. Tenant cultivators are 39,788 in number. 
The non-cultivating owners of land, numbering 36,964, usually give 
out their lands to tenant cultivators on rent. The remaining include 
56 engaged in plantation, 933 forest labourers who collect· wood 
fuel and burn firewood for charcoal and, lastly, breeders and dealer'! 
of livestock numbering 2,726. Persons engaged in livestock 
business usually keep good quality cattle, buffaloes and transport 
animals, breed them and meet the local - livestock requirements. 
They also keep sheep, goats and poultry. 

RAINFALL PLAYS, AN IMPORTANT ROLE in determining the timing of 
agricultural operations. The sowing and the harvesting of various 
crops in Poona depend mainly on the setting in and the cessation of 
the monSoons. . 

Though, due to marked variations from year to year, it is difficult 
to -divide the district according to rainfall, yet the rainfall returns 
for a long series of years justify the usual local division of the 
district into three belts, viz., (i) the western belt, varying from about 
12 miles in breadth in the north to about 24 miles in _ the south, 
whose eastern limit passes through Junnar, Chod, Khed, Talegaon
Dabhade, and Sinh gad, with a heavy and certain rainfall; ( ii) the 
central belt with an average breadth of about 20 miles, the eastern 
limit passing through Ale, Belhe. Paba!, Loni, Saswad, J ejuri and. 
Valha; with a moderate but regular rainfall; (iii) the eastern belt, 
stretching east from the border of the central belt to Indapur, with 

- irregular -and uncertain rainfall. 
The statement below (Table No.5) gives an idea of the average 

rainfall recorded and the number of rainy days at a few centres 
·fairly distributed in the above-mentioned three belts. 

TABLE No.5. 

Poona Rain/aU Retur~. 

(Average oj 49 years ana a~ove up -to 63 years). 
, 

South- North-Approxt-
mate Ante- Weat E ... , Totnl 

dl.tanc. Hon_n Monsoon MODROOD Totel Dumber 
Stations. from the (May). (Jllnoto (Oclob.r to lteInfaII. ofraloy 

1-' Sahyadarl September). November). daya. .- BWs • . .. ;-- - (Iolocho.) I (10 loche.) (Ioln.hea) (10 10cbe5l. 
'~::.: 

(10 mil •• ) 

I 46'7 
" S2 4.'98 19'48 '-62 26'49 

Paud. '_; " 15 1-46 - 64'21 "17 69'S4 77'1 
Klnlll' r- ., 24 1'63. 20'16 "08 25'S7 46'1 
JunDar ' . 

" 12 2'27 22'80 '--S'74 28'S1 63'5 
Slrur , , " 66 1-77 14'87 • S'U , 20-05 83'0 
Barnmatl . 

" 62 2-85 13'30 "'37 20-02 83'1 
Dboild 80 1'71 12-88 .., .'55 18'14 31'1 
lndapur " 90 2'U 15 17 .. 4'45 21'76 84-' 
TlllellaOnJtlbamdhere 60 207 I 15-49 11'71 21'27 26'8 
Vadl!oou "\., 18 1-33 I 86 SO 3-70 41'83 66'7 
LonavaLo " 0 1'43 _163 16 Ii 89 170'08 101'7 
-A1andl " 46 1'60 

I 
111-20 8'66 23'36 44'2 

Ghod ,. 
" 18 1'67 23'60 S'II3 29'00 61'S 

Sa.wad ., 80 2'06 1529 "65 22'O-l 41'7 
Jejurl " .. 1'97 1320 "67 1984 1 86'2 
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Over the whole of the district the chief source of rainfall is· the 
south-west monsoon. which comm~nces about the middle of June 
and lasts till .the end of September. Ante-monsoon showers occur 

, in the month. of May. The north-east monsoon showers fall in the 
months of October and November. The average supply from easterly 
thunderstorms in May varies from 2·35" in Baramati to 1·33" at 
Vadgaon. and )·43" at Lonavala, which is on the crest of the 
Sahyadaris. The rainfall from the south-west monsoon varies from 
163 '16" at Lonavala and 54·21" at Paud to 13·30" at Baramati and 
13'20': at Jejuri. and that from the north-east monsoon during 
October and November varies from 5·89" at Lonavala to 3·41" at 
Sirur. 

IN THE POONA DISTRlGr ALL CULTIVABLE LAND comes under one of 
the three main categories, namely, jirayaf (dry crop land), bagayaf 
(watered land) and aoon (rice land). Dry crop lands, because 
of their dependence on the monsoon. are further divided into 
khan! (early monsoon) and ram (late monsoon) lands. The khan! 
crops are brought to maturity by the rains of the south-west monsoon, 
whereas the ram crops depend on dew, irrigation. and the occa
sional fair weather showers which fall between November and 
March. 

The khan! season. which commences in June and July and I. 
terminates in September and October, draws its rainfall chiefly from 
the south-west monsoon and from the occasional ante-monsoon 
showers in May. An average rainfall of 29 ·18 inches is received in 
this season in Poona District. The rainfall is on the whole fairly 
distributed. The main khan! crops of the district are jowar, bajri, 
rice, nachni, maize, van, rala, fur, kulthi, matki, udid, mug, chavli, 
grQundnuts, niger, fil, ambadi, sUgarcane, chillies, potatoes, l'adish, 
brinjals, tomatoes, bhendi, cucurbits and leafy vegetables. These 
kharif crops are mostly found in the north-eastern side of the district, 
but on the north-western side, in Maval and other wet and hilly 
tracts, rice is the staple crop. The sowing and reaping of these 
crops roughlyooincide with the commencement and the termination 
of the monsoon. The khan! crops are generally sown from the 
middle of June to the middle of July and are reaped from the middle 
of September to the end of November, except crops like· 
chillies and fur which are harvested in September-December and. 
January-February respectively. The sugarcane crop is planted 
between January and March and is harvested during the same period 
of next year, it being a twelve-month crop. 

In the eastern side of the district, where the south-west monsoon 
rains are scanty and uncertain, the ram crops are more important. 
The ram season commences from the middle of October ami 
terminates in the middle of February. The rainfall it receivel> ii 
chiefly from the north-east monsoon and is always very scantr jl.~!J. 
is about 4·66 inches on an average.·" The rabi crops are}:jroUght 
to maturity by the!ili( rains and ·the moisture retairied .br.. tlle -land 
during the khari! ;,season. Th~y are chieHy-.shalu~jo~, wheat, 
barley, gram, va~ p~,_masur, 'saHIower, linseed, corllmder;"gar1ic, 
potatoes, sweet':potaJoei, onions, carrots, radish, cabbage, .briiljals 
and tomatoes. 1 

There are some crops, such as sugarcane and hot season vegetables, 
which depend chiefly on irrigation. as the rainfall prov~ too scanty 
compared to their requirements of water. 

Agriculture. 
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AGRICULTURAL 
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. THE SOIL OF 'THE DISTRICT is lighter fu the. west than in the east. It 
belongs hroadly to three classes, namely, black, red and ,brown: 
Insom~ places <;>n~ class ot' s~il blends with another ,in varying 
proportions \ and IS m turn modified by sand, gravel, lime salts arid 
other ingredients. The following figures of analysis of varioU$ soils 
of the district ~how the composition of, the soil :_ ' . 

TABLE No.6. 

'Soils of Poona. (In percentage.) 

I Lime., NItrogen. 

. 
Name of the SOU. 

Approximate 
Clay, area (In Sand. Phosphoric Potash. 

I ac ... ). acid. 

" Black 0011. (Kalll ..... ln) " , 11-01 '°5.'-'08 

---
8,84,600 21-33 85-67 '05.'-'20 '&"'8 

I Brown solis (Tambvat 3,47,100 6-6 05-79 1-01 '05.'-"08 '02-'34 '35.'-'37 I ,lamin), ' I 
, Red sou. (rambdllamln) . 8,53,000 90 52 • 5.'-1' 51 '03-' 08 '02-'34 'S~~"37 

I Paddy soli. (Bbat, , 1,00,069 '26 (1 '61H'OO '05.'-'13 ,05.'-'08 '05.'-'11 I Kbachars), I 
BLIck Soil. The black soil, kali or kalvat iamin, is generally black.or nearly 

black and has sometimes a greyish or bluish tinge. It is commonly 
found in layers several feet deep. The black soil belongs to the· 
plain, comprising the eastern portion of Khed, Sirur, Dhond and 
Piirandar talukas and the whole of Baramati and Indapur talukas, 
and coyers approximately 8,84,600 acres of land in the district. 
The black soil i?y the side of rivers and large streams is usually of 
great and uniform depth: It is sometimes found injured by being 
tpixed with lime nodules, and occasionally from the action of water 
or the presence of mineral salts, it becomes stiff and dayey which, 

,.except in years of heavy rainfall, 'lessens its richness. Excellent 
black soil of small and varying depth, with its surface covered with 
black basalt stones, is found on tablelands. Black. soils are richer 
than, either red or coarse grey soils. These 'are particularly suited 
for the rabi (late monsoon) crops because of their quality of retaining 
moisture for longer time and crumbling instead of becoming hard 
due to' the sun. These soils grow generally all the produce of the 
Deccan but. are, specially suitable for wheat, gram, rabi jowar and 
sugarcane. 

The black soil of- the di.~trict can be further sub-divided into 
two classes; viz., (1) the gaping black, known as dombi or kevaldhas 
and (2) tPe stony black, called as khadkal or dhondal. The former 
require more plentiful and constant water supply' and the crops 

.suffer if water is not available continuously, whereas the stones in 
th~ latter are said to make it more firm and better able to retain 

'water. Though shallower and not so strong as the gaping black 
" s04, the stony black lands are valued more in areas where ordinary 
, crop;> "ar~ grown only on the rainfall. Being lighter, the gaping 

black is'!p01:e easily worked but requires morl! frequent ploughiogs 
and 4eaVy manuring. These black soils yielcLc;l'ops year, after year 
without much deterioration..in quality. The Yield of ,abi jOW~l' 
In black soil varies from 400 lb. per acre' under dry farming to 
1,500 lb. under irrigated farming. In the case of wheat, the .. yield 
per acre varies from 350 lb. under dry farming to 1,000 lb, under 
wet farming. The gram, crop yields 350 lb. and 1,200 lb. per acre, 
respectively, under dry and irrigated fanning, 
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· ,Though, sometimes; near 'streams some • gullying ~ ,takes, place duo ~ S
Ito the higher velocity. oEron off, water, . there. is' no . acute problem 

'. of soil erosion. On the contrary, as black, soil. lands are gently"'.griculture. 
· sloping, there is often'· accumulation . of soil due .to their low-lying ~SoILS. 
, situation. ' 

The brown or copper coloured soil, commonly known' as tamboot, Brown Soil. 
is found in the transition tract viz., the eastern part oIKhed and Haveli 
talukas, and the western parts of Sirur~ Dhond, and Purandat talukas, 

· and covers an area of 3,47,100 ac)"es .. These soils are always shallower 
, and coarser than the black soils. As the old Gazetteer records, these 
· 'brown soils are perhaps the ruins-' of the iron-bearing rocks' without 
'the decayed vegetable element· which deepens the colour of, the 
black soils. They are often impaired by mixture of gravel, but when 
watered by' frequent' 'showers;'llre' 'generally"well suited for' wheat 
and .khan! crops, particularly jowar and' bajri. Significantly 

· enough, the yield per acre in brown trap compares very favourably 
with that of the black soils. An acre under brown soil yields 340 lb . 

. ' of bajri, 1,000 lb. ·of irrigated wheat, 350 lb. of dry wheat, and 1,500 lb. 
· of irrigated and 400 lb. of. dry jowar. Due to the faulty system 
of cultivation in general on.slopy lands, losses due to soil erosion 
are considerably high and ,at times·.onJy· bare rocks are exposed. in the 
browD- soil traps. 

The red soil, called tainbdi''iamin,;oovers a conSiderable area'incthe Red Soil. 
district and is commonly found in the western portions..of the district. 
It is found over the hill slopes east of the paddy landS, in the north, 
central and middle portions of the district; comprising the t3lukasuf 
Junnar, Ambegaon, Khed, Purandar and .the western portions of i 
Sirur and Dhond talukas. About 3,53,000 acres of landiti Poona . 
are under this trap. Red soil is generally rough and often requires 
deep ,Ploughing. ~It is particularly suited:-f?r the cultivation of bajr.i, 
kulthz and matkJ, :groundnuts, land chillies.· About 2,500 lb. Of 
groundnuts 'are produced from' ran' acree,under irrigated farming .as 
compared to 1,000 lb. under dry conditions. An acre of red soil 
land yields 340. lb. of minor cereals, and chillies are produced to 
tlle ext-ent· of 600 11>:. 'per acre. There are three varieties .ofred soils : 
pure red (nirmal tambdi), upland (mal iamin) and sandy (valsari 
iamin) The pure red (nirmal tambdi) is lighter and richer than the 
others. The upland (mal iamin) is a reddish soil thickly spread over 
rock, and has been further classified into two clas,ses according to its 
depth and quantities of sand and friable stones, namely ,mal mtlrud 
(plain red) land and tambdi malsi (hilly red) land. Sa~dy (valsari) 
soil yields fairly good crops when deep ploughing is done.. The be~t 
red soils are found 'near Paba!, midway between Khed: and Simr, 
where ploughing also has to b~ deep. The red soils of Pabal are 
a mixture of sand with smaller quantity of clay, ,and though very 
powerful, it requires great labour. The problem of· erosion is. most 
acute and severe in this trap because of the 'slopy.nature of lapds . 
mosto/ unprotected by.natural vegetation' due to over·giazil)g., . 

A considerable area of land in the 'Poona district is under: paddy Paddy Soil. 
toil. I Poona, especially the Maw-al tract, has been quite famous. for 
;~ rice tillage since. times immemorial, but this soil has not received, .. / 
i~ due· attention ~ the .past. Paddy lands, are Jocated mainly in 't./" 
the western portions.of the district immediately to tha east of ~e 
Western Ghats mainly in the talukas of Maval, Mulshi,. Bhor and 
,Purandar~ Vellie Mahal, and the'western part of Junnar, Ambegaoq. . 
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and K'hed talukas. It covers an area of-l,,00,069 acres; Big pieces 
of land are cut up into small plots, called khachars in Marathi, by 
means of earthen bunds so built as both. 'to retain in the plots the 
muddy deposits brought into them by water courses or lincso£ . 
drainage and to control the water Howing into them from _ the 1 

higher regions during the rainy months. The best rice soil is a bright 
yellow deepening to black as the quality declines. It is particularly 
suited for the cultivation of paddy, but minor cereals lik~ ragi and 
.van can also. be raised with considerable success. The yield 
'pe!, acre of paddy in this soil varies -{rom 700 to 1,100 lb. These soils 
are rather poot in nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, and hence 
require heavy manuring to g(!t- good results. Paddy lands are pro
tected from erosion due to perfect contour terracing. There is con
siderable silting from the surrounding catchments, and ~us the 
fertility of the land is replenished. 

A rich alluvial soil called revata or poita, ranging in colour from 
pale yellow to dark brown, is deposited on the banks of the rivers, 
the Uina in Junnar, the Ghodnadi in Ambegaon, the Bhima in 
Khed~ the Mutha in Haveli, the Indrayani in Khed and Haveli and 
the Nira in Bhor, Purandar and Baramati talukas. It is the richest 
soil of the district, but it· covers only a limited area. It contains ! 

a considerable amount of vegetable matter and is regularly 
strengthened by fresh deposits. Generally, there is a gentle sheet 
erosion on &.t lands but often silting takes place when the banks 
of rivers are overflown during high Hoods. Bank erosion is in 
evidence at most places. 

Besides thete nve major soils, there are patches of some minor 
traps, mainly of local significance. 

. Higher up the slopes, or covering the tops of the lower uplands 
: ~o} the eastern plain, is the barad (coarse gray). It varies in colour 
from a light reddish brown to gray, is of a coarse gravelly or loose 
friable texture and is greatly wanting in cohesion .. "It is decomposed 
basalt with a mixture of iron ore. It does not yield wheat, peas or 
any late or cold weather crops; but in seasons of heavy ramtall 
spiked millet and the early pulses give a good return. When it is 
left waste, it bears nothing but scanty spear-grass. It does not' occur 
in the hilly west. Gavkhar pandhan (white Village soil) is much 
like the coarse gray in colour, but is finer and is often of great depth. 
It is only found close to villages or on deserted. village sites.. Its 
special appearance is probably due to the manure which gathers on 
Village sites and gives the soil a chalky character. It is a clean light 
soil and, on a basis of black mould, yields excellent crops, especialJy 
of tobacco. ;rhere are also patche~ of stiff clayey soil called shadvat 
(wtllte clayey) 'Or chopan (clayey or loamy) and chikni (pure clay) 
in which nothing grows. Clayey patches, black, brown or white in 
colour, are generally found on the banks of rivers. A rare swampy 
or 1.Wdr~ned soil of a claye~textore'is termed 8he~bat, if it i~ stony, 
and upiU, if it is sodden: Neat some of the larger rivers within 
Hood limits is a narrow belt of land known as malai (vegetable land). 
In the hilly west is a barren blackish soil called murmad (crumbly 
rock) .- It is very stiff aacI hard and is found mostly at the foots of 
hills wherever water lodges. Here and there il! black and, either rich 
soils ,there- are some spots which yield poot crops compared with 
the surrounding nelds. These spots are called chunkhadi .( lime-
laden), because limestone i:; always found near the surface. . . . 
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~ HAS BEE~ AlIl' INClIEASJ;; IN 'I"lm ~Ol'A ~' OF m~ DISTRICf Cl1A:rn:a II. 

-since the compilation of the last Gazetteer, mainly because pf thc= 
incorporation 9f a large portion of the 014 Bhor State in 1949. Th@ Al¢culture, 
total area in acres was 33,27,283 in 1881-82 i M,28,00i in 1947 -48 ~ UTlLIS<,-nox, 
and 37,59,820 in 1949-50 (after the merger). 

Tho whole of the district lies OQ the eastern side of the Sahyadri 
range and it more Or less presents a hilly topography. Most of th~ \ 
villages in the westem talulcas. pamely, J}Ulnar, Ambegaon, Mawal,' /' 
Mulshi. Valhe. Bhor f\n4 furamlllf 3f1i; Ilituated at the basepf\ 

• the Sabyadari hills and IlrB, therefor~, more hilly than the villagc~ 
in the eastern talukas of Dhond, Sir,u,r, Baramati and Indapur, which ,,
are locate4 in the plainll j!.way fr(:nn the hill ran~, 

The table below gives a statement of cultivated and uncultivated 
81ea ~ thlJ fOOPll (llstrict during th~ year 1949-50. 

T~pkM. 

1-
IIaYen 

ladapar 

Khod 

Baramat! 

Poruda. 

lJawai 

10_ 

Slim' 
Dboad 

4ombo-
g ....... 

• allbl 

Pooo. 
City. 

Bbor 

V.lhe 

Ponn. 
lJ.otrict. 

'J'ABtE Wo, 1., 

StalPmen' oj t:Jf!ltlvaIr4 find UntJulejt1a~ed A"~(II 
in' Pocma Dist,lct (194!J-1iO,. 

Ila ....... , 

CULTIVATBD ABBA. I1NOUI TlV ATBD 

Nnm ~I- ----------' -'-- AIj.I!", 

be. yat.ed I A_ ' ~-;--'I-0/ .od i' Vii •• troou'''' Groll Cmppod Ne& a_ ~!"8"t 'Iot.U Po ... te. e i 0&11..... r~.9 
lie •• rale4-" CJopP"'J, ::.~:: "'_ Falin"". 

'S~ I Ion ... -. . -- . _'-j-
1 

12. S,Z1I,SIIO 1,12,820 U,28. 1,.01,842 11,1195 2,11,337 35,355 •••• 82,898

1

1.18,05S 

~ 
I 

~lI.I)98 •• ~.368 2,"'~1 '.128 1,58.f~7, 2,~,525 .~,53~ 1.620 ~O,701 72,850 

165 8.~0.165 2.'2.217 ~'.'78 2,27,7" 2,,779. Z,511~523 45 •• 33 381 41.158
1 

88,075 

'" 8,41.811 2,41,035 11,025 2,32,010 54.750
1 

2,88,780 17.123 947 38,883 57.458 

05 8.0S.013 11,22,587 111,0811 11,03.498 28,'87 2.31,985 lU278 ,15. 52,229 7~~50 

157 1I,8U11 1.37.l11a l,~D 
1-

J,35,~ 20,188 l,li4.550 0&,.58 1.114 40,298 97.888 

145 8,35,'511 2,35,544 13,853 2,21,601 25,.81 2,47,172 53,411 1.485 .7.501 92.107 

78 a,8Vl5 1,17,201 12,932 8,04.274 lU,507 3,2J!,781 15,394 6,535 U.l981 83,127 

85 •• 18,'111 2,12/8i7. 11,11.3 e,07 •• 34 40,937 2.48,371 85,887 2,Ui 42,518
1 

80,2911 

108 Z,8f,3PS 1.",960 UI.U7 1,3;.679 42,168 1.70,1It7 67,440 880 28,~1I ~.541l 

4Q,12li
l 150 1,l17.84lt 1,820 38,505 81,850 1,00,1," 28,0111 .... 38,323 87,233 

10 20,814 D.744 809 9,13~ 8,0114 ~220 680 210 18,595 17,385 

179 1,80,083 81,835 1.113 80,522 .... 00,522 , 45,650 24,888 40,023
1
' 1.19,561 

131 1,36.397 114,l73 ~~ 02.360 1,001 93,381 24,815 
~X 

18,318, 43,133 
--I--- -'-

•• 72,540 
_._--

1,532 37,50,820
1
2i,30,5118 1,09,601

1
23,110.985 3,81,181 27,14.HO 40,311 5,114,694: 10,i7,551) 

Of the total area in 1949-50, 27,14,116 acres werE! under cultiva
tion, 4,72,545 acres were covered with forests, .40,311 .acres . were 

8The total cultivated area is 21,14,116 acres and uncultivated is 10,11,550 
acres; giving a total pf 31.91.666 acres. But the area cultivated and uncultivated 
shown in column B is only 31,59.820 acreS. The diff~enc~ JJetween !he 
two figures, namely, 131,846 acrllS, is composed pf unassessed areas giyen out 
fOJ temporary cultivation which if include«! in the to~~ 1)£ \loth culpYlte4· 11m! 
uncultivated IlTe:iS in columns 8 lind 12 reiPectiyely, . 

fTbis area it only of 18 villageJ IIlready ~ltye4 ilQ.!1 ~ #l\clusiy; gf ~ aJ'1l4 
of 72 villages which hav. yet tQ be JlIA'IlY~ 

... 'D1 .. "~ n 1ft 
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CiIAPTER So lying as waste lands and 5,64,694 acres were not available for 
cultivation because of rivers. buildings. and sites. The percentage' 

Agriculture. of cultivated to total area in the .district as a whole comes to 72·2-
l.&No UTD.ISAnoN. but it varies from taluka to taluka, the highest percentage being 85·5 

in Sirur and the lowest being 33· 6 in _Bhor. 
Jirayat and The cultivated area in Poona falls under two major heads., namely, 

Bagayat. jirayat and bagayat: The jirayal land which formed 93·3 per cent. 
of the total cultivated area in 1948-49 (the percentaJ!e for 1949-50' 
not being available) is cropped only with the help 01 rain water 
while the bagayat lands which formed 6·7 per cent. of the total 
cultivated area iIi 1948-49 is cropped with the help of irrigation. 
This shows the extent of dependence of agriculture in the Poona 
district on monsoons. 

FOrest area. - Of the total of 4,72,595 acres of forest land under uncultivated 
area, the five talukas of Ambegaon, Mawal, Junnar, Bhor and Khed 
account for as much as 54·6 W cent. The three talukas of 
Ambegaon, Mawal and Junnar have each more than fifty thousand 
acres of forests, AmbegaOll having the highest in the district, 
namely, 57,440 acres. 

The whole of the forest area in the district falls under • reserved • 
forests. The major portion of this area is in charge of the Forest 
Department and the rest in charge of the Revenue 
Department. The table below shows by ranges (into which one or 
more taIukas are grouped) the distribution of f9rest area under 
the two departments in the year 1947-48. 

TA"BLE No. R.-

Statement ilwwiflg cAe Talukatoise Distribulioft oj Fm-est 
area ift Poona (19-17-48).* 

Reserved Foresta. 
Talubs included in Toal 

BaDge. tbeRange. In charge Iacharge Pores\ 
of the of the At.. 
Forest Revenue 

De~ment. Department. 

I. Dhond .. Dhood . . 7,787 91,194 98.9111 
Indapur 
Sirur 
Baramati I ~ Ghod .. AmbegaoD .. 39,640 496 40,138 

Poona-East · . Purandar .. 22,215 15,750 37,965 

· H .. veli (.,..n) 

". Poona-W.- .. Haveli (part) . . 29,879 8,S:U 38,713 
Mulahi (pan) 

33,179 19~1 52.400 6. Khed .. Khed .. 
6. Vadgaon · . Msw'" .. 6-&.280 1,539 65,819 

Mulshi (part) . 
'18,3U 1,093 ';9,407 7. Bhor .. Bhor . . 

Velhe 
. 

8. JUDDar · . JUDDar .. 36,659 21,055 57,'11" . 

Ponna DistriOl .. ., 3,ll,953 1,59,182 ",n,131; 
. . 

• (1) For pm-poaee of administ.ration of ForeetB, the district is dindrd mto 8 ",agel! an4 
beeidea the eleven talukaa of Poona, some forest _ of the J)eighbouring Bltor Sta~ 
(since theu m~ in Poona) have also been included. Hence. the figuree J,.iveD in \biB 
table are in ex_ of the corresponding figuree given in tbe Seasna and Crop ~pon, 
1947-48. However. the total forest area (taluka1rise) Gall be found in the detailed laAcl 
.uIiaation table. 

ti) There are DO de&ailB .ftilable for the private fOl'lli!lta in Pouna DisUW 
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Most of the forest lands in charge of the Revenue Department are 
given out by the said Department for cultivation and the remaining CHAl'TER ~ 
area produce nothing but grass of very inferior quality. The Agriculture. 
.. wood ash tillage," that is, the occasional cultivation of forest areas LAND Urn.IlIAnOM. 
after burning the shrubs and grass thereon, which was a unique Forest area. 
feature of the district during the days of the compilation of 
the last Gazetteer, does not now obtain except in the Bhor taluka, 
where it is called kumari cultivation. The principal forest produce 
of the areas in charge of the Forest Department are timber, fuel, 
charcoal, grass, hirda fruit, tamarind fruit and babul pods; and 
their value in 1949-50 was estimated at. Rs. 3,02,679; 

Of the culturable waste lands of 40,311 acres~ a single taluka, Culturable waste 
namely Bhor, accounts for as much as 24,888 acres. The uncultivated land. 
nI'ea on account of roads, rivers and building sites is more in the 
'talukasof Haveli, Purandar, Bhor, Dhond, Sirur and Khed, than in 
others. • ,. 

The gross cropped area of the district in 1949-50 has been record- Cropped area. 
'ed as 24,39,586 acres, of which 1,09,601 acres of land are cropped 
more than once; thus 23,29,985 acres are the net cropped area in 
the district. 

TABLE No. 9. 

Distribution oj Cropped Area in Poona District (1949-50). 

(In &CltII!) . , 
Area under Arer under 

Ta!ukaa. Foodorops. NOD-Food TotaL 
orops. 

PoonaCity .. ., 5,774 3,970 9,744 

Haveli .. .- 1,19,484 93,145 2,12,e29 

Indaplll' .. .. 2,44,855 19,700 2,64,555 

Kbed . I 1,21,841 1,20,376 2,42,217 .. .. 
Baramati .. · , 2,21,595 ~ 19,440 2,41,035 

Purandal' .. .. 1,73,537 49,050 2,22,587 

Mawa! .. · . 67,081 80,112 1,37,193 

Junnar .. .. 1,83,100 62,444 2,35,544 

, Birar .. .. 2,82,807 34,3990 3,17,206 
I 

, 
i DhoDd .. .. 1,9ft,217 17,460 2,12,677 

AmbegaoD .. .. 1,08,752 39,214 1,47,966 

Hulshi .. · . 38,988 1,137 40,125 

Bhor .. .. 46,563 16,072 61,635 

Velhe .. · . 57,443 37,030 94,473 

Poona Diatrici .. .. 18,66,037 5,83,549 U,39,b86' . 
:. Bk Vf 2-124 



- Poona Havell •• 
CIty, 

, 

Cereal' . ',765 98,649 

Pulou .. 179 11,058 

OU·1eedi .. 20 4,756 

Drugl Bod 
.liarcotloa .. llD .sa 

'Condiment. and 
IIplra .. 88 1,850 

Flbrea ., IS .139 

Frulh aod 
Vegetabl .... 616 8,658 

Sugar<'8DI .. 176 l,769 

Fodder .. 8,9UI 88,217 

'Dl'8I .. .. .. 

>t' ! ~ ~> . 
9:-!8c: i!f~Ell . 

i"!Sf:i lit 
tg· sn 

liI 
TABLE No. 10. ~ 

A.creage un4er 4i.flerent crops in .Poona District (1949-50). 
,(In acres.) 

Tndapur. Khed. Baramatl. Purandar. lJawal. lonnar, Slror. Dbolld, Abellaan. ·'Molshi. Bbor, V,lb •• Total I 
'Dlotrlat, . - - --

2,12,B04 .05,274 1,97,272 1,49,273 62,257 1,54,744 2,67,280 1,80,1189 91,667 36,206 "3,004 64,94& 18,39,218 

25,615 18,873 15,540 18,368 ',459 2~,6S0 11,219 I1,!M9 11,886 11,216 lI,H2 2,151 1,57,4114 

IS,S17 13.~69 11I.B22 .11,936 1,542 11,480 ao.~ 10,793 0,4211 ·763 ~,862 7~ 1,30,286 

I 
~ 

~ 
\ 

238 86 ·21 ~ ... 827 "S .. III .. .. .. 8114 , 
474 1,024 643 1,150 , 86 1,033 905., .. 55 709 '''8 .. D 7,S34 I 
224 ,101 289 15 22 54 11 1l Z8 1 .. .. 853 

1,070 6,569 1,909 4,364 '258 4,383 8,242 .1,993 4,967 .0 .4 807 38,588 

4,S92 101 8,330 892 43 ,810 181 . ,fiR. 13 :a9 103 32 14,902 

921 1,06,620 1l.305 89,048 7S,545 46,683 8,884 ' "78 82,681 873 n,no ao,290 4,51,260 

, I 
8 a . .. .. .. .. ., .. .. " .. " .. 
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As IS EVIDENT FliOM THE TABLE' GIVEN ABoVE, THE POONA DISTRIcr 

Is mainly a food-grain producing area and non-food crops occupy 
relatively a small place. During 1949-50, the district had 
18,56,037 acres of land under food crops as . against 5,83,549 acres 
WIder non-food crops. The main food crops of the district are 
jowar, bajri, rice, ragi, wheat, maize, barley and vari° among cereals I 
,gram, fur, kulithO and matkiO among pulses; fruits and vegetables, 
su~arcane; and condiments and spices. The six talukas of Sirurj 
.Indapur, Baramati, Dhond, Junnar and Purandar. have, together 
13,01,111 acres under food crops, that is, 70·1 per cent. of -the toW 
area under food crops in the district., Sirur talukaalone haS 
2,82,807 acres under food' crops, the highest in anyone taluka in 
the district. 

THE MAIN NON-FOOD CROPS are, saffiower,· groundnul:; nigerseed ci 
;;esamum and linseed amohg oil-seeds; and fodder. Tobacco, betel 
~eaves, cotton and other fibres grown in the district are negligible. 

TABLE No. 11. 

ZOne following tabl~ gives. tbe figures. oJ (l(Yfeage under diJIerent 
erops in Poona-1881-82 and 1949--50. 

(in acrea' 

--'-- 1881-82. 1949-50. 

Crrr~ 
Jowar .. .. . , .. 6,88,502 iO,49.594 
n.jri .. .. ,. ," 5,57,807 3,66,019 
Ragi .. .' " 

., 52,365 60,069 
Rice .. _. .. .. • -r,885, 86,484 . 
Wheat .. .. .. .. 60,524 {6,925 
Maize .. .. .. ., 3,844 l,968 
Rarley .. .. .. " 141 931 
Kodr& .. .. 00 ,00 ., .. 397 2 
Othera .. .. .. .. 63,237t 27,226f 

.,. 0 

la,74,702- 1I1,a9,218 Total: cerea.1a .. 
.. .-~. .. - 'ZF7::3;::, -. p,,~ 

28,~'9 5$,087 Gram .. .. .. .. 
Tur .. I • I. 12,8tll 17,156 
Otheril .. .. .. ",18~t 8o;251t 

I 
'-I , .. ... ~ ··-+S=--d "" 

" '. 

TdtAl i Pttheit .. M,919 1,67,4~ 

Qil.88f'U-
Groundnu. I, .. ., .. .... 24,083 
Se&.>mum .. I. .. .' 29,449 5,704 
Linseed .. .. .. .. 139 1190 
Caator" •• j. .. . . 

~U'!I 
1 

Othera .. .. .. .. 90,757 
·s· ... .. ... ' . " 

Total :' OiLseeda ,. 1,02,786 1,30,285 

eThe importance given td this crop is based bit thefigurei of ateaI 
tinder it given in the ,tatistical returns for 1947-48. 'Pte returns for 1949-50 
have included this crop under .. Others" and have not given the acreage for it 
leparately. However, there is reason to infer that this crop still retains its 
importance as shown here, as the combined total in 1947-48, for the crops 
Dow included under .. Others" is much less than ,the figure for .. Others" given 
in 1951. 

t See tho first foot-note at the end of the table (p. 18.2). • 

PIIAP'J'EB IS. 

.Agriwl~ 
F90IJ Cao~ 

NON-FOOD 
Q\ops, 



"CHAPTER 5, 

Agriculture, 
NOH~FooD 

CRops, 

i82 BOMBAY STATE CAZEIIEER 

-- 1881-82, 1949-50, 

\ 

DrugB and N arcoticlr-

Tobaoco ,. ,. ,. 817 453 
Others " .. .. ~ .... 441 

ITotal: Drugs and 'Narcotics ." 817 894 

Condiments and BpiuB-

Chillies .. .. .. 8,089 . ... 

Total: Condiments and Spices ... 8,089 7,834 
-

Fibru-,. 

Cotton .. ' .. .. 4,56/) 176 

Otherw " ,. " 3,817- 778-

-
Total: Fibres ,. 8,382 953 

Bugarcane " " ,. 6,502 14,902 

,< 

Frui18 and Vegell.lblu " " ,. 9,161 36,588 

*Due to the change in the method of compiling crop statistics in the year 
1949-50, separate figures of acreages in respect of a number of crops ,in each 
categorv could not he shown in the table. Areas under these crops have been 
grouped together in the column "Others". However, to give an idea of the 
extent of cultivation of those crops in the district, figures for 1881-82 and 1947-48 
are given below:- . 

Cereals. hIlleL FIb ..... 

11881-62·ll~7-48. 1881-62. 1~7-48. 
I I - - - 11881-62. 1~7-48. 

< 
-, 

.~ 

Brown Hem) Varl and Savet 32,342 1I.~7 Mug ." .. 3.900 11,441 18 .' 
Jtala ,. 1;084 l1li3 Uclld ' .. 1.6111 '11.103 Saan or Tag 1.376 858 

Peaa ,. 838 11,670 

, M_ ,. 838 86Z 

KnUth ,. 13,065 40,287 

. ' ", 

fFor 1947-48, only van is mentioned. 



The fonowfng Is the qtdnquennial statement of holdings In Poona, 1947-48:

TABLE No. 12. 

Quintztt.ennial Statemene oJ Holding. in Government Ryotwari Area in Poona (194'1-48). 

CLASS 'A', CLASS 'B', OLASS '0'. TOTAL. 

Magnitude a.roupa •. Area helt in 80rel. 
Numb~rof 

Area hold in aores. Area held in aorel Numherof 
'Number of Number of perlonl. 

'perlona. Khalsa. Inam. pIIrlonl. Khalla. IDam, perIODS. Khalsa. Inam. 

Up to 5 aorBl .. 70,518 ·:t,92,821 30,640 1,523 4,251 833 . 19,427 42,276 10,435 91,468 
. Over 5 aorBl and up to 15 

33,146 3,30,624 47,889 989 7,651 1,31~ 12,133 1,02,002 18,215 46,268 

.. 

Overa~~:ore8 ~nd u~'t~ 25 . 
aores 22,418 3,92,063 24,016 "6 7,945 IJ73 8,140 74,086 13,650 

'Over 25 aores and up 
to 100 aores .. 15,196 4,60,511 ~2,431 461 16,116 1,169 3,718 1,10,498 25,995 

Over 100 a.ores and up ! I 

to 500 80res .. 909 '79,829 11,014 28 4,1131 654 298 21,682 10,188 
Over 600 aores .. 1i6 3,454 595 1 638 .. 47 2,187 1),020 

. -- .. - ' -
" Totae .. 1,42,24~ 14,59,311 1,46,585 3,478 4J,13~ 5,1~7 43,763 3,52,731 81,b03 

0IJ.88· .. ' :-Th0)8e persons who oultivate hud thamgelve~ with or without the pelp of hirod I~bour. '. 
01." , B' :'-:Tho3e persons whO) d<i not oiiltivate rond themJelves, but supervise and direot oultivation by labourers or farm servants. 
Ol,J.88 '0' :-Those who reoaive ren~ but do not direotly or indireotly take part In oultivation. 

31,034 

19,375 

1,235 
104 

1,89,484 

Area held 
in aorel. 

2,81,265 

5,07,699 

5,12,933 

6,46,720 

1,27,898 
9,895 

120,86,408 

- ... In 1947-48, 20,86,408 acres of khiilSa and ;,nam lands together were held by 1,89,484, persons in various size groups. These 
holders have been divided into three classes and there are 1,42,243 owner cultivators who hold 16,05,896 acres of land j 
3,478 persons holding 46,279 acres of land cultivated under their guidance and supervision; and 43,763 persons holding 
4,34,234 acres, rented out their land to tenants. Therefore, the first two classes of holders can be styded as agriculturists, and 
the third category as non-agriculturists, The J>ersons in the last category constitute 23 per cent. of the total number of, .... 
persons holding land and hold 20· 8 per cent. of the total area of holdings. ' . E'il 



· . , 
The following table gfYes ~ comparative' stat'tment of thEf nlUllber or fiolders in 1882-83 and 1941-48:-

TABLE No. 13; 

Ilo'll(fl" m . .Pbona Dtstrict (1882-83' aM 19C-48}. 

Ul&LL", DDJ11J1.., 

'IBAB. 

.--. Perwnt", 1f1ImtM; 
&hoto"l. 

... ·&8 .. lII,10S '7'& 110,OM. 

1"7·" .. 11.'0. •••• 77,II11L 

81lIta.a_ 

tt .. I.·88, W- • to 80 __ ; III ileNe ~olD')"I' _.,. 

118811088-BetweeD 80 aDd 100 _.' 

I lN7'6&-Jletw_ II aDd 100_. 

IAbo .. IOO_. 

JlWrl'Bllt"otMlr 
total, 

Ill'. 

'0'. 

BlO.r VERY BIO., 

lfUlllbar • Pllrrtm1r. ~ lfIIm!llr. P&rl'llnt. or 
th.total. the To"l. 

11,8.6 1'& 00 ]I el1lllbl •• 

10,876 1.O'D 1',180 0'7 

TOTAl,OIP 
HOLDERS. 

1,17,871 

1,80,6'" 

TOTAL A_ 
held (Acrel.) 

10,07,171 

10,80,"'.' 

The total number of holders has decreased by 38,387 since 1882-83, while the area heJd has increased by 1,19,130 acres in 
1947-48 over 1882-83. There has been an increase in the Dumber of landholders both in the .. small" and the .. very big n 

groups. while the number of holdeu ia' the· ." meWwu" and the· big" groups has declined, 



Th& following h ~ qtdDqueonial statement of boldJD~. 1947-48 (talukawIset:

T.A13LE No. U. 
Quinquennial8ratemenf o/11oldings in Cloverl,ment Ryottoari Area in Poona (Taru~VJiBeJ-19n·18 • 

JUDDIIol\ Xhed. 
. 

Mawal. -Aoregroup. 01 .... • Number Area In Aor ... Number Area. In Aorea. Number Area in Aore •• 
of of of 

PenoDI. Kha. mam. Perlona. KhaIaa. Inam. PenoD •• Khal .... Ina.m. -1 t-o II Aore. .. A 11,029 311,628 4,1162 6,01111 18,7911 11,600 4,76\1 110,264 11,'30 
B, "0 1.426 110' 1" 1174' 51 • IIl17 36 
(t 2,40Q • 6,36" 1,025 1I,8'~ 6,352 1119 327 3,267 '126 

5 to 111 Aore. .. A 4,126 48,'50 11,1167 1,1411 32,666 8,640 8,030 10,601 2,00'1 
B 204 l,Sl(} 16~ 33 20T 97 17 378 1117 
0: 1,06" 8,0201 1,'9'1' 1,27& 9,762' I,OOS ,oe 6,803 1,242 

111 to III Aorea .. A 1,990 41,646' 1,570 1,'122 89,390 11,660 J,760 30,'1111 9154 
B 2l&. 399, 51' 2, 18 2I 83 1,&21 176 
(t 371 6,078i 98'1' 332: 6,451 1141 aOIl 10,667 9119 

211 to 100 Aorea .. A 1,1170 86,851 1,603 867 80,'146 11,0011 3,247 2S.1180 1,2011 
B a. 117 .... .... . ... .... 99 2,701l 2611 
(t 2lQl 11,8031 1,1l0" 12t 3,655' '63 4911 6,403 901 

100 to 1100 Aorea .. A 111 2,101 411 22 11,824 21 399 2,S2S 81l 
B .... .... .... .... . ... . ... 10 1,917 2O1l 
0 , IOU 4'7 I 16 125 109 94S 1109 

1100 A_ ad above .. A .. .. .... . ... . .... ..... . ... 49 '" 2 
B .... .... .... . ... .... . ... .... .... . ... 
0 .... ..... .... .... .... . ... 40 1,032 6111 -- ---------

'I otal for all sroupa •. 23,210 1,92,469 17,482 15,467 1,111,455 13,761 16,260 1,32,889 13,613 

·Sea foot·noto to statemont at);l. 183. 



TABLE No. 14~ontd'. 
--

Haveli. Ambegaon. MuIshl. 

- Aore group. C}aas Number Area in Aores. Number Area in Aores. Number- Area. in Aores. 
of of of 

Persons. Khalsa.. Inam. Persons. Khalsa.. Inam. Persona. Khalsa.- Inam. 
i 

1 to II Aorea .. A 7,828 20,277 3,202 8,925 34,256 2,728 4,318 8,638 1,956 
B 89 119 24 III 230 IS 38 63 35 a 1,445 3,455 838 '2,041 4,490 793 1,101 2,205 407 

6to 15 Aore. .. A 4,084 30,986 2,Il72 1,730 36,540 8,035 148 14,750 1,409 
B 56 269 100 45 368 48 1 Jl .... a 1,016 11,813 1,397 812 4,530 984 373 2,998 379 

• '15 to 25 Aoree -.. A 2,486 20,20/ 1,756 1,599 ' 44,777 1,338 1.585 30,464 696 
B 29 455 50 2 35 236 1 82 .... a 357 9,983 1,263 3,741 379 .... 93 1,476 290 

25 to 100 Aores .. A 1,140 27,078 1,963 '113 28,135 1,919 385 15,845 1,007 
B 32, 1,049 04 5 147 .... .... .,' .. ... ,' 
C 358, 10,291 2,103 129 3,908 441 132 5,173 460 

100 to 500 Aores .. A 66 5,146 1,193 37 1,889 243 22 3,352 . ... 
B 2 286 11 .... .... .... .... .... ..... a 30 2,766 417 1 186 .... 10 704 306 

500 Aores and above .. A, 3 749 1 ' .... .... .... 1 1,105 . ... 
B .... .... ... . . ... . ... .... . ... . ... a 2 38 249 , .... .. -- . .... .... . ... .... 

-- --- - -

Total for all groups .. 19,013 1;44,965 17,323 19,291 1,59,870 16,780 8,208 86,866 6,945 
-.. 

~ .-. 



TABLE No. 14-contJ. 
L 

PooDaOlty. 
I 

Pura.Dda.r. Ba.ra.ma.tl. 

AoreSZ'oup. Ola. •• Number Area. In Aores. I Number Area. In Aore •• Number Area. In Acre •• 
of of of 

Peraonl. Khalaa.. Ina.m. peraoD •• Khalsa. Inam., Persona. Khalaa.. Ina.m. - -
1 to II Aoree .. A 1,79' 1,082 31111 10,049 13,699 8,836 ',869 8,738 118 

B 44- 142 20 29 23 88 272 ' 66' 800 a 260 4b8 136 3,364 ',434 8,372 1,299 8,740 888 

lito III Aorea .. A 148 840 138 11,'615 33,'4' 115,999 1,048 10,338 869 
B 18 288 73 22 67 133 210 1,900 242 a 60 '63 311 1,783 10,963 6,788 1,184 9,6115 920 

Ib to 25 Acres .. A 38 151A 49 2,003 '15,151515 10,840 2,017 40,510 633 , .B 6 13 23 1 115 .... 182 2,487 411 a 14 2411 9S 1568 .' 11,932 4,659 1106 8,566 800 

26 to 100 Aore. .. A 23 363 24 1,293 315,000 13,761 717 20,910 7115 
J3 11 617 76 2 31 63 88 8,371 454 a 12 412 282 448 1,0,066 9,647 284 9,739 .1,366 

100 to 600 Aorel .. A 4 287 96 81 2,1518 2,372 16 1,724 4,014 
B 1 212 .... 1 69 67 .... .... . ... a 2 41 124 83 '2,306 2,944 17 2,2(9 701 .-

1100 Aore. and a.bove .. A .... .... . ,', . . ... .... .... . ... .... . ... 
B .... .... .... , ... .... .... .... .... . ... a .... • a •• .... , 619 2,130 .... . ... . ... 

, 

Tota.i for all grouPs 2,425 
,. 

15,94' i,802 25,074 1,64,618 81,/UD 12,707 1,24,679 12,911 .. , 
• 



"' 
Aoregroup. CIa .. Number 

of" ~ 

persons. 

1 to 5 Aores .. Jl. 4.674'. 
D 35· 
0 1.167 . 

IS to 15 Aorea .. A 4.6Ur 
lJ; 4S 
C 1.166 

15 to 25 Aorea .. A 1,9(0 
B- J2 
0 471 .. 

25 to 100 Acres .. A 2.10Z. 
]J 24-
C 507 

100 to 500 Acres .. Ii 101 
D, ' 9, 
0 23 

bOO Aores and above .. A I 
B 1 
0 .... 

'Total tor all groupi .. 16.917' 

.. 
I 

TABLE" No. U-contci. 

Indapur, . Dhond~ 

Area. in Aores. Number' Area in,Aores. 
of 

KhaUa.. • Inam. Persollll. Khalsa. Inam. 

·'15,573 r.239 2.839' 7.430 1,656 
70· 20 144: 328 90 

2.899 519 1.494 3.449 848 

39.768' 2.216 2,963 28,843' 5.365 
296 17' 92 782 144 

10.b62 657 1,422 14.097 1,061 , 
33,341. 1,203 2,51&' 30,179· 1.310 

212' .... 25 375 74 
6.746 1,861 619 7.529 1.049 

1.00,092 2,954 1.373 56,998 2,388 
1,209 I 45 2,258 188 

18.902· 1.815 439 18.241 3.207 

. 2 .. ,388 569 71 12,708' 823 
1,410 124 4 425 257 
2.757 964 28 2,883 3.122 

603 .... 2 653 692 
638 .... .... .... . ... 

.... .... . .... . ... . ... 

2.60,466 14,159 14.078 1.87,078 22.174 

Sirur. 

Number Area in Aores. 
of 

Persons. Khalsa:, Innm. , 
3,069 8.449 940 

169 385 88 
1.634. 3.163 864 

3.753 34,391' 1,684 
243 1,785 144 

1,516 12,377 1,976 

2.740 34,770 998 
159 2,2J6 31 
564 10,037 1,143 

2,066 84,916' 2.715 
152 4,712 39 
585 1'1.734 3.322 

~ 136 19,591' 257 
I 212 .... 

40 6.635 639 

. ... . ... .... ... . .... .... 
I 69S' 26 

16,828 2.41.971 14.766 
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The size of the holdings in this district varies from taluka to taluka 
according to the conditions of the monsoon, soil, crop pattern, financial 
condition of the ryots and the extent of absentee landlordisr.) 
prevailing in the talukas. On the whole, the greater portion of the 
land is held by persons having holdings between one and twenty-five 
acres. Holdings in most of the talukas are small and they are so 
divid~ among the family members and, in some cases, scattered in 
fra!r-"ients over the 'rillage and taluka and even diH:a-ent talukas, and, 
m/rare cases also over ~djoining districts, that the size of a holding 
'does not give an accurate guide to the average size of the 'unit of 
cultivation. In the talukas of Junnar, Purandar, Khed, Ambegaon, 
and Haveli, the holdings below five acres are larger in number than 
in the other talukas. 

The average size ef the holdings for the district as a whole worh 
'out at 11 acres per holding. A recent sample sun'ey of the holdingli 
in the Peccan districts, ~ndu~~ by Cqvernment, show~ that the 
average number of fragmenq per polcUng ~ largest tn ~oona and 
Sahlra. The average number of fragments per holding in ~oona has 
been estimated at 5·7, the average area for each fragment being 
2·8 acres. This mows the extent to wbichland u sub-divided and. 
ttagmented jJl foonRr m~g ~e \Urit 9f ~ul~v~tion very ~lDaU. 

Agriculture. 
HOLDINGS. 
$ize and 
JIoldingS. 

In 1947, the Government of Bombay enacted a law called thE) Prevention of 
DoDlbay Prevention of fragmentlltioD ~nd C~nsolidatio~ of Hol4ing$ Fragmentation & 
Act, with Ii view to ~tartingth~ vrocess of co~olidation of holdings. ~H~t!; 

The; first part p£ the law- pea~ with preventioq. of further 
fragmentation of land. - Government has been empowered to fix the 
·standard area· -(f.e.- the minimum area necessary for profitable 
cultivation as a separate plot) for any class of land iIi any local area. _ 
The .. standard area" js such a~ is expected to kee~ the cultivator 
fuDyemployed on the- field, and the yield from it is expected to be 
sufficient to cover the cost. of cultivation and. Government revenUQ· 
~sessment anclyield ~reasonable profit. O,n ;t~unt of ~erenc~ 
in quality of soil, climate, standard of husbandry and o~er factors; . 
the standard areas fO't different types of land vary from district to 
district. The range of acreage . of the. standard areas ,applicable 
tel various types of land is ~ follows : .. 

. Dry Crop-, from one to four acres ; Rice. frpm one. guntba . to 
one acre; (jarden, from fiv~ gunthas to o~e, acrej a~dVarkas> frpxf\ 
two acres to -six acres. ... '. 

Under the law, the standard areas are fixed by the Collector in 
C(>nsJll~tion with the PistpctAdvisory Committee:. lind _after 
cpnsideration of any objection from the public to hi~ prOvisional 
figures which have to be published for general information- inviting 
objections. All existing holdings which are smaller than the 
standard area are _ declared as fragments and entered in the record_ 
of rightS as such and the fact notified to the fragment holders. The 
fragment holder and his'heir can cultivate ·and inherit the fragment,; -
but jf at any_ time the fragment holder Of his ~eir wants to seD or 
lease. the fragment, it must pe sold or leased to a contiguous holder 
who can merge it with his field. In case the contiguous holdei; 
is unwilling to take it or purposely makes. a low bid .. Government 
pprchases the fra~ent in question at the market value according 
tc? the provisio~ . of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, and leases it 
out to any of the neighbouring holders. In this process tenants of 
the fragments are protected:- they - are not _ to be discontinued. 
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cHAPTER 5; Creation of fragments in future is prohibited. It cannot be done 
Agriculture. either by transfer or partition. Transfer. or partition contrary to 
HOLDINGS. the provisions of the Act is void and persons guilty of breach 

Prevention of f th la-\.- li bl fin' 250 Fragmentation & 0 e w are a e to pay a e up to Rs. . 
Consolidation S'd b 'de th A als 'd f' th lid f h ldin of Holdings, 1 e y S1 e ct 0 prOV1 es . or e conso' ation 0 0 'gs 

into compact . blOcks. This involves valuation of all holdings in 
a village and then redistribution in such manner as to secure to each 
cultivator the same return from land which he had got previous to 
the consolidation. Every effort is made to ensure that exchange 
is made only of lands of equal fertility and outturn. Where such 
exchange is not possible, compensation is paid to the owner who is 
allotted a holding of less market value than his original holding 
and this compensation is recovered from the owner who is allotted 
the holding which has greater value than his original holding. This 
amount of compensation is fixed according to the provisions of the 
Land Acquisition Act. After the process of consolidation is over, 
the tenure of the original holding is transferred to the new 
consolidated holding. Similarly, lellses, debts .and encumbrances, 
if any, are also transferred, adjusted and fixed up. The interests of 
tenants are safeguarded, as far as possible, and tenancies are usually 
tTlillsferred to the exchanged land. If there is any ~rence in value 
between th~ original holdi?gs and the exchanged o~es. adjustments 
in rents are made •. 

, In Poona District, the taluka of. Baramati has . been selected for 
the implementation of the Act ; and all villages of the Baramati taluka 
and village Shelgaon of the neighbouring lndapur taluka have been 
notified as local areas under sections 3 and.1 of the Act. Consoli~ 

dation schemes 'have been publisheclin respect of 20 villages out 
of 64notIfied ones, namely Tandulwadi. Nepatvalan, Sonawadi Supe, 
Barhanpur, Nimbodi. Rui, Sawal, Gojubavi, Anjangaon, Karhawagaj. 
Naroli, Kololi, Undawadi Supe, Jalgaon Supe, Jalgaon Kadepathar. 
Malad~ J alochi, Baburdi, Ambi Khurd and J og~wadi. 

In addition to these twenty villages. consolidation work is in 
progress in the villages Ambi Budruk and Pimpali of the Baramati 
taluka. Agricultural operations are going, on· according to thea 
consolidation scheme in Naroli, Kololi, Nimbodi, Undawadi Supe and . 
Anjangaon where the consolidation work has been completed . 

. The area available for consolidati9n in all the twenty villages 
abovementioned has been estiiDated at 64,558 acres and 21 gunthas. 
This acreage was composed -of 15,014 holdings held by 4,428. 
khatedars. The number of holdings after consolidation has declined 

. from 15,014 to 6,980. Similarly, there were in all 3,~ fragmen~ . 
out of whicli 3,832 fragments have been merged. . 
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TIm FOLLOWINC TWO TABLES' give Eor the years 1949-50 and 1947-48 CIIAPTEJl ... 
the area in acres under various cereals :-

, 
I 

I 

I 

TAELE No. 15. 

Statement ,llOWing area in acres uncler Cereals in Poona 
District (1949-50).* 

KaWai.! IlIIIIIIIr. - Ponna I Ba •• II. lIIdapar. X-' ll&ramatI. Puraadar. 
(It,. 

ll ... .. 277. 8,413 1,9111 LO,222 2,792 2,981 1!I!,753 0,35& . 
Wbeat .. lIlD 2.lI!5 I,La6 ',410 6,386 8,048 8,978 n,M' 

Dar:.,. .. .. .. 118 1'1 l.a , 4118 17 

10_ .. ',Slll ",1140 l,87,238 24,06D 1,8',735 87,4M 18,OUO '7,985 

Jlald .. D88 d,228 10,7111 5O,6L8 28,9811 5&,151 Il,41S 82,1151 

J/.a8I .. .. m .. 2,834 .. 201 ',330 1,819 

~ .. '8 817 87& 107 158 os &8 .11 

Xodra .. .. .. .. I .. .. . . .. 
0UIIa .. .. .53 11 8,'78 88 181 Il,WI 1,70. 

'loW .. ',785 118,840 Il,LIl,806 11&,87' 1,07,878 l,411,B73 l52,2Ij7 1,64,746 

- 8Irar. DboDd. AmbepoD. Jlulllbl. llbor. Velhe TotaL 

. 
JIJoe .. 185 III! 1,151 11,1173 7,222 -8,0111 . 88,484 

Wbea& .. 1,888 1,1!38 I,JOI 7.a l,U9 • till ,8,1125 

Jlarlllr .. 6 6 • 118 .. .. 031 

10_ .. Il,ll,o!8 1,88,708 88. 18,951 18,508 1!,1611 10,'",696 

JlaJd .. 10,_ 10,188 6O,e50 402U I!,8M 16 1,88,0111 

JIacI .. I .. .. ',80' 1,88B 13,133 Il,II46 80,0811 

IfaIa ... 00 18 .. .. .. .. 1.D16 

. KG4ra .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I 

. Ollie .. .. " II I 
! 

',N1l til 1711 1',471 17,Bt11 

Total .. 1,07,280 1,80,11811 I 111,887 88,B98 &3,004 N,Nt 11,80,118 
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.TABL1!l No. 16. 

Statementjcr the Poolla District showing the area in acres in 1947-48 
under the Cereals grouped as • Other, , in the 1949-50 statistics. 

I 

Talukaa, 

~ 
Vari • I l3hadli. Rajgira. . 

I 
PoonaCity " .. 5 .. .. .. 
Haveii " .. 64 137 .. 164 ..... 
Indapur .. .. 11 .. 18 .. 
Khed 

. .. .. 113 2,677 a 862 .. , 

BaraJllat. .. .. S3 J7 .. .. 
Purandar .. .. 71 2'18 .. .. .. 
Ma."jVaJ ., ~ .. 11 1,689 ,. ., 
J~~ .; t· 14 1,01>6 7 • 
Sirur . .. .. 7& 7 . . 7 

Dhond .. .. ~ .. .. .. 
.Ambegao~ .. .. 2S. 3,441 111 I .. 
Mulshi .. .. IIj ~S .. I .. 

:Pistrict 'lotal .. 5S:l 9,~7 1,011 I l'fS . 
Bojri .(spiked millet) is an important grain crop of ,the district 

yielding rank only to jowar and it covered 3,66,019 acres of land in 
1949-50. )3ajri compares very favourably with jowru: as a food, but 
ito; stem makes poor fodder. It is grown all over the district but 
the talukas of JUQIlar, PUTandar, Khed, Hayeli flnd Ambegaon have 
comparatively larger acreages under this crop than other talukas. 
It is a finer grain than jowar and requires more careful tillage. It 
is usually sown in June-July and ripens in the months of October
November, The crop ~s seldom watered or· manured. It does best 
when the climate is moderately dry. There are Puee varietie~ of, 
bajri, which can hardly be distinguished from one another j' and 
these are. gari, an early. variety, haU, a late and finer variety, and 
snjguri, a quickly maturQ1g variety with a smaller grain and mainly 
grown .as an irrigated crop. Ilajri is practically always a mixed crop 
sown with mixtures of pulses, til, rala, ~tc. Bajri never yields sa 
large a crop as jowar and it requires more ploughings, manuring 
and weeding than jowar. When ~ crop is four or five inches high 
the weeds and ~ass .are clearfd. . A timely rainfall' in August 
favours the growth of bairi. The average yield of bairi on different 
unwatered soils in good and bad agricultural seasons varies between 

• 300 lhs. and 400 lbs. an acre. The parched green ears of bajri' are 
known as 'imbur or nimbur and are eaten. The ripe hajri grains are 
sometimes parched anq madei{lto lahi. Bajri is chiefly used as 
a: bread grain. The labourers generally do not eat bairi as mucw~ 
jowar. Th~ bajTi stalks '(sarouzd) are given to cattle ~ fodder, 

,13hadli 1$ chiefly grown in Kbed and Ambegaon talukas. Ia 
covered an area of 1,011 acres in 1947-48, The. figures for 
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1949-50 have not been separately shown. It is sown in June and 
July and is reaped in October and November. It grows well on 
poorer soils and yields per acre 150 lb. It is eaten by the pOOl" 
people. The grain is husked by pounding and.is boiled for human 
consumption. Bhadli straw is used as lodder; 

Bhat (rice) is one of the. chief crops of the west lands,«namely, 
the talukas of Mawal, Mulshi, Khed, Junnar, Bhor, and Velhe Mahal, 
and is also sometimes found in moist places in the eastern portions. 
It covered 86,484 acres of land in the district in 1949-50. About 
eleven kinds of rice are grown in the Poona district. Ric~js sown in 
June-July and is harvested in the month of December. The yield per 
acre is about 1,I~O lb .• The ambemohor, kale, rayabag and raiaval 
varieties are of ·richer type and the yield per acre is also' large. 
'There arc five varieties; namely chimansal, dodke, kolambe, kothimbar 
and varangal, which are of inferior quality. These are generally sown 
broadcast or by drilf in poor rice fields. Certain improved varieties 
of rice grown in the district are K-l84, K-l42 and K-540 and 
Ambemohor-159 and Ambemohor-151 ; 

Much the greater part of the Poona rice is grown under the 
transplanting system. In March 'Dr April, a plot is chosen for the 
seed bed either in the rice field itself or on a higher ground close to 
the field and is ploughed and levelled. It is then treated with 
cowdung, grass, leaves and brushwood as .manure, and in the .month 
of June the seed is sown broadcast and covered by a hand hoe,· 
( kudal). . In July, when the seedlings are about five to six inches high, 
they are pulled out, tied in small bundles, taken and planted by hand 
in the adjoining rice fields. This method of transplanting is quite 
expensive, as it involves considerable labour. Rice fields, which are 
called khachars, are generally formed by throwing earthen banlc.c; acrOllS 
the beds of water courses or lines of drainage. Thili. by 
holding back the muddy deposit and by controlling the supply of 
water during the loainy season, helps both the formation and cultivation 
of rice fields. The best ri~e soil is a bright yellow deepening to black 
as the quality declines.··. The yield of rice depends as much on the 
plentiful and constant supply' of water as on the'character of the soil. 
To prevent silting, in, alternate years rice fields are ploughed in 
opposite direction three or four times. After the planting is over, the 

,water is kept standing in the field up to a certain height till the crop 
: ripens. In December, ripe paddy is harvested with the sickle (Vila) 
,and the stalks with earheads are stacked with the help of labourers 
. in the threshing door. . .... . . 

Except where it is grown, rice is eaten. by the poor on feast days 
only. It enters into the daily food of all the middle and upper 
classes and is taken mainly in the boiled. fornl. It is also eaten 
parched 1ts lahi, pohaand murbura. . 
. Gahu (wheat) is a late or cold weather Crop in the Poona district. 

It is generally sown in the month of October and harvested in the 
months of F:ebruary-March. In 1949-50, this. cropcQveredan area of 
46,925 acres of land. It is grown all over the district. The Junnar 
taluka has the largest acreage under this crop' in the district, followed 
by Sirur and Baramati. . It is largely lfn iriiga.tedcrop and thrfves well" 
in l>lack soils, namely. gavahg.li. The four. main varieties of wheat 
grown in the district are khaple, bakshi, kaw and pote. Bakshi is 
of the finest quality and 'is .. sown in November in 'good black soils. 
It requires considerable 'irrigation and DUlnlUing and 1& harVested In 
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March. The~ hakshi wheat grain' is larger than other varieties: The 
others varieties areofinferior tYPes and their' grains are also smaller. 
The impr(;lVedvarieties Of ,wheat that are 'grown in the district are 
Jaya 808 and Niphaq 4 and 81. The average yield per acre of wheat 
in this distric!: varies from 350 lb. in dry to 1,500 lb. in irrigated 
farming. ,Wheat is g~n{)rally used as ~ bread grain and its flour .is 
used in' preparing bread, chapati and puri.' " ' 

Harik or kodra is grown ~n negligible quantities only in the Khed 
taluka 'on 2~ acres of land. It is sown in June and reaped' in the 
month of September. The grain, which is round and flattish and 
of the, size of a mustard' seed, forms iIj qouble' rows on one side 
of Ii flat stem; and 1:mtillipe, the ear rerriaiiis eIlYeloped in a sheath. 
Its yield per acre is about 900 lb. New harik is said to be power
fully narcotic and is' e~ten only by the poor, who prepare it in 
various ways. lts straw is hurtful to cattle. 

lao (barley) occupies a relatively smaller area in the Poona 
district and covered only 931 acres in 1949-50, of which 468 acres 
were in Mawal, 148 in Baramati and 142 in Khed. It thrives well 
on black soils. Barley is sown in November, and, groWn with the 
help of water and manure, is harvested in February. Barley is 
chiefly used· in making the ready c.ooked. food called satuche-pith. 
The grain IS often parched. It is also used in the shraddha (after-
death, rites), 'cere~?ni~~ of Hindus. ' 

Ivari (Indian millet) is the. most" widely grown cereal in Poona. 
During the recent past it .has been showing good increase in acreage. 
In ,the year ~949-50,this crop: occupied' 10,49,594 acres of la~d in the 
district. 'It is grown over the whole Of the district, but it is the 
staple .,grain of the eastern plain and areas of concentrated cultivation 
are the: talukas of Sirur, Indapur, Dhond,· BaramaU and Purandar. 
In the hilly western portions, namely in Khed, Mulshi, Mawal and 
Velhe, it is grown in comparatively smaller quantities. There are 
many varieties of jowar. 'some early ones and some late ones. The 
early yarieties are found only in the belt which fringes the east of 
the western'talukas imd are sown thickly more ~or fodder rather than 
for grain. The late varieties are grown in the eastern plain, yield 
grain plentifully, and their fodqer, though less abundant, is of better 
quality than that of the' early varieties: There are three chief early, 
varieties namely, argadi~' kalhhondi and nilva. Argadi, also called 
utavali, is sown in June-July in shallow black or light soil, is grown 
without the help of water and manure, and is harvested in the months 
of November-December., This, variety is also sometimes sown as an ' 
irrigated crop in April and matures in June-July. When grown I1S 
.al~ irrigated crop,' it is called khondi or nundi. The kalhhondi 
jowar (the black husked) is usually sown in Iun~ and July and is 
harvested 'in 'November and December. Its stems are six to eight 
feet. high ",ith ~arge earheads. The' nilva jowar, mostly grown as 
fodder crop, is -generally .sown in the months -of February-March 
without either water or manure and is usually mature for reaping in 
about 4 months'time.· Thestem.is·quite high and coarse and yields 
about 200 lb .. of grain and 8,000 lb. of fodder in an acre. The cost 
of growing ~s, variety of, jowar is not very high. and usually 
a cultivator tealisesalmost double the cost ,of cultivation by selling 
the grain anq fodder in the market. The nilva is p~ed as fodder fOf 
milch cattle. .' -' .. 
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The late varieties. of jowar, namely shalu, dudh-mogra and tambdi, 
are usually sown 1D ,the months of' September and, October and 
harvested in February and March. The yield per acre comes to about 
150 lb. when the crop is grown for fodder and 400 lbs. when it is 
grown for grain. The best of the late varieties is sOOlu, which is 
generally sown on black soils. Dudh-mogra 'is sown with sOOl" 
either mixed in the.same furrow or separately. Red jowar (tambdi) 
is sown generally in light soils. The stem yield poor fodder but the: 
grain is white am,. hard. About four to five pounds of red jowar is 
sewn in an acre, if the soil is better. Otherwise, it sometimes requires 
eight to ten pounds. The improved varieties of jowar, namely 
rllaldandi 47-3; maldilndi 35-1; and N. D. 15 have been introduced by 
the AgrIcultural t>epartment and these are grown in the rabt" season 

• for grain. Jowar is t;he only cereal whose straw (kadba) is"used ~ 
a fodder in its' natural state. The jowar~ grain is used 'chiefly as 
a bread grain but sometimes it is alSo parchec;l ( lahi) and eaten. 
When in season, the parched unripe jowar heads form a chief item of 
food with the labouring classes. The late varieties of jowar in the 
~oona district do not letch :a great premium. 

Makka (Maize); It occupied 1,968 acres of land in the Poona 
district in 1949-00; of which the talukas of Indapur and Haveli' 
together had almost two-thirds. Maize was introduced in this district 
in 1842 when the American ~aize was naturalised at the experimenta~ 
garden at Hivra in Junnar.· It is generally sowri as 'an irrigated crop 
in the month of June and is harvested in September. Sometimes it 
is sown in the rqonth· of February and harvested in the month of 
May. The yield per acre is about 500 lb. The green heads (hatas) 
are usually eaten parched or boiled and the ripe grain is also parched 
and made into lahi. The' rlpe grain is also used in preparing' bread 
a~er being ground into floUr. . 

Nagli, nacOOni or ragi, cOvered 60,069 acres of land in P"oria in 
1949-50, of which 31,944 were in Velhe, 13,133 in Bhor; 4,330 in 
MawaI, 3,603 in' Am1:legaon and 2,834 in Khed. It' is groWIi mainly 
in the hilly west on high lands and sometimes in wet lands by planting 
like rice or by sowing with the drill. Seedlings are simply thrown on 
the ground in little trenches at about equal distailces apart and left to 
root as they can. It'does Dot require a very deep or rich soil. It is 
sown in June and ripens in November. The 'yield per acre comes to 
about 900 lb. As the stalkS 9l this crop are hard, reaping is quite 
difficult and costly." It . takes four persons eight days to cut about 
lhree acres of aacOOni. The ripe grain' i$ used for preparing bread' 
and somtimes nacOOni Hour is used in making a cooling drink callec1 
~~' -

. Rala is chiefly grown in Khed, Dhond, Sirur, Purandar'and Havcli. 
It covered 553 acres of landin the district in 1947-48. It grows only 
on black soils. It is sown iIi June and July .~nd lripens in the months. 
of October and November. The yield per acre of this crop comes 
to about 150 Ib;The grain is separated from the husk, by J?Ounding 
and is usualll' boil.ed and eaten whole. -... . " 

Van is another' minor cereal· grown in the district and covered 
an area of 9,947 acres in 1947-48. It is mainly grown in the talukas 
of Ambegaon, Khed, Mawal and Junnar, usually in light red soils or' 
on hilly slopes. This crop is sown in June-July and is reaped' in 
November. It is not, as a rule, watered or manured. 
., BJi. Vf 2-1Sa 
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The fonowin~ tables con~ain the' .. area under ~1,l1ses in Poonn' Distrlct ... talukawise~for·;the years 1949-50" and ~947-48:-- i 
TABLE No:11. 

Stateme'lit 8howing the area in acres uncler Pulses irvPoonaDistrict (.1949-50).* 
.. 

-' Poona Danll. Indapur. ned; llaramatl. Purnndar. Mawal;· Juonar. Sirur, Dhond. Ambegaoo. Mulshl. Dhor. ,V.lh.; ,Total, 
Cltf· 

-- - . - - ~ _a 
'. 

, , 
Tv .. .. III I,OSII 11,1l1li l,lSO' 2,706 a35 105 1,232 1,109 G38. 1103 229 aUI 158 17,156 

O,allll .. .. 170' 8,IIZII ',a22 11,811 8,'2' 11,425 2,S03 11,523. ',1139 3;S68 8,582 948 . 959 ,1,~08 55,087 

Olb .... .. , . 'II 11.8118 1',901' 8,082 9,352 11,'08 I,S5\.. 11,875 5,171 7,245 7,221 1,038 1,181 787 . 85,21>1 

--- - -
YOW, .. 1711 11,01>8 25,615 18,873 15,540' 18,S68 . ','GII 22,830 11,219 11,249 . 11,886 2,215' . 2,452 2,151 1,57,'04 

• 
-Due '" """I"" '" tho ')'IItem of .om"lIIn~ the .taU-tlce <If ero!, ar'M~" 10 1940;50, lome I'ul",., namely, mUll, udid, mtJIki. enl, eMeali. II.lith, !'t,ID"". m .. ,ur, and lath. ha"e not beoo 

.eI'B.atoly.ho ..... b"t hove been IIrouped tOIl.thor 10 the oOlumn • Olben', llowever, to &lve ao Idea of lb. utent of tho cultlvatloo of theoo pul.OIIo Poona, Ul8 ·f1I1Ul1111lor the year lQn'iS ho •• 
been at- ia rablt 110. 18. 
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. TABLE No. 18. 

Statement/or the Poona District sMwin.q the area in Q,C'Tes in 194'1-48 under the Pulses grouped 
as" Others" in the 1949-~O stattstics. 

, . • 
Poon. ·B .... II. Jodapar. Khed. Baramatl. Poraudar. Haw.l. Juuoar. Slrur. Dhon4. "mbe~aon. 
Clly.' 

- - -
, -

, 1151 1119 In 12( .010 ?D' 845 1,537 828 255 

11 1,01IS to 1,567 17 1,823 878 2,375 8G7 ,10 1,259 

.. 1,150 2,000 1,258 1,995 8,801 .. 8,412 5,068 872 8,aUD 

~. .425 01 027 .... . ... 17 1,529 .. 90 226 . 

II 278 , 27 491 U 505 416 166 }t6 50 61 

7 1,IeO O,5U 1,771. 3,241 8.576 83 ~,ad .6,135 2,686 3,770 

5 1,291 1'6 tIS 16 830 97 70 .. .. 182. 

... .... 112 .. ...... 143 114 .. .. .... 

lIIul-hi. Tot.l 

101 5,'n 

U7 .11,103 

10 112,971 

236 8,2&1 

n 1,862 

101 40,287 
" , 

112 2,870 

43 '162 
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Dang Ciuivli, which covered i,862 acres of land in this district in 
1947-48, is usually grown in gardens round the edges of other crops 
in all talukas. It is sown in the month of June and harvested in 
November.·. It is a strong climbmg plant with a pod some five or 
six inches long and the seed is rather dark coloured. Its yield per 
acre ie about GOO lb. 

Harbhara (gram) is the most largely grown pulse in the district. 
and it cov:ered 55,087 acres in the year 1949-50. Though it is 
cultivated in all the talukas of the district, comparatively larger areas 
under it ar~ found in the Khed and Junnar talukas. The other talukas 
. where gram is grown in large areas are Purandar, Sirur, Indapur. 
Haveli, AI.~begaon and Dhond. It requires good black soil. It is 
iown as''a;dry crop in the months of October and November and Is 

··'harvested in February. An acre und~ gram crop under dry farming 
yields 320 lb., while under wet farming it yields about 1,200 lb .. The 
leaf of this crop is used as a green vegetable. The grain is eaten 
gre~, and ,when ripe, it is broken into pulses. Gram is a staple food 
of horses. . The plants yield a quantity of vinegar or oxalic acid called 
amb whicH gathers on the plants at night and. soaks the cloths which 
are laid over them. 

Kulith, kulthi or hulge (horse gram), as a pulse, is only second 
in importance to gram. It covered an area of 40,287 in 1947-48. 
It is grown throughout the district and is sown generally with bajri. 
The talukas of Indapur, Junnar and Sirur have large areas under 
this crop. It is sown in the months of June and July and ripens in 
November, and December. An acre under this crop yields about 
.350 lb. It does not require much water or manure. This pulse is 
boiled whole and is given to horses. It is also made into soup and 
porridge. . • 

Masur covets relatively a smaller acreage in this district and is 
only grown in the Mawal, Junnar, Indapur and Mulshi talukas. 
It is sown in November in black soil. Sometimes it issowil as a second 
crop on rice lands. It is harvested in February. The yield per acre 
ot this crop comes to about 800 lb. The green pods are sometimes eatell 
as a vegetable and. when ripe they yield the most delicate split pulse. 

Math or,matki, grown chiefly in the eastern plains, is sown mixed 
with bajriin shallow black or light stony soils. It covered in 1947-48 
an area of. 22,971 acres of land in Poona. The talukas of. Sirur, 
Purandar, Junnar and Ambegaon have large areas undeI this crop. 
It is usually sown in June and July and is reaped in October and 
November. The yield per acre comes to about 200 lb. The pulse 
is split and consumed as 001 in different ways. It is also parched and 
eaten. Occasionally, it is given to horses and cattle. 

Mug is chiefly grown in the Sirur, Purandar~ Haveli and Indapur 
talukas. It covered an area of 5,441 acres in Poona in 1947-48. It is 

I sown in June and July by itself in shallow, black or light stony soils. 
and often as a first crop on rich lands in which a second crop is aL~o 
raised. It does not require any manuring or irrigation. The mug crop 
is harvested in September. The yield per acre comes to about 450 lb. 
Mug, like other pulses, can be eaten green as a vegetable and as 
split dal when ripe. Mugi, a smaller blackish variety, is sown with 
bajri or jowar' Cargadi) in June and reaped in November. 

Pavta, also called sweet val, is sown sometimes ill June mixed wi~ 
bajri and sometimes in November on the banks of rivers or in the 
west as a !!econd crop on rice fields. It grows v.ithout water or manure 
and ripenS in February and March. The boiled green seeds are 
eaten as a'~egetable and ripe pulse is split up. 
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. Ttlr is one of the most important pulses grown in this district. : 'CHAPTER S. 
It covered an' area· of 17,156 acres of land in 1949-50, more· than 
half of which was located in the talukas of Indapur, .Baramati and 
Haveli. It is sown generally in June and July and is reaped in the 
months of January and February. During-we period it is ori the 

. ground it gives flowers and seeds' eight times, all' the pods remain
ing on the plant till the harvest. Though it isa' perennial plant, 
it is pulled out after' one cropping. The yield per acre comes to 

! about 800 lb. The green pulse is eaten as a vegetable and ripe tur 
is split up and taken in a variety of ways. It is generally taken 
alone in the boiled form and sometimes mixed with vegetables, 

Udid (black gram) covered 11,103 acres in this district in 1947-48. 
It. i~ grown in all talukas, but the talukas of Khed, Junnar, ~1.1randar. 
Ambegaon and Haveli have . comparatively larger acreages under-
this pulse. It is sown in June, frequently as ,2. mixed crop with 
bajri or argadi, and is harvested in the month of November. The 
yield per acre is 150 lb., if mixed, and 450 lb,; if alone. The green 

. pod is rarely used as. a vegetabl~ and only ripe grains are useq as 
split ruIse. Papad (wafers) ~re made ou~ of u.did pU.l s. e, ." '. 

Va is chiefly grown in the'. ea~~ and the. centre o{ the. district, 
often mixed with or in rows round .garden crops, especiany in the 
sugarcane fields where it is sown both. as a fodder, crop and 
for shade. It covered an area of 3,241 acres ~ 1!;l4748,nearIy 
half of which was iIi Junnar. Other talukas having .. appreciable 
acreage under thls crQP y.tere Khed, Have,li, Mulshi and Ambegaon. 
:Its yield .pe! ~cre is about 50 lb:. When, grown with orin rows 
roundbaji!' pr early jowar, ,it is sown in June and July and is reaped 
.after about four months in October or November. The val seeds 
are slightly bitter and smaller, and are used as dal. 

Vatana (pea), one of the most favourite pulses of the district, 
was grown over 2,670 acres of land in, 1947"48. Peas are grown in 
moist places in the. district. They are sown,in October a,nd Novem-
ber or later as a second crop after rice and are harvest~d ~ months 
after sowing~ Its yield per acre is 500 lb.. J'he seed,. when tendet, 

.' is eaten as a vegetable and, when ripe, is used as a pulse, either 
in whole or split .. 

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS show the area in the Poona district
:Wukawise-'under oil-seeds in the years 1949-50 and 194748:-

rrABLE No. 19. 
St;tement snowing tlle, a,rea in acres .. umler Oil-sepcls 

in' Poona Dlstrid 1194!J.:.50). * .' . 
- I .Poona Havell. IndftPD~'1 Khed. 

.... r 
Hawal, 

,City. 
llaramatl.

l 
~randar, 

Oroundnu' ., 8 933 1,428 ' 9,792 5~1 1,327 802 
Seaamum .. 8 932 341 9.49 " 0 854 
C'uh.Peed .. .. .. 1 ' .. 

','S4 ': 7 . Un • ..." .. "8 2,891 
.. 46 S 491 

Othen .. 10,501 2;825 . 1~,i88 . 8,506" .395. 

Total .. 20 ',7~ 18,S!7 13,569' iil,B211 'j 9:038 I 1,5t2 . . 
- lonna., Sinu. Dbond. Ambegaon, Hulaht. ·lIbor. Vethe. Total. 

, ; ~ :. 

~roun«lnu' .. 2,1~ 2,528 . 147 2.466 .. 11'1 2,225 89, 2",O!lS 
S~muDl .. 39 87 73 ~'tfl 2.437 91, 6,754 
Cn.to .... ed 

">21 .. .. .. .. .. .. I 
LiI1'u~pd .. 30 66 2 .. 890 
othe .. •.. 3,163 27,8111 16,503 3,900 348 .. 680 99,757 -

Total .. 5,480 30,456 18,793 0,429 783 4,662 740 1,30,285 

. OJ)". to revision of the.yotem "f oompliing the statlatlcs of crop acreages In 19411-50, oalllowor and 
III~ he"" nol. been oeparate!y .hown In thla table and hava been grouped tog.ther In ti,. column 
• Othel1l ' How.ver. to !!I" 8n Idea of the ."tent of rult.lvat.lon of til_ olloeeda In 1'00na, llgurea lor 
1947-48 bava beeD sl ..... 1n Table Bo. 20. . 
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Statementfcr the Poona District showing the area in acres in 1947-48 
, 1.lnaer the Oil-seeas grouped as • Qthers ' in the 1949-50 statistics. 

\ 

TaIukas. Safflo,!,er, Niger- TaIuka&. Sa.fflower. Niger-
seed. seed • . 

Poona City .. 2 18 lIfawaI .. . . 1,428 
, Haveli' .. 1,377 1,204 Junilar .. 1,205 2.246 

Inrl.apur .. 16,278 4 Sirur .. .. 179 
Khed .. 3,123 Dhond .. 15,403 7 
Baramati .. 14,264 1 AmbegaoD .. .. 4,040 
J>urandar .. 7,306 1,136 Mulshi .. 44 198 

. Total for District •• 55,879 13,249 
-

phuimug ( groundnut ) is grown throughout the district. This 
crop has grown considerably in importance since 1881-82. It was 
grown in those days on a negligiblly small area, but in 1949-50, this 
cropc()vered 24,083 acres' ~f. land, of which Khed taluka 
alone accounts for 9,792 acres. Silur, Ambegaon, Bhor and Junnar 
have each more than 2,000 acres under this crop. It is planted 
in June and July and, grown with the help of irrigation and manure, 
iS,harvested between November and January. The yield per acre of 
'groundnut comes to about 1,000 lb. under dry cultivation and 2,500 lb. 
under irrigated farming. The local variety is known as gavaran 
and is grown only under irrigation on a small scale. ~ This variety 
is used mainly as green pods and for eating. The improved 
varieties that are recommended are the Spanish Peanut-5, and 
Kopargaon No.1 and No.3. These improved varieties give better 
yield and better oil percentage also. The last two varieties are 
particularly suited for cultivation in the Deccan canal tracts. The 
ripe fresh nut is sometimes boiled with condiments and eaten as a 
vegetable, but is' more frequently used as an oil-seed. Groundnut 
is usually pressed along with kardai or rala seeds as the pure ground
nut oil cannot keel>' 

Erandi (castorseed> is another oil-seed of. the district, ,?ut its 
cultivation has already declined. It occupied only one acre in the 
Poona district in 1949-50. It is grown in small quantities in the 
black soils sometimes round other crops but more often in patches 
by itself. It.4s sown-in June-July and is harvested in the 
month of November. The yield per acre comes to about 400 lb. 
Its stem and Howers are red. Its oil percentage is about 25. The 
oil, which is used for burning and medicinal purposes, is drawn by 
boiling the bruised bean and skimming the oil which rises to the 

, sQIface.. The leaf is 3Pplied as a poultice for guineaworm and the 
dried roots as a febrifuge. 

Jqvas or alshi (linseed) covered only 690 acres in 1949-50, of which 
491 acres were in Mawal and 56 in Dhond. It is grown in small 
q'h!mtities solely in rich black soils in the east in either gram or wheat 
fields in separate furrows or, less seldom, as a separate crop. It is 

. sown in October and is harvested in February and March. This crop 
does not require ~ny' extra irrigation and manuring. The yield per 
ecre comes to about 360 lb. The seed is used in preparing chutneys. 
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Kardai or kusumba (safHower) is the most important oil-seed 
grown in the Poona district and it occupied 55,879 acres of land 
in 1947-48. The talukas of Indapur, Dhond and Baramati are known' 
for extensive cultivation of this o"seed. This crop is chiefly grown 
in the eastern portions of the district with late jowar or wheat. either 
mixed or in separate furrows. It is sown in October-November, 
and, grown with or without irrigation and manure, is harvested in 
February-March. The young tender leaves of saffiower plants are 
eaten as a vegetable and the oil. which is produced from the sep.d, 
is much esteemed in cooking. Kardai flowers are deep res! and are I. 
sometimes used as a dye. -

Karle or khurasani (niger seed), sometimes called as kale til, is 
grown in considerable quantities' in shallow black and light soils. 
It covered an area of 13,249 acres in 1947-48, the areas of concen-
~trated cultivation being Ambegaon, Khed, Junnar, Mawal, Haveli 
and Purandar. It "is sown in June and July and, without any 
manuring and irrigation, is' harvested in the month of November. 
The, yield per acre comes to about 250 lb. The seed is eaten in 
chutneys, but it is chiefly hown for its. oil which is produced 
abundantly. from it and is universally used by the poorer classes in 
cooking. Its oilcake is considered to be very valuable for milch 
cattle. 

Til (sesamwn) is grown throughout the district and covered. 
5,754 acres in 194~-5O', nearly half of which was in the Bhor taluka. 
Besides Bhor, it is grown over considerable areas in Khed, Haveli, 
Mawal and Indapur. It is sown in June and July usually. with 
bajri and is harvested in the month of November. The yield per 
acre comes to about 400 lb. The seed is used in shraddha (death 
rites), and forms part of many sweetmeats. Sesamum yields 
abundant oil, which is used both in cooking and as a medicine. Its 
()i1-cake (p~ndh) is given to cattle. 

TIm FOLLOWING STATEMENT GIVES THE AREA~ IN ACRES, UNDER DRUGS 
AND NARCOTICS in Poona District (1949-50):~ 

TABLE. No. 21. 

Statement showiftg the area in acres uncler Drugs aftcl Narcotics in 
• the poona Dist,.ict-194~O. -

Talukaa. Tobacoo. O~hor8. .' Total. I Tl\lukaa. Tobacoo. Others. /Total. 
~ I~ 

Pooo"City •• 15 5 20 Juooar .. ' 228 99 327 
Havoli .. 33 33 8irur .. 20 28 48 
Iod .. pur .. 64 174 238 Dhood .. 34 .. 34 
Khod .. .. 86 86 Amhogaoo .. 31 .. 31 
Bilramatl .. 5 16 21 MI11shi .. .. . ., . . 
Puraodar .. 56 .. 56 Bhr,r .. .. .. . . 
M.owal .. " .. .. Velhe .. .. .. 

lrot,,1 for Diat.riot 
1-

453 441 894 

. 

; Nagvel or pan (betel leaf), a garden crop, though not separately 
shown in the table for 1949-50', occupied an area of 517 acres of· 

. land in 1947-48. Comparatively larger areas of this crop were found 
in the talukas of Haveli, Indapur and Khed. It is a vine grown in 
light red soil with much manure and continuous' irrigation. It 
generally lasts for fifteen to twenty years. Each betel garden, 
~alled pan mala, generally covers about an acre of ground. The 
, It 
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; Vin.es are, tiained;~~p: ~lendei: hcidga. pa~gara. ihe~ri.and bizkan trees 
; planted m'rows o~e. to" foiii' feet apart and having leav¢s 9nlt a~ the 
~top. The 'yVhole garden has to be sheltered from wind· and sun 
'by high h~dges or screens of grast or mats. The, vines begin to bear 
, in the third year; are at their best from the fourth to the thirteenth year, 
and,. under 'favourable, circumstances, goon yielding till the 

'twentieth year. Every year in March, AprUan<l 'Ma'y;the upper 
'half of the vine is cut and the lower half is coUedaway arid buried 
above the root under fresh red earth lind manure. Portions of the 
garden 31e thus treated in rotation, so that thosefust cuf are ready 
to bear before the last are cut. A betelleaq~ardeIirequires consider
able, capitaL in the, initial stages and wants considerable attention 
'throughout the year iii weeding, watering, killing of insects and 
pests, and picking. ,In this district, cultivation of betel leaf is plore 
:remunerative, than that of any other garden crop; ,The vine is 
irrigated only by well water and it is said that canal water is not 
suited for its growth. Betel leaf is ('hewed by all classes of people 
with betelnut, lime, and catechu and sometimes' with tobacco and 
aromatics like, cloves, cardamom and nutn}eg. . 
, Tambakhu (tabilCco) is grown mostly in, the villages of Junnar 
taluka which alone accounted for 228 acres out of the district's total 
of 453 acres in 1949-50. It is also grown on a smaller scale in In.<!apur, 
Purandar, Dhond, Sirur, Ambegaon, Poona City and Baramati. 

,!fobacco cultivaton was introduced before 1841 by the, Government 
who imported Syrian tobacco seeds into this district. It is sown in 
seed beds in A]lgus~ and transplanted i~' September. It is seldom 
,wateredbilt' generallyiha:~ured. , The plant is nof allowed to Hower 
-and. all budsapd branches are' nipped off as they appear and only 
eig~t to ten leaves are allowed· to remain; The plants are cut in 
January or February about four inches from the ,ground, spread in 
the sun till they are thoroughly dry, sprinkled with water, mixed 

• with surad grass or with cow's urine, arid; while damp, closely' packed 
in a pit, or stacked under weights and ~ove!-"ed for eight days, during 
which fermentation sets ,in. When, taken out from the pit, the 
leaves are made into. bundles and are· ready for sale. The stumps 
left in the ground shoot again and those leaves are almost valueless 
and are used only by the poor. The . quality of tobacco gI:own in 
this district is poor:, Tobacco is smoked and chewed by all classes 
and 1s also made into snuff. . 

TJiEFoILOWING STATEMENT SHOWS THE AREA· IN ACRES UNDER SUGAB· 
CANE in Pooua District, 1949-50:- . . 

, TABLE No.. 22. 
Statement 8howing tM area in acres under Sugarcane in the Poona 

District (1949--.50). ' 

'Taluns: . Area • Talukas. Arca.. 

--
Poona City -' .. .. 176 ,Junna.r .. .. 310 
HaveU- .. ' . 1,769 Sirur .. .. .161 

"lnw.pur, .. 4,892 Dhond .. .. li31 
, Kbed .. .. 101 AiDbega.OD .. .. 23 
B~am~ti .. .. 6,330 Mulshi .. .. 39 
Purandai- <f 392 Bhor 103 .... .. .. .. 
Maw .. l .. .I .. 43 Velhe .. .. 32 ,,' 

Total for the Distriot .. ' .4,902 
• 
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,CHAPTER So U B ( Sugarcane) . in ,the year - 19:49~50 IcoVeI(;d; an : area 'Of 
14,902 acres·of land. As farback,as.1769;.at-thedesii'e'ofthe 
Peshwa, Nana Fadanavis encouraged the plantation 'of ' sugarcane in 
Hadapsar "and Kolawadi, near Poona, for the consumpti,on. Qf ,_ the 
State elephants. In 1839-40, the sugarcane-MaUritius cane-was 
introduced in the Jurinar taluka by Mr. MaciDtosh and this cane 
spread greatly in that taluka because· of the suitability of soil and 
climatic conditions. It spread in other talukas also, and at the time 
of the compilation of the -last gazetteer the sugarcane acreage in 
the district was estimated. at· 5,502. Since then the' cultivation bE 
cane has been steadily increasing and it _ received a great impetu.~ 
during the first world war because of the opening of a sugar factory in 
tllls district. This factory was closed subsequently. The cultiva~ 
tion of sugarcane has since continued to r~ceive encouragement 
because of the growing demand for sugarcane for the manufacture 
of gur and sugar. Sugarcane is always an irrigated crop and is . 
grown all over the district in deep black soils; in the east it is one 
of the; chief garden products. Baramati has the largest acreage 
under sugarcane, closely followed by Indapur where is situated the 
only large-scale sugar factory. in the district. In all other talukas, 
excpting Haveli where it covers an area of 1,769 acres of land, it is 
grown on a small scale. Sugarcane cultivation has considerably 
increased in the canal areas since the opening of the Mutha Canals. 

" 

Sugarcane is a twelve month crop and is 'planted in the month of 
January. The sugarcane lands are ploughed. across seven or eight 
times; green- manured· with sann hemp; and'1£ not green manured, 
40 carts of farm-yard manure per acre is applied. The land is 
once again plou,ghed and it is then flooded with water. When the 
surface begins to dry it'is levelled with the beaIii harrow aild then 
the sugarcane is planted. . Again at the time' of earthing up, about 
150 to 200 lb. of nitrogen per acre is supplied in the form of ground .. 
nut oilcakes and sulphate· of ammonia iIi ,equal pcoportion, as top 
dressing. ' The layers are: set in deep furrows drawn by the bullock 
plough .. Sugarcane thus, planted is called fIIlngria- us- (plough cane ) 
to distinguish it from pavlya Us (trodden' cane) which is pressed 
OIl, by foot after the .land .has been' ploughed, broken .fine and 
irrigated. The treaqing system is usually followed with the .poorer 
,cane~ or in poor soil and it requires manuring after ten or tw~lv, days 
'of planting. The trodden cane sprouts a month after planting, but 
the plough cane, .being, <leeper set, ta\ces .8 month ''and a half to 
sprout but suffers less from a~y change stoppage of-· water and 
reaches greater perfection. . Sugarcane is either' eaten raw or is made 
into sugar or gur (jaggery). 

. . 
; The local vatiety 'Of sugarcane, known as pundya, is grown through
out the district. It is a: soft cane and is mainly used for chewing 
and extracting juice for drinking. Improved varieties, such as 
CQ-419 and' POJ-2878, evolved at the Vadgaon Sugarcane Research 
Station, are being substituted on account of their higll yielding 
'capacity (50 to 70 tons of cane. per acre). These V31ietie! ar. 
,hard and cl.lnnot be easily crushed onth-e wooden mills. The brbi:' 
iis higher than the local, varying from .20" to 22'~. Top sets cannot 

I.

be used for fodder as. these varieties are flowering. .Generally the 
whole cane is cut into layers for planting in fun:ows. three to 
four feet apart. . . ' ... . 
~ . -
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Sugarcane is a crop which exhausts the soil and, therefore, it is 
Dot grown in. the same. field from year to. year but is rotated in 
alternate years with food crops. 

\ 

·The follOwing statements show the area in acres under condiments 
an~ spices in, Poon~ District in 1949-50 and 1947-48 :-

TABLE No. 23. 

Statement ,Aowing the area in acres unGer OCfldimeflt8 afla Spica 
" in POOM District i1949-50).* 

Talukaa. Are ... "Taluka8. 
....., 

Area. 

PoonaCit1 .. .38 Junnar .. 1,033 

Havoli .. 1,350 Sirur # .. 905 

lndapur .. 474 Dhond" .. 455' 

Khed ... ·1,024 Ambegaon .. 709 

- Dsramati .. li43 Mulshl . . 78 

. P~andar .. 1,150 Bhor .. .... 
Mawal .. 66 Velhe .. D 

Total~Distriot .. 7,834 

• 
TABLE No. 24. 

Statement showing the area, in acres, untler COflGimen~ and Spices 
< in Poona District (1947-48). . " . 

- I Pn..u Ba".II. IDdapur·1 Xbed. I BaramatLll'amndor. 
CIty. 

Chilli .. .. ::~ '1119 621 1,0511 I ·~'I 862 
Turmarlo : .. .. . .. 17 
Coriander .. •• 'I 141 • 62 

J 
IS liS 

(larHe o. .. 7 15 .. 24 • 111 118 • 
O&bera .. 870 .. .. " .. .. 

"roW •• 81 1.795 624 I,US I . 4011 I 1.137 

. - lIawal. lonn .... 81rur. Dhoud: • Am!ieg. Hullhl. Total • 
1 • polio 

ChIDles I :7 7311 901 401 60S 711 0.414 .. ::1 Turm,rlc 0..:- .. .. .. .. .. 17 
C.maod.~ .. "I 1 158 'I 14 15 '1 488 
Gallic .. .. .. 623 111 3 70 , 774 
uthara .. .. .. 194 258 .. .. 1.322 

- Total ··1 28 1.&12 1,118 676 660 go II,OIS 

·D"elo~evision" of the system of compiling statistics of crop acreages in 11)49':50, aU . 
,..,.ietics of bondiments and spices haTe not been separa.tely 6h"wn but grouped tcgetber. j 
.-:towever, to give an idea cftbe extent of cultiv:.tion of chjllies. twm .. ric. cOl"ibnder. g..rlio 
ti~d otber cclldimentl and apicea in the district, ligUles fOE 1947-48 ban l.een "h"WD ill, 
Ta~e N?, 24. --. 

'~--.1 
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M irchi (chilly) is the most important spice crop grown in this 
district and it covered 6,414 acres in 1947-48. It is grown through
out the district though Khed, Purandar,. Sirur, Haveli, Ambegaon 

,\ and Indapur, have comparatively larger acreages under it. Chillies 
, are sown in May in a manured seed plot and are transplanted after 

a fortnight or a month. It begins to bear fruit at the end of two 
months or more, and, if, occasionally watered, goes on yielding fruit 
for five or six months. The first yield is much the finest and is 
usually sent to the market, the rest being kept for domestic consump
tion by the grower. The three commonest varieties are putomi, 
a long variety; motvi, a smaller variety; and lavangi, the very small. 
Chillies are eaten both green and ripe by all classes and are an almost 
essential ingredient in their diet. 

Halad (turmeric) is grown only in the Purandar taluka and there 
too the cultivation in 1947-48 was confiped to 17 acres. It is planted 
generally in June-July and matures in December-January. It is 
grown only by haldya<l.malis (turmeric gardeners). The turmeric 
root is in universal use as a condiment, being the staple curry powder. 
It is also used as a paint and a dye. A special variety known as 
ambe halad is used only as a drug. 

Kothimbir (coriander) is grown in the district in small quantities 
in good black soil, with or without water and manure. In 1947-48, 
coriander covered 488 acres of land, out of which 153 acres were 
in Junnar, 141 in Haveli, 65 in Purandar and 62 in Khed. It is sown 
among garden crops in any month and with bajri or other dry crops 
in July and August. The leaves are ready for use in about three 
weeks' time and the seed (dhane) in two months. The leaves and 
young shoots are generally used as a garnish in curry and relishes, 
and sometimes as a vegf:}table. The ripe seed is one of the most 
popular condiments. 

Lasun (garlic)· is extensively grown in the Junnar taluka though 
in smaller quantitie.s it is found in most of the talukas of the 
district. It covered 774 acres in 1947-48, out of which 523 acres 
were in Junnar alone. It is grown with the help of water and manure, 

I in good black soils and requires water every ten or twelve days. 
Segments of the bulb are planted usually in the month of October 
and mature in' about five to six months' time. Garlic is extensively 
used by all classes in cookery. The leaves are eaten as a pot herb. 

Ale (ging6l" ), ,ova (a jwan seed) , badishep ( sweet fennel). and 
shepu (fennel;).' are other condiments and spices grown in this 
district. All'these together covered 1,322 acres of land in 1947-48. 
Ale is grown in good black soils. It is raised from layers at any 
time of the. year and, with irrigation and manuring every ten . or 
twelve days, is reaily·for use, green in five and mature in six months' 
time. The dry' root is called sunth and is eaten as a condiment 
and is a favourite cure for colds. .Ajwan seed (ova) is sown in 
gardens at any time of the year and with dry crops in July and 
August. It matures in three months. The seed is used as' 
a stomachic. Badishep (sweet fennel) is sown in gardens at any 
time and on the edges of dry crops in July and August. It matures 
in two months. The seed is eaten in curry and is used as 
a condiment. Shepu (fennel) is sOWn in gardens in any month and 
with bajri ..and other dry crops . in July. and August. It is fit 'for 
~. as a vegetable in six weeks and the seed ripens in ~ months. The 
plaht is eaten as a pot herb and the seedr is used as a medicine for 
stOi1iach pains. 
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THE ;FOLLOWING STATEMENTS SHOW nu: AREA IN Aau;;s UNDEB FumEs 
in Poona District inJ949-50 and 1947-48 :-, 

TABLE No. 25. 

State~n' showiflg the area in acres uflde, Fibres in Poona 
" pistrict (J949-50). * 

'. Talukaa. Cotton. Others. Total. Taluk..a. Cotton. Others. Total. , ---
, , 

Poona Cit.y. , " 18 18 JUIlDJLI' ", " 54 64 

Haveli .' " 139 , 139 Siror ., .. 11 11 . 
rndapur ", 175 4.9 ,224. Dhond .. .. 6 6 

Khed : .. 101 101 .. Ambegaon, .. .. '13 73 

Baramati ., . .. 289 289 Mulshi .' .. 1 1 

Po~aridar . ' .. 15 15 Bhor .. .. .. .. 
Mqal'" .. l •• 22 22 Velh •. .. .. .. .. 

, 

---
" t 

District Total, " 175 778 953 

TABLE No. 26. 

Statement ~howing the area in acres uriae, Fibres in the'Poona District 
, '(1947-,48). 

, 
.. ".' 
Talukas. SaDD. AmbaW. Total. 1alokas. SaDD. Ambadi. Total: 

, ---.' . 

Poo!laCity. ' 23 ' . 23, Maw~l ,~ 15 3 18 .. ,.. , 
~ 

Hav.1i " 1.7 12 159 JUDDar .. 33 I 34 

Indapo~ , .. 235 232 467 SirDr .. .. 11 11 

Kh4ld .. 29 84 113 Dhond .. ~,' 23 • I 24 

Baramati .. 156 10 166 ~lII.l:egaon .. .. 34 34 

Pnrudar .. ~2 11 33 Molshi . . 3 .. 3 
-

.. 
District Total. . 686 368 ),054 

-Doe to reVision of'the'system of compiling statistics of crop acrea,gea iIa 1949-50, the 
figures for .annand ambadi which are Ilrown in PooD .. have not been separately shown 
and are groupN to'!ether iD the oolumn • Others '. However, to give aD idea of tbe 
ouItivauon of theM crope, figures for 1947-48 are given in Table No. 26; , 
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Cotton cultivation which was prevalent, at the time of the 
compilation of the last gazetteer has totally disappeared from the 
district during recent PInes. In 1881-82, this crop occupied as 
much as 4,505 acras of land, but in the course of the next sixty years 
its cultivation cdmpletely ceased, and in the year 1947-48, not a single 
acre was sown under cotton. The local variety grown was not of 
a superior type and both as regards soil and cliIIiate Poopa was 

: considered unSuited for any foreign variety. Cotton:-cultivation was, 
howevel, revived in the: year-1949-50; as 175 acres are repqrted to 

. have been under this crop in the Indapur, taluka during that year. 
: It is sown in the monthS of May-June and is ready ~orpicki*g after 
five months.: : 

, Ambadi (brown hemp), through chiefly used as an oil-seed? is .one 
of the fibre crops of the district. In 1947-48, ambcldi was sown on 
368 acres of land and' ~stof these aCfes were !in Indap6r 'and 
Khed. It is sown in June-July, usually -mixed with bajri, land is 
harvested in tJIe mopth; of, Decemb~r. The young: sour lea~es are 
eaten as a vegetable and the seed is chiefly used for oil. The bark 
of the ambadi plant yields a valuable fibre ~hich is separat~d from 
the stalk by s~aking. Tpis fibre is made into ropes :for vari~'us field 
purposes. '-, , _ 

Sann or tag :is anothei fibre which is-grown in the, district in small 
quantities, chiefly on the 'black soils. It covered 686 \li::):,es jn i94T~8, 
of which Indapur, BaiaIflati and Haveli had 235, _1~6 and 147 'acres 
respectively. It is sown: in June-July and ripens in Augrist-~eptem:. 
ber. It is left standing: for about a month after it: is ripe, ;so)hat 
the leaves, which ,are e~cellent manure, may' fall qn the lapd., 10', 
gardens and occasionally in dry crop lands it is grown solely for 
manure. After the plan~.is soaked, the bark yields a fibre-which is 
considered the best material fo!, ropes, coarse caJlvas, twine an4-
fishing nets. : :. . . , " 

THE FOLLO~'ING STA~MENTS SHOW' THE Al\EA, IN ACREIt -UND~ 
ORCHARD AND GARDEN PRODVCEin the Poona distri~t' in l~~-:>(f and 
1947-48:- " ',"'" '-', v 

TABLE No. 27. 

Statement 8Mwillg the area, in acres, ufl{ler Fruit, anti Vegetables in • 
Poona District (l949-50).· -

Ta.lukaa. Area. T~luka8. Area. 

PoonaOity .. 616' Junnar .. ' '.383 
Haveli ' .. 6.658 ' Sirur .. '3.242 
Indapur . , 1.707 Dhond .. 1.993 
Khed i. 2.569. Ambegaon .. '.967 
Baramati .. 1.909 ' MuJshi .. 359 
P~randar 4.354 Bhor . , .. .. 
j(awal .. 256 Velhe .. 307 

. ' . -
Distriet Total .. 80.588 

. . .. 
-Due to ~Vl8101l of the system of oompiling stat18tlCB of orop aoresgee ,n 1949-60. aU 

kinds of fruit and vegetable orops have not been shown separately ill Ulia table. How
ever. to give an idea of the extent of oultivation of all kinds of fruit. a!lei v8Jetablea in 
Pooaa.. fil!11r8ll for 1947-48 have heeD ahown ill Table No. 28. ' 
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---:,..-

) Bt.t ... ",t Mowing tk .,.. in ":"" .;;"~;;;it. a~/~i~ tAo .l'o<m. V;,lrio( (1917-48). 

. 
Pnona Havell. ' ,Indapur. Xhed. Baramatl. Purandar. Mawal. lUDDlr. 8lmr; DhoDd. Amb80 Mulehl, Total., 

~- City. saon. 

- - - . 
Vegetablee (tut,on) . .. .. .82 18S' 169 8,728 aoo , , '4S 12 1,38S: as, 87 2.501 ' 15, 1I,8GB 

, 

Vegetable. (green) .. .. aOI II,UII 622 879 12& 2,067 88 116.' 188 195 1111 24S 8,0'11 

• • 
Pruitt .... .. .. 860 1,&7', ,'11 0011 1,041 1,001, 'S 1,150- I,." .811a 80 • 81 • IlI,G87 

• - -
;' , . 

Total .. 77' G,381 1,102 1,101 1 .. 525 ',787 g6 ',482' 1,187 l,80G 8,426 ass 80,601 , 
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Besides the crops mentioned in the foregoing pages, the- Poona 
district grows various fruits, vegetables and green fodder. CHAPTER So 

Fodder crops are extensively grown in all talukas of the district Agriculture. 
and they covered 4,51260 acres of land jn-l949~50, of which Faurrs...-
1,06,620 acres were in Khed, 88,217 in Haveli, 78,545 in Mawal, VEGzrailLE8. 

46,583 in Junnar, 39,043 in Purandar, 32,690 in Velhe Mahal, 32,681 in 
Ambegaon and the rest distributed.in remaining talukas. 

In the year _ 1949-50 frui~ and vegetables together accounted for 
86,5811 acres of lan<t as against 30,501 acres in 1947-48, and most of 
these hands- "Were concentrated in the talukas of Haveli, Khed 
Ambegaon, Junnar and Purandar. 

In 1947-48, the district had 9,868 acres under tuber and bulb 
vegetables and 8,046 acres under green vegetables. Po(nia was quite 
famous for its cultivation of a large number of vegetables even 
during the days Of the. compilation of the old gazelteer, and since 
then cultivation of vegetables has considerably increased. Besides 
the local varieties t)f vegetables, a few impqrted v.arieties, such 
as cabbage, cauliflower, French bean and lettuce, have also been 
introduced into the district and have beCome quite popular.. There 
are 11- root vegetables, 19 bulb vegetables. 4 pod vegetables and 
11 leafy vegetables. 

As regards fruits, the old gazetteer' mentions only gra~s, but 
a much larger variety of other, fruits is now grown in Poona,"imd 
important among these are banana, lemon, pomegranate, guava, 
chiku. mosambi and papaya, and these together covered an area' 
of 12,587 acres in 1947-48. The taIukas of Purandar, Haveli l!-nd 
JUDDar are,~ more important centres of fruit cultivation. 

( 1) The following are the root vegetables grown:-
Alu ( green-1eaved alladium ) requires heavy mamning arid ROOT VEGETABLEI 

irrigation and is grown in marshy hollows chiefl}'. in the hilly west. Alu. 
It is generally planted in early June. The leaf is ready to cut in 
three months' time and the plant continues bearing leaves for years. 
The leaf and' the stalk are eaten commonly as a vegetable .md the 
root occasionally,nd on fast days. 

j3atafb (potato) is extensively ~own in the Khed and JUDDar Batata. 
talukas. Except close to the hilly west potatoes are generally 
watered 'and manured. The potato is cut into small pieces, each 
with a pud or eye, is planted in September and October and is ready 

-between December and January. A late potato crop is planted 
In December and dug out in February. The second crop requires 
a weekly watering. The introduction of potato into Poona is 
chiefly due to Dr. Gibson who, in 1~38, brought ,potatoes-
from the Nilgiris and distributed them for seed. Since then the 
cultivation of this vegetable has been steadily increasing in the 
district and large quantities of potatoes are grown. Besides supply-
ing local needs, POona exports large quantities of potatoes to 
Bombay and other places. More recently the State Government 
has been trying to extend the cultivation of this crop and seeds of 
improved varieties of potatoes are being distributed in the district. 
There are two varieties of potatoes grown in the diswct, one with 
a smooth light brown peel, which is the best, and the other with 
rough dark skin and. of smaller size. • 

• Gajar (carrot) is grown in large quantities in good black soil in Gajar~ 
the east of the district. It requires manure and water in 
abundance. It is sown in garden lands at any time of the year and 

A Bk Vf 2-14 
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CIIAP'rE in dry crop lands in July or August. It is ready for use in 
_ R 5. three months' time. The root is eaten as a vegetable, both raw 

Agriculture. and boiled; It is . also slit and dried in the sun, when it keeps for 
ROOT VEGETABLES. five to six months. When sun-dried it is called USf'is and has to 

• be boiled before eating. 
Eanda. Kanda (onion) is grown in good 'black soil and requires manure 

and water. There are, two varieties of onion grown in Poona, one 
a red and the second a milder and more popular white variety. 
Onions are sown in seed beds at any time during the rains or cold 
season and are transplanted when about a month old. ~ It is ·ready 
for use in two months' time after transplanting but takes two months 
more to come to maturity, The onion crop requires good black 
soil and has to be watered every eight or twelve days. Onion is 
eaten by almost all classes, except a few orthodox and fastidious 
people. It . is almost a necessity of life to the poorer classes. The 
'leaves are eaten as ~ pot herb. 

Kangar. Kangar is a yan;.:( goradu ) . closely resembling the kOR (common 
yam) and the karanda (bulb-bearing yam). It is found in 
the hilly west. Its bulbs, which form only beneath the ground, are 
like the small sweet potato in size and shape. The flesh is' white 
and sweet. ' • 

Karanda. Ka.randa is the' bulb-bearing yam and is very much like the 
common yam or kOR in qualities and appearance. It is also grown 

,in the hilly west. It differs from the kOR in having a rounder leaf 
and in bearing bulbs on the stems as well as on the root. Until 

. it is boiled, the flesh of the bulb is slightly bitter. 
ICon' or goradu, . • KOR . or goradu (the common yam) is grown. in small quantities 

without water or manure in the hilly west round 'the edges of nelds 
or in house yards. It is planted in June or July and by October 
the root is ready for edible purposes. If left till December, the 
root grows two feet long and eight inches. across. The plant is 
a creeper with longish pointed leaves and bears two to five tubers 
or roots which, when boiled, make an excellent vegetable. 

Mula. . Mula (radish) grown in this district is of many varieties and 
these vary in length, size and colour. Radishes are grown. with 
the help of manure at any time during the year in garden lands amI 
sometimes in dry crop land. during the rains. The' leaves are fit 
for eating in six weeks, the root in two months, and. the plant bears 
pod or dingris in a fortnight more, and continues bearing for 
a couple of months. The leaves are eaten boiled as a pot herb and 
raw as a salad. The root is eaten- as Ii vegetable, both raw and 
boiled. 

Rajalu, Raialu (arrow-leaved caladium), of three varieties, is grown with 
the help of water and manure. The leaves are narrower and more 
pointed than alu leaves and the stem, le!}ves and bulb are eaten in 
the same way. . 

Ratalu. Ratalu (sweet potatoes) is of two varieties, red and white, of 
which the red is the smaller and sweeter. Ratalu is grown 
extensively in. the eastern talukas of the district. It is raised from 
layers planted any time in rains or the cold season. It has to he 
manured and irrigated· and c~mes to maturit,r)n six mon~s. The 
tender leaves are taken as a green vegetable. and the root 15 eaten 
boiled 'or roasted.. The root is also dried, ground to flour and eaten 
in the form of bread on auspicious and fast days. The ratalu vine 
IS !in excellent fodder. 
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Suran is grown an over the district, especially in the hiny west. 
It takes three years to mature. The root grow~ to a large size and CHAP1'ER S. 
is much esteemed as a vegetable. Every year the leaves and the Agriculture. 
stem wither and sprout again. The plant 15 about eighteen inches RooT VEj:;ETABIdlI, 

high and contains five to six pennated leaves. Suran. 
( 2) Besides these root vegetables. there are many fruit vegetables FRUIT VEGETABLES. 

cummonly grown in this district. 
I)hend.shi is sometimes grown round the "edge of gardens but Dhendshi. 

J!;enerally in tiver beds. It be~s to bear fruit in three months. 
The fruit is about the size of two fists IUld is white in colour. It is 
eaten cooked as a vegetable. 

Dodka (sharp cornered cucumber) is grown with manure and Dodka. 
irrigation in rich land round the edges of other crops in the eastern 
and the central portions of the district. It is grown in gardens 
at any time of the year. In dry crop lands it is sown in June-July 
aJld grows exceedingly fast. It begins to bear fruit in two months' 
time after planting and goes on bearing for one. and a half months. 
The fruit. which' is dark green and six inches to a foot long, is 
seamed with sharp ridges from one end to the other. The fruit is used 
as a vegetable. . 

Dudh-bhopla (long white gourd) is a ueeping plant and is Dudh-bhopla. 
grown in _ garden lands round the edges of the .erops. It begins 
to bear' in two or three months. The fruit. which is sometimes 
thirty or thirty-six inches long, h~ a soft white flesh. It is a common 
and favourite vegetable. It is also utilised in preparing a sweet-. 
meat calleddudhi-halva. The skin and the seeds are used in 
chutneys. . _ 

Ghosale is grawn and used in the same manner as dodktJ. Chosale. 
Chosale is of the same.size and is smooth and mark.>d lengthwise 
with lines. It continues bearing fruit for two years if irrigated 
continuously. It is sometimes called chopda dodka (smooth dodka). 

Kalingad (water melon) is a fruit .ot a creeping plant and is -Kalingad. 
sown both in the cold and hot months, in moist sandy spots in river 
beds. This crop requires manuring when it is six weeks old and the 
fruit ripens in the third or fourth month. The fruit is smooth and 
!"ound, dark green, mottled and striped with a lighter green. The 
flesh is pink and the seeds are black or white. It is eaten both 
as a raw fruit as well as a cooked vegetable in different ways. 

Kharbuj ( melon) is sown in the cold and hot months in moist Kharbuj. 
and sandy places in river beds, sometimes with the water melon. 
The plant is manured when six wee1cs old and the fruit ripens in 
the third or fourth month. The fruit is round, green or yellowish, 
the skin covered with a network of raised brown lines. It is eaten 
uncooked in a variety of ways. 

Karle is a smaller fruit and is iOwn and used like dodka and Karle. 
c,hosale. The surface of the. fruit is roughened with knobs and 
each seed fills the whole cross section of the fruit. It is naturally 
bitter and must be well cooked and spiced before it is eaten. 

KartoU is a wild gourd but it is quite a favourite vegetable in Poona. Kartoli 
It requires two boilings before it is consumed. 

Kashi-bhopla or kashi-phal ( Banaras pumpkin) is grown in Kashi-bhopla. 
gardens and some~ on river banb. Except that it is roundish 
and thick instead of long, the fruit is like dudh-bhopla. It is also 
a favourite vegetable. 

A Bk Vf 2-1411 
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CHAPTER 5. Khira or khira kakdi (common cucumber) is sown in dry crop 
lands in July and August round the edge of early crops or in garden 

Agriculture. lands ·at any time. There are two varieties of cucumber grown 
FlIUIT VEGETABLES. in this district, white and green. It takes two months to bear fruit 

Khira. after planting. The fruit is ten to sixteen inches long and is 
a favourite vegetable of the people. . It is cooked in many different 
ways and taken raw as a salad. 

Kohala. KohaIa is sometimes as big as the red pumpkin and its flesh is 
white. The creeper is grown round the edge of gardens at any 
time of the year. It begins to bear fruit in three months. The 
fruit is never eaten raw but is much esteemed as a vegetable and 
is sometimes made into a halva (a kind of sweetmeat). 

Padwal. Padwal (snake gourd) is grown in the same parts of the district 
and in the same manner as dodka, except that it is never raised in 
dry crop land. The fruit, which is about three feet long and two 
or three inches thick, is generally marked lengthwise with white 
lines. It is a favourite vegetable and the leaves, stalks and roots of 
~ ,plant are used for medicinal purposes. 

Parvnr. Parvar is a small fruifvegetable and is grown before the monsoon 
in the central and eastern portions of the district along the edges of 
betel leaf gardens. It is a very favourite vegetable among all classes 
of people in Poona and is also highly valued as a medicine. 

Tambda bhopla. Tambda bhopIa (red pumpkin) i8 usually grown round the edges 
of garden lands. It is sown at any time of the year and begins to 

. bear fruit in about three months' time. The red pumpkin is 
roundish and sometimes very large, about eighteen . inches in 
diameter with reddish flesh. This fruit is sometimes called dangar. 
It is a very common vegetable, which is taken cooked. The shoots 
and young leaves are used as a pot herb. 'The seed of the red 
pumpkin is sometimes eaten. 

'J'arkakdi. Tarkakdi is a fruit vegetable grown in river beds both in the cold 
weather and in the hot weather. The seed is planted in moist sand 
and the plant is manured when about three weeks old. It ripens in 
about two and a half months. The tarkakdi is smooth and about 
two feet long and is eaten as a raw salad and. cooked vegeta1J.lc. 

Tonelli. Tondli is' a common vegetable in the district and is grown in the 
same way as dodka. The tondli fruit~ is a little smaller than 
hen's eggs and when ripe it is red. It is eaten as. a vegetable. The 
tondli vine lasts for years. .' . 

Valuk. Valuk is grown during the rains a!ong the borders of fields of dry 
crops and at other times in garden 1ands. It bears fruit in about 
three months. The fruit is eight or) te~; inches long and is yellowish 
marked lengthwise by lines. ' " . 

Vang!. Vangi or baingan (brinjal) is. always an irrigated and manured 
crop and it is grown on rich soils,pIten on river banks and iI) 
gardens. In gardens it is sown at any. time of the year. In dry 
land it is sown in June in seed beds and transplanted during July. 
It begins to bear fruit in September, and, if occasionally irrigated, 
goes on bearing for four months. Its QVal, •. egg~like and slightly 
bitter fruit is one of the commonest and best of the Deccan vegetables. 
Vangi is . boiled and fried, made into pickles .and also into usris. 
The hrinjal leaves are said to be good for Cleaning pearls. BeSIde 
the oval sized vangl, there is another variety of vangi, known as 
bangali, with fruit sometimes two feet long. There is also a wild 
variety called dorU vangi with a small and nearly round fruit. 
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Vel Vangf (tomato) is grown ,in large quantities" all over ilie 
distric~ chiefly ~e~ ~oona Ci!y and in Junnar. It requires heavy CHAPTER 5-
manunng and IlTlgation. This vegetable was not a favourite at Agriculture. 
the time of the compilation of the last gazetteer, but it has now FRtJIT VECETABLD. 
become one of the most relished vegetables in Poona. It is grown Vel Vangi. 
in gardens at any time, and it is sown in dry crop lands in June and 
July and it bears fruit in October. Tomato is eaten both raw and 
cooked. It is said that the tomato was brought to India from Brazil 
by the Portuguese. 

(3) Four pod vegetables are grown in Poona, namely, aba;, bhendi, POD VECETABLD. 
gaoori and gheooda. 

Aba; or kharsambli, a creeping plant. is grown without water or 
manure ncar houses or on th~ edges of garden lands in all parts of 
the district. It begins to bear pods in three months and in good 
soils goes on bearing for three or four years. The pod when very 
young and tender is used as a vegetable. 

Bhendi (lady's finger) grown in this district is of two varieties 
gari (early) and hall ( late). Both these varieties are grown in 
gardens in all parts of the district and all the year round. They 
are also grown without water but often with manure. As a dry crop, 
the early or gari bhendi with large leaves and short thick pods, is 
sown in June, grows about three feet high and bears pods from 
early August to December. The late or hal; bhendi, with small 
leaves and thin prickly pods, is sown in June or July along the edges 
of or among bajri crops, grows seven feet high, begins to bear pods 
in late September and goes on bearing till the end of November. 
The green pods' are eaten boiled or fried as a vegetable. The ripe 
seeds of bhendi are used in curry and chutney. The bark yields 
'a fibre ~hich is seldom used for any purpose. 

Gavari is grown in gardens at any time and during the rains on 
the edges of the early grain crops. It begins to bear pods within 
three months and, if'watered occasionally, goes on bearing for some 
months. The plant grows about three feet high with a single fibrous 
stem from which the pods grow in bunches. The pod is eaten green 
and is much prized as a veg~table. 

BhendJ. 

Cavad. 

Ghe6ada is grown with or without water and manure and is Chevada. 
sown in June or July on the 'edges of dry crops. It begins to bear 
fruit in October and goes on bearing till January. As a watered 
crop, it is grown round gardens or in the yards and porches of 
houses, where it goes on bearing for two or three years. GheVllcla 
has many varieties in PQOna, the black-seeded (which is the chief 
one), the white seeded, the bot or fingerlike, pattade or hanuman, 
and white with white curved pod. The pods are eaten cooked as 
a vegetable and the grain is used as a pulse. 

(4) Besicles these country vegetables, the Poona district has EUROPEAN VECB-
become quite famous for the cultivation of some of the European TABLES. 

vegetables, such as cabbage. cauliflower, lettuce and French bean. 
These vegetables are becoming more popular in the urban 
centres of the district and even outside the district. They are 
usually grown in, the cold weather on easily workable well manured 
loamy soils and their cultivation has been particularly developed in 
the neighbourhood of Poona City. and in Junnar, Khed and Haveli. 
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( 5) Poona also grows about a dozen varieties of leafy vegetables 
which are quite favourite among all classes of people. 

AIm (common cress) is grown in gardens as a pot herb and 
for the seed which is esteemed valuable for women after child birth. 
It is also used in poultices for bruises. 

Chandan batva' is grown in all garden lands at any time of the 
year. The plant stands twelve to eighteen inches high and has the 
new leaves of the upper shoot red. The leaves and the stalk are 
eaten as a pot herb. ' 

Chavli is grown in gardens at any time of the year. It closely 
resembles tandulja. but seldom grows more than six inches high 
and the leaves and stem are uniformly· green. 

Chuka (bladder dock) is grown in gardens at any time of the year 
and is ready for use about a month after sowing. The plant is eaten 
as a pot herb and has a pleasant though somewhat bitter flavour. 

Math is of two varieties in this district, red and green. Both 
vaneties are grown in gardens at any time of the year and are fit 
for use five or six weeks after sowing. The red variety stands three 
to five feet high with a thick stem and has a small central plume 
as well as side flowers; and the leaves, and especially the stem, have 
a red tinge. The green variety is smaller. The leaves and the 
shoots are eaten boiled. A wild variety called kate-math is also 
grown, but it is eaten only by the poorer classes. 

Methi is grown in gardens in all parts of the district. It is sown 
at any time of the year. It is always an irrigated and manured 
crop and usually is ready to be cut in about. three weeks' time and 
is mature in two and a half months. When young, the entire plant 
is eaten as a pot herb by all classes. The seed and the mature stalks 
serve as good fodder. 

Mohari or rat (mustard) is grown at any time of the year in 
gardens and during the cold season round the fields of wheat 
or gram or among wheat and linseed. The leaves and green pods 
are eaten as vegetables. The seed is used in curries and relishes. 
A medicinal oil is extracted from it and it is" also powdered and 
applied as a blister. . 

Pokla. of two kinds. green and red. grows one or two feet high 
in gardens at any time of the year. The leaf is ready for. use in 
six weeks and is eaten as a pot herb. • 

Pudina (mint) is grown in garden lands. It is a perennial crop and 
needs occasional watering. The leaves are used as a garnish. 

Rajgira, of two varieties, red' and green. is grown in gardens at 
any time of the year and sometimesaIl,long_irrigated wheat. In the 
green variety. the seed plume is deep crimson and the stem and leaves 
are tinged with crimson; otherwise. the varieties do not differ. The 
plant stands three to five feet high and has a heavy overhanging 
central plume. The seed is'· exceedingly small, is usually trodden 
out by human feet or rubbed out by hand. It is usually eaten on 
fast days either as a lahi which is made into balls. or as cakes made 
from the flour of the parched grain. The leaves are eaten as a pot 
herb. 

Tandulja (the eatable amaranth) is grown in gardens at any 
time of .the year and is fit for use five or six weeks after sowing. 
The plant grows a foot high and has the stem near the root. It 
has no seed plume but flowers at each of its side shoots. . Only the 
leaves and top shoots are eaten as a pot herb. 
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Fruit cultivation has progressed considerably in the Poona district 
since the compilation of the last Gazetteer. In 1881-82, besides 
melon and water melon, grape was the only fruit crop deserving 
special notice. The position has changed since then. In 1947-48, 
the district had l2,587 acres of land under fruit cultivation. The -
most common fruits grown in the district are bananas, grapes, 
mangoes,guavas, pomegrantes, figs, santTas. mosambis and other 
citrus fruits, chilws. papayas, sitaphal (custard apple), and Tamphal. 
The fruits are mostly grown on irrigated garden lands throughout 
the district but the main centres of production are located in the 
Haveli, Baramati. Junnar, Sirur and Purandar talukas. Fruit 
cultivation is quite extensive _ in the ct:ntral and the eastern portions 
of the district. -

An;eer ( fig) is grown only in the Poona district in the whole of 
the Bombay State. This crop thrives best in localities having light 
rains and in loamy soils with free drainage. Figs are grown 
extensively in the dry climate areas in the Purandar taluka. Young 
fig plants are raised from cuttings planted in a specially prepared 
field. They take two years to bear fruit. The fntiting season is 
from March to June. Crows are the greatest enemles of this crop 
and the plantation of figs requires very careful W.l·Ching. Dried 
figs are not prepared on a commercial scale, because the fig variety 
grown in the district, though excellent for table purposes, is not 
suitable for drying owing to its low percentage of sugar. An effort 
made to grow the Italian varieties of figs in this district proved. 
a failure, as these varieties could not be acclimatised in the sub
tropical climate of Poona. 

Dalimb ( pomegranate) is another important fruit crop of the 
district. Of the-total area of about 1,480 acres under this crop in the 
whole of the State. nearly 25 per cent is claimed_ by the Poona district, 
the talukas of Haveli, Baramati and Purandar containing most of it. 
Seedlings of pomegranates are grown from seeds of sele<..'led fruits 
and are ready for transplantation in their third year. After 
three years more, the plants generally bear fruit. A serious 
handicap to the sucCessful cultivation of promegranate is the cater
pillar pest, which can be removed by spraying the fruits with 
wettable D.D.T. solution. 

DTaksha (grapevine) is occasionally grown in the best garden land 
on the eastern border of the western belt and near the Foona City 
taluka. The Baramati taluka is quite famous for the cultivation of 
grapes in the Poona district. The vine is _ propagated by cuttings. 
which are planted in the month of October and are transplanted in 
the month of January. The distance between two .vines .varies from 
8 feet to 10 feet. The vines are trained either on pangara stem or 
on wire trellis. They· begin to fruit after two years of p~anting. 
The grapevines are pruned twice <luring the year, i.e •• in April and 
in October. The vines growing after the October pruning bear 
a sweet crop in the month of February and March. The vines are 
manured with cow-dung manure and groundnut cake after the April 
pruning. They yield another crop during the months of July 
and August, but the berries remain sour, and as such they are of 
no commercial value. Irrigation is given regularly except dwing 
the rains. Repeated spraying with Bordeaux mixture and dusting 
with sulphur powder are done to control the mildew disease. Seve? 
varieties of grapes are grown in this district, viz., Bhokri, Phakd •• 
Kandhari, Gulabi, Pandhari Sahebi, Malta and Karachi. 
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Keli (banana) is a popular fruit and is extensively grown in the 
Junnar, Khed, Baramati, Purandar, Indapur, Dhond, Sirur and 
Haveli talukas. The banana is grown on good garden medium black 
j;oil which are at least 2 feet deep. It is progagated by suckers, 
which are planted during June or July. After the rains are over, 
the plants are irrigated after 12-14 days in winter, and after 7-8 days 
'in summer. The plants are manured with farm-yard manure and 
groundnut cake. There are many varieties of banana grown in this 
district and they are named according to the size, shape and colour 
of the fruit. The varieties grown are Basrai, H arichaZ, Lal Kel, 
'\Telchi, M utheli and Walha. 

The Poona district claims ( in 1953) 30 per cent. of the total 
State acreage under citrus fruits. The principal types of citrus 
,fruits grown in the district are mosambis (sweet oranges), santra 
(Mandarin oranges), and limes (kagdi lime), with a sprinkling of 
grape-fruits and lemons in some places. Mosambis or sweet oranges 
account for. over 5,500 acres, while santras or Mandarin are 
,cultivated in an area of about 1,500 acres, there being less than 
300 acres under limes. The important centres of citrus cultivation 
in the district are Sirur, Haveli, Purandar, Juimar and Baramati. 

Citrus "trees are usually grown on free working medium black or 
light loam soil. Deep black soils which hold moisture for a long 
time are usually not selected for planting citrus orchards. All 
alluvial types of soils, are considered to be ideal for cultivation of 
citrus. The citrus trees are very sensitive to poor drainage and are 
not planted in soils which are likely to become water-logged. Citrus 
trees are propagated by budding on jamburi root stock. The budded 
p1ants are transplanted in the orchard during the monsoon season. 
The distance at which the different varieties of citrus are planted 
varies from 18 feet to 25 feet. The trees are irrigated regularly at 
an interval of about IS days in winter and after every 10 days in 
summer. The plantations are treated either for Ambe or M rig BahaT. 

After the fruiting of the previous season is complete the trees 
are rested by'cutting down the water supply for about a month or 
a month and a haH. The land is then ploughed and each tree 
is manured with 100 lbs. of farm-yard manure and 6 to 8 lbs. of 
groundnut cake. Regular cultivation is necessary In order to control 
the growth of weeds. The citrus trees begin to fruit ,afte~ about 
3 to 4 years of planting. M osambi, santra, kagdi lime, Italian 
lemon, Pommalo and Marshe's seedless grapefruit are the most 
common varieties of citrus grown in the district. The yield per acre 
varies with the different varieties. Besides being eaten as fresh the 
orange, kagdi lime and grapefruits are used for the extraction and 
bottling of their juices. The orange is also used for preparation of 
marmalade. ' 

Popai (papaya) is grown moro as an inter-crop in young fruit 
plantations, being planted on the borders or between the rows of 
the fruit trees. It is, nevertheless, one of the most important and 
valuable fruit ,crops of the talukas of Junnar, Haveli, Baramati and 
Purandar. The papaya is. propagated from seedlings. Tha 
seedlings are transplanted in ~ September or October at a distanC6 
of 6 to 8 feet. About 2-3 seedlings are planted at each place. Cow 
dung manure is applied before planting and also twice during 
a year thereafter. The trees begin to flower after about 
6-8 months of planting and the fruiting begins after about one year. 
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Only 10 per. ce~t. of the male trees are retained in the plantation. 
The econonnc life of the papaya tree is about three years. The 
yield of a tree on an average is about 25-30 Ibs. of papayas. The 
fruits are eaten when ripe, but the unripe fruit is cooked as 
a vegetable and also used for preparing pickles. 

Peru (guava) is grown on a large scale in the Haveli taluka. It is 
a very favourite fruit of the ?istrict and the. crop is consumed locally 
only. The guava trees begm to bear frUlt when about four or 
five years old. There are two principal flowering seasons. The fruit 
of the first season is ripe in August and September, and of the second 
about November and December. " ,Luknow-49'~ is an improved 
selection of guava evolved at the Ganeshkhind Fruit Experiment 
Station, Kirkee. The trees of this variety are very productive and 
yield about 20,000 Ibs. of fruits per acre. 

Besides these, there are some oth~r fruits, namely, pine-apple, 
mango, ramphal, sitaphal and chiku which are not so extensively 
grown in this district as to constitute commercial crops. AnanM 
.( the pine-apple) thrives in a hot moist climate and is therefore 
grown only to a very limited extent. The quality is generally 
poor. Ambe (mango) is grown in gardens and in open 
places, but the acreage is relatively very small. The best varieties 
of mango are the hapus (Alphonso) and the payari. A mango 
tree takes more than five years to bear fruit, and once 
established lasts for gent~l'ations. Sitaphal ( custard apple) is 
grown almost like guavas. The plants are raised from seeds, and 
bear fruit in about three or four years. There is only one season for 
sitaphal, which occurs betwf!en August and November. The plant 
thrives well in a cool climate and requires regular irrigation. Ramphal 
it; a common fruit grown in the district. In good soil, the tree 
sometimes attains a height of forty feet. .The fruit ripens generally 
in the latter part of the rainy season and is liked by the local people. 

THE AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS vary according to the crops, the 
rainfall and the soil of the tract. These operations consist of opening 
of the land by digging or ploughing; further pulverising the soil; 
cleaning the fields; spreading the manure and mixing it with the 
soil; sowing the seed or planting the sets or seedlings; interculturing ; 
weeding; earthing up; irrigating; applying quick-acting manures as 
top dressings; spraying or dusting of insecticides; watching to 
protect the crops from birds, stray cattle and wild animals; 
harvesting; threshing and preparing the crops for the market; and 
storing. In addition to th(,se, occasional operations for permanent 
improvement of the soil, such as bunding, levelling, trenching, drain
ing the excess water from the soil and reclaiming lands for cultivation, 
are also undertaken by the farmers. .~ 

Ploughing is done almost evelY. year by wooden or iron ploughs 
to open the land, to dig out deep-rooted weeds or stubbles, to aerate 
the soil and to trap and store water for crops. In the western part 
of the district, for rice cultivation~ in order to remove the stubbles 
of the previous crops and to puddle the field for transplantation of 
rice seedlings in June and July, a small wooden plough drawn by 
two bullocks is worked as soon as the soil becomes wet by the first 

. showers of the monsoon. Un an average one plough opens up half an 
acre of land in a day. Deep ploughing, up to about 10" depth, is 
absolutely necessary for sugarcane and root crops like suran and swect 
potatoes. This is done either by' a very heavy wooden plough w~rk
in!! two or three times or by a heavy iron plough worKed by eIght 
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bullocks and three men. The area dorie by one plough per day is 
about half an acre. In the case of deep-ploughing, hired labour, if 
employed, is paid at the rate of Rs. 1-8-0 per day and the total cost of 
ploughing an acre of land comes to about Rs. 33-0-0. 

For all onlinary crops, the land is ploughed either by a wooden or 
iron plough drawn by 4 bullocks driven by two men working up to 
the depth of 5 to 7 inches. . The area opened up by a plough in 
a day depends upon the depth and the season. In the cold season, 
when the soil is usually moist, up to 30 gunthas can easily be done' 
while in the hot weather, the land being dry and hard, about 16 to 
20 gunthas orily can be done. . 

Pulverisation of the soil is done by one of three kinds of implements. 
( 1) the beam harrow known as maind, (2) the wooden plank called 
plwli, and (3) the blade harrow called kuUzv. The maind is 
worked by one or two men and two or four bullocks to cover about 
two or three acres a day. The phali is generally used when the clods 
are soft and small. It is worked by one man and two bullocks 
covering from two to three 'acres a day.· The kuUzv. is not much 
effective uriless the clods have become wet and brittle after the rains. 
It requires one man and two bullocks and they can finish from two 
to three acres a day.. In case any hard clods escape the above 
operations, they are generally broken by beating with wooden 
hammers or clubs. . 

Cleaning the field is usually done by women in batches of from 
six to eight for an acre. They pick up the remnants of the previou,; 
crop, like stubbles etc., which hinder the further working of the 
implements at the time of sowing and interculturing and also give 
room for the hibernation of insects. If these remnants are buried 
deep they are raked up by a harrow. 

The farmer takes o~t the well rotten farm-yard manure or compost 
from pits by means of a phavada (spade) and a ghameUz (iron 
basket) and carts the same to his own field. This manure is heaped 
and is evenly spread over the field, and then mixed with the soil 
by means of a kuUzv (harrow). A man or woman usually spreads 
about five cartioads (each weighing half a ton) of farm-yard manure 
and a harrow worked by a man and two bullocks can nUx two or 
three acres a day. In some places, sheep and goats are quartered on 
the fields for a few days. Their dung and urine serve as good 
manure. It has been estimated that one thousand of these animals 
quartered in an acre over a night give manure equal to about five 
to six cartloads. 

In most of the crops, seeds are sown for starting the crop, but in 
some in Which seeds cannot be produced easily, parts of the plants 
are planted either after irrigation or after rains. In the case of paddy, 
for instance, as the seed is very small and the young plant requires 
special care, seedlings are first raised in a specially prepared seed-bed 
and then transplanted.. The seeds are sown either. by broadcasting, 
or by a drill (pabhar) in lines. Sometimes, where the land is moist 
enough for seed germination, the seeds are dibbled into the soil by 
hand. A seed drill worked by a man and a pair of bullocks can 
sow from two to four acres of land in a day according to the season, 
,abi or klwrif. The seed afteJi.; drilling is covered by running a light 
plank or a light harrow over the land. The quantity of seed required 
per acre would vary from a few ounces to a hundred pounds 
according to its size and weight and the optimum number. of plants 
per acre to get the best crop. . 
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Sowing operations in Poo~a coincide roughly with the outbreak 
of the monsoon. The followmg statement shows the sowing periods 
of some of the important crops in the district :_ 

TABLE No. 29. 
Crops. Sowing or Planting time. 

Jowar (kharif) June-July. 
Jowar (rabi) September-October. 
Bajri June-July. 
Paddy _ June-July. 
Ragi June. 
Wheat (dry) October. 
Wheat (irrigated) November. 
Maize (first sowing) June. 
Maize (second sowing) February-March. 
Gram October-November. 
Kulith June-July. 
Matki June-July. 
Tur Jun~-July. 
Udid June. 
Gmundnut June-July. 
SafHower October-November. 
Sugarcane January. 
Nilva-fodder February-March. 
Cotton May-June. 
Potatoes September-October. 
Tobacco August-September. 

Interculturing ~eans culturing or tilling or stirring the soil in 
between the lines of a crop. This is done by an implement called 
kolapi (a hoe). Interculturing is done to remove the weeds that 
take away large quantities of moisture and plant food, to aerate the 
soil, to prepare a mulch (a loose layer of dry soil as covering), to 
conserve soil moisture useful for the crop, to prune the roots so as 
to encourage a deep root system and to kill the harmful insects 
hibernating in the soil. Generally two or three hoes are worked 
by a pair of bullocks and each hoe is handled by one man. This 
team can interculture from three to five acres a day. The Dumber of 
interculturings required would depend on the life and the habit 
of growth of the crop. But generally they are about three tp four 
during the life-period for most of the crops. 

The weeds that are in line with the crop escape the hoes and thus 
are required to be removed by hand with the help of a weeding hook 
(khurpi). Six or eight women labourers are required to weed an 
acre, depending on the kind and extent of the weed growth. 
Two or three weedings are generally done for most of the crops. 

The next important operation is earthing up, i.e. digging the soil 
from near about the plant and heaping it up" at the base of the plant. 
This is done in order to give support to the plant, to prevent lodging 
and to keep the tubers and roots under the soil. Earthing up is 
required in the case of crops like sugarcane, tubers lik~potatoes, 
BUran, ginger, and yam; some vegetables; and fruit trees. This is 
done mostly by hand, digging with a pickaxe (kudali) and bringing 
the soil near the base of the plant by a phavda and a ghamela. 
For crops that are sown in lines a plough or a ridger is used to 
dig and bring the soil near the base "w)f the plant. 
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Top-dressing, i.e., applying quick-acting manures on the surface of 
the soil and then mixing it up with the soil, is done by stirring the 
soil by a special implement. Some crops require additional amount 
of manure after germinating. The sugarcane crop usually requires 
four top dressings. The manure is spread at such times that it will 
get mixed up with the soil and act on the crop when it begins to 
start rapid growth. 

Irrigation is done from canals or wells. In canal tracts, it is 
available mostly by gravitational How, while in the case of wells, 
rivers and tanks the water is lifted by water~ such as mots, 
Persian wheels or pumps. 

In the case of canals, two men or women are required to control 
and apply the canal water to an acre of land in a day. In the case of 
pumps, mots and other water-lifting devices, in adilition to the men 
required for controlling and applying the water, laboljr has to be 
employed also for operating the"water-lifts. The cosf of th..i.i labour 
has to be added to the cost of fuel, lubricating oil, etc., and the 
depreciation charges of the lifts. 

Fields are usually irrigated frequently and the interval between 
two consecutive waterings varies according to the soil, season and 
crop. In Poona these intervals vary from five to ten days and tlle 
quantity of water supplied to the fields per irrigation . vlUies- from 
1· 5 acre-inches to 2·5 acre-inches. An acre-inch roughly measures 
3,630 cubic feet or 101 tons of water approximately. 

rhe farmer has to provide for some protective and curative 
measures as well. He has to take precautionary measures to avoid 
certain pests and diseases. It has been found customary in the 
district to treat jowar seeds with sulphur for control of the smut 
disease of jowar known as kani. Whenever any insects or diseases 
appear in a crop, the farmers either spray or dust the special insecti
cides or fungicides recommended for that crop by the Department 
of Agriculture. The standing grain crops have to be watched during 
the season lest birds and other animals eat away the grain. The 
farmers- shout and throw stones by slings (gophan),. to scare away 
the birds. Stray cattle are generally caught and impounded in the 
cattle pound. Wild animals are either shot or hunted, and sometimes 
fences or trenches are made to keep them off. _ The most noteworthy 
point in this connection is the formation' of co-operative crop pro
tection societies at some places in the district which have been doing 
good work. 

One of the most important agricultural operations, next orily to 
ploughing and sowing, is the reaping. or, harvesting of tlle standing 
crops. The process is commonly known as kadhani or kapani. The 
crops are harvested only when they are fully ripe. The period of 
ripening varies from crop to crop. The following statement gives 
the harvesting time for some of the . important ,crops :-

Crops. 
J owar (kharif) 
Jowar (rabi) 
Bajri 
Paddy 
Ragi 
Wheat (dry) 

TABLE No. 30. 
Harvesting time. 

November-December. 
February-March. 
October-November. 

, • • December. 
November. 

•• February-March. 
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TABLE No. 3O-contd. 
Crops. 

Wheat (irrigated) 
Maize (first sowing) 
Maize (second sowing) 
Gram 
}(ulith 
Matki 
Tur 
Udid 
Groundnut 
Saffiower 
Sugarcane 
Nilva Fodder 
Cotton 
Potatoes 
Tobacco 

• 

Harvesting time. 
March. 
September. 
May 
February. 
November-December. 
October-November. 
January-February. 
November. 
November-January. 
February-March. 
January. 
June-July. 
November-December. 
December-January. 
December-January. 

Food grain crops such as jowar, bajri, rice, wheat and gram are 
harvested by cuttmg the plants close to the ground by a sickle 
( vila ). The cut plants are then put into swaths (alasya) and the 
earheads are removed by cutting or breaking and carted to the 
threshing yard (kJww). The stems or stalks are dried, bundled and 
stocked as fodder. . . 

. Pulses are mostly cut as whole plants and are removed directly 
to the, threshing. Hoor. Vegetables are picked by hand and leafy 
ones are uprooted. Root crops like potatoes, sweet potatoes, ginger 
and turmeric are harvested by digging with spade (phavada). 
Groundnut is also reaped in the same manner. Cotton is usually 
picked by hand. 

Grain ,crops such as jowar and pulses are trampled under bullocks' 
feet till the material is broken completely into chaff. The grain is 
separated from- the chaff by winnowing against the breeze. 

Some of the root vegetables are dug out, cleaned well by rubbing 
out the soil after drying or washing, and sold.in the market. 
Some crops like ginger and turmeric are dried and specially cured. 

Grains are stored either for purposes of seed or for consumption 
at a later date. When they are meant for purposes of seed, the 
quantity is usually small especially when an individual farmer 
preserves his own seed. On the other hand, when it is meant for 
future use, the quantity stored is considerably large. Storage 
methods,therefore, vary according to the use of the grain. 

The seed is preserved in cylindrical bins called kanagees made of 
bamboo, tur or cotton stalk, and well pldstered on all sides with 
cowdung and mud. This method is effective in keeping off the 
insects that lPight attack from outside. But many seeds, especially 
pulses, have small insects or .eggs on them before they stored. 
To prevent this trouble dry leaves of ,nim mixed with seeds of castor 
oil are applied to seeds. 

In case the grains are. required f6r future consuinption, they are 
stored in underground pits or m cellats in residential buildings. 
Before storing, however. the grain is thoroughly dried. . . 
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IN THE POONA DISTRIcr. THE FIELD TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS used by 
agriculturists are chieHy old and indigenous in type, though some 
progress has been !Dade in introducing modem improved imple
ments. Ploughs, harrows, levellers, clod crushers, seed drills and 
hoes are the main implements used by the farmers during the 
various phases of cultivation. Besides· thest;l, several hand tools are 
also used for sundry jobs on the farm. Iron ploughs are, however. 
replacing the indigenous wooden ones. Tractor-drawn ploughs and 
disc harrows are gradually being introduced in connection With 
large-scale farming. Highly developed tractor-drawn implements, 
snch as drills and combine harvesters are not in use except on very 
few farms. Latterly, pumps worked by electric motors and ou 
engines have been coming into use ,in certain parts of the district. 

Till the beginning of this century, indigeno~s ploughs,· usually 
made of babul wood, were in' common use in the district. but the 
Agricultural Department has succeeded in inducing the cultivators 
to take more and more to Jron ploughs. '.. 

The wooden plough (nangar or, when small, nangri) cOnsists of 
several pieces, the principal of them being (1) the khod (body) ; 
( 2) the hala (beam or pole) ; (3) the fa or shilvat (yoke) ; (4) the 
pllal (share) ; and (5) the rumane (stilt). Only the share is made 
of iron, all other parts being of wood. .' The body is of twopart.'!, 
the doke (head) and the dant (shoe), all of one piece of wood and 
curved in shape. The head is thicker, and the shoe tapers to a point. 
The shoe is Hat at the top and triangular at the bottom. The share 
(the iron part) is Hat and sharp at the end, and it· is laid on the 
shoe, secured to the main block by a phalcamb (small piece of wood). 
The front end pf the share projects about 6" beypnd the point of 
the shoe and is secured to the shoe by means of a vasa (ring). The 
beam is highly curved at its back and is fixed to the doke (head) so 
as to form an acute angle. The back end of the beam is projected 
about 3" beyond the head, on which the rumane (stilt) rests. The 
yoke is fixed to the front end of the beam. The stilt is separate, and 
on the lop of it is fixed a muthya (short grip) to facilitate handling. 
A leather rope (vethan) passes back from the yoke behind. tJ1e stilt. 
and forward again to the yoke. 

The indigenous plough opens a triangular -, furrow. The heavy 
type weighs about 150 lb., is yoked to four pairs' of bullocks, and 
furrows to a depth of six to nine inches; while the light one weighs 
about 100 lb., is yoked to two pairs of bullocks and furrows. to 
a depth of four to six inches. The heavier ploughs are needed to break 
the heavy soils in the west, and also for sugarcane lands. These 
have now been mostly replaced by iron ploughs. The lighter ones 
'are needed in potato-growing tracts and in medium soil tracts. 
In these areas also iron ploughs are. ~. general use now. 

Iron ploughs are supplied by Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, who have 
their manufacturing plant at Kirloskarwadi in the Satara district. 
Though the abovenamed firm .is manufacturing many varieties of 
iron ploughs, their Nos. 9 ilDd 100 are more popular among their 
heavier ploughs. Besides the Kirloskar ploughs, the Bahadar plougs 
of Messrs. Cooper and Sons, Satara, and the Victory [loughS of 
Messrs. Ransome and Jefferies and Sons Ltd., Englan are also 
commonly found in the rural parts of the district. 
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'IDe Kirloskar and Cooper ploughs mentioned above have rever
ilole mould boards which can be changed from one side to another. 

The wooden nloughs are usually manufactured and repaired 
locally by the villal!e carpenter .. ' The iron ploughs are not renaired 
locally due to the absence of proper repair shops. Messrs. Kirloskar 
Brothers of Poona have made arrangements to send their mechanics 
to the rural areas on receipt of information from the farmers. Spare 
parts are stocked .by their agents. 

In the years 1912-14.. an attempt was made to introduce the steam 
traction ploughs manufachlred by Messrs. J. Fowler & Co., Leeds, 
England. But these ploughs never J!ained anyponularity. During 
the last few years the Departmepl of Agriculture has beenmakin~ 
serious efforts to introduce tractor nloul!hs, but only the rich culti~ 
vators of smmrcane in l3aramati Taluka have been able to purchase 
these. The Department maintains a fleet of tractors and undertakes 
the work of ploughing at a nominal charge varying between Rs. 14 
and Rs. 22 per acre according to the depth. 

IIi 1951. a srirvev made of agricultural imnlements showed that 
Poona had in use 72,117 wooden ploug~. 25,085 iron ploughs and 
49 tractors. _ 

Seed drills (pabhar) are implements made mostly of babul wood 
for the sowing of seeds in lines in a field at uniform depth. The 
flllTOWS in which the c;ee<1 is depositf'!d are onened by rou lters (phan). 
Four coulters are fixed to a small log of wood called dind (head
piece). Just ahove the tip of the front flat surface of the coulter 
a hole is bored· through to fix a bamboo hollow tube (nali) for 
allowim! the seed to pass tfuough into the soil. AU the tubes frflm 
the coulters are bronaht tOlJ'ether and held in a b<\wl-like woo(lPfl 
structure (chade). The seed to be sown is evenly distributed in all 
the tubes thToul!h this seed bowl The seed bowl and the tubes are 
fumlv tied aQd fixed to the centre of the head piece by a thin rone 
called Chade-elM. For traction, a beam is fixed to the centre of the 
head pieee with side braces on its sides for supnort. On the top 
of the head-pie<;.e a handle (rumane) is fixed for 1!1liding and 'PIesc;ing 
the itnnlcment. A yoke. of DrOper length a~rdin~ to the number 
of coulters anel the distance between them, is attached to the beam 
for yoking bullocks and.is tied to the beam by a thick rope pas~i.'lg 
over and round the head ~iece making the whole frame rigid for 
work. This kind of seed drill requires one man to drive a pair of 
bullocks and another person to feed the seed bowl uniformly with 
the ~eed~ to be sown. A drill can sow from three to four acres a day. 
Seed drills· are lil!ht or heavy according to the season and the crons 
to be sown. During the khari! season, the seed is to be denosited in 
the wet and soft soil up to a denth of 2" or ~". This. 
require a lighter seed drill. In the ,abi season the seeds are to bE! 
c:lnpo'lited up to a depth of 6" or 7". where only sufficient moisture 
fC'l' the germinlltion of seeds is available. The seed drills used for 
this are generally very heavy and strong. The Agricultural Engineer 
to the State Government has made some improvements in the 
indigenous wooden seed drills. These are arrangements provided for 
droPPing the seed automatically by revolving spoons in a box filled 
on the top and for covering the seed by a roller behind. 

The water lifts used on wells in this district for the purposes I)f 
irrigating the fields are mostly mots either of iroq or of leather. The 
leather mots are generally manufactured locally by the village 

Seed drills. 
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cobbler. The iron mots, usually of the Sangli type, are imported 
from the neighbouring urban centres. Recently a number of pumps 
for lifting water, worked either by oil, engines or electric motors, 
are also' to be found in Poona. The oil engines are usually of 
foreign make. Recently, however, Messsrs. Kirloskar Brothers of 
Poona have •. :started manufacturing these .-engines. Pumping .sets are 
manufactured by Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers and others. The census 
of implements taken in 1939-40 shows that Poona had il). use in that 
year 8,548 iron mots, 18,783 leather' mot§, 219 oil engine pumps and 

.. 13 electric pumps. .,... .' , 
The harrow (kuZav, vakhar, aut, or phariit)', is used ·after plough

Ing for crushing the Clods of earth. The parts oj the harrow are 
the dind (head piece); the ianoli ( prongs); the plws ( blade) ; 
the dandi (plough); and the rumane ( stih ) . Except .lor the 
blade which is made of iron,all parts are made, of" babul wood. 
The head piece is straight and rectangular in cross section. In tho 
front, two prongs are fixed into it in a slanting direction down
wards at an angle of 500 with the pole. The blad~ made of iron. 
is straight, fairly long and thick. Its two ends are turned upwards 
te fit in the prongs where they are firmly held .by means of iron 
rings (vasu) • The pole is straight and is fixed· slightly on ~he left 
of the centre of the head piece. It is supplemented by.a short brace 
which is fixed on the right of the centre. The other end of the hrace 
rests on the pole. . 

In Poona, two types of harrows are commonly used, namely the 
pharat, a light one, and the kuZav, a heavy one. Th«: kuZav is used '.' 
for the preparation of land and the pharat is mainly used for 

, cl)vering seeds. The heavy harrow weighs abou~ 70 lb. and works. to 
a depth of from 1· 5" to 3" anQ requires one man 4aftd two bullocks. 
A team working eight hours can finish from 1~ to 2.acres. The' 
light harrow weighs about 45 lb. and works to a depth of from 
I" to 2". . It requires one man and two bullocks to wurk. A team 
can finish four acres in a working day. The indigenous harrows 
are quit~ cheap and easy to construct and to repair. They' cal} also 
be pur'to a variety of uses such as breaking the earth after plotlgh
ing, mixing manure, (!overing seed, preparing seed beds, .l~velling 
and even interculturing. Efforts at introduction of improved lYPes 
of harrows have, tllerefore, failed. Vise harl6}<V,S are in use 011 a few 
farms, but owing to their cost, they have not become popular ~ , 

Beam Harrow. rhe beam harrow ( maind) is used for breaking the clods" of 
earth after ploughing. The maind is a rectangular log of .babf'Z 
wood about 10 ft. long, 1 ft. broad and 9 inches thick, and weighs 
from 160 lb. to 200 lb. A wooden beam is fixed· to the log in tho 
centre for applying force by. a yoke to be attached to it. Two iron 
1'ings are fixed to th~log, one ,OIl" each side of. the beam, for tying 
ropes for applying equal force to the ends of the log. The maind is 
not a very effective clod·crusher. The Department of Agriculture 
has, therefore, been advocating the use of the Norwegian harrow 
(a star rotary type, a very heavy harrow) as a very efficient clod 
crusher, but its cost being high. and the number of days of use 
being limited, it has not yet become very popular among the 
cultivators. . 

• For interculturing crop~ like jowar, bajri and other food grains, 
a slit hoe, known as kolapa, is used. This implement is a miniature 
blade harrow and is used to work in between lines of crops to stil' 
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the soil so as to remove the weeds, loosen the soil, conserve 
moisture and aerate the soil It is used up to the time when the 
Crop is from 12" to 15" in height, after which it cannot be used. 
The size of the kolapa depends upon the distance between the 
crops lines. The prongs and half the pqrtion of the blade are made 
into one piece and two such pieces fixed on the head piece leave 
a slit about three inches wide. Generally, two hoes are worked on 
one yoke. The hoes are tied to the yoke by a piece of rope passing 
over the handle and the head piece of the hoe. The yokes used 
~ long and straight in.proportion to the number of spaces covered 
and the distance between them. The reins, by which the bullocks' 
are controlled, are tied to a .. Y .. shaped ~tick. This implement 
requires careful. handling, espeCially when the crop is youn". 
Two men with two bullocks interculture about four acres of land 
in a day. The Department of AgricultUre has introduced some 
improved varieties of hoes, namely the Planet Junior hand hoes, 
spiked tooth hoes and shovel cultivators, for working in Wide-spaced 
crops "like chillies, sugarcane, etc.; and these, implements arc 
becoming quite popular in the district. For interculturing sugarcane 
Belds, a special tyned hoe was prepared at the Manjri farm, but it 
has not become popular because of its high cost. 

Besides the tools worked with the help of bullocks, there are a few 
toolg which· are utilised in various other agricultural operations and 
are worked by hand. These are :-the kurhad (axe); the kudali 
(pick axe) ; the 'Phavada ( spade); the khurpe ( weeding hook); 
the vila ( sickle); the koyata (bill hook) ; the pahaT (crowbar); 

, and lhe dantale (rake) ; and these are mostly made by the village 
CflIPenter or iron smith . 

.,As no animal-drlven implement for harvesting has been devised, 
the principal tool· is the vila ( sickle) with an entire cutting edge. 
It is used in harvesting the crops by cutting the stems. The kudali 
(pick axe) is used for digging up" and harvesting various root crops. 
Sugarcane is· harvested by a heavy sharp knife or hatchet. The 
phavada (spade) is useful in repairing and making bunds, making 
water channels and filling the fields with soil and manures. PahaT 
(the crowbar), either wooden or iron toothed, is usually' worked 
for collecting and removing waste materials-from the fields.' The 
khur,pe (weeding hook) and the vila ( sickle) are possessed by 
each working member-of the cultivator's family. The koyata (bill 
hook) and the karhad (axe) are the important implements for the 
purposes of cutting and chopping trees and ·wood. The pahaT 
(crowbar) is usually used on the farm for lifting clods <!r stones, 
digging holes and other allied operations. Threshing is usually. done 
by bullocks unaided by any appliances. For winnowing, a soop 
(bamboo scoop) is used. The man .stands on a higher altitude 
and gradually drops the grains from the scoop and the husk bl9wS 
away. Sieves are used for separating the grain from dust, sand and 
pebbles or big straw pieces. In some places, artificial wind i'l 
produced by using a winnowing fan designed by the Department of 
Agriculture. This is just like an electric fan being worked by hand 
by means of gears driven by a cycle chain. : . 

. Sugarcane is usually crushed in the ir~ mills manufactured by 
Messrs. Kirloskar Bros. and Messrs_ Cooper and SODS. For the 
preparation of gUT sugarcane juice is boiled in open. pans made of • 
iron. The pan is ~hallow and broad about 7' in diaineter and 10" 
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deep with a capacity of 1,000 to 1,200 lb. of sugarcane juice. The 
moulds for preparing gur blocks are made of galvanised iron sheets. 
Besides these two implements, various small implements such as 
scum-strainers and glul1nelas (iron baskets) are also required in the 
process of manufacturing gur. 

The bullock cart (gada) is still the common means of transporta· 
tion in carrying out agricultural operations. The present cart consists 
of a large frame of babul wood supported on two solid wooden wheels 
held together by an axle. The naves of the wheels are fitted inside 
with iron tubes in which the axles work. The wheels have iron tyre~. 
These carts are drawn by a pair of bullocks. 

During the past decade, improvements have been effected to the 
gadas. Ball bearing arrangements have been made inside the nut 
of the wheels to reduce friction and give easy movement to the 
wheels. Pneumatic rubber tyres in place of the iron ones are 
available, but in actual practice· the cultivators find the pneumatic 
tyres very costly and their use is, therefore, restricted to the carts 
used by rich contractors for purposes of transport in towns. 
L, LIvEsTOCK FOID.IS AN IMPORTANT ITEM IN A FAru.I. A farmer usually 
keeps a pair of bullocks and a few cows, and in addition, a few sheep, 
goats and poultry. As yet, not much headway has been made in this 
district in the use of mechanical implements, and hence bullock
driven ploughs, carts and water lifts are in common use. In fact, 
in rural areas, a farmer's status and efficiency are judged by the 
number of cattle he possesses. A recent census of the district (1948-
49), results of which are given below, shows that considerable increase 
has taken place in the livestock wealth since the compilation of the' 
laat Gazetteer. 

TABLE No. :n. 
Livestock in Poona: Oau!-1948-49. 

Classification of Ca hIe. Cow class. Buffalo cJ..ss 

(1) Working bullocks over 3 yE'.aI'8 kept for work only •. 2,69,975 
(2) Bulls and bullocks over 3.years not used for breeding or 

work.. .. .. .. .. 7,461 
(3) Breeding c;)ws over 3 years kept for breeding or milk 

production •• • • •• •• 1.65,082 
(il C)W8 over 3 years used for work only •• •• 66.897 
(5) C.)ws over 3 years not in use for work or breeding 

purposes • • • • • • • • 30.359 
(6) Young 8101:"'

(a) under I year
(i) 1I1ale 42,931 

49.965 (ii) }'emale 
(b) 1 to 3 years-

(i) 1I1.le •• •• •• •• 41.921 
(ii) }'emRle •• •• •• •. 37,711 

(7) Breeding bulls over 3 years kept or nsed for breeding 

4,130 

"181 

67,080 
22.009 

9.854 

8.797 
15.291 

6,202 
1l.246 

1.288 purposes only •• •• •• •• 2.475 
1-------+--------1 

Total •. 7.04.777 1,47.278 

_. " 
In addition to these cattle, Poona'district in 1948-49 had 3,32,023 

sheep 3,09,475 goats, 6,13Thorsej. 5,193 asses and 628 mules. These 
animili though not exactly 'Used on the farm, are useful to the farmer 
in a nu'mber of other ways and can be classed as agricultural. 
livestock, 
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The following table gives comparative lIgures of livestock in Poona CHAPTER:t. 
in 1882-83 and 1948-49:-

TABLE No. 32. 

Claaaification orlivestoek. 1882-83. 1948-49. 

i. Bullocks .. .. .. .. 2,27,619 3.64,763 
He-buffaloes .. .. .. .. 12,034 21,198 

3. Cows .. .. .. .. 1,44,949 3,40,014 
4. She-buffaloes .. .. .. .. 40,646 1,26,080 
5. Sheep and Goats .. .. .. .. 2,89,688 6,41,49R 
6. Horses .. .. ., .. .. 11.163 6,187 
7. Aase8 .. .. .. .. .. 6,745 5,193 

Although there has been a decline in the number of horses and 
asses, there has been an all-found increase in livestock as a whole. 
This is an index to the importance that is still given to the raising 
of livestock in the district. 

In this district, as in other parts of the country, bullocks and he
buffaloes are mainly used for the heavier a~ultural work on the 
farm, and cows and she-buffaloes are mainly kept for purposes of 
breeding and milk production. In a few cases only are cows and 
she-buffaloes used on the farms. Bullocks are the common animals 
in use in the farm work and their high number indicates their relative 
importance in agricultural operations and rural transportation. These 
cattle belong mainly to the imported varieties, the important among 
them being the Khillar, the Dangi, and the Malm, besides some local 
non-descript varieties. Among buffaloes, the Pandharpuri, the Surati, 
and the Murrah"types are commonly found in Poona. The Khillar 
cows and bullocks are costlier than other types. A Khillar cow costs 
about Rs. 300 to Rs. 400 and a pair of bUllocks of the same variety 
between Rs. 1,200 and Rs. 1,400. Prices of local varieties are Rs. 100 
to Rs. 150 per cow and Rs. 700 to Rs. 800 per pair of 
bullocks. The prices prevailing for a Khillar breeding bull ranges 
between Rs. 600 and Rs. BOO. The Pandharpuri and the Murrah 
milch buffaloes can be purchased at a price varying between Rs. 800 
and Rs. 1,000 each while local non-descript milch buffaloes can be 
had for about half of that price. 

Cows and she-buffaloes are kept mainly for milk production. She
buffaloes are growing in popularity largely because of their higher 
milk yield. The total production of milk in the Poona district has 
been estimated at·.14,42,SOO maunds per year. The cattle provide 
fertile farm-yard manure, and 17 lakh cart loads of farm-yard manure 
are collected annually valued approximately at Rs. 51 lakhs. 

Horses, mules and asses, though not used for agricultural 
operations, are classed as agricultural livestock. Tnese animals are 
mostly used for drawing transport vehicles and sometimes as pack 
animals. 

In addition to cattle, Poona has a large number of sheep and goats 
usually of the Deccani type. According to the 1948-49 estimates, 
there are 3,32,023 sheep and 3,09,475 goats in the district. These 
animals are valuable assets as they': produ.ce wool, hair, skins and 
mutton and, in the case of goats, aIS6 milk. It has been the usual 
practice of the farmers of this district to keep a few sheep and goats 
on the farm along with other cattle. Goats and sheep for mutton 
) A. Bk Vf 2-154 
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CHAPTER 5. cost between Rs. 50 and Rs. 80 each. One and a haH lakh pounds 
of wool are produced annually in Poona. 

Agriculture. 
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. ' 
Central Poultry 

Farm. 

The keeping of poultry is an Important cottage industry in rural 
areas, and eggs, fowls and ducks are regarded as valuable kinds of. 
food. In the, year 1948-49, the number of fowls and poultry was; 
estimated at 4 lakhs and approximately 20,00,000 eggs were produced 
in the year. 

The main sources of cattle supply in the rural arleas are the weekly 
cattle markets held in each taluka. These markets are managed 
either by the municipal authorities or by the District Local Board. 
Some of the largely attended cattle markets are held at the follOwing 
places :-

1. Bhamburda 6. Dhond 
2. Khed 7. Indapur 
3. Manchar. 8. Baramati 
4. Ghodnadi 9. Saswad 
5. Belhe 10. Junnar 

There are good centres in Poona for treatment of cattle. There 
are eight veterinary liIPspitalsin the district, one being located at 
each of the following places, viz., Poona, Baramati, Indapur, Khed, 
Junnar, Bhor, Saswad and Talegaon Dhamdhere. Livestock from 
all over the district are brought to these hospitals for medical treat
ment. 

Good breeding facilities are also provided, and efforts are made to 
improve the quality of cattle. The Agricultural Department, in 
order to grade up the village cattle, supplies to farmers premium 
bulls of the Khilla" Dangi and Gi, types. On 1st April 1950, there 
were 68 premium bulls at work. In addition, there were 50 premium 
cows which had been given to Rarijans and poor classes of the 
district for production of pedigree stock of cattle. Under the Post
war Reconstruction Scheme supplementary breeding centres have 
been established at Koregaon Bhima and Nhavare in Sirur Taluka and 
at Loni Deokar in Indapur Taluka. Each centre consists of five 
adjoining villages, and ten premium cows and one premium bull 
are located in each village. In co-operation with various panjrapoles, 
the Agricultural Department has been successful in raising Ii good 
herd of the Gi, variety of cattle. 

A sheep breeding farm established in Poona in 1937 functions as 
the central research institute for the Bombay Deccan. The plan of ' 
experimental breeding at th:s station is co-ordinated by the State with 
the research undertaken in the different breeding. areas. The stud 
sheep bred at this farm are distributed to initiate the breeding of 
Hocks in. other districts. The work pf introducing improved sheep. 
is u!ldertaken in the taluka of Dhond. . 

A Central Poultry Farm was established in Poona in 1928 for the 
purpose of testing the suitability of the different breeds of poultry 
and for training the children of farmers in practical poultry keeping. 
This poultry farm now supplies annually 200 breeding cocks and 
2,000 hatching eggs. The improved breeds, namely, the White 
Leghorn and the Rhode Island Red, have been introduced and found 
quite profitable in the eastern and the western talukas of the district 
respectively. Besides, in order to encourage raising of pedigree 
stocks of poultry, premiums in Cash are given to 15 persons in the 
district. ( . " 
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• The estimated annual quantity of .livestock products in the district CHAFI'ER S. 
In 1948-49 was as under:-

Milk 
Eggs 
M.t.nure 
Hides 
Wool 
ClI'" calves 
Buffalo c&lves 

TABLE No. 33. 

Products. Quaniity. 

14,42,500 (maunds). 
20,00,000 Ipumber). 
17,00,000 (cart loads). 

85,000 (numbr). 
1,50,000 (11)). 
1,00,000 (number). 

25,000 (number). 

The following were the livestock prices current ftl 1948-49 :_ 

TABLE No. 34. 

Livestock. Variety. Unit. Value. 

-- , . 
Rs. 

Bulloch " .. Khillar .. Pair .. 1,200 to 1,400 
Local .. .. 700 to 800 
Khillar Breeding •• Each .. 600 to . 800 

Cows .. .. Khillar .. 
" .. .300 to 41)0 

Local . , 
" .. 100 to 150 

Milch buffaloes •• .. Local 
" .. 400 to 500 

Murrah or Mehsana .. .. 800 to 1,000 
Pandharpuri .. .. .. 800 to 1,000 

Goats and sheep .. For mutton .. 
P~~ bird:' 

50 to 80 
Poultry •• .. F'or mo .. ~ .. 4to 6 
Eggs .. .. C"untry .. 10 to II •. 1 

Improved .. Perdo~en 2 

AgriCulture. 
J.tvESTOCE. 
Products. 

Prices. 

ON ACCOUNT OF THE FREQUENT FAILURES OF MONSOONS causing ImucATIOH, 
famines and scarcity conditions over several talukas, irrigation has 
always attracted considerable attention in the Poona district. The 
problem of finding water for irrigation is more acute in the eastern-
talukas of the district, namely, Indapur, Sirur and Baramati, where 
the annual average rainfall is very. scanty~ 

In the year 1947-48, in the whole of the district, exeluding the 
taluka of Bhor and Velhe Mahal, an area of 1,94,585 acres 'under, 
crops, or roughly about 8·8 per cent. of the gross cropped area, , 
was under irrigated farming. 

In the Poona district, there is no area shown as under tank irriga
tion in 1947-48, but there are a few irrigation tanks in the district. 
In canal tracts, comprising the portion of the talukas of Have14 
Dhond, Bai'aniati,' Indapur, Purimdar, Pooha City and Sirur, water 
is available by gravitational How, while in places where wells, tanks 
and rivers are the main sources of water, it is lifted by means of 
,nots, Persian wheels or pumps. Irrigated land in the Poona-district 
is accordingly classified into motasthal and patasthal lands. 
Motasthallands, which account for about 38·8 per cent. of the 
irrigated area, are lands irrigated 'with the help of a mot from 
!wells, tanks and ponds, The remaining 61· 2 per cent. of the land 
lUlder irrigation is known as patasthal. which means lands watered 
by canals. 



The following tabJe shows .the distribution of the area under different crops irrigated by different sources of irrigation in Poona:- ~ 
TABLE No. 35. 

Area irrigatea 'unile,. various crops by diJJerent sources oj irrig'1tion {n, Poona District (1947-48). 
- Peroentago of Percentage of 

Othere. Total. 
the irrigated the irrigated 

CroIJI· Government Private Well •• Tank •• area to the area to the 
oanals. oanal •• total area total area 

under the, under 
orop. irriga.tion. 

Rioe ' .. .. .. 5,361 17 915 .. .. 6,293 9'5 3'2 

Wheat .. .. .. 7,036 553 8,668 .. 111 16,368 35'9 8'4 

Barley . , .. .. 139 " 6 ,. ., 145 31'5 0'7 

Jowar .. .. ., 65,764 317 24,998 .. 390 91,469 10'4 47'0 

Bajri ~ 
11,989 216 5,238 17,443 4'2 8'S .'. .. .. .. .. 

Maize .. .. 371 1,031 .. .. , . 1,402 89'3 0'7 

Other oereal. and pulse. .. .. 3,658 156 4,894 .. 541 9,249 5'4 4'6 

Sugaroane .. '" .. 13,140 ' .. 3,094 .. 18 16,252 94'5 8'3 

Other food orope .. .. .. 6,398 460 17,987 .. .. 24,845 62'7 12;7 

Non·food orops .. .. .. 1,678 337 4,250 .. .. 6.265 6'2 3'2 

Fodder .. .. .. 1.1211 .. 3.729 .. .. 4.854 1'0 2'4 
-Total area under cropl under Irrigation .. 1,16.659 3.087 73.779 .. 1.060 1.114.585 8'8 100 

Double oropped arlla UDder Irriga.tion .. 9.988 994 16.379 .. 134 27,495 .. .. 
, Not afoa oroppesJ under Irrigation .. 1.06,671 2.093 57,400 926 1.67,090 8'0 ,', 
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Out of the total area of 1,94,585 acres of gross cropped area under 
Irrigation, 1,16,659 acres are under Government canals, 3,087 acres 
under private canals, 73,779 acres under well irrigation and 
1,060 acres under other sources of water supply. Among the various 

It crops grown in the district, those which are grown in the eastern 
talukas of the district have larger areas under wet farming than 
those grown in the western portions. 

Considered absolutely in terms of irrigated acreage, jowar with 
91,469 irrigated acres, i.e., 47 per cent. of the total irrigated area 
in the district, occupied the first place, followed by bajri with 
17,443 irrigated acres or 8·8 per cent. of the total irrigated area, 

· and wheat with 16,368 irrigated acres or 8·4 per cent. of the total 
irrigated area. If acreage under irrigation is related to the total 

· acreage under a particular crop, sugarcane with 16,252 irrigated 
· acres, forming 94·5 per cent .. of the total. area under sugarcane, took 
the first place, maize coming next with 1,402 acres fOrming 89·3 per 
cent. of the total area under maize. " Other food crops" had 
24,845 irrigated acres, which formed 12·7 per· cent. of the total 
irrigated area and 62·7 per cent. of the total area under the same 
crops. 

As noted in a previous paragraph (p. 220), different fields have 
different sources of irrigation and they are watered at frequent 
intervals. The interval between two consecutive waterings varies 

,as between crops and seasons as also on the nature of the soil, crop 
and season. Such intervals in Poona· vary from 5 to 10 days, and 
the quantity of water supplied to the field varies from 1·5 acre 
inches to 2·5 acre inches. An acre-inch roughly measures 
3,630 cubic feet or 101 tons of water approxin}ately. 

The numbers of the different sources of water supply in the district 
are :--

Government canals 
Wells 
Bandharas 
Tanks 

6 
32,805 

27 
519 

Wells are the common source of irrigation throughout the district. 
There has been a large increase in the number of wells for irrigation 
in Poona District since the compilation of the last Gazetteer. While 
their number in 1882-83 was 18,651.. in 1948-49 it was 32,805. These 
wells are distributed in the various talukas as follows :-

Purandar 3,475 
Haveli 2,547 
Indapur 2,473 
Mulshi 130 
Sirur 3,843 
Junnar 5,187 
Ambegaon 4',756 
Dhond . 2,642 
Baramati 3,704 
Khed '.. 3,408 
M~ ill 
Poona City 334 
Bhor 155 
Velhe Nil. 

Total • • 32,805 
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Generally speaking. the eastern talukas of the district have more 
wells than the western talukas. 

The wells, used for irrigation are generally circular. eight to 
ten feet in diameter and twenty to fifty feet deep. These wells are 
sometimes pitched with brick or stone and mortar. more usuaUY' 
lined with dry cut stones ; and frequently built only on the side on 
which the water life or mot is worked. The water is lifted by a mot 
(a leather or iron container). The leather water bag (mot) is of 
two sizes, one measuring about ten feet from mouth to mouth and 
worked in deep wells, and the other one from five to six feet and 
worked in small wells. The leather mot is more common and is 
prepared usually by the village cobbler. The iron mots, usually of 
the Sangli type, are imported from neighbouring urban centres. 
A mot worked by a pair of bullocks can be used for irrigating two 
or three acres of land with the help of two or three men. Recently 
pumps for lifting water operated either by oil engines or by electric 
motors are being increasingly used. 

Another source of irrigation- in the Poona- district· is bandharaa. 
small weirs built across streams in order that the level of water flowing 
in the stream may be raised sufficiently to command the lands to 
be irrigated. There are 27 bandharas in the Poona district, of which 
11 are in Purandar, 6 in Junnar, 5 in Khed, 2 in Ambegaon and one 
each- in Haveli, Dhond and Baramati. They irrigate an area 
of 2,631 acres and 18 gunthas: Besides these, 21 new bandharas have 
been recently completed and it is proposed to irrigate 1,326 acres 
from them. The majority of these dams or bandharas are built of 
mud and sometimes of masonry, and are renewed or repaired every 
year after the rains. The channels are not bridged, hedged or 
otherwise protected. and much injury is caused to them by the 
village cattle and carts, resulting in waste· of water. The water is 
taken to the fields by gravitational flow and when the water in 
the dam falls below the level of the channel, the water has to be 
lifted either by pumps or by wooden shovels hung by a rope from 
a tripod of sticks. These bandharas are in charge of the Revenue 
Department and water rates are charged according to the quantity of 
water supplied. . 
- The following statement gives the location of bandharas and -the 

area irrigated by them :..... . . 

TABLE No. 36. 

Statement showing Banaharas in Poona District (1948 -49). 

Location. Taluka. Area irrigated. 

-'--
w A. G. 

Vadhane .. .. .. .- Barama.ti .. 14 39 

Patas .. .. .. . - Dhond .. 11 35 . . 
Narayangaon .. .. .. Junnar .. 452 20 

- - -Vadaj .. .. .. .. Do. .. 131 31 

Kusur .. .. .. .. Do. .. 25 35 

(contd.) 
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TABLE No. 36-contd. 

Location. I Taluka. Area irrigated. 

Venere 
A. O. .. .. .. .. Jnnnar .. 11 2 

Olur .. .. .. .. Do. .. 221 " Ptiapur .. .. .. .. Do. .. 60 36 
AwasariKhurd .. .. .. Khed .. 192 38 
Khe<l .. .. .. . . Do. .. 97 16 
Pada!i .. .. .. .. Do. .. 36 12 
Dnnde .. .. .. .. Do. .. 45 26 
Thul!a<>n .. .. .. .. Do. .. 86 37 
ChiDcholi .. .. .. . . Ambegaon .. 50 26 
Nundi .. .. .. .. D:>. .. 25 35 
Khrd.Shivapnr .. .. .. Haveli .. 120 14 
Sdlwad .. .. .. .. Purandar .. 154 32 
GlU"l\de .. .. .. .. Do. .. 18 8 
Bnpgaon .. .. .. .. Do. .. 23 13 
Kamthadi .. .. .. Do. .. 12 33 
Khalad .. .. .. .. Do. .. 169 32 
MUDiawadi .. .. .. Do. .. 37 25 
Dhnlewadi •• .. .. .. Do. .. 52 13 
Kothale .. .. .. .. Do. .. 35 1 
Hiware .. .. .. .. Do. .. 68 26 
Bel.ar .. .. .. .. Do. .. 179 17 
Parinche .. .. .. .. Do. .. 293 12 

Total .. 2631--:-18 

TABLE No. 37. 

The following is the list of Bandharas recently completed :-

. .1 

I 
Area proposed 

Location. Taluka.. to be irrigated. 

A. G. 
Gobe Budruk .. .. Ambegaon .. 17 31 
Shanoli' .. .. .. ." D3. .. 10 0 
Sal .. .. . . Do. .. 13 0 
Loni Kand •• .. .. .. Haveli .. 100 0 
S"v,ugaon .. .. .. .. Jnnnar .. 128 0 
Ane •• .. .. .. Do. .. 64 0 
Pimp"ri.Pendbar .. .. .. Do. .. 68 0 
B<Wti .. .. .. Do. . . 25 0 
Pimpa)wandi .. .. .. Do. . . 100 0 
Yedgaon .. .. .. .. D·,. .. 160 0 
M,tle .. .. .. .. Mltlshi . . 60 0 
Knlawali ... .. .. .. Do. .. 26 0 
\Valane .. .. .. Do. .. 25 0 
l)unl!&rgaon .. .. .. Do. .. 35 0 
Lawale .. .. .. .. Do. .. 50 0 
KtlndhaVllle .. .. .. Dj) • .. 264 7 
D"umt,are .. .. ::' lhwal .. 15 0 
Bhivadi .. .. .. Pumndar .. 34 0 
Hiware .. .. .. Do • .. 35 0 
K .. mthadi :: .. .. .. Dj) • .. 50 0 
Lpurvahal .. .. .. Bhor .. .7 0 

Total ." 1326-38 

, 
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In 1863-64, a mor~ than usually severe drought caused great 
damage and distress in the district and Government determined to 
£nd out how far this tract could be protected from famines by 
irrigation works. The enquiry was entrusted to Lt. General Fife, 
R. E., who submitted a detailed report on constructing irrigation 
works at Kasurdi, Matoba, lChateka Durva, Khamgaon, Bhadgaon, and 
Chutorlkur-all in the Bhimthadi taluka. He opined that small 
Jakes were useless and the only means of protection from famine 
:was the water 'of the rivers having their sources in the Sahyadris and 
recommended that water should be led from the Mutha river by a: 
bigh level canal starting from Poona and extending to Indapur. 
The Bombay Government, agreeing with him, sanctioned the Mutha 
Canal works, which came into operation in 1874-75. The experience' 
gained since then made the administrators realise the advantages of 
'big irrigation works based on rivers and big tanks. The Nira Left 
Bank Canal was brought into operation in 1885-86. 

The following is a list of the chief irrigation works constructed or 
repaired by Government, with'details regarding the area irrigated 
by them:- ' 

TABLE No. 38. 

Government Irrigation Works, Poona, 1945-46. 
ern acresl 

Cnltur- Estimated Area actually irrigated. 
Name. able area area of 

t~·_ commanded. irrigation. Kharif. Rabi. 

I 
1. Naa Right Bank Canal. 1,118 1,118 ,936 656 1,492 

2. Nira Left Bank Canal. 1,49,821 1,13,280 '35,782 59,583 95,365 

3. Shetphal tank .. 17,483 4,200 2,910 4,679 7,589 

4. Mutha Canals .. 49,800 16,800 11,402 3,336 14',737 

5. Matobatank .. .... 3,250 631 1,420 1,951 

6. Kasurdi tank .. .... .... ... . . ... ' .... . 
7. Shirahuphaltank .. 2,500 1,800 101 88 189 

S. Bhadalwadi tank .. 2,400, 2,000 13 r 1,127 1 1,140 

-
61,675 ! I 

~otal .. 2,23,122 1,42,448 70,788 1,22,463 
I 

The Mutha Canals system came into operation in 1874-75. 
It was constructed at a cost of about Rs. 65,50,000 including the cost 
of a large ghat-fed reservoir (Lake Fife) on the Mutha river at 
Khadakwasala, about 12 miles to the south-west of Poona. The 
system comprises two canals, the Mutha Right Bank Canal and the 
Mutha Left Bank Canal, 70 and 18 miles long respectively, operating 
in the Haveli, Poona City and Dhond talukas. The maximum designed 
discharges of the two canal heads are 412 and 38·5 causes respectively_ 
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Both the canals take off direct from .the flanks of the lake which has 
a storage capacity of 3,091 million cubic feet, of which 456 million 
cubic feet are resen-ed for the Poona water supply system as a margin 
of safety in the event of replenishment being received late. The 
storage is partly. u?lls~d for drinking and domestic purposes in Poona 
~llll pa;tly for rrngatio~. !h~ supply available for irrigation being 
msufficlent, the perenmal linut of the Mutha Right Bank Canal is 
restricted to the reach between the head of the canal and mile 
No. 23 5/8. Even so the supply available in the lake is inadequate to 
meet the increasing demands on it, and a project for increasing the 
storage is under consideration. The Khamgaon and the Matoba tanks 
are tail tanks receiving the surplus supply of the canal during tho 
monsoon months. . 

The Khamgaon tank is situated in the Dhond taluka at mile 23 of 
the Mutha Right Bank Canal and is only partially completed. It 
receives replenishment during the monsoon from the canal. The 
catchment area of the tank is only three-fourths of a mile and tht! 
storage is used for ,abi irrigation. The area under irrigation from 
this tank in normal years is limited to 250 acres. 

The Matoba tank is situated in the village of Pimpalgaon, 28 miles 
east of Poona, in the Dhond taluka, near the Yevat railway station. 
The Matoba reservoir was designed to store the surplus water of the 
Mutha Right Bank Canal and to water the land between it and the 
Mutha-Mula river. The work was undertaken in December 18i6 
and was completed in August 1877, mostly by famine labour. The 
reservoir is formed by a dam 6,095 feet long and 48 feet high. . The 
main distributing channel is U~ miles long and is capable of 
discharging 26 cubic feet a second. The tank is replenished by the 
Mutha Right Bank Canal through an outlet in the monsoon season. 
The catchment area is only ten square miles, but with the aid 
of the surplus water from the canal, the monsoon demand for water 
can be supplied and the reservoir can always be left full in October 
when the south-west monsoon closes. A regulating bridge is built 
across the Mutha Canal at the 49~th mile from Poona, by which 
the water in the canal can at any time be turned into the reservoir. 
The storage is utilised for the irrigation of monsoon, ,abi and two 
seasonal crops. 

The total area commanded by the Mutha Canals system is 94,000 
acres. The irrigated area d lI'ing the year 1948-49 was reported as 
19,545 acres and the average of the three years 1946-49 was 
21,488 acres. Bajri, vegetables, jowar, maize, wheat and rice are the 
crops which were irrigated largely by the Mutha Canals. In order to 
increase the acerage tinder food grains, Government have recently 
issued instructions to ban sugarcane cultivation on the Mutha Canals. 
On account of increase in population in Poona City and roona 
Cantonment and also due to development of industries round about, 
the demand for water supply from the Mutha Canals for non
irrigation purposes has considerably increased during the last few 
years. 

The Nira Left Bank Canal was designed in the second haH of 
the last century to irrigate the left bank of the Nira valley and a part 
of the Bhima valley near the meeting of the two rivers. It was 
also intended to supply water for household purposes to towns. and 
villages along the valley wherever the wells were insufficient or 
brackish, Work on the scheme was begun in 1881 and the system 
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CHAPTER 5. came into operation in 1885-86. It serves the famine-stricken tract 
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south-east of Poona district. . 

The original works consisted of (i) a 127 feet high masonry dam 
at Bhatghar. above 32 miles south of Poona on the Yelawandi river. 
in order to form a storage tank (Lake Whiting) with a capacity to 
hold 5,300 cubic feet of water; (ii) a pick up weir at Vir on the 
Nira river about 17 miles downstream from Bhatghar; (iii) a canal 
about 100 miles long irrigating about 80,000 acres in a year; and 
( iv) the Shetphal tank at the tail of the canal with an effective 
capacity of 592 million cubic feet of water for the purpose of storing 
a portion 'of the surplus monsoon discharge. The canal, later 
enlarged, together with the Shetphal tank now commands a gross 
area of 2,01,000 acres. The culturable area under the canal is 
1,49,821 acres. 

In course of time Government realised the need for the extension ! 
of the Nira irrigation system to the right bank of the river. A project 
was framed in 1910 which -included raising the dam at Bhatghar 
hy 60 feet, construction of a canal on the right bank of the river 
Nira and enlarging the existing Nira Left Bank Canal. But the 
project did not materialise till 1922 when a revised project was 
sanctioned. The revised project sanctioned provided for the con
struction of 'a dam (Lloyd Dam) at Bhatghar designed to increaso 
the storage from 5,300 million cubic feet to 24,000 million cubic feel 
of water; the construction of a canal 160~ miles long on the right 
bank of the Nira river and the enlargement of the Nira Left Bank 
Canal. Water was first supplied in 1924-25. 

The Nira Right Bank Canal system was completed and came into 
operation in 1937-38. Its head works are at Vir, 17 miles from the 
Lloyd Dam at Bhatghar. The designed discharges and at tail are 
1,500 and 414 cusecs respectively, the corresponding full supply 
depths being 8·5 and 6·5 feet respectively. The canal has lU miles 
length in the Poona district and the remaining length of 95 miles 
is located in the districts of Satara and Sholapur. It has three 
branches and 69 distributaries. The canal is provided with the 
most modern means of measuring, controlling and regulating the 
water supply. In 1945-46, it commanded an area of 1,1IS acres 
in the Poona district and irrigated an area of 1,492 acres under khari! 
and ram crops. 

The Lloyd Dam at Bhatghar, i.e., the new dam, is 190 feet high, 
5,333 feet long and 124 feet wide at the base. It was completed in 
1928 at a cost of Rs. 1,72,00,000. It is one of the largest dams in 
the world and contains 2U million cubic feet _ of masonry. The 
lake formed by the construction of the dam has a length of 17 miles 
at full supply level with a corresponding storage capacity of 24,0()() 
million cubic feet of water. Its catchment area is 128 square miles 
in extent with an annual rainfall varying from 250 inches in the 
ghats to 40 inches at Bhatghar. In addition to the sluices required 
for releasing water for irrigation purposes, there are 81 waste weir 
gates for the control and regulation of the Hood level in the lake. 
Turbines are also fixed at the close streams of the dam which 
serve the purpose of generating hydro-electric power. 

The pick up weir at Vir is a small old bandhara across the Nira 
river, 17 miles further down from the Lloyd Dam. It stores up 232 
million cubic feet of water. Both the Right Bank and the Left 
Bank -Canals take off from this weir. 



The Shetpbal tank is the tail tank of the Nira Left Bank Canal 
and stores up 59-2 million cubic feet of water. It has got its own 
i)"Stem of distributing channels and commands an area of 23,000 
acres. The full supply level is :rt feet 5 inches. Durina the 
DlODSOOD, when there is an overflow at the Vir weir, all the av~ble 
surplus water is diverted to this tank through the Nira Left Bank 
Canal In 1945-46 it covered 1,589 acres of cropped area which 
included both rabt and khorif crops. 
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; The Rakh tank is a small bandhara. about 5 miles £rom WaTha &lJa fDftl:. 
Railway Station on the Southern Railway line, and is formed by 
8n earthen dam constructed across a nala near the Rakh village in the 
Purandar ta1uka. The catchment area of the tank is 5·38 square 
D'.iIes and its capacity is only 34·2 million cubic feet. The tank has 
two channels of a total length of 31 miles. The area commanded by 
channel No. 1, which is on the left bank, is 265 acres, and by 
channel No.2 is 321. acres. The main channel is designed to dis
charge_U·S cusecs leaving sufficient margin for all losses in transit. 
The Rakh tank depends mainly upon local rains. 

The district has a larger area under the Nira Left Bank Canal 
than under the Nira Right Bank Canal which has a very small mileage 
in this district. Since the advent of the Nira Canals, there has been 
an increase in area under perennial irrigation, especially under 
sugarcane, fruits, food grains and fodder. This has resulted in the 
rise of the general standard of living, and also in improvement 
in local trade, communcations, public health and hygiene. 

The Shirshupbal tank, situated in the village Shirshupbal, 50 miles Water Resen-oirs. 
past of Poona, on the Rotimal, a small feeder of the Bhima, ShirJwphol tank. 

,'.as designed to irrigate the lands on the left bank of the Rotimal. 
The dam is of earth, 2,200 feet long and 53 feet high. The full 
supply level of the tank is 31 It., the corresponding contents being 
356·60 million cubic ft. The waste weir channel, which is on the right 
fLnk of the dam, is 300 feet wide. The outlet is a masonry culvert 
under the dam where it abuts on the right Hank and three 12" iron 
s!uice valves. The catchment area of the tank is 28 square miles. 
The tank depends on the mocsoon for the supply of water. H 
commands an area of 2,500 acres but in 1945-46 it could irrigate 
only 189 acres under the rabi and the khorif crops. 

The Bhadalwadi tank is situated in 'Bhadalwadi, on a feeder of BhdallUJdl tanl:.
the Bhima, in Indapur taluka, 6t miles east of Poona. It was 
begun in 1876-77 as a renef work during famine and was opened 
for irrigation in 188L It was designed to irrigate the lands of 
the villa<1es of Daluj and PaIasdev. It is formed by an earthen dam 
2,725 f~ long and 55 feet at its greatest height. The full supply 
level of the tank is 35 feet with corresponding contents of 19U·1~ 
million cubic feet. The drainage area above the dam is 23 sq. miles. 
1be waste weir on the left flank is 400 feet long with a cre."1: 11 feet 
below the top of the dam. The tank commands an area of 2,400 
acres and in 1945-46 actually irrigated khorif and ram crops OD 1,140 
acres of land. 

The Kasurdi tank was co~cted in 1838 in Kasurdi, a viJLlge Kamnli 11m&". 
14 the &ramaH. taluka. It is a small reservoir dependent 
for its supply on the local rainfall over an area of six square miles. 
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hence there is very little irrigation under this tank. The leasing 
out of \ the tank bed for cultivation is the main source of revenue. 

Water Reservoirs. Besides these major ~ources of irrigation, there are two small water 
reservoirs 'in the Baramati Taluka, one at Patas and the other at 
Supe. These water reservoirs were constructed as relief works 

Kasllrdi Tank. 

-SEED SUPPLY. 

during the famine of 1876-77. • 

THERE ARE DIFFERENT METHODS OF OBTAINING SEED adopted by 
cultivators in the Poona district. Progressive cultivators pick select 
fruits or earheads from the healthy and vigorous plants in their 
fields and preserve the. seerls from them till the time of next sowing. 
With other cultivators, the common practice is to obtain seed either 
from local merchants or from the bigger cultivators who grow their 
own seed and have a surplus to sell. Tenant farmers of limited 
means borrow seed from their landlords and make repayment in kind, 
after harvest, at U . or 1~ times the quantity borrowed. The 
merchants 4!ld the landlords obtain their stock from lucalities 
renowned for the particular seed. For instance, in the case of cereal 
and fodder seeds, the villages of Awasari in the Ambegaon taluka 
and Sakurdi in the Purandar taluka are well-known for good bair' 
seeds, the Haveli taluka for nilva (kharif iowar) seeds, and the 
neighbouring district of Sholapur for its maize seeds. Lucerne seeds 
have also to be imported into the district. Local vegetable seeds are 
grown by' progressive farmers in the district and sold to their 
neighbours. or merchants. Onion seed is obtained from the Nasik 
district. Foreign vegetables, such as cabbage, cauliHower, nawalkol, 
etc. are imported into the district by merchants either from abroad 
or from northern India and sold to cultivators.. There are not any 
big seed farms in the district, but there are a. few nurseries which 
sell vegetable seedlings. 

Fruit trees are generally propagated by grafts and seedlings, which 
are obtained from local gardens and nurseries. The cultivators of 
Talegaon-Dhamdhere are noted for their supply of budded 
grafts of citrus fruits like lemon.~, oranges and mosambis. Betel-vine 
gardens are maintained for years together and cuttings for.fresh vine 
are obtained from the garden itself. Tobacco seed is gathered by 
the cultivator from his own field and is also obtained through local 
merchants. Sugarcane sets are normally obtained from old planta
tions in the locality. The- Agri<;ultural Department maintains 
a central farm at Padegaon to grow sets of improved varieties, and 
when released, these are distributed,by the department itself. 

. The Department of Agriculture has been active also in the work 
. of propagating improved strains of paddy, jo~ar, wheat and gram 
evolved at departmental research stations. The nucleus seed 
obtained from the Government -farms is multiplied in a suitable 
locality on the fields of cultivators, called registered seed growers, 
under official supervision. The produce of this seed is then purchased 
by the Department at 15 per cent. premium over the current prices. 
This seed is again multiplied on a larger area in the same manner. 
Thus, the scheme goes on for five years, by which time the whole 
area suitable for the crop is expected to' be covered by the improved 
varieties. In the Poona district, such multiplicati,pn schemes have 
recently been in operation as part of the .. grow more food" campaign,. 
since 1945-46, in the case of Ambemohor paddy strain No. 157, 
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rabl jowar No. 35-1, wheat Niphad No.4 and Chaffa gram. These CHAPTER S. 
strains have given 15 p~r cent: .higher yield than ~e local types. 
On account of good gram qualitIes they also fetch higher prices in Agriculture. 
the market. Akola bajri seeds are also distributed in the district SEED Sl1PP1.y. 

under the .. grow more food" campaign. 

, With a view to increasing production of vegetables, schemes have 
been introduced for the extension of the cultivation of potato, sweet 
potato and other vegetables . 

. The following statement gives the results achieved by 1948-49 in 
the way of quantities of seed raised of new varieties or the acreage 
covered by the new crops propagated :-

1. Akola Bajri (mds.) . . 924 
2. Ambemohor Paddy (strain No. 157) (mds.) .. 55 
3. Jowar (M-35-1), Stages II, III & IV (mds.) .. 10,165 
4. Wheat (Niphad-4) Irrigated stages II & III 

(mds.) . .. 97 
'Dry (mds.) .• 1~ 

5. Chaffa Gram, Stages II, III & IV (mds.) 282 
6. Potato (Bags) . 31,51.5 
7. Sweet Potato Extension (Acres) 51 
8. Vegetable Extension (Acres) 842 

F ABMERS IN THE POONA DISTRIcr, PARTICULARLY OF COMMERCIAL MANI1lU!L 
(.ROPS on irrigated lands, have for long realised the utility of manuring 
their fields, but they are unable to act on that realisation because 
of the scarcity of cow dung and other indigenous manures ·and 
the relatively prohibitive cost of chemical manure mixtures. The 
common practice in this district is to manure the fields with 
cow dung, dung of sheep and goats, farm refuse and stable litter. 
Recently the Agricultural Department has been distributing some 
chemical manure mixtures and fertilizers. 

In the plains of the Poona district, especially east of Pabal, 
where the. rainfall is uncertain and scanty, manures are seldom 
used. In the rest of the district, especially in the hilly west and 
areas adjoining it, indigenous manures are carefully_ hoarded and 
used whenever necessary. In rural areas, the dung of· cattle, sheep 
and goats, stable litter and village refuse are used for the purpbse 
of manuring the fields. Cow dung is usually used by· those who 
have stall-fed cattle or those who are in a position to purchase 
tlle cow dung. As, however, cow dung is very commonly used· 
as fuel in rural areas, there is a dearth of it for manurial purposes, 
The dung and the urine of sheep and goats are valuable manures, and 
owners of Bocks of sheep and goats, usually dhangars who move from 
village to village, are paid in cash to graze their sheep in the fields ~ 
continuously for two o~ three nights. It has been estimated that 
over a night one thousand sheep and goats give manure equal to 
five or six cart loads. 

Of late the conversion of town and farm refuse into compost Compost -
manure is becoming more common, especially after the inauguration 
of the .. grow more food" campaign in the year 1945-46. Pits 
are dug and filled with farm refuse, cow dung, stable litter, etc., and 
the contents are aIlowed to decompose. The pits are opened· after 
a year and the farm-yard manure thus produced is distributed in 
the locality. The present annual production of farm-yard manure 
has been estimated at 6,27,200 tons.' It ordinarily contains about 
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CHAPTER 5. . 0 -'7 per cent. nitrogen. The Agricultural Department has bee~ 
.- . propagating better methods of manure' composting, and if these 

AtTcuIture• methods ~re adopted it will be possible to increase· not only th, 
Compost~~ure. total outturn of farm-yard manure but also the nitrogen content .0' 

Oil-Ca1ces and 
Fertilizers. 

. tIle ~anure to 1·4 p~r cent. The Department of Agriculture, iri 
order to increase. the production of farm-yard manure~ gives Rs. ~ 
per pit of the size 10' X 6' X 3' ·as a subsidy to induce growers td 
adopt improved methods of compost-making.' 1 
.. Town refuse is utilised for making comp~st manuI~ by 15 munici

palities of the . district. They have adopted what is called the 
Bangalore process and the annual production amounts to 50,000 tons. 
This quantity is sold' to cultivators of the surrounding areas. 

The Agricultural Department also distributes groundnut cakes, 
manure mixtures and fertilizers as and when stocks-are available. 
Application of groundnut cakes to food 'crops has given 30 per cent. 
Increase in yield and, therefore, the department arranges for the 
distribution of 3,000 tons of cakes every year. About the same 
weight of manure mixtures is also distributed annually by the 
department. • The district Agricultural· staff also arranges for the 
distribution of fertilizers, such as sulphate of ammonia and super 
phosphate for application to food, vegetable and fruit crops. 

The quantity of manure to be applied varies from field to field 
and from crop to crop. The fram-yard compost is applied at the 
rate of 5 tons per acre of irrigated food crop and 2~ tons per acre 
of non-irrigated food crop. Ordinarily neither rabi jowar nor bajri 
receives any additional manure, but when' available, about 5 to 
10 cart loads of f~rm-yard manure are added to an acre of l~nd 
under jowar, especially when it is irrigated.. . 

Groundnut, an important oilseed crop of the. district, is manured at . 
tlle rate of 5 to 10 cart loads of farm-yard manure per acre. Rice, 
mainly a rain-fed crop, is ge"Oerally not manured., Recently a manure 
mixture' containing groundnut cake, ammonium sulphate and bone 
meal in the proportion of 8: 2: 1 has. been recommenoed by the 
AgricUltural Department, at the rate of 240 lb. an acre of. rke. 
This mixture has given good results and is becoming extremely 
popular. Wheat fields are manured with 5 cart loads of farm-yard 
manure per acre. Other grain crops like millets 'and gram arc 
never manured •. 

• . Sugarcane requires heavy nitrogenous manuring. In the 
Purandar, Baramati and Indapur talukas, the usual practice is to add 
20 to 30 cart loads of farm-yard manure per acre as basal. manure 
a lew weeks before planting the cane. Again at the tinur of ear.thing 
lIP from 150 to 200. lb. of groundnut cake andamI1lonium 
sulphate iQ equal proportions is given as .. top ,dressing. Garden 
lande are constantly manured. Fruit crops like orange,· mosambi, 
banana and guava are tlsually given about 100 lb. of farm-yard 
manure and from 3 to 15 lb. of groundnut cakes per tree. Potato fields 
receive either no manures or from 20 to 30 cartloads of farm-yard 
manUre per acre. . The Agricultural Department is now recommending 
a manure mixture for potato at the rate of from 300 to 400 lb. per 
acre. Other- vegetables such as brinjal and onion usually receive 
good dosages of farm-yard manure. -

THEIlE AlIF! VARI;US PESTt ()F CROPS and mentiOil is made of them 
in the following paragraphs • .'fhe' damage done ,bY' the diHerent , 
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pests cannot be aCcurately estimated, as the extent of it depends CHAPTER 50 
upon the severity of iQfestation in any particular year. The remedial 
measures mentioned against the different pests described below are , A~=:'-
.ueh as may be ~dopted by the cultivators at the minimumoost. 

Bhatachyti lomya 'kurtudnarya alya, the swanning catterpillars Cereals. 
(s-podoptera mauritia) , occasionally make a 5erious depredation 
on paddy in the khari! season. These ins,ects feed on the green 
foliage and desl!0Y the plants. The healthy seed beds are protected 
by digging narrow steep ,side trenches to prevent the migratiol1~ of 
the caterpillars; Sometimes the affected patc;p is flooded and the 
caterpillars dislodged trom the plants by means of a rope. The 
larvre get drowned in the water and are destroyed. The crop may 
also be dusted with some stomach poisons. 

Bin pankhi tal, the wingless grasshopper of the Deccan (colemania 
aphel1lJriodes ) I is a serious and widespread pest. These pests are 
active during the period from July to November and mostly attack 
the crops of jowar and bajri in the khari! season. Recently it has 
been found that this pest can be effectively checked by dusting the 
affected crops with 10 per cent. benzene hexachloride at the rate 
of 25 to 30 lb. per acre. 

/vari-f)aril khodkida, the jowar stem-borer (chillo zonellus), 
ill active from May to. October and the damage done is 
occasionally reported as serious. These caterpillars bore into the 
central shoot of the plant and . destroy it from within. In order to 
destroy this pest, the- stubbles of the previous harvest are uprooted 
and burnt. The jowar kadbishould be cut into ·half inch bits for 
the purpose of storillg. These hibernating caterpillars are wholly , 
desttoyed from the fields by burying the jowar stubbles below ground 
5" deep for about tvyo months., 

Khekade. the crab· (paratelphusa g,uerini; gecarcinuCU8 iacque 
montii), is a serious pest of paddy in the Mawal a,nd Mulshi talukas. 
The carbs destroy the paddy crop'duritlg July, August and September. 
They can be destroyed by the application to the burrows of 
cyamJ gas .. A !' dust at the rate of one teaspoonful per burrow or by 
fumigating bUrrows with cyano gas by means a foot pump. The. 
fumigatioOn is done in the evenings. . 

Pikavaril kajve. the blister beetles (zonabris pashilata), are insects 
which have upper wings cOQverted to hard wing cases, and attack 
. the earheads of the ba,ri crop during the khari! season. The· 

I Clamage done is occasIOnally serious. These beetles are collected 
by hand aild destroyed. Sometimes colo1ll'ed lights are placed at 
night to I1ttract .these insects ·whi~h are caught and destroyed. 
Recently, pyro products oontaining pyrethrum ingredients have been 
found effective in conflolling this pest. . , 

TrindluInyachi pane katarnarya alya. Army worms (cirphis loreyi; 
cirphis unipUl1Cta), are caterpillars,. an<t appear in swarms and 
destroy the green foliage of the crops. This pest ~ \\idely distributed 
in the district and is actiye during the khari! se~son. Occasiona lly 
it is serious. It, can be controlled by thorough ploughing after the 
harvest in order to expose the pupre from the foil, by crushing the 
caterpillars lying in the central whorls of plants, and oy dusting tlle 
affectea crop with some stomach poison such as Paris green. 

U savaril kho'd1cida. the stem-boret t 'argyria sticticraspis ), is Sugarcane. 
a pest widelY' djstributed and attacks sugarcane seriOusly during the 

A Bk V£ !-16 
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shoots of \the young cane and destroy it. In the early stages, if the 
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. attack is localised, the affected canes are cut along with the caterpillars 
inside 'and d~stroyed. . Recently biological control by the utilisation . 
of the egg parasite (trichogramma minutum) is found cheap, 
pracpcable and easy to work. . 

Usanche shede pokharnari ali, the top shoot-borer of sugarcane 
(Bcripophaga nivella), is a serious and Widely distributed pest. 
These ca~erpillars bore into the stems and destroy the plants. 
J nfestation by this pest is noticed throughout th~ life of the sugarcane. 
This pest is being controlled by collecting and destroying the egg 
masses and by encouraging egg parasites inl the field. In the early 
stages, the affected shoots are cut from their baSes along with the 
caterpillars and destroyed. 

U savaril tudtude, the sugarcane leaf hoppers (pyrilla spp. ), is 
a pest occasionally serious in. the sugarcane areas' in the canal tracts. 
The eggs laid in .the cold season hibernate, and from May to 
December all stages of the pest are seen on the cane. The adults 
and nymphs suck . the leaves and devitalise· the cane. The egg 
masses are crushed by hand. After the harvest of the infested 
CI;OP, the trash is burnt. The egg parasites ( tetrastichus pyrillre 1 
lire encouraged in the sugarcane fields.. In case of a localised attack, 
spraying with nicotine sulphate is also found beneficial. 

Ambyavaril bhirud, the mango stem-borer (batocera rubus), is 
a widely distributed pest in this district and sometimes it assume.'1 
serious proportions. The larva tunnels into the stem and branches . 

• If young plants are infested, the plants are destroyed. The ways 
of controlling this pest· includes extraction of the larvre from the 
tunnels by means of a thick bent wire, cleaning of larval burrows 
and fumigation of the bore. with a solution consisting of carbon 
disulphide and petrol in equal proportion. ' 

Ambyt1varil tudtude, the mango hoppers ( idiocerus spp. ), do 
considerable damage to the mango inflorescence. The pest is active 
from December to March. Although it appears every. year, some
times it assumes serious importance. The pest is very. widely 

~" (ustributed. The nymphs and adults desap the young inflorescence, 
with the result that the tender developing" fruits fall down 
prematurely. As a result of research Cflrried out in the past, dusting 
with 5 per cent. D.D.T. and sulphur dust mixed in equal proportions. 
has been widely prevalent in the district and is found effective to 
control this pest. . . , 
. Dalimbavaril surasa; • the pomegranate fruit-borer (viracnola 

isocrates), is a major pest on pomegranates. The larva bores into 
the fruits and renders them useless for human consumption. The 
pest is active throughout the year. To prevent infestation, the 
growing fruits are wrappE!d in paper bags and the affected fruits 
are promptly picked and· destroyed. The spraying of D.D.T. 
insecticide has also given promising results in' the control of this 
pest. . 

• . Devi, the scale iI,lSect (aspidiotus sp.), usually attacks citrus 
• fruits sucb as orangesj lemons and sweet lime. . These insects 
• are covered with a shell of secretory material over their bodies and 

suck the sap from various, parts of the plant and the developing 
fruits, and ·cause considerable damage to the crop. ''The only 
effective method of controlling these insects is spraying the plants 
with a resm compound. • 
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Drakshavarii uddya, the grape vine beetle (scelodonta' strigicoUis " 
is a serious pest of the grape vine, especially in the Baramati taluka, 
This pest is .active from the beginning of April to November. T.'1e 
beetles feed on tender shoots and leaves and cause considerable 
damage. The pest is controlled by shaking the vines and collecting 
the beetles in a tray containing water and -kerosine oil; and also. 

"by spraying the vines with Paris green added to Bordeaux ,mixture. 
I\ecently, a spray containing D.D.T. in Bourdeaux mixture has 
been found very effective. The spraying is usually done after the 
October pruning . 
. Mava, the vegetable aphids, is a very widely distributed pest. 
and consists of a number of species. Different species . infest 
a number of different vegetables, such as cabbage, nawalkol, peas, 
.-adish, brinjal and tondli, during the period from September to 
March: This pest has been effectively controlled by spraying 
(i) fish oil resin soap, (ii) tobacco decoction or nicotine sulphate 
and ( iii) pyrocolloid solution in the proportion of 1 in 800 parts 
water. 
, M ulya kurtadnarya alya, the .cut worm (agrotis sp.), generally 
attacks cruciferous plants, tomato, potato and chilly. Occa
sionally, the pest assumes serious importance. The larvre cut the 
growing plants at their collars and feed on the green foliage of 
the cut plants. It is a usual practice to trap these worms in dry grass 
heaps. In the early morning dry grasses are heaped at various places 
in the infested fields. During the hot part of the day the larvre seek 
shelter under such heaps, which along with the caterpillars are 
destroyed in the ·evenings. Frequent interculturing and stirring 
up the soil also helps to check this pest. Poison baits are also found 
useful . 
. Phal mashi, the fruit fly (ChaetocUzcus sp.), is a major pest·occa
sionally reported as serious on cucurbits, mango and guava in 
,the fruiting season. These maggots feed into the ripening fruits and 
damage them. The flies are trapped and destroyed. The affected 
fruits are removed from the trees and destroyed. In order to check 
further infestation, spot spraying on the crop with tartar emetic may 
be adopted. 

Phalatil rasa shoshanari mashi, the fruit-sucking moth (ophideres 
sp.), punctures the fruits during the nights and causes them 
to fall. The pest is active mostly from August to December 

'. and serious damage due to them is occasionally reported from 
mosambi orchards. The infestation is prevented by clean cultiva
tion in the orchards, and by covering the fruits with paper. bags. 
The moths can be collected in the. evening by the help of hand 
torches and destroyed. . 

Tambade mungle, the red ants (recophylla smargdina), are 
a great nuit>ance to' the gardeners particularly at the time 
of harvest and other operations in the fruit orchards. Their 
incidence is due to the presence of mealy bugs on the plants. Red 

,ants have been controlled by !lusting with 5 per cent. benze?c., 
hexa-chlorlde with sulphur in.2: 1 proportion. . 

Thrips (thrips tabacci), occasionally attack seriously vegetable 
crops such flS" oniDns, chillies and potatoes. These insects 
feed on the green leaves and shoots, with the result that the leaves' 
turn yellow and dry up. Spraying the affected crop with toqacco' 

'. decoction is found effective. . 
. i A Ric Vf 2-11l1l 
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Tomato pokharnari ali, the"tomato fruit-borer (heliothes obsoleta):, 
These caterpillars are recently reported as. a serious pest on tomatq 
fruits. The larvre bore into the fruits and destroy them. Spraying 
the tomato. plants with leaq arsenate is found effective. The fruit 
from the treated plants should be washed before they are sent to 
the market. 

Wang; 'pokharnari Ali, the brinjal fruit borer (leucinocka 
orbonalis), is a major pest of the brinjal with a wide distri
bution in the district. The fruits are bored and destroyed by 
the caterpillars. The affected shoots and fruits are clipped off and 
destroyed along with the insects. The infested crop is sprayed with 
lead arsenate. The fruits from plants so treated should be washed 
before marketing. 

Undir, the rat. This rodent is a pest of cultivated crops, sucb 
as wheat, rice, groundnut, potatoes, sweet potatoes in the fields and 
of stored grains in the godowns and in houses. In th~ fields the 
rats are destroyed by hunting, trapping and poison baiting with 
barium carbonate, white arsenic or tinc phosphide. In the houses 
and godowns the rat burrows are successfully fumigated with 
€yano gas .. A" dust to kill the rats inside. 

Valvi, the white ants. Occasionally white ants are reported as 
infesting roots of field crops such as wheat, jowar, bajri and sugar
cane. The pest is widespread and active throughout the year. If 
the pest is of a mound-forming specie, the ant hill is dug and the 
queen ant is killed. Poison baiting with Paris green and wheat 
bran is also sometimes effective. Application of crude oil to irrigation 
water also helps to drive out the white ants from the infested fields. 

Vanar. tlle monkey. Losses on account of monkeys are not serious 
in this district. Only fruit trees have occasionally to be protected 
and that is done by scaring away the monkeys. The damage done 
by monkeys does not exceed one or two per cent. 
. Wild animals. There is no exact information available reg:uding 
damage done to crops by wild animals. Wild pigs are great enemies 
of the crops in the hilly tracts and the damage to paddy in those 
parts is sometimes estimated at 10 per cent. during the months I){ 
September and October. 

IN ADDITION TO THE DAMAGE DONE BY PESTS, the crops suffer from 
various diseases. The following are the important diseases of cereal 
crops prevalent in the Poona district:-

'Danekani, kajli, ziprya and lamb 'kani, the jowar smul~ 
(Spacclotheca sorghi; spacelotheca crucuta; sorosporiwn rcilianulTl: 
and tolyposporium ehrenberg;). These are responsible for extensive 
damage to the crops in this district. The smuts are of four types, of 
which grain smut is the most destructive. In the earlier years this 
disease was controlled by dipping the seed in 2 per '''cent. copper 
sulphate solution, but since l!:)~8, it has been replaced by a unique, 
safe and cheaper method of sulphur treatment, the cost of which works 

, .out only to 2 pies per acre. • . 
K.a;li, the jowar smut (see Danekani, above). . ,. 
Kant, the loose smut of wheat (ustilago tritid) . . This disease is 

confined to the wheat crop of the district lmd the. damage in: 
nonnal years varies from 4 to 6 per cent. Experiments have been: 
made to control this disease by. a modified solar heat treatment I 
of tm! seed. . 
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Karpa, the bla'it of rice (piricularia oryz::e). The blast disease of 
ri~ .has ass~med. considerable I?roportions in some parts of the 
dIStrict. This disease made Its first appearance in the southern 
portions of the Bombay State In 1946 and later on it made its 
appearance in Poona also. The dama~ due to this disease has not 
yet been assessed, but it is estimated to be in the nei<1hbourhood of 
15 to 20 per cent. As yet.no remedial measures haveobeen devised, 
but experiments are in progress to develop blast resistant varieties 
of rice. Seed treatment and spraying with Perenox has been 
recommended as a temporary measure. Several varieties from 
Coimbatore and Cuttack are being tried for their resistance 'Inder 
local conditions. 

Kevda, the downy mildew of cereals (sclerospora sorghi, gramini
cola). These diseases generally occur in jowar and bajri but 
are of minor importance and cause little damage. No control 
measures are taken. 

Lamb Kani, the jowar smut, (see Danekani-p. 244). 
}.far, the seedling blight of wheat (fusarium sp.) This disease 

is responsible for bad stand and consequent reduction in yield and 
affects the crops in the seedling stage. Experiments in its control· 
by seed treatment are in progress. 

Tambera, the rust of wheat (puccima graminis tritici). This 
disease occurs annually in wheat fields. This disease was mainly 
responsible for the failure of the wheat crop in 1947 and 1948. Late 
rains are favourable to this disea~fl. Hybrids with durum blor.t1 
suitable for dry tracts with high rust resistance are being developed tor 
combating this disease. The work of testing these strains i'i mrritld 
out at the Wheat Rust Research Station at Mabableshwar before they 
are multiplied. 

Ziprya, the jowar smut (see Danekani-p. 244). 

The following diseases affect fruits and vegetables :-
Bangdi, the ring diseases and viruses (pseudomonas solanace

arum). These were common to potatoes and caused serious damage 
to the local variety (Italian white round). The damage due to this 
disease varied from 5 to 10 per cent. Since the introduction of the 
Simla Numbri variety during World War II these two diseases 
have practically disappeared from the potato growing areas. 

Bllu,;, the powdery mildew of mango (Oidium mangiferre). This 
affects the blossoms. It occurs simultaneously with hoppers· and 
~auses severe blighting of blossoms during January and February. 
This disease is very effectively controlled by application of fine 
sulphur dust to the'blossoms at intervals of a fortnight. From three to 
five applications durin!!: the season, beginning with t\le blossoming 
period, are sufficient. This measure is widely practised by the mango 
growers all over the tract. 

Bhu,;, the powdery mildew of peas (erysiphe polygoni). This 
disease is locally known as taka and is a limiting factor in the culti
vation of. peas. The disease appears in the robi crop at the time 
()f flowerin" and considerably reduces the yield. It has been 
IUccessfully <> controlled by one application of fine sulphur made at 
Dowering time at the rate of 25 pounds per acre at a cost of about 
its. 4. 

Bhuri, the powdery mildew on grapes (See Karpa-p. 246) . 

• 
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Dinkya, the gUJIlmosis of citrus (phytophthora palmivora). Of 
the many varieties of citrus fruits grown in Poona, mosambi is highly 
susceptible to this. disease while the' orange and the lemon are highly 
resistant. The damage varies from 5 to 15 per cent. The preventive 
measures consist of high budding, shallow planting, and ring irrigation. 
The gu~ is treated with cre6sote oil which costs about twelve annas 
per liunch:ed trees. 

Karpa, kevada and bhuri, the dise~es of grape (glocosporium 
ampelophagum, plasmopara viticola and unicurula necator). These 
three diseases are known respectively as anthracnose, downy mildew 
and powdery mildew. The former two appear normally during the 
monSoon and the last in the cold season. The downy mildew was 
responsible for the failure of the grape crop in 1928, 1947 }md 1948. 
A combined treatment with Bordeaux mixture and sulphur dust has 
been advocated and is being widely practised. 

Kevada: the yellow vein mosaic of bhendi, is a virus disease. Both 
. the kharif and rabi crops of bhendi' suffer from it. It is very 
destructive and widespread and causes damage to the crop from 40 
to 100 per cent. It is highly infectious and is transmitted by the white 

• Hy. Systematic roguing and destruction of all affected plants in the 
season preceded by a close period during April and May effectively 
controls the ~sease. 

Kevada, the mosaic of papaya, is a virus disease and was first 
reported in 1947 and has since then assumed serious proportions 

·round about Poona. This disease is highly infectious and _ is trans
mitted by aphids. The damage done to the crop has been estimated 
at between 50.and 100 per cent. in different'places. All varieties ot 
papaya are equally susceptible to this disease, and as a result papaya 
cultivation in the' district is threatened with extermination. 
Systematic destruction and roguing of all affected plants is the only 
remedy. 

Khaira, the citrus canker (xanthomonas citri) , is a bacterial disease 
of common occurrence in lemon and grape fruits and has become 
·endemic. No control measures are taken, as the loss caused is slight. 

Kobi kUjane, the blackrot of cabbage (xanthomonas campeGtris). 
This bacterial disease sometimes takes serious proportions in contami~ 
:Dated soil. The'disease is seed-borne imd is amenable to seed treat
me~t with mercuric perchloride solution. This treatment is adopted 
on . a limited scale only and is not of general application. The damage 
done to this crop sometimes amounts to 50 to 60 per cent. 

Mar, the Panama disease of banana (fusarium oxysporum): 
TIle disease was first reported in the Ale-Rajuri area of the district 
in 1936 and completely exterminated the cultivation of the renowned 
son variety. The kali variety grown in the area was unaffected. The 
disease has been avoided by the cultivation of the basarai variety of 
banana in place of the highly susceptible son variety .. , 

Mar. the wilt in brinjals (verticillium dahlire). In several parts 
of the Poona district, brinjal cultivation ~uffers from this disease 
seriously. It is a high temperature disease. The damage, therefore, 
depends 'upon the soil temperature and ranges between 15 per cent 
and 100 pet cent. from place to place. 
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Tambera, the- rust in fig (cerotelium· fiei), is an endemic disease 
of common occurren~e.. It causes defoliation and 'consequent reduc
tion in yield and quality.\ No remedial measures have yet been 
devised. 
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kJUJrif crop and is caused by mites. The - growing shoots· take up a 
reddish appearance and the. growth is arrested. The cultivators are 
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able to control this disea~e by spraying plants with lime-sulphur 
solution. . ' . 

ONE FINDS A GREAT DEAL OF DIFFERENCE IN THE CROPPING SYSTEMS CR 
from the west to the ~ast in the district. This is because of the OP 

variation in the rainfall which is the most important factor in 
determining the cropping of a particular place and accordingly Poona 
District can be divided into three zones, viz., (i) the western zone 
getting plenty of assured rainfall; (ii) the transition zone, having 
fairly secure rainfall of about 27"; and (iii) the eastern zone faciog 
scarcity of rain which amounts to 18", The systems of cropping are 
much the same in a particular zone but differ considerably from 
zone to zone. 

ROTATIONS. 

The following are the rotations followed in the western zone, Western Zone. 
which comprises the talukas of Mawal, Mulshi, and Bhor, and 
Velhe Mahal, and the western parts of the talukas of Haveli, Purandar, 
Junnar, Khed and Ambegaon. 

Paddy is the main crop and is grown year after year, except on low- . 
lying areas where ool or gram is sown in the rabi season. On light 
and slopy soils ragi (nachani) or niger is grown for two years and 
land is kept fallow for two or three years. Towards the eastern 
part of this zone wheat is sown on good retentive soils which are 
usually kept fallow in the khaT;f season or sometimes cropped with 
bajri if early rains are favourable. 

The transition zone comprises the eastern parts of the talukas Transition. 
of Junnar, Khed, Ambegaon, Haveli and Purandar and the western Zone.. 
part of Sirur. The majOJ," crops of the zone are bajri and jowar 
for fodder. Such bajri or jowar is taken in the khanf season and 
land is kept fallow for the rabi season. If moisture conditions allow, 
gram may be sown in the rabi season. Sometimes if bajri is sown and. 
harvested early, the same land is put under rabi jowar or wheat:. 
In some parts groundnut is taken in the khan! and jowar or wheat 
in the robi season. Junnar, Khed and Ambegaon grow potatoes'and 
the cultivators in that part of the district usually take bajri in the 
khanf season and potatoes in the robi season. Sometimes potatoes ' 
are taken in the khanf season and gram in the rabi season. 

The eastern zone or scarcity zone, comprises the talukas of Eastern Zone. 
Baramati, Indapur and Dhond and the eastern part of Sirur and the 
easternmost part of Purandar. Robi jowar is the main crop of this 
part and is sown year after year. This zone has got good irrigation 
facilities from the Nira Left Bank Canal. There are also a few 
tanks like Shetphal, Matoba and Shirsuphal which command about 
79,000 acres. The rotation followed on eight months' irrigation • 
blocks is paddy. or bajri in the kharif season and wheat, jowar or 
gram in the rahi season. In perennial irrigation blocks, rotations 
are more elaborate and usually extend to three or four years. The 
sugarcane is planted in the month of January and harvested during 
the same month of the next year. The land is ploughed and kept 
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fallow in the next kharif season and! iowar is grown in the rabi 
season. Sometimes a bajri "rop pr Sann gr~en :Iilanuring precedes 
this rotation, and, before cotton ,growing yvas' banned, cotton Wall 

also taken Instead of rabi iowar ill this rotatio~ 

MIXTURES ABE COMMON THROUGHOUT rim DISTRICT. The bajri crop 
is mixed either with· kulthi (hulga)~' mug, matki or rarely with 
udid. This is always an indiscriminate. mixture, fn which the pro~ 
portions of the main crop may be 7/8 ande that of the other mixed 
crops 1/8. Tur is taken as a mixed crop with bajri usually in two 
lines. after every 6 lines of bajri. In some places niger is sown as 
a border crop for bajri and so also safHower ior rabi iowar. 

IN TH.E POONA DISTRICT THE MOST PREVALENT FORM OF TENURE is the 
rayatwari tenure which accounts for nearly 85 per cent. 
of occupied land, and only. 15 per cent. are under the 
non-rayatwari inam tenure. No land is exempt from paying land 
revenue except under tenures of contract or agreement or under the 
terms of any ,Act of the legislature. In the rayatwari tenure, tho 
land revenue is fixed not upon an estate as Ii whole or on a village 
as a whole but on individual survey numbers or sub-diyisions of 
those numbers. .Under the inam tenure the land is held on a reduced 
assessment which is not liable to revision and in some cases is cven 
free of any' assessment. The land' revenue assessments 
are fixed under the provisions of the Land Revenue 'Code as 
amended in 1939. Assessment is based not only on advantages 
arising from rainfall or the kind of crop sown but also on advantages 
arising from soil, water resources and location. It is onaccnunt ot 
this that agricultural lands are divided into three main classes; 
namely, dry crop, rice and garden lands; and. the classification 
value of soils of different grades of productivity are fixed in terms 
of annas. Land revenue settlements are ordinarily made every 
30 years for a taluka. The lands used for agriculture are divided 
into groups on consideration of physical features and other factors 
mentioned in section 117 -G of the Land Revenue Code. The 
assessment is' fixed on survey numbers and sub-divisions of survey 
numbers, on the basis of standard rates fixed for the group as the 
result of a settlement or revision settlement made in accordance with 
the rules laid down in the Land Revenue Code. In the case of an 
original settlement, the standard rate fixed for a group should not 
e21ceed 35 per cent. of the average of the rental values of all occupied 
land!f in the group for a period of five years preceding immediately 
the year in which the settlement is directed. In the case of a revision 

I settlement, the existing aggregate assessment should not be increased 
by more than 25 per cent. in the case of a taluka. or a group or by 
more than 50 per cent. in the case of a survey number or sub-division 
of it. These limits can be relaxed in special cases, such as highly 
irrigated areas. Government may declare, when a settlement is 
eHected, that the assessment has been fixed with reference to specified 
prices of specified classes of agricultural produce. When sllch 
a declaration has been made, the State Government may reduce or 
enhance the assessment in the area concerned by granting a rebate 
or placing a surcharge on the assessment by reference to the altera
tion of the prices of the classes of agricultural produce specified in 
the declaration. 

The assessment fixed under the settlement is not collected in 
full in all years. In years of distress, suspension of half or full land 
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Je\'enue is given on the oosis of the condition ~f crops, The 
annual land revenue demand is then fixed on the' basis of the 
annewari, whiCh means :¢. estirDate of yield of crops in a particular 
year relative to the standard normal yield which is equated ~() 
sixteen annas. The. land revenue thus suspended in one year 
becomes due for recovery in .the next or subsequent years if the crops 
are satlsfactory.. In case: ,there is a succession of bad seasons, 
suspensions more than three years old are turned into remissions. 

The occupant holds Lis lands direct from the Government. He 
has a right to hold the land in perpetuity so ,tong as he pays the 
land revenue to the Government as fixed at the settlement. 
lIe has full powers to sell, mortgage, sublet or otherwise dispose of 
the land. 

Till ]946, the occupant of a land could lease a portion or whole 
of his holding on annual tenancy at a rent agreed upon with the 
tenant. But this right has been restricted by an amendment to 
the Bombay Tenancy Act, 1939, uuder which all tenancies \vere 
give!) a duration of a minimum of ten years. Thtl· maXtrrlUm rent 
was also fixed. 

A modified form of the rayatwari tenure, known as the "new 
tenure", was introduced in 1901. This form of t.~ure applies finly 
to new occupancies granted. Under this tenure lands are granted at 
roncessional rates ot occupancy price only to bona fide cultivators 
belonging to backward classes, and that too on condition that the 
land shall not be transferred except with the pennissiou of the 
Collect.)r. Of course, the land is subj:!ct to the usual land revenue. 

CHAFrER So 
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There is then the ioom tenure. 0 L.md under the tenure is techni- Inam . Tenure. 
Cally called" alienated land" which ll'J.eanS "transferred in so far as 
the rights of Government to payment of the rent or land revenue, 
are concerned, wholly or partially, to the ownership of any person ", 
as defined in the Land Revenue Code. The main feature of this 
tenure is that the la~d is held on' a reduced asssessment not liable 
to revision and in some cases held even free of assessment. The 
ioom lands, have now been settled on their present holders under the 
Survey Settlement Act of 1863. These ioom lands can be classified 
under four heads as follows :-
. Personal or " Jat" looms. These are gifts conferred on individuals. 
Some of them are in the nature of compensations. These are 
h('ritable and transferable properties of the holders or their l~wful 
successors subject to payment of fixed dues to the Government. 

Political lnams, including saran/ams and jahagirs, generally 
mean grants by the State for performance of civil or military duty 
or for the maintenance of the personal dignity of nobles and high 
officials. Some of them were guaranteed by a special treaty h<;tween 
the ~toghals and the British Government while others wen! settled 
by the Inam Commission. In the former case, the tenure is 
hereditary and is to last in perpetuity, while in the latter case it is 

·With effect from lst May 1951, all Kulkarni watans along with the right 
of service were abolished by the Bombay Paragana· and Kulkarni Watans 
Abolition Act (LX of 1950). By the Bombay Personal Inams Abolition 
Act (XLII of 1953), which came into affect on 20th June 1953, all 
personal inams are extinguished in the case of personal inams consisting of 
exemption from the payment of land revenue only, either wholly or in part, if 
the amount of such exemption is or exceeds Rs. 5,000, with· effect from the 
1st day of August 1953, and in all other cases with effect from the 1st day of 
August 1955. ._.-.woW 
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to last for a short or long period of time as fIxed by the Cnmmission. 
Oridinarily these inams are impartible and inalienable. There are 
instances in which a iahagir has been h~ld to bE>. partible and 
alienable but generally devolution of such inams is by the rule of 
lineal primogeniture, younger members being entitled only to 
maintenance. 

Devasthan lnams: These are lands. grarited to religious bodies for 
maintenance of temples and mosques or similar institutions. The 
grant is made in perpetuity and the fIxed amount of land revenue 
is not liable. to revision. Devasthan inams are ordinarily inalien..! 
able and also impartible. Succession to them is regulated by the 
terms of the grant and the customs and usages of the endowment. 
The holder for the time being manages the inam in the capacity of 
a trustee for the benefit of the endowment. 

Service lnams: These are holdings of lands or rights to receive 
cash payments or to levy customary fees or perquisites for the 

. performance of .certain services' to Government or the community. 
The holders of such inams or watans are divided into two classes~ 
firstly, district' officers like the desais, deshmukhs or deshpandes 
who were the chief instruments for the collection of revenue under 
the Peshwas and secondly, village officers useful to the Govern~ 
ment like the paiil or the kulkarni who were provided adequate 
remuneration in the shape of lands or cash, and village servants 
useful to the community such as the hajams, kumbhars,lohars; 
suthars, mochis, and other village artisans. 

CULTIVATION OF LANDS BY TENANTS prevails both in inam lands and 
in rayatwari areas, although to a larger extent in· the former than 
in the latter. Lease of lands to tenants occurs mainly because of 
landholders leaving the villages for better employment in cities. 
The transfer of lands to non-cultivating creditors has also tended to 
produce the same effect. These tendenicies are clearly brought out 
in the quinquennial statement of holdings in the district for the 
year 1947-48.· The extent of te:p.aney in the Poona district can also 
be judged from the statement of holdings given in table No. 12 
on p. 183. In 1947-48, out of the total area of 2,28,197 acres 
under inam tenure in' the Poona district (excluding the merged 
areas of Bhor and Velhe), • as much' as 81,446 acres or 
35·8 per cent. was in the hands of non-agriculturists receiving rents 
from the tenants cultivating the land. In the rest 19,18,595 acres, 
where the rayatwari system prevailed, land held by non-agriculturists 
was estimated at 3,52,173 acres or 18·5 percent. of the total. 
Besides the non-agriculturist holders sometimes even agriculturists 
holding very large areas leased out portions of their land, finding i~ 
more profitable to do so than to cultivate the land themselves. 

According to the Manual of Revenue Accounts; four modes of 
tenant cultivation are in operation in the district, namely, cash rent, 
crop share rent, a fIxed quantity of produce as rent and a rent in 
service involving some mixture of the foregoing forms of rent. The 
terms of the contract vary in each case. The cash rent and' the 
crop share rent are the two main forms of rent. Cash rents are 
prel:erred by the absentee landlords who usually resiJe in towns. 

°In this statement, the total extent of loom lands is not completely covered. 
Nearly 3,00,000 acres of Inam lands, composed of entire villages under loom is 
left out of account and only villages partially Khalsa and partially loom are 
taken into account. 
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Cash rents are also usually paid for grass and garden lands. The 
land-holders who reside in the villages usually rent out lands on the 
crop-share basis. 

CRAFTED, 5.. 

Agriculture. 
TENANCY. 

Prior to the enactment of the Bombay Tenancy Act of 1939 the 
relations between landlords and tenants were governed by' the 
provisions of the Bombay Land Revenue Code of 1879. It was 
found that these provisions' did not ensure equality of status to the 
tenant with tlie superior hblder In matters of contract or agreement. 
Many tenants who held the same lands .for generations had no 
right of permanency but continued to be tenants-at-will, liable to 
be deprived of their tenancy at the will of their landlords. In the 
absence of any legislation for the protection of tenants, rack renting 
was a familiar mode of exploitation of tenants by the landlords. 

Regulation b]II 
law. 

The Bombay Tenancy Act; of 1939, which was applied to this 
district only in the year 1946, was passed with a view to ameliorating 
the condition of tenants without injuring the legitimate interests 
of landlords. Those tenants who had held land for a period of not 
less than six years immediately preceding the first dl\Y of January 
1938, were declared to be .. protected tenants.~ Such tenants could 
not be evicted unless they ceased to cultivate the land personally 
or the landlord himself wanted to cultivate the land personally. It 
prOvided for the fixing of reasonable rent. Fresh leases were 
required to be of ten years' duration. 

The Bombay Tenancy Act, 1939, was amended in 1946, in tl-..e 
light of experience gained by its working in four districts. The 
Ad itself was, however, replaced by the Bombay Tenancy and 
Agricultural Lands Act, 1948. The Act of 1948, while retaining 
the general provisions of the earlier legislation, added new features. 
This Act has statutorily fixed the maximum rate of rent at one-third 
and one-fourth of the total produce in case of non-lITigated lands 
and irrigated lands respectively. It gives powers to the Govern
ment to fix rent at a rate lower than the maximum. The right of 
a landlord to terminate the tenancy of a protected tenant for the 
purpose of taking over the land for his personal cultivation is limited 
by the Act: he cannot terminate the tenancy if he.is already 
cultivating other land fifty acres or more in area; :,md, if he. is 
cultivating less than fifty acres, the right is limited to such area as 
will be sufficient to make up the area for his personal cultivation 
to the extent of fifty acres. The protected tenant is also given 
a valuable right: he can purchase his holding from the landlord at 
a reasonable price, provided that thereby his own holding is not·' 
increased to more than fifty acres or the landlord's holding is not 
reduced to less than fifty acres. The onus of continuing a protected 
tenancy to the heirs of a deceased protected tenant is shifted on to 
the landlord. Other important provisions of the Act are the ones 
which enable Government to assume management of the estate of 
a landlorder for the purpose of improving the economic and social 
conditions of peasants or for ensuring the full and efficient use of land 
for agriculture. A provision is made for the payment, to the lawful 
holders, of the net surplus in respect of estates taken over for 
management after deductions of the appropriate cost incurred by 
Government and the amount,· if any: required for the liquidation 
of debts and liabilities. The Act prohibits transfer of agricultural 
lands to non~agriculturists, but the Collector may permit such 
transfers in exceptional cases. The landlord has to transfer his 
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agricultural lands to persons in the following priority :-(i) the tenant 
in actual possession of the land, (ii) the person or persons personally 
cultivating any land adjacent to the land to be sold, (iii) a co-opera" 
tivc farming society, (iv) any other agriculturist and (v) any other 
person who has obtained from the Collector a certificate that he 
intends to take to the profession of agriculture. 

Working of 
Tenancy Act. 

During th~ year 1947-48, there were 1,23,115 protected tenants, 
38,070 ordinary tenants and 1,50,974 owner cultivators in the Poona 
distr~t ... 

The following table gives the number of applications filed under 
the Tenancy Acts in the years 1946-47, 1947-48' and 1948-49, and 
the results :-

TABLE No. 39. i 

I 
Number Number 

Number Number Number of Oases of Cases 
Year. of cases of Cases of Cases decided in decided in The rest. 

filed. disposed .pending. f"vour of f",vour of 
of. tenants. the landlords. 

1946-47 .. 1,285 448 837 258 166 24 

1947-48 •. 16,061 10,907 5,1:91 6,313 2,649 1,945 

1948-49 •• 5,209 6,488 472 3,976 1,534. 978 

! 

: 

RURAL WAGES. IN THE POONA DISTRIGr, THERE IS A TENDENCY AMONG THE SMALLER 
Casual Labour. landholders to employ casual field labourers when there is a. rush 

of work on the farm. Most of the heavy work is done by men while 
female labour is generally employed for lighter work, such as weed.; 
ing, threshing, etc. Children are also employed sometimes on the 
farm, but between women and clJildren, landholders show a definite 
preference for the former. These casual labourers are employed 
on the daily wage basis. They are generally paid in cash and ill 

. most cases are not given the facilities . which a permanent farm 
• ~crvant ( saldar ) usually gets. From the table ( No. 40) given 

': below it 'Will be found that the average wage rate for a male 
labourer in Poona stands at Re. 1-4-0 per day. This is the.rate actually 
paid in some talukas. Wages in the talukas of Sirur and Mawal are 
higher than jn the other talukas of the district. This is mainly due 
to their proximity to urban and industrial centres.' The highest rate 
is in Mawal, which supplies labour to railway maintenance and to 
ordnance factories, and is Rs. 2-4-0 per day. In parts of the Suur 
taluka. wages have gone up to as much as Rs. 2-0-0 per day. 

A female labourer is usually paid half the amount of what the 
male labourer gets, and her wage. rates vary from Re. 0-8-0 to 
Re. 1-4-0 per day. Not much distinction is made between female 
labour and child labour, so far as payment of wages is concerned 
though female labour is preferred to child labour. The wages of 
a child labourer. varies from Re. 0-5-0 to Re. 1-4-0 per day. 
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TABLE No. 40. 

Rates of "'flges of c(Jsual rural labour in Poont'! District 
according to tIle type of labour (1948-49). 

Talolra DRily. Monthly • 

. ' 
Male. Fema1e. Child. Male. Female. Child. 

Rs. 8. p. Ro.8.p. Ro. a. p. Ro. a. p. R •• 8. p. Ro. a. p. 

Indapar .. 1 4 otn 0 T Oto II 5 o to .... . ... . ... 
I 8 0 0 8 0 0 7 0 "0' .... . ... 

Baramatl .. 1 ,8 0 012 0 0 8 0 40 0 "0' ",' ilru. .. 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 60 0 0 30 0 11 0 
lunnar .. 1 4 (Ito o 12 oto o 10 Otn 25 0 0 15 0 0 10 0 0 

1 8 0 014 0 012 0 .... .... . ... 
Mullhl .. I 4 o to 1 0 Otn 1 0 Oto . ... .... . ... 

1 8 0 I 4 0 , 0 .. .... . ... 
Velh.Yah,,1 .. I 8 0 012 0 0 8 0 .... .... . . 
Mawal .. 1 4 o to 1 0 o to 012 Oto .... . ... . ... 

2 , 0 1 4 0 1 4 0 .... .... . ... 
Khed .. 1 II 0 0 /I OtD 0 8 0 .... . ... . ... 

o 12 0 
Jlbo. .. 1 4 0 1 0 0 o 12 0 37 0 0 SO 0 0 ,22 8 0 
Ohnod .. 1 6 0 o 14 0 0 8 0 35 U 0 22 0 0 15 0' 0 
Amhel!'ROD .. 1 0 0 012 0 30 0 0 .... . ... 
Puraodar .. 1 8 0 1 0 0 0 8 0 .... .... . ... 
In some 'parts of the district, iIi addition to casIl wages, small 

quantities of jowar and' other grains are given to labourerS\, , In the 
Sirur taluka, a male labourer ~ets three payalis of jowar per day 
while women and children get half of that quantity. In the Bhor 
taluka adult field workers are given grain worth four annas per day 
and children half that amount, along with their cash wages. Till 
tecentlythe practice of supplementing cash wages, with the supply 
of Uleals to labourers was prevalent in the talukas of Mawal and 
Mulshi and the Velhe rna hal. 

In the talukas of Junnar, Sirur, Baramati, Bhor; Dhond anel 
{\mbcgaon, a few farm labourers are employed by the landholder~ 
on a monthly wage basis, and their monthly wages yield, a daily 
~ate not very disproportionate to the daily rate in the locality. 
rhe monthly wage rate for a man varies from Rs. 25-0-0 in the 
lunnar taluka to Rs. 60-0-0 in the 8irur taluka. A woman 'faml 
labourer in Junnar gets Rs. 15-0-0, whereas her counterpart in Sim.' 
and Bhor gets Rs. 30-0-0 per month. Similarly, a cliild is paid 

'lls. 10-0-0 per month in Junnar, and Rs. 22-8-0 per month iii Bhor. 
, Table No. 41, at page No. 254 details the daily ,~ages paid to 
fnsual laboUr according to the nature of agricultural operations. 
: The system is prevalent only in eight talukas of the Poona 
<1istrict. \Vages in such cases are. on the daily wage basis. 
the labourers are paid high wages for opefations. which 
involve heavy manual work. For operating agricultural implemenh 
in Mulshi as much as Rs. 5 a day is paid while in other- talukas 
the wages for the same work varies between Re. 1-0-0 and Rs. 2-0-0 
per day. In Sirur, wages for operating implements are sometimes 
paid wholly in kind at the rate of 4 seers of grain in lieu of the 
cash wage of Rs. 1A-O. . 

Harvesting and tltreshing, though equally, important, entail less 
strenuous labour than operating iInplements, and, therefore, command 
less wages. The cash wages for this do not exceed Rs. 2-0-0 per 
day in the Poona district. 
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TABLE No. 41. 

Rates o.f daily wages acco.rding to. the nature o.f agricultural operatio.ns (1948-49). 

, 

I Operations. Indapur. Baramati. Sirur. Junnar. Mulshi. Velhe 1Ilawal. Khed. 

• MlllIal • 

Ra. a. p. Rs. a. p. Ra. a. p. Ra. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Ra. n. p •• Re. a. p. I 
Operating implemenh .. .. 1 12 o to 1 4 o to 1 4 0 1 8 o to 4 0 o to .... 2 0 0 1 0 o to 

I 2 0 0 1 8 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 .... I 8 0 

• Harvesting of grains-llde .. o. 1 12 o to 2 0 o to 1 8 0 1 8 0 .... . ... 2 0 0 2 0 0 

• 2 0 0 2 8 0 . 
Female .. .... I 0 o to .... o 12 0 . ... . ... 1 4 0 1 0 0 . 

1 4 0 
Boy .. "";0- .... . ... . ... .... 1 4 0 I 0 0 

Tl ansplllnting and harvesting of paddy .. .... .... .... .... 1 4 o to . ... .... . ... 
1 8 0 

Threshing of grains .. .. 1 12 o to 1 0 Oto 0 8 0 .... .... . ... . ... 0 8 o to 
2 0 0, 1 • 4 0 1 8 0 

Preparing-Ou,..,.. 
• Gult1l4 • .. .... 4 0 o to .... . ... ",,:,.' .... .... . ... 

S 0 0 

• Jal~1Ia' .. .... 2 0 o to . ... .... . ... .... . ... .... 
2 8 0 

SugM"oane Butting .. .. ..... .. 2 0 o to .... .. .... . ... . ... . ... .... 
.2 8 0 . 



In Sirur, payment is made in kind at the rate of 1l payalis of grain. CiIAPTER S; 
tn Mulshi it is a cash wage from Re. 1-4-0, to' Re. 1-8-0 and 
three meals a day. In Mawal it is Re. 1-4-0 and one meal a day. 
:In Khed. one bundle of fodder with earheaas. ~ given to each 
labourer in addition to the cash wage. 
: The harvesting of' sugarcane in Baramati involves much labour: 
~nd this work is normally given on a contract basis. The parties: 
doing ~ work als() undertake the work of preparing gUT. Wages: 
from Rs. 2-0-0 to Rs. 2-8-0 per day are paid to these workers. In' 
JUDDl>.!',-wough they get a little less in cash, their wages are 
-~pplemented with some quantities .of jowar, gUT and sugarcane. In: 
Baramati the man who boils the sugarcane juice, commonly known 
as jalvya, is given daily wages from Rs. 2-0-0 to Rs. 2-8-0. But 
the more important function is performed by the gulvya, who actualiy 
looks after the' gUT-making and who decides whether the gUT is ready 
or not, and his remuneration goes as high as Rs. 5-0-0 per day. 

Agriculture. 
RlIRAL WAGES; 
. Wages . 
according to 
operations. 

; Annual servants (saldaTs) are employed in Poona usually by those· Annual Servants 
Cultivators whose holdings can provide continuous and regular (8tIldars). 
employment for the whole of the year., A saldaT is usually bound. ' 
to do all types of faim work and should be available all the hours of 
the day and night. The contract with the saldaT is generally for' 
one year and may be renewed if both the parties so desire. Some-

'.times these saldars borrow large sums of money from their employers, 
,-- and in s'.lch cases they have to remain with the latter till their whole 

debt is paid up. Children are occasionally employed as saldaTs, 
hut wcmen never. A saldaT, besides his cash wage, is provided 
with other facilities like food, clothing, and accommodation. Nor
mally payment to· the saldaT is made in instalments, but an annual 
wage in advance is also given. When the amount is paid in instal
ments, the final balance is paid at the end of the year. 

The annual wage of a saldaT varies in diHerent talukas. as shown 
in the following statement :-

TABLE No. 42. 
JW,tes oj wages to BalaaT8 (a7lmml B(roants) in Poona 

DitttTict (1948-49). 

Na'¥ofthe Type of I W .. g •• Other facilities, such 808 supply of [ood, in cash T",lllla. labour. 
<10 Rd.) 

clothing, tea, sIDoking etc. 

1 2 3 4 

DhoDd ... MIlD ... 375 No (a.cilities a.re giveD. 
Boy ... 96 Do. 
Mao ... 150 M.oa.ls, clothes, bidiea, tobacco aDd tea 

Boy ... 36 
provided. 

Do. do. 

Iwiapur ... Mao ... 100 to 125 Food, clothiDg, sIDoking, etc. provided. .. 
Bararoati ... Man ... 400 to 500 Fllel, vcgetables aDd lodging provided: 

the saldar. caD also keep ODe or two 
sheep on the fa.rro • 

Sirur ... Mao ... . ~, 200 3 lIIl"als per day, a p.'\ir of tDtoIar8, 4- shirts, 
1 turban,ond:ambli and a pair of shpes, 
aDd sIDoking provided. 

(contd.) 
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RURAl. WAGE.'l. 

Annual Sel'Vants. 

Balutedars. 

Nameoflhe 
',r"Juka. 

1 

Junna.r ... 

Yawnl ... 
Mulshi ... 
Veihe Ma.hal ... 

Khed ... 

Typllof 
. labour 

I - -, 

2 

. 
Man . .. 
M!\n ... 

Boy ... 

Man . .. 
lIra.n ..-
1I1a.1l ... 
Man ... 

Man ... 

BOMBAY STATE ~ 

TABLE. No. 42-contd. 

'V.-gAB 
in cash 
(in Us:) 

3 

aoo to a50 
175 to 225 

125 to 150 

300 

125 to 150 

600 
3O(l 

250 

Other faoilitbs, suqjl as sllpply of lood, 
Cliothi.J.g tea, bmoking eto. 

Food, clothin~ nnd tea provided. 
One pair of shoes, one kambli, required 

clothes, including dIIotars, suppli~d 
annua.lly. . 

He ha.s to serve dat M·d night. He slcep" 
in the cow shed of the owner. 

Food, clothes and smoking provided. 

Food, tea, kambli, pair of shocs, turbr.n 
a.nd clothes provided. 

No facilities • 
He UBo)d to get R~. 15 a.s clothing allowa.n/l(· 

during 1\1311- 39bnt now he /tets Rs. 61. 
Illr the same, over and above tea, 
mea.lsand smokin!!:. 

12 -maunds of rorn; :I sbirts, 1 kambli. 
1 pair of clh,olDrs and a 1",;r of shols 
provid,d. 

The wage varies from Rs. 100 to Rs. 500 with facilities of food, 
Clothing, tea. t~bacco, shdes, }cambli and a turban. In a few cases. 
where none of the other facilities are provided, consolidated higher 
c:!sh wages are given to saldars. In the Dhond taluka some saldars' 
get Rs. 375 per annum and in Velhe Mahal Rs. 600 without any other 
facilities. A -child saldar is paid Rs. 36 to Rs. 125 per annum. In 
Baramati saldars are given only fuel, vegetables and lodging accom
modation in addition to their cash wages but they are allowed to 
keep and rear a couple of sheep or goats on the farm. In Khed, the 
saldar gets 12 maunds of cereals in lieu of cooked food or meals. 

Some artisans of the village are actively connected with the 
agriculturist at various stages of his operations. They are the 
balutedars of the traditional village economy who still survive. 
t,hough in a less recognised form. Table No. 43, at page 257· 
shows the rate of annual payments made to village artisans iq the 
talukas of Poona District in 1948-49. They are paid annually in kind 
for the services they render to the h~ndholder. These balutedars. 
include ,the carpenters (sutar), the blaeksmith (lohar), fuecobbler: 
(chl1mb7wr)~ thA barber (nhavi), the rope maker (mang) and the. 
watchman (ramoshi). Of these, the first four play an important 
role in agricultural operations. The system of baluta payments is 
gradually disappearing, and there is a marked tendency to make 
payment in cash rather than in kind. The commodities which are 
givetl to balutedars by way of wages include food grains, pulses and 
other cereals; bundles of paddy, jowar and bajri; fodder; ground· 
nuts i chillies and garlic. The payment of balutas is generally made 
at the time of harvest. In Dhond, baluta payments are not 
wholly in kind; the balutedars get a fixed cash wage in addition to 
varying quaptities of jowar bundles with ~arheads. In Indapur 
11 baJutedar may be paid either wholly iIi cash or in kind. In 
Baramati, there is no annual baluta and wages are paid in cash. In 
the Mulshi taluka, the village blacksmith, unlike other balutedar8, 
is paid in cash on the piece wage system. 



TABLE No. 43 • .. 
~ Ra.'es oJ Gtltluall1aymrnt to villcge artisans in Poctla Districl (1948-4~). 

~~----------------~------~.------------~------------------~-------------------.--------------------~ 

~ 
Dhond 

. . 

Indapur 

Baramati t 

Sirur 

Junnar 

Taluka. 
• 

.. 

Subr 
(Carpenter). -

Rs, 18-0-0 • In addition to 
this, those farmer. who 
own a p<>ir of bullooks, 
havo to pay 60 to 10lj 
jowar bundle. with ear· 
heads while those owning 4 
pa irs hn ve to pay 360 
to 400 jelwar Lundlea to 
the village Bular. 

Rs.12-0-0 or grain Lnd 
foddor worth Re. 12-0-0 • 

Eight ~ayaliB of grain. 

Dajri bundles f> t,o 10 , 
Jowar bundles 10 to 75 
Wheat bundles IS to 10 
Chillies (seers) 5 to 10 
Garlic (seers) 1 to 2 
Groundnut (soors) 5 to 10 • . . 

• -Btl! RoforonOCll next tngo (p. 258): 

Lohar 
(Dll1okbmiLh).-

R~. 1O~0-0. In addition. 
furmors have to ptty 
minimum of 15 to 20 
jowl\r bundles with ear· 
bonds to the viii" ge lahar 
o.n,1 the m»ximum some· 
times varies bet ween 40 
and GO bundlos. 

R~. 6-0-0 or grain nnd 
{odlier wortb Re. 0-0-0. 

Three poyaliB of grain. 

Same as for Bular (oclumn 2). 

Cla.'mfhar 
(C,,"bler).-

Jcwar bundles with earheads 
varying from IS to 40. 

Rs. 24-0-0 or grain nnd 
{odlier worth Rs. 24-0-0. 

Four and half pa!/2li8 of 
grain. 

S"mo a8 for sular (oolumn 2). 

],·havi. 
(B"ri>or).· 

. 
Re. 0-12-0, and 30 to 00 

jo\vl\r bunlilea wi.1I 
earboalis alsu. 

Re. 12-0-0 or grain nnd 
Codlier worth Rs. 12-0·-0. 

Four nnd half pa~aliB 
grain. 

Same as for 81ltar (oolumn Z). 

of 

t ~be system of balttleda" and pa)'ID(Dt of cash or kiud is not prevalont in this taluka and iho wages for oasual work is paid in ca.bh. 



TAnLE No. 43-conul •. 

. 
TBluka. . ·Bular Lohar Chambhar 1<hav' 

(Oarpenter). (Blacksmith). (Oubbler). (Barber). 

-
. 

Hulshl .. Paddy bundle8 yielding The village lollar Is paid in Paddy bundler yielding For eaoh male member olthe 
3 pal/alis of grain. cash on piece wage rate. 3 pal/aU, of grain. family, bundle. of • paddy 
6 pal/alia of pdddy. 3 pal/..dia of nd ItH. with earheada yielding 
3 pUl/ulia of no lIli. • pal/"Ua of paddy grain and 3 pal/alill of grain, . 3 pal/alia of pulse •• 2 pal/alii of pulses. . • pnl/ali8 of p .. ddy, 

3 ptJ1!ali. of nagli, and 
2 pal/ .. lia uf pubee. 

VelheMahaI .. .0 aeer. of food grain. 3 pal/ali, of food grain, • pal/ali, ollood grain. 30 leers of food grain per 
mln. 

I 

ned .. 3 aeon of food grain for every .... Same a. for 8utar (column 2). 3 pal/ali, of food grain per 
acre of the cultivated man. 
area alon~ with aome 
fruita and "egetable •• I i pal/ali, of food grain per 

boy. 

ReJerc1lUb: 1. 8utar.-For supplying and repairing carts and farm implement •• 

2. Loll~r.-For making Ircn mota, IUPFlying and repairing farm Implement. mode of IrGn an' ateel. 

3. ClIambllar.-For repairing and ,uFplying leather mots, shoes, obappals and whips. 

4. NAalll.-For .havlng o .. ttle, shaving and bairdrea.ing adult. and children and attending marriage ceremoDJea. 



.PoONA DISTRICT 

. POONA IS PECULIAlILY SUSCEPTIBLE TO FAMINE, especially in its 
eastern parts. During the fast five centuries and a half, numerous 
famines in the district have been recorded and most' of them due 
to failure of crops. 

The first one was the awful calamity known as the Durgadevi 
famine which is said to have occurred at the end of the 14th 
century. The twelve years 1397-1408 are said to have 
passed without rain with the result that the most acute form of 
famine conditions were visible. The people left their places and 
for forty years thereafter the country presented a deserted 
appearance. It was with considerable difficulty that lands were 
gradually rehabilitated. Special officers were appointed to resettle 
lands. Land was given to all those who would cultivate it, rent 
free for the first year and at a nominal rent of one tobra (a horse bag) 
full of grains for the second year. 

Again in 1422. the rains failed and famine raged throughout the 
district and multitudes of cattle died due to scarcity of water. The 
then Bahmani ruler. King Ahmad Shah ValiBahmani, increased 
the pay of his troopers and opened public grain stores for the 
poor. 

In 1460 a failure of the monsoon was followed by a famine. known 
as Damaji Pant famine. over the whole of Southern India . 
. In 1472-73 so severe a drought prevailed throughout the Deccan 
that the wells dried up and no grains could be sown for the 
three years follOwing. 

In 1520. no crops could be sown because of the unsettled political 
conditions in the. district and the result was a famine. 

The old Gazetteer. which has furnished material for thiS account 
of the famines of pre-British rule. mentions only one year of famine. 
viz., 1629-30, during the long period of 270 years between 1520 and 
1791. It states that the famine of 1629-30 was Caused by a iailw'c 
of the monsoon and was accompanied by pestilence. 

Though 1791-92 was a year of plenty in Poona, there was a terrible 
famine in other parts of India which sent up grain prices in the 
district. The price of grain rose to six seers a rupee which was 
then an abnormally high level The situation was further worsened 
by a failure of the monsoon in the district in the next year, 1792-93. 
A l¥ge number of persons left the district and many of those 
who remained behind died of hunger. Government imported grain 
from the Nizam's territory and distributed the same in Poona. But 
the price of grains, which had risen to four seers a rupee, remained 

I 
at that level for four months in Poona and for the whole of the year 
in the western portions of the district. 
, In 1802-03, the crops were good but the hopeful prospects were 
shattered by the plundering army of Yashwantrao Holkar. The 
destruction caused by the Holkar's troops was completed later on 
by the Pindharies. The distress was so severe that a large number 
of people migrated to the Konkan and Gujarat, and thousands perished 
due to hunger and cholera. It is said that the river at Poona was 
covered with dead and rotting bodies. Mothers are said to have 
eaten up their own children. Because of the mass exodus of people; 
lands lay waste and the prices of food articles went on soaring. 
In 1802, the Peshwa's Government imported grain and distributed 
the same free of charge. In 1803, the Peshwa encouraged traders 
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~o import grain duty-free, abolished bnd customs and granted lane 
revenue remissions. Private charities by way of free meals and casl 
doles 'also went a long way to alleviate the misery of the people. 

:Poona . suffered greatly in the years 1819-20 and 1823-25. froIT 
cholera and from want of rains. . Large numbers of persons left theiJ 
homes and for many months some portions of the district wer< 
almost ~eserted and desolate. Prices of grains rose considerablJ 
and the quali~ of grains offered for sale in the market was so bac 
that sickness also prevailed in the whole district. Cattle mortalit'J 
was also severe. The Government provided employment to tIl( 
destitute by embarking upon the work (If improving the Karkhaml 
and Bapdev passes. 

Seven years later, in 1832, failure of rains was followed by mud 
distress. Food grains became costly and grain robberies werj 
numerous. Orders forbidding grain dealers . from unduly raisin! 
prices are said to'have done much to reduce the distress. j 

Indapur faced scarci~ in 1833, and again suffered from want 
rains in 1838. The year 1835 was a bad year for' the whole district. 

There was much distress especially in the eastern part when th 
monsoon failed successively in the years 1844-46. 

Between 1862 and 1867 there was a succession of years of very scan 
rainfall. In 1864 the price of bajri and jowar rose to eight and a ha 
seers a rupee, a high level in those days. The distress, however, W' 

on a comparatively limited scale, as the landholders were fair! 
well off and the labourers were getting decent wages on publi 
works. Due to shortage of fodder and grazing, cattle had to 
sent away and distress was acute enough to make it adyisable 
open relief works in Sirur, Bhimthadi and Indapur. Governme 
servants were given grain compensation during the scarcity period. 

Poona faced one of the severest famines in the year 1876-77. Bot 
the rabi and the kharif harvests failed because of the failure of t 
monsoon. The 'eastern and the south-eastern portions sufIere 
most. Distress began to be felt in October 1876. High .prices ( 
food grains and lack of employment threw into distress lar6e numbe 
of, the· poorer sections of the community. The Government oHere 
to transport them to waste lands in the Central Provinces but no 
took advantage of the offer. Nevertheless, quite a large numhl 
moved to the Gangthadi OJ;' Godavary valley but found much distre 
there also. Some of them wandered across Berar to the territori 
of the Scindia and the Holkar;' others crowded into Bombay; a 
a few straggled into Gujarat. By the close of 1876, abo 
1,00,000 persons had left their homes. To a great extent, 
movement was caused by need of pasture. The villages from whit 
fewest persons went were those near the Mutha Canal works in t 
north-west of Bhimthadi. There was much distress but grain pric' 
were kept low by importing large quantities of grain from t! 
Central Provinces and Gujarat. There was good rainfall in 187 
which for some time lessened the distress in Indapur and Bhimtha( 
l'here was. renewed distress in the hot season of 1878, and Gove 
ment had again to provide -employment for the poorer class~ 
pirect relief was once more found necessary at Indapur, Baram' 
and Dhanakvadi near Poona. 

It was in connection' with this famine that the Governme 
embarked upon various schemes of public works including ~' 
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_ lAutha Canal. During the period 4,12,972 persons were on reliei 
in civil and public works. About 98,764 perS(II~S received charitable 
relief. 

In 1878-'79. the kharif ('TOPS were almost entirely destroved bv 
,too much rain in the Indapur, Sirur, Purandar and Bhimthadi talukas. 
In Indapur, the khaTif crops were also choked by an extraordinary 
growth of weeds. In other places, crops were destroyed by locusts 

,and other insects. The Tabi crops promised well at the start but 
as they began to ripen, 'the rats committed fearful havoc to them. ' 

The price of grains continued exceedingly high. and at the 
beginning of the summer season the poorer classes in Indapur showed 
signs of sufferin<:!;. It was to relieve the distress at various places 
in Indapur that the Nira Canal works were opened and large numbers 
of persons were employed on the works. The rest of the population 
sought succour from the relief house at Indapur and from private 
charitable institutions. . 

In the year 1896-97 famine conditions were caused by irregul~r 
rainfall. Heavy floods in Julv ruined the khari! crops, which were 
in many places resown only to be burnt up by a later drought. The 
area under Tabi was much restricted and the harve<t was a failure. 
The sudden and general rise in the prices of food· grains pressed 
heavily on persons who had no savings and the distress was much 

,aggravated by the fact that many of the workers who usually went 
to Bombay for work during the fair season 11ad not this resource 
as plague was prevailing in Bombay. It, therefore, became 
necessary to. open relief centres. The collection and breaking of 
'road metal were considered suitable in the early stages but subse
quently irrigation works and COl}struction of embankments for 
railways were unqertaken. Tagavi loans were distributed. By the 
end of December 1897 all relief wOlks were closed. 

The famine of 1899-1900 was of very great severity through
out the presidency and was caused by the scantiness of both the 
early and the late rains. Rains in both Tabi and kharif 'areas were 
quite sufficient at the time of sowing, but there were no rains later 
on, so that the young crops withered away before maturity. In 
Poona, in the western talukas both the khaNf and rabi crops were 
fair. In the eastern talukas, the distress began to be felt in August and 
test works were started wherever necessary under the supervision of 
the District Local Board. By the end of October regular relief works 
became necessary. The relief workers were mainly engaged on 
irrigation tanks, drainage channels, railway embankments, road 
construction and metal breaking. At a later stage, small 'works 
under civil agency were opened in order to provide work for the 
cultivators near their homes. Government advanced tagavi loans to 
the landholders for agricultural improvements and Jar purchase of 
seed and cattle. 

The year 1900-01, although not so disastrous as the preceding 
one, was far from ~atisfactory. Owing to the late break of the 
monsoon and the failure' of the late rains the yield of the khan! 
crops was poor and the l'abi crops were more or less completely 
lost. Cheap grains were imported into the district. This helped to 
keep priccs low. But it was found necessary to continue relief 
measures in the famine stricken areas. The bulk of the workers 
were employed at central camps and small works we're opened 
wherever necessary. Special relief for distressed weavers by 
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employment in their own craft was provided in Poona and the 
charges were met from municipal funds, supplemented by Govern
ment grants and charities. Measures begun earlier for the improve
ment of water supply were continued. Loans for sinking of wells 
and for other agricultural purposes were granted and large sums 
were advanced for purchase of seeds and cattle. Remissions and 
suspensions of land revenue were also granted. . 

Similar conditions prevailed in the very next year 1901-02. The 
situation was aggravated by a severe outbreak of plague and by 
an invasion of locusts which caused considerable damage all over 
the Deccan. All the direct and indirect relief measures undertaken 
in the previous years were continued during the year. 

In 1911-12 the rainfall was very deficient in the Desh or eastern 
portion, and the crop outturn both early and late was extremely 
poor. In the western portion of the district also it was much below 
the nonnaI. But for the fact that there was an extensive local demand 
for labour at the time for the G. I. P. Railway viaduct, near Campoli, 
the Tata Works at Lonavala, and the Poona drainage scheme, the 
· opening of relief works would have been necessary in. parts of the 
eastern portion. As it was, relief was confined to provision by 
Government of grass for cattle and doles to inferior village servants 
and infirm persons in the affected tract. The season was an extremely 
trying one for cattle on account of severe scarcity of fodder. 

It 1918-19, every part of the district got less than half of its 
average rainfall which was at the s~e time not well distributed, 
and, in these circumstances, a marked contraction of cultivation and 
a general failure of crops, except in the irrigated areas, was inevitable. 
Relief works were opened in various parts of the district, gratuitous 
relief was freely granted, suspensions and remissions were liberally 
· made, cheap grain shops and grass depots were' opened in many 
places, and considerable quantities of food and fodder imported. 
· The Tata Works, the Bhatghar Dam, the Nira Right Bank Canal, the 
Military Works and the Railways also provided considerable employ
ment to the needy. The famine was one of the servest on record 
through the severity was much lessened by provision of emple 
employment and other grants and facilities. 

In 1920-21, the khanf rains were adequate in the west but 
deficient in the east, where sowings were greatly restricted. The 
· September rains gave some hope and rabi sowings were undertaken, 
but there being little rain later on, the crops never developed 
properly. Both the khanf and rabi crops in the east were thus 
almost a failure. Owing to continued high prices of food grains 
every class of people was more or less affected, but the poor Classes, 
,especially the agriculturists, suHered most. Fortunately there was 
· then plenty of employment for labour and wages were good and the 
labouring classes were not so hard hit as they would otherwise 
have been. The abundant demand for labour at the Andhra Valley 
rl)wer Supply Company's works at Thokarwadi (Mawal), and theTata 
Company's Works in Mubhi, and for sugarcane operations in the 
Nira valley and large building and other construction work round 
about Poona attracted labourers from all parts of the district and 
even from the Ahmednagar district. To .afford relief, improvement 
of certain roads in the district was also undertaken. Remission!lIld 
suspensions of land revenue, tagavi advances, and gratuitous relief to 
the needy were some of the other measures adopted to ameliorate 
the distress, 
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_ For about .Bfteen years since 1920-21, Poona did not face any 
~rious famine or scarcity conditions. In 1936-37, scarcity was 

: declared' in 27 villages in Indapur Taluka and 22 villages in SimT 
Taluka, and this declaration was continued in 1937-38. Scarcity 

; came to an end in Sirur on 31st December 1937 and in Indapur 
-a month later. During the period from June to August in _ 1936, 
rainfall was very scanty with the result that no sowing under kharif 
crops could be done. Due to scanty rainfall from October to 
December, rabi crops also withered away and the anna valuation 
of the crops was declared to be below 4 annas. Labour migrated 
from dry areas to irrigated areas. The area affected by this scarcity 
was 748 square miles with a population of 94,241. Land revenue 

"-was fully suspended in all the affected villages. Though no large 
scarcity works were opened, grants were given to the landholders 
for deepening and repairing wells. Metal collection work was also 

· started. Doles were distributed among destitutes. In addition to 
this, a sum of Rs. 11,524 was distributed among inferior village 
servants. An additional remuneration amounting to Rs.. 5,862 was 

·paid to low-paid patils in the affected areas. Tagavi loan amounting 
to Rs. 1.01.425 was distributed in this area. In order to alleviate 
fodder shortage, 81 fodder depots were opened and 3,80,000 shieves 

·-of kadhi were distributed through those depots. 
There was scanty rainfall also in the eaStern part of -Havell, Khed, 

Junnar and Dhond. Though no regular scarcity was declared in 
these areas, gratuitous rellef was given to inferior village servants 

• and patils. - - . 
In two successive years, 1938 and 1939, heavy and concentrated 

; rainfall during a single week caused great damage in Junnar and 
Sirur. The rivers Meena, Kukdi and Ghodnadiwere heavily flooded. 

'Serious damage was caused to crpps in the riverine villages and 
serveral houses in the Sirur Taluka were destroyed. 

· In the Indapur Taluka, there was practically no rainfall in the 
months of October, November anel December 1940 and the crops 
.in 16 villages of the taluka withered away after growing to a height 
of a few inches. As a result there was scarcity in 1941. Though 
no scarcity was officially declared, dole was distributed to inferior 
,village servants on duty and to destitutes. Additional remuneration 
was also paid to the low-paid patils in 17 villages. The total 
amount distributed was Rs. 1,365. The rainfall in the month of 
September, 1941, improved the condition of the rabi crops with the 
result that doles were discontinued from the end of January 1942. 

The rabi season of 1942-43 also failed owing to the failure of -the 
late rains, with the result that scarcity conditions prevailed in 
63 villages in Dhond, 64 in Baramati, 11 in Indapur, 10 in Haveli 
and 6 in Sirur. Scarcity was not declared officially but low-paid 
village -servants and other destitutes were given gratuitous relief 
in the ahovementioned talukas. It involved an expenditure 
of Rs. 16,000. The scarcity was not so severe as to necessitate 
the undertaking of scarcity rellef works in any part of the district. 
In the second half of the year 1943, crops thrived well on account 
of a fair monsoon and rellef doles were stopped from the middle 
of October. 
_- Two hundred and seventeen villages in the talukas- of Baramati, 
,Indapur, Dhond, Sirur, Purandar and HaveH, covering an area of 
1,467 square miles, with a population of 2,07,818 persons, faced serious 
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scarcity in the year 1945-46. The total rainfall during the year was 
very poor and not well distributed. Khari! sowing on limited areas 
were done in the fields having sufficient moisture. But ,abi sowings 
could not be undertaken on account of paucity of rains in September 
1945, though jowar was sown in some patches. Absence of showers 
in the subsequent months, changed the position even of these jowar 
crops which became stunted and withered away. They could not 
be used even as fodder fOf cattle. This state of affairs was followed 
by a severe cold wave which damaged completely whatever crops 
remained standing. As a result, the anna valuation of the ,abi 'crop 
was estimated below three annas. In the initial stages the existence 
of scarcity was unnoticeable and scarcity was officially declared in 
February 1946. The severity of the scarcity was felt most in July 
1946 when aU hopes of rains had vanished. This spell of scarcity 
came to an end in September when there was an extensive and sudden 
rainfall. Rainfall in the next three months was quite favourable, 
and the distress due to scarcity began to disappear. 

During the period of scarcity the minimum daily average number 
of decrepits served with dole was 279 in the month of February 
1946, and the maximum daily average was 660 in the month o£ 
July 1946. The total number of adult units served with doles during 
the scarcity was 2,07,030. Owing to paucity of labour, no regular 
scarcity work on a large scale was undertaken. However, in 
16 villages, bunding operations on a large scale were also under
taken. Fodder was imported from the Panch Mahals and distributed 
through grass depots open at nine centres. 

In November 1946, there were heavy showers in Junnar, Khed, 
Ambegaon, Mawal and Mulshi. The rivers Kuklii, Meena and 
Ghodnadi were Hooded and the crops on the banks of these rivers 
were washed away and darpage was estimated at Rs. 61,000. No loss 
of human life, however, was reported. One hundred and sixteen 
houses were damaged and 160 families were rendered destitute. 

Once again in the month of November '1948, there .were heavy 
showers in the talukas of Junnar, Sirur, Dhond and Indapur. The 
Ghodnadi and the Bhima rivers were Hooded and caused heavy loss 
to the standing crops on their banks.' . 



CHAPTER 6-INDUSTRlES, LARGE AND SMALL 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE POONA DISTRIcr has a population of 94,519 l?ersons 
( 84,843 men and 9,676 women) engaged in various industries. 
The distribution of this number is given in Economic Table No. III 
of the 1951 Census Report, which shows the numbers "economicallv 
active (i.e. self-supporting persons) " engaged ill various .. Industrifls 
and Services." The table below is extracted from the Cen~us 
table and gives statistics of persons engaged in (i) "Processing and 
Manufacture" and (ii) .. Construction and Utilities." Under the 
first head, .. Processing and Manufacture," figures are given under 
three divisions, (a) Foodstuffs, Textiles, Leather and .Products 
thereof; (b) Metals, Chemicals and Products thereof; (c) Process
ing and Manufacture-Not elsewhere specified. These divisions arc 
further sub-diyided into groups of industries and figures against 
these sub-divisions are given under three heads viz., (a) employers; 
( b ) employees; (c) independent workers, with " male" and 
.. female" as sub-heads under each. The head .. Construction and 
Utilities" is sub-divided only into groups of industries and the 
arrangement of figures for this follows the pattern adopted for 
.. Processing and Manufacture." 

POONA DISTRIcr-NUMBERS OF ECONOMICALLY ACITVE (i.e., SELF
SUPPORTING) PERSONS ENGAGED IN INDUSTRIES UNDER 

.. PROCESSING AND MANUFACI'URE" AND" CONSTRUC-
TION AND UTIUTIES" IN 1951. 

-

~~~=-
I Indr""odcot 

CJa~clfl~atlo:'l of 
EmpJoyee!'l. wor~ers. 

loClu .. tries. 

Hale. I Female. 1 Hale. I Female -Ha~FemaIC. :a:.-I~:'~:. 

Foo4·'<;'"/! •• TtztJ,.. 24,218 4,684 .-1,672 1 127 10,290 I 1,812 12.256 11,745 
Leui/o... tJIIIJ l'nJtJuao 
1Mr1l1/. 

1. Food InduBtri .. 725 110 111 & 337 67 277 38 
otheM\l'se un· 
cl ... ifled. 

2. Oraloo and pul ..... 1,099 95 172 10 687 50 2~0 35 

8. VPI!>'t.bJe oil and 2,248 297 276 24 721 89 1,251 184 
dairy 1,,'CldU<t8. 

,. Sogar Industries'. _ 2,795 489 22/ 2 2,503 450 270 87 

5. B.verag •• 830 5 63 1 2UI , 48 . . .. 

~B~ 
IndustriC" "\ 

INTRODUcn01C. 

Processing and 
Manufacture. 
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Claqelftcation of 
Ind11Otrlo •• 

\ 

8. Tobaoco' .. 
'1. Cotton Textllo. .. 
8. Weartng apparel 

(e"cept footweftr\ 
anti mad. up 
textile guod.'. 
, 

O. TextUe Industrt •• 
otherwt.e DI,-
.1 .... lfted·. 

10. L ... thpr prndoet. 
aod foot·wear. 

11. M""' •• Che",le .. I, lind 
Produdlo 1/uI"o/. 

1. Manufacture of 
metal prodoct. 
othrrwiRe Un· 
claRlillled3 • 

2. Iron .. nd St.eel-
baole manufacture. 

B. Non·Corrouo mptal-
basic manufacture. 

,. Tran'port Equip. 
ment. 

o. EI..trteaJ machln· 
ery, appamtu". 
appllano.. and 
suppll ... 

6. Machinery (other 
than electrical 
marhlner),) In· 
cludlng Engineer-
Ing Workshops. 

7. Ba_lo Ind,,_trlal 
Chemical •• Fertl· 
U.er and. Power 
Alcohol. 

8. M"dlcol and 
Phanna.rllt I • '\ 1 
l'repsration •• 

9. Manura.ture of 
Ch"Iutcal pro· 
duct. otherwls. 
unclassified. 

Ill. P,oeu.iflll and 
MantJ!acl.u,o-N'" ,"" WI." l'P",i/l,4. 

1. Manura • t urI n a 
lndustrtea other· 
wi •• uncla •• lOod'. 

Z. Product. of petro-
I.um and coal. 
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Total. Employan. Emp Oy •••• 
In!l'p'noiont 
. Work"·' ----I-

Mal •• Fpmal •• Mal •. Femal •. 1lalo. lI'emale. Mah. Female. 

e--- ---------
1.829 2.205 107 28 779 642 948 1.545 

8.550 857 148 8 2.593 
. 

209 8U 81 

5.501 527 620 20 1.600 25O 8.281 8411 

2.773 407 46 8 446 8' 2.281 815 • 
8.868 192 112 24 405 '1 2.851 161 

88.172 769 934 SlI 83,011 6IJB 1.227 189 

22.429 504 658 7 18.268 '08 8.508 114 

106 2 0 .. 78 a 28 1 

118 2 15 1 71 1 82 .. 
1.629 20 117 .. 1.188 15 824 & 

147 2 8 .. 12" .. 17 2 

2.112 26 88 .. 1.829 18 245 8 

011 19 '0 .. 888 18 19 1 

280 41 19 2 108 B4 18 & 

'90 158 67 14 882 66 41, . 8 

16.860 1.081 802 811 11.977 196 8.081 661 

2.700 101 1" 8 1,271 &1 1.285 '7 

It 1 , .. 11 1 B .. 



CI .... llIoatlon or T)taI. 

Ind""trloa. 

MaJe. Female. 

•• Brlcko. til ... and 704 178 
oth"r _t"'etural 
cia, producto. .. 

'- Cem.nt, pipe. and " 4. 
o~,",r e~meDt ;roo_a. 

Ii. lfen-metal'll c 1,806 290 
mln.ral proeluets'. 

, e. Bubber prodU-tR •. 148 41 

7. WOO<! and Wnod 7,32g 86! 
product. othpr 
wt .. than furnl 
tore and lIl<tuftll. 

8. Fnmltnre and 897 6 
FlItures. 

II. Pa"", and 
products. 

Pap., 198 63 

10. Prlrtlnlr and allied 
Indll8trlea. 

2,519 " 
V. C"""",,,,ioR ..", 16.693 11,1411 

UlilitiM. 

1. Con.tmrtloli and 880 84 
lIla'ntenlilnoe of 
work_ nth.nrt •• 
unel_IOed. 

I. Co_c!ton and 10,967 1,8911 
mfttntPDance-
building •• 

•• ConRtnlrtlou and 1,507 (6 
m.llntenanee-
Roads. brld_ 
and oth .... tra". 
pon.oro. 

" """,trnrtlon and 60 .. 
m.'Dt"n.nc~ 
t.I<groph and 
tel'phon. lIues. 

&. ConlltructJon and 
maintenance 

627 21 

0p'",t1on.-lr r j. 
lation and other 
agricultural work.' 

.. W~rk.& •• rvI"",,-
Blrctric powt-r 
and Gas sopjll,. 

1,001 &11 

7.WP~~D:~! 1,053 2'1i 

Itlelnd I"du~u .. t 
w&l",ul'PI,. 

a. San!tary works 1,129 801 
and ... rvl ... 
(I Del u diD II 
_vengors.) 

a .. JItI ""'" oJ I, II, III 
.1Id IV. 

84,843 ",676 

Employ.rs. Employ •••• 

,---
lIa e. '.mae. lIal •• Fe,,"l •. 

67 Ii 513 188 

2 1 42 S 

62 2 573 114 

8 4 126 85 

2S! 16 1,954 60 

64 .. 106 & 

18 .. 150 62 

l~) 1 2,231 47 

697 113 11,1175 11,660 

18 .. 2Il3 7 

457 10 8,804 1,488 

88 1 1,288 28 

1 .. 85 .. 

10 .. 419 13 

44 .. 876 69 

19 12 on 202 

14 .. 1,100 78& 

.,006 1106 81,668 6,424 

Ind-p0'ld.nt 
Work ..... 

-.-,---
Mal •. Female. 

·124 10 

S .. 

1,180 174 

11 2 

6.088 2Da 

227 .. 
80 1 

132 6 

4,721 169 

81 27 

8,906 400 

183 18 

14 .. 

911 8 

82 .. 
883 ~O 

Ii 38 

119,1184 4,046 
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In the following pages of this chapter, individual industries ar,e 
: described. It has, however, to be noted that the statistics given ~ 
the description relating to large-scale industries do not include all 
persons employed,in the industry asa whole, of, whom the census 
has taken count, but only those engaged, in certain major and 
mechanized units of the'industry.· In the section on small-scale 

industries a general description of each industry included is given. 

°Before the enactment of the Factories Act, 1948, factories employing 20 
or more workers' and carrying on manufacture with the aid of power were 
registered under section 2 (n, while factories declared as such by the 
Provincial Government and employing 10 or more workers and carrying on 
manufacture with or without the aid of power were registered under 
section 5 l i) and (ii), of the Factories Act of 1934 • 

. Under the new Act of 1948, factories emp~oying 10 workers and carrying on 
manufacture with the aid of power are registered under section 2 (m) (i), and 
all factories employing 20 or more workers without the aid of power under 
section 2 ( m ) ( ii j. Wherever possible, detai!ed statistics are given of 
factories registered under section 2 (n of the Act of 1934 and section 2 (m,' (0 
of 1948. 

1. Sugar industries,-Gur Manufacture; other manufactures and refining of 
raw sugar, syrup and granulated or charified sugar from sugarcane or from 
sugar beets. ' 

2. Tobacco.-Manufacture of bidis; manufacture of tobacco products (other 
than bidis) such as cigarettes, cigars, cheroots and snuff. Stemming, redrying 
and other operations connected with preparing leaf tobacco. for manufacturing 
are also included. 

3. Wearing apparel (e"tcel1t footwear and made up textile goods).-Ta!lnrs, 
milliners, dress maJ.:ers and darners; manufacturers of hosiery, embroide:ers, 
makers of crcpe, lace and fringes; fur dressers. and dyers; hat-makers and 
IlJakers of other articles of wear irom textiles; manufacture of textiles for hOllse 
furnishing; tent-makers; makers of other made-up textile goods, including 
umbrellas. 

4. Textile industries otherwise unclassi/ied.-Jute pressing, baling,_ spinning 
and weaving; hemp and flax spinning and weaving; manufacture of rayon; 
manufacture of rope, twine, string and other related goods from cocoanut, 
aloes, straw, linseed and hair; all other (including insufficiently described) 
textile industries, including artificial leather' and c!oth. 

5. Manufacture' of metal products, otherwise unc~si/ied.-Blacksmiths and 
other workers in iron and makers of implements; workers in copper, brass and 
bell metal; workers in other metals; cutlers and surgical and veterhary 
instrument-makers; workers in mints, die Sinkers, etc.; makers of arms., guns, 
etc., including workers in ordnance factories. . 

6. Manufacturing industriell ~therwise unclassi/ied.-Manufacture of profes
sional scientific Gnd controlling instruments (but not including cutlery, 
surgical or veterinary instruments; photographic and optical go"ds; repair and 
1l1anufacture of watches and clocks; workers in precious stones, frecious 
metals and makers of jewellery and ornaments; manufacture of musiea bstru
ments and appliances; stationery article~ other than papa· and paper products; 
makers of plastic and celluloid articles other than rayon; sports good-makers; 
toy-makers; other miscellaneous manufacturing industries, inc:Uqing bone, ivory, 
hom, shell, etc. 

7. Non-metallic mineral products.-Potters and makers of earthen ware; 
makers of porcelain and crocl<ery; glass bangles, glass beads, glass-necklace, etc., 
makers of other glass and crystal ware; makers of other miscellaneous DOI)o 

Iuetallic mineral products. 
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Biscuit-manufact~ring .I~ustTy.-The~e is at present only one 
factory engaged m this mdustry, VIZ., the Sathe Biscuit and 
Chocolate Co., Ltd. Though its beginnings go back to 1920 it was 
not a regu~ar factory ';lnti! 1925, whe~ two small ~ported 
hand machines were mstalled. Electric power was applied 
to run the mac~ines in the next year. The next stage in its 
devel?pment was m 1929. when a ,power plant of one ton capacity 
was mstalled. In 1936, It was shilted to its present premlses at 
Bhavani Peth. Though the outbreak of war in 1939 creab:d 
additional demand for biscuits, especially for the Army, new 
machinery to increase the productive capacity could not be imported. 
However, in 1940, a small second-hand machine for the production 
of cocoa and chococlate was added. After the war new machinery 
has been installed. The factory had, in 1946, a fixed capItal of 
Us. 1·87 lakhs, which rose to Rs. 5'21 lakhs in 1947, and stood at 
Rs. 5·99 lakhs in 1948. In 1948, of the fixed capital, land :,nd 
buildings accounted for Rs. 3 lakhs and plant and machinery for 
lis. 2·87 lakhs. 

Figures of employment show that the factory employed 148 persons 
jn 1946, ,209 in 1947 and 190 in 1948. Of the 190 persons in 1948, 
163 were workers, of whom 97 were men ann 66 women. All 
labour was employed directly by the factory. The factory paid 

,as wages and saianes Rs. 98,5uO in 1946, Rs. 1·411akhs in 1947, and 
f.s. 1'42 lakhs in 1948. 

Coal and electricity are mainly used for heat and power, coal 
being the largest item in the group. The consumption of coal was 
552 tons in '1947, valued at Rs. 18,698, the consumption 
of electricity in the same year being 36,781 k. 'Y' h., valued at 
Rs. 6,290. The total value of all materials used for· power and fllel 
was Rs. 25,792 in 1947 and Rs. 23,398 in 1948. 

The manufacture of biscuits requires wheat or barley flour, sugar, 
l:.utter, edible hydrogenated and vegetable oils, etc. As the factory 
bas recently started the production of chocolates, it now requires 
(';ocoa-seeds, which are generally imported from abroad. The 
fcllowing table shows the quantities 'and values of some of the raw 
materials consumed by the factory in 1946, 1947, and 1948. 

Q.lantity. Valuo. (Rs.) 
Raw materials. -----------

19.16. 19!7. IIM8. 1946. I 191,7. I 1948. -----'- --
Whea t flour (md •• ' .. 6,789 6,933 7,829 1.21.,,,1 1,23,621 1,81,538 

Barwy flour (mds.) .. 239 1,202 .. 2,982 15,504 .. 
';ugar (mds.) .. 2,5a2 3,896 3,224 47,706 91,116 1,02,652 

Butter (cwt., , ., 180 306 212 38,«2 71,674 4l!,920 

2:dible bydrogended and 
Y"g"tabl" oiLo (cwt,) • 6;4, SSl 599 50,306 45,670 61:;29 

Cocoa 800ds (owt , . .. '0 . 1141 o' • 0 1,11,780 
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The value of all the raw' materials consumed in 1948 was 
Rs. 7'611akhs, more than haH of which was accounted for by flour, 
sugar and cocoa-seeds. Butter also is an item of appreciable cost. 
The total value of the raw materials consumed in 1946 was 
Us. 4·36 lakhs and in 1947, Rs. 7·261a.khs. 

The goods produced by the factory are biscuits of all kinds and 
chocolate and other cocoa products. The quantity of cocoa products 
is still small. The quantity of biscuits produced in 1948 was 
7,376 cwt., valued at .Rs. 9·88 lakhs while that of cocoa products 
was 1,195 cwt. valued at Rs. 2·93 lakhs. The total value of all 
the products was Rs. 7·51lakhs in 1946, Rs. 12·29lakhs in 1947 and 
1\s. 12·82Iakhs in 1948. New machinery has been installed after 
1948 and the productive capacity of the factory has gone up to 
over five tons of biscuits pel;' shift. The value of the actual output 
in 1950' was expected to be near Rs. 25 lakhs. 

At. the beginning the market for the goods. of this factory did 
not extend beyond Poona City but gradually it extended to th& 
adjoining districts and the Bombay State, and at present the goods 
are sold all over India. 

Brass, Copper and Aluminium Industry.-The brass and copper 
industry of Poona city is very old, its history going as far back 
as the first haH of the last century. It made rapid progress in the 
second haH of the 19th century when, with the construction of the 
railway from Bombay to Poona, importation of brass sheets from 
England, Australia and other countries became possible. The 
last Gazetteer mentioned it as the foremost floutishing industry in 
roona city which then supported 70 dealers and 2,320 workers. 
'In 1937-80

. the actual workers engaged in' it in the city numbered 
1,292, while those engaged. in the trade as shopkeepers. 
servantS, etc., numbered 250. The reduction in the number of 
workers may be presumed to have been caused partiaJy by the 
mechanization of the industry that has taken place since the 
eighties of the last century. 

In 1937-8, there were 217 establishments, out of which one 
was fully mechanized, 58 were such as could be described as semi
mechanized and the rest 158, non-mechanized. The fully 
mechanized factory was engaged mainly in turning out brassware 
and to a small extent in tinning of vessels. Cutting, punching. 
finishing and polishing were done by machinery. In addition, the 
concern manufactured brass discs from brass scrappings. The 
humber of persons employed in it was 305. Establishments of the 
semi-mechamzed type were concerned chiefly with the casting 
process. Four of them produced dinner plates and one produced 
boxes for pan. Only three establishments. of this type each engaged 
more than 20 workers. The total number of workers in all the 
58 establishments was 386. The non-mechanized establishments 
were engaged mainly in the manufacturing of vessels b)' the 
hammering process. Vessels were made by beating foreign brass. 
kheets into the required shape. This last group of es~blishmentsj 
employed 601 persons. Apart from repair work, the mechanizedj 
type produced 21,000 mds., the semi-mechanized 18,150 mds~1 
and the non-mechanized 27,000 mds., the total h~ing 66,150 mds, 
0_ ~figures relating to this year are taken trom l'ubhcation No. 12 ot tilt 
GokhaIe Institute of Politics and Economics, vi:., .. Pooua: A Socio-EconomKj 
SUrvey," Part I-Economic. by Prof. D. R. Cadgil 
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While in the eighties of the last. century, .the number·· of 
articles representing various patterns and sizes was 161,in 1938 
it was 250. To these were added in later years articles 
lor household sanitary installations, such as water taps, flushing 
(:oeks, vessels for water storage, etc. 

Since 1937-8, the mechanized establishments have incrjilased in 
number. Their number was 8 in 1946, 10 in 1947 and 13 in 1948. 
In 1948, 12 out of the 13 factories employed 652 workers. The 
following table shows employment in the mechanized establishments 
during the years 1946-8°:- . 

I Number of Number of \ Average daily PersoDs other 
factorio8 factori08 Dumberof . than wcrkers 

Yoar. regi.terod for which workers omployedin , (omploying information employed in factories in 
20 workers is a vails ble. factorietl in column (2). 
or more). column (2). 

1 2 3 4 

1946 .. 8 7 428 23 

1947 .. , 10 8 666 31 

1948 .. 13 I 12 652 67 

Of the thirteen factories in 1948, only two employed more than 
100 workers ea~h, while another two employed between 50 and 
100 workers each. Another classification of these factories accord
ing to. the nature of production can also be made. Four ·of the 
factories produced brass cast-wares and five others brass pres~wares. 
Two were concerned with brass-sheet rolling. Of the remaining 
two, one did silver plating and the other repair work. 

The statistics that follow relate to the factories for which informa-. 
tlon is available, namely, seven out of the eight factories in 1946: 
eight out of the ten in 1947; and twelve out of the thirteen in 
1948. 
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The total amount invested as fixed capital was Rs. 3·61 lakhs Capital. 
in 1946; Rs .. 4·96 lakhs in 1947; and Rs. 6·83 lakhs in 1948. Out 
of the last mentioned Rs. 6· 83 lakhs, land and buildings accounted 
tor Rs. 1·13 lakhs, and plant and machinery for Rs. 5·03 lakhs. 

The total number of persons employed in 1948 was 709, of whom Employmsnl. 
57 were other than workers. Workers employed through 
contractors numbered 56; while of the 596 employed directly or 
the factories 573 were men and 23 were women. The amount paid 
85 wages was Rs. 6·48 lakhs,of which Rs. 1·71 lakhs 'Was paid 
through contractors. Out of the wages paid directly by the 
factories, men received Rs. 4·63 lakhs -and- women Rs. 8,372. 
Sala,ries and other benefits paid amounted to Rs. 49,836, bringing 
the total of wages and salaries to Rs. 6·97 lakhs. .. 

-Information about smaller establishments has not been collected: The 
elCtent of the industry in the district, however, may be seen froin· the 1951 
CtmSUS figures which show 1,379 persons as coppersmiths and 1,439 as persons 
engaged in metal works. The latter category excludes coppersmiths and 
Llacksmiths. • 
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,Firewood, coke, fuel oil and electric~t)': are the main sources of 
heat .and power., The'most important,. however, is firewood, the 
value ,of 'which varied between 38 per cent. and 50 per cent. of the 
total value during the years 1946-48. Coke comes next, electricity 
and fuel Qil following. Of the total, value of Rs. 1· 75 lakhs in 1948, 
firewood accounted for Rs. 68,575, while coke, electricity, fuel oil, 
and lubricants accounted for Rs. 46,168, Rs. 22,716, Rs. 21,758, 
Rs. 8,622, tespectively .• The total value in the two previous year:;, 
1946 and 1947, was Rs. 99,716 and Rs. 1,28,726 respectively. 

The principal raw materials required are copper, alloys of copper, • 
and aluminium. Copper is brought in the form of ingots, slabs. " 
billets and scraps. Zinc and tin are used to alloy copper for rerolling 
and cast-ware. Copper and brass sheets, discs, circles and strips are 
required for press-ware. All these combined account for more than 
96 per cent. uf the total value of, the raw materials consumed.: 
Chemicals and other auxiliaries COJ1sist of caustic-soda, acids, slats~ 
soda ash and sand, lmd they' account for 'slightly more than 3 per cent. 
For packing small utensils, paper; paper 'boards and. cartons, and 
for articles of bigger size, wooden packing materials,ar~ used .. The 
following table shows the quantities and values of the principal raw 
materials consumed during the years 1946-48 :-

Quantity \ton~). 

I Value (Rs.). 

. t. 
\ 

Raw materials. 

I 1947., ~I 1946. ]9~7. 1948. 1946 1948. . 
1--' 

I 
Aluminium materials 73'08 164'38 6082 1,89,8e8 4,75,140 1,57.178 i 
('opper ma teria b; " 177'64 356'73 507'52 ;1,)1,352 4,04,813 8,66,823 ! 

14,C6,677 
I 

Brass ma.terials " 856'45 951'11 1,113 '01 20,90,841 25,37,C62 I 

, The total value of all the raw materials consumed during each 
of the three years 1946, 1947 and 1948' was Rs. 31·78 lakhs, 
Rs. 34:·54 lakhs and Rs. 41·03 lakhs respectively. 

The principal products of' the industry may be classi£ed as 
under:- ' 

( 1) Sheets, circles, and discs of 'alloys of copper intended for 
further manufacture or for sale to factories engaged in the l-'toduo-
tion of brass press-ware.. • ' " 

{2 r Cast-wa~es of brass and alloys like bell~metal. These a1'e 
articles of daily use lor domestic purposes, .such ,as utensils, box{!$ 

• {()r pan,. etc., and building and furniture £ttings, ~tc. 
(3) Brass press-ware consisting mainly 9f. domestic utensils. 

, (4) Silver-plated goods, both staple and· artistic. 
• ..... i 

Press-wares maue' of what is commonly known as stainless steel 
are populal' ill the market. The production .of such articles, which 
bad, been ~arted just before the war, but was stopped as ~ res~Jlt 
-of.'dilIiiCl1ltI4s created by it, has now become po~~ible agalD wIth 
the llberfilization of imports of sheets of this metal. . The Pocma 
indtIstrY is exploiting to the full all possibilities in this new 'line 
of, ptoduCtian. • ~ 



, The following table shows the quantities and values of the 
principal products of the'industry during the, years 1946-48. - The 
total value of output in each of these three years was Rs. 32·55 Likhs 
Rs. 48·36 lakhs and Rs. 60·05 lakhs respectively:-' - , 

- . . ". . Quantity (tom). Value (R6.) 
ProdllCts. -1----1916."-, 1946. 19(7., 1948._ 1947. 1948. 

llumilrlum products •. '3'74 113'35 49-32 2,97,544 6,08,423 2,64,594 

Articles of Copper .. 29'05 22'95 2'106 82,864 77,112 62,739 

Articlt·, of BraBS .. 853'152 1,158'51 1,507'14 27,12,4840 39.35.388 50,72,294 

Articles of StainleaR 
Steel .. .. .. '7'60 .. .. 1,32,889 

Silver plated utensils .. .. "50 .. ~ .. 1,03,.50 

These ngures show that a' very large part of the value of the total 
output is accounted for by brass products, while stainless steel goods, 
produced for the mst time in 1948, account for Rs. 1· 33 lakhS. 

The marketing of nrushed goods is done in two or three stages. 
A few manufacturing C"oncems, in addition to selling' their goods 
to local shop-keepers, run their own shops. Others sell to distri
butl1rs, who form a small group. There are some wholesalers, who 
form a class by themselves in that the articles sold by them are not 
bought frdm the big factories but are manufactured for them, by 
independent private workers to whom they supply. raw materials. 
The distributors, who purchase stocks of goods either from the 
factories or from the special class of wholesalers described above, 
send them to their outside clients" wholesale and retail. 

The cost of transport has been of considerable importance to this 
, industry, because not only all its raw materials are imported from 

outside but its nnished products also are in an appreciable measure 
sent to distant consuming centres. The transport costs are more' 
burdensome to the owners of smaller establishments as they are 
generally unable to import raw materials on their own account and, 
therefore, have to bear an extra charge imposed on them by the 
importing merchants. 

Ceramic Industry.-Unb11948, there was only one factory on the 
register under the Factories Act, viz., the Paisa .Fund Pottery Wo,k,s, 
situated in Talegaon-Dabhade. Though one, more was added m 
the next yeay no uu!)rmation regarding it is· av~ilable. . 

The old factory had, in 1947, a fixed capital of Bs. 12,470. It was 
expanded _ in 1948, when its fixed capital rose to Rs. 60,860, .land 
and buildings accounting for Rs. 26,015 and plant and ~achinery : 
for Rs. 34,646. It ~m~loyed, in 1948, 34 pefsons. of whoIp 33 wer~. 
workers, and paid Rs., 18,645 ~ wages and salan~s. 

Only coal and fuel oil were 'used for heating I'urp'o:;es and t'lle 
factory consCamed 236 tons of coal valued at Rs. 9,6SS, while thb 
tl'tal value on, account of power and fuel was RI. .y~ ~06. ,No 
electricity was coruumed. .·.: .... i.;·:. . 

The" raw maM:ials con~med were china clay, fue-cra'fi~"t~ar, 
quartz, marble chips. pipe clay and gypsum. In 1948, the v~ue 
CIf all the raw materialS consumed was Rs. 11.000. . . 
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The factory produced all kinds of domestic wares, refractories, 
and earthenware and stoneware for storing chemicals. The bulk 
of the products, however, consisted of domestic wares. Out of tha 
total value of Rs. 67,173 in 1948, domestic wares accounted for mora 
than Rs.60,000, the quantity produced being 69,000 pieces. In 
the same year, the factory also produced for the first time 
12,000 electrical insulators (high tension). The value of the output 
in the previous years was Rs. 31,154 in 1946, and Rs. 52,000 in 1947. 

Distilleries and Breweries.-There is only one factory engaged in 
the industry and it is situated in Walchandnagar, Indapur. It . has 
been on the register under the Factories Act since 1946. ' 

In 1948, it had. a fixed capital of Rs. 2·61 lakhs, of which land 
and buildings accounted for Rs. 79,000, and plant and machinery 
for Rs. 1· 76 lakhs. It employed 33 persons, out of whom 30 were 
workers, and paid Rs. 32,127 as wages and salaries. 

Coal, firewood, fuel oil aDd electricity. were all used, though coal 
was the main item of expenditure. The quantity of coal consumed 
was 822 tons valued at Rs. 32,880, while the total value on account 
of all power and fuel materials was Rs. 52,122. 

The main raw material used was molasses, of which the factory 
consumed 4,007 tons valued at Rs. 1· 60 lakhs. It produced rectified, 
re-rectified and denatured spirits, but not power alchohol. Thll 
quantity produced was 3·89 lakhs L. P. gallons and its value. 
Rs. 5·24 lakhs. In the previous years 1946 and 1947 the quantity 
produced was 5·16 and 4·53 L. P. gallons valued at Rs. 6·33 lakhs 
and Rs.6·81 lakhs ·respectively. 

Drug and Chemicallndustry.-This industry is one of very recent 
origin;' developed under the stimulus prOvided by post-war scarcity 
IUld import restrictions. Until 1945, there were no factories coming 
within the pl'Ovisions of the Factories Act. Tw~ factories wera 
registered in the years 1945 and 1946, and two more in the years 
1948 and 1949. Three are situated in Poona and the fourth is at 
Bhatgar in Bhor Taluka. Of the three factories in Poona, one 
manufactures only Ayurvedic drugs and pharmaceuticals, and the 
other two specialize in the manufacture of fertilizers. The fourth 
produces textile dyes. 

The amount invested in fixed capital of the two factories before 
1948 was Rs. 2·14 lakhs in 1946 and Rs. 2'58 lakhs in 1947; of the I 
three factories in 1948, it was Rs. 3·61Iakhs; Rs. 1'98 lakhs in land 
and buildings, Rs. 77,051 in plant and machinery, and Rs. 85,666 j 
in other fixed assets. . • 

The industry employe(!, in each of the three' years 'trom 1946 to t 
1948, 115, 101 and 121 workers respectively. The corresponding 
Dumbers of persons other than workers were 24, 32 and 38. Of the . 
121 workers employed in 1948, 75 were men .and 46 wome!l' AlIf 
labour was employed directly by the factory. The wage bill was 
Ri. 45,616 in 1946 iRs, 42,696 in 1947; and Rs. 81,820 in 1948. 
In 1948, men ~were paid Rs. 62,160 and women Rs. 19,660. The~ 
amount paid as salaries was Rs. 16,425 in 1946; Rs .. 27,704 in 1947 il; 
and Rs. ,34,484 in 1948. The total amount paid as wages and salaries!)j 
m 1~8 \fas Rs. 1,16,304., • I' 

Electricity and firewood form the main items of power and fuel.t! 
In 1946,··the ~amount of electricity consumed was 9,466 k. w. ~,i 
valued at.Rs. 1,435, and in 1947, it was nearly the same. In 1948'1'1 

. . " I 
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the amount consumed was 53,400 k. w. h. valued at Rs. 6,901. 
The quantity of firewood consumed in the three years was 
l,495mds., 1,749 mds. and 1,900 mds~' respectively, valued at 
Rs. 4,486, Rs. 3,180 and Rs. 3,433. The total value of electricity, 
fuel oil, etc., consumed in 1946 was Rs. 6,736; in 1947, Rs. 5,647 J 
and in 1948, Rs. 13,454. Of the total value of Rs. 13,454 in 
1948, electricity and firewood between them accounted for as much 
as Rs. 10,334. 

The principal raw materials consumed by the industry are 
minerals and metals like arsenic ore; kaolin; phosphate rock· tin' 
cllemicals like sulphuric acid, acetic acid, ethyl alchohol, glyc~rim': 
and chloroform; starches; and essential oils. Other materials 
consumed are organic substances like bones, which are used for 
fertilizers. Packing materials consist mainly of glass bottles and jars. 
The value of all the raw materials consumed during the three years 
was as follows:-

1946 
1947 
1948 

Rs. 
1,25,866 
2,02,151 
4,47,560 

The industry produces mainly drugs, pharmaceuticals and 
fertilizers, all of which accounted for nearly 86 per cent. of the 
total value of output in 1948. Besides these, the industry produce!: 
disinfectants and insecticides, and some by-products. In ~94fl, 
24,960 seers of agarabatti valued at Rs. 1,24,020 was also produced. 
The quantity of fe~ilizers produced in 1947 (excluding ammoninm 
sulphate) was 130·25 tons, and in 1948 it rose to 1,400 tons. The 
total value of the 'output was Rs. 5·64 lakhs in 1946, Rs. 3· 86 .1akhs 
in 1947 and Rs. 7·52 lakhs in 1948. The table below show* 
separately the values of different products :-

I h:- Value (Ra.) 

Products. 

I 1947. 1948. 

Druge and Pharmaoeutica1a •• 4,32,725 3,21.154 3,04,083 

Agarab"'t; .. ., 1,24,020 , .. , ~ ... 
KV7Ib .. .. 1,975 .... .... 

Disinfectants and insecticides .... 1,500" 759 

Fertilizera .. .. .... 27,437 3,42,230; , 

By.produots .. ... . ... 36,417 1,04,691 . ~ 

The establishment of the factory in Bhor Taluka marks 
an important stage in the development of th,e industry' in that. the 

. factory specialises in the manufacture of textile dyes and chemICals 
and other by-products from coal. In this respect it is the first of 
it~ kind not only in the State of Bombay, but probably in the whole 
vI India. 
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On lOth March, 1952, the foundation stone was laid at Pimpri,. 
near Poona, of a Government of India factory to produce penicillin. 
This is yet another factory which will be the first of its kind in 
India. 

Under the 'joint plan of operations signed between the Govern
ment of India. and the World Health Organization and the United 
Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, it has' been· 
agreed, in respect of this factory, that all capital costs arising in
India should be borne by the, Governm~Ilt of India, and that the 
capital costs of imported equipment and technical assistance should 
be borne by these two specialized agencies of the United Nations. 
, It is estimated that the capital expenditure to be borne by the 
Govenunent ot India will be round about Rs.. U crores. The 
l'nited Nations International Children's Emergency Fund will supply 
foil imported -machinery and equipment at an estimated cost of 
TIs. 42~ lakhs while the World Health Organization will arrange to 
provide for all the technical 'assistance and training facilities neces

I sr.ry, both for the erection of the factory and for its subsequent 
operation and maintenance, at an estimated cost of Rs. 17~ lakhs. 

This factory is designed to yield a monthly . production 
of 4,00,000 mega units of penicillin when it reaches, full capacity. 

General and Electrical Engineering lndustry.-In 194d. 27 fac
tories, comprising the' general and electrical engineering industry. 
vlere reported to be working, 17 of which employed more than 
20 workers each. The industry as a whole employed on the average 
825 workers per day during the year. In ID39, the' number of, 
factories was 20 (7 employing more than 20 workers each), and 
persons employed, 490. Between 1939 and 1948, employment 
reached the peak figure of 1,554 in 1944. ,when the number of 
factories was 22 ( 16 employing . more than 20 workers each). 
Though the number of factories increased by five between 1944 and 
1948, employment as a whole decreased. This may have been due 
to <l falling off in the demand for the products of the industry after 
the close of the war. A large part of the expansion since 1939 came 
about as a result of the high concentration of Defence production 
in this district. Other statistical information' is availa,ble in' respect 
of only some of the factories. The fixed capital, invested in them 
during the three years ended 1948 was as shown below :-

No. of factories (employing 
Year. more than 20 workers. Fixed Capital. 

each).· 
Rs. 

1946 9 4·48 lakhs. 
1947 11 5·95 lakhs. 
1948 13. .. 9·26 lakhs. 

Of the Rs. 9·26 lakhs for 1948, plant and" machinery accounted 
for Rs. 5·53 lakhs and land and buildings for. Rs. 3·10 lakhs. 

All lahotll' was employed directly by the factories. Out of 
626 workers- \~mployed in 1948, there were only four women and 
one child. Pa-sons other than workers numbered 101. The amount 
paid as wages an.] salaries was Ro;. 5·60 lakhs. of which Rs. 4·22lakhs 
was wages and Rs. 1· 36 lakhs was salaries. The total amount paid 
in 1946 was Rs. 2'47 lakh~ and in 1947, Rs. 4·03 lakhs. 

o All further statistics given about the industry relate to the number of 
factories shown here against each of the three years 1946, 1947 and 1948. 
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For fuel and power purposes, coal, coke, firewood, fuel oil and 
electricity are used. The consumption of electricity has been 
gradually increasing and a tendency to substitute coal for firewood 
is also noticeable. Of the lotal value of Rs. 51 529 on account of 
fuel, electricity, etc., in 1946, firewood accounted for Rs. 16 731 
i.e., 32·4 per cent., But in UHB, firewood ac<.:ounted for 'only 
Rs. 1,260 out of the total value 01 Rs. 56,317, i.e., 2·2 per cent. In 
tenns of quantity, the cons';lmption of fire~ood fell from 6,660 mds., 
to 434 mds. The change m the co.nposltion of the main items is 
:shown in the table below:-

I Qllantity. Vaille (R8.) 
Items. 

19~6. 1947. 1945.' 1946. 1947. 194!! • . ---.--
Coal (tona) ., 18 13 100 653 644 5.191 

Cob (tona) ., 337 218 248 19.066 15,532 17.459 

Firewood (mda.) .. 11.660 891 434 16.731 1,855 1.260 

Fael oil (gls.) .. 11,672 ' 8.496 16.941 6,439 6.829 12.669 

Electricity (I<. w. h.) .. 37.327 71.733 1,28,270 4.584 6,465 1I.1l5 

The total value of all items in this, group, viz., fuel, electricity, 
lubricants, etc., was Rs. 51,529 in 1946, Rs. 34,740 in 1947 and 
~s. 56,317 in 194B. 
, The principal raw materials consumeJ by the industry are iron 
,and steel, brass, aluminium' and non-ferrous metals like zinc. They 
are brought in the form of pig iron, ingots, slabs, scrappings, castings, 
sheets, discs, circles, strips, structurals, Hats, etc. These account for 
as much as 70 per cent. of the total value I)f raw materials, the most 
important of them being iron, steel and brass. Next in importance 
ere packing materials, t;(losisting' of hessians, craft paper, wooden 
tases, straw boards and other consumable stores, all of which account 
for 27 per cent. of the total value. Chemicals like acetylene, acids, 
calcium carbide, oxygen, borax, soda ash and other auxiliaries like 
paints and varnishes, account for the remaining 3 per cent. The 
quantities of the main raw materials COlll>'UDled in the three years 
1\l46-B are shown below :-

Iron and Steel (Tons) •• ' 
Brass (Tons) -! 
Copper (Tons) .-
Miscellaneous non-ferrous 

metals (Tons). 

1946. 
122·81 
170·29 

1·87 
0·44 

1947. 
184·06 
58·55 
10·13 
1·11 

1948. 
236·68 
78·96 
0·36 
2·26 

The total value of the raw materials consumed was Rs. 3·63 lakhs 
in 1946, Rs. 2 ·12 Ihlchs in 1947, ~d Rs. 3·24 lakhs in 1948. 

The principal products of the industry are electrical measuring 
instruments, surgical instruments, locks, bushes for bullock-cart", 
file-clips, call bells, etc., and repair work. The value. of the total 
output was Rs. 6·9B lakhs in 1946, Rs. 10·73 lakhs m 1947. and 
I\s. 12·32 lukhs in 194B. 

A new factory, which was under construction in 1948, has now 
gone into production, and this marks an important step in the 
progress of the industry, becau;>e ~ factory has undertak~n !1 new 
line of production, namely, oU engmes. not produced Wlthin the 
district until now. 
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,CHAl'TER 6. Glass and Glasware Industry.-OnIy one factory, viz., the Paisa 
Fund Glass Works, is engaged in this industry and it is situated in 

Industries. Talegaon~Dabhade. It is run as an educational institution, and 
I-LARcE-scALB all its earnings are utilised for the welfare of the workers and 
G~DUdGia the expansion. of the factory. It ha~, 'for instance, built residential 
, !~e 55. quarters for its workers and conducts a school, a library, a canteen, 

. ~ boarding house and a grocery shop. 

Capft~ In 1948, it had a fixed capital of Rs. 2·59 lakhs, of which land and 
buildings accounted for Rs. 1· 56 lakhs and plant and machinery for 
Rs. 1 lakh, and other fixed assets for the remaining. The fixed capital 
in 1946 and 1947 was Rs. 1·23lakhs and Rs. 1·98 la!hs respectively, 
The equipment of the factory now consists of 3 electric generators ~ 
12 electric motors; one internal combustion engine, 26 H. P .• 
a semi-automatic blowing machine; a press machine; compressors. 
grinding and cutting machines; a tank furnaee; a recuperative 
gas-fired furnace; and a direct fired pot furnace. 

Employment. In 1948, the factory employed 345 persons~ Of the workers, men, 
women and children were respectively 251, 43, and 15. The number 
of persons other than workers was 36. It paid Rs. 1,63,493 as wage~ 
and Rs. 38,449 as salaries. The money value of . .other bene~ts 
and privileges was Rs. 2.471. Of the wa~es. men received 
Rs. l,48,212, women Rs. 12,110 and children Rs. 3,171. The daily 
value of fuel and power in 1946 was Rs. 60,897 and in 1947~ 
Its. 73,614. 

Power. Coat is the main item used for heating purposes, fuel 
oil, lubricants, etc., accounting only for a small fraction of the total 
value. The quantity of coal consumed in 1948 was 1.748 tons valued 
at Rs. 67,375, while the total value of power and fuel was Rs. 74.902. 
F'uel oil accounted for Rs. 2,886 and water for Rs. 2,400. The total 
value of fuel and power in 1946 was Rs. 60,897 and in 1947, Rs. 73,614; 

The important raw materials for the manufacture of glass are 
lime-stone, sand, felspar, and chemicals like soda ash, borax and 
saltpetre. The total value of all raw materials consumed was 
Rs. 51,611 in 1946, Rs. 1· 24 lakhs in 1947 and Rs. 1·40 lakhs in 1948. 
Details of the main raw materials are shown in the table below :-

Quantity (cwt.). .\ Value (R8.) 

Materials. 

I I 1947. Hi48. 1947. 1948 

Limestone 424'. I 376·0 #; t~709 .2,634 .. .. 
Sa.nd .. .. 6,033'0 4,917·0 11,691 18,468 

Fe1lpar .. .. 15'9 31·0 5G 186 

Soda ash .. .. 2,512'0 1,998·0 25.264 41,1156 

nora-x .. .. 241-2 612·0 7,709 15,902 

Saltpetre .. .. 233-0 ..... 12,26.1 .... 
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The products of the industry consist of a variety of goods of CHAPTER 8. 
daily use, ranging from bangles to vacuum flasks. The value of the 
tctal output in each of the three years 1946, 1947 and 1948 was Jnd~ 
Its. " lakhs, Rs. 3·98 lakhs, and Rs. 5·71 Iakhs, respectively. The I-LulGB-SCAI.Z 
fuIIow:ing table gives the varieties of goods produced and also their G~ 
quantity :wd value:- ware. 

Qllantity. I Y'alno (Ra.) 

Products. 

I 
, 

j I 19-16. 19-17. 19!8. 19-16. IM7. 19!8. 

I I 
I 

I 
, 

",1631 

• 
Banglee (d.,.. I 

pairs) .. ~,46.380 : 3.53.309 3,83.472 I 61,595 83,885 
i 

I Lamp "'arC! 
! ! 
I 

(groas) .. 3,300 ' 7,12() 5,835 ,1,02,300 1424CO I 2,11,860 . 
I " I i ! Jars, bo~tlee. -'tb i 

i 
! 

01' witbou 
2,OV5 ! 38,850 I .toppen (groas) 1,850 I 2.325 34,875 41,109 

i I , 
Tumblers, othe I I 

do!De<'Jtic wares. I 
laboratory 

, 
I I _ ..... neu.om . 

8allka.. ink· 
, 

I stand, pots, 
pa per· .. .>ight. 
ok. (grooa) .. 3,«3 2,186 3,0;8 ('17,8M 1,37,56t 1,37,108 

Shadee for eleetric 
lamp' (grosB) •• USI 4S5 313 81,999 30,285 97,552 

Bu ,be for ewm, I 
lampt (gro&R) •. .. r 300 .. 

I 
. . 

I 
9,000 .. 

I 

Film Industry.-There are four companies engaged in the produc
tion of motion pictures. Two of them have their own studios. 
The third has DO studio of its own, but produces pictures by hiring 
other studios. The fourth owns a studio, but instead of producing 
pictures of its own jt rents the studio to other producers. The 
fixed capital of the three companies producing pictures of their 
own strod at Rs. 7,75,rro in 1949. The industry as a whole employs 
about 500 personS' per day and p:lys annually more than Rs. 4,00,000 
as wages and salaries. The studios consume electricity worth 
ns. 36,000 per year. The raw materials required are raw films, 
chemicals, colours, drapin~ and make-up materials. and timber. 
Statistics of consumption of raw materials are available only of one 
of the companies. This company ('Onsumed raw film of the value of 
Rs. 60,000 and other goods of the va~ue of Rs. 35,000 in 1949. 

On an average a company produces three pictures per year and 
the cost of each picture is approximately Rs. 2,25,000. These pictures 
arc exhibited throughout India and those of one company are 
eJtwbited in Pakistan and Africa also. 

p~ 

-.t . " 

• 
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Paint and Varnish Industry.-This is an industry started as rerently 
as 1948. There is only one factory, viz., the Industrial Chemic:al 
Works, Loriavala, with Rs. 1· 28 lakhs invested in fixed capital. It 
employed in the first year 19 persons and paid Rs. 2,690 as wages 
and salaries. It has started the production of varnishes. The raw 
materials consumed are lithophone, barytes, whiting, carbon and 
lamp black, linseed oil, etc. In 1948, the value of output was 
Rs. 28,171, while the value of raw materials was Rs. 22,159. 
Electricity is the main item of consumption for the purpose of 
power. 

Paper and Paper- Paper and Paper-board Industry.-Though the history of this 
board. indus~ in the district in an organised form goes as far back as 

the ll..t decade of the 19th century, it is only in the last few years 
that it has expanded slightly. Until 1944, there was only one mill 
engaged in it, namely, the one now at Mundhwa, but in the next 
five years due to an increase in demand for paper, three more were 
established. One of these, however, was shifted from the district 
in 1947. The other two are situated in Poona City: How the 
number of persons employed has changed since 1939, is given 
below:-

Capital and 
EmJlIoII~nt. 

POfDer. 

Year. Number of Number of workers 
"- units. employed. 

1939 1 562 
1944 2 803 
1946 3 743· 
1947 3 642 
1948 3 535 

The migration of an established factory and Contraction of 
employment during 1947-48, seem to suggest that the Poona district 
is not very favourably situated for an expansion of this industry. 

In 1948, the latest year for which figures are available, the industry 
had a fixed capital of Rs. 16·62 lakhs. Of this, land and buildings 
accounted for Rs. 6 ·16 lakhs, and plant and machinery for 
Rs. 10·16 lakhs. The industry employed in that year 571 nersons, 
out of whom 535 were workers. Of the workers, 523 (360 men, 
155 women and 8 children) were employed directly by the factories 
aT.d the remaining through contractors. The total amount paid to 
them as wages and salaries was Rs. 4·21 lakhs. Of the wages 
directl)' uaid by the factory, viz., Rs. 3·51 ~akhs, men received 
Rs. 2,81,861, women Rs. 66,787, and children Rs. 2,933. An amount 
of Rs.62,605 was paid as salaries. 

For pti'rposes of fuel and power, coal, electricity, water and 
lubricants are ("onsumed. A small quantity of charcoal and firewood 
is also used. In 1948, the consumption .of coal· was 2,937 tons 
valued at Rs. I,O~,805; of electricity 26,63,306. k. w. h. valued at 
Its. 1,04,763; of water about five million gallons valued at Rs. 6,314 
and of oU 1,746 gallons valued at Rs. 6,716. Water is an item of 
some cost, because in the manufacture of paper most of the processes 
require l profuse supply of clear water free from insoluble sul.ts 
and impurities. Including other items like charcoal and fuel OIl.. 
the value of the materials ccl1sumed for p(\wpr and fuel in 1948 
was Rs. 2·21 lakhs. In 1946, It was Rs. 2·65 lakhs· and in 1947. 
Rs. 2·22 lakhs. 

-,For 1946, statistics are given only of two of the three factories registered. 
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The principal raw materials required are wood pulp, grass, CHAPrER 8. 
bamboo, rags, waste paper and straw. As. pulp from wood is not _ 

/

D1anufactured in any of the establishments, the' industry has to Industries. 
depend on imported wood pulp_ The indirect raw materials t-LARCB-SCALB 

required are cheIl'Jca!s like caustic soda, sulphate of alumina, INDUSTRIES. 

bleaching powder, paper dyes, rosin, etc_ The following table shows Paperbndlaper
the quantities and values of the principal raw materials consumed Raw ~ 
by the industry during the years 1946-48:- '. 

Quantity (tOM). Valuo (Rs.) 
Raw matorialR. 

19411*. 1947 1948. 194e. 1947. I 1948. 

1412 -8 
--------

Wood pulp .. 558'8 209'2 2,1',872 3,18,5111 1,94,972 
Gr81!8 _. 2~'0 .. 3,122 
Rags .. 1,615'0 917'3 957'0 3,84,99B 2,30,577 1.56,742 
WastE paper _. 2,6JO-0 2,206'0 2,122'0 5,6S.067 4,96,350 6,41,003 
Caustic soda -- 22'3 7·n 10-1 8,474 3,220 5.076 
Blnacl.ing powder 24-4 47-0 7-3 7.320 18,800 2,933 
Rosin .. 51-4 34-2 12'0 41,120 30,780 14,405 
DyeR .. 2-D I-I 1-0 33,676 36,950 18,103 
H""ian cuttings 154-1 191-0 .. 20_033 24,830 .-
China clay .. 73-7 88-0 33-8 10,540 17,600 3.395 r'" .,h 

.. 79-0 25-1 -. 1~:960 I 7,e25 
iulphato of 

alumina .. .. .. 78-9 .. 1~,828 

The above figures indicate that the most important raw material 
is waste paper, accounting for more than Rs. 5 lakhs on the average. 
Of the indirect materials, rosin and dyes account for the largest 
sum. The total ·value of the raw material consumed in each of the 
three years was Rs. 15·57Iakhso. Rs. 13-851akhs and Rs. lO·56lakhs 
respectively. 

The principal qualities of paper manufactured are writing and 
printing paper ( bleached, unbleached as well as coloured) and 
wrapping paper. The total value of output in each of three 
years 1946, 1947 and 1948 was Rs. 25'llakhs°, Rs. 23·86 lakhs and 
Rs. 22·36 lakhs respectively. 

The quantities of the principal products are shown below :-

. Writing and printing paper " 

. Wrappiug paper .. .. I. Blotting papor .. .. 
Boards ..., 

I Cov"r papor .. .. 

II Otbors .. "I B.v-produots: Number or envelopoa •• 
i BpdCial thin quality paper -. 

1,236-2 
266'11 

0'4 
294-8 
10S-5 

8'0 

1,483-2 
828·0 

_ 14-1 
8-3 
0-2 
7'7 

97,000·0 
0'2 

The products are marketed in and outside the district through 
the selling organisations of the concerns. The largest single -buyer 
of the paper produced by these concerns is the Government. The 
industry made eOllsiderable profits during the war. The high price 
(It wood pulp, which has to be imported from abroad, is one of the 
factors hindering further expansion of the industry. 

° See footnote at p. 280. 
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'1;he Plastic Industry.-One factory, established in 1947 in Poonn, 
is engaged in the production of plastic goods for which there has been 
a good demand, in post-war years. It produces a variety of goods 
such as douche fittings, pessaries, glycerine syringes, all for 
hospital use, 'and, other general utility goods like bottle caps, hair ... 
pins, plastic wheels and ointment containers. The raw materials 
it consumes are :-( 1) cellulose acetate; (2) butyrate' moulding 
powders; (3) polysterene; (4) phenol formaldehyde; and (5) shellac. 
Most of the raw materials have to be imported from abroad. 

The equipment of the factory consists of machines of extrusion 
moulding, injection moulding and' compression moulding, the three 
jmportant processes in the manufacture of plastic goods. In addition 
to these, three are electric motors; a compressor and a lathe. 
Electricity and charcoal are used for purposes of power and heat. 

In 1948, the fa(!tory had Rs. 15,000 invested in fixed capital. It 
employed 100 persons of whom 90 were w{)rkers. 'It paid in that 
year Rs. 35,000 as wages and salaries. It consumed raw materials 
worth Rs. 21,000, of which the value of goods of forei~n origin was. 
Rs. 17,000. The total value of the output was Rs. 1,00,000. 

Printing and Book-binding Industry.-As Poona bas for long been 
a centre of education and is now the seat of a university, there is 
a stable and growing demand for the services of printing and book
bjnding establishments. The industry in Poona is quite old, and its 
beginnings go back to the last century., It now consists of 
63 factories, out of which two are oWlled by the State Government. 
It provides employment to 2,573 persons (1951 census) consis~ing 
of skilled and unskilled workers, clerks and managers. The skilled 
workers include proof readers, compositors, machine operators, 
foundry workers and book-binders. 

The main work done in these factories is printing and other 
processes of a similar nature. Printing work includes litho-printing, 
offset printing and block printing. Preparation of drawings and 
designs, cutting and book-binding, block-making and type foundry are 
some of the other processes carried out. One of the two Govern
ment presses (the Yeravda Prison Press), carries out the letter press 
work, while the seGond (the Photo-Zinco Press) does the work of 
map printing by litho and offset processes. 

The mechanical equipment of these factories consists of printing 
machines, treadles and hand presses, cutting. machines, and 
stitching and perforating machines. The printing machines in many 
cf the presses. are modem in type, 'consisting of offset machm~ 
lino, mono and calender printing machines, automatic caster, 
engraver, and litho-machines. Electricity and fuel oil are. used for 
power. . 

. The raw materials used by the industry are paper, ink, type met~), 
stationery and binding materials. Paper is the largest single item. 
of expenditure. The raw materials are bought locally or at Bomhay. 
Some are of foreign origin. The demand for work is mostly local, 
but for litho work it is spread over other districts. A large part of: 
the voluminous printing work that the State Government. has to do 
i~ done at their two presses in Poona. 
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In 1948. four of the big private factories (of which alone statistics 
ale available) had a fixed capital of Rs. 3,72,000 invested in land, 
buildings and machinery. ~ey employed 450 workers and 
17 persons other than workers, and paid Rs. 2·91 lakhs as wages and 
Rs. 1 lakh as salaries. The value of electricity and fuel oil 
consumed by them was Rs. 6,872. Three of them consumed raw 
materials' worth Rs. 2,43,500, of which goods of foreign oriO'in 
accounted for Rs. 52,000. 0 

Rice-Millin£{ Industry.-The. industry consists of two mills located 
=n Poona City. One of them has been on the register under the 
Factories Act since 1946, and the other since 1948. 

In 1948, the fixed capital invested in them stood at Rs. 1; 03 lakhl'l, 
of which land and buildings accounted for Rs. 20,000 and plant and 
machinery for Rs. 79,625. They employed 80 persons, out of whom 
76 were workers, and paid Rs. 64,380 as wages and 
salaries. The consumption of electricity for power was 40,526 k. w. h: 
valued at Rs. 2,830. The, work done in these mills is rice-milling, 
and husking of barley. The quantity of rice milled in 1948 was 
6,561 mds. and that of barley husked was 64,973 mds. In the previous 
two years, 1946 and 1947, no husking of barley was done and the 
quantity of rice milled was 78,650 mds. and 85,824 mdS'. 
rf'spcctively. As rice, wheat, and other cereals were under ration, 
the work done was all on Government account and the value of it 
in 1948 was Rs. 1·16 lakhs. The earnings of a skilled worker in 
this industry are now (1950) about Rs. 3 per day and those of 
an unskilled worker about Rs. 2. 

CHAPTER 8. 

Industries. 
I-LARGE-sCALB 
. INDUSTRIES. 
Printing, and 
Book-binding. 

Capital, EmplOI/
ment, etc. 

Rice-Milling. 

Rubber Goods Industf'!1.-Although four factories are reported to be Rubber Goods. 
engaged in the rubber industry, statistics are available only, about 
one, viz., the Swastik Rubl'er Products· Co., Ltd. There has been 
good demand for the pro~ucts of this industry in' recent years and 
these factories' have been started under the stimulus of this demand. 
All of them are also siiuated in Poona City as its dry' climate is 
suited for the manutacture of rubber goods. Another factor 
favouring the location of the industry in Poona is proximity to the 
Bombay market. The 1951 census records the number of persons 
engaged in the rubber goods industry as 184. 

The important raw materials required are whiting, china clay, 
latex, plaster of paris, and chemicals like sulphor dioxide, pigments 
etc. The chemicals have to be imported from abroad. 

The industry produces various kinds of goods. They include toys, • 
'balls, nipples, industrial, gloves, contraceptives, hospital . .sundries, 
rollers, erasers, etc., and these are sold throughout the, Bombay 
State. The demand for toys is high. 
, In 1948, the Swastik Rubber Products Co. Ltd., had a fixed capital 
of Rs. 12,00,000. It employed 153 workers and 56 persons other 
than workers and j>aid as wages and salaries Rs. 78,000 and 
Rs. 21,000 respectively. It consumed 22 tons of fuel oil valued at 
Rs. 11,000 and electricity valu~d at Rs. 9,000. It consumed raw 

Slbastik· Rubber 
Products Co .. 

Ltd. 

materials worth Rs. 2,88,000, out of which Rs. 1,21,000 was accounted 
for by goods of foreign origin. 

Soap Industry.-This industry 'before the war consisted of Soap. 
10 establishments employing 82 persons. All of them were situated 
fn Poona, the oldest having been started in 1920. None of those, 
however, came within the provisions of the Factories Act. One was 
on .the register under section 2 (f) of the Act in 1946. In 1949, the 
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btest year for which infonnation is available, two were on the register 
li...'lder section 2 (m)(i) and two more under ~ection 2 (m) (ii) of 
the Factories Act of 1948. . 

The equipment of the establishments consists of treadle machines; 
cutting machines, pressing machines,· discs and tanks. Electricity, 
firewood and coal are used for power and heat. Labour employed 
consists of both skilled and unskilled workers, the latter mainly to 
look after the heating arrangements. 
. The raw materials required by the industry are vegetable oils 
(larg~ly cocoanut oil" caustic soda, sodium silica~e and rosin. The 
raw materials are bought locally from whole~ale dealers, but sodium 
.silicate has to be brought from Bombay. The main product of the 
industry is household laundry soap and, to a small extent, boiled 
'grained soap. They are sold in the fonn of cakes of various sizes 
and bars. The market for the goods extends to adjoining districts. 

Detailed infonnation regarding one factory, viz., the Alfa Soap 
Factory, which is the biggest factory in the district, is given below :-

The factory is situated in Poona City. Established in 1944, it 
.had in 1948, a fb.:ed capital of Rs. 71,853 of which land and buildings 
accounted for Rs. 42,168, and plant and machinery for Rs. 22,620. 
1t is equipped with the following machinery:- • 

1. Ferar .cross tube boiler. 
2. Soap-pans-4. 
3. Soap frames-20. 
4. Chipping machine-I. 
5. Plodding machine-I. 
6. Milling machine-I. 
7. Soap cutting machines-2. 
8. Electric motor 13·5 Ii. P.-L 
9. Water pump and electric motor coupled-I. 

10. Carpenter's tools and other tools. 

In 1948, it employed 27 workers per day, among whom three w.ere 
women. Persons other than workers numbered 3. All labour was 
directly employed by the factory. An amount of Rs. 12,720 W1S 

paid as wages and Rs. 2,729 as salaries. Of the wages paid men 
received Rs. 11,753. The monthly earnings of a worker were Rs. 45 
on the average. 

Only firewood was used as fuel, and the quantity consumed in 
1948 was 769 mds. valued at Rs. 1,922 ... The consumption of 
e]ectricity was 1,739 k. w. h. valued at Rs. 671. The only other 
materials consumed was 6 gls. of lubricant oils valued at Rs. 2a. 
The toal value of power and fuel was Rs. 2,622. 

The principal raw materials consumed by the factory in 1948 are 
shown below:-

Quantity. Value. 
(Tons) (Rs.) 

Cocoanut oil •• 51·40 96.532 
Groundnut oil 46·25 76,201 
Caustic soda 8·00 5,941 
Sodium silicate 149 ·15 65,562 

The total value of al1 the raw materials was Rs. 2,65,425. In the 
previous years, 1946 and 1941, it was Rs. I·51lakhs and 1·91la1chs ______ ~ ... _I •• 
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.' The quantity and value of the output are shown in detail CHAPTER 6. 
below:-

Quantity ',.(tons) 

prod.eta. 

19~, 1947. 1948. 

Boiled grained 80ap .. 8'3 0'2 1'7 

I.undry soaP. •• 207'1 249'0 276'0 

Total ... 1111'4 249,'/ 117'7 

Value (Rs.) 

I 
1946. 194J. 

I 
12,4M 

M9l 
1.60,693 2,07,~9' 

I 
1,73,1117 2,08.028 I 

, 
1948. 

3,971 

2,92,893 

2,96.864 

Industries. 
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INDUSTRIES. 
Soap. 

ProduCts. 

The goods of this factory are sold in the Poona, Satara, Sholapur, Market •. 
Ahmednagar, Kolaba, and Ratnagiri districts. Recently, the factory 
has started the manufacture of toilet soap. 

Sugar and Cur Industry.-The manufacture of sugar is carried on Sugar and Cur. 
in one factory at Kalamb (Walchandnagar). During the year 1948, Sugar. 
tlle fixed capital of the factory stood at Rs. 42·7 lakhs, of which 
plant and machinery accounted for Rs. 16·2 lakhs and land and 
buildings for Rs. 18·6 lakhs. The average number of, persons 
employed was 874 per day, out of whom 835 were workers. There 
were no women workers. The amount of wages and salaries paid. 
was Rs. 3·01 lakhs. The value of fuel {consisting of firewood, 
fuel oil, and lubricants} and water was Rs. 47,640. . •. 

The raw material used was sugarcane, of which 36,99,339 maunds 
were consumed, valued at Rs. 77,71,066. The main' products were 
sugar (4,15,088 maunds), and molasses (73,833 maunds). The 
total value of raw materials was Rs .. 81,82,694. The total value of 
the products was Rs. 1,20,68,000. 

Cur factories in the district numbered 102 in 1948, employing Cur. 
1,662 workers. Of these 57 were of a big size employing 
1,097 workers. 

One factory at Lasurne in Indapur Taluka, a typical representa
tive of the gur factories of the district, had, in 1948, land, buildings 
and equipment of the total value of Rs. ~5,500. Factory site and 
buildings were of the value of Rs. 2,500; crusher, Rs. 7,000; oil 
engine, Rs. 11,000; pan, Rs. 2,500; and oven Rs. 2,500. The factory 
employed 21 persons, of whom 24 were workers. All labour was 
employed through contractors. The monthly wage bill, including 
salaries to persons other than workers, was Rs. 1,634. The amount 
paid during the whole season, which extends from October to 
March, was Rs. 6,288. The. main categories of workers 
employed were (i) Culvyas alld /alavyas, (li) Phalkyas and 
(iii) Dandatyas. 'fhe daily wages per worker in each of these 
categories were lte. 0-15-0, Re. 1-2-0 and Re. 0-8-0 respectively. 

The factory consumed during the 1948-49 season 800 gallons of 
fuel oil, valued at Rs.885. and 90 gallons of lubricating oil, valued 
at Rs. 450 .• All bagasse and outer leaves of the sugarcanes were 
also used for fuel 
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The quantity of sugarcane (the main raw material) consuined 
was ~2,100 maunds, valued. at Rs. 84,~62. All this qu~ntity was 
supplied by the farm owned by the lactory itself. The quantity 
of gur \produced was 6,250 maund~ or 12,398 lumps,· valued at_ 
Rs. 93,458. The cost of production per maund was Rs. 15-9-6. The 
gur wa!\ marketed through agents and sold m places like Baramatl. 
:Nira, Akluj, ~angli, Kolhapur, Belapur, Kopargaon and Lasalgaon. 
etc. . 

Tex~ile Industry.-The industry consists of eight mechanized 
~actones at present (1950). Two of them are situated at Bhatgar. 
In Bhor taluka, and the remaining six in Poona city. Seven 
produce cotton goods and the eighth, silk goods. The oldest was 
established in 1892. and the rest during the last ten years. In 1948. 
the year in which two new factories were estabhshed, the total 
m.:mber of factories on register was four, all cotton mills, each 
employing. more than 20 workers. Only one of them was a spinning 
and weavmg concern, and of the other three, two Were weaving 
conceru.'I. and one a spinning concern.· Altogether they had 
21,000 spindles and· 600 looms, and employed about 2,400 persons. 
In 1936-1,'" when there was but one factory, the number of spindles 
and looms was 15,000 and 550 respectively, while the number of 
persons employed was 1,400. Other statistical information given 
below relates to the kur mills on the register in 1948. 

Fixed c~ital stood at Rs. 39 lakhs, of which land and buildings 
accounted tor Rs. 13:95Iakhs, plant and machinery for Rs. 24'OllakJis 
and other fixed items for the remainder. . ., . . . 

Employmen'. • The average number of workers employed per day· was 2,254,' of 
wh'om 2,030 were men and the rest. were women. Besides workers, 
13"4 persons· were employed as clerks and officers. All labour was 
directly employed by the factories. The total wage bill in that year 
amounted to Rs. 26·06 lakhs, of which Rs. 23·44 lills were paid as 
wages and Rs. 2· 61 .lakhs as salaries and remuneration to per~ons 
other than workers. Wages paid to female workers 1lli1Ounted to 
Its. 1· 52 lakhs. The average earnings of a male worker were Ri. 90 
per month· while that of a female worker were Rs. 56., The 
total payments made as wages in 1936-7 in respect of the old mill 
amounted to Rs. 3·1lakhs when the number of workers was 1,400, and 
the maximum earnings ofa worker, apart from jobbers who earned 
between Re. land Rs. 2 per day, did not exceed Re. 0-15-0 per day, 
which represented the earnings of a two-loom weaver.'. The average 
earnings ·of an operative were about Re. 0-13-0 pcr day and those 
ot a coolie about Re. 0-9-0. The basic earningst.of the lowest grade 
worker in a mill now are Rs. 26 per monthJor 26 working days and 
he is given a· dearness allowance which 'will neutralize to the 
extent of 66 2/3 per cent. any rise in. the. cost of living index ov.er 
the figure for 1939. Both have been fixed for the Poona textile 
mills by the Industrial Court. Togethe): with the dearness 
allowance the earnings of the lowest grade worker during 1948-49 
was between Rs. 52 and Rs. 55. Varying higher wages for skilled' 
workers have also been fixed. t Both piece-rate and time-rate hu"\" 
.been p'.'evalent in this industry. No payment is made ~oug.:' 
contractors, as all labour is employed directly by the factones. 

OSee footnote at p. 270. 
tWage rates fixed by the Industrial Court for ,ome cateioHe, ·of textll8 

wbour in Poona:-
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For the purpose or power, fuel, etc., the industry, until a couple 
of years ago, wed to depend mainly on coal In the year 1946, 
lor instance, the value of coal consumed was nearly Rs. 2·7 lakhs . 

(The rates are for 26 working days). 
Time rates. 

~1ow room Department-
1. Blow room jobber 
2. Willow men 
3. Sweeper 

Carding Department-
1. Carding head jobber 
2.. Fbt grinder 
S. Fly gatherers 

~bing Department-
1. Combing fitter 
2. Combers 2 machines 

Ring Fill Department"':' 
1. Riag head jobber 
2. Tali: binder 
3. Ro ler coverer 
4- Warp sider 
5. Weft sider 
6. Doubling siders 

DraWing-ln Department-
1. Drawing-in jobber 

Weaving Fill and ~eral Department-
1. Fancy jobber' •• 

Beam carriers, sizing and weaving 2. 
8. Weft boys 

Piece llate&. 
YT8UIe Department-

1. Intennediate tenters (minding &ames with 
100 spindles or less). 

2. Roving tenters (minding lrames with 
144 spindles or less). 

Jieeling Department-
1. Winders (grey) 

2. Winders (colour) 

Warping Department-
1. Warpers minding slow speed .-nachinet: 

(per 10,000 yards). 
2. Warpers minding high speed machines 

~vers-:-' 

Rs. a. p. 

5614 0 
27 l\ 0 
26 0 0 

7S 6 0 
33 5 0 
32 8 0 

104 0 0 
31 4 0 

71 8 0 
2910 0 
33 0 0 
32 8 0 
3311 0 
32 8 0 

65 0 0 

65 0 I> 
34 2 0 
26 0 0 

30 0 0 per month 
(at Re. 0-2-10 per hani). 
30 SOper month 
(at Re. 0-3-4 per hank). 

28 0 0 per month 
(at Re. 1-7-5 per 100 lbs. 

of 44's warp). 
32 8 0 per month 
(at Re. 0-7-8 per 10 lbs. of 

2/40 single dyed).-

From Re. 0-4-0 to Re. 0-9-0: 

At such rates to be fixed by 
• the mill as would give 

a worker working 26 wys 
Rs. 65-0-0. 

~. The rates fixed are 32 pies (0-2-8) for weaving 10 yards of cloth on 
rlY~ «" IoOID; the standard specifications being IS's warp and IS's weft. 

_ The rates to be paid when three, four or sill loom system is adopted 
should be;-

• (I) Three loom system-Fivf)osixth of the standard rate. 
.", (2) Four loom system-Three-fourths of the standard rate. 

(3) Six loom systtl.lIl-Two-thirds of the standard rate. 
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(8,402 tons), while the total value on account of all materials 
in the fuel group was Rs. 3 lakhs and the amount of, electricity 
consumed was 63,139 k. w. h., Costing Rs. 5,046. 'There was n~ 
fuel oil consumed. In the year 1948, however, the value of 
coal consumed was only Rs. 53,600 (1,674 tons), whereas that 
01 fuel oil and electricity consumed was Rs. 2·56 lakhs. 
The amount of electricity was 36,04,432 k. w. h. and that of fuel oil 
1· 88 Iakhs gallons. Another item of cost is lubrica,nt oils, oJ which 
6,897 gallons valued at Rs. 25,400 were consumed in 1948.· The 
change from coal to electricity may help the future of the industry 
in this district, as it brings about reduction.in cost of power. . Coal 

'bas now to be imported from long distances, involving' high costs 
of transport. 

&to ~ The principal raw materia\ is raw cotton, long,. medium and 
short staples. Long staple cotton is invariably imported from 
abroad. In addition to this, cotton waste is used for mixtures. 
The subsidiary materials, required in the spinning section are 
consumable stores,' such as roller skins~ belting. pickers, btPfers, 
healds, reeds, bobbins, shuttles, spindle tapeS, cotton ~ bandin~ 
picking bands, ropes, etc. The subsidiary II}aterials required in 
tlle weaving section are bleaching and sizing materials, chemical~ 
dyes and other consumable stores. Bleaching material consists 
mainly of bleaching powder. Sizing materials used 'ar€! grain Hour, 
ta,pioca and sago, sizing oils, tallow, dextrin, maize starch etc. 
Aniline.. indanthrine in various shades, bydrosulphat.e, soda ash. and 
naphthols, caustic soda, hydrochloric acid 3lld sodium nitrate are used 

, for' dyeibg. Packing materialS required are hessian cloth, hoops. 
gunny bags. hemp twine, craft-paper, and paper for trade labels. 

. The total value of raw materials consumed in 1948. was 
Rs. 48.17.930. Cotton and other fibres. like art silk. account for 
80 per cent. of the total value.. the indigenous variety of cotton 
accounting for as much as 74 per cent. and the rest 6 per cent. Of 
the value of the remaining raw materials, materials of Indian origin 

• account for 49 per cent. The following table gives the quantities 
and values of the principal raw materials consumed during the three 
"years 1946-48;-

Quantity. Yalue (RH., I 
1 __ Ra_w_ma--,-teri_.a_ls_· __ I __ l_946_. -j-_1S_4_7·_;I~94S.. 1946. 1 1947

• I 1948.. 

.~~ I 
Short staple (bales) •• ' 4427 1.989 1,337 11,,3!',551 4,27.627 443,4{0 
~d.ium 8taplo (baIea) '723 2.512 7,019 3,12,0IH 16,04,\192 20,79,<09 
L:>ng staple (bales) ••. 1,574 1,4,70 I,MO 7,55,487, 6,67.356 11,58.941 

Y~n (lb.) .... 1.43,214 72.69511.13,883 1.55'SiSI 94,698 I' 1,81.951 
'Artificialsilk(lb.) ••. 4-M ... 1,670 1,4.81 ••• 9,10" 
~~~ __ ~~_~ ____ ~ __ ,L ____ ~ ____ ~ _____ ' ____ _ 

!chemicals, Sizing, I I 
finishing and otb;,r ", • 
auxiliary materials... .... ,.... ... 3,56,672 1.82,419 3,!l7.()93 
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The main products ot the industry in the district are yarn and 
doth, .grey, bleached ~nd coloured. . There is no yarn mercerisation 
plant.In any C?f the umts and the entire production is in the category 
of . ~ercensed piecegoods .. The' principal types of cloth are 
dhotles, sarees. chaddars. drills,. cambrics, lawns mulls voiles 
shirting and long-doth. The minor ones are tuss~res tabl~ clo~ 
.beetiJlgs, etc. ,By-products are cotton llDd yarn wast~~ fents and 
rugs; The following table sbows tbe quantities and m~ varieties 

" of goods produce4l during the three' years 1946-48 :_ . 

Products Qbs.) 1946. 1947. 194.8. 

, 
: . , 

Yam (lb., ~ '" ... . .. 155,820 1,270 4..09,850 

"=-. Woven piece'loods, ~~ 
' . ... ... 9,25,868 14,25,107 It1,14,863 . 

.................. -:--. '" WOVen pieOe.goods, faD? ... "~ 10,59,310 5,25,570 9,4.8,709 
~ 

~ WOVen pi_.,o,o~., printed 'N 

~ 
56,668 

W~ven piece·goods, othrr than cotton .. 204 ~, . • r--

The total value of all varieties, including bYpproducts, during 
1946, 1947 and '1948, was Rs. 56·29 lakhs. Rs. 47·56 lakbs. and 
Its. 73·21 lakbs, respectively. Taking a pre-war year, 1937. figures' 
of production fo~ it are available only in terms of 'yardage, which 

\ ~as 125 ,1akhs. the total value being Rs. 20 lakbs. Although th~re 
was a definite increase in quantity in average annual production 
during 1946-4'?, as compared to 1937; the big increase in values was 

, not entirely due to a corresponding increase in production; the . 
Inflated prices ruling in post-war years werd also partly responsible-
for it. " 
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Owing to rationing of cloth necessitated by war and post-war Market&. 
conditions, normal trade channels have been inoperative to a large 
.extent. In the case of factories coming under ,the scheme ot 
controlled production and distribution, both yarn and cloth passed 
through channels recognised by the· State until they reached the 
final consumer. As movement of goods was greatly restricted till 
1952, normal markets were closed. Thus while in the- pre-'o/ar , 
days the most important centre for the sale of the bulk of the 
products of the Poona mills, which were mostly of the finer varieties, 
was Calcutta and only 20 per cent. of production was being 
Consumed in the district itself, during and after the war goods 
moved mostly within the district or in the adjoining districts like 
Satara, Kolbapur and Ratnagiri as per allotment under the scheme 
of distribution in the State. Since the latter part of 1949, however; 
some goods were allowed to be freely marketed directly by the mills, 
both for the purposes of export outside India and for local sales, 
through the normal trade channels. Colltrolled distribution extended 
to the supply..of yarn too, which was to be distributed. to var!0us 
consuming units like the handloom, rope, tape and newar mdustrtes. 

A Bk Vf 2-19 
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Vegetables Oils. 

Vegetable Oil Industry.-The industry ·now ~onsists of five 
factories' as. defined by section 2 (m) (i) of the Factories Act 01 
1948. Under the previous Act there was one factory in 1944, to 
which another was added in 1946, and they were situated at Poona 
and Baramati. It is in respect of these two factories that the follow-
ing information i$ given. ' 

capital and 
Employment. 

POWel-. 

.Raw materials. 

Productl. 

In 1947,fue fixed capitaf employed amount~d t~. Rs. 2·96 'lakhs, 
of which land and buildings accounted for Rs. 71,OOQ and' plant 
and machinery for Rs. 2·24 lakhs .• The average number of persons 
employed per' day was 60, out of whom 54 were '\vorker~. Three 

~ were women workers. The industry paid Rs. 28,460 as. wages and 
salaries. Of the wages paid men received Rs. 23,210 Qnd womell 
Rs~ 540. The. amount paid as. salaries was Rs. 4,710. . ' .' 

Electricity, coal and fuel oil were used for ;ower "and fuel and 
tIle q\Ulp.tity consumed' by the factories was. «!follows :
Electricity 45,542 k. w. h. valued at Rs.Z,793 ;.coal, 17,tons valued 
at Rs. 850; fuel oil, 668 gallons valued at JU. \j34. The-total value, 
therefore, ,was Rs. 4,635. 

The main raw· matenal ..... ;oDsumed are copra (cocoanut kernel), 
groundnut, castor .,,,,,,d a;nd other oilseeds. The total value of all 
raw material.. ~;onsumed ill each of the two years 1946 and 1941 
wasy... 8:64 lakhs ~d" Rs. 4·17 lakhs respectively. Details are 

,...uoWn in the table below:-

I .~ 
Quantity (tons). Value (Rs.) 

I Raw Illaterials. 

r 
. 

1946. I 1947. 1946. 1947_ 

I 
. 

I C01Wa,!~ocoanllt kemel) .. 125'5 221'0 1,38,997 3,32,160 

I Groundnut ... .. ,2,948'0 34'3 1,26,741 18,387 

Castor seed ... .. 12'9 8'5 41,274 3,516 

Other oilseeds ... 261'0 146·0 84,148 49,1l6 

The products of the industry are various kinds of oils and oil-cakes. 
1ne total. value of output in 1946 was Rs. 3·48 Iakhs and in 1947 
Rs. 4·81 lakhs. The quantity and value of the main oils P10duced 
are shown below :- ' . ' 
'--~'~----------------~----~~----~----------------~ 

Valuo (Rs.) 

Products. ~ 

______ ..,..-,-.------,E1I047. . 1946. I 1947. 

Castor oil 

Cocoa.nut oil 

Groundnut oil .. 

3'1 

133'3 

13'3 

7,267 

1,6u,431 

85,360 

4,724 , 

3,57,443 

17,725 
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Statistics are riot available for all the factories in the district 
regarding capital employed, number of workers engaged, consump
tion of power, fuel and raw materials, and value of QUtput. From 
available statistics it has been possible to work out totals under 
these heads for the following fourteen industries for the years 
1946, 1947 and 1948 :-(1) Biscuit-making; (2) }3rass, Copper and 
Aluminium; . (3) Cerl!IIlics ; ( 4 ) Distilleries and Breweries; 
( 5) Drugs and Chemicals; (6) General and Electrical Engineering; 
(7) Glass and Glassware; (8) Paints and Varnishes j (9) Paper and' 
Paper Boards i . (10) Rice-Milling; (11) Soap j (12) Sugar ; 
(13) Textiles,; .and (\4) Vegetable Oils. These figures do not 
cover -all . the fa(:tories engaged in these industries, but only those-
registered·bder:·section 2 (j) of the Factories Act, 1934, and that 
too onl1 31 'Of·"\b.e . 35 factories registered in 1946, 35 of -the' 
~3 registered. in 1947-:/'JUld 46 of the 55 registered in 1948. It will' 
·'tIe seen that in 1948,~e factories emploYc:ld 5,697 workers. as' 
against the number of 18,IIn--w.Qrkers in all registered factories in 
the same year, excluding the GO~t ordnance factories .which 
employed 16,014 workers: -........... . 

TABLE No. 1 .. ·~ 
CAPrrAL EMPLOYED BY REGISTERED FAcToRIES' .. ' URTEEN' 

• SELECrED INDUSTRIES, _1946-4~ .' '. _ 

CHAPTER •• 

. Industries. 
I-LARcE-seALS 

INDUSTRIEs. . 
Consolidated . 

,Statistics for 
Fac!oriel. 

, 
Fixed tJapitaI. .. ~h , 

'. I • Year. -
Land and Plant and Other fixed 

To~l .. Buildings. Machinery. &Bsets. , , 
-

B •. B •. Bs. ~s. • 1946 '" '" 34,66,455 41,65,908 10,27,444 86,59,807 

47,29,788 12,41,522 1,02,l-!,329 
, 

19'" ... ... 42,73,019 
, .. 
'1948 ... ... 52,61,630 71,40,878 12,10,485 1.36~12,993 

TABLE No. l-contd. 
. 

- .. Working Capital* , 
Stock Stock of Rent paid 

Year. of raW' products for fixed 
materials andbyo capital Total i 
and fuels. products. item. taken 

on lease. 0 

Bs. Bs. B •. B •. 
1946 '" ... 51,91,288 48,14,336 21,817 1,00,27,441 

1947 .. ... 52,53,875 25,62,847 '17,022 78,33,744 

1948 
. 

60,39,2q4 45,85,188 43,402 1,06,67,794 ... ... 
I I 

• Value in ~1J the headings Bpecifed under the itcms Fixed Capital and Wurking 
Capital. should be taken to mean value according to the bo<-ks (.f the fact"ry. For 
item. of fixed capital, these are the original cost plu...thc cost of impruvements mad., 
and less amount written olf. In case a factvry occupbs only a porti,.n of any building' 
or any pioel.' of land, particulars relating t:> unly that putitn have been indudcd. In: 
~ase of any item of fixed capital which had been leased "r rented, the rent paid has been 
.hOWD scparately. . 

The value of fixed capital.items has been arri~ed at by Writing off dopreciati(>n in 
respect ,.f the year immediately preceding the date to which the .pa.rticuiaTB re',,:te. at 
a rate higher than. equal to ur ll.wer than, as the case may be., he rate ()f deprec18tlOu: 
prsecribcd under Section 10 (.::) (m) ot tlIe Indian Income Tax Act, 192~ • 

... Rk Vf "_Hlll 

. 
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TABLE No. 2-
\ . 

LABoUR"EMPLOYED AND WAGES AND SALARIES PAID. BY REGISTERED 
FAcro~ IN FOURTEEN SELECTED INDUSTRIES, 1946-48. 

, 

~ 

Man-hours Wages and 
, Year. Average number of persons employed per day. worked. aalarillol" 

• . paid • 

1946 .. Men: Ra, 
(A) Employed directly by factory. 3,991 10,144,243 25,78,026 . (B) Emp~oyed through contractors; 92 190,316 9~,251 

.. 
Women: 

(A) ,Empl~yed directly by factory. 4'1 1~21.,989 1,76,039 , . 
'(B) Empl?~eci through contractors. 66 182,592' 

, 
18,000 

, 
.child",n· : /. 

. . (A) Employod directly b!.C."'ory. 113 711,902 14,198 . 
(B) Employed, t~h contractors • .... .... . ... 

PersOO:o .. ther than workers .. 322 . ... • 5,24,657 
~ . Total .. 5,015 11,809,042+ 34,08,173 __ -i' 

i.-;" Men: 19~'f .. 
(A) Employed directly by factory. 4,307 9,2M,003 211,99,951 

(B) Employed through contractors. 192 210,912 1,79,709 

. Women: 
(A) Employed directly by factory. 517 1,172,010 2,44,459 

(B) EmploYdd through contractol'Jl. 10 12,400 11,204 

Children: 
(A) Employed directly by factory. 42 58,173 16,060 

(B) Employed through contracton. ... . . ... . ... 
Persons other than workers .. 372 .... • -11,61.573 . 

Total .. 5,440 IO,717,498f 39,06,956 

"!tlQ 
" 

Men: 
(A) Employed directly by factory. 4,960 10,714,719 39,77,526 . 
(B) Employed through contractors. 136 102,362 1,96,173 

~ 

Women: 
(A) Employeddirectly by factory. , 1170 1,311,299 2,89,701 -, • 
(B) Employed through contracton;, 7 16,440 • 1,340 

Children: 

~ " . (A) Employed directly by factory. 24 30,310 6,1107 

(B) Employed th~U~h contractors. .... . ... . ... 

Persona other than wolkefll .. 488 .... • 7,28,318 

:"~'. ··6.i85'112,175,130f 
----

Total 51,99,565 
\ 

-t<'ignre;> orman hOIlNare ftOt given in regard to .. persona other than worlte ...... al 
they are not a.ailabl, 

.tThla total do~ not incllldo the fignrea for" perllOn, other than workelll". 
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TABLE No.3. 
CoNsuMFnON OP FuEl., Eu:cnuClTY, ETC., BY IlECISTEREI'- FAcrol\IES 

°IN FOURTEEN SELECl"ED INDUSTRIES, 1946-46. • 
-' . . 

Quantity. -. I 

Year. I Firewood. I Fuel Oil. 
Lubrid.nta. 

Coal. Electricity. 
Oils. I Others. 

(Tous). (lids.) I (Gh.) (K.W.H.) (Gis.) (Cwt.) 

_ 1948 .. 18,873 93,303 1 53,144 37,49,538 17,145 62 

1947 .. 10,459 40,647 1 1,44,59-! .511,00.881 18,827 82 

1948 .. .7,980 • ~2,470 ; 2,85,209 ,i$;12 ,826 
~'>. 

15,529 ' 38 

TABLE No. 3-contd. ~ 

Y-.~· . Value. ~ "- -
Coal. Firewood. i FuelOil. I Electricity: r ()thera. Total. 

'-. 
Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Rs. 0 Rs: 

1946 .•. 6,61,839 1,12,872 29,376 1,57,598 1,411,632 10,06,!!I' 

1947 ••. 3,62,533 '17,041 75,593 2,52,168 , 1,59,lI6 9,26,451 

1948 ... 2,93,071 I,OI,3~0 1,41,038 3,32,392 1,76,156 1O,44,0-l7 
I 

TABLE No.4. 
VALUE OF RAW MATERIALS CONSUMED BY REGISTERED FACIORIES 

IN -FOURTEEN SELECTED INDUSTRIES, 1946-48. 

1948 

1947 

1948 

I 
Valu .. of raw Va lue of wOIk 

Year. materials done by Total. 
consumed. others. 

. I Ra • Ra. Ra. 

o. .. 1,33,33,409 1,00,981 1,34,34,390 
. ...... .. .. 1,74,15,173 1,13,301 1,75,28,474 . 

.. .. 2,04,38,734 
I 

33,616 2,04,70,24~ 

TABLE No.5. 
VALUE OF OUTPUT BY RECI$TEBEIf .FACIORIES 

. • IN FOURTEEN SELECTED INDUSTRIES, 1946-48. 

. 

, 

...., 

Value of Value of 
TotaL'.: I Year. products and work done 

by.products. for others. 
-I 

Ra. Ra. Ra. . 
1948 .. .- 2,02,08,628 2,24,158 2,04.30,68~ " 

1947 .. 0' 3,05,63,178 '2,84,979 3,08.48,167 -
1948 o. 0' 2,06,07,697 2,C0,897 2,18.13,394 
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II-SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES. 

Agarabatti-making.-Agarabatti-making' has been caried on, mostly 
in Poona city, for a very long time. It. is reported that there are 
32 karkhanos )vorking and that they employ more than a thousand 
workers. The karkhanas are owned by merchants who provide 
the capital ,and manage production and sales. The work of prepar
ing agarabattis js done' mostly by women. Boys, however, are 
emp10yed for packing, labelling etc. 

The main raw materials are bamboos imported' from Bangalore 
end Bombay, and used for making the sticks. The paste is made out 
of sandalwood powder, charcoal powder, aromatic gums, chemicals 
and synthetic perfumes likt: rose, jasmine, etc. Most of these raw 
materials are brought from outside, either from places in India like 
Pandharpur, Bangalore, Coimbatore, Mysore, Saugor or Madras, or 

. from foreign countries. The tools used are wooden boards, sliders, 
beaters and p>iAers, all of Which are extremely old-fashioned. One 
of the, ~Sger karkhanas has introduced an electric mixer. 

,'-" -1.'Wenty-two varieties of agarabattis are produced in Poona. 
- /in average woman worker working for eight or nine hours a day 

can produce about 1,400 agarabatttis and get a wage of Rs. 2 
a~~ , 

Most" of the produce is marketed. throughout India. One 
karkhana however, is known to be sending agarabattis to Iraq. 
America and Mrica. 

Bakeries.-Except in the cantonments of Poona and IGrkee, where 
a large number of military personnel existed, there were no bakeries 
prior to 1918. It was only after a large number of bread-eating 
people established themselves in the Poona city area at the end of 
World War I (1918) that bakeries began to be established in the 
city area" A survey taken of the city, and the suburban area in 
1937-8° showed that there were 29 establishments engaged in 
making bread, biscuits, cakes, etc., and all of them were in Poona 
City. Of these, two were big and they employed machinery. 
The rest of the establishments were small household concerns using 
DO machinery and employing no outside labour .• In some cases 
a ~oy was engaged to distribute and deliver the goods, but quite 
often he was a relative of the family. The equipment consisted of 
an oven and its accessories, such as metal sheets, costing in all 
abput Rs. 100. 

bf the raw materials required, Hour, su'gar and butter were 
bought locally, while the essences were imported from abroad. The 
average dail}' production of an establishment varied between 20 and 
40 lb. The market was mainly local, the main customers being the 
local restaurants in the city., The monthly earnings of a bakery 
were. around Rs. 100. Investment in this business 'varied from 
J{s: •. 100 to Rs. 250 per establishment. 

The 1951 census records 490 persons in the district (402 men and 
88 women) as engaged in" Bakeries and other food industries." 
1'oona city alone accounted for 331 persons of the total. 

Bamboo-working Industry.-Bamboo workers are to be found in 
big towns and taluka headquarters. The basket makers alone, 

~ OSee foot-note at p. 270. ~I 
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according to the 1951 census, numbered 605° in the district. Towns 
-having fairly large numbers of workers are Poona, Sasvad, Khed and 
Vadgaon. 

The main raY" mate~al is bamboo. A large part of the supply 
comes from Ainawar m the Dharwar district and the remaininO' 
from Madhya Pradesh, Lonavala and the forests in Mulshl 
taluka. The price of 100 bamboos varies at -present (1950) from 
Rs. 30 to Rs. 40. The tools used in their work ate chisels, cutters 
and bends. They turn out baskets, curtains, matting chairs and 
other smaIl articles for household use. A worker works from eight 
te. ten hours a day and produces two baskets from a bamboo, 
earning about Rs. 60 a month.. Since the worker has to sell his 
goods by hawking, he is often forced to sell his goods at a dis
advantage to himself in order not to have his funds locked up in 
unsold goods~ Wages vary from Re. 1 to Rs. 3 a day. A family is 
f'equired to purchase annually bamboos worth about Rs. 300.
A co-operative societY has been started in Poona lo buy balJlboos 
in bulk so that workers may obtain raw material at lower prices. 
The high price of bamboo is a result of high cost of transport. 

Bidi-making lndustry.-Bidi-makmg is an important industry in 
the district. The 1951 census records the number of. persons 
employed as 3,610. Since it requires hardly any tools and very 
little skill, there is keen competition among the workers. The 
marketing of the products is often done by the city merchant who 
sets both as marketing agent and as financier. Sometimes the 
merchant himself hires people and makes them work in his own 
premises with the raw materials provided by himself. Ten such 
bidi factories are reported to be working in Poona city and about 
40 in other parts of the district. The number of worken employed 
in each may vary from 50 to 500. A factory employing 100 workers 
can produce a lakh of bidis a day. The raw materials required are 
tobacco, leaves for holding the tobacco, string and paper for packing 'I the bidis: Tobacco is brought from Nipani in Belgaum district, 
Kolhapur, and Kaira. The leaves are imported from Madhya Pradesh. 
No tools are required for preparing bidis except a furnace and 
from six to ten metal trays for heating the tobacco. A good worker 
produces as many as 1,500 bidis a day and earns wages at the 
rate of from Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs. 1-12-0 per 1,000 bidis. The 
small karkhandars dispose of their products locally, while the 
factory owners market their produce through agents at various 
places. Both - men and women make bidis and the business 
is carried on throughout the year. A single worker requires little 
investment in his business. A factory owner, however, is required 
to invest as much as Rs: 10,000, if he has to employ 100 workers. 

Brick-manufacturing lndustry.-In 1950, -there were 35 brick 
factories registered under section 2 (m) (ii) of the Factories Act, 
1948. The 1951 census shows the number engaged in brick and 
tile manufacture as 877. The chief centres of' manufacture- are 
Poona, Khed, Sasvad and Manchar. . 

The industry is in the hands of contractors who hire workers to do 
the work. The raw materials are suitable earth, limestone, 
charcoal-dust and other burning waste. The only fixed capital i~ 
a kiln. A unit {)f 15 labourers can produce 75,000 bricks per 
!Donth' This requires an investment of -Rs. 2,000 approximately 

-The census records another 453 persons in the disfrict as engaged m 
• Brooms. mats and other woody materials manufacture: 
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and the t:ontract<?r realises Rs. 300 from it. Work is not possible 
in the rainy season and workers get employment for about 
eight months in a year. They are compelled to seek alternative 
employment for the remaining period. The conditions of work are 
bad.· There are no fixed hours of work and workers have often to 
work ·overtim~. The wage rate varies from Re. 1 to Rs. 2-8-0 per 
day, and a family earIls from Rs. 75 to Rs. 100 per month. 

There has been no co-operative movement in this industry. 

Building lndustry.-Along with other centres of population, Poona 
• was experiencing boom conditions in the building industry in the 
late thirties of this century, but from the outbreak of World-War II 
in 1939, building activity became more or less confined to Defence 
works. Private building activity was revived after the war came 
to an end in 1945. . 

The 1951 census records the number of persons engaged in the 
construction and maintenance of buildings as 12,865. Of this 
nUmber, Poona City alone 'accounted for 6,645. Other places like 
Baramati, Junnar, and Purandar also account for large numbers. 

Many classes of skilled workers can find employment in the 
building industry. They comprise engineers, overseers and mistrie.~, 
masons, carpenters, plumbers and decorators and the new class of 
workers, lying between masons and carpenters, specialised in cemelJt 
concrete construction. The unskilled workers are those who do the 
manual labour of transporting materials from one place to another, 
of assisting carpenters in wood work and masons in actual 
construction. We may mention one more person. viz .• the 
contractor. The term is rather vaguely used. It is generally used 
to indicate the agency which undertakes the supply of ra1N material 
and labour and the execution of the work, as specified in the 
contract, from the first to the last process. More often than not, 
t1e engineer is also the contractor. Where this is not the case. the 
contractor gets the necessary work done by an engineer on a com
mission which varies from 3 to 5 per cent. of the total cost. 

There are, in Poona city, contractor firms, both big and small. 
The smaller ones undertake repair work aI)d other minor work or 
act as sub-contractors to the bigger ones. The latter enter into 
contracts of Rs. 25,000 and more. In .1937-8.0 small firms 
numbered 200 and big firms 25 though it was certain that a few 
l'"lore were not counted. These contractor firms had a small 
permanent staff consisting of clerical ~mployees, cashiers, store
keepers and skilled supervisors for different types of work. The rest 
of the labour required was employed. on a contract ,basis, 
although it was usual for a certain amount of labour to be loosely 

. attached to a particular contractor. 
The engineer prepares the plan together with the details and 

specifications of the work that the customer desires to be executed. 
The overseers are to supervise the work and to see that it is carried 
out according to the specifications. The owner often appoints his 
own overseer to ensure a check on the materials used. The mistri 
is an expert in some branch of work and the head under whos~ 
direction it is being done. Masons are two types of workers, brick
layers lind stone masons. They do the work of brick-laying, stone 
dressing, plastering, painting, flooring of all types etc. The 

·See foot-note at p. 270. 
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carpenters work on the flooring, skirtings, window frames and timber 
frame-work of the building. Below these are the unskilled workers 
to do the manual work of carrying bricks, stones, and mixed lime 

, or cement Her.e large numbers of women are employed. The 
monthly earnings of a skilled worker vary from Rs. 100 to Rs. 150, 
while those of an unskilled worker from Rs. 50 to Rs. 75. . 

Carpentry.-Carpenters are to be found all oyer th~ 'district. In 
nlral areas they are needed to supply and - repair agricultu1'al 
implements and bullock carts, while in the towns they are engaged 

. either in making furniture or in house building. The census of 
. 1951 records their number as 6,277, the number in Poona city alone 
being 3,243. Other places where carpenters are to be found in 
large numbers are Baramati, junnar, Sasvad, Khed, Dhond and 
u-navala. 

The raw materials used are wood, nails, screws, paints and 
polishes, which have to be imported from outside. Timber is 
imported from Madhya Pradesh, and some quantity of wood is 
brought from Danden also. Tools which are commonly useq are 
planes, chisels, hammers, pliers, saws etc. The wood in the form 
in which it is imported is cut into pieces of required size in saw 
mills. There were in 1950° five saw mills registered Imder 
section 2 (m) (i) of the Factories Act, 1948, all situated in Poona 
city. They used electric power OJ," oil engines and the' investment 
ill a mill was about Rs. 6,000. 

In cities, carpenters make furni~e, build bodies for motor 
trucks and lorriest and are employed in doing the wood . work 
ill houses. Generally they work for wages under a karkhandar 
though a few may accept orders independently. The karkhandar 
usuaUy executes, orders received in advance, but also maintains 
a retail shop to sell his products. Furniture making, as a special 
branch of general carpenters' business, is in a flourishing ()ondition 
in the ci~ of Poona. It has developed considerably during the 

IhLst 25 years or so. In 1950 there were two factories engaged 
in making furniture and fixtures registered under' the Factories Act, 
1948, one under section 2 ( m ) ( i) and the other' under 
section 2 (m) ( ii) . There are numerous other establishments not 
registered as factories. 

In 1937-8 there were 62 comparatively small establishments of 
furniture makers engaging 243 persons. The number of persons 
employed in individual establishments varied from 5 to 41. The 
bigger of these had equipment worth Rs. 300 or Rs. 400. They 
consisted of drills, vices, presses, circular and cross-cut saws, which 
they supplied to workers, while the latter brought with them the 
common tools. Articles of furniture manufactured by these 
concerns were tables, chairs of all types, teapoys, cupboards, 
Sideboards, filing and dressing cabinets, bedsteads and cradles. 
The raw material used was wood of various types such as Burma 
teak, red teak, de va dar, . plywood etc., which they' bought from 
Bombay. Very little of local wood was used as it was not suitable. 
The market for these goods was mainly local though the bigger 
concerns accepted orders from nearby places like Sholapur and 
Karad. The annual turn-over of such concerns was between 
N. 20,000 and Rs. 30,000 each. 

·The 1951 census records 353 sawyers in the district. 
tSee .. Motor Body Builders and Repairs" in the chapter on .. Other 

Occupations," p. 414. 
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Skilled workers now (1950) earn between Rs. 100 and Rs. 150 
a month. In rural areas, the local carpenter does all the wood work 
for the cultivator. There. he is his own master and deals directly 
with the consumer. His monthly income may vary from Rs. 50 
to Rs. 70, part of which may be in kind. The rainy season is the 
slack period for him. 

Co-operation seems to have made little headway among this class 
of artisans though efforts are being made to bring them under its 
fold at Baramati, Saswad and Poona. The only society worthy of 
mention is the U dyog Sahakari MandaI of Poona, which engages 
twelve carpenters and undertakes the manufacture of furniture and 
kisan charkas. 

Dyeing and Dyeing and Printing.-In 1937-8,0 there were in Poona city 
Printing. 31 establishments engaged in dyeing and printing. They were 

· distributed i;n Budhvar, Ravivar, Sadashiv, and Shukravar peths 
and some other places. The majority of them were family 

· concerns. Where outside labour was employed, the number 
· of workers ranged between one and five; There was, however, one 
· big concern which employed 32 persons. The equipment of each 
ot the small concerns consisted of a few pots and pans for boiling 
and rinsing cloth, printing blocks. and stencils for printing purposes, 

· the total cost of which varied between Rs. 50 and Rs. 200. The 
equipment of the big concern consisted of a boiler, hydro-extractor, 
spray plant and an electric motor, ~together worth nearly Rs. 3,000. 

Dyeing, printing, and in some cases spray painting of pieces oj 
cotton, woollen and silk cloth, was done in . these establishments. 
Garments and fabrics or long pieces of cloth were taken by the 
customers to be dyed and printed at certain rates fixed per yard 
in the case of unstitched cloth and according to the number of 
· pieces .in the case of others. . In addition to this usual business, 
the big concern also bought on its own account all sorts of fabric! 
and garments, dyed and printed them and sold the finished articles. 
Such ready-made articles were sadis and bed-sheets, covers and pillO\v 
cover~. The raw materials required were dyes, colours, oil, fuel etc 
The annual turn-over of the big concern was recorpted to be nearl) 
Its. 75,000 or more; that of the smaller ones varied for each betweeI1 
Hs. 700 and Rs. 2,000. The market for the latter was purely local 
while the former sold its goods throughout the Poona district and 
adjoining territories. . 

There were equal numbers of skilled and unskilled workers in 
this industry and their monthly earnings used to be between Rs. 20 
and Rs. 30, and Rs. 10 and Rs. 20 respe~tively. 

The 1951 census records 231 persons in .. the district as engaged in 
cotton dyeing, bleaching and printing.' " 

Fibre Work- Fibre-Working Industry.-The 1951 census of small-scale 
ing. industriesf records 797 persons working in 333 establishments 

engaged in the manufacture of rope, twine string etc. The maill 
item of manufacture is rope and a few better trained workers 
manufacture carpets, bags and matting. The, workers are 
distributed mainly in Poona, Saswad, . Talegaon-Dabnade, Manchar, 
Khed and Baramati. 

·See foot-note at p. 270. . 
tThe census of Small-scale Industries, 1951, cover only such establishments 

as do not come within the provisions of the Factories Act. 
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The raw materials required are mainly fibre and ,colours As 
the local supply of fibre is meagre, most of it has to be br~ught 
fTo~ Satara and the price varies from Rs. 5 to Rs. 7 per maund of 
l~ seers. The tools used are a wheel, a mover a cutter and 
a scraper, costing about Rs. 10. " 

The workers are unable to adopt improved tools though 
thereby the output can be increased by 50 per cent. A family of 
three can produce in a day 16 ropes, earning about Rs. 2. The 
ropes have to be disposed of locally by hawking. 'The workers 
are so poor ~at they hav~ to sell off their goods at any price in 
order to obtam raw matenals for the next day. The rainy-season 
is the slack period for this industry. 

A worker has to invest on his tools and raw materials from 
Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 in this industry. He is so poor that he cannot 
raise even this much money and is in debt to Maravadi money
le.nders. Attempts are being made to organise ('o-operative 
societies to improve this state of affairs. A Government fibre
working demonstration party is training workers in Poona to produce 
better kinds of goods. 

Flour AI iUs.-The first mills to grind grain into flour were started 
as early as the beginning of the present century, when oil engines 
came into use. They have, since then, grown in number, and 
now almost all the towns and some of the bigger villages have their 
flour mills. They grind not only food grains and pulses but also 
spices, salt crystals and co.tton··see~. Some mills do polishing of 
turmeric. 

Ixi 1937-8° there were in all 97 flour mills in Poona city and 
227 persons were engaged in them. Of these 83 used electric 
power and others were worked by oil engines using crude oil. 
The equipment of a flour mill was' a pair of millstones in the 
grinding machine and either an electric motor or an oil engine of 
~O H. P. Where husking and polishing of rice or crushing of 

'pulses was done, special machines known as crushers and hullers 
were used. There were more skilled workers than unskilled and 
their respective earnings before the war were from Rs. 15 to Rs. 25 
and from Rs. 12 to Rs. 15 per month. 

The 1951 census records 824 persons as engaged' in milling of 
cereals and pulses in the district. 

Goldsmiths.-The 1951 census records 1,616 goldsmiths. A large 
number of them are in Poona City. The historical Moti Chowk in 
Ravivar is the main centre of business. 

In the old days articles of gold and silver were made .to order 
by independent artisans working for wages. In course of time, due 
to demand growing up for ready-made wares, shops have sprung 
up to sell such wares. Some of these shops are big and are run 
by non-artisans, generally money-lenders, who employ a few artisans 
in their shops on wages. The smaller ones are run by well-to-do 
artisans. Shops, both big and small, are also in the habit of passing 
on specific orders received by them to independent artisans from 
whom they take a commission. Independent artisans still predo
minate, though they may also sell a few cheap ready-made goods 
in common demand. In 1937-38° in Poona City there were 
18 establishments, engaging 56 workers, in which sale of ready-made 
goods and banking were undertaken j 48 establishments, engaging 

:" ·See foot-note at p. 270. 
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CHAPTER.. 120 workers, which sold ready-made goods and accepted wage-work. 
ISS establishments, accepting purely wage-work, engaged 
243 workers; 24 establishments, doing engraving and othel' speciaust 
work, engaged 71 workers; IS were miscellaneous shops engaging 
31 workers. In all, there were 290 establishments and 521 workers. 

The artisan usually works in his house assisted by the male 
members of the family. The occupation is invariably hereditary, 
and it is usual for the son to begin learning the trade at a youn., 
age. Though work is in the main carried on individually, two o~ 
more artisans may work together in some places on the basis eithel 
of sharing the earnings or of accepting wages on piece-rate. The 
equipment o( an establishment consists of anvils, hammers, tongs, 
nippers, bellow~ pincers, pots and crucibles and other equipment 
for ornamental work. Altogether they cost an artisan between 
R~. SO and Rs. 40 before the W8l'. He keeps the shop open for 
approximately ten hours in the day. Work, however, is not obtained 
uniformly throughout the Ye&!'. There is a heavy demand for it in 
the marriagC' season" the period between November and May, when 
the artisan has b wflrk overtime. The demand, however, for repair 
work, which form.; a considerable part of the total work brought to 
him, is steadier. ' There is little work in the rainy season. 

The demand for goods has undergone considerable changes during 
the last century and a half. With the advent of British rule, the 
artistic and costly iewellery fashionable in the days of Indian rulen 
fell out of demand. but the demand for heavy and solid products 
of the old type persisted for a time. With the high price of gold 
in 1931, the -aemand for gold ornaments suffered a severe set-back, 
and tlle severe depression of the thirties caused the masses even to 
part \vith their gold possessions. Cheaper and lighter "arieties now 
hold the fIeld, and the demand is ntiW for bangles, various types of 
bracelets, rin~ strings of beads and plain neck-wenr. 

Orders for rughly artistic and costly ornaments are a rarity now
a-days. But the traditional skill of the Poona artisans is still able 
to attract such orders from all over Mah.uashtra. The demand for 
silver wares, however, is more elastic as tlley come within the reach 
of the poorer sections of the community. Silver goods in common 
demand are water vessels, trays, pan-wpari vessels, utensils used in 
worship, and articles fIt for presents, e.g., powder-boxes, photo
frames, etc. 

An artisan used to earn, before World War II, between Rs. 25 and 
Rs. 40 a month if he were skilled and between Rs. 18 and Rs. 20 if 
he were unskilled. 

Cold and Silver Gold ond Silver Thread Makcr.s.-The manufacture of gold and 
thread makers. silver thread was a prosperous industry of Poona city till the 

beginning of the present century and 250 families or 800 persons 
used to be sppported by it. But only IS establishments were reported 
to be carrying on tlle trade in 1930, and in 1937-8 only S establishments 
giving employment to 17 persons. 

The manufacture of gold thread consists of three processes. viz., 
(j) bar-making and thread drawing, (ii) wire-beating and 
(iii) twisting. In earlier times, when the industry was carried on 
by hand, the fIrst process was bein" done by patvekarie.s and 
taraksas while the second and the third were being done by 
chopadyas and valM.t respectively. The last process was usually 
done by women. In the fIrst, gold was purified and wound round 
a silver-bar which was then beaten into bars of convenient size and 
length. After this gilding. the bar was turned into wire by dragging 
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Ivory Combs.-Preparation of ivory combs is an ancient industry 
of Poona city. It had a good local demand in the old days, but 
a decline set in as early as the seventies of the last century as' 
a result of competition from cheap bone and celluloid combs of 
foreign make. Fifteen families were found to be engaged in the 
industry when the . last Gazetteer was written, but only one waS' 
reported tOI be surviving in 1937-8. 

The appliances of a comb-maker are similar to those of an ordinary 
carpenter, only a little finer. A shop requires five or six saws of 
different sizes, half a dozen files, half a dozen vices, a vakas (adze) 
ar:d a compass. Ivory is first steeped in water for two or three days. 
It is then cut into pieces of thEl required size and sawn through 
keeping it vertical by holding it in the vice. It is then filed, rubbed 
and polished. Sometimes the ends and sides are - decorated with 
carvings, and the plain surface in the centre is broken by tracing on 

- it a few curved ·and straight lines. 
The 1951 census of small-scale industrieso does not give separate 

figures of workers engaged in making ivory combs, but records that 
iIi the whole district 69 establishments, engaging 116 workers, were 
occupied in making articles of .. ivory, soells, etc.". 

Leather-Works. Leather-Works.-This is a very common occupation and leather 
workers are to be found all over the district. They congregate in 
larger towns and taluka places but they are to be found in large 
numbers particularly in Poona, Talegaon-Dabhade, Baramati, 
Manchar, Khed, Saswad and Kedgaon. The 1951 census records 
3,058 persons as engaged in shoe making and cobbling and another 
127 persons in leather works. . 

The artisan mostIy works on his own, his family helping him. 

The raw materials required are leather of different qualities, 
tanned skins, lining and small items like nails, rings, buttons, polishes 
etc. Buffalo hides are made locally, while upper leather are brought 
from factories in Bombay and sometimes .from abroad. The tools 
used are An (awls), Rapi (knife), Airan (anvil), Hasti (hammer), 
wooden blocks, stones etc., costing in all about Rs. 50. In addition 
to this, the more prosperous families have a leather sewing machine 
costing about Rs .. 400. All the tools, except the sewing machine, 
are locally made, the latter being imported from abroad. 

The goods pr0duced are mostly footwear for men, women and 
children. III the bigger centres; other leather goods like money 
purses, bags, suit cases, document cases etc., are produced. 
A worker, assisted by his wife, can produce 25 pairs of shoes per 
month and on an average earns about Rs. 125 Ii month. It is usual 
for people to work overtime whenever there is brisk demand and 
earn much more than this. _ , _ 

!n smaller places, it is usual for the producer to sell his goot- ~ 
directly to the consuI1\er. The financial weakness of the craftsma~, 
often drives him into the clutches of the merchant-financier, who then t 
takes over tile function of c:istrib'ltion. In larger centres, it is not 
uncommon to find dealers in leatIler goods employing a numher of 
workers on a wage basis and lIelling their produce. The business is 
full time and the hours of work are about eight ,'ith overtime when
ever necessary. The wages paid to a worker vary from Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 
per day depending upon his skill. . 

OSee foot-note f at p. 298. / 
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An artisan requires Rs. 200 to buy his tools and raw materials. 
Inability to raise so much money makes him resort to money
lenders; The Government through co-operative societies is helping 
the artisans to get out of the clutches of shopkeepers and dealers. 
At the same time, efforts are being made to train artisans so that 
they may adopt ~ew ,,:,ays ~nd new pa~erns and generally produce 
better goods whICh mIght Improve theIr sales. Mention here may 
be made of the Poona Leather Workers' Co-operative Society, Poona 
which extends many facilities to these artisans. . • 

Oilseed pressing.-Jn former times oilseed pressing was 
, an ubiquitous occupation, almost every village having its own oilman. 

The industry, however, is declining and oilmen are to 'be 
> found only in three or four places in a taluka. According to the 

1951 census of small-scale industrieso there were in the district 
57 establishments in which 131 persons were employed. These 
persons were distributed mainly in Khed, Manchar, Saswad, Junnar, 
Baramati, Talegaon-Dhamdhere and Talegaon-Dabhade. The oilmen 
still use the old type of ghani, consisting of a stone mortar (inside; 
lined with wood) and a wooden lat (a. large pestal). worked by 
a bullock. The cost of the entire unit is about Rs. 300. The oilman, 
owns the ghani and manages its working. 

Karoda; (saf!lower) and groundnut are generally pressed by the 
village ghanis. Competition by oil mills for groundnut makes the,. 
price uneconomical to ghani owners and they, therefore, prefer to· 
crush karadai. The price of groundnut varies from Rs. 40 to Rs. 60 
per palla of 3 maunds and an oilman presses on the average 
20 maunds of seed per month. Working for 9 hours a day an oilman. 
(.8n crush 39 seers of seed, giving 15 seers of oil and 24 seers of 
cake. The oil and cake are disposed of locally in the shops 
maintairied by the owners. Sometimes they crush the· customers" 
seed for a ch91ge. The daily income of an oilman i$ Re. 1. 

The work is- seasonal,_there being no work in the rainy season 
as the demand is slack and the seeds are dear. An oilman is 

, required to invest from Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 as he has to stock the 
• sced. He does not usually have the money as the industry is in 

a bad way. Competition from oil mills is slowly driving the oilman 
out of business. Attempts are being made to revive the industry. 
Co-operative. societies have been formed at Khed, Junnar, Indapur 
and Nira to enable members- to purchase karadai and groundnut at 
reasonable rates throughout the season. The society at Khed 
purchases oil from members and markets it for them. Attempts are 
also being made to introduce an improved type of ghan~. 

Paper-making by hand.-Poona and Junnar are the onl~ places in 
the district where paper is made. by hand, and according to 0e 
1951 census of small-scale industrieso there were seven establish
ments in which 33'persons were employed. y 

Paper is mostly made out of cotton rags which are available in. 
plenty locally. Wheat-flour and saras (glue) are the raw materials for 
s~ing, but now only saras is being used, as wheat flour is under ration 
as food. The other materials required are lime, boric acid, soap, fuel 
and plenty of water for washing. The tools used are old fashioned 
and consist of 3 brick tanks for liming and retting. 6 wooden boards, 
4 to 8 marble slabs, frames, wooden beaters and ,~traw mats for 

OSee foot-note t at p. 298. 
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, .C1:APTER 6. drawing paper. Most of these tools are inherited. Machinery is nov 
1 - used only in the manufacture of pulp. If machinery were to m 

U_.ndustries. used in place of all these older tools, the cost of the equipmen 
.J.tM.AIL-SCAU consisting of beaters, a calendering machine, frames, trays and tank 
Pa;~=' by would be about Rs. 15,000. . 

band. An individual produces per month about 6 reams of papel 
of the value of Rs. 350. A family produces 15 reams realisinc 
about Rs. 875. The l}lonthly income of a family ranges from Rs. 10C 
to Rs. 150, and the wage rate, where labour is employed, is abou1 
Rs. 2-8-0 per day. During the monsoon the work is slack 
A kagadi (maker of hand-made paper) is required to invest Rs. 1,OOC 
in his business mostly to purchase raw-materials. The marketinll 
of paper is done through the Paper Research Centre, Poona. Ther~ 
is little demand for hand-made paper. as the competition from mill· 
made paper is very strong. 

Smithia 

There is a co-operative society of paper-makers in Junnar. III 
capital is Rs. 1,000. It is being guided by the Village Industrie.ll 
Committee, which has also lent it a pulp-making machinery. ~ 
society sells ready-made pulp to members at Rs. 6 for pulp required 
to manufacture one ream of paper. It also markets the pap61 
produced by members. . 

Potters.-The occupation of potters, known as. kumbhars, is 
traditional and both men and women of the faptily work. No outside 
labour is employed for wages. 

The equipment of the potter consists of little more than the 
traditional potter's wheel. The main raw material required is 
suitable earth which is mixed with horse dung and soaked for a time 
in water. The mixture is then properly kneaded and prepared for 
making earthenwares. The potters require fuel for heating the 
raw wares. 

The main articles produced are water vessels caJleJ ghagars and 
madkis (earthen vessels for fetching and storing water) which are 
mainly bought by the poprer sections of the community. There is 
a great demand for such earthenware in the summer season when 
they are used for storing drinking water, as water becomes cooler in 
them. Besides these articles of daily use, for which there is a regular 
demand, Hower pots and clay toys are also produced for which the 
demand is occasional, as, for instance, at the time of Divali. The 
demand for any of these products is always local, the village potter 
being able to satisfy the demand of his village. Even Poona artisans 
sell little in the neighbouring villages and most .of their wares are s?l~ 
to wholesalers in the Fulay market. Some sell them by hawkiBgi 

. from door to door. 

In 1937-8., 27 potters' families, we~e. re~rted to be engaged in'. 
Poona City. They were found resldmg 10 Kjlsba Peth. The~ 
obtained their raw material from neighbouring villages like Katraj,~ 
Kondhave and Sangamvadi. After meeting the expenses of raw~ 

eo< material, a family with two workers earned about Rs. 30 per month. . .~ 

The 1951 census records 1,536 potters in the district. .. 

Smithies.-Every town or big village has one or two lohOI 
families who are the local ~lacksmiths. There are also some loho: 
families who mo~e from place to place in search' of work. Th,· 

·See foot-note at p. 210. 
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c:ensus of 1931 reported 1,199 people as being engaged in the iron
working, industtr. The 1951 census records 3,784 persons .as 
blackslDlths. It IS usual for blacksmiths to own and manage their 
mops. Their work is to make buckets and utensils like chaIni.t 
( sieves), tavas (flat pans), 1cadhai.t ( frying pans) etc. and 
undertake minor repair work. In rural areas ' they , have 
to repair agricultural implements, make large-size kandhai.t 
(frying pans) for gur-making and do tQe. iron work in the 
preparation of mots for drawing water. from wells. The raw 
materials used are corrugated iron sheets with a guage varying from 
No.8 to No. 24, round bars of l" to 1" size, and flats of "" to 1~" 
thickness. An artisan requires every month about 6 cwt. of these 
costing Rs. SO. Repair work is done. from scrap metal. The tools 
used are mostly of an old type and consist of hammers, an anvil, 
a furnace and cutters. The cost is about Rs. 50 for each 
establishment. 
. A family consisting of three persons can produce 6 buckets a day 
and earn Rs. 6 or Rs. 7. The irregularity in the supply of iron 
,heets and the intermittent nature of the demand for the finished 
goods, however, make. their incomes very much lower than what 
the above figure indicates. On an average, a family does Rs. 2,000 
worth of business per year, earning Rs. 60 to Rs. 75 a month. 

A person is required to invest from Rs. 50 to Rs. 500 depending 
mainly on the ·volume of business. The need for finance is not very 
great as in many cases the agri.culturist provides the raw materials 
and the blacksmith works for wages only. Co-operative societies 
nre being organised to provide technical and financial assistance 
and to ensure a regular supply of iron sheets. The Bhimthadi 
Taluka Lohar Co..:operative Producers' Society at Baramati distributed 
regular quotas of iron to members and marketed their goods and had 
a turnover of Rs. 6,000 in the second half of the year 1949. The 
rationing of iron. under post-war conditions has brought about partial 
unemployment among the smiths. . 

SnuD-Makers.-Snuff -making is an old industry of Poona in which 
about the year 1937-8, 13 establishments were reported to be 
engaged, giving employment to about 300 persons.· The majority 
of these were located in Ravivar Peth. One of these establish
ments was a big concern employing as many as ISO workers. 
Others employed workers varying in number from 5 to 35. The 
equipment of these establishments consisted of grinding mills, mortars 
and pestles, and one set used to cost about Rs.· 15. A lew 
of them employed machines to carry out the process of mi'dng and 
one establishment had an oil engine of 9 H. P. The labour employe~ 
consisted mainly of unskilled workers, paid on the piece-rate §},stem. 
and a few salaried clerks. The workshop premises were owned by 
the proprietors. They were kept open for eight or nine hours a ~ay. 

The processes involved in preparing snuff were burning and, 
grinding tobacco nd treating the powder with various perfumes. 
The main raw material required was tobacco which was bought 
from Nipani and Belgaum. The largest concern produced. mont]lly 
from 15 to 17 maunds of snuff. The cost'of tobacco vaned from 
10 per cent. to 15 per cent. of the total cost. The sales were distri~ 
huted all over Maharashtra and parts of Hyderabad. The cledc~ 
used to be paid a salary of Rs. 25 to Rs. 35 per month. The earnings: 
of an unskilled worker vQl;ied between Rs. 15 and lts. 18. 

·See foot-note at p. 270. 
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CHAPTER 6; l'anneries.-The 1951 cerisus records 375 persons in the distri~t as 
. engaged in Itanning. The industry is carried on mostly on a family 

n,lns dustries. . 'basis. The main centres of tanning are Baramati, Walha, Manchar. 
. - MALL-SCALE . 

INDUSTRIES. Talegaon-Dhamdhere, Talegaon-Dabhade, Indapur, Junnar and 
Tanneries. . foona. In 1950, there were two' factories engaged in tanning 

and leather-finishing registered under section 2 (m) (ii) of the 
Factories Act, 1948. . 

Tanners usually reside near a source of water sup]lly, as they need 
plenty of water for tanning. The raw materials required ar4} raw 
hides,bahul or wattle .bark, hirda (myrobalan) and lime. The 
tools used are two or three lime pits, three watering tanks, chisels, 
awls, wooden blocks for proceslles like cleaning, liming, deliming, 
etc; The cost of'these tools is about Rs. 300. 

, On an average a family produ('es 15 hides per month. Since 
tanning takes a long time, 15 hides are under process when fifteen 
are ready. The cost of production of 15 hides is estimated at 
Rs. 575. Fleshings and hair of animals are 'wasted, as there are no 
arrangements to turn them into by-products, like glue, brushes etc. 
The market for these ludes is generally local. Sometimes the tanners 
prepare mots. (leather water-lifts) for agricultUrjsts. The fact that the 
tanner has to process his hides for a long time makes him over-anxious 
to sell his products to recover his capital, and incapacitates him fronl 
itriking good bargains. Alternative1y, he is' at the mercy of the 
dealer who ·buys his hides and stocks them. ' 

Tanners generally work froin 7 in the morning to 3 in the 
afternoon and through all the months of the yeat except the wet 
ones. If they have sheds they work throughout The year. Most 
of the tanning establishments are self-owned. Lack of finance 
sometimes keeps the tanners idle, when' they have to seek work on 
farms. Wages are paid in cash' and vary from Re. 1 to Rs. 3 a day. 
A family's income is usually about Rs. 75 to Rs.1oo per month. 

The minimum' investment required in· this industry is Rs. 1,000. 
The high figure is to be explained by the fact that lime pits and 
tanning, pits of brick have to be constructed and also by the large 
amount.of working capital needed. This invariably leads the tanners 
illto debt. The Government is helping them by loans through the 
Co-operative Department. Efforts are being made to organise 
tanners . into co-operative societies to realise economies from 
large-scale purchase of raw hides, babul bark, and hirda. Societies 

" .are to be found in Baramati, Talegaon-Dhamdhere, Walha, 
.Manchar and, Kedgaon. Prominent among. such societies are 
the Kakayyar Tanning Co-operative Society, 13aramati; Walha 
Charmakar Sahakari Society, Walha (Purandar); Talegaon 
Charniakars' Co-operative Society, Talegaon-Dhamdhere (Sirur); and 
the'Manchar Charmakar'Sahakari Society, Manchar (Ambegaon). 
These four societies have a share capital of Rs. 3,500, Rs. 2,200, 
Rs. 500 and :Rs. 1,100 each, respectively, with a corresponding 
membership of 25, 75, 18 and. 57. They all get help from the Govern~ 
ment in the fOml of loans. They buy materials in bulk and supply 
them to the artisans at cheap rates and also help them to introduce 
improved types -of implements and tools. 
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.Weaving: 'Cotton and Silk (Handlooms and Powerlooms).-The 
last Gazetteer ~Oled a prosperous handloom industry in Poona., 
Soon, however. It seems to have fallen on evil days. Competition 
£rom other better organised centres of cloth production in India 
t:aIlle to be felt very strongly at the close of the 19th century. 
Later. competition from cheap mill-made goods was also very 
strong. The result was a decline in the nUmber of looms and of 
persons following the occupation as well as a deterioration in the 
quality of the fabric produced. The place of cotton sadis, dhoties. 
khans (bodice cloth); paithanis (:>ilk sadis with gold border), and 
pitambars (silk dhoties) etc.. produced formerly, was taken by 
Coarse cloth meant only for the consumption of the neighbouring 
rural areas. Weavers began to desert their traditional occupa
tion for more remunerative work.; so much so that a centre of 
handloom weaving like Junnar. which at the beginning of the 
century could ,boast of 500 looms. had hardly 12 or 15 at· the 
bestinning of World War n. The industry seemed to be heading 
gradllally for extinction. 

. Industries. 
n-SMALL-5C..UJI 

INDUSTRIES. 
Weaving: 
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World War U with its enormous demand for woven fabric seems 
to have given a fillip to this industry. Increased demand and lack 
of' competition from mills which were engaged in fulfilling war 
orders, seem.to' be the main reason.' According to a census of 
handlooms ~ed out by Government in 1946 for distributing 
controlled yarn, there were l,25O handlooms in. the Poopa district in 
that year. As to ~e number of persons ~ngaged, the census of small
scale industries·.carried out in 1951 records 1,780 in the spinning and 
weaving of cotton and silk. The main centres of production are 
Poona, Junnar. Baramati, Saswad and Manchar. 

In Poona city and Baramati, mostly sadis of mercerised cotton 
yarn are proddced. In Poona bodice pieces or khans are also 
manufactured. Shalw, paithanis. and pitambars. which nsed to be 
produced in large quantities in the city formerly, are now 
produced only to a very small extent as they have gone out of 
fashion. Recently. weavers in Poona have taken to the production 
of ordinary. piecegoods in small quantities. In the rural areas 
coarse 6lIdis are produced. . 

F1y-shuttle looms are commonly nsed in the city as well as in 
the district. However. one still comes across a good number of 
looms of the throw-shuttle type and the change over to the improved 
type is not yet complete. Some establishments in Poona h:we 
introduced power looms and automatic looms. Weavers prefer fly- ._ 
shuttle looms because they are locally manufactured and accessories~ -
like healds, reeds, etc., can be easily ob~ed for purposes of replace-.
ment. The cost of a fly-shuttle loom VarIes from Rs. 75 to Rs. 1~ 
~ne automatic loom along with its accessories Costs Rs. 400. 

: Yam and dyeing materials are the main raw materials. For the 
better kind of fabric. silk yam is nsed. Both silk and cotton yams 
.,.e purchased from local shops. S~ ram is mostly imported from: 
Japan. In Poona cotton yam of higher counts from 40s to 80s,: 
both mercerised and non-mercerised, are used. Artifical silk yam 
and gold and silver threads are used for weaving the border. 

" ·See foot-n~ t, at p. 298 • 
... Bk Vf 2-200 

Silk. 
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The cost .pf production on hand-loom for 8 pieces, 7" yards X 42'" 
of the lowest quality is as follows :-

Warp No. '32-12 hanks 
Weft No. 24-24 hanks 
Artificial border silk-4 hanks 
Winding and sizing charges 
Weaving charges 

Profit to the weaver 
Total 

Grand total 

Rs. a. p. 
610 0 

12 12 0 
500 
360 
240 

30 0 0 
200 

32 0 0 
On a hand-loom eight sadis can be woven by ~ family within 

• week. 
The cost of production on power-loom for one beam is as follows :-

Cost of material-
Warp No. 40-4 boxes 
Weft No. 32-6 boxes 
Border silk 64/2-1 box 
Border silk 12/2-1 box 

Silk-X box 

Labour charges
Winding and warping 
Dyeing 
Sizing 

Total 

Total 

Grand total 
Eighty to ninety sadis can be made from one beam. 

Rs. a. p. 
80 0 0 
90 0 0 
45 0 0 
65 0 0 
20 0 0 

800 0 0 

600 
18 0 0 
8 Q 0 

32 0 0 

832 0 0 

. Some idea of the extent of production in Poona city, the one 
important centre of production in the district, can be had from 
the following table pertaining to the year 1936-7° when 500 looms 
were reported to be working, of which 167 were -engaged in silk 
weaving:-

Per month . 
. ' 

Approximato Estim&ted 
Name of the article. Number of average . value 

articles. price per of tbe 
article. output . .. 

Rs. Re. 
.1. Pilambar .. . . 26 15 to 18 400 
2. Paitoo'll; .. .. 120 20, 2,400 
3. 8Aalu .. .. 104 50 i 3,200 
4. KhanalG .. .. 338 6 to 7 2,800 
5. Kad .. .. 23 JO to 12 250 

.6. SilkaadiB .. 1,151 13 to 15 15,000 
7. 8adis of mercerised yarn with 

gold tbread border . " 2,851 8 t. 9 24,250 
.8. Sad.s of non·mercarised yam and 

without gold.thread border .. 453 36 to 41 1,800 

; Tolal .. 5,066 . ... 52,100 

·See foot-note at P, 270. 
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. The coarser sadia are sold by the weavers themselves in weekly 
baza31":. It is more usual, however, for them to hand over their 
wares to dealers who sell them later. This is because the dealer 
supplies raw materials on credit, in return for which concession, 
in addition to paying high rates of interest, the weaver has to allow 
tbe dealer to sell his goods. Even the big ka, khandars of Poona 
are not free from the domination of the merchant financiersc Since 
tlle latter sell products of other centres as well, their interest in 
the local goods is confined to the enlarging of their profit margin, 
which they succeed in doing by compelling the producers to sell the 
finished articles at a Jow price to them. Needless tl' say that tha 
dealer thoroughly exploits the advantage which he has over the 
weaver. 

The industry is full time and is carriro on throughout the year. 
Generally the whole family works. Wea\.mg is usually done by 
men, while women carry out the subsidiary processes like sorting, 
winding, sizing, finishing etc. In the city of Poona and some 
other places the unit of production is larger, where the head 
weaver or the karkhandar, and his family work with weavers 
employed by them for wages. It is usual here also for the women 
members of the weavers' families to do the subsidiary processes 
at home. Most of the karkhandars who own the power-looms arc 
to be found in Poona. The weavers are paid in cash and usually 
on piece-rate. The normal wages are as follows :--

Weaving 

Kandi filling. 
Sizing , 

Paste mafing (bundle) 
Unwinding 

R". a. p. 
o 6 0 per yard for 40· to '80 

counts. 
o 6 0 per 16 for 40 to 80 counts. 

•• ' 0 12. 0 per 16 for 40 to 80 counts. 
o lOOper 16 for 40 to 80 cottnts~-
o :8 0 per 16 for 40 to 80 counts. 

On an average a weaver gets about Re. 1 to Re. 1:.s-o per day. 

A weaver requires Rs. 200 to Rs. 300 per loom as working 
capital. This is mostly to pw:chase raw materials. 
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As stated before, the weavers raise this finance liom the dealers Co-operaUon. 
on terms very disadvantageous to themselves. -In all the important 
c:entres of production, weavers' co-operative societies, which 
numbered 9 in 1948, have been organized, whose main work is to 
distribute yarn and this frees the members from the clutches of 
the dealers. Some of them even undertake to sell the goods 
J'l"oduced by the members. But for lack of funds these societies 
:are unable to extend to weavers other facilities such as dyeing and 
'printing for which high rates are now charged.-

Wool-W eaving.-The 1951 census records 200 persons in the Weaving ~ 
district as engaged in woollen spinning and weaving. They (U) WOQI. 
'are to be found at Avsari in Ambegaon Taluka, Ale in 
Junnar Taluka, and Palasdeo and Bori in Indapur Talukll. 

• Each place has more than 25 looms which are owned and managed • 
by individual families. Wool, and tamarind seeds for sizing, are 
,the only raw materials used. Wo~l is pur<;hased from places ~e 
Ahmednagar, Sangamner and BIJapur. PIt-shuttle looms ~lDg 
Vams (reeds), bobbins etc., of an old type are used for we!lVlDg. 
They are locally manufactured and cost about Rs. 50 each. 
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A weaver weaves in a month about 2S "kamblis each measuring 
8 feet by 3-" feet and weigLing about 3 lb. and fetching him a price 
(IE Rs. 4. A family can earn about Rs. 50 a month, if both 
the wife ant! the husband work. An artisan is required to invest 
about Rs. 400 in the business mainly to purchase wool and stock it. 
The finished "kamblis are sold to itinerant merchants who dispose 
of them in the Konkan area. fhe weaver is often forced to seD 
at unremunerative rates, as he cannot afford to wait for higher 
prices at a later date. He is also badly off, so far as the supply 
of wool is concerned. He has to buy in competition with the 
l1urchasing agents of Bombay mills and the prices are rarely such 
as he can afford to pay. Efforts are being made by Government 
to form co-operative societies in order to realise economies of 
large-scale buying and selling, and also to introduce new methods 
.and new patterns to enable weavt>.rs to compete better with 
mill-made . goods. As yet, however, no such societies exist, and 
although there are two at Bori and Palasdeo, they are purely credit 
societies giving some financial assistance to agriculturists to whom 
weaving is only a subsidiary occupation. Technical guidance is, 
however, being given through training parties, but the weavers are 
slow in adopting new methods. 

EMPLOYMENT IN RECISTERED FAcroRIES. 

EWPLOnmHT The table below shows the great increase in the number of 
IN REclsnmm workers employed during and after the war period. 

FACTOIUJiS. 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKERS EMPLOYED PER DAY IN FACI"ORIES 

REGISTERED UNDER SECI"lON 2 (f) AND SECnON 5 (1) AND (2) 
OF THE F ACl"OIIIES Aer, 1934. 

. C'.aBSifioa tion 19M. 1939. III«.. 19-15. 19-1&. j. 19-17·1 1948. 
of C"otonee. 

---
Govemml'nt and Loco. 

Fund Faotoriee •• 3,958 8,1M 38,182 39,786 21,'28 17,261 18.418 

Textiles · 1,175 2,169 1,826 l,9M 2,22' l,69ol 2,887 

Food, Drink and 
\. 

Tobaooo .. 388 1,679 8,826 11,931 4,611! 11,271 11,320 

Chemirals, Dye,. eta. .. U7 331 to7 329 320 318 

EngineeriD3 .. 418 U7 1,760 2,850 1,375 1,6: I 1,796 

Min~1'Il1a end M9tals •. 18 as .0 U 48 7t 

Paper aDd Printing .. 1,468 2,069 1,902 1,936 2,231 2325 1 2,324 , I 
Pro.:leo" ntlttiog til 

.. ood, EUsa aDd 
1,782 atoD~ · . 286 GS5 1,760 1,718 1,38. , •• 13

1 
Hid. acd Skioa · . .. 92 M 63 44 43 49 

\{isoclhuoo:.tp · . .. 494 I,Oi2 1,293 1,"39 1,1~ i 1,!!!!9 

Total. 7,710 14,201 1I1.78.'i C>5.91(\ 35.119 ! 31,461 134.195 
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The number employed in 1948 was mQre 1:han four times the 
number in 1934 and nearly two and half times the number in 1939. 
The . year of peak employment was 1945, when the number of 
-workers was one and a half times the number in 1948. A sharp 
increase in' employment occurred between the years 1939 and 1944 
and a sudden decrease occurred after 1945 when the war was 
terminated. It· will be noticed, however, that the major portion 
of the increase in emplQyment was. in respect of Government and 
Local Fund Factories and the increase registered in other industries 
was, in . comparison, not very considerable. For the number of 
workers employed in Government factories increased from 6,184 
in 1939 to 39,786 in 1945,'which decreased to 18,416 in 1948, 
The number employed in other industries increased from 8,017 in 
.1939 to 16,194 in 1945, which decreased to 15,779 in 194/t 
.A further analysis of the workers employed in Government factories 
shows that nearly the whole of the increase . in employment is 
accounted for by the ordnance factories in which the Defence 
production of the Goveimnent of India. is concentrated. The 
f(,lIowing table shows the magnitude of the increase in employ
. ment in these factories alone. 

Year. No. of Persons Employed. 

1934 3,232 

1939 5,134 

1944 34,227 

1945 38,073 

1948 16,014 

. The only other Government factories employing appreciable 
[lumbers of workers are the Railways, the Water Pumping Station, 
the Telegraphs and the printing presses. The numbers employed 
in these being not considerable, the rise and fall in employment 
of industrial labour during the period shown in the table was 
wholly governed by the changes in employment occurring in the 
rrdnance factories. 

Next in unportance to Government factories in providing employ
ment are factories· grouped under the industries Food, Drink and 
Tobacco. These factories, which employed 1,679 workers in 1939, 
employed 6,826 in 1944, the year of peak employment in these 
industries, and 5,320 workers in 1948. The workers are distributed 
Plainly in sugar and gur factories, bakeries. the biscuit-manufacturing 
concern and sma.l1rilJidi factories. 

Among the other industries absorbing the rest of labour, the 
i:nportant ones are textiles, paper and· printing, engineering, and 
process relating to wood, glass and stone. Between them they 
employed 8,799 workers in 1948. The mst. two employed 2,887 and 
.2,324 workers each in that year. It is the engineering industry, 
however, which has expanded more than others and this again was 
the result of Defence production. All industries, except hides and 
skins, now employ more workers in varying degrees than they did 
before the war. But as the hides and skins industry has been 
employing very few workers the effect of its decline on the total 
employment is imperceptible. 
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ORGANIZATION. OF LABOUR. 

Industrial labour in the district is not yet well organised. It is 
only in the post-war period that the workers, having felt the neces.
sity of organising themselves, have formed trade unions with a view 
to securing better conditions of work, higher wages etc. 

The earliest trade union formed in the district regarding which 
some information is available was the Bhandi Kamgar Sangh, Poona, 
registered in 1938, under the Indian Trade Unions Act. It was 
started with the object of safeguarding the interests of workers of 
brass and copper wares by bringing about unity among them and 
for taking part in such activities as were conducive to the same 
object. On the 2nd of December, 1937, all the brass and copper 
ware workers in Vetal Peth . went on strike for the redress 
of their grievances. These grievances were concerned not only 
with the rates . of wages but also such matters as the 
dharmadaya and other deductions. The demands were: the 
creation of a trust of all the amounts collected by way of charities 
to be utilised in the interest of the workers, reform in the method 
o! the accounting of loss of metal in manufacture, etc. The strike 
went on for about 12 days and led to the setting up of an Arbitra
tion Board consisting of representatives of both the sides. The 
Board arrived at a compromise regarding wage rates. Rates of 
wages were raised in regard to all articles by two annas. to 
eight annas per maund of 16 seers according to pattern and size. 
No decision was· reached regarding the rest of the demands. 
Subsequent to this, the Union or Sangh was started to maintain 
unity amongst the workers. The sangh includP-d both karkhandara 
and their employees. The earnings of the . ~mployees ranged 
between 6 annas and 8 annas before the strike, but as a result of 
the strike these were increased to from 10 annas to 14 annas per 
day. The union had a membership of 300 workers. This union 
does not appear on the register now. 

The oldest of the existing unions was formed in 1942 and the 
next in 1944. The increase in the number of unions in subsequent 
years has been rapid and almost phenomenal in the years 1947-9 
as shown below:- . 

Year. 

1945-46 
1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 

. . 
No. of 'Trade Unions. .. 
•• 

3 
8 

27 
43 

The phenomenal increase in the last two years was only a reflection 
of the general tendency throughout the Bomay State towards 
formation of trade unions. .. The increase in the number of trade 
unions," as the Registrar of Trade Unions, Bombay, remarks in 
lis report for the year 1948-49, co was due to the desire on the part 
of the workers to organise themselves with a view to securing 
improvement in their. working conditions, wages and general 
standard of living and also to safeguard their interests against 
growing economic difficulties." He further remarks that" with 
the All-India Trade Union Congress and the Indian Federation of 
Labour slowly going out of the picture, the Indian National Trade 
Union Congress and the Hind Mazdoor Sabha were striving hard 
to extend their fields of activities and this also resulted in the 
formation and registration of several new trade unions.- The 
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trade union moveplent haS gathered momentum in the immediate 
post-war period and the explanation of this is not far to seek. The 
workers are evidently·-becoming increasingly conscious in recent 
years not only as a result of the country attaining independence 
and the more purposeful policy of the Government towards labour. 
but also as a result of growing hardships imposed upon the workina 
~Jasses by inflation and runaway prices in the post-war period. 
This consciousness has led to efforts on the part of the workers to 
organise themselves so that they may be able ,to get their grievances 
redressed by concerted action. 

A striking feature to be noted about this movement is that many 
of the trade unions are short-lived. Sixteen new unions were 
registered in 1948-9. but in the same year as many as eight unions 
bad their registration cancelled ~for non-submission of annual 
reports. Here again. as the Registrar remarks, it is likely that 
many of the unions were formed mainly to secure certain 
concessions or advantages or to achieve certain objects of immediate 
interest. A real desire to run sound trade unions as permanent 
institutions which will promote solidarity among workers, give 
them strength and continually look after their welfare seems to 
be lacking behind this feverish activity. Another possib1e 
explanation of their short life is that there is a lack of trained 
-persons to organise and conduct union affairs, as the workers them
~etves are mostly illiterate and depend on outsiders for organisation 
and leadership. 

Thirty-one out of the 43 trade unions at the beginning of 1949 
bad !1 total of 19,125 memhers. of whom 1,225 were women 
workers. Not all these persons were strictly industrial workers. 
as some of them were not employed in. factories as defined by the 
Factories Act. Some of the trade unions registered belong. to 
workers other than those employed in factories. Chief 
among such trade unions are those that belong to workers in 
municipalities. The distribution of unions according to industry 
showed that there were 3 unions in Transport, 3 in Textiles, 4 in 
l'rinting Presses, 7 in Municipalities, 8 in Engineering and the 
remaining 18 in miscellaneous industries. There _ is one interesting 
feature about the distribution of membership. Of the 43 unions. 
as many as 18 were unions of workers employed in Government 
factories and in 1948 the membership of 16 of these alone was 
13.674. as against the total of 18,401 workers employed in all 
.Government factories. As for the central organisations to which 
some of them were affiliated, it may be assumed that the inost 
influential organisations were the Indian National Trade Union 
Congress and the Hind Mazdoor Sabha. 

During 1948-9, the income of 31 unions, which consists of contribu
tions from members, donations, sale of periodicals, books and rules. 
etc., interest on investments and income from other sources, was 
Us. 45,682. The main source of income, no doubt, was contribu
tions from members. which amounted to as much as RS. 39,467. 
The other two sources of income were donations and miscellaneous 
which amounted to Rs. 3,892 and Rs. 2,283 respectively. The 
average income of a union for that year was Rs. 1,473. iii 
1948-9 the total assets of the 31 unions in the Poona district were 
Rs. 26,078. distributed as follows :-Cash, Rs. 15.414 ; Unpaid 
SubScriptions, Rs. 3,946; Miscellaneous, Rs. 6,718. 
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The first item of their expenditure is office establishment. 
It consists of allowances and salaries to office-bearers and 
. the staff;' auditors' fees and other expenses -incidental to maintain
ing an office. This is a fixed item of expenditure. Expenditure 
for other purposes is varying, deoe.nding on the nature and extent 
of the activities of the union. In this category, the biggest item 
of expenditure is in respect of conducting trade disputes, legal 
expenses, and compensation, if it is to be paid, to members for loss 
out of trade disputes. Other expenditure varies with the welfare 
activities undertaken by the union. Funeral, old-age, sickness, 

. and unemployment benefits; educational, social and religious 
benefits; cost of publishing periodicals and conducting meetin'1S
·all these depend upon the financial position of the union. The 
average expenditure of a union in the Poona district for the year 
1948-49 was Rs. 949. The tota1 expenditure of Rs. 29,428 of the 
31 unions were distributed as follows :-Salaries, expenses of 
establishment, rates, rents, _ taxes, stationery, printing, Rs. 13,356; 
s&laries, allowances and expenditure of officers, Rs. 5,712; 
Miscellaneous, Rs. 5,313; donations to other unions, affiliation and 
delegation expenses, Rs. 3,203 ; conducting trade disputes, 
Rs. 1,028 ; auditor, Rs. 425 ; funeral and old age benefits, etc., Rs. 211 i 
legal expenses, Rs. 122; and social and educational, Rs. 58. 

_ With the passing of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act in 
1946, the relations between workers and employers have been more 
precisely regulated than before and conciliation and arbib<ation, 
for which the Act provides the machinery are the· methods of 
dealing with and settling the disputes between either employers and 
employees or employees and employees. -

• A dispute may be referred for conciliation to a conciliator and 
for 'arbitration to a labour court or an industrial court, at the 
instance of either of the parties to the disp~te or of the Government. 
Since the passing of the Act, 22 cases. were referred for concilia~ 
.tion, 4 in 1948 and 18 in 1949. Out of the four cases in 1948, 
three related to demands for pay and allowances and the remaining 
one to leave and hours of work. Two of the four cases ended in 
failure and were disposed of within a month. In the third case 
the proceedings were discontinued as the Representative Union 
concerned under the Act referred the dispute to the Industrial 
Court for arbitration. The fourth remained pending. Out of the 
18 cases brought in for conciliation in 1949, fifteen disputes related 
to proposals for retrenchment, while the rest related to pay and 
allowances. Three cases were amicably settled, while one ended 
in failure. In another case, only part agreement was reached. 
In 12 cases, the proceedings were discontinued, as all of them were 
referred to the Industrial Court for arbitration at the request of 
the Representative Unions concerned, or of both the parties to the 
dispute or of the Government. 

Cases for conciliation were also received under the Central Act, 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, and these case:; numbered 7 up 
to the year ended 1949. Two of' them were from the Transport ; 
Industry, one from the Chemical Industry, and the others from 
miscellaneous indnstries. The points of dispute were pay and , 
allowances in three cases, while in three others they were discharge : 
and reinstatement of workers. Of these, 4 cases. were settled I 
amicably, while three ended in failure. 
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Of the cases referred to the Industrial Court for arbitration from 
the Poona disbict the awards given in respect of three have b~n 
published, up to now (1949). One of them was the dispute between 
the Sholapur Motor Transport Ltd.. Poona, and the workmen 
employed under it. The points of dispute were recognition of 
their union. the unions' privileges. regulation of hours of work and 
kave. uniforms. provident fund, pay scales. and reinstatement of 
some dismissed workers. The award was in favour of the workers 
in regard to all the demands. The dismissed persons were 
reinstated, the pay scales demanded were granted, bonus and 
cniforms were paid and hours of work and leave were regulated. 

The second case was the dispute between the Walchandnagar 
Industries Ltd.. and the workmen employed under it. The points of 
dispute were reinstatement of retrenched persons. d~ess 
allowance. holidays with pay. and bonus and retention allowance 
to seasonal workers. The award was in favour of the employer 
and every demand of the workers was rejected. 

The third case was regarding the dismissal of a worker by the 
Walchandnagar Industries Ltd. The worker demanded his rein
statement, and the court ordered his reinstatement with compensation 
for the period he was out of work. 

The Industrial Court has fixed minimum wages for workers in the 
Cotton Textile Industry. 

CHAPTER 8. 

Industries. 
ORcAmzAnoN 
OF LABoUR. 

Legislation and 
its working. 
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TIm MOST JMPOR1'ANT DEVELOPMENT IN THE FlNANClAL OlIGANlSATIOM 
of the district during this century is the gradual replacement of the 
old agencies of credit supply by new ones. Modem joint stock 
hanks are replacing the indigenous bankers. while co-operative 
credit organisations are replacing the money-lenders. Whereas the 
process is more or less complete in the first case and was brought 
about by the free working of economic forces. it is much less so 
in the second, although the co-operative movement is encouraged 
and supervised by the State Government. The district is now 
5el'Ved by 36 banks and branches (which include five banks with 
registered offices in the district and nine of their branches 1 that 
pro\ide banking and credit facilities in the orban area. Co-opera . 
tive credit organisations number over 400. They have been 
entering the field in larger numbers during the last six or seven years 
and filling the gap caused by a partial withdrawal by money-
lenders from their business fonowing the enforcement of the Bombay 
Agricultural Debtors" Relief Act. 1939. and the Bombay Money-
lenders Act. 1941. The licensed money-lenders. as on 31st March 
1950. numbered 423. . 

A number of insurance companies (seven of which have their 
registered offices in the district). loan and investment companies. 
and post office savings banks have also been working in the district. 
('Overing a part of the field of finance.. In recent years. other modes 
of investing sa\ings. small and large. have been increasingly 
utilised. They are post office cash c:ertificates. National Savings 
C.ertilicates. Treasury Savings Deposits and Government .loans. 
Large limited companies. private and public. that are increasingly 
formed to carry on trade and industry. accept from the public 
deposits which provide yet another mode of investment. 

The financial assistance from the State Government. which used 
to be given to agriculture through togai loans. now extends to 
deserving industries also. 

ClLUTER 1. 

Indigen0u8 Banking.-At the time the Bombay Provincial Banking ~. 
Enquiry Committee (19"~) was ronducting its investigation, B.\NDNC. 
there were quite a number of indigenous banks or bankers in the 
district doing an ~us volume of business with a considerable 
amount of investment. These bankers advanced loans to village 
lOWCan and big agriculturists. granted financial aa:ommodation to 
IIDall traders and merchants. and engaged themselves in inland trade 
on a large scale. They did a vast ,inland exchange businds amOng 
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the merchant class by issuing and discounting hundies (inland bills 
'of exchange). They .. also dealt in the purchase and sale of gold 
and silver bullion and ornaments, and advanced loans against 
them. 

The' indigenous bankers received, deposits from small traders, 
dealers and merchants and paid some interest on these. The rate 
of interest varied between 4 and 6 per cent. They generally 
advanced short term loans and on personal credit. Loans for 
a longer term, that is, for a term not generally exceeding ten years, 
were advanced against specific mortgage. Loans were paid in cash, 
but were returned both in cash and kind, tpe bankers' preference 
being for repayment in kind if they maintained shop. The rate of 
interest charged by thein varied between 6 and 12 per cent. according 
to the credit and business of the borrower, the term of the loan and 

. the security offered. 

I,n recent years, there ha~ been. a general declin~'in the hundi 
business of the indigenous bankers. Competition from modem 
joint stock banks has forced them out of this field. Some indigenous 
hankers have converted their firms into registered· joint stock 
banks. 

MONEY-LENDERS. Money-lenders-Money-len<Iers are'· the traditional 'suppliers of 
credit in the district, especially in the rural areas. At the time 
when the last Gazetteer was. compiled they were. the .only class of 
persons who dealt in credit, apW! from indigenous bankers whose 
business was more or less confined to big towns. Even as recently 

> as 1929-30, they occupied an important. place in the field of rural 
finance. This was admitted by more witnesses than one from the 
district before the Banking. EQquiry . Committee. There was little 
of modern banking and the co-operative movement had not made 
striking progress., The importance of money-Iellders is not quite 
negligible even at 'present, though other agencies of. supplying 
credit have made considerable progress. . 

Control by Legis- The evil practices of some of the money-lenders have always 
]ation, attracted adverse notice. The high rates of interest .charged by 

them, though justified in many cases by the risk involved, and the 
greediness of some to extort money from the illiterate debtor by 
false accounts and fraud have not merely kept large sections of 
agriculturists permanently in debt but have also contributed to 
the- depression of the agricultural industry. The resentment of the 
agricultural debtors against the money-lenders as a class found its 
expression as far back as 1875 in what came to be "known as the' 
Deccan Riots. It was this riot which led to the passing of tho 
Deccan Agriculturists'. Relief Act, 1879. This Act was later 

Decem Agrlcul- repealed and replaced by the Bombay Agricultural Debtors' Relief 
turim R~ief Act (XXVIII) of 1939, which aimed at the adjustment of old debts. 
B~bai8A~;"" The latter Act was first apI?lie~ only. in 1942, and then too only 

cultural Debtors' to two talukas of the district, VIZ., Khe<I and Ambegaon. 
Relief Act. Subsequently, with· effect from 1st April 1947, the application of 

1939. ' the Act was extended to the whole of the district. The number 
of applications received for adjustment 'was 59,859 from 1942 to 
31st March, 1951. . The amount involved in these applications was 
Rs. 2,33,19,323. Up to the close of 1951. 45,959 applications were, 
disposed of and the amount of debt involved in them was reduced 
to Rs. '1,15,38,223. ~ . , 
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It was not till 1947 that legislation was undertakken to ·register 
money-lenders and to regulate their transactions. with the borrowers. 
The Bombay Money-lenders Act (XXXI) of 1947. requires the 
money-lenders to obtain licences to carry on their business, to 
maintain proper account'! of their' transactions< in the prescribed 
form and to giye prescribed returns to their borrowers and to the 
State. Further, it authorises the Governm~nt to regulate the rate of 
interest to be charged. This Act was brought into operation in the 
district, as in the rest of-the State, from 17th November 1947. For 
adminisb·ative pufposes, Poona City is provided with a 'special 
Registrar of MOlley-Ienders while for the rest of the district the 
Personal Assistant to the Collector acts as the Registrar. On :11st 
March 1950, there were 256 licensed money-lenders in the PODna 
City area and 157 in the rest of the district. It" is, howevf>r. 
believed that the number of persons holding licences now is 
~onsiderably less th.an the number that had actually followed the 
profession before the Act was passed. The money-lenders as a class· 
did not favoUl' the passing of the Act, and there was a marked 
reluctance on their part to take out licences. It is likely. thereforo. 
that a· large number of them have either given up their business. 
or have been doinp; it illegally. In these circumstances, those to 
whom money-lenders were an important source of .credit now, 
experienc(J difficulfy in obtaining; it. .In the rural area.'! there has_ 
.·ecentIy been a marked increase in the number of applications fer 
tagai IORns, which-" seems to be •. at least in part, the result of 
a contraction of the business of money-lenders. 

The following table· shows the amount of loans advanced by the 
IicenseiJ m.oney-Ienders in the district from the 17th November 
1947 to 31st Deceniber 1949, i.e., a period of two years:- • 

TABLl!! 1.-

T.Im· AMOUNT OF LOANS ADVANCED BY MONEY-LENDERS.·· . 
-

I 

Laanato 

In:J:N·1 

Total. 
~Oan8 advl>I1ced by: ir..ders • 

.. 
-::-- . 

Ba. R-!. Ra. 
(PI Money-lendere- hoMing lioences bot not 
. fteml'ted onder sectio.o· 22 of tho Act-

PoonaCity 
. 

..~ •• 43,04,743 43,94 .. 743 .. .. . . . 
Poona Diatrict esuluding Poona City •• 13,53,668 30,97,131 ...... "'1 <"r.) Bank.., Mid oompaiU6e exempted under 

.eotion 22 oC the Act- - .. 
; PoouaCity '.' .. 11',59,147 4,23,782 68,82,927j . 

Poona Distriot excluding Poona City •• ••• • •• . 20,90~086, 

Total .. I I 
. 

I 1,68,18,5551 .... .... 
• ·The figures given in this table show the amounts advanced by all agenciel 

required to hold .valid licences. under the Bombay Money-lenders Act, 1947 • 

. ··Under the Act. it is not obligatory on money-lenders to submit returns of 
";anl to trill lers. . . . 

···FiltW'''' of loans to traders and, 'non-traders lII'e not Separately available. 

MONEY-LENDEl\S. 
Control by 
Legislation. 

Bombay MOllBfl1 
!..enders Act -

• 1947 •. , 
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Government have· fixed the JIlaximum rate of interest to' be 
charged py. the money-lenders throughout the State of Bombay. The 
rates are 6 pe:c -cent: per annum for secured loans and 9 per cent. 
for uns~cure,d loans. . . 

I "lo. • .. 

Co-oPERATJVB Co-operative.C~ed~t So~ietie~ ~nd .. Ban~.-:rhese Consist. of ,agri-
OIEDlT':OCJETlES cultural co-operative· credit -socIeties, . multi-purpose societies, a land 

AND. ANQ. mortgage bank,. non~agricultural credit societies such as urban 
co-pperative banks,. salary earpers' societies, etc., and a district 
(.-entral,co-pperative. bank. . 

Agrlcultural Agricultural Co-operative Credit Societies.-These societies form 
~~~ the bulk of the co-operative credit organisation of the distlict. They 

have mostly a single village as their area· of operation, but 
.0ccasioI!ally hamlets and small villages in the neighbourhood are 
also inpluded, . Their main function is' to pr/?vide ~nancial 
accqmmodation of short. term (one year) and intermediate term 
(from 3 to 5 years) nature to their members for productive purposes. 
They also collect the savings of the rural communitf, mostly from 
the mempers, in the form. of fixed and. savings deposits. 'The 
compulsory deposit system of deducting a fraction Qf the loans 
advanced and crediting it to the member's deposit account, that was 
'in vogue formerly, has now been given up. Jnstead, voluntary 
contributions to share capital and deposits. are collected at the time 
of harvest. Loans from the central bank supplement the funds ,-at 
the disposal of these societies.· . ' '. , 

. '~ 

Loans are given mostly on the personal security of :the .borrower 
supplemented by the guarantee of twQ apptoved' .sureties.· In 
some. societies the crops grown byth~. bOrI'Ower are taken as 
additional security and loans are made available according to the 
progress made ,in the agricbltural operations. Where loans out
Iltanding are in arrears or borrowings' are .larger than the normal· 
credit limit, the borrower may be required 'to. give collateral .security 
in the form of mortgage of his immovable propertY. .Tn ensnre . 
punctual recovery, these societies require their borrowers to sell their 
produce through the regional purchase and sale societies.· -The rate of interest charged generally. depends upon the financial 
position of each society. Recently the Agricultural 'C{edit Organi
sation Committee appoi!lted by the State Government ..recommended. 
that steps should be taken to reduce the lending rate to 6~ per cent., 
and in order to' enable the societies to imple~ent th4rat:oinmendation 
Government have promised various forms ok p,s.sistance to them, 
such as guarantee of losses up' to 5 yel.'" cenb of the loans 
granted to adjusted debto,rs, exemption from -payment 9fsuper
'Vi$ion fees and grants-in-aid to meet seCretlU'ia~ 'Cost. lIP to a maxi- ~ 
nlUm of 2~ per cent. of the working capital .• ' .As a result, the 
societies have latterly taken steps . to reduce. the lending rate to 
6X per cent. ~ .A. 

. The number of such' ~ocieties regi;tered in the district up to . the 
end of the year 1938-39 was 192 with a membership of 11,497 and. 
a working capital of Rs. 22~61,555.. By the end of 1948-49, the 
number of societies increased to 328, membership to 19,296 and 
working capital to Rs. 24,21,537 .. These and other details f?r the 
year 1938-39 and the three years ended 1948-49 are shown m' the. 
table II. at p. 321. •. .. 
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The working of the societies showed a net loss of Rs. 9,978 In 
1988-39 and net profits in each of the three years ended 1948-49 were 
Rs. 19,99-1. Rs. 36,722 and Rs. 59,789 respectively. 

ea:~ Multi-VU'J'ose'. S~~.-These s<?cieties are a!s? credit soci~~es, 
Multi-purpose but they link credit WIth marketing. In addition to proVldmg 

Societies. short term and intermediate term. credit they undertake to supply 
'such agricultural requisites as seed, manure, and. feeding stuffs fot 
Cattle, and also make arrangements for the J'oint sale of their 
members' produce. This enables them to a vance loans against 
tbe security of members' agricultural produce. The need 
for such societies is felt all the more by ilie agriculturists whose 
debts have been adjusted. To satisfy thiS growing need, it is now.· 
desired to convert gradually agricultural C<H>perative credit societies 
in~ multi-purpose societies and to extend the field of operation of 
each society to groups of villages within a radius of Dve mUes. 
To enable the multi-purpose societies to carry on their function of 
sclling the produce of their members, Government have authorised 
the Registrar to sanction long term loans for. the construction of 
godowns to store agricultural produce. 

There were no multi-purpose societies in the district before 
1989-40. At the end of 1948-49 their number was 34 with a member~ 
ship of 3,915 and a working capital of Rs. 2,53,748.. These and other 
details for the three years ended 1948-49 are given in table III at 
p.821. . 

The working of these societies showed a net loss of Rs. 4,368 
in 1946-47, a net profit of Rs. 2,137 in 1947-48 and again a, net loss 
of Rs. 144 in 1948-49. ' 

Agricultural credit societies, including multi-purpoSe societi~ are 
now playing an increasingly important part in the field of 
agricultural finance where till recent years there were no alternatives 
to money-lenders as sources of credit. Various committt'<.'s 
appointed by the State and Central Governments to 5tudy the 
question of extending rural credit emphasised the need,' for 
enlarging the sphere of C<H>perative ~eties with suitable 
reorganisation. The Co-operative Planning Committee, advocated 
the extension of the movement so as to bring. 50 per cent. 
of the villages and 30 per cent. of the rural population :within the 
ambit of the reorganised primary societies.' In the State of Bombay 
the period within which the objective was to be achieved. was 
proposed as seven years from the year 1946-47. As a result of tIle 
steps taken by Government to implement these 'recommendations, 
the primary societies registered in this district up to the year 1948-49 
covered 44·5 per cent. 9f the villages and 14·8 per cent. of, the 
rural population. 

With the application of the'13ombay Agricultural Debtors' Relief 
Act to the whole of the district from April 1~1. the need to extend 
crop finance to agriculturists whose debts were to be adjusted was 
felt because of the curtailment of credit by money-lenders. Where 
C<H>perative credit societies or multi-purpose societies did not exist, 
the central banks were advised to extend crop finance direct to 
agriculturists whose debts were to be ad;usted and who were"not 
members of.any society dispensing credit. At the end of June 1949 
arrangements for crop finance through the C<H>perative credit ami 
multi-purpose societies and the cen~ bank were made in' as mmy 

• 
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as 787 out of the 1,180 villages of the 1.2 talukas of the district. 
details are given in the table below:- . 

The CHAPTER 7. 

, TABLE IV. 
Finance. 

Co-oPEllATIVB 
CREDIT SOCIETIES 

Village. covered by Co-operative Credit Societies, Mu"f.a.purpose AND BAND. 
'. Societies and the Central Bank for crop' M~~" 

finance of the end of June 1949. 

Talnka. Total nnmber of Villages covered 

Villagee. by the 
S"cietiel,. 

Indapur 85 85 
" Dhond 65 43 
Ambegaon 112 74 
Khed 155 111 
Junnar 155 109 
Shirur 79 73 
Purandar 92 64 
Bhimthadi 64 52 
foona City 10 2 
Haveli 124 98 
Mulshi 78 ZZ . 
Mawal 161 54 

Total 1.186 781 

The number of applications for loans receiyed druing the year 
1948-49 for crop finance was 339, the amount asked for was 
Rs. 2,60,275 and the amount advanced was Rs. 1.51,145. Orily sa 
app1icatio~ were rejected. 

The Land" Mortgage Bank.-The agricultural credit societies meet Land Mortgap 
'the short term and, to some extent, intermediate term credit require- Bank.: 
ments of the agriculturists. Their resources do not permit their under-
taking long term &lance. The Land Mortgage Bank satisfies this 
need to some "extent. In Poona District there is only one such bank 
and its members numbered 887 in 1948-49. The bank advances 
long term loans to its members on the security of immovable proptlrty 
(or: (1) redemption of mortgaged lands and houses and 
liquidation of old debts; (2) improvement of agricultural land and 
adopting improved methods of cultivation; ( 3 ) purchase and 
Installation of costly agricultural plant and machiriery; (4) purchase 
of land for the purpose of improvement, or more economic cultiva-
tion of existing holdings, or bringing under cultivation waste, forest 
or fallow lands. 

The bank's capital is raised by entrance fees, shares, and deposits, 
and loans from the Provincial Land Mortgage Bank. The last 
mentioned constitutes the most important source of funds. The 
borrowings of the bank are' limited. to 20 times its paid up share 
Capital plus reserve fund, subject to a maximum of the total of the 
outstanding loans given by it against mortgages and the other 
IeCurities held by it. At the end of June 1949 the total working 
• 4 Bk Vf 2-214 
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CHAPTER' To capital of the Land Mbrtgage Bank, Poona; was Rs. 1· 8-lakhs. 1'1 
,details. are given below :-, 

Finance. 
Co-oPERA~ 

CuDIT SOCIETJBlt 
AND·BANXS •. 

Land Mortgago 
BIUik. 

TABLE V; 

Working., capitaZ' of the' Poo.na. Land.. Mortgage Bank. 

Share 'Capital 
Loans from the Provincial Land Mortgage Bank .. 
Reserve Fund 
Other Funds 

Rs. 
23,543 

1,35,665 
7,430 

19,208' 

Total 1.85.846 

• 

The bank gives loans on, the mortgage of land and other immo 
able prpperty of at least twice the value of the amount of loan. T 
maximum and minimum limits for loan -as prescribed by the by-la' 
of the bank are Rs. 15,000 and Rs. 400 respectively, the maximu 
limit bein~ allowed to be exceeded· with the special sanction of t 
Registrar. Loans are made payable.in from 10 to 20 annual equatl 

instalments, according to! the purpose of the loan and the reI?ayi: 
capacity, of the applicant. Before loans are given to members, th 
have to be sanctioned by the Board of Directors of the Provinc: 
Land Mortgage Bank. The following table shows the number aJ 

the amount of loans distributed by the Land Mortgage Bank, POOl 
during the years from 1938~9 to 1948-49... 

... ~ 
TABLE VI. 

. Loans; distribqtetL bl} the.: Pouna, Land: Mortgage:-Ba~ 

Tel\r. NUmber of lo&ns- ~unt o[ IO&1l 
distributed. distributed. 

Rs. 
1938~39 721 84,720 

1~39-4Q, 24-; ~7,094 

1940-41' 18' 13,00~ 

1941-42 26 (O,I5(); 

19424;l 24- 28,250 

1~43-44 .~ 18,800' 

1944.-45 24t 26,800. 

19;i5-46' 5' 7;700' 

1946-47 5,393,-

1947-48J ....• 2,628~ 

1948--49. .~, . 1.' 23,()OQ 

The rate- of! interest does not exceed: 1" per cent. over the ra 
charged by the Provincial Land Mortgage Bank. Loans for co 
struction of wells are advanced at 3" per cent., for land improveme 
and purchase of agricultural machinery· at 5" per cent., and J, 
redemption of debts and purchase of lands at 6 per cent. per annw 
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FiDaiice. 
Co-oPERATIVB 

lttiofHlgticultural Credit .societies.-These ·are credit societies 
mostly of the urban areas., 'catering to -the needs 'oInan.agriculturis~ 
like traders, artisans, salary earners and factory workers. They 
include urban banks, salary earners' societies and communal 
societies. 

1'he area of operation of a non-agricultural credit society is 
generally restricted to a town or part of a town, and persons residing 
in that area are eligible for membership. But anyone who is already 
a member of any credit society, other than the Land Mortgage Bank 
Dr any other central financing agency, is generally ·excluded. The 
capltal required is raised by the issue of shares, by acceptil\g 
deposits and by borrowing from the central financing agency. Tha 
limIt to borrowing is at present restricted to eight times thp total 
amount of paid up capital, reserve and building funds minus 
accumulated losses. 

Crumtr SOClE'l1IIa 
AND 'BANXS. 
Non-agriC'.i!. 
:tura1 ,Crl'.dit 

Loans form the main and, in most cases, the only business of these 
societies. Fixed advances or loans are given on pledge of agricul
tural produce, gold or silver. Cash credit and overdrafts are made 
against fixed deposits or Government paper. The societies also 
provide other banking facilities. such as issue of drafts and hund~y. 
and collection ofcheques,hundisanddraft bills, dividend warrants, 
etc. There are 17 such societies in the district during the ye.tl' • 
1948-49. The following table shows 'their membership, loans made 
by them and sources of funds during the three years ended 
1948-49 :-

TABLE VII. 

'Non-agricultural Credit Societies. 

'.,' LoanBbeld aUhe'end or-tho 
iNumMr ' :,..,ar~om' 

Wear. 8~':.~ .. 1 Kembon. Lo"~~:;-o~~lng ~ Non- ceni,:;;j; 

1 I ; Kembers.JIIOUIbers. lIocietlo •• ~~",ocIa8 

: i & -6 I.. Asesnc,.! 

• I a •• u ......:.-.1---'1 
; 

~ ~ . :Ra. 'R •• ... Ba. 'BI! • 
t 

194e .... 7 CIO 1>.3,680 locllvfdualB .. 60,6l,as4 .. .. . . .. . 
Banko.nd : 8oolotles •. 1,78,395 22;48,807 't'8,23,012,' 18,11111 '2,211;1111' 

lU"-t8 61 
, 

25,812 lodlvlduale. 52,S9,S28. 
( .. " .. .. 

Bankaand I 
8oclotlel •• 81,949 '24,91,432 '13;52,112 2,S1'& '.0;8711 

i .' 

1048-'9 Cll 25,997/ Indlvtdual8 •• 56,7',543 .. .. .. : . . 
Bankoand 

: 8oo1etle .... , ' •• ~8.17,l62 16,88,5311 , 2,478 : 1,05,"" 

The aggregate profits of these societies during eaCh of 'the three years 
were !{s. 81,237., Rs. 83,724 and Rs. 57,013.respectively. 

Societies. 

'Co-operative Ur.ban Banks.-There were nine co-operative urban Co-operatioe 
banks in the district during 1948-49. In 1939-40 itoo there were nine. U,1xm Bow. 

,'fhe number -decreased to seven in the next year, and It!IDained 
constant till 1945-46 when one more bank .wasadded. -ltagam 
became nine in 1947-48. 

DUring the ten years ended 1948-49,. the co-operative ~ban ban'ks 
advanced loans averaging Rs. 20,00,000 annuany. During eaeb -of 
the three years ended 1948-49, the loans granted were much hlgher. 
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The following table shows the loans advanced and the loans helt 
by the banks from members and societies :-

Co-oPERATIVE 
CREDIT SOCIETIE~ 

AND BANItS. 

TABLE VIII. 

CO-OPERATIVE URBAN BANKS.O 

Non-agricultural 
Credit Societies 

Co-operative 
Urban Banks. Number 

I 
Mem-

. LoaM held at the end of the year from 

District Central 
Co-operative 

Bank. 

Year. of ber- Loans Provincial 
Banks. ship. msde. Members. NOD- or Central 

members. Co.opElrl\-
tive Bank. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Re. Ra. Rs. R •• 

1946-47 •. 8 9,399 211,91,341 18,113,686 13,96,238 1,34.780 

1947-48 .. 9 10,037 36,60,682 19,ft7,1'l7 13,04,542 .... 
1948-49 .. I 9 10,450 37,00,347 21,33,471 U,79,642 21.730 

i 

During each of these three years the aggregate profits of the bank 
were B.s. 29,155, Rs. 40,455 and Rs. 54,760 respectively, while th 
rate of dividend varied from 3 to 7~ per cent. in 1946-47 and froll 
2J$ to 5 per cent. in 1947-48. 

The Poona Central Co-operative Bank Ltd., Poona.-This bank j 
the central financing agency of the district for all co-operative credi 
societies affiliated to it. It carries on general banking business witl 
these societies. Apart from financing. them, it serves also a 
a balancing centre, accepting the surplus funds of one society a 
a fair rate of interest and transferring them to another which require 

. more funds than it has. Members~p of the bank is open tl 
affiliated societies as well as individual shareholders. It also admit! 
as nominal members. members of primary societies requiring financi 
against agricultural produce and valuables and also persons who arl 
not members of any society dispensing credit but whose deht 
have been adjusted and require finance for crops against securit: 
of agricultural produce and valuables. The Poona Centra 
Co-operative Bank has recently amended its membership bye-law 
providing that all credit-worthy agriculturists requiring finance fo 
agricultural and other purposes may be admittd until they arl 
absorbed as members of co-operative societies. The nomina 
members are required to pay only the entrance fee and are not givel 
the right to vote. . 

The funds of the Central Bank .consist of (i) share capital 
(il) reserve and other funds, (iii) current, savings and fixed depos~ts 
and (iv) loans and overdrafts from banks. A provision is made il 
~.le bye-Ia~s of the bank for allotting shares to the Bombay ~rovincia 
Co-operative Bank to the extent of Rs. 5 lakhs. The bank IS allowe< 
to borrow from the latter to the extent of eight times the total amoun 
of its paid up capital. accumulated reserve and building fuml 
minus accumulated losses. Subject to limits fixed by Governmen 
and the Registrar, the bank is permitted to accept deposits from loca 
bodies and municipalities. 

°The figures in this table are already included in the figures relating to nOD' 
agricultural credit societies in the previous tabie. 
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As on 30th June 1949, the 'number of members ot the b?nk wu ~R 7. 
3,154 individuals and 502 banks and societies; and the working .' 
capital Rs. 1·25 crores. The corresponding figures as on 30th June Fmance. 
1938 wer~ 2,883, 241 and Rs. 49 lakhs. Details of the working ~PSTIVE 
capital for the two years are given below:- ,.;: B~ 

1938 
District Central 

• 1948. Co-operative 
Rs. Rs. Bank. 

Share Capital 3,70,860 3,96,090 
Loans and deposits from

Members 
Non-members 
Societies 
Provincial Bank 

Reserve Fund 
Other Funds 

Total 

39,05,385 1,00,54,506 

4,09,222 15,74,400 
26,845 

1,14,856 2,32,563 
92,195 1,98,880 

49,19,363 1,24,56,4.'39 

Loans and cash credit are given. to affiliated societies as well as 
to individual members within the limit fixed in the bye-laws and at 
rates of interest fixed by the board of directors from time to time. 
The bank, however, has to advance loans to agricultural primary 
societies at a rate of interest not exceeding 4 percent. in order to 
enable them to advance loans for agricultural purposes at a rate 
not exceeding 614 per cent. In other cases, the rate of interest 
charged by the bank varies from 4 to.7 per cent. The rate of interest • 
at which the bank itself borrows usually varies between 114 and 
1~ per cent. 

Between the years 1937-38 and 1948-49 the bank granted loans 
averagingRs. 50 lakhs annually. The amount of loans during the 
three years ended 1948-49 is given below ;-

Year. Loons made to-
Individuals. Societies. 

1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 

Rs. 

29,86,866 
14,99,380 
14,70,506 

Rs. 
18,08,,595 
42,43,351 

2,43,07,122 

The profits of the bank duriJlg each of the three years were Rs. 54,768., 
Rs. 59,412 and Rs. 66,844 'respectively. The rate of dividend was 
6, 7 and 6 per cent. . 

. Joint Stock Banks.-In 1948, there were seven joint stock banks. JOINT STOCB: 

registered in the Poona district. In addition to their registered . < BANKS. 
offices, they had seven branches working in the district. Twelve 
other joint stock banks registered outside the district had opened 
branches, sub-branches. or sub-offices in the district, numbering in 
all 22. The following statement, abstracted from the Statistical 
Tables relating to Banks in India for the year 1948 (published by 
the Reserve Bank of India), ,shows the distribution of joint stock 
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CHAI'1'ER7. banks, their' branches, sub-branches and sub-offices in the 
district :-

Finance. 
JOINT STOCK 

BANQ. 

Bank of 
Maharashtra. 

, , 

TABLE IX. 
JOINT STOCK BANKS WORKING IN POONA DJSTRICf (1948).-

Name of tho Bank. Branch.~ eto. within the dis\rict. 

(1) Having registered offices in the district. 
Bank of Maharashtra . • Poona 2 (RO. & B). 

Bank of Poona 
Bharat Industrial Bank 

Bhor State Bank 
Kering Rupchand & Co. t 
Presidency Industrial Bank 
Swastik Bankf 

Kirkee 1 (B).. 
Poona 3 (RO.« 2 B). 
Poona 2 (RO. & B). 
Lonavala 1 (B). 
Baramati 1 (B). 
Bhor 1 (RO.). 
Poona 1 (R,O.). 
Poona 1 (RO.). 
Bhor 1 (RO.). 

(2) Having 
Bank of Baroda 
Bank 'of India 

registered offices outside the district. 

Banthia Bank 
Bharat Bank-
Central Bank of India 
Devekaran Nanjee Banking Co. 

Imperial Bank of India' 
National Savings Bank 
New Citizen Bank of India 
Punjab National Bank 
United Commercial Bank 
United Western Bank 

Poona 1 (B). 
Poona 2 (B). 
Poona 1 (B). 
Poona 1 (B). 
Poona 2 (S.B.). 
Poona 3 (S.B.). 
Baramati 1 (B). 
Walchandnagar 1 (B.) 
Poona 2 ~B). 
Poona 1 B). 
Poona 2 B. & S~O.). 
Poona 2 (B. & S.O.). 
Poona 2(B. & S.B.). 
Poona 1 (B). 

The Bank of Maharashtra was registered in 1936. Its registered 
office is in Poona City. It had 18 branches in 1948, out of which 
one was in Poona and three were in Bombay. Other places where 
it had branches in that year were Chalisgaon. Dhulia, Faizpur. 
Hubli, Jalgaon, Kalyan, Kirkee, Kolhapur, Kopargaon, Nagpur. 
Nasik, Ratnagiri and Sholapur (2). It is It scheduled bank. 

Between 1936 and 1948, the paid up capital of the bank increased 
from Rs. 10,495 to Rs. 16,00,000. fixed deposits from Rs. 5,58,565 
to Rs. 46,91381 ; current and -savings banks deposits from Rs. 1,62,3.'5B 
to Rs. 1,41,53,722 (Rs. 80·1 lakhs in savings deposits). The bank 
also had accumulated a reserve fund of Rs. 3,60,000 and a contin
gency fund of Rs. 50,000 in 1948. The total liabilities of the 
bank increased from Rs. 8·26 lakhs in 1936 to Rs. 2·18 crores ~ 
1948. On the assets side, loans, cash credits and overdrafts increased 
from Rs. 2,60,857 to Rs. 94,32,883; investment from Rs. 4,80,462 

, to Rs. 84,27,997 (Rs. 71·5 lakhs in Government securities). Of the 
, other assets in 1948, bills discounted stood at Rs. 2,20,000; sundry 

advances at Rs. 1,92,797; interest on investments at Rs. 31,597; 
lands and buildings at Rs. 2·36 lakhs; cash on hand and at banks 
at Rs, 2·5 lakhs. 

°R.O. = Registered Office. B = Branch; S.B. = Sub-Branch : 
S.O = Sub-Office. 

tIn the Statistical Tables for 1951 this bank neither figures as a joint stocl: 
bank nor has it been shown as having IlIlY branch, sub-office, etc., in the Poona 

districL 
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The earnings ·oJ the Bank in 1936 'were Rs. 11,731 and profits \cHAFrEa '7. 
Rs. 634. 'Next year, that is, 1937, earnings were Rs. 28,000 and~ 
')JI'ofits Rs. 13,752 and a dividend of 3" per cent. was declared. In Finance. 
1948, earnings amounted to Rs. 5,13,274, profits toRs. 2,05209 and ' Jo~ STOCE 

. !the rate of dividend declared was 4 per cent. ' IUfU. 

The Presidency IndustrialBank was. registered in 1937 with 
its registered office in Poona. It is a scheduled bank and had in 
1948 one branch in Bombay. if 

Between 1937 and 1948 the paid up capital of the bank increased 
:from Rs. 27,995 to Rs. 7,15165; deposits of all kinds from Rs. 1,13,681 
'to Rs. 59,19,378 ( Rs. 17·9 lakhs in fixed deposits, Rs. 18·1 lakhs 
in savings deposits and Rs. 23·2 lakhs in current deposits). Of the 
other liabilities in 1948, reserve fund stood at Rs. 87,353 (reserve 
for investment, and reserve for bad and doubtful debts, at Rs. 11,200 
and Rs. 15,153 respectivelr); amount due to outstanding creditors 
.at Rs. 1,49,689. The tota liabilities which stood at Rs. 1,43,967 
in 1937 increased to Rs. 71,25,106 in 1948. On the assets side, loans 
granted increased from Rs. 70,625 to Rs. 34,11,047; bills discountetl 
and purchased from Rs. 2,864 to Rs. 1,44,815; deposits and other 
advances from Rs. 25 to Rs. 19,506; investments from Rio ,1S:H~.'3 
to Rs. 21,15,761 (Rs. 19 lakhs in Government securities; cash on 
hand and at banks from Rs. 48,158 to Rs. 13J:9.221. 

Pre.~idency 
Industrial 

Bank. 

In 1937, the first year of its working, the bank incurred a loss of 
1\s. 150. In 1938 its earnings were Rs. 13,572. profits Rs. 3.027 and 
the :rate of dividend declared, 2)& per cent. In 1948 the correspond
ing figures were Rs. 2· 9 lakhs, Rs. 72,212 and 3~ per cent. 

The Bank of Poona was registered in 1.946 with . its registered Bank of Pooua. 
office in Poona. . It is a scheduled bank and had, in 1948, four 
)lranches, two of which were in Poona, one at Sangli and one at 
Sholapur. • 

Between 1946 and 1948, the paid up capital stood at Rs. 12,50,000 ; 
t11e fixed and savings deposits increased from Rs. 2,94,699 to 
Rs. 8,25,847 (Rs. 4·69 lakhs in fixed deposits) ; current deposits and 
contingencies from Rs. 6,59,234 to Rs. '10,37,023. The total liabilities 
increased from Rs. 22,04,114 to Rs. 31,30,537. On the assets side, 
loans and other advances increased from Rs. 7,11,244 to Rs. 13,93,573 : 
investments decreased from Rs. 9,83,752 to Rs. 8,12,998 
( Rs. 7·8 lakhs in Government securities); cash on hand a~d at 
banks increased from 4,31,582 to Rs. 8,27,434; the fixed . assets 
Srom Rs. 13,953 to Rs. 32,700. 

In 1946, the first year of its working, the bank incurred a loss or 
Rs. 24,359. In 1947, the earnings were Rs. 1,00,426 and pr~~ts 
Its. 9,129. In 1948. they were Rs. 1,15,718 and Rs. 17,:dO 
respectively. 

The Bharat Industrial Banko was registered in 1939 with its Bharat 
zegi6tered office in Poona. It is a non-scheduled bank and had, in Industrial Bank. 
1948, in addition to a branch in Poona, five other branches at 
·Baramati, Belapur. Khopoli, Lonavala and Ozar. 

Between 1939 and 1948 the. paid up capita: increased from 
Rs. 62,470 to Rs. 3 98 536; fixed, savings, and current deposits from 
Rs. 64,549 toRs: 48,73,177 (Rs. 16·04 lakhs in fixed deposits. 
Rs. 15·07 lakhs in savings deposits and Rs. 17·52 lakhs in current 
deposits). Of the other liabilities in 1948, reserve fund stood at 

-This bank was required to hold valid licence under the Bombay Money
lenders Act. but was exempted from the prdVisions of sections 18 to 21 of 
the Act. 
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CHAl'TER .1. Rs. 23,000 and contingency fund at Rs. 7,000. The total ljabilities 
of the bank .increased from Rs. 1,28,140 to Rs. 56,60,264. On the 

J . Fina;ce. assets side, loans, cash credits, overdrafts and bills discounted 
°xrANU~' increased froIQ Rs .. 65,685 to Rs. 23,86,837; investments from nil to 

Bharat Industrial Rs. 17,73,702 (all m Government securities), cash on hand and at 
Bank. banks from Rs. 51,273 to Rs.9,93,182. Of the other assets in 1948 

Luilding site stood at Rs. 78,853 and bills purchased at Rs. 2,78,219.' 

Bhor State 
Bank. 

The earnings of the bank in 193~ the first year of its working, 
were Rs. 3,576 and its profits Rs. 202. In 1948 earnings were 
Rs. 2,82,435 and profits Rs. 42,063. The rate of dividend declared 
for 1948 was 6 per cent. on preference shares and 3 per cent. on 
ordinary shares. . 

The Bhor State BankO was started in 1944 with its registered office 
in Bhor. It is a. non-scheduled bank and had in 1951 three branches, 
at Pali, Shirval and Poona. 

Between 1944 and 1948, the paid up capital of the bank increased 
from Rs. 1,25,000 to Rs. 2,50,000; depbsits from Rs.2,10,758 to 
Rs. 15,40,914 (Rs. 1·50 lakhs in fixed deposits, Rs. 4·17' lakhs in 
savings. deposits and Rs. 9·74 lakhs in current deposits). There was 
no reserve fund till 1946, in which year an amount of Rs. 50,273 was 
set apart towards it which increased to Rs. 62,380 in 1948, inclusive 
of an investment reserve fund of Rs. 29,831. The total liabilities 
of the bank which stood at Rs. 3,38,831 in 1944, increased to 
Rs. 18,77,157 in 1948. On the assets side; advances and cash credits 
increased from Rs. 402 to Rs. 3,37,868 in 1945, the second year of its 
working, and to Rs. 6,68,338, in 1948. Between 1944 and 1948, 
investments rose from' Rs. 2,90,720 to Rs. 9,64,866, while 'hills 
purchased decreased from Rs. 3,073 to Rs. 1,766. . 

In 1944, the bank incurred a loss of Rs. 1,786. In 1945 its earnings 
and profits were Rs. 14,945 and Rs. 6,162 respectively. In 1948, the 
earnings were Rs. 33,944 and profits Rs. 5,050. The rate of dividend 
declared for each of the three years 1946-48, was 4 per cent. 

Working of Table X at page 333 shows for each of the three years ended 1948, 
BaDks registered fhe total liabilities and assets of the five banks whose balance sheets 

in Poona.have been analysed above. They show an increase from 3·6 crores 
to Rs. 3·9 crores. On the liabilities side, paid up capital increased 
from Rs. 37 lakhs to Rs. 42 lakhs ; reserve. fund from Rs. 3·6 lakhs to 
5· 6 lakhs: deposits from Rs. 3 crores to Rs. 3·3. crores. The current 
deposits, however, show small decreases. From Rs. 1· 29 crorei in 
1946 they have decreased to Rs. 1· 26 crores in 1947 and to Rs. 1· 22 
crores in 1948. On the other hand, both savings and fixed deposits 
show increases. Savings deposits increased f~m. Rs. 1· 03 crores in 
1946 to Rs. 1· 21 crores in 1948, while fixed deposits increased from 
Rs. 71 lakhs in 1946 to Rs. 78 lakhs in 1947 and to Rs. 87 lakhs in 
1948. On the assets side, loans and advances show an increase from 
Rs. 1·59 crores in 1946 to Rs. 1·70 crores 1n1948. Likewise invest
ments show an increase from Rs. 1·16 crores in 1946 to Rs. 1· 40 crores 
in 1948, though in 1947 they were less than in the previous year, the 
drop being about Rs. 20 lakhs in Government securities, which was 
however offset by an increase in the cash position from Rs. 61 lakhs 
to Rs. 79 lakhs. Bills discounted and purchased, on the other hand, 
show a steady decrease. They decreased from Rs. 20 lakhs in 1946, 
to Rs. 1.5 lakhs in 1947 and to Rs. 14 lakhs in 1948. 

°This bank was required to hold valid licence under the Bomooy Money
lenders Act, but was exempted' from the provisions' of sections 18 to 21 of 
the Act. 



TABT.E X.· . 
AsSETS ANJ) LUllILmES 011' FIVE JOINT STOCK BANKS RAVING THEm llEOISTEB'mD 

OFFICES IN POONA DISTRICT (1946. 1947 AND 194A).* . 
I I LI..bllitloa. 1MB. 19.&7. 1945. As,"t •• 10"'6. 194'1. 

- R.. Rs. Rs. nl. R •• 

~ald up oapital .. .. 8'1,22,7315 40,83,175 42,13,700 Loan. aud Advanpet .. 1,59,114,339 1,70,62,1103 

Reaorve Fund .. .. 8,63,361 11,42,803 15,66,1I1l6 
Bill. di~countod an,l porch ... ,,! 20,50,807 115,77,498 

Contlng.lUoy Fund .. 60,000 117,000 157,000 

Depom~- TII!VI~lmtn'-

Current .. .. 1,20,02,1579 1,26,31,326 1,22,28,413 
Government leourltiol .. 1,11,62,IIB6 96,113,1588 

Ravings .. .. 1,03,B2,937 I,OI,21l,283 1,21,12,622 

Fixllrt .. .. '71,84,647 '78,.54,607 87,00,40'1 mhl'lr. .. . .. 11,02,1186 1l,13,641 -_.- 1---._. -- -----
Total .. 3,1)4,70,163 3,06,11,216 3,30,41,442 To~aJ .. 1,10,611,1172 1,01,67,229 

- -. 
Billil reOlllvod for oolleot.ioD .. 10,33,71'1 11,41,772 (I,67,MB Tnt.ereat on hiveetmenh .. 67,647 119,8J8 

Oash .. .. 61,05,2611 79,80,672 
Profit aud Loti Account .. 8,70,1.50 8,09,892 3,7.5,090 

Profit and Loss Aooount 24,11.~9 11l,229 

Otbcra .. .. 3,'9,46.5 6,65,419 4,15,002 Othors .. 4,111,312 3,70,308 
-

Grltnd 'I'ntL\J .. 3.63,111'.591 11,74.111,377 396,87,206 Orand TCltal 3,63~,~,,,!4,13,S77 -----

I 
1948. 

R •• 

1,70,7u,80R 

14,43,2(17 

I 
I 1,20,78,458 

20,16,1168 

I 
_. 

1,40,015,826 

89,7.52 

60,34,209 

14,335 

8,114,599 --
3,~~,!!''!.o206 -,-- -._--

-That Is, (1) Bank of Maharashtra, (2) Presidency Industrial Bank, (3) Bank of Poona, (4) Bhnrat Industrial Bank, and (5) Bhor State 
Bank. 
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BANK •• 
FooDR Bonkers' 

Clearing 
IIouse. 

Commonwealth 
.Aluurance. 

BOMBAY ·STATJ: CA2Z11EER 

Poona Bankers' Clearing House.-With a view to facilitating the 
clearing of \Cheques drawn on banks in Po'ona, a clearing house was 
started on 28th August 1947. The Agent of the Imperial Bank of 
India, Poona, is president of this clearing house and supervises its 
working. 

The fo]Jowingbanks were the members of the Clearing House up to 
June, 1951:-

1. Imperial Bank of India, Poona. 
2. Imperial Bank of India, Poona City. 
3. Bank of India, Ltd., Poona. 
4. Bank of Maharashara Ltd., Poona City. 
5. Bank of Baroda Ltd., Poona City • 
.e. Bank of Poona Ltd., Poona City. 
1. Central Bank of India Ltd., Poona City. 
8. Devakaran Nanjee Banking Co. Ltd., Poona City. 
9. National Savings Bank Ltd., Poona City. 

10. New Citizen Bank of India Ltd., Poona City. 
11. Poona Central Co-operative Bank Ltd., Poona City. 
12. Presidency Industrial Bank Ltd., Poona City. 
13. Punjab National Bank Ltd., Poona City. 
14. United Commercial Bank Ltd., Poona City. 

The Imperial Bank acts as the Clearing Bank. 

The number of cheques cleared through the clearing house dllring 
the year 1951 was 3,34,382 amounting to Rs. 21,88,01,000. 

Insurance Companfes.-Ten insurance companies with their 
registered offices in the district were working in 1948. They wcro 
( 1) the Commonwealth Assurance Co., Ltd. • (2) the Long Life 
Insurance Company Ltd.. (3) the Indian Progressive Insurance Co. 
Ltd.. (4) the Trust of India Assurance Co. Ltd.. ( 5 ) the New 
Provident Insurance Co. Ltd.; (6) the Supreme Mutual Assurance 
Co., Ltd .• (1) tho Yashwant Mutual Insurance Co .. Ltd. •. (8) the 
Aundh Mutual Life Insurance Co., Ltd .• (9) the Continental Mutnnl 
Assurance Co. Ltd .• and (10) the All-India Motor Transport Mutual 
Assurance Co., Ltd. Besides these, some branches of insurance 
companies registered outside the district were reported to be working 
in Poona, viz., (1)' the New Asiatic Insurance Co. Ltd.; (2) the Nt'W 
India Assurance Co., Ltd; (S) the Oriental Government Security 
I.ile Assurance Co. Ltd.; (4) the Western India' Life Insurance Co. 
Ltd. : (5) the Indian Globe Insurance Co. Ltd.; and. (6) the Empire 
of India Life Assurance Co., Ltd. 

The Commonwealth Assurance Co. Ltd., was registered in 1000. 
In that year, its paid up capital was Rs.47,265, aM life fund, Rs. 44.2. 
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The total liabilities- amounted to- Rs. 55,801. This figure increased 
to Rs. 1,01,02,792 in 194~. Faid up capital in that year stoOd at 
Rs. 5,00,000, and the life· fund at Rs. 86,23,547. For the first time 
the company did fire insurance business in 1948, and- the fire fund· 
at the end of that year stood at Rs. 8,938. On the assets side invest., 
ments stood at Rs. 65,75,330 and_loans at Rs. 19,96,45L 

The Long Life Instirance Co., Ltd., was registered in 1933. Illi 
1935 its paid up capital was Rs. 54,690, which increased to 
lU. 2,15,990, in 1948. During this period the life assurance £Wldl 
increased Crom Rs. 6.322 to Rs. 9,18,308 and deposits from Rs. 32,724 
to Rs. 11.65,454. Thus, the total liabilities, which stood at Rs. 32,724 
in 1935, increased to Rs. 12,51,685 in 1948. On the assets side. 
Investments increased from Rs. 38,166 to Rs. 6,62,785, and loans Oili 

policies from, Rs. 15,000 to Rs. 2,33,216. During the yeat 1948. the 
sums assured stood at Rs. 5· 82 lakhs and the I?remiums paid 
totalled Rs. 1·61lakhs. 

The Trust of India Assurance Co., Ltd., was registered in 19;)5. 
In 1937 its paid up capital' was Rs. 41,080, which increased to 
as. 1,11,320 in 1948. During the same period, the life fund increased 
from Rs. 7,315 to Rs. 10,04,003; deposits from Rs. ~,337 to Rs: 10,200, 
and total liabilities from Rs. 57,788 to Rs. 12,37,396. On the assets 
side, investments increased from Rs. 26,868 to Rs. 7,57,830, and loans 
from nil to Rs. 2,95,270. During the year 1948 the sums aS~UTed 
stoQd at Rs. 14·16. IakhS, while premiums paid stood at Rs. 2·94 
lakhs. 

The Indian Progressive Insurarice Co., Ltd., was registered in 1935 .. 
In 1935-36, the paid up- capital stood at Rs. 38,915. life fund at 
Rs. 104. and total liabilities at Rs. 65,934. In 1948, these figures stood! 
at Rs. 76,390, Rs. 6.29,901 and Rs. 7,19,483 respectively. On the 
assets side, during this period, investments incr~ased from Rs. 26,775 
to Rs. 4,99,162 and loans from Rs. 6,337 to Rs. 1,53,718. 

The New Provident Insurance Co., Ltd., was registered in 1940l 
In. 1942. its paid up capital was Rs. 13,080 which increased to 
PaS. 18,690 in 1948. During the same period the life fund increased· 
from Rs. 124 to Rs. 41,174, deposits from nil to Rs. 289, and total 
liabilities. from Rs. 13,354 to Rs. 61,833. On- the assets side- mvest· 
menta.. increase<L from Rs •. 10.070 to Bs. 51,072 and loans from nil 
tol as. l,.S7Q._ 

The followiDg table gives for- 1946, 1941, and 1948, a consolidated 
statement of the assets and liabilities of the. five insurance companies 
described above ont of the ten which are registered in Poona Disbict. 
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The other five were mutual insurance companies :

TA~LE XI. 

INSURANCE COMPANIES REGISTERED IN POONA 

Liabiliti08. 

. I?J • 1947. v 1948. 

Ra. Rer Re. 

Paid up Capital .. •• 9,13,995 9,19,!lIlO,' 9,22,390 

Life Assl1I'8Dce Pund , . .. 87,12,433 1,00,25,263 i,12,16,933 

Fire IlJ!ll1l'8Dl:8 Fund .'. .. Nil. Nil. 8,038 

Deposits - .. ., 2,54,423 2.17,633 1,98,344 

Reserve Fund .. .. 867 69,649 68,749 

~bilitiea in respeo\ of outstanding 
ulaims ~ ., .. 2,24,016 1.90.081S 2,46,4,39 

Othore .. .. .. 2,28,332 2.67,260 7.11,396 

Total .. 1,03,34,066 1,16,611.840 1.33.73.1811 
" . 

, 

Asset9, 

1::-/, 1947. 1949. 

Be. Ra. Ra.. 
Investments : 

Government Becuriti .. .. 63,34.578 68.50,928 62,l'i3,271 

Otben .. .. .. 22.73,687 23,01,303 22,92,918 
-:-

Total .. 76,08,265 81,52,231 85,46,189 -----
1.0&118 .. .. .. 12,96,501 I 20,2f,~6 26,80,025 

OutstaDdiug PremiUIII8 .: .. 1.04,724 

I 
1,25,804 1,30,614 

Cash ~ .. .. 6,83,530 G,89,931 6,96,340 

L&od, Bllildmgrj etc. .. .. 3,00,339 '~84;178 6.76,654 

Others .~ .. .. 3.40.707 2,93,210 7,45,467 , . 
iGrand Totsl , .. 1,03,34,066 1,16,69,840 1,33,73,189 '. 

Of the mutual insurance companies (i). the Aundh Mutual 
Assurance Co., Ltd., and (ii) the Supreme Mutual Assurance Co .. 
Ud., were registered in 1941; (iii) the Yeshwant'Mutual Insurance 
Co., Ltd., in 1943, (iv) the Continental Mutual Assurance Co., Ltd., 
in 1945 and (v) the All-India Motor Transport Mutual Assurance 
Co., Ltd., in 1946. Between the year of registration and 1948, the 
life fund of the Aundh Mutual increased from Rs., 12,300 to 
Rs. 2,59,906; of the Supreme Mutual from Rs. 301 to Rs. 4,46,418; 
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ot the Yeshwant Mutual from Rs. 5,636 to Rs. 1,65,387. The Conti
nental had no life fund ,till 1949, in which year it was Rs. 276. The 
All-India Motor Transport Mutual had,,in 1947, an accident insurance 
fund of Rs. 43,583 and its total liabilities stood at Rs. 1,48,917. The 
total assets and liabilities of these com'panies, excepting the All-India 
Motor Transport Mutual Assutan"ce, for the year 1946, 1947 and 1948 
are shown ~ the table below:- . 

~ 
T.AnLE ,XII. 

MUTUAL INSlJIIANCE: COMPANIES REGISTERED IN POONA. . 
Liabilities. 

1946. 1947, 1948. 

Re. Ra. Re. 

LiCe Fond .. .. . . 4,49,706 6,79,202 8,71,978 

Premium and other depouw .. 97,021 . l,n,422 1,16,660 . 
Beeerve Funds " ., .. 2,800 811 1,872 

J.,0thBrll .. .. . . 1,21,536 77,393 .1,38,895 
, 

Total •. 6,71,063 .8,68,8,28 . :11,29,414 

• .. . 
~ 

Aneta. • , . 
I 1946. 1947. I 1948. \ . , I , . \ Re. Re. Re, . , 

Inveetmenw., .. .. 4,M,963 6,00,497 .. 7,53.237 

Loane .. .. .. 74,716 69,62~ 1,07,709 

Outstanding Premiums •• ., 21,M5 33,942 37,79? 

Cull .. .. .. 64,797 77,059 63,961 . , 
Land. Bail'dinga, eto. .. .. 15,813 24,316 33,208 

• 
OtIlBrll .. .. .. 49,229 63,391 1,43,498 

, 
Total .. 6,71,063 8,68,828 I 11,29,414 . 

Loan and Investment Companies.-There were in 1950 ~o loan 
and investment companies, viz., (i) the Deccan Industqal Investment 
Trust, Ltd., Poona, registered in 1939, and (ii) ~e Mabarashtra 
Industrial Investments Ltd., Poona, als~ registered in 1939:' 

In 1940 the paid tIp capital of the' Deccan Industrial Investment 
Trust, Ltd., stoo~ at Rs. 28,225, fixed deposits at Rs. 19944, and total 
liabilities at Rs. 49,779. In 1948, they stood atRs. 71,000, 
Rs. 2,54,219 and Rs. 3,93,404 respectively, The paid up capital of 
the Maharashtra Industrial Investments, Ltd" stood at Rs. 39,500 
and total liabilities at Rs. 41,685 in 1939. In 1948 they stood at 
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CHAPTER 7, Rs. .10,375 and Rs-. 2,85,659, respectively. It had also depositS" of 
-- Rs. 1,99,141 in 1948. Of the assets of the Deccan Industrial Invest

ment Trust, Ltd., in 1948, loans stood at Rs. 2,38,021; investments 
at Rs. 16,440 and. cash at Rs. 16,440~ of the assets of the other 
company the corresponding fig"ures were Rs. 2,54,210, Rs. 14,555; and 
Rs. 7,037. -The total assets or liabilities DE the' two companies 
tog~thc:r stood at Rs. 6,19,068 in 1948. , 

PuBLIC LDm-ED Public Limited Companies . ....;P9bli~·limited companies incorporated 
CoKP~',' in the district (other than joint' stock banks, insurance companies 

and loan and investment companies) numbered 65 . in 1948. Of 
these, 20 companies were registered in 1948 or 1949, 11 in 1941,5 in 
1946, ~ in 1~5; 2 in .1944,5 in .1943" 2.in 1942, 3 in 1941, 3 in 
1940 an<i the remaining 11 before 1940. The ol~t of the companies 
was inc;orporated in 1885 and that was the D~ccan-Paper· MillS, Ltd. 
Of the existing 65 eompanies, whereas only 11 were registered between 
1885 and 1940, duri}lg the ten yearsfo~owing 1940,54 companies 

ClassiJicatiou. 

were registered. . 

A classification of th~ companies.. acCording. to the nature of 
. business done shows that 461. of the 65 companies were in the 
. manufacturing group. Of the remaining, two were in the group of 
. trading, two. in tranSport and one.in the group "of mills and presses, 
, and ~5 in· the miScellaneous group. 

. ! 
Wit:hiD .th~ .. manufacturing group, the majority of the companies 

belonged- ·to. live major industries. They were:. (i) printing. 
publishiug . and sfationery; (ii) chemicals and allied trades; 
( iii ~ ~ngineering; (iv) textiles, cotton and silk; and (v) clay, stone, 
cement, .lime, etc. Tlie distribution of the manufacturing companies 
in- the year, 1948. w$S'. as follows :- . ' 

, Printing; Publishing and Stationery ~ '.' 8 . 
Chemicals,' .• " 10 
Engineering ...• ' 5 . 
Textiles . ~ _ 5 
Clay, st6ne, cement, lime, etc. " •• ., 3 

. Tobacco ~. 2 
Publi~ utilit}l~ (light,. power) 1 . 

• Match .. 1 
• Lamp, Soap 1 • 
T~rid ~. ,. .," 1 
Sug~ . • I 

.Y'aper mills;" • 2 
~Othel'S'" ., 6 .. 

. . 
.. . Total 46 • 

---~ 

Among the. pUsceIlaneous' group; four ~longed to· hot~ ~ea~s 
and: entertainmentsj. two, to tea~ an<L planting and. the. remammg nve 
were Qf various. descriptions. 

• 'The table· below' gives a consolidated statement of the resources 
at the disposal of only 40 of. the 65· companies.. Tlle statement was 
compiled from the balance· sheets of 34 companies for. 1948 and! 
six companies for 1941. The balance sheets of the Test were not 
available for either of those years. Figures are given for different 
groups. The figures for the s~ companies whose balance sheets. 
were available for 1941 are shown ~ brackets :-



TABLE mI. 
_. 

-. 
THE TOTAL LIABILITIES OF 40 OUT -0:11' 65 PUBLIC LIMITEp COMPANIES lNCORPO~TED IN POONA. DISTRIt<'1 

- • DURING THE YEAR 1948.- ' ' , 
• ,~ I ., . , " ~ • . , • J • • 

~ Pa.id.u; Ca.pita.l! 
. . ~ 

.. ~ . c1a.asifio.)tioD of Cum~e.nies • Tuta.l Lia.bilities. 'LQ"ns. D~PQsits • 
• .. , 

-II . - • - • . , , 
R,. Re. , • R" R. ... 

I, l'lla.nufa.,~uriDg-
, , . ~.' I, Rugl\r " .. " .. t M,30, 129 B,Il8,IIIS 64,07,242 .... 

2, Textiles . 59,24.436 16,13,007- , ,,9,65,621, ,- 15,79,IZO .. . " .. " , 3, 1'!l)ler milia ,. ... . , , . 31,75,648 12,7!l,1i0(, 3,10,0,1 6,1;r.025 
4- Enginedring . ' .. ., . . 26.44,613 25,80.273 _' ...... '1 ,tsO • (IO,IM) (10,0121 .... . ... , . 
6. Chemir.ala .' " .. 17,611,098 ,7.3r.,6iO 

"· ... 1 

7,48,702 
6, Clay, Stone. J.Jme, Cement, uto. .. .. 6,34,891 , 3.07,512 '92,129' . l,fi8 filiO 
7.' Light 110<\ Powo,r ..' .. " 

. , 11,47,072 1,74,000 ''',!lOIl • 2,M,6!l9 
8. Tobaocu .. " .. .. ", 4,114,1114. 1,66,435 . 2,17,330 4,020 
9. Priutint .. .. .-. " 

2,92,851 1,27,665 - 77,684 .... 
I (Sft,37l) (34,125) (40,400) ..... 

10. Others , .. ... .. ,- .. 4
2
411,325, 1,110,47'7 51,000 87,726 • ( O,aS6) , (20,000) , (IOt781) (3,Q?0) ~ ,'-t 

" 01 
l'b,'F;053 II. Tre.n,p~rt .. .. .. .. .9,86,610 , 0,000 3,500. 

<t . ! 
. . -. nI. Trading • } .. 1,67,241 -1,01,800 ~,95b 21,069 .. .. , .. . 

'>, : 
~ • S ' 2:i,fiQ,s'S7 

. 
IV. l'lIiscel~.rous , . .. .. .. . 4.; 6,07,899 13,!13;O70 80,750 

.'" .~ " . . . i, • . -• .Total' .. \ I · 2,91~M,1I18 • . "1,00,77,006 .96,33,426 35,83.6-U t-
\ .- \I,17,5l3) • , (6I,137) (51,181) •• (3,000) 

j ' .. : ... , . , , . . ' . 
• For six compallies fisures were not a.v&llable for t.be 'ear 1948. The fii§lfl'es rer..ting to thesi. bompani"s for 1947 a.re shown _,ep&l&tely in braoi;ete. 

1 ".1 .. . '. til·. . 
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The . ~otal amount invested in the 34 companies in. 1948 stood 
at Rs. 2·91 crores.Paid up capital amounted to slightly above 
Rs. 1 crore; loans, Rs:-e6· 33 lakhs and 'fixed deposits, Rs. 35·83 lakus. 
As· may be expected, the amount invested in the manufacturing group 
contributed the largest share to the total. It.stood at Rs. 2·54 crores. 
Out of this amount paid up capital was Rs. 83·54 lakhs;-loans were 
Rs. 82·48 lakhs and deposits Rs. 34·78 lakhs. These figures reveal 
the 'importance of deposits as a source of company· finance. In this 

particular year they formed nearly 14 per 'cent. of the total liabilities 
and slightly less than half the amount of loaM, the other most 

. important source of finance. 

In many .cases the amount of deposits was equal to the amount of 
paid up capital. The deposits of the light and power supply 
company were even higher than its paid up capital. In the textiles 
and chemicals groups the deposits were equal to the paid pp capital. 
In the groups of paper mills and clay, stone, etc., the deposits werc~ 
nalf the paid up capital. The total deposits, however.. formed only 
'one-third of the total of the paid up capital, mainly because the 
'bigg~st of the companies shows no deposits. . 

.' Out of the amount invested in manufacturing ~ompanies, the 
Brlhan . ~aharashtra Sugar Syndicate, Ltd., alone accounted tor 
Rs. 96·30,lakhs. Next in order ·of magnitude were textiles with 
Rs. 59-24 ·Iakhs; paper mills with Rs. 31· 75 lakhs; engineering with 
Rs:26·S4 lakhs; and chemicals with Rs. 17·68 lakhs. 

Most 9f the. companies suffered losses during the year 1918, but 
their losses were more than offset by the profits of a few other~. 
On the whole, the 34 companies realised a net profit of :as. 1O·08Iakhs. 
The groups of companies that suffered losses were printing and 
puhlishing; chemicals; engineering; and clay, stone and ,lime, etc. 
Those that made profits were textiles; sugar-; and paper-mills. Among 
the groups of companies that suffered losses, there were ·one or two 
that showed very small profits and in many cases they showed .Jleither 
profits nor losses. The profits totalled Rs. 15,61,988 and the losses 
amounted to Rs. 5,54,350. The net losses suffered by the different 
groups of companies were as follows :- . 

Printing-·and Publishing 
Chemicals 

',Engineering 
Clay, stone, lime, etc. 
Others 

. . 
. .. 

Total 

Rs .. 
'5,571 
45,517 

1,05,218 
29542 

2,87:604 

4,73,452 

The net profits made by the groups are' shown below:-
.,' .:.~ Rs. 

-Textiles 9,19,620 
Sugar·: 274,484 
Paper Mills. 2,83,493 
Others 4,253 

184 

Total 14,82,040 
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The percentage of net profits on paid up capital for the individual CHAl'TER 7. 
groups of companies works out at 56·9 for textiles, 22·9 for sugar 
and 22·1 for paper mills. }?.or all the companies the percentage 
works out at 10. '. • 

Information regarding shares and shareholders was available for 
SO companies. During the year 1948, the ordinary shares of. these 
30 companies numbered 73,541, preference shares 7,944 and deferred 
shares 11,280. All these shares ,were held by 4,722 persons. 

Finance. 
PoBLIC LIMmm 

CoMPANIES. 
Resources,· 

Private Limited Compames.-There were in the district 186. private PRIvATa l.n.o:rED 
limited companies working during 1948. A classification of them CoHPANIES, 

according to the nature of business shows that (i) 8 were in the 
~roup of Banking and Loan, ( ii ). 43 in Transit and Transport; 
(iii' 41 in Trading, (iv) 58 in M~ufacturing, (v) 5 in Mills and 
Presses and (vi)' 31 in Miscellaneous. Out of the eight companies 
in the first group, two were banks and the rest investment companies. 
All the companies in the second group were transport companies 
engaged in motor transport. In the third group, 26 were agencies 
and 15 werE! of various descriptions. The distribution of the 
58 comP!lnies in the manufacturing group was as given below:- . 

1. Printing, fublishing, etc. 12 
2. Chemicals 12 
3. Iron, Steel, etc. 1 • 
4. Engineering 10 
5. Canvas, India Rubber· 2 
6. Public Utility (Gas, water etc.) 1-
7. Clay, stone, lime, etc. 2 
8. Sugar 1 
9. Cotton mills 2 

10. Others' 15 

Total 58 

Out of the five companies in the fifth group, two were oil mills: 
and dbt of the 31 companies in the misCellaneous group, three were 
planting companies, 7 were land and building companies, 13 hotels 
and theatres, and 8 were of various other descriptions. 

The paid up capital of ·144 out of the 186 companies stood at 
Rs. 89,69,690 during the year 1948. There was only one company 
which had a paid up capital above Rs. 5 lakhs. Those that had 
paid up capital between Rs. 1 lakh and Rs. 5 lakhs numbered 25: 
those between Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 1 lakh, 16; and those between 
Its. 25,000 and Rs. 50,000, 23. Below Rs. 25,000 were the rest. 

The largest amount of paid up capital was in respect of manu
facturing companies which accounted for Rs. 30·49 lakhs. Next 
in order were the transport companies with Rs. 30·9 Iakhs; trading 
companies with Rs. 12·55 lakhs; and, lastly, the banking and 
investment companies with Rs. 47,000. The paid up capital under 
the various groups is shown below:-
I. Banking and lnvestment-

(i) Banking 
(ii) Investment 

.. "DL "t " nn ... 

Rs. 
1,000 r· 

46,000 

Total •. 

Rs. 

47,000 

• 
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CHAPTER 7. Rs. Rs. 
Finance. II. Transport 30,09,000 

PJuvATE LiMITED 
CoMPANIES. III. Trading-
Classificatiun. 

• STATE AsSIST
ANCE. 

Agriculture .. 

( i) Agencies 
(ii) Others 

IV. Manufacturing-

Total 

(i) Printing, Publishing .. 
( ii ) Chemicals and Allied Trades .. 

( iii) Engineering 
(iv) Can~as, India Rubber 
(v) Public Utility 
(vi) Clay, stone, lime, cement 

'. ( vii) Sugar 
( Viii) Cotton mills 

(ix) Others 

V. Mills and Presses

(i) Oil mills 
( ii) Goers 

VI. Miscellaneous-

_.' ~ (i) Planting 

Total 

Total 

( ii) Estate, land and building 
( iii) Hotels, Theatres 
( iv) .Others 

Total 

6,60,695 
5,55,125 

2,66,000 
5,32,280 
1,09,000 
1,20,000 

50,000 
61,000 
52,000 

1,18,000 
17,42,000 

11,000 
3,82,000 

.1,52,460 
7,91,300 
3,12,110 

12,15,820 

30,49,280 

3,93,000 

12,55,870 
'i'~ __ 

State Assistance to Agriculture and Industry.-The financial help 
given by the Government to agriculture ap.d industry is of consider
able ·amount. Particularly large. ·sums have been advanced by 
Government to agriculturists during the last five or six years. Loam; 
to agriculturists are known as tagai loans, and they are granted 

- under the Land Improvements I,..oans Act (XIX of 1883) fo1' 
improvement of land, and under the Agriculturists' Loans Act (XII 
of 1884) fiar purchase of bullocks, fodder and agricultural imple
Clents. . The grants of these loans were liberalised as part of the 
"Grow More Food" campaign as well as to II)eet. the increa~cd 
demand for them following the enforcement of the Bombay Money
lenders Act in 1947.' The following statement shows the amount of 
tagai loans advanced in the district in each year since 1946-47 as 

. well as the recoveries. 
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The opening balance as on 1st April 1946 was Rs. 7,88,955. 
Year. Advances. duriIig Recoveries during 

_ the year. the year. 

1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 
1949-50 

Rs. Rs. 
6,83,960 4,18,917 

10,53,998 4,00,839 
41,74,392 16,00,140 
33,21,601 23,75,501 

Since the enforcement of the Bombay Agricultural Debtors' Relief 
Act, tagai loans have been granted to agricultural debtors for crop 
finance both in cash and in kind through grain banks, crop 
societies or the .Revenue Department. To the poorer cultivators 
who have either no land or own insufficient land, these loans are 
granted for their maintenance as well as for the purchase of seed. 

T agai loans were also granted at lower rates of interest for parti
cular schemes which the Government introduced. There was 
a scheme to sink new wells and to repair old ones. For this purpose 
the rate of interes~, was 3~ per cent. per annum. Besides after the 
completion of the work a subsidy was granted which was limited 
to 25 per cent. of the cost, subject to a limit of Rs. 500 in the case 
of new wells and of Rs. 250 in the case of old . wells. This was 
raised in the case of backward class agriculturists -to 30 per cent. 
of the cOst in the case of new wells subject to a limit of Rs. 600. 

In Poona District 1,430 new wells have been sunk and constructed 
-and 857 old wells have been repaired since 1946 till July 1950 
as a result of which 11,151 acres of land have been brought under 
well irrigation. 

The Government also introduced· a potato cultivation scheme in 
1947, and for this purpose tagai loans were granted in the form of 
potato seeds. 

Financial help to industries is given by Government. an&er 
(i) the State Aid to Industries Rules, 1935, (ii) the scheme for 
grant of loans and subsidies to artisans for the purchase of 
appliances and tools, and (iii) the scheme for grant of foans to 
the educated unemployed for setting up in business or -to start or 
develop industries of their own. 

Details of the loans and subsides given under all. the three 
schemes since their inception are shown below :-

I. State aid to industries-
Year. Type of Industry. Amount of 

loans. 
Rs. 

1939 .• Vegetable Oil Lamp 3,000 
1940 ..' (i) Construction of Laboratory equip- 1,440 

ment. 
( ii) Cigarette making • l 9,500 

1941 Manufacturing of Photo-paper 1,750 
1945 . Research on Fish 2,500 
1948 (i) Tanning and Leather • 5,000 .... 

.. (ii) Rubber Products 8,00,000 
1950 Litho Ink .. 10,000 

• 
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. 

CHAPTER'I. II. Loans and subsidies to arlisans-

Finance. 
Type of IndWltry. NO. of Subsldie •• Loans. TotaL 

Loanee •• 
STATB A Rs. Rs. Rs. 

AI8lSTANCB. 
Tanning 22 5,500 5,500 lndustriel. , ... 
Wool 312 1,981 2,300 -

Total 22 312 7,481 7,800 

B 
Leather working .. 2 325 1,,325 1,650 
Tanning 5 500 2,600 3,000 

Total 7 825 3,,925 4,650 

UI. Financial (l8sistance to the educated unemployed-
Type of Industry. No. of Subsidie •• Loans. TotaL 

Loaneer. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

- Manufacture of articles 
from Latex 1 500 500 

.t.:ngineering workshop. 2 2,000 2,000 4,000 
Insulated tapes 1 1,200 1,200 
Fountain-pens 1 1,000 1,000 2,000 
Science Apparatus 1 .... 2,000 2,000 
Combined sieves 1 2,000 2,000 
Tin 1 1,000 1,000 
Haskell ghanl8 9 1,015 1,075 2,150 - -Total 11 4,015 10,775 14,850 -
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ACCORDING TO THE 1951 CENSUS STATISTICS, trade provides means of Trade. 

livelihood to 1.48.273 persons or 7·5 per cent. of the total population 
of the district. 

The vast and rapid improvement in transport that has taken place 
during recent decades has eHected marked changes in the orga
nization and extent of trade in the district. The popularity of 
Dlachine-made goods, Indian and foreign. and the growing import
ance of commercial crops have also influenced this transformation. 
Needless to say, the transformation is more marked in the urban 
than in the rural parts. 

POONA CITY, as the headquarters of the district and the railway CouRsE em 
function of the Central and Southern Railways, is naturally the TllADB. 
main centre of trade in the district. In fact, it is an entrepot 
of the district, .and its importance as such will be described 
later. Many of the taluka headquarters of the district are 
not connected by rail with Bombay, the main centre ot 
trade in the State, but several of them have easy access by 
means of good roads either to the Poona railway station, which is 
the junction between the Central and the Southern Railways, or 
to other railway stations on the main rail lines carrying trafli<: to 
Bombay. Sirur lies on the Poona-Ahmednagar road and,t4dre£ere, 
I,':ets easy access to Bombay at the rail points on this toad at 
Kedgaon or Poona. Indapur lies on the Poona-Sholapur road'. which 
touches Bhigavan on the railway line between Dhond and 
Kurduwadi. Baramati is connected to Poona via Nira and Iejuri and 
also by the Poona-Sholapur road, and has its rail points at Dhond and 
Patas. Purandar lies on the old Poona-Satara road and gets 
connection with Bombay through Poona. Haveli is connected to 
Poona by various main roads, Poona-Sholapur, Poona-Ahmednagar, 
Foona-Satara, Poona-Panvel and Poona-Paud. Mawal has easy 
access by road to Talegaon, Lonavala and Khandala, all of them 
railway stations on the main rail line between Poona and Bombay. 
Khed and Iunnar lie on the Poona-Nasik road and get access to 
tLe main railway line at Poona and Talegaon. 

THERE ItAS BEEN IN BECENT TIMES an increase in the volume of baoan. 
. imports into the Poona district. On account of restrictions on the 
movement of some essential goods and also procurement and rationing 
by the Stale as die result of war and post-war conditions in the 
country, the nonnaI channels of trade have toto some extent been 
blocked tet1lporarily. The chief articles ot import are grain, includ
ing rice, bajri, jowar and wheat; pulses, int:luding gram, tUf', huiga, 

• 
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math, udid and mug; oilseeds, including groundnuts, khurasani and 
cotton seeds; Moha flowers; salt; fish; metals; raw and refined 
sugar; tea and coffee; tobacco; timber; hardware; yarn (cotton, 
silk and art silk); cotton piecegoods; fancy and silk cloth; 

. carpets; matches; kerosine oil; haberdashery; porcelain; various 
foilet goods; and building materials. Rice, which forms an 
important item of diet, is usually brought from Thana. Bajri. is 
imported from Ahmednagar and Sholapur, and jowar, hulga, math, 
udid, mug; tur and gram from Sholapur. Wheat, especially 
tile bakshi variety, comes from Hyderabad State, Sholapur, Khandesh 
and Gujarat. Oilseeds are brought from Sholapur and Saturn. 
Cottonseed, which is an excellent cattle feed,' is generally 
brought from the cotton-growing regions of Ahmednagar, Sholapur 
and Khandesh, Moha flowers come from-Ratnagiri, Thana, Shola
pur and various districts of Gujarat. Salt and dry fish are brought 
from Thana and Bombay, and fresh fish from Bombay. Under 
imported metals come zinc, copper, gold, silver, lead, brass, iron 
and tin. All these metals are generally imported from Bombay 
by rail or motor trucks. Gold and silver are extensively used for 
ornaments and vessels. Formerly copper and brass Were imported 
in the form of blocks but they are now largely imported from Bombay 
in the form of ready-made metal sheets. Although the manufacture 
of copper and brass utensils is growing inPoona city, at present 
a substantial quantity of tilese vessels is brought to Poona city 
-from Nasik. Iron and steel, which are used for a variety of 
purposes, come from Bombay. Imported groceries, chiefly dates, 
spices, condiments and coconuts, are usually imported from Bombay 
or Sholapur by rail. Refined sugar comes from Bombay, Sholapur 
and Ahmednagar, and raw sugar, of which since tile opening of 
the Mutha and Nira canals a large quantity is. produced in the 
Haveli taluka, is imported into Poonafrom Phaltan, Satara, 
KoThapur and the Karnatak. Poona city is a large centre of 
trade in raw sugar (gul),. and tllls feature will be described in detail 
later. A large quantity of imported raw sugar is re-exported to 
Gujarat and Saurashtra. Tea and coffee, which are extensively 
used by all classes of people in Poona, are brought from Bombay. 
Tobacco Is brought to Poona from KoThapur, Satara, Belgaum, 
Sholapur, Miraj and Sangli. Teak wood (Malabar) comes mainly 
hom Ratnagiri, Thana and Dharwar. Other timber comes from 
Nasik and Thana. Indigo and yarn are chiefly brought from 
Bombay and Sholapur and are distributed among· the handloom 
weavers of the district. Handloom fabrics ·andcloth, which 
consist mainly of dhotars and sadis, although they are manufactured 
in considerable quantities at Saswad, Baramati, Junnar and Manchar. 
are also imported from BurhanlJur (M. P.), Yeola, Ahmednagar. 
Ahmedabad and Nagpur (M. P.)~ Mill made clotil is. chielly 
imported from Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur. Silk, which is 
used in waist clotil, turbans, sadis and other women's gmnents, is 
imported from Bombay, Ahmedabad, Surat, Ahmednagar and 
Burhanpur (M. P.). Satraniis (carpets). are brought «rom Agra 
(U. P.), Khandesh, Ahmednagar and Soutil India .• Glassware, 
toilet articles, fancy articles and other costlier tlllngs ,are imported 
from Bombay and are chiefly consumed by the rich .• 

THE CHIEF EXPORTS from the district are "'its surplus agri
cultural produce; viz.,. food grains, gul, potatoes, ," vegetables. 
fruits, betel leaves an4 colouring roots for dying Manufactured 

• 
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products like brassware, shoes, silk . cloth, handloom cotton 
cloth, invory and wooden toys, and perfumes from compara
tively smaller exports. Forest products that are exported are 
myrobalans and honey. There is a small quantity of exports in 
hides, horns, and bones, which are derived from slaughtered or 
d~ad agr!cultural cattle. Since ~e opening and development of 
railway lines, the exports of perIShable commodities have greatly 
increased, chief among them being betel leaves, vegetables and fruits 
ffom the Haveli and Purandar talukas, and potatoes from Junnar 
and Khed. This trade has grown rapidly on account of the impetus 
given to garden farming by irrigation facilities from the Mutha and 
the Nira canals. Plantains are sent from Ale, Rajuri, Belhe, Otur 
End Junnar to Bombay viti the Talegaon and Valha railway 
stations and also by Satara Road to Poona. Grapes are exported 
from Vadgaon, Kandali and Rajuri in Junnar, and from Pabal and 
Kendur in Sirur. Figs are sent from Diva, Parinche, Sonaori, 
Gurholi and Mahur in Purandar; and from Gogalvadi, Alandi 
(Chorachi) and Uruli Kanchan in Haveli. Pomegranates are sent 
from Supa, Devalgaon-Gada and Vadgaon in Baramati, and from 
Alandi (Chorachi), Vadki and Uruli Kanchan in Haveli. Mangoes 
are grown extensively at Khed-Shivapur in Haveli, also at Sasvad, 
Chambli, Supa Khurd, Bhivri and Bopgaon in Purandar and 
Awasari Khurd and Kadus in Khed. In ordinary years some of 
these mangoes find their way to Bombay. Oranges, lemons and' 
guavas are grown at Rajewadi, Talegaon-Dhamdhere and the 
outskirts of Poona city and find their way to markets via the 
Talegaon station.' Potatoes are largely grown in Khed. and are sent 
out of the district from Talegaon. Onions are sent from the 
Talegaon-Dabhade station. Chillies are also sent by the same 
route from Kahu, Gulani, Vaphgaon, Chakan and Bhos in Khed, 
and from Khodac\ Narayangaon and Arvi in Junnar. Cabbages 
and other fresh vegetables go in large quantities to Bombay. The 
trade in betel leaves is rapidly growing, and these leaves are scnt 
from Junnar, Purandar, Khed, Indapur and Baramati to Bombay 
and a number of other places in Bombay State. 

Besides these vegetable products, colouring roots, raised. in the 
district, are sold to customers in Bombay through their local agents. 
Hajri is sent from Haveli, Purandar, Khed and Junnar by carts and 
motor-trucks to Poona. Jowar is sent from Indapur, Baramati and 
Sirur hy rail .and road to Poona. As already stated, raw sugar, 
which is imported in large quantities, is re-exported to Gujarat 
and Saurashtra. Junnar handmade paper was formerly largely 
exported, but of late the trade has much fallen. Metal ware is 
made in large quantities in the city of Poona and these are sent 
by rail to' Bombay and Sholapur, and by road, to Satara, Kolhapur 
and other places. Indapur, Sirur, Mawal, Baramati, Purandar and 
Haveli exPort hides, horns and bones chiefly to Bombay and Poona, 
ahd. Junnar fnd Khed export hides and horns only . 

• The dis~ilmtion of imports and collection of exports are done 
at trade cennes, markets, village shops and fairs and also by 
pedlars. .. . ~~-
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Ambegaop and .A;.as~ in Ambegaon; Vaphgaon, PimpaIgaon. 
Khed and Mahalunge in Khed; Sirur and Talegaon-Dhamdhere 
in Sirur ; Talegaon-Dabhade in Mawal; Charholi Budruk, 
Phulgaon, Vagholi and Loni-Kalbhor in Haveli; Saswad. Rajewadi. 
Shivatakrar (Nira) and Jejuri in Purandar; Supa and Baramati in 
Baramati; Paud in Mulshi; Patas in Dhond; Indapur; and Bhor. 
Of these trade centres, Khandala, Talegaon-Dabhade, Poona, Loni
Kalbhor and Patas are on the Central Railway and Rajewadi and 
Nira are on the Southern Railway. 

The leading merchants in these trade centres are from the 
traditional trading communities. The smaller merchants have each 
a capital of about Rs. 1,000, whereas the larger merchants own 
each capital to the extent of Rs. 1,50,000, which they invest in 
their trade. While Junnar, Ambegaon, Talegaon-Dabhade, Poona, 
Charholi Budruk, Saswad, Baramati and Indapur have trade relations 
direct with Bombay and other large markets, the trade of other 
centres is mostly local, not passing to places outside the district. 
"l'he local merchants who deal directly with the merchants in Bombay 
and other large markets usually. deal in grains, garden crops, mill
made piecegoods, haberdashery, stationery and other consumer 
goods, dried fish, salt, rice, coconuts, building materials, and 
hardware. The business in most of these centres is on a small 
scale. Regular trading is not generally carried on thTough agents, 
but large traders occasionally make use of agents when the,. are 
unable themselves to make purchases either in the villages or in Poona 
and Bombay. Agricultural produce passes through three or four 
hands before it leaves the district. It goes to the market generally 
through the village shopkeeper, who passes it on to a dealer in some 
large town who sends it direct to Bombay or to some export 
merchant in Poona. The more substantial farmers bring their 
produce themselves to the large markets of Poona and other 
centres. Farmers who grow garden crops, vegetables and betel 
leaves send their produce to Poona Or Bombay through the usual 
agencies. The village shopkeeper usually purchases articles of 
exports in exchange for money advanced or lent. Like exports, 
imported articles also pass through several hands, the wholesale 
merchant in Bombay, the importer in Poona. or any other large 
town, the dealer who purchases .from ~e importer, and the petty 
retailer who buys from the dealer for sale to the consumer at his 
village shop or at some fair or market. In Poona city' itself, the 
imported articles sometimes pass through two hands only,- ~e 
wholesaler and the retailer. The consumer rarely buys from tb.e 
importer direct. Occasionally, another middleman, .the wandering 
pedlar, comes beween the importer and the consumer. The 
btokers are few and they do their business on commission basis. 
As a rule, brokers do, no other business, but there is no rule or 
custom to prevent their engagement in other business, nor are their 
transactions limited to anyone branch of trade. 
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NEXT TO THE CHIEF TRADE CENTRES in the assembling and distribu~ CHAPTER 8, 
tion of goods come the market places, where a market is held on 
a fixed day in the week. The following is the list of villages where Trade. 
weekly markets are held :- MAlID:T PLAca. 

TABLE No.1. 

MAlIXET PLACES IN POONA DISTlIIcr. 

Taluka. 

1. Ambegaon 
2. Baramati 

3. Bhor 

4. Dhond 

5. HaveIi 

6. Indapur 

1." Junnar 

8. Khed 

9. Mawal 

10. Mulshi 

11. Purandar 

12. Sirur 

• 
13. VeIhe 

• 

.. 'I· 
" 

Villages where weekly markets are held. 

1. Ambegaon, 2. Ghode, 3. Manchar. 
1. Baramati, 2. Belvandi, 3. Hindori 

and 4. Paravadi. 
1. Ambavade, 2. Ambede, 3. Bajarwadi, 

4. Bhor, 5. Hirdoshi, 6. Kikavi, 
7. Nasarapur, 8. Pale, 9. Shind and 
10. Varueli Khurd. 
4. Patas. 5. Yewat. 

1. Dhond, 2. Karkamb, 3. Kedgaon, 
1. Charoli Bk, 2. Chinchavad, 3. Ful

gaon, 4. Hadapsar, 5. Khed-Shivapur, 
6. Loni-Kalbhor, 7. Uruli-Kanchan . 

1. Bavada, 2 .. Bhigwan, 3. Bori, 4. Inda
pur, . 5. Lasurne, 6. Kalas, 
7. Nimbgaon-ketki, 8. Palasdev, 
9. Walchandnagar. 

1. Ale, 2. Ane, 3. Belhe, 4. Junnar, 
5. Madh, 6. Narayangaon,7. Otur. 

1. Ahire, 2. Chakan, 3. Chas, 
4. Dawadi, 5. Dehene, 6. Kadus, 
7. Khed, 8. Kurkundi, 9. Mahalunge, 
10. Vaphgaon, 11. Wada .. 

1. Ambegaon, 2. Chandkhed, 3. Induri, 
4. Kamshet, 5. Karla, 6. Lonavla, 
7. Nane, 8. Shivane, 9. Takvi (Bk.), 
10. Talegaon-Dabh/!de, 11. Umbre, 
12. Vadgaon, 

1. Bhamburda, 2. Ghotavde, 3. Kolvan, 
4. Mulshi, 5. Paud. 

1. Parinche, 2 Saswad, 3. Shivatakrar, 
4. Wallie. 

•• ,1. Ghodnadi, 2. Kavthe, 3. Kendur, 
4. Koregaon-Bhima, 5. Malthan, 
6. Nhavre, 7. Pabal, 8. Ranjangaon 
Ganapati, 9. Shikrapur, 10. Talegaon
Dhamdhere . 

1 Ambegaon, 2. Sakhar, 3. Vele. 

Oi these 90 weekly bazaar villages the most important are Baramati, 
Dhond, Chodnadi, Ghotavde, Junnar, Manchar, Saswad, Talegaon
DhamdheJc,Chakan, Bhor and Shivatakrar (Nira). Attendan~ 
in these weekly bazars varies from 150 to 700 sellers and 
from 500 to 2,500 buyers. In the rest, the attendance varies 
froql 25 to 150 sellers and from 40 to 200 buyers. All these 
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markets are' only distributing centres, except Baramati, Ghodnadi, 
Indapur, Junnar, Khed, Saswad,> and Talegaon-Dhamdhere, which 
are also assemblin~ centres. The chief articles brought for sale are 
grain of all sorts, cloth, vegetables, fruits, groceries, spices, and otner 
articles of daily use. Besides these articles, shoes, ropes, brooms, 
sugar (raw and refined), baskets; blankets and soap are ~lso 
offered for sale in some of the important weekly markets. Some 
of the sellers are themselves the producers of the goods they .,ell, 

_ and others are either dealers or dealers' agents from the neighbonr
ing town or village. The buyers are the people of the market place 
and, the villages round about. The transactions are usually done 
cn cash basis. 

Cattle markets are held once a week at Baramati, Ghodnadi, Junnar, 
Indapur and Manchar, and a cattle market is held twice a week in 
Poona city, on Wednesdays -and Sundays. Horses, ponies, cows. 
buffaloes, sheep and goats are brought for sale. In the mofussil 
places, the chief buyers are the agriculturists. 

AN EFFORT WAS MADE AS FAR BACK AS TIm EARLY THIRTIF,s of this 
century towards regulation of markets in this district. At first, cotton 
was the commodity brought under regulation by the Bombay Cotton 
Markets Act (XVII) of 1927. The market of Baramati was 
brought under the operation of this Act in 1927. The Bombay 
Agricultural Produce Markets Act (XXII) of 1939, was enacted 
to bring all other afiricultural commodities also under regulationO 
Because of monopoly procurement and rationing of cereals 
introduced as a war and post-war measure by the State Government 
actual effect -could not be given to this -Act in any large measure 
hecause, if cereals and gram were not included in the regulation, 
most of the markets were likely to be rendered financially 
uneconomic. But to meet a change in the situation, surveys have 
been carried out with a view to enforcing regulation in all such 
markets and proposals are pending before the State Government 
for regulating trading in a number of markets. 

In the follOwing paragraphs all the existing regulated markets in 
-the district are enumerated and described :-

The market at Baramati is one of the oldest and most important 
produce markets of the district. It is regulated under the Bombay 
Agricultural Produce Markets Act (XXII of 1939), and is being 
managed by a committee consisting of representatives of agricul
turists, traders and the Government. It has got a market yard of 
about two acres. • .. . 

Both wholesale and retail trade is carried on in this market. It is 
predominantly a gul market, but pulses and oilseeds are also offered 
for sale. Annually about 30,000 carts of gul and 4,000 carts of 
pulses and oilseeds are assembled. Besides these commodities, 
other articles of daily use are also brought to the market on the 
weekly bazar day which is usually attended by about 2,000 people. 
Seasonal commodities are brought into the market yard and sold 
daily during the season. They are also stocked in godowDS for sale 
throughout the year. The sellers -are the producers from rural area,. 
ane. the buyers are 120 merchants who deal in gul, oilseeds and pulses. 
There are 90 commission agents who act. as middlemen, between 
tlle buyer and the seller. The commission agent employs his own 

°The purpose of this Act is-described in Public Administration-Part V-the. 
Co-operotive Department. -



weighmen and charges the parties concerned for the service.. There 
are about 200 labourers w~o help the buyers and sellers in handlin~ 
the goods. Pulses and oilseeds are sold through the commission 
agent by direct negotiations and gul by the open auction meL'lod. 
Sales generally start early in the -moming and are over by nOOIL 
Accounts are settled by the evening and payment is made either 
on the same day or on the next In the case of sales of gul stored in 
godowns. payment is made within a week or a fortni~t. The com
n.odities are brought by farmers in their own carts. There are about 

,100 godowns, most of which are residential premises used also for 
,! the purpose of storing commodities. There is a Merchants" 
, Association at Baramati which has 120 members The association has 
laid down c:ertain conditions and the members have to abide bv them. 
There is also an important co-operative marketing society at B3.ramati 
viz.. the Nira Canal Co-'operative Purchase and Sale Union. Ltd. 
This society disposes of the produce of members and non-mem~:leI'S 
on commission basis. It deals mainly in gul. oilseeds, pulses and 
ofuer DOIH:Ontrolled commodities. It also supplies agricultural 
implements, manures. tin-sheets and seeds to agricultural produCl.~ 
at controCed rates. It finances the marketing operations of its 
members. It is a member of the Merchants' Association at Bara
mati and also acts as a buyer in the market. 

The Bhor market serves the entire Bhor taluka. A weekly hazar 
is held on Tuesdays in Mangalwar Peth and the commodities are 
Lought and sold on the road side. This market handles pulses. 
gul and other commodities. and those too in such small quantiUes. 
as suffice for the local consumption only. On the -weekly hazar 
day, the produce are assembled in the market in the moming and 
cles by open direct negotiations are carried on till the evening. 
l'a)meDl is made in cash immediately. There are no commission 
agents in this market. The buyers and sellers are mostly local 
people IQld number 1,000 persons. The produce are brought 
generally by head-loads and sometimes by bullock carts. The grower
l.imself does the weighing and does not charge any amount for the
purpose. There are no market yards or godowns .• The goods are 
stocked in the houses of various merchants. -

Ghodnadi is situated in the Sirur taluka on the Poona-Ambegaon 
Road and the market there serves the whole taluka. This market 
assembles pulses. oilseeds and gul, and the annual estimated arriv:lls 
of all the commodities are 5,300 carts. There is no separate market 
yard at Ghodnadi, and the produce is brought by the growers in 
their ovm carts to ~ various shops and -to the godowns of 
commission agents. The bulk of the produce is brought for sale 
on the weekly hazar day on Saturday, attendance at which has 
been estimated at 1.000 persons. The sales are conducted by ::he 
cpen auction system. 'Veighment is done by the servants of 
commission agents. Payments are made promptly and in cash by 
the commission agent after deducting the customary merchandis!ng 
charges. There are about 30 traders and 5 commission agents, 
19 weighmen and 60 labourers operating in the market. Ine 
roinmission agents act as intermediaries between the seller and 
the buyer. Most of these traders and commission agents have 
their 0W1l godOWDS in their residential houses. There are 40 :ouch 
godowns in the market. 
- The taluka of Junnar is served by the Junnar market which 
issembles ~undnut. chillies. potatoes and ool. Smaller quantiti~ 

Bhor. 

Gbodnadi 
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oi pulses other than val are also ilandled in this market. About 
2,100 cart-loads of all the commodities mentioned above have been 
estimated as annual arrivals in this market. There is a market yard 
at Junnar, about 10 acres in area, which is owned and supervised by 
the local municipality. There is a weekly bazaar held at Junnar 
Oll Sundays, where both wholesale and retail transactions are 
carried on. This bazar has an attendance of 1,500 persons. 
One significant feature of this market is that there are no midille
men or commission agents operating in it. The transactions take 
place directly between the sellers and the buyers. Weighment is 
done by the parties themselves and professional weighmen are not 
employed for the purpose. There are no customary marketing 
cbarges, such as commission and weighing charges, levied in this 
market. The produce are stored in godowns as in other markets. 
'There are 50 such godowns. . 

The Khed market is situated in the Khed taluka, and along. with 
its sub-market at Chakan," serves the entire taluka. Potatoes and 
groundnuts are the chief commodities that are handled in these 
markets. The Khed taluka is an important potato growing region 
and produces yearly 18,000 cart-loads of potatoes and 4,000 cart-loads 
of groundnuts. But most of· these is sold direct in the Poona and 
Bombay vegetable markets. Khed has a weekly bazar on ev~y 
Sunday. The attendance on the bazar day is about 1,000. 
Merchants and their agents from Poona and Bombay visit the 
villages of the Khed taluka and purchase the crop directly from 
the growers. Proposals to regulate trade in potatoes and 
groundnuts at ned and Chakan are pending before the State 
Government. 

'Situated in the Ambegaon taluka on the Poona-Sangamner Road, 
Manchar serves the whole of Ambegaon taluka for the marketing 
oi potatoes. Except a small quantity consumed locally, the 
potatoes are sent to the markets in the consuming centres of Poona and 
Bombay. Manchar has a weekly bazar" on every Sunday which is 
llsually attendE!d by 1,000 persons. Commodities other than 
potatoes are also brought for sale on the bazar day. With a view 
to developing this market, a proposal has been made to Government 
to regulate the potato trade in Ambegaon taluka by establishing 
a :market yard at Manchar. .-

Nira is situated in the Purandar taluka and the market there 
Serves the villages of that taluka as well as some villages of the 
Phaltan taluka of the North Satara district. It is situated on the 
Toona-Baramati Road. This is mainly a gu"t market, but on the 
weekly bazaar day small quantities of pulses and oilseeds are also 
assembled. There is no special market yard and transactions in 
gul take place at the godowns of various merchants. The market 
is visited by 100 persons per day on an average and the weekly 
bazar is attended by about 1,000 persons. Farmers bring their 
produce to the market in their own bullock-carts daily during the 
season. Sales in this market ru:e. eHected through open auction anel 
payment is made within a week or a fortnight after deducting aIt 
merchandising charges. Weighment IS done by weighmen who 
are servants of the commission agents. ~ 

The following table shows the estimated annual arrivals and the 
merchandising charges pr$lvalent, in the abovementioned seven 
markets :-



TABLE No.2. 

IMPORTANT WHOLESALE MARKETS IN POONA. DISTRICT-19~49 • 

• , 
Estim&ted , 

Commoditiel Annual Market Chargea; 
He.rket. handled. Arrivals Ootrol. 

(O&rts). CommiBBion. Weighing. Labour Charity. Discount. oharges. f 

.. RI.a.·.p • R •• a. p. R •• a. p. &s.a. p •. R8.a. p. RI. a. p. 

Baramati .. Gul. .. 30,000 0 8 o per cart. 1 0 o per palla. Nil. 0 6 o per 0 2 6per .... 
B •. 1(iO. Bs.IOO. 

pulses (Oil. 4,000 0 8 0 " 
1 D o per 0 1 o per bag. 0 1 o per bag. 0 2 o per oart. .... 

soods). Ra.l00. 
Khed Potatoes 18,000 Nil. 6 4 0 o 12 o pero&rt. 0 6 o pero&rt. 0 0 3 . -I, D o peroart . .. .. .. " 
CAah_ .. Groundnut ••• \ 4,~00 .... .... .... .... . ... . ... . .. Manohar Pot&toea •• - • - - - -.. 
Gliodn&di .. Pulaea .. il00 .... 1 D o per 0 0 D per bag. 0 0 3 per bag. 0 1 o per , . ... 

B8.100. Rs.100. 
Oil._elI .. 1,200- .... 1 D 0 .. 0 0 D .. . ... .... 
(hI .. 2,000 .... 1 D 0 .. 0 0 6 per bhely. Nil. Nil. . ... 

Junur .. Groundnuta •• /l00 Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. . ... 
Chillies .. 600 Nil. . , Nil. .... .... . ... .... 
Pot&toea .. 600 .... ..... . ... . ... .... .... 
Val .. 400 .... .... .... . ... .... .... 

Nlra .. (hI .. . .. .... I O. o per 
Rs.IOO. 

. ... 0 6 o per oart. 0 2 6 per O&rt. .... 
Bhor .. Pul_ .. .... .... . ... .... .... . ... .... 

-PlglAr .. nllt &V&iI&ble &t:the tUDe of compilation. 



CHAl'TER 8. 

Trade. 
Vn.LAGE SHOP-

1tEEPERS. 

BOMBAY STATE GAZETI'EER .. 

• VILLAGE SH<;?PKEEPERS occupy an important place in the prganisa
tion of trade ill rural areas. Ahnost cvery village has ofte or more 
sllOpkE;:epers who provide its inhabitants with their day to day 
necessIties. The following statement gives the estimated number 
of shops in'various talukas :-

TABLE No.3. 
SHOPS IN POONA DISTRICT (1949-50). 

Taluka. _ Number of Villages. Number of Shops. 
1. Ambegaon 104 24~ 
2. Baramati 64 361 
3. Bhor 189 150 
4. Dhond 66 268 
5. Haveli. 127 629 
6. Indapur 86l3oS 
7. Junnar -137 - 122 
-8. Khed 158 297 
9. Mawal 177 615 
m M~hl W'W 
11. Poona City fI 1!;:2 
12. Purandar 86 421 
13. Sirur 80 - -182 
14. Velhe 131 14 

Total 1,543 3,802 
This statement shows that on an average there are two shops for 

e\'ery village. In the case of some talukas the average works out 
at more than four shops per village and in some others more 
than five shops. In the talukas of Junnar, Bhor, Ve:he and Mulshi, 
a few villages have no shops and they have to draw their daily 
necessities from shops in the neighbouring bigger villages. Velhe 
Mahal in particular has only 14 shops for 131 villages. Most of t.~e 
villages of. Velhe Mahal ate, therefore, ill-equipped as regards 
shops, due no doubt to their small size and -inaccessibility. 

Except grain, which he buys from the local producers, the village 
shopkeeper draws his stock-in-trade from the large towns with 
whica he has business relations and where probably he gcts 
credit facilities. _ His stock generally includes grain, groceries, 
raw and refined sugar, salt, oil, tup, spices, coconuts, washing 
soap, tea, tobacco, betelnuts, and other articles required by people 
f~r. their daily use. Hotel and restaurants and cloth shops are quite 
common in rural areas. Though every dealer does not keep 

-a stock of cloUt, it is not necessary for the villagers to go every 
time to the taluka headquarters for purchasing cloth. Cloth shops 
are located at least in.a few villages of the taluka, and cloth can 
also be bought at the weekly bazar centres. Besides - saclis, 
c!hotars, hand-spun and hand-woven cloth, the cloth merchants 
keep stocks of various kinds of mill-npde cloth. Exchange of 
commodities is generally uncommon, but for metal wares culti
vators sometimes pay in grain as they do not always have ready 
cash with them. The village shopkeepers usually act as suppliers. 
of credit, both directly by loans of cash and indirectly by sales on 
credit. _ They themselves or sometimes their agents go' to market· 
towns and fairs to buy arid sell their merchandise. A feW'shnp
keepers doing business in villages and possessing sufficient 
resources deal in building materials, transport vehicles, machinery, 
fuel and manufactured commodities., The number of such shop-
keepers in the talukas is, however, very small. .. .. 

The following statement compiled from th~ quarterl>-- returns 
under the Bombay Sales Ta~' ActoM946, gives an idea of the volume 
of business done by the big shop:-;- .' 

• 



TABLE No. ,. 

STATEMENT SHOWING Tn NUMBER OJ' REGISTERED DEALERS IN POONA DISTRICT AND THEIR GROSS TURNOVER 
. :ron QUARTER EN;oE;o 31ST MARCH 1950. 

t 

(Turnover in thou~ands of rupees) • . , , 
Clothing 

Building V:~I~r.:~ Maohlnery' 
• Indu.trlal Food Stulf. and other .and Capital Fuel and MI.oellaneou •• All 

\ and Hotel •• Con~umen' Mate.lall. and Goode. Goode. ' Power. • Commodltle •• Commodltle •• 
Good •• 

--. :---, ::-1 Gro •• No. \ Gro •• No. Gro .. ~ 0_\", Gro •• No. Gro •• No. I Groos No. Gro.. I No. Gro •• 
( t Turnover, TIl.nover, Turnover, Turnover. Tu.nover, Turnover, Turnover. Turnover. Turnover • 

• ---- ----
BarMuatl TOWll, '19 85,25 83 28,89 ,8 V8 .. .. 1 7 l lIQ 5 2,78 .. .. 92 1,12,67 

. Baramatl Taluka :: " 81 8,67 10 1,89 .. .. .. 'i '7 .. .. .. 
" .. .. 41 6,06 

IndApnr Taluka .. 48 7,88 28 9,88 .. .. .. 'i i;62 'i 0;65 .. .. 72 17,88 
Dhond ToWll .. 84 7,28 28 ',84 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 19,69 
Dhond Talnk. .. 9 2,37 8 • 1,12 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17 8,49 
Havel! Taluka 10 2,22 8 93 .. .. .. .. .. .. 'i '8 'i .. .. .. 16 8,15 
Lonavla Towil 11 2,a 8, 2,76 .. .. .. " .. .. 67 .. .. 19 6,66 
~Mawal Taluka), 

Ta fOgaoD Town 8 2,20 7 2,110 1 28 .. , . .. .. ,1 

i 
83 • ", .. .. .. 15 5,06 

(Hawnl Taluka). 
Mawal Talnka • , 8 1,86 7 1,57 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '" .. ,. 15 2,9S: 
MulMhl Petha 7 , 82 9 76 .. .. .. .. .. i , . .. .. 'i " 'i '7 16 1,58 
Pnraodar Taluk. :: 41 26,29 88 8,86 .. 'i .. .. ! .. .. .. 76 80,26 
Jnnoa.ToWD .. 11 1,48 10 1,46 1 12, 8 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . 23 8,07 
JUDDa. Talnk .. .. ,11 2,87 8 l,SO ," .. .. .. .. ! .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17 8,67 
81m. Talnka .. ,18 8,89 '8 12,24 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 56 16,18 
Khed Taluka 17 4,89 , 61 .. .. .. .. .. 

I 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 4,90 

Ambegaon Talnk.:: 18 4,49 16 2,88 .. .. .. .. .. .. 'i ~i 
.. " .. .. 28 6,87 

BhorTown .. 14 ~74 11 10,16 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 26 11,01 
BhorTaluka .. Nil, il, 1 86 .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 86 

I ------ -'--;-----,1-,----------
-~·I---;--I Poona DI.trld .. 808 1,69,79 285 80,21 ,6 1,33 I i O. II I 14 CI '2,16 8 ~,O,O, 611 2,63,79 

[ I 



cliAFrEli S. 

Trade. .. 
VILLAGE SHOP

BEEPERS. 

FAIRS. 

BO~AY STATE GAZETl'EER 

Since the turnover of most of the retail shops in the Poona 
district does not reach the minimum prescribed for registratIon 
under this legislation (Rs. 10,000 in the case of importers and 
manufacturers and Rs. 30,000 in the case of other dealers). 
il considerabJe number of retail shops fall outside the scope of the 
statement. . 

During the 'quarter ended 31st March 1950, there were 
611 registered -dealers· under the Sales Tax Act and their gross 
turnover amounted to Rs. 2,53,79,000. Most of these registered 
dealers fall under .. Food-stuffs and Hotels" and" Clothing and 
other Consumer goods~. The registered dealers in these categories 
are to be found all over the district, whereas registered dealers in 
other categories are not to be so found, except 10 in Baramati, 1 in 
Indapur, 3 mDhond Town, 4 in Mawal. 2 in Purandar, 2 in Junnar 
and 1 in Ambegaon. 

THERE ARE QUITE A LARGE NUMBER OF FAIRS associated with 
important deities and religio1,ls festivals, where considerable quantities 
of agricultural and other commodities are brought for sale. In the 
year 1948-49, the number of such fairs held in the Poona district 
was 176. 

Taluka. 
Ambegaon 
Baramati 
Bhor 
Dhond 
Haveli 
Indapur 
Junnar 
Khed 
Mawal· 
Mulshi 
Poona City 
Purandar 
Sirur 
Velhe 

TABLE No.5. . 
FAIRS IN POONA DISTJ,Ucr. 

No. 
14 
10 
7 
1 
9 
5 

25 
7 

12 
15 
9 

41 
5 

16 

Total 176 

It will be seen from this table that Purandar (41) and Junnar (25) 
have comparatively larger numbers of fairs. Dhond Taluka has onJy 
one fair held every year. Some of the famous and older fairs are 
held at Ale, Otur, Nimdari, Narayangaon, Belhe and Hivare in JUDDar ; 
Nimgaon Ketki, Kharpudi, Kelgaon, Chakan, Kadadhe, Dhamane 
and Bhimashankar in Khed; Vehergaon and Vadgaon in Mawal; 
Kondhavpur, Wade Bolhai, Dehu, Chinchwad and Ravet in Haveli ; 
Paud, Ghotavade, Shere, Tamhani Budruk; Vadgaon, and Nive in 
Mulshi; Shirasgaon, Vadgaon, Mandavgaon, Ranjangaon, Maltban, 
Mukhai, Pimpale, Jambut, Kawthe, Talegaon-Dhamdhere and Kanhur 
in Sirur; Saswad, Jejuri, Pur, Vir. Malshiras and Diva in Purandar; 
Valki, Pargaon, Nangaon, Varvand and Dhond in Dhond; Supa and 
Morgaon in Baramati; Narsingpur in Jndapur ; Pakhadi, Kurangwadi, 
Harnas, Kapurvahal, Hingeya and Dhamunashi in Bhor; and 
at Vele, Bamanghar and Bhordi in Velhe Mahal. All of these are 
fairs held in honour of local deities. The attendance for the 
period of the fair varies from 200 to 25,090 at various fairs, One 
noteworthy fact is that at the fair held at Vele in Velhe Mahal, about 
8,000 visitors attend the fair and the turnover of business amounts 
to Rs. 40,000. . 



POONA DISTIUcr 

These fairs are usually attended by pedlars, itinerant merchants . CIIAP'IEB. .. 
villagers hom the· neighbourhood and petty shopkeepers. Whole: 
sale traders usually do not attend these fairs and, therefore the .Trade. 
turnover at most of the fairs is small. The usual salesmeJ are FAIRS. 
oSW~bneat . makers. gardeners.. grocers. tasssel makers, coppersmiths. 
gram parchers, weavers. tailors. betel-leaf vendors and oilmen, 
The buyers are usually the residents hom the village and its 
neighbourhood and pilgrims hom distant places. .The transactions 
a1 all theSe fairs are done on cash basis and rarely does one find 
farmers exchanging grain for oil, chillies and other articles of 
Common use. At some places where large fairs are held, the local 
authorities make arrangements of land, layout and accommodation 
for persons a~nding. the fair. . 

NEXT IN IMPORTANCE TO IlELIGIQUS FAIBS ARE THE PEDLABS who go Pmr..uti. 
hawking merchandise hom village to village. This class of 
merchants still plays. quite an important role in the trade organiza-
tion of the district, but the system of peddling has undergone 
eonsiderable changes in recent years. The growing importance 
of weekly bazars and fairs does not give much scope for pedlars 
going hom village to village. The villagers. who used to patronise 
these pedlars. show a definite preference for the periodical· markets. 
They now obtain their necessities either hom the vill~ge ,shops or 
hom the weekly bazaars held in the village or near- about. This. 
however, does not mean that pedlars have altogether disappeared 
hom the rural areas. The system· of peddling hom village to 
village does exist in most of the talukas of the du;trict.. The 
pedlars also bawk their goodS in weekly markets and fairs lying 
within their reach. 

In the olden days pedlars belonged to certain specified classeS, 
namely Gujarat. Lingayat and Marwar Vanis besides some classes 
of professionals such as oilmen, weavers, gardners. tailors. betel
leaf vendors. etc. In course of time. the vanis gave up this form 
of trade and settled down in villages and towns as regular shop
keepers. Very recently. however. displaced persons from West 
Pakistan who have migrated to the Poona district have taken up 
the work of peddling which "the vanis have given up. This 
phenomenon is noted particularly in Baramati, to which place 
are attracted inhabitants of the refugee camps at Uruli and Dhond. 
These pedlars. old and new. usually move hom village to village when 
the reaping season is over and return to their places just before the 
commencement of the monsoon. They usually carry their goods 
on horse or bullock carts and sometimes on their own shoulders. 
In some parts. of the district, bicycles have replaced bullock or 
horse carts. They ohtain the stock of their merchandise from 
Poona or other nearby towns and sell the same in rural areas. market 
towns and fairs within their circuit. They are usually known to 
their customers. There are different types of pedlars. each type 
handling a particular class of commodities. Grocers usually 
handle groceries and spices; tailors cloth and ready-made clothes; 
gardners fruits. vegetables and spices; coppersmiths metal wares; 
goldsmiths cheap ornaments; betel-leaf vendors betel-leaves; and 
oilmen oil and ghee (tup). A few pedlars hawk cloth. perfumes 
and pearls also. Perfumes are bought only by. the richer cI:uses 
of people. Most of these transactions are on cash basis. A few 
balutedars are also seen doing peddling business in the Poona 
district. 

A Bk Vf 2-234 



TABLE No.6. 
STATEMENT 6lHOWINGIMPORTS AND EXPORTS' IN POONA MUIDCIPAL CORPORATION LiMITS ACCORDING TO 

Corn .. Import 
E"por' 

Bopr .. Imporl 
E"porl 

CaUlelOoda .. Jmporl 
Exporl 

Flrew~ 00 Jmporl 
JUporl 

Cbareoal 00 Import 
JUJlOr. 

PetlOl· 00 Import 
JUpor& 

Cemeot 00 Imporl 
JUporl 

BnJldJng ma&erlal Import 
ellOtlptaeme~. E"porl 

Te. 00 Imporl 
X"JlOrl 

Toba_ 00 Imporl 
X"porl 

PlecelOo4a 00 Import 
E"por& 

1100, Copper, Br_ Import 
Eta. JUpor& 

HlaceUaooOUl aoodI. Import 
JUpun 

-

194,-,5. 

Quaotltylo Value 10 
Kauod •• Rupeel. 

I .. 16.02,704 1,90.39.968 .. 82,682- 10,36,114 

.. 2,75,521 61,86,019 .. 8,071 67,5b1 

.. 1"41,897 1,68,64.864 
00 8,772 27,748 

.. 11,86,030 85,67,790 
00 .... .... 
00 11,53,212 42,89.454 
00 .... .... 
.. 1,04,024 20,eO,28O 
00 8,882 1,119,343 

00 48,9S1 1,84,259 
00 162 667 

., 111,04,872 11,86,980 
00 27.816 1,24,626 

., 19,022 18,71,208 .. 1,426 1,18,948 

00 45,506 45,50,500 
00 ,C,513 24,61,300 

"1 
69,007 1,20,72,384 .. 7,435 8,89,890 

00' 
I,3S,887 1,14,49,122 

001 11,166 12,89,576 
I , 

l,62,5eS 7e,44,«8 .. ' 
001 

8,722 6,86,~96 

OCTROI RETURNS (194445 TO 1948-(9). 
-'-~ 

104S-48. 

Qnotltylu Valoalo 
MalUldi. Rupee •• 

7,41,517 
42,852 

1,17.75,379 
8,54.136 

84,712 12,29,528 
4,81' 111,561 

16,82,225 2,08,05,999 
2,197 60,644 

21,45,040 84,87,820 .... . ... 
10,00,479 45,02,155 .... .... 

88,296 85,22,45S 
6,625 1,22,616 

1,01,761 
8,2UO 

8,56,163 
11,200 

16,55,184 
7,524 

6S.62,442 
1,20,225 

27,IC9 20,6S,096 
1,125 GU,W 

68,790 6S,79,OOO 
16,893 16,89,300 

98,458 1,88,92,420 
10,178, 1I0,52,GU8 

1,88,846 
17,858 

1,08,65,005 
8,62,C08 

\ 
1,71,037 1,18,51,142 

8,731 8,45,640 

1948-47. 1948-49. I 1947-48. -1----.---:---1---1 
Q.laotlty 10 I Value 10 Quaotlty 10 '[tIO I I Quantity 10 .10 

Alauodi. ' Rop eel. 

4,34,465 
1,02,069 

43,068 
1,642, 

18,85,121 
2,068 

20,27,872 .... 
7,00,884 . ... 
1,48,965 

27,480 , 

',83,059 .... 
84,88,408 

22,310 

25,415 
8,188 

49,966 
81,871 

1,80,896 
11,998 

1,89,902 
88,057 

1,8U3S 
26,660 

77,8 2,755 
6,986 14,3 

9,4 7.e96 
88,92" 

2,48,: 9,688 
0,608 

60,6 9,880 
00 

86,0 8,588 
00 

29, 67,S12 
4,592 8,3 

11,8 6,706 
00 

1,83,2 6,S24 
0,160 8,1 

24, 99,735 
l,7iC 1,7 

69, 95,920 
,,620 87,8 

1,94,2 4,S68 
84,886, 16, 

65,9 8,601 
68,172 12, 

1,2e, 88,883 
9,409 10,9 

Kaund.. Rupeel. 

14,47,901 
6,08,604 

1,90,398 
26,426 

19,CO,767 
22,185 

,11,96,079 

2,73,952 
10,02' 

1,98,081 
1,022 

84,97,011 
2',828 

87,829 
1,136 

84,105 
14,909 

SO,e70 
12,480 

2,67,188 
27,7116 

1,71,122 
111,771 

I 2,16,99,751 
69,10,197 

88,63,765 
8,89,875 

2,88,05,000 
2,OO,lC8 

5',90,197 

87,08,720 

88,55,118 
8,80,894 

1',16,~A6 
4,85' 

1,48,01,104 
2,17,518 

29,88,607 
95,808 

68,21,000 
29,III,800 

1,27,43,755 
14,01,707 

111,61,569 
13,71,066 

l,e3,29,457 
18,00,340 

Valoalo 
Kaoodl •. Ropee •• 

83,91,908 11,61,62,081 
6,94,991 77,88,498 

6,60,630 
89,816 

1,96,22,050 
13,76,060 

15,77,710 
67,212 

I,Sl,78,79, 
4,90,668 

16,08,858 78,20,64 

6,60,843 62,02,7f4 
14,652 l,17,2ltl 

1,67,160 40,SO,639 
81,202 6,17,612 

1,58,690 
l,7e3 

12,2S,777 
8,"8 
I 

,5,91,S36 
80,4011 

1,69,e6,98, 
4,63,087 

25,808 87,69,Oe7 
1,819 2,68,11711 

,5,982 91,8S,eM 
19,117 88,23,400 

66.185 1,68,76,691 
10,782 17,21,826 

8,20,904 1,19,83,744 
28,841 9,52,71' 

1,15,639 l,f8,28,034 
17,28, 19,60,181 

·Converted Into weight from gallons. according to tho information given by the p~ Municipality, 

III 

~ 
01 

~ 
;t 

I 



TABLE No.7. 

SUT'JtXDT 8BownI'G I1D"ORTS .UfO EXl'OBTS IN POOYA lIm.,CIPAL 
CORPOBATION LDtrrs AOCOBDL'\O TO OcrBOI RETua. .. s 

(1949--00 Alo'"D 1950-51). 

.... -..... 

'-part .. 
&qIar$ .. 

•• I"""", .. 
&apart 

INI-6O. 

QaqUt,.1a 
~. 

I,'!",III 
.... tou. 

1,05.104 
68.1167 

t,55,!18 
a,887 

I IU'7.65.85! 

1
1,a1~'UiI 

1,12.51.112 
"~7 

I ",81.790 
!O,,,fl9 

I 
i 1.45.tMI.lrnI 
I !,Iil.,ao>& 

65,!8,!OO 
00.400 • 

".1 '.70)16' 
6;1. .5il. 

18,81.012 1,0 .. 1Ie,5116 
as.40lI "" 0,011 

10.705 113.40.sso 
II,lal 17,!l!,1;O 

'_pan • • t.IO.04O 7,08,801' 
&apart • . lila ~ 

lapart.. 1,27,!75 1,45.os._ 
&apart • . 21,Il0$0 1 ..... 476 

""""" 1,17.0114 1 .... 58._ 
aapan.. ZI,Ik! J~ 

,_part.. 10,818 IUS.!O! 
&apart t,OlIt 5,t.6.4U 

I_pan -.. 'I~ 1.14.70.041 
• aapon U,711 10.78._ 

IJIapcn •• 10._ 1.50.T!.515 
aa...... '.l!OO 1l,N.017 

'--' •• 1,11.801 1.48.l1li.870 
&apart.. 64,0111 &1,11,164 

105G-61. 

Valu f. 
~ 

11.41,$40 5,34.1)80180 
11,80.140 l!,OO.C.~ 

1,'711.61'0 8!,!'C.850 
a6,0tt8 7,il,l!07 

11.777 
2.:!38 

'7.!lI.f8' 5.07.05.577 
7,110,;00 l,aI.l!7,iU! 

07,AA5 88.14.104 
24,080 21,28,868 

... Oo.sUI 1,07.54.87' 
1&,508 ,,110,1130 

I,lI,481 1 ..... 100 
• 781 

I.SI.~ 1,50.42.85! 
7l!,I5t 11,J:!,466 

I.AA.:IOII 1,48,:IO.I!' 
•. 1ItO aG,85,!iO 

17..,5 15.40.1171 
0_ U.N,766 

I.OIl,!7O I,l!.l',841 
.pu ~ 

".&00 1,".III.sso 
7.,$t.1 1,5O,IIiIO 

'-18.450 1-".00.001 
17,;10 •• 45 .... 

As ALIIEADY STATED POONA CTY SERVES AS AN ENTlIEPOT of the VOLUKII ow 
district proper. An exhaustive and accurate description of the TB&I& 
wholesale and retail trade of the city is DOt possible due to the 
absence of any official on DOlH)fficial data covering the whole field. 



CHAl'TI:R 8, 

Trade; 
VOLUME OF 
, TRADE. 

358 BOMBAY STATE GAZE'I lEER 

Tables Nos. 6 and 7 at pages 356 and 357 are compiled from the 
oC~Qi returns of the roona Municipal Corporation. 

The gross imports represent all imports that came into the octroi 
area, including those re-exported. , The total quantity of gooru 

'imported into Poona city in the year 1950-51 was 2,23,76,214 maundl 
:and their total value was Rs. 52,78,59,712. Since the beginning of thE 
last World War, a large variety of commodities were conveyed to out. 
stations through the Poona city. The Municipality recoveree 
import duty on such articles at its import nakas, but 'refunded thE 
duty, subject to a deduction of 10 per cent. if the commoditie: 
were removed out of the municipal limits within seven days. ThE 
above statements show the gross imports and the portion re-exporte( 
within a period of one year. As the imports are mainly fOI 
consumption or use within the city, the re-exports in normal timec. 
'are relatively in very small quantities. During the war period 
(1939-43), owing to the difficulty in obtaining railway boolcin~s, 
goods were sent to other centres via Poona by road. Further, the 
,controlled distribution of cloth during 1:he war and the immediate 
post-war period necessitated the imports of cloth into Poona in the 
'first instance with a view to their despatch later to the taluka 
centres of the district. Since 1947, Government have been import4 

ing all rationed food :!rticles also into, Poona before re-export to the 
different talukas in the district. The result, therefore, I is that both 
the imports and re-exports from Poona have swollen during the 
war and post-war years. 

The total quantity of goods re-exported from Poona city in the 
,year 1950-51 was 37,64,860 maunds and their total value was 
Rs. 10,68,76,685. The largest re-export from the city is that of 
cereals. In the year 1950-51, the city exported ,11,80,146 maunds 
of cereals valued at Rs. 2,00,62,482. The other principal exports are 
of cattle goods, petrol, building materials, and iron, brass and 
copper wares. Firewood' and charcoal are not re-exported out of 
roona. 

A scrutiny of the figures of imports shows that almost all classes 
of cOlJlmodities are imported into Poona city in appreciable 
quantities. Building materials, cereals, firewood, cattle goods, 
sugar, cloth and textiles, and tobacco are, however, the most 
prominent among them. In the year 1950-51, the largest imports 
in the city among them. In the year 1950-51, the largest imports 
materials, firewood, cereals, charcoal, iron, brass and copper wares, 
cement, and sugar. The imports of building materials show 
an appreciable increase during the period especially in certain lines, 
such as cement and steel and iron goods, which' have come to be 
increasingly used in building construction since the' beginning of 
the last World War. Large housing schemes were embarked upon 
because of the increase in population and also the sudden infiu."( of 
refugees. This stimulated the imports of all sorts of buildin'" 
materials into the city. The increasing imports of food grains and 
cloth are, as already stated, largely due to the State policy of 
importing all rationed foodstuffs and· cloth into Poona in the first 
instance with a view to distributing them among all talukas of the 
district. Moreover, Poona is not an important textile manufactur
ing centre and the needs of the city and the district have to be met 
by importing large quanties of cloth from bigger textile centres 
like Bombay, Sholapur and Ahmedabad. 
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WHILE IT IS NOT ALWAYS POSsmLE TO DISTINGUISH between a retail 
lUld a wholesale shop the following table gives infonnation about 
the distribution of wholesale establishments in Poona city by 
important wards based on an inquiry conducted by the Gokhale 
Institute of Politics and Economics in the year 1937-38. 

TABLE No.8. 

DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMEJI."'TS IN POONA CITY 
• BY IMPORTANT WAltDS (1937-38). 

-
1 

'Ravi. 
Number 

Bha. Rest of 
Type. war. N'ana. vani. of Total. person. 

I Wards. engaged. 

I' Building Materia.l e~c'l 
Timber (Bdg., ... 10 11 42 24 87 307 

Hardware ... 4 . .. ... 2 6 16 

Brass and Copperware 11 .. , ... .2 13 24 

Soap, Match boxes, 
etc. ... 4 3 .. . 5 12 25 

Fuel Depotli .. , ... 2 1 4 7 18 --
Total (I) .. 29 16 43 37 125 390 

n. Food, Drink and 
Tobacco-

(A) Food-

Grain and Grocery 8 47 40 20. 115 335 

our . ,. ... ... ... 18 1 19 94 

Rice ... ... ... 3 ... 6 9 31 

Vegetable Oil ... ... 2 1 3 6 7 
. 

Miscellaneous ... 3 2 2 3 10 22 

Total (A) ... 11 54 61 33 159 489 

(B) Tobacconists ... 2 6 4 2 14 34 

Total(ll) ... 13 I 60 65 35 173 523 

nr. Fibres and Leathel'-

Ootton ,Silk etc. . .. 1 2 1 1 5 11 

~.~~, 1t 2 1 10 33 ... ""'."""" ... , ... 
Total(ml ... 8 4, 2 1 15 44 

Grand Total ... 50· 80 110 73 313 957 
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Several changes in the organization of wholesale trade in Poona 
have taken place during the fifteen years after the inquiry of th~ 
Cokhale Institute. The largest volume of wholesale business 
continues to be in grain and grocery even in 1953 as it was ~ 
1937-38 and dealers in these two .categories of commodities also 
continue to be located in the same neighbourhood namely Bhavani 
Peth, Nana Peth, Dane Ali and areas near about; At present 
( 1953) there are about 200 shops transacting this business, some 
of them doing it even on a retail basis. Due to the imposition of 
controls on food grains during the war and post-war periods and 
the introduction of rationing in urban areas, the pattern of whole
sale trade in grain and grocery has necessarily changed to a certain 
extent. There is a definite tendency to concentrate on non-rationed 
and non-controlled articles to make up for the loss of trade in 
controlled and rationed commodities. 

In 1953, as in 1937-38, wholesale dealers act both as wholesalers 
and as commission agents in regard to most of the commodities, 
that is, different types of pulses, gul and sugar. A very large portion 
.of the . total dealings in the wholesale market is transacted on 
a co~mission basis. r 

The producer, or the trader who has acquired the produce from 
him, consigns it for sale to the dealer in Poona. The consignor 
~elivers the goods at the shop of the wholesaler (in his capacity as 
a commission agent) in Poona and entrusts its sale to him; it is 
only rarely that the consignor is himself present at the sale. As 
a rule between 70 and 90 per cent. of the estimated value of the 
produce is advanced to the consignor by· the commission agent. 
The commission agent disposes of the goods according to the 
instructions of the consignor. If the consi!Wor desires to withhold 
tlle produce from the market in expecta.tion, say, of a rise in prices, 
the produce is stored in the godown of the commission agent. The 
latter charges for storage a rent of one anna per bag in the case 
.of pulses and other dry articles, 6 pies per tin of oil, and 6 pies per 
rava (block) of gul, irrespective of the duration of storage~ 
A commission 'of half an anna per rupee is generally charged on 
sale, but in the case of oil it is 1~ to 2 per cent. and in sugar only 
1 per cent. There is also an insurance charge of two to three annas 
pet Rs. 100. The old charges, known as batta, 'kasar and dharmadaya 
are not now prevalent. A period ranging from 15 days to a month 
is allowed for the payment of the bill. In the case of sugar, however, 
payment has to be made immediately. 

The original lay-out of the shopping area is such that· most 
wholesalers have space for storing the produce at the back of their 
own shops. The bigger wholesalers supplement this by acquiring 
additional accommodation at one or more places in the neighbour~ 
hood. The capacity of individual godowns is sometimes 
considerable, reaching up to 10,000 bags in some cases. The 
godowns, however, are not ordinarily permanent vermin-proof 
structures. Hence the stored produce is liable to be attacked by 
rats, etc., and a small annual loss occurs on that account. . 

Poona does not command a hinterland rich in agricultural 
produce. Consequently, the dealings of the Poona traders are 
confined largely to what is consumed in the city itself. Much 
produce does not pass through their hands for distribution els~ 
where. One exception to this rule is gul. 
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Trade in vegetables and fruits yields in importance only to that 
in grain and grocery from the point of value. The position was 
the same even at the time of the inquiry of the Gokhale Institute 
in 1937-38. Although there is a large volume of. consumption in 
Poona City of the districts' produce of vegetables and fruits there 
is a \.:onsiderable quantity of exports from the district to ~utside 
towns, especially Bombay. Only one-fourth of the vegetables and 
fruits produced in . the district is taken direct to outside centres and 
the rest passes through Poona city. The transport of these goods 
is done by carting agents. The bulk of the exports are to Bombay 
but truits like santra, musambi and pomegranates find markets U; 
the States of Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. 

l'he re-export trade in vegetables and fruits has expanded since 
the- Gokhale Institute Inquiry in 1937-38, when it is said to have 
been small. The number of wholesalers computed at about 80 in 
1937-38 has increased to about 160 in 1953. They make their 
purchases from the commission agents. The consignor or his agent 
brings the produce to the market and entrusts it to the commission 
agent who sells it, usually on the morning after the receipt of the 
produce, by auction in the market. Important commission agents 
have ordinarily some warehousing accommodation of their own, 
but this is not used for holding over the produce for a number of 
days. There are no facilities for cold storage. The auctions take 
place daily within the market at the separate pitches fixed for the 
various kinds of produce. 

In 1937-38, in connection with some kinds of produce, the 
auction was found not to be open, that is, the bidding instead of 
being public by word of mouth was said to be under cover of cloth 
by signs. This system has disappeared entirely in 1953. Each lot 
of an individual consignor is auctioned separately. The commission 
charged is one anna per rupee in the case of ordinary fruits, 
one anna and a half for musambi, and two annas for vegetables. 
Charity is collected at the rate of one anna to 4 annas per Rs. 100, 
but the collections are earmarked for expenditure on occasions of 
.festivals in the villages wherefrom the goods are brought to the 
Fulay Market. The turnover of individual wholesalers ranges from 
Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 1,00,000. As sales are effected immediately, thert;' 
js nu system of advance on good wherehoused. 

In the late days of the ninteenth century Poona was the largest 
snuff and tobacco market in the Deccan. In the early decades of 
tlus century, ·large-scale manufacture of bidis also came to be 
carried on in the city. In 1937-38 the Gokhale Institute Inquiry 
showed that tobacco products were manufactured on a large scale 
to Poona. In 1953 the position has not much changed except for 
the fact that there has been a steep decline in the manufacture of 
snuff. Raw tobacco is being imported mainly from Sangli (Satara 
District), Chikodi (Belgaum District) and Jayasingpur(Kolhapur 
District). A fairly large quantity also comes from Kaira (Gujarat). 
The larger part of these imports is utilized for the manufacture 
of bidi, cured tobacco and snuff, .and a small part is re-exported 
to Nasik, N. Satara, and smaller towns in the district itself. The 
bigger dealers in tobacco are all, properly speaking, commission 
agents and not wholesalers. The produce is consigned to. them 
either by the producer, or more generally, by the dealers. m the 
producing c,{!ntres. Not infrequently, the dealer accompames th~ 
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consi~ent pers~nally. All expenses up to the point qf delivering;1 
the consIgnment mto the warehouses of the commission agents i~, 
met by the consignor. On receipt of the consignment, abou~' 
seven-eighths of its estimated value is. advanced to the consigno~ 
by the commission agent. Rent for warehousing is" six annas pe~ 
bag. The responsibility for damage or destruction in his warehousei 
is shouldered by the commission agent. The number of commission! 
agents or wholesalers for the sale of raW tobacco is very limited,! 
being only five. Individual turnover is between Rs. 50,000 and 
Rs. 1,00,000 per annum. I 

The re-exports from Poona were chiefly to the neighbouring 
Deccan districts. The main customers are local curers of tobacco 
and the manufacturers of snuff and bidi. The sales to these are 
prdinarily made on credit, the settlement of the bill being expected 
within two months of the sale. The purchaser meets the expenses 
of transporting the produce from the warehouse of the commission 
agent to his own place of business and other incidental expenses. 
The rate of c~mmission charged is .. from 3 to 4 per cent. 
The produce does not ordinarily remain for a long time in the 
warehouse of the commission agent. The chief items of expenditure 
incurred by the consignor, in addition to the transport charges up to 
llle Poona railway station, is usually. hundekari, charges for getting 
the produce from the railway station to the warehouse, at the rate 
of three annas per bag, and municipal octroi at the rate of Rs. 1-8-0 
per maund . 

. Wholesaling on ony scale in piecegoods is unknown in Poona. 
The bulk of the imports of cotton piecegoods is mill-made goods, 
Indian or foreign, and is chiefly from or through Bombay. 
A considerable proportion of the retailers of cloth in Poona deal 
with wholesalers in Bombay through their agents in Poona 
and there is consequently little scope for the growth of 
wholesale trading business in Poona. Between October 1948 
and December 1952, control on cotton textiles prevailed. From 
November 1948 tei September 1949 and from September 1950 to 
December 1952, wholesale distribution of cotton textiles (both cloth 
and yam) was arranged for the Poona district through the Poona 
District Co-operative Sale & Purchase Union, Ltd. The trade 
in hand-loom products, local and imported, is handled by a few 
merchant-financiers, details regarding whose operations are given in 
the account relating to the local hand-100m weaving industry. 

The wholesale trade in brass and copper sheets and brass and 
.copper manufactures is dealt with in the section relating to that 
handicraft. 

In 1937-38, when the Gokhale Institute Inquiry was carried out, 
tllere were about 35 wholesale shops which dealt in timber. Most of 
them were situated in and around Bhavani and Nana Peths. Some of 
these shops belonged to small building contractors. The kind of 
timber dealt in were mainly country, Burma and red teak and 
devdar. Most of them were imported from Bombay or the forest 
area in the Thana district. A certain quantity of inferior types of 

. timber came to the city from the surrounding rural parts. 
During the. war, there was a lot of building activity in and near 

roona . City, but this was confineq almost entirely to Defence 
requirements. After the war, as a result of the unprecedented 
'demand for housing accommodation, building activities have 
multiplied. As a necessary consequence timber is in great demand. 
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Wholesale Ifade in tliis commodity has' increased several fold arid 
there has been a change in its pattern. Building co~tractors have 
left the field' of wholesale trade iIi timber, and more than 
125 wholesalers are now engaged. in the trade. . They are more or 
Jess concentratep in Nana, Bhavani and Canesh, Peths, where 
a large saw-mill to prepare the timber for various uses has also 
Come into existence. The .total consumption of timber in Poona 
City is said to amount to about a crore of rupees per annum. 
A large part of the timber imported into Poona re-exported' to 
neighbouring talukas and districts. Imports c:omefrom Thana, 
Kolaba, Nasik, West Khandesh and Surat districts and also from 
Indpre' and Madhya Padesh. From Bombay also· a lost of teak is 
imported. The turnover of individual wholesalers is between 
Rs. 2,00,000. and Rs. 10,00,000 per annum. 

RET~ TRADE is carried on by a large number of shops which are 
Jocated in the vanous wards, peths and streets of the cit? All 
sorts of comm~dities are retailed by the owners of these shops, 
who prOvide. a link between' the wholesaler and the consumer. 
Most of the shopkeepers have a small stock in trade which is 
replenished as soon as exhausted. They usually have dealings with 
some wholesalers :in the city, but quite a few have direct dealing!; 
with outside merchants, particularly in. the cloth trade. Retail sales 

• are done usually on cash basis and payment for it is prompt. 

The Bombay ,Shops and. EstablishInents Act (LXXIX of 1948) 
has been brought into force in Poona City, the cantonments of 
Kirkee and Poona and the Baramati municipal area. The Act 
enforces compulsory registration of all shops and establishments 
and the administration of the Act' is entrusted to the local 
municipal bodies. A register of all such shops and establishmentS 
is maintained, and the following statement shows the number of 
shops registered and employment therein as on 31st March 1951 :-

TABLE No.9. 

NUMBER Oll' SHOPS REGISTERED UNDER THE BOMBAY SHOPS AND 

E!\TABLISHMEN'l'S ACT OF 1948 (1950-51.) 

Number 
Employment. 

Area. of 
shops. 

Males. Females. i Cbildrer.. 

, 

1. POOLa Municipsl Corporation p,26R' 40,132 3,258 I 1,458 .. I 
2. POODS Cantonment .. .. 1,459 4,092 -91 

I 65 

3. Kirkee Cantonment •• .. 667 1,617 112 

I 
41 

4. Baramati Municipality .. 659 1,898 149 14 

- -
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The folloWing table records for the year 1950, the distribution of shops in Poona city wardwise and the extent of employme:tt ~ 
in the trade:-

TABLE No. 10. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SHOPS INPOONA CITY (WARDWISE), 1950. 

Shope. 
]' .. 
Ii" i J ~ j i ,i i ! f ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

1 2 8 5 8 7 8 D 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 
1-------,-----r--1--1--I--I--I--~--I---i-------1---' 
Grooery 

FruIts and vegetable. 

[ul1k and milk product. .. 

Sweetmeats and eatable. 

SupreaneJulceahop. 

Kutton, beef, flah and ellP 

Pan, bldl,oluarettea andtobaoco ., 

Wine .... 

Tobacco and Inul! 

Hedlalne. 

Kr.dba o. 

78 

88 

18 

10 , 
26 

66 

8 

StatIonery, outler" bansle. and 
provialon .. .. ,17 

!L .. therloodaandfootwear .. 7 

Clale •• ad oycle.oasaaorl.. .. 18 

242 

46 

78 

29 

81 

78 

97 

86 

81 

106 

20 

D 

II , 
61 

28 

1 

16 

2 

10 , 
• 

167 

82 

1& 

19 

22 

72 

II 

6 

826 

61 

174 

60 16 

70 l' 

16 D 

16 . 21 

267 

6 

10 

18 

62 

II 

81 

88 

89 

65 

27 

20 

" 

6 

2 

II 

46 

1 

85 

206 68 64 63 

48 14 9 21 

19 

8 

62 

112 

18 

81 

66 

10 

62 

86 

17 

7 

83 

47 

27 

9 

17 

6 

to 
87 

S 

12 

9 

7 

8 

8 

29 

82 

7 

84 79 152 

20 20 75 

27 

9 

8 

2 

65 

13 

• 
88 

18 

11 

80 

9 

12 

22 

81 

144 

8 

61 

7S 

203 

80 

14 

20 

6 

16 

92 

, 
14 

9 

10 

84 

I 
ell 

18 

til 
25 2,110 4,755 445 205 ;;! 

8 454 667 147 28 ;I 
5 852 

2 2S4 

1 143 

220 

18 1,234 

II 10 

II 

ISO 

152 

516 

16 1:;8 

7 691 

607 

649 

820 

U8 

2,489 

" 10 

896 

264 

950 

802 

1,209 

91 

79 

24 

75 

273 

96 

81 

22 

U 

80 

u . 
87 

27 

8 

98 74 

12 7 

~~-

I 



Ora_phoae, radio aall. ele.&lcl 

: I loolle • '" I III 17 , • I • 
Watab .. aall. optical. 18 U " 11 82 1 

Umbrella,lock. and trunk. " II 

8 111 .. .. 148 .10 • l' 

8 .. .. .. 110 Z58 I 8 

.. .. I I 21 87 .. I 

Wood,·IUe1 88 28 8 " 80 80 41 57 U 88 ,. 28 21 65 II 60~ 1,023 133 41 

Kotor,motor o:rcl ••••• lea.ndr.jJ.ll'I. 68 14 11 .. .. .. .. 81 281 8 I 

Cloth .nd hoal.". 71 4 II 108 70 ?1 129 154 S 8 11 1 16 1 657 1,660 40 48 

Read:r·mad. olothee 70 10 130 81 .. I .. .. 148 688 'I 10 

Pbotograph;r 8 11 1 10 II 2 .. .. .. .. 88 53 .. • 
Funlfture 80 7 11 20 10 .. .. , 82 288 7 21 

Ut.nIIlB(metal) , ~ 5 109 122 131 • II .. .. 8 8 89, 1,272 86 .4 

Hardw.r. 8 84 118 10 20 11 88 2' .. 287 883 11 80 

Bufldlna mat.rlal 14 18 

1: I 
87 10 

Timber 8 18 

Flower , II! , , 8 1 II 

Ag/JrbalU, hair 011., "nd perfume. 8 .. 16 .. 
Fraom.-make .. 6 8 

.. .. , .. 80 279 11 

.. .. 87 .. 84 377 II 8 

• • .. .. 87 16' 17 6 

.. .. 
\ 

8 .. 22 89 4G 4 

.. .. .. .. 8 84 .. 1 

GI.Is mlrrora.nd glassware .. 29 .. .. .. .. 28 69 9 1 

Cage. I .. .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. 
Agrfoultural requfslte. 6 .. .. .. .. 7 41 1 .. 
Ammunltlon aDd sunpowder 2 2 .. .. .. .. , 17 .. . . 
Zarl (gold and slIver tbr.I~) 8 .. .. .. .. I II 1 . . 
Wast. material 7 18 .. a 11 .. 11' 105 6 1 

Book,".U." .nd publish ... 12 10 25 12 84 .. . . II 3 88 .. 189 290 6 29 

Statlone". and n.wspaper 1 8 7 .. .. II .. 22 99 . t . .. 
p.tromax .. 1 .. .. 1 1 .. .. 
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'Table No. lO-contd. ~ 
M .,1. .' . • " 

Sh~pa. 
r.: 
~ l "" .. 

I> '" 
1 1 2 8 

I 
I Petrol ~ .. .. .. 

Leaf·cups and p1attDrs •• .. " .. 

.\ Poona Clty: 
.' .. ~ ;mtnploYlllent • 

..: :& • ~: -----.........-I~ 
; ~ i.. ~ ,!~. s:i ~ 'ii ~ 0-; = i . i ",,' ... ~ .. ! ~ ~ ~ ; ~ =. " e "Q "" I ~ ~ ;; I! :: !. ~ .~ '~ '~ ~ ~ j '~ !~ ~ ~ .~ 

4 Ii G 7 8 II 10 I 11 12 18 14 15 16 17 18 19 

~-.. ~-a - .. - .. ~-::[-::-.. -::!-:::-::: 
20 21 22 

1 .. 
" 

5 2 .. 
Sheep and goats .. .. 847 .. 7 

1!lscellaneoWl .. o • 510 11 '15 

I Total .. 
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! With the inclusion of the Poona Suburban Municipality. into the 
·Corporation. shops and establishments in the suburban area have 
_DOW come under the operation .of the Act of 1948. Since tblS 

I .happened only very recently many of the details available regaJding 
'the shops in Poona city are not available regarding the shops in 
"the suburban area. 

, The following table shows the distribution of shops in thePOODI\ 
.Suburban Area in 195.0:-

TABLE No. 11 • .. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SHOPS IIi POONA SUBURBAN AREA (1950). 

Description. Number. 

Grocery and proviDion .. .. .. . . 318 

FruiLB and vegetablee .. .. .~ ., 120_ 

S,,-eetmeata and eatables .. -.. . . .. IS 

Motton,Pish, Eggs Etc. .. .. .. . . 41 

Milk aDd MUk prodnct. .. .. .. .. , 
Sogarcane juice .. .. " 

, . ,. 18 

Pan. BirU, Cigllrettes. TohacoCJ .. .. , . lsj 

Wine ,. .. ., .. .. 2 

Cycle and eyele aoee8sories .. .. .. .. 107 

Cloth .. .. . . .. , . 48 

Wood foel .. . , . . , . .. 107 

)10_ acoeaaoru.. .. .. .. .. . . 1 

Leather g"ada-and Cootweu .. .. .. .. !3 

Agrilmltnral requisites .. .. .. . . IS 

Utenaila (metal) .. .. .. .. . . Il 

Flowerll .. .. .. .. . . 6 

Stationery .. .. .. ., , . 35 

FramewakeJ'll .. .. , . .. . . 1 

Watches .. .. .. " 
,. 3 

\ 

Fornitlll'8 .. .. ,. .. .. 2 

Eloctrical goode .. . , .. .. "' 2 

Pho~ .. gr&l'hy 
" .. .. ,- .. S 

Gla8s and glaa.'!Ware .. . , .. ., J 

Modicir.e .. .. .. . , .. 1 . 
Tct:tl .. 1,048 

-~,. 
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In the Poona Municipal Corporation registers are include~ 
a number of establisments connected with certain specific profes~ 
sions. Among them are tailoring shops, haircutting >saloons, floUiJ 
mills, laundries, bakeries, dairies, small repair shops, etc. Owner~ 
of such establishments render specific services on payment oi' 
money. In the table given above, these establishments have beeD) 
excluded, and only shops dealing in commodities. have been; 
included. Professional establishments regardig specific services have! 
been shown in the section dealing with .. Other Occupations."! 

There are 9,871 retail shops in the Poona city area gIVing employ"" 
ment to 23,566- men, 1,982 women and 841 children. There areJ 
1,048 such shops in the Poona Suburban area, but the employment! 
figures for. them are lacking. These retail shops are dispersed inl 
all the peths and localities of the city, but Shukrawar, Raviwar,: 
Sadashiv and Bhavani peths have a larger concentration of shops! 
and are followed by Kasba, Shivajinagar .. and Ganesh peths. About, 
50 per cent. of the shops are located in these peths and the remaining 
are distributed over the rest eleven peths of the city. I 

The dispersion of retail shops is as would be expected. Grocery,: 
pan .and bid; shops, and coal, wood and fuel depots, show a high I 

. degree of dispersion. The ubiquitous nature of the establishments 
engaged in cycle repair and in 'selling cycle accessories reBects the 
greatest popularity of this vehicle in the city of . Poona. There is 
. a slightly lesser degree of dispersion in the case of shops dealing 
ill stationery, general merchandise, vegetables, fruits, and sugarcane 
juice. On the other hand, shops which do not serve common or daily 
needs, viz., shops selling brass and copper ware, specialised glass
ware, hardware, or ready-made _ clothes are highly concentrated. 
The concentration of shops selling mutton, fish and eggs is due to 
the lack of demand in certain peths and also due to the regulation$ 
inlposed by the municipality. Footwear shops are highly 
concentrated as also the Horists. Among the more important types, 
a fair degree of concentration is shown by cloth shops, chemists and 
druggists, and book-sellers. _ 

According to the register of shops and' establishments, . there :tre 
2,110 shops dealing in grocery in Poona City and 318 shops in the 
Poona Suburban areas .. In the .City, the. 2,110 shops give employ~ 
ment to 4,755 men, 445 women and 205 children. The shops are 
highly dispersed throughout the city but -the numbers are larger in 
Shukrawar, (326), Sadashiv (24,2), Raviwar (20fH, Bhavani (203). 
Kasba (174), Nana (167), Shivajinagar (152) "and Ganj (106). 
Grain of all sorts, gul, sugar, oil, spices and other items ofr 
grocery are sold. Most of the shops are small with individual stocks 
worth between Rs. 50 and Rs. 1,000. The:value of the stock iQ trade 
of some shops is as much as Rs. lO,OOO~, Almost all the grocery 
shops are of long standing. All the commodities sold in these shops 
are brought from wholesalers in Poona; Usually the shopkeepers 
rurchase the commodities on credit from the wholesalers and settle 
the bills withip three or four weeks. It is a general practice in these 
shops to employ servants for handling and weighing the commodi
ties. The larger shopkeepers sometimes employ also clerks and 
accountants for maintaining account books. 

In the first fortnight of every month, sales are higher than in the 
second. Even in regard to weekly sales, the volume is larger at th~ 
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beginning of the week than at the end. As between seasons, 
business is more brisk in the summer than in the rainy season. Sales 
generally shoot. up at Divali and other religious festivals. 

Next in importance to shops selling grocery are those selling 11an, 
bidi, cigarettes and tobacco. There are 1,234 of them in Poona City 
of whiCh 2157 are in Shukrawar peth, 144 in Shivajinagar and 112 in 
Raviwar peth; and 182 in the Poona Suburban area. The shops 
in Poona city give employment to 2.489 men, 273 women, and 
87 children. Most of the shops are small ones managed by one or 
two person!. Pan, bidi, cigarettes, cheap cigars, chewing tobacco 
and occasionally sweets are the articles sold in these shops; They 
get their stock in trade locally from wholesalers. A large number 
of them make small quantities of bidis usually sufficient for their 
own sales. The value of the stock in trade kept by individual shops 
varies between Rs. 5 and Rs. 500. These shops have been doing 
. quite good busi1}ess due to the increasing habit of smoking and pan 
chewing. Their business is generally slack in the rainy season and 
quite brisk on Saturdays, Sundays and other holidays • 

.; 

Cloth and hosiery shops come next. These are 657 such shops 
in Poona City, giving employment to 1,660 men, 40 women and 
48 children. Of these, 154 are in Budhwar peth, 129 in Raviwar 
peth 1md 106 in Shukrawar. There are 48 cloth and hosiery shops 
in the Poona Suburban area. These shops stock and sell all kinds 
of textiles, cotton, woollen and silk. such as shirtings. coatings, 
Badis and all kinds of hosiery goods. A majority of the shopkeepers 
purchase . most of their requirements through the local agents of 
the various textile mills and buy only a small quantity of their 
requirements directly from Bombay. Most of these shops are 
owned by members of the traditional merchant communities who 
have long been in the business. The value of the stock in trade 
of a small shop is usually Rs. 500, whereas a few large shop
keepers have each stocks of the value of Rs. 50,000. Most of these 
shopkeepers employ salesmen and clerks in their cloth shops~ 
Business is done throughout the day. The rainy season, as in case 
of other shops, is generally slack during the year, sales generally 
shooting up during the season of marriages and festivals. 

, There are 609 shops in Poona City dealing' in wood fuel, and 
these shops provide employment to 2,023 men, 233 women and 

. 4Z children. Of these, 88 shops are in Sadashiv peth, 80 in 
Shukrawar, 60 in Kasba, peth, 57 in Raviwar. and 55 in Bhav~ni 
peth. There are 107 shops' in the. Poona Suburban area deal~g 
in wood fuel. These shops deal m firewood, charcoal, dried 
dunO'-cakes and in some cases coal and coke. A large quantity 
of firewood is imported into Poona by railway from surrounding 
districts, and the shopkeepers obtain their. supplies from. the, 
importers. They also buy wood fuel commg mto the CIty in 
cart-loads from the neighbouring rural parts. Firewood COnIes 

generally in large blocks of wood and the l~al dealers g~t them 
split into suitable sizes. The fuel merchants m Poona bnng coal 
from the northern and eastern parts of India in railway wagons. 
The stock in trade varies in value from Rs.75 in case of a smaller 
shop to Rs. 1,000 in the case of a bigger one.· Firewood ~nd 
charcoal being commodities of daily use, their sales are fauly 
steady throughout the year. 
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. Poona is often called a city of bicycles, and this is justified by 
tIle fact that there are in use in the City nearly 60,000 bicycles 
or nearly one bike for every eight of the population. We fiod; 
therefore, a good number of shops dealing in cycles and cycle 
accessories. There are 591 cycle shops in Poona City, of which 
81 are in Sadashiv peth. 79 in Shukrawar peth, 73 in Shivajinagar 
and 52 in Raviwar peth. These shops in. Poona CitY, give 
employment to 1,209 men, 25 women and 42 children. There are 
107 cycle shops in the Poona Suburban area. Only a few of these 
shops deal in new bicycles. Most of the shops only sell cycle 
accessories and do repair work. A number of them hire out cycles 
at fixed rates per hour or per day. The cycles kept for hire in this 
manner are, after a time, sold away fetching quite reasonable 
prices to the shopkeepers. It has been calculated that in about 
a year and a half the total receipts from hiring out a bicycle 
generally equal its original cost. The· shopkeepers purchase their 
stock of accessories locally on cash payment. The small cycle 
shop usually stocks goods worth Rs. 250, while some of the bigger 
ones keep individually Rs. 4,500 worth of stocks. The summer 
season is said to be a brisk trade period for these shops. 

Stationery, cutlery, bangles and provision have been grouped 
together. There are 516 shops dealing in them in Poona. City; 
of which 122 shops are in Shukrawar path, 97 in Sadashiv peth; 
66 in Raviwar peth and 51 in Shivajinagar. The Poona Suburban 
area has 35 shops dealing in stationery and general merchandise. 
These shops in Poona City provide employment to 950 men, 
98 women and 74 children. In. addition to stationery, they sell 
toaet articles, hosiery, pencils, ink, nibs, bangles, cutlery, and other 
provision goods. A great majority of the goods sold are brought 
from Bombay, and a few are purchased locally. The smaller 
merchants have relatively smaller stock-in~trade, and the value of 
their individual stock usually varies from Rs. 300 to Rs. 500. 
Some of the bigger shops keep stocks up to Rs. 10,000. The sales 
of all shops mount up in the months of June and July when the 
educational institutions in the City reopen after the vacation. The 
sales for the rest of the year are steady. 

There are 454 shops dealing in various kinds of green vegetables 
and fruits in Poona City and 120 in the Poona Suburban area. In 
l'oona City this trade gives employment to 657 men, 147 women and 
28 children. Most of these shops are small units and are managed 
by one person, and they cater to the needs of their immediate 
neighbourhood. They obtain their stock in trade from the Fula~ 
market and the stock of each shop does not generally exceed Rs. 20 
in value. They cannot keep larger. stocks because. of the perishable 
nature of the commodities. These vegetable shops have a fairly 
steady business throughout the year; but trade is more brisk during 
the summer season. . 

Brass and The manufacture of metal utensils, mainly of brass and copper~ 
Copperwares. is a flourishinO' industry in Poona. Aluminium and stainless steel 

{Metal tlten.vild. vessels have aiso been latterly taken up for manufacture. The 
products of the local industry as well as the utensils imported from I 

outside are sold through 394 shops in Poona City and 2 shops in 
the Poona Suburban area. Of the city shops, 131 are in Raviwar 
peth, 122 in Kasba peth, and 109 in Shukrawar peth. Shops in the 
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dty engage 1,272 men, 35 women and 24 children. Their stocks 
include ,various kinds of kitchen ware, such as dishes, pans, 
patelyas, cups,. saucers, spoons, frying pans, etc. The retail shop
keepers usually obtain their stock in trade from the wholesalers but 
sometimes also from persons known as karkhandars, i.e., wholesale 
merchants'selling goods of their own manufacture. There are also 
some retail shops owned by the karkhandars themselves who sen 
there their own products. The brisk season in this trade begins 
with November and ends in June. , 

The chief market for ironware in Poona is 'located in a narrow 
street in ;Ravivarpeth known as Bohori Ali. There are 287 hard
ware shops in the city, of which as many as 118 are in Raviwar 
peth and, 64 in Shukrawar peth. These hardware shops employ 
883 men, 11 women and 30 children. In this trade particularly 
there is no sharp difference between the wholesale and the retail 
trade. The bigger shops in Bohori Ali do wholesale business in 
addition to, dealing directly with the local consumers. The 
,commodities sold consist chiefly of iron sheets, galvanized iron 
sheets, iron bars, angles, tees, beams and channels, joints and wires, 
piping and sanitary fittings of all kinus, screws, nails, handles and 
railings, tools, iron implements, locks, paints, varnishes, linseed (lil, 
etc. These shops also deal in cement and other minor building 
materials. The bigger shopkeepers. make their purchases direct 
from the manufacturers of iron and steel, and the smaller ones purchase 
chiefly from the Bombay market and occasionally also from' the 
bigger shops in Poona. Some of these shops have attached to them 
small workshops where old ware are reconditioned and repaired. 

As hardware is a relatively costlier group of commodities, the 
stock of individual dealers ranges in value between Rs. 700 and 
Rs. 50,000. The bigger . shopkeepers have warehousing arrange
ments for keeping considerable quantities of hardware: The
demand for hardware is brisk during the fair season, which is 
favourable for building construction, and it is dull during the 
monsoon. 

Sugarcane juic~, a popular and refreshing drink, is sold in almost 
all peths of Poona City. There are 143 sugarcane juice shops in the 
city and 16 in the Poona Suburban area. And nearly fifty per cent. 
of the city shops are located in Shivajinagar, Sadashiv and 
Shukrawar peths. The shops in Poona City provide employment to 
320 men, 24 women and 30 children. They function only during 
tlle season when sugarcane is available, that is, during eight months. 
of the year, and are closed during the rainy season. A majoritY 
of the shops are only appendices of permanent shops dealing in. 
other eatables, cold drinks or pan-bidi. The juice is extracted from 
sugarcane by means of a crusher operated either manually or by 
bullocks. Supplies of sugarcane are obtained locally in the whole
sale vegetable and fruit markets. 

Footwear and other leather goods, such as Suit cases, hand bags, 
straps, etc., are sold in Poona City through 153 shops' of which 
38 are situated in. Kasba peth, 36 in Sadashiv peth and 22 in 
Shukrawar peth. These shops employ 302 men, 12 women and 

,7 children. The Poona Suburban area have 23 shops dealing in 
leather goods and footwear. hi addition to leather goods and 
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footwear, these shops also deal in leather, and accessories of'shoe· 
making such as sewing thread, nails and clips. There are some shopl 
dealing exclusively in leather, while there are others dealing exclu: 
sively in footwear and leather goods. Leather is purchased locally, 
whereas footwear and leather goods are obtained from outside. SomE 
of these shops also make footwear to order, engaging workers on piecE 
rates for the purpose. The stock in trade of each of these shops is 
usually worth about Rs. 1,200. Business is generally steady throu~h
out the year except in the monsoon months when it is rather slack. 

There are 67 shops selling Hower in the city, of which 22 are 
in Sadashiv and 15 in Raviwar peth. This group gives employ
ment to 154 men, 17 women and 5 children. There are 6 flowel 
shops in the Poona Suburban area. Poona City has been quite 
famous for its Hower business and this receives mention in the old 
Gazetteer also. The shopkeepers are generally malis, the tradi
tional gardeners. They sell various kinds of Howers, nosegays, 
garlands, boquets and decorative bunches of Howers. Most of these 
florists have their own gardens in which they· grow the Howersthey 
sell. . According to requirements, they also buy flowers from othel 
garden owners. The stock of a Horist does not exceed in value 
).{s. 50, because of the perishability· of the stock. In summer and 
the marriage season, the trade is generally brisk. In the brist< 
business periods; these Horists sometimes employ workers on piece 
rate to prepare garlands, nosegays, etc. 

In . Poona City there are 130 shops selling medicines. They style 
themselves as chemists and druggists. They.are specialised in 
selling chemicals of. various kinds, patent medicines, foreign and 
indigenous drugs, surgical instruments and indigenous medicines~ 
Of these shops, 47 are in Budhwar peth, 34 in Sadashiv peth and 
18 in Raviwar peth. These shops employ 896 men, 96 women and 
27 children. There is only one shop. shown in the Poona Subur
ban area dealing in medicines. A large part of the chemicals 
and drugs sold in Poona City are those imported from foreign 
countries. Most of the Poona shops make their purchases. In 
Bombay. The shops usually. have large quantities of stock in hanel. 
Individual stock generally varies between Rs. 2,000 and 
Rs. 25,000. 

The above is an account of the most of the important categorICs 
of retail shops in Poona city. There are a large number of other 
shops which deal in various other articles of daily requiremenl and 
also of occasional necessity. The statement regarding retail shops 
give a clear idea of the location of shops and the extent of employ-
ment offered by them. t~ 

Volume' of The following statement, compiled from·· the quarterly returns 
. business. under the Bombay Sales Tax Act of 1946, shows for Poona city the 

number of registered dealers, their location by peths and gross 
turnover for the quarter ended 31st March 1950. Since the turnover 
of most of the retail shops in Poona, city does not reach 'the 
minimum prescribed for registration under the Act (Rs. 10,000 in 
the case of importers and manufacturers and Rs. 30,000 in the case 
of others), a considerable number of retail shops fall outside the 
scope of the following statement :- . 
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The statement shows that during the quarter ended 31st 
~arch 1950, there were 1,301 registered dealers under the Sales 
Tax Act and their gross turnover amounted to Rs. 5,46,50,000. 
About fifty per cent. of the re~stered dealers in Poona city deal 
in clothing and consumer goods and their number is 686. The next 
most numerous class of shopkeepers are those who deal in food
~tufIs and eatables and their number is 426. 

Semi-weekly markets functioning on Wednesdays and Sundays 
are held in. Shivajinagar, where mostly old and reconditioned goods 
~e bought and sold. This institution, known as Juna Bazaar, is 
very ancient. A variety of goods are handled at this market, 
the chief among them being old clothes, hardware, footwear, cycle 
accessories, glass l>ottles, tins, brass and copper ware, furniture. 
hooks and pictures, mattresses and pillows, and mechanical tools. 
The bazar on Sunday attended by about 200 sellers is larger and 
fuITer than the one on Wednesday which is attended only by about 
180 sellers. The sellers of. old clothes are mostly women. Generally 
these women hawk from day to day, brass, copper and aluminium 
wares, exchan~ng them for old clothes which they sell on the 
bazar day. Hardware includes all sorts of cutlery, iron pots, iron 
furniture, locks and keys. Quite a number ~f hardware sellers Ilre 
wompn. 
~ THE PEDLARS, THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN THE RURAL AREAS, the 

Poona city hawkers play an important part in the retail trade. These 
hawkers are 3,201 in number. They have been . classified by the 
Poona Municipal Corporation into four main groups for purposes 
of licensing and regulation. In the first group, there are 
748 hawkers, who squat at fixed places on the streets and handle 
footwear, spectacles, fountain-pens, locks and umbrellas. Most 
of the refugees from Sind, who mostly deal in cloth, also fall in thi~ 
category. The second group consists of hawkers who move about 
from place to place with . their merchandise on their heads. They 
number 1,725. They are not allowed to hawk in some areas of 
the city. The third class of hawkers are those who move about from 
place to place taking their stock in trade in' hand carts. They are 
657 in number. The fourth group of hawkers, numbering 71, use 
handcarts but, unlike those in the third category, they are stationery 
~nd not roving. The commodities in which the hawkers falling 
outside the first group deal . in cloth; ready-made clothes; 
vegetables; fruits, fresh and dry; sweets; bhel and parched 
grains; cutlery; crockery; hosiery;' sprouted grains; toys; nnd 
other miscellaneous articles. Figures of their turnover . are not 
available. These hawkers were found to be moving throl,lgh 
the busy streets of Poona, collecting persons around them, with the 
result that great inconvenience was caused to the general public 
and to vehicular traffic. With a. view tt.'. "educing this nuisance, 
the Municipal Corporation has introduced a system of licensin~ of 
hawkers and regulating their trade. lvfonthly licence fees. of 
Es. 4, As. 8. Rs. 3 and Rs. 3 per month respectively are levied ftom 
the abovementioned four categories of hawkers. About 50 suitable 
sites have been selected for accommodating' the first and fourth 
types. These sites are away from places of heavy traffic and Ilre 
cJassiSed according to the methods of hawking. These hawkers. 
excepting such of them as sell food articles, have to keep their stans, 
which are provided for them by the Corporation, open like other 
shopkeepers l>etween 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 4 p.m. to 8-30 p.m. 
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. The location of these hawkers has been so arredanged that it does ~~. 
not in any way affect the retail trade carri on by the retail 
shopkeepers. .T~ 

To GIVE AN IDEA OF THE COMPARATIVE PRICES of various articles at PRICES CUBRENT the time of the compilation of this Gazetteer, statements regarding ON 15-11-1950; 
wholesale and retail prices in Poona cunent on 15th November 
1950, are given below:-

TABLE No. 13. 
WHOLESALB PRICES IN POONA CITY (15TH NOVEMBER 1950) •. 

Commodities. I Variety/Qoality.* lJ'nit.t I Rs. a. p. 

Oer'Altt-
Mediwq Paddy .. .. .. . ... 15 S 8 

Rice .. .. Fine .. . .... 2514 8 
Wheat .. .. Whit4! .. ...... 13 0 0 
Jowar .. .. Whit4! .. . ... 10 1 8 

iPulttu-
Gr'Lm .. .. e

o
_ .... . ..... 19 8 0 

Tor .. .. . .... . ... 21 0 0 
Hot; .. .. ..... . ..... 24 0 0 
Udid .. . . .... . ... 20 0 0 
Leur .. .. . ... . ... 20 0 0 

!Bugar_-
Gvl .. Sortl .. . .... 19 12 0 
Sogar Refined • .. D-24 .. ........ 33 10 0 

~ilaUlU--
Gronndnnt .. .. Unshelled .. .... 20 0 0 
S_mum .. Black .. ..... 12 0 0 
Rape and Mnstard .. Whit4! .. .... 40 0 0 
Linseed .. .. .... . .... 30 0 0 
Cocono$ .. .. .. ..... Per 1,000 270 0 0 

,",it&-
PI.ntaj~ .. .. . ... Per gross .. 312 0 
Oranges .. .. . ... Per gross .. 38 0 0 
-

Yegdablu-. 
Pohtoea .. .. .... . ... 21 0 0 
OniOD8 .. .. . ... . ... 12 0 0 

l-iflUfoeJ:-
BollocD .. .. ClaM I .. Each ... 300 0 0 
BollocD .. .. ClaBB iI .. Each .. 250 0 0 
C01f'iI .. .. Class I .. Each .. 190 0 0 
Cows .. .. ClaBB II. .. E~h .. 120 0 0 
Sheep .. .. . ... Per score .. 600 0 0 

oa-.-
Tobscoo .. .. Leaf conntr,y .. . .... 200 0 0 
Cottou.eed .. .. . ... . ... II 8 0 
Gtlee .. .. Agmark .. 300 0 0 
F<Mlder Straw Cl'addyl 

.. 
IPS G ,. .. ,.'''' Fodder " Stalks . 9 0 0 .. .. .. . ... 

Tll1'merio .. .. .. .. .. ~ 

I 
. ... 45 0 0 

I D'.'Yohilliell .. .. .... ~ .. , 94 0 0 

. -When there is DO reference to any specific quality, fair average quality 
"" implied. . . ,Prices jfi&reed.given ~ ru~ Pll.1' standard mannd elf 8~ "I, lbs. lUIllI$S other-
'l'JSII spee . . . : 
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TABLE No. 14. 

RETAIL PRICES IN POONA CrTY (15TH NOVEMBER 1900). 
, 

Commodities. Va.riety/Quality.* Unil.t 

J 
Seera Cha.t~~. 

Oereals-
Pa.ddy .. .. COa."'8e .. . ... 2 - .l'J 
Rioo .. .. ('.oll",e .. .. '"' 2 6 

,- ,Whea.t· .. - --' .. ',. ,White .. . ... 1 U 
.Jowa.r .. .. Whiw e. . ... a 12 
B .. jri' .. .. . ... . ... 4 0 
Ra.gi .. .. . ... . ... 2 I) 

PvlJJe8-
Gra.~ " .. Whole .. .... 2 0 
Tor " 

•... Whole .. .... ~ 0 
Mug ". . ' •... Wbole .. . .... 1 U 
Uriid .. ,~. Whole .. ...... 1 10 
Ma.~or .. ' .. Whole .. -. ... 1 6 

.'IugaFs-
Gul .. ... Sort I .•.. .,', . 1 8 
Gul .. .. Sort II .. ..... 1 I!! 
Sugar Refined .... D-24· . .. .,' .. ., , 1 1 .. 

Oils- " 
'. 

Groundnut oil .. .... . ... 0 7 
8esamuru oil .. . ... 0 " 8 .... 
(',asto~ oil ": ". , .... . ... .. 0 6 
Mustard oil .. ..... . .... . '0 !I 
Linseed oil .. , .... . ... 0 6 

Vegetable--
Potatoes .. e,. . ... ..... 2 4 
Sweet potatoes ..... .... ..... 11 0 
Onions .. .. .... ..... . ... 

F,llils--
Rs. a. p. 

Plantaina .. ; ... .... Per <tozen .. O· 9 0 
Oranges .. ~ .. .... Per dozen .. 2 ,6 0 

IotMr9-
Seen Chataka. 

Milk .. .•.. . ... ..... 1 8 
Ghee .. .. Ungra.ded .. .... 0 6 
Dry chillies .. .... .... 0 7 
Sa.lt .. .. .... .... 15 0 

Toba.cOo. .. .. Leaf 
. ' .. Perlh. 

Its. a. p • .. 2 10 0 
Eggs .. ," 'A' Gra.de .. Per d01en . .. 2 6 0 
Mutton •• .. .... Per seer .. 2 0 0 
K"rosine oil - .. . ... Per gallon .. 1 4' 6 
Fitewood .. . .... Pl'rmaund .. 2 8 0 
Coarse cloth .. .... Pe~yard .. o 13 0 

-when there is no reference to any specific quality, fair ~verage, quality 
is implied. . '., . 

t Prices are given in 'seers and cbatakS (80 tolas· and 5 tolas respectively). 
per rupee unless otherwise specified. ' 

Tlw>B AssOCIA- THERE ARE 35 ASSOCIATIONS OF TRADERS' AND MERCHANTS connected 
nONS. with different trades, industries and businesses in Poona city. Of 

these, 7 are connected with grocery ti'ade~ 3 with general commis
sion business; and 3 with cloth trade. There are 2 associations 
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in each of. the following trades namely, tailoring, flour-mills, and 
motor transport. There is one association for each of the following 
trades, viz., printing-press, tobacco, watches, timber, hotels and 
restaurants, cycles, sweetmeats, flour-mills, trunks, ghee, goldsmith, 
brass and copper wares, hardware and banks. Most of these associa
tions have been formed with a view to bringing about closer co
operatoin amongst the members of the trade or industry concerned, 
to layout a common policy and to devise ways and means of further 
promotion of their business. Often disputes among the members 
of the trade are referred to these associations for amicable 
settlement. 

The Mabaratta Chamber of Commerce and Industries, with its 
headquarter building at Tilak Road, occupies a pre-eminent posi
tion among these associations. This Chamber was established in 
the year 1934 for the purpose of representing the economic, 
commercial, trade and industrial interests of Mabarashtra. Since 
its inception, it has been striving for the economic development of 
Mabarashtra as an integral part of India through local' initiative 
and effort. It is represented on a number of official and -non
official bodies in Poona and Bombay. It has played an import.lnt 
part in initiating and developing business enterprise. It awards 
the G. S. Parkhe Industrial Merit Prizes and the B. S. Kamat 
Memorial Prize. It also conducts the Ogale Memorial Economic 
Lectureships. The Chamber also conducts a commercial monthly 
named Sampada. The funds and the properties of the Chamber 
exceed in value Rs. 1.so,OOO. 
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mAPTER 9-TRANSPORT AND COAnIUNlCATIONS. 

FRow: TBB BECINlto"INC OF 'l'BlS CENTUBY. Poooa has tried to keep 
pace with modem development in transport and communications. 
Vast improvements have been made in transport by roads, railways 
and air. and in communications by post, telegraphs, telephones and 
wireless. the following are the figures of population engaged in 
transport and communications during the years 1881 and 1951. as 
~ in the census for the respec:tiv~ y~:-

TABLE No. L 

PERsoNS p(GACED IN 1iLuisPoBT AND CoMMUNICATIONS: 
1881 AND 195L 

.881. 1951. 

Hamberof . 
! 

Hamberof 
Catec0r7 per8OlI8 Ca~. pel8OD8 

eDpged. engaged. 

i&W-~ .~ Traupori by raiJwa1' 
I 

0.813 
_. .... 

fRoada _. 
!.3%3 Transpori by roads . .. 7.926 

p.-t.aIId BiYen 
(&lld 8eul -. ~ Transpori by_~ 

_. 
97 

TraD8pOri by air 
_. 81 

~ - fIB Postal Senicea _. 
_. 

1.147 

Telegraph Senicea ... 317 

TelephoDe 8erricell ... 200 

W" II'8leaa Serricea ... 161 

Total ••• &.%17 Total _ 16.753 

. 
TILU'FJC IN PBE-BAIL DAYS was carried on through highways WIth 

the help of carts and pack animals. Increasing production-both 
agricultUral and indust:ria1-necessitated cheaper and quicker means 
of communication, both for passengers and for goods and COJIlIIlOdi
ties. A series of famines and years of scarcity conditions also DeceS
sitated the laying of railway lines for facilitating relief operations. 
Besides. the Poona district has been the headquarters of the Southern 
Command of the Indian Army. which fact also furthered tho 
development of railways in the district. 
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The Great Indian Peninsula RailwJlY Co. laid their main line from 
Khandala to Bhigavan, a distance of. 106 miles, in the year 1858 
and the Southern Mahratta Railway Co. laid the metre gauge route 
from Poona to Nira in 1886. The Dhond-Baramati narrow gauge 
secuUII was constructed in 1913~ The present route mileage of 
l'ailways in Poona district stands at 186·1 miles. As a result of the 
re-grouping of the railways the Great Indian Peninsula Railway has 
now been, grouped under the Central Railway and the Madras and 
Southern Mahratta Railway, which name lUose out of the amalga
mation in 1907 of the Madras and the Southern Mahratta Railways, 
has been allocated to the Southern Railway. Of the 186·1 miles, 
138 '1, miles. are under the . Centra~ Railway and the rest 48 miles 
are under the Southern Railway. Eight out of the fourteen· talukas 

. of the district, viz~, Mawal, Mulshi, Haveli, Dhond, Baramati, Indapur, 
'J,>urandar and Poona City, have been connected by ·railways with the 

.cities of Po on a and Bombay and the districts of Ahmednagar, Satara, 
Sholapur and Nasik. The other six talukas of the district, viz., Bhor, 
Junnar, Ambegaon, Sirur, Velhe and Khed, have no railway communi
cation. Thesetaluka~ are served mostly.by motor bus traffic. . ... 

Central Rallway. The main line of 'the Ceiltral Railway emanates froni Bombay and 
enters the Poona district at , Khandala near the crest of the Sahyadris. 
It then courses through the· district for 107·5 miles cutting across the 
talukas of Mawal, Mulshi, Haveli, Dhond, and Indapur. From 
Khandala for about 20 miles the line nms west to east through a rough 
:and hilly country and then passes through the fertile plain lying 
between the Indrayani and Pavana rivers, 21 miles south-east to Poona, 
,From Poona its course" is east along the valleys of the Mula-Mutha 
!and the Bhima, 48 miles to Dhond and then south-east 17 miles to 
:Bhigavan, where it enters the Sholapur district. The line then 
:passes south-east to Hyderabad and Madras. The construction· of 
:this line was undertaken in 1856 and the section from Khandala to 
:I'oona was opened for traffic on 14th JUDe 1858 and from Poona to 
!Bhigavan on 15th of December during the same year. . , 
I . . .. 

i This railway provides both passenger as well i as goods traiQ 
:services. It has 24 stations on its Ioute through this district, namely~ 
:Khandala 78 miles from Bombay, Lonavla 80, Malavali 85, Kamshet 
!90, Vadgaon 96, Talegaon 98; Ghoravadi 99, Begdevadi 10l;Oehu 
:Road 104, Chinchvad, 109, Pimpri 111, Kirkee 116, Shivajinagar 118, 
;Poona 119, Hadapsar 123, Loni 130, Uruli 137, Yevat 145, KedgaoJl 
;153, Patas 159, Dhond 167, Bori-byaI113, Malthan 179, and Bhigavan 
184. Of these Dhond and Poona. are junction stations. The track 
:between Poona and Bombay is electrified an&- 'train services between 
Khandala and Poona are ruD by electric enf1;gy. The passenger and 
:goods traffic on the Poona-Karjat section of the Central Railway has 
shown an enormus increase during ;recent years. The total number 
of passengers carried by the railway from the seven· stations of the 
.poona district lying on this line has increased from 14,80,019 in 1941 
.to 75,59,501 in 1951, which means a five-fold increase during the last 
ten years •.. There has also been an enormous increase in the move
.ment of passengers to health resorts, such as Mahableshwar, 
:Panchgani, Talegaon, Lonavala. and Khandala. These health 
; ·Poona, Shivajulagar, Kirkee, Chinchvad, Dehu Road, TalegaoD and 
Lonavala. .., 
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resorts have developed considerably during recent years. Better 
railway facilities on this line have also lent a helping hand towards 
the establishment of Vallabhanagar, a residential colony at Pimpri, 
,T. B. Sanatoriums at Talegaon and Malavali, a General Hospital at 
Talegaon and the Physical Culture and Yoga School at Lonavala. 
The ancient and famous caves at Karla and Boja as well as the fort~ 
of Lohogad and Visapur have been made accessible to the general 
public on account of convenient train service. 

The quick and adequate transport facilities provided by the 
railwav on the Bombav-Poona line has made Bombay city a regular 
market easily, accessible to the agricultural products of the Poona 
dIstrict, including large quantities of perishable goods like fruits, 
vegetables and potatoes. In fact, the Poona district takes the pride 
of place as the main supplier of these goods to Bombay city. Besides, 
the location of a large number of factories working in this district 
i'l along the railway lines, and this shows to what extent transport 
facilities provided by the railways may govern the location of 
industries. 

Two branches of the Central Railway, viz., Dhond-Manmad and 
Dhond-Baramati sections, emanate from Dhond, and the Southern 
Railway line emanates from Poona. The Dhond-Manmad line 
connects this district with the neighbouring district of Ahmednagar 
and also with the north-east and the south-east sections of the Central 
Railway. The line was opened on 16th. March 1878. Only one 
station on this line, viz., Dhond, and 2·6 miles of route mileage of 
this line lie in the Poona district. 

The narrow gauge Dhond-Baramati section connects the regions 
of Baramati with the main line at Dhond. The direction of this H9-C 
is southwards and the route mileage is' 28. Besides Dhond, it has 
four stations, namely, Ravangaon 8 miles from Dhond, Sirsuphal 14,. 
Katphal 21, and Baramati, the-terminus 28. It is a narrow gauge, 
steam line. 

All the stations on the Central Railway lines in the Poona district 
are provided with buildings" booking offices, and quarters for 
the station staff. The stations of Poona, Lonavala and Dhond are 
spacious modem buildings, and there are waiting rooms, refreshment 
rooms and tea stalls provided for the convenience of .the travelling. 
public. Waiting rooms are also provided at Khandala, Kamshet, 
Talel!:aon, Dehu Road,· Chinchavad, Kirkee, Shivajinagar, Loni, 
Uruli, Kedgaon, Patas and Baramati. There are tea stalls and refresh
ment shops on almost all stations of the C,entral Railway. A safety 
siding, has been provided at Khandala station. There is a railway 
workshop' at Lonavala . 
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. The Southern Railway has only a metr.e gauge line in this district.; Southern Railwa,. 
It runs from Poona southwards to Bangalore and . passes through: 
48 miles of the district. The construction of the Western Deccan sec
tion of the Southern Mahratta Railway was sanctioned in December 
1883. and'work was begun in March 1884. The'work was completed: 
after ·two years and the line started functioning in 1886. This'Hne 
was amalgamated with the Madras Railway in 1907, and now, after 
the recent re"grouping, forms a part of the Southern Railway. 
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CHAPTER 9. The Poona-Bangalore line starts from Poona and for about 10 milel.
1 runs almost parallel to the main line of the Central Ralway at a 

Transport distance of about 3 miles to the south. Near Loni, 10 miles east ofl 
and Poona, the line turns more to the south and skirts the Sinhagad~ 

Co~unica- Bholflswar range, rising with a rulin!?: gradient of one in one· hundred 
~DS. . . till it crests the Bhor incline about 21 miles. south-east of Poona and 

Southem~il~ay. about 675 feet above the level of the Poona railway station. From 
this point the railway line turns south, leaving Saswad about 8 miles 
to the west and passes straight to Jejuri 32 miles south-east of Poona. 
At J ejuri, it passes through the Purandar hills and runs southwards 
till near Nira, where it crosses the Nira river and enters the Satara 
distrj(~t. It traverses Poona city and the talukas of Haveli and 
Purandar. 

Besides Poona, it has 10 stations, namely Ghorpuri, 2 miles from 
Poona, Saswad Road 7, Phursangi 11, Alandi 16, Gurholi 21, 
Rajewadi25, Jejuri 32, Dondaj 37, Walhe 42 and Nira 48 . 

. Nira is the metre gauge rail head for the Phaltan Sugar Factory, 
to which it is connected by a narrow- gauge line worked by tht. 
factoiy~ A large metre gauge engine shed has been constructed at 
Ghorpuri and there are also goods lines facilitating the tranship
ment of goods between j:he broad gauge of the Central Railway and 
the metre gauge of the Southern Railway. From Poona to 
Ghorpuri, the track is double line and it crosses the Central Railway 
liue at the Koregaon Park level-crossing. 

An idea' of the outward traffic on this line can be had from tho 
following statement :-

TABLE No.2. 

SOUTHERN RAILWAY, POONA (1949-50.) 

Number of 
Quantity of 
goods sent 

Stations. ' passengers through these 
lOutwurd). stations 

(Tons). 

1. Poona ... . .. . .. 4,80,579 43,332 

2. Ghorpuri ... . .. ... 21,219 13,240 

3. SaswadRoad ... ... . .. 15,990 1,107 

4. Phursangi ... ... .. . 1,911 42 

5. AJandi ... ... .. . 8.410 32 

6. Gurholi 
c 

4,755 33 ... ... ... 
7. Rajewadi ... ..i ... liO,41G 423 

8. Jejuri ... ... . .. 1,23,690 214 , 
9. Dondaj ... ... .. . 4,183 . ..... 

10. Walhe ... . .. . .. &8,487 77 

Ill. Nira ... ... .. . 1,53,587 7.387 



As ALL THE OTHER DECCAN DISTBICIS. Poona haS had to depend on 
road communications to a large e~ent and roads have played a con
siderable part in its economy since the earliest times. Its road 
system was not well developed in the e3llier baH of the nineteenth 
century. but large schemes of road development were embarked 
upon during the latter baH. The development of the railway 
system also began during the same period. Road construction, 
when it began in the nineteenth century, was based in the first,instance 
on a series of main trunk lines with a view to connecting the district 
with the neighbouring districts and !!Iso with Bombay, the head
quarters of the Province. Later on, with growing agricultural, 
industrial and trading activities in the district, the necessity \vas 
felt of linking up all centres of production and distribution with the 
Poona city. Accordingly between 1890 and 1900, a number of 
secondary main lines were laid down. After the completion of 
these through lines of communication was undertaken the work of 
constructing feeder roads for railways and connecting important 
places which had, because of the exigencies of railway alignment, 
been left isolated. The main trunk lines as well as the important 
feeders were usually constructed, metalled and maintained by the 
Provincial Govenment, while the others were left to the local bodies 
to be financed out of their own funds. During the 20th century, 
particularly after 1914, i.e .• the beginning of World War I, road 
development assumed great importance with the rapid growth of 
the motor transport system. Poona~ as the second headquarters of 
the Provincial Government and the headquarters of the. Southern 
Command, saw good road schemes executed during the period, with 
the result that considerable advancement in the economy of the 
district took place. • 

Development has been particularly marked during the last twenty 
years. The total road mileage has increased from 1,793 miles in 
1933· to 2,718 in 1949-50: metalled roads from 417 to 755 miles. 
and unmetalled roads from 1,376 to 1,946 miles. The metalled 
roads form 27·8 per cent of the total road mileage. The surface' 
of metalled roads is everywhere water bound macadam, except 
that within the municipal limits of Poona and other municipalities 
superior surfaces have been C(UlStructed. The unmetalled roads are 
either murum or mere earth roads. Murum is crumbled trap rock 
which gives a fair surface and can sustain light motor traffic during all 
seasons. Earth roads are only fair-weather roads. 

The area served by each road mile shows a welcome deciine from 
2·9 square miles to 2·2 square miles, in spite of the recent merger 
with the district of the Bhor State which had a, larger, area per, 
road mile owing to, its hilly nature. But the number, of persons 
served by each road mile has increased from 642 to 711. which must 
must be attributed to increase in population outrunning the increase 
~ road mileage. 

·Gadgil. D.R. and Gogate, L. V.-" Survey of Motor Bus Transportation u
Six Districts of the Bombay Presidency" eonducted by the Gokhale Institute of. 
Politics and Economics. Poona-l935. 
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The statement below shows in detail the various categories . of 
r9ads in the district, their mileage. and condition:-

TABLE No.3 . 

ROAD Mll.EAGE IN POONA DISTRIGr (1949-50). 
\ 

Category. Total. Metalled. UDltIetalled. 

miles. fur. ft. miles. fur. ft. . miles. fur. ft. 

(A) Sta/8 ... 478 1 337 458 2 311 19 7 26 

(li) District Local 
Board ... 2,072 0 0 221 0 0 1,851 0 0 

(0) Municipal ... 167 7 263 78 2 385 76 7 556 

Dhond ... 2 6 120 1 5 ,580 1 0 20Q 

Indapur* ... 2 0 0 Notav ai)able. 

Lonavala '" 10 5 401 7 1 560 3 3 501 

Baram.a.ti ... 6 3. 330 3 2 0 3 1 330 

Alandi ... 2 0 0 2 0 0 Nil. 

Talegaon 
Dabhade* ... 2 0 642 Not available. 

Saswad ... 5 0 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 

Sirur ... 7 0 0 7 0 0 ... . .. ... 
Jejuri* ... 3 • 0 0 Notav .ailable. 

Junnar ... 9 3 90 3 4 565 5 6 lS5 

l3hor* ... 5 4 0 Notav ailable. 

Kirkee Canton-
ment ... 7 0 0 7 0 0 ... .. . ... 

, Poona ... 105 0 0 44 0 0 61 0 0 

,. Total ... 2,718 0 600 :;57 5· 36t ·1,947 6 582t· 

The entire road system is maintained by three different authori
ties, namely, the State Government, the Poona District Local 
Board, and th~ various municipal bodies within the . district. The 
State roads have a length of 478 miles and. forin 17·6 per cent. 
of the total road mileage of the district. They are mostly big arterial 
roads serving the 'needs of the State ill general and the Poona 
district in particular, and they have even all-India importance. TheY' 
either emanate from Poona or pass through the district. The; 
national 'highways namely the .Bombay-Poona Road, the Poona-: 
Sholapur Road, the Poona-Nasik Road and the Poona-Bangalore. 

·Detailed figures of metalled and urimetalled .roads are not available for .this' 
rinmicipal body. . . . . , ', 
. tThe total given, falls short of the sctual as detailed. figures are not available' 
for lndapur, Talegaon-Dabhade, Jejuri and Bhor. . " . '. 
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Road, the State highway namely the Poona-Ahmednagar Road and 
two major dllitrict roads namely the Poona-Baramati and the Poona~ 
Satara Road come under this category. The maintenance and 
development of these roads are undertaken by the State Govern
ment through its Public Works Department and the charges are 
met from the State revenues. Almost the entire length of these 
roads is me~alled and only 19 miles remain to be metalled. 

The District Local Board roads have a length of 2,072 miles, 
which is 76·2 per cent. of the total' road' mileage of 'the district. 
These roads· are spread over the various talukas of the district and 
their maintenance is vested iIi the District Local Board. l\oads 
falling in this category are local roads and cart tracks-mostly 
fair-weather roads-which link up various centres of cultivation; 
industry .' and. trade with the national highways, railway stations, 
market towns.· headquarters of talukas and Poona city.' Nearly 
80 per cent.· of these roads, i,e., a length of 1,851 miles, are un
metalled an~during the monsoon are rendered unserviceable. 
During the dair weather. light motor traffic is possible on these 
roads. , ' 

The thirteen municipalities in the district have 167 miles of 
roads under their jurisdiction, which comes to 6·2 per cent. of the 
total mileage of roads in the district. A little more than 50 per cent. 
of these roads are good metalled ones.. One hundred and five miles 
out of the 167 miles are located. within the liniits of the Poona 
Municipal Corporation and each of the other municipalities have 
only a few miles of municipal roads~ . . 

The Junnar taluka, which is not served by any railway, is con
nected to the AhmedDllgar district, which lies to the north and 
east of it, by roads on which the chief means of transport are bullock 
carts and motor buses. To the west lies the Thana district to which 
communication is possible by two ghats (passes), viz., Naneghat and 
Malsej. Traffic through these passes is now usually on bullocks 
and occasionally on head-loads. The Naneghat Funicular Tramway 
Co., was attempting to cut a passage through the rocks to run a tram
way which would make communication easy between Junnar and the 
Thana ·district. But the attempt has not succeeded. 

. In the Ambegaon talulsa there are no road communications to 
the interior villages. The Poona-Nasik Road passes through . the 
taluka and the road is motorable. There are also two motorable 
roads' maintained by the District Local Board, one from Manchar 
to Ambegaon and the other from Manchar to Bhlmashankar via 
Ghodegaon. -

. The Khed taluka, which· is not touched by any railway, has a fair 
road mileage. The Poona-Nasik Road passes through this taluka 
touching Khed, the taluka headquarters, and a number of villages. 
There are five other motorable roads in the taluka maintained by 

. the District Local Board. 

In Sirur taluka, there is only one State road passing through 
it, viz., thePoona-Ahmednagar Road. There are also other ~otor
able roads from Ghodnadi to Kavathe, Kendur to Sbikrapur an~ 
Ghodnadi to Aodhalgaon.· 

A Blc Vf 2-25 
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Rt-gions of the Mawnl taluka fall on the main highway-tho 
Bombay-Poona Road-and also the mllin line of the Central Rail. 
way. The' Bombay-Poona Road is metalled and there is consider.. 
able traffic passing througb it. Almost all villages of this taluka 
are connected by fair season cart tracks and unmetalled roads with 
this highway and the Central Railway. 

TIle Mulsh1 tnluka has only one good road which runs from 
Poon&. to the Mulshi dam. There are two smaller ronds-one from 
Paud to Kolwan and the other from Pirangut to Mutbe-but during 
the monsoon these roads are Booded rendering them unfit tor 
traffic. 

In Vellie Mahal, there is only one motorable road passing from 
Ambavane to Velhe, a distance of about 13 miles. Except two cart 
tracks, used during the paddy season, one from Rule to Ambegaon 
(6 miles) and the other from Kuran to Mose (5 Illiles), there are no 
other public roads or cart tracks fit for traffic throughout the year. 
The mahnl on the whole is ill-equipped with communication 
facilities. During the monsoon most of the roads and tracks 
become unserviceable. 

Communication facilities in the IIaveli and Poona City talukas 
are very good and development is still going on. The Bombay. 
Poona Road, the Poona-Ahmednagar Road, the foona-Nasik Road, 
the Poona-Sholapur Road and the Poona-Satara Road-all traverse 
these talukas and have greatly facilitated both goods and passenger 
traffic in the rural areas. Poona, being the headquarters of the 
Southern Command, has also direct motorable link-ups with tlle 
hilly and interior tracts of these talukas. . 

The Bhor taluka is in the same condition as Velhe Mabal 
Two State roads, namely, the Poona-Ban~alore Road and tho 
Mahapral-Pandharpur Road. lass through the taluka, but a mlljor 
portion of the taluka is covere with hills and forests. There are 
some unmctalled roads and cart tracks which go out of use during 
the monsoon. 

Dhond is connected to Poona, Sholapur, Ahmednngar and oUler 
neighbouring districts by good highways and also by railwey. The 
railway plays an important role in the economic life of this taluka. 
Quite a few villages of the tnluka are connected with the main and 
the branch lines of the Central Railway by roads and cart tracks. 
The national highway of Poona-Sholapur Road passes through the 
taluka and is served by feeder road services. The road-rail co-ordi
nation has facilitated easy and swift transport of goods in tho 
taluka. 

In the Purandar taluka there are three motorabJe ronds, namely, 
(i) the Poonn-Satara Hoad pnssin~ throu~h the tnlukn tlia Snswnd, 
Jejuri, Wnlhe and Nira; (U) the Snswad-Vir Rond passing tlll'ougb 
llimpnle and Pnrinche and (ill) the Saswnd-Knpurwnhlll Hond. Their 
present condition, however, is not very good. 

The taIuka of Baramati is happily placed so far as roads are con
cerned. The motorable· road from Nira to Indapur passes UU'Ougb 
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the taIuka; and there are three other good roads emanating &om 
iJaramati and going to DiksaJ. Phaltan and Morgaoo. All these roadS 
provide suitable and easy means of communication to the villages 

- of the taluka. There are. however, no good roads 'in the iirayat 
tract (dry areas) of the taluka. . - --

The Indapur taluka, which is least served by railways, bas a good 
number of roads. Motorable roads exist between Baramati and 
Indapur, Indapur and AkIuj., Baramati and DiksaI, Nimgaon Ketaki 
and LoW, Nimgaon Ketaki and Chandgaon, Kalas and Kumbhargaon 
and Bavada and Narsingpur. 

An important landmark in the field of transportation in the Poona 
district was the introduction of the State Transport service in the 
year 1948. This bas brought about unification of control and exten
sion of service in the sphere of motor bus transport, enhancing 
the advantages of this form of transport to local agriculture and 
business. Since the end of the First World War, motor bus trans
portation bas been steadily growing in the district. Because of its 
swifter and cheaper movement of goods and traffic, the motor bus. 
bas gradually replaced the bullock cart as a means of communica
tion for any but very short distances. The business of plying buses 
bas become very popular. According to a survey conducted by the 
Gokhale Institute of Economics and Politics in the year 1934-35, 
there were 248 bas owners plying 473 vehicles on various routes 
in the district. Of these owners, 163 owned but one single bus 
each. During the years that followed, especially after 1939, moto .. 
bus transportation received fresh impetus, as the Poona district 
became the centre of large military activities, and numerous small 
unit operators started plying their vehicles in and about Poona. 
Unchecked rivalry among the bus operators had an undesirable 
effect on the tiansport system as a whole. In order to attract 
patronage. the services were made cheaper at the sacrifice of the 
convenience. and occasionally even of the safety, of the travelling 
public. While the extension of cheap. and rapid transport was 
welcomed, complaints about overcrowding, irregularity, rash driving 
and annoyance began to pile up. In 1948, therefore, the Government 
of Bombay took up road bus transport as a State monopoly. It is 
now being operated through a statutory co.-poration specially creat
ed for the purpose, viz.. the Bombay State Road Transport 
Corporation. 

Poona bas the unique distinction of being the district where the 
scheme of nationalisation of motor bus transportation was first 
introduced. Work in .. Poona Division" was started on 1st June 
1948 and completed in February 1949; and by the end of 1951 the 
division had reached its maximum capacity. The Poona district, 
with the exception of a few of its eastero talukas, and some 
portions of the Satara district, form the .. Poona Division' of the 

, State Transport. The Co.-poration took over all the then existing 
• bus routes from the private operators, and it has now opened also 
new routes in order to meet effectively the demands of industry, 
trade and the travelling public. The Divisional Office of the State 
Transport is located on the Shankarshet Road in Poona City. and 
its activities are controlled by a Divisional Controller and the staff, 
under him. 
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The following two statements give us an idea of the various 
routes under operation during March 1950, the route mileage, the 
number of vehicles plying and the average number of persons 
that travelled-route-wise :-

TABLE No.4. 

OPERATIONS OF BOMBAY STATE l'RANSPORT-POONA DIVISION
(MARCH .~950)., 

Nttmberof 
Average 

number of 
Station. Destinatiol\. Distance. Vehioles persona 

(mUea) Plying. travelled •. 
(Daily) 

1 2 3 , IS 

• 
I. Poona .. A.hIQednag~r .. '16 6 1,148 

Sirur .. 43 IS 778 
Kanhur .. 72 2 233 
Shikrapur .. 23 1 140 
Talegaon .. 25 3 501 
Nasik 

" 130 3 457 
S~ng=--JIlner .. 88 3 502 
Ju."Il'lU 56 4 380 
Alandi .. 14 3 9'0 
Pimpri .. 20 2 496 
Dehu Road .. 18 2 149 
Ane .. 74 2 127 
Ambegaon .. 56 1 120 
Wada .. 42 1 131 
BhOlle .. 23 1 176 
Chakan ,. 18 1 125 
Khed ,. 26 I) 690 
Narayangaon .. 46 2 301 
Paud . .. 21 4 420 
Mulshi .. 28 2 173 
Kolwan ,. 28 2 89 
Kondavkopra .. 13 1 362 
Theur. .. 16 1 93' 
Alandi(oh) 16 1 191 
Sinhagad .. 12 1 .282 
Khadakwasla .. 9 1 201 
Supe .. 42 3 223 
Dhond .. 47 3 285 
Shrigonda .. 64 1 .... 
Saswad .. 19 4, 429 
Satara .. 69' 13 1,268 , Bhor .. 32 6 935 
Mahabaleshwar .. 75- 3. 1,068 
Wai ... 55 3, . 410 
Kondanpur 20 3 192 .. 
Shirwal .. 32 2 228 
Panohgani ' .. 64 2 430 
Vele .. 'Ii 2 .... 
MadhuthiIld ... 20 I 1 .... 
Paba) . .. 38 j 1 141 
Poona Station 4' 2 

, 
830 ,I' 

Naaarapur' .... 20 I 68 
Dighi .. 6 I 2 '12 
Kilkee .. G 2 88 
Yewa' .. 27 1 61 

.) 
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, 

lltatioli. Destination. Distance. 
(iuiles) 

1 2 3 

: U. Satara .. S"taraRoad " 12 
Wai .. 21 

! 
Koregaon .. 12 , . Modha .. 15 I 

: Nira .. .32 
j Mlhabaleshwar .. 4I-

HU!Qgaon .. 20 
! Rabimatpur .. n 
; LiIllb .. 8 
I 

I III. TaIegaon .. .T1l!IIl&r .. .52 
Narayaugaon .. 42 
Manchar .. 34 : Ghodegaon .42 .. 
A,mbegaon .. 52 

! Ane .. 67 
Belhe .. 62 
Pabal .. 34 
Wada .. 38 

IV. 8aswad: .. Vir ~ •• 16 
Morgaon ( la Nira) 36 
Morgaon (Via Jejuri) 20 
Jejuri , .. 10 
Purandar .. 6 

V. NarayaDl!aon Ane .. 23 

" 
Ambegaon .. 26 
Pargaon .. 14 
J:1l!IIl&r .. 10 

VL Xhed .. Talegaon .. 22 
Kadus .. 6 
Wad&:' .. 16, 

VII. Wai .. Mahabaleshwar .. 20 
WathaI;' .. , 20 
Bhor .. 32 

VIII. Manchar .. Ambegaon .. 18 
J1l!IIl&r .. 18 
Ghodegaon .. 8 

U., SirIlr .. VadgaOn .. 23 
Nevara .. 14 

.. Kavathe .. ~ . IS 

. oX. J~r, .. Ana .. 33 , 
Pargaon : 24 .. 

xi. Bhor .. Lonand .. 26 
Ambawade .. S 

~ DhOOd .. Kharade ..; 28 
; 

XIII. S~PJll' .. SirIlr .. 36 
'. 

N1IIJlber of 
Vehicles 
Plying. 

4 , 

9 
4 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
1 
1 
1 
3 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
2 

2 
3 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

2 
1 

2 
1 

2 

1 
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Average, 
n~berof 

. persons 
travelled. 
(Daily) 

5 

1,105 
662 
717 
361 

,.' ,242 
163 ~ 1 

270 
106 
180 

469 
353 : 
188 

.' )52 
'96 
123 
180 
174 
140 

123 
47 

163 
94 

145 

155 
209 
96 

..... 

72 
156 
133 

424 
530 
219 . 

81 
107 
.... 
179 
317 
333 

173 
159 

470 
251 

168 

187 

. 
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TABLE No.5. 
BOMBAY STATE TMNSPORT-POONA DMSloN (MARCH 1950). 
NUMBER OF ROUTES, DISTANCE. VElllCLES AND PASSE1'oICERS 

(MARCH 1950). 

Total 
Routes Route Numborof l'umber or 

StatiOl1o emanating distanoo Vehioles pa8sengol'll 
from (in mil...a). Plying. travelled 

daily 
(Average). 

Poona .. 45 1,678 115 15,933 

Sawa .. 9 172 25 3,806 

Talogaon: .. 9 423 15 1,873 

Saswad .. 6 88 8 572 

Narayangaon .. , '13 4 460 

Khed .. 3 « 4 361 

Wai .. 3 '12 (I 1,173 

Uanollar .. 3 « 3 188 

9 •. Sirur .. 3 65 3 829 

10. Junnar .. 11 67' S 332 

11. Bhar .. 11 S4. S '121 

12. Dbond .. 1 28 11 168 

13. Sbikmpur .. 1 36 1 187 

Poona Division .. 90 2.804. 1911 26.605 

, 

I. 
I 

I 

, 

! 

It will be seen from the tables that in March 1950, the StaN!' 
Transport in • Poona Division" had under opera~on 90 bus routes 
and the average daily mileage was 2,804 miles. On an average 
26,605 passengers were carried daily. The operating fleet was com
posed or 204 vehicles and the average number of vehicles on the 
roads WI\S 153. In many cases vehicles operated on more routes than . 
one. The average distance travelled by a passenger in the State Trans
port buses during March 1950 has been estimated at 11·9 miles. 
During the monsoon some of the routes operated in the western ~ 
hilly areas have to be suspended. At other times, the traffic is 
more or less constant, The table showing in detail the various .' 
routes brings out the fact that the State Transport in • Poona i 

Division" has not only prOvided more comfortable and quicker: 
means of transport within the district but has also connected the 
district. with the adjoining districts much more effectively than before .. 
There are routes emanating from Poona and going to Ahmednagar, 
Satara and Nasik. The bus routes have been so planned that all the 
important centres of agricultural and industrial production are linked 
up with trade centres and market places; and this has to great extent : 
facilitated the disposal of goods and commodities grown in those 
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centres. The State Trasport runs special bus services to various 
plices of interest and also to places of pilgrimage in order to help 
tourists and pilgrims. 
~ Half of the total number of routes under operation emanate 
lTom Poona city which is not only the headquarter town of the 
~strict but also an entrepot of the inland trade. There are 
45 bus. routes emanating from Poona and going to 45 diHerent 
places within the district and even outside. On an average 

, 115 vehicles daily carry 15,933 passengers. Satara and Talegaon 
· are the other important starting stations, each with 9 bus routes 

~
manatin~ from it. Other State Transport stations, with the number of 
.us routes emanating from each m~ked in brackets, are Saswad (5) .. 
arayanl!aon (4), Khed (3), Wru. (3), Manchar (3), Sirur (3), 

Junnar (2), Bhor (2), Dhond (1) and Sbikrapur (1). The numbers 
of routes are fixed by the Divisional State Transport authorities and 
trips and vehicles are increased or decreased according to traffic 
needs. 

The State Transport has not yet undertaken the movement of 
goods traffic in the Division. It has planned to undertake goods 
traffic as soon. as an adequate number of vehicles are available. 

Modem and coIilmodious bus stations and sheds are provided at 
Poona, Panchgani, Dhond, Supe, Pimpri, Kanhu, Satara Road, 
Wathar, Ane, Ghodegaon, Junnar, Kavathe, Paba!, Nira, Wada, 
Lonand. Koregaon, Alandi and Vir. Facilities of advance reservation 
and booking of tickets have been provided at Shivajinagar 

· (Poona), Sirur, Bhor, Khed, Shikrapur, Panchgani, Narayangaon, 
Swargate (Poona), Mahabaleshwar, Junnar, Wid and Satara. 
A box carrying first-aid equipment is kept in each bus and the con-

· ductors are trained in first-aid methods. For the safety of the 
travelling public, the speed limit of buses has been regulated. 
Special vehicles are run on routes leading to fairs. There are 
arrangements for recording complaints from the public, and. such 
complaints are attended to. 

The rates of fares charged have been kept at the lowest to fit 
· in with the principle of an uniform rate. The fare is calculated 
at the rate .of 9 pies per mile, but the charge being on a stage basis 
and a stage being four miles, the minimum charge is three annas, 
which' increases by multiples of three annas according to the 
number of stages. Children are charged half the adult rate, with 
a minimum of 2 annas. These rates were arrived at by . averaging 
all the bus rates prevailing at the time of the inauguration of the 
State Transport in the Division. The Poona Division, made puite 
11 good .amount of savings during the year 1949-50. These savings 
do not all go to the Government treasury; a large part is used for 
the welfare of the passengers and the workers of the organization. 
About half of the savings are earmarked for improvement of roads 
and ilie remaining for construction of bus stations, provision of 
amenities to passengers and facilities to the staff. The Corpora
tion has promised to give a substantial contribution to the develop
ment of unmetalled roads and highways and also for some pucca 
roads. 

For the proper maintenance of the buses of the State Transpo~ 
15 depots and garages, to each of which is attached a small work
shop, have been opened· at various places, where oiling, greasing, 
cleaning 8:Ild maintenance of vehicles are carried out These depots 
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CHAPTER 9. and, garages with the number of vehicles attached to each are as 
shown below:-

li'ansport TABLE No.6. 
and 

Communica
tions. 

ROADS. 
State TlI!DSPort. 

Workshop,. ' 

Number of 
Depots and Garages. vehioles 

attaohed. 

1. POOll&.Swa.rgate .. A .. .. .. .. .. 21 

2. Poona..Swa.rgate liB:' .. .. .. .. 23 

3. Poona..Shivajinaga.r .. .. .. .. 30 

4. Sata.ra .. .. .. .. .. 25 

5. Na.rayangaon .. .. .. .. .. 15 

6. Ta.legaon .. .. .. .. .. 13 

1 
7. Sirur .. .. .. .' . .. 10 

8. Bhor .. .. .. .. .. 11 

9. Mahaba.leshwa.r .. .. ' .. .. • .. IS 

10. Wai .. .. .. .. .. 7 

11. Khed, .. .. .. .. .. 5 

12. Sangamner .. .. .' . .. .. S 

13. Saswa.d .. .. .. .. .. II 

14. Shikrapur .. .. .. .. .. IS 

15. Dhond .. .. .. .. .. 8 

The head workshop of' the Poona Division is located on the 
Shankarshet Road and it looks after' the monthly and' the quarterly 
maintenance, of buses attached to the Division. 

StaB. The Division maintains administrative, operational and workshop 
staff as follows :-

Category. 
Administrative Staff 
Operational Staff 
Workshop Staff 

Number. 
268 
910 . 
568. -

Total ' .. 1,746., 

The administrative stl,Uf, 263 in number, includes the Divisional 
C!Jntroller, Traffic Manager, Accounts Officer, Divisional Statistician,; 
Labour and Publicity Officer, and the entire staff wQrking under them , 
to run the administration of the Ppona Division. The operational () 
staff, numbering 910, includes those who actually operate the bus 
routes, namely, drivers, conductors; depot managers, inspectors and 
traffic controllers. The workshop personnel, numbering 568, is 
a technical staff attached to the various workshops in the Division, 
and includes engineers, mechanics, skilled workers and the labour 
employed in those workshops. Recruitment of the staff on a basic 
salary of Rs. 75 or below is done by the Divisional Selection Com~ 
inittee, and the non-gazetted staff on a salary above Rs. 100 is 
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ecruited by the Central Selection Committee. The recruibnent of 
taff on a minimum salary of Rs. 250 and above (officers of Class I 
IUd II) is done by the State Transport Service Board, Central 
)ffire. Bombay. 

Regular classes for the training of conductors and drivers are 
onducted by two instructors, and first-aid training is imparted by 
he St. John Ambulance Association of Poona. 

For the staff, the Divisional Office runs a staff institute, a co
'perative canteen, a fair price shop and a sports club. For dis-
emination of news and information about the activities of the 
)ivisional State Transport. a bulletin in Marathi is also published 
'y the Divisional Office. 

tions. 
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A private comp6Dy known as the Silver Jubilee Motors Ltd., Poona Municipal 
ommenced operating a bus service in Poona City on 1st March Transport. 
.941. Mter nine years, the service was taken over by the Poona 
dunicipal Corporation on March 1, 1950. At the time of the 
nunicipalisation of the service the company had a Heet of about 
iO vehicles and used to operate about 32 buses on 12 different routes 
Yithin the city. The Corporation after taking over the service 
Ldded bus services leading to suburban places like Kondhwa, 
:lingne, Pashan, Aundh and Kirkee. It is the aim of the Municipal 
Arporation to link up all distant places, commercial localities and 
.ther places of interest with the Poona Railway Station. The start-
ng points and destinations of the various routes are shown in the 
'ollowing statement:-

TABLE No.7. 

ROUTES OF THE POONA MUNICIPAL TRANSPORT (1950). 

('.()1IlIII! (via). 

J. Swargate to Poooa Station Budhwar Chook and Shivaji., 
uagar. 

!. Swargate to lI.ingne 

~~"''''''''i 3. I!lWBl'gate to POODa Statiou Jangali HaJui,raj Boad. 

"- Deccan Gymkhau Rastapeth, POODa St-atiOD. 
• 

5. Decean GymklIaDa tu Kirkee BazaaI' .. Pooua Station. 

&. Decean Gynakbana to POODa Station v"JSbrambag Vada. 

7. Deccan GymkhaDa to Aundh .. Ganeshkhind. 

S. Deccan Gymkhana to Paahan •• .. Shivajinagar. 

9. Deccan GytnkJuma to University .. ~hagate. 

10. Deccan Gymkhana to POODa Station GaDeshpeth. 

, 11. PooJgate to Kondhwa. Vanavadi. 

12- Poolgate to Hadapaar BJI&i:robagate. 

13. Poona Station to Mental Hospital Yeravada. 

14. East Street to Ghorpadi KahunBoad. 
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I 

The Poona Municipal Transport, as the Corporation's undertaking I 

is now known, runs a fleet of 65 buses which include 22 old busf's 
owned by the Silver Jubilee Motors Ltd., 36 new Chevrolet buses 
and 7 diesel oil vehicles. Of the new 35 buses, 25 buses have a seating 
cdpacity of 28 passengers and the rest 10 can carry 22 passengers each. 
The large buses are operated on the outer routes and the small buses 
are confined to routes in the city proper where the roads are narrow 
and winding. In the year 1950-51, the undertaking's total 
operations of scheduled service mileage aggregated to 18,79,948 miles 
and its traffic receipts to Rs. 19,59,079. The total number of 
passengers travelled was 1,66,53,667 for the year, which gives a da.il)' 
average ,of '45,352 passengers. 

The headquarters of the Poona Municipal Transport are also at 
Shankarshet Road. The total establishment of all sections of the 
1'raffic Department amounts to 336 persons, of whom 262 constituto 
the cadre of drivers and conductors, the remaining being the 
supervjsory personnel. A Transport Manager is responsible for the 
entire trransport undertaking and is assisted by two Traffic 
Superintendents and a Works Manager. While municipalising the 
service, the Corporation took over most of the staff of the privattl 
company. There is a Labour and Publicity section attached to the 
\lndertaking which concern~ itself with the day to day labour 
problems. There are two Labour Unions, namely, the Bus Kamgar 
Union and the Bus Kamgar Sabha. Though they are not legally 
recognised by the Corporation, yet all the representations of these 
Unions are duly considered. . 

In addition to the motor vehicles run by the Poona Munic!oal 
Transport Service, there were in Poona City in the year 19.'50, 
780 victoriaso and tongas and 640 passenger and labour bullock-carts 
taxed under the Public Conveyance Act. There were also, owned 
for private purposes, 766 lorries, 1,490 motorcars, 600 motor 
cycles, 161 victoriaso and tongas, 556 bullock carts, 41 rickshaws, 
2,689 hand carts and approximately 60,000 bicycles. In th~ 
neighbouring areas of the Cantonments of Poona and Kirkee, ther<:~ 
were in 1950-51, 405 motor cars, 63 motor lorries, 143 motor cycles~ 
m 1 victorias and tongas, 179 bullock carts, 52 hand carts, 10 auto
rickshaws and 5,000 bicycles. 
. WATER TRANSPORT plays relatively an insignificant role in the 
transport system of the district~ In the olden days, when there were 
no goad bridges and rapid means of transport, boats were used for 
the purpose of transhipment of goods and passengers at various river 
crossings. But the importance of these ferries has conSIderably, 
declined during recent times with the construction of railway 
lines, roads and bridges. This does not mean that the ferry servic~ . 
have completely disappeared, for, mostly during the monsoon, boats 
are still used at many crossings in .the Bhima, Ghodnadi, Indraynni, 
Kukdi, Mandvi, Mina, Mosa, Mula-Mutha, Nira and Pavana. 
. TranspOlt along rivers does not exist in any organised form in 

Poona District, except for a motor launch service run by the Decca~ 
Waterways Co. between Khadakwasla (Haveli) and Kuran Budruk 
(Velhe Mahal)-a distance of about 20 miles. This service touches 
a number of villages in the I talukas of Haveli, Mulshi and Velhe 
Mahal. 

Besides this, country boats, cover short distances along the streams 
of various rivers. . . . 

-The number of vi~i~~P;~na city and-the neighbOuring cantonment 
areas is small. 
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THE POONA IJISTIIIcr HAS COT FACILITJES OF AlB TBAVEL also, a.; it 
faDs on the route of south-bound air services £rom Bombay. The 
air services £rom Bombay to Bangalore and Belgaum on Thursdayll 
and Sundays halt at the Lohogaon Aerodrome. which is located 
7 miles north-eastof Poona city. The Lohogaon aerodrome is 
a military airfield under the control of the Defence Department. 
This aerodrome has made quicker air travel possible between Poona, 
Belgaum, Hyderabad, Bangalore and Bombay. 

FOB THE OONVENIENCE OF THE TBAVELLING PUBLIC and the officers 
of the various State Departments, there are 9 inspection bungalows 
majntaioM by the Public Works Department, 3 bungalows by 
the Forest D~ent, 17 bungalows by the Nira Canals 
Division, 3 bungalows by the Poona Irrigation Research Division, 
2 bungalows by the District Local Board, Poona, and one rest house 
at Lonavala maintained by the Lonavala Municipality. The P. W. D. 
bungalows are located at Kamthadi, Karla, Khandala, Khed, 
Narayangaon, Patas, Paud and Poona. The forest bungalows are at 
Ambavane. Bhimashankar and Hivre. Inspection bungalows under 
the charge of the Nira Canals Division and the Poona Irrigation 
Division are situated at Baramati, Bavda, Bhatghar, Haturna, 
Jejuri, ICedgaon, Khadakvasla, Malsiras, Mandwa, Nimgaon, Nimsa
khar, Padegaon, Pimpra, Purandar, Sansara, UruIi, Vir and Wathar. 
The District Local Board's bungalows are at Ghoda and Pokhari. 
Most of these bungalows are furnished with decent furniture, crockery, 
and bedding material and are looked after by watchmen. At some 
of these bungalows, even food is available. These bungalows are 
intended for the use of the touring officers of the departments 
concerned and are available to the public when they are not in the 
occupation of the officers. Permission for occupation has to be 
obtained in advance from the authorities concerned. 

Besides these buneS, there are 313 dharmashalas (rest houses) 
located at various p important from the point of view of trade. 
fairs, pilgrimage and industry, and are meant for the use of the 
travelling public. The exact location of these dharmaJJhalas is given 
in the glossary of places. The total number of dharmas1ui/os is 
spread over various talukas as follows: Ambegaon 14, Baramati 28 
Bhor 4, Dhond 13, Haveli 25, Indapur 13, Junnar 18, Khed 139, 
Mawal 15, Mulshi 7, Poona 5, Purlindar 14, Sirur 17, and VeIhe 

. Mahal L 
There are also chaodis or village offices in almost all villages of 

the district. In those villages which have no rest houses, these 
c1Ulf;dis are used as resting places by Government officials and 
members of the travelling public. The location of these chavdis 

. has also been shown in the glossary of places. 
SINCE BADIO SETS CAME NrO USE IN bnIA during the early thirties 

of this century, Poona has taken very enthusiastically to them. In 
regard to the number of radio sets in use, the district ranks third 
fu the Bombay State. next only to Bombay City and Ahmedabad 
and has 13,905 sets in use. Of these, 13,M1 are owned by domestic 
users, 2t by various educational institutions and 40 by the Govern
ment of Bombay. The 40 sets owned by the Government of Bombay 
are distributed in the rural areas of the district for the benefit of 
the rural population and special rural programmes in all regional 
languages are broadcast £rom the Bombay Station of the All-India 

. Radio. The licences for the use of radio sets in Poona are issued 
by the local post office on behalf of the Govermr.ent of India. The 
yearly licence fee is Rs. 15 per set. 
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There is no broadcasting station located at Poona.· It is interest
ing, however, to observe that the University of Poona is planning I 

to instal a station for broadcasting educational features. The Beam 
Wireless Transmitting Station of the Government of India Overseas 
Communication Service is located near the Dighi village, about 
8 miles from Poona along the Poona-Alandi Road. It forms one of ilia 
vital links in the general organization of overseas communications 
between India and the rest of the world. The Beam Wireless 
Receiving Station is'located at Dhond. These two stations send out 
and receive radio-grams, cable-grams and photo-telegrams and link 
up India with the United Kingdom, the United States of America, 
China, Australia, Japan, Indonesia and Thailand. They also 
maintain an internal service between Bombay and New Delhi. The 
Central Office at Bombay serves as a transit link. 

THE DISTBIcr OF POONA FORMS A PART OF THE POONA POSTAL DIVISION. 
Besides the chief receiving and disbursing office at Poona, the 
district contains 186 sub and branch post offices, spread over in 
various talukas, as follows :-Ambegaon 11, Baramati 16, Bhor. 1, 
Dhond 11, Haveli 20, Indapur 11, Junnar 18, Khed 18, Mawal 12, 
Mulshi 4, PQ.ona Qi~andar 18, Sirur 12, and Velhe Mahall. 

\ r The Poona Head Post 'office controls all the post offices in Poona. 
There are 25 sub-offices in Poona City. and other sub-offices are 
located 'at Baramatf,' Chakan, Chinchwad, Dhond, Diksal, Ghoda, 
Indapur, Jejuri, Junnar, Kedgaon,Khadakwasla, Khandala, Khed, 
~rkee, Lonavala, Mahalunge, Manchar, Narayangaon, otur, Patas. 
Purandar, Saswad, Sirur, Supe, Talegaon-Dabhade, Talegaon~ 
Dhamdbere and Vadgaon. The remaining offices are branch post 
offices., These post offices serve the nearby villages besides those in 
which they are located. The mails are delivered daily or periodically 
in the villages by postmen employed in these post offices. At all post 
offices, including branch post offices, postage stamps and, post caros 
aresold and money orders issued and received. ,At sub~offices postal 
savings banks are run. The mails are carried in the Poona dIstrict 
by various railway lines, buses and in some cases by postal runners 
and pony carts. 

BESIDES THE CENTRAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE AT POONA CITY, there are 
30 other telegraph offices ser'Ving the entire district. These are 
located in various talukas as, follows: Baramati and Supe in 
Baramati; Bhor in Bhor ; Dhond, Kedgaon, Patas and Yevat in 
Dhond; Dehu Road, Pimpri and Uruli/Kanchan in Haveli; Diksal 
and Indapur in Indapur; Junnar and-Narayangaon in Junnar; Khed ' 

, in Khed; Kamshet, Khandesh, MaIavali, Lonavala and Talegaon
Dabhade in Mawal; A'!!p~, Bhiunburda, Phorpudi.and Shivajinagar 
in Ponna; Jejuri, Nira, Rajevadi and Saswad in . Purandar ;"and 
S'rriir-iUid' Talegaon-Dhamdbere inrSirur. There are,however, no 
telegraph offices in the talukas, of Ambegaon, MUlshi and Velhe 
Mahal. Telegraph offices are also located at the various railway 
stations of the Southern and the Central Railways lying within the 
district . 

TELEPHONE FACILlTIES IN THE POONA DISTBIcr are merely confined to 
Poona and Lonavla where there are departmental exchanges. These 
places are also connected with the rest of India by inland trunk 
exchanges. 

·The All-India Radio opened at Poona a short-wave station of'l k. w. power 
on 1st October 1953. The station is .located in the CentJal Buildings. . 



CHAPTER lO-OTHER OCCUPATIONS. 

THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS HAVE. GIVEN AN ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL 
sectors of the economy of, the district in- which the majority of the 
working population is engaged. They do not, however, fully exhaust 

. the field of economic activity and a fair percentage of the working 
population is still left unaccounted. Persons forming this percentae;c 
are engaged mainly in public administration; professions like law. 
medicine, education, religion and the fine arts; domestic 'service; 
and certain other occupations, some of which are attracting 
a growing number of persons to the urban areas. Of the last 
mentioned the more important are milk supply, tailoring, hair 
cutting and running of hotels and restaurants and of laundries. The 
demand for the goods produced· or services rendered by these 
occupations is on the increase. The persons engaged in public 
administration and those following the learned professioris have also 
increased, the increase being particularly high in public .administra~ 
~on. A decrease has occurred in the number of persons living on 
unearned income and on religion. 

A fairly large percentage of the working population of the distnct 
is engaged in public administration. The censuses include under 
public administration, broadly, the police. and village watchmen; 
persons working in the offices of Government, mUnicipalities and 
other local bodies; and village .officials and servants. They exclude 
persons belonging to the learned professions, like teachers, doctors, 
lawyers and engineers, some of whom although' in the service of 
Government have been grouped separately under otherappro'priate 
headings. . . 

The 1881 census records a total number of 19,531 under. the head 
• Persons engaged in the General, and Local Government· of the 
country." This head is divided into three sub-heads, which 
with the numbers engaged in each are shown below:- . 

Males. Females; 
(1) Officers of National Government 

[i.e., the then Provincial (now 
State) and the then Central (now 
Union) Governments] 11,454 

(2) Officers of municipal, local and 
village governments. 1,671 

(3) Officers of foreign or independent 
Governments or States (including 
what were previously known as 
Native States). . . 131 

. Total . •• 19,256. 

168 

113 
----' 

281 . 

ClIAPl'El\ 10. 
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CHAPTER 10. The census report, however, notes that the figures against (1) and 
( 2) might include a large number of village officials who were not 

Other fUll time servants of Government and whose main pccupation was 
Occupations. agriculture. 

ADMINISTRATION. The figures of the 1911, 1931 and 1951 censuses, which follow more 
or less similar classification under public administration, are shown 
below for comparison :-

1911. 1931. 1951. 
Service. 

Males. Females. Md.les. Females. Males. Females. 

1. Police .. 2,859 .. 1,641 I 2 4,791 127 
2. Service oithe State. 3,088 .. 8,230 208 . 18,685(a) 6531aJ 

3. Service of Indian 
21,035(b} 350\L) 

and foreign States 87 .. 57 2 285(c) 19(c) 
4. M1l1licipal and other 

I local (not village) 
993 140 service 649 177 3,321 615 

O. Village officials a~d I 

servants including 
10,300 ·2,530 I village wMchmeu. 0,791 .1,189 2,012 212 
- ~ 

'rotal •. 17,327 2,670 1 16,368 ! 1,578 50,129 11,976 

'rotal of males and 

I. fOOlales .. 19,997 17,946 52,105 

The high figure at the 1951 census reflects the expansion during 
the war period and after in the offices of Government, both State 
and Union. 

BARBERS.C") Barbers are to be found all over the district. The census figures 
show that barbers numbered 2,642 in 1911 and 2,377 in 1931. The 
census of 1951 records their number as 3,180. In the city of Poona, 
there were 371 barbers in 1937. Now there are 1,327. The 
number of shops was 201 in 1937, while now (1951) it is 435(e); 
Of these 435, Shukarwar Peth accounts for 60, which is the largest 
number for any ward, and Sadashiv Peth for 56. In each of the 
other wards the number varies from 5 to 35. The equipment of 
the shops consists of a few . pieces of furniture, several sets of the 
necessary instruments, and toilet requisites. . In most cases~ the 
owners of the shops themselves work, assisted by. other paid 
employees. A sample survey of 20 shops in 1937 revealed that in: 
only 8 of them outside labour was employed. The workers ar~ 
usually paid fixed salaries per month, but in some cases the arrange
ment is different, the worker being paid half or an agreed part of 
the amount charged for every service rendered by him. The monthly 
salary of the servants included in the survey varied· from Rs. 15 to 
Rs. 25 while the boys were paid roundabout Rs. 3 a month. 

(a) Employees of the State Government:· 
( b) Employees of .the Union Government. 
(c) Employees of non-Indian Governments. 
(d) The figures and account relating to 1937 are taken from .. Poona

A Socio-Economic Survey-Part I. Economic" by Prof. D. R. 
Gadgil: Publication No. 12 of the Gokhale Institute of Potitics and 
Economics, 'Poona. .The sample surveyor private census referred to 
was part of this survey. 

(e)· This figure was compiled from the records of the Poona Municipal 
Corporation. 
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• The 1951. census shows the number of persons absorbed. by 
Pomestic service as 15,602, of whom 4,229 were women. PersonS
included in this. group are cooks, indoor servants, water carrien; 

I grooms, coachmen, motor-car drivers and cleaners, etc. While the 
number employed in this occupation increased between 1901 anu 
1911, it decreased successively during the next two decades. 
Detween 1931 and 1951, however, there has been an increase. The 
variations during the period 1901-1951 are shown below:-
: 1901 . 13,966' 

1911 15,343 
1921, 10,449 
1931 8,982 
1~ , t 
1951 15,602 

In 1931 a sample survey, by wards, of families employing 
domestic servants was carried out in Poona city, where a large 
number of domestic servants find employment. The survey revealed 
wide variations in the number of servants employed in different 
wards. In Mangalvar, Nihal, Ganesh, Nana, Ganj, Ghorpade
Gultekdi, and all wards except the Suburban Roads in the Suburban 
Municipality, very few families or none employed servants;. w)lile 
in Sadashiv. Narayan. Shaniwar. Budhavar. Rasta and Suburban 
Roads, a large number of families employed one or more servants 
each. Of 4,529 families surveyed, 789 families employed 1,018 
domestic servants. The highest number employed per family was 
three and it was in the Suburban Road area. The total number of 
families included in the sample, the number of families employing 
domestic servants, the number of domestic servants and the monthly 
wages paid per domestic servant are shown below:-

Number of Number of Wages 
umiliea f . .millea Number of paid per 

W'arcL inchkled CIQ }l'JyUg . d"mestic domestic 
in the dv~ic aerva.nta. servan' 
8&1Q.,te. servants. inRs. 

Bhivajinagar .. .. 252 . 49 SO 7·8 

&dashiy .. · . 368 154 197 3·7 

Narayan .. .. 131 64 71 3·8 

8ha.nivar .. · . 1M 77 9i 3·0 

;Budhavaw .. .. 186 102 117 2·5 

Ravivar .. · . 371 93 99 3·1 

Kaaba .. .. 374 25 33 &·4 

Hangalvar .. · . 146 , Ii 4·4 

~var .. .. 219 M 36 5·8 

I Ra6~ .. .. 77 40 47 3·7 

I I Nihal .. .. 41 Ii & 2·2 

• . 
-See foot-DOte (d) at P. S98. 
tNo figures 818 available for 194L 
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. N .. mber of Number of· 
, 

Wages 
families . fl\mili61 Number of paid per 

Ward, included employing domestio dometltio 
J in the domestio servanfll. lleJ:Vant 

sample. servants. inRII. 

------
Ganesh .. .. 130 lJ 6 3·2 . 
Nan& .. .. 365 10 10 4·2 

;Bhavald .. 320 24 31 8·2 

Gaof .. .. 198 3 3 2·0 

Vetal .. .. 178 11 19 6·1 . 
Shukravar .. .. 1S80 '16 92 4·9 

Ghorpade_G1llte~di .. . 31 " ... . ... . ... 

Total-P<K1n& Oity Munici-
pality .. .. 4,131 '160 939 '·2 . I I· 

Suburban Roads .. .. 308 25 77 15.8 

Y~rvada .. .. 1S3 1 1 10.0 

NaVlKhadki .. .. lIS . ... .... . ... 
Ba!1gamvadi .. .. 13 1 I' 2.0 

Vakdevadi .. .. 9 .... . .... . ... 

1'< ... :..."" ....... """"''''',,. ~ 27 79 15.5 

Grand Total •• 4,529 7811 1,018 5.1 

The wages column does not in any way .. represent the' wages 
earned by a worker, but only the average amount paid as wages 
for domestic labour per family. IIi many cases one worker is 

'employed by more families than one~ each family claiming only 
a few hours of his or her labour. . 

In 1931, the number of establishmentS manufacturing fireworks was 
'mBWOJUt MANU- three, one each in Sadashiv, Ravivar and Shanivar. They manufac-

I'AC'l'IlBEi\S.. tured fireworks, blasting powder, etc., but not crackers. The, 
owners of the establishments worked with their employees. All men 
workers were skilled, whereas women workers were. uns1:~ed. In 
the brisk season such 'as Divali, the number of employees in~sed. 
In one of the two concerns sampled for survey the skilled wo. ers 
were paid Rs. 25 per month each and the unskilled workers, mOli y 
women, five annas each per day'. Additional labour was employe 
in the bris~ season for carrying the fireworks to the places Oi: 
display. . 

t • 

'. -See .foot-note (cl) at p. 398. The figures of establishments and workers in 
1951 are taken from the records of the Poona Municipal Corporation. 
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• The raw materials .necessary were sulphur, potash, charcoal, and CHAPTER 
Iron and liteel filings. Bamboo and small earthen pots were also· 10. 
required in large. n.umbers. I Charcoal was. purchased locally, but Other 
all other raw matenals were brought from. Bombay. The annual Occupations. 
cost of raw materials required in one of the two concerns sampled FIREWORK: MANlJ· 

was Rs. 1,200 and the annual production was worth Rs. 3,000, and FACTURERS.
O

, 

in the other, they were Rs. 2,300 and Rs. 6,000 respectively. 
During Divali and the marriage season the demand for fireworks 
was brisk. . . ' ~ 

I In 1951, there were 1 concerns which manufactured fireworks 
and the number of persons working in them was 20. 

In 1937, there were 83 grain roasting shops in which 140 persons 
were employed. Of these 140, some were only shopkeepers, and 
some worked outside the shops. The latter only produced the 
materials but did not sellf them. 
· . In a. sample survey made of 10 establishnients, five were 
manufacturers as well as shopk~epers, two were only shop-keepers 
and three purely producers working outside the shops. Most of 
the establishments were household concerns' in which all members 
of the family worked. Where outside labour was employed, adults 
were paid monthly from Rs. 12 to Rs. 15 per head and children 
from Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 per head. The workers' outside were provided 
with raw materials, such as rice, other grains, or nuts. They 
cleaned, soaked, dried and parched these at home. Rates of pay
ment for work varied according fo the sort of grain and the products 
made out of it, e.g., parched rice from one anna to, one anna and 
a half per payali (4 seers); beaten rice, two annas per payali; 
parched groundnut, one anna per payali.Some dealers in these 
grains, nuts, etc., made a business of supplying raw materials to 
the workers outside, and selling the baked' or parched stuff. 
· The equipment for parching and baking consisted of a large
sized hollow frying pan usually laid in brick and mortar, and twa. 
or three open iron pans. ' 

The . average' monthly production of an establishment was about 
60 seers ()f parched gram, valued at Rs. 8; 100 seers of parched 
rice valued at Rs. 6; from 50 to 60 seers of beaten rice worth Rs. 6 ; 
from 20 to: 30· seers of sweeten€d goods worth Rs.· 20. The gross 
receipts averaged between Rs. 4;0 and Rs. 50 per month. 

GRAIN ROMo 
TEl\S.-

. The running of hotels and restaurants is in a very flourishing. 
condition. This is' revealed, by the .ra~~dly increasing number of n!r~-
establishments. and persons engaged m It over the past few years. . 
The 1911 eensus records 751 persons as engaged in hotels, cafes 
and restaurants in the Poona,'wstrict, out of whom 149 were women. 
The 1931 census records the total' number 'of such persons as 3,fJ72, 
of whom women were 321. In 1951, the. census records a: total 
llumber of 1,404 persons, of whom 319 were woIIieIl. Of this 
number, the city of Poona: alone has 4,903, whereas, about the year 
1937; when a private census of thiS occupation Was ·carried out, it 
had only 1,650 persons. The present number in:the city, therefore, 
is three times the number in 1937. The increase in the number of 
establishments in the city is, however, less marked. Restaurants 

, . -See footnote (d) at p. 398. The 1951 census shows· 157 grain: roasters . 
for the district as a whole and, 142 for Poona j!ity. 

A Bk Vf 2-26 
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over this period have increased from 340 to 886 while hotels havE 
increased from 72 to 131. Comparable figures for 1937 and 1951 in 
regard to the distribution of these establishments in Poona city b, 
wards are given below :-- - . -. 

R<-Rt",urant~. H.1t->ls. 
Wards. 

19:'7. 1951.· 1937. I Hl/lI.· 
• 

Shukruar .. .. f3 137 12 21 

Budhvar ! - 40 h If 18 .. .. 
I I 

811burbaD Road 36 88 6 II 
I 

~.adashiv .. .. 27 88 
, 

'-' 
13 :14 

Ravivar .. .. 26 65 D 10 . 
ShilajiDagar .. .. 24 103 4, !!6 

BhavaDi .. .. 22 ol 1 2 

Kasba .. .. 16 I 31 1 . ... 
NaDa I 15 49 .. '. . ... . ... 
M'lngalvar .. , 

13 21 ...... .. ~ ... 
S.>D.lavar ., .. 11 58 8 9 I 

GaDesh -. 10 '24 4 3 , I 
Sha.uvar .. .. 8 24 7, ) 4. , 

Rasta .. . . 6 D 1 1 
- -, 

Vetal .. o • 6 .. 24 I 2 

GaDj .. .. 5 24 .... .... 
Yeravada -. .. 4 .... . ... . ... 

I 

-NarayaD' .. .. a 38 . ... ..... , 
Nihal .. .. 3 i I ..... ...• 
S~MDwadi .. .. '.I . ... . ... ..... 
Va.kadevadi .. .. 1 . ... 

;~ 
. ... 

'Total .. 140 886 131 
I , 

The largest -number()f hotels and restaurants is now located m 
Shukravar~ as in 1931. The .increase, however,is not unitormly 
spread over all the wards. While in Narayan Peth it is twelve times 
tne number in 1937" in Ras~a Peth it is only ~ times. Only 
Shukravar records the average increase. 

The restaurants usually -supply only eatables, and drinks such as 
tea, coffee ,and aerated waters. Many of ·them also .serve meills. 
Likewise, some hotels have attached tothem~mall restaurants. 
Business is more or less steady throughout the year. -

·See footnote (d) at p. 398. Figures !Of establishments for 1951 -are taken 
nom the tt1unicipal records. 
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The persons employed consist of oWners. paid managers, cooks CHAPTER 10. 
and unskilled workers like waiters and boys. A ·sample survey of 
28 restauran~ .conducted in 1937 revealed that out of 188 persons 
S3 were owners, 2 paid managers, 25 skilled workers and 
128 unskilled workers of whom 66 were boys. The two managers 
were paid monthly salaries of Rs. 35 and 30 respectively. 
The cooks, who are described as skilled workers, received monthly 
5:tlaries ranging from Rs. 20 to Rs. 25, while the sal'ary of the 
. servants varied between Rs. 8 and Rs. 14 for adults and between 
Rs. 6 and Rs. 8 for boys. The cooks in boarding and lOdging houses, 
however, received slightly higher salalies than their opposite 
numbers in restaurants, ranging from Rs. 30 to Rs. 40. 

Other 
OcCupations. 
HOTELS AND 

REsTAURANTS.· 

The 1951 census records the number of persons engaged in La.UNDRIES.. 
laundry and laundry services in the district as 2,385 (418 women). 
At the 1931 census the number was 1,288. Of the total number 
of 2,385 for the district, Poona city has 1,291 of whom 238 are 
women. The total number of laundries at present (1951) in the city 
IS 331. In 1937, there were only 131. They wash different kinds " 
of woollen, cotton and ·silk clothes and do dry cleaning and some-
~es dyeing work. Their main requirements are washing soda., 
!Soap and indigo. 

A sample survey of 14 laundries conducted. in 1937 showed 
that only one did business worth between Rs.o- 110 and 
150 a month, while the business of others varied between Rs. 25 
and Rs. 100. Some of them employed sel"Vants, whose salaries 
varied between Rs. 15 and Rs. 30 per month. Most of the laundries 
are usually household concerns. 
. Persons included in the group of .. arts, letters, and science" again I...EARNED Pao~ 
belong to various smaller groups which are quite distinct frOl)J SIONS. 

one another. There are the authors, journalists, sculptors, architects, Arts.~ and 
photographers, musicians, actors. dance~ etc. The previous census ence. 
classifications included engineers and surveyors also in this category. 
At the 1931 census, the largest number of persons under this group 
were the architects. engineers and surveyors. totalling 761. Closely 
following them were the musicianS. actors and dancers who 
!lumbered. 643, of whom 140 were women. Details are given 
helow:-

Men. Women. 
Architects, Surveyors. Engineers 760 1 
Musicians, Actors, and Dancers 503 140 
Managers, Employees of public enter-

tainment, etc. 220 12 
Authors, Editors. Journalists and J»hoto-

tr1 1 graphers ... 
Horoscope writers. Fortune tellers. etc. 63 10 
Scribes and StenographelJ ... l2 1 
Conjurors, Acrobats, etc. 9 6 
Artists, 'sculptors, etc. 6 1 -Total l,668 172 

i1 The census of 1951 records 573 persons as engaged in • arts, 
J' ken and iournalism." They include 242 artists, .sculptors and 

image-makers, 244 journalists, authors and editors, and B7 photo-
paphers. . 
-'See footnote (d) at p. 398. 'I1le number of e:stabllsbments ~ 1951 is.takell 

from the records of the Poona Municipal Corporation. 
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c:HAPTER 'io. The census of 1911 records the' number of teachers and professors 
_ as 521. Out of this number 145 were women. Twenty years later. 

Other in 1931, the number had risen to 2,797, out of whom 831 were women: 
OccupationS. The 1951 census records the number of persons engaged in educa
~D PROFES- tional services and research as, 9,147.· of whom 1,959 were women. 

Ed EI~NS.' d In 1949-50, there were in the district 19 colleges and research 
R~~~::h~n institutions, 79 secondary schools; 1,506 primary schools and 918 

special schools. The number of primary teachers, according to 
their qualifications, was, as shown below ~-

Trained. I Untrained. 

Men. W~Iqen. I~w'~n. 
Co.,,,. -l ' Graduates .. 14 8 13 
Ul\certified . .. • . 2 

Matriculates and 
Intermediates .. 21 29 Cer~ified .. 34 19 

U-1certific4 .. 8 1 

Non-Ma.tritulat3S '. 1,706 738 Certified .. 139 ]01 
U.lcertified' .. .1,821 215 , 

I -
Total .. 1,741 775 2,004 -:l , 

-
'I 

Grand Total .. 4,871 

The number of teachers employed in secondary' schools in 
1949-50 was 1,317,0£ whom 301 were women. The numbers of 
trained and ,untrained teachers were as shown below:-

Trained. Untrained. 
Men. Women. Men. Women. 
,629 206 387 95 

The ,number of teachers employed in colleges and the staff in 
research institutions in 19~1 was 523, 

Law. An increasing number of peI:sons has been following the profession 
of la,w from the b~ginning of the century. The profession includes 
practising lawyers, their clerks, petition writers, etc. The census 
of 1911 records the number of lawyers of all kinds, including kazis, 
law agents and mukhtiars as 156, and the number of clerks and 
petition writers as 249. The census of 1931, in which the classifica
tion is similar, record~ ,the number of lawyers as 296 and the 
number: of clerks and petition, writers as 141. During these 
twenty, years the number of practising lawyers increased by 140 but 
the-Ilumb,er of clerks and petition ,writers decreased by 108. The 
figures for the year 1951, show a still further increase in the number 
of practising lawyers, which stands as 420, t and a very small increase I 

, . 
·This figure U;cludes 1,151 professors, ,lecturers and r~search, workers. I 

i,3-15 servants in educational. institutions and 6,681 teachers. 
, tThe 'figures were taken from records in the District Court. 



iD the number of clerks which stands at 155. In 1951 there were in . CHAl'TER 10. 
Poona city a Court of District and Sessions Judge; Courts of 
Assistant Judges and Civil Judges (Senior Division and Junior Oth~ 
Division) ; and a Court of Small Causes. There were besides Civil T _~~aptio~, 
J d 'c 1 "~JW RO.PE9-

U ges ourts at some other ta uka centres. Of the 420 practisin<J' BIOHS, 

lawyers, 40 were advocates and barristers. The follOwing tabl~ Law •. 
shows the number of lawyers and their clerks at the various courts 
in the district in 1951 :-
, I Num""rof I Total of 

Nallle olthe Court. 
I "rRcti8i~.g 

Pleaders. 
A~vocateB, 

I Advocates B'1rristers Clerks. 
anrt an<\ 

B~rristers. Pleaders. 

District Court and other Courts l atPoona .. .. 35 285 320 

CivIl Judge'. Court, Ghodnadi. .... 2 2 

Cn·J1 Judge'. Court, 810Swad " 2 12 14 10 

Civil Judge's Court, Jll!\ll&r .. 16 16 6 

Civil Judge'. ('.ourt, Khed .. .. -. 18 18 9 

Cml Judge'. ~rt, Vadgaon. 2 7 9 1 

Civil Judge's Court, Buama.ti. 1 30 31 12 

Civil Judge'. C9urt, Bbor .. .... 10 10 IS 

-
Total •. 40 I 380 420 155 

The number of persons following the profession of medicine has 
been greater than the number following the legal profession. The 
1911 census records 388 medical practitioners (i.e. .. medical 
practitioners of all kinds, including dentists, oculists and· veterinary 
surgeons "), of whom 32 were women. .. Midwives, vaccinators, 
compounders, nurses, masseurs, etc." numbered 274, of whom 
112 were women. In 1912, the Bombay Medical Act (VI of 1912) 
was passed, which provided for the registration of qualified 
allopathic medical practitioners. In the 1931 census, .. registered 
medical practitioners, including oculists" were recorded as number· 
ing 202, of whom 6 were women. .. Other persons practising the 
healing art without being registered ":were 178, of whom 12 were 
Women. Dentists numbered 10, of whom· only one was a woman. 
Veterinary _ surgeons numbered 9. .. Midwives, vaccinators, com· 
pounders, nurses, masseurs, etc." numbe1ed 714, of whom 182 were 
ruen and 532 were women. IIi 1938, the Bombay Medical 
hactitioners Act (XXVI of 1938), was passed which brought the 
practitioners of Indian systems of medicine also under registration. 
Under this Act, no one who was not registered as a -medical 
practitioner either under _ the Bombay Medical Act of 1912 or -the 
Bombav Medical Practitioners Act of 1938 could nractise the healinst 

Medicine. 
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CBAPTE8. 10 •. art. The census of 1951 records 3,950· (1,374 women), as engaged 
in medical and other health services. According to municipal 
records, in 1951, Poona city alone had 364 medical practitioners, 
while the compounders, nurses, etc., employed by them 
numbered 413. In addition, the hospitals in the city employed 
a . fairly large number of compounders, nurses and attendants. 
The Mental Hospital at Yeravda had a staff of 9 doctors 

Other 
Occupatiom. 
. l.EARNED 

PROFESSIONS. 
Medicine. 

and those employed there as attendants, nurses, compounders. 
and clerks numbered 301. The Civil Surgeon had under 
him 88· medical graduates, some of whom were engaged in 
other talukacentres. There were in the district 19 subsidised 
IPedical practitioners. This enumeration is still· not exhaustive. Ilt 
iCl evident from the census figures that there has been a rapid increase 
in the number of persons following tlns profession. Poona city 
alone now has as. many doctors as the whole district .had 20 years 
ago. 

MAXERS AND In 1937, there were 18 establishments of .repairers of musical 
~~:FV_ instruments, .and 34 persons were engaged -in them. Ten 
s~.t R establishments were in Shukravar, 3 in Budhvar, 2 each in 

Sadashiv and Shanivar Peths and one in Somavar Peth. The 
work of these establishments was to repair musical instru
ments, such as harmonium, sitar, tabla, etc. A few of them 
undertook also the manufacture of such instruments, mostly 
to order. All of them dealt in ready-made ones, which were 
mually imported from Bombay or northern India. Most of them 
were family concerns in which outside labour was only occasionally 
~mployed and usually paid.on piece rates. The labo1}I' required in 
tllis occupation was of the skilled type, of which there was general 
scarcity. Most of the income of these establishments was from 
repair work. Their work came mostly from the city itself though 
a few establishments obtained work from regions such as Sholapur, 
Hubli, Dharwar, Khandeshand Madhya Pradesh. A substantial 
part of the repair work was given by pilgrims. The tools required 
were hammers, saws, chisels, drills, etc., the average cost of all of 
which was nearly Rs. 100 per establishment. The materials used 
in repairing were wood, leather straps and goatskins. These. were 
bought locally and sometimes from Bombay. 

MATrRESS AND 
PILLOW 

MAXERS.t 

In 1951, the number of establishments was 8 and that of persons 
employed 26. . .. 

There were 11 concerns engaged in making mattresses and pillows, 
of which 5 were in Ravivar, 4 in Sadashiv.and one each in Budhvar 
and Shanivar; Work consisted mainly of carding raw cotton and 
stitching mattresses and pillows. The establishments were of 
two types, those in wruch carding was practised traditionally without 
tile aid of any machinery and those that used machines to some 

·These were composed of ::.... 
Men. Wo"men. Total. 

Registered medical practitioners 764 189 953 
Vaids and Hakims 49" 20 510 
Dentists 20 20 
Vetertnary surgeons 17 14 31 
Vaccinators 23 23 
HO~1>ital and health services 1,090 460 1,550 
Compounders 169 34 203 
Nurses S ),;R5 588 
Midwives 72 72 

·See footnote (d) at p. 398. The figures of establishment and workers in 
1951 are ~en from the records of the Poona Municipal Corporation. 
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extent. The concerns belonging to the first were family concerns, . CHAP~R 18. 
where the women of the family worked side by side with the men. 
The appliances used by them for carding were a bow and a sort of 
a baton which was used as a hammer on the bow, all simple and 
traditional. Cotton and cloth were the raw materials used. They 
sold carded cotton or even -finished products like mattresses and 
pillows. 
'The establishments using machines were better organised and 

financially more sound. They were not family concerns and were 
organlSed as workshops. They engaged clerks, hired labour and 
outWorkers. In additioQ to carding machines, they had sewing 
machines. They also used cycle carts for transport. They bought 
their own raw materials, chiefly cotton waste, from the local cotton 
mills. The price of low grade cotton varied· between six and 
twelve annas per seer, while good cotton cost from Re. 1 to Re. 1-4-0 
per seer. The employees were paid on a monthly basis. The errand 
boys earned from Rs. 6 to Rs. 10 per month, while carders, stitchers 
and others receiveJ from Rs. 15 to Rs. 30 per· month. 

There were also a large number of workers, who, without fixed 
establishments, worked as itinerant craftsmen. They wandered 
from street to street and canvassed for :work, wlrlch was performed 
on the spot, that is, at the place of the customer. They had, unlike 
the establishments, only their instruments to work with and had 
to be supplied with all the raw materials necessary. They never 
sold any ready-made goods. Their charges for carding were. 9 pies 
per seer of new cotton and one anna per seer of old cotton. In the 
case of mattresses, charges were from 9 pies to one anna for a dozen 
.. stitches." The average earnings of such a hawker were between 
Rs. 20 and Rs" 30 per month. Employment, however, was not 
continuous. 

Othe, 
Occupations. 

MA:rnmss. ~ 
PILLOW 
MAKERS. 

In 1951, the number of concerns engaged in the trade was 8 in which • 
17 persons worked. 

The production and supply of milk,. a commodity which is always Mn.I: J'RODUC-

in great demand in a growing city like Poona, offers employment TION. 

to a considerable number of persons both in the city itself and in the 
surrounding villages. According to a Government survey carried 
out in 1948, there were in the city 5,509 milch cattle, out of which --
1.215 were dry. The number of cows and buffaloes was 'as 
below:-

~ - . 

- Bufflloloes. Cows. 

Wet. Dry. Wet. Dry. 

, . 
City .. 2,M7 661 865 216 

Cantonmen' ,- 285 156 .. 84 .45 

8uburba.n area 247 • 89 166 48 .. 

Total .. 3,179 906 1,115 309 .. 

------_ .. _-.-_ .. - ._--- ----._- --
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CHAPTER 10. 'these 5,509 heads were housed in 885 establishments. A very 
large proportion of these was concentrated in the six wards of Shivaji
nagar, Sadashiv, Shukravar, Shanivar, Narayan and Somavar. The 
distribution of cattle and establishments by wards is given below :-

Other 
OccUpations. 

MiLB::PaODtrC
TION. 

Wards. Establish- Buffaloes. I Cows. 

1--
ments. 

I 

Shivajinagar .. .. 214 639 152 I Su{ashiv .. .. 121 5';9 82 
Shukravar .. .. 141 442 142 
Rhanivar .. .. 83 385 68 
Narayan .. .. 61 306 28 
Som'Lvar .. .. 28 19~ 59 
Ganesh .. .. 16 150 
Nana .. .. -36 14() 34 
Kasba .. .. 31> 129 I 7() 
Budhvar " .. 30 111 41 
Ravivar .. .. 32 .85 148 
Bhavani .. .. 28 71 50 
Ghorpade.Ganj .. .. 12 51 77 
M~!1galvar .. .. 22 40 65 
Rasta and Nagesh .. .. 15 49 32 
Vetal .. .. 7 12 33 
Canton.ment .. .. .... 441 129 
8ubllFban .. .. .... 336 214 

Total •• 885 4.085 1.424 

Details of' the distribution of cattle per establishment· are given 
below:-

No. of cattle per 
establishment. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6-10 

11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26--30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
50 and above 

Total No. of such 
establishments. 

320 
165 
126 
66 
52 
96 
34 
11 
7 
4 .. 
1 . 

. 1 .. ], 

1 

. ;.. Total 885 
... 

: The number of heads per establisrunent varied from 1 to 50.: 
Establishments which had more than 20 numbered only 15, while
those having only one animal were as many as 320. Shivajinagar. 
Sadashiv, Shukravar and ShanivruP had a very large number of small 
jlstablishments many of which did little more than supply the 

• domestic needs of the owner. : 
The production of milk in the city was 32,861 lb. per day. The: 

~ average daily yield was 3 lb. per cow and 7 lb. per buffalo. Of the 
total qua~tity produced, -cow's milk was only 4,272 lb. 
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As production within the. city is not keeping pace with the grow
ing demand, increasing quantities are imported from surrounding 
villages situated on the Poona-Bombay, Poona-Satara, Poona-Paud 
and Poona-Nagar Roads. As many as 161 villages were supplying 
milk to the city, while persons engaged in bringing it to the market 
places were over 1,600. The maximum distance from which milk 
was brought was nearly 40 miles and the modes of conveyance 
included head loads and all kinds of vehicles from the bullock cart 
to the railway. The import per day was 53,816 lb. of fluid milk 
and 24,745 lb. of milk products. Half the quantity of fluid milk 
was brought on bicycles. The quantities brought by vehicles are 
shown below:- . 

Qu?ntity 
Peroe."ltage 

Vehicle. oftota\ 
(in lb.}. quantity •• 

• 
,Bicycle .. .. " .. 21,422 45.4 

Railway .. " " .. 10,405 19.31 

MotorTruck .. .. , " .. 9,555 17.8 

Tonga. .. " " .. 7,258 13.5 

Hea.dload .. .. " .. 1,732 3.2 

BaIlock Cart .. .. .. . . 444 0.8 

53,816 100.0 

The daily supply of milk and lJlilkJ).roducts was as given below :
Produced within the city:- '. 

Fluid milk 
Imported :

}<'luid milk 
Milk products 

32,867 lb. 

53,816 lb. 
24,745 lb. 

, Of the iplport of milk 'and milk products only 9·59 per cent. came 
from placc!s within five miles of the city' while 44 ·13 per cent. came 
from places within 6 to. 10' miles, and the remaining from lllacell 
beyond 10 miles. / ' 

All the milk supplied to the! city, however, did not go into direct 
consumption, and a large quantity of it was bought by sweetmeat 
shops, restaurants and hotelS .. .:. OJi an, a,verage, a restaurant consumed 
42·5 lb. and a ho~eI48·2Ib. of milk ~{ day while a sweetmeat shop 
consumed daily 13·5 lb. of milk prQducts, mainly khawa (partially 
ciehydrated milk). The -total consumption of these establishments 
was 42,218 lb. Thus, only 6\),210 lb .. of milk and IDilK productS 
~as directly consumed by householders: 

. The milk supplied was rarely pure. The municipal record of milk 
sample analysis revealed that on the average water was 26·31 per 
cent. and the highest adulteration was 38·31 per cent, Taking oruf 
the milk produced in Poona city, the average percentage of wate~ 
added was 36·36. The price of milk varied from Rs. 0-12-0 to .. 

'CHAFI'ER 10. 

Other. 
Occupations. 

MILE PRODUC
TION. 
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CHAYfER 10. 1\s. 14-0 per seer depending upon both quality and season. The price 
- of imported milk at the point of origin was between Rs. 0-6-0 and 

Other Re. 0-8-0 per seer. . 
Occupations. 

MIL1t l'RODUC-
'f'ION. 

The per capita consumption of milk and milk products, both direct 
and indirect, was 3·0 oz. per day, but direct consumption was only 
1· 97 oz. per day. The low quality of the milk reduced further the 
quantity of consumption in terms of pure milk. 

MISCELLANEOti' In 1937 miscellaneous iron works consisted of nine concerns: 
IRON WO~.· manufacturing iron pots, six concerns manufacturing iron furniture, 

nine concerns making horse shoes, and 46 other minor concerns. 
Atbtal of 317 persons was employed in them. - As regards concerns' 
manufacturing iron pots, the number of persons engaged was 74. 

MoroR-BODY 
BUILDERS AND 

UPADIElIS.· ... 

A sample survey made of one concern showed that the articles 
manufactured were ghamelis (iron baskets), taVa8 (pans), bUCKets. 
etc!.. The tools used were mQstly hammers and a drilling machine 
together worth about Rs. 50. The raw material was iron sheets . 
..\. large part of the annual requirement was brought from Bombay. 
The gross monthly sales of the concern came to Rs. 100 and the 
goods were sold mostly in Poona city. The brisk season was between. 
January and April. 

The six concerns manufacturing iron furniture were distributed 
between Sadashiv, Budhavar, Shukravar and Nana Peths. Sample 
surveys were made of three of these concerns, one of which was 
a big one using . machinery run by electric power, and· the other 
two small ones depending on hand power. The bigger concern 
manufactured mainly bedsteads. The others manufactured spring' 
cots, cradles, gates, shelves, chairs, etc. The equipment of the 
bigger concern consisted of drilling machines, one shearing machine, 
and other tools, costing about Rs. 400. The smaller ones had' 
drilling machines, hammers, anvils, etc., costing Rs. 75 in one c:].~e· 
and Rs. 100 in the other. The. accessory materials required were 
coal, iron bars, nails, all brought locally. The smaller concerns had 
a turnover of Rs. 100 per month. A good number of skilled workers 
were employed in the big concern, and the daily wages varied from 
Re. 1 to Re. ·1-8-0 per day per worker. The unskilled worker earned 
about 10 annas a day. 

The nine horse-shoe making concerns employed 19 persons. They 
W~Te distributed over Ravivar, Sadashiv, Budhavar, Nagesh, Rasta 
and Nana Peths. The equipment consisted of anvils, hammers, 
furnace, vice, etc. The chief work was the shoeing of horses and 
bullocks. . For a complete and new refit the charge was 12 annas 
per horse or bullock. If ·old iron shoes were used, the charges were 
halved. The monthly gross earning~ of the concern sampled for
survey . were in the neighbourhood of Rs. 150. The accessory: 
materials were iron strips..... . 

In 1951, the number of establishments engaged in miscellaneous: 
iron works was 106, while persons working in them were 239. . 

In 1937, the establishments of motor-body builders numbered 9 in' 
which 173 persons were engaged. Four of them were in Sadashiv 
Peth, 3 in Nana Peth and one each in Budhvar Peth and Nagesh .. 
'. 

OSee footnote (d) at p. 39B.The figures of establishments and workers in! 
1.951 are taken froll) the records of the Poona Municipal Corporation.. ; 

• 
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Petb. The work of building and repairing motor and bus bodies was CHAl'TER 10. 
done in these factories.' The workers employed included carpenters, 
blacksmiths, leather workers and printers. They all brought some Other 

- Occupations. 
MOTOR-BODY 

~ implements and tools with them. Other tools, like drilling machines, 
vices, hammers, measuring tapes, etc., were supplied at the factory. 
Tae total cost of the factory equipment was between Rs. 150 and BUILDERS AND 

th f th 
JlEPAIRERS. 

Rs. 400 according to e size a e establishment.. The skilled 
workers, such as carpenters, outnumbered the unskilled workers. 
The leather workers looked after the leather fittings and the making 
of cushions. The smiths managed the iron and steel fittings and 
the tin sheet roof, and the painters painted the wl,lole body. Th~ 
managerial and office work was done by the proprietors or their, 
relatives. While carpenters and boy assistants were given daily 
wage rates, others were paid piece rates. The carpenter was paid 
from Re. 1 to Re. 1-8-0 and the boy assistant from 3 annas to 5 annas 
per day. Per body, the leather worker was paid from Rs. 7-8-0 
to Rs. 10, the painter from Rs. 4 to Rs. 6, and the smith from R·;. 6 
to Rs. 8. The leather workers were allowed to take the materials 
to their houses for the making of cushions; others worked at the 
factory. 

The raw materials required were wooden planks of teak and 
deodar, oil cloth, canvas, cocoanut fibre, screws, bolts, steel plates 
and rods, paints and varnishes, glass sheets, etc. All these matelials 
were bought locally. The workshops were in operation all. the 
year round. The specially brisk seasons were March-April and 
October-November, during which periods the employment of skilled 
workers was double the number employed in other months . 

. The initial capital invested in most of the concerns was about 
Rs. 1,000 each. It was used up in bringing raw materials, providing 
sundry equipment and meeting other working expenses. As the 
money locked up in building bodies was not quickly realised, the 
concerns had to depend on credit for current working expenses. The 
annual turnover of the concerns varied between Rs.5,000 and 
Rs. 35,000, each. 

The motor repairing works were 15 in number and 73 persons • 
w~re engaged in them. Of the 15 establishments, 4 were in Sadashiv 
Peth, 3 in Shukravar and Kasba, 2 each in Shivajinagar and Shanivar 
and one in Rasta. Some of these, however, combined with the 
repairing work some other kind of work, such as production of some 
scientific instruments and weights and measures. 

The repairing work consisted of rehauling of autocars, battery 
charging and replacement of parts. A sample survey was made of 
seven establishments, three of which were doing repair work .and 

4 fc.ur combined other work with repair. The equipment consisted 
of lathes,. battery-charging plant, electric drills, tools, jacks, presses 
and also testing and measuring instruments. The cost of equipment 
in these establishments ranged from Rs .• 5oo to Rs., 4,500. The on~ 
with the maximum equipment had a boring machine, a. honmg 
machine and spray painting equipment. 

The skilled workers numbered more than the unskilled. The 
monthly salaries of the skilled varied between Rs. 15 and Rs. 60 per 
worker and those of the unskilled between Rs. 10 and Rs. 15 per 
worker. Where clerks were employed, they were about Rs. 17 per 
month each. In these establishments the turning, welding and 
moulding work was usually entrusted to persons working outside the 
factory. 
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CHAPTER 10. The annual volume of business varied be~een Rs. 1,200 and 
Rs. 12,000. The rainy season was a dull season for work. 

Other 
Occupations. 
MOTOR-BODY 

BUILDERS AND 
REP AlREIIS. 

PERSONS LIVING 
ON UNEARNED 

INCOMB. 

REuGJON. 

TAJL01IINc.-

In 1951, the number of motor body building and repan'ing 
establishments was 94, with a total of 350 workers. There were in 
1950 two factories engaged in .. coach-building for transport ' 
equipment" registered under section 2 (m) (i) of the Factories Act. 
1948. 

The census of 1881 does not separately show persons living O!l 
purely unearned income. There is one classilication in that census 
viz., ic person of rank or property ", but the number of such per~ons 
in that year was neglible. Most of the persons who live on unearned 
income generally derive their income from the rent of agricultural 
land, but this class of persons is not separately shown in that census. 
The 1911 census records two classes of such persons, viz., those WilO 
derive their income from the rent of agricultural land and those 
who derive it from propertY other than agriculture such as hcuse~ 
and investments, or from pensions, or funds. The first class 
numbered 8,386 and the second 2,640. It is not. however, clear 
whether all those receiving agricultural rent were living purely on 
such rent or some of them had other occupations from which they 
supplemented their unearned income. The 1931 census is clearer. 
In that year the number of persons living purely on income from the 
rent of agricultural land was 3,081, while those who supplemented 
this income by following other occupations numbered 1,292. Those 
who lived purely on income from other kinds of property was 2,238, 
while those who supplemented this income by following other 
occupations was 129. The 1951 census records 11,140 persons as 
living on agricultural rents, of whom 3,979 had secondary means of 
livelihood, and 5,818 persons as living on non-agricultural property, 
pensions, scholarships and other funds, etc. . 

Religion has been a full time occupation and the main source of 
income for some persons in the district. Of such persons, the most 

• numerous are the priests and ministers of religion and religious 
mendicants. Then there are those engaged in temp!es and burial 
and burning ghats. Inmates of monasteries, catechists, readers in 
churches and those in missionary service are also included. Tho 
number occupied in this profession decreased between the years 1911 
and 1931, and has remained almost the same since 1931. The 
following table shows the figures at the v~ious censuses after 1900 :-

1901 3,398 
1911 •• 4,442 
1921 3,533 
1931 2242 
1951 2,340 

The figure 2,340 includes 1,940 priests, etc., 209 servants in religious 
edifices, burial and burning grounds, and 191 servants in charitable 
institutions . 

.According to the 1951 census the number of persons engaged in 
tailoring is 5,553. The 1911 and 1931 censuses recorded 2,551 and 
2,799 persons respectively for the district. The 1911 census figure. 

·See footnoto (d) at p. 398. 
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~cluded tailors, milliners, dress-makers, darners and embroiderers of 
linen, while the 1931 figure excluded the last mentioned viz., the 
embroiderers. In the city of Poona are concentrated 2,737 tailors 'of 
the total number of 5,553 for the district. The tailors are not 
uniformity spread and are concentrated in small towns such as the 
taluka headquarters. The number of tailors in the city as given above 
shows a marked increase over that in 1937, which was 616. But as 
in the case of hotels and restaurants, the increase in the number of 
establishments is not proportionate. In 1937, there were 407 firms, 
but now there are 1,038. Changes have also taken place in regard 
to distribution by wards. In 1937, 119 of the 407 firms were located 
in Uudhavar Peth, while Sadashiv Peth had only 52. At prest:nt 
Sadashiv Peth has 148 firms, while Budhavar Peth has only 12\:1. 
Other wards where larger numbers of firms are to be found ~e 
Sbukravar Peth with 106, Ravivar Peth with 100, and Shivajinagar 
'with 102. Of the 2,737 persons 2,508 were men and 229 were 
women. 

Most of the firms do mainly stitching and tailoring work, but some 
also sell cloth. The equipment consists of sewing machines, anrf 
other requirements for tailoring and ironing. On a sample survey 
d 39 establishments, it was found U. 1937, that 19 of them possessed 
one sewing machine each; 13, two machines each; 3, three machines 
each; and the remaining, 4 or more machines each. The value of the 
work done varied between Rs. 25 and Rs. 200 a month per firm. The 
servants employed were paid at piece rates as well as on a time basis. 
Where the salary was on time basis, the monthly earnings of a servant 
varied between Rs. 20 and Rs. 25. 

CHAF1'ER. 10. 

Other 
Occupations. 
TAILOlIINc. 

, In 1937, the 'industry was comparatively of recent origin. There TINSMITHS.· 

were 50 tinsmith shops in the city and 60 persons engaged in them. 
Of these shops, 14 were in Sadashiv Peth, 9 ea$ in Ravivar and 
Shukravar Peths and others distributed in various other wards. The 
chief work consisted of making small articles such as oil pumps, 
funnels, etc., out of tin plates. The equipment necessary for this 
trade was not costly and consisted of a few implements, namely, 
hammers, anvils, two or three pairs of scissors, and bellows. This 
equipment cost anything between Rs. 10 and lb. 15. The raw 
materials· required for the trade were mainly galvanised iron sheet~, 
that is, tin plates. A tin plated iron sheet (8' X 8') cost Rs. 3. 
The tinsmiths mostly used sheets from old kerosene tins, which cost 
about four to six annas each. Such old tins were sold to the tin-
smiths by others who collected them by going from door to door. 
Other requirements such as tin, sulphuric acid and coal for the 
furnace, were bought locally. The raw material consumed by 
individual establishments were worth between Rs. 10 and Rs. 40. 
The establishments consisted mostly of one person and their monthly 
earnings varied between Rs. 7 and Rs. 15 each, while the earnings 
of larger ones were between Rs. 20 and Rs. 25 each per month. The 
trade required little skill 

At present (1951) however, there are only 26 establishments in 
which 52 persons are working. 

·See footnote (d), at p. 398 The figures of establishments and workers 
In 1951 are taken from the records of the Poona Municipal Corporation. 
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Other 
OccupationS. 
TURBAN AND 

CAP-MAKERS.-
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In 1937, there were 12 Concerns engaged in the making of ~bans. 
Of these, 9 were in Budhavar,2 in Shukravar and 1 in Kasba. These 
were small establishments" and served also as shops to sell. The 
equipment required in the trade consisted of pairs of scissors, 
needles, threads and card boards, etc." The raw materials used were 
silk and cotton cloth, and gold and silver thread or lace. Stitching 
was done by hand. In the inferior kinds of turbans linen was use.J. 
The work was done mainly by men though women were occ:t
sionally employed to do the rough stitching. The average monthly 
production of each of the two concerns sampled for survey was 
300 turbans costing approximately Rs. 900, and the monthly profits 
01 each concern came roughly to Rs. 45. 

Concerns engaged in the making of caps numbered 15. The cap 
makers were of two classes, those who made and sold the caps on 
the same premises and those who commissioned workers outside at 
piece rates to make the caps which were sold in the shops. The 
latter" kind of establishments numbered 11 and were really shops 
that dealt chiefly in cloth. They provided their outside workers 
with raw materials. All the fifteen establishments were in Shukravar 
Peth and Budhwar Peth, and they employed 60 persons. The equip .. 
ment and the raw materials necessary for making caps were very 
similar to those required by the turpan makers, with the addition 
of sewing machines. Most of the material.. required were .bought 
locally. The annual outturn of caps in the three establishments 
sampled for survey was of the value of Rs. fiuO, Rs. 4,000 and 
Rs.I0,000. 

In 1951, there were 12 concerns making caps exclusively. There 
were, however, many other shops which combined the ~anufacture 
of l'eady-made clothes with that of. caps. 

·See footnote (d) at p. 398 The figures ~ establishments and workerJ 
in 1951 are" taken from the records of the l'oonaMunicipal CorporatioD. 



CHAPTER ll-STANDARD OF LIFE. CHA1"I'ER 11. 

IN THE ABSENCE OF A COMPREHENSIVE AND DETAILED SURVEY of the Standard of Life. 
incomes and expenses of the different sections of the people residing 
in different parts of the district it is impossible to present an exact 
account of their standards of life. For any urgent tasks of reform 

. and administration a working knowledge of the actual standards of 
living is, however, necessary. In what follows an attempt has, 
therefore, been made to indicate the broad outline of the pattern of 
expenses of the socially significant sections in rural as well as urbaD 
areas. Economic, social and health planning will necessarily have 
to take into account the implications of the real situation as it is 

\,evealed in this picture. The account is based on tabulated and 
decriptive information gathered by direct contact with persons 
concerned. While actual observation and indirect checks seem to 
corroborate the accuracy of the general outlines of the picture so 
revealed, no statistical accuracy is' claimed for the results. 

THE .. mcil" AND .. VERY mea .. CLASSES AT. THE UPPER END, and the POONA CnT. 
indigent and beggar classes at the lower end of society defy any 
attempt' at a summary description of typical pattern. Individual 
variations are too numerous and too significant in their case to be 
ignored. In the absence of any serious inquiry into their patterns 
of living no description of their standards of life has been attempted. 
For other classes in Poona city, five grades of income are separately 
studied. Assuming for purposes of classification a figure of Rs. 250 
per year as the average per capita income of the people, and a family 
of fouro as the average size of the family, an income of about 
Rs. 1,000 per year should be treated as the average per family. 
A family with an income of Rs. 3,000 per year may therefore, in 
our context be treated as well-to-do. Rs. 2,000 and Rs. 1,000 per 
year marks two lower limits, which also are well-marked, the latter 
indicating poverty-line. Below Rs. 1,000 there is an en~s variety 
of individual cases-poverty, great poverty, near indigence, indigence 
tlnd beggary. An attempt has been made for Poona city to 
describe the standard ·of life of five classes : well-to-do, middle, poor, 
very poor, and near-indigent. For the rural areas, ~ mainly occupa-
tional division had to be followed 

Recent developments in social policy have mtroduced some 
elements of uniformity and rigidity in two of the essential 'COntents . 

-The recognition of a person of the age of 12 or eboveas a full adult -unit 
for cereal consumption, 8D.d ·a person below that age-limit as half a unit has 
now been widely accepted. In this chapter the unit of membership of a family 
:S.co~u~.acrordin~ on~e,~e~~~._~~n ~f,'!:he a~. of 12 or. above 



I' 

(~x~ footnote I!otp. 4.Z2. 
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is Rs. 2 for vegetables, eggs and mutton, and' Re. 1 for oil and 'CHAPTER'11 
.pices. Fuel expenses in urban areas are fairly high and may amount ~-' 
to Rs. 20 per family, or roughly Rs. 5 per head per month. This item Stimdard of LiEet 
is, however, liable to vary according to the size of the town and the POONA CITY.; 
kind of fuel used. While the operation of the Rent <Act, as noted The Well-to-do. 
above. renders house room a somewhat inelastic item of expendi-
ture, a three-room tenement ·inhabited by five persons in this class 
has a monthly rental of Rs. 45, though here again, the comparative 
newness. and therefore high cost, of the house would entail 
a higher legal rent than is permissible for the older houses. The 
total of expenses on essential items is thus Rs. 145 to Rs. 150-. 
(Food Rs. 80; fuel Rs. 20; house room Rs. 45). This leaves 
Ii margin of about Rs. 100 per month for being spent on such items 
as clothing, toilet, entertainment, instruction, delicacies, medicines, 
and charities. Of these, clothing naturally takes the largest portion. 
about Rs. 50. The rest is spent on other items according to need 
and taste. While the result by no means creates· a sense of 
satisfaction, it does amount to a basic adequacy inessentials and 
it surplus of variable size .. 

T.he Middle Ciass . .-. The urban middle-class comprise the group o~ The Middle 
persons whose income is enough to keep them above physical wants Class. 

, but is not enough to. enable them to indulge in superfluities, 
lux1lries or ostentation. They are- above· the poor, who have to go 
without somEr esssential things, but they are below the well-to-do, 

~ who can always count on a small disposable surplus. The middle-, 
class in Poona is composed of skilled artisans, petty businessmen, 
and the second rung of professional and salaried employees earning 
an income of about Rs.. 2,000 per year. A little encouragement, 
either by way of'a fall in prices or of a rise in earnings;isimmedi
ately appreciated by this class, as the surplus so created 
directlv contributes to improvement of. their efficiency. On ilie 
other hand, a little worsening. of the position, either by way of 
a rise in prices or a fall in earnings, is withstood by them by 
economising on the few less essential wants that they can normally. 
satisfy. In an expanding economy they act as the va:nguard of 
general progress, and in a contracting economy they act as the· 
rearguard in the fight for security of the general standard of m:t" •. 
lhis peculiarly elalitic, stabilising and progressive role arises out 
()£ the relative size. of their income and its. distribution among the 
several items of essential,· conventional and ostentatious 
expenditure.. . 

The average number of members of a middle class family is 
five to six,. equivalent to about four adult. units. While it is true 
that a majority of persons i.n the class are without any income from. 
property, it is by .no means unusual to come across persons having 
Some landed property in rural areas, and. a few having property, 
nlostly small house prl>perty, in Poona city itself. Prevailing State' 
a~d municipal legislation on the subject of land and house proper!1. 
is steadily modifying the situation' to the disadvantage of absentee 
Inndlords .. and .. owners of sm~ houses. The. situation, .. has not~ 
however, as yet alter~d beyond recognition. and .. among. othe~ 
characteristic features of the urban middle class .in. Poonamust. b~ 
iIicl~deditsnotic;:eable vested interest i1i real property .• As antle,; 
~s class :has only. male·.earning.members.:usually one pet farriily~ 
(.'hildre!i are .at . school; Thus, ~D' the incoIl!e sioe, no imm!}diate 
~sistanc~ )~f()ithcomi1lg . fro~ . eiJ:hCf, wo~~n. or 'c~dr~n. ~d .vij 

',& nk-vt '2:"'27 . "" -.- -.' .. .. .'. ..' . . 
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QlAl'TER 11 the expenditure side the education of children looms . as tiD 
.. , _', " '-' important item. The latter may be treated as an invesbneilt which 

Standard ofLiEe. tends to prepetuate the membership' of middle class. ' While new 
, POoN,~ CITY. ' persons can in these dynamic days easily rise or fall into the middle 
.,The, Mid.cU~ 'class position,,-according as their former class was poor or well-to-do 

Class. and rich, few who once belonged to the middle class easily full 
Qelow it. The leisure available' as a rule to the women~folk may 
have its own influence on the social and cultural pattern of tho 
class. 

, For reasons already mentioned, the ~r unit cost of rationed 
~ood grains remains constant at about Rs. 5 for this as for most 
other classes. ' Non-cereal food grains per unit vary from Re. 1 to 
Hs. 2, with· an averag~. of Re. 1-8-0. Expenditure on milk and 
ghee varies' between Rs.2 and Rs. 4 per head, with an average 
of Rs. 2-8-0. Partly because sugat: was rationed at the time (If 
~qU1ry, and, partly because the demand for gul is not easily 
expansible, the average per unit expenditure on gul and sugar was 
more "Or less' uniform at 6' to 8 annas. . Vegetables and eggs as 
a class, and, spices and oil as a. class showed a per unit variation 
f~om 12 annas toRe. 1-4~0 according to the income range. Tea 
an~ ,tobacco eXpenditure varied from 8 annas to Re. 1 per head. 
Fuel and lighting varied from Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 per head., It i.~ 
interesting to note that as arula no cowdung-cakes were used, and 
the tendency to, prefer charcoal to firewood t/as 'Strongly 
noticeable: ' . 

: On the important subject of house room it is noticed that a person 
CJ.f this class is for, the most part a two-room dweller. Where 
a house is 'owned or rooms are used for' a business cum 
tesidential purpose, a special consideration affecting both the' size 
and location of house ropm intervenes: These considerations 
naturally affect the expenditure on house room; which, normally and 
in the absence of these considerations, is' from Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 
per unit. ,. . 

:, 'Soap and toilet stand for 8 annas to Re: 1 per head. Entertain
Jhent and information stand for a slightly higher figure. So do 
sweetineats and prepared foods. Except for religious' offerings; 
which still figure in a few cases, there is no regular expenditure 
On account of charities. This is in keeping, with the economic 
character of the middle class, a' group of persons who limit their 
wants to their means rather than of persons with an adequacy or 
superfluity of means. ' ,'" . ' . . , , 

'the Poor. 'ThePoor:-The class of poor persons is co~p6sed mainly of perso~s 
whose income is barely enough to satisfy the normal physical wants 
of food. Even clothing and housing are not easily provided without 
~ncroaching upon food or' without entailing some other privation; 
Anincoine of Us. 1,000 per year for a family of about six persons; 
(.e... about 'four adult units, produces' tllls balanced situation. 
Hawkers, 'semi-skilled: workmen, petty shopkeepers, lower grade 
professional' and salaried workers, and workers in special 'Occupations 
like mUnicipal conservancy constitute the main body of this 
group. Most of them are' literate,thouih it Is riot unusual to find 
at, one. end 'some illiterate,' persons, , and" at the: other", soine who' 
ha~e passed' tlu:ough ~ part ~of the secondary ~chool stage. ~ill~ 
it JS ~e that most peopl~. of ,the 'l1I'ban,poor 'clas~ . .are WIthout 
any:imInbveableproperty, it is noticed 'that.a 'lair number bavf 

.~ _. - ,', .~ 'i I, :- ,~" 
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'.some ~nded p~pe~ in a rur~ area~ Within the city itself persuuS :CllAPTEItIL 
belongmg to SpecIal occupations 'ru; potters, sweepers, and tin- _.,...,...... 

-workers, are -often found to own' their own hunlble dwellings and:Standanl.of Lite.. 
keeping milch cattle or goats. The nunlbers of these are however ,POONA CrI'Y, 
decreasing from at least the older and central parts" of the city: The, !-'OI1t. 

, In the prevailing overall poverty any income, either in cash or in 
lind, derived from tiny bits of property must be treated as 

, negligible. 

Expenditure on rationed cereals tends, as noted previously, to 
be steady round about Rs. 5 per liDit. Expenditure on non- ' 

,controlled cereiiIs, which for the poor are the important supp~e-, 
mentary food, varies from Re. 1 to Rs. 2' per unit. On the other 

,hand, expenditure on milk and ghee is on an' average Re. 1-8-0 
,~r head only. In all other items, of food -expenditure the p~r 
capita expenditure is definitely less than in the case of the middle 

,and well-to-do classes, being Re. 1 for oil and spices, 4 to 6 aDlias 
;for gul and sugar, 12 annas for vegetables and eggs, and 8 ':0 

12 annas for tea and tobacco. Fuel and t:ghting expenses also 
. are relatively low-from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per head. Charcoal is in 
,rare use, firewood being the prinCipal fuel. The 'most prevailing, 
pattern of house room is a single ground Hoor room with a monthly 
rental of Rs. 4 to Rs. 5. ' 

: ,The main body of the poor are seen to require all their income 
to meet their,' essential physical wants "to keep body andsotil 
,together." Expense on toilet or cleanliness is as low 3.l> an average, 
.of 4 to 6 annas per month. Items like entertainment, infoPIiation, 

, :prepared ,food and sweetmeats" medicine and charity are non-, 
'existent as regular features. In so far as these are, indulged in, as 
'naturally they lU"e and have to be to some extent, it can only be 
done by encroaching upon other more essential items of expendi
,tureor by running into debt. 

. The Very Poor.-A large class of persons whose normal income is 'The Vt:ry-
Jess than is necessary for' satisfying. essential physical wants, 'but Poor. 
is not so small as to give rise to obvious rprivation, exists in the 
.cities. This is the class of very poor persons whose annual income, 
'is about Rs. 6Q(); The average size' of. the family is' equivalent to 
about four adult units. A special peculiarity of families in' this class 
is, however, noteworthy., Women, iqaddition to their own household 
wor~ engage themselves in some gainful occupation, either, as, 
hired employees in another household or shop or as aid to their o~ 
men-folk in their business. The' children - also tend to help' the 
family at an early ,age. 'The earnings of women 'and childreilare 
rarely included in the declared income of the family, >which is as,' 
a ,rule the income of the head of the family. ,The apparent paradox 
'of earnings below cost, of subsistence and 'tlie absellceof' obvious 

',' 8ridacute privation is to, be , explaiDed ,by, these ; supplementary 
, 'e:imings, which, are important" but small, and 'intermittent. They 
'do, not remove, they only mitigate; what isobviCJusly,a.~on<;lition 

, ;of, acute poverty. , : ' ~.' -" '. ' ' 
, Unskilled workers,- petty' artiSans ana soniespecial grouPS ,having 

~ ~ereditary" ocCupations 'liker -'rope-making~ ':simplepottei')r,- ,etc. 
, conStitute the bulk of thiS claSs. Many -of them are literate, 'a few 

Jiterate,evenin 'E'ngIisli,· but- the majority ,are'still illiterate. The' 
extent to which"flleDibersol this ,clasf l,iave' sti1lsomeAnt~est,_in' 
, ;:a:lJi"Vl':~'2.'Ta, -'--;, ~ ~'"-: ~"';'r:-'" ,',;;' :,,-";", ','. J,",' ':< " 
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. :cDAPTER 11. property, more ofteIl iural than .urban property, is surpnsmg. TI: 
habit of more than one male relation-:brother, father, son-li~..Il 

--t;tandard of Life. together on the joint earnings of all is noticeable in this class t 
. POONA CITY. a large extent than in any of the higher economic groups • 
. 11leVecy _ . 

Poor. _ Expenditure on several items of consumption is conditioned IJ 
_ the meagre size of the total income. While expenditure on cerea: 
very nearly conforms to the rationed average of Rs. 5 pf 
head, expenditure on other groups of wants reflects the spech 
characteristics of the class. Non-rationed foodgrains account f~ 
Rs. 1-4-0 per head; milk and ghee Rs. 1-8-0; oil and spicf 

-12 arinas. Sugar and gul stand for 6 annas per head ~ and vegetabl 
. and meat together, and tea and tobacco together, for 12 anna 
each. House rent is as high as about Rs. 4 per family. Som 
expenditure on soap' and toilet oil, 6 annas per head, is regularl 
-incurred, but nothing is regularly spent for entertainment, inform, 
tion, special food, charity or medicines. The total cost -of food an 
shelter, not counting I!lothing, comes _ to Rs. 600 per family, whic 
-is more than the regular income of most. of the families in thi 
class. Such a situation is one of privation, of indigence, onl 
mitigated by other earnings either from property or from the wagE 
of other members of the family, women-folk or children. 

The Near 
Indigent. 

The Near lndigent.-A humble cobbler working at street-corner 
and eking out a precarious living by mending shoes for a .. penny, 
is typical of that large class of urban people who, while they aJ) 
not actually reduc~d to begging, are yet constantly in dread q 
'being required to' do so. On an average a cobbler makes litt! 
inore than a rupee per day. Even with a limited family of wif 
and nO more than two non-earning children, he has to strain hi 
slender resources to the limit to keep the wolf from his door. A 

fie is not able to hit a balanced consumption budget out of Wi 
current income, chromc indebtedness caused as much by ordinar: 
and extraordinary domestic needs as by the requirements of hil 
business is inevitable. The extent of such indebtedness and th: 
effects of the same on his position both as consumer and produce: 
:-depend -on available credit facilities. As, however, the credit 0 

the self-employed, precariously poised artisan, is poor, he has to pa~r 
the highest possible rates for his borrowings. l 

The essential expenditure _ of this class of artisans is natural! 
.weighted very heavily in favour. of _ food, cereals in particulru 
.Nearly half the expenditure, nearly Rs. 16, is .incurred for fOOl 

grains, mostly cereals. About Rs. 8, i.e • ., about 25 per ceni 
.of the total expenditure, is spent on other cooking aids, e.g., fue. 
:oil and jaggery. Vegetables and/or eggs, mutton or fish stam 
for about Rs. 2, i.e., little more than 6 per cent. Thus nearly 80 pe 
·cent. is spent on food. - Out of the remaining 20 per cent., Rs. 3, i.e 
10 percent, is spent on house room; usually a single room tenE 
ment. Tea and tobacco. indifferent in quality and intermittent J 
s1.li>ply, answer for the remaining expenditure.-

It will be seen that such necessary iteIi1~ as. -clothing and smt 
unavoidable items as· medicine are bOt included in this regular aD 
'ft'~ng . monthly 'budget. . For both these, the struggling . artisa: 
b.as to' follow the, principiI:: .. needs -must drive." In other -wordt; 
~uch.f:;xpenditure tends· to the ~ avoided till the verY last, . is We, 
incurred In an indiscriminate manner and usually it imping~ lln'9t.Qf; 
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~ential expenditure, al;ld lands the person in debt. Toilets, ,~H.Ann l;L 
,.entertainment, instruction" cha.ri.tyand ()stentation clearly. fall outside 
~~eprospect of such an artisan. Standard. ·ofLiE .. 

. Needless to say the household possessions, beyond the instrum~ntsP~h:tfe~· 
,of tradf3 which thems~lves tend, to be of the simplest pattern, are lndig6At;. 
'~lIeagre. In" utensils, glass; procelain Clip and saucer; and 
'alluminium vessels take their place by the side of the traditiona\ 
llattern of brass and copper' vessels. To possesss holiday clothing 
'vr special seasonal clothing either for men' or women is an almo'it 
unknown ,luxury, a country blanket or an' oft-mended quilt being 

" almost the sum-total of al1 the accessories of sleep and rest.' Religion, 
in' the form of tiny idols' and holy pictures,' supplies almost the only 

: clement of either a' decoration or investment. Not infrequently 
,religious routine, daily; weekly, 'monthly or yearly, supplies the most 
',,(:gular and cheap!!st form, of leisure, diversion and instruction. 

, IN RURAL- AREAS, very small, villages and scattered and isolated RURAL.AlmAs. 
,habitations have not, a sufficiently articulated and continuous 
; pattern of economic life to justify any . generalizations' abollt 
the standard of life of theirinhahitants. - 'Even in tllemore 
populous rural areas some difference, is noticeable within the same 
class as between a township and a village. Some differimce als'o 
exists as between the western belt, which is more secure against 
drought but 'is less' fertile, and' 'the eastern belt, which' has 
Ii precariousrliinfall but is 'more allUVial and fertile. Though 

: therefore; it is subject' .to . greater vicissitudes of natural fortune; 
'except where irrigation, has come to, the rescue, village ,life is 
(richer, fuller and more, variegated in the eas,t than in the west. 
; Mawa!, Khed, Junnar and Bhor constitute the western, ,as 
• Dhond, Baramati; Indapurand Sirur constitute the eastern belt. 
In the following account of the prevailing' standards ,of life of the 

• several classes, special peculiarities arising out of the size amI 
. location of a village have been' recorded. 

, ~ ,A description of the standard of life of the rural population is 
beset with many difficulties. In the first place, both for earnings 
Jlnd for ~xpenditure, almost all classes resort, in varying degrec$ 
to transactions in kind for which it is difficult to find a money 
~quivalent. Secondly,almost :all' classes are, in some capacity Or 
pther, connected with the cultivation 'Of land. Either as hndlords, 

, ox as tenants, or as .hereditary village ,servants claiming a legal 
oi customary share in the produce' of the, field, a ,large portion of 

, the village population has a share in the produce of the field. On 
, the other hand, almost all farmers supplement their main business of 
,farming by some other' subsidiary one, either in the village itself 
• ~r away from it. In these circumstances, neither is a clear ,cut 
',odifferentiation in occupations and economic classes possible, nor 
"~ a monetary allocation of income into differe,nt channels of 
expenditure altogether realistic. All the same, an account to be 
generally intelligible can only proceed on ~ the basis of occupation 
and on calculations of money earnings and money expenditlue. 
The following description must, therefore, be treated as a general 

:outline rather than: an, exact picture .. ltis, however, sufficiently 
" realistic to be useful. ' 

, (1) Large-scaliFarmer8.~The big landlord cultivating his own J,.arge..scale' 
: fields with his own, asalsQ with hired, labour constitutes the Farmers. 
',aristocracy of the 'rural parts of the district. Calculated ill tel'Ills of 
. ~ -. . 



"~entialexpen<;liture ,, ;l,I).d lands the '., person indebt.· Toilets, ,qH.Afl'lUt '1:1. 
;~t.ertainment, instruction, charity . ~n~, -,?stentation clearly. fall out~ide -~. , .. _, 
;~We . prospect .of such an .. artisan. . Standar.cl 'Of ·lJfta 

Needless to say the household p(JSs~ssions, beyond the instrumentsP3:?h~~N~" 
. (>ftrade which thems(;llves tend. to be, of the simplest pattern, are lndigtWt.. 
,1l)~agre. In utensils, . glass,' procelain . cup and saucer, and 
:, alluminium vessels take their place by the side of the tta<litiona~ 
;~lattern .of brass and co~per ' ~essels. .To possesssholi~ay clothin~ 
, ()r speCIal seasonal clothmg eIther for men or women IS an almo~t 
::Unknown luxury, a country blanket or an oft-mended quilt being 
)timost the sum-total of all the accessories of sleep and rest. Religion, 
,in . the form of tiny idols ' and holy pictures; supplies almost the only 

'element of either a decoration or investment. Not infrequently 
\ l'(;)ligious routine, daily;weekly, monthly or yearly, supplies the most 
'l;(lgular and cheap~st ~orm ot leisure; diversion and instruction. 

i .• ·· IN RURAL AREAS, very small ,villages and scattered and isolated RURAL AREAs • 
. habitations have ' not a sufficiently articulated ' and continuous 
; pattern of economic;! Ufe to jqstifyany ' ~eneralizations about 
\ the standard of life of their inhabitants. Even in the more 
;: populous rural areas some difference is noticeable within the sallie 
class as between a township and a village. . Some difference als'o 
~xists as between the western belt, which is more secure against 

-drought but is less fertile, and '· the eastern belt, . which . has , ' 
a precarious nHnfall but is more alluvial and fertile. though 
therefore; it is subject ,to . greater vicissitudes of natural fortune, 
~xcept where irrigation . has come to the rescue, village life . is 
ticher, fuller and more . variegated in the east than in the west. 
~,rawal, Khed, Jumiarand Bhor constitute the westen!, . as 
Dh6nd, Baramati,Indapur and Sirur constitute the eastern belt. 
1n the following account of the prevailing standards , of life of the 
several classes, special peculiarities arising out of the size amI 
location of a village have been recorded. '. 

': ,A description of the standard of life of the rural population is 
beset with many difficulties. In the . first place, both for ' earnings 
~nd for ~xpenditure, almost all classes resort in varying degrees 
to transactions in kind for which it is difficult to find a money 
~quivalent. . Secondly, almost all classes are, in some capacity or 
pther, connected with the cultivation 'Of land. Either as hndlords, 
(;1 as tenants, or as .hereditary village .servants claiming a . legal 
or customary .share in the produce of . the field, a .large portion uf 

; the village population has a share in the produce of the field. On 
, ~e other hand, almost all farmers supplement their main business of 
, .farming by ?ome other subsidiary one, either in the village itself 
i ~r away from it .. In these circumstances, neither is a clear cut 
., ~iffetentiation in occupations and economic classes possible, nor 
• \s a mone~ary allocation of income into different , channels of 
. , ~xpenditure . altogether realistic. AU the same, ,an account to be 
,generally intelligible can. only proceed ' on the basis of occupation 
, and on calculations of money earnings and money expenditure. 
The following description must, therefore, be treated ~ a general 

,l()utlinerather than: an exact picture. .It is, however, suffici~ntly 
l,realisticto be useful. · . . , ; . 

:t::. ,·;'(l) 't(i~ge-scal~Farmer$ . .,-The big landlord cultivating . his own Large..scalo 
I': Be1d~ ~t4 his oWn, : as : a1sQ with hired, labour constitutes the Farmen. 
~':'~~tQcracyo.fllie :iuralpa.tts of -the' district; . Calculated ··· ·~·. te~s of 
~.(" ;:" ~: ", .. ".J "" " ~.:> ' .. . . • > ;' ~ • 
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month; gal aDd sugar for Re. 1; tea and tobacoo for Rei.. 1-8-0· ·'CHAPIEIi·n. 
toilet articles for Re. l; entertainment for Re. 1; information £0; . _ _ . ---.. . 
8 annas; and special food for Be. L It is very significant to notice StaudanI- of Life. 
that this class has a regular item for charity and public donation 'RUIlAL-ABEu. 
of about Rs.. 2 to 3 per month. Medicine also fi.,oures as a regular ~ 
item. That the entertainment, as also the medicine and the objects 
of charity. are mostly confined to locally available modes d~ n'lt 
fake away &om the essential fact that this class lives a full individual 
and social life and that it has the means to do so and leave over 
IODlC swplus. 

While they are not averse to the use of earthen pots and jars 
of different shapes and sizes. of which they have several scores. 
their possessions of btass and copper vessels and of china are 
not inconsiderable. In fact,. eatthen vessels are preferred br 
certain specific uses and for storing. Clothing both of the older 
and new~ varieties is owned but not in large quantities. Of 
valuable ornaments. gold and silver. they have a presentable. but 
by no means substantial. stock. Houses owned by this class are 
substantial. having from moe to six rooms besides the yard and 
subsidiary stmctures. 

(2) Small-scale Fannen.-The small-scale fanner is rarely Sma1l-scaJe 
• wbole-time cultivator. Not only is he employed oaly during !he F;u:meu. 
busy agricultmal season. but his total income from cultivation. 
either on his own field or on those which he may have hired. is 
inadequate to pay for his expenses over the whole year. He has. 
therefore. to supplement his income from cultivation by earnings 
in senice, agricultural or non-agricultura1, or in subsidiary 
occupations like carting. The de\-elopment of bus traffic has. 
however. appreciably curtailed this natural supplement to a sma1l-
scale fanner's employment. 

Along with the land and homestead owned by the fanner go 
a Dumber of agricultmal and dairy cattle. It is significant to note 
in this respect that in villages as a rnle the cow. rather than the 
buffalo. is the principal milking animal Where cattle are kept 
al.>JlOSt exclusively for dairy business. the bofIalo is the preferred 
animal But where cattle are principally kept for cultivation. it 
is the cow that plays the dual role of supplying milk and calves. -

'These fanners live in their own modest hOUY.$ with a fairly large 
family group (about 7 persons equal to 5 adult units). The women
folk and children of the family help in the business of the family 
a.c much as they can. 'VIrile some grown up cultivators are illiterate. -
many of them know enough to read and write in Marathi. Their 
childten. sons as well as daughters. regularily attend the primary 
school. and. in an increasing measure. also the secondaty school 
Their belongings are confined to atticles of daily use, in which 
china crockery and tins are coming to occupy the place of several 
types of earthen pots. 

Like their more substantial compeers they mostly rely on their 
own produce for food grains. vegetables and dairy products. But 
.the per capita quantities av--.illable to the small farmer and his 
family are hardly adequate for their needs. Consumption of :»il 
and spices and sugar is comparatively low. being about 6 annas 
per head per month. , Tea. tobacco and special food do not appear 
as regular -items. Be)oondsome religious expenditure there is 
hardly any item which is not intended to meet an essential physical 

I • 
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,CHAl'TER 11. want. The total annual expenditure, in, cash and kind, may be" 
- '~' ' estimated. at about Rs. 1,000. It is only by pooling together' 

Standard. of Life. agricultural and non-agricultural income that this figure is reached. • 
,RURAL ABEAs. For any but the most essential expenditure, and for emergency c 

SFmall~scale items, e.g., medicine or an unavoidable social and religious function, ' 
armers. f h· d "ti d bt the armer as to IDCur non-pro uc ve e . 

Influence 0; area and water supply on standard.-The standa:-d, 
of life of. the farmer naturally depends on the size of the holding. 
Persons having very small holdings are really part-time agricul-' 
turists, and their standard of life depends more directly on thdr 
non-agricultural earnings. At the other end, persons having famls , 
of a substantial size tend to have, even in bad seasons, an actual 
standard, oE life which pepends, on' their earnings over a series' of-; 
years and not'during a single year. A farmer with a modest-sized:' 
£arm who has to, rely on his year's earning for his year's expendi
fure is, however, more representative of the general body of 
farmers. How the availiability of perennial and secure wate!; 
supply affectS standard of . life may be ,seen from the following 
example. 

Of two farmers with more or less the same size of family, four 
adult units, one possesses 16 acres of dry land, and the other the 
same extent of dry land and an additional acre of wet land. 
Between these two families the difference in the standard of 
possessions as also of current expenditure is significant. The one 
with a patch of irrigated land maintains more milch cattle, has no 
earthen pots as the other has, and he possesses some china and 
glass crockery which the other lacks. In point of expenditure; 
which naturally depends on their income, being Rs. 1,000 tor a year 
for the owner of dry land only, and Rs. 1,500 for the one who has 
an additional wet acre, the difference is equally marked. Tho 
fortunate one has from his own field all the grain that he needs. 
The exclusively dry farmer has just enough of cereal grain and hail 
to purchase the other food grains. Both depend on their own 
resources for milk products, but the difference of actual supply is 
as 1:2. On sugar, vegetables and tea the difference is even ,higher. 
The fortunate farmer spends on sugar Rs. 2-8-0 per head, which 
compares favourably with even salaried classes in towns. Ou 

.. clothing .Rs. 60 per head per year is spent by the wet farmer as 
against '~nly about Rs. 35 to Rs. 40' by the dry one. Items like 
toilet, entertainment, prepared foods, medicines and travel figure 

:more promin~ntly in the case of the wet farmer. The wet farmp.! 
pays in bbluta shares 12 seers of com and 4 seers of pulses, as 
against only 8 seers .of corn paid by the dry farmer. 

Non-Cultivating (3) Non-cultivating Landlord.-By comparison with a cultivating 
J,.andlord., landlord of substantial means the standard of life of a non-cultivat

ing landlord is in essentials poorer. A rentier has usually a smaller 
family than that of a cultivating landlord, and he keeps fewer 
cattle, if any. As a rule, he is better educated th'an the cultivating 
owner but is less productively employed. His women-folk and 
childre? dq not engage themselves in any employment outside the 
domestic and school routine. While he lacks instruments of 
produc.tioDl' lik~ a plough, he has in his possession a ,greater variety 
of artic~es .. of ~aily use, e.g., furniture, crockery and clothing, 
EconomIcally and socially his class is on the defensive. ' 

Such a person does not necessarily possess a ho~e of his· oWDl 
~nd he has to {>ay.a rent which is by no means negligible, being 
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anything betWeen Rs. 2 and' Rs. 3 per head per month. A fairly 'CHAP'I'ERU. 
large portion of his '.requirements of food grains is satisfied by _ 
the produce of the fields . owned, but not· cultivated, by him. Standard of 'Lif";' 

~
d .donalsupplies of food grains, other food articles, e.g. milk RURAL AlIEM. 

~n , ghee and vegetables, and firewood have to bepurchas~d by N°tC':l1!v3ting 
h', .0. Being in the mofussil has only this advantage for him, that ,an r. 
,;1e quality of these articles is sometimes better and the prices as ' 

fa rule are a little lower than in urban areas. On the other hand, 
for imported articles of consumption, e.g., sugar, toilets, tea, 
clothing and medicine, the mofussil prices are higher than City 
prices. As a total effect, the cost of living for the same standard 
of life among non-cultivating landlords is, about as high in villages 
as it· is in the city. As; this class has IF surplus. above the. minimum 
cost of meeting essential physical needs, it can, normally find money' 
tor such conventional necessaries as, tea and' toliets. It has,how~ 
ever, no real surplus and hence its indulgence in amusements, even 
local amusements, and special foods is of a very occasional 
character. An annual expenditure of Rs. 1,200 to Rs. 1,500, includ
ing the money valuation of goods and services directly received as 
landlords, is normal in this class. 

( 4) Industry and Agriculture . ....:. The location of a big centre of Industry and 
bon-agricultural employment in the midst . of an .agricultural area Agri(:ulturo. 
opens .out 'prospects of part-time or supplementary work .to the 
agricultural population. For instance, the nearness of the Dehu 
Road military depot to Talegaon-Dabhade, and even more so, the 

-location of a railway junction at Dhond, have given to these places 
a special character. The standard of life of almost all classes has 
been influenced by this admixture of patterns and environments. 

I. The feasibility ~f joining agriculture to non-agricultural busines!! 
i~ found to be utilized at all levels and in several occupations. 
A really substantial farmer is rarely seen to take to a completely 
unconnected occupation. But those whose stake in agriculture is 
limited are seen not only to engage themselves in salaried service 
in nearby places, but also to ply independent trades like shop
keeping, brick-laying, carpentry or even porterage. When there is 
a physical transference of residence to the industrial area, the size 
vf the family in the latter place' tends to be small. They I1Jaintam 
a few milking animals, and they divide their attention daJy, or 
by weeks. according to the nature of their non-agricultural employ. 
ment, between farming and other business. A part-time farmer ' 
with the necessary enterprise may also set up as a shopkeeper and 
earn over Rs .. 300 per mensem. Anoth~r p~tty, farmer wit~0I1t 
much enterpnse may do cooly work 10 his ample spare time. 
Needless to say at all levels these persons are enabled to live 
It standard better than others who may be doing only one of the 
two jobs. Asa rule, these persons are educated up to the lower 
secondary grade. ']'heir women-folk are not educated; they help 
their men-folk in the agricultural part of their work. Their life, 
however, is a clear case of enterprise and opportunity com\:li,ning to 
secure an appreciable lift in the standard of life. 
I This difference is noticeable both in respect of posses~ions as 
also of current'expenditure. Domestic goods give hn )ndex of 
fitandard, e.g., earthen pots vis-a-vis metal pots, glass and china 
('rockery, articles .of use on special occasions, ornaments, and 
gramophone or radio. A farmer-cum-grocer' in such a place may 
ppssess, a phonograph' and gold ornaments worth more than 

• 
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.CHAPTER 11. Rs. 1,000. This would not be possible if he was only a farme~ 
_ or a grocer. A small-scale farmer doing porter's work in his spare 

Standard of Lite. time may lay by enough to buy gold and silver trinkets which 
RUlIAl. ARu.s. he would not have. normally been able to do if he had been only 
'ludll~ and a farmer or a porter. The farmer-grocer would be buying milk; 

Agriculture. oil. vegetables, clothes, toilets and special foods which he could 
not as a mere former or grocer have normally afforded. He would, 
if he were so inclined, be a patron of some local charity. The 
porter-farmer may also do this, and indulge in other necessary and 
conventional expenditure, though to a modest extent. Even the 
style of their houses, which they usually own. marks these fortunate 
ones who have two strings to their bow. Farming in the case of 
tlJese persons is a by-occupation, a supplementary source of income 
and a co-nvenience. 

Merchants. . (5) Merchants: (i) In Smaller towns.-In fair-sized towns lik~ 
Junnar the distributive trade flourishes to a noticeable extent. 
Especially Junnar, on account of its geographical situation, has 
a special advantage as a distributional centre for a wide area botb 
above and below the ghats. Hence such traders as deal ;11 
~ardware, oil, cloth, glass and other articles of daily consumntion 
co good business, though it tends to be seasonal on account of ~e 
i~:fluence of agricultural seasons on demand. Taken as a wh·)l~, 
however. there are a few good traders having a yearly income 01 
Rs. 3,000 and over, some of them having more than five times that 
figure. 

The size of the family in this class is fairly large, six to seven 
adult units. Near 'relations live and work together, and virtual 
membership of the family is conferred on trusted servants in a few 
cases. The education of the grown up members of the family is 
mostly confined to a few standards of the primary school, plus: 
a practical knowled~e of accounts. Almost all own their houses; 
which are roomy. They also own Inilch-cattle, though ownershir 
of agricultural land is rare. The women of the house lead: 
a sheltered, though not necessarily an inactive, life. The standarc:, 
01 life shows ample provision for all itelDS of expenditure, including I 
medicines. . 
. (ii) I. villages.-In comparatively smaller places a few traders 
who combine a variety of lines, sale and purchase, credit and 
agriculture, may hope to lead decent lives. Their possession 0' 
land is only accidental or subsidiary, and in their cattle sheds the)! 
have more"()f milking than of agricultural animals. Recently, there 
has been a noticeable tendency among these classes to cultivate 
their lands through hired labour. More . often than not they. 
belon~ to an immigrant community, but they appear to follow thfi 
prevailing social pattern of joint families. They use their origina:, 
language for domestic purposes, but the education of their cbildrerJ 
having gone on in the local language for a number of generations 
they partake of the prevailing educational pattern. WomeD,! 
except in the new generation,· are rarely. educated, and do not a.~ 
a rule help their men-folk in their business. ! 

The household possessions of this class are variegated, rich ane 
many_ They do not have earthen containers except for specia' 
uses. In crockery, clothing and ornaments they have sever~ 
~aluable things to be used only on rare occasions, the ordinal"} 
things being enough for daily wear and . use. They have booJd 
. and other aids to a leisured emtence. Their houses are big it 
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·Comparison with equally large families of the agricultural class. In : "CHAPTER: il. 
· several cases they obtain food supplies from their ,owo' fields' and 
farms. Their expenditure on oil. sugar, vegetables, etc., is, Standard 'of we:. 
however, not proportionate to their general standard,indicatingRURAL 'AREAs. 
a habit of sparing use of .. non-essentials." The figures at least Merchan~ 

: as prominently as in other well-ta-do classes, and all the othet 
items of social and conventional expenditure are regularly attended 
to. Curiously enough, medicines seem to figure a little more 
prominently than they should in a class so well able to protect itseH 
from physicial privations. 

(6) Petty Manufacturers and Artisans.-These comprise gold-
· smiths, tailors, confectioners, leather-workers "'-nd weavers. The 
range of income-variation among these is wide, extending from 

· Rs. 750 to Rs. 2,000 per year. It is, therefore, natural that their 
standards also should vary accordingly. This class has an averllge 
family of from 3 to 4 adult units. Several among them own the 

· house they live in, but are not rentiers, nor do they own, as a mle. 
agricultural land or cattle. Most of them have received elementary 

· education. The women-folk among the lower income groups 
occasionally help in the business of the head~as, for instance, by 
selling the ropes, or sweetmeats or cloth, and in other more modest 
ways. Their standard of life is indicated by the fact that they 
keep a clock or a watch, have mattresses and pillows, and some 
books. The better-ta-do of course hit higher targets and might 
boast of a gramophone. 

· The tailor with his sewing machine has become a new feature 
, of village life. Unless he happens to be a local person, he has no 
land or house property. He does not as a - rule keep any cattle. 

· His family tends to be large in keeping with mral influences. He 
does not have much by way of furniture 'or of articles of use on 
special occasions, but the variety and quality of his normal house-

· hold possessions compares favourably with those of the older village 
· artisans. As tailors have to purchase all their food supplies, 
'tlleir expenditure on other items tends to be meagre. This, of 
,course, depends on their earnings, and if the Custom is good and 
regular their standard tends to conform to that of the salaried 
lervants which, though not high. is on the whole more s~ure, 

petty Manufac
turers and 
Artisans. 

(7) Salary Earners.-The extension of several departmental and Salary Earners. 
, institutional activities to small-sized places has increased the 
· opportunities of salaried employment for teachers, clerks, overseers, 
· mechanics, etc. This class is distinguished by two' features, 
'a steady cash income and urban habits of life. The latt~r is tme 
only of such servants as have gone to the place of employment 
from the city. The locally employed salaried servants have local 

! standards, and in addition they have the advantage, in many 
'cases, of possessing a house, land or cattle in the locality. It goes 
· without saying that they have received general education and, iu 
· most cases, professional education. Their women-folk are generally 
-literate, some having gone to secondary schools. They attend to 
all household work but do not as a rule help their men-folk in their 
occupation. 

" Their household possessions are. not abundant, ornamental or 
··~howy. But they have a variety of articles of crockery, furniturt}; 
·:clothing and decoration, which mark them out from the generality 
",of the local folk. Their earnings average about Rs. -100 per month. 
and with an average family 'of four to' .fivepersons {i.e. a· littlEi 
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CHAl'TER U. over thIee: adultumts}, they' "just succeed in reaching' a. balanc~ 
."_ between income and expenditure. Their special position enables 

Standard .. ofLiEe. them to purchase dairy' p~oducts cheaper and. i~ greater abundan~~ 
RUllAL AREAS. than thea compeers III bIgger )towns and cItIes. They can still 
Salary Earners. manage to get a house at a reasonable rental, not above 8 to 10 per 

cent. of their income. Relatively to their income and to the mode 
:fn 'bigger towns among comparable classes their expenditure on 
toilet, amusement, information, delicacies and medicines is' small. 
Expenditure on items of food other than cereal grains is nearly. 

'40 per cent. of their total expenditure, whereas the conventional 
-items noted above are. covered by an expenditure of from 10 to 
15 per cent. On the whole, this class fares well in its material 

:standard' of life. -
Wage-earners. (8) Wage-earners:-Labourers in towns which .. have not· shed 

their agricultural and. rural character have two peculiarities which 
affect their mode and standard of life.· They are not identified, :lS 

'arule, with any particular occupation. or industry as hircj 
workmen. They may work in agriculture, industries, transport, 

;trade, house-building, etc.,. as opportunity may llIise. They :are 
.. ~' unskilled manual workers" available for· all jobs. Secondly, even 
· tbey to an appreciable extent have some" .interest in landed 
· property, either in. the town itself or' in a. nearby place! The extent 
of this interest is small and variable, but it helps to add to the 
worker's living and provides for him a stay-by and an escape. 

Except for food, fuel and clothing they have hardly any . other 
regular item in their expenditure. They .areilliterate as a. rule, 
and probably becaus6 they r~present the cast-aways and waifs of 
families settled elsewhere, they themselves have comparatively 
smaller families, three to four adult units. Their women-folk and 
children actively contribute to the earnings' of . the . family when 
they can get an employment. Occasionally they obtain a share 
of the produce of the fields in which they have an interest. This, 

. however, hardly suffices for their .needs . of cereal food, Cereais, 
vegetables and gul are the· principal items of expenditure. Milk, 
ghee, oil, spices-'-these also are constituents of their diet, but all 

· told, the· expenditure on these items. hardly ·amounts to a rupee per 
head.. The resultant 'effect of unsteady employment and low 
earnings, hardly more than Rs. 400 to Rs. 500 per year, is seen in 
precarious and not fully nutritious diet Partial employment on 
land helps them to keep their head above water in good times. No 

. 'expenditure on luxuries is incurred; that on conventional necessaries 
is small and sporadic, and any special expenditure or calamity can 
be met <1nly by incurring debts at usurious rates. . 

Agricultural (9) Agricultural Labourers.-One who for the most part dependl! 
Labourers. on agricultural labour for his maintenance may not in many 'cases 

be without some land that he cultivates either as owner or tenant. 
A completely landless labourer would/tlnost probably desert ;the 
village, especially in the dry and precarious tracts of the district. 
A person whose main occupation is. hired agricultural labour ~$, 
within the limits of' the settled population of the district, at the 
very base of the ladder of worldly possessions; His family is small 
~s the number who can. even in penury depend on him is neces· 
sarily limited. That his landed" estate does not Significantly detract 

"from his labour status is indicated by the size of his holding, which 
)s about 5 acres or less-for a fully employed agricultural.holderit 
would be 30 acres of dry land-and· -by his· inability· in· most case~ 



·to maintain milch cattle, leave alone agricultural cattle. Such· . CHAPTER n. 
'ft labourer as of course his women-folk, is illiterate. The latter illso- . 
. do hired manual work to eke out the family living. The children Standard of Life".; 
01 school-going age in areas under the Primary Education Act go RURA!-~, . 
'to school. ~ Agncultural, 

1 ' b h . Labourers. . The agricultura :'a ourer as no possessions of either ornamental 
or special value. His immediate needs are so barely, and iiI fact 
incompletely, satisfied that there is no scope for a reserve 
'possession. He naturally has the instruments of his· physical 
labour, e.g., a spade, an axe, a pick, a scythe and a hoe .. H" 
bas no means of diversion or entertainment. Beyond the bare 
minimum of religiously or traditionally essential .. ornaments" of 
married women, and perhaps a brace of thin silver foils of embossed 
images of deities, they have no valuables either. Their beddiag 
is a one piece and tattered affair. Clothing for all, especially 
women and children, is of the scantiest. Their kitchen and dining 
·equipment is .principally made up of earthen vessels and of tin 
with only a few metal vessels for water storage and cooking. 

It is indeed difficult to speak of a regular family budget for these 
people, as -the tenor of their life is fluctuating' almost from day to 
·day. The- agriculturallY' busy seasons mean more or less enough 
'food for them, as this is mostly supplied in kind by the employer. 
On other occasions when employment is good they purchase food, 
clothing, some nicety or milk. But the index of their. standard 
apart from the bare and .empty household, is to be found in 
an absence of milk and ghee, of toilet aDd entertainment, and in 
11 very poor .provision for oil, sugar and vegetables. While the 
days of good, employment might appear as days of -extravagance, 
these are rare, 'and the normal picture is of enforced idleness 
.and want .. In a typical case of agricultural labourer, out of 
:an average monthly income of from Rs. 40 to Rs.45, Rs. 25 would be 
lIpent on food grains, about Rs. 3 on oil and spices, a rupee or so 
on sugar,' and a couple of rupees on fuel. This last is a variable 
factor as in' some places fuel costs more, and in others it .can still 
.be gathered without charge. Any expenditure for additional 
food items and for non-feod items, including lighting, clothing, 
tea, and medicine has to be .met out of the balance. While it is 
true that the seasonal character of agricultural employment and 
the disparate <!onditions between irrigated and dry tracts and· between 
secure and insecure tracts, make a generalization inappropriate, it 
~iust be stated as a general impression of the district that the 
agricultural labourer hardly gets half of what is necessary ·to k~ep 
him in a state of physical sufficiency over the year •. This isdu~ 
not so much to low payment-the concentrated character of demand 
.lor his laQour ensures a fair rate-but to lack of regular employment 
9n"oughOut the'year: . '. . .". ..t. .~, 

: >(10) ViUage Servants.-The village artisans, who .are still to Village Servants • 
.. orne extent. treated as servants of the village _ community and are 
remunerated by. a prescriptive allotment of the . produce . of the 
field. are an important class in villages and townships. The Mahar 
watchman, the. Mang :rope-maker, the Dhor leather-worker, the. 
Gurav ;temple attendant and musician, the washermari~ the '?Ottcr'; 
the smith, the carpenter, and the barber .still· figure in many 
bnportant .places in the eastern talukas even more noticeably than 
In the westem part.". Except those who like the watchman (Mahar." 
and. the batber~.ha.vf: to.depend .. oa·their \1iUage.-perquisit~.- .. the 
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. OLU'TEll.11. ,others have been able to secure good price for' their services and; 
, ~," produce. An annual income of about Rs. 1,000 is now normal for 

&-imdard 9f Life. IDem, and soine like the potter or ,the tanner may make even 
:,RUR/U. .Al.mAs. .hlgher amounts. They usually own their houses, which have two', 
'VilliJ,gi: S~ants. to thfee rooms, but have little other property. Some of them keep 

, " ,mUch cattle and poultry. ,The potter's donkeys must of course be 
treated as p~ of his stock-in-trade. 

Village ~stil 

, Their families are fair-sized, six to seven souls (about ..five adQlt 
: units). Many of them are literate; their women-folk are not. 
.educated, but, in most cases, help their husbands in their business. 
, That they have rarely any, articles either specially preserved for, 
value, or for use on exceptional occasions, indicates that they have,' 
,till lately, always scraped near the margin with little opporturuty 
:for saving. They possess the mstruments of their respectIve trades. 
'They have, however, few articles of amusement ,or decoration. 
,Photographs of deities and of popular leaders and some religious 
,books in Marathi, a prayer or a saint's story book, make up the 
'sum-total of their means of diversion and instruction. Their women
,fOlk 'possess some trinkets, bracelets or ear-rings, in addition to 
the essential neck and nose ornaments which are considered 
,auspicious. . Their bedding does not include mattresses,' and only 
the senior male member of the" family has a footwear. The, 
carpenter having some wooden furniture in his house and the 
cobbler, providing shoes for members of his family must be treated 
as a special case of occupational, advantage. Their clothing is, as 
'a rule, meagre, though the half-pant for boys and the frock for' 
:grrls are definite imprpvements. ,They possess crockery and earthen 
'aud metal vessel;. 
" With little or no reserve and an income of about ItS. 1,000 per year. ' 
:thestandard ofcment expenditure reduces itself to' a. ratio between 
'l"ltpees in· the income and members, in the family.· The produce 
·of the fi~lds obtained as baluta constitutes,a good initial stock of 
':grain, but thatisnot adequate and food grains have tobe purchased. 
x'or this there is enough money" and, mllk and ghee' are supplied, 
perhaps not abundantly· or regularly, from the animals maintained 
by the family., Expenditure on vegetables, sugar and oil per head 
tends, to vary- inversely with the number of persons in ,the family. 
Most indications of the elemenf of ease or a surplus in the family 
budget are,' however, the expenditure on, tea and tobacco, which, 
per month. varies from eight annas to Rs. 3 per head ;toliet varying 
tram ,four annas . to eight. annas; and clothing varying from· Rs. ,,2 
to Rs.4. Except where the· population. pressure is high, there 
seems to be a current balance b.etween ·income and wants in this 
-class . 

. (11) The Villoge PaUI.-The standard of life of village functio~ 
aries enjoying a traditional status reHects on the one hand the 
gen~ral level of the, economic well-being of the village and on the 
other their· relative place in the village hierarchy. The patil is 
Ilaturally at the top of the traditional social ladder .. Not only doos 
he: possess.' lands which are part ,of his watan and are usually 
situated in the most advantageous part of, the village, but he has 
all the direct and' indirect advantages of his "magisterial"" position. 
His house is· a .. mansion ~according to local standards. and his 
stables, are full of· agricultural, dairy and food animalsJ He has 
a big family, very often the privilege of the members of the family 
of being considered .fQr appointment :,as 'patil -acting ,as :a connter';" 

. - ~ - " 
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Jnfluence to the natural tendency towards splitting ofJ-'oint families. CHAPTER ll:'
l'be patil is literate, but not usually very much e ucated. The --, - _ .' 
younger brothers may be better educated, and all the children now Standard Gf LiE~, 
,go to school in places where the compulsory primary education law ~~ ~ • 
applies.. The elde.r women ar~ unedu~ated and they help in the ge-
occupation of thell" men-folk m a vanety of ways both, at home' 
.and in the field. -

- A patil would not be a patil if he had not some articles of 
mnament or use which he treasures both for their intrinsic and 
for their traditional value. Some clothes or headgear with gold 
thread, some ornaments of .old style, and some old arms are always 
treasured, even the village evining some vicarious interest in -these. 
He has a full :!rmoury of agricultural implements, being one of the 

'progressive and fortunate few to. possess even an "iron" plough, 
He would usually have a cart, decorated perhaps to look like
,8 carriage. Not unusually, he would have a horse to ride on. He 
would naturally possess :lOme books and photographs, a number 
.of them being group photographs. He would have in his house 
the necessary ornaments of women, and also a number of other 
~nes, e.g., necklaces, anklets, ear-rings, etc. He would have a few 
mattresses, many quilts, some refined and several rough blankeU:. 
}'<1<1twear would be normally worn by the grown 'up male members 
,of the family., While the quality may not be always very up to 
,date, his wardrobe, both for male and female members of the family,
would be well stocked with both old and new style garments. 
While he would not be above using earthen pots for special uses, 
his kitchen equipment and dining vessels would be all of metal. 
Their number also would be large, partly on account of accumula- , 
tions and partly on account of -, the responsibility _ to find for 
a communal occasion or on an important visit the means of 
.()~ganising a celebration. 

The patil is altogether self-sufficient in the matter of food grains, 
dairy products, vegetables and fuel. A monthly expenditure per 
head on oil and spices at the average rate of Rs. 2, on -sugar Rs. 2, 
on tea and tobacco Re. 1, and on toliet Re. 1, and a yearly expendi
ture of Rs. 60 per head on clothes would by no means be ususual. 
While provision would regularly be made for a newspaper, Q~er 
information or entertainment, as also prepared food, would depend 
on availability, the means being readily assured. In fact, in normal 
times the patil would be a saving and investing member _ of the
village community~ though his income calculated in inoney would 
DOt much exceed Rs. 3,000 per year. ' 



CHAPTER U-ECONOlnC PROSPECTS. CILU'TER U. 

THE E(DSOMIC PBOSPEC'l'S OF THE POONA. DJS'I'BICT. as revealed in Economic 
the preceding narration of the leading events in most departments PIospeda. 

of economic life. appear to be good. How favourable these may 
actoaIly tum out to be will depend upon the further progress that 
takes place in several directions. It is clear that the importance 
of the urban factor in the life of the district is steadily increasing. 
Still the rural population and its agricultural pursuits answer for 
more than bal£ of the sphere of employment. Not only for the 
rural people but also for the remaining urban population, which 
in several important respects depends upon the fortunes of the 
rural area. the prospects of agricultural progress are very 
signj6cant. 

As has· already been noticed in several Places. the possibilities Acmcm.T1lBAIo 
of any large-moo. increase in the area under cultivation are ~ 
extremely limited. Fwther progress will. therefore. have to be in 
the direction of improving the quality and yield of existing 
production. Irrigational facilities are· the most effective means of 
making agricultural employment more secure. continuous and 
profitable. The raising of the height of the Khad.akvasIa dam and 
the construction of dams across several small streams all over the 
district, me.asures for which are under contemplation at present, 
are likely to influence for the better the <;GUl'Se of cultivation In the 
eastern as wen as the western talu1cas. H the experiments now. 
being made to use the compost of municipal refuse as fertilizer for. 
irrigated CJ'OlX are canied to a successful conclusion, a close bond. 
of progress will be established between the towns and the.rural ~ 

'The growing vogue of commercial and cash crops has ~y 
been noticed. With the extension of irrigation and better farmin~ 
this trend will grow in strength. and as the demand born the urban· 
population increases. and transport is better organized. it will: 
beCome inaeasingly profitable to grow garden and commercial cropL 

The growing demand for milk and ~ products for tho' 
concentrated urban population is tending to make cultivation of. 
fodder and cattle food more and more attractive. While it i9 true
that fresh land for cultivation is limited. a large part of the baneo· 
and less productive land can be utilized.· to raise more feed fOr' 
cattle than at present. 'The Agricultural Department is already 
alive to . this prospect. and the growing development. of dairy. 
business may be counted on to supply the spur. _. .. 

The prospect of an improvement in quality is. however,. not
ooufined to fodder and other cattle feed. . For the staple produce 
of the district. ~ paddy and baj:ri. as also for. special crops:like-~ 

• Bk \'1 2-28 
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CHAPTER Ii. sugarcane and fruits, organized . efforts are made for improve 
ment of the quality of seed and intensive cultivation. With th« 
growing success of these measures the profitability of agricultur« 
will also increase. The policy of all-sided assistance to agricultur« 
~dopted by the Revenue, Agricultural, Co-operative and o.thel 
departments pf the State ought to ensure the continuity oj 

Economic 
Prospects. 

AGRICULTURAL 
l'ROGRESS. 

progress. 
SMALL-SCALE AND IN POONA CITY, AS ALSO IN SOME MOFUSSIL CENTRES LIKE JUNNAR, 
VILLAGE OCCUPA- there was a long tradition of skilled artisan industry. In most of the 

TIONS. larger villages the common household occupations, e.g., weaving, 
tanning, rope-making and earthen pottery, have continued to exist 
in varying degrees .of profitability.. The extent of these occupations 
and the efforts that are being made through co-operative and 
departmental channels for their preservation and progress have 
been recorded in an earlier chapter. Not only by State-aid and 
protective legislation, but also by special research and demonstra
tion, the maximum of reassurance will, it is expected,. continue ttl 
be carried to these tradip-onal small-scale and village occupatioucl. 
:But several circumstances combine to show that most of these 
occupations can survive only if their forms are altered and 
improved. 
. The attractions of other employments, mostly urban, are tending 

to raise the level of wages. Neither by price, nor by quality, much 
less by any special attractiOn, do the goods produced by traditional 
methods, as a rule, . find a welcome demand. A low quality 
product manufactured at high cost cannot for long hold a profitable 
or an expanding market, even if a legal monopoly is created. 
Fortunately by making power available in rural . areas, which 
appears to be feasible in view of existing and contemplated systems 
ot hydro-electric energy serving the district, it is possible 
~o; improv~ the technique and quality materially. The amount 

. of capital, technical skill and enterprise needed in running 
a mechanized industry, -even in a small and dispersed form, may 
not be easily available among the traditional artisan groups. 
A few ind~viduals belonging to these groups possess the requisite 
enterPrize, and the profits realized during the recent period of high 
prices have improved the· capital situation for them. Industrial 
co-operatives are an attempt at supplying for the small-scale artisans 
at least some of the advantages of large-scale organization. There 
lS' also: a tendency on the part of urban technicians and financiers 
to choose rural sites for 10catiIig their factories. In these varied 
forms-reorganized artisans' shops, industrial co-operatives and 
rural factories...:.the scope of industrial employment in rural areas 
may be expected to expand. . But the relative attractions of urban 
employments seem to be stronger. and village industries of the 
~aditional . type may not prove as. \tiable a pari: of a strongly 
urbanized economy as other more mechanized and la!-"ge-scale units 
may do. In their altered and reorganized form, however, small. 
s_cale village industries·. may be. expected to provide g~inful 
occupation to. a portion of the rural population. .' 

URBANIZATION OJ! ·MABKETlr.m~ SMALL-SC.u.t INDUSTRY, AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
SMALLER 'fOWNS. C(>mbine to basten the process of urbanization of a number of 

smaller towns in the' district. Apart from the headquarters of' the 
several talukas, which tend to combine agriculture, commerce and 
administration, several faii:~si.zed towns have cropped up as centres 
ofcommerca for vegetables., gul! grpun~ut, FO.tatges and garden 
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products. Talegaon-Dhamdhere, Manchar, Ghodegaon, Supa, Loni- CHAl'TER ~ 
J(albhor, Ale, Narayangaon, Avsarl, Nimgaon, and Otur are some ...-.. 
of the towns created by the growing need for more centres of l:conomio 
marketing. The special efforts that are being made to establish J'rospects, 
licensed warehouses and regulated markets will only strengthen this URBANIZATION o~ 
tendency. An urban centre, once established, tends to attract to SMALLER TOWN~. 
itself a number of subsidiary occupations. These, in tum, add to 
the amenities of the place, which attract more population. The 
growing facilities in respect of motor transport bring more traffic 
to such places. The strong trend towards an increase in the 
number of smaller towns may, therefore, be expected to ·persist in 
the future. 

, The most crucial part of the district's economic prospects lies, Role of PoonG 
however, in the chief city. At several stages in the past, the citY City. 
has obtained a stimulus both to its population and to its business 
l>y external factors, such as the establishment of a cantonment, 
a public department, or an institution. The two world wars 
!lccentuated this process, which has by no means reached its end. 
In fact, it is increasingly in evidence. The National Chemical 
Laboratory, the National Defence Academy and the Penicillin Factory 
are very recent accessions to the public Institutions of the place. 
The direct as well as the indirect effects of these institutions on the 
~mployment of people are considerable, . 
. On account of a variety of reasons in the past, most of· which 
have been recorded in one part or another of this volume, the 
City has now grown to a stage where further progress in all respects 
seems to be almost inevitable. The establishment of the Corpora~ 
tion, as that of the University, was an event that was not achieved 
in a day. It came as the last stage of· a process· of internal 
expansion that was steadily going on. In other departments of life, 
the same process of a cumulative change is visible. Power or 
transport. finance or personnel, amenities or entertainments-in all 
these· a process of expansion that grows by feeding on itself is 
visible. There are bound to be short tenn . fluctuations, but over 
a long time Poona seems to be well set for a steady expansio~ of 
its employments and business. 
;It is easy to appreciate the favourable effect on secondary 
employments that the growth of the city 1s expected to produce, 
But as the experience of bigger cities like Bombay proves; once the 
city has grown to limits which make it independent of local 
physical resources in respect of employment, its further industrial 
progress is rapid. Thus, the comparative lack of any special 
attractions to industry from which Poona suffered till lately seems 

; to have been overcome by recent developments. The place can 
i claim no special advantages in respect of raw materials or cheap 
l1abour on which any large-scale industry can count. An indpstry. 
{ therefore, which produces articles in the manufacturing costs of 
! which raw materials and manual labour 6ccupy an important .J>lace, 
1. cannot hope to succeed in Poona. On the other hand, the large 
. number of technical and scientific industries for which finance, 
i trained labour and transport are of crucial importance will find Poona 
I increasingly inviting. The development of banking and of 
" Industrial deposits in Poona has been steady and . the process of 

transformation from so-called indigenous to organized bankiBg ·by 
which it .has been brought about is a very encouraging sign for 
the future. Moreover,. the growing easewitb ·whichconcerns 
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CHAPTER 12. located in Poona can draw on the financial resources of Bombay 
bas made Poona an attractive place for the location of plants even 

Economic to Bombay enterprisers. The increasingly cosmopolitan character 
Prospects. of the population of the city and the presence of a number of 

URBANIZATlQN OF recent immigrants into the dish1ct, most of whom possess industry 
S:if :~:::s. and enterprise and not a few of whom possess some capital as well, 

o e aty. are new factors which have improved the economic prospects of 
the city. The establishment of an oil-engine factory and a rubber
factory illustrates the operation of only some of these favourable 
factors. It is to be expected that this vogue will prove increa.singly 
popular ainong industrial enterprisers. . 

Further progress in transport, within and without the district, 
will increase the commericial possibilities of Poona as even a bigger 
centre of internal distribution. than it has been· in the past. Along 
all the liries of road and rail communications there is a strong 
tendency for commericial, residential and. industrial units to crop 
up almost unobtrusively. These two tendencies, improvement in 
transport and development· of housing along new outlets, have 
already brought about an extension of the municipal limits of Poona. 
This tendency will persist, and will be repeated in the case of 
several smaller municipalities as well. During the last seventy years 
the population of Poona bas increased by 483 per cent. But the 
value of imports of grain and groceries into the city has increased 
tv\'elve times, and that of building materials thirty-three times. 
Allowing for the rise in prices· during the interval, the figures still 
indicate a process of expanding business activity in the wake of. 
expanding urbanization; . . 

To some extent, especially in the initial stages, industry builds the 
city. But at a later stage, and with a favourable situation, the city 
bv.ilds industry. As observed earlier, this stage bas definitely been 
reached for Poona city, and its situation as the transport centre of 
a. big area and of a number of smaller yet economically important; 
towns, within and without the district, gives ground for the expecta .. 
tion that the district as a whole will be more and more urbanized 
and industrialized. The effects of this process on the agriculture o~ 
the district will also be favourable by way of creating a remunerative 
demand, and generally by augmenting the resources of the agricultural 
producers. . 



PART V-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. 
CHAPTER IS-ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE. 

INTRoDucnoN. 

PuBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN THE STATE in the last century 
consisted mostly in providing security of person and property and 
raising the revenue necessary for the purpose. In other words, 
Police, Jails and Judiciary representing security, ana Land Revenue, 
Excise, Registration and Stamps representing revenue formed the 
most important departments of the State. The Public Works 
Department was the only other branch of sufficient importance, 
but its activities of construction and maintenance were, apart from 
roads and irrigation works, confined to buildings required foi' the 
departments of Government. With the gradual liberalization of the 
constitution; the demand arose for the expansion of governmental 
activities into what were called .. nation-building" departments, 
namely, Education, Health, Agriculture~ Co-operation, etc., and in 
the twenties and thirties of this. <;6ntury emphasis came definitely 
to be shifted to these departments. When complete popularization 
of the provincial government took place.in 1937, the new Govern
ment attempted not only to expand the .. nation-building" depart
ments but also to create a welfare State by paying attention to the 
well-being of the lower income groups and the backward classes 
in society. After the close of World-War II and the attainment of 
independence by India, an all-out effort is being made both to 
promote the welfare of the citizens and to build up a socially 
directed economy. The present activities of the State, therefore, 
require a much more elaborate administrative system than wha.t 
was felt to be necessary during the nineteenth century. 

In the descriptions that follow in this chapter and in chapters 14-18, 
the departments. of the State operating in the Poona district have 
.Leen grouped into six categories, composed as follows ;-

Chapter IS-Administrative Structure.-Land .Revenue and 
General Administration,o and Local Self-Government. 

Chapter 14-Justice and Peace.-Judiciary, Police, Jails, and 
Juveniles and Beggars. 

Chapter IS-Revenue and Finance.:-Land Records, Sales Tax, 
Registration, Stamps, and Motor Vehicles. 

Chapter 16-Developmental Deparlments.-Agriculture, Veteri
nary, Forests. Co-operation, Industrial Co-operatives and Village 
Industries, Industries, Public Works, and Road Transport. 

-This is composed of the Collector and his subordinate officers. 

CHAPTER IS. 

Administrative 
Structure. 

INTRODUCTION. 
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Clwpter 17-Welfare Dcparlments.-Education, Technicnl and 
Industrial Training, Medical, Public Health, Labour, Prohibition 
and Excise, Backwilrd Classes, the Charity Commissioner, and 
Parks and Gardens. 

Chapter 18-Miscellaneous Dcpartmcnts.-Town Planning and 
Valuation, Publicity, and Administration of Managed Estates. 

LAND REVENUE AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION. 
THE POONA DISTRIcr formerly consisted of only eleven talukas and 

one peta. On the 1st August 1949, portions of the former nhor State 
were merged with it, and, as a result, Mulshi Peta was converted 
into a taluka and Bhor Taluka and Velhe Mahal were added to tho 
roona district. A re-arrangement of the boundaries of various 
talukas was also eJIected in 1949 and 1950. The district now covers 
an area of 6,023 square miles· and has, according to the census of 
1951, a population of 19,50,976. It is divided into four prants, 
comprising 13 talukas and a mahal as shown below:-

( 1) Cit" Pront, forming a single 
taluka (Poona City Taluka). 

(2) Havell Prant-
(I) Havell Tnluka 

(Ii) Mulslli Tnluka 
( Iii) Bhor Tnluka 
(Iv) Mnval Tnluka 
(v) Velhe Mahal 

(3) /unnar Pront-
(I) Junnar Taluka 
(Ii) Ambegnon Taluka 
( iii) Khed Taluka 
(Iv) Sirur Taluka 

( 4) Bhimthadi Pront-
( I) Banunnti Taluka 
( Ii) Indapur Tsluka 

( iii) Dhond Taluka 
( Iv) PurnndnJ' Taluka 

Azea In POllulation 
SCJ. miles. (1951 census). 

67·8 

514·9 
353'3t 
324·8 
413·8 
196'2 

532·7 
401·5 
539·4 
610'5 

539·7 
585'8 
516·1 
406'5 

6.023'0° 

5,94.083 

1.80.653 
68.884 
73.711 
98.386 
27,391 

1,40,287 
98.880 

1.26.457 
1,03.108 

1.34,271 
1,12.304 

89;162 
1.03.3!)9 

19.50.976 

The Collector is the pivot on which the district administration 
turns. Not only is he at the head of the Revenue Department 
in the district, but, in so far as the needs and exigencies of the 
district administration are concerned, he is expected to 
superintend the working of the officers of other departments. 

(i) Revenue.-The Collector is most intimately connected with 
the operation of the Bombay Land Revenue Code (V of 1879). 
lIe'is the custodian of Government property in lana. (including 
trees and water) wherever situated, and at the same time tho 
guardian of the interests of members of the public in land in so 
far as the interests of Government in land have been conceded to 
them. All land, wherever situated, whether applied to agricultural 

°The nrea figure of the district of PoonR supplied to thl! CrnslIs Ruthorltic!'l 
by the Surveyor Cenlll'al of India was 6.027,5 sQunre miles. 'rhe IIrca fllJ'lfl" 
given by the Census authorities, which are reproduced In this table, Wt.'re 
obtained by the Census authorities from the District Inspector of Land Uecords 
or from locnl records. 

tSome villages of the Mulshl tnluka lire still unsurveyed, and so the area of 
853'5 square miles covers only the villllges surveyed. . 
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.m other purposes,· is liable to payment of land revenue, except in CllAPTEB.1S. 
so far as it may be expressly exempted by a special contract (vide 
5t'ction 45, Land Revenue Code). Such land revenue is of three· Administrative • 
linds: (i) agricultural assessment, (ii) non-agricultural assessment, Strudure. 
and (iii) miscellaneous (e.g., rates for the use of water in respect Lum lU:vEmia 
of which no rate is leviable under the Bombay Irrigation Act (VII :~~ 
of 1879). The Collector's duties are in respect of (a) fixation, Collector • 
. ( b) collection, and (c) accounting of all such land revenue. The 
assessment is fixed on each piece of land roughly in proportion to 
its productivity. This assessment is revised every thirtY years taluka 
by taluka. A revision survey and settlement is carried out by the 
Land Records Department before a revision is made, and the 
Collector is expected to review the settlement reports with great 
cure. The assessment is usually guaranteed against increase for 
a period of thirty years. Government, however, grant suspensions 
and remissions in bad seasons as a matter of grace, and the 
determination of the amount of these suspensions and remissions is 
in the hands of the Collector. As regards non-agricultural assess-
ment, section 48 of the Code provides for alteration of the agricultural 
assessment when agriculturally assessed land is used for a non-
agricultural purpose. In the same '\\ay, unassessed land used for 
a non-agricultural purpose is assessed to non-agricultural rates. All 
this has to be done by the Collector according to the provisions of 
the rules under the Land Revenue Code. MiscellaneolJS land revenue 
also has to be fixed by the Collector according to ilie circumstances 
of each case.· 

The collection of land revenue rests with the Collector, who has 
to see that the revenue due is recovered pupctually and with the 
minimum of coercion, and that the collections are properly credited 
md accounted for. 

The Collector is further responsible for the collection of fees and 
taxes under various other Acts, such as the Bombay Irrigation Act 
(VII of 1879), the Indian Forest Act (XVI of 1927), the Indian 
Stamp Act (II of 1899), the Indian Court-fees Act (VII of 1870), 
:he Bombay Tolls on Roads and Bridges Act (III of 1875), the 
Bombay Entertainments Duty Act (I of 1923), and the Bombay 
l'rohibition Act (XXV of 1949). There are also Acts which contain 
l provision that dues under them are recoverable as arrears of land 
·evenue, and the Collector and his establishment have to undertake 
he recovery of such dues when necessary. 

In regard to the administration of the Forest Act, it is not only 
he recovery of the forest revenue with which the Collector Is 
:oncemed, but the ultimate responsibility for the administration 
,f the department, 50 far as his distri(.t is concerned, lies with him, 
lnd the Divisional Forest Officer is his assistant for the purpose of 
hat administration, except in matters relating to the technique of 
:orestry. 

As regards the Prohibition Act, the Collector has to issue personal 
lermits to liquor and drug addicts and recover the assessment fees 
rom shops permitted to sell liquor and drugs. The Collector of 
'oona is the Chairman of the Prohibition Committee of the district. 
n fact. he is the agency through which the Director of Prohibition 
IIld EAcise arranges to have the policy of the department carried 
IUt. 

·Please see p. 498 at the end of the section relating to Land Records 
[)epartmenL . 
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CHA1'TER 1'3. The administration of the Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural 
'Lands Act (LXVII of 1948), rests with the Collector. He is also 

'Administrative . an appellate authority. to hear appeals under the various sections 
StrUcture. of the Act. 

o.~ c= (ii) lniims.~As a legacy of former Governments, alienations of land 
ADMINISTRATION. revenue have taken place in regard to large areas of land in the 

.collector. district. There are also cash allowances settled under various Act<;. 
It is the duty of the Collector to see that the conditions under which 
these are continuable are observed and they are continued only 
to persons entitled to hold them. Recently, however, the State 
Government have inaugurated a policy of abolishing these aliena
'tions, and within a few years almost all lands in the district are 
'expected to be assessed to full land revenue. With effect from ht 
May 1951, all Kulkarni watans along with the right of service were 
abolished by the Bombay Paragana and Kulkarni Watans AboHtion 
Act (LX of 1950). By the Bombay Personal Inams Abolition Act 
(XLII of 1953), which came into effect on 20th June 1953, all 
'personal inams are ·extinguished in the case of personal inams 
cunsisting of exemption from the paYment of land revenue 
only, either wholly or in part, if the amount of such exemption is or 
'exceeds Rs. 5,000, with effect from the 1st day of August 1953, and 
jn all other cases, with effect from the 1st day of August 1955. 
. (iii) Public' Utility.-The Agriculturists' Loans Act (XII of 1884) 
and the Land Improvement Loans Act (XIX of 1883), regulate the 
grant of loans to agriculturists at cheap rates for financing their 
operations. The Collector has to estimate the needs of his district 
in accordance with the policy of Government for the' time being 
and, in the event of a bad season, to make further demands for as 
much money as can be usefully loaned for the purpose of tiding 
over the scarcity. He has to take necessary steps' for the most 
advantageous disbibution of the amount placed at his disposal and 
to see that the a(lvances made are recovered at the proper time. 

The Collector of Poona is the Court of Wards for the estates 
taken over under the Bombay Court of Wards Act (I of 1905). 
He has appointed a. "Manager" to superintend these estates. 

(iv) Accounts.-The Collector is in charge of the treasury and 
is personally responsible to Government for its general administra
tion, the due accounting of all moneys received and disbursed, the 
'correctness of the treasury returns and' the safe custody of the 
valuables which it contains. In matters of accounts and audit, the 
Collector (with the Treasury Officer under him) is responsible to 
the Accountant General, whose instructions. he has to obey. He 
does not, however, take part in the daily routine of treasury 
business. For that work his delegate and representative is the 
Treasury Officer. 

( v) Quasi-judicial functions in revenue matters.-Among the 
quasi-judicial functions of the Collector on the revenue side, apart 
from hearing appeals from the Prant Officers under the Land 
Hevenue Code and various other Acts, may be mentioned: 
(i) The revisional powers exercised under section 23 of the Bombay 
Mamlatdars' Courts Act (II of 1906), in respect of Mamlatdars' 
orders under the Act. (This power is delegated to an Assistant 
or Deputy Collector). (ii) Appellate powers under section 53 of 
the Bombay Irrigation Act, in regard to fixation of betterment 
charges on lands under the irrigable command of a canal. (iii) The 
work which the Collector does in connection with the execution 
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bf civil coUrts' decrees. ( iv) Proceedings and awards under CHAPTER 13. 
liection 11 of the Land Acquisition Act (I of 1894). 
: (vi) Local Self-Govemment.-In all cases in which the power 
iof passing orders in matters affecting local bodies rests witfi the 
Director of Local Authorities or Government, either the proposals 
are made by the Collector or they are received by the Director of 
Local Authorities with the Collector's remarks. There' are, 
however, many matters in which the Collector can pass final orders. 
The control sections of the various Acts governing local bodies 
give authority to the Collector as the chief representative of 
Government to supervise the action of local bodies and to give 
advice. 

It is the Collector of Poona who maintains liaison betWeen 
Government and the Cantonment Boards of Poona and Kirkee. 
The Personal Assistant to the Collector, as Prant Officer of Poona 
City Prant, is a member of the Cantonment Boards of Poona and 
Kirkee. 

( vii) OffICers of other Departments.-The officers of other 
deparbnents stationed at the district headquarters can be divided 
into two groups: (A)-(I) The District and Sessions Judge, (2) the 
District Superintendent of Police, (3) the Divisional Forest Officer, 
( 4 ) the Executive Engineer, and (5) the Civil Surgeon: 
(B )-( 1) The Superintendent of Prohibition and Excise, (2) the 
Administrative Officer, District Local. Board, (3) the District 
Agricultnral Officer, and ( 4 ) the Inspector of Sanitation and 
Vaccination. 

(A)-(1) The District Judge has a separate and independent 
sphere of work, and as Sessions Judge he exercises appellate powers 
over the decisions of all judicial magistrates in the district. The 
Bombay Separation of Judicial and Executive Functions Act 
(XXIII of 1951) has separated the magistracy into "judicial 
magistrates," who are subordinates of the Sessions Judge, and 
.. executive magistrates," who are subordinates of the District 
Magistrate. Before the enactment of this legislation, the Sessions 

. Judge used to exercise appellate powers over the decisions, in 
criminal cases, of the District Magistrate and other First Class 
Magistrates, but the new legislation has withdrawn from the 
t'xecutive magistrates practically all powers of trial of criminal 
cases, and only in certain cases the Sessions Judge has to hear appeals 
from the decisions of executive magistrates. 

( 2) The District Superintendent of Police and the Police force 
of the district are under the control of the District Magistrate. 

(3) The Divisional Forest Officer is regarded as the Collector's 
assistant in regard to forest administration. 

( 4) The Executive Engineer stands a little apart. Since his 
work is technical, he is not directly subordinate to the Collector, 
though in a sense he plays a part subsidiary to the general adminis
tration of the district, of which the Collector is the head, and he 
is expected to help the Collector whenever required to do so. The 
Collector can ask him to investigate the utility of minor irrigation 
works likely to be agriculturally useful in the district. According 
1:(1 section 11 of the Bombay Famine Relief Code, the ExecutivCJ 
Engineer arranges, in consultation with the Collector, for the 
inclusion, in the programme of expansion of public works, of the 
plans for special and current repairs to roads and other useful 
work suitable as scarcity works. The programme of famine relief 

.Administrative 
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C:iIAFrER IS. works 'is also' prepared quinquennially by the Executive EngineJ 
- in consultation with the Collector. When the time for actu~ 

Adininistrative opening of any work comes, the Collector can requisition the servic~ 
Structure. of the Executive Engineer for making immediate arrangements fo 

Lum G REvENuE procuring the necessary establishment, tools, plant, buildinl 
':~N. materials, etc. (Famine Relief Code, section 81). 

Collector. (5) The Civil Surgeon has also a separate and independen 
sphere of his own, but must place his professional and technica 
advice and assistance at the disposal of the general districl 
administration whenever required. 

( B ) -The Collector is the subordinate of the Director of Prohibi
tion and Excise in all matters pertaining to the Bombay Prohibitior 
Act (XXV of 1949). . The Superintendent of Prohibition and Excis~ 
is his subordinite, except in technical matters. 

The other officers in this group are also of subordinate status 
Their services in their particular sphere can be requisitioned by thE 
Collector, either directly in case of necessity, if the matter is urgent 
or through their official superiors. 

The following are some of the officers of the district who haVE 
more or less intimate contact with the Collector in matters relatin! 
to their department and hav~ to carry out his genera 
instructions :-

(1) the District Industrial Officer, (2) the Backward Clasl 
Welfare Officer, (3) the Medical Officers at the various taluk~ 
centres, ( 4) the District Health Officer, (5) the Composl 
Development Officer (through the Rural Development Board) 
(6) the Divisional Veterinary Officer, (7) the District InspectOl 
of Land Records, (8) the District Officer, Industrial Co-opera· 
tives and Village Industries, (9) the District Co-operative Officer, 
and (10) the Marketing Inspector. 
The Reclamation Officer and the Regional Transport Officer are 

other officers whose work in the district has to be conducted in 
consultation with the Collector. 

( viii) As District M agistrate.-The Collector's duties as Districl 
Magistrate are mostly executive. He is at the head of an othel 
executive magistrates in the district. As District Magistrate, beside! 
the ordinary powers of a Sub-Divisional Magistrate, he has the 
following powers among others :-

(1) Power to hear appeals from orders requiring security fOJ 
keeping the peace or good behaviour ( section 406, Criminal 
Procedure Code); . 

( 2) Power to call for records from &ny subordinate executive 
magistrate (section 435) ; 

( 3) Power to issue commission for examination of witnesses 
(sections 503 and 506) ; 

(4) Power to hear appeals from or revise orders passed by 
subordinate executive magistrates I under section 514-procedure 
on forfeiture of bond (section 515). 

\VhElD authorised by the State Government, the District Magistrate 
may invest any magistrate subordinate to him with-

( 1) Power to make orders prohibiting repetitions of nuisances 
(section 143) ; 

(2) Power to make orders calculated to prevent apprehended 
danger to public peace (section 144) ; and 

( 3) Power to hold inquests (section 174). 
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CHAPTERl~ The District Magistrate, Poona, is Chairman of the Board of 
Visitors of the Yeravada Central Prison: The executive manage-
ment of the sub-jails in the district is subject to his orders. -Administrative 

Besides being in control of the police in the district, the District ~tru~ 
Magistrafe has extensive powers under the Criminal Procedure AND GENERAL 
Code, the Bombay Police Act (XXII of 1951), and other Acts· for . ADMINISTRATION. 

the maintenance of law and order. It is his duty to examine the Collector. 
records of police stations and outposts, in order that he may gain 
an insight into the state of crime within their limits and satisfy 
himself that cases are being promptly disposed of. 

In his executive capacity, the District Magistrate is concerned 
with the issue of licences and permits under the Arms Act (II of 

. -1878), the Petroleum Act (VIII of 1899), the Explosives Act (IV of 
1884), and the Poisons Act (I of 1904). He has also to supervise 
the general administration of these Acts, to inspect factories and 
magazines, and to perform various other supervisory functions. 

( ix) As District Registrar.-As District Registrar the Collector 
controls the administration of the Registration Department ~thin 
his district. 

(x) Sanitation and Public H ealth.-The duties of the Collector in 
the matter of sanitation are: ( a ) to see that ordinary and special 
sanitary measures are initiated in cases of outbreaks of epidemic 
diseases; ( b) to watch and stimulate the efficiency of the sanitary 
administration of municipalities and other sanitary authorities; and 
( c) to advise and encourage local bodies to improve the permanent 
sanitary conditions of the areas under them so far as the funds at 
their disposal will allow. He can freely requisition the advice and 
technical assistance of the District Health Officer and the Assistant 
Director of Public Health, Central Registration District, in this regard. 

(xi) . Rural Development .Board.-The Collector is ex officio 
Chairman of the Rural Development Board. The Board is 
constituted of district or divisional officers of the various depart
ments concerned with rural development, Members of the State 
legislature who are residents of the district, the President of the 
District Local Board, two non-official members of the State Rural 
Development Board who are residents of the district, representatives 
of co-operative agencies in the district, such as the Dsitrict Central 
c.o-operative Bank, marketing societies and agricultural societies. 
The functions and duties of the board are: (a) to act' as a focus 
of all rural development activities in the district; ( b ) to 
formulate, for submission to Government through the appropriate 
channels, schemes for the improvement of rural areas and for 
increasing the production of agricultural commodities, mainly of 
food crops; (c) to execute such schemes and administer such funds 
as may.berelegated to them; (d) to supervise and guide the work 
of taluka development boards and village food production 
committees; ( e ) to select suitable agencies for the distribution of 
materials like groundnut cake, mixed manure, iron and steel. 
cement, diesel oil for agricultural purposes, etc., and to make 
provision for supervising the distribution work;. and (I) to assist 
and advise the officers concerne4 for the carrying out of rural 
development and for increasing food production. 

(xii) District Soldiers, Sailors' and Ainnen's Board.-The 
Collector is also President of the District Soldiers'. Sailors' and 
Airmen's Board. The Vice-President of this board is a military 
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CHAPTER 13. officer nominated by the Recruiting Officer, Poona, and the members 
of the board are: (1) the District Superintendent of Police; (2) the 

AdmiQjslrative Regional Director of Resettlement and Employment, Bombay (or 
.Structure. his nominee); ( 3) a representative of the Indian Navy; (4) the 

:Lum REvENuE President, District Local Board, Poona; (5) non-officials Qominated 
_ t::' GENERAL by the Collector with the concurrence of the State Board; (6) the 

. ~~ON. Prant Officers of the district; .. ('7) . the Administrator, Services 
Post-War Reconstruction Fund and other Allied Funds; and (8) the 
members of the State Board resident in the district. An ex-Junior 
Commissioned Officer serves as paid secretary. The duties of the 
board are: ( a ) to promote and maintain a feeling of good will 
between the civil and military classes; (b) generally to watch 
over the family and interest of serving soldiers, etc.; and (c) to 
implement in detail the work of the Bombay State Soldiers', Sailors' 
and Airmen's Board. 

Conectois 
Office. 

( xiii ) Procurement and distribution of food grains.-One of the 
evils of World War II and its consequences was scarcity and 
maldistribution of various essential artiCles, such as foodstuffs, 
cloth, sugar and kerosene,' and a rise in their prices. In conse
quence, Government undertook the control of the prices of these 
articles and the regulation. of their production, supply and distribu
tion. This work in the districts and talukas was in the beginning 
discharged by the officers of the departments of Land Revenue and 
General Administration. Later, as these activities increased. 
special staff and officers were appointed. But even now the 
procUrement of food grains is entrusted to the revenue officers and 
the general control over the administration of supply and distribu
tion 'rests with the Collector in the district, and the mamlatdar in 
the talukas. In regard to rationing schemes, the Collector is 
responsible for their proper working and for exercising general 
supervision over the rationing officers' and their staff. A District 
Supply Advisory Committee assists the C6llector and helps to 
ventilate the views and difficulties of the public in matters of 
supply. The Collector is the ex-officio Chairman of the District 
Supply Advisory Committee and the Supply Officer its Secretary. 
The committee is, however, composed mostly of non-officials 
representing the District Local Board, the municipalities and the 
co-operative movement, and has on it all the members of the State 
Legislature resident in the district. 

(xiv) D~laced Persons.-The inflow of ,a large number .of 
persons into the State from Western Pakistan as a result of the 
conditions prevailing there after the parhtion of India has recently 
added to the cares of District Collectors. A large number of these 
displaced persons (2:?,425 according to the Census of 1951) are 
in the process of making the Poona district their home. The 
Collector of Poona, has, therefore, his share of the work of re
habilitation and resettlement of these persons. .He has to deal with 
grant of loans, maintenance allowance, etc., to these persons and 
also to look after the administration- of the relief camps in the 

. district. 

The Collector's Office.-The Collecto~'s Office at Poona is divided 
into many branches, each of which is usually in charge of a person 
in the grade of Mamlatd1i.r. Some· of these branches are placed 
under the Personal Assistant to the Collector, who is also Prant 
Officer of the Poona City Priint, and the others under an Additional 
-J?ersonal Assistant. 
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. The Home Branch deals with all magisterial work, the CHAl'TER 13: 

. administration of the Bombay Entertainments Duty Act (I of 1923); 
'the Arms Act (XI of 1878), and political work connected with the. Administrative. 
maintenance of law and order. The English Branch deals with Structure. 
the District Loca}a Board, municipalities and village"panchayats, Lum REVENUS 
passports, political work, prohibition and excise, public workS, petro- tr,ND GENERAL 
leum, medical affairs, fairs, cattle pounds, telephones, stamp duty, Coll:Mffi!: 
Backward Class Board meetings, etc. The Chitnis Branch deals 
with matters like land revenue, land grants, watans, cash allowances, 
tagai, establishment, encroachments, dues of co-operative societies, 
tenancy, execution of decrees of civil courts ( darkhast), audit of 
village accounts (jamabandi audit), and inspection of talukas and 
public offices. The' District Registration Office is one of the 
'branches and is in charge of the Headquarter Sub-Registrar. The 
Treasury Branch is in charge of the Treasury Officer. There are 
licperate branches dealing with each one of the following: ( 1) the 
Court of Wards, (2) the District Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's 
Board and (3) the Rural Development Board. There are branches 
dealing with Elections, Refugees and Evacuees. but these are purely 
temporary. -

Supply and Rationing are each in charge of a Personal Assistant 
to the Collector. The Supply Officer is in charge of procurement 
of food grains in· the district. He issues supplies to both rationed 
and non-rationed areas and manages the godowns, where rationed 
cereals are stored, and supply accounts. He has under~ him a head
derk in the grade of MamIatdiir and a number of accountants and 
~Ilpervisors. The Rationing Officer, Poona City, is also in charge of 
rationing in other rationed areas of the district. The rationing 
officers in other rationed towns are working un~er him. 

The Prant Officers.-Under the Collector . are the Prant Officers Prant Officers. 
who are either Assistant Collectors (Indian Administrative Service 
Officers) or District Deputy Collectors. One of the Personal 
Assistants to the Collector of Poona acts as Prant Officer of the Poona 
City Prant. The other three prants . in the district have each 
a separate Prant Officer in charge. All the Prant Officers have their 
headquarters at Poona. 

The Prant Officers fOI1D the connectin~ link betWeen -, the 
Miimlatdar and the Collector. A Prant Officer exercises all the 
powers conferred on the Collector by the Land Revenue Code and 
by any other law in force or by executive orders, in regard to the 
taluw and mahiils in his charge, except such powers ·as the 
Collector may specially reserve to himself. His principal functions 
in regard to his sub-division are :- . 

( i) l:levenUe.-( 1 ) InspecI;ion and. superVis~on of th,e work of. 
Miimlatdiirs, Circle Officers, Circle. Inspectors and Village Officers; 
including the inspection of taluka 1wcheries. 

(2) Appointments, transfer,. etc., fOf stipendiary village: officerS' 
and the appointment, etc., of hereditary village officers..: . - '. 

(S) Safeguarding Government property by constant inspection, 
dealing with '_encr~achments, breaches of the conditions on .which' 
land is,held on.restricted tenure, etc. . 

( 4) Grant of waste land and disposal of alluvial land. 
(5) Le~. of non-agricultural assessment and passing ~ders 

regarding miscellaneous land revenue, 
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CHAPTER la.( 6) Hearing of appeals against· MamIatdars' decisions iJ 
assistance cases and watching the execution of assistance decrees. 

Mministrative . (7) Crop and boundary mark inspection and the checking 0 
Structure. annewaris (ii1}eviiris), i.e., estimates of crop yields for purposes 0 

~ REvENUE suspensions.·tmd remissions of reve~ue, and the .record of rights. 
~ GENERAL ( 8) Supervision over thct realisation of Government. revenue. 

·.nuMlNISTRATION. (9) S ... t t d th rti .. Prant Officers. uccessIOns 0 wa ans an 0 er prope es. 
. ( 10) Land acquisition. 

(ii) Magisterial.-The Prant Officer is the Sub-Divisiona 
Magistrate of his charge and as such exercises the powers specifie4 
in Part IV of Schedule III of the Criminal Procedure Code. Thes 
include the ordinary powers of a Taluka Magistrate and' also th 
power to require security to keep the peace (section 107) ; powe 
to require security for good behaviour under sections 108, 109 an4 
110; power to make orders' calculated to prevent apprehendec 
danger to public peace (section 144); poWer to record statement 
and <;onfessions during a police investigation (section 164); ant 
power to hold inquests (section 174). The Sub-Divisional Magis 
trate, when empowered by the State Government, has power als, 
to call for and forward to the District Magistrate record~ an4 
proceedings of subordinate executive magistrates. 

As Sub-Divisional Magistrate the Prant Officer is required t4 
inspect police sub-inspectors' offices from much the same poJnt 0 
view from which the Distrk-t Magistrate inspects them. 

(iii) Other Duties.-Among the other duties of the. Prant Office: 
may be mentioned:-

( 1) Keeping the Collector informed of what is going on in hi 
sub-division not only from the revenue point of view but alst 
in matters connected with law and order. 

(2) :Bringing to the notice of the Collector slackness orlaxit; 
of th!'l Mamlatdiirs, Circle Officers and Circle Inspectors, etc., il 
his sub-division. 

(3) :Forest settlement work. 
( 4) Grant. of tagiii loans. 

The Prant Officer helps the Collector in the work of f<,od grail: 
distribution in his prant. 

Each Pi-ant Officer is assisted in his work by a Shirastedar anc 
about five clerks. 

Mamlatdars and The M iimlatdiirs (and M ahalkaris ).-The MamIatdiii is the officel 
,Mahalkarls. ~ll executive charge of a taluka and the Mahalkari has the executiv( 

charge of a mahaI. There is a sub-treasury in every taIuU 01 

mahal and there is practically no difference in kind between thl 
functions and duties of a MamIatdar and those of a Mahalkari 
Each taluka or mahaI has - on·' the average two or three heac 
karkiins (or aval kiirkiins), 15 or 18 clerks, 60 talathis, two Circl~ 
Officers and two' Circle Inspectors. The duties of MamIatdfu"s ane 
Mahalkaris fall under various heads.· 

(i) Revenue.-The Mamlatdar's revenue duties pre to prepare 
the ground work for the Prant Officer and the Collector to pass thei! 
orders upon. When these orders are passed he has' to execut~ 
them. .. 

: eIn the following p;u-agraphs whatever is said of the Mamlatdar applies a1so~tc 
the Mahalkiui. .. . . . ' 
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In regard to the annual demand of land revenue he has to get 

~
eadY all the statements necessary for what is called the making of 
he ;amiibandi of the taIuka. The jamiibandi is partly au audit 
)f the previous year's accounts and partly an inspection of the 
ccounts of the current year. 'lJle .demand for fixed' «gricultural 

j'evenue is settled, but there are remissions and suspensions 'to be 
t:alculated upon that fixed demand in lean years. Remissions and 
r.uspensions are given in accordance with the crop annewaris 
t al}l1varis) , with the determination of which the Mamlatdar is 
:nost intimately concerned.. To the demand of fixed revenue is 
ildded the amount of non-agricultural assessment and of fluctuating 
:.and revenue, such as that arising from the sale of trees, stone .or 
.and, fixed by individual orders given from time to time. 
i,'·T~e brunt 'of the work of collection also lies on the Mamlatdar 
~e can issue' notices under section 152, Land Revenue Code, inflict 
(ines for delay in payment under section 148, Land Revenue Code, 
distrain and sell movable property, and issue notices of forfeiture 
Df the land, though he has to take the Prant Officer's or the 
Collector's orders for actual forfeiture. 

r He has also to collect other Government dues, e.g., excise licence 
(ees, toll or ferry farm' dues, irrigation revenue, forest grazing fees, 
"income-tax, co-operative credit societies' dues, and, tagiii dues. 
" It is also his duty to see that there is' no breac1i of any of the 
conditions under which intims are held and, whenever there is any 
breach, to bring it to the notice of the Collector through the Prant 
9fficer.; , 

He has to make enquiries, and get ready the material on which 
the Prant Officer has to pass his own orders under the Bombay 
Hereditary Offices Act (III of 1874). He can himseH pass order 
all to the appointment, remuneration, period of 'service, suspension 
and fining of inferior village servants, the grant of leave of absence 
to them and the like. 

, Applications for grant of tagiii are generally received by the' 
Miimlatdar, who has to get enquiries made by the Circle Officer and 
Circle Inspector, see the sites for the improvement of which tagai is 
sought, ascertain whether the security offered is sufficient, determine, 
what instalments for repayment would be suitable, etc. He can 
mmseH grant tagiii up to Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 200 under the Land 
Improvement Act and Agricultural Loans Act respectively. In other 
cases, he has to obtain the Prant Officer's or the Collector's orders. 
: The MamIatdar's duties regarding tagiii do not end with the' 
giving of it; he has to see that it is properly utilised, ins~ect the, 
y,rorks undertaken by its ,means, ,watch the payment, and make 
recoveries from defaUlters. The Mamlatdar is primarily responsible 
lor the administration of the Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural 
Lands Act (LXVII of 1948) within the area of his charge. His 
powers under the Act have been delegated to the .Ava! Karkiins. 
~ (ii) Qu.asi-ludicial.-The quasi-judicial duties which the Miimlat;.. 
aar perfonns include : (1) inquiries and orders under the Mamlatdars' 
Courts Act (II of 190(); (2) the eJCecution of civil court decrees; 
( 3) the disposal bf applications from superior holders for assistance 
In, recovering land revenue from infcri"r holders; and (4) enquiry 
iii respect of disputed cases, in connection with the record of rights 
in each ~age. The last two arel'l,1IlITInry enquiries under tho 
Land Revenue Code. " 

CHAFTERl3. 
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Structure. 
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(iii) Magisterial.-Every Mamlatdar is ex-officio the Talukii Magis· 
trate of his tiiluka. As Tiiluka Magistrate, First Class, he has the 
following among other powers under the Criminal ProcedurE! 
Code:- . 

LAND REVENUB 
ANDGENmIAL 

ADMINISTIIATION. 
Mamlatdars and 

( 1) Power to command -uruawful assembly to. disperse 
(section 127). • 

(2) Power' to use civil force to disperse unlawful assembly Mahalkaris •. 
( section 128) . .. 

< 3) Power to require military fo;ce. to b~ - used to disperse 
unlawful assembly (section 130). • . .. 
• ( 4) Power to apply to District Magistrate to issue commission 
for examination of witness (section 506). 

(5) Power to recover penalty on forfeited bond (section' c14) 
-and to require fresh security (section 514-A). . 

( 6) Power to make order as to disposal of property regarding 
which an offence is committed (sectio:t;l 517). 

( 7) Power to sell property of a, suspected character 
(section 525). 

If authorised by the State Government or the District Magistrate, 
the Taluka Magistrate may exercise the following among other 
powers':-

(1) Power to make orders prohibiting repetitions of nuisances 
(section 143). 

(2) Power to make orders calculated to prevent apprehended 
danger to public peace (section 144). 

( 3) Power to hold inquests (section 174). 

The Miimlatdar is also in charge of the management of the 
sub-jail. He has to keep the District Magistrate and the Sub
Divisional Magistrate informed of all criminal activities in his charge, 
taking steps incidental to the maintenance of law and order in his 
charge. In a: case of serious disturbance of the public peace the 
Mamlatdar carries great responsibility, for, as, the senior execunve 
magistrate on the spot, he must issue 'orders and _ carry on till his 
superiors arrive. 

(iv) Treasury :and Accounts.-As Sub-Treasury Officer the 
~ramlatdar is in charge of the tiiluka treasury,_ which is called .. sub~ 
treasury" in relation to the District Treasury. Into this treasury 

. all moneys du~ to _ Government in the. taluka-land revenue, forest, 
public, works- and other receipts-are paid ,and fr?m it ne_arly. ~e 
whol~ of the money expended for Government m the taluka IS 
secured. the' sub-post offices in the taIuka receive their ca~h for 
postal transaction~ from the sub-treasury and, remit their receipts to 
it. The Sub-Treasury Officer pays departmental officers on cash 
orders or demand dr~fts issued by. Treasury Officers and on cheques. 
except where certain departments are allowed to present bills direct 
at the Sub~Treasury. The Sub-Treasury Officer also issues 
Government' and bank drafts. ' 

When ,the Mlimlatdar is away from his headqu;m~rs, the Treasury 
Head Karkiinis ex-officio in charge of the Sub-Treasury and of the. 
account business, and he-is held personally responsible for it •. 
Du.ringthe Mamlatdar's presenca".he is authorised to sigu' receipts; 
irrespective of the amount. ' 
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, The Taluka Sub~Treasury is also the local depot for stamps- CHAl'TER 1'; 
general, court-fee and postal-of all denominations and for the stock 
of opium held there for sale to perxqit holders. A few sub. Administrati,·o 
treasuries have been specially authorized to discontinue the Structure. 
maintenance of a stock of postal stamps. In such cases, the sub- L.um REvENuB 
post pffice at the taIuka headquarters is supplied with postal stamps:~=. 
from the post offices. at the district headquarters. Mamlatdars and 

Mahalkaris; : A currenty chest is maintained at almost all sub-treasuries in 
which surplus· eash balances are deposited. From it withdrawals 
are made to replemsh-sub-treasury balances whenever necessary~ 
Sub-treasurios are treated as agencies of the Reserve BanJ< for 
remittance of funds. • 
. :The Miimlatdar has to verify the balances in the Sub-Treasury. 
iBcluding those of stamps and opium, on the. closing day of each 
month, which for the convenience of the District Treasury is fixed 
ou the 25th of all months, except February, when it is the 23rd, 
and March, when it is the 31st. the latter being the closing day of 
the financial year. The report ot the verification, together with the 
monthly returns of receipts under different heads, has to be 
submitted by the Mamlatdar to the Treasury Officer at Poona. The 
Sub-treasuries are annually inspected by either the Collector Qr the 
Prant Officer. . - . 

(v) Othe, Administrative Duties.~The Mamlatdar's main duty 
lies towards the Collector and the Prant Officer whom he must 
implicitly obey and keep constantly informed of all political 
happenings, outbreaks of epidemics and other matters affecting the 
well-being of the people, such as serious maladministration in any 
department or any hitch in the working of the administrative 
machine, due, for instance, to subordinate officers of different 
departments being at loggerheads. . 

He must help offioers of all departments in the execution of their 
respective duties in so far as his taluka is conoerned. In fact; he 
is at the service of all of them and is also the connecting link between 
the officers and the public whom they are all meant to serve. This is 
particularly so in departments which have not a local taluka officer 
of their own. The Mamlatdar is also responsible for the cattle 
census, which really comes under the purview of the Agricultural 
Department. The Co-operative Department expects the Mam~atdar 
to propagate co-operative principles in his taIuka. He has to 
execute the awards and decrees of societies in the taIuka, unless 
there is a . special officer appointed for the purpose. He has to 
take prompt action in respect of epidemics and to render to the 
Assistant Director of Public Health and his assistants every help. in 
preventing outbreaks of epidemic diseases and. suppressing them 
when they occur. -
. Under executive orders the Mamlatdar has to provide the Military 
pepartment with the necessary provisions and conveyances when 
any detachment marches through the taIuka. . . -. 

The Miimlatdar's position in relation to other .talukii officers, e.g., 
tbe sub-inspector of police, the sub-registrar. the range forest officer, 
tlle sub-assistant· surgeon and the prohibition official is not . ..definable. 
They are not. s}lbordinate to him except perhaps iIi a very limited 
$ense' but are grouped round him and are expected to help aD(~ 
co-operate with him in their spheres. . 
~ Bk Vf 2-29" . . 
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CHAl'TER 13. Though the Mamlatdlir is not expected to work directly for local 
self-governing bodies, he is usually the principal source of thQ 

,A.dmiinstrative Collector's information about them. ,He is responsible for thQ 
'Structure. administration of his taluka just as the Collector is responsible fOll 

LAN» REVENUB the district. ' 
·~~l~N.' In regard to procurement of food grains and rationing. the 
M,amlatdars and Mamlatdar has to see that grain is collected iccording to the levy 
. Mahalkaris. list, the rural, distribution shops are properly run, there.is sufficient 

stock, godown arrangements are satisfactory, acco~ts are properly 
k~pt, etc. 
: He is ex-officio Vice-Chairman of the TaIuka,.'bevelopment Board, 
which acts as the agency of the District Development Board in 
~he taluka in all matters pertaining to agricultural' and rural develop. 
ment, and especially in regard to the .. grow more food" campaign. 
The other members of the board are the Agricultural Assistant 
stationed at the' taluka, the Forest Range Officer, the Assistant 
District Co-operative Officer stationed at the taluka headquarters, 
and the Veterinary Assistant .. The Collector nominates as members, 
With the approval of Government, three non-officials known to take 
active interest in the .. grow more food" campaign in the taIukii. 
, He is also ex-officio Vice-President of the Taluka Development 
Association, which. is an association, registered under the Bombay 
~o-.operativ~ .Societies Act (VII of 1925), and has as its object the 
l;igricultural development of the taIuka. 

In relation to the public well-being, the Mamlatdlir is the local 
j:epresentative, of Government and performs, on a somewhat lower 
plane, generally the same functions as the Collector. 

e~cle Officers and, Circle Officers arid Circle lnspectors.-In order to assist the 
elIde Inspectors. Mamlatdlir in exercising proper supervision over the village officers 

and village servants and to make local enquiries of every kind 
promptly, Circle Officers in the grade of Aval Klirkiins and Circle 
Inspectors in the ~ade of Kiirkiins are appointed. The Circl«, 
Officer certifies entries in the record, of rights, and thus relieves the 
Mamlatdlir of a good deal of routine work. There are from 30 
to 50 villages in charge of a Circle Officer or Circle Inspector. 
These officers form a link between the Mamlatdlir and the. village 
. officers. There are generally two Circle Officers and two Circle 
Inspectors in each taluka. Their duties relate to :-

. ( 1) boundary mark inspection, inspection of crops including the 
estimating of their annewari, the inspection of tagcii works and 
detection of illegal occupation of land; 

(2) preparation of agricultural and other'Statistical returnS, viz.., 
crop statistics, cattle census, and water supply; . 

( 3) supervision of the village officers in the preparation and 
maintenance of the record of rights, the mutation register and the 
tenancy register; I 
- (4) examination of rayats' receipt books and supervision of the 
revenue collection; and . ... I 

(5) such other miscellaneous work as the Mlimlatdlir may from : 
time to time entrust them wi~ ~.g..enquiry into an alleged 
encro~chment. . 

Procurement of grain according to the leVy list and fulSlment of the 
levy purchases of food grains from the levy khiitediirs have been added 
to their work as a result of the recent food policy of Government. 
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The Pdfil (Village Headman).-The Piiti! is the principal official in 
it village. The duties of the piitil fall under the following heads: 
( i) revenue; ( ii) quasi-magisterial; and (iii) administrative. 
J1is revenue duties are :-

( 1) in conjunction with the taliithi (or village accountant) to 
collect the revenue due to Government from the rayats; 

( 2) to detect encroachments on Government land and protect 
trees and other property of Government; 

( 3) td execute the orders .received from the tiilukii office in 
connection with recovery of revenue and other matters; 

( 4) to get the ... tliliithi to maintain properly the record of rights 
and village accounts and to get him to submit the periodical returns 
punLtually; and,. 

( 5) to render assistance to high officials visiting the village for 
inspection work and other purposes. 
There are quasi-magisterial functions appertaining to the police 

papI. In a majority of villages the same per90n is both the police 
and the revenue piipI. The police piipI is responsible for the writing 
up of the birth and death register and for the care of unclaimed 
property found in the village. Several duties have been imposed 
I)n the police patil by the Bombay Village Police Act (VIII of 1867). 
The village police is under his charge, and he has authority to require 
all village servants to aid him in performing the duties entrusted to 
him. He has to dispose of the village establishment so as_ to afford 
the utmost possible security against robbery, breach of the peace 
and acts injurious to the public and to the village community. It is 
the police piitil's duty to furnish the tiilukii magistrate With any 
returns or information called for and keep him constantly informed 
.~S to the state of crime and the health and general condition of 
Jhe community in his village. He has to afford police officers every 
.assistance in his power when called upon by them for assistance. 
l'urther, he has to obey and execute all orders and warrants issued 
to him by an executive magistrate or a police officer; collect anel 
communicate to the district .,alice intelligence affecting the public 
peace; prevent within the limits of his village the commis~ion of 
offences and public nuisances; and detect arid bring offenders 
therein to justice. If a crime is committed within the limits of the 
village and the perpetrator of the crime escapes or is not known, 
he has to forward immediate information to the police officer in 
charge of the police station within the limits of which his village is 
situated, and himself proceed to investigate the matter and obtaiB 
all procurable evidence and forward it to the police officer. If any 
unnatural or sudden death occurs, or any corpse is found, the police 
patil is bound to ·ass.emble an inquest, to be composed of two or 
more intelligent persons belonging to the village or neighbourhood. 
The report of the inquest has then to be forwarded by him to the 
police officer. He has also to apprehend any person in the village 
whom he has reason to believe has -committed any serious offence 
and send him, together with all ,articles to be useful in evidence, to 
tIle police officer. • 

As regards the papI's administrative duties, he is expected to look 
to the sanitation and public health of the village.. He must also 
report promptly the outbreak of any epidemic disease to the tiilukii 
office. He is expected to render every assistance to' travellers, 
provided payment is duly tendered. In regard to the procurement 
of food grains from the levy khiitediirs of his village, he must assist 
the taliithi and Circle Oflicer or Circle Inspector. 
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t:HAYrER 13. The Taliithi (mUage accountant).-The office of Village accountant 
_ used generally to be held by hereditary ku/kafT)is. From 1914 
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onwards hereditary kulkafT)is were allowed, subject to certain 
conditions, to commute the right of service attached to the kulka~ 
watan. In the Poona district, almost all the kulkafT)i watans were 
commuted and stipendiary taliithls were substituted. With effect 
from 1st May 1951, all kulka;Qi watans along with the right of service 
were abolished by the Bombay Pru:~ana and Kulkarvi Watans 
Abolition Act (LX of 1950). If the. villages are small, one talatlu is 
appointed for two or more villages, which are called his charge or saza. 
-The taliitJU receives monthly salary in a time-scale of pay. His main 
auties are: (1) to maintain the village accounts relating to demand, 
collection and arrears of land revenue, etc., the record of rights and 
all other village forms prescribed by Government; (2 r to inspect 
crops and boundary marks and prepare agricultural statistics and 
levy lists; ( 3) to help the patil in the collection of land revenue, 
write the combined day and receipt books and other accounts and 
do other clerical work, including that of the police piitil when the 
latter is illiterate; and (4) to procure the food grains on behalf of 
Government. 

Village Servants. Village Servants.-In addition to the Village officers mentione4 
above, there are some hereditary village servants. They are of two 
l-inds (i) those useful to. Government, and (ii) those useful to tho 
community. 
. The Village servants useful to Government are the Mahiirs and 
the Ramoshi's (Ramosis). They are remunerated by watans; which 
take the form of grants of land either entirely free of assessment 
or subject to an annual reduced assessment (called mamul ju(li) Of 
cash payment from the Government treasury, or both. The Mahiirs 
help the village piitll and the taliithl in the collection of revenue 
and do all duties in connection with village administration. They 
attend on the Mamlatdiir and other higher officers when they visit 
the village. The Ramosis watch the movements of criminals and 
help the Village piitll in the discharge 8f his duties connected with the, 
police administration. 
. The Village servants useful to the community have been knoWQ 
as balutediirs. At the time of the old Mariitbii rule there- were 
twelve of them called Bara Balutediirs. Some of them have either 
disappeared. or are in the process of disappearing from village 
economy, but others are still in existence with their usefulness reduced 
owing to modern conditions of life. Under the halula system, th~ 
balutediirs have certain rights and privileges at ceremonies, etc. 
Their services are remunerated by the cultivators in the shape of 
~n annual payment in sheaves of com and 1 few seers of othet 
grain grown in the Geld, such as wheat, hulga, gram, tur, groundnut, 
etc. For special services rendered on ceremonial occasions pay. 
ments are made in cash, com or clothes. Sometimes food is given. 
The big cultivators who have occasion to indent on their services 
more frequently than the small cultivators make larger payments. 
.. The balutediirs whose services are still in demand in villages are 
the carpenter (sutar), the barber (nhaoi). the idol-dresser (gurav). 
the water-carrier (kofi), the shoe-maker (ciimbhar). and the 
watchmao (maMr). The blacksmith (lahar). the washerman 
(parif), the potter (kumbhar) and the rope-maker (mang) are 
balutediirs who .are not generally in demand now-a-days in villages. 
There has, therefore, been a tendency for them to leave the villages 

. , . 
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and seek their livelihood in cities and towns. In some villages 
these balutediin still survive. The silversmith (potdiir) as 
• balutediir has entirely disappeared. The village astrologer (gram 
;6Si) is emplOfed at the sweet will of the cultivators. All the 
religious ceremonies of the cultivators and allied classes are done 
through the gram ;M. for which he is given cash payment called 
~ ~li. - Some religious-minded cultivators give him some 
quantity of com and other presents in kind. 
· The Mulla functions at the religious and other ceremonies of 
Muslims. He also kills the sheep and goats. for which he receives 
Some mutto~ 
· The barber. as a balutediir. does many duties not connected with 
his profession. At the time of a marria~e ceremony, when the bride
groom goes to the temple to pray. he holds his horse and receives. 
a turban as present. At village festivals or marriage ceremonies he 
Sometimes acts as a cook. He also serves food and water to the 
guests on such ceremonies. It is his privilege to act as a messenger 
at marriage ceremonies and call the invitees for the function. He 
does massage to persons of distinction at· the village. He plays on 
the' pipe and tambour at weddings and on other occasions. 

The water-carrler not only supplies water to the villages but also 
keeps watch during Hoods in the case of villages situated on river 
banks. He is also useful to the villagers to take them across the 
river with the help of a sangruj. (Hoats joined together). . 

There are several Mahars at a village. The cultivators select one 
bf the Mahlirs for their services, whom they call .. Ghar Mahar.n The 
Ghar Mahar is erpected to clean the open space near the houses of 
!lIe cultivators and also their stables. Occasionally he furnishes them 
With /;rewood. It is the right of Mahars to take charge of dead 
animals and sell their hide to the shoe-maker. 

Loc.u. SELF-GoVERNMENT. 

LocAL SELF-GoVEmoTJ.fENT IN THE DISTIUcr is conducted by various 
5tatutory bodies enjoying local autonomy in different degrees. The 
progress of these institutions has gone on in three spheres. First, 
ill regard to their constitution, from fully or partly nominated 
bodies they have now become entirely elective. Secondly, their 
franchise, which had gone on widening. has. with the enactment of 
the Bombay Local Authorities Adult Franchise and Removal of 
Reservation of Seats Act (XVII of 1950), reached the widest limit 
possible, viz.. universal adult franchise. Every person who-

( IJ) is a citizen of India, 
( b) bas attained the age of 21 years. and 
( c) has the requisite residence, business premises or taxation 

qualification, 
is now entitled to be emolled as a voter. Prior to 1950. reservation 
fJf seats had been provided in municiptlities and in the District 
Local Board for women, Muhammadans, Christians, Anglo-Indians. 
Harijans and Backward Tribes. and in village panchayats for 
"'omen, Muhammadans, Harijans and Backward Tribes. Before 
1947. Muhammadans were also provided separate electorates in 
local bodies and municipalities. The enactment mentioned above 
.abolished the reservation of seats for Muhammadans. Christians 
and Anglo-Indians but continued it for ten 'years from the 
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commencement 01 the Constitution of India (i.e., till 26th January 
1960) for women, the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribesi 
which castes and tribes more or less represent Harijans and Backward 
Tribes. Thirdly, wider and wider powers have been gradually 
conferred on local bodies for the administration of the areas under 
their charge. . 

Another rec«;!nt reform is conected with the controlling authoritY 
over institutions of local seH-government. Before the enactment of 
tile Bombay Commissioners (Abolition of Office) Act (XXVIII of 
1950) the Commissioners of Divisions used to exercise this control. 
but since its enactment, by notification in the Local Self-Govern.; 
inent and Public Health Department No. 6548/33, dated the 15th 
~ugust 1950, issued under section 3 of the Act, Government have 
~ppointed Directors of Local Authorities to exercise such functions 
as the Commissioners of Divisions used to exercise under the follow
ing Acts:-

(1) The Bombay Village Sanitation Act (I of 1889). 
(2) The Bombay District Vaccination Act (I of 1892). 
(3) The Bombay District Municipal Act (III of 1901). 
(4) The Bombay Town Planning Act (I of 1915). 
(5) The Bombay Local Boards Act (VI of 1923). . 
(6) The Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act (XVIII of 1925). 
(l) The .Bombay Local Fund Audit Act (XXV of 1930). 
(8) The Bombay Village Panchayats Act (VI of 1933). 

The Director of Local Authorities, Central Division, has jurisdic
tion over the Poona district. 

Municipalities. The Municipalities.-The total area in the district under the 
administration of municipalities and cantonments in 1951 was nearly 
190 sq. miles with a population of 6,77,986.° Consequent on the 
enactment of the Bombay Provincial Corporations Act (LIX of 
1949), the borough municipalities of Poona ( City) and Poona 
(Suburban) were constituted into the Municipal Corporation of the 
City of Poona, which now enjoys powers similar to those given to 
the premier municipal corporation in the State, namely, the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation. The constitution and powers of 
the Poona City Municipal Corporation are described under .. Poona 
City" in the section dealing with .. Places of Interest.-

Next in rank to a municipal corporation is a municipal borough 
governed by the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act (XVIII of 1925), 
but the only municipality in the district which ranks as a municipal 

, borough is the Lonavala Municipal Borough. • . 
The other municipalities in the district are all' governed by the 

Bombay District Municipal Act (III of 1901). The following 
'are the municipalities in the district working under this 
Act :-Alandi, Baramati, Bhor, Dhond, Indapur, Jejuri, Junnar, 
Saswad, Sirur, and Talegaon-Dabhade_ Under this Act, th~ 
State Government has power to declare by notification any 
local area to be a .. municipal district" and. also to alter the 
limits of any existing municipal. district. In every municipal 
:district a municipality has to be constituted, consisting of elected 
councillors, the Director of Local . Authorities having power to 
bominate councillors to represent constituencies which fail to el~ 

: °The figures of ,area and population are taken from Poona District Censu) 
Handbook. 1952.· . . ; 
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the full number allotted to them. The State "Government has power 
to prescribe the number and the extent of the wards to be 
constituted in each municipal district and the number of councillors 
to be elected by each ward. Till 26th January 1960, it can also 
reserve seats for the representation of women, the Scheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes. The term of office of a municipality 
is three years, but it can be extended to an aggregate of four years 
by an order of the Director of Local Authorities. Under the Act, 
every municipality has to be presided over by a president 
selected from among the councillors and -either appointed by 
Government or elected by the municipality, if the State Govern· 
ment so directs. A Vice-President is elected by the councillors 
from among themselves, but in the case of a municipality whose 
President is appointed by Government the result of the election. of 
Vice-President is subject to the approval of Government. At 
present all municipalities in the Poona district are allowed to elect 
their presidents. 

The government of a municipal district vests in the municipality. 
The head of the municipality is the President, whose duty it is to"':' 

( a) preside at meetings of the municipality; 
( b) watch over the financial and executive administration and 

to perform such other executive functions as may be performed 
by the municipality; and 

t c) exercise supervision and control over the acts and pro-
ceedings of all officers and servants" of the municipality; 

There Is provision for the compulsory constitution of a managing 
committee in the case of all municipalities and of a pilgrim 
committee in the case of those municipalities which have be"en 
specially notified by the State Government. Option is also left to 
municipalities to appoint other executive or consultative committees. 
III the Poona district, the Alandi and J ejuri municipalities have 
pilgrim committees. . 

The Act divides municipal functions into obligatory' and optional. 
The former include all matters ,essential to the health, safety, 
convenience and well-being of the population, while the latter are 
matters which, though they are legitimate objects of local expendi
ture, are nQt considered absolutely essential.. The following are 
among the obligatory duties: laid on all municipalities :.... . 

( a) lighting public streets, places and buildings; 
( b) watering public streets ;lnd places'; 
( c) cleansing' public streets, places and sewers; removing 

noxious vegetation; and, abating all public nuisances"; 
(d) extinguishing fires, and protecting life and property when 

mes occur;, ' 
( e) regulating or abating" offensive or dangeroUs trades or 

practices; . 
(I) removing obstructions" and projections in public streets or 

"places; , , 
. I g) securing or removing dangerous buildings or "places, and 
"reclaming unhealthy localities; " 

( h ), acquiring. "and maintaining, changing and regulating places 
lor the disposal of "the dead; . 
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(i) constructing, altering and maintaining public streets, 
culverts, municip~l boundary marks, markets, slaudlter-houses, 
latrines, privies, urinals, drains, sewers, drainage worL, sewerage 
works, -baths, washing places, drinking fountains, tanks, wells, 
dams and the like; 

(n obtaining a supply or an additional supply of water, proper 
and sufficient for preventing danger to the health of the inhabi .. 
tants from the insufficiency or unwholesomeness of the existing 
supply when such supply or additional supply can be obtained 
at a reasonable cost; 

( k) registering births and deaths; 
(1) public vaccination; 
( m) establishing and maintaining hospitals and dispensaries 

and providing medical relief; 
( n) establishing and maintaining primary schools; 
(0) disposing of night-soil and rubbish and, if so required by 

the State Government, preparing compost manure from such 
night-soil and rubbish; 

( p) constructing and maintaining residential quarters for the 
conservancy staff of the municipality; 

( q) providing special medical aid and accommodation for the 
sick ill time of dangerous disease; and taking such measures as 
may be required to prevent the outbreak of the disease or to 
suppress it and prevent its recurrence; 

(r) giving relief and ~stablishing and maintaining relief \vorks 
in time of famine or scarcity to or for destitute persons; and 

(s) paying for the maintenance and treabnent of lunatics and 
lepers and persons affected by rabies, in case they are indigent and 
have been resident in the municipality for one year. 
Municipalities may, at their discretion, provide out of their funds 

for the following among others :-
( a) laying out new public streets; 
(b) constructing, establishing or maintaining public parks, 

gardens, libraries, museums, lunatic asylums, halls, offices. 
dharamshalas, rest-houses, homes for the disabled and destitute 
persons, and other public buildings; 

(c) furthering educational objects; 
( d) securing or assisting to secure suitable places fC!r the carrying 

on of offensive trades; 
(e) establishing and maintaining a farm or factory for the 

disposal of sewage; . 
(f) the construction, purchase, organisation,-maintenance, exten

sion and arrangement of mechanically propelled transport facilities 
for the conveyance of the public; -

( g) promoting the well-being of municipal employees and their 
dependants ; 

(h) providing accommodation for municipal employees and 
their dependants; . 

(i) construction of sanitary dwellings for the poorer classes i 
and 

(j) any measure likely to promote the public safety, health. 
convenience or education. 
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Municipal taxation may embrace the followfng items:-

( i) a rate on buildings and lands; 
(ii) a tax on all or any vehicles, boats, or animals used for riding, 

draught or burden; 
(iii) a toll on vehicles ( other than motor vehicles or trailers) 

and animals used as aforesaid; 
I (iv) an octroi on animals and goods; . 

(v) a tax on dogs; 
(vi) a special sanitary cess upon private latrines, premises or 

compounds cleansed by municipal agency; 
( vii) a general sanitary cess for the construction and maintenance 

of public latrines, and for the removal and disposal of 
refuse; 

( viii) a general water-rate or a special water-rate, or both; 
(ix) a lighting tax; 
( x) a tax on pilgrims; and 
(xi) any other'tax which the State legislature has power to 

impose. 

Instead of (i), (vii), ( viii) and ( ix ), a consolidated tax assessed 
~ a rate on buildings or lands may be imposed. 

. The rules regulating the levy of taxes have to be sanctioned by 
the Director of Local Authorities, who has been given powers to 
subject the levy to such modifications not involving an increase of 
tlJe amount to be imposed or to such conditions as to application 
Df a parJ or whole of the proceeds of the tax to any purpose. . If 
wy -tax ... is imposed on pilgrims r~sorting periodically to a shrine 
within me limits of the municipal district, the Director of Local 
huthorities may require the municipality to assign and pay to the 
District Local Board such portion of the tax as he deems fit, and 
~hen a portion is so assigned an obligation is laid on the board to 
expend it on works conducive to the health, convenience and safety 
of the pilgrims. I 

The State Government may raise objections to the levy of any 
particular tax which appears to it to be unfair in its incidence or 
Dbnoxious to the interest of the general public and suspend the 
levy of it until such time as the objections are removed. The State 
Government may require a municipality to impose taxes when it 
appears to it that the balance of the municipal fund is insufficient 
For meeting any cost incurred by any person acting under the direc
tions of the Collector or of the Director of Local Authorities, for the 
execution of any work or the· performance of any duties which the 
municipality is under an obligation to execute or perform but which 
it has failed to execute or perform. 

Many of these taxes are levied by the municipalities but the rates 
at which they are levied do not enable them to meet all their 
expenditure. Their incomes have to be supplemented by numerous 
grants made by Government, both recurring and non-recurring. 
For instance, grants are made by Government to municipalities 
towards maintenance of municipal dispensaries and hospitals, water-
5upply and drainage schemes, expenditure on epidemics, payment 
Df dearness allowance to staff, etc. These grants add substap.tially 
to the municipal income. 
, Since the passing of the Bombay Primary Education Act (LXI of 
19(7), control of primary education has virtually been transferred 
£rom smaller municipalities and the District . Local Board .to the 
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Poona Disbict Scho~l Board, and the financial liabilities of smaller 
municipalities have been limited. The Primary Education Act 
divides municipalities into two categories, viz., (1) those authorized 
to control all approved schools within their areas, and (2) those 
not so authorized. All smaller municipalities, being non-authorized, 
have to pay over to the Disbict School Board only 5 per cent. of the 
rateable value of the properties in their areas as a contribution 
towards meeting the expenses on education. 

Control 'over the municipalities is exercised by the Collector, the 
Director of Local Authorities, and the State Government. . The 
Collector has powers of entry and inspection in regard to any 
immovable property occupied by a municipality or any work in 
progress under it. He may also call for extracts from the proceed. 
ings of a municipality or for any books or documents in its posseSSIOn 
or under its control. He may also require a municipality to take 
into its consideration any objection he has to any of its acts or 
iuformation which he is able to furnish necessitating any action on 
its part. These powers are delegated by the _ Collector to the 
Assistant or Deputy Collectors in charge of prants. '. 
- The Director of Local Authorities has _ powers to order 
a municipality to suspend or prohibit, pending the orders of the 
State Government, the execution of any of its order or resolution" 
if, in his opinion, it is likely to cause jnjury or annoyance to the 
public or to lead to a breach of the peace or is unlawful. In case~ 
of emergency, the Director of Local Authorities may provide for 
the execution of any. works or the doing of any act which 
a municipality is empowered to execute or do and the immediate 
execution or doing of which is necessary for the health or safety 
of the public and may direct that the expenses shall be forthwith 
paid by the municipality. Subject to appeal to the State Govern ... 
ment, the Director of Local Authorities - is also empowered to 
require a municipality to reduce the number of persons employed 
by it and also the remuneration assigned to any member of the
staff. On the recommendation of a municipality he can remove 
any councillor guilty of misconduct in the discharge of his 
duties. 

When satisfied that a municipality has made a default/ in 
performing any statutory duty imposed on it, the State Govern
ment may direct the Director of Local Authorities to fix a period 
for the performance of that duty, and if that duty is not performed 
within the period stipulated, the Director of Local Authoritie9 
may -appoint some person to perform it and direct that the expenses 
shall be forthwith paid by the municipality, If the State Govern
ment is of the view that any municipality is not - competent t(J 
perform or persistently makes default in the' performance of its 
duties or exceeds or abuses its powers, it may either dissolve the 
municipality or supersede it for a specific period. The president 
or vice-president of a municipality or municipal borough may be 
removed by the State Government for misconduct or for negle,ct 
or incapacity in regard to the performance of his duties. 

The audit of all Local Fund Accounts is provided for by the' 
Bombay Local Fund Audit Act (XXV of 1930). The Director of 
I~ocal Authorities, on receipt of the report of the Examiner of Local 
funds, may. disallow any item of _ expenditure which appears to 
Jrlm to be contrary to law and surcharge the same on the person 
JIlf,lking or authorising. the _ m;Udng of the illegal payment. ApPe~ 
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'against the order may be made either to the 'District Court or to 
the State Government. • 
, The Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act is applied in the Poona 
dlStrict only to the Lonavla municipality. This Act, enacted 
in 1925, confers greater powers on a municipal borough than 
those conferred on municipalities governed by the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901. 
. In the case of a borough municipality a standing committee is 
appointed instead of a managing committee as in the case of district 
muniCipalities. The powers of the standing committee are wider 
than those of the managing committee. The appointment of 
chief officer is made compulsory and he has been given powers 
under the Act in respect of control of the subordinate staff. A-chief 
officer has to be a graduate of a recognised university or a qualified 
engineer, and it is laid down by section 33 of the Bombay Municipal 
1I0roughs Act, that no chief officer shall be removed from office, 
reduced or suspended unless by the votes of at least two-thirds of 
the whole number of councillors. 

As regards taxation. a borough municipality is empowered to 
levy, in addition to the taxes leviable by municipalities governed 
by the District Municipal Act, the follOwing specific taxes: 
( a) a drain~ge tax, and (b) a special education tax. 

Certain powers exercised by the Director of Local Authorities in 
the case of district municipalities are, in the case of borough 
lllunicipalities, exercised by the State Government, namely, 
'( 1) power to sanction the rules regulating the levy of taxes, 
( 2) power to remove, on the recommendation of the municipality, 
any councillor guilty of misconduct in the discharge of his duties; 
imd (3) power to extend the term of a municipality from three ye?rs 
to four years. . 
. Ali account of the individual municipalities in the district will 
be found in the paragraphs dealing with the towns concerned. 

The cantonments of Poona and Kirkee are governed by the 
Cantonments Act (II of 1924). An account of their constitution will 
be found under the head, «Poona as a military Centre.". 

The District Local Board.-The local self-government of the· 
Poona district, excluding its municipal and cantonment areas, is 
entrusted to the Poona District Local Board, which is constituted 
under the Bombay Local Boards Act (VI of 1923). The area 
.administered by the board is nearly 5,833 square miles, and, accord
ing to the census of 1951, it contained a population of 12,72,990.° 
The board is wholly elected and is" composed of 52 members, ten of 
whom occupy seats reserved for women, scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes. Its term of office is three years, extensible by 
,order of the Director of Local Authorities to a term not exceeding 
;in the aggregate four years. If im election does not result in the 
treturn of the required number of qualified persons willing to take 
9ffice. the pirector of Local Authorities has to appoint the nec~ssary 
number. 
: . The president of the board is elected by the board from among 
its own members. His term of office is co-extensive with the life 
:Of the board. His chief functions are: (a) to preside at meeting$ 
of the board; ( b) to watch over the financial and executive 
administration of the board; (c) to exercise supervision and control 

·The figures of" area and population are taken from Poon~ District Censua 
HandboDIC. 1952. . -. .., .' ... 
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CHAPTER 13. over the acts and proceedings of an- officers and servants of the 
board in matters 0.. executive administration, and in matters 
concerning the accounts and records of the board; and (d) subject 
to certain limitations prescribed by Rules framed under the Act, 
to dispose of all questions relating to the service of the officers and 
servants, and their pay, privileges and allowances. Without 
contravening any order of the board, he may, in cases of emergency, 
direct the execution or stoppage of any "work or the doing of any 
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act which requires the sanction of the bd'ard. 
. There is also a vice-president of the board who is elected like 
the president. He presides at meetings of the board in the absence 
of the president, and exercises such of the powers and performs 
snch of the duties of the president as the _ president may delegate 
to him. Pending the election of a president, or during the absence of 
the president on leave, be exercises the powers and performs the 
duties of the president. 

Under the Act it is compulsory on the board to appoint a stand
ing committee. The appointment of other committees is optional. 
but the board has been appointing committees for the follOWing 
subjects :-( 1) Works; (2) Accounts ;( 3) Law; ( 4) Village 
Panchayats; (5) Budget; (6) Public Health; and (7) Allopathic, 
Ayurvedic and Veterinary Dispensaries. The standing committee 
is to consist of not more than nine members, and not less than 
{h'e members, as the board may determine. The President of the 
Board is the ex officio chairman of the committee. Reappropria
tion and tenders of works costing not more than Rs. 5,000 are 
sanctioned by it. It also considers subjects that generally do not 
come within the purview of the other committees. The other 
committees advise the board on subjects coming within their 
purview. 

The obligatory and optional functions of the board are set out 
ill section 50 of the Bombay Local Boards Act. The chief obligatory 
ouaies are:- -

( 1) the construction of roads and other means of communica
. tion and the maintenance and repair of all roads and other means 
of communication vested in it; _ . 

( 2) the construction and repair of hospitals, dispensaries, 
markets, dharamshalas and other public buildings and the visiting, 
management and maintenance of these institutions; 

(3) the construction and repair of public tanks, wells and 
water-works; the supply of water from them and from other 
sources; and the construction -and maintenance of works for the 
preservation of water for drinking and cooking purposes from 
pollution ;-. . 

( 4) public vaccination, and sanitary works and measures 
necessary for the public health; and 

( 5) the planting and preservation of trees by the side or in 
the vicinity of roads vesting in the board. 
Under the Bombay Primary Education Act (LXI ot1947) and 

the rules framed under it, which came into force from 1st April 1949, 
the District Local Board, Poona, has no longer any administrative. 
or financial control over primary education. Tne only duty of the 
hoard is to hold an election of the members of the District School 
:Board as prescribed in the Act, and to' assign to the School Board 
a revenue equal to 15 pies out of the income from t4e cesses on land 
tevenue and water-rate.-
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The main financial resources of the board, as set out in section 75 

of the Bombay Local Boards ACt, are:- -
(1) a cess on land revenue up to a maximum of three annas 

in the rupee ; 
( 2) a cess on water-rate up to a maximum of three annas in the 

rupee; 
( 3) all rents and profits accruing from property ,( including 

ferries) vested in the board; 
( 4) grants from Government 

Under section 79 of the· Act, the board has to assign to every. 
munnicipality or cantonment two-thirds of the cesseson land 
revenue levied from lands within that municipality or cantonment 
The board now levies the cesses on land revenue and water-rate 
at the maximum of three annas in the rupee. 

Under section U8A of the Act the State Government has to 
make every yeaT a grant to every district local board equivalent 
in amount .to 15 per cent. of the land revenue, including non· 
agricultural assessment, realised during the previous year from lands 
\vithin the limits of the board, excluding lands within municipal 
boroughs, municipal districts or village panchayats. 

The controlling authorities in relation to the District Local Board 
are the Collector; the Director of Local Authorities, Central 
Division; and the State Government. They exercise in the case 
of the District Local Board more or less the same powers that 
they have in the case of municipalities. 

The following wer~ the receipts and expenditure of the Poona 
District Local Board under the various heads in 1951-52, 
excluding' Primary Education (which is now looked after entirely 
by the District School Board), and Deposits, Advances, Investments 
and Provident Fund:- ' 

Land revenue 
Local Rates 
Interest 
Police 

Receipts. 

Medical .• 
Scientific and other minor departments 
Miscellaneous and -grants including general and 

dearness grants 
Civil Works 

Expenditure 
Refund and Drawback 
General Administration 
Medical' 
Scientiic and other minor departments 
Miscellaneous 
Civil Works 

Total 

Total 

Rs. 
21,473 

3,17,508 
6,955 

40 
40,614 

3,360 

1,74,610 
97,123 

6,61,683 

Rs. 
5,145 

83,163 
1,22,688 
. 21,004 

10,907 
4,65,476 

7,08,383 

Under Deposits, Advances, Investments and Provident Fund th~ 
r:e<;eipts ~er~ Rs. 3,61,518 and .. expen,di~e ,R$. -, $.8.8.:36~. 
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The board has unrestricted powers of appointment of the officers 
and of payment to them, but where it appoints a Chief Officer; 
an Engineer, or Health Officer and such appointment is approved 
by Government, Government has to pay to the board two-thirds 
of the salary of such officer. At present (1951) the board . has 
appointed orily a Chief Officer and an Engineer. Their scale of 
pay is Rs. 220-15-400-(Efficiency Bar)-20-500-(Efficiency Bar)-
25-650. 

Roads.-In 1951-52, the board had a total road mileage of 886. 
The maintenance o£ these roads is a responsibility of the board . 
. Of these, 346 miles are metalled, 366 miles unmetalled and 
174 miles cart tracks. The board is required to frame a three-year 
programme of road improyements and to submit it to the Director 
of Local Authorities, Central Division, for sanction. Out of the 
amount required for this programme. usually 60 per cent. is paid 
by Governm~nt as grant-in-aid. Current repair works are generally 
provided from the local fund. During the five years ending 31st 
March 1949. the board had improved a length of 72 miles of roads 
!lccording to this programme. 

Village water supply.-The water supply in the villages of the 
district is generally satisfactory. Wells are provided by the board 
to almost all the villages. but some of them go dry in the hot seasOT) 
and at times when the water supply is not sufficient the board 
tries to repair these wells and keep them in order. Government 
have decided to provide a large number of wells to various villages 
and are now carrying out their projects through various agencies. 
The board has undertaken to dig new wells in the Junnar and 
Baramati talukas under the village water supply scheme. Under 
this scheme. although the excavation and building of the new wells 
are financed by Government they are to be maintained by the board 
or the village panchayats concerned out of their funds as properties 
vesting in them. 

Health and Sanitation.-As already stated. the board has not 
yet appointed a Health Officer of its own. Its obligations in connec
tion with the maintenance of public health is discharged bv the 
board with the help of the Assistant Director of Public Health to 
whom it provides the staH and funds required for fighting epidemics 
and small-pox and for the maintenance of public health. Anti
plague and cholera vaccines and other necessary medicines, 
contingencies and appliances are supplied by the board from its 
funds. There are 18 permanent vaccinators who work under the 
Assistant Director of Public Health, but the cost on their account 
is borne by the board. The board treats all public and private 
wells and other sources of water supply with potassium permanga
nate when epidemics are prevailing or are likely to prevail. To 
check the growth of guinea worm stel? wells are converted by the 
board into draw wells. ' 

All sanitary arrangements in connection with fairs in the 
district are made by the Health Department of Government. The 
board, however, looks to the provision of pure drinking watP.r 
during fairs and on routes leading to pilgrim centres and assists the i 
Health Department in other ways. The roads leading to the 
pilgrim centres are maintained by the board. \ 

The board maintains four allopathic and nine Ayurvedic dispen~' 
saries' and there are 22 subsidized medical practitioners under the 
Rural Medical Aid Scheme of Government. Four-fifths of the 
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~nditure on this scheme is borne by Government and one-fifth 
by the board. The board also maintains five veterinary 
dispensaries. 
. Other Amenities.-There are dharamSiillis at ahnost every village 

in the district built in the past from the locai fund. The board 
dharamSiillis in the village panchayat areas have been transferred 
to the panchayats. Owing to improvement in means of com
munication and quick transport, travellers do not halt in dharam
'iillis and practically the purpose for which they were built in the 
past no lon~r survives. The dharamSiillis in most of the villages 
"re now used for housing schools. 

The Village hnchayats.-Village panchayats form local units of 
administration for villages. Under the Bombay Village Panchayats 
Act (VI of 1933), as amended up to 1st July 1949, in every local 
81ea which has a population of not less than 2,000 a panchayat 
bas to be established. It is .also permissible for the State Govern
OIent to direct the establishment of a panchayat in a local area 
having a population of less than 2,000. In accordance with this 
provision, Government have decided that a panchiiyat should be 
established in a village with a population of 1,000 and over if there 
is a spontaneous demand for it hom the villagers. In revenue 
villages with a population of less than 1,000, fifty residents of the 
~ge have to apply for the establishmnt of a panchayat before the 
setting up of one is considered by Government. 
The maximum number of members for a panchayat is fifteen 

and the minimum number seven. The members are to be elected 
on adult franchise. Till 26th January 1960 (i.e. till the expiration 
bf ten years from the commencement of the Constitution of India), 
the State Government have been given power to reserve seats (in 
joint electorates) for the representation of women, Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. However, no' seats may be reserved 
for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes unless Government 
are of opinion that the reservation is necessary having regard to 
the population in the village of such castes and tribes. The term 
ot office of panchayats is three years, which may be extended up to 
five years by the Collector when occasion demands. Every 
panchayat has to elect a sarpanch and a deputy sarpanch from 
among its members. The sarpanch presides over the panchayat 
and is also the executive of the panchayat. Every panchiiyat has 
also to appoint a secretary, whose qualifications, powers, duties, 
remuneration and conditions of service ( including disciplinary 
matters) are prescribed by Government. Government pays three
fourths of the salary and allowances of the secretary. 
- Section 26 of the Village PanchayatS Act lays down that so far 

;is the village funds at its disposal will allow and subject to the 
general control of the District Local Board, it shall be the duty 
of a panchayat to make reasonable provision within the village in 
regard to the following matters :- . 
- (a) supply of water for domestic use; 

( b) cleansing of the public roads, drains. bunds, tanks . and 
weIls, etc.; , 

( c) the removing of obstructions and projections in public 
'streets and places; 

Cd) construction, maintenance and repair of. pubiic roads, 
drains, bunds apd bridges i -
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(e) sanitation, conservancy and -prevention and. abatement 01 
nuisances; 

(I) preservation and improvement of public health; . 
(g) maintenance and regulation of the use of public buildings, 

grazing lands, forest lands, tanks and wells, vesting in or undel 
the control of the panchayat; , 

( h) lighting of the village; 
( i) control of fairS, bazars, slaughter houses and cart stands; 

and ' 
(;) provision, maintenance and regulation of burning and burial 

grounds. _. ' 

Under section 26A of the Act, it is cqmpetent to a panchiiyat tc 
make provision within the village in regard to the follOWing among 
other matters :-

( a) crop experiments; 
( b) construction and ,maintenance of slaughter houses; 
( c) relief of the destitute and the sick; 
(d) improvement of agriculture; 
( e) co-operative farming; 
(f) improvement of cattle and their breeding and general carE 

of livestock; 
(g) establishment of granaries; 
( h) village libraries and reading rooms; 
(i) promotion, improvement and encouragement of cottage 

industries; -
(j) construction and maintenance of public latrines; 
(k) establishment and maintenance of markets; and 
(I) watch and ward of the village and the crops therein. 

Under section 28 of the Act, when sufficient funds for tbe purpose 
are placed at the disposal of the panchiiyat by the District Local 
Board, the panchiiyat is under an obligation to-

(a) supervise the labour employed by the board on works 
within the village; 

( b) supervise repairs to dharamsa}iis j 

( c) manage and maintain cattle pounds; and 
(d)' execute such works as are entrusted to it by the board • 

• Subject to sucfl conditions as the State Government may impose; 
it is also competerit to a panchiiyat to perform other administrative 
~uties, including the" distriQution of irrigation ,water, that may be 
assigned to it by the State Government after consultation with the 
Districf Local Board. ' 

Under section 89 of the Act, every panchiiyat is under an obliga~ 
tion to levy a house fax and a tax pn lands not subject to payment 
of agricultural assessment at rates Jlrescribed by Government, and 
it is competent to a panchiiyat to levy all or any of the following 
taxes or fees at such rates and in such manner and subject tq such 
exemptions as may pe prescribed by Government. namely,-

(i) pilgrim tax ; 
(ii) tax o~ fairs, festivals and entertainments;, 
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( iii ) oc;troi i 
(iv) tax on marriages, adoptions and feasts ; 
( v t tax on shops and hotels ; 

( vi) tax on premises where machinery is run by ste~ oil, electric 
power or manual labour for any trade or business and not 
for a domestic or agricultural purpose; 

(vii) fee on mark~ and weekly bazars i 
( viii) fee on cart stands i . 

• (ix) fee for supply of water frOIQ wells and ~ vesting-in it for 
.... purposes other thaIJ domestic us~ i 

( x) general, sanitary tax; . . , 
( xi) special sanitary cess; -
( xii) ton on vehicles and animals ; 

(xiii ) general water rate; , 
(xiv) special water rate;· 
( xv) fees for watch and ward and protection of crops; and 

( xvi) tax on brokers and daliils in the cattle markets. 

It is also laid down that every panchiiyat ;!ihaU levy anyone of the 
above taxes as may be pr~Cfib~ by Government ~ regard to- the 
panchayat. 

It is also competent to a panchayat to levy any other State tax 
which has been approved by the District Local Board and sanctioned 
by Government. 

Section 90 of the Act gives the District Local Board power to 
compel alanchayat to levy or increase any of the taxes or fees 
specified' it appears to the board that the regular income of the 

. panchiiyat falls below what is necessary tor the proper discharge 
of the obligatory ·duties of the panchiiyat. 

The State Government makes every year a grant to every 
panchiiyat equivalent in amount to 15 per ~nt. of the or~ary 
Jabd revenue pr 2S per cent. of the 10c41 fund cess realised in the 
previo~ year within the limits of the village, whichever is greater. 

QlAPTElJ.l3, 
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Unlike other local self-govemin~ units, every village panchiiyat is Nyaya 
empowered to constitute a body called nyiiya panchiiyat to try PanchaytJt&. 
petty civil suits and criminal cas~. The nyaya panchayat is 
composed of five members J!lected by the· panchayat at its first 
meeting out of its members. It elects its chairman from among its 
members and its term of office is co-extensive with that of the 
ranchayat. The State Government have powers to remove any 
member of the nyaya panchayat for reasons of misconduct in the 
discharge of his duties, or of any disgraceful c~nduct, or for negleCt, 

. refusal or incapacity in regard to the perform~nc~ of Ills duties. • 

The secretary of the panchiiyat acts as the judicial clerk of the 
nyaya panchiiyat. Conviction by a nyiiya panchayat is not lIeemed 
to be previous conviction for the purposes of the· Indian Penal 
Code. "' • .. 

Under Government notification No. 4514/4 (26) of the Home 
Department, dated 20th February 1950, all nyaya panchayats in thtl 
Poona district are invested with powers -:- . 
. ( 1) to try civil suits not affecting any interest in immoveable 

. property up to the value of Rs. 20, and, with the consent 9£ the 

. partiel!, up to the value of Rs. 100 i ,- . 
... Bk V( 2-30 
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( 2) to take cognizance of and try ~e following offences. 
namely,-

(i) Under the Indian Penal Code:- Section. 
(a) Negligently doing any act known to be 

likely to spread the . infection of any 
disease dangerous to life . _. . . .269 

(b) Fouling the water of a public· spring or 
reservoir 277 

( c) Causing danger, obstruction, or .injury 
• to any person in any public way . . -'283 
(ii) Under the Cattle Trespass Act, 1871 :-

, Forcibly opposing the seizure of cattle or 
rescuing the same •• 

(iii) Under the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals Act, 1890:- -

( a) Practising phooka , • 
( b) Killing animals -with unnecessary cruelty. 
( c) Being in possession of the skiD of a goat 

- killed with unnecessary cruelty .
( d) Employing animals unfit for labour 
( e) Baiting or inciting animals to fight , • 
(f) Permitting diseased animals to go at large 
-. or to die in public places .. . , . 

(iv) Under the Bombay District Police Act. 
1890 :-

24 

4 
5 

5-A 
6 
6-C 

7 

Being drunk and incapable of taking care 
of himself in a street or public place or 
place of public resort.. .. 61(1)(p) 

(v) Under the Bombay District Vaccination Act, 
1892 :-

( a) Inoculating, eptering a vaccination area 
after inoculation, and bringing person 
inoculated into such area .. 

(b) Disobedience of order of the Magistrate 
for the vaccination of any unprotected 
child under 14 years . 

(c) Not- producing child for vaccination .. 
(d) Neglecting to take child to be vaccinated. 

(vi) Under the Bombay Primary Education Act, 
1947:- , 

(a.) Failure to cause child to attend school •• 
( b) Employing child liable for. eompulsory 

. education • . . • 
(vii) Under the Bombay Prevention of Adultera

tion Act, 1925:.....,. 
Sale or manufacture of food not of the 

proper nature, substance or quality •• 
(viii) Under the Bombay Yillage Panchaytlt8 

Act, 1933:- • 
. Breaches of by-laws made punishable 

under the Act • • • • 

22 

23 
24 
25 

35 

S6 

Pleaders, vakils, ~tc.. are not permitted to appear on behalf of 
y party in any suit or case before a nyaya panchayat. Appeals 
3 allowed to the District Court in civil suits and to. the Sessions 
.urt in criminal cases. 
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.Powers of control over panchayats are given to the Collector and 
the District Local Board. Both of them have concurrent powers 
to call for information and to compel the panchayat to take into 
consideration any objection they have to any acts of the panchayat, 
either of commission or of omission, or any information which 
necessitates the commission of any act by the panchayat. They 
can also compel the panchayat to reduce the number of the staff 
Dlaintained by it or the remuneration paid to them. In addition, 
the Collector has powers of suspension and prohibition in respect 
of the execution of any order or resolution of a panchayat which. 
in his opinion, is likely to cause injury or annoyance to the public 
or to lead to a breach of the peace. In cases of emergency, the 
Collector may also provide for the execution of any work or the 
doing of any act which a panchayat is empowered to execute or do, 
and the immediate execution or doing of which is, in his opinion, 
necessary for the health or safety of the public, and may direct that 
the expenses shall be forth"'ith paid by the panchayat. 

The District Local Board is authorised to carry out each year 
the audit of the accounts of a panchayat and forward a copy of the 
audit note to the Collector. H it appears to the board that 
a panchayat has made default in the performance of its obligatory 
duties, it may order the duty to be performed within a specified 
period,. and,· if the duty is not performed within that period, 
the board can appoint some person to perform it and direct that 
the expense be paid by the defaulting panchayat. 

The State Government also is given power to carry out at the 
oost of the panchayat any of the panchayat's obligatory duties when 
~t appears to it that the District Local Board has neglected to take 
iction. The State Government has also powers, after consultation 
with the District Local Board, to' dissolve or supersede a panchayat, 
if, in its opinion, the panchayat had exceeded or abused its powers 
~r-made persistent default in the performance of its obligatory 
!uties; or persistently disobeyed any of the orders of the Collector. 
[f a panchayat is superseded, all its powers and duties will be 
exercised and performed by a person or persons appointed by the 
State Government. 

In pursuance of a resolution, dated the 13th "September 1950, 
:;overoment have appointed in the Poona district a special officer 
)f the grade of MamIat<;lar for the development of village panchayats 
>D sound and proper lines. This officer is authorised, under • 
;ection 95 (3) of the Village Panchayats Act, to exercise the. 
JOwers of a 'Collector and of a District Local Board under 
;ection 94 (1) of the Act. Several duties have also been placed 
)0 this officer, and he is expected to do everything that is possible 
:0 popularise village local self-government and to make the working 
)f village panchayats really effective. An annual report on the 
lctivities of panchayats has to be prepared by him. and submitted 
o the Collector before the 15th of May, and, within a fortnight 
hereafter, the Collector has to forward that report to the Government 
with his own remarks.· . 
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CHAPTER 14-JUSTICE AND PEACE. 

TIm JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT. 

THE. ThsTmcr JUDGE, POONA, is the highest judicial authority in 
the district and pr~des over the Disbict CourL Under Articll'? 233 
of the Constitution of India. appointments. posting and promotion 
of district judgeso are to be made by the Governor in consultation 
with the High Court; and under Article 234. appointments of 
persons other than district judges to the judicial servicet is made by 
the Governor in accordance with rules made by him after consulta
tion with the State Public Service Commission and with the High 
CourL Under Article 235. the control over the Disbict Court and 
the courts subordinate to it. including the posting and promotion 
ef. and the grant of leave to. persons belonging to the judicial service 
ruJd holding any PQSt inferior to the post of district judge, is vested 
in the High CourL 

The District Court is the principal court of original jurisdiction 
in the district and it is also a court of appeal from all decrees and 
orders up to the value of Rs. 10.000. passed by the subordinate courts 
&om which an appeal can be preferred. The District Judge ex~rcises 
general control over all the civil courts and their establishment and, 
inspects the proceedings of these courts. 

In addition to the District Court. there are located in Poona three 
Other courts. each presided over by an Assistant Judge. The Assistant 
Judge exercises both original and appellate jurisdiction. He tries 
original cases the value of which does not exceed Rs. 15.000. 

There is also a Court of Small Causes.at Poona. The Judge 
presiding over this court is invested with power to try civil cases 
whose value does not exceed Rs. 2,000. The Small Cause Court 
Judge exercises powers under the Rents. Hotel and Lodging House 
Rates Control Act (LVII of 1947) and hears appeals under the Muni
cipal Act (Act LIX of 1949-Provincial Municipal Corporations 
Act). 

Subordinate to the District Judge are two cadres of Civil Judges. 
Junior Division and Senior DiYision. The jurisdiction of a Civil 

·Under Art. 236 of the Constitution of India.. the term "District Judge
includes additiooal district judge. assistant district judge. chief judge of 
a small cause court. sessions judge. additional sessions judge and assist:mt 
sessions judge. 

f In Art. 236 of the Constitntioo of India, - judicial service" is descnDed as 
• IeIVice consisting esclusively of per!IDDII intended to fill the post of district 
judge and otbu civil judicial posts inferior to the post of district judge. 
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Judge (Junior Division), extends to all oiiginal suits and p~ocead
ings of a civil nature wherein the subject-matter does not exceed 
Rs. 10,000 in value, while that of a Civil Judge (Senior Division) 
extends to all original suits and proceedirigs of a civil nature 
irrespective of 'the value of the subject-matter. Appeals in suits. or 
proceedings wherein the subject-matter does not exceed Rs. 10,000 
ill value are taken to the District Court, while in those wherein the 
subject-matter exceeds in value Rs, 10,000 are taken direct to the 
High Court. 

The courts of three Civil Judges (Senior Division) and of five Civil 
Judges (Junior Division), are held in Poona. Outside Poona., 
there are in aU eight Civil Judges (Junior Division), distributed 
as follows :-two at Khed and one at each of the following places,. 
namely, Baramati, Bhor, Ghodnadi, Junnar, Saswad and Vadgaon. 
The Joint Civil Judge, Khed, holds his court at Ghodegaon, and 
the Civil Judges at Bhor, Ghodegaon, Ghodnadi, Saswad, and 
Vadgaon are also working as Magistrates of the First Class. 

Criminal Courts The District Judge, Poona, is also the Sessions Judge of the district. 
. '. The Sessions Judge tries criminal cases which are committed to his 

court by judicial magistrates after preliminary enquiry and hears 
appeals aganst the decisions of subordinate magistrates. 

In addition to the Sessions Judge, there are two Additional Sessions 
Judges. These posts of Additional Sessions Judges are held by the 
Assistant Judges on the Civil side. The Sessions Judge and Additional 
Sessions Judges can pass any sentence authorised by law, but any 
sentence of death passed by them is subject. to confirmation by the 
High Court. . aelow in rank t() the Additional Sessions Judge is an 
Assistant Sessions Judge. There is one Assistant Sessions Judge at 
Poona. An Assistant Sessions Judge can pass any sentence authoris
ed by law except a sentence of death or. of transportation or imprison
ment for a term exceeding seven years. 

The Bombay Separation of Judicial and Executive Functions Act 
(XXIIJ of 1951) has classified the magistracy of the State into two 
categories, viz., (1) Judicial Magistrates and (2) Executive Magistrates. 
Judicial Magistrates are of the following classes :-(1) Pre!!idency 
Magistrates; (2) Magistrates of the first class; (3). Magistrates of the 
second class; (4) Magistrates of the third class; and (5) Special Judicial 
Magistrates. Executive Magistrates fall under . the following 
classes :-(1) District Magistrates; (2) Sub-divisional· Magistrates; 
(3) Taluka Magistrates; (4) Presidency Magistrates speciallyempower
ed by the State Government; and (5) Special Executive Magistrates. 
The State Government may,. in consultation with the High Court, 
direct any two or more judicial magistrates to sit together as a bench, 
and invest it with the powers of a magistrate of any class. 

Presidency Magistrates work in Greater Bombay,' and Special Judi
cial Magistrates are appointed by the State Government in consulta~ 
tion with the High Court to try particular cases or classes of cases or 
cases generally in any local area. Special Executive Magistrates are 
appointed by the State Government for particular areas or for the 
performance of particular functions. 

All iudicial magistr~tes and benches of judicial magistrates are 
subordinate to the Sessions Judge who may from time to Jime make 
rules or give special orders as to the distribution of business among 
them. 

" 
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All. executive 'magistrates are' subordinate to the District Magis
trate, Their powers and functions are detailed. in the section deal
ing with Land Reveilue and General Administration. (Pp. 442, 
446, 448). .Appeals h;om orders r~uiring security for keeping the 
peace or for good behaviour, however, lie from executive magistrates 
to the Court of Session (Section. 406, Criminal Procedure Code). 
The State Government has power by notification to direct that such 
orders made by a Magistrate other than the District Magistrate 
sllall lie to the District Magistrate and not to the Court of Session, 
Again, under section 406A of the. Code any. person aggrieved .by 
an order refusing to accept or rejeCting a surety: under section 122 
may appeal against such order, if made by a District 
Magistrate, to the Court of Session. Under section 435 (4), 
the High Court is empowered to call for and examine the 
record of any proceeding under section 143 (prohibition of repetition 
of nuisance), 144 (temporary order in urgent cases of nuisance 01') 

apprehended danger), and 145 (procedure where disputes as to· im
moveable property is likely to cause breach of the peace), even 
though such proceeding waS before an executive magistrate. 

The ordinary powers of the Magistrates of the Third, Second and 
First Class are detailed respectively in Parts I, II and III of the Cri
minal Procedure Code (Act Vof 1898). They may be invested with 
additional powers by the State Government in consultation with 
the High Court, and these additional powers are detailed in 
Schedule IV of the Code. They are competent to pass the follow
ing sentences :-

(a) ~gistrates of the First 
Class. 

(b) Magistrates of the Second 
Class 

(1) Imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding 2 years, 
including such solitary 
confinement as is autho
rised by law; 

(2) Fine not exceeding 
Rs. 1,000; 

(3) Whipping. 

(1) Imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding 6 months, 
including such solitary 
confinement as is autho
rised by law j 

(2) Fine not exceeding Rs. 200. 

(c) Magistrates of the Third (1) Imprisonment for a term 
Class; not exceeding one month ; 

(2) Fine not exceeding Rs. 50 • 

. Pending the effective application of the Bombay Separation of 
Judicial and Executive Functions Act, criminal justice is dispensed 
by- Resident Magistrates, who are all Magistrates of the First Class. 
There were in July 1951, 15 Resident Magistrates in the Poona 
district, of whom 10 were working in Poona, and one each in 
Kirkee Cantonment, Saswad, Khed; Baramati and Dhond. In addi
tion, there was in Poona City one City Magistrate and an Addi
tonal City Magistrate, both of whom had powers of a First Class. 
Magistrate, with Appellate and Summary· powers. 
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There are also Z Honorary MagistraW iii the-district, of ' whom 
four are ladies. They are all invested with powers of Magistratell 
of the Second Class. The power of tryjng'criminal cas~s was taken 
away from them· in 1946, and they are now .. only authorised to do 
the work of attestation. . ~ 

. The following are the other Law Officers of Government function
ing in !he Poona district :-

District Government Pleader 4and Public Prosecutor; 
Assistant Government Pleader and First Assistant Public 

Prosecutor; 
Senior Assistant Public Prosecutor: 
Third Assistant Public Prosecutor; 
Honorary Assistant to the District Government Pleader; 
Sub-Government Pleaders, one at each of the following 

places, viz., Khed, Baramati, Ghodnadi, Vadgaon, SAswad, 
Junnar, and Bhor. 

There were, in 1950, 420 legal practitioners practising in the 
Poona district, of whom 24 were advocates of the Bombay High 
Court. 

Under the Bombay Village Panchayats Act (VI of 1933), nyaya 
panchayats have been formed in a number of villages, and these 
ipstitutions are empowered to try petty civil suits and criminal 
cases. These powers are detailed in the section relating to village 
panchayats. (P. 466). Appeals from these courts are allowed to 
the District Court in civil suits and to the Sessions Court in cri-
minal cases. . 

In the various courts of the Poona district, at the beginning of 
the year 1950, there were 4,777 suits pending .. Dllring the same 
year, 5,573 suits were instituted and 6,058 suits were disposed of, 
and the balance of suits pending at the end of the year was 
4,636. 

Of the 5,573 suits instituted, 2,129 were for money or movable 
property; 1,2M were of value not exceeding Rs. 100; 1,593 were 
of value abo"~ Rs. 100, but not exceeding Rs. '1,000; 1,025 were of 
value above Rs. 1,000 but not exceeding Rs. 5,000; and 405 were 
of value above Rs. 5,000. The total value of the suits instituted 
was Rs. 86,11,280. 

Of the 6,058 suits disposed of, 801 were disposed of without 
trial; 1,227 ex parte; 89 on admission of claims; 1,359 by compro
mise; 2,130 after full trial; 181 on reference to arbitration; and 
271 by transfer. . 

There were 895 appeals (including Miscellaneous Appeals) pend
ing at the beginning of. the year 1950. During the year 1950, 

.1,048 appeals were instituted and 1,014 disposed of, and the balance 
pending at the end of the year was 929: ' 

Of the 1,014 appeals disposed of, 272 were dismissed or not 
prosecuted; 464 confirmed; 51 modified i 177· reversed; 48 remand
ed for retrial i and 2 were transferred. 

There were 118 offences reported to the Sessions Court, Poonll> 
during the year 1950. The number of persons under trial was ~9. 
The cases of 274 persons were disposed of during the year. Of 
these 274, 196 were· acquitted or dis<;harged and 18 were convicted. 
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The casej.o£ 5 pencms werb.referred to the High Court. TM CHAPTEB 14-
sentences passed by __ the Court of Session were as fonows :_ 

1 person awardeA death sentence ; 
5 persons awarded transportation or penal servitude; 

_ 69 persons imprisoned ; 
20 persons fined; and • 
4 persons were asked to give security. 

No one was awarded the sentellCe of whipping. • 
The following are the figures showing the Revenue and Expendi- ReVenue & 

lure of the Judicial Department in the Poona district for the year Expenditure. 
1949-50:-

Revenue. 

(1) Sale proceeds of Imclaimed and 
~eated property 

(2) Fines by Civil and Sessions Courts. 
(3) Cash receipts of record rooms 
(4) Miscellaneous receipts 

Total 

Expenditure. 

(1) Pay of officers 
(2) Pay of establishment 
(3) Pay of process serving establish-

ment 
(4) Travelling allowance 
(5) House rent allowance 
(6) Dearness Allowance 
(1) Contingencies 

Total 

Bs. a. p. 

6,321 9 0 
7,924 0 0 

67,23114 0 
7,342 8 0 

88,819 15 0 

Rs. a. p. 
1,32,317 14 0 
2,53,058 4 0 

40,978 5 0 
15,317 12 0 
15,111 15 0 

2,27,033 4 0 
57,27911 0 

7,41,097 1 0 

The value of judicial stamps sold in the Poona district during 
1949-50 was Rs. 8,16,793. 

THE POLICE DEPARTMENT. 

THE PRIMARY FUNcrIO!l.'S OF THE POLICE are the prevention and POLlClL 

detection of crime; the maintenance of order; the' apprehension of 
offenders; escorting and guarding prisoners, treasure or private or 
public property of which they may be placed in charge; and the 
prosecution of criminals. They have, however, various other 
duties to perform, of which some, such as control of traffic, censor-
ship of plays and other performances, service of summonses in 
criminal cases and destruction of stray dogs are imposed upon 
them by law, and others, such as aid to refugees and pilgrims and 
passport and naturalisation enquiries, are entrusted to them for 
administrative reasons. 

Under section 17 (I) of the Bombay Police Act (XXII of 1951), the OrganizatioD. 
District Superintendent and the police force of a district are under 
the control of the District Magistrate of the district. While all ques
tionS of policy and of the administration of law within the district 
are for the District Magistrate's decision,' it is the province of the 
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Inspector General of Police of Bombay State to watch over the 
recruitment; education, housing and equipment of the police and so 
to regulate their internal organisation and their methods of working 
as to render them the most efficient instrument possible for the use 
of the District Magistrate in the safeguarding of his charge. 

Under the Inspector General of Police are three Deputy Inspectors 
General of Police, each in charge of one of the following divisions: 
(1) lolorthern Range, (2) Southern Range, and (3) Criminal Investiga
tion Department. Below these officers are the District Superin
tendents of Police in charge of districts. Under the law as it stand.$ 
at present, the Superintendent of Police is an assistant of the District 
Magistrate for police purposes, although in matters falling within 
the jurisdiction of the Inspector General of Police, he is subject to 
the general control and direction of the superior police officers. In 
short, while the district police forces are under the Inspector General 
of Police for the sake of administrative control, the force in each 
district is under the working 'control of the District Magistrate. 

The Poona district, for purposes of police administration, is divided 
into two charges, Urban and Rural, and each is under the control 
of a Superintendent of Police. 

The Urban Area is divided into two sub-divisions, Contonment 
and City, each in charge of a Sub-Divisional Police Officer (Assistant 
Superintendent of Police or Deputy Superintendent of Police). Each 
of these two sub-divisions contains four police stations which arc in 
charge of Police Inspectors. For traffic matters there is an Admins
tration Branch, and it is in charge of a Police Inspector .. 

The Rural Area is divided into two sub-divisions, Eastern and 
Western, and each is in charge of a Sub-Divisional Police Officer. The 
Eastern sub-division contains 11 police stations and 20 outposts. The 
Western has 10 police stations and 23 outposts. The police stations 
are in charge of Sub.Inspectors of Police and the outposts in charge 
of Head Constables. 

For political and allied work, there is an Intelligence Branch for 
the whole of the district, and it is in charge of a Deputy Superin
tendent of Police who is responsible to the District Superintendent 
of Police, Poona (Urban) Area. 

For the recruitment and training of the subordinate police and other 
branches of work, there is one headquarter at Poona for the whole 
district and it is in charge of a Home Deputy Superintendent of 
Police. This headquarters also deals with all matters concerning 
arms and armament of the whole police force· in the district and 
supply of clothing articles and accoutrement to the subordinate 
police. 

In 1931-38, the police personnel in ,the district 'was 11 officers and 
. 1,531 men. The total sanctioned strength in 1949 was as under :-

(1) Superintendent of Police 
(2) Assistant Superintendents of 

Police 
(3) Deputy Superintendents of 

Police 
(4) Police Inspectors 
(5) Sub-Inspectors of Police •• 

Permanent. 

1 

2 

2 
9 

74 

Temporary. 

1 

2 
8 

44 
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· (6) Unarmed Head Constables 
(Foot) 

Permanent. Temporary •. 

,. (1) Armed Head Constabi~ 
482 177 

(Foot) 132 85 
(8) Unarmed Constables (Foot)... 1,322 365 
(9) Armed Constables (Foot) ..• 692 403 

. This gives a pennanent force of 88 officers and 2,628 men and a 
temporary force of 55 officers and 1,030 men. 
· The following temporary strength has: been sanctioned for various 

extra duties :-

EnTa Duties. 

(1) Prohibition 
(2) Enforcement of food 

: supply and control 
orders 

(3) Verification of rolls of 
Army recruits 

(4) Training classes at 
District Headquarters 
and Emergency 
reserve 

(5) Local Intelligence 
Branch 

(6) Additional Sub-Division 
police stations and 
outposts 

(1) Extra duties in the dis-
trict. Guards, escorts, 
orderlies, etc. 

(8) Mess Manager 
(9) Motor Transport 

Total 

Officers of and 
above the rank 

of Deputy 
SUp<'riul en

dent oCPolice. 

1 

1 

Z 

Officers of 
an'l below 
tho rank of 
In..p.,ctors. 

5 

4 

2 

4 

34 

3 

52 

Mon. 

34 

21 

6 

141 

379 

429 
1 
Z 

1,013 

The cost of the pennanent police for 1948-49 was Rs. 3iJ4,193. 
The pennanent sanctioned strength of the police worked out at one 
policeman to Z· 23 square miles and 547 persons. 

The duties· of the various members of the police force are 
arranged according to the importance of their rank. 
· The Superintendent of Police, . who is the executive head of the 

police force, is invested with the direction and control of the police 
under the command and control of the District Magistrate. His 
primary duties are to keep the force under his control properly 
trained, efficient and contended, and to ensure, by constant supervi
liion, that the prevention, investigation and detection of crime in 
his district are properly and efficiently dealt with by the force .. 

The Assistant Superintendents of Police or Deputy Superinten
dents of Police, i.e., officers in· charge of sub-divisions~ are respon
sible for all crime work· in their charges. Under the general orders 
of the Superintendent, they are responsible for the efficiency and 
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discipline of the officers and men in' their divisions and holci 
detaiJed inspections of police s~ations and outposts in their charges 
at regular intervals. . 

In the Poona Urban charge, the work in police stations be: 
quite heavy, a Police Inspector is made to hold the charge of 
police station and he performs the same duties as those of Sub
Inspector in the rural police stations. 

In the Rural charge, the Inspector is attached to the sub-divi
.sion. Chosen for the post ·owing to his ability to deal ,vith crime 
and criminals, he is employed almost entirely on crime work and 
the supervision of bad characters and gangs in his sub-division. He 
supervises and co-ordinates the crime work of diHerent police 
stations in his sub-divisions. 

The Sub-Inspector of Police is the officer in charge of the police 
sta,tion. He is responsible for the prevention and detection of crime 
in his charge and for seeing that the orders of the superiors are 
carried out and the discipline of the police under him is properly 
maintained. '. 

Head. Constables are subject to the orders of the Sub-Inspectors 
placed over them and of the superior officers of the. police torce. 
They are to report to the Sub-Inspector all criIhes in their beats and 
also to assist him in the investigation and detection of crime. When 
in charge of a particular post or circle of villages, the head constable 
acts in all police matters in concert with the heads of the village 
police. When attached to the police station, he holds the charge in 
the absence of the Sub-Inspector and looks to all routine work 
including investigation of crime. 

The Constables perform such duties as they may be ordered by 
the head constable and superior police officers to perform. 

Recruitment. Appointments of Assistant Superintendents of Police are made by the 
Government of India on the recommendation of the Union Publk 
Service Commission. Before being posted to regular duty, they are 
trained in the Central Police Training College, Mount Abu. Tht. 
D~puty Superintendents of Police are appointed by the Bombay 
Government, 70 per cent. by promotion of meritorious officers trom 
the lower ranks of the district police force, and 30 per cent. by 
direct recruitment. Direct recruits are, on recruitment, attached to 
the Police Training School, Nasik. Mter completion of their train
ing, these officers are attached to districts for practical training for 
a period of one year prior to their confirmation. 

Inspectors of Police are appointed by the Inspector General of 
Police. Appointments are, as a rule, made by promotion of Sub
Inspectors, direct appointments being ,very rare. 

. Recruitment of Sub-Inspectors is made by.the Inspector General ot 
Police both by the promotion of officers from the lower ranks of the 
district police force and by direct recruitment. Candidates for dir<:~ 
recruitment may be either from outside the police or from the Polf& 
Department. These candidates are in the first instance selected Iffir 

. training in the Police Training School, Nasik, as Sub-Inspectors. The 
selection is made by the Inspector General of Police assisted by 
a Committee of Deputy Inspectors General and the Principal. Police 
Training School, Nasik. 

I , 
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b' Appointments of head constables are made by the' District Supe~
·lendent of Police, ordinarily by 'promotion from among constables 
with approved service. Direct appointments as head constables life 
. ~Jtp made by the Deputy Inspector General of the Range. 
" • ..selection of candidates ,for the constable's grade are made by the 
District Superintendent of Police. Men from the district are generally 
preferred as they are more likely to have local konwledge and to be 
able to move about and make enquiries unobserved. Training to 
the constabulary is imparted at Poona by officers pf Sub-Inspector 
rank under the supervision of the Headquarters Inspectpr and the 
Home Deputy Superintendent. They are required to pass an eXl!-mina
. tion before they are posted to police stations. 

There are two sections of the police force, armed and unarmed. 
The armed section in 1949 consistee! of 132 head constables and 
692 constables. i,e., a total of 824 men. To the armed force are 
mainly allotted the duties pf guarding jails and lock-ups and of pro
viding escorts to prisoners and treasure. The unarmed police are 
<.1rilled so as to give them an upright and manly bearing and to enable 
them to turn, march and salute smartly and correctly. They are 
taught squad drill and physical exercises Withou~ arms. The 
armed police are instructed in squad drill, physical drill . with and 
without arms, rifle ane! firing exercises, bayonet practice and 
fIghting, riot drill. dacoit operations, guard and sentry fiuty, skirmish.,. 
fog, ceremonial, musketry, etc. '. 

Against an actual strength (in ~949) of 83 pfficers and 2,559 men 
in the Poona district police, there were 83 officers and 2,072 meQ, whq 
could read and write. The percentage of literate offic~rs and men 
to actual strength worked out at 81· 57. 

The armament ,of the Poona district police in 1949 consisted of 
3,491 rifles (3,341-·303, and 150 Italian rifles); 1,839 muskets of 
·410 bore, and 211 revolvers (4-·450; 7-'329; 129-'380; and 

al-·455). 
, - The district bad (in 1949) a fleet of 27 motor vehicles, and adminis
'trative approval bad been given to add 10 more vehicles. In addi-
tion, there were 10 motor cycles. 

There were 4 wireless stations and 3 mobile wireless sets in the 
district. One more wireless station was attached to the reserve 
constabulary at Purandar. 
_ The system of co mounted police" (policemen mounted on borse
back) was abolished some twelve years ago. The police pow move 
about in motor transport. 

, During World War II, the police were called upon. to guard 
vital points, protected places, dams, sluices, etc., arrange for field 
firing, verify the character of recruits enrolled in the military, makE) 
~nquiries of deserters and absentees from the military, register. 
(oreigners and make enquiries connected with them, watch the 
-movements of undesirable persons discharged from the Army and 
~!;.1:io of foreigners, make arrangements for the passing of military 
• .-:onvoys, and undertake duties in connection with Air Raid Precau
tions and lighting restrictions: After the war" they are required to 
enforce orders issued from time to time m connection with food 
rationing, cOntrol of prices of textiles, petrol, etc. The prohibition 
work was handed over to the police on 15th September 1948, and 

" 
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.a skeleton. staff. was provided. out of the existing staff of the Exci i 

pepartment, which ,?onsisted of 5 Sub-Inspectqrs, 2 Head, Constable.s
and 34 Constables. This force was. augmented by 20 Head ~ 
Constables and 60 Constables. In 1949, the police had to deal with!· 
1,459 cases under the prohibition laws. With the advent of total 
:pro~bition in April. 1950, the work -of the police has increased 
considecably. . 
. 'fheJ."e is a specially armed police.' called the State Reserve 
.Constabulary, stationed at Purandar, consisting of 1,000 personnel. 
including officers and men. This group with two other simila:r 
groups located at Belgaum and Baroda and another gr~up of 2,000 
located in Greater Bombay, is meant to make the State self-sufficient 
in respect of internal security. This force is highly trained and 
mobile and is prOvided with wireless sets and motor transport. 

There is an Anti-Corruption Branch of the Police Department 
working under the Additional Assistant to the Inspector General of 
Police. ItS organisation is not district-wise but for the whole 
Stale. . . 

Railway Police.· The Railways running through the district are under the charge 
·of a Superintendent of Police, who has a Sub-Divisional Officer to 
assist him. His charge, however, covers the Central and SouthefJ? 
Railways running through the whole State. The Superintendent is 
under the general control of the Range Deputy Inspector General of 
Police and the Inspector General of Police. He must, however. 
obey the instructions of the General Managers of the Railways, but 
may appeal to the Inspector General afterwards, if. appeal, in his 

• opinion, is necessary. 

: Figures of crime. In 1949, the following were the figures of crime in the Poona 
. district:- • 

(a) Total number of non-cognizable cases· .. 34,490 
(b) Total number of cognizable cases reported 9,203 

to the police. 
(c) Total number of cognizable cases dealt with 7,351 

by Magistrates. 

The following figures represent the ·variations in crime during the 
quinquennium, 1944-48:- . . 

191.l. 

(0) Non-cognizable crime.. 9,904 
(b.) Police cognizable crime. 5,981 
(c) Reported cognizable 3,542 

crime. 
(d) Magisterial cognizable 618 

. crime. 

191.5 •. 

11,0« 
6,183 
3,841 

450 

1946. 
16,641 
7,034 
5,117 

-. 591 . 

194'1. 

21,748 
8,806 
6,270 

760 

1948. 
20,919 
8,3.'38 
6,017 

566 

Real serious crime, including (1) murders and cognate crime. 
(2) dacoities, (3) robberies. (4) house-breaking and thefts, (5) thefts 
incJuding cattle thefts, (6) receiving stolen property. and (7) rioting; 
varied as follows from 1940-49 :-

1940 2,257 1945 3,208 
1941 2,277 1946 4,201 
1942 2,641 1947 5,095 
1943 3,706 1948 4,704 
1944 ..2,971 1949 •• • 4,023 
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Incidence of cognizable crime per 1,000 of population varied- as CHAPTEIl14. 
follows during the years 1940-49:-

1940 2·99 
1941 3·07 
1942 3·69 
1943 "·60 

1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 

4·54 
5·17 
6·47 
6"1~, 

~-
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In 1949, there were one Police Prosecutor and 15 Suh-Police Prosecuting Stall 
, Prosecutors in the district. The total number- of cases conducted and Prosecution. 

by the prosecuting staff (exclusive of cases compounded, with-
drawn or pending) was 1,259, out of which 1,084 ended in convic-
tion. The total number of cases conducted by the executive 
staff was 2,032, out of which 1,829 ended in conviction. 

. Quarters have been provided for 1,512 members of the police Housing and 
force in the district. There is a police dispensary at Poona. Hospital 

The Vil/aJ!e Police.-The stipendiary police of the district is Village Police. 
-helped by the ,village police. Under the Bombay Village PoHce 
Act (VIII of 1867), the control of the village police vests in the 
District Magistrate and not in the District Superintendent _ of 
Police. The District Magistrate may, however, depute any of his 
authority to the District Superintendent of Police. There are 
1,545 villages in the district. Each' village or group of village~ has 
a police patil. The police patil is required to .collect information 
regarding suspicious looking strangers and send it to the police 
station. He has to keep a strict watch ov«;!I' the movements of 
notoriously bad characters under surveillance of the police. When .' 
the patrolling police goes to the village. he lias to give all the 
information he ~es about events in the village.. It is the 
duty of the village porrce patil to render assistance to any sick 
traveller and to maintain law and order in the village. He is 
aMisted in his work by the village watchmen (Mahlirs). In 1949. 
the village police in the district rendered assistance to the police 
in the detection of 16 cases. 

The Home Guards.-In pursuance of the Bombay Home Guards Haa. Guards. 
Act (III of 1947), the Poona District Home Guards Unit was started 
on the 28th March 1948. It is a, voluntary body established to 
supplement the ordinary police force for the protection of person. 
property and public safety. and for such other service to the public 
as it may be call~ upon to perform. . 

In charge of the Home Guards organisation in the State 
is the Commandant ~eral, and under him are Commandants 
in each dist!ict who control the district staff. The appoint
ments of the Commandant General and -Commandants are 
made by the. Government from among suitable non-official gentle
men. and the posts are purely honorary, carrying no remuneration.' 
The organisation is non-political and nOIH:Ommunal. All membett 
have, on enrolment. to sign a pledge to the effect that ~ey will 
well and truly serve the Governmen~ of Bombay without, fear or 
affection, malice or ill-will, or communal or political bias, and will 
assist to the best of their ability in the maintenance of 'peace and 
prevention of crime against person and property. Any person -who 
is between the ages of 20 and 50 and haS studied up to Standard IV 
in any of ',the regional languages is eligible for enrolm~t. 
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The 'Home Guards are trained in squad drill, lathi drill, use of 
arms, control of traffic, elementary law, mob-fighting, unarmed 
combat and guard and escort drill. They are also trained in first 
aid and fire-fighting. They are encouraged to take up social work. ' 
When called out on duty, they enjoy .the same powers, privileges 
and protection as an-officer of the police force appointed under any 
Act for the time being in force. Th~ functions consist mainly of 
guatding public buildipgs, patrolling for the prevention of crime and 
assisting the police in their ordinary duties. They are issued with 
uniforms and are paid a duty allowance of Rs. 2-8-0 per diem when
ever they are called out on duly. In Poona, a conveyance allowance 
up to Rs. 5 per mensem is given for attending parades, etc. 

Since its inauguration, the Poona District Home Guards Unit has 
made rapid progress. Units have been established in eight talukas, 
!lJ)d three 'of these talukas have each two centres of training, the 
others having only one each. The following were the centres 
working at the end of 1949:-· 

(1) Baramatl 
(2) Bhor -
(3) Dhond 
(4) Jejuti 
~5) Saswad 
(6r Junnar 

~f1) Khed 

} Purandartalulca. 

(8) Lonavla 1. 
(9) Talegaon J Mawal taluka. 

(10) ,Loni } Havell taluka. 
(11) UruJi 

M the end of 1949, there were on the roll of the Poona Distri~ 
Unit 1,583 male home guards and 35 female 1l0me guards. 

Village Defence Parties.-In addition, there were Village Defence 
Parties. The scheme is modelled on the ancient system of 
Gav Senas, under which at the beat of a drum the villagers used 
to collect with weapons and help one another against outside 
aggression. 

Each village defence Qrganisation is under an officer known as the 
Kotwa}. At the head of the organisation in the taluka is the 
.. Assistant Village Defence Officer; who is usually a Sub-Inspector 
of Police in the taluka. . The District Superintendent of POLCQ 
is in charge of the whole organisation in _ the district and is 
termed for that purpose .. Village Defence Officer:- The Village 
Defence Officer IS assisted by a .. Joint. Villflge Defence Officer.
who is always a non-official. Similarly, the Assistant Village Defence 
Officer ~ assisted by a non-official .. Joint Assistant Village Defence 
Officer." The non-official officers perform purely honorary service 
and receive no remuneration. They are appointed by.)he District 
Superintendent of Police and are subordinate to him. .:i 

Every able-bodied villager between the ages of 20 and 50 is 
eligible for membership of a party, provided he is recommended by 
the Kotwa} and other officers. The training given to members of 
the Village Defence Parties is . not as intensive as that given 10 
members of the Home Guard units. They are, however. instru~ed 
in the use of arms, drill and lathi drill and are trained to gather at 
a gi"'en place, at the beat of a drum, with available weapons and to. . . 

& • 
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defend themselves. No uniformS -are issued to them, but whistles CHArrER' 14.'· 
and arm-bands are' given. They do not exercise - any powers; 
as the Home Guards do_ They are mere citizens helping one another; 
to defend themselves. 

In the Poona- disbict, there were, in 1950, 617 villagers in which 
village defence parties had been organised. and the total -strength 
of the parties was 22,27L "'The non:-<>fficial Joint Village Defence 
Officer of the diStrict was assisted by one Sub-fuspector of Police' 
and 12 head.constables in organising and running the parties. 

THE JAlLDEPARnmtt. 

JUstice' and i 
Peace; 
PouCL' 

THERE IS NO SEPARATE DlSTRIcr PmsoNfor the Poona dlsbict; JAlLI. 
and prisoners in this and the adjoining disbicts who are Loca·' . f'J~"
t", • he sent to - a' disbict prison, ioe~, those- - with sentenres tion 0 ..... 

of -more- than one month anq,less than two' years, ·are sent to the' 
Yeravda Central Prison, where are confined not only, prisoners' 
with sentences of not less than two years -but also -- habitiIal .. 
prisoners ° transferred from all over _ the Stat~ for -the -, purpose of, 
being kept in "ne prison for administrative- reasons. Short-term 
prisoners of the disbict with sentences' ranging from one week to--
a- month are accommodated in subsidiary jails, 13 in nUmber; locat .. ' 
ed at the following ,places 1- -. 

Ambegaon.· v'adgaon . (Mawal). ° • 
Baramati.- Mulshi. 
Bhor. Poona.1 ° 
DhoncL Saswad.' 
Indapur.' Sirur .. 
JnDDarJ Velh~ 
Khed. 

'I1le'sub-jail atPOOna 'is °a'diStrict headquarterstib-jail.' ltis staffed' 
bra Jailor and a Jail Guard of the Jail Department. The remain- -
ing 'sub~jails -are -taluka -sub-jails and are in charge of part-time
Superintendents from the Revenue Department. The guarding of 
the taluka sub-jails is entirely done by the Police Department. The' 
number of the guarding establishment ranges from 4 _ to 12 accord
iDg to the requirements of each sub-jail. .. 

-There are also 13 police lock-ups at the following places :-, 
Bhor. Narayangaon. 
Dhond. Nimh, 
Ghoda. Saswad. 
Jejuri. Talegaon. 
Junnar. Vadgaon. 
Khed. Velhe. 
Lonikalbhor. 

These lock-ups are staffed by the PoI!.ce Department.- " 

Pollce Lopk-ux-. 

-The InspeCtor General of Prisons exercises,subject to the 'orders," Organizatfon. 
of the .... State Government, general control' and ->superintendence --of -
all prisons and jails in the State and Of the Borstal Sooool at ' 
Dharwai-. The executive officer in'chargeofthe Yetavda Central) 
Prison is the Superintendent, who is vested with the ·executive ' 
lDlUJ.agement of the prison -in all matters relating -to' internal, 
economy, discipline, labour, punishment and control gen~rally, ' 
subject to the' orders and authority of the Inspector - General. 

... Bk Vf 2.;-S1 .. . . 
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Under him are one Deputy Superintendent, seven Jailors (includ
ing the Senior Jailor), one Senior Matron in the grade of Jailor 
(Group II), two Assistant Matrons, one Stewanl, two Head Clerks. 
three. Senior Clerks. and ten Junior Clerks. In addition. there 
are one Teacher, four Instructors (one each for carpentry, leather 
work, paper making and agriculture), one Resident.. Medical Officer. 
(Bombay Medical Service, Class II), two Resident Bombay Medical 
Service Officers (Class III), one Compounder, four Nursing Orderli
es and 215 Jail Guards (including one Subedar and three 
Jamadars). . The Convict Officers, i.e., prisoners promoted to the 
ranks of convict overseers and night watchmen under the Jail 
Rules assist the Jail Guards in their executive duties. 

The Superintendent of the Yeravda Central Prison is usually one 
of the seniormost members of the cadre of Superintendents of Central 
Prisons. Superintendents of Central Prisons are officers promoted' 
from the ranks of Superintendents of District Prisons. The latter are 
appointed both by direct r~ruitment and by departmental promo
tion (in the proportion of 1 : 2). The candidates for direct recruit
ment must be Honours Graduates, and they are recommended for 
appointment by the State Public Service Commission. Jailors are in. 
three Groups, I, II and III.. Appointments to Group III are made by 
the Inspector General of Prisons. Fifty per . cent. of these appoint
ments is from candidates who are graduates recommended by 
a Selection Board consisting of the Inspector General of Prisons and 
two Superintendents of Prisons nominated by Government. The other 
fifty per cent. of the appointments are given to suitable departmental 
men who have passed the. matriculation or equivalent examination. 
Appointments to· Group II are made by the Inspector General by pro
motion of Jailors in Group III. Jailors in Group I are appointed 
by the State Government both by direct recruitment and by depart
~ental promotion in the proportion of 1: 2. Candidates for direct 
r~cruitment must be Honours Graduates. A diploma in SOCiology 
Or penology is considered an additional qualification. They are 
recommended for appointment by the State Public Service 
Commission. 

Government have accepted the principle that the higher staff of the 
Jail Department should be properly trained in criminology. Accord
ingly a .selected batch of Superintendents and Jailors were sent for 
training at the Tata Insptute of Social Sciences, Bombay, and these 
officers have been posted at different important prisons. including the 
Yeravda Central Prison. 

Part of the guarding. establishment is armed.~ The armed section 
serves as a reserve- guard to reinforce the· unarmed guards in 
immediate charge of prisoners inside the prison or in extramural 
gangs in the event of assault, mutiny, escape or other emergency. It 
is also available to mount guard over particularly dangerous prison- . 
ers or prisoners· sentenced to death. The unarmed guards wear 
a uniform and carry only a baton. .They have assigned to them from . 
time to time immediate charge of such prisoners and of su~ parts 
of the prison as the Jailor. under the orders of the Superintendent. 
may direct. 

Subject to the control of the Superintendent. the Matron has entire . 
care and superintendence of the Female Prison. 

The Yeravda Central Prison was built in 1864, and the sanctioned·: 
accommodation is for 1,553 prisoners for the MlUo Jail. and . 
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126 prisoners for the Female Jail. The daily average population of. CHAPri:R 14-
the jail for 1951 was, however, in excess of the sanctioned accom- -
modation, being 2,376 males and 88 females. There are separa.te Justice and 
juvenile sections both in the Main Jail. and in the Female Jail. The Peace; . 
total IItrength of the Male Juvenile Section was 453 on the 2nd JAILS, 
January 1953. This prison is one of the biggest jails and also one 
(If the most important correctional institutions in the State. 

Prisoners are classified as' Class I or Class II by the Court, taking Classification of 
into consideration their status in society and also the nature of the Prisoners. 
offence. They are further classified as casuals, habituals, under-
trials and security prisoners. There is no separate class of " political 
prisoners." Prisoners are also grouped as "short-termers", i.e., 
having a sentence of less than three months, and "long-termers," 
i.e., having a sentence of three months and above. The short-
termers are given deterrent treatment, while in the case of long-term 
prisoners paramount importance is given to the reformation of the 
prisoner. 

The daily jail routine extends from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. The actual Daily Routine. 
working hours are from 8 a.m. to 10-30 a.m. and from 11-30 a.xp .. to' 
4 p.m. Other parts of the routine include time for meditation and' 
prayers, physical training, games, social adjustments, talks, singing of 
devotional songs, education. class, and reading of newspapers and 
books. The prisoners are employed on intramural and extramural 
work. The prison has an extensive factory in the following 
sections :-

1. Carpentry. 7. Hand-paper making. 
2. Smithy. . 8. Manufacture of Phenyle. 
3. Mochi (Leather Works). • 9. Bakery, and 
4. Cane work; 10. Manufacture of stationerv 
5. Textile-( a ) Weaving, articles, viz., tags, file 

(b) Carpet-making, laces, narrow tape, trays, 
( e) Dyeing. waste paper baskets, 

6. Rubber stamp industry. etc. 
Some prisoners are also employed in the prison on laundry work,. 
conservancy, sweeping kitchen, etc. The prison has got 26 acres and 
35 gunthas of irrigated land and 90 acres and 19 gunthas of dry crop 
land, which has been brought under cultivation.' Vegetable gardens 
have been maintained and developed and prisoners work in these 
gardens. A batch of about 350 prisoners is sent to the Yeravclll 
Prison Press for printing work. . 

The following figures. relating to the Yeravda Prison Press are 
for 1951:-

(a) Total average cost of guarding and main-
'. taining per head of average strength 
(b) Average cost per head of average strength 

. for diet 
(e) Average cash earnings per head of average 

strength 

Rs. a. p. 

360 2 0 

157 0 4 

56 0 0 
(d) Average net cost to Government per head 

of average strength . .. . . 293 5 0 
.. A Jail Reforms Committee was appointed by Government in 1946, 
.and in their report, dated August 1947, the Committee made several 
~recommendations to Government calculated to conduce to the 
reformation of the prisone:t, and Government accepted many of those 
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recommendations. The rules for the treahnent of }risoners have 
been liberalised. The regulations regarding corporal punishment have 
been tightened, and in no case is whipping allowed without the pre,. 
vious sanction of Government. Punishments of penal diet and gunny 
clothing have been abolished. More frequent letters and interviews 
are allowed to prisoners. 

For long-term prisoners there is a scale, of remission for good con
duct.Premature release of long-term prisoners who have undergone 
a, minimum period of sentenc,e is effected by' Government on the 
recommendation of a Prisoners' Advisory Committee. The case of 
all prisoners sentenced to .IDore than 14 years' imprisonment or trans
portation and imprisonment for terms exceeding 14 years, are, when 
the term of imprisonment undergone, together with any remission 
('arned or granted, amounts to 14 years, to be reported to the Inspector 
General along with the opinion of the District Officers. The 
Inspector General forwards these cases, with bis opinion, to Govern
ment for final orders. Prisoners with agricultural bias who have 
uildergone a minimum sentence of one' year, including remission, 
where the sentence is below five years, and a minimum sentence of 
two years where the sentence is five years or above, are also entitled 
for release -to the, .. Swatantrapur Colony" in-the South Satara 
district, which is 'a free colony where the prisoners can settle with 
their families and work and earn wages in the colony farms. 

Female prisoners are given training' in .. dais" course. Work is 
arranged according to the ,prisoner's health. On, adm~sion, tho 
prisoner, is examined by ,the Medical Officer who classifies him as 
fit' for light, medium or hard labgur. The Superintendent then 
assigns the, work with due; ,regard -to the health classification of 
the Medical Officer. There is provision, in the rules for the appoint
ment of a psychiatrist, whom the Superintendent has to consult in 
order to fit the work to the mental and physical set up of the 
prisoner. At present (1952), however, no psychiatrist has been 
appointed as a candidate wjth the requisite qualification is not 
available. 

!tis now Government's policy that prison tasks should be useful 
occupations and non-productive _ labour, should, be eliminated. 
In, the case of long-term prisoners the aim is so to train, them that 
they will, on release, be able to secUre employment easily. In order 
to encourage performance of work, all prisonerS wit4 a substantive 
sentence ,of three months. or more, and -security and under-trial 
pnsontirswho volunteer to work, are' paid one-fifth of the w~ges for 
the labour assigned, provided they complete their daily' quota of 
task to the satisfaction of the authorities. If the prisoner does extra 
work,. he is given full wages for that work. A Jail Canteen has 
been opened, from which all priSoners are all~wed to purchase, out 
of their earnings or private cash, tea, tobacco, bidis, eatables, soap, 
toilet, etc. The prisoner can also ,remit a ,portion of the wages to 
his family members. ' 

Other important reforms, are release ,.on parole and furlough: 
A prisoner may be released on parole in. cases of serious illness or 
death of any member, of ,his family or his nearest relative or' for 
any other sufficient cause., 

The period spent on parole'will not count as part of the sentence. 
A prisoner who is sentenced to more than .one year and up to five 
years and who has actually undergone one year's imprisonment is 
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(entitlt:d for release on furlough for ~ period ,of two weeKS, which' CHAPTER 'i.~ 
, period will be counted as part' of his sentence. A prisoner who is 
'sentenced for more than five years is entitled to this concession on 
\ completion of two years' imprisonment. Habituals and prisoners 
; convicted of robbery or 'dacoity and convicts whose presence is con
'sidered as highly dangerous Or ',prejudicial to public peace and 
'tranquillity by the District Magistrate or the Commissioner of. Police 
· will not be entitled to release on furlough. 
-' The social weHare of th~ prisoners is also promoted. Lecturers 
"visit the jail every Sunday and deliver lectures on moral subjects to 
the prisoners. A limited number of books, subject to censorship, 

~ is allowed to be retained by a convict \ prisoner in' his possession. 
'The prisoners can also get books from the Jail library. A limited 
number of daily and weekly newspapers approved by Government 

: are supplied free to groups of prisoners. Prisoners are allowea to 
..supplement newspapers supplied at Government cost by other 
· newspapers at their cost. Literacy classes are conducted by a paid 
,teacher and literate convict-prisoners. Regular annual examina
'tions are held in the Jail by the Deputy Educational Inspector. 
, Remission of 10 days' sentence is granted for each standard to those 
-persons who qualify and whose progress is found satistactory. 
Films of educational and reformative values are exhibited by the 

-Regional Publicity Officer, at Poona . 
. One important reform Is the. introduction of Jail Panchayat 

· Committees. A committee of prisoners is selected for each yard by 
the prisoners themselves, and the Jailor and the Superintendent 

-consult the cominittee in matters -of discipline and general welfare 
of the prisoners. 

There is a Board of Visitors for this prison composed of officials 
and non-officials and presided over by the District Magistrate. 
Among the non-official visitors are the Mayor of the Poona Corpora-
tion, four members of the Bombay Legislature and five other gentle-
men. In addition there are five lady visitors including lady members 
· of' the State legislature. The Chairman of the Board. arranges for 
a weekly visit to the prison by one of the members of the Board. 
He also arranges for the periodical inspection of the Female Jail by 
a lady visitor in addition to that made at the time of weekly visits 
by other members of the Board. Quarterly meetings of the Whole 
Board are also convened. The Board records in the VisitoIs' Book 
its observations on the result of the detailed inspection of the jails. 
Any remark at the quarterly meeting or at the weekly visits deserv

, ing special and prompt disposal is immediately forwarded by the 
· Superintendent to the Inspector General for necessary orders. 
Other remarks made by the visitors and the quarterly Committee of 
Visitors are forwarded immediately after the end.of the mouth by 
the Superintendent to the Inspector General with such remarks as 
he may desire to oHer. 

JUVENILES AND BEGGARS DEPARTMENT. 

IN BOMBAy'STATE THERE ARE THREE PIECES OF SocxAL LECISLATIok 
'the aim of which is to protect children and to prevent juveniles, 
·adolescents and young adults from' becoming habitual criminals, and 
they are :-(1) the Bombay Children Act (LXXI of 1948); (2) the 
Bombay Borstal Schools Act (XVIII :of 1929); and (3) the Bombay 
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Probation of Offenders Act (XIX of 1939). While the Chilch;ep 
Act deals. with childre!l below 16 years of age, the Borstal Schoo~ 
Act is applied to adolescents between 16 and 21, and the Prol;>a. 

· tion of Offenders Act provides for offenders of any age, especiall~ 
those between 21 and 25 and those who have not committed 
offences punishable with death . or transportation for life. In 
addition, there is the Bombay Habitual Offenders Restriction Act 
(LI of 1947). This Act was passed with a view to making proyi· 
sion for restricting the movements of habitual offenders, tOI 
requiring them to report themselves, and for placing them in 

· setth:lmen~s. . 
The Bombay Children Act consolidates all previous laws relat· 

ing to the custody, protection; treatment and rehabilitation· of 
children and youthful offenders and also for the trial of youthfu1 
offenders. It gives protection to four principal classes of children, 
viz., (1) those who are neglected, destitute or living in immoraJ 
surroundings and those in moral danger; (2) uncontrollable child· 

.ren who have been reported as such by their parents; (3) children, 
especially female children, who have been used for begging 
and other purposes by mercenary persons; and (4) young delin
quents who either in the company or at the instigation of older 
persons or by themselves have committed offences under the 
various laws of the land. Such children are taken charge of either 
by the police or by officers known as "probation officers" and in 
most cases are kept in " remand homes." A remand home is 

· primarily meant as a place where a child can be safely accom
modated during the period its case is being considered and it is 
also meant to be a centre where a child's character and behaviour 
can be minutely observed and its needs fully provided for by wise 
·and careful consideration. Mter enqUiries regarding their home 
conditions and antecedents have been completed, they are placed 
before special courts known as "juvenile courts," and dealt with 
according to the provisions of the Children Act. If the home con
ditions are found to be satisfactory, and if what is needed is only 
friendly guidance and supervision, then the children are restored 
to their parents and placed under the supervision of a trained 
probation officer. If the home conditions are unwholesome and 

· uncongenial, the children are committed to institutions known as 
"certified schools" or "fit person institutions." .. Fit person" 
includes any association established for the reception or protection 
of children. At these schools or institutions the children receive 

·training according to their individual aptitudes, in carpentry, smithy, 
book-binding, tailoring, 'agriculture, poultry-farming. goat-rearing, 
gardening, cane-work, knitting, etc. Youthful offenders, when 
implicated in any offence along with adult offenders, have to be 
tried separately in juvenile . courts without the paraphernalia of 
criminal courts. The tecbnique employed iIi juvenile courts is 
entirely dillerent from that in adult courts. Penal terms are avoided, 
and even the word "punishment" has been dropped from the enact
ment in describing the treatment to be meted out. The children are 
regarded only as victims of circumstances or of adults., 

Adolescent criminals coming under ,the Borstal Schools Act are 
sent for detention and training in the Borstal. Schools, Dharwar. 
.Factory work and agriculture form two main heads of vocational 
training. Weaving; manufacture of furniture, stationery and buttons; 
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'aDdsrilithy are some of the other vocations taught. Theadolescents;CIiAPti:R14. 
, sent to this school are given such individual trairiing -and other , '-,-' , 
, instruction and are subjected to such disciplinary and 'moral . JuStice and 
'influences as will conduce to their reformation. ; However, boys found Peace. 
to be too incorrigible or uns~ciable !o be kept in .the BOlstal School .l~=. 
are transferred to the Juvenile Section of the Pnson at YeraVda. 
Similarly, if the Inspector General of Prisons thinks that any prisoner 
in the Juvenile Section can be better treated to his advantage if he 
is sent to the Borstal School, he is accordingly transferred. Both 
juveniles and adolescents; when they have finished a certain period of 
residence in the institutions to which they are sent and acquired 
some proficiency in a trade; are released, under a licence as prescribed 
in the Rules,Oto live in their homes, pr, if they are destitute, in 
.. after-care hotels" (institutions run by non-official agencies), under 
supervision, and efforts are made, to find employment for, them. 

For the proper enforcement of the legislative enactments men- Machinery to en .. 
tioned above, machinery, both official and non-official, is provided. force legislation. 
The non-official machinery is provided by the Bombay State Proba-
tion and Mter-care Association, Poona, with a net-work of aHiliated 
bodies called the District Probation and Mter-care Associations 
which are actively functioning in more than a dozen districts of 
the State. These associations provide "remand homes" and "after-
care hostels" and also employ probation officers to make enquiries 
regarding the home conditions and antecedents of children and also 
to supervise the young persons released either dir~ctIy by courts 
or on licence from certified schools and the Borstal School, Dharwar. 
As regards offenders dealt with under the Probation, of Offenders 
Act, the work of the District Association consists only in making 
preliminary enquiries regarding the cases of alleged offenders 
referred to them and carrying on, in selected areas, supervision of 
offenders released on probation. 

The official agency is the Juvenile and Beggars Department. 
Until 1934, the Juvenile Department, as it was then known, was 
controlled by the Education Department, but from April 1934, it was 
attached to the Backward Class Department under the' control of the 
Home Department. The Backward Class Officer was, designated as 
Chief Inspector of Certified Schools. In March 1946, the administra
tion of the Bombay Beggars Act (XXIII of 1945), was added tit the 
duties of the Backward Class Officer. As work increased and the 

-Backward Class Officer could not be expected to devote much 
attention to the expansion of work under the social laws relating to 
children, from June 1947, the Juvenile Branch, the Bombay State 
Probation and Mter-care Association, and the Beggars Branch were 
divorced from the control of the Backward Class Officer and these 
three branches were constituted into a separate department called 
.. the Juvenile and Beggars Department" under a full-time Chief 
Jnspector of Certified Schools and Chief Inspector of Certified Insti
tutions. This officer is under the control of the Education Depart
ment of the Secretariat so far as the administration of the Children 
Act and the Borstal Schools Act is concerned. ,The ,Home Depart
ment of the Secretariat, which deals with the Beggars ,Act and the 
,Probation of Offenders Act, guides and controls his activities, in 
relation to those Acts. 

So far as the Poona district is concerned, the Beggars Act his 
not yet been applied to any part of it, but the follOWing instructioilS 
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~14. have been .certified under>the Beggars Act, viz., the David Sasoon 
_=- ,Infirm Asylum, the Poona School and Home for· the Blind, and 

IJustic:e~ the .Mental Hospital, Yeravda. The last one is IDeant .fOJ; detain-
:Pea~. ing lunatics arrested under the Beggars Act. The former two, insti-

.:'::So:::' tutions are for the old and infirm and the blind respectively. 
Machine~ to. en- The Children Act was applied in 1935 to the municipal borough 
force legislation. -of Poona City, the Poona Suburban Municipal Borough and the 

Cantonments of Poona and Klrkee, and in 1941 to' the village· of 
Mundwa and the area occupied : by, the Mundwa Industrial 

, Settlement. 
The officer in charge of the work of the Juvenile and Beggars 

Department in the district is called .. Chief O$cer." He is 
a Government servant deputed by the Chief Inspector of Certified 
Schools to the Poona District Probation and Mter-care Association. 
He has to work in a two-fold. capacity, namely, as the paid secretary 
of the District Association and as the Chief Probation Officer of 
the Juvenile Court. As paid Secretary of the Association he works 
imder the direction of the 'office-bearers of the Association and he is 
also responsible for all the routine work of the Association. As 

: the Chief Probation Officer, he supervises, guides and co-ordinates 
:the work of the probation officers working with him in the 
district. He is responsible for the work of the Remand Homes in 

'the district. 
There are working in the district (in 1949) five stipendiary 

probation officers, of whom one is a woman, and two teachers, of 
whom one is a woman. In addition,. there are 13 voluntary proba
tion officers. The duties of probation officers are:-

;:i, 

(1) to study the children that are brought before the Juvenile 
Court and to submit reports regarding them to the Court 
suggesting a treatment programme; 

(2) to supervise the children placed under their supervision by 
the Juvenile Court; 

(3) to conduct inquiries regarding applications received by the 
Juvenile Court; 

(4) to conduct the inquiries referred to the District ,Probation 
and After-care Association by other institutions in respect of 
>cltildren and beggars; . 

(5) to conduct inq¢ries regarding children proposed to be 
released on licence' from different certified schools abd the 
Borstal School, Dharwar, and to supervise such children as are 
,released on licence; 

(6) to conduct inquiries and supervision work under the 
Probation of Offenders Act,; and ' 

(7) to do propaganda work to further the objects of the 
legislation relating to children and youthful oHenders. 
Although the Act contemplates the establishment of separate 

'juvenile courts in each district, as yet no full-time magistrate has 
,been appointed forPoona. The local ,First Class Magistrate at 
'Poona works as the presiding officer of the Juvenile Court. The 
Juvenile Court is held once a week to dispose of cases under tho 
Children Act. Government have also appointed three lady 
.honorary magistrates to advise the presiding officer of the Court in 
;respect of the disposal of cases under trial. 
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There is a Remand Home for Boys in Poona City at 402, Nana CHAPTEB 14-
Peth, run by the District Probation and After-care Association. 
Next q, t;he Remand Home at Umerkhadi, Bombay, the Poona 
Remand Home is the biggest in ilie whole State. Its activity, 
however, is confined to the municipal limits of Poona City and the 
Cantonment areas of Poona and Kirkee. Girls in remaw;i, are kept 
either at the Hindu Women's Rescue Home, 299, Narayan Peth, 
Poona 2, or the Mahila Seva Gram, Yerandvana, Poona 4. Babies 
on remand are generally kept at the King Edward Memorial 
Hospital, Sardar Mudaliar Road, Rasta Peth, Poona 2. 

Justice and 
Peace. 

JUVENILES AND 
BEGGARS DEPT. 
Remand Home. 

'Ihere are five certified schools, two run by Government, namely, Certified Schools, 
the Yeravda Jndustrial School, Poona 6; the Certified School 
for Girls at Sirur; and three others run by private institutions. 

'In the Yeravda Industrial School there is accommodation for 
400 boys and arrangement for teaching the following languages:
Gujarati, Marathi, Kannada, Urdu and Elementary English. The 
following trades are also taught :-carpentry, smithy, book-binding, 
tailoring, agriculture, poultry-farming and goat dairying, garden
ing, cane work and knitting. • 

In the Certified School for Girls at Sirur, Marathi is taught and 
also the following trades :-tailoring, gardening and sisal fibre 
work. This school has been started to serve as the nucleus of 
a major institution for girls of the Borstal cum certified school age 
groups. The maximum accommodation at present is for 60 girls. 

The private certified schools are :-(1) the Hingne Stree-Shikshan 
Samstha, Hingne Budruk, Poona 4; (2) the Seva Sadan Home for 
the Homeless, 789-90, Sadashiv Peth, Poona 2; "'-1}d (3) the Hindu 
Women's Rescue Home, 299, Narayan Peth, Poona 2. 

There are 24 '. fit person· institutions in the whole district, of Fit person 
which 16 are located in Poona City or the Captonment areas of Institutions. 
Foona and Kirkee, and 8 in other towns, viz., one each at Junnar, 
Paud, Kedgaon, Dhond, Baramati and Lonavla and two at Tale-
gaon. 

The District Probation and After-care Association runs an after~ After-care Hostel 
care hostel. The total annual expenditure of the association for the 
year 1948-49 was Rs. 43,520. During the same year, the associa-
tion received contributions from Government totalling Rs . .37,159 
and small grants from local bodies totalling Rs. 726. The Associa-
tion is planning to expand its work in Poona city and the 
various talukas of the district. During the year 1951-52, a regional 
Probation and After-care Association, affiliated to the District 
Probation and After-care Association, Poona, was formed at 
Baramati, and the work of the Baramati Remand Home started. 

The Chief Inspector of Certified Institutions is also the Reclama
tion Officer, Bombay State.· This officer has general control of the 
settlement established at Bijapur nnder section 15 of the Bombay 
Habitual Offenders Restriction Act (LI of 1947). 

Unlike the Criminal Tribes Act, which has been repealed, the 
Habitual Offenders Restriction Act is made applicable to persons 
of all castes and communities alike, and restrictions are imposed 
only after judicial enquiry as prescribed under the Act. 

Habitual 
Offenders 
Restriction 

Act. 



CHAPTER ~REVENUE AND FINANCE. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF LA."iD REooRDS is an adjunct to the Depart
Olent' of Land Revenue. The system o! land revenu! that is 
prevalent in the Poona district is the rayatviiri one, and it is based 
upon a complete measurement, classification and assessment of 
the land. Under the rayatviiri system, land revenue is paid by the 
holder direct to Government and not to an intermediary as is the 
case under the talukda';' zamindari, and other similar systems. It 
was in fact in the Poona district that the first system. of measure
ment, classification and assessment, or what is termed - survey and 
St"ttlement operations, - was introduced. The original survey and 
settlement operations in the district were completed by 1853, and the 
first revision settlement of the first taIuka settled in Poona came in 
1&68. All the pre-merger talukiis in the district have had two revision 
settlements. The settlement of Indapur was revised for the third 
time in 1948. No revision settlements have been carried out in 
merged areas. Under a post-war scheme all inam villages have 
heeD surveyed and classified, and they are now being settled under 
another scheme. As a result, all the lands in the district, except a few 
inarn villages which were not subject to compulsory survey and 
settlement, have been measured and classified. 

At present, the main objects of Government in the Land Records 
Department are to maintain survey records and village maps up to 
date; to simplify and cheapen periodical settlement operations; to 
provide a record of rights for the protection of all who hold interests 
in land; to reduce, simplify and cheapen litigation in respect of 
lands in revenue and civil courts; and to provide the statistics 
necessary for sound administration in all matters connected with 
land. 

The Land Records Department is required to maintain the 
voluminous survey and classification records up to date by keeping 
very careful notes of all changes. It also organizes and carries 
out village site and city surveys on an extensive scale, and arranges 
for their proper maintenance. It undertakes special surveys for 
private individuals and public bodies (e.g., railways. municipalities 
and local boards) and for the Defence Department of the Union 
Government and other Government departments. The department 
is also responsible for conducting all the periodical reVenue settle
ment operations in the State. 

CHAPTER 15. 

Revenue aDd 
Fmance. 

Lum REcmuis. 

Objects. 
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CHAPTER IS. Village maps form an important portion of land records. There 
are village' maps for all surveyed villages in the district. Village 
lands are divided into survey numbers, with their sub-divisions or 
pot or phalni numbers, and lands not included in survey numbers, 
,such as rivers, niiliis, forests, etc., are plotted on the village map. 
Inamholdings and lands setlnpart for public purposes are formed 
into separate survey numbers. The area of each survey number 

Revenue and 
Finance. 
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Maps. 

Assessment. 

Record of 
Rights. 

is separately entered in the land records under an indicative number, 
and the area of each sub-division number is also separately entered 
under an indicative number. subordinate to that of the survey 
number of which it is a portion. The standard of area is the 
English acre with its sub-division, the, guntha (121 square yards, 
i.e., the square formed on one chain or 11 yards), 40 gunthas making 
one acre. There are boundary marks provided to the fields 
measured. 

Assessments are based on a classification of the lands into dry-
crop, rice and garden lands, with various sub-classifications under 
each head. The soil (and water) classification values of these lands 
are expressed in terms of the rupee-scale (i.e., in annas) and are fixed 
with reference to the circumstances of the tract of country in which 
tIle land is located and to the nature of the cultivation. 

Under section 135B of the Bombay Land Revenue Code (V 6f 
1879), a records of rights has to be maintained in every village, and 
such record.has to include the following particulars :..;.. 

(a) the names of' all persons who are holders, occupants, 
owners, tenants or mortgagees of the land or assignees of the rent 
"or revenue thereof; 

( b) the nature and extent of the respective interest of such 
persons and the conditions or liabilities ( if any), attaching thereto; 
and . '. 

(c) the' rent or revenue (if any) payable by or to any such 
• person. 

Section 135C of the same Code lays down that any person 
acquiring any right has to report the acquisition of such right to the 

~ village accountant (talathi). Under Government orders in the 
, Registration Manual, sub-registrars have to send extracts of registered 

documents which involv.e alterations of title to pI:operty to talathis 
and city survey officers for the correction of the record of rights and 
the property registers. Under section 135D, the talathi has to 
enter, in a register of mutations, acquisitions of rights coming to 
his knowledge either through' reports made to him or through other 
sources. These changes are then transferred to village forms VII-XII 
after they have been properly certified by a proper revenue officer . . . " 

Register of There is also a register of tenancies kept in the village in respect 
• Tenancies of all lands of the village. 

Village Officers. • As already stated in the paragraph devoted to the Land Revenue 
'Department, it is the duty of the village officers to make an estimate 
of the areas under various crops and prepare' an annewari of the 
'crops of the village. They have to keep a watch over village 
"boundaries and the boundaries of Government waste lands to detect 
encroachments on Government land and protect trees and other 
properties of the State. They have also to keep records of births and 

-,' deaths and also of sources of water supply. They have also to keep 
an account of the agricultural stock and help in the census of such 
stock. 
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Above the village officerSiS-· the . district staff of circle inspectors. CHAPTER 1$. 
As these officers are primarily ,meant to assist the revenue officers, 
they work under the Collector. The circle inspector is. the super- Revenue . and . 
visor, under the orders of the MamlatQar or Mahalkiui. of the revenue Finance. 
administration and the survey and revenue records of' every C~ ~~~: 
... illage . in his circle. His duty is to sup~rvise the work done by .. the uc 
village officers .. 

Then, there is the, district and cadastral survey staff who. do District and 
measurement work, the staff in the District Survey Office who keep Ca<Iastg:!a Survey 
the survey records up to date, and the city survey staff who maintain . 
tile city survey records up to date. These establishments work 
under the District Inspector of Land Records and are administered 
and controlled . by the Superintendent of Land Records and the 
S~ttlement Commissioner ,and Director of Land Records. . 
. The State Government has powers under section 95 of the J30mbay 

Land Revenue Code to direct the· survey· of any . land in any part 
of the State with a view to the· settlement of the land revenue, 
and to the ·record and· preservation·ofrightsconnected therewith, 
or· for any other similar purpose.·. The ; survey officers· deputed by 
Government to conduct or take part in· surveys are ·given powers 
under section 96 of the Land Revenue·Codeto require ·the assist
ance of all persons interested in the lands and of all taluka and 
village officers. 

The. lands are actually measured and claSsified . by. the District 
Surveyor and Cadastral Surveyors. They are in direct sul;><irdination 
tt). the· District Inspector of Land Records, who ··is responsible. for 
tLeir work. The primary duty· of . the District Surveyor is the 
performance of measurement and classification 'in such' cases·as cahno~ 
be ,entrusted to the cadastral surveyors on account of their difficulty," 
size, importance or urgency.; The ·district surVey -staff.in·the Poona 
district- consists ·of one District Surveyor and 2(} cadastral surveyors 
( of . whom only seven arc permanent). The pot.hissa survey stai 
(in 1950) consisted of one Nimtandar and 12 poFhissa; surveyors. 
This· staff iI. however, subject. to· variation. from. y~ar ,to ,year 

. according to actual requirements. . 
TIle District· Inspector. of Land Records; Poona, is the officer ;~. Disbict Inspector. 

charge of the Land· Records· Department· in ·the district a~d is -....---~" 
cUrectly subordinate to the Superintendent of Land Records, Poona 
Circle, in all technical matters. He is also· the direct .subordinate 
of the Collector and ·has to carry out all administrative 'orders' of 
the Collector in matters of survey and land records.· . 

. It. is the .duty of the District Inspector of Land .. Records to 
i~5pectthe village records (except those that deal purely with, land 
rf,'venue ) and bring defects to the notice of the taltika officers 
and to certify mutations in the record of rights. He has also 
to inspect the village forms concerning Qirths and deaths and vital 
statistics. He also. compiles the annual agricultural returns, cattle 
census and returns of water sources, etc., on behalf-of the Collector. 
It' is part of his duties-

( a) to supervise and test the measurement and. classification 
work of surveyors; 

( b) to supervise the District Survey Office j 
( c) tQ test the work of Circle Inspectors and taiathis, i.e.., village • 

. records, crop ·inspection, boundary mark repairs, ,etc.: ,. 
( d) to train Circle Inspectors, District Deputy Collectors and . 

Assistant Collector~ in· s~ey and settlementmatte,r~;. . 
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(e) to inspect the City Survey Office; " 
(f) to advise the revenue officers in the district in all technical 

matters; and 
(g) to control all measurement and classification work. 

The District Survey Office is the central land records office of 
the district. It is in charge of the Headquarter Assistant. The 
Headquarter Assistant has to act under the orders of the District 
Inspector of Land Records. He is in charge of the records and 
is responsible for all work in connection therewith. Subject to the 
rules made by Government and the payment of prescribed fees, 
maps and some other land records are open to the inspecton of 
the public at reasonable hours. On payment of prescribed fees, 
maps and extracts from final survey papers are supplied to 
applicants. All changes in area and assessment of survey numbers 
are recorded in kamiasti patraks and transferred to other survey 
records. On the further sub-division of survey numbers or hissas, 
the consequent changes in area and assessment are recorded in 
akarphod patraks. The kamjasti patraks with their abstracts signed, 
by the District Inspector and countersigned by the Superin
tendent of Land Records, and the akharphod patraks. are sent to 
thtl revenue authorities for the correction of the relevant maps and 
records. 

Surveys of cities, towns and villages have two objects in view, 
viz., (1) the survey of all lands within the site of the area to which 
the survey. has been extended, including all occupied and un
ocCupied areas, roads, tanks, etc., with a vi~w to providing a map 
for administrative purposes, and (2) an enquiry into the title 
and tenure upon which all land is held within these limits, to 
determine. encroachm~nts upon State lands, and to issue sanads in 
confirmation of title to landlords. Under section 133 of the 
Bombay Land Revenue Code every holder of a building site is 
eI)titled, after payment of the survey fee, to receive a sanad 
containing a plan and description of his holding. 

City survey staffs are maintained in the district for each of 
the following groups :-(1) Poona; (2) Dhond-Baramati; and 
(3) Lonavla-Saswad. The Mamlatdar, Poona City, is the City 
Survey Officer, Poona. He supervises the City Survey Office,'which 
is in charge of a Superintendent who is appointed by the Collector 
of Poona from the Revenue Department cadre. Under him there 

. are six «maintenance surveyors," four of whom are permanent and 
two temporary. Dhond-Baramati and Lonavla-Saswad groups have 
each one maintenance surveyor. In Junnar and Bhor city survey 
has been done, but maintenance of city survey has not yet been 
started. The District Inspector of Land Records is also responsible 
for the measurement and record correction work done by the city 
surveyors. 

On the merger of Bhor'State with the Poona district on 1st August 
1949, the survey records of the villages of that State which were 
merged in the Poona district were brought over· to the Poona 
District Survey Office. 

'Consolidation of· agricultural holdings and prevention of 
fragmentation are post-war reconstruction schemes in which tho 
Land Records Department has to play a prominent role, especially 
in the preliminary stage of measurement of all new sub-divisions. 
Another measure of post-war reconstruction is a scheme to introduce 
survey and record of rights in all inam vill~ges. 
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Chapter VIII-A of the Bombay Land Revenue Code (V' of 1879) 
and chapter lII-A of the Land Revenue Rules deal with assess
ment and settlement of Land revenue, of agricultural land. 
• Settlement" is described as" the result of operations conducted 
in a taluka or part of a· taluka in order to determine the land 
revenue assessment." (Section 117C of the Code). For PlllPoses 
of . assessment the lands to be settled shall be divided into groups 
homogeneous as w- physical characteristics and economic advantages, 
such as climate, rainfall, general fertility of soil, communications and 
the like; and standard rates are fixed fOr the various classes of land 
in the group (namely, dry crop, rice. or garden land). The assess
ment for each field or survey number is deduced from the standard 
rate for the group by reference to the soil and water classification 

. value of tJ.1e. fieM or survey Dumber. . . 

The settlement remain's in force for a period of 30 year~,' unless 
the Government, for reasons to be. recorded, direct that it shall be 
in forct!' for any -shorter period. Power is left witli the· Gqvern
ment . by section 117M of the Code to declare, ~when a settlement is 
effected, that the settlement rates have been fixed with reference to 
specified prices of specified classes' of agricultural produce. When 
such a declaration has beeI;i made, the State Government may 
reduce or enhance the assessment in the !irea c:oncerned by granting 
a rebate or placing a surcharge on the assessment by reference to 
the alteration of the prices of the classes of agricultural ~ produce 
specified in the declaration. In the case of an original settlement, 
it is- provided in section 117G that in fixing the standard rate. 'the 
aggregate assessment on the occupied lands in any grouJ? shall not 
exceed 35 per cent. of the average rental values on such lands for 
a period of five years immediately preceding" the year in which the 
settlement is directed. In the case of a revision settlement, it .is 
provided in section 117F that the aggregate existing assessment of 
lands shall not be increased by more than 25 per cent. in the case 
of a p.0up o~.a taluka and by more than 50 per .cent.in the case 
of a Village or'a survey number or sub-division of·it., 

The Settlement Commissioner' is required to report to the 
Government befor .. the 31st of July in each ,ear' the names· 9f the 
talukas in the State the current settlement 0 which expires on the 
31st of July three years later. For the purpose of revising the 
assessment of talukas a Settlement Officer is selected to prepare 
the proposals, who is also appointed a Survey Officer under section 18 
of the Code. This officee, when he approaches his task in 
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a taluka, will find that, in the pre~ous settlement, ( 1) . the taluka 
has already been divided into groups, (2) for the villages contained 
in each of these grou~s' uniform standard rates of assessment 
have been fixed, and (3) the assessment for each field. or survey 
number has also been fixed. His problem is t(1 revise the old groups, 
if necessary, and to fix a new set of standard rates for each group 
in the taluka. The- assessment of individual survey numbers and 
their sub-divisions will then be worked· out by increasing' or 
decreasing the old assessment in the same prop,ortion as there is ~ 
an increase or decrease' in the new standard rates over the old 
standard rates in respect of such lands. Under section lOB, when 
a general classification of the soils of any area has been made. • 
a second time, or when any original classification of' the soil of ~ 
any area has been approved by the Gove~ent as final, no such 

" 
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CHAPTER 15.' classification shall· be·· again made with, a view to' the revision of 
the assessment of such area. Statutory provision has been . made 
also to exclude from tha, assessment any improvements made .at the, 
expense' ·of the }lolder during the thirty years immediately preced-" 
ing the date of. expiry of the .current settlement. 

Revenue and' 
Finance.' 
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The . Settlement Officer is instructed by rules to examine fully' 
the past revenue history of the area and assess the general effect: 
of the .incidence of assessment on the t economic Mnditioll of. the ' 
area. Information has to be. collected oy ~ him in respect of the: 
following factors whicn. govern. the formation' of groups:- • 

( i) physical' configuration; 
(if) cliIIip,te flnd rainfall, 
(iii) mar~etst ... '~ 

(iv )commqnications ; 
(vf standard o£'!husbandry:-" .; 

'(iri)-,pop~latfo-n~and S\Ipply of labour I 
.(vii) agriculturat:"resources;' - • 
(viii) the variations' in the area of ()ccupied and cultivated-lands':.: 
" 'during thela}>t 30 years ;.~ .. 
,i, iX' wa'ges;.. ,), • 
~" (x). :price!J ; 

_ (xi Fyield of the principal' crops; 
(.xii)' ordmary expenses of cultivating such crops, including.the' 

.. wages gf the cultivator for his labourin cultivating the ' 
__ _ land;' 

:{xiiil' re~tal-;..ruties-of 'latidsused for purposes of agriculture; , 
; ", ' and-' '" .. ,' . " . ~, ;',: '~. 

, ( xiv ) 'sale,s of lands used, for~ purposes of. agriculture. ' 

Everr:the~ manner )~f- obtaining .such information is elaborated in, 
the Land Reven,!le~Rules,;~,' " • ," 

."_ .4 ", . 

. T~o lines of enquiry have been. marked out for the Settlement 
Officer, . one direct ..and. the 'other indirect. . The indirect . line is 

, iritended to iffordhlm circumstantial, but none-~-less convincing;, 
evidence of the incidenceo! the assessments . by revealing. their i. 

general effect on the economic and 'agricultural 'condition of the ' 
tract. He is instructed. 'to examine from the.:;iacts collected by, 
hiht whether. the area under cultivaoon and occupation has 

• eipanded OF -contracted, whether the" aSS$sment ,has been. collected ' 
with ~~se pr not", ahq wbether the material. condition. of the people ; 
is', prosperqus or the~ reverse., He has also',t(,) pass under review the ' 
TIrarkets and. communications of the tract, tpe history of the prices-: 
of, its main- "5taples and . the . statistics of selling and letting values ' 
of the land~' "In .the -reconl of rights is contained- a large amount 
of detailed information as to' sales and leases aJ: various periods 
d1:lring thecurre~y of the. expiiing settlement; whicQ will enable . 
hini to judge what ,development,. if any;· there has been in land . 
values since' t.he last settlement; From these ·he can draw broad'
general conCIusibnsas. to ,the· effect of the' existing .assessment on" 

,the economic condition of the tract; If he finds that the tract has . 
prospered, he may conclude. that iud~d' by this standard, the' 

, assessments were' and are, reasonable and moderate, and he may" 
also be led by other geiieral considerations to, conclude 'that they'· .. . ' 
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might- reaSonably "and safely be enhanced. On the other hand, his 
view may lead him to an opposite conclusion that _the assessments 
should be ~educedor at any rate left unaltered. 

.. i 
Revenue and: 

FinanCe.·: 
The direct line of enquiry is intended to enabl~ him to judge 

what should be the limit of enhance~ent or reductipn as the case 
inay be. Gfmeral instructions issued to settlement, officers indicate 
the manner of analysis of rents, both in cash and ill kind, 
A comparison o( the rend with assessment will give the officer 
fairly definit~ ideas of the profits of cultivation in various villages 
and groups in the taluka and of the ratio of the incidence of the 
assessment on those profits. In the, light'of'the information gained 
by him, he rna}" if necessary, make any redistribution or readjust
ment ·of· the burdeIh of assessment oyer the varidus groups ·of the 

LAND REcO,RDS. 
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,- . The settlement officer'S report should cont~~ aU':the information 
coUecteg by him in re!pect of'the- factors. gov~rning the formation 
of gtoBps. It shQuld also contain the .reasonS tor ftis prO!1Qsals' 

,lind a Itatement ahowing the effect o! 'the prpposal 'as compared 
totllat of the current ;settlement. He sut>mits his report to the 
CoHeclior and sends copies of it to the Seli,tlement Commissio~ert 
The latter arranges fo~ its translation, in tJte regional' !mguages o( 
tile villages concerned and for the print4lg of. th~ -"translations. 
The report is published by the. CoUectoi in the remonal',langnage; 
of the village by posting it in the chiivdi or other prominent. pliblio. 
place in the village and also _ at the taluka I:atcheri. Three' months; 
are .;lUowed to the. public to 'seond petitions "of ol>jections. 4fter~ . 
the expiry of this period; the CoUector forwards. the ~ettlemcmt .. 
report and the petitions ?f. objections, together with his~~~a.~s,,:,'-
to the Settlement ',Com~tsslOno/, and~the ;la~; lidb~ ~ef!l-,to 
the Governmen~ with his own r~marks and -recommendations.' -/UlY. 
person aggriev4d I>y. ihe report published by' the- Collector ,may .. 
within two months of the publication, apply tq the .covel'Jll!lent, 
for reference of the report to the Bombay Revenue Tribunal whic~ 
is cODStituted fiQder the Bombay ReveJWe Tribuna.! Act ( )CII' of. 
1939), stating bj.s objections to the report.and tW- gtounds·therefor. 
Along with 1m application he has to. depos!t~ a sum of Rs. 100: 
On receipt of ~ application the Governmtmt".is bQl'lnd to refer, 
the matter to the tribunal. Within two, months of the date of 
reference, • ,after hearing the applicant and also the' Government 
officer deputed to appear before it, the tribunal has 'to -submit to 
the Government its-Opinion .on the objections raired. rhe' settle"
ment report, 'y,Vith the objeftions, if any, received thereop, and the 
opinions of the Re"enue Tribunal on a. referenc~ if any, mad~ to' 
it. are laid on the table.o£ each. cnamber Of the-State legislature., 
TIle report is then liable to' be discussed by a resoluti"on.movoo in. 
each chamber at its next following session. After the termination.- _ 
of such session, the Government is at liberty' to .pass such orders on 
it as it deems lit. The assessment for each 'recorded holding' 
is then calculated. The new settlement is then deemed to have been
introduced and the land ~evenue in the area is levied according' to •. 
it from such date as ,.the GovernmflDt may direct. ... <'-. 

... . <IL ~ • 

This procedure ensures' l~gislative scrutiny of aU ~ettle~enf 
r~ports. 

A Bk Vf 2-32 
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~ ~~. OChapter XIV of the Land' Revenue Rules governs the imposition 
and revision of non-agricultural asseSsment. Subject to the rule. 

~venUI! ~ 
~~~. 

L\ND.~, 
FixatioJ;!, of non

. agrjcultural 
: assessme,nt.; . 

. , 

contained in that chapter, the Collector is given powers- • 

( i) to alter the assessment on alienated and unalienated l~~d 
assessed 01" held only. for purposes unconnected with 
a~iculture ~ . 

( ii) to revise the assessment of any land assessed or held or 
used for any non-agricultural purpose on the ~iry of the period 
for which the assessmc;lD;t has been fixed t, and ' . 

( iii) to fix and revise the. assessment, of land held or llsed for 
any non-agricultural pll!J?ose but ,which has not been assessed. to 
land revenue under section 52 of the Land Revenue Code ... - . ." . . 

for the 'purpose, pf detel1Uini,ng generally the rate. of non-agricul. 
turalassessment leviable, villages, towns and cities are divide~ by 
Coveinmen~ into twQ cla.sses.. While the minimum assessment is 
~e, agricultural assessment, the, maxinnvn p,er square' yard is 2 pies. . 
{or Class l, and 1; pi~ tor ClaSs. II. ·In Wclng the rate within the. 
iJ.b9v~ li,mit~due. regard is paid to the. general level, in the locality, 
Q£ ~he ~ value. of lands' used; for non-a.,,<1J'icultural purposes. In. 
spetia1 cas.c;ls, i.e .• where the. land is, situated iA an ex~ptiona.U~ 
(avourablepositio~ 011 it is. used only temporarily {OJ; a non
agricu1w..-a1purpose, or the pu,rpose for which it is Q.sed is 
of oI{' special kind, the Collector JDay, with. the pre~ous saI;u',tiOn, 
Q{' the Gov(!rnmen..t, levy a. higher rate, but :mch rate is not; 
~o, exceed 50 per cen~. of the estimated annual. rental value of the.. 
l;lnd. whe~ pu~t;o the nQn.-agricultura! use in. question. Provision 
is also :made fOJ; the l~vy of speci~ rates in. areas where there is 
a, ·keen. d,eII;tand {or building sites. When any' holding which has. 
lleen assessed or is held fo~ non-agricultural purposes other than 
bl,lilding .is, with the Coll.ect·OI::'s permission.. used for residential. 
building, the CollectoJi levies the rate of assessment imposed on 
l!md fo~ <4uch, purpose ~. the locality. When any holding, which. 
has b(len. ass~sed for any nQn-agncultural use, is uSed for agricul
ture, only .. thE(. Collector may", on, the applicatilln of the holder .. 
1't~move the. l;lon-agJ;icultural ~essment ~d impose either the old 
~cultu:(al. ~sessmen~ if any.. or a. ~ew agricultural assessment, 
equivalenfi ~Q tPllt impqsed Q.n !iinPI~, agricultnral lands in ~e . 
,ncin,ity. .' • 

The Collector is required permanentl; to maintain in his office. 
a map of the. .disbict upon which. is shown. by' distinct colours or 
otherwise under which of the rules or classes relating to the levy of 
non-agricultural assessment all the lands of the district fall. And 
every M~tdar has. to maintain a similar map of.his taluka. These. 
xnaps are open to p~blic inspection free of charge during all office, 
hours. -, . • . .' . .. .. 
~ . . ' 

The period· for which non-agricultural .. assessment is fixed is 
ordinarily 30· year$. • ., . 

..OThe. Land Records Department is. nol connected with the imposition and 
revision of non-agricultured assessment, which is the function of t,be. Q>llec;tor" . . 
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, . Statl.fticB Df und RevenUe CoUections.-The following statistics 
relating to the Poona. district are taken from the Land Revenue 
Administration Report of the State for the year 1950-51:-

NUMBER OF VILLAGES : 

Khalsa 
Inam 

1,223 
321 

GROSS FIXED REVENUE, ~UDlNa JiON-AcmOULTt1RAi. 
ASSESSMENT AND ALL OTHER DUES •• 

'Deduct- • -'Its. 
Assessment assigned for special 

and public purPoses, includ-
ing Forest . . 1,328 

Net alienation of total inam~... 5,44,052. 
ASsessment of cultivable land ~ 

Unoccupied . . 
Free or specially reduced-.. 

Remaining fixed revenue for 

8,429, 
20,600'" 

coUection- ' " 

Agricultural : 
Government occupied land 

including specially 
reduced ' 15,08,694 

Alienated lands . • 1,80,953 
Building and other non-agri 

cultural assessment!· •• 1,68,312 
, FLUCTUATING MISCELLANEOUS REvENUE 

LOCAL FuNlJ 

Demand .. . ., Remissions' 
Suspensiona 
Collections 
Unauthorized balance .., 

•• 26,51,832 
15,866 

.• 23,571 

.. 22,19,112: 
1,40& 

" 

• R~. 

24,32,367 

3,25,551 
4,49,579 

J\evenue, anll 
Financ:ei 

LAND R~oRi>s. 
_ Statistics of 
Land Revenue 

Collections. 

SAI..ES TAX DEPARTMENT. , ," . 
SALES TAX HAS NOW BECOME THE MOST IMPORTAN'l' SOURcE-, of' reven1iei 

to the State, because it contributes to the exchequer more than any 
other head of revenue. A general sales tax was first introduced 
in' 1946 by a' Governor's Act,. whiclv halt since undergone various 
amendments- by the Legislature; , 

Under the Bombay Sales' Tax Act M of 1946, I1s a:m~nded:..up bY 
the end of 1951, every dealer was liable to pay sales tax;, wh6sEt 
annual sales exceeded-' . 

fa) in the case ot it dealer who l>rought anY'- goods in the 
: State oE Bombay' from any territory other than that notified by, 
"the State Government in the' Official .Gazette, Rs. 10,000" pro~ 
. vided the ,value of _goods was, not less than'Rs. 1,000; 

(b) in· the> cas~. of al manufacturer or processor,:Rs. io,ooo~, 
and ' • " 

'" :, ( c)' itl' the' case- D£ any other. dealer. Rs. 30;000:;, ' . . 
,All dealers liable to pay the- tax had to register tliemsefves as 

such and pay the tax: on an. goods sold' by them' except those that 
~ere exempted. The' tax: WIl$ «one-point t~ sal~~ between': 

A Bk vr 2-S2tt 

S"ALEs T AX~ 
Sales Tax Act. 

1946. -
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atAPTER 15. registered dealers being free 'of tax~The general tax was half 
an anna in the rupee, but a special tax at the rate of one anna in 
the rupee was levied on certain goods, mainly luxuries. The rate of 
tax on sales of bullion or specie was only one-fourth per cent. 

:Revenue and' 
, Finance. 
SALES TAX. After the inauguration of the Cqnstitution of India on the 26th, 

January 1950, in accordance with the provisions of Article 286 of 
the- Constitution, sales tax was not levied on goods sold to con-
sumers outside the Bombay ,State. . 

Sales Tax Act, 'The Act was again, amended in 1952, and the amended Act, 
1952. [Bombay Sales Tax Act (XXIV of 1952], and the Rules made there-

under were brought into force from the ,1st. November 1952. Its 
validity 'Was, however, challenged and the Bombay High Court held 
that it was ultra vires of the State legislature. In the situation created 
by this decision, the B<.>mbay Sales· Tax (No.2), Ordinance, 1952, 
-was issued by' the Government of Bombay on the 24th December' 

, 1952, to provide for the levy. of the tax on sales and purchases of, 
goods. The provisions and the language of the ordinance were so 
drafted as to make them conform to the judgment of the High Court. 
Mel!nwhile, an ,appeal was also filed by Government before the' 
Supreme Court against the decision of the High Court. , 

As the Ordinance could only operate until the expiry of six 
weeks fiom the opening date of the next session of the legislature,' 
which commenced on the 16th February 1953, Government intro
duced in the legislature a Bill embodying the provisions of the 
Ordinance with such formal changes as were necessary to convert 
the Ordinance into an Act." This Bill became law on the 25th 
March 1953 as the Bombay Sales Tax Act (III of 1953). ,It was to 
remain in, force only up to the 31st day of March 1954, as Govern- ' 
ment intended' to bring 'forward amendments to the legislation in 
accordance with the judgment of the Supreme Court after it was 
delivered. The Supreme Court, -giying' its j~dgment on the 30th' 
March 1953, overruled the decision of the Bombay High Court and '. 
held that the Bombay Sales Tax Act (XXIV) of 1952 was intra vires' 
of the State legislature. In order to meet the new ~ituation thus ; 
created, namely, the existence of two Acts in operation govern
ing the levy of sales: tax, new legislation was pa~sed by the' 

. Legislature in April. 1953 suspending the operation of the 1952 ' 
Act till 31st March 1954, until which date the 1953 Act would 
operate. ' ' 

Sales 'fax Act, ~ Umier the Act of 1953, all goods, subject to a few exceptions, are: 
1953. liable to a .. general tax,':; and a few of the goods exempted from 

the general tax and,a few, others 'not so, exempted, are subject to 
a .. special tax ". , '. ". ' 
, Dealers whose turnover ina year in respect of"goods liable to 
~e ," slecial tax" is Rs. .5,000 or less are'· exempt from sales tax, 
genera or special. Every dealer whose turnover in .. special goods" 
«te. goods liable to special tax) exceeds Rs. 5,000 a yearMs) 
to . take out. a licence as ,a '",licensed dealer." Every deal~t ' 
whose turnover in respect of all sales (including the goods declared . 
as"exempt from sales tax) exceeds:Rs. 30,000 ayearllas to get himself 
registered as a co registered' dealer," A registered dealer has . also 
to ,take -out a licence asa "licensed dealer" if his turnover of 
speCial goods exceeds Rs, 5,000.in a year; and, vice. versa, a licensed , 
dealer, has " fo, get .himself Iegistered if Qtsi1Irnover, of ~Il sales O~1'~ 
goods. exceeds Rs: 30,000 in a year .• The, general tax is not 'payable : ~ 

• in respect of turnover tip to the first Rs. 30,000; and, similarly, the " -, . . 
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special tax is not payable in respect of turnover of special good~ 
up to the. first Rs. 5,000. . General tax is payable in addition to_ the 
special tax and vice versa. Every registered dealer whose turn· 
over in respect of all sales exceeds Rs. 60,000 in a year has t6 issue 
a bill 'Or cash memorandum in respect of al1 goods sold _by him, 
and every licensed dealer has to issue a bill or cash memorandum 
iu respect of any special goods sold by him, signed and dated by 
hini or his servant, manager or agent, to the purchaser, showing. 
the particulars of the goods and the price at which the goods are
Sold. and preserve thecounterfoil or duplicate, duly . sign~dimcl 
9ated, for a periQd oE not less than three years . 
. Forty-nine items of goods. are scheduled ~(Schedule I) as not 

subject-to the general tax, and these are ~tlmposed mostly of. 
necessaries of life, such aS~ereals and pulses, betel leaves, betelnuts, 
bread, firewood .and- charcoal, .fish,. fresh eggs-, fresh fruits, f!:'flSh, 
milk, matches, salt; et<l. They· also include :a few agricultural. 
implements, cattle, sheep and goats; fertilizers; manures· including 
oilcakes, etc . .Motor spirit,-. which)s taxed under, the Bombay Sales 
of Motor Spirit Taxation Act (VI of 1946), is also included in these, 
i!cms. 

All other goods are subfect to the 'general tax, which is- leviable 
at three pies in the rupee. The general tax on sales of. bullion . or 
specie is only one-fourth per cent. . This general tax is leviable only 
f(om' "registered dealers." .It. works as a multi-point tax, as 'it js 
payable by every "registered dealer" irrespective· of the fact that 
the tax has.. been collected Jrom him by another "registered 
dealer." 

-Then. there is a special category of goods. enumerated in 47 items 

CHAl'lEB, IS. 

R~nuo·.ancl 
Finance. 

SALES TAli; 
Sales. Tax Act< 
, 1953. 

in . Schedule II which are liable to 'a "special tax." This is .leviable 
ffom every "licensed dealer." Many of the goods in this schedule 
are subject to a rate of nine pies in the rupee, and a large number 
to one anna iIJ the rupee. These fall· under what may be termed' 
"luxury articles," and include Iron and steel safes, motor vehicles; 
refrigerators. typewriters, . wireless reception instruments, fountain· 
pens, gramophones, ladies' handbags. .andvanity .bags, musical • 
in.struments;_ etc. Jewellery; precious stones; synthetic or artificial 
precious stones; and pearls, real, artificial and cultured; are liable 
to pay onlY.three pies in the rupee as special tax. ,Most of these ., 
articles are liable to both the general tax and the special tax. 

,There are.howev.er, certain articles which are exempted from the 
general tax but are subjected to the special tax, viz" (a) artificial 
silk yarn; hides arid skins of cattle, sheep and goats; raw .silk 
and· silk yarn; and raw wool tops and woollen yarn (other. than' 
knitting yarn) ; which are taxed at three pies in the-- rUpee; and' 
( b) cotton . (whether ginned or unginned),·· cotton; seed,', and oil 
seeds, Which are taxed. at one per cent. 'Only.- The special tax-' is: 
a single point tax, as one licensed dealer who has . already' paid it 
when purchasing the .goods froinauothet: .licensed' dealer has not 
to pay it on' the sales made by him of _ the· same goods. 

Under the Rules framed under ·the Act, Government 'have"iiven 
several concessions to the trade, ·designed eithe~·· to ,remove 
altogether the incidence of \he tax from certain :classes- of goods 
and dealers or to limit the levy oLthe general.tax to only one or 
two stages. Exemptions from the general· tax . are given, -ifor 
example, in the case of sales of goods which are subject to various 
control orders under the Bombay Essential Commodities 'and Cattle 
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(Control) Act (XXII of 19-16). wben such sales are made by 
a recognised association to. its member dealers at cost price, and 
exemption is also gi~-en to' dealers wbo buy or sell goods as 
cc;mmission agents. Goods obtained from another dealer for 
accommodating a cu.c;tomer are not taxed. This is intended to a~"Oid 
taxation of both the dealers iJt. such cases. Then. non-exempted 
essential goods and bullion and specie are taxed only at the first and 
the last points. The incidence of the tax is also limited in the case 
of raw materials proce5Sed for the purpose of makin~ certain 
categories of goods which would subsequently be taxed. Similarly. 
elCemption bas been given in respect of the special tax in the following 
ca.ses:-

( 1). Sales of goods to any licensed dealer where the purcbasin~ 
dealer certifies that the goods are intended for being exported 
oUtside or for being sold te dealers ba~ing business at other 
places in India outside the State of Bombay. 
• ( 2) Sales of ornaments contabing precious stones or pearls. 
wnere the precious stones or pearls have been purchased from 
other licensed dealers on payment of special tax. 

(3) Sales of certain scheduled goods where such goods have 
been produced from other scheduled goods purchased froto 
licensed dealers. 

( 4) Sales of special goods specified in entries 1 to S9 of 
Schedule II wben sold to a licensed dealer ,,-ho certi.Ges that the 
goods are inten:led for re-sale after processing or for use by him 
as raw materials or component parts in the manufacture of other 
special goods to be sold. 
A purchase tax equal to the amount of the general tax and/or 

the special tax is leviable on such goods as may be notified by the 
State Government,· which ba~"'e been despatched or brought from 
any place in India outside the State of Bombay and are actu~ 
delivered as a direct result of a sale to a buveJ' in the State of 
Bombay for consumption therein. nnless the buyer produces 
a declaration made by the seller of such goods that the seDer u 
a registered dealer or a licensed dealer. as the case may be. and 
shall pay the tax on such sale in due course. 

For purposes of the administration of the Sales Tax Act. the 
Poona district is di~ided into two charges. Part of the Poona City 
is in charge of a Sales' Tax Officer. Grade II. and the rest of the 
Poona City and the Poona district is in charge of a Sales Tax Officer 
(Junior). Both of them have their headquarters at Poona. Se,,-en 
Sales Tax Inspectors work under the former and six Inspectors 
under the latter. . 
• The Sales Tax Officer exercises the powers delegated to him 
under the Bombay Sales Tax Act and Rules for the ~eneral 
administration of the Act in ,his ch:u-ge.. He registers or licenses 
dealers who are liable to payment of tax on sales and is in,,-ested 
~ith the power of assessing them.. He receh-es periodical returns 
from the dealers registered showing their gross turno...-er during 
.lbe period and the tax payable by them. and he checks the returns. 
passes orders of assessment and takes .steps for the rE'CO""erY of the 
tax assessed. He bas also to detect "cases of evasion of taL He 
is ~ head of his office and is primarily responsible for its genen.l 
administration. 

• 



The officer next above the Sales Tax Officer is the Assistant 
Collector of.SaIes Tax of. the Circle which includes the disbict of 
J'oona. The Sales Tax Officer seeks . clarification and advice from 
the Assistant Collector in certain mattei's relating to the adminis
tration of the Act. He has also to submit to the Assistant Collector 
ell cases which be is not competent to deal with. Appeals lie 
from the orders of the Sales Tax Officer to the Assistant Co!lectoi. 
from the Assistant Collector to the Collector of Sales Tax. and from 
t:Je Collector to the Sales Tax Tribunal 

CIIAP1Eit Ii 
B-nem\ 
F"~ 

The following table gMs for the years noted the amount of 
sales tax collected in the Poona disbict, the collection charges. and 
the proportion of collection charges to the amount collected:-

Rs. 
194647 (from 1st October 6.79,000 
- 1946 to 31 March 

19-17). 
19-17-48 
194849 , 

2'l.~OOO 
31,50,415 
5O,42,Sl1 19-19-50 

1950-51 •• 55,22,418 

Rs. 
32,010 

«.200 
1,07,250 
i.l5.730 
1,01,430 

Proportion of 
mIlectiop
dlarges to -

IlIDQUDt -
coIlectecL 

,,·n per cent. 

1· 89 per cent. 
3·40 percent.. 
2· 29 per cent. 
i. . 8t per cent. 

UNDER 'IDE INDIAN REx:isTaAnoN Acr (XVI OF 19(8), compulsory 
registration is required in the case of certain documents and 
optional registration is provided for certain other documents. ru 
• rule. fees are levied for such registration, but the State Govern
ment have exeanpted from payment of fees documents relating to 
co-operative credit societies., land mortgage banks, urban banks 
(up to the value of Rs. 2,000) and housing societies (np to the value 
of Rs. 5.000). Similarly. awards under the Bombay Agricultural 
Debtors' Relief Act (XXVllI of 19-17) are also registered free. 
Marriages under the Parsi Marriages and Divon:es Act (m of 1936), 
and the Special Marriages Act (m of 1872), ~ also tegistered. 

J,...u:w!~ 

REclsnl.ATION. 
RegSntioo of 

Don",,,,:,,,& 

There are (in 19-19) two registration. offices for Poona (OC; _Regisby ofIices. 
Haveli I. housed in a building in the Mamlatdar's office compound -
in Shukrawat Peth; and Haveli n. situated in the premiseS of the --
(lffice of the District Registrar. Poona, in the compound of the 
Collector's office). and eleven others located at Ghoda (Ambegaou 
taluka), Baramati, Bhot,' Dbond, Indapur, Junna:t. Narayangaon 
(Junnar taluka). Kbed. Vadgaon (Mawal taluka), Saswad 
(Porandar talub) and Gbddnadi (Sirur talub). Each of these 
~ In eharge of a Sub-Registrar. 

The Collector of Poona District is e;s officio District ~. DistIU Begistlu. 
The Registration IlDir is different and separate from the Revenue 
staff. but the District Registl'at baS powers of supervision Over tho 
tiOtire district registration stalL The ~ are appointed 
by the Inspector General 01 ,R~ but the District Registral • 



CHAPTER 15. has powerS to make appointments of sub-registrars' 'in • temPorary 
vacancies. The Sub-Registry and District' Registry .karkuns and 

llevenue and peons are appointed,' b}' the Distri.ct Registrar ' himself. Th" 
Finance. District· Registrar carries ,out the, instructions.of the Inspector 

D.JlE?I~~o~ General in departmental matters, and if he has any.suggestions for 
I$tJ'lpt, egJS. . ,the improvement of, the registration system, ,he submits them to 

the Inspector' General. The District Registrar solves the' difficulties 
encountered by. sub-registrars in the ,course of their day to da}' 
work. He visits the sub-registry offices and attends to the disposal 
.of routine matters with the help of his Personal Assistant and the 
Headquarter Sub-Registrar, who is Joint Sub-Registrar, Haveli II . 

.lIe hears appeals and applications preferred to him under 
~ections 72, and 73 of the Indian Registration Act (XVI of 1908) 
against Teflrsals to register documents by the sub-registrars under 
him: He is competent to accord sanction for the levy of fines under 
sections ,2Dand 34 (ibid),"condoning delays' in presentation of 
-documents after a period of four :mdnths and in appearance of 
ex~utants after the statutpry period;. And, ordering such documents 
to be registered. He is equally competent to order refunds in case 
vf surcharges and to grant remissions in safe custody fe,es in 
suitable cases. A will or codicil may be deposited with him under 
a sealed cover. The District Registrar is also authorised to receive 
declarations under the Muslim Personal (Shariat) Application Act 
(XXVI of 1937). ' 

Sub-Registrars. 

Inspection. 

, 
The sub-registrars are immediately' subordinate to the District 

Registrar~ The chief function of the sub-registrar is to register 
documents for which the required stamp duties and registration 
fees are paid. He keeps a record of such registered documents 
and notifies, whenever necessary, the facts of registration to the 
Revenue and City Survey officials for record of rights and mutation 
of names in their property registers. On application from parties. 
hE' issues certified copies from preserved records of registered 
documents. Every sub-registrar is an ex officio Registrar of Piirsi 
marriages. The powers of solemnising· marriages under the Special 
Marriages Act (III of 1872) are vested in the sub-registrar working 
as Headquarter Sub-Registrar, Haveli II. , . . 

The work of inspection, is done by the Inspector of Registration; 
Poona Division (comprising Ahmednagar, Poona. and Sholapw: 
districts), Plant Office~, and the 'District Registrar, and the 
inspection memoranda drawn up by these officers are scrutinised 
by the Inspector' General of Registration. ' The Inspector of 
Jlegistration is directly. subordinate to ,the Inspector GeIieral of 
:J\egistrabon and does, .not exercise 'any adminis.trative control ovel' 
registration offices. He is not a subordinate of the District Registrar. 
His du~ i~ mainly confined to the inspection of the technical work 
of the registration offices, including' the' central office of record, and 
to audit their accounts. He inspectS the books, in .the ,central offic~ 
of record and reports to the District Registrar· about· their conditi,?Ii, 
sQth!i~ those in_dang~r of being desb:oyed may be recopied and 
authenticated according to the law. He examines the books, 
indexes,. accounts and other records in the offices of the sub-registrars 
once a year, and sends one copy of his memorandum of inspection 
to the District Registrar and another to the Inspector General for 
approval. The Inspector General will pass orders in respect of such 
me,niorandum, with his remarks or, suggestions, ~ any, which will 

• be' complied with by the sub-registrar. . , . 



, The 8yerag. ea~~al ~com~ of the Poona Registration .District 
is Rs. 1,97,514 and the,average annual expenditure Rs. 64,139 
( based on the figures for the trieimiwn'1947 -49). The copying of 
documents is. done in nine offices by means of photography and 
in the rest four by hand. During·1949 (including the figures for 
the Bhor sub-registry office, whic4. came under Poona only when 
the merger scheme was brought into effect on 1st. August 1949), 
in all, 19,106 documents were registered in the~l!ict; composed 
of 17,710 documents falling under compulsory registration and of 
the aggregate value of Rs. 2,78,79,137; 1,001 docurbents falling 
under optional registration and of- the aggregate value of 
Rs. 14,98,118; 259 .documents affecting moveable property and of. 
the aggregate value of Rs. 4,63,670; and 136 wills ... There were 

'13 marriages registered under the PiU'Si MarriageS" Act. and 
93 marriages solemnised under the Special Marriages Act 

". . . . 

THE ST,(M}> DEPARTMENT. 

THE SUPERINTENDENT OF S~AMP8. BOMBAY, is the authority who 
(:ontrols the supply and sale of State stamps in the. State, while 
in the Poona district the Collector of Poona, as the administrative 
head, holds general charge of the Stamp Department. There 
is no officer in. the district specially in charge of Stamps. The 
wcrk is done by the. Stamps Head Karkun under the supervision 
of the Assistant Treasury Officer, Poona, who is a gazetted officer. 
The Assistant Treasury Officer himself is under the general 

, supervision of the Treasury Officer, Poona. He has charge of the 
Local Depot at Poona, and is responsible for the maintenance of 
the stock of stamps, their distribution to branch depots and 
their sale to the public. He is empowered to grant refund of the. 
value of unused, spoilt and obsolete stamps presented to 
him within the prescribed period. A branch depot is located 
at every taluka or mahal headquarter and it is in charge of the 
Sub-Treasury Officer, i.e., the Mamlatdar or Mahalkari. The Sub
Treasury Officers are also empowered to grant refund of stamps 
to a limited extent . . 

To suit public convenience, stamps are sold not only at the Local 
Depot and the branch depots, but also at various other centres by 
vendors authorised by Government There are 32 licensed 
stamp vendors in the ,.district 

, The following table gives the total incomes realized from stamp 
duty in the Poona district during the years 1949-50, 1950-51, and 
1951-52, and the amounts paid to licensed :stamp vendors during 
those years:-

1949-50. 1950-51. 11)51-52. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Total . Income realized from 
ltamp duly:-

Judicial stamps 8,16,793 '9.19,812 9.09,281 
Non-JudiciaJstamps 9,69.382 7,89,022 .. 1.41,38.11; 

Dilcount paid to ltamp 
oendon:-

.,'r .... 
Judicial stamps 2,882 3,328 3,l5!f 
Non-JudiCial stamps . 9,36i 9,352 9.51~ • 

- . 

Revenue and 
Finance. 

REciSrRATiON 
Statistics. 
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. THE'MoTOn VEHICLESDEPARTUENT. 

Jtev;; and TlIE MoToR VEHICLES .DEPARTMENT deals with the ·admini~tratio!J 
;Finance. of t:he Motor, Vehicles .. Act (IV of .1939) and the Bombay MotO:I 

M0T08 VEIDCLES. Vehicles Tax Act (~V of Hl35). < Under the first Act all motol 
MotA Vehic;Ies vehi~les have to. be registered; all drivers have to take oul 

ct. licence, which is give~ .only On their passing a prescribed test of 
c~mpetence; the hours .of work of drivers are restricted; and third 
'party insurance' of all private vehicles plying in public places has 
to be effected. 'It gives power to the State Governments to subjecl 
vchicles ,to strict mechanical tests and to control the number of 

- vehicles to :belicensed for public hire, specifying their routes and 
-also the freight rates. Fees are leviable for registration and issue 

of <licences and. permits. 
There is a State Transport~uthority for each State and Regional 

Transport' Authorities have been' set up for convenient regions of 
ca. State. <, The State Transport Authority co-ordinates the activities 
of the regional transport authorities. '-. ' 

The Regional Transport Authority ~ontrois the motor transporl 
in the region and deals with the issue of permits to different categories 
of transport vehicles according to the policy laid down by the State 
'Transport Authority and the State Government from time to time. 
lt also performs such duties as grant of authoris.ations to drive public 
service vehicles and conductors' licences, taking departmental actiOJl 
:against those permit-holders who contravene any condition of th€ 
permit, etc., an~ prescribing policy in certain important matters 
relating to motor transport in the region. 

Regional Tr~ns- The Regional Transport Authority for South Deccan with head-
port Authonty, quarters at Poona, has jurisdiction over the Poona < district and also 

• over the districts of Satara North;Sholapur and Kolhapur. It 
consists of five official and five non-official members nominated by 
Government under sub-section (1) of section 44 of the Motor 
Vehicles Act. 

Regional Trans- The Regional Transport Officer functions as the Secretary 
port Officer. and Executive Officer of the authority. In his capacity as Regional 

Transport Officer he is the authority for licensing drivers and 
registering vehicles and also for prosecuting in cases of offences 
committed under the Motor Vehicles Act. Acting under the 
authority of the Regional Transport Authority, he is responsible 
for all the duties connected with the issue and countersignature of 
authorisations to drive public service vehicles and conductors' 
licences and with the grant, revocation, suspension and cancellation 
of permits 'for public .carriers, private carriers, stage carriages and 
taxi cabs. . 

Other staff. One Assistant Regional Transport Officer and two Supervisors 
assist the Regional Transport Officer at headquarters. Five Motor 
Vehicles Inspectors look after' the work of registration, inspection 
of motor vehicles, testing of motor-drlvers and conductors, checking 
of motor vehicles 'and detecting offences under the Motor Vehicles 
Act. They are assisted by two Assistant Motor Vehicle Inspectors 
.in these duties. One Motor Vehicle Prosecutor looks after ,the 
prosecution work and conducts cases launched in courts of law. 
He also assists the Regional Transport Officer by giving legal opinibD 
whenever need arises. <. 

< < This Department has liaison with the Police Department. The 
Police Department carries out. periodical checkt of motor vehicles 
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and detects offences-under the Motor Vehicles:.Act.' It alSo. attends 
to- references from the Motor ,Vehicles Departplel}t .regarding 
verification of character of applicants fOr public service vehicle' 
authorisations, conductors' licences, taxi cab permits, etc. n also 
helps in the verification of non-use of vehicles and recoveries of 
arrears of taxes and in specifying_particular places lor. bus stops, 
elc. ~ .", . 

The District Magistrate comes into relation with this .depaitrne"nt 
in connection with imposition of restrictions or! road tran!:po~ 
fixation of speed limits, and location of motor stands. . . . 

CHAPTER 15. 

Revenue and 
. Finance. 

Maroa VEHICLES, 

Under the Bombay Motor Vehicles Tax Act, taxes are levied.oQ. 
all motor vehicles, except those designed and. used solely for carry
ing out agricultural operations on farms and farm lands. The 
taxes are based on the types of vehicles (e.g. motor cycle~, tricycles, 
goods vehicles, passenger vehicles, etc.), and their laden or unladen 
weight. The Act has removed all municipal and State tolls on 
motor vehicles. The Rules. made under this Act lay down that 
when a vehicle is to be registered within the State, the 
registering authority (i.e., the Regional Transport Officer) shall 
verify the particulars furnished in the application for registration 
(".g., the make of the vehicle, its capacity, etc.), and determine the .' 
rate of the tax for which the vehicle is liable. Every registered 
owner who wants to use or keep for. use' any vehicle in the State 

Motor Vehicles 
Tax Act: 

bas to pay the tax determined, stating the limits within which he 
intends to use the vehicles, i.e., whether only within the limits of 
a particular municipality or cantonment or throughout the State. 
A token for the payment of the tax will be issued by the registering 
authority and this has to be attached to and carried on the vehicle 
at all times when the vehicle is in use in a public place. A fresh 
declaration has to be made annually, or every time the tax has to 
paid (i.e., quarterly, half-yearly or annually). The registering 
authority before issuing the token in respect of the payment of the 
tax has to satisfy itself that every declaration is complete in all 
respects and the proper amount of tax has been paid. 
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CHAPTER 16. CHAFI'ER 16-DEVELOPMENTAL DEPARTMENTS. 

THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMbrr. 

-!" ~ • 
. Developmental 

Departments. . 
AGRICULTURE. 
Organisation. 

THE WOBB: CAlIlUED ON BY THIS DEPARTMENT may be gr~uped under 
four sections, viz., (1) demonstration and extension; ( 2 ) reselU"ch 
and education; ( 3 ) agricultural engineering; and ( 4 ) 'livestock 
(cattle), sheep-breeding, poultry farming and dairy development. 
At the head of the department in the State is the Director of 
Agriculture, and there are two Joint Directors, one for Engineering 
and the other for Extension. Three Deputy Directors-one in 
charge of Seed Multiplication and Extension, a second in charge of 
Manures, Fertilizers and Rural Development, lind a third in charge 
of Research and Education-co-ordinate the work of their respective 
sections in the State as a whole. One Deputy Director for Crop 
Research concerns himself with the technical side of crop research. 

The officer of the department in charge of agricultural work in 
the district is the District Agricultural Officer. He is directly 
responsible to the Director of Agriculture. There are six Agricul
tural Officers under him, including the Assistant District Agricultural 
Officer and the Agricultural Officer in charge of the Crop 
Protection Scheme, all members of the Subordinate Agricultural 
Service. who supervise the work of the different agricultural 
divisions in the district. There are also seventy Agricultural 
Assistants, at the rate of five per taluka. The District Agrict,llturaJ 
Officer is responsible for the following:- .; '.' ' 

( a) Organizing the work of agricultural d~monstration centres 
and holding field demonstrations in important agricultural. 
practices related to agriculture, horticulture, livestock, etc. 

t
b) Organization of crop protection service . 
• ) Supervision of crop-cutt,ing experiments. 
d) Inspection of' offices and depots in the district. 
e) Submission of season and crof reports.· 
f) Working of .. grow more food schemes, e.g., procurement 

an distribution of improved seeds, and co-ordinating agricultural 
. extension work connected with livestock, mechanical cultivation, 

soU conservation and lift irrigation, either directly or indirectly
the last through the district committees on variolili agricultural 
matters of which he is a member. 
Demonstration and Extension.-Fifteen demonstration.ceritres have 

been opened on cultivators' farms. The owner-cultivator adopts the' 
agricultural' impr()Vements advocated by the department under the· 
supervision of the Agricultural Assistant. Field demonstrations of 
standing crops are held during every season. . 

Demonstration 
and Extension. 
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CHAPTER 16. Extension work is carried out by the Agricultural Assistants. The 
taluka is divided into five circles, each. in charge of an assistant. 

Developmental Each circle has a depot wherein improved seeds, manures, etc., are 
Departments. -.stocked for sale. There are two or three co-operative societies· 
AGRlCUL~E. collaborating .• with the departinent in the work of manure. 
Demonstra~on. distribution. • • . 
and ExtensIOn". '. . '. 

Research. Research.-the research farms in the district are in charge of 

Education. 

a senior Agri~ultural Officer. In field work, the Agricultural 
Assistants ,assist the Agricultural Officer. The Agricultural Officer 
works under the control of the Deputy Director of Agriculture. <;:rop 
Researcli, '. 

There are 'two farms in the district~ 1Jiz.,the Potato' Research 
Station; Vadgaon-Kaslllmbeg, and the Rice-Breeding Station, 
Vadgaon. Tlie former was started only in 1948-49, with the object 
of ascertaining the optimum cultural, manurial and water requir~ 
Inents of the potato crop. The aim of the rice-breeding section is 
to do, comprehensive plant-breeding and agronomic research on rice. 
Botanical selection in Nagli, Nilwa (fodder jowar) and San for green 
manuring has also been in 'progress at this station., . 

Experiments: on cold storage of fruits and· vegetables, root-stocks 
o£ musambi and chikkoo, and graps-vine spacing and training are. 
carried on in the Ganeshkhind Fruit Exp~iment Statiom., Kirke~ 
under the Horticulturist to Government. 

EDUCATION: The Agricuzt.ural College, Poona.-There is an 
Agricultural College at Poona. Established in 1908, it has been frain~ 
mg students' fol' the degree course in Agriculture. It was formerly 
affiliated to the Bombay University, but since the establishment of 
the Poona University in 1948,. it has come under the jurisdiction 
of the new: university. It is run as a Government institution under' 
the Department of Agriculture. The Principal of the College is the
immediate head. of the college-. (See' under Chapter 17-Education. 
pept.-Poona University.) 

Many of the professors and lecturers of the college have als<t 
duties connected' with research, administration and' advice on 
technical matters. As regards these' duties, they are under the 
control" of the' Deputy Director, Research and Education. , 
: The P~fessor of. Agronomy is in charge of some agronomic 
·experiments. He is also in control of the' staff having management 
of the farm attached to the colle"'e and: also' of another farm of 
35 !lcre~ attached to th~ coI!ege farm '£or cultivation under tho 
"grow more food" campaign~ .', 

The . Professor of Botany i~ also Ecqpomic Botanist to G6vem
ment. He- is also. in charge of a scheme' for the. improvement of 
grasses and Jegummous fodder .crops. He _ has, also charge of, 
a herbarium in which there is, a. collection of about 11,000 species 
.of plants, belonging to the Bombay: State. . W~th the help of this 
~ollection,~ . plant specimens received .• from various sources are 
identified.. Inf0t:mation Eegarding ~e medicinal,. fibre and other uses 
of plants IS also supplied. Whenever necessary, samples ot seed 
received -from various sources 'are' examined for their purity 'and 
:~erminatiOD capacity; and the results supplied to interested parties. . 
. ': The·, Professor of Agricultural Economics, in addition to teaching:. 
tIle subject of. Agriculturat Economics, undertakes . village surveys;. 
collects useful economic . data and does: research .work in cost. 
accounting; etc. ' '~ . _ ... , . , 

.I 
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. The Professor of Horticulture is the HOrticulturist to Govemment. 
He has charge of the Fruit Products Control Laboratory and the 
inspectorial staff appointed to administer the Fruit Products. 
l:ontrol Order, 1948. Propaganda in horticulture is carried. out' in 
the district'by the Assistant Horticqlturist to Government. 
. The Professor of Entomology is also Agricultural .Entpmologistto. 
Covernment. . . -
. The ~ofeS$~or of' Plant Pathology .is the' Plant' Pathologist to 

Government. . '. - . 
Th~ Professor of Agricultllfal Chemistry i,s also the AgricUltural' 

Chemist \0 Government. ',",.. . 
.A Dairy is attached to the Agricultural College. 
The Agricultural School, M anjri..,... This schQ~l was '"established iIi. 

. June 194~ It is situated on the Poona-Sholapur road, about- 8 mile!S 
from Poona and ~bout 3 miles. from Loni. A farm of 382 aQI'es is 
attached to it, where irrigated c:rops of sugarcane, vegetables and 
fruits and unirrigated crops of rice, wheat,. jowar, bajri and ground
nut are grown. Seventy-fiv~ students. are admitted· to the school 
every year. ·The aims of the. school are. to impart practical training, 
in agricwture suited. tQ. th& needs of the people. and to make thQ 
st\ldents self-reliant and; disciplined. NQ rent is charged for. hostel 
accommqdation, and a 1;tipen.d. of B.s. 20 ~;J:' mensem is paid to ea~ 
st\ldent for meeting hi&boarding charges. In addition. tWo sets.. 
Qf schoof ~orms, each c.onsisting of IJ, ~hirt.a l,lant and a cap, are 
sUl'plied; frf;le of cos,t tQ.e~qll ~tudent. . 

.At the head of the school is ~ Superintendent who works under 
the. dir~tion (lJ tP.~. Peputy. Pir~\o}' o~ AgpcuIture~ Research and 
Education. . 

~GRICUL~ ~NGINEERING,""1'he Joint Director,. Engineering~ 
co-ordinates the. work done. relating, to mechanical cultivatioJ;l,. lift 
irrigation, boring. water-finding, erection of and repairs to oil engine~ 
~il t:Dgin~ training c~ass,. $,Qil conservation" soil physics. etc. 

Mechanical Cultivation ..... There is one· tractor unit stationed in the; 
Poona district in charge of a Foreman Supervisor who. works undelt 
the control of the. Assista.nt MechaIli<:al Engineer, Central Division, 
Foona. The, ploughing programme ~ drawn up by the District; 
Agricultural Officer in consultation with- the District Development; 
Board. The. Fweman SupervisQr alsQ does direct canvassing fol" 
the ploughing work. the -t;ractors are.normally sent to. those taluka~ 
in which consolidated ateas are offered lor. ploughing . 
. . .Lift . Irrigatiofl.-AIi~. AS$stanl 'Agricultural Engineer- (R. A~ S. 
Class 1I), stationed. at }loona,. helps the., Agricultural: Engineer to 
Government in supervising the w.ork. connected with lift irrigation 
~oughout the State. He i~ also. iP chaI'ge of the mechanical side 
of all "lift lrrigationscheIDf'lS... CoverI)Jl)el)t· 01' co-ol?et:ative~. and he 
is, assisted in this work bY.'. two Mechanical' Supervisors, one for 
Government schemes and! the- ~el" for- oo-operative- schemes. . 

Boring.-The Boring Engineer;" witb. his· headquarters at Poon" 
is. the executive- head of the 13orin~ Section and looks after all boring 
work in ~e State. Four boring maqhines ('one Ideco· and' three 
Musto. PlJ.tent }>ower ),have. b~Jl allQtted to, the Poona district.. . , 

'Water-findtng~ Machine . ....ones: 'Agricultural Officer; with head:; 
quarters at Poona, looks after this work throughout the Stat~ ., 

DevelOpm'entai· 
Departmeirts: 
ACRlCULTURl$/ 

Education •. ; 

.;;," 

Agricultural 
Engineering. 
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Erection oland Repairs to Oil Engines.'-A Mech~nical Assistant'. is 
stationed at Poona to attend to the work of erection, repairs,etC:~ 
of oil engines and pumping plants at the request of agriculturists. , , 

Oil Engine Training Class.-An oil-engine training class is run at 
the Agricultural Engineer's Workshop at Poona. This is meant. 
primarily for giving training. to cultivators' sons and imparts, 
instruction in erection, maintenance, repair, etc., of oil engines and 
pumps. The course lasts for three months, and fout courses are 
held ~ry' year. A fee of Rs. 25 per course is charged to each 
student. Instruction is given in Marathi. 

Soil Conservation.-The Poona district falls under the. chargeo!. 
the Sub-Divisional Soil ConserV[tion Officer, PoonlJ, who'· is under 
the control of the Divisional Soil Conservation Officer, Central 
Division, Poona. His main work is execution, supervision and 
control of the soil conservation work in his charl;~ which extends. 
over three districts, namely, Poona, Satara South~and Kolaba. He 
is assisted in his work by a field staH of 3 Agricultural Officers and 
15 Agricultural Assistants. 

There is a Land Improvement Board in the district, constituted 
under'the Bombay Land Improvement Schemes Act (XXVIII of 
1942 ), which is composed of (1) the Collector, ( 2 ) the· District 
Agricultural Officer, (3). the Divisional Soil. Conservation Officer, 
Central Division (Secretary), and (4) the Secretary, District Develop
ment Board. The board has power to direct the preparation of 
land improvement schemes for any area within its jurisdiction. The 
preparation of such schemes is usually entrusted to the Soil 
Conservation staH. The final plans have to be approved by the 
District Development'· Board or the State Government,' as the case 
may be. The schemes are. executed departmentally by the SoU 
Conservation section, if 67 per cent. of the landowners agree to it. 
The total cost of the work 'is met by Govelnrnent in the first instance. 
add 50 per cent of the cost or Rs. 10 per acre, whichever ~ less, .is 
considered as subsidy from Government and the remaining amount 
is recovered from the landowners concerned in 15 equal A"nnual 
instalments (free of interest), commencing one year after the datt> 
of completion. 

Experimental work on the 08nstruction of the American type of 
terraces has been carried out at Padrnanagar, 'near Poona. The land' 
improvement work completed in the district by March 1950, since .. 
the work .began in 1943, consists of 1;463 acres .bunded; repairs 
carried out in over 1,700 acres,. 178 acres consolidated; and 959 acres' 
offered for new bundings. • 

oTaEit OFFlCERS.-The headquarters of the following officers whose 
jurisdiction extends to the whole State are also located in Poona :- . 

( 1) the Soil Physicist to Government; . . > 

( 2) the Agricultural Stati!:tician; and ' ': .... 
(3)'the Compost Development Offic~r. 

LIVESTOCK (CATTLE).-The LivestDck -Expert to Government with 
headquarters at Poona, administers the Livestock Section under the 
Director of Agriculture. His duties' are :- ' 

(1) organization and supervision of all livestock improvement_ 
work in conn~~tion with ~att1~;.:; . .' ". • . 

( 2) supeTVlSIon and dIrection of· SCIentific research work 1D . 
connection with animal husbaildry and livestock improvement 
work; . 
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(3) advice to GovelJlIIlent and the public in all matters. relat
ing to livestock, animal husbandry and allied subjects; and 

( 4) organization and execution of district propaganda work, 
cattle shows and rallies, etc., connectecl with animal husbandry 
development and extension. 
CA'ITLE-BREEDING.-The cattle-i~provement section is in charge of 

tlIe District Agricultural Officer. He looks to all activities regarding 
~ttle-implovement. :premium bulls and premium cows ar.~·J.ocated 
in villages for improving the village scrub stock by the' grading 
system. Pure-bred animals are tattooed and registerecl in the herel 
stock. As part of the post-war reconstruction schemes, supple~ 
mentary breeding centres have been started in Koregaon Bhima anQ 
l\havare in the Sirur taluka and in Loni Deokar in the Indapur 
taluka. Every year cattle shows and rallies are held in the district 
so that the villagers may understand the importance of the pure
bred animal and may be encouraged to follow systematic breeding. 

There is no special breed of cattle for which the district is noted, 
but .the following breeds are to be found in the areas stated against 
them:- . 

Dangi (or Mavli) breed Heavy rainfall tracts. 
Khillari breed Plain areas. 
Gir breed Cities and towns, 

There are three oilier o$cers hnd~r ilie direct control of 
the Director of Agriculture, pne in ch~ge of each of -th~ following 
sections :- . 

( 1) Sheep Development; .( 2) Poultry Farming; and (3) Dairy 
Development. 
SHEEP DEVELOPMENT.-A sheep-breeding fann establish~d in Poona 

(Bhambilrda) functions as the central. research institute for the 
Bombay Deccan. This is in charge of the Sheep Development 
Officer, ·who is assisted in his work by two Research Officers. - The 
scheme was launched in 1937 by ilie Indian Council of Agricultural 
l\esearch, and the programme of work laid down· by the Councn 
includes :- • . 

(a) evolving white woolled Deccan sheep with superior fleeces 
of non-hairy type ; and -#' 

(b) evolving fine woolled sheep. by cross-breeding with Merino. 
The standards of evaluation of ilie quality of wool on a calculable 

basis are worked out at the Wool Analysis Laboratory attached to 
tlIe sheep-breeding farm. The plan tlf experimental brc!eding at 
the station is co~ordinated with the research in the different sheep
breeding areas of ilie' State. The· stud sheep bred at this farm are 
distributed to initiate the breeding of flocks in oilier districts. 

The work of introducing improved sheep is undertaken at present 
in· the taluka.of Daund (Dhond). The work is carried out wiili ilie 
co-operation of ilie local shepherds. The shepherds arc helped 
with improved rams on condifioJl that each qf iliem will give one ram 
lamb for breeding purposes to it neighbour. or to the department. 
Twenty-five flocks have been developed by introducing improved 
rams. The work of ilie spread of better woolled sheep .is proposed 
to be undertaken during the next five years in the talukas of. 
Indapur, Baramati, Purandar and· Junnar. 
. The research station also tr~ins the ·personnei and staff employed 
in ilie different States of India in connection with sheep develop-

A Bk Vf 2-33 . 
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CHAPTER 16. ment and wool research. The problem of utilizaaltion
b 

of wools thin 
villa"e industries is dealt with on an experiment asis in is 
stati~n, and the spinning and weaving staff help the educational 
plans undertaken by the Village Industries Committee for introducing 
improved methods of spinning and weaving of tile new wools 
produced in the districts of Sholapur, Satara, Dharwar, Belgaum and 

Developmental 
Departments. 
AGRICULTURE. 

Bijapur. 
Poultry Develop- POULTRY DEVELOPMENT.-The Poultry Development Section is in 

ment. charge of the Poultry Development Officer, Bombay State, Poona, who 
is in charge of all the districts of the State for poultry development, 
and he works under the direct control of the Director of Agriculture. 
The maio functions of this section are :-

Dairy Develop
ment. 

• 

(1) to distribute improved poultry and hatching eggs in the district 
for poultry development in rural areas;. .. 

( 2) to encourage euthusiastic and intelligent poultry keepers by 
giving them subsidies and loans; , 

(3) to advise and render. help in getting poultry materials and 
grain sweepings (as food) i 

(4) to advise in poultry sanitation and management i 
( 5) to organise shows and rallies; 
( 6) to investigate into the economic aspects of indigenous and 

cross bred fowls and ducks i and 
(7) to conduct courses in poultry husbandry at Poona and 

Dharwar. 
Under the Poultry Development Officer there are working in the 
Poona district an Agricultural Officer, three Agricultural Assistants 
and four field kamgars. 

The Government Central Poultry Farm is situated at Kirkee. It 
is bo~ a research unit and an institution for training students in 
poultry husbandry. The farm is primarily engaged in breeding and 
improvement of different breeds of poultry, both exotic and 
indigenous, chiefly with regard to egg-laying capacity and hatch~ 
ability. Investigation into the traits tor higher egg yield is the 
main object of the scheme. From 1944-45 to 1949-50, 693 students 
underwent training in poultry husbandry, out of which 94 were 
from the Backward Classes. Poultry training is given free of cost 
to all candidates belonging to Bombay State. There are two types 
of courseS, viz., a short term of three months and another of a longer, 
term of nine months. 

There is an egg-collecting scheme which helps to distribute eggs 
from registered poultry keepers to egg consumers. 

DAIRY DEVELOPMENT.-As a result of the activities of this section, 
there is at present a Government milk supply scheme working in 
Poona City. Nearly 7,000 lbs. of milk is procured from areas on the 
Poona-Bombay road (particularly round about the Talegaon area) 
and on the Poona-Paud· road and -the Kadus area and distributed 
in the City. A central dairy and a laboratory have been established 
in the City and part of the milk produced is pasteurized at the 
dairy. 

With a view to augmenting the milk supply to large cities and 
supplying pedigree bulls for improvement of deteriorating catt1e. 
loans up to Rs. 50,000 are offered to large-scale dairy fanners, at 
4 per cent. interest and returnable in 20 haH-yearly instalments, On 
condition' that they keep at least one-fourth of their herds of one 
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breed selected by Government. Two dairies in the district I:! been granted such loans. To encourage small-scale dairy 
farmers, 5E'\-eral cultivators have been given loans up to Rs. 1,(0) 
for purchase of dairy animals 01' dairy utensils or construction of 
ottle sheds. 

The D-.iliy Development Scheme in the whole State is in charge 
of the D-.iliy Development Officer, Bombay State (Class I Oflica), 
"'ho, has his headquarters at Poona. 

TIll: VEIDllXUlT DEPARTYDi"T. 

ClLUTEB II. 

DnU'l ......raJ 
DeparbDeIIIs. 
AGIIJcm.TUIIB. 

TIll: V£'IEJIDiART DEPARnIEST IS IN CHARGE OF THE I>mEcroR OF VE'D!lUKAJlT 
VEIDllXUlT SDma:s who has his headquarters at Poona. Treatment SEBVJCES. 

of animal diseases, control of epidemics and castration of bovines form 
the chief functions of the department. This department has also charge 
of the control and destruction of animal ecto-parasites by the use of 
dipping tanks and sprays. The work of the department in the Poona 
district is ~ the control of the Divisional Veterinary Officer, 
Poona. who is in charge of four districts. viz... Poona, Kolaba, Thana 
and Ahmednagar. He is an officer of Class II rank in the Bombay 

..... Veterinary Senice and is directly responsible and subordinate to the 
,; Director of Veterinary Services.. 

There are eight veterinaIy dispensaries in the di.strict. which are 
located in the following centres:-

( 1) Baramati, (5) Illed, 
(2) Bhor, (6) Poona, 
(3) Indapur, (7) Saswad, and 

_ (t) Junnar, (8) Talegaon-Dhamdhere. 

"Ibe dispensaries at BOOr and Poona are managed by the Govern
ment, tile one at Baramati by the local municipality, and the rest 
by the Poona District Local Board. In charge of each of these 
dispensaries is a Veterinary Assistant Surgeon, and there are in 

.. addition two reserve Assistant Surgeons kept by Go'"el1llllent to be 
b posted to districts where necessary. 

The Veterinary Assistant Surgeons in charge of all these dispen
saries, whether run by Government or by local bodies, are all 
Government servants paid directly by Go,-emment and placed under 
die control of the Director of Veterinary Services. In the case of 
chspensaries run by local bodies, the rest of the staff are employed 
directly by the local body concemed and paid by it. Government 
pay a grant of Rs. 450 per annum to the local body concerned 
towuds the maintenance of every dispensary. The District Local 
Board, Poona. pays an annual contribution to the Baramati 
municipality towards the dispensary that the municipality maintains, 
and the board itself receives contributions £rom the municipalities 
of Junnar, Indapur and Saswad, towards the dispensaries maintained 
by the board in those places. The contribution is based on the 
I'leDlber of animals belonging to the area of the local body which are 

" treated in the dispensaIy. 
»e a. In 19-19-50, at the dispensaries 21,903 animals WPre treated £or 
18, diseases and 5,9S5 animals were castrated, while officers on tour 
~ treated 7,463 animals £or diseases and castrated 1.928 animals. In 

.to Bk \"1 S--S:» 
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the same year, the number 
{>laughter houses werf;:'" 

Buffaloes ( female) 

()£ animals slaughtered in . recognis;xt 

6,290 
235 

4,136 
1,126 

2 
.1,09,660 

56,268 

Bulls 
Bullocks 
Cows 
Calves 
Goats 
Sheep 

Total 1,77,717 

The follOwing are th~ statistics for 1949-50 of outbreak of 
'contagious cattle diseases and' mortality under eacl~ disease :-

Attack" DealM •. 

Rinderpest 30 20 
Hremorrhagic Septicremia 217 211 
Black quarter 1,331 1,331 
Anthrax 6 6 
Foot and ~outh Disease 635 4 
Other diseases S41? 324 

The following officers, with headquarters in Poona, work under 
the Director of Veterinary Services: 

( 1) Disease Investigation Officer; 
(2) Assistant Disease Inve~tigation Officer, Sheep and Goats; 
(3) Assistant Disease Investigation Officer, Poultry; and 
(4) Special Officer in charge, Artificial Insemination Scheme. 

THE FOREST DEPARTMENT. 

THE HEAD OF THE FOREST DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE is the Chief 
Conservator of Forests, whose' headquarters is at Poona. The 
whole State is divided into five territorial "circles" for administra
tive purposes, and at the head of each circle is a Conservator of 
Forests. In addition to these five territorial circles there is 
a Research and Working 'Plans Circle with the Conservator bf 
Forests, Research and Working Plans, as its head, with 1m 
headquarters at Poona. 

The territorial Conservators have Divisional Forest Officers under 
them to look after the administration' of Divisions which are the . 
sub-divisions of a circle. These Divisional Forest Officers belong' 
to the Bombay Forest Service, Class I. Each division is divided 
into small executive parts called" ranges" and each range is managed 
by a Range Forest Officer under the direct contl"Ol of the Divisional 
Forest Officer. The Range Forest Officer is a non-gazetted 
subordinate of Class III, who is usually trained at the Forest Colleges 
at Dehra Dun, Coimbatore or Dharwar. Each range is subdivided 
into "rounds," and each round is managed by a Round Officer 
(or Forester), who is usually trained at the forest classes in the 
State. Finally, each round is subdivided into co beats," and each 
beat is managed by a beat guard (or forest guard). 
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The Poona Division, which includes the Poona district, falls in 
Ole Central Circle and is held by the Divisional }t'orest Officer, Poona. 
There are eight range forest officers in the division,each in charge 
of a range, with their headquarters as shown below :-

NGmtl of the Bange. HeadqUtJrler8. 

Bhor Bhor. 
Dhond Dhond. 
Ghoda Ghoda. 
)unnar Junnar. 
Khed Khed. 
Poona East Poona. 
Poena West Poona. 
Vadgaun Vadgaon. 

Under these 8 range forest officers there are 23 round officers 
(or foresters) and 175 beat guards (or forest guards). 

The Conservator of Forests, Research and Working Plans Circle, 
has five Working Plans Divisional Forest Officers, one for 
each circle. The Divisional Forest Officer, Working Plans, Central 
Circle (belonging to B. F. S., Class .I), is stationed in Poona. In 
addition to these Working Plans Divisional Forest Officers, there 
are two other officers worling under this Conservator, with their 
headquarters at Poona, namely, (1) the Silviculturist, Bombay State, 
and (2) the Forest Utilization Officer, Bombay State. 

The Revenue and Forest Departments are closely inter-connected 
in their work at a number of points. Afforestation and disafforesta
tion are practically functions of the Revenue Department owing to 
tlle fact that the public rights in land proposed for afforestation 
have to be settled by that department. Working Plans (see next 
page) for the management and development of forests are prepared 
s(Jlely by the Forest Department, but in so far as the prescriptions 
of a working plan affect local supply and the rights and privileges 
of the inhabitants of the tracts, the approval of the Collector has 
to be obtained before it is submitted to Government by the Chief 
Conservator for sanction. 

The Divisional Forest Officer is directly responsible for the 
protection, exploitation and regeneration of the forests according to 
sanctioned Working Plans and other orders. He conducts sales, 
enters into contracts, supplies material to departments and the public, 
realises revenue and controls expenditure. He deals finally with 
forest offence cases, having power to compound the same. In short, 
be is responsible for forest administration and management in all 
matters relating to technical forest operations, and at the same time 
be is an assistant to the Collector and is subject to his orders in 
questions where forestry practice affects popular interests. 

The Assistant Conservator or Sub-Divisional Forest Officer assists 
tlle Divisional Forest Officer in tlie work of inspection and supervi
sion. He has the same powers as the Divi.sional Forest Officer, 
except in matters- of accounts. No such post exists at present 
in the Poona Forest Division. 

The Range Forest Officer is in executive charge of his range. He 
• is responsible for carrying out, with the help of his round officen 

and beat guards, and according to the orden of the Divisional 
Forest Officer, all works in his _ charge, such as the marking, 
reservation, girdling and felling of trees; the transport of timber', 
f"eI. etc. to the sale depots; sowing, planting. tending and other 
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silvicultural operations; construction of roads, buildings, and wells i 
protection of forests and investigation of forest offences; supervi
sion of removal of forest produce by purchasers and by holders 
of rights and privileges; and issue of passes and permits. ' 

The Forester's duties include protection of forests; detection and 
investigation of offences; issue of transit and other passes; collec
tion of revenue from permits and compensation in offences; 
reservation of standards (i.e., the number and kind of trees prescribed 
for preservation and the manner of cutting, etc.) in coupes given 
out to contractors for cutting; inspection and protection of forests; 
and guidance and supervision of forest guards. 

The Forest Guard's functions are to patrol and protect all forests 
in his beat; repair and maintain forest boundary marks; execute 
silvicultural works, viz., sowing, planting an!! creeper-cutting; and 
detect forest offences. 

Under the Indian Forest Act (XVI of 1927) forests are divided 
into two main classes, .. Reserved" and .. Protected." Before 
forests are classified, they have to be subjected to regular settlement 
by a forest settlement officer, who enquires into the existence of 
all public and private rights. In the case of reserved forest!;, the 

. existing rights are either settled, transferred or commuted. In the 
case of pJotected forests, the rights are simply recorded and regulated. 
Thera are no protected forests in the Poona district. The reserved 
forests of the Poona district (including the merged Bhor State) 
cover 4,71,135 acres in all. Of these 3,11,953 acres are in charge of 
the Forest Department, and the rest, consisting of pasture lands and 
fodder reserves, in charge of the Revenue Department. All reserved 
forests in charge of the Forest Department are managed according 
to the prescriptions of .. Working Plans." A Working Plan is 
a document which lays down the detail of scientific management 
of a forest for a period of years. Before a working plan is drawn 
'up, survey is made· of the growing stock, at times by actual examina
tion, and an analysis is made of the stems of standing trees to deter
mine the rate of growth of the principal species with special reference 
to the soil and the climatic conditions of each locality. On the 
basis of the data thus collected, plans are drawn up for felling, 
regeneration, silvicultural treatment and protection of forests, with 
provision for the due exercise of the rights and privileges of the 
people, including grazing of cattle. The preparation of working 
plans is done by the Divisional Forest Officer, Working Plans, 
Poona, under the Conservator of Forests, Research and \Vorking 
Flans. 

The main functions of the Forest Department may be classed as 
under : ( 1 ) regeneration and maintenance; - (2) systems of 
management; ( 3) exploitation. 

As an area is cut and tree growth removed, it is regenerated with 
fresh crop. This is the principal duty of a forest officer. Great 
eare and precaution is required against damages by man, animals 
and plants, and against adverse climatic influences and other 
inanimate agencies. Damage by man is caused by (1) lightin~ 
of fires; (2) encroachments; (3) faulty exploitation methods; ana 
( 4) misuse of forest rights and privileges. Though occasionally 
forest fires may originate from natural causes, in the vast majority 
of cases they are due to human action, either within or without 
the forest. The most frequent cause is carelessness or recklessness, 
and sometimes illicit shikar but occasionally there is incendiarism. 
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To prevent damage by fire, the· whole-hearted . support and 
co-operation of the public is required. This co-operation is secured 
through the authority and influence of the· village headmen. 
Precautionary measures like fire-tracing and early burning are also 
taken by the department in good time against accidental fires. 
Clearing of shrubby growth along roads and paths is also done 
to avert any fire spreading in the forest. lligid patrolling and 
vigilant watch against unauthorised felling and removal of forest 
produce by the villagers are resorted to. Offenders in respect of 
unauthorised grazing and protection from cattle are dealt with 
severely under the Forest Act and other laws. 

The silvicultural systems of management in force are four:-
( 1) Modified clear felling: Under this system the whole of the 

crop standing at maturity except a certain number of standards 
of various important species which are reserved as seed bearers 
and to yield timber of suitable sizes in the next rotation, and to 
maintain ground cover for preventing erosion, is allowed to be 
felled and removed and artificial regeneration takes places on the 
cleared ground. The area under this system is grouped into the 
• Main Working Circle." Thinning and cleaning operations are 
undertaken by the department in the coupes under the prescrip
tions of the Working Plan. 

( 2) Clear felling with artificial regeneration, by sowing Bab~l 
and Prosopis luliflora in lines under agri-silvi system: TIiis is 
prevalent in a circle called the .. Fuel Working Circle." Thinning 
operations are carried out by the department in order to eliminate 
the struggle for existence and to improve the Babul growth in the 
Poona East, Khed and Dhond ranges. Watpad operations (i.e., 
exploitation of dead trees and trees uprooted or knocked down by 
heavy gales imd floods in forests lining river banks composed of 
alluvial soils) are also undertaken every year after the close of the 
rainy season. 

(3) Coppice with reservation of 40 trees per acre: Under the 
• coppice" system trees are allowed to be cut at ground level or 
as close to it as possible, and regeneration takes place naturally 
by shoots from the stool, stump or bole when cut over. The area 
under this system is formed into the .. Protection Working Circle." 
The working of the coupes has been stopped in this circle in order 
to afford protection from erosion to the steep slopes of the 
Sahyadri hills and to preserve the forests on .these slopes. 

( 4) Development of lands as pastures, restoration of Jertility 
to soil, followed by re-introduction of tree-growth: This system 
is practised in the .. Pasture Working Circle." 
With a view to demonstrating to the public how the barren 

areas could be successfully clothed with tree species, afforestation 
schemes have been undertaken at Khed, Satwai-dera and 
Kbarpudi Budruk in the- Khed range. 

Grants of blank areas in reserved forests are. made on "agri
silvi" conditions on temporary tenure. Under this system villagers 
are encouraged to produce food crops along with plantation of tree 
species. In granting lands for cultivatiQn under this system, 
preference is given first to landless agriculturists of the locality; 
secondly to local agriculturists who do not possess 'aneconomic 
holding j and then to needy agriculturists of neighbouring villages. 

Free supply is made of seedlings of tree species to the public and 
other departments. 
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Forest products are divided into two main classes. major and 
DOOor. Major forest products comprise mainly wood. i.e.. timber 
and fuel. All coupes due for working are advertised and sold 
annually either by tenders or by public auction. Penalties for 
breach of the contract terms as stipulated in the agreement are 
inflicted upoD the defaulters." Minor fore::.-t produ~..s in the Poona 
district are Biibul pods. Hirda. Sikekai. llita fruit, Apfa. Tembhurni, 
Tamarind,. Cilhar bark. Karan; and Mango fruits. Sawar cottOD, 
Tarwad bark" etc. They are farmed out on an annual basis. 
Normally. exploitation - is done by consumers and pmcbasers. 
The annual income from major forest products in the Poona 
district in 1949-50 was Rs. 1.71.457 hom timber and Rs. 1,00.762 
from fuel The mcome £rem minor forest products in the same 
year was: bamboos, Rs. 1,553; grass and grazing. Rs. 51,086; and 
other produce, Rs. 3t,189. Thus.. the total income from all forest 
pa.-OOucts was Rs. 3,59,057. 

In the fore::.-ts of the Poona db-trict there are no recognised rights 
of the people other than those of right of way and right to take 
water from wat~ courses. The rights of grazing and grass cutting 
bave been given to five ,iIlages in the Haveli taluka.. Special 
privilege for removal of rab material (fallen leaves and grass. etc.) 
from forest areas has been given to thirty~ne villages in the 
Ambegaon taluka.. Besides these. the following general priv'Jeges 
are enjoyed by the forest villagers in the district :-(1) free grazing 
in open forest; ( 2 ) removal of surface stones and earth for 
domestic and agricultural purposes; and (3) removal of faIlen leaves 
and grass for their own use. Forests within one-fourth of a IDLe from 
the village site are not closed to grazing. 

In the administration of forest rights and privileges and in the 
work of forest protection and exploitation. the officials of the Forest 
Department come into direct" contact with the people. A direct 
link between the people and the department has been e::.-tablished 
by the apoointment of a «Forest and Grazing Committee - by the 
District Development Board. This Board deals with problems 
connected with forest policy. re-afforestation. tree planting. allot
Iaent of grazing lands. improvement of grazing lands. etc. 

The Government of India inaugurated in 1950 an annual function 
called Vana lIalJOtsaoo to be celebrated in the first week of July 
every year. The object is to encourage the planting of as many 
trees as possible in suitable places. In choosing trees for planting. 
preference is given to quick-growing ones of erollOmiC yaJue 
(mostly fruit trees, shade trees, ornamental trees and fodder trees). 
The District Development Board is expected to attend to the 
after-care of the young plants. which is to be entrusted as far at 
possible to local villagers. Village Production Committees, which 
are committees set up for encouraging growth of more foed crops, 
Lre to be responsible for the successful observance of V.ma 
Mahotsava in the respective villages. Cultivators desirous ot 
planting trees in the Forest Department areas or on roadside lands 
belonging to the Public Worls Department are given sanads a. 
abling them to take the fruits of the trees planted by them. 

Forest Roads. There are DO forest roads in the Poona district excepting tho 
approach roads to the forest Jest houses at Bhimashankar and 
Ambavane. 
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THE Co-oPEBATIVE Ih:PABnIDIT Dr THE POONA DISTBICT is in the 
administrative charge of the AssLtmt Registrar. Co-operative 
Societies. Poona, who is a gazetted officer in Class II of 
the Bombay Co-operative Service. Over him is the Divisional 
Deputy Registrar. Poona, who has jurisdiction over seven 
districts. ciz.. Satan North, Satara South, Sho1apur. Poona, 
Ahmednagar. Ko1aba and Ratnagiri. Administratively, the Assistant 
Eegistrar is responsible for the supervision and guidance of the 
various types of societies in his charge. Many of the powers of the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies under the Bombay Co-operathre 
Societies Act (VII of 1925) and the Rules under it have been dele
rated to him. Under him is the District Co-operative Officer. 
}'oona, who belongs to the Subordinate Co-operative Service. The 
District Co-operative Officer is responsible for organisation of 
societies. development of the movement, supervision ovo!r societies 
in rural and semi-rural areas. arrangement for crop finance. etc. 
He is also appointed to work as a nominee of the department on 
certain types of co-operative institutions. lJthough his jurisdiction 
c-.:te!lds over the whole diqrict, the co-ordination of departmental 
at1ivities at the district level is done by the Assistant Registrar so that 
there may be no duplication of work between the Assistant 
Registrar and the District Co-operative Officer. The Assistant 
Registrar is also entrusted with the work relating to cottage and 
!>mall-scale industries and industrial co-operatives. In carrying out 
these duties he is assisted by a District Co-operative Officer for 
Industrial Co-operatives and Village Industries and also by Indus-
trial Supervisors. Below the District Co-operative Officer is one 
Assistant District Co-operative Officer who assists in the general 
acministrative work iJr the district, in particular in regard to organi
sation of agricultural credit and mlliti-purpose societies. con
sumers" stores and other simple types of primary institutions. 

1De Supervision Staff serve as the last link in the administrative The 
machinery. Their main responsibility is confined to detailed 
supervhion over the workin~ of all societies. Tney are expected to 
strpervise every society in their cha.~e at least once in three 
months. They are in addition required to assist the societies in -the 
preparation of normal credit statements and assets regi~ers and 
also in making arrangements for provision of crop finance. There 
are eleven Supervisors and Assistant Supervisors in the Poona district. 
Since 1st April 19-16, this staff has been given the status of temporary 
Coverrufientservants. They are appointed by the Divisional Deputy 
R~istrar from- among selected men who have undergone training 
and passed the test prescribed or. otherwise. are certified to be 
digible by the Registrar. They are under the control &l.Dd direc-
lion of the District Supervision Committee, which functions under 
the direct control of the Provincial Board of Supervision. This com
mittee consists of-

(1) The Assistant Registrar. Poona; 
(2) the chairman of the financing agency or his nominee; 
( 3) the chairman of the District Co-operative Board. 
( ") one representative of the supervising unions in the 

district. and 
( 5) one representative of the Agricultural non-credit societies 

in the district.· . 

Supervfsba 
Staff. 
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CHAPTER 16. The District Co-operative Officer is the secretary of the com
mittee. The committee recommends disciplinary action, where 

Developmental necessary, against the supervisors; scrutinises and checks their 
Departments. programme' and diaries;. and reviews the working of sppervisiug 
~s;~:~n uruons and supe~sors. It rec~ives a grant trom the Provincial 
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A supervising union is formed for every taluka (or, in cases 
where there are not a sufficient numer of societies in one taluka, lor 
two talukas) by societies registered in the area. The following 
classes of registered societies are eligible for membership of the 
union :.:-

( 1 ) all agricultural credit societies; 
(2) all agricultural non-credit societies, except those which are 

affiliated to a union of their own; and 
(3) all non-agricultural credit societies, except those which are 

affiliated to a union of their own or whose operations are not 
predominantly non-agricultural. 
The main functions of the supervising UIuons are:-

(1) to advise, guide, assist, rectify and control its constituent 
societies by efficient and regular supervision; and 

(2) to'provide a means of assessing the credit of each of itS 
constituent societies and to make recommendations in this 
behalf to the financing agencies. 

The ~1lpervisor for the area acts as the secretary of the union. 
There are nine supervising unions in the district (1952) ~ 
In areas where there are no supervising unions or supervision 

staff, the work of supervision is performed by a Supervisior, who 
has been appointed by Government to deal with special problems 
outside the "Ilormal activities of the department. 

Education and training in co-operation and propaganda for 
the spread of the co-operative movement are carried on by the 
District Co-operative Board under the guidance 'of the Bombay 
Provincial Co-operative Institute. The membership of the board 
is of two classes, viz., (1) ordinary, consisting of all co-operative 
societies in the district, and (2) associate, consisting of individuals. 
A . nominee of the financing bank (the Central Bank), the Assistant 
Registrar, Poona, and the ~xecutive Officer of the Bombay Provin
cial Co-operative institute are ex-officio members of the general 
body of the board. There is a Board of Management or tho 
board, -composed of-

1 representative per each taluka of societies affiliated to 
supervising unions; 

2 representatives of societies not affiliated to the .unions of the 
district; 

2 representatives of federatiOfls or societies whose area of 
operation is not less than a district ; 

1 representative of the central financing agencies; 
1 nominee of the Bombay Provincial Co-operative Institute; 
1 representative of the' Divisional Co-operative Board fOl 

Maharashtra ; 
2 representatives from individual members, one for 50 or les'l 

and one for exceS$ oyer 50; and 
1 nominee of the Co-operative Department. 
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The Board of Management has also the right to co-opt 
a co-operator of outstanding merit or experience from the district. 
The District Co-operative Board is affiliated as a subscribing 
member to the Divisional Co-operative Board for Maharashtra, 
which has its headquarters at Poona, and also to the Provincial 
Co-operative Institute. 

Section 22 of the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act· provides 
for statutory audit of every society once a year either by the 
Registrar or by some person authorised by him. The audit staff 
in Poona District works under the control of the Assistant 
Registrar, Poona. It can be classified under four categories:
( 1) Special Auditor; (2) auditors; (3) sub-auditors; and ( 4) certi-
fied (professional) auditors. -

The Special Auditor is an officer belonging to the Co-operative 
Service, Class II. This officer is stationed at Poona, but has 
jurisdiction over the districts of Poona, Sholapur, Satara North and 
Satara South. He audits the accounts of-

(i) the Central Bank; 
(ii) purchase and sale unions and sale societies; 
(iii) the District Industrial Association; 
(iv) .. C" and .. D" class urban banks having working capital 

exceeding Rs. 50,000; 
(v) housing societies iDdebted to Government; and 

(vi) societies in liquidation belonging to the ciasses of 
societies in his charge. 

He also carries -out a test audit of 3 per cent. of the societies audited 
by professional auditors. In addition to a staff of sub-auditors 
and clerks he has two Auditors under him, who are allotted 
an independent unit of societies. 

There are four Auditors (on 30th June 1952), who work 
'independently of the Special Auditor. They audit the following 
classes of societies:-

( 1) multi-purpose societies and their shops; 
(2) Taluka Development Boards; 
( 3) weavers' _ societies; 
( 4) industrial societies; 
( 5) District Co-operative Board; 
( 6) supervising unions; 
(7) agricultural non-credit societies like the crop protection, 

fenCing, and joint farming societies; and 
( 8) other societies. ' 

The Sub-auditors, six in number, audit all agricultural credit 
societies (except multi-purpose societies and societies running fair 
price shops and/or distribution centres with a tum-over exceeding 
Rs. 50,000). Every distribution centre or fair price shop run by 
societies is treated as a separate unit. 

In pursuance of the policy of progressive decentralisation of the 
movement, in recent years steps have been taken to appoint 
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certified (professional) auditors to carry out the statutory work of 
the following types of institutions :-

( 1) con~umers' societies with a turn-over of Rs. 50,000 and 
over; 

( 2) urban' Qanks and societies classed as .. A" Or .. B" with 
a working capital of Rs. 50,000 and over; 

(3) housing societies having no outstandings against them on 
account of Government loan; and 

(4) any other societies certified by the Registrar. 
The other staff in the district are:-

(1) Land Valuation Officers; (2) Special Recovery Officers i 
(3) Honorary Organisers; and (4) Arbitrators. 
There are nine land valuation officers (1952), and they are attached 

to the civil cOUlis. Their function is to give expert opinion as 
regards the valuation of lands with a view to enabling the civil 
courts to arrive at the paying capacity of the debtors who have 
applied for adjustment of their" debts under the Bombay Agricul
tural Debtors' Relief Act (XXVIII of 1947). In addition they also 
scrutinise loan applications received from persons applying tor 
loans from the District Land Mortgage Bank and generally advise 
on the valuation of the lands offered in mortgage: the repaying 
~pacity of the applicant and other connected matters. 

Under the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act, monies recover
able as a result of arbitration awards or 'liquidation proceedings 
and certain other dues of co-operative institutions are . recover
able through the Collectors according to the law in force for the 
recovery of arrears of land revenue. When the normal staff of the 
Revenue Department is not in a position to cope with the work, 
Special Recovery Officers are deputed from the Revenue Depart
ment to the Co-operative Department to expedite the work. At 
present (20th June 1952) there are no such officers working in the 
district. . . 

The honorary organisers are non-officials who give assistance in. 
the matter of organisation of different types of societies. An 
honorary organiser's jurisdiction extends to one ·or more talukas ·ot. 
even the whole district. There are six district honorary organisers 
~nd seven taluka honorary organisers in the Poona district. 

Under the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act, co-operative 
societies or members thereof may refer their disputes to the Assistant 
Registrar for decision either by himself or by appointment. of 
an arbitrator. Every year a list of persons who may act as arbitrator. 
is published, and the Assistant Registrat sends cases of disputes to 
such arbitrators. In the Poona district there are 29 arbitrators. 
_ The Bombay Provincial Co-operative Institute, which is recognised 
as the sole agency for imparting co-operative training to officials 
and non-officials throughout the State, has established a Co-operative 
College and also a Regional 90-operative School at ~Poona. 

The Registrar of Co-operative Societies is also Director of 
Agricultural Marketing, and in this capacity he shares with the 
Collector of the district the responsibilities for the effective enforce
ment of the Bombay Agricultural Produce Markets Act (XXII of 
1939). The Director performs the functions of survey, organisation 
and constitution of regulated markets; assessment of adequate 
scale of licence fees, market cess, rates of commission and charges 
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of other market functionaries; approval of bye-laws' and annual 
budgets of market committees; and technical guidanc~ as regards 
the manner in which the' accounts of the market committees shall 
he maintained. The administrative control of the market committees 
and the enforcement of statutory provisions and the rules govern
ing the regulation of markets are, however, vested in the Collector, 
who exercises these powers in consultation with the Director of 
Agricultural Marketing. 

The Director of Agricultural Marketing. is assisted by a separat~ 
marketing staff, consisting of the Chief Marketing Officer anQ 
one Assistant Marketing Officer with their headquarters at l'oona 
and four Assistant Marketing Officers for regional divisions with 
headquarters at Nasik, Dharwar, Ahmedabad and Baroda. The 
Chief Marketing Officer is an officer of the Class I State Service 
and the Assistant Marketing Officers are in Class II. The latter 
lI1e provided with a stal! of Marketing Inspectors whose jurisdiction 
e~tends to over one or two districts. At present (30th June 1952) 
there are three Marketing Officers in the office of the Chief Market~ 
ing Officer. The Marketing Inspector, Ahmednagar. il1 in charge 
of the Poona district. 

The Agricultural Produce Markets ,Act (XXII of 1939) aims at 
regulating the selling and buying of agricultural produce and 
provides for the establishment of regulated markets for agricultural 
commodities. These markets are to be placed under the supervision 
of statutory market committees fully representative of growers. 
traders, local authorities and Government. The market committe~ 
1$ empowered to levy fees on the agricultural produce under' regula
~on bought and sold by licensees in the market area. Th~ 
committee may ,also levY fees from traders, commission agents, 
measurers, surveyors and other persons operating in the market. 
They also issue licences to different marketing functionaries. 
With the previous sanction of the Director they can prescribe rates 
of maximum charges for the services of the various persons operating 
in the market. 

In the Poona district, the Baramati Cotton Market established 
under the Bombay Cotton Markets Act (XVII of 1927) was allowed 
to continue to function as a regulated market under the Bombay 
Agricultural Produce Markets Act, 1939. Subsequently, gul, in' 
addition to cotton, was brought under regulation in this market. 
llegulated markets for potato and groundnut were established at 
Khed in 1951, and at Manchar in 1952. 
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The Bombay Money-lenders Act (XXXI of 1946) was brought Money-lending. 
mto operation from the 17th November 1947. The salient features 
embodied in the Act are :-(1) licensing of money-lenders, 
(2) maintenance of accounts by money-lenders in prescribed forms, 
and (3) restrictions on rates of interest. 

The Registrar of Co-operative Societies is also· Registrar-General 
of Money-lenders under the Act. There is a Registrar of Money
lenders for the Poona district, and two Assistant Registrars for 
roona City. In areas outside Poona City, the Mamlatdars and 
Mahalkaris have been notified under section 3 of the Act as Assistant 
It.egistrars for their respective areas. Every Assistant Registrar 
maintains a register of money-lenders for the area in his jurisdiction. 
Money-lenders are licensed to carry on the business of money-Iend
fog only in accordance with the terms and conditions of the licence 
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issued to them. The authority to grant a licence is the Registrar, 
although the application for a licence has to be made to the Assistant 
Registrar of the area concerned. The Registrar has also powers to 
cancel a licence. Appeals against the Registrar's order may be made 
to the Registrar General, whose decision is final. 

The State Government have adopted a schcme, known as the 
If Sarvodaya Scheme," the aim of which is to bring about all-round 
intensive development-social, educational and economic-of selected 
compact blocks of backward villages (from 30 to 45) in each district, 
through a constructive programme which was foremost in the 
objectives of Mahatma Gandhi. This scheme aims at development 
of backward areas by means of measures relating to (1) education, 
(2) agricultural development, (3) cottage industries and industries 
subsidiary to agriculture, (4) health, water-supply and conservancy, 
and (5) social and cultural development, including prohibition. 

Two Sarvodaya centres were opened in the Poona district in 1951, 
one consisting of 49 villages in the Mulshi taluka, with its head

'quarters at Pirangut, and the other, a small one, consisting of only 
14 villages in the Mulshi valley. 

The chief executive authority in the formulation and implementa
tion of a scheme is a .. Sanchalak." He is assisted by a committee 
of non-officials known as the Sarvodaya Area Committee. Such 
a commitee has been established only for the Mulshi taluka centre, 
and there is no committee for the small Mulshi valley centre. Every 
year, a programme for the development of the area is formulated 
by the Sanchalak, which is considered by the State Sarvodaya 
Committee before it is finally sanctioned by Government. During 
the financial year 1952-53, grants totalling Rs. 81,700 and Rs. 9,940 
have been sanctioned for the Mulshi taluka centre and the MulshJ 
valley centre respectively. 

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATIVES AND VILLAGE INDUSTRIES. 
THE POST OF JOINT RECISTRAR FOR INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATIVES AND 

VILLACE INDUSTRIES, with headquarters at Poona, was created in July 
1946. Under the JOint Registrar at district level are Assistant 
Iiegistrars, who look after the organisation and development of 
Industrial co-operatives; and at divisional level are Deputy Hegistrars 
who also are in charge of cottage and village industries. Under the 
control of the Assistant Registrars in their respective spheres Ilre 
District Officers for Industrial Co-operatives and Village Industries. 
Under the District Officers there are Industrial Supervisors. 
Ordinarily for fifteen societies there is one Industrial Supervisor. 
On the marketing side, the Joint Registrar is assisted by a Deputy 
JOint Registrar, who deals with all problems connected with the 
marketing of products of cottage industries. On the technical side, 
there is an Engineer, in charge of research, experimentation, techni
cal advice, instruction and production. There are also experts in 
charge of the various industries, who are responsible for giving 
technical guidance to individual artisans. 

The Assistant Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Poona, has 
general powers of supervision over: (1) schemes, such as the oil 
ghan. scheme, and district sales depots. (2) demonstration parties 
and peripatetic schools. (3) industrial co-operative societies; and 
(4) survey work in connection with industrial co-operatives and 
village industries undertaken in the district. lie has general 
control over the Government staff in the district pertaining to 
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industrial co-operatives and village industries. He entertains and 'CHAFI'ER 18. 
scrutinises applications or loans from individual attisans, the 
educated unemployed, backward class persons and co-operativc 
&OCieties. He is also in charge of the execution of agreements with 
them and disbursement, of the loans granted. He endeavours to 
introduce improved implements and improved methods of produc
tion in village and cottage industries and communicates to the 
Village Industries Research Laboratory the problems requiring 
research in regard to such implements and methods. He has to 
maintain contact with associations of artisans or with individual 
artisans in the district who have distinguished themselves in their 
respective industries, make a continuous study of the needs of the 
different cottage and village industries, and try to revive decaying 
and extinct industries, particularly through utilisation of locally 
available raw materials. Jt is partly his duty to prepare schemes 
for the development of industrial co-operatives and village 
industries. -
. Under the Assistant Registrar is the District Officer for Industrial 
Co-operative and Village Industries, Poona, who has under him two 
Industrial Supervisors. 

There is no District Industrial Co-operative Association in the 
district, but there is one District Branch Committee formed by the 
Provincial Industrial Co-operative Association, Ltd., Bombay, 
Consisting of the representatives of the Department, the central 
financing agency, the Provincial Industrial Co-operative Associa
tion, Ltd., Bombay, and the primary industrial co-operative societies 
in the district. The District Officer is the honorary secretary of 
this branch committee. There are 48 prinlary industrial co-opera~ 
tives in the district (1952). • 

lNnUSTRIAL EDuCATION.-There are three technical educational 
centres and one peripatetic school functioning at present in Poona. 
where train1ng in different industries, as stated below, is imparted. 

0) Sheep-breeding Farm, Poona.-This centre is run by the 
Agricultural Department. In addition to the work of improving 
the quality of wools, training in wool weaving and spinning is also 
imparted to the artisans and the work regarding utility of fine 
wools, etc., is undertaken in co-ordination with the wool . weaving 
organisations under the administrative control of the Joint Registrar 
for Industrial Co-operatives and Village Industries. 

(ii) Oil Ghani Training Centre.-Nine trainees are admitted per 
month to undergo one month's training course on an improved 
type of ghan; called Nutan Ghani. The trainees are paid Rs, 25 
each per mensem as stipend with the benefit of travelling allowance 
to and fro limited to Rs. 10 per trainee. The department has main
tained a staJf of seven members under the scheme for training as 
well as the work relating to installation, manufacture and repairs 
to ghanis, etc. A special class for training of carpenters in handling, 
construction and repairs to ghanis. for a period of two months. 
is also arranged at the Village Industries Experimental Workshop, 
Poona. Stipends at Rs. 90 per mensem and travelling allowance 
to and fro limited to Rs. 20 per trainee are also provided. 

(iii) Glass Bangle Manufacturing Centre.-At this centre, students 
undergo a six months' course in manufacturing glass bangles ,with 
a small unit. A batch of nine students is admitted every six 
months, and the trainees are pa!d Rs. 25 per mensem as stipends . 

• 
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The staff consisting of a Glass Chemist and three Assistants is main· 
tained under the scheme' for training and other work relating tc 
research and giving technical assistance' to societies, etc. 

(iv) Th~ Hard and Soft-Fibre Work School.-This school func· 
tioned at the Mang Colon,y, Jangali Ma!taraj Road, Poona. It il 
now (December 1952) unde!;. transfer to Ghorpuri near Poona. 
Twelve students are admitted every, ye~r 'for a year'~ training course 
Improved types of tools and equipment are installed and the traineel 
are taught modern methods of production in fibre work, mainly ill 
manufacturing ropes, fibre-matting and fancy articles. Each studenl 
is paid Rs. 25 per mensem as stipend. In charge of the school i! 
a Fibre Instructor, who is assisted by an Assistant Instructor. 

ExpERIlI.:lENTAL AND RESEARCH STATIONS.-There are three experi
mental and research institutions in Poona. 

(i) One is the Village Industries Experimental Workshop. Thil 
was set up in 1940 as a result of the recommendations of thE 
J30mbay Economic Survey Committee with a. view to designin~ 
llnd manufacturing improved' types of tools. .a.nd labour:savin~ 
appliances required for different cottage industties and to- carry oul 
experiments for improving the existing tools and equipment! 
used in cottage industries. The establishment of this workshop il 
now borne .on a permanent basis .. The workshop is in charge 01 
4\ Superintendent (State Class II service), who has under him 
a small technical and clerical staff, 

(ii) The second is the Village Industries Research Laboratory, 
This was set up in 1947 anJ is in charge of a Chemist. Its functiOn! 
are as follows ~""" 

(d) to undertake the solution of problems .connected with 
fresh occupations to villagers; . 

( b) to conduct researches for the improvement of the existing 
village industries so as to increase their efficiency; and 

( c) to adopt and apply the results of the researches already 
conducted by other scientists which are suitable to village con
ditions in the State and to introd1,lce them in suitable places. 
Both the above institutions are working under the supervision 

lind guidance of sub-committees of the Village Industries Com
mittee, Bombay, which consists of officials· and non-officials. 

(iii) The third institution is the' Dyeing and Printing Experimental 
Laboratory, which has been set up'very recently. An Assistant 
Chemist is in charge of the laboratory. 

HAND-MADE PAPER RESEARCH CENTRE.-This centre was started at 
Poona in 1940 at the instance of the All-India Village Industries 
Association. Later on, it was taken over by the ;Bombay Govern
ment, who, however, subsequently closed it down. in 1945. In 1946, 
the centre was revived under the auspices of the Village Industries 
Committee, Bombay. It receives a subSidy from Government and is 
run by a~anager. It is both a production centre and a research 
institution. 

MARKETING.-In order to 'help in the marketing of the products of 
cottage and small-scale industries in the district, an emporium cum 
sales depot is run by the Lord Reay Industrial Museum, Poona. 
The Provincial Industrial Co-operative Association, Ltd., Bombay, 
has also opened a sales shop on Laxmi Road, Poona. • 
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THE DEPABTMENT OF INDUSTRIES. 

THE WORK: OF THE DEPABTMENT OF INDUSTRIES is mainly confined to 
the development and progress of small-scale and large-scale industries 
in the State. as its· ~OJltrol over the development of cottage 
industries was. in December 1946, transferred to the Department of 
Industrial Co-operatives and Village Industries and its control over 
technical education and the- various schemes related to it was. in 
June 1948. transferred to the'Director of Technical Education. 

The officer. directly in' charg.e of small-scale _ and large-scale 
industries in the. Poona distrl'ct is the Assistant Director of 
Industries (Class I State Service). who has his headquarters in 
Poona, although his jurisdiction extends to the districts of Satara 
North. Satara South, Sholapur. Ratnagiri and Kolhapur. He works 
directly under the Director of Industries. Bombay State. He is also 
in charge of work connected with the administration of the Bombay 
Weights and Measures Act (XV of 1932) and the Industrial Statistics 
Act oax of 1942). He collects industrial information Supplied on 
a voltmtaJY basis and also information for the Commercial Directory 
otthe Bombay State. He conducts commercial and industrial surveys 

• reqtfired by the State or the Union Government and undertakes 
•. investigation in connection with references and complaints received 

from Indian embassies abroad and foreign embassies, in India. He 
also conducts investigations in connection with the Merchandise 
Marks Act (IV of 1889). Purchase of stores is another subject under 
his jurisdiction. Under the State Aid to Industries Rules. he is em
powered to sanction loans up to a limit of Rs. 1,000 in each case to 
applicants in his jurisdiction, subject to the condition that the total 
amount sanctioned by him does not exceed Rs. 5,000 in anyone year. 
His miscelJaneous duties extend to-- investigating into applications 
(made for industrial purposes) from parties in his area for land 
acquisition and erection -of buildings and for essentiality certificates 
in connection with the import, export and purchase of controlled • 
materials, such as iron and steel. cement,. etc. 

The Assistant Director is assisted in his work· by an Industries 
Officer stationed at Poona, one Senior Industries Inspector. four 
Junior Industries Inspectors. five Manual Assistants and a small 
ministerial staff. This technical staff attends mainly to the work in 
the Poona district, the Mahad taluka of the Kolaba district and the 
Phaltan taluka of Satara North district. 

The duties assigned to Inspectors of Weights and Me'asures 
under the Bombay Weights and Measures Rules are carried out by 
the Industries Inspectors. The main purpose of the Bombay Weights 
and Measures Act is to provide for the adoption and compulsory 
use of standard weights and measures in the State. No weight or 
measure or weighing or measuring instrument may be sold, 
delivered or used for trade, unless it has been verified or reverified 
in the manner preScribed by Rules made under the Act and stamped 
by an Inspector with a stamp of verification. Fees are fixed for 
the verification, stamping, etc. It is the duty of the Inspectors to 
carry out the verification and stamping and collect the fees. 

The Industries Inspectors have also duties assigned to them under 
the Industrial Statistics Act. This Act is applicable to all factories 
registered under sections 2 (0 and 5 of the Factories Act, 1934. 

A Bk Vf 2-34 
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The occupiers of factories are required to. submit returns in the 
form prescribed. The Inspectors have to ensure that the factories 
concerned maintain proper accounts and registers and make their 
returns by 'the due date. They have also to attend to work 
connected with prosecutions under section 8 of the Industrial 
Statistics Act. 

, 
THE PuBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT. 

PuBLIC WORD. THE PuBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT deals with-( 1) Roads and 
Buildings, (2) Irrigation, (3) Electricity, and (4) Public Health Circle. 
All these branches are dealt with separately by distinct branches of 
the department. 

(1) Roads and Buildings.-For administrative purposes, the Roads 
and Buildings Branch in the district is placed in charge of the 
Superintending Engineer, Central Circle. Under him is one 
permanent division, called the Poona Division, dealing with roads 
and buildings in the division, and one temporary division, called the 
. Building Projects Division, for dealing with· the Medical COllege 
Buildings and Hospital Projects. at Poona. Each of these divisions 
is again divided into sub-divisions-the Poona Division into .four, 
namely, (a) Poona Buildings, (b) Government House, (c) Poona 
South, and (d) Poona North; and the Building Projects Division 
iuto two, namely, Sub-Divisions Nos. 1 and 2. All these have their 
headquarters at Poona. 

(2) lrrigation.-Major irrigation in the district is placed in charge 
of the Superintending Engineer, Deccan Irrigation Circle, who has 
three divisions in the Poona district, each of which is divided into 
sub-divisions as shown below :-

(1) Poona Irrigation Division, Poona:':" 

~ 
a) Baramati Sub-Division, Baramati. 
b) -Pandhara Sub-Division, Malegaon Colony. 
c) Nira (Vir) Sub-Division, Nira. 

(d) Mutha Canals Sub-Division, Pobna. 
(e) Haveli and Dhond Talukas Village Water Supply Sub

Division, Poona. 
(f) Poona Lift Irrigation Sub-Division. 

(2) Nira Right Bank Canal Division, Poona:- . 
(a) Phaltan Irrigation Sub-Division,Phaltan. ' 

. (b) Remodelling Nira Right Bank Canal Sub-Division, 
Phaltan. 

(c) Malsiras Sub-Division, Malsiras. 
(3) Irrigation Development Division, Poona:-:- . 

(a) Nira Canals Drainage Sub-Division, Baramati. 
(b) Pravara Canals Drainage Sub-Division, Khandala 

(Ahmednagar District )". I 

(c) Godavari Canals Drainage Sub-Division. KopargaoD 
(Ahmednagar District). . 

(d) River Gauging Works, Poona. 
(4) Irrigation Project Division (Central) Poona:

(a) Vir Project Sub-Division. 
(b) Khadakwasla Project Sub-Division at Poona. 

The Public Works Department divisions do not correspond exactly 
with the Poona Revenue district. 
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\Vhile each circle is in charge of a Superintending Engineer, the 
<livisions are in charge of Executive Engineers and the sub-divisions 
in charge of Assist,lOt Engineers or Deputy Engineers. The 
Assistant Engineers belong to the Bombay Service of Engineers 
(B.S.E'), Class I, and Deputy Engineers to B.S.E., Class II. These 
officers are each in charge of a sub-division and are, therefore, called 
Sub-Divisional Officers. The sub-divisions are divided further into 
sections, each in charge of an Overseer. There are about 20 over
seers in each divisio,Il. 

The Superintending Engineer is responsible for the administration 
and general professional control of public works in charge of officers 
of the department within his circle. It is his duty to inspect the 
state of the varioQs works within his circle and to satisfy himself that 
the system of management prevailing is efficient and economical. 
He is required to ascertain the efficiency of the subordinate office 

. and petty establl:.hments and to see and report whether the staff 
employed in each division is actually necessary or adequate for the 
management. He also examines the conditions of the surveying and 
mathematical instruments at the headquarters of divisions. In the 
case of office ana petty establishments borne on divisional scales, 
he sees that these scales are not exceeded without proper authority. 
The Superintending Engineers are empowered to transfer and post 
Deputy Engineers and Overseers within their circles. In the 
interests of administration, however, Executive Engineers of 
Divisions are consulted before posting these officers' to particular 
sub-divisional charges under their control. It is also the duty of 
Superintending Engineers to recommend removals and transfers of 
Executive Engineers from their own circles. The supervision and 
control of the assessment of revenue from irrigation works within 
hi.. circle rests. with the Superintending Engineer. The Superin
tending Engineer is authorised to correspond direct with any of the 
local authorities, civil or military, within his circle. 

Under the Superintending Engineer, Central Circle, are the. 
Executive Engineers, Poona Division, and Building Projects Division, 
Poona District, and "nder the Superintending Engineer, Deccan Irriga-

I tion Circle, the Executive Engineers, Nira Right Bank Canal, Poona 
Irrigation, and Irrigation Development Divisions. These Executive' 
}~ngineers are in charge of all Public Works Department works in 
the Poona district. There is also the Executive Engineer, 
Designs Division, with headquarters at Poona. This officer is, 
however, under the Control of the Superintending Engineer, Bombay 
Circle. Similarly there is one more Division called the Irrigation 
Projects Division (Central) Poona, under the direct supervision of 
the Chief Engineer. The division is at present preparing the Vir and 
KhadakWasla Irrigation Projects. 

The Executive Engineer is responsible to the Superintending 
Engineer of his circle for the execution and management of all works 

'J within his division. He has to see that proper measures are taken 
to preserve all buildings and works in his division and to prevent 
encroachment on Government lands in his charge. He is 
responsible to see that the surveying and mathematical instruments 

, in his division are properly cared for and to report on their condition 
( to the Superintending Engineer at the end of each working season • 
. In addition to his other duties, he is ex officio professional adv.iser 

of all departments of the State within the limits of his charge. 
A Bk Vi 2-3411 
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The Sub-Divisional Officers are responsible to the Executive 
Engineer in charge of the division for the management and 
execution of works within their sub-divisions. 

The Overseers are in charge of sections under the Sub-Divisional ., 
Officers. 

The activities of the Public Works Department in regard to Roads 
and Buildings and Irrigation relate to construction, repairs and 
maintenance o£ roads, Government buildings, and irrigation works 
financed by Government and placed in charge of the department. 
In the Poona district, as on April 1950, the department maintained 
405·70 miles of metalled roads and 19·88 miles of unmetalled roads. 
Within municipal limits in the district, the total length of metalled 
roads maintained by the Public Works Department was 52·59 miles. 
Along Public WorkS Department roads there were about 33,500 trees 
maintained by the department. 

f 
In addition to funds from the general revenues of the State 

allocated for expenditure on. roads, there are. two other funds 
maintained for the construction, repairs and. -maintenance of roads, 
viz., (1) the Central Road Fund, and (2) the State Road Fund. 
The Centrill Road Fund is in charge of the Government of India • 
who allocates the fund. Expenditure is incurred in the district 
for roads from these funds. 

Irrigation Works. The following are the irrigation works in the Poona district under 
the Superintending Engineer, Deccan Irrigation Circle :-

Two new dams 
proposed. 

(1) Nira Left Bank Canal, including Shetphal Tank; 
(2) Nira Right Bank Canal; 
(3) Mutha Canals, including Matoba Tank; 
( 4) Rakh Tank; and 
(5) Khamgaon Tank. 

While for the first three capital accounts are- kept, for the last 
two neither capital nor revenue accounts are kept. . ' 

Two irrigation tanks, one at Shirsuphal and the other at Bhadal
wadi, fall in the Central Circle, under the control of the Executive 
Engineer, Poona Division. These tanks are entirely dependent on 
local rains. IBoth capital and revenue . accounts are kept for these. 
The tank at Shirsuphal is situated near mile 52/3 of Poona-Sholapur 
Road, near the Rawangaon village, and supplies water for irrigation 
to lands in villages of the Dhond taluka:. The tank at Bhadalwadi 
is situated in the Indapur taluka at mile 66 of Poona-Sholaput Road .. 
and supplies water for irrigation to lands in villages of the Indapur 
taluka. 

On account of greater demand for water on both the Nira and 
Mutha systems, Government has planned to construct two new dams' 
to store larger quantities of water, one at Khadakwasla, which may ~ 
store at least 11,000 million cubic feet and perhaps up to 25,000 million I 
cubic feet, and another at Vir, which may store about 8,000 million, ( 
cubic feet. Construction of irrigation tanks at Madanwadi and 1.

1 Palasdeo in Indapur Taluka is in progress. The Madanwadi tank is . 
expected to irrigate 1,690 acres and the Palasdeo tank about . 
1,380 acres. 
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The Poona Irrigation and Research Division carries out research CHAl'TER 18. 
work in connection with irrigation and allied matters in Bombay 
State. Work is done particularly in connection with the Deccan ~ve=en~ 

• Canals .. Research has been undertak~n in .relation to the following ~~c w~~ 
heads, VIZ., (a) storage and canals, mcluding problems of damage'poona Irrigation 
by floods, loss of water by seepage and evaporation, silting of and Research 
reservoir, and weeds in canals; (b) irrigation management, e.g., Division. 
block system, measuring devices, water requirements of crops, 
salinity of waters, development of well irrigation and its effect on 
water table, etc.; (c) drainage, e.g., lowering of water table by 
artificial drainage, effect of drain water on cement concrete pipes, 
etc.; (d) reclamation, e.g., leaching of salts, recovery of soil tilth 
by different soil improvers, growing of salt-resistant crops, cultural 
methods, economic utilisation of undrained lands; ( e ) sewage 
irrigation; (f) soil mechanics; and (g) soil hydraulics. 

For carrying out advisory, administrative and executive duties 
pertaining to the generation and use of electricity,· there is the 
Electrical Circle under the Electrical Engineer to Government. The 
jurisdiction of this officer extends to the whole of the State. Under 
him are three Electrical Divisions, each in charge of an Executive 
Engineer, having their headquarters at Bombay, Poona and Baroda. 
The Poona Electrical Division comprises not only the Poona district 
but also the other southern districts of the State. 

The Executive Engineer has to do duties relating to electrical 
installations in Government buildings, such as execution of original 
works, carrying out special repairs, and maintenance. He is also 
Electrical Inspector under the Indian Electricity Act (IX of 1910) 
and carries out inspections of M.P. and H.T. electrical installations, 
power houses, mills, cinemas, etc. 

There are two Deputy Engineers in the Poona district under the 
Executive Engineer, one in charge of the Poona Electrical Sub
Division, and the other of the B. J. Medical College Sub-Division. 
noth of them do executive work in connection with electrical· 
installations in Government buildings. The Deputy Engineer, Poona 
Electrical Sub-Division, assists the Electrical Inspector, Poona; in 
exercising powers under the Indian Electricity Rules. There are 
eight Electrical Supervisors to assist the Deputy Engineers. 

There are eight power supply licences given in the Poona district, 
and they operate at-(1) Baramati, (2) Bhor, (3) Junnar, 
(4) LonavIa-Khandala, (5) Nira, (6) Poona, (7) Dhond and 
(8) Nasrapur. There is a Government power house at Bhatgar 
supplying power to Bhatgar, Bhor, Nira, Lonand, Nasrapur· and 
Shirwal, and to Government agricultural pumps at Rajewadi and 
Wing. -

The Public Health Circle is a specialist· branch of the Public 
Works Department, dealing with all problems of public health, viz., 
water supply, drainage, sewerage and environmental sanitation 
throughout the State of Bombay. The Public Health Engineer 
to Government, with headquarters at Poona, directs the activities 
of this branch throughout the State. The main functions of the 

I Circle are the. execution of Government and municipal public health 
schemes and the supervision of public health schemes executed by 
local bodies through their own agencies. The Circle also gives 
advice, so far as public health problems are concerned, to other 
departments of Government in connection with schemes sponsored 
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by them. It maintains a large number of water works in the State, 
eilher owned by Government or owned by local bodies but entrusted 
to Government for running at the cost of the local bodies. It also 
maintains Boring Works Sub-divisions at Poona and Ahmedabad to ;) 
take bores for water !Oupply purposes and for exploration works for 
dams and bridges. It bas under its control also a workshop at 
Dapuri. 

For convenience of administration, the State bas been divided 
into six Public Health Works Divisions, and one of these divisions, 
t;;z., the Central Division, has its headquarters at Poona, with 
jurisdiction over the revenue district of .Poona and part of the 
Ahmednagar district. This division is divided into six sub-divisions, 
each in charge of a Deputy Engineer (called Sub-Divisional Officer). 
The Deputy Engineer has generally about three overseers under him 
and a standard sub-divisional staff. 

( 1) The Poona Cantonment Water Works Sub-Division supplies 
water to the Poona Cantonment area and the area which was 
formerly under the now defunct Suburban Municipality. It also 
carries out schemes outside Poona and executes them. The Jail 
water works at Visapur is in its charge. 

(2) The Poona Drainag~ Sub-Division is entrusted mainly with 
the drainage works of Poona. It also prepares plans and estimates 
for, and executes, drainage works round about Poona. . 

(3) The Central Sanitary Project Sub-Division is entrusted mainly 
with preparation of projects within its jurisdiction, but sometimes 
it also undertakes execution of works. 

( 4) The Kirkee Water Supply Sub-Division, in addition to looking 
after water supply to the Kirkee Cantonment area and other 
surrounding areas, also does some project work. 

(5) The Dapuri Workshops Sub-Division, Dapuri, casts C. I. 
Specials, and repairs road rollers and pumping machinery. It is 

.run on a commercial basis. It has come to be used as a central 
mechanical workshop for the Deccan region of the Public Works 
Department. r 

(6) The Boring Sub-Division, Dapuri, is entrusted with the taking 
of bores for water supply purposes and exploration bores for the 
dams and bridges of the Public Works Department in the Deccan 
Region. 

BOMBAY STATE ROAD TRANSPORT CORPORATION. 

ROAD TRANSPORT POONA DISTRICT, EXCEPT FOR A FEW EASTERN TALUKAS, forms part of 
CoRPORATION. the Poona Division of the Bombay State Road Transport 

Corporation. •• 
The Corporation was established in December 1949, under the 

provisions of the Road Transport Corporations Act (XXXII of 1948) 
to administer the affairs. of the transport undertaking of the <' 
Government of Bombay. Prior to. this the administration was 9 
conducted departmentally. 

The nationalised transport service commenced its operation in 
June, 1948, with 36 buses operating on Poona-Ahmednagar and " 
allied routes.... 

The Officer in charge of the Division is the Divisional Controller, 
Poona. He is immediately under the control of the Central Office, 
of which the General Manager is the administrative head assisted 
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by his ten Departmental Heads, namely, (1) Deputy General CHAPTER 16. 
Manager (Administration), (2) Deputy General Manager (Traffic), 
(3) . Chief Mechanical Engineer, ( 4) Chief Accounts O~cer, Developmental 
( 5) Chief Statistician, (6) Public Relations Officer, (7) Chief Security R Dep.;:ents. 
Officer, (8) Controller of Stores, (9) Superintending Engineer, and ~RPORA:X~T 
(10) Secretary, Bombay State Road Transport' Corporation. 

In the Division, the Divisional Controller (Class I Officer) is 
assisted by 12 Officers (Class II Officers), who are charged with 
ftmctional responsibilities as mentioned below:-

Administration and TrafJic.-There are three officers under this 
head of activity. The Divisional Traffic Officer is in charge of all 
matters related to traffic and operations. He is assisted by a Traffic 
Superintendent and other staff. The Labour and Publicity Officer 
looks after all matters relating to labour relations with the adminis
tration and also publicity in the Division. 

Accounts and Statistics.-This branch is manned by four Officers, 
one Divisional Accounts Officer, one Divisional Audit Officer, one 
Divisional Statistical Officer, and one Stores Accounts Officer. 

Technical.-The technical side of the divisional organisation is 
manned by one Divisional Mechanical Engineer, one Works 
Superintendent, one Stores Superintendent and two Depot 
Superintendents. 

• The division has a fleet strength of 242 buses and 10 trucks. On 
an average, the buses put on roads have a seating capacity of 
.28 seats, excluding the driver and the conductor. The average daily 
mileage in March 1951 was 17,507 and the average number of 
passengers carried per day was 25,658. The number of routes in 
operation during the same month was 95. 

There is a headquarters workshop situated at Poona, which looks 
after the three-monthly maintenance of buses and heavy repaip 
for the entire fleet of buses attached to the Division. In addition, 
small workshops are maintained at each of the following depots, 
tJiz., Bhor (11), N arayangaon, (21) Satara (29), Shivajinagar (67), 
Sirur (9), Swargate (49), Talegaon (15)~ and Wai (14). (The 
number shown in the brackets represents the number of vehicles 
attached to the depot). 

The Corporation has in view the erection of bus stands, with 
restaurants attached to them, at several places in the Division. 
A few bus stations with restaurants have already been built at the 
following places :-Koregaon, Mahableshwar, Narayangaon, 
Sangamner, Satara, Shivajinagar and Swargate. 



CHAPTER l1-WELFARE DEPARTMENTS. 

DEPARTMENT OF EoocATiON. 

FOR PURPOSES OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION. the Poona 
district is placed under the Educational Inspector. Poona District. 
The officer belongs to Class I of the Bombay Educational Service 
and is directly under the control of the Director of Education. He 
is responsible in his district for-

(i) the supervision of primary education; 
( ii) the administrative control of all Government primary and 

secondary schools and training institutions under the control of 
the Education Department; and 

( iii) the control and inspection of all secondary schools.includ
ing English Teaching Schools. vocational high schools (i.e., 
agricultural. commercial and technical high schools). training 
institutions for primary teachers and such special schools as are 
under the control of the Education Department. 
In so far as girls' schools and institutions for women are concerned. 

the Inspectress of Girls' Schools. Poona (B. E. S.. Class I). performs 
the functions and duties of the District Educational Inspector in 
respect of-

( tJ) the inspection of girls" secondary and special schools in 
the district. 

( b) visiting girls" primary schools in the district and making 
suggestions for improvement. 
In the carrying out of his duties of inspection and control. the 

Educational Inspector is assisted by an inspecting staff consistin11: 
of one Deputy Educational Inspector (B.E.S.. Class II) anCl 
36 Assistant Deputy Educational Inspectors (B.E.S .• Class ill). who 
are directly responsible. under the Educational Inspector. for the 
superintendence and inspection of primary schools in the district 
under section 48 of the Bombay Primary Education Act (LXI of 
1947). There are also four Assistant Deputy Inspectresses 
(B.E.S., Class ill). who. under the administrative control of the 
Educational Inspector. Poona District, are responsible for the 
inspection of primary girls" schools in the district. 

There are separate Inspectors. having jurisdiction over the whole 
State. for Physical Education, Visual Education, Drawing and Craft 
\Vork and Commercial Schools. who carry out organisation and 
inspection in their respective spheres. These Inspectors have 
~tura1l>: juris~ction in the Poona. district in regard to their respeo-
th'e subjects directly under the DIreCtor of Education. . 
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The Deputy Educational Inspector, Poona, is the Chief Govern
ment inspecting officer of the district so far as primary schools are 
concerned. Under the rules framed under the Bombay Primary 
Education f>.ct, he decides the question of recognition of private 
primary schools. He has to keep close touch with the working 
of primary schools maintained or approved by school boards, adult 
education classEfs and village libraries. He has to report upon the 
housing, equipment, staff, efficiepcy of instruction, etc., of the 
primary schools so that the deparlment may be in a position to 
determine whether the school board is conducting its schools 
satisfactorily. All aided schools are inspected by him or by the 
inspecting staff under him. He also assists the Educational 
Inspector in the inspection of seco~ary schools and reports on any 
specific points about them whenever he is required to do so by the 
Educational Inspector. 

PruMARY EDUCATION: It is the declared policy of Government that 
universal free and compulsory primary education should be reached 
by a definite programme of progressive expansion, and under the 
Bombay Primary Education Act (LXI of 1947), the State Government 
has taken upon itself the duty of securing the development and expan
sion of primary education in the State. A minimum course of 
seven years' education for every child is. the objective aimed at. 
The agencies employed for discharging this duty are the district 

. .school boards and .. authorized municipalities." Under the 

I Bombay Provincial Municipal Corporations Act (LIX of 1949) 
II. corporation is deemed, for the purposes of the Bombay Primary 

[

' Education Act, to be an .. authorized municipality," and 
accordingly, primary education is administ~red within the Poona 
Municipal Corporation limits in the same way in which it 

~
! is administered within the limits of. authorized municipalities. 

No other municipality in the district has. yet been declared to be 
an authorized municipality. . . 

.. Approved Schools"O within the area of all non-authorized 
municipalities and of the District Local Board are under the control 
of the Poona District School Board. This School Board is composed 
of sixteen members. Of these three are appointed by Government, 
one being a Government official, and two by the· non-authorized 
municipalities falling within the District School Board's area 
of jurisdiction, and the rest are elected by the Poona District Local 
Board. The rules prescribe that of 'those elected, one shall be from 
the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and three should have 
passed . the matriculation or second. year training certincate 
examination. 

School'Board, The School Board of the Poona Municipal Corporation is composed 
/POOf14 Mu'!icipal of thirteen members of whom two are appointed by Government, 

C01'P01'aflOB. one being a Government official, and the rest are elected by the 
Corporation. Under the rules, of the elected members, one is to be 
from the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and three should 
have passed the matriculation or second year training certillcate 
examination. 

0" Approved School" means a primary school maintained by the State 
Government or by a School Board or by an authorized municipality or which is 
for the time being recognized '3S such by a school board or by the State 
Government or by an officer authori7ed by it in this behalf. (Section 2 of 
the Bombay Primary Education Act. LXI of 1947). 
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Under the Primary Education Act and the rules thereunder all 
district school boards and authorized municipalities have to maintain 
an adequate number of primary schools in which instruction is given 
through the medium of the local regional language. • For children 
whose mother-tongue is different from flie regional language of the 
area, school boards have been instructed to open schook in their 
L'mguage if the number of such children is not less than 40 in the 
first four standards and 20 in the upper standards. The teaching of 
the regional language of the area is also compulsory in such schools 
from standard III onwards. An authorized municipality has to make 
such provision in its budget as wiJ! enable approved schools in its 
area to receive grants at the rates authorized by Government. 
Responsibility is laid on the District School Board to maintain 

Primary Educa
tion. 

a schedule of staff of Assistant Administrative Officers or Supervisors, 
primary teachers, clerks, and inferior servants and other staff, 
sanctioned by Gove~ent. setting forth the designation, grades, 
pay and nature of appointment of different members. The members 
of this staff are servants of the District School Board and receive 
their pay, allowances, etc., from the Primary Education . Fund 
maintained by the School Board. No change or alteration can be 
made in the schedule of staff without the previous sanction of 
Government. The School Board of the Poona Municipal Corpora
tion has also to prepare a similar schedule of its permanent staff. 
This school board is, however, authorized to employ with the 
sanction of the Corporation, such temporary staff as may be required. 
Expenditure on such staff will not, however, be .admissible for grant 
by Government unless -the previous sanction of Government has been 
obtained. The rules made under the Act lay down model conditions 
(If employment of teachers in private schools. 

The annual budget of the District School Board has to be submitted 
to the Director of Education for sanction. The DistrIct School Hoara 
derives its income mainly from Government grants, which form nearly 
96 per cent. of its total expenditure. It also receives from the District 
I.ocal Board a contribution equal to such portion of its income from 
tne cess on land revenue and water rates as may be fixed by Govern
ment from time to time, and from non-authorized municipal\ties whose 
schools are under its control such proportion of the rateable value of 
properties in the area of the respective municipalities as may be fixed 
by Government from time to time. The District Local Board, Poona, 
has, under the present rules, to contribute 15 pies of the three anna 
cess on land revenue and water rates that it is allowed to levy. The 
amount to be paid by non-authorized municipalities has been fixed by 
Government as 5 per cent. of the rateable value of properties in· their 

'respective areas. The Primary Education Fund of the Poona 
Municipal Corporation is composed partly of the grant payable to 
it by the State Government on account of primary education, which 
forms nearly 33·5 per cent. of its expenditure on primary education. 

Working of 
Primary EdUCG

floft Act. 

The chief executive officer of the Poona District School Board 
is its Administrative Officer. This officer is appointed and paid by 
the State Government. The Administrative Officer of the sChooD 
Board of the Poona Municipal Corporation is, however, an officer 
of the Corporation employed by the Corporation itself. Under 
these Administrative Officers are Assistant Administrative Officers or 
Supervisors, primary school teachers, clerks, and inferior servants 
and other staff under the employ of the District School Board or 
the Corporation, as the case may be. The Administrative Officer is 
responsible for the general administration of all primary schools 
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maintained by the School Board. He is responsible for carrying 
out the suggestions made from time to time by Government officers. 
It is his dutY to advise the School Board on all matters connected 
with primary~ education. He is also a member and Secretary of 
the Staff Selection Committee. This is a committee composed. 
besides himself. of the Chairman of the School Board and the 
Educational Inspector of the district. Its duty is to select 
candidates for 'appointment as Assistant· Administrative Officers or 
Supervisors and teachers. The committee selects also the teachers 
to be deputed for training. The District School Board, or the 
Corporation, or their Adminlsfrlltive Officers have to make appoint
ments of the candidates in accordance with the directions given 
by the committee. The selection of candidates and teachers are 
made in accordance with the instructions issued by the Government. 
The Administrative Officer has power, subject to the general instruc
tions issued by the Director of Education, to promote, transfer, and 
take all disciplinary action, including removal or dismissal, against 
the staff. His orders, however; are subject to appeal to a tribunal 
consisting of the Chairman of the School Board and the Educational 
Inspector of the Division. A primary school teacher who was 
a guaranteed teacher on the date the Primary Education Act came 
into force has, however, a right of' further appeal to the State 
Government against any order of removal or dismissal. 

The statistics that follow relate to the Poona district as a whole 
for the year 1952-53: 

There were 1,380 primary schools (both lower primary, i.e., teach
'ing standards I to IV, and upper primary, i.e., teaching standards 
V to VII), of which 94 were exclusively for girls. The distribution 
d the schools by management was as follows:-

Government 
District Local Board 

L-Poona Municipal Corporation 
Other Municipalities 
Schools aided by Government 
District Local Board 
Municipalities 
Schools unaided 

8 
698 
104 

3 
3 

468 
85 
11 

1,380 

There were 1,06,548 boys and 60,758 girls in the lower primary 
stage (i.e., Standards I-IV) and 13,790 boys and-7,901 girls in the 
upper primary stage (i.e. Standards V-VII), or a total of 
1,88,997 pupils in all primary schools. The percentage of school
going children to the population was 9·7. 

The number of teachers in primary schools was 4,949, of whom 
3,675 were men and 1,274 women. This works out roughly 
at 38 pupils per teacher. Only, 1,831 of the men teachers and 
956 of the women teachers were trained. 

There were 10 primary training institutions, 4 for men (3 Govern
ment and 1 non-Government) and 6 for women (2 Government and 
4 non-Government), training 553 men and 545 women, or a total 

. of 1,098 teachers for the year. 
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The total expenditure on primary schools was Rs. 59,64,472 and it CHAl'TER 17. 
was met from the following sources:-

Rs. 
(1) Government 38,63,080 
(2) District Local Board and 12,04,214 

Municipal Funds. 

64·7 per cent. 
¥O . 2 per cent. 

(3) Fees 5,56,064 9·3 per cent. 
( 4) Other sources 3,41,114 5·8 per cent. 

The average cost of· educating a pupil was Rs. 30 per annum, 
of which Government's contribution came to Rs. 19·4. 
<In Poona City, in 1952-53, there were 104 municipal primary 

schools and 58 private primary schools. The total number of 
pupils was 53,677 ( 35,515 in municipal schools and 18,162 in 
private schools). The expenditure of the School BOaId of the 
Corporation was Rs. 15,535,461, out of which Rs. 8,84,333 was 
contributed by the Corporation. Grants to private schools amounted 
to Rs. 2,62,837. 

Free compulsory primary education was introduced in the Poona 
District Local Board area from 1st September, 1947, for age 
groups 7 to 8 years. In 1952-53, compulsion was in force for age 
groups 7 to 11. The estimated population of the area (in Septem
ber, 1951), was composed of 3,42,136 males and 3,35,961 females. 
The total number of children of the age groups under compulsion 
was 77,138 and the total number actually attending school was 
56,209 or 72·8 per cent. 

Free compulsory primary education was introduced in the most 
backward parts of the Poona City, comprising Nana, Bhavani, Ganj, 
Ghorpade and· Gultekadi Peths, on· the 2nd September, 1929. It 
was extended to the whole of the City municipal area from 1st April, 
1943; The Poona Suburban Municipal area was amalgamated with 
the Poona City on the 15th February, 1950, to form the Municipal 
Corporation of the City of Poona, and the scheme of fr~ and 
compulsory primary education was made applicable to the area 
from the 10th May 1950. Compulsion was in force for age groups 6 
to 11. The population according to 1951 census was composed of 
2.61,032 males and 2,24,454 females. The total number of children 
of the age groups under compulsion was 45,277 and the number 
actually attending school was 36,809 or 81· 3 per cent. -

There was dearth of buildings to house the primary schools. In 
1952-53, out of 1,406 buildings in which the District Local Board 
schools were housed,· only 270 were owned by the board, 316 were 
rented and the rest were housed in temples, dharmashalas and other 
places. In 1952-53 the Poona Municipal Corporation's primary 
schools were housed in 93 buildings, of which only 26 were owned 
by the Corporation, 62 were rented, and 5 were housed in rent-free 
buildings. 
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BASIC AND CRAFT SCHOOLS: A new ideology has been influencing Basic and Craft 
the educational activities of the State since 1937-38. It has come to Schools. 
be recognized that education must centre round some form of manual 
productive work. According to the figures for 1952, there were 
two basic schools in the Poona district where education was made 
to centre round spinning and weaving, and 182 craft schools. 
Spinning and weaving formed the craft in 153 of the craft schools, 
cardboard and carpentry in 28 and agriculture in 7. 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION: Secondary education is DOW under the 
general regulations of Government, and Government control is 
exercised by means of conditions for receipt of grant-in-aid. At the 
end of the high school course an examination is conducted by the 
Secondary School Certificate Examination Board. and the students 
who pass are awarded the Secondary School Certificate. The head 
office of this Board is in Poona. The first examination was held in 
1949. The examination provides optional courses for pupils with 
varied interests and aptitudes. Each university, however, lays 
down the subjects which a candidate must take for entrance to its 
courses. 

The statistics that follow relate to the year 1952-53 for the Poona 
district :-

There were 99 secondary schools in the district with a total 
of 30,162 pupils (21,486 boys and 8,676 girls). Thirteen (13) of these 
99 schools were exclusively for girls and 18 exclusively for boys, and 
the remaining 68 were co-educational institutions. The number of 
girls in the schools exclusively meant for girls was 5,910 while 2,766 
girls were in mixed schools. The following statement shows the 
number of schools under different managements and the number 
of pupils in them:-

Government 
Local authorities 
Aided private 
Unaided 

Total 

Number of 
Schools. 

1 
84 
14 

99 

Number~ 
Pupils: 

119 
28,413 
1,630 

30,162 
Thus, secondary education was imparted mainly by private agencies 
aided by Government grants. 

There were 1,483 teachers in secondary schools, of whom 1,149 
were men (808 trained and 341 untrained), and 334 women (232 
trained and 102 untrained). 

For the Secondary Schools Certificate Examination 6,479 candi
dates appeared and 3,218 passed. 

The total expenditure on secondary education was Rs. 42,63,041. 
of which Rs. 13,64,429 (or 32·0 per cent.) came from Government 
Funds; Rs. 10,462 (or 0·3 per cent.) from municipal funds; 
Rs. 20,39,743 (or 47·8 per cent.) from fees, Rs. 42,174 (or 1·0 per cent.) 
from endowments, and Rs. 8,06,233 (or 18·9 per cent.) from subscrip
tions and other sources. 

The total annual average cost per pupil in secondary schools was 
as follows :-

Board Schools 
Aided private 
Unaided Schools 

Total cost. 
Rs. 

123·2 
137·3 
211·4 

Co" to Gool. 
Rs. 

66·0 
47·7 

DRAWIXG EXA-m.'<'ATIONS: Government hold Drawing Examina
tions-Elementary and Intermediate. In 1952-53, 1,596 appeared for 
the Elementary, of whom 1,132 passed. For the Intermediate. 
S« candidates appeared and 643 passed. These figures relate to 
roona District only. 
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- SPECIAL ScHOOlS· ; (a) Technical Schools.-These come under the 
jurisdiction of the Director of Technical Education and an account of 
these is given under the paragraph relating to • Technical 
and Industrial Training.-
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( b) Schools for Defectives.-There were two institutions for the schools, few 
education of. defectives, viz., (1) the Poona School and Home for DefectlOO8. 

the Blind, founded in 1935, having 37 pupils on the roll, and 
(2) N. G. Gondhalt;kar's School for the Dumb and Deaf, founded in 
1934, having 17 pupils on the roll. 

(c) Language ScOOols.-There were three institutions imparting 
instruction in Sanskrit, namely, (1) Sanskrit Pathashala, Poona ; 
(2) Sanskrit College, Poona, and (3) Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya, Poon~ 
They had on their roIls 48 boys and 10 girls. There was also 
a Hindustani Shikshan Sanad Class, Poona, with 24 students. 

Language 
Schaob. 

(d) Oriental Research Institutions.-The following is a list of the O~ R.eseMch 
Oriental Research Institutions in the Poona District and a short InstitUfiOns. 

description 01 the work of each ;-

Xame oC the institntion. Description of the work. 

Deccan' College PoSt.graduate and') iThese institutions maintain valuable libraries 
Researcli Institute, Yeravda I of rare - manuscripts, books, etc., which 
Poona 6. t are lent to scholars in Bharat and abroad, 

Scholarships and prizes are awarded for 
Bhandarkar Research Institute, original research and eminent scholars 

Deccan Gymkhana, Poona. J are invited to deliver lectures on orient .. l 
subjects. 

Vaidik Sanabodhan MandaI, Tilak,A great interest has been taken by the Mandal\ 
. Smarak Mandir, TiJak Road, Poona 2.' in the field of oriental shastras. 

Kaivalyadham, Lonavla ••• This carries on valuable research in gaga
Bha8lra. 

Girvan Vagvardbini Sabha, 22, BUdh·IArrangement is made by' the institute fOr 
war Peth, Anandasram, Poona 2. periodical lectures in Sanskrit by eminent 

8cholars on matters of topical interest. 

~harat Ithihas Samshodhak MandaI Has undertaken historical research work. 
313 A, Sadashiv Peth, Poona 2. I . 

Mimanaa Vidyalaya, S. P. College, Is interested in critical studies of the lllimansa 
Poona. I Shaatra. 

Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth, Sukrs·,Started a Sanskrit cellege in Poona to organise 
'I'&rpeth, Poona 2. I and establish Sanskrit pathaahaZas in the 

State and to institute and conduct Sanskrit 
examinatiollB. The main intention oC this 
Vidyapeeth is to give impetus and 
encouragement to Sanskrit learning • 

• 
Vadashutrottejak Sabha, 7I5.A.I, This institute is not a teaching body but was 

Sadashiv Path, Loniurko Damle Lane, founded in 1875 with th3 object oC te..ting 
Poona 2. the proficiency of students in Vedic 

literature and philosophy. 

-The statistics given in this section relate to 1952·53 and only to schools 
recognized by Government for inspection' and examination. There are many 
institutions in Poona District, especi-.llly gymnasia and music schooIs. which aro 
DOt recognised by Government, and thaetore, do DOt enter into these statistics. 
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(e) Certified Schools.-An. account of .these is given under the 
Juvenile and Beggars Department. 

(f) Other Special SchoolS.-The followtng is a list 'of ,other kinds 
of special schools with the number of. instibltion~ of. each kind and 
of the pupils enrolled :- . . 

Number of' Nllmber of 
Institutions. Pupils. 

Nursery' and kindergarten schools .:; .. 16 ' • 
Arts Schools (teaching modefD arts, . . • 

photography and shorthand and .' . 
typewriting). . . . 11 :. 

Cutting, Tailoring and Sewing 10 
Gymnasia' 8 
Music Schools and Classes 10 

l,23S 

774 
303 

1,162 
27q 

Physical PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Two Assistant I)eputy Educational 
Education. Inspectors holding Diploma in Physical Education look after and 

organise physical education in the district. One of them is a woman 
and she supervises the physical trainin~ of girls". in primary and 
secondary schools. '. . .' "'., 

Physical education is a compulsory: subject in secondary ,chools. 
There is a regular exaInination in it .. ' Pupils ~ttend the playground 
regularly and a programme of physical edncation' is organised 
regularly in most of the secondary schools. IIfprimaiy'sehools also 
provision of physical education has been made, but there is no 
regular examination. Children in 'primary schools play games. 

Every year a two monthS course in physical education is orga
nised at suitable places iIi the district by the Assistant Deputy 
Educational Inspector for Physical Education. About 50 primary 
teachers are trained, and these teachers organise physical education 
in the primary schools where they work. 

A certificate course in physical education is organised by the 
Shikshana Prasarak MandaI, Poona, for:' teachers of secondary 
schools. A short term for two and a half mouths for secondary 
teachers is organised by the Maharashtra MandaI, Poona. A few 
teachers are also sent for training in physical education (Secondary 
T eacheis' Course) at Kandivali. Graduate' teachers are trained for 
the diploma course at Kandivali for one year. 

Boy Scouts, Girl Boy SCOUTS GIRL GUIDES AND NATIONAL CADET CORPS: 
G~d~ i d In 1952-53, th~re were in the district 1,834 boy scouts, 935 girl 
Cad!t c~rps guides, and 18 units of the Junior National Cadet Corps composed 

. of 594 cadets and 18 officers. The strength of the Senior Division 
was 6 units, 31 offi<:ers and 920 cadets. 

Medicallnspec- MEDICAL INSPECTION: No medical inspection is held in colleges 
tion. and primary schools. Pupils in secondary schools are medically 

examined thrice during their career. The services of private medical 
practitioners are secured on a part time basis to exaInine the pupils. 1 

Visual Ed!lcation. VISUAL EDUCATION: An Assistant "Deputy Educational Inspector 
is in charge of the work of visual instruction in the Poona district. 

• Visual instruction is generally provided by means of (1) Magic 
lanterns, slides and strips; ( 2 ) epidiasccpe ; and ( 3 ) film
projectors. 

School Broadcasts. SCHOOL BROADCASTS: Fifty per cent. of the high schools in the 
district have their own sets of radio-receivers. Every institution 
gives a chance for its pupils to attend educational broadcasts. 
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SOCIAL EDUCATION: The work ot Social Education in the Poona 
disQict was looked after ·by two Social Educati,?n Committees. The 
Poona City Social Education Committe.e was responsible for work 
in the Poona City and the Maharashtra RegioQal Social Education 
Committee for work in the rest of the.Poona district. The total 
number of first and second test classes conducted by both the 
committees -during 1952-53 was' 981 and 463 respectively. In the 
first test -6,890 passed and,.in the second 2,216 passed. ,An expendi
ture of Rs. &!},1~ waf, incurred for Social Education in the Poona 
'pistrict including ',Poona City. • 

Vu.i.ACE L~RARIES:~' The number of Village Reading Rooms 
started under' the Social Education Scheme at the end of 1952-53 

,was 155 aQd.a grant aIqounting to Rs. 2,695 was paid to them. 
THEPOONA UNIVERSITY: From the date of its establishment in 

1857 the University of Bombay had control of all university educaa 

, tion' in the Poona Qistrict. ·The movement fot the establishment of 
, regional universities in the State started with the holding' of the 
Bombay Pre~idency Educational Conference in 1917, under the 
presidentship of SI¢ Narayan Chandavarkar, when a resolution 
was adopted ·.at the conference in favour of the establishment of 
five universities, one fo( ~ach: of the· five linguistic divisions of the 
Presidency (including' Sind). In 1924, a. University Reforms Com
mitt.ee~ ,appointe~ . by Government under the chairmanship of 
'Shri . Chimarllal Setalvad. recommended the establishment, of 
regional- universities anct, as the first step in that behalf, a univer
sity for Maharashtra .• In 1937, Dr. G. S. Mahajani moved a resolu
tion in the 'Bol,l1bay Legislative Council recommending to Govern
ment that early steps be take"n to establish additional universities 
in the province to meet the increased demand for higher education 
IIOC\ for facilities for research, but withdrew it on Government expres
sing agreeQlent with it iIi principle. In the year 1942, Government 
appointed 'a • committee under the chairmanship of Dr. M. R. 
Jayakar to investigate the question in all .its aspects, and this com
mittee made it~, report in 1943. On the basis of this report, in 
1947 a Bill for the establishment of a ,University at Poona was 
introduced in the Bombay Legislative Assembly by Shri B. G. Kher, 
Education Minister. This Bill was duly passed by the legislature 
Ilnd became the Poona University Act (XX of 1948). On the 
15th April 1948, Dr. M. R. Jayakar was appointed the first honorary 
Vice-Chancellor and on the 10th February 1949 the University of 
Poona was brought into existence as a corporate body and the 
affiliations of the colleges within its jurisdiction were transferred 
from the Bombay University to the Poona University. 

According to the Poona University Act (XX of 1948) the 
university is both a teaching and an affiliating body. Its, juris dic
tionIiowextends to the follOwing districts:-

(1) Poona ; (7) Ratnagiri ; 
(2) Satara North; (8) Kolaba; 
(3) Satara South; (9) Thana; 
(4) Ahmednagar; (10) East Khandesh ; 
(5) Sholapur; (11) West Khandesh; and 
(6) Nasik; (12) Kolhapur. 

The headquarters of the university is situated in the 'old Govern
ment"House at Ganeshkhind, which, with a large area of its site" 
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the Bombay Government has made over. to the university. Extend
ing over an area of. 411 acres and containing a number of auxiliary 
structures besides the imposing main building the site provides 
an ideal. atmosphere for a university. 

Constitution.-The Governor of Bombay is the first Chancellor, 
but the Act makes provision for the .election of a Chancellor by the 
Court after the expiry of five years from the establishment of the 
university. . The Chancellor is the head of the university and 
president of the Court. There is also provision for the creation 
of the office of Pro-Chancellor by the Court, but the "office, 
if created, is to be filled by nomination by the Chancellor. 

Subject to the confirmation of the ~ncellor, .the Vice
Chancellor is elected for a term of three years by the Court from 
a panel of three persons recommended by the Executive Council 
His office is honorary, but the Court has powers to make it a whole-. 
time salaried office. He is the principal executive and academic 
officer of the univ~rsity. The first Vice-Chancellor is, however, 
an honorary officer appointed by the State" Government for a period 
not exceeding three years. . . 

The Court consi&ts of more than one .hundred members, com
posed of two classes: ( 1) ex-officio; and ( 2 ) ordinary. The 
ex-officio members are: the Chancellor; the Pro-Chancellor ( if 
any) ; the Vice-Chancellor; ex-Vice-Chancellors; the -Deans of 
Faculties; the Registrar of the University; the Chief Justice of 
Bombay or any other Judge of the High Court nominated by him; 
the Minister of Education; the Director of Education or a Deputy 
Director of Education designated by the State" Government; 
certain other officers of Government; Vice-Chancellors of other 
universities in the State of Bombay; Heads of the University 
Departments; Principals of affiliated colleges; aI\.d heads of 
recognised institutions for research or specialised studies. The 
ordinary members are either elected or nominated, or donors of 
one lakh of rupees. Representation is given to secondary teachers; 
headmasters of high schools; teachers of the university (i.e., profes
sors, readers, lecturers, etc.); public associations or bodies; the 
Poona City Municipal Corporation; municipalities; district local 
boards; the two chambers of the State legislature (each separately) ; 
commercial and industrial bodies; registered trade unions; 
registered graduates (who are to elect 25 members from persons 
who are not engaged in the profession of teaching); and donors of 
smaller amounts than one lakh of rupees. The Chancellor nomi
nates 25 persons who are to include distinguished educationists, 
women, and representatives of minorities and· backward com
munities. 

The Court is the authority to make, amend or repeal Statutes; 
it can reject Ordinances made by the Executive Council, and paMl ' 
resolutions on the annual financial estimates prepared by the 
Executive Council. 

On the recommendation of the Executive Council and the 
Academic Council, the Court is empowered-

(i) to make provision for instruction, teaching and training in 
such branches of learning and courses of study as it may think lit, 
for research, and for advancement and dissemination of know
ledge; 
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(ii) to make such provision as will enable affiliated colleges and' 
recognized institutions to undertake specialization of studies, and 
to organize and make provision for common laboratories, libraries, 
museums and other equipment "for teaching and research; 

(ill) to establish and maintain' colleges, departments and 
institutes of research and specialized' studies; 

(iv) to institute professorships, readerships, lectUrerships and 
,any other posts of teachers required by the university',; 

(v) to institute fellowships, travelling' fellowships, scholarships, 
studentships, exhibitioQS, medals and prizes; 

(vi) to' institute and' confer degrees. titles, diplomas and other 
academic distinctions i and -
., (vii) to confer honorary degrees. titles and other academio 
distinctions • 

. The Executive Council is the executive authority of the univer
sity. Besides the Vice-Chancellor, who is ex officio chairman, 
it consists of the Director of Education or the Deputy Director of 
Education who is a member of the Court, nine persons elected by 
the Court from amongst its members, and five persons elected by 
the Academic Council from .amongst its members to represent the 
different Faculties. The' Executive Council makes the Ordinances. 
It may accept, reject or refer back the Regulations of the Academic 
Council. . . 

The Executive Council has also the follOwing· powers and 
functions :-

( i) to hold, control and administer the property and twids of 
the university; . . 

( ii) to frame the annual financial estimates of the university and 
to submit them to the Court; 

(iii) to .make provision for the maintenance of-
"(a) University Officers' Training Corps or other similar 

- training corps, 
(b) Student's unions, 
(c) Athletic c;lubs, and 
(d) Employment bureaux; 

( iv) to manage colleges, departments, institutes of research or 
specialized studies, laboratories, museums and hostels 
maintained by the university j 

( v) to recognize hostels; 
( vi) to register high schools situate outside the Bombay State; 
( vii) to arrange for and direct the inspection of affiliated colleges. 

recognized institutions and hostels, and to issue instruc
tions for the maintenance of their efficiency; 

(viii) to supervise and control the residence, conduct and 
discipline of the students of the university and to make 
arrangements for promoting their health and general 
welfare j 

(ix) to. award fellowships. scholarships. studentships, exhibitions, 
medals and prizes; and 

(x) to arrange for the conduct of university examinations and 
other tests, and, to appoint examiners and fix their 
remuneration. 
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The Academic Council consists of two classes of members : 
(1) ex officio. composed of the Vice-Chancellor; the Deans of Facul
ties; Principals of affiliated colleges; heads of recognised institu
tions for research or specialised studies; Professors and Readers 
appointed by the university; and the cbainnan of the Boards of 
Studies; and (2) other members, dz .• one representative of the 
teachers in each degree college. and three experts nominated by the 
Executive Council from amongst persons not engaged in the teacb-
ing profession. The Academic Council makes the Regulations 
governing the courses of study. 

The Academic Council is responsible for the maintenance of the 
standards of teaching and examinations within the university and is 
vested with powers of control and regulation for the p~ 
Among their powers and duties are the foUo\\-ing :-

(i) to make regulations laving down courses of study; 
( ii) to arrange for co-ordination of studies and teaching in 

constituent and other affiliated colleges and in recognized 
institutions ; 

(iii) to mal-e proposals for allocating subjects to the Facultil'.S 
and to assign its own members to the Faculties; 

( iv) to make Regulations re~n6 the examinations of the
university and the conditions on which students shall be 
admitted to such examinations; and 

( v) generally to advise the university on all academic matters. 
The matters to be regulated by Statutes. Ordinances and Regula

tions are laid down in the Act. 
The other bodies of the University are the Faculties and the 

Boards of Studies. 
The Act provides for tlle constitution of a Board of Extra-Mur.ll 

Studies. the most important of whose activities is to organise lectures 
for the benefit of those who have not had the benefit of wlh"t.".rsi.ty 
education. 

A Students' Welfare Board and otIler such boards may also be
established by the University. 

It is obligatory on tlle university to appoint certain committce.. ... 
of all of which tlle Vice-Chancellor is C'x-officio dlainnan, and th('$c 
are: (1) a committee of selection for appointment of teachers of the 
university; (2) a committee for the recognition of teachers of the 
university; and (3) a committee for each Faculty to be fanned 
every year for the purpose of drawing up lists for appointment to 
university exa.minerships. 

~ AffJiat~d lrLStilutions.-In acconlance ,,;th section 40 of tIle l\lona 
llUtUvtioM. University Act. within tIle Poona area.. all instruction. teaching and 

tr-ainin).t beyond the stage of Intermediate examination, and, within 
the University area. all post-graduate instruction, teaching and 
training. is conducted by tIle university and is imparted by tIle 
teachers of the university. The constituent colleges and recognised 
institutions for research or specialised studies supplement such 
teaclling by tutorial instruction. teaching 01' training. For the 
purpose of organising and co-ordinating teaching and training 
within the Poona area.. and post-graduate teaching and training in 
the Unh'el'Sity area. there is a Board of University Teaching In 
Poona. 
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All the existing colleges in the Poona area were taken over as 
constituent colleges in 1949. . 

The following colleges falling outside the Poona area are' 
affiliated to the university.· ('The date of its establishment is 
given in brackets against each college) :-

(1) Rajaram College, Kolhapur(1880): For teaching courses ·of 
study leading up to the B.A. (General) degree in Urdu; the B.A. 
(General) and (Honours) degrees in English, Sanskrit,' German, 
Ardha-Magadhi, Persian, Marathi, Kannada, Mathematics, History, 
Economics, and Philosophy; the Intermediate Science Examination 
in Mathematics, Physics, ChemiStry and Biology; and the B.Sc. 
degree in Subsidiary Zoology and in Principal and Subsidiary 
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics and Botany. 

(2) Willingdon 'College, SangJi (1919): For teaching courses 01 
study leading up to the B.A. (Honours) degree in English, Sanskrit, 

. Marathi, Kannada, Ardha-Magadhi, Mathematics, History, Economics, 
ond Philosophy; the Intermediate Science Examination ·in Groups 
A and B; the B.Sc.· Examination in Mathematics (Principal), 
Chemistry (Principal and Subsidiary) and Physics and Botany 
(Subsidiary). 

(3) Hansraj Pragji Thackersey Arts, College, Nasik (1924): For 
teaching courses of study leading . up to the B.A. (General) and 
(Honours) in English,. Sanskrit, Marathi, and Economics; the B.A. 
(General) in Gujarati, History, and Philosophy; and the Inter
mediate Science Examination in Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, 
and Biology. , 

(4) Shahaji Law College, Kolhapur (1933): For teaching courses 
of study leading up to the First and Second LL.B. examinations. 

(5) Shri Maharani Tarabai' Teachers' Training College, Kolhapur 
(1934) : For teaching courses of study leading up to the B.T. 
Examination. • 

(6) D. A. V. College, Sholapur (1940): For teaching courses of 
study leading up to the B.A. (General) and (Honours) degrees in 
Persian, History, Economics, Mathematics, English, Sanskrit, 
Marathi, Kannada, and Hindi; the B.A. (General) degree in 
Philosophy, Ardha-Magadhi, and Urdu; the Intermediate Science 
Examination, A and B groups; and the B.Sc. Examination in 
Mathematics (principal and Subsidiary), Chemi3try (Principal and 
Subsidiary), and Physics (Subsidiary). 

(T) R. P. Gogate College, Ratnagiri (1945) : For teaching 'courses 
of study leading up to (a) the B.A. (General) Examination in Ardha
Magadhi, Persian, Urdu, History, and Philosophy" and the B.A. 
(General) and (Honours) examinations in English, Sanskrit, Marathi, 
and Economics; (b) the Intermediate Science Examination in Physics, 
Chemistry, Mathematics, and Biology; and the B.Sc. Examination 
in Principal Chemistry and Subsidiary Physics; and (c) the T. D. 
Examination. 

(8) Mooljee Jaitha College, Jalgaon (1945): For teaching courses 
of study leading up to the B.A. (General) and' (Honours) Examina
tion in Marathi, Economics, Sanskrit, and Mathematics; the B.A. 
(General) Examination in English, Sanskrit, Philosophy, Hindi, and 

• According to the University CaleDdar for 1950. 
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History; and the Intermediate Science Examination in Physics, 
Cheinistry, Mathematics, and Biology; and the B.Sc. Examination 
in Principal and Subsidiary Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry,'and 
Subsidiary Botany. , ' ',' 

(9) PratapCollege, Ainalner (1945): For teaching courses 'of 
stndy leading up to the B.A. (General) and (Honours) Examinations 
in Marathi and Economics; the B.A. (General) Examination in 
Sanskrit; the Intermediate Science Examination in Physics, 
Chemistry, Mathematics, and Biology; and the B.Sc. Examination in 
Principal' Chemistry and Botany and Subsidiary Mathematics. 

(10) Ahmednagar College, Ahmednagar (1947): For teaching 
courses of study for the B.A. (General) Examination in English, 
Philosophy, Marathi, History,' Economics; and the Intermediate 
Science Examination in Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics' and 
Biology. 

(11) Chhatrapati Shivaji College, Satara (1947) : For teaching 
courses of study leading up to the Intermediate Arts and T. D. 
Examinations. 

(12) New Engineering College, Kupwad (1947): For teaching 
courses of study leading up to the S.E. (Civil) Examination. 

Constituent Colleges.-The following paragraphs contain brief 
accounts of the constituent colleges and recognised institutions for 
research or specialised studies situated in, the Poona area:-

(1) The Fergusson College (1884): The Fergusson College 
developed out of the New English School, started in 1880 by the 
Deccan Education Society as an indigenous private eHort to 
educate the masses by providing facilities for modem education 
and by bringing it within the means of the common man. Work
ing ,on the principle of life-membership of devoted and self
sacrificing persons, the society ushered in a new era of educa
tional achievement. Its example is now widely followed in and 
out of Poona. The Fergusson College owes its name to Sir James 
Fergusson, who was Governor of Bombay in the year of its 
opening. By the year 1890, the B.A. class was added, and in 
1892, the first B.Sc. In 1895, it was shifted to its present site 
(about a mile from the Deccan Gymkhana), stretching along the 
two sides of the Mutha Left Bank Canal at the foot of the hill now' 
known as the Fergusson College Hill. Before it became a con
stituent college, it was a fully developed arts and science college 
prOviding instruction in almost all branches up to the post
graduate standard. It has now on its rolls upwards of 2,000 
students. Hostel accommodation is provided for nearly 400 
students, including 70 girl students. 

(2) Sir Parasurambhau College (1916): This college is con
ducted by the Shikshan Prasarak Mandali, founded in 1883 to 
perpetuate the memory o( Vishnushastri Chiplunkar. , I 

The college provides instruction in almost all branches of arts 
and science. There are two hostels, one for boys and the otheli 
for girls, accommodating in all 140 students. There is a well· 
equipped library, with more than 40,000 volumes, and a spacioUl 
study room where 200 students can study at, a time. ThEI 
Lokamanya Tilak Memorial Library is specially equipped witll 
hnnkll nn nnlitic.o;. 
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The college also runs a School of Radio Physics .and 
Electronics, which teaches Advanced Radio Communication, 
Wireless Telegraphy, and Radio Service Work .. The school is 
recognised by the Board of Technical and Industrial Training, 
Bombay State, for purposes of their examinl;ltionsin Adva!lced 
Radio Communication and Radio Servicing. 

The Mimamsa Vidyalaya is another institution attached to the 
college. Preservation of and researches in the Mimamsa school 
of philosophy is the main object of the Vidyalaya. It serves as 
a centre for Sanskrit studies, and students are coached for the 
various Sanskrit examinations held by the Bengal Sanskrit 
Association (Calcutta), tlle Daksina examination in Baroda, the 
Sanskrit examinations of the Tilak Vidyapeeth, and examinations 
of the Sanskrit Board, Uttar Pradesh. The Publication Depart
ment of the Vidyalaya publishes critical editions of ancient works 
on Mimamsa and allied subjects and also original contributions 
on Mimamsa by modern scholars and research students. 

(3) The Maharashtra Education Society's Arts and Science 
College (1946) is managed by the Maharashtra Education Society. 
It was opened in 1946 and is situated in the Deccan Gymkhana 
area. 

(4) The Nowrosjee Wadia College (1932): This college was 
established by the Modem Education Society founded in February 
1932 by a group of educationists from Poona with the help mainly 
of the Wadia brothers, Sir Ness and Sir Cusrow. It was first. 
housed in a private building (Connaught House) neat the Poona 
Railway Station. The present site was acquired in. 1935 and the 
main building was completed in 1936. In 1950-51, the college had 
on its roll 1,135 students. 

The library consists of 18,000 books and .75 periodicals. There 
is hostel accommodation for boys and girls. 

Besides its Arts and Science departments, which are run as those 
of other constituent colleges, the college has attached to it the 
Sir Cusrow Wadia Institute of Electrical Technology. This 
institute has its own buildings, situated in the same compound as 
the college. It -runs a full time diploma course in Electrical 
Technology. The course extends over a period of three years. 
An examination is held at the end of each year by the Board of 
Technical and Industrial Training. The diploma of H Dip-Tech 
(Electrical)" is awarded by the Government to the candidates who 
have satisfactorily completed the course and have passed the 
fl.nal examination conducted by the Board. Besides this diploma 
course, the institute also runs the following certificate courses of 
the Technical Education Department:-

(1) Radio Service Work, 
(2) Wireless Telegraphy, 
(3) Mechanical Draughtsman Course, 
(4) Electrician Course, and 
(5) Electrical Wiremen Course. 

(5) The Tilak College of Education (1941): This . college is 
situated in the premises of Sir Parasurambhau College and 
teaches courses of study leading up to the degree of B.T. 
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(6) The Agricultural College (1907) is under the management of 
the Department of Agriculture. It provides courses of instruc
tion for the B.Sc. (Agri.) degree. Students who have passed the 
Secondary School Certificate examination or the Matriculation or 
an equivalent examination are admitted. The duration of the 
course is four years. There are adequate facilities for post
graduate training in all branches of agricultural science and 

. students are prepared for the M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees of the 
university. The following sections are maintained for teaching 
and research, .viz., A~onomy, Animal Husbandry and Dairying, 
Botany, Chemistry, Horticulture, Agricultural Economics, Agri
cultural Engineering, Plailt Pathology, Entomology, and Veterinary. 
-There are well-equipped laboratories, farms and gardens tor 
research and higher instruction in agriculture. The library 

-contains 12,000 books and 8,000 bound volumes of scientific 
periodicals and journals dealing with agriculture and cognate 
sciences. 

There is hostel accommodation for 200 students. 
The college is also the . central research institution of the 

Agricultural Department. 
(7) The Brihan Maharashtra College of Commerce was 

established in June 1943. It owes its name to a munificent dona
tion of two lakhs of rupees from the Brihan Maharashtra Sugar 
Syndicate, Ltd., towards the . building fund of the college: 
A new building for the college has been constructed on the 
spacious ground lying on the southern side of the Fergusson 
College Hill. The college is conducted by the Deccan Education 
Society. It provides. courses of study leading up to the 
degrees of B.Com. and M.Com. of the Poona University, which 
is directly responsible for the post-Intermediate work done at the 
college. In 1950-51, there were in all 647 students on the rolls, of 
whom 18 were girls. 

(8) The Engineerin~ College (1894) : This college is under the 
management of the Education Department of the Government. 
Its inception dates back to July 1854, when the Poona Engineering 
Class and Mechanical School was bpened in three small detached 
houses in the Padamji· compound in . Bhavani Peth. This school 
was converted into" The Poona Civil Engineering College n in 
1865 and moved in 1868 to its present site. In 1879, in addition to 
the engineering classes, classes for agriculture and forestry were 
opened, and in 1880 the college was called .. The College of 
Science." Eventually, however, the Agricultural College and the 
Institute of Science having been established in 1907 and 1911 
respectively, the name of the institution was changed to • The 
College of Engineering." 

The college provides degree courses in (1) Civil Engineering, 
(2) Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, (3) Tele-Communica
tion Engineering, and (4) Metallurgy. The minimum qualification 
for entrance is Inter Science in Physics and Mathematics. The 
courses are of 3~ years' duration. Post-graduate courses of one and 
a half years' duration, leading up to the degree of M.E. in (1) Civil 
Engineering and (2) Electrical Engineering are also provided. 

Admission to the first year of the degree course· in all the 
branches taken together are limited to ISO students. In 1948-49 
there were in all 723 students for the degree courses. 
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The workshop attached to· the college is one of the largest and 
best equipped of its kind in India. The Mechanical Engineering 
Laboratory is housed in a fine building with a striking chimney 
and contains a complete collection of machines on a single Hoor 
with a basement. There is a well-equipped electrical engineering 
laboratory, a high voltage laboratory and an"· advanced electrical 
engineering laboratory. The laboratory for tele-communication 
enginoc-!'"lllg contains complete equipment for broadcast and con
!!r.uous wave transmission and reception, including frequency 

.- modulation and television, and for picture transmission by wire. 
Government have recently sanctioned a separate organisation 

known as co Test Houses" for the purpose of carrying out routine 
tests and development work in the various branches of engineer
ing and industry. A scheme for a road test tract and a soil 
mechanics laboratoiy for research work on roads has also been 
sanctioned. 

There is hostel accommodation for about 400 resident students. 
The college has, near its premises, two boat clubs which have 
nearly 70 boats of various types. 

In addition to the degree courses in B.E. and M.E., the 
college runs Diploma courses in Civil Engineering and in 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. The diplomas are 
awarded by the Government of Bombay. The course is of. three 
years' duration in Civil Engineering and of four years' duration in 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. In 1948-49, there were 
486 students in the diploma courses. There are post-~aduate 
certificate courses in Radio Communication and in· Metallurgy. 

(9). The Law College was founded by the Indian Law Society 
i.n June 1924. The college building, completed in 1936, is 
sItuated at the foot of a hill in Yerandavane ward. The college 
prepares students for the- LL.B. and LL.M. examinations. The 
total number of students in 1951 was· about 400. There is hostel 
accomodation for nearly a hundred students. 

(10) The Byramiee Jeejeebhoy Medical College (1946) began its 
career as a medical school on the 1st November 1878 and continued 
as such till the 10th June 1946, when it was upgraded into 
a college. The college is managed by the Medical Department of 
the Government of Bombay. It provides the degree course for 
the M.B.B.S. degree of the Poona University and also post-graduate 
courses in M.S. (Surgery) and M.D. in Medicine, Midwifery and 
GYIllIlCO]Ogy, Pathology, and Pharmacology. 

The clinical instruction and training is given in the Sassoon 
Hospital, . which at present contains 305 beds. In the new hospital 
under construction it is intended to add 500 more beds, making 
altogether a total of 800 beds in the teaching hospitals. The 
teaching stall on the clinical side work in an honorary capacity, 
but those on the non-clinical side are paid full-time workers. 

In 1950 there were 300 students in the college, of whom nearly 
25 per cent. were girls. Only 50 students were being admitted 
every year. In the new scheme 100 students will he admitted 
every year. 

There is hostel accommodation provided for 250 boy students in 
buildings behind the Imperial Bank of India, Wellesley· Road. 
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Pending the construction of a new hostel for girl shldents, some of 
them have been provided with accommodation in blocks intended 
for the staff. 

Besides the university courses, there is a condensed course 
provided by the college for which 15 students are admitted every 
year. The College of Physicians and Surgeons, Bombay, have 
recognised the college for preparing students for their various 
diploma examinations. 

a-ch lMitu- RescaTch lnstitutions.-The following research institutions have 
Uou. been recognised by the university:-

(1) The Deccan College Post-graduate and Research Institute: 
The Dakshina Fund of the Peshvas was partly utilised by their 
successors, the British, in founding a Sadskrit College in 1821, 
which was afterwards expanded into a full grade Government 
Arts College, named the Deccan College. (hving to financial 
stringency, Government decided in 1933 to close down the college, 
but, as the result of a litigation that followed, it was revived, 
according to the provisions of a consent decree, in the form of 
a post-graduate and research institute in 1939. The institute is 
administered by a council of management, although the finances 
are met by Government. 

Facilities for post-graduate research are provided in tvo:o 
subjects, (I)-Linguistics, having five departments, namely, (1) Indo
European Philology, (2) Dravidian Philology, (3) Semitic 
Languages" and Lit~rature, (4) Sanskrit Literature (especially Vedic), 
and (5) Dictionary of Sanskrit based on Historical Principles; and 
(II) History, with four departments, namely, (1) Proto and Ancient 
Indian Hb-tory, (2) Medieval Indian History, (3) Maratha History, 
and (4) Sociology. 

The institute has a specialised library for research in Linguistics 
and History, consisting of about 25,000 volumes and complete 
sets of many important Indian and foreign periodicals. The museum 
contains Palreolithic and Microlithic finds, a large collection of 
historical papers, a coin-cabinet (1,311 coins), pictures, charts, etc. 
There is also a large collection of about 10.000 Sanskrit and 
Marathi manuscripts. In the section on Dravidian Philology 
there is a Phonetics Laboratory. which is understood to be the 
only functiOning laboratory of its kind in India. 

(2) The Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics: This was 
founded in 1930 as the result of a donation of nearly Rs. 1,20,000 
made for the purpose by Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale of Salara to the 
Servants of India Society. The institute is located in the pre
mises of the society itself about one mile to the north of the 
Deccan Gymkhana. It carries on research in Economics and 
Politics and has an Agriculhlral Economics Research Department 
to which a recurring grant has been made by the Tat:! Trust. 
It is equipped with some of the most modem statistical instruments 
and calculating machines. It takes part in post-graduate 
instruction in Politics and Economics. It has carried out several 
economic and socio-economic surveys and published the results 
of such surveys. 
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(3) The Ranade Indusbial and' Economic Institute: This was 
founded as a memorial' to Mahadeo Govind Rimade, in 1908, out of 
a public Contribution of Rs. 1,00,000 collected by G. K: Gokliale. 
One of the objects of the instihlte is to promote the spread of 
industrial, technical and scientific knowledge in the country. The 
institUte maintains a Techno-chemical Laboratory. Since 1930, 
it began to admit post-graduate students doing chemical 
research. It has now been handed over to the Poona University, 
which has housed an important centre of chemical research in 
the Institute's buildings in the Fergusson College Road. 

(4) The Maharashtra Association for the Cultivation of Science : 
The research institute of the Association.is located in the Law 
College buildings and includes the departments of Botany, Myco
logy and Plant Pathology, Microbiology, and Entomology. 
Research work in these branches is being carried on by the staff 
and students of the Poona University. Research work is also being 
done by the institute on certain schemes financed by outside 
bodies like the Indian Council of Agricultural Research and the 
Industrial Research Committee of the Bombay State. 

Approved Places of Research.-The Board of University Teaching 
has approved of the following as places of research :- , " 

(I) The Indian Meteorological Department Observatory" Poona. 
(2) The Laboratories of the Indian" Drugs Research Association, 

Poona. 
(3) The Rasayan Mandir, Poona. 
(4) The Central Water Power, Irrigation and Navigation Research 

Station, Khadakvasla. 
(5) The Laboratory of the Department of Public Health, 

Poona. 
(6) Six farms conducted by the Department of Agriculture of 

the Government of Bombay, viz., the two Rice Breeding 
Stations at Karjat and Igatpuri; the ,two Crop Breeding 
Stations" at Mohol and Puntamba; the Cereal Breeding 
Station, Niphad; and the Government Agricultural Farm. 
Jalgaon. 

(7) The Solar Physics Observatory, Kodaikanal. 
(8) The Nutrition Research Laboratory, Coonoor. 
(9) The Raman Research Institute, Bangalore. 
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Post-graduate teaching outsidePoona Area.-Post-graduate teach- Post-graduate 
ing on ,various subjects is also carried on outside the Poonaarea teaching outskk 

Poona. through teachers recognised by the University, namely, at Kolhapur, 
Sangli, Sholapur and N asik. ' 

Boards of the University.-The University has appointed several 
boards, and these include: (I) University Publication Board; 
(2) Board of Extra-Mural Studies; (3) Foreign Universities Informa-
tion Bureau; (4) Board of Students' Welfare; (5) University Board 
of Sports; and (6) University Employment Bureau. 

Board.. 

Professorships and Rcaderships.-Professorships have been insti- ProfessOrships 
tuted in Sanskrit, Marathi, Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, and and Readershi".. 
Botany, and Readerships have been estab,lished in Experimental 
P&ychology, Geography, Zoology, and Politics. "' 

• 
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External Degrees.-The university has instituted external degrees, 
and for these degrees all persons gainfully employed in the Poona 
University area and all married women residing in the same area 
Diayappear at the First Year Arts, Intermediate Arts, B.A. (General) 
and M.A. examinations. 

Diplomas.-Diplomas have been instituted in (1) Music; 
(2) Oriental Learning; and (3) Printing. 

Broadcasting Station.-Another noteworthy feature is the proposed 
establishment of a broadcasting station, owned by the university. 
The university proposes to use this as an instrument to carry 
knowledge to the doors of those who are prevented from going to 
its doors. . , 

Printing Press.-The university runs a printing press of its own. 
Vice-Chancellor.-On the expiry of his term of three years as the 

first honorary Vice-Chancellor appointed by Government; Dr. M. R . 
Jayakar was elected as honorary Vice-Chancellor for a term of three 
years on 1st April 1950 and again re-elected for a further term of 
three years in March 1953. . 

Degree Conferred.-There has been a progressive increase in the 
number of persons on whom degrees have been conferred, viz., 
456 iri 1949-50; 929 in 1950-51; and 1,367 in 1951-52. 

Tilak Maharashtra THE TILAK MAHARASHTRA VmYAPEETII: The Tilak Maharashtra 
Vidyapeeth. Vidyapeeth was started in 1920-21 in memory of Lokmanya Tilak 

and registered in 1921 as a non-official university; The General 
Body of the Vidyapeeth consists of its examiners, teachers of institu
tions affiliated, registered graduates, donors and sympathisers. 
The management vests in a Senate of 60 persons elected by the 
general body from the various Faculties. The Senate elects a Syndi
cate of 15 persons from its. members, a Board of Examinations and 
a Board of Studies for each Faculty. The main work of the Vidya
peeth is to examine the students who study according to its 
curriculum and to confer degrees and diplomas on those who pass 
its examinations. 

The Ayurveda Mahavidyalaya of Poona was, till 1942, working 
under the guidance of the Vidyapeeth as an institution affiliated to 
it. In 1943, with the creation of the Faculty of Ayurvedic and 
Unani Tibbi Systems of Medicine under the Bombay Medical 
Practitioners Act (XXVI of 1938), the Ayurveda' Mahavidyalaya 
began to coach its students for the diploma of that Faculty. The 
Mahavidyalaya, however, still' continues to be affiliated to the 
Vidyapeeth for its Parangata (post-graduate) degree examination. 

The Vidyapeeth conducted a Basic Experimental School during 
1939-50 and also a Basic Teachers' Training College for a period 
of two years. The experiment was discontinued in 1950, as the 
State Government themselves had taken up basic education as 
a part of their educational poli('y. 

The Vidyapeeth also started (1) The Vaidic Sanshodhan Mandal 
in 1928 for research on Vedic literature; (2) the Marathi . Shastriya 
Granth Mandal in 1945 to prepare and publish scientific books in 
Marathi ; (3) the Sanskrit Vidya Mandai in 1946 for conducting 
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Sanskrit examinations at diHerent stages; (4) a Sanskrit College, CHAl'TEn 17. 
which prepares students for higher shastric examinations in Sanskrit. 
with free tution, boarding and lodging arrangements. Welfare 

The Bombay Government has recognised all the degrees conferred ~ePa:-n:. 
by the Vidyapeeth up to 1932 as equivalent to those of other recog- TilakDMah~~htra 
nised universities. . Vidyapeeth. 

In 1949 and 1950, the Vidyapeeth conducted training colleges for 
Sarvodaya workers in co-operation with the State Government. 

THE SHBEEMATI NATHIBAI DAMODHAR THACKERSEY COLLEGE FOR Shreernati Nathi
\VOMEN was founded in 1916 by Dr. D. K. Karve. It was the nucleus bai Damodhar 
of the Indian Women's University, among the declared objects of glickerS? 
which were: (1) to make provision for the higher education of women W~~en. or 
through modem Indian languages as media of examinations and 
instruction, by starting, aiding and affiliating institutions for such 
education; and (2) to formulate and lay down courses of studies 
specially suited to the needs and requirements of women. Up to 
192~, it was housed in a small building in Hingne. The building in 
which it is now housed was completed in 1923 with the help of 
a donation of Sir Vithaldas Thackersey, a mill-owner of Bombay. 
It is situated in Yerandavana about two miles from the Sambhaji 
.Bridge. In commemoration of the help received froin Sir Vithal-
das, the Indian Women's University was renamed Shreemati Nathi-
bai Damodhar Thackersey Indian Women's University. At first only 
a private and unrecognised university,. it was given statutory 
recognition in 1949. The headquarters of this university are· now 
at Bombay and the college at P-oona is one of the colleges afliliated 
to it. 

The college teaches only the arts course and trains students for 
the degrees of B.A. (formerly known· as G.A.-Graduate in Arts
and M.A. (formerly known as P .A.-Proficiency in Arts.) The 
emphasis is on making the students alive to their responsibilities as 
. wives and mothers as well as learned and active citizens of India. 
Arrangements exist for teaching compulsory subjects, viz., English, 
Marathi, Domestic Science, and History (in the first and second 
year) and SOciology, and Psychology (in the graduation class), and 
voluntary subjects, viz., Music, Drawing and Painting, History and 
Economics, Sanskrit. and Marathi. The graduate course is a three 
years' course after the Secondary School Certificate examination. and 
instruction is through Marathi. 

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 

ALI. TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS AND COURSFS leading 
up to the diploma standard (non-University grade), excluding those 
falling under the control of a University, are controlled by the 
Director of .Technical Education, who is assisted by the Board of 
Technical and Industrial Training. The Director is the Chairman of 
the Board and the Deputy Inspector cum Personal Assistant to the 
Director is the ex-officio Secretary of the Board. . 

The Yeravda Industrial School, which is managed by the Chief 
Inspector of Certified Schools, is recognised by the Board for 
inspection and examination. It teaches Carpentry • C.. (I, II and 
III years), Agricultural Smithy (I and II years); Practical Tailoring 
(I, II and III years), Cane. Work (I year), -and Wool Knitting and 

TECHNICAL AND 
lNnuSTBIAL 
TRAINING. 

:'. Weaving (I, II and III years). 
i·; 
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The following institutions are registered for inspection. examina
tion and grant-in-aid :

N aTfU! of the 
Institution. 

The Victoria Jubilee 
Memorial • . Teclinical 
Scbool. Poona. 

The Mission Workshop 
and Industrial School. 
Poona. 

The Maharashtra Mudran 
Shala, Poona. 

The Deccan Education 
Society's Technical 
Institute ( attached to 
the Fergusson Col
lege), Poona. 

Sir Cusrow Wadia Insti-· 
tute of Electrical 
Technology, Poona. O 

The School of Radio 
Physics and Electronics; 
POona:t 

The School and Home 
for the Blind. Poona. 

The Mahilashram High 
School, Hingue, 
Poona. 

Management. 

The Adult Education 
Committee appoint~ 
ed by the Poona 
Municipal Corpo
rution. 

The Society' of 
St. John Evangelist: 
Mission. 

The Poona Anath 
Vidya.-thi Graha. 

The Deccan Educa
tion Society. 

The Modem Educa
tion Society. Poona. 

The Shikshan Prasarak 
Mandali, POODa. 

The Blind Relief 
Association, Bom-
bay. 

Higue Stree-Shikshan 
Samstha. 

Courses of Instruction. 

Mechanical Apprentice 
" (I and II years) . 
Trained Mistry. 
Carpentry .. A" (I, II and 

III years). 
Wireman Apprentice and 

Carpentry .. B .. (II 
year). 

Electricians. 
Carpentry .. B JJ (I. II and 

III years). 

Typography (I and n 
years). 

Paints Technology (I and 
II years). 

Electrical Technology and 
Radio Service Work. 

Advanced Radio Comuni-
cation (Junior and 
Senior) and Radio 
Service Work. 

\Veaving, Sewing, Cane 
Work and Bidi Work. 

Ladies Tailoring (Dip. 
lorna) (I and II years). 
and Embroidery and 
Fancy Work. 

~ 

In addition, there are eight private institutions in Poona City 
recognised for inspection .and examination in which one or other 
of . the following subjects are taught, viz., tailoring and. cutting; 
embroidery and fancy work; photography; and radio service 
work. . 

The Government of Bombay also run the Engineering College, 
Poona, which is controlled by the Poona University as regards 
degree courses. This college provides diploma courses in (1) Civil 
Engineering and (2) Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,. and 
certiBcate courses for post-graduate students in· (1) Metallurgy and 
(2) Advanced Radio Communication. 

THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. 

THE MEDICAL ORGANISATION OF TIIE POONA DISTRIcr (as distinct from 
its public health organisation) is essentially a hospital organisation 
designed to render medical relief to the general population. The 
Sassoon Hospital, Poona, forms the .. Civil Hospital" of the 

·See under .. The I'oona University: Constituent Colleges--The Nowrosjee 
Wadia College." 

tSee under .. The Poona University : Constittient Colleges--Sir Parasurambhl\Q 
College.'" . 
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headquarters. It is owned, staffed, financed and controlled by CHAl'TER 17. 
Government. Subsidiary to it are a few Government dispensaries and 
a number of Government-aided dispensaries which are scattered 
throughout the district. The aided' dispensaries are mostly owned 
and managed by municipalities and the Poona District Local 
Board. Under the: respective Acts, the responsibility for the 
provision of medical relief is laid on the local bodies of the various 
areas. Government have prescribed that municipalities and 

Welfare 
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MEDICAL. 
Organizl1.tiOn. 

local boards must devote at least 4 per cent. and 10 per cent. 
respectively of their annual income to medical relief. . Reports are 
submitted each year to Government showing how far this obligation 
is carried out. 

The medical officers in charge of the municipal and local board 
dispensaries are for the most part Government servants, who draw 
theIr pay and pensions directly from Government. The local body 
pays a contribution to Government at the rate of Rs. 200 a month 
for a Bombay Medical Service officer and Rs. 82-8-0 a month tor 
a Subordinate Medical Service officer. It receives from Govern
ment an annual grant not exceeding half the net cost of the main
tenance of the dispensary as approved by the Surgeon General aiter 
deducting private donations or endowments or one-third of the 
actual expenditure of the dispensary, whichever is less, so far as the 
budget aJlotment placed at the disposal of the SUrgeon . General 
permits. Of late, however, certain local bodies have deCided to do 
without Government assistance by way of the loan of the services of 
a medical officer and have employed medical officers of their· own 
selection. A condition of the acceptance of the grant-in-aid is the 
performance of medico-legal work, -such as post mortem examina~ 
tions and the free treatment of Government servants at the dis
pensary. There are dispensary committees appointed to supervise 
and ·malJage the dispensaries subject to the control of the -local 
hollies concerned. 

The Civil Surgeon, Poona, is the administrative head of the 
medical organisation in the district. He is directly subordinate to 
the Surgeon. General with the Government of Bombay. He is in 
charge of the medical arrangements of the Sassoon group of hospitals 
and exercises complete control over the medical officers attached to 
it. He is also the head of the Government medical officers in the • 
district and is responsible for their efficiency and discipline and for 
the proper performance by them of their duties. He is, in addition, 
the inspecting officer of all dispensaries in the district, which he is 
required to visit twice a year. He is ,expected to keep himself well 
informed as to all medical matters ill the district and to be able 
to furnish any information on medical matters which may be 
required by Government. He has under him (in 1950) a medical 
staff of 4 salaried graduates, 28 salaried licentiates, 42 honorary 
graduates, and 7 honorary licentiates. . 

The Sassoon group of hospitals, Poona, which was started by ·Sassoon Hospitala. 
a missiOn nearly-lOO years ago, was later on taken over by Govern-
ment. It has a large and commodious building and 305 beds. 
It is classified m eight divisions (wards) and . sevendepartments~ 
w;iz., X-ray, Out-patient, Ear-Nose-and-Throat, Eye, Anti-Rabie, 
Medical Stores, and Linen. Of the eight divisions, one is exclu~ 
sively earmarked for maternity cases and a second for chronic 
cases. The remaining six are meant for general purposes, three 
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being reserved for female- patients and three for male patients. 
There exist arrangements for private rooms and a nursing home, 
which well-to-do persons can take advantage of by paying reasoD
able charges. In the year 1949, of the 305 beds provided, 179 were 
available for men and 126 for women. The total number of indoor 
patients treated was 11,389 and outdoor patients 57,543, giving 
a daily average of 394 and 231 respectively. In 1949-50, the income 
of this group of hospitals was Rs. 45,080 and expenditure 
'Rs. 8,50,124. 

Attached to this hospital is an Advisory Committee with the Civil 
Surgeon as the chairman and six other members. The lunction 
of this committee is to help the management of the hospital by keep
ing the authorities informed as to the needs of the hospital as viewed 
by the public and advising the medical officer in charge on all 
measures of reform to be carried out in connection with the welfare 
of the patients. The departmental Rules provide for the election, to 
the committee, of representatives from the District Local Board and 
the Poona Municipal Corporation and also for the nomination of 
two ladies. 

The present stipendiary medical staff of the hospital is smaU, 
consisting of three medical graduates and two medical licentiates. 
The honorary staff is, however, large, consisting of 48 medioal 
graduates and 7 medioal licentiates. The Civil Surgeon allots the 
duties of these officers, but he has no power of punishment over the 
honorary staff and must report to the Surgeon General cases 
requiring disciplinary action. 

The nursing arrangements for this group were in 1939 taken 
over by Government from the Seva Sadan Society. It was laid 
down as one of the conditions by the Society that there should be 
an honorary advisory committee for the selection of the right'type 
of nurses. There is, therefore, an advisory committee, with the 
Civil Surgeon as chairman and seven other members, to assist the 
Civil Surgeon in the selection of probationer nurses for training. 
A selection committee composed of six members of this advisory 
committee interviews for final selection the candidates recommended 
by the advisory committee. 

In addition to the CMI Hospital at Poona, there are special 
hospitals in or near Poona City. One of them is the Central 
Mental Hospital situated at Yeravada. It is staffed on the medical 
side by a Superintendent belonging to the Bombay Medical Service, 
Class I, 3 B. M. S. (Class II) officers, including a Woman Assistant 
Surgeon, an Honorary Dental Surgeon, and 5 B. M. S. (Class III) 
officers. The rest of the staff include 9 overseers, 12 nurses, 
163 <1tte!ldants (male section) and 101 attendants (female section). 
There etTe recreation clubs for the male and the female sections. 
The patients collect here to read newspapers and books, listen to 
t~e ~adio programme and play, billiards and other \Udoor. games. 
Plcmcs are arranged and outdoor sports provided. Arrangements 
are also made to provide cinema shows for such patients as call
not go out to cinema theatres. Special amplifiers and loudspeakers 
have been installed to provide news, music and other radio 
programmes for the infirm and the invalid. The daily average 
number in residence was 1,716 in 1949, and the death rate worked 
out at 9·73 per cent. on the basis of this number. The daily 
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avenge of sick patients was 127·2 for men and 22·41 for women. CIIAPTER 17. 
The average cost per patient per annum was Rs. l.Wl. i.e., Rs. 3 
per patient per diem. 

There is an Infectious Diseases Hospital at Poona. Started as 
a plague camp in 1896 under an L M. S. officer. it has now gradually 
expanded into a full-(ledged hospital for the treatment of all infec
tious diseases. The hospital represents a co-operative scheme to 
which the Poona Municipal CorporatIon, tho C'..antonment Boards 
of Poona and Kirkee, the Poona District Local Board GDd the 
Covernment of Bombay have been contributing. The -present site 
of the hospital, just behind the Poona Railway Station, was 
purchased in 1918. and the whole layout has cost about Rs. 7,00,000. 
There is accommodation for 120 patients. but in an emergency 
200 patients can be dealt with. 
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The hospital is controlled by a Committee of Management under 
the chairmanship of the Director of Public Health, and this com
mittee . has representatives on it of all the local bodies concerned. 
The annual budget of the hospital is about Rs. 80,000. The head 
of the institution is an officer of the rank 'of Civil Surgeon. 

A leper hospital is situated at about 8 miles from the Poona Rail-~ ~ospitaJ. 
way Station, to the south-ea.st of Poona City. n~ the Kondhwa on wa. 
village. It was established in. 1913 by the Vnited Free Church of 
Scotland Mission to Lepers. Until recently it used to be managed 
by the MisSion, but it has now been taken over by Government and 
is run as a Government hospital. The sanctioned accommodation of 
the hospital in the year 1950-51 was 200 beds. There is an advisory 
committee of the hospital, under the chairmanship of the Civil 
Surgeon, Poona, which holds periodical meetings and gives guidance 
to the hospital staff. Small contributions are made by the Poona 
District Local Board and the Kir'kee Cantonment Board towards 
the finances of the hospital. Donations are received from the 
public and credited to a Poor Fund, which is drawn upon to 
provide extra comforts and amenities to the patients. 

There is a tuberculosis hospital at Aundh financed entirely by the TH~ 
Government of Bombay. The officer in charge is a member of the A::iih: 
Bombay Medical Service (Class I) and is directly responsible to the 
Surgeon General. The hospital is situated on a hillock about eight • 
miles from Poona Railway Station and four miles from Kirkee 
Railway Station. The climate of the place is dry and 
eminently suited for treatment of diseases of the chest. The 
total number of beds available at present is 125 (15 for men and 
50 for women). Government proposes slowly expanding tJlls 
hospital to about 600 beds in course of time. This hospital is 
expected to become one of the best in India for the treatment of 
all diseases of the chest. Treatment is provided for all diseases of 
the chest (e.g., pulmonary tuberculosis likely to be fit for eventual 
surgery» pulmonary tuberculosis which requires specialised atten
tion; diseases of the lungs. heart, trachea, resophaguS. mediastinum 
and thoracic case), for which facilities for treatment do not usually 
exist in other hospitals. 

At present there are no arrangements for the stay of relatives 
at Aundh Camp, and patients are being treated in general wards. 
Admission is strictly regulated in order of suitability and priority 
of application. 

A Bk Vf 2.-36 
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In 1949, there were 29 allopathic hospitals and dispensaries in 
the district, under the management of the Government, the district 
local board or the municipalities. Of these 12 were located in Poona 
City and 17 at the following places :-

Alandi (Khed), Khed, 
Baramati. KOIldhwa (Haveli), 
Bhor Paud (Mulshi), 

.. _" Dho~d, __ --~~ ~, Purandar, 
~-Ghottli1Ambegaon), Saswad (Purandar), 

Indapur, Sirur, 
Jejuri (Purandar), ' Talegaon Dabhade (Maval), 
Junnar, Talegaon Dhamdhere (Sirur). 
Khandala (Maval), 

There were in addition nine Ayurvedic dispensaries maintained 
by the District Local Board, Poona, at the following places:-

Ambavade (Bhor), Kolwan (Mulshi), 
Bavada (Indapur), Narayangaon Gunnar), 
Bellie Gunnar), Nasrapur (Bhor), and 
Diksal (Indapur), Vellie. (Vellie Mahal). 
Hirdoshi (Bhor), . 

In May 1950, there were 19 subsidised medical practitioners in 
the district under the rural medical aid scheme of Government. 
This scheme was introduced in 1936 in order to encourage qualilied 
medical practitioners to settle in rural centres. Under this scheme 
the practitioner receives a monthly subsidy and travelling 
allowance and a limited supply of medicines. Four-fifths of the 
expenditure is borne by Government and one-fifth by the district 
local board. The grants given to the board for maintaining 14 of 
these centres amounted in 1949-50 to Rs. 26,550. The following 
were- the 19 centres existing in May 1950:- . 

Ambegaon (Ambegaon), Parinche (Purandar), 
Ambegaon (Maval), Pisarve (Purandar), 
Bhongawali (Purandar). Rahu (Dhond), 
Kavathe (Sirur), Rajur Gunnar), 
Loni Kand (Haveli), Sansar (Indapur), . 
Man (Mulshi), Shel-Pimpalgaon (Khed), 
Nhavare (Sirur), . Takawe Budruk (Maval), 
Nirgudsar (Khed), Wada (Khed), and 
Otur Gunnar), Wafgaon (Khed). 
randare (Baramati), 

There are five .. village-aid" centres in the district, and they are 
located at the following places:-' . 

Chakan (Khed, Pabal (Sirur), and 
Kadus (Khed), Yavat {Dhond). 
Loni Kalbhor (Haveli), 

Under this scheme Government give an honorarium'" of Rs. 10 per 
mensem to the school teacher of the primary school who is trained 
in first aid. A grant of Rs. 15 per mensem is given for the supply 
of medicines. The village-aid-worker is required to give first aid 
and treat common ailments like malaria, scaoies, worms, cough, etc., 
at the centre only. He is not required to tour in the villages as 
a subsidised medical practitioner is required to do. 
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Medical Co11ege.~ There is a medical college in Poona City. CHAPTER 17. 
named as Byramjee Jeejeebhoy Medical College. which imparts 
education for the M.B.B.S. course. It is attached to the Sassoon 
Hospitals. (See page 559). 

Other Training Institutions.-There is a regular School of 
Nurses attached to the Sassoon grOUP of hospitals. Another 
school attached to the King Edward Memulial l{ospital, Poona. 
imparts instruction in midwifery course only. There-·b. ~Iso 
arrangement for the training of compounders at the Sassoon 
Hospitals. All these are allopathic institutions. In addition to 
these, there is a training centre in Ayurvedic medicine. at the Af1.1l-
vedic Mahavidyalaya, Poona, which imparts instruction in Ayurvedic 
medicine and prepares students for the diploma examination con-
ducted by the State Faculty for Ayurvedic Medicine. 

THE PuBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT. 

Welfare 
Departments. 

MEDICAL. 
Medical College. 
Other Tr.Uning 
- Institutions. 

.... , 

THE PUBLIC HEALTH OF THE DISTRIcr is looked after by three PuBLIC HEALTH. 
agencies, viz., the State Government, local bodies, and village 
panchayats. Public vaccination and execution of measures necessary 
for public health are obligatory duties of the District Local Board 
and the municipalities. The village panchayats too have certain 
sanitary functions, such as water supply, sanitation and preservation 
and improvement of public health. The Public Health Department 
of the State functions as an advisory body to the local bodies in 
respect of public health and sanitary problems. 

The headquarters of the Director of Public Health (i.e., the head Organization. 
of the department) and ot the Assistant Director of Public Health, 
Central Registration District (i.e., the divisional officer) are at Poona, 
The Central fiegistration District includes the districts of Poona, 
Nasik, Ahmednagar, Thana, Kolaba, East Khandesh, West 
K};ar.desh and Dangs. The duties of the Assistant Director in charge 
of this district include ( a) vaccination; (b) tendering of advice with 
regard to the sanitation ot the various urban and rural circles in his 
charge; (c) inspection of birth and death, registers when on tour, 
and the compliation of vital statistics; (d) supervision of the general 
health of the district, ascertaining the movements and causes of the • 
various epidemic diseases which may occur in the district, and 
advising revenue and local authorities as regards remedial and 
11reventive measures; and (e) sanitary arrangements of fairs and 
festivals. 

A scheme known as the District Health Officers Scheme was 
sanctioned by Government for the Poonadistrict in 1946., Under 
this scheme the District Health Officer is a subordinate officer 
under the administrative control of the Assistant Director, Central 
Registration District. Among his duties the following are import
ant: (a) to organise- and control the sanitary, anti-epidemic and 
vaccination work of the area under his charge; (b) to advise the 
District Local Board, village panchayats, and municipalities that 
have no medical officers of health, on all matters affectil1g the 
health of the residents in their area and on all points. involved in 
the action of local bodies in this respect; and (c) to enforce orders, 
regulations and rules relating to public health which may be 
issued by any competent authority. He has powers to enquire 
into and report to the proper authorities upon the accommodation 

A Bk Vf 2-364 • 
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available in hospitals and dispensaries. either maintained or aided 
by the District Local Board for the isolation of infectiou~. cases 
occurring in the district and upon any need f~r the prOVlSlon of 
further accommodation. He directs and superintendents the work 
of his own subordinate public health nucleus staff and also of 
vaccinators, . medical officers in . charge of di~pensaries. and sub
sidized medical practitioners engaged by or directly under the 
District Locni B<;>artLsn;.Iar-as public health is concern.ed,. and anti
epic;ie.Jllio-w'<:niCers appomted by the Board. As no DIStrict Health 

--officer has yet been appointed for Poona District, his duties are 
being performed by the Assistant Director, Central Registration 
District (1953). 

"Government have ·offered to pay all municipalities, including the 
Poona Municipal Corporation, a grant to cover a part of the salary 
of the Medical Officer of Health if one is appointed on the approval 
of the Director of Local Authorities. Except the Poona Municipal 
Corporation, no municipality in the district has taken advantage of 
this offer. . 

Especially after World War II, the activities of the Public 
Health Department were expanded in all directions. The health 
services maintained in the rural area in 1949 consisted of 3 Epidemic 
Medical Officers, one Inspector of Sanitation arid Vaccination, 
5 Sanitary Inspectors, 7 Sanitary Sub-Inspectors and 18 male 
vaccinators. In urban areas there was one whole-time medical 
officer of health· having diploma in Public Health, 21 sanitary and 
health inspectors, 6 male vaccinators, and 3 sanitary inspectors. 

To undertake sanitary and maternity and child weHare work in 
a compact area, a «Health Unit" was. started by Government at 
Ghodnadi, in Sirur Taluka, with the aid of the Rockfeller Founda
tion. Mter the first five years, the entire expenditure was borne 
by Government, the Sirur municipality, however, paying a small 
grant-in-aid of Rs. 600 per annum. The unit has under its charge 
42 selected villages around Sirur, covering an area of 256 square 
miles and having a population of about 40,000. The object is
( a) to carry out intensive public health measures; (b) to" educate 
the rural population in public health matters by demonstration, 
propaganda and formation of· village health committees, and rouse 
their sanitary conscience; and (c) to serve as a training centre in 
rural hygiene for the Public Health staff. The staff of the Unit 
consists of a Medical Officer of Health, a lady doctor, and 
a number of sanitary inspectors, midwives, health visitors and 
sanitary orderlies. 

In the year 1942, in order to take prompt anti-epidemic measures, 
a scheme of «shock squads" was introduced, under which one 
Epidemic Medical Officer and two Sanitary Inspectors were 
appointed in the Poona district to assist the regular staff. 

A permanent Malaria Organisation was established in 1942, which 
now consists of-( a) a permanent headquarters organisation at 
Poona with an Assistant Director of Public Health as head and 
(b) five survey squads, each under the charge of a Medical Officer. 
The main duties of the headquarter organisation consist of train
ing and technical direction and supervision of the survey and 
control units, as well as appraisal of the results of . the control 
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schemes and special researches.~survey squads are employed CHAPTER 17. 
in carrying out malaria surveys in the e . eState. 

A Combined Medical and Public He Unit works at 
Khadakvasla under a subsidised medical practiti . This has 
a small staff of onE;l health v!sitor, one midwife, one . ed dtti 
-one woman attendant, one sanitary sub-mspector,· one, muka nd 
three sanitary orderlies. It has under it seven villages within a Tadi.tis--
of five Iniles of Khadakvasla. , 

For isolation and treatment of cases of infectious diseases in 
severely affected areas, a Mobile Hospital Unit ,was formed in 1947 
for the Central Registration District as a whole, with its head
quarters at Poona. This hospital, equipped with staff, mobile 
hospital trucks, tents and furniture, and materials for fifty beds, is 
kept ready to start functioning at any place at short notice. 
In non-epidemic period, the hospital staff, except the nurses and 
ward boys, are engaged in rural medical relief. Since its start 
the unit has worked in. the plague affected areas of the Khed and 
Ambegaon talukas. 

WeHare 
Departments. 

PuBLIC HEALTH. 
InSUtuUODS. 

CHIEF DISEASES: The table beloW' gives the figures of deaths Chief Diseases. 
due to different diseases in the Poona district from 1945 to 1949:-

Death due to 
Chief Diseases in Poona District from 1945 to 1949. 

-
Number of deaths. 

Name of Disea.se. . 
1945. 1946 •. 1947. 1948. 1949. 

Cholera ... ... 1,903 5 864 50 38 
Small-pox ... ... 166 1,176 82 130 437 
Plague ... . .. 1,322 439 504 124 261 
Enterio Fever ... 573 448 250 104 125 
Measles ... ... 234 482 75 133 103 
Malaria ... '" 5,588 4,775 3,379 3,518 4,745 
Other Fevers ... 6,068 5,774 7,234 4,761 5,127 
Relapsing Fev~' ... ... ... . ., 37 . .. 
Dysentery ... . .. 95 103 96 309 300 
Cerebro.Spinal Fever ... ... ... '" 37 . .. 
Diarrhoea ... ... 2,175 2,029 2,855 1,354 452 
Pneumonia '" ... 850 681 680 6117 692 
Phthlsia '" '" 1,961 1,912 2,305 1,793 1,769 
ln1Iuenza '" ... 1 5 6 . .. ... 
Whooping Cough ... 37 22 81 313 91 
Mumps ... ... ... ... 3 .. . .. . 
Other respiratory diseases ••• 5,211 4,667 4,360 2,988 4,142 
Diphtheria ... . .. 47 38 25 12 16 
Death. from child·birth ... 96 75 50 35 ·16 
Chicken.pox ... ... 10 3 1 7 23 
Leprosy ... ... 57 42 81 14 " Cancer .... . .. 14 21 3 8 18 
Injuries ... ... 512 436 507 377 494 
Other oauses ... ... 12,601 11,221 12,600 10,415 11,823 

Deaths due to fevers, dysentery and diarrhoea are comparatively' 
more than those in other districts. The chief epidemic diseases in 
the district are : plague, cholera, small-pox. and malaria. 

EPIDEMICS: In urban areas it is the statutory duty of the 
municipalities to prOvide special medical aid and accommodation 

EpldemfCl. 
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W<!llue 
~partmftItS. 

I'lllWC IIU1.TIL 
1i'pio\oomic:s.. . 

£or the sick ill time of t'piJeuu.: dist'<lses and to hlle such mt."aSUl"E'S 
as m~\y be required to 1)l'('\'eIl~ the outbret\k. or to sup~ and 
prewut the n'C\I.l're'I~, of ~he disease. In n~ ~as thE' r~mru-y 
respou ... -tihilitv r.-... de~iling \nth outbn-.\\s of E'Pldenucs n?Sts \nth the 
District Lr--:ll Board. According to Go\'t"mment rt'SOlution, G<'Ut'rnl 
~p3.rbl\ellt, No.. 17i3/S3. d.\k'J ~ April 1945. the botU'd is 
n'quin>u to St't IIp..ut nnnuilly :1 llunp sum eqmll to the n\"C'r..l~e of 
the aJn(\Uuts spent during the preceding three )'t'aI'S for expt'nditure 
in connection with t'piJemics. A grant is placed at the disposal of 
the Director of Public IlE'l.llth for t'me.rgency measures.. The 
Collt.'Ctor is empO\\'t'rN to hu.e action in consult-J.tion with the 
Assist.Ult Din'ctor if he finds the mE'l.lS\llf'S t-.lkm bv the board in
adt.'qu.lte. Similar POWt'rs have ~n ronfen't'd on the CllUt.'Ctnr in 
respect of urbnn llre.'lS also. The District Loc-.1l &.ml will be 
helped in its htsk by the Di:itrict Health Officer and th(' nudeus 
sta1I undt.'r him and also by the • shock squad· undt"l" the Epidemic 
Medical Officer. The senices of dispensary medicnl offi~ and 
subsidist-d mcdicnl practitioners are also utilise...l. 

Smllll-pox.-From the numbers of de.lths due to small-pox. it will 
be st'E'n that the severity of this disease has been much reducro.. 
Go\'t'mment poliC'V It'garding small-pox is to pro~ the popul.l.tion 
by vaccination, which is offered free to the public by Government 
and the locnl bodies. Segregation of the patients is attempted only 
in large towns where hospit-.1l facilities are a\.ulaW('~ Disinrt.~-tion 
of infE"CtOO houses and clothes. etc., is also csrrk-d out wh~'D(,\"t'.l' 
possible. Propaganda is auried out to educate the pt'('ple as to how 
to protect themSt'h-es against small-pox. TIle ,-accin:\tion Sbl.lf in 
the Distrid Local Board area is appointed by Go\-enunent. but their 
pay and allO\\"llUces are partly paid by the boanl in the i.lnn of 
heel rontributions. In the Poona district there are 16 local Elrod 
'''accinntors including one p.tud candidate '''acciD:ltor, workin.~ ill 
12 talul..--as. Two \"accinators have been appointt'd at GO\'t"nuncnt 
cost in the Bhor Talul..-a and the V('llie ~hilial, which ha\'t' llt't'fl 
n('wly formed after the merger of the St-J.tes. On the introdudioll 
of the scheme of District Health OffiCt'r, the local fund. \-:It.'('in~\t\.1l'$ 
are working lUlder the instructions of the District IIt."Alth Officer. 
There are si't \1u'Cinators under the I'oona MWlicip<ll UlI'pOrJ.tiOll. 
but they too are Go\'t".nuuent 5Cn'tUlts. When sm.uI-pox tblt'nteU$ 
to be epidemic at any plaCt', mass \-:lccination is c!UTied out U\ere. 

Fldi-'ut'.-Poom\ District is susceptihlo to plague. The inft'Ction 
is, howt'\"C'r, I..-ept under rontrol by the t'mploymt.'nt of 1'I't'\'t'nth~ 
mc.lsurt" including D.D.T. (lper.ltions on ~\ 1.U'~~e sc.llt.'. lh.~l';m:h 
is also in progress to deal \\ith epidc.'tnic Ct'ntres and to t'r.ldic-.lte 
the infection. For inOCl.lllltion, tr.Ullt-d inoculators are al'pointtxl 
by the Director of Public lIe.llth and the local bodit'S COIl('t'med. 

S.<tnibUy inspectors and subsidize...l me'(.lic-.1l prnctitimlt'rs traint.,1 in 
inocuhltion are ah"o utillit.-d for the work. lnocuh\tion is dlmc.' fJ"l"e 
of ch:ugc and the anti-plague \"l.lccine used is supplit.>d by the 
. HaIDcine Institute, Bombay. 

Chokm.-Cholt'l"Il was in WI'\" mild form d\lrin~ the Lst four 
)~ars. There \\'t"n~ 13. 1.soo, s5 and 57 attacks re$pero\'t"lr durin~ 
the )'t'aI'S 19-16. 1941, 19-!S and 1949. Due to the im.ttaSe in publiC 
ht'ultb shUf, lUlti-chollT.l mc.lSlln'S rould be carrit.>U oot (In a \'t"fV J.m,:e 
S\.'ale imme...liatdy. Protection of wu~ .. · su:,plit.'S and iUlIllllllisutiOn 
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of the people by anti-cholera 'Isoculation are the measures CHAPTER 17. 
employed to combat cholera epidemiCs. ospitalisation of dlolera 
cases is also carried out whenever posSIble. ., ection of vomits Welfare 
dejecta and infected clothes, etc., is carried out WI e help of th~ Departments. 
local authorities. The nucleus District Health Staff, pera- PuBu<: HE:u-nr. 
tion with dispensary medical officers, subsidised medical cti-· El~=~ 
tioners and the staff of the local bodies carry out the, measw: • . , . , 
Temporary medical officers and inoculators are appointed to assist "'-.- . 
the permanent. staff whenever necessary. The vaccine used is 
supplied by the HaHkine Institute, Bombay. On the occurrence of' 
an outbreak of cholera in a village the nearest dispensary medical 
officer deputed by the Mamlatdar adopts the preliminary measures. 
including the disinfection of water supplies. The village officers 
have instructions to disinfect water supplies regularly during actual 
or threatened outbreaks, and demonstration classes are arranged by 
the Public Health staff for teaching the technique to the village 
officers. The vaccinators, inspectors of sanitation and vaccination 
and the District Health sanitary squads also disinfect the water 
supplies. Some local bodies engage also other trained persons 
(anti-epidemic workers) for the purpose. 

Malaria.-Among the earliest investigations undertaken by the 
Malaria Organisation was a survey of the Poona urban area and its 
environs in order to take effective steps to bring malaria under 
control The survey revealed that the whole of the Poona urban 
area was malarious and the incidence of the disease in localities in 
the proximity of. the Mutha and Mula rivers and of the Mutha left 
and right bank canals was so high as to be classified as hyper-
endemic. A scheme known as - the Greater Poona Malaria Control 
Scheme" was initiated in 1944, and it now consists of (a) anti-
larval measures in and around the Poona. urban area and (b) indoor 
lesidual spray of D.D.T. in selected villages of the Haveli taluka. 
An interesting feature of the scheme is that though the actual 
execution of the control measures is through a full-time Govern-
ment agency, the effective co-operation of all the municipal and 
cantonment bodies as well as that of the District Local Board has 
been ensured by the creation of two committees, one an advisory 
one meeting twice a year, consisting of the Collector of Poona as 
chairman, representatives of the Poona Municipal Corporation and 
the Poona District Local Board, and the Assistant Director of 
Public Health (Malaria) as Secretary, and the other a co-ordinating 
ODe meeting every month, with the Assistant Director (Malaria) as 
Clairman, the Health Officer of the Poona Municipal Corporation, 
the executive officers in charge of malaria control in the Poona 
and Kirkee cantonments, and the Medical Officer in ch~ge of the 
Greater Poona Malaria Control Scheme. as Secretary. In the 
former committee the general progress of the scheme is reviewed, 
and in the latter close liaison between the actual workers in the 
several agencies is maintained. The resclts of the scheme have 
been spectacular and the incidence of malaria has undergone a rapid, 
decline since the initiation of the scheme. The reduction in spleen 
rates has been remarkable. In 1944, the lowest was 10 in Shivaji-
nagar and the highest 86 in Mundwa. In 1949, the lowest was 
0·8 in Khadakvasla (where it was 31 in 1944) and the highest 40 in 

, Kirkee (where it was 70 in 1944). The reduction in the number of 

Malaria. 
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deaths by malaria and of ma1arlll .cases reported by municipal dis-
pensaries has also been ,."..rked :- . 

. Deaths. Malarw casesreported bl/' 
municipal dispensaries. 

1944-M 915 13,249 
.ltJ45-46 902 9 224 
1946-47 685 5'042 
1947-48 845 4;325 
1948-49 667 3,683 

A district-wide survey was carried out from M~y 1947 to 1949, 
and malaria was found to be widespread in the district, except in 
Sirur Petha, in which none of the villages was found to have 
a spleen rate of over 10 per cent. In othertalukas there were marked 
variations. Junnar, Khed and Ambegaon Talukas and Mulshi Petha 
showed high spleen rates. The irrigated areas in Baramati and 
Indapur Talukas were moderately endemic and showed moderate 
spleen rates. In Maval Taluka, villages in the hilly areas to the 
north-west around the Gibbs and Sydenham lakes were intensely 
malarious, while those in the main TalegaOIi.-Lonavla plateau were 
healthy. . " 

For the treatment of malaria cases, .. Paludrine" is distributed on 
a large scale through Government agencies, on payment, except in 
the case of indigent patients who are supplied with tablets free of 
charge. ' 

FAIRS: There are a number of places in the Poona district where 
fairs are held, which attract people from' outside. The following 
table gives some particulars about these fairs:- . 

Statement giving information regarding' Fairs in Poona District. 

Taluka and Place of Attendance 
Name of the Fair. • Fair. Period of the Fair. (Approxi. 

mate). 

Nimgaon Fair ... Khed-Nimgaon ... Chaitra Sud. 15 (April}. 15,000 

Vithalwadi Fair ... Haveli-Vithalwadi... Ashadh Sud. II (July). . 35,000 

Dehu (Kartiki) ... Haveli-Dehu 

Dehu (Phalguni) '" Haveli-Dehu 

Shri Bhavani Mata 
(Magheshwari Fair). 

Vehergaon (Chaitri Fair) 
at Karla Caves. 

Haveli.Kodhanpur 

Maval-Vehergaon 

... Kartik Vad. 8 to 30 
(Amavasya) (Nov. 
ember-December). 

... Phalgun Vad. 2 to 9 
(March.April). 

... Margashirsha Sud. 15 
to 30 (December). 

... Chaitra ~u,d. 5 to 15 

Vehergaon (Dasaro. Fair) 
at Karla Caves. 

Maval-Vehergaon ... Ashwin Sud. 8 (5 days) 
(October). 

Pashan Fair '" Haveli-Pashan ... Magh Vad.13 (March) . . 
Jejuri (Chaitri) of God Purandar-Jejud. 

Khandoba. 
Chaitra Sud. 15 (3 

days) (April). , 
Margashirsha Sud. 6 

(December). 
Champashashti Fair at Ptirandar-Jejuri ... 

Jejuri. 
Kartiki Fair at Alandi... Khed-Alandi ... Kartik Vad.II (Nov. 

ember.December). 

Bhimashanker Fair 
Ambegaon-B him a· 

shanker). 
Magh Vad.14 (3 days) 

(March). 

21,000 

50,000 

.15,000 

12,000 

20,000 

6,000 

30,000 

23,000 

80,000 

15,000 

In respect of frurs where pilgrims exceed 10,000, sarutary arrange
ments are made by the Public Health Department with the help of 
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Mamlatdars and the President of lheDistrict Local Board or Munici- CHAPTER 17. 
pality. The Kartik fairs at Alandi and Dehu are, however, specially. 
organised by committees formed for the purpose with the help of WeHare 
the Public Health Department and the Revenue Department. Addi- p pePar::.b. 
tional sanitary staff is engaged during these fairs ~ccording to. UBLIFairs 'I'lL 

necessity. In respect of fairs congregation at which is below 10,000, . . 
arrangements are generally made by revenue .officers under the 
orders of the District Magistrate in accordance with rules framed 
under section 43 of the Bombay Police Act (XXII of 1951). Tomeet 
the cost of the sanitary measures of the pilgrims visiting the fairs 
a small capitation tax, generally called the pilgrim tax, is levied 
under the Municipal Act or the Police Act. 

P ALXHIS: The Poona district lies on the way to Pandharpur from • PaIkhis. 
various parts of Maharashtra, and, therefore, pilgrims in large 
itinerary congregations (called palkhis) pass through the district. 
F'our palkhis pass through the district, and they are ( 1) Shrl 
Dnyneshwar Maharaj, (2) Shrl Tukaram Maharaj, (3) Shrl Sopandeo 
Maharaj, and (4) Shrl Gurudeo Guru Maharaj. The itinerary of 
all palkhis is so arranged that they reach Pandharpur on the day 
before the Ashadha Ekadeshi (July-August). The largest is the 
Shri Dnyaneshwar Maharaj palkhi which starts from Alandi on 
the 9th (Navami) of the dark half of leshta and passes through 
Poona, Saswad, Jejuri and Walha in the Poona district, making 
halts at Poona and Saswad on the 10th and 12th of the dark 'half of 
Jeshta respectively. A medical officer is appointed to accompany 
Shri Dnyaneshwar Maharaj and Shrl Tukaram Maharaj palkhis 
along with other .staff, viz., sweepers, ward boys, etc. One cart Is 
also kept with each palkhi to carry necessary drugs. Special water 
tankers accompany these palkhis to supply water to the pilgrims. 
The medical officer is supplied the necessary drugs for treatment of 
the patients. The sanitary staff and vaccinators are directed to treat 
the water supplies of the villages en route and in the neighbouring 
villages. This is done well in advance of the arrival of the proces-
sion, and the staff of the Public Health Department accompany the 
procession. 

FAMINE RELIEF : When famine and scarcity conditions are declared Famine Relief. 
to exist in the district, the District Health Officer is under the general 
orders of the Collector in so far as medical and sanitary arrange-
ments on scarcity and famine relief works are concerned. 

MATERNITY AND CmLD WELFARE: Two Government centres are Maternity and 
functioning in the Poona district, one under .the Health Unit at Sirur Child WeHare. 
and the other under the Combined Medical and Public Health Unit 
at Khadakvasla. There are six centres in 'Poona City which look 
after maternity and child welfare work. There are 47 private mater-
nity homes in Poona City with a total accemmodation of 470 beds. 
There are maternity centres at Sirur, Baramat!, Dhond and Alandi, 
and child welfare centres at Baramati and Sirur. 

HEALTH PROPAGANDA,: Government carry on "health propaganda in Health Propa-
the district. Magic lantern lectures are delivered by epidemic ganda. 
medical officers and sanitary inspectors on subjects, such as nutritious 
food, prevention of blindness, school hygiene, guineaworm, malaria, 
small-pox, plague, cholera, typhoid, etc. At fairs l!lld exhibitions 
talkie films on different health subjects are arranged, and posters and 
models of public health subjects are exhibited. In Poona City, private 
institutions like the Arogya MandaI do useful propaganda. 
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SCHOOL HYGIENE: The medical officers of the District Local Board 
are authorised to carry out medical inspection of school children 
in consultation with and under the direction of the Administrative 
Officer' of the District School Board. Whenever the Epidemic 
Medical Officers visit the villages they see the school children, and, 
(In observing any nutritional deficiency they make a free distribu
tion of vitamin tablets. The Medical Officer of Health, SirUr Public 
Health Unit, witli the help of the sanitary officers under him, also 
examines the school children under his jurisdiction clinically and 
advises them on their diet, food deficiencies, etc. In Kirkee 
Cantonment the children of the Cantonment Board's School are 
examined once a year by the Medical Officer in charge of the 
General Hospital and steps are taken to carry out his recommenda
tions. The medical examination of the children of other schools 
in Kirkee is managed by the school authorities themselves. There 
is no medical inspection of ~hildren in schools in Poona Cantonment. 
In Poona City the children in municipal schools are annually 
examined by the medical officers of the Corporation. 

VITAL STATISTICS: The compilation of birth and deaths for the 
Poona district is done in the office of the Assistant Director of 
Public Health, Central Registration District. In the municipal 
areas, the municipalities concerned maintain registers of births and 
deaths and forward monthly extracts to the Assistant Director. In 
rural areas the register is maintained by village officers and monthly 
extracts are sent by them to the taluka officers for transmission to 
the Assistant Director. . 

PuBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY: The State Public Health Laboratory 
is located at Poona. It is in charge of an Assistant Director of 
Public Health. Examination is conducted in this laboratory of 
water samples from water works all over the State, food samples 
sent under the Bombay Prevention of Adulteration Act (V of 1925), 
and samples of sewage, disinfectants, food, drugs, etc. 

THE LABOUR DEPARTMENT. 

The head of the Department of Labour, Bombay .State, is 
the Commissioner of Labour. Under him are three Deputy 
Commissioners having charge of three separate Directorates of Labour 
dealing with Administration. Information, and Welfare, with their 
head offices in Bombay .. 

• Labour The Deputy Commissioner, Labour (Administration), is responsible 
(Administration). for the administration of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act 

(XI of 1946), the Industrial Disputes Act (XIV of 1947) and the 
Indian Trade Unions Act (XVI of 1926). Under him are three 
Assistant Commissioners of Labour (Administration) working in 
Bombay~ Baroda and Ahmedabad. The Poona district is under 
the jurisdiction of th~ ..(ssistant Commissioner at Bombay.' . 

Under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, the Union Govern
ment is the appropriate authority to deal with industrial disputes 
concerning industries carried on by them or under their authority 
or by the Railway Board. Disputes arising in the Defence works 
in Kirkee and surrounding areas are dealt with by the Union 
Government. Conciliation in other labour disputes arising in the 
Poona district is -done directly by one of the Assistant Commissioners 
stationed at Bombay, who have been notified as Conciliators under 
the Bombay Industrial Relations Act and the Industrial Disput~$ 
Act. 1947. . 
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One of the Assistant Commissioners (Administration), Bombay, ·PllAPTER 1'1. 
has been appointed as Registrar under the Bombay Industrial 
Relations Act, 1946, and has jurisdiction over the whole of 
Bombay State. An Assistant Registrar has also l;>een appointed and 
has been invested with all the powers of Registrar. under the Act. 
The Registrar's work falls under the following heads,viz., (a) recog
nition of undertakings and occupations; (b) registration of unions ; 
(c) maintenance of approved lists of unions; (d) registration of 
agreement, settlements, submissions and awards; and ( e ) main-
tenance of a list of joint committees constituted under section 48 of 
the Bombay Industrial Relations Act. 

The Deputy Commissioner of Labour (Administration) has been 
notified as Registrar of Trade Unions for the State of Bombay 
under the Indian Trade Unions Act, and he is assisted in his work 
by two Assistant Commissioners stationed at Bombay. The work 
in connection with the administration of this Act includes registra
tion of trade unions under the Act, the registration of amendments 
in the constitution of the unions, and preparation of the annual 
report on the working of the Act in the State 

In the Poona district, there were in 1949 two unions registered 
under the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, viz., (1) the Rashtriya 
Girni Kamgar Sangh, Poona, belonging to the textile industry, 
having a membership of 975, and (2) the Rashtriya Hosiery Union, 
belonging to the hosiery textile industry and having· a member
ship of 87. A joint committee of the management of the Raja 
Bahadur Motilalfoona Mills, Ltd., and the . Rashtriya Girni 
Kamgar Sangh has been registered for the Poona Mills. 

Welfare 
Departments. 

L.UlOUR. 
Organization. 

Laboor 
(Administration) • 

The Dire~torate of Labour (Information) performs the following Laboor 
functions :- (Informatiorl); 

(1) Compilation and publication of the Working Class Cost of 
Living Index numbers for Bombay, Ahmedabad, Sholapur and 
Jalgaon. Unweighted index numbers for seventeen food articles 
for Poona is also compiled. 

( 2) Conducting socio-economic enquiries into conditions of 
labour. 

( 3) Compiling and disseminating information on labour matters 
generally and statistics regarding indusQ::ial disputes, mofussil 
wages, employment, cotton mill production, trade unions, etc.,. in 
particular. - . 

(4) Publication of three monthlies, viz., the Labour Intelligence, 
the Labour Gazette and the Industrial COtlrt Reporter. 
The Deputy Commissioner, Labour (Welfare), has under him Laboor (Welfare). 

· Labour Officers at Bombay, Ahmedabad, Sholapur and Jalgaon. . 
The main function of these Labour Officers ~ to watch the Interests 

: of the employees and promote harmonious relations between 
· employers and employees. To facilitate their work various powers 
· have been conferred on them by the "'Bombay Industrial Relations 
· Act. They have the rank of Class II officers in the general State 
· scale. Till 27th July 1950, the Poona district was under the jurisdic_ 
tion of the Labour Officer, Sholapur, but witP. effect from that date, 
this jurisdiction was transferred to the Labour Officer at Bombay. 
From the coming into force of the Bombay Industrial :Relations Act 
in September 1947 till the 31st of May 1950; 41 complaints under the 
Act from the Poona district were disposed of by the Labour Officer •. 
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Welfare Centres are run by the Directorate of Labour (WeHare) ill 
all important indu#al centres. These are classified into four types, 
A, B, C, and D. The B type centres are smaller than the A type 
ones. As part of ' its post-war programme of reconstruction, the 
Government .ot Bombay opened a B type centre at Poona on the 
1st July 1949. The original idea was to house a B type centre iII 
specially constructed premises in the fonn of a commodious auditorium 
with ancillary buildings and an open space of ground so that out· 
door as.well as indoor activities could be prOvided for the industrial 
workers of the city. This idea had to be given up as the cost of 
construction had gone disproportionately high since the war. As, 
however, the necessity of opening the centre was keenly felt, 
a beginning was made by starting welfare activities on a limited 
scale in hired premises. The present B type centre at Poona is 
located at 362, Somwar Peth, Raja Dhanrajgirji Building, Poona 2, 
and consists of 5 rooms with a total Hoor area of about 1,020 sq. ft. 
As these preIl}ises are not quite suitable,the centre will be shifted 
to more suitable premises as soon as these are available. 

The Court of Industrial Arbitration (or the Industrial Court as 
it is shortly called), Bombay, as constituted under section 10 of the 
Bombay Industrial Relations Act, has jurisdiction over the Poona 
district. The duties and powers of the Industrial Court lU"e detailed 
in chapter XIII of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act. The 
Labour Court 'at Sholapur exercises jurisdiction over the Poona 
district. This court is presided over by a Labour Court Judge and 
enjoys such powers as are conferred upon it under. sections 78 to 86 
of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act;· 

There are two Wage Boards appointed for the whole State, one for 
the cotton textile industry and another for the silk textile industry; 
The wage boards are to decide such disputes as are referred to them 
by the State Government under sections 86C and 86KK of the 
Bombay Industrial Relations Act. 

The Bombay Shops and Establishments Act (LXXIX of -1948) has 
been applied in the district to the areas of the Poona City Municipal 
Corporation, Poona Cantonment, Kirkee Cantonment, and Baramati 
Municipality. . 

Employees' . The Employees' State Insurance Act, 194&, has not yet been 
State Insurance applied in the Poona district. . 
. Act. ' • 
Private Labour The Raja Bahadur Motilal Poona Mills, Ltd., has a private Labour 

Officer. Officer, 

Working Class 
Cost of Living 

IndeXo' 

Factory Depart. 
ment. 

Therc;~is no Working .Glass Cost of Living Index prepared for the 
Poona centre, but a few awards -of the Industrial Court, Bombay, 
which have a bearing on the point; indicate that the Sholapur index 
series i$ taken as applicable to it. (Vide Reference No.5 of 1948, 
published in Bombay Goverii.ment Gazette, Part I-L, dated 7th 
October 1948, pp. 4498-99, and another publishp-d in Bombay Govern
ment Gazette, Part I-L, dated 27th October 1949, pp. 1750-54). . ~ 

.. The Factory. DepartiDent is widet: the administrative control of 
.the Commissioner of Labour, but the Chief Inspector of Factories 
has complete control of the technical side of the work of the depart
'ment 6ver the whole State. The department is responsible mainly . 
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for the administration of the Factories Act (LXIII of 1948), but the 
administration of the following Acts has also been assigned 'to it:· 

(I) The Payment of Wages Act (IV of 1936). 
(2) The Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories Act 

(XII of 1925)-section 9, regarding approval of plans of new 
ginning factories. • 

(3) The Employment of Children .Act (XXVI <of 1938). 
(4) The Bombay Maternity Benefit Act (VU of 1929). 

The deparbnent has a sub-office at Poona in charge of a Junior 
Inspector of Factories, an officer belonging to the State' Service, 
Class II. The jurisdiction of this office extends over the' districts 
of Poona and Ahmednl!gar and the Phaltan taluka of Satara North 
District. The full-time inspectorial staff stationed at Poona at present 
consists of two Junior Inspectors of Factories and one Inspector of 
Notified Factories. They ~re responsible for the enforcement 
of the Factories Act and Rnles throughout the . area, every Inspector 
being allotted a certain number of factories 'for the purpose of 
inspection. Under section 8 (4) of the Factories Act, the District 
Magistrate of Poona:is also an Inspector for the district ofPoona. 
In addition,'all Sub-Divisional Magistrates, Mamlatdars, Mahalkaris, 
the officers of the Public Health Department and two officers of 
the Bombay Medical Service, Class II, one at Poona and the other 
at Mundhwa, within the limits of their respective jurisdictions, 
have been appointed as additional Inspectors for certain provisions 
of the Act. Similarly" the Assistant to the Civil Surgeon, Poona, 
has been appointed as Certifying Surgeon under the Factories Act. 
Under Rules made in accordance with section 9 of the Factories Act 
Ii full~time Inspector (but not the District Magistrate or an additional 
Inspector) has power to prosecute, conduct or defend before a court 
any complaint or other proceeding arising under the Act or in 
discharge of his duties as Inspector. The fnll-time Inspectors are 
also responsible for the enforcement of the other enactments 
with the administration of which the Factories Department has 
been entrusted. Their activities also extend to securing for labourers 
welfare amenities, such as education, recreation and sports, 
co-operative societies and housing. 

Under the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation Act (VIII 
of 1923), the Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation, Bombay, 
has jurisdiction over the whole State. The Judge of the Court of 
Small Causes at Poona has, however, been appointed ex-offici. 
Commissioner to deal particularly with cases arising in the district 
of Poona. The principal reason for giving the Commissioner for 
Workmen's Compensation, Bombay, jurisdiction over the whole 
State is to' enable him to settle cases with insUrance companies and 
other firms which have their head pffices in Bombay City. But· I 

as this arrangement necessarily entails a certain amount of.' over· .1 
lapping, Government have issue4 'jnstructions under section 20 (2}.) 
of ·the Act for distribution of wolk between !he Commissioner 
and the ex-officio Commissioner~ Under these instIvctions, th, 
Commissioner at Bombay is authQtised- " 

,f 
( Q) to receive deposits for'o!listribution of compensation undf. 

sub-sections (1) and (2) o{ se~on 8 j . . I \: 
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( b) to issue notices to and to receive applications from 
dependants in cases of deposits under 1:hese sub-sections; and 

(c) to receive agreements for registration under section 28, 
wherever the accident may have taken place. 

Where a deposit is received or an agreement is tendered for 
registration,. the Commissioner notifies ~e ex-officio Commissioner. 

Applications for orders to deposit compensation when no deposit 
under section 8 (1) has been received, and other applications pro
vided for in section 22 of the~ Act should be made to the ex-officio 
Commissioner if ·the accident occurs in the Poona district. Notices 
to employers under section 10-A, requiring statements regarding 
fatal acCidents in' the district is issued by the ex-officio Commis
sioner and reports of fatal accidents made under section 10-B aro 
received by him. If after notice has been issued by the ex-officio 
Commissioner under section 10-A, the employer deposits the 
money- with the Commissioner at Bombay, the latter notifies the 
receipt of the deposit to the ex-officio Commissioner .. 

Applications fo.! review or commutation of half-monthly pay
ments have to be made to the Commissioner who passed the original 
orders. 

Accidents arising on the Central Railway arid -the Hydro-Electric 
_ Works managed by the Tata Hydro-Electric Agencies, Ltd., are 

dealt with ,exclusively by the Commissioner at Bombay. 
Cases fallipg under the Payment of Wages Act (IV of-1936) are 

dealt with in Poona City by the Resident Magistrates or the City 
Magistrate and in the district by Resident Magistrates or Additional 
Resident Magistrates, wherever they exist, 'and by Sub-Divisional 
Magistrates where there is no Resident or Additional ltesident 
Magistrate. 

The department of Steam Boilers and Smoke Nuisances is under 
the administrative control of the Commissioner of Labour, Bombay 
State, but the Chief InspeCtor of Boilers has complete control of the 
technical side of the work of the department over the whole State. 
The functions of the Boiler Department are to inspect steam 
boilers annually and to grant working certificates therefor in order 
to ensure their safe working and management. The department 
has a staff of eight Inspectors, six stationed at Bombay and two at 
Ahmedabad. One of the Inspectors in Bombay carries out inspec
tion of boilers in the Poona district. 

The Smoke Nuisances' Act is not in operation in· the Poona 
district.' . 

THE DEPARTMENT OF PROInBmON AND EXCISE. ... . 
PRomBITION Alo.'D SINCE THE INTRODucnON OF CO:MPLETE PROHIBmON IN THE STATE 

EXCISE. from 1st April 1950, The former Department of Excise has come to 
Organization. be designated as the Department of Prohibition and Excise. The 

officer charged with the administration of this department in the 
PQona district is the Collector_ of Poona. In relation to this depart
ment he· is responsible to the Director of Prohibition and Excise, 
J\ombay Mate. He is invested with various powers under the 
Bombay Prohibition Act (XXV -Of 1949), and al~o exercises powers 
under the Dangerous Drugs Act (II of 1930), and the Bombay Opium 
-Smoking Act (XX of 1936). Under the Bombay Prohibition Act 
prohib~tion ot restrictions have been placed on the manufacture, 
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import, export, transport, sale, possession, use and consumption of' CHAPTER 17. 
liquor, intoxicating drug!J Ql' hemp and of articles -containing "liquor. 
intoxicating drugs or hemp. The Collector has powers to grant, D W~e ts 
~ancel or suspe~d licences, permi~' .and passes under the Act. He PRO:~1TI0:n ;ND 
.,s also responsIble for the admi~stration of the Drugs Control EXCISE. 

Order 1949. . Organization. 

The Superintendent of Prohibition and Excise, Poona, assists the 
Collector and is in actual charge of the· work .of the department in 
the district. He is also invested witli powers Ul\der certain sections 
of the Bombay Prohibition Act, ~e Dange:cous Drugs Act and the 
Bombay Opium Smoking Act. Under him there is one Inspector 
of Prohibition and Excise who is posted at Poena and -on~ Sub· 
Inspector of Prohibition and Excise who is posted at Dhond. -The 
Inspector at Poona is in charge of the. talukas of Ambegaon, Bhor, 
Haveli, Junnar, Kh$ld. Mawal, Mulshi, Poona Citx and Purandar and 
is assisted by two Sub-Inspectors. The Sub-Inspector "t Dhond is 
in charge of the talukas of Baramati, Dhond, Indapur-and Sirur and 
of Velhe Mahal and is subordinate directly to the Superip.tendent 
· of Prohibition and Excise, Poona. The Inspector ang tp.e Sub
Inspector have also _been invested with cCJ;,tain pow~r~· under the 
Bombay Prohibition -Act, the Dangerous Drugs Act.. and the 
Bombay Opium Smoking Act. 

In each taluka, a medical board consisting. usually of two' Medical Boards. 
registered medical practitioners (one a Government or semi-Govern· 
ment official and the other a non-official) has been fdrmecL The 
functions. of the board are to examine any person who applies tqr 
an addict's permit or for.an increase in the existing quota, for the 
use of bpium, ganja or bhang for personal consumption on grounds 
of health, and. on examination, to issue a medical certil.icate. 

There is another medical board for foreign liquor permits on 
health grounds. The Civil Surgeon, ,Poona, is the board and 

. examines ami grants certificates to applicants fro'm the Poona 
City, Poona Cantonment and IGrkee, etc., areas. In the rest of the 
district, the medical officers in charge of the Government or 
municipal dispensaries do the above duties and send the certifi· 
cates through "the Civil Sur~on, Poona, for his countersignature. 

In the case of indlvidual military personnel, the quota of foreign 
liquor is allotted by the Station Staff Officer on. a scale .commensu· 
rate with their rank, and the same can be purchased from the 
Military Canteen Licensees oruy. In the' ~ of Military messes, 
requisitions ate Bsued by the Station StalE Officer, and liquor.is 
issued by the Military Canteen Licensees on the strength t)f trans· 
port permits issued by the Prohibition ;{nd Excise Department. 

Milihry 
pcr!OtlneL 

The Police Department is the chief igency to deal with detee. \ Enforcement 
tion, investigation and prosecution of {offences under the Prohibi.. ! work. 
tion Act. Though officers of the Pro 'bition and Excise depart· 
· ment of and above the rank of Insp ctor have been invested with 
. powers to investigate offences, ese officers generally pass -on· 
· information of the commission of ffences and hand over th~ 
cases detected by them to the Pol' e for investigation. The Hom~ 
,Guards organisation also assis~te Police in this work. Under. 
section 134 of the Prohibition t, village officers, village servants 
useful to Government, officers f o~er departments ot the State 

. . 
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'CHAPTER 17. Government, and officers and servants of local authorities are bound 
not only ,to give information to th.e, Poli~e of breaches of the 

Welfare provisions of tlle Act)'Vhich may come to ~eIr knowledge, but also 
Departments. to prevent the commission of breaches of th."e Act about which they 

PROmBITION AND may have knowledge. 'Under section 133, officers and" servants of 
EJ:rC::etlt local authorities are further' bound to assist any police officer or 

work. person authorised to carry. out the provisions of the Act. Under 
section 135, 9ccupieJ;S of lands and buildings, landlords of estates, 
owners of vehicles, etc., • are 'bound to give, notice of any illicit 
tapping of trees,'oi. inanufacture .of any liquor or intoXicating drug 
to a Magistrate, Prohibitio~ Officer ox: Police Officer as soon as it 

Effect of 
Prohibition. 

Kinds of permits. 

Foreign Liquor. 

comes to their knowledge.. " 

Ail revenU:e -officers of and above the rank of Mamlatdar or 
Mahalkari, all' Magistrates, .'and at! officers-. of the. Department of 
Prohibition and Excise of and above the rank of Sub-Inspector have 
been authorised, under section'l23 of th~ Prohibition Act, within the 
limits. 0'£ 11?-efr respective jurisdictions,' to arrest without a warrant 
.any person whom they have reason to believe to. be guilty. 'of 

, an' 05ence under the Act and to seize and detain any article of con
traband. The officer,so authorised; when he arrests any person or 
seiZes ~nd detains any article, has to forward such person or 
article, without unnecessary delay, to the officer in charge of the 
nearest police s!ation.: ' , . 

As proluoition was. introduced in the district in gradual stages 
from 1~47-48, a comparison is, given of the consumption of liquor 
and'intoxicating- drugs in the years 1945-4~, .1950-51 .(the year in 
which complete prohibition was in force), a~4 1951-52:- t 

1945-46. 1950~51. 1951-52. 
Cciuntry nquor (in gallons) 1,02,99i nil nil 
Spirits (in dozen., bottles) 79,329 2,281 4,640 
Wines (indozen bottles)' 772 169' 360 
~eer (in dozen bottles) 1,61,734.5,036, 7,665 
pimja (in maunds & seers) 85-13 0-15, 0-7 
Bhang (in maunds & seers) •• Sfi-16 0-9 . 0-5 
Opium (in maunds & seers) •. 81-24 1-20 0-45 

The total revenue, which was Rs. 1,24,~,557· in 1945-46, . was· only 
Rs. 6,56,973 in 1950-51 and Rs. 4,87,862 in.1951-52. . .... -.. , 
. Various permits w~re granted in 1950-f>1 and 1951,52 for posses-

SlOn, use, etc., of foreign liquor. These were:- . • 
(~). Emergency Permits.-These permits were at first. issued' to 

families only, for emergent purposes. This. permit can, since 
22n~ ~ctobe~ 1952, be issued in the name of any member of the 
family but It cannot be granted fo more than one member of 
a household at any one tim~. A holder 'of this permit is authorised 

. to p~chase. and possess 82/3 ounces of brandy or rum~ duririg 
a penod of SlX months. The number of permits issued was 749 
in 1950-51 and 415 in 1951-51 

(2) Health Permits.-These' were issued to .2,030 individualS in 
1950-51 and to 2,968 individuals in 1951-52. These permits are 
granted on grounds of 4ealth under a certificate from the Civil . 
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Surgeon, Poona, for a, maximum qu~titY. of 4 unit~O of foreign CHAPTER 17. 
liquor per month .• During ,19~0-51 ana fro"?" April 1~51 t~ Welfare 
19th September 1951:, these pe~ts were granted for a penod of Departments. 
six .months only. From 20th September 1951, these permits cad be PROHIBITION AND 

issued for a period up to one year in !he c::ase of persons who are , EXCISE. , 

seventy years old or above and for· a period of· six months in the KinF ds?f PL~mnts.r 
f h I th 'I'd A . ' ore'gn JqUO. case 0 persons w 0 are., ess an sev,en~ years o. penrut 

holder desiring t~ ren~w the permi~ has .. to make a fresh 
application. _' '- ' , . ' 

(3) Temporary Resident's l?~rmjts.-These were issued to 
96 persons in 1950-51 and to 28 person~ iJT 1951~2._ ,These petmits " ' 
are issued tQ persons bom or brought up in a country.......outside 
India ~h_e~l!quor...Jw~\1al!y. _ ~n'sumed. The maximum.. -is" '-" 

. 4 -units° of foreign liquor per 1llonth lill<f, -{O!I' <e maximt!IDpe;nod 
of six'months.. .-: :. '-""" _ , 

(4) Visitors' Permits.-These numbered 287'ih 1950-S1 aild 351n 
1951-52. A visitor from another Indian State' is allowed a maxi~ 
mum of 1 unit° of foreign liquor if visiting BQmbay Stat~ for 
one week. ' - ',. ' 
Possession f use, etc., of toddy js completely prohibited. • . 
Permits for possession and· use of denatured' spirit up to a maxi-' 

mum quantity of two bottles pe~ month are'. granted for dom~stic 

Toddy.' 
Denatured 
. spirit. 

purposes. ' .'. " "., 
Permits 'for the use of country liquor and Wine for', sac'ra~ental Countrj Liquor 

purposes only are granted to priests of certain communities, -viz" fl?d Wine. 
Christians, Parsees and Jews. ' 

Canjar bhang and opium are allowed to addicts for their personal Ganja, Bhang 
consumPtion on, production of a medical certilicatfl froIll the and, Opium. 
Medical Board, the maximum quantity allowed for an addict being 
15 tolas in th~ cases of ganja and bhang and 7~ t9i~ in the case of 
opium. ' '. 

There are"also rules governing the possession, use~ transport, sale, 
etc., of dangerous drugs, mhowra flowers, molasses, rectified spirit 
and absolute alcohol "for industrial, medical and similar purposes. 

There is an organisation for the State for working a. schemt/known 
as the "Neera and Palm Products Sch~e.» This is wQrked by 
honorary organisers. 'Under it, a Van Supervisor is stationed in each 
area of neera extraction, who supervises the tappmg Ihld' collec-
tion of neerp from trees.. The neera coll!!cted is tr;lDsported in 
moto, vans to various cen~es. There is a Manager at each centre 
who supervises the sales with the help of a salesman. Each centre 
bas also an. honorary supen:isor, who is usually a social worker. 

Licences ar~ issued for the manufacture of gur from neera. In the 
Poona disrrlct, there was only one centre,viz., Poona City and 
Cantonment, working during the season 22nd October .1950 .. to 
.31st March 1951. The quantity of neera produced was 8,170 gallons 
and. the quantity sold was 7,694 gallons. The quantity of gur 

. manufactuted was 263 lbs. In Shelgaon (Dhond Taluka), where 
a licence had. been issued for th~ manufacture of gur from neera, 
13,144 lbs. of gar was produced during the year 1950-51; 

-One unit is equ~ to;-
. 1 quart bottle (of 26 2/3 ounces) of spiJ;its, or 

3 quart bottles of wine, or 
9 quart bottles of beer. 

ABkVf~7 

Use for Indus
trial, etc. 
plll'poses. 

Neera. 
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CHAPTER 17. Prohibition Committees.-There are two Prohibition Committees in 
the district, one for Poona City and the other for the rest of the 

Welfare district. Each of these committees consists of about 15 members, 
Departments. including some officials. (e.g. the Superintendent of Prohibition and 

PROHIBITION AND Excise, and ¢e District Superintendent of Police), and has the 
P Ehb~~' Collector as its Chairman. Their function is to advise the Depart
Co~~:;. ment in carrying on prohibition work and ~o make suggestions in 

matters pertaining to v1gilance, prohibition propaganda, publicity, 
I;ecreation amenities,. neera centres and depots, etc. 

Sanskar Kendms. - Sanskar Kendras.-There are also even Sanskar Kendras in the 
district, 'and they 'are at":'(I)' Bhawani Peth (Poona City); 
(2) Baramati;(3) Junnar; (4) Yawat; (5) Bawda;(6) Kharpudi; 
and- (7) Hadapsar. -The first three are managed departmentally. 
The object of -these __ " Sanskar Kendras» 'is to wean -people from 
drink IDL----lJ}efl1lS -of recreational activities. Pawadas and other 

_recreanon programmes are arl;anged at these centres at Government 
"Cost. 

THE BACKWARD CLASS DEPARTMENT. 

BACKWARD THE BACKWARD CLASS DEPARTMENT was created in 1931 as a result 
CLAss, of the recommendations made in 1930 by the' Depressed Classes and 

Aboriginal Tribes Committee. . The classification recommended by 
the Committee and adopted by Government includes within the 
backward olasses persons of three different categories, viz., (1) un
touchables classed as "Scheduled Classes;" (2) aboriginal and hill 
tribes; and (3) such other classes of persons as Government may 
class as "other backward classes." As soon as any caste or section 
of the population ceases to require protection or aid it may be 
removed from thCil list of backward classes and it will then cease to 
have any specW connection with the Backward Class Department. 

It is the policy of Government to push on vigorously with the 
work of amelioration of the backward- classes so that the communities 
at present classified as backward will be assimilated into society on 
a common footing with others and they may make rapid progress in 
economic, social, cultural and other spheres, and conditions may be 
created in which they will cease to be backward. 

Organization. At the head of the Departm~nt is the Backward Class Officer, 
with his headquarters at Poona. Under J:!im are Assistant Backward 
Class Officers for the different regions of the State. The Deccan 
districts are placed under the charge of an Assistant Backward Class 
Officer (gazetted officer of Deputy Collector's grade) with his head
quarters at Sholapur. Subordinate to and under the direct control 
of this officer is the Assistant Backward Class Welfare Officer for the 
Popna and Satara North districts with headquarters at Satara. The 
latter is of the status of a Second Grade Mamlatdar. He is 
expected to work as a kind of liaison pffieer between the backward 
classes and the various departments of Government. It is part of 
his duties to see that the fullest benefit of all legislation enacted by 
Government is received by the backward classes. He is also ex
pected to see that the backward classes derive the maximum benefit 
of the concessions sanctioned for them by Government in any field. 
He has no executive powers and is not intended to form a sort 
of parallel administration for the backward classes. There will be 
many occasions on which he will have to seek the help of the 
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revenue and police authorities of the district as of the other depart- CHAPTER 11. 

ments. Welfare 
The Assistant Backward Class Officer, with his headquarters at Departments. 

Sholapur, co-ordinates the activities of the Backward Class Depart- BACKWARD 

ment in all the Deccan districts. Or ~S'. 
garuzation. 

The uplift of the backward classes is sought to be achieved in many Various Measures 
ways.' First of all, special facilities are given to them for receiving of Uplift. 
education. For example, they get free studentships in Government 
as well as non-Government schools, and scholarships in arts . and 
professional colleges and technical. institutions. In addition, the 
Backward Class Department gives monetary help to poor and 
deserving students from the backward classes studying in secondary, 
collegiate, and technical institutions., by way of lump sum grants-
for the purchase of slates, books, tools, etc., and for payment of 
exa~tion fees. A percentage is prescribed by Govennnent .for 
the admission to training institutions of men teachers from the bade:" 
ward classes. In the case of women teachers, no percentage has 
been separately fixed, but if suitable women belonging to these 
classes are available for training, preference is given to them in the 
matter of admission to training colleges. 

There is a Government hostel at Poona specially meant for back
ward class students and run entirely . at Government cost. Free 
boarding and lodging is provided for the inmates and books and 
articles of stationery are supplied to them at Government cost. 
This hostel has accommodation for 80 students. In addition, volun
tary agencies are encouraged by means • of grant-in-aid to open 
special hostels for backward classes. There are seven such hostels 
in Poona City opened by voluntary agencies, viz.,- . 

(1) Backward Class Hostel, 896, Nana Peth, Poona. 
(2) Harijan Vidyarthi Vasatigrih, 798, Sadashiv Peth, Poona. 
(3) Seva Sadan. Backward Class Hostel for Girls, 789, Sadashiv 

Peth, Poona. 
(4) Mahilashram Hostel for Girls, Hingne Budruk, Poona ~. 
(5) Poona School and Home for the Blind, 272, Somwar Peth, 

Poona 2. 
(6) Union Boarding House, Municipal Health Camp, Poona 4. 
(7) Ranapratap Sarvodaya Chhatralay, 360, Vetal Peth, Poona 2. 

Secondly, reservatioIl of posts is made for'members of the back
ward classes in Government services in Grades III and IV, e.g., 
posts of clerks, teachers in primary schools, talathis, bailiffs and 
vaccinators. In addition, special reservations are made for 
Scheduled Classes in the matter of appointment to posts in the 
inferior services. -, ! 

Thirdly, special attention is devoted to . provision of housing 
accommodation for the backward classes. The Backward Class 
Department helps in prOviding housing sites for members of the 
scheduled classes by acquiring lands and disposing of the plots to 
individual members. a~ a nominal occupancy price fixed in consulta
tion with the Collector of the district. Under a post-war reconstruc
tion scheme, backward class bousing societies (or individuals, as the 
case may be) are eligible to r~ive an interest-free loan up to 75 per 

... Bk Vf 2-87a 
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CHAYfER 11. cent. of the cost of construction limited to Rs. 1,500 in bac~ard 
areas and Rs. 2,000 in other areas. Government have ordered m the 

Welfare same scheme that free provision should be made of three gunthas 
Departments. of land for a backward class family engaged in non-agricultural 
BA~ pursuits. With a view to breaking down the isolation of scheduled 

Various M~es class quarters, Government have. also ordered tha~ th.:: hous~ of 
of Uplift. scheduled classes should be shifted closer to the mam village SItes, 

waste lands, where available, being granted to the scheduled classes 
for housing purposes on payment of reasonable occupancy price. 

Fourthlv, the economic regeneration of the backward classes is 
promoted 'by various steps. With a view to improving the technique 
of the hereditary occupations of these classes, Government have 
sanctioned a number of peripatetic parties (14 in 1949) for imparting 

, training to ams3DS and their children in various industrial subjects. 
Stipends -are granted to students admitted to the schools. ~ Back
ward class students are also awarded scholarships for taking indus
trial training at the various technical and industrial institutions. 

Backward Class 
Committee. 

In forest areas, help regarding cutting of fuel and other facilities 
can be obtained from the Forest Department. The Revenue Depart
ment is extending its active help in the matter of disposal of waste 
lands for cultivation to backward class cultivators and grant of 
tagai loans, housing sites, etc. 

Fifthly, measures have been taken to ensure the social uplift of 
the backward classes, especially Harijans. The Bombay Harijan 
(Removal of Social Disabilities) Act (X of 1947) and the Bombay 
Harijan Temple Entry Act (XXXV of 1947) have been enacted with 
a view· to bringing about complete removal of untouchability as far 
as public and civic rights are concern~. The Bombay Devadasis 
Protection Act (X of 1934) has declared unlawful the performance of 
any ceremony having the effect of dedicating girls as deooMsis. 
These unfortunate girls were usually members of the backward 
classes. 

The Backward Class Department has to see that the policy of 
Government is fully implemented in day to day administration. 

To advise the Backward Class Department in regard to its 
activities in the district, there is a Backward Class Committee for the 
district, consisting of officials and non-officia1s' with the Collector of 
Poona as Chairman. 

The B~ckward Class Officer, Bombay State, has the right to attend 
the meetings of the committee. The Backward Class Welfare 
Officer, P~na and Satara North Districts, is ex-officio Secretary of 
the commlttee. t , 

The committee has the following powers and functions :---' 
•. ( a) to advise on questions referred to it by the Backward Class 

Officer or the Backward Class Board (a consul.tative and advisory 
board); . 

( b) to provide information regarding the' gtievances and needs 
of the backward classes; . . 

(c) to take suitable measures for the removal of untouchability 
and other social disabilities and also for the removal of harmful 
social customs among the various backward classes; in particular 
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to explain the provisions of the laws regarding the removal of CHAPTER 17. 
social disabilities of Harijans and authorisation of temple entry 
and to maintain a watch over the working of these laws and to WeHare 
bring to the notice of the authorities concerned activities and Departments. 
incidents contrary to the principles or provisions of these laws B~ARD 
occurring within the district; and Backward . Class 

(d) to carry on propaganda work for the amelioration of the Committee. 
conditions of backward classes. 

The Maharashtra Provincial Harijan Sevak Sangh1 DhuIia, does 
the work of amelioration of the backward classes (including Hari
jans) in the Poona district also, and is paid an annual grant (Rs. 6,000 
in 1948-49) by the Backward Class Department. 

THE CHARITY COMMISSIONER. 

Prior to 1950, the religious and charitable trusts in the State were 
governed by various enactments, Central as well as Provincial, based 
on religion. In 1950, a composite legislation called the Bombay 
Public Trusts Act (XXIX) of 1950, was passed, which can be made 
applicable to all public trusts without distinction of religion. This 
Act defines • public trust" as .. an express or constructive trust for 
either a public religious or charitable purpose 01' both, and includes 
a temple, a math, a wakf, a dharmada or any religious or charitable 
endowment and a society formed either for a religious or charitable 
purpose or for both and registered under the Societies Registration 
Act (XXI) of 1860." 

The State Government is empowered to apply this Act to any 
public trust or class of public trusts and on such application the 
provisions of previous Acts cease to apply to such trust or class of 
trusts. The Act has heen made applicable to the following classes 
of public trusts with effect form 21st January 1952:-

(1) temples; 
(2J maths; 
(3) wakfs; 
(4) public trusts other than (1), (2) and (3) above, created or 

existing solely for the benefit of any community or com
munities or any section or sections thereof; 

(5) societies formed either for religious or charitable purposes or 
for both and registered under the Societies Registration Act, 
1860 ; 

(6) dharma~\ i.e., any amounts which, according to the custom 
or usage of any business or trade or agreement between the 
parties relating to any transaction, are charged to any party 
to the transaction or collected under whatever name as 
being intended to be used for a charitable or religious 
purpose; 

(7) all oth~ trusts, express or constructive, for either a public 
religious OJ;. charitable purpose or for both. 

The Act has not been mad~ applicable to the charitable endow
ments vested in the Treasurer of Charitable Endowments under the 
provisions of the ~table Endowments Act (VD of 189.0, 

Harijan Sevak 
Sangh. 

CHAruTY 
CoMMiSSIONER. 
a,omLlv Public 
'rx'tlsts-:Aw. " . .. ~ 

.' 

Public Trusts 
aHected. 
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A Charity Commissioner with headquarters at Bombay has beE 
appointed to administer the Act. The first Charity. Commissio~1 
was appointed on the 14th August 1950. An AssIstant Chan: 
Commissioner has been appointed for the Poona Region which COl 
sists of the districts of Poona; East Khandesh, West Khandes: 
Nasik, Ahmednagar and Sholapur. The Assistant Charity COIl 
missioner is directly responsible to the Charity Commissioner. 

The Act imposes a duty on the trustee of a public trust to whic 
the Act has been applied to make an application for the registr: 
tion of the trust within three months of the application of the AI 
or its creation, giving particulars specified in the Act, whic 
include-(a) the approximate value of moveable and immoveab: 
property owned by the trust, (b) the gross average annual inCOII 
of the trust property, and (c) the amount of the average annul 
expenditure of the trust. No registration is, however, necessary i 
the case of dharmadas which are govel11ed by special provisiOI 
of the Act in certain respects. Trusts registered under any of tlJ 
previous Acts are deemed to be registered under this Act. In 195: 
the total number of public trusts registered in the Poona distrie 
was 1,279, and the approximate value of their moveable and in 
moveable properties was Rs. 6,44,13,544. The gross annual incom 
of these trusts was 1,00,66,254 and their average annual expend 
ture Rs. 99,18,607. 

A registration fee ranging from Rs. 3 to Rs. 25 is levied depenc 
ing on the value of the property of the public trust. An annu: 
contribution at the rate of 2 per cent. of the gross annual incom 
is also recovered which is credited to the Public Trusts Administr~ 
tion Fund created under the Act. The contribution does not fon 
part of the general revenue of the State. Pubilc Trusts exch 
sively for the purpose of advancement and propagation of secula 
education or medical relief and public trusts having a gross annm 
income of Rs. 300 or less are exempted from the payment of COIl 
tribution. Deductions from the gross annual income for computin 
contribution are allowed in respect of amounts spent on th 
advancement and propagation of secular education, medical reliel 
donations, grants received from Government or local authoritie! 
interest on depreciation or sinking fund, taxes to be paid to Govern 
ment or local authority, etc. The contribution is levied on the ne 
annual profits in the case of public trusts conducting a business 0 
trade. 

Every trustee has to keep regular accounts of the trust whicl 
have to be audited annually by Chartered Accountants or person 
authorised und,er' the Act. A Chartered Acceuntant can audi 
accounts of any public trust but the :&ersons authorised under the 
Act are permitted to audit accounts only of public trusts havinl 
a. gross annual income of Rs. 1,000 or less. The auditor has tc 
submit a report to the Deputy or Assistant Charity Commissione] 
of his region -on a number of points, such as whether accounts arE 
maintained according to law and regularly, whether an inventoI) 
has been maintained of the moveables of the 1?ublic trust, whethel 
any property or funds of the trust have been applied on an objecl 
or purpose not authorised by the trust, whether the funds of thE 
trust have been invested or immoveable property alienated con· 
trary to the provisions of the Act, etc. -
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If on a consideration of the report of the auditor, the accounts 
and explanation, if' any, furnished by the trust or any other person 
concerned, the Deputy or Assistant Charity Commissioner is 
satisfied that the trustee or any other person has been guilty of 
gross negligence, breach of trust or misapplication or misconduct 
resulting in a loss to the trust, he has to report to the Charity Com
missioner who after due inquiry determines the loss, if any, caused 
to the trust and surcharges the amount on the person found 
responsible for it. No sale, mortgage, exchange or gift of any 
immoveable property and no lease for a period exceeding ten years 
in the case of agricultural land and three years in the case of non-
agricultural land or building belonging to a public trust is valid 
without the previous sanction of the Charity Commissioner. 
The trustee of a public trust is bound to invest the surplus funds 
of the trust in public securities or first mortgage of immoveable 
property on certain conditions. For making an investment in any 
other form, the permission of the Charity Commissioner must be 
obtained. 

If the original object of a public trust fails wholly or partially, 
if there is surplus income or balance not likely to be utilised, if it is 
not in the public interest expedient, practicable, desirable, necessary 
or proper to carry out, wholly or partially, the original intention of 
the author of the public trust or the object for which the public 
trust was created, an application can be made to the District .Court 
or City Civil Court, Bombay, as the case may be, for application 
cy pres of the property or income of the public trust or any of its 
portion. 

If there is a breach of trust or a declaratiJn is necessary that 
a particular property is the property of a public trust, or a direc
tion is required to recover the possession of such property, or a direc
tion is required for the administration of any public trust, two or 
more persons having an interest in the trust or the Charity Com
missioner can file a suit in the District Court or City Civil Court, 
Bombay, as the case may be, to obtain reliefs mentioned in the 
Act. If the Charity Commissioner refuses consent. an appeal lies to 
the Bombay Revenue Tribunal constituted under the Bombay 
Revenue Tribuntal Act (XII of 1939). The Charity Commissioner 
can also file such a suit on his own motion. 

The Charity Commissioner may, with his consent, be appointed as 
a trustee of a public trust by a Court or by the author of a trust, 
·provided his appointment is made as a sole trustee. In such cases, 
the Charity Commissioner may levy administration charges' on 
these tr.usts . a. prescribed in the rules framed under the Act. 

CHAPTER 17. 

WeHare 
Departments. 

CHABITY 
COMMISSIONER. 

Duties of 
Trustees. 

Application of 
funds C!I pres. 

Inquiries regarding the registration of a public trust or regard- Registration. 
ing the loss caused to a public trust or public trusts registered • 
under ~e previous Acts, in consequence of the act or conduct of 
a trustee or any other person, have to be conducted with the aid 
of assessors not less, than three and not more than five in number. 
The assessors have. to be selected, as far as .possible, from the 
religious denomination of the public trust to which the inquiry • 
relates. The presence of assessors, can, however, be dispensed with 
in inquiries where there is no contest. A list of assessors has to 
be prepared 'and published in the Official Gazette every' three 
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CHAPTER 17. years. Disbictwise lists of assessors have already been prepared 
and published in the Bombay Government Gazette. 

WeHare 
Departments. The Charity Commissioner is deemed to be and to have always 

CB.uuTY been the Treasurer of Charitable Endowments for the State of 
~o~ Bombay, appointed under the provisions of the Charitable Endow
Charitahle E:dow- ments Act, 1890. 
ments Act, 1890. 

Punishment. 

PARXS AND 
GARDENS. 

Government 
Garden. Ganesh

khind. 

Contraventions of the Act amount to offences and are punishable 
with maximum fines ranging &om Rs. 500 to Rs. 1,000 depending on 
the contravention. The Charity Commissioner is the sole authority for 
launching prosecutions in the case of such contraventions. 

THE DIRECTORATE OF PARKS A...'"D GAIU>ENS. 
THE DIRECIORATE OF PARKSA."m GAIU>ENS, with headquarters of 

Bombay, was created in 1947 to launch a scheme of public parks 
in the State.· Poona has the following public parks and gardens, 
apart from a large number- of gardens maintained by the Poona 
Municipal Corporation:-

(1) the Government Garden at Ganeshkhind, Kirkee; 
(2) the Empress Botanical Garden, Poona; and 
(3) the Bund Garden, Poona. -

The Govenment Garden at Ganeshkhind is in charge of a Superin~ 
tendent who works under the Director of Parks and Gardens. This 
Superintendent is also in charge of all gardens attached to the 
offices and residential buildings of the State Government in 
Poona. The Empress Botanical Garden and the Bund Garden, 
although owned by Government, are managed by the Agri-Horticul
tural Society of \Vestem India, Poona, an institution started in 
1830. -

The garden at Ganeshkhind was laid out in 1873 and has been 
expanding under successive gardeners. It possesses beautifullaww 
and Hower beds growing numerous imported and acclimatised 
annuals. There are nearly 7,000 hardy trees and &nit trees besides 
many rare species of ornamental shrubs and plants. A swimming 
pool, two fountains, and pergolas with stone pavements have been 
provided. Running through the garden are roads and paths with 
hedges of various kinds enclosing the different units. A cricket 
ground, a golf course and a tennis court are attractions provided in 
the park. A riding track about two miles in length runs inside the 
compound and round the park under shade-trees. The area of 
the estate itself is nearly 650 acres. The various controlled areas 
which comprise the park are as follows:-

'Ornamental gardens 
Mango orchard 
Canal garden 
Cricket ground 
Dry cultivation areas 

Total 

•. 22 acres. 
•.• 3 acres. 

12 acres. 
5 acres. 

25 acres. 

01 acres. 

·With effect from 1st April 1953, the posts of the Director and the Deputy 
• Director of Parks and Gardens were abolished. and the work of looking after 
parks and gardens in the State other than the National Park at Kanheri was 
entrusted to the Agricultural Department, to which the remaining staff of the 
Directorate of Parks and Gardens were transferred. The National Park at 
Kanheri was placed in charge of the Milk Commissioner. 
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A regular bus service takes people from the Poona railway CHAPTER 11· • 
station to this park at stated intervals. WeHare 

A class for training nuUas in ornamental gardening is conducted in Departments. 
the garden. Every year 30 students are admitted in the class, and PARItS AND 

each one is paid a stipend of Rs. 30. GARDENS. 

The Empress Botanical Garden is situated to the east of the Empress B~tanical 
Race Course and covers nearly 65 acres. It has been developed Garden. 
from an open place to its present state by the Agri-Horticultural 
Society. As the garden is close to the city, hundreds of people 
visit it for picnics. Admission to the garden is free. The garden 
has a large collection of plants useful for botanical study. It is laid 
cut in formal as well as informal designs. There is a lily pond. 
a fern house, a palm house, an aviary, etc., which are of great 
attraction to visitors. The garden also serves as a free training 
ground for fl'Uiias. 

The Bund Garden, about two acres in extent, is located by the Bund Garden. 
side of the Mula-Mutha river near the Bund Bridge. 

The Agri-Horticultural Society of Western India was started in Agri-HorticultuIal 
1830 by the parent institution at Calcutta, the Royal Agri-Horti- w~~ fueL. 
cultural Society of India. In 1855, the Society started its garden 
at IGrkee, now known as the-" Ganeshkhind Fruit and Experimental 
Station", which was, however, sold to Government ten years' later. 
In 1860, it took over a swampy place of 33 acres in Bombay and 
developed the present .. Victoria Gardens» there, and handed it 
ever to the Bombay Corporation in 1869. The Government handed 
over to the society the Empress Botanical Garden in 1892 and 
the Bund Garden in 1898. The society has been managing these 
gardens since then. The society holds every year fruit, Hower and 
vegetable shows and garden competitions, and these form the 
attractive features of the Poona season during the months of August 
to October. These shows are held either at the Empress Garden 
or the Bund Garden. 

The Empress and Bund gardens are always kept equipped with 
large stocks of plants, shrubs, creepers, grafts, etc., for sale at 
moderate prices. 

The society makes arrangements for laying out gardens, arbori
cultural work and their supervision, and Hower decorations. 
It maintains at the Empress Garden a library containing books on 
gardening, some of which are out of print at present. This library 
is open to the public for reference purposes. 
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THE TOWN PLANNING AND VALUATION DEPARTMENT. Miscellaneous 
Departments. 

AT THE HEAD OF THE TOWN PLANNING AND VALUATION DEfARTMENT TOWN PLANNING 
is the Consulting Surveyor to Government. The appointment of the AND VALUATION. 

Consulting Surveyor was mst made on· 3rd May 1912. The object 
was to get expert advice in valuation of real property. When the 
Bombay Town Planning Act (I of 1915) was passed, the Consulting 
Surveyor was placed also in charge of work connected with town 
planning. His headquarters is in Poona, and as there is no separate 
Branch Office for the Poona district, the work in the district is done 
by himself with the assistance of a Senior Assistant. 

The provisions of the Bombay Town Planning Act enable the 
planner to ignore, to a great extent existing plot boundaries. In 
designing his layouts existing holdings can be reconstituted and 
made subservient to the plan, and building plots of good shape 
and frontage can be allotted to owners of lands ill-shaped for 
building purposes and without access. The cost of a scheme can 
be recovered from the owners benefited, to the extent of 50 per 
cent. of the increase in the value of the land estimated to accrue by 
the carrying out of the works contemplated in the scheme. When 
a .draft scheme prepared by a local authority in consultation 
with the owners is sanctioned, an Arbitrator is appointed. His 
duties are to hear each owner individually, consider his objections 
or proposals and make suitable adjustments or amendments in the 
draft scheme proposals, if found necessary. The department also 
provides the necessary Arbitrator. It is part of the activities of 
the department to prepare a draft town planning scheme on behalf 
of the local authority concerned when requested to do so. The 
department issues certificates of tenure and title in respect of the 
plots after a scheme is finally sanctioned. Preparation and scrutiny. 
of layouts of co-operative housing societies, when they apply for 
loans from Government, is one of the other duties of the depart
ment. The Consulting Surveyor is often called upon to give 
advice on or to prepare layouts of Government, municipal or private 
lands for purposes of town extension. The Department has pre
pared quite a large number of layouts for new village sites as 
well as for the extension of the existing gaothans. Since the 
passing of the Town Planning Act in 1915, Government have sanc
tioned four town planning schemes in Poona City, covering an area 
of 1,554 acres. The Department has in hand three more schemes 
in Poo,na City. In addition, development plans and layouts have 
been prepared for a total area of 3,540 acres in. the Poona district 
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CHAPTER 18. (including Poona City). A model of Shanwar Wada and of 
a model village of Vadgaon Budruk have been prepared. The 

Miscellaneous department also prepares Master Plans of cities and towns grow~ 
Departments. ing in importance, extension' and development schemes as and 

TOWNVPLANNING where necessary and also plans for model villages. 
AND ALUATION. • 

In land acquisition cases the Consulting Surveyor to Govern
ment has to render expert advice to Government in matters of 
valuation and in cases where the claimants go in for court 
references on the awards o{the Land AcquiSition Officers. He 
also gives expert evidence in the court in such references. His 
department is also entrusted with the fixation and revision of 
standard rates of non-agricultural assessment, It is also called 
upon to fix the rateable value of Government properties within the 
limits of borough municipalities for determination of municipal 
assessment. When Government has to sell, lease or purchase land, 
the department is consulted as regards the price and rent. 

The revenue officers of Government are sent to this department 
for training in the broad principles of village planning, valuation, 
fixation of non-agricultural assessment, rural development, etc. 
Classes in town planning are conducted by the officers of the depart
ment in the Poona Branch of the Local 'Self-Government Institute. 

Recoveries are made from local authorities and private persons 
who aVail themselves of the .services of the Consulting Surveyor or 
his officers in the preparation of town planning schemes, layouts, 
etc., and also for the performance of the duties as an Arbitrator 
in Town Pl~g Schemes'. 

THE DIRI'TORATE OF PUBLlCITY. 

DUIECTORATE OF • THE DIRECfORATE OF PUBLICITY have five regional publicity officers 
PUBLICITY. in the State, and Poona is the headquarters of the regional office 

for the districts of Poona, Satara North, Nasik, Abmednagar, East 
Khandesh and West Khandesh. The main functions of the regional 
office are to supply to the press in the region factual informatio 
about Government; keep a watch over the local press and counteract 
promptly any misrepresentation about Government appearing in the 
press ~ keep in touch with local Government officials and arrange the 
publicity required" for their departments. The Regional Publicity 
. Officer serves the head office at Bombay as its reporter of local and 
l"egional . news of Government activities,ministerial tours, press 
. conferences, etc., and keeps the head office informed about the trend 
of the regional press and public opinion about Government in order 
to enable the Directorate to conduct publicity. 

Besides the Regional Publicity Office, the Directorate has in 
Poona, as at the headquarters of every other district, a mobile 
publicity van fitted with 16 mm. cinema projection equipment. 
The van is in charge of a District Publicity Officer, 'who takes it, 
round the villages of the district, and provides free .film programmes 
for the benefit of the villagers.' The films exhibited are mostly 

. documentaries imparting instruction in subjects related to rural life, 
such as agriculture, health, citizenship, village industries, etc. The 
films have also entertainment value. The District Publicity 
Officer also delivers lectures to the audience explaining Govern-
m~nt's policies and programmes. " 
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Besides the van. the Directorate has in the Poona district, as in CHA1'TER IS. 
most other districts of the State, a Rural Broadcasting Maintenance . 
and Service Stabbn in charge of a technician. The Government Miscellaneous 
also maintain rural radio receiving sets in nearly 40 villages of D Departments. 
the district. These receiving sets are repaired and serviced at the m;-~. OP 

Rural Broadcasting Maintenance and Service Station. 

The Regional Publicity Officer supervises the work of the mobile 
publicity vans in his region and also·watches the working of the 
rural radio sets. 

The Regional Publicity Officer, the District Publicity Officer, 
and the technician in charge of the Rural Broadcasting Main
tenance and Service Station are directly under the administrative 
control of the Directorate of Publicity, but the entire staff may 
alSO take orders from the Collector whenever he requires their 
services. 

ADMINISTRATION OF MANAGED ESTATES. 

ON MANY OCCASIONS GoVERNMENT TAKES OVER THE ADMINISTRATION MAN.§.CED 

of estates of minors, lunatics and persons incapable of managing EsrATES. 
their own property. There are two pieces of legislation in opera-
tion in the Poona district which govertJ. such administration. One 
is a Bombay Act, the Bombay Court of Wards Act (I of 190q); and 
the other a Union Act, the Guardians and Wards Act (VIII of 1890). 
The idea in Government administering the estates of minors and 
lunatics is to secure proper care and IDanagement of the estates 
concerned. In, the case of persons incapable of managing their own 
property, assumption ot superintendence of the estate is undertaken 
only when the estate is encumbered with debt or mismanaged or 
has no one capable of taking proper care of it, and Govcrnment is 
of opinion that it Is expedient in the public interest to preserve 
the property of the person for the benefit of his family and; the 
~roperty is of such value that econoInical management by i t4e 
&;overnment agency is practicable. . " 

Under the Bombay Court of Wards Act, the Collector of Poon~ Court of 
is the Court of Wards for the limits of his district. The: State Wards Act. 
Government has, however, powers to appoint, in lieu of the 
Collector, either a. special officer or a ooard consisting of two o~ 
more officers to be the Court of Wards. Delegation of the powers 
of the Court of Wards to the Collector, Assistant or Deputf" 
Collector is provided for .. The Court of Wards is empowered, wi~ 
the previous sanction of the State Government, to asS\lIIle thft 
superintendence of the property of any landholder or of any pension-
holder who is .. disqualified to manage his own property." Those 
who are deemed fo be disqualified are: ( a) minorS; ( b) females 
declared by the District Court to be unfitted to manage their own 
property; (c) persons declared by the District Court to be incapable 
of managiJJ.g or unfitted to manage their own property i and 
( d) persons adjudged by a competent civil court to be of unsound 
mind and incapable of managing their affairs. The Court of Wards 
cannot, however, assume superintendence of the property of any 
minor for the management of whose property a guardian has been 
appointed by will or other instrument or under section 7 (1) of the 
Guardians and Wards Act. " , 
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in the Poona district, the Collector of Poona as the Court of Wards 
has appointed a "Manager" to superintend the estates taken over 
under the Court of Wards Act. This Manager acts directly under 
the orders of the Collector. The powers of the Court of Wards 
has been delegated to, the Personal Assistant to the Collector. 
[n 1950-51, the following was the financial position of the estates :-

Total recurring income , 
Net income 
Total recurring expenditureo 

Total cost of ma~gemeilt 

Rs. 
67,003 
57,175 
46,121' 
7,624 

When management of private estates is assumed, the cost of 
management' is made recoverable from the estates. -

Guardians and The Union Act, ,i.e., the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890, applies 
Wards Act. to the estates of minors much the same provisions as those of the 

Bom~ay Court of Wards Act. Under the Union Act, the District 
Court\ _ appoints a guardian who may be' an officer of the court, 
a relative of the ward or the Collector. In 1951 ,there were no 
es~tes\under the guadianship of the Collector of ~oona u~der, the 
Umon Act, Such estates were managed by the Deputy Nazll' under 
the supervision of the District" Judge, Poona. ' 

'·This includes cost of maintenance and education of wards and dependants. 



CHAPTER 19-VOLUNTARY SOCIAL SERVICE 
. ORGANIZATIONS .. 

IN 1948, THE NAGAR VACHAN MANDm, .formerly styled "Poona 
Native General Library," celebrated the first centenary' of Its life. 
During the period of a' century and over that has elapsed since. the 
foundation of thls premier institution of voluntary social service in 
Poona a number of similar organizations have come into being, ~nd riot 
a few amongst th~m have already witnessed the. erid of ~eircareer. 
These organiz,atioDs, extant and extinct, have attempted to serVe the 
local pupulation .in • a variety of way~ Br,- far the largest number 
amongst these have chosen to work in the sphere of education. The 
activitities of these educationa~ institutions,have resUlted not' 'only' in . 
making Poona an, important seat of learning. but also in making it 
a centre of knowledge and culture for a very wide .area, 

It is, \herefore, ':significant that the first impprtant social serviee 
institution started in the district should. have been a public Jibrary. 
At the suggestion anc,l under the actual auspices of the 'newly 
installed Britisli Government a few enlightened tnembeJ;S of the local 
community met to establish a library. It had a constitution adopted 
by itself. It obtained State support by being accotnmodated in 
a public buil~g, one of the centrally situllted palaces of the, 
vanquished l'eshwa. This institution, like several others, mas passed 
through many vicissitudes of foutune, but the spirit ot 'Service among 
the workers, and tP,.e public appreeiation of .the~ 'useful, services 
have been ~ufficient1y strong to bring \ it thrO'tigh its misfortun~s .not 
only unscathed, . but actually better equipped to <fi!;charge, its 
responsibilities. ' : ', . ' 

Libraries, schools, and colleges are the most nll;merous among the 
voluntary institutions' of Poona. 'Their usefulness as economical and 
effective agencies of social amelioration has long been rec6gnized. 
As aided institutio~, receiving State support, ~y have becom~ at 
least as nnportant a 'part of social organization as the correspond,ing 
departmental agenCies. Most of them have been recorded fu the 
appropriate 'sections of this Gazetteer. The Nagar Vachall Mandir 
has been' singled out for mention in thi~ chapter on 'account of jts 
importance as a prototype of a new .s~cial organization which ~as 
proved immensely popular. .For the rest, only such institutions ~ as 
bdve selected for themselves a field of ameliorative seivice whic~ is 
for the time being outside. the scope of Governmental action, o~ it 
being only very partially covered by it, are described here. It mllst, 
bowever, be noted that a pioneer effort becomes in course of ~e 
a prevalent type, and attracts State recognition, assistance' d 
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guida~' e. The history of several types of institutions in Poona 
illustr tes. this course, the case of educational institutions already 
referr to . beIng the most prOminent one. 

, The l Consta:~t urge to organize a wluntary ~ssociatioI1 to ~erve 
a . sOciil purpo~e lias' given. II richness to. the institutional life of 
Poona w. ~chme.re Go~ernme?lal action ~ould never have imparted 
to it. 'flus has' been mcreaslO~ly reGogruzed ~y the . Government 
which,has encouraged and utilii¢d the agency of veluntary organiza
tions or th{f, greater 'effectiveness, of . its efforts. Thus, State and 
volun y brganization~ have, for th,e most" part, been playing 
.amu aUj-helpful pari:, though',there are a_ tew jnsti~tions doing 
socia ',useful work iwhich}or one reason .or another are still beyond! 
th~ s p~ of St::M··hel~. .'c .'.'. . .'........ .' . : 

. . Of e larg~ riUIPber' of instittttions; workIilg.m Poona only a few 
have een .noted'intllE( present plac!, .. "By' fa('the greater number 
are· s 'n· int:h"e. stage" of 'struggllng, to ,win . recognition. Even 

.amOD those institutiQn,s which :H'ava ~ed a celtain .degreeof 
stabi.li,"itis'proQable~thl!.t,some 'have' not .. been iecortled, as 
inform tion. about them wasD.Qt teflGpY foJ1:Pcoming ... The descrip
t,ioos iven· in the Jo"owing pages. ·of. ~elected ()rgail~\ltion~ will ,be 
'irltere '0]' ~t 'oril)riri:fegard ,to tM.;Pll.rticwru; ,instifutionsconcetned 
bllt al~~ ~s. e~ards "~ft pattein t)le~ 'fepresent.. '. . 
Befo~e d criblli£ the. ~alien~:featurell of the struchmi and 

fuhctioningb ~' ese organizations it ~ be worth. while' ·to trace 
tl;Jeir progress. part :01 tpe general' ~veII?ent .of .voluntary social 
service. Befor • ,th~ .. adv.cD~. of the"pte~ent century, ~esides the 
ppbfic 1ibr~ .. ' rd.erred 'to alr~adyol three.. institutions which are at 
ptesent playi g a. s,ignificant part.In the .'Jociallife bf Popna,.had been 
established, . am ely; ~e ranjarflol. (re.sene. hoinlt 'for. cattle), the 
l)'av.i~_.sass Infin'il .. Asylum, and ~e ·A'Ilath., Balik~shram .( Hindu 
Widows' ,H e). Of these ~~e Pauja 01. established .tn 1855, 
answer~d m st . .clos~ry to the 'traditionaf p~tterri ei humanitarian 

. ~ctiv!tY: ,-f~:ftS,otigi, !'f'!i{l for ,tb.e !do'st pjirt in.i~ l~er dev@Iopme~t 
'It ~as re~sen~ed th~ modern 'eqUlValent of;the busln~ .. community 5 
,Teg~lar p ctiqe :of supportipg' chadties fo~ .. feeGlng a¢mals. But 
th~' other' tWQ ivstit'\Ition~ ',which )lad: their ,beginni~ in the 
19th cen ';. ~tepresented riew" ideas ~q pew principles of 
~~~aIi,iza . n:" '1;he rie\t. idea. was to 6ingle: out ·neglected. sections .of 
,lJflmanity fora~li9ratiVe service in an organized PFlttern. In 1863, 
under the- sti;m s .Of' the ~onstant' drive., of tme, who, as city 
magisfrate,.had wittles~ed··the "evil conSequences of unprovided 
infirrllity, a, poor h use fi)): the infirm anq th~ disabled was established. 
Turning the Howptivate and public philanthrppr into the '~hannel 

.. ~f organized poor elief,' especially -among the. maimed .. a'nd the 
iI~firm, is, a taSK twh1ch liufficienf aJ:tenti6n:o;h~s not been paid 
4itherto,' Even..; this institution has • somewhat inexplicably remained 
lllore or. less,. in a. st. te of isolated and stunted existence .. But the 
v~ry£act t!iat .a 'poo . house for the' Infirm:, was fstablished by 
vC\l~ntary charity hel ed, by the' State'is significant. The Anath 
Bdhkashram, the ,Hin Widows' Hoine, wa! started in 1896. The 
e),lImple set'by the fo der of 'this institution has'had tremendous 
influence ~on turning tn murse of . voluntary social service in the 
c6nstructiv~ channe1,..of. elping.tha neglected 'sections of society to 
help .themselves. '. '. I. '..' I 

. T?e Christian missionA~ societies, it is well kn,own, have. pI~ed 
,an lIDportant part In piqneel;ing social service organizations iriall 
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parts of the couptry. ·St. John's Mission Hospital,' established, in PHAl'TER 19. 
1901, for carrying 'medic~ succour t9 wO,men and children was a part 
of this more general movement, Voluntary 

The ,years, 'that elap~ between- the comrhencement~of 't1iis.Social;Se~c. 
century, characterized by a spell of famines ,and pJagulj epidemics, oOrgaruz~tlOns. 
and the' outbreak of the First World, War,' \\;'er~notabte fot two, ,;:;D'~'=. 
influences bo~ of w~'"ch, ~~lped the fofrQation of' vol~taryso¢al ' '. 
organizations. On .the one pand~the St~te itself was awake,ning 
to ,its positive responsibility .for ,promoting' public, ~elfare .. Whil", 
the bias was 5till~ ~trongly iD favour' of, -State ll~op. thltnlgh depart';' 
mental chapnels. the' utitit-I of popular: ~sociaqons, ,to 'ftgther the. 
endiof State, poU~ came , to," be graduallY, ~ec:;ogJ1.ized. .1;'hao 
Deccan' AgricUltural Association' established in. 1909 £Qr' ,populariz-
ing 'impTove<,l$tnods of agricUIture, and ,t:pe. 'Kil}g Edward 
Memorial Hospital,. established in 1910,. are. ,msptp1;ioIlS. ,mQre 'or' 
]~ss aC,tivel>: sponsored by the ~ta~e .. \n, their' ~t:litial stage~. and ~w 
,rendenpg us~ul volUIlt:u'1 ~~l'Vlce II). ltIlJ?Ortant ,fields;, of .SOClai. 

welfare. ' ,',' .' ~ , :,.. .. " " " • ' .. ', 
The-years:that preceded tb~ First World> W,ar alsQ~"W'itness~d' 

a 'stropg (lIla -creative 'urg~ Jor, :na1;ion-bniJdin,g "activity 'I!-moIig " 
the people themselves: I The 'Servants of India • .society; which 
has been c9nduCtiIfgj through its • 'members; a wide varie~y',' of ' 
social service' h1stitutionS ',spread' all ' over," the ~counW." was, 
established m 1905.,' The qoqJmencement at the 'activit\es of. the 
Seva Sadan. in, PQona • Wa~ diJ:ect;J.'y 'tracea~Ie ~o thjs' evtlnt, ,tp6l!-gh 
that body has ruways JIlflintained'its"owb separate' i,denqty. While 
the ~evi\ 'Sadan ,llddreised itself. to" fhe' ptoblems' f~c!nlt . helpless' 
women, .the Sejvantj bf India Society· Sl1t. ilei limits ~q its ,amf1liota~ 
tive interests, Iii.; Eact~ in'.tourse'6f' tfu:te the:latter :d~veloJ(eq. ~into 
an .initiating ,and c<M>tdinating' ag~C1 for 'sqcial serVIce,'; , ' 

Like the ·ServaOts, of '!Iidia' Soc~fy, the. Depresse<J 'Class· Mission 
Society I()f l.nqia., ·esta,bIished 'in. 1906, w::iB, 'also intendE,ld ·fo- be' 
a missionary,' organUation, -tbpugh ifs' ·scope 'of aCtion, was. limited 
to the betterment of 'members of the.depresse~I' classes: Theeduca-' 

, tion, of, depressed.' clas, children always .. ocaupied' an ililport~nt 
, place in' tha :activities of thi~ society, • T~ gf'(~ • edqeation, 'both 

intellectual, a?d. p~ctica1:', t?" fhi1tl{.~, whose" ,povet;tY ,came. ill fhe , 
way of ,theK ~uccesstully P!'Q$ecuhng courses" ·of ~ study, was' 
the object also of the' Anath Vtdyarthi'Griha establishes! in 1909,~ , 
, Thus th~ general an,d vocationaledueation 01 women~ the support 

of poor school-gOing ~hildrep;' the', provision ·0£' .mateniity 6\d, ' 
and llle popul:tnzation 'of l>etter metb.ods of farming came' to be 

; recognized' a,s • obJect~ of socilt'l ,'Service;· ,The-' establish~eilt of 
a body of'work~rs 'devoted. to social' service" as life's miSsion also 

. luarks the beginnlng, of a '{leW. era in; the,· bis~orf' of :Voluntary 
organizations, • , ,', ' , " , . 

1 The' First. ,World' War brought 'home' to the people, especially 
tho~e I;esiding in urban area/i, the, importance of, inculcating ,a,mong' 

,the young the virtues of fithess as well as of civic, service. The 
: institution. of Boy Scouts was ,started' in .the United ·l1ngqom at 
; the beginning', of the last tent~ to meet a similar need .. The 
.e:.1ablisLment of the Poona Boy. Scouts Associ~tion in 1919 em thus 
be . t;raced . to ,a spontaneo\Is feeling among people belonging to 
all sections that a special' and organized eHort \ to inculcate 'Civic 
virtUes r.mong chi!dren and the young generation '"as a necessity. 
, ,. Bk ,'vf 2-38 . • " . . 
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ClIAl'TER 19. The period between ·the inauguration of the Montagu-
Chemlsford reforms in 1921 and the ·commencement. of the Second 

Voluntary World War in 1939 witnessed a striking extension of the scope of 
Social Service , social service. The establishment in 1921 of the Poona Branch of 
Organizations. the Indian. Red Cross Society was to some extent a sequel to the 

ORIGIN, GRowrH social effort made during the First World War to supply comforts to 
AND DIRECTION. patients in military hospitals. However; this ,society soon .adopted 

the policy of supplemen?ng hospital amenities for p~tients in civil 
hospitals. as well. . Wi~ the p,assage of time it has' come to play 
an .unportant part as 'a ~upp~rter, of. small and struggling hospitals. 
The Tarach,md RamnathHospital established in lQ~ hfld a double 
,significance. The ·4yuivedic syste!D' ot medicine, which ':'Vas 
included jn, the' curriculum of ,the National .(Tilak) University' at 
Poona, wa~ specially favo~ed by the local business community, 
and, when some of the alumni of that university came forward to 
start.a public Mspitalusing Ayutvedic'remedies, the philanthropic 

, instincts of that section of the community were turned into 
a Qew and ~ocially useful channel. ' , . . 
• Carr}ring mePical relief to . the common peop1e, especially to 

the poorer among ,the l'Ul'al population, was attempted on an institu
tional scale for the fltst time in the same year. ( 1925). The 

, Talegaon Gen,eral Hospital, which started as' a rw:al .centre for free 
and concess'ionaJ 'eye-treatment, developed in 'course of time as 
a :general ,hospital, and latterly its Tuberculosis Section' has brbugllt 

, . expert and ~ffective. treatme~t of this disease, within the, financial 
limits of. the less well-to-do sections of the community. The 
Mata-BaI-S~ngopan Ken<h'a was established in 1935, in the very heart 

.of ,the city, by an institution' which in .its origin was a· citi,ze.a's 
organization' to get the best service 'out of the municipality by 
suppl}'ir\g a voluntary ljaiso~ .be~een the rate-payers and the 
civic authority. That, the poorer sections of the community 

. should I10t go without the benefits of. improv~d' services for 
maternity and' child-welfare has, been ,the object of this new 
centre, which, ,like many other ameliorative bodies, has' received 
assistance from the' JDunicipal authorities. The Poona centre of 
the Society for the Prevention o(Cruelty to Animals, which was 
esbblished in 1926, .. carned forWard, 'the humanitarian tradition 
which' was represe~ted: by the Panjarpol. , • '. 

The dumb,· deaf and bOOd, especially among the poorer classes 
tend to .be heglected,. and ,constitute' a problem to' themselves, tOI 

theIr". relations' arid . to the t!ommunity, ,In 1924" a school for thS 
dumb and deaf was, started for the purpose ,of alleviating the' 
defect ana of imparting to. them" vocational training. A similar 
orga~ahori. for J>romo~g proper care of eyes, t:m:tely treatment 10~ 
eye-diseases, and education'of the blind was started m 1934. ThOU' 
loc~ted . in Poona, this school fot th~ Qlind js run ,by ~ associatio 
havmg Its headrquarters in Bombay.' " " 
. Altogether a new Beld of social activity was 'covered by the prt>b~ 
tion and I After-Care Association started in ,1933. 'The care au 
treatment of delinquent children is a very ,iinportant social problem, 
.especially in jJ. fast-growing city: Equallt important is the' prOble~ 
of women who are in need of protection as also of assistance fo 
social rehabilitation. The establishment of the· Anath Hind' 
.Mahilashram '(Women's Rescue Home) in 1935 'was an attempt t 
face this· problem. These 'are social service~ which mere State 0: 
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CHAPTER 19. 'departmental-activity cannot adequately ensure.'fhe establishment 
of these institutions stands for a spontaneOUS adaptation of. the socul 
'organization to meet new social needs. .• "Voluntary 

The Maharashtriya Manda]. which was established in 1924, is. the ~~a~r:~ 
prototype of organized efforts for physical education, especiallY_ORIGIN, GROWTH 
among the young. In a way, it is only: a moderniZed v,ersion of the ~ PlRECTIOl( . 
. old traditional type of private gymnasium, and its example has been 
. copied by a Dumber oi similar orgapizations in Poona and Qut:Jide . 
. But as an instihltiOnal aid to meet new social requirements it .has 
a significance which·transceD.lls its owrl ~medi.a~ activities., 

By the tim~ the Second World War started in 1939, old forms of 
organization had been modernized arid new ones started to meet ,ntlw 
needs of changing life eJJriching .the. institutional 1jfe of the district 
in ~everal ·ways. Since tQen the', problem ,.of neglected and 
helplf'-ss children, many among whom. fall. into delinquency; has 
become even more acute .. The Mahila·'Seva MandaI, which' was, 
established in 1941: maintains a rescue home for, women • and 
children. Though Poona. is .not Ii. f~Ctory town, slum Conditic ns tend' 
to develop amQng. the less tavoured sections of its inhabitaQts, 
especially among those who, have neither a settled p1JlCi:6 ofrl~sidenc~ 
por a r.ettled occupation: For improving. the hQusing and social con
ditions of these. people, and for providing, as far as pOSSible, a. settled 

! occupation for them, ilie Nagarik Sanghatana Samati. was started. in 
i 1947 •. ,!remarkaQle feature of this and some other~rganizations here 
descn'bed is that a large share of the responsibility for management 
is 'undertaken by women and men .. w.ho: fhemselves have benefited , 
from the functioning, of other social institutions and who have'thus . 
imbih~ the spirit· of yoluntary soC?i~ service. 'Xhii is seen' 
e~pecially iQ_thecase of Ma.1;illa Vailapra~thashram' (Home .for Aged. 
Women) established'in 19~5 by an experienc.ed ladyworkei .of the 
Seva Sadan who hfld to' retire itom that organization on' account of 
old age., , , 

. The care of the' health 'of students is by no means a new obJect. 
nut city life and the· concentratiQn of large numbers of pupils 
belo.nging 'to' all sections of the community into' a, f~w educational 
cen+.res tend to create new problEUlls of health. In any ,.case, ,a new 
opp0l1 unity to attend to the imprQvement of the health of the 
younger generation is thus .created. Th~ constructive possibilities 
of this line of locial' service are being exploited. by' the- Students" 
. Health Association started. . .in 1949. Even JQOre ur~ently , .than 
problems of physical health, the difficulti~s of the social. and 
psychological .adjustment, of adolescents in a rapidly changing 
environment need sympathetio attentioft~, • The establishment of 
the Adolescents" Welfare Society' marks the' .recognition· of' the 

. need. . , 
Another problem concerning youbg persons is" w;ith 'l'6J1;ard to 

their marriage. For the. purpose-of obtaining relevant puormatlon 
of eligible parties, the old system ~f personal, knowledge or 
knowledge gathered through relations or friends is proving' very_ 
inadequate. Organizations which. collect this informatiQ.D. ~ostly 
about eligible grooms, fOl several communities have J>een started 
in several places. A vel}' significant dev€flopment, ~owever. Was 
registered by the formation of a marriage, assistance bureau of 'thtt 
Jati Nirmulan Sanstha in 1949. The object of this association is to 
do away with all social distinctions, s\lch as caste, and as Ii potent 

: A. BIt V£ 2-38a . 
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instrument to achieve that object it has organized a universal 
marriage bureau, .where inf~rmation. about both ~ligibl~ brides and 
grooms is ·maintaIned and IS suppbed to those Intending to enter 
into matrimonial relationship 011tside their own social group. 

For the normal . social and economic needs of the community. 
as also for the special needs of the defective or neglected sections, 
a variety of voluntary associations have thus been fonned. Theil: 
purposes and the years of their formation clearly indicate that this 
process of institutionalization of social service will nonnally continue 
.to extend its scope as new needs manifest-themselyes.·· -While 'some 
types of institutions may go out of existence because the problem thaI 
they set out to solve is finally solved. oi' because. the State takes ovel 
the responsibility for attacking it, new types will continue to come 
into being to meet new needs. In what follows the important 
features of the organization of each institution are briefly indicatec 
for ready reference. It will be seen that there, is a common patteT[ 
of I)rganization to which most of the institutions conform. Th~ 
arrangement of the institutions in the folloWing descriptive sectior 
is according tp tl;1eir objectst and not according to either their yeal 
of establishment or size. ' 

Co-ordinating and Training Agencies.-The Servants of Indi1 
Society was started in 1905. It is situated in Shivajinagar. It ha!ji 
the following, among other, objectives, namely, training of social! 
missionaries for constructive social work on non-communal lines d 
education of backward sections of the community ; and social andJ 
economic uplift of the masses. II 

The me~bership of ,the society is granted by the President o~" 
the recommendation of the Council. A. member has ,to bind himl 
self to serve the country for life in aqcordance 'with the principle!i 
laid down in the seven vows that he has to take at the time 0'1 
admission. A non-communal and dedicated life of service i. 
emphasized in these vows. The Council is elected by the member:

i 

and consists of the President, Vice-President,' Senior Members c, 
Branches and three other members. ,Besides life-members th, 
society has p€mnanent assistants, attaches and associates, who, hov. 
ever, have no share in the management of the society. ' 

The society has invested funds of about Rs. 10,00,000 and its pre 
perties are valued at nearly Rs. 14,00,000. These are spread ov' 
its, sev.filraJ branches. Its social work is dependent on donation 
interest on investments, property rents and press profits. Earninf' 
'of members, if any, on account of their public appointments are al ' 
credited to the society. ' During the year ending 31st March, 195 
the total expenses 01 the society exceeded Rs. 3,00,000. . 

Directly through its branches, and indirectly through oth( 
org~nizations hi which its members take a prominent part, tt 
SOCIety takes part in a' number of social service activities. I 
. Poona, the organization of workers and artisans on co-operati, 
: !iDes' is being' promoted by the society. Work done in other fiel( 
IS spread over the brariches as follows :-Labour Organization . 
,Bombay and North Kanara; Education Qiterary and vocational) 
'Malabar, Gujarat and Saurashtra ~ --Scoutimf-Uttar 'Pradesh ar 
Madras; Harijan Work-Uttar Pr~desh and Madras; Rural W( . 
far~Malaba~, Berar and Orissa; Leprosy Clinic-Cuttack (Orissa; , 
FamIne. Rebef-Assam; Joogle and Hill Tribes-Orissa, MysOI 
Uttar Pradesh, Cochin and Malabar. 
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Child Welfare.-The Mata-Bal-Sangopan Kendra (Mother and CHAPTER 19. 
Child WeHare Centre) was started in 1935 by the Arogya Manda! 
(Health Association) which was established in 1914. The Kendra is ~olunt~ 
situated in Ravivar Peth. The object of the parent body. is . to ~O;.;=~: . 
provide for sanitary inspection by citizens, to do health propaganda c~ WELF~ 
and to establish liaison between citizens and municipal authorities. Mata-Bal. 
The special object of the weHare centre is to. make improved Sangopan Kendr8. 
services and trained advice available to expectant mothers and 
children in the loCality. 

The activities are condueted in premises belonging to 
the municipality. Pre-natal advice, and treatment ar~ 
given to expectant motl}ers. A health visitor of the centre calls at 
the home of women who, either on account of social customs or 
negligence, do not care to go to the centre. Even after child
birth, till the mothers are able again to go to the centre, these 
visits are regularly kept up. In addition to appropriate medical 
treatment nourishing foods like cod liver oil, milk, citrus-juice, etc. 
are also supplied. During 1949-50 over 430 expectant mothers ahd 
over 1,400 children were examined at. the c~ntre. 

Education.-The Depressed Class Mission Society of India was 

/

. founded in Bombay in 1906. The late Vithal Ramjee Shinde took 
a prominent pert ito its establishment., Its Poona branch was 
started in 1908. It is housed on its own grounds in the Bhavani 
ward of the City. . 

i 
. The object of the mission is to ~ndeavour by all means to bring 

about the amelioration of thl! conditions of· tqe depressed classes, 
that is, mainly those classes whose co untouchability" was later 

. declared illegal. In particulat, the society concentrated on educa
i tion of the children of depressed class' parents with a view to 
'I making them seH-reliant and progressive . 

. The socie~ has a general body of donors and subscribers, from 
I amongst whom the President, Vice-President,' Executive Com
I mittee, Secretaries and '.trustees are selected. The Managing 
Committee of the Branch is Similarly constituted out of the 
General Body members. 

The grounds of the society measure about seven 'acres. There 
are four buildings. The total value of the property is about 
Rs. 2,50,000. The annual expenditure is over Rs. 18,000, cov~red 
mostly by donations and subscriptions. 

The society conducts two primary schools, one for boys and one 
for girl~. It also conducts a hostel for students attending high 
schools and colleges. While in all these institutions preference is 
given to children of depressed class parents, admission is available 
.~~ . 
! The Anath Vidyarthi Griha (poor Students" Home),' Tilak Road, 
, Poona-2, was established in 1909. Its chief object is to give 

a sound intellectual, social and practical education to promising 
but poor students. 

A council of senior life-members, at present six in. number, 
controls the day to day working of the organization. A govern
ing body· consisting of eminent persons has general powers of 
control and supervision. 

I . 

EDUCATION. 
Depr~sed Class 
Mission Society. 

Anath Vidyarthi 
Criha. 
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Besides a school and a hostel the Home also owns a mechanical 
workshop, ,a small chemical works, and" a fair-sized press (the 
LoksangrahaPress). Its buildings are valued at Rs. 2,50,000, and 
machinery and equipment at Rs. 1,00,000. The recurring 
expenses of th,e Home in 1949-50 were Rs. 57,500, as against an 
income from all sources, including a Government grant of 
Rs. 7,000, of Rs. 52,000. 

About 125 poor students reside in the GIiha. As a rule, they 
are admitted free and do all their work; no servants are engaged. 
They receive their secondary education in the Maharashtra 
Vidyalaya High School conducted by the Griba. Vocational and 
practical courses are a speciality of this school. The Criba 
functions as a community centre for the neighbourhood in respect 
of a reading room, lectures, celebrations, and attendance at sick
beds. Students are trained to be self-reliant, diSCiplined and aware 
of their social responsibilities. " 

The Griba has a branch at Nasik to which a tuberculosis 
sanatorium is attached, 

The Students' Health Association (1949) has been started for the 
purpose of examination and correction of defects in the health of 
students in secondary schools. By direct service, and indirectly by 
establishing liaison with the corresponding public agency, the 
association aims at supplying curative treatment to poor students 
free of charge or at concessional rates. " 

The membership of the association is open to individuals and 
institutions. There is a managing committee elect~d" by members. 
and a council consisting of all members with the addition of 
representatives of the Municipal Corporatioll and the leading 
hospitals. 

During 1950-51, the total lexpenses "of the association came to 
Rs. 6,000. These were met by a Government grant,subscriptions 
from members, donations from .the public and fees charged tor 
examination and treatment. ~ 

During the year nearly 5,000 students were examined. About 
200 eye cases were treated and 25 students were supplied glasses 
.'without any payment. In all cases of serious defect, a follow-up of 
treatment is being planned. ' 

The Maharashtriya MandaI, Tilak Road, was established in 1924. 
Its object is to promote, and provide facilities for, physical educa
tion, physical culture, sports and recreations. " 

The MandaI has memebers paying annual subscriptions as also 
donors who by payment of lump sums have qualified for lite 
membership in one of several classes. The Chairman, Treasurer, 
Accountant, and General Secretary are elected by the per manent 
memb~rs orily. The Joint General Secretary and the First Additional I 
Member of the Ma,naging Board are elected by all members. AU I 
these representatives together co-opt a second Additional Member.' j 

The MandaI charges fees to those who take advantage of its 
several ~lasses and departments. It also receives a grant from the 
Stat~ and donations from the public. ' 

"Over 600 stUdents, including 170 women, take part in the physical· 
activities. 'The MandaI has been doing' valuable work in the" 
following fields: (1) physical training; (2) general physical culture, ~ 
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swimming, etc.; (3) publication of literature on physical education CHAJ.>TER 19. 
and culture; and ( 4 ) promoting milil:ary education by creating ......... 
interest in it in young men and by supplying them the' necessary So~~~~~a;:ce' 
contacts and preliminary information. . Organizations, 

Bharat Scouts and Guides, Poona, with headquarters in Sadashiv EDUCATION. 

: Peth for the City and in Kirkee for the Cantonment areas, owes its Poona S~outs and 
: origin to the Poona Boy Scouts' Association started in 1919. Till GUldeil. 
, their unification into one organization in November, 1950, the scouts 

and guides in Poona, though they had common objectives and 
several common programmes, were divided by allegiance to different 
parent bodies. With the establishment of India as an independent 

'republic this division has vanished, and the Poona Scouts and 
Guides, like their compeers in other parts of the country, have 
been united by allegiance to the Bharat Scouts and Guides. 

The objects of the scout organization are well-known. It is an 
open-air brotherhood of the young, which aims, besides promoting 
a healthy way of life, to inculcate in its members high individual 
character and an intense sense of civic duty. The daily round of 
organized exercise and games and the moral emphasis on the daily 
good turn are designed to realise these objects. 

The 1,000 odd boy-scouts in Poona City are at present distributed 
among 29 groups, and the 700 odd girl-guides among 17 groups of 
their own. The. number of groups in the Cantonment area is more 
or less the same. In some of the taluka towns of the district 
Icout and guide groups, with a membership' of approximately 500 
and 200 respectively, have been organized. Each group is under 
its own leader whQ guides its. routine activities. Boys are arranged 
into three classes according to their ages, Cubs (7-11), Scouts (11-17) 
and Rovers (17-25). The corresponding divisions for the girls are, 
Bulbuls (7-11), Guides (11-16) and Rangers (above 16). K Old ~ scouts 
and guides can retain their connection with the group if they so 
desire. 

Scout activities go on throughout the year. Besides the daily 
routine, such physical items as hiking, camps, swimming classes, and 
such social training as helping pilgtims and patients are organized at 
interva1s. The scouts have two units of the National Cadet Corps 
Ounior Division). 

Library.-The Nagar Vachan Mandir, Budhwar Peth, was 
established in 1848. Its chief object has been to maintain.a well
stocked library and reading room. It also arranges lectures on 
general cultural subjects. 

There are different classes of Permanent (475) and Ordinary 
members (1,159), the latter paying annual subscriptions. All the 
meinbers elect an Executive Committee, consisting of a Chairman, 
Vice-Chairman, Secretary and other members. The property ot 
the Mandir is vested in trustees, whose number cannot b~ less 
than two. Besides the income from subscriptions, the Mandir gets 
rent from the tenants of part of its building, which is in the very 
centre of the business area of the city. Annually a sum of 
Rs. 5,000 is spent for the purchase of books and periodicals. The 
number of volumes in the library is 13,560. 

LIBRARY. 
Nagar Vachan 

Mandie. 

Women's Organizations.-Hingne Stree Shikshan Sanstha (Hingne. WOMEN'S 

Women's Education Institute), formerly known .as Hindu Widows' 0B;GANIZATIONS. 

Home Association, Hingne, Poona-4. The activities of' this associa- Shi't~gne Stre~ 
tion commenced in 1896. The following are the objectives of the an SIUlI .. 
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association: ( 1) to promote physical and. mental progress of 
women; and in particular (2) to make poor widows self-supporting 
by educating them to earn a living; (3) to educate girls so as to 
make them better. equipped for marriage; and (4) to make married 
women more capable of helping themselves and their families. 

The day-to-day work of the association is conducted by a Board 
of Life-Workers. The Managing Committee consists of the Life
Workers and an equal number of representatives of donors. The 
Council elects its Chairman and Vice-Chairman, who are also 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Governing Body, consisting 
of six other members, three· representatives each of the donors and 
of the Life-Workers. The Council also appoints the trustees of 
of the association. 

The value of the permanent property of the association at Hingne 
is estimated !It Rs. 3,00,000. The annual expenditure comes to about 
Rs. 2,25,000, entailing a deficit of. about Rs. 10,000. The sources ot 
income are fees, subSCriptions, income froni endowments, grants 
from the State and donations. 

The activities conducted and sponsored by this association have 
steadily expanded from the original tiny home for child-widows to 
the present net-work of institutions culminating in the Indian 
Women's University. The work directly done by the association in 
Poona comprises (1) Mahilashram High School; (2) Adhyapika 
Shala (Primary Teachers' Training Institute); (3) Primary School; 
and (4) tlle hostels for students attached to all these. The school 
also provides a home for juveniles sent by the courts. and a nursery 
school and training institution. 

In all, o~er 4,000 women, about half of whom were widows, have 
hitherto taken advantage of the institutions of the association. 
Some of these are helping to carry on simHar activities in other 
places, either through branches of the parent association or through 
separate agencies. 

The Poona Seva Sadan Society, Laxmi Road, was started in 1909. 
as a branch of the Bombay Seva Sadan, and has since 1917. run as 
an independent institution. The chief objeCt of the association is 
education of women, especially adult women, with a view to making 
them self-supporting. The society also provides some relief for 
homeless women. 

The main responsibility for the conduct of its institutions falls on 
the Board of Life-Members of the Society. An Executive Com
mittee and a Council elected by the General ·Body consisting of 
donors and subscribers and having representatives of the Lite
Members, are in charge of the overall management and policy of 
the institutions. The permanent property of the society is valued at 
about Rs. 7,00,000. Its annual expenditure is Rs: 2,37,000. Income, 
including grants, endowments, subscriptions, and fees, left a deficit 
of about Rs. 17,000 i.n 1949-50. 

The activities of the society, conducted in its own premises at the 
headquarter buildings and two other properties in the neighbour
hood, include (1) a Free Adult Primary School, teaching up to 7th 
standard; (2) a Primary Teachers' Training College; (3) classes 
in English and First Aid for Nurses; (4) Sewing and Embroidel"}' 
classes; (5) a High School for Women; (6) a Primary School lor 
Girls; (7) a Hostel; (8) a Home for Children released from 
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. ed Schools; and (9) provision for treahnent and comforts of CHAPTER 19. , 
, ck persons. 

The association did considerable pioneering work in respect of 
sing education, maternity and child-welfare. These activities in 

oona and outside have now been taken over either by the State or 
e municipalities or local associations. The society has a. branch 
Baramati. The services of workers of the Seva Sadan have been 

Hered for social relief during calamities, e.g. famine and Hoods. 
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The Anath Hindu Mahilashram (Hindu Women's Rescue Home Anath Hindu 
ociety), Narayan Peth, was established in 1935, with the object Mahilashram. 
f providing shelter and assistance to Hindu women in distress. 
~ The affairs of the Ashram are looked after by a Managing 
ommittee elected by members who are either annual subscribers 
r donors. The property of the Ashram is vested in trustees. 

e Managing Committee, which includes some women, appoints 
Lady Superintendent for the day-to-day conduct of the Ashram . 

. The Ashram receives a grant from the Poona Municipal 
orporation and the State. The latter also contributes towards the 

'xpenses of women and children sent to' the Ashram by the 
, urts. For the rest, the Ashram depends on public subscrip
tions and donations. The Ashram is located in its own buildings. 
~ While the protection of the Ashram is intended for the friend
rless and is, therefore, free, partial contributions are received from 
~beneficiaries and their friends when they can pay without hard
~ ship. For long-term residents vocational training, e.g., weaving, 
l knitting, embroidery and music, as also primary education are 
~imparted on the premises of' the Ashram. For some admission is 
: secured in the local· seqmdary scllools. During the year 1949-50 
,nearly 170 women and .. ,bhijpren found shelter in the, Home. 
: MahiIa Seva MandaI, ferandavana, established in 1941, con- Mahlla Seva 
ducts the Mahila Seva Gram, a women's and children's rescue Mandal. 
home. 
,The subscribers and the donors of the Mandal constitUte its 
General Body, which elects the managing committee. Besides 
making a contribution for the maintenance of persons sent to the 
Home by courts, Goverriment gives a' grant of Rs. 5,000 per year 
for the general establishment. Donations and proceeds of the 
sale of goods manufactured by the labour of inmates are. other 
sources of income. Food and clothing are the principal items of 
expenditure. 

During 1949-50, 243 women and girls and 31 small boys were 
accommodated in the Home. Of these about 100 came from 
areas outside the Poona district. Most of the persons received in 
the Home were either rehabilitated with their relations' and friends, 
or were sent elsewhere for education. 

MahiIa Vanaprasthashram (Old Women's Home), Shivajinagar, 
was established in 1945. It provides community life for old 
women who have no congenial home, and supplies partial relief 
for old women' who have inadequate resources for their main-
tenance. 

The Home is for the present located in a private building. It is 
run by the promoter, who is a retired worker of the Poona' Seva 

. Sadan, and resident members. There is an Advisorv Committee 

MahlIa Vana
prastll3Sram. 
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consisting of well-known social workers. The total expenses of 
the Home come to over Rs. 9,000 and are met by donations, contri
butions froni members and earnings of partially self-supporting 
residents. The net expense that the Home had to bear on account 
of free and partially paying residents came to about Rs. 4,000. 

During the year 1950-51, there, were 25 residents, of whom 
10 were fully paying, 10 partially paying and 5 free. Besides 
regular residents, there are some women who stay in the Home 
only for a time. The Ashram is gradually coming to serve as 
a community centre for women of advanced age in theneighbolll'
hood. 

MEDICAL RE~. Medical Relief.-The Indian Red Cross Society, Poona Branch, 
Red Cross SOCIety S was established in 1921. Its objects are : (1) supply of comforts to 

Poona Branch. patients; (2) provision of better facilities to patients in smaller 
hospitals; and (3) maintenance of friendly relations with national 
and inter-national Red Cross organizations. The general object of 
all Red Cross organizations is to give succour to suHering humanity 
during war, famine and other calamities irrespective of religion or 

o nationality. 
The society has members who pay annual subscription or 

a donation in lump sum entitling them to the privileges of member
ship. The Civil Surgeon and the Staff Surgeon are ex-officio 
members representing respectively the Civil and Military medical 
departments in the district. The members elect the President. 
Vice-President (usually the Civil Surgeon), Secretaries (of whom the 
Staff Surgeon is one) and other members of the Managing Com
mittee. 

The society receives a grant of Rs. 8,000, from the Bombay 
Branch of the Indian Red Cross Society .• Twenty per cent. of itS 
own subscription income is paid by th~PO'cna Branch to the higher 
Red Cross organization for the Bombaye'State. 

Besides the supply of comforts to patients in civil as well as 
military· hospitals, and contribution to small hospital~ towards their 
expenses on account of salary of nurses and cost of equipment, the 
society· has recently organized a blood transfusion .service. During 
1950, blood was supplied to 60 patients, either free or at· a conces
sional rate. The society also does propaganda on health topics 
and arranges lectures. , 

St. John's Mission St. John's Mission Hospital, Panch Howd, Shukravar Peth, was 
Hospital. established in 1901 with the object o( supplying medical aid to 

poor patients, free of charge or at concessional rates. 
The hospital is under the management of the Sisters of the 

Community of St. Mary the Virgin with headquarters in Great 
Britain. There is a resident doctor and other qualified staff. The 
hospital receives a grant from the Poona Municipal Corporation. 
Other sources of income include donations received in Poona and 
from abroad, and contributions made by patients. 

There are 45 beds in the hospital, which concentrates mainly 
on maternity and medical work connected with the complaints oE 
womep and childen. A welfare centre with a health visitor and 
a sch.101 children's clinic are also run. 

K E M HospitaL The King Edward Memorial Hospital, situated in' Rasta Peth, was 
. ., established in 1910 for the purpose of bringing improved maternity 

and child-welfare facilities within reach of the lower income 
groups. 
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'The hospital is under a. Committee of Management, which CHAPTEl\ 19; 
consists of members elected by subscribers and donors, to the 
Fund of the Hospital. Besides these members elected by the V:0lunt~. 
General Body of subscribers and donors, the family of the Raja of ~clal. Se~ce 
Bhor that of Sardar Moodaliar and that of Sardar Pudumjee garuzatIons. 

, . th'gh . t t ti ' t ti' MEDICAL RELIEF. ue given e n t to nomma e a represen a ve or represen a ves K. E. M. Hospital: 
in virtue of the substantial donations made by them to the Fund. 
rhe Poona Municipal CorporatiQn, which gives a grant, is represented 
~y four members on the Committee. 

The hospital receives grants from the State and the Corporation. 
:>ther sources of income are interest on endowments, donations 
md contributions from patients. The total expenses in 1949-50 
were approximately Rs. 50,000. 

The hospital has 80 beds. During 1949-50 as many as 2,928 
natemity cases were admitted, and 71,231 out-patients were given 
lelp. The hospital receives orphan babies sent by the courts. 
During 1949-50 their number was 33. The hospital is recognized 
>y the Poona University and by the College of Physicians and 
;urgeons, Bombay, for practical training of students in midwifery. 
rhe number of such students was 28. 

Seth Tarachand' Ramnath Charitable Ayurvedic Hospital is 
;ituated in Nagesh Peth. The Ayurved Maha Vidyalaya is 
lttached to the hospital. Both these institutions are conducted by 
he Rashtriya Shikshan MandaI. The Ayurved Rasa Shala, 
L pharmaceutical works, also under the same management, is situated 
n Shivajinagar. The hospital was established. in 1925. Besides 
he general object of bringing medical relief within reach of the 
~ommon man, this hospital has the special object of maximizing the 
lse of, Ayurvedic methods in such relief. It has at present 
m Honorary Superintendent. The Executive Committee and the 
;oveming' Council are appointed' by the members of the MandaI. 
rhe annual expenditure is nearly Rs. 63,000. The hospital 
eceives a. grant from the State as also 'from the Poona 
Junicipal Corporation. It received an initial donation of Rs. 50,000 
rom Seth Hanmantram Ramnath. In recognition of this gift, the 
Lospital was named after the donor's ancestor, who was a welHmown 
msinessman of Poona, having both banking and cloth business. The 
;overnment of Bombay has made substantial grants towards the 
:apital expenses of the hospital. 

There are nearly 100 beds in the hospital, divided almost equally 
mong surgical, medical and maternity wards. A further extension 
If the surgical and the maternity wards is being planned. The 
lumber of out-patients comes to about 225 per day. An extension 
If the activities of the hospital so as to provide advanced treatment 
If tuberculosis is also being planned. About six miles from Poona 
In the Poona-Karjat road, a plot of land measuring 129 acres has 
leen acquired, where the T. B. section will be located. 

Seth Tarachand 
Ramnath . 
Ayurvedic 

Hospital. 

The Talegaon General Hospital, situated near the railway station Talegaon Gene«.l 
If Talegaon on the Central Railway, about 20 miles from Poomi, was Hospital 
tarted ill 1925. The foundation stone of its· buildings was laid in 
.932, and it has gone on steadily expanding. The tuberculosis 
ection is the latest addition (1938) and it has brought treatment tor' 
~. B. within reach of the lower-income groups, as the eye and 
:enera! sectio?s had done earlier for patients suffering from eye and 
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CHAI'TER 19. The hospital, originally started' by Dr. N. S. Sardesai, a philan-
thropically inclined eye-surgeon of Bombay, has now been registered 

V.olunt&r>: as a society. It has now a constitution based on membership of 
SOCIal. Se~ce subscribers and donors. The members elect the Managing Council 
Orgamzations. and the President, who still is Dr. Sardesai. A large number of 
~= ~ai honorary .surgeons and P?ysicians from Bombay and Poona help in 
. Hospital. the working of the hospItal. 

The fixed property of the hospital is valued at approximately' 
Rs. 4,00,000. The current expenses for the year 1949 were nearly 
Rs. 1,67,000. The hospital receives a grant from the State, but most 
of the expenditure has to be met by donations from charitably 
inclined citizens and by contributions from patients. 

The services of the hospital in all its three major branches, eye, 
maternity and T. B., are being widely utilized not only by persons 
living in the neighbourhood of Talegaon, but also by people hailing 
from long distances. The number of indoor patients in 1949 was 
1,550, and that of, new outdoor patients treated during the year was 
12,082. . 

CARE OF THB Care of the Disabled.-The Poona School and Home for the Blind 
DISABLED. is situated in Koregaon Park. It was started in 1934 under the' 

stoo~and ~ome auspices of the Blind Relief .Association, Bombay. ' 
or e Blind. Its objects are : (1) to mak~ the blind self-supporting by teaching 

them suitable crafts and avocations; (2) to give preventive treat
ment to persons threatened with blindness; and (3) to carry on 
propaganda for better care in eye diseases. 

The management is in the hands of the Honorary Secretary, who 
is empowered to select his own managing committee and advisory 
board. The school is housed in its own buildings, valued at about 
Rs. 2,50,000, situated on land donated by the Poona Suburban 
Municipality. The current expenses come to about Rs. 61,000, out 
of which nearly Rs. 50,000 have to be covered by donations. 

The school maintains a dispensary for preventive and curative 
treatment of eye diseases. About fifty students are resident, a few, 
about five, being day students. Instruction in Braille is imparted 
to these and vocational training in music, cane work, weaving, 
tailoring, bidi-making, etc., is given' to them. The age of admission. 
of students is from 8 t.o 16 years. The' present teacher of music is 
himself a blind person, and the school's orchestra is widely appreciat
ed. The school receives blind children sent by the Juvenile Court. 
It has been indicated as a home for blind beggars dealt with under 
the Bombay Beggars Act, but this use has not yet commenced. 

Dumb and Deaf The Dumb and Deaf Uplift Society, Shukravar Peth, was esta-
Uplift Society. blished in 1924. The education of the dumb and deaf, and prepar

ing them for a self-supporting existence are the objects of the 
society. ,The society runs a free school, which claims to have 
educated over 250 students up to now. The school is in receipt of 
a grant from the State. 

x>avid SassOOD The David Sassoon Infirm Asylum, situated in Sadashiv Peth near 
Infiim Asylum. the Sambhaji Bridge, was established in 1863. Sardar Vinayak, 

Vasudev, while he was city magistrate in Poona felt the extreme 
social need of having a poor house where the infirm and disabled 
members of the community who have no means to maintain. 
themselves can be taken care of. With the assistance of several 
leading persons in Poona and Bombay, and of the Government of 
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Bombay, who donated a five-acre site on the right bank of the Mutha CHA1'TER 19, 
river, the asylum was constructed in 1865. Mr. David Sassoon made 
an initial donation of Rs. 50,000, which led to the sponsors naming 
the asylum after him. 

Voluntary 
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Organizations. 
CARE 01" THE Except lepers and lunatics, who are provided for in other institu-

tions, all disabled persons without means are entitled to admis- DISABLED. 

sion. Recently, the asylum 'has been recognized as a Certified ~ 1::=. 
Institution under the :Bombay Beggars Act. An attempt is made to 
find suitable employment for the partially disabled. At present there 
are 50 residents, 16 women and 34 men. Besides these, there are 
17 persons wbo have been sent under the Beggars Act. 

The administration of the asylum is vested in two committees, 
·a General Committee, consisting of twenty persons, and a Managing 
Committee consisting of eleven. 

The asylum buildings consist of a central block for offices and meet
ings, and twelve wards. The permanent fund, amounting nearly to a 
lakh of rupees, is vested in the Treasurer of Charitable Endowments. 
Besides the interest on the endowment, the asylum gets an annual 

· contribution from the Panday Charities, Bombay, who have 
a representative on the General Committee, and from . some other 
charitable sources, of whom the Sangli State, now merged with the 

· Bombay State territory, used to be an important one. The per capita 
cost of maintenance is well above Rs. 15 per month, and there is 

· a recurring deficit exceeding Rs. 3,000. 
Rehabilitation.-The Nagarik Sanghatana Samiti, Sblvajinagar, was fumABILITATlOH. 

established in 1947. It started as an organization of citizens to help Nagarik Sangha
in the reception .and rehabilitation of refugees from Sindh. Mer tana Samiti. 
this work was gradually taken over by Government, the Samiti con-

· centrated on the more permane~t objective of organizing citizens tor 
social service and for counteracting all anti-social influences. 

A special feature of the organization of the Samiti is that for its 
full membership it is necessary, in ~ddition to paying a subscription 
in cash, to render some social service for at least a couple of hours 
per day. Persons paying only cash subscription are styled as 
nominal members. The members elect an Executive Committee, 
which elects its own Chairman and Vice-Chairman. Besides the two 
secretaries, there is a social worker in charge of each of the three 
major activities of the Samiti, viz., Welfare, B~adi and Boys' Play 
Centre. 

The Samiti receives grants from the State ~nd the Poona Muirlci
pal Corporation. For the rest it depends on subscriptions of 
members and donations. 

Since November 1948, the Samiti has been working for the all
round improvement of a slum area on the outskirts of Poona 
inhabited by a number of irregularly employed and poorly housed 
people. A long-term plan of rehousing these people by undertak
ing construction on a c6-0perative basis is being entertained by the 
committee. The work at present done covers practically all aspects 
of the life of the inhabitants. Adult education, children's educa
tion, both literary and vocational, a dispensary, and recreation 
are the most important of their activities. For the children of 
pre-primary school age, a special centre has been formed for their 
all-round care and gradual initiation into school life. A panchayat 
of dwellers organizes the social life of the neighbourhood· with the 
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assistance of members. A multi-purpose society is being considered 
and an attempt is being made to secure regular employment fOl 
the residents. 

TIle Adolescents' Welfare Society (Kumar Uthrsha Mandal] 
\\;th its office in Shivajinagar, was established in 1950. Its general 
objective is to help in the study and solution of all problems 01 
adolescents. In particular, it aims at· supplying to them, through 
suitable litenture and through direct contact, wonnation bear
ing on their special needs in respect of study, employment and 
social service. 

The organization of the society centres round the active workers, 
who are assisted by an advisory board and sympathising members. 
While the lines of organization and work are still in their early 
stages of formulation, the society has already made itselfrespon
sible for the following activities. It conducts a quarterly journal 
in Marathi. It has published literature bearing on the choice of 
C<lurses and careers by ado1scents. It has directly assisted 
adolescents to obtain employments suited to their aptitudes. It 
has also organized talks for adolescents by persons specially 
qualified in the several Gelds of study and social organization. 

Reformative W ork.-The Poona District Probation and After
Care Association. situated in Nana Peth, with a new Home of Its 
own on Ganeshkhind Road, was established in 1933. Its objects 
cover the entire Geld of treatment and rehabilitation of oftenders, 
especially young offendf>.I'S. Conducting remand home, supervision 
after release, 6nding employment, and educating public opinion 
about social responsibility in respect of juvenile crime are its 
principal practical tasks. In fact, in Poona. the association has been 
virtually put in charge of the working of the Bombay Children Act. 
It has also duties to perfonn under the Probation of Offenders Act. 
It makes preliminary enquiries regarding the cases of alleged 
offenders referred to them and carries on supervision in selected 
areas of offenders released on probation. 

The membership of the association consists of ordinary members 
pa}IDg annual subscription and permanent members paying substan· 
tial donations. These elect the President, other oUice-bearers and 
the Managing Committee. The District Magistrate, the Sessions 
Judge, the Superi!tendent of Police and the Inspector of Certified 
Schools are ex-officio members of the Managing Committee. The 
local authorities making grants to the association are also repre
sented on the Managing Committee. The association has a paid 
staff of one Chief Officer, three Probation Officers, and some 
Havildars. 

The Government of Bombay has made a capital grant of Rs. 52,500, 
llE'in~ half of the purchase price of the new Home. The total 
yearly expenses of the association come to Rs. 50,000. These are 
met out of a Government grant, a small grant from the POODa 
Municipal Corporation, subscriptions and donations. 

Women offenders are sent to the Mahil. Gram at Yerandavna. 
and the Hindu Mahilashram in Narayan Peth. Babies in charge of 
courts are cared for at the K. E. M. Hospital. The association 
directly provides for only boy-offenders. During 1951, over 1,100 
cases were dealt with. As many as 60 pt>r cent. of the total 
belonged to POODa City. Girls numbered 28S out of the total. The 
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Remand Home at Poona is used as a Training Centre for Probation 
omcns. It is proposed to open a home at Baramati. 

Humanitarian Associationa.-Panjarpol, Home for Disabled Cattle, 
situated in Shanvar Peth, was stated in 1855. Its original 
object was started as care of disabled cattle, but latterly the more 
positive object of maintaininS a dairy and cattle farm has also been 
adopted by the institution. • 

The constitution of the pruijarpol is governed by the trust deed 
r>f Sir Jamshedjee Jeejeebhoy, Baronet, whose family are the princi
[>al donors of the institution. Trustees appointed as per provisions 
)f this deed are in control of the institution, the day to day manage
lJlent being left to the whole-time staff under the Honorary 
;ecretary. 

Besides thePanjarpol premises in the City, the institution owns 
~azing land at Bhojapur, about 10 miles from Poona on the Poona
~asik Road. The original trust fund is for Rs. 50,000, yielding 
In annual income of Rs. 1,500. Donations received from philan
hropic persons and ~roceeds of· the sale of milk which amount to 
Is. 75 per day are other sources of income. 

There are 200 cows and 50 other cattle in the care of the 
'anjarpol. The institution is gradually interesting itself in the 
vider sphere of improving rural economy. Besides cOQducting 
~ dairy. it recently took part in extensive tree planting and organized 
'ropaganda for agricultural improvements. 

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was 
,stablished in 1926. .Its offices are in Bhavani Peth. Its object is 
() prevent cruelty to animals and generally to secure their 
~elfare. 

Subscribers to its funds become members of the society. They 
lect an executive committee. The Collector is, as a rule, the 
:hairman of the Committee. 
The society does propaganda for humane and considerate treat

lent of animals. It employs a salaried staff for the detection of 
ases of ill-treatment and for warning, and, if necesary, prosecuting 
~e offenders. It used to make provision, through a hospital and 
medical van, for the treatment of suJIering animals. This unit has 

ow been taken over by Government. 
The Famine Relief Committee (Dushkal Nivaran Samiti) with its 

ffice in the Servants of India Society in Shivajinagar, was establish
d in 1946. Certain tracts in Poona District have been liable to 
Ilffer from droughts and hence ad hoc organizations were always 
mned to meet situations created by occasional famines. In 
M6, a fairly. extensive famine threatened the eastern part of the 
istrict. The committee formed in that year resolved that a con
nuing body would help to preserve the experience, tradition and 
~sources gathered by it so as to be readily useful on all future 
ccasions of scarcity. Accordingly, the committee registered itself 
I ~ permanent institution. 
The organization of the committee is mostly of an institutional 

laracter. bodies like the District Local Board, the Central Co-opera
ve Bank, the Servants of India Society, the Gokha"Ie Institute of 
olitics and Economics, the Deccan Agricultural Association, etc. 
~nding one or two representatives each. Those institutional 
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CHAPTER 19. representatives can co-opt other. members . n?t exceeding ten~ 
An executive committee elected by members IS 10 charge of thd 
general management. As oc~asion may require, other committees 
for health, finance, construction, etc., are set up. The balance of 
the old committee's account, about Rs. 5,800, was tr9nsferred to the 

Voluntary 
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Organizations. 
HUMANITARIAN 
ASSOCIATIONS. 
Famine Relief' 

Committee. 

registered body. • '.. 
The activities of the committee on bccasions of famine are: (1) to 

collect quickly and accurately information regarding the 'extent of 
damage and distress; (2) to help, directly and in cooperation wit~ 
other agencies,)nthe supply of food, water, fodder, clothing, 
medicines and other requiremen.ts of the aHlicted population; and 
(3) to help the rural population to restart their pl:odl,l(!tiv~ activities 
in the best possible manner,·' .. 

SOCIAL REFORM. Social Reform.-The Inter-Caste Marriage Bureau, Shivajinagar, 
Inter-Caste was started in 1949, as a part of the activities of the Jati-Nirmulan 

¥arriage Bureau. Sanstha. The object of the association is to work for the abolition 
. of the caste system by propaganda and legislation. Its membership 
does not involve payment of fees. All those who subscribe to its 
principles can become members, who elect their own office-bearers. 
Expenses are met out of voluntary donations. There have been 
other, voluntary institutions offering assistance . in the matter of 
marriage negotiation, but the bUreau started by this association is 
the first one organized for the purpose of supplying relevant 
information and assistance without restriction of caste or com~ 
munity . 

. ECONOMIC Economic Development.-The Deccan Agricultural Association, 
DEVELOPMENT. which has its office in. the Gokhale Hall in Sadashiv Peth, waS 

started in 1909. Its object is the improvement of agriculture in the 
Deccan. It has lately been extending· the scope of its activities to 
rural development in general, . 

The first president of the association was the then Governor of 
Bombay, and for a long time officers, especially of the Agriculturll1 
Department, took an active interest in its working. The Associa
tion has ordinary members paying annual subscription and permanent 
members who have donated substantial amounts. These together 
elect a Managing Committee which looks after the work of the 
associatioB. ...... " 

The work of popularizing improved methods of agriculture, such 
as introduction of the iron plough, and the use of chemical fertilizers 

',and of improved seeds, which was done by it in its earlier years, has 
latterly been taken up directly by the State Department of Agricul
ture and by other locally constituted bodies. The popular Marathi 
journal devoted to agricultural. topics, viz., the Sheti and Shetkari 
(Farming and the Farmer), the publication of which was under
taken by the association even at the commencemene;..of its work, is 

• still doing good work. The. association conducted through several 
of its own members intensive l"ll'al developme~t work in a group 
Qf 19 villages around Khed-Shivapur, situated about fourteen miles 
from Poona on the Poona-Satara Road. In co-operation with the 
several departments of Government 'a good deal of ameliorative and 
·developmental work was achieved in this atea. Latterly the associa
tion. contents itself With supplying central direction and co-ordination 
to s\lch rural work which is left to be directly carried out by associa
tions of local people. Members of the association have been 
engaging 'enthusiastically in the grow-more-food campaign both by 
helping actual cultivapon and by offering their expert advice. 



PART VI 

CHAPTER 20-PLACES OF INTEREST. CHAPTER 10. 

Alandi (180 40" N., 73° 53' E; ht. 1,840 ft.; a. 1~ sq. miles i 
1'. 2,432), in Khed tiiluka is a municipal town and a place of Hirldu 
pilgrimage on the Pw;!.e-Nasik road on the left bank of the 
IndrayaI)i a':>out 12 miles south oS Khec;l. It is noted as containing 
the samiidhi (tomb) and temple of the great. saint Jiianesv3.( 
(1272-1300), the author of the famous 1iiiinesiJari, a commentary 
on the Bhagavadgita. It has six other temples of Bahiroha, 
Malappa, . Maron, Ptll}.Qalika, Rama and Viglii. Pw;!.Qalikas &mple 

r 

is in the river-bed. Another object of worship is a masonry wall" 
which is believed to have borne Jiianesvar to a distance at his 

I orders. A good view of Alandi with its temples, houses, walls, 
trees and gardens may be obtained from the bridge across the 
IndrayaI)i on the ·PuI}.e-Nasik road. Two big fairs' are held 
annually in the months of AshaQh (July~.i\.u~st) .and.Kartik 
(November-December) . 

· The Alandi municipality was established in 1869, imd it is now 
functiOning under the District Municipal Act. It levies a pilgrim 
tax of six annas peT pilgrim during the' fairs for making sanitary 
and other arrangements. In 1950-51, the income from this tax was 
Rs. 39,066. The Pilgrim Fund is maintained separately. In 
1950-51, the total income from this fund was Rs. 46,458, including 
the pilgrim tax and the rent from lands, houses and saralS erected 
from out of the Pilgrim Fund. The total expenditure from the 
same fund was·Rs. 46,874, which .included: general administration 
and collection of taxes, Rs. 6,959; water supply, Rs. 4,900; 
conservancy (general and special), Rs. 4,842; contribution f~r 
general purposes,' . Rs. 26,073; epidemic charges, Rs. 1,679 ; . . an4 " 
lighting Rs. 577. In the same year, the total income of the 
municipality; excluding the income from the Pilgrim Fund~as 
Rs. 51,248. The main items of this income were; grants 'from 
Government for general purposes . Rs. 9,427; conmbutions' from 
other sources (i.e., the Pilgrim Fund) .Rs. 23,552; taxes on houses 
and lands, Rs. '3;417; and rents from lands, houses, saralS, etc .. 
Us. 9,984. '. 

The total expenditure amounted to Rs. 59,471, out of whic~' 
Rs. 26,970 was for roads; Rs. 4,823 for hospitals and dispensarie~; 
Rs. 4,800 for general administration and collection of taxes .. 

'Rs. 3,261 for conservancy' (general and special) ; and Rs. 1,772 for 
· lighting... • t 
· -----_.. .. 
· "This wall was completely rebuilt in. stone in 1898 by a devotee and' no 
· traces of the old wall are now in evidence. .~. • • • 

A Bk Vf .2-39 
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~. 
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CHAPTER. 20. There were 595 houses and· their estimated annual letting 
value was Rs. 27,766. 

Places. 
. AL.umI. 

The municipality completed the construction of the first stage of 
an underground drainage system in 1940-41. Plans and estimates 
for the next stages are under preparation. The eilluent. is allowed 
to How into the river ,at the southern end of the town. The water 
works at Alandi are owned by Government, and the municipality 
pays annually Rs. 15,000 towards its maintenance, repairs and Qther 
charges. Water is supplied to the town through pipes at all hours 
of the day and night. . 

Primary education in the' town is managed by the PUI}.e District 
I.oeal Board, the municipality paying its statutory contribution. 

There is a municipal dispensary and maternity home. The 
municipality also maintains a public garden and aids a public library 
(SZ;i. Jnandev Vacan Mandir). . 

AVASAm:BUDRUXH. Avasari Budrukh (18° 58' N., 74° 01' E.), in AIhbeganv talukii; 
15 miles N.E. of KheQ was till 1862 the head-quarters of a peta. 
Close to the west entrance of this town is located a Bhairav temple 
with a broad archway and a hall painted with scenes from Hindu 
mythology. The outside. has several figures on the roof and spire, 
and nptably, above the entrance arch, a GaI}.apati painted in gorgeous 
colorns. Facing the entrance are two dipamals (lamp-pillars) 
covered with brackets. for lights and ending in square caj>itals 
adorned underneath with sculptured foliage, and a nagarkhiina 
( drum-house) on a stone canopy which contains a stone horse on 
a pedestal. 

BANESVARA. 

• 

BAHAMATL 

BliJ;lesvara (18° 15' N., 73° 53' E.,) is· a temple of Siva in jungle 
surroundings about 21 miles from PUI}.e, off the PUJ}.e-Satara road 
and a mile N. of Nasarapiir, a .market town in Bhor. The temple, 
which is said to have been built by Pesava Bajiriiv I, has 
a pleasant and copious water supply skilfully engineered from a well
cunstructed tank with . a perennial source of water. There are 
two other water-tanks K1 which are kept coloured fishes, and a . cash 
allowance is sanctioned for their maintenance. The temple has a big 
brass bell bearing English figure .. A.D. 1689" which is said to have 
been removed by the Marathas from a Portuguese church. Neru: 

.. the, temple are the ruins of a. Pesava's varJij. .. : 
'Baramati r 18° 9' N., 74° 34' E.; ht. 1,791 ft.; a. 316 acres; 

p. 17,064), on the Karha, about ]50 miles S.E. of PUI}.e, is the 
~.Madquarters of the Bariimati talukii. It is connected by 

a narrow gaug~ railway, 28 miles long, with Da1ID.~ on the main 
Central Railway line. In 1637, Biiramati was included in the 
tarfitory belonging to Sahaji, father of Sivaji. The famous 
M~athi .poet',Moropant (1729-94) belonged to this town. The 
Naik family which rendered distinguished service to the Maratha 

· ·:S~ate as its bankers and which intermarried with the Pesavas also 
· belonged to Baramati: • 
;'.: 'the town is administered· by a municipality established in 1865 
• and functioning now under the District. Municipal Act. In 1950-51 
• the income of the muni<;ipality. was about Rs. . 3,00,000 and 

expenditure Rs. 3,88,000. of the income octroi accounted for 
Rs, 1,22,186; tax Qrl houses and lands, Rs. 35,199; and tolls on roads 
and ferries, Rs, 16,224. Of the expenditure Rs. l,43,004 was on 

.,' roa'ds; Rs. 60,067 (>n conservancy; Rs. 39,659 on public instruction ~ 
":Rs. 27,781 on .aospital, etc., and Rs. 16,702 on plague. charges. 'The 
total number of properties was 1,750. 
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!. The town· is eleCtrically lightec;l. The ce~tre· of the :town . b~ing CilAPTEi(· 2';. 
On. a: higher ~evel than the. surroundingar~a OB ~e. north; west an~ 
touth, tIiere IS ,natural dramage. The major portion .of~ the' town IS Place;; 
provided with proper drains, w~ich are Hushed with water pumped .i;BAitAMATJ; '; 

from a well. Water supply is not through pipes; most of it is from 
wells and all hrigation' canal that flows alongthe:outskirts' of the 
town. . 
, The management and control of primary .education, within . the 
tl)wn rests wIth ,the PUI)6 District Locaf Board, the municipalitY· 
paying in. 1950-51 Rs. 25,000 as itl! statutory contribution. The 
municipality also pays Rs. 3,000 a year towards the maintenance of 
a high school and an annual grant of Rs; 100 to' the Gandharva 
MahavidyaIaya. It maintains a park. . ' 

There is a municipal dispensary (established in 1873 )imd 
a municipal veterinary dispensary. There are pakkii buildings to 
house a vegetable market, a grain market and a mutton market, 
A walled enclosure has been built for a cattle market. There are 
regulated markets for cotton and gul under the control of a statutory 
market committee. . 
. Bec;lase (180 43' N., 730 32' E.) in Maval taluka and about 
five miles S.W.· of Klimset station on the Central Railway, give! its 
pame to a group of Buddhist caves of about the first century A.D., 
pf which two are important. They consist of a' c;aitya' ( chapel) and 
~ vihiira (dwelling cave) with some diigobas (relic shrines).wel.l$ 
.Wld cells. There are three inscriptions. 
~. Be~e (19° 07' N., 7~·: !I' _ E.)~ 21 miles E.S.E •. of Junn~; 
contams a fine He'filii4.apant. baorJi (well)~ This tank IS 
about 20 yards square, and isent~red by two flights of ten steps 
~ach on opposite sides; the walls hav~ eighteen canopied niches, 
lour each on the sides where the steps are, and five each on the 
other two sides. These niches (3' X l' 6" X 1') are square-hellded 
with carved jambs, and a finial consisting of a canopy knobbed at 
the top. The south wall. has a worn-out. inscription.. . . 

Bhlije (180 44' N., 730 29' E.).a village in the,Maval talukii, about 
Jive miles E. of LOI)livale and about two' miles S. of Malavali rail
'way station, has a group of about eighteep early Buddhist caye$ .of 
about the second and the first century S.C. They are loeated in the 
west-face of the steep hill, some 400 feet above the village. 
Beginning from. the north, the first is apparently a natural cavera 
30 feet long and slightly enlarged. -The next ten are plain cells. 
The twelfth cave forms a caitya (chapel), and is, <according to" 
Dr. Burgess: of the greatest importance for the history ot cave 
architecture. It is 59 feet long by about 29 feet wide, .with a s,emi! . 
circular apse at the back, and an aisle 3 f~ 5 inches wide separafe4 
from the nave by twenty-seven plain octag6nal shafts 11 feet 4 inches .. , 
high. Inside is a diigoba (relic shrine) with a dome 6 feet bigh , 
llnd a two-storeyed box upon it. The roof is arched and there are 
enough signs to show that it was once ribbed inside with teak' 
gl!ders and a wooden facing covered the whole of its frontage. The 
rf!maining caves are also interesting. There are several inscriptions,. 
but they contain no. information of special interest. .: , 

.' Bhimasamkara (19° 04' N., 73° 32' K; ht. 3,448 ft.), in Hie BHIMAs~ 
"village limits of Bhovargiri at the source of the Iivt'!r Bhimli nelr . • 
:the crest of the Sahylidris, about 3(1 miles N.W. of Iqw~ .is·,Jamous .• 
!for its temple of Mahlideva, said to be one of the. twelve iyotir.lingas 
I: 'A Bk Vf 2-39a' .. . . 
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of India. This temple was built b~ Nana. P~aQaI].avis -on the site 
of an older one, and his widow built the SpIre. The old temple, 
which is out of repair, is a plain solid structure built of dark stone. 
with a vaulted roof. In the maTJ.q,ap (hall) is a rough stone Nandi 
and in the sIrrine a metal cast with five heads representing the god 
Bhimasarilkar. To the east of this temple hung by bl iron bar, i:J 
a large bellO weighing three to four cwt. The new temple is also 
built of dark stone and the spire rises in the form of a cone crowned 

. by a pinnacle. The entrance portal is elaborately carv~~ , 

Well built cisterns near it afford a good water-supply the whole 
year round; at a distance from the temple towards the N.W. is 
a small cistern which is pointed out as marking the exact source 
of the sacred river. At this spot, so Hindu mythology relates, 
Bhimaka, king of Ayodh)'a, of the Solar line, did tapascarya 
(penance)- before Mahiideva and asked his forgiveness for 
having, during a hunting expedition, wounded two deer, into 
whose bodies the souls of two 1;l.~is (sages) had transmigrated: the 
god pardoned Bhimaka and offered to grant him any wish he might 
mention, and Bhimaka asked that the sweat of Mahiidevs brow 
might be converted into a river for the benefit of _himself and o~ 
mankind. Mahiideva had just· then emerged from a successful 
but fatiguing contest with the R~asa Tripurasura, and, wearied 
out by the conflict, was resting from his labours when Bhimaka 
addressed him. From the sweat of Mahadev's brow was thus 
produced the river Bhimii. The conjunction of the names Baima 
and Sarilkara, the latter being a synonym of Mahadeva, is probably 
due to this tradition. 

The temple enjoys a yearly Government grant of Rs. 964 in cash 
and land assessed at about Rs. 200. The affairs of the temple are 
managed by six hereditary vahiviitadars who receive the endow
ments. A yearly fair, attended by about 20,000 pilgrims from all 
parts of the Deccan and the KoIikaI]., is held on MahiiSivariitri (Magh 
Vad. 14), and-lasts for two or three days. _ . 

- Bhor (180 09' N.; 730 51' E.; ht. 2,022, ft.; a. ~ sq. miles-, 
p. 7,393) is situated on the bank of the Nirii at a distance of 35 miles 
south- of PUI].e City. Motorable roads run from Bhor to PuI].e, 
LOI].a~d, Vlil and MahiiQ. There is one big temple of Siva named 
Bhoresvar Temple. 

The town was part of the Bhor State and jts capital before tha 
State ~as merged with the PuI].e district on 1st August, 1949. 
;Established in 1885, the town municipality was governed by Bhor 
State rules until 1922, when the Raja Saheb of Bhor made the 
))ombay District Municipal Act informally applicable to its working . 

• It w~s~ however, superseded in December, 1947. and an 
,A~tr~tor appointed in its place. The reconstitution of the 
mum~lpality under the Bombay District Municipal Act was recently 
~anctioned by Government. As reconstituted, the municipal bod 
IS to be composed of 15 councillors elected by five wards. Election~, 
have, however, been postponed pending the preparation off 
elect?~al ~olls on an adult franchise basis. In 1948-49. thel 
mumc~pal mco,me was Rs. 39,476 and expenditure Rs. 36.497. Thet 
town 15 supplied with electricity and the streets are electricanyr 

o According to the temple priest the bell was brought from Vasind Deai~ 
Kalyana in Thana, probably from some Portuguese ('hurch or convenlf 
about 1739, when Vasai (BasseiD) was taken by the MaratlW. f 
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lighted. There. is a drainage system for the town, and piped' and 
filtered watet is supplied from a stream named Riimbiig Nrua which 
is bunded up at a distance of about one mile from the town. 
There is a primary school for boys ,and girls up ~o Standard Ill, 
e Mariitbi)' in Bhor town. ;Fot higher classes the boys and girls 
of the town htlve. to attend the Raja RaghUIiathriiv High SchooL 
situated outside the municipal limits just on the northern bank of 
the Nira. This institution, previously run by the Bhor State, is 
DOW under the CQntrolof the Education. Department of the Bombay' 

. Government. There is a Government hospital and a Government: 
veterinary dispensary iii the town. There is a' public library named 
.. Shrimati Gangutiii Library," and the Riijasaheb's palace which 
contains a private museum . 

. (1) The Bhor Industries Ltd." (2) Th~ LaXmi Textile Mills Ltd., 
(3) Riija Raghunath Mills Ltd., (4) Associated Research Labora

. tories. and (5) Parekh Paper. Mills are the chief industrial concerns, 
in the town . 
. Bhosari or - Bhiivasari (18° 37' N;, 73° 51' E.,) also 'known as 

Bhojapfu, is a village of considerable size eight miles n9rth of PU1]./i 
and· about a hundred yards west of the PU1].e-Nasik road passing 
.by. it. Round about the village are a· number of reinarkable large 
rude stone enclosures-small megaliths, like dohnens,menbirs,and 
'stone circles; , . 

. In the space between the PUI,;le-Niisik·toa:d and the village, the 
foundations of a wall of large rough stones enclose a large plot 
~f ground, and it is surmised that the space enclosed by this waD 
was set apart for funeral or other religious purposes. Inside of the 
line of the enclosing wall are the remains of three mounds from 
four to seven· feet high. The mound to the east, close to. the road, 
is known as KiiJkiii's temple. In the S.W. of the enclosure is 
Ii mound about six feet high which is known as the mosque and 
seems to have traces of modem building; and a feW' paces to the 
north Is a lower mound, ·two or· three feet high,. which looks' like 
an old burial ground. 

A few paces to the S.W. of the mosque heap, leaning against 
a wall, is a fairly preserved battle or hero stone. Passing north
wards by the east of the vil!'lge are several small shrines, some 
of them of large rough stones. About two hundred yards to the 
S.E. is a small white-washed shrine. of Kiinhobii. Close to it,. 
a little to the S. is Ii small shrine made of four big stones, two side,. 
a back, and a roof. At the back are about twelve small rolind 
~tones . sacred to the goddess Sataviii. Passing several inor~ 
enclosures, some of them with' small modem shrines to Mariiii or· 
Chor;la Sataviii, about 200 yards to the' S.E., is one of ilie best' 
preserved of the enclosures. Among the . several shrines rolind 
about could be noticed stone figures dedicated to Vir, Hegadi 
~radhan, the minister of Khar;lobii with Baniii and Mhiilsa, Mhasobii,' 
~d Cer;loba. As far as they have been examined, none of the stones in' 
these mounds, lines, or walls, hl;lve any writing or any other sign of the • 
chisel. .. While these. do resemble in shape, though not. in size, 
similar monuments in Kamatak; and 5.. India, it is dbubtful if these 
monuments are so old as to belong to the me~a~thic period. Ne,:er
theless. ,they. do seem to hand down the tradition of. the connection 
Qf such monuments· with the dead."· . '. ., 

·Dr. H. D. Sankalia, n The Arclueology of Poona and its Surroundinszs." 
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. Cikana (18~ 45' N., 73° 52' E.) on the PUl)e-Nasik road,. 
six miles south of Khe<;l and eighteen miles north of PUl)e, was, 
a place of some importance .as far . back as the time of the . 
B1i.hmanis, when, during the reign of Ala-ud-din. Ahmad Shah 
(1436-58). Malik-ut-Tujar made it his head-quarters (Circ. A.D.; 
1445) for the seven or eight years when he was- engaged in) 
reducing the KoDkal) and the Western Ghat regions on behalf of; 
his .sultan. The fort, which has been dismantled, is nearly square:· 
and is strengthened by towers at the four corners: each front too. 
is bastioned; the entrance is from the east and through more, 
than 'one gateway; the walls are high and the moat at their base deep. 
There are' also the remains of a mud 'Out-work protected by ditch,' 
which were probably once a: portion of the mud fort constructed) 
centuries ago, tradition says, by an Abyssinian polygar and 
strengthened by Malik-ut-Tujar in the middle of the 15th century., 
It sustained a memorable siege in 1662, when Phirangaji Narsala,' 
one of Sivaji's officers, held his own for nearly two months against. 
the Mughal army, under Sabisteh Khan, one of Aurangzib's 
generals. The fort contains' an old mosque, a temple of the deity 
of Damodar, two wells in a dilapidated condition and one: 
ground-way. 

Cas-Kaman (18° 55' N., 73° 50' E.), on the right bank of the i 
Bhima, six miles N. W. of Khed, was a place of importance' 
in the Pesavas' time. Rakhmabai, the daughter of Balaji Bajirliv! 
Pesava, spent a large sum of money . in improving Cas and 
constructed a fine ghiil; (Hight of steps) to the river, besides. 
building a temple of Somesvara Mahlideva. The temple is, 
surrounded by a shady quadrangular enclosure whose outer walls· 
have four .comer bastions and end in blank petal-shaped battle~, 
ments. Each battlement of the south and. east bastions bears 
a: snake ornament. The. chief entrance is the east doorway front~· 
ing which inside is a striking dipamiila (lamp-pillar); a curvilinenI:. 
basalt column ending in· an elaborately carved capital with a square: 
abacus. The receptacles for the lights, a· few of which. bear on, 
their front sculptured figures in high relief, ar~ said to number 350.,' 
Beyond the lamp-pillar and facing the temple is a deformed Nandi 
(bull) on a raised platform and under a domed canopy. Below 
tile dome and on each of the four sides the canopy has a fine: 
cusped arch slightly ogeed. The temple is oblong and consists of 
the usual hall and shrine. The hall 'has three square-headed door~~ 
ways, the north and south doorways having. each a grotesquely: 
c~rved human head as a stepping stone. Three small carefully: 
pler~ed holes in the wall-veil admit light into the- shrine. : 

Cavanda Fort (19° 14'; 73° 45'; bt. 3,518 ft.) is a mined and' 
dismantled fort ten miles S. E. of the NliI)e GMt. The four adjacent' 
forts, namely HaQsar, Cavanda, Jivdhan and Sivaneri, once effectually: 
guarded the Na!-le Ghat and preserved a safe communication between.
Junnar and KonkaI}.. The chief strength of Cavanda lay in its great 
Ilatural defences; its artificial defences were all. destroyed and the' 
approach to the fort blown up' about 1820. The . hill, which is now: 

. in!lccessi~~e except to hillmen, bears on its plateau a small shrine of. 
<;:avandbru and a good. water-supply. . ~ : 
. In 1486 Cavanda was among the PUI}.e forts which fell to Malik' 

Ahmad (Ahmadnagar). In. 1594, Bahadur, the infant son of Burhan; 
Nizam II, was confined in Cavanda. In 1637, Jund or Cavanda' 
appears among the PUl)e forts which Sahliji gave to the Mughals. It'. 
surrendered, to the British in the Maratha war of 1818. ' , 
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CiiicavacJa (18° 37' N., 73° 47' E.). a small town about bm miles CHAl'TEiOZo. 
N. W. of Pune and a mile and a half S. W. of Ciiicava4a railway =-=-
"Station, is fmnous for the temples and sa1'l1ikIhis of Moraya Gosavi Place!; 
'(Moraba), the founder of the GliI)apatya cult and his descendants CalNcuAVAD. 
known as devs. The chief of these temples is dedicated to Moroba; 
an inscription' in Devanagari in the inner dome of the temple says 
that its construction was started on Sake 1580, Vilamba Samvatsare~ 
Kartika suddha 12, and completed in Yikiiri Samvatsare, A~adha 
suddha 4. It is a low plain building (30' X 20' X 40') with amandap 
( square hall) and an octagonal shrine. The temples @.joy 
a sumptuous yearly gran~ being the revenue of nine villages all 
situated in the ~e district. This devasthiin is managed by five 
.trustees who are appointed under a High Court scheme. A yearly 
fair in honour of GaI).apati, which lasts for three days and is largely 
attended; is held here on MargaSlll vad. 6. 

Recently the Deccan Potteries and Allied Industries Ltd., have" set 
.up a. factory at Ciiicavac;la and commenced manufacture of ordinary 
and artistic rrockery. 
Dapo~i (18° 34'N., 73° 49' E.), a village in Haveli taluka, lying DAl'ODL 

on the Bombay-Poona road, six miles north of PUI).e, was an attrac-
tive place with several bungalows and gardens in its precincts on 
the Pavana river, a tributary of the Mula. The first bungalow built 
at Dapo!;1i in 1820 by Colonel Fort, C. B., was bought for Govern-
ment by Sir John Malcolm in 1828 and was used as the monsoon 
residence of the. Governor till 1865, when Government sold the 
whole property, with a big botanical garden, by auction, to 
Messrs. Meakin & Co. Government again purchased it from the 
cl)mpany in 1914 to establish a Central Store and Workshops near 
PuQe for the Public Works Department. The Public Works Depart-
ment's Workshop and the Police Wireless Training School are now 
located there. Thirty acres of ground have been allotted to the State 
.Road Transport Board, who are developing there their main depot. 

DaUQI,l (18° 28' N., 74° 35' E.: ht. 1,678 ft.; a. 1·03 sq. miles; DAUND. 

p. 9,947> in DaUIJ..1,l (Dhond) tiilukiiissituated on the left bank of 
l}le Bhima about 48 miles east of PUIJ..e. It is on the main line of 
the Central Railway running from PUIJ..e to Kur<,luwa<;li, and is 
·connected with· Manma<,l by a broad-gauge line of 28 miles. There 
.are two temples of Bhairav and Vithoba said to have been built 
by Mahadaji Shinde" (1761-94), to whom the village had been 
granted. The Bhairavdeo temple. is of stone with a brick super-
structure. There is also a mosque. 
. The town municipality ( established in 1936), functions under 
the District Municipal Act. In 1951-52, it had an. income of 
Rs. 1,41,152 and an expenditure of Rs. 1,45,830. Of the income, the 
main items were: octroi, Rs. 54,127; house tax, Rs. 19,158; and 
-Government grant Rs. 26,299. Of the expenditure the main items 
'were: conservancy, Rs. 15,917; public instruc:tion Rs. 10,000; 
hospitals, Rs. 1,250; office establisluDent and collection of taxes and 
toll, Rs. 17,563; buildings, Rs. 45,530; and miscellaneous expenditure 
Bs. 34,064. The number of houses in 1951-52 was 880, and their 
.estimated rental value Rs; 2,70,679. 
, There are open drains in almost all parts ·of the town, besides 
a large number of cesspools. The· drain water Hows into the 
;railway drain. Piped water;s -supplied to the t<,>WJl through 48 public 
-stand po~ts •.. and . ~early 78. ,house-ow,ners have private water 
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cOruiections. The PUI}.e District Local Board manages and controls 
the primary schools in DaUI}.c;l. theniunicipality making its statutory 
contribution. ·There is a private high school at DauI}.c;l. There is 
a municipal dispensary,:and recently the municipality has taken over 
in its charge a maternity home formerly conducted by the Mahila 
MaI}.c,laJ. There is also a private mission hospital. The municipal 
vegetable market is housed in a pakkii building. A weekly market 
is held on Sundays. A yearlY'fair is held in April near the Bhairav 
temple. ' 

Overseas Communications Service.-In the neighbourhood of 
Daund is located the main Overseas Communications Service 
receiving centre. It has a most varied collection of receiving 
·aerial.s. It is also a frequency measuring station of this service and 
renders help to. other wireless organisations whenever required. It 
is linked to the Central Traffic Office in. Bombay by a pair of over
head telegraph lines. This is a self-contained. station. It generates 
its own electric power,. and its essential staff are provided with 
quarters on site. Urban sanitary arrangements, club-houses, tennis 
court, play-grounds, schools and free transport are some of the 
amenities provided for the staff. 

DeM (180 43' N., 730 46' E.) in Haveli truuka on the right bank 
of the IndrayaJ)i, about 18 miles N. W. of PUI}.e and three miles 
N. E. of Dehu Road railway station, is famous as the birth place 
of Tukaram, the great poet-saint of Mahiira~tra, of the 17th century. 
There is a temple of Vithoba and Rakhumiii, whose stone idols are 
supposed to have been discovered in· a field by the ancestor of 
Tukiiram, Visvambar Buva, about the 12th century. Tukiiram was the 
eighth descendant of Visvambar Buva, and the temple is today looked 
after by the eighth descendant of Tukiiriim. Tukiiram is supposed 
to have worshipped in this temple and performed kirtans and 
bhajans. Just adjoining the temple, to its left, there is what is 
described as the Siliimandir which contains the big slab of stone 
ou which Tukiiram is reported to have sat in meditation and prayer 
when the notebooks containing the abhangas composed . by him 
were drowned in the river IndrayaI}.i, and which, according to tlle 
popular story,· were returned to the surface intact by the mercy of 
Vithobii. Originally the slab was at a distance of over a furlong 
from the Vithoba temple, but is believed to have been removed to 
the temple site, after Tukiiriim's death, by his devotees. In fact, 
this can be considered to be the only direct memorial of Tukariim 
in Dehii, apart from the house which is shown as his birth place 
and which is a few paces behind the Vithoba temple. The present 
manager of the temple has in his possession about 240 abhangas 
written in Tukiiriim's own hand, and these are the only known 
extant originals of the thousands of abhangas which Tukiiram 
composed. The day of Tukiiriim's'death, the second of the dark 
half of. Phalgun (March), is ob~erved as a day of pilgrimage. 
There IS a large congregation lieJ!;e which gathers to pay homage 
t? the memory of Tukiiram on that day and the subsequent five Of 
SIX days. .' 
. Dehii is a very favourite resort of what are described as the 
vtirkaris, ~ho worship the god Vithoba and regard AJandi and 
PaI}.C;lharpur as sacred places. There' are ghats on the river bank, 
and dharmaSii/iis constructed for the use of pilgrims and other visitors. 

Extensive military depots have been established near Dehu Road 
station and round-about since the second World War, and the 
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place has assumed an All-India importance. In fa:~t, this depot is 
considered to be one of the biggest military depots in India. A new 
bridge across the IndrayaI}.i at Dehii, conpecting the village with 
Navalakh-Umbre and other villages has .recently been completed. 

. . 

Hac;lsar Fort (190 16' N., 73° 49' E.; ht. 3,702 ft.) rises on 
a steep hill near the NliI}.e Ghat valley, eight miles N. W. of Junnar. 
There is a Hac;lsar village at the foot of the fort, and a cart-way 
from Junnar to Hac;lsar. The. hill, which is about 3,200 yards round, 
rises about 1,000 feet above the Junnar plain. It is surmounted by 
~ steep natural scarp, 150 to 200 feet high, on which stands the fort 
in the shape of a triangle with two equal sides. Except by 
two rock-cut staircases 65 feet long, the fort has no other entrance. 
Inside are a few ruins, the commandant's kaceri, and a small temple. 
On the west, a rock-cut passage leads to three under-groun~ 
chambers. The water supply is from several cisterns inside the 
fort. 

HaQsar was one of the five PUI~e forts which Sahaji gave to the 
Mughals in 1637. It fell to the British soon after the fall of Junnar 
(25th April, 1818). 
- . 

Indapiir (18° 08' N., 75° 05' E. ;ht. 1,730 ft.; a. 146·52 acres; 
p. 4,981) on the PUI}.e-SoIapiir road, about 80 miles S. E. of PUI}.e, 
is a municipal town and the headquarters of the Indapiir taluka. 
Indapiir gets mention in history about 1490 as belonging to the first 
Bijapiir SUltan, Yusuf Adil Shah. About 1640, Indapiir with Biiramati 
was included in the territory of Sahaji, father of Sivaji. 

Established in 1865, the municipality now functions under thli 
District Municipal Act. The municipality has been under suspen· 
sion since Septembe.& 1950. Its average income was only Rs. 19,000, 
while its expenditure was more than its receipts. It is now (1952) 
under an Administrator who has taken steps to improve the income. 
The total income during 1950-51 was Rs. 27,330, which just balanced 
the expenditure. The main items of income were: house t~ 
Rs. 5,714; octroi, Rs. 4,551 ; and Government grant of 15,per cent. of 
land revenue, Rs. 1,318. The niain items of expenditure were: 
office establishment, Rs. 5,478; collection of taxes Rs. 3,943; 
conservancy Rs. 4,240; roads Rs. 2,775; and hospital Rs. 2,197. In 
1950-51, there were 1,154- houses, the total rental value of which 
was estimated at Rs. 48,762. 

Drains are flat surface gutters. There is no piped water supply 
provided. Primary education is under the ~anagement and control 
of the PuI}.e IDistrict Local Board, the municipality paying its 
statutory contribution. 

There is a muDicipal hospital and maternity home and a Government 
veterinary dispensary to which the municipality makes a small contri~ 
hution. A weekly market is· held on Sundays and a yearly fair is held 
in November-December in honour of a Muslim saint, Ciind Khan. 

Jejuri (180 16'.N.;74°09' E.; ht. 2,273ft:; a. 1 sq. mile; 
p. 3,036) in Purandar ttiluka, a station on the Southern Railway 
meter-gauge line between PUI}.e and Bangalore and 32 miles trom 
PUI}.e, is a ~amous place of pilgrimage. it is more a village than 
a town and derives its importance from the religious fairs beld in 
honour' of the god KhanQoba; who' is also called Bahiroba;' Malhiiri 
and MartaI}.Q. it is situated on a high level and is surrounded on 
all· sides by fertile 'and cultivated lands. KhanQoba has two 

HADSAR FORT. 
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tcmples Rt Jejuri, one older than the other, both built at the end 
of an oullylng' spur of the Purandar ran!!:e which here sinks into 
the plnin. Tlie new one is lar,:ter and stands close to and about 
250 feet above the village. The smRller temple. however, f .. 
hdieved to be more sacr('d. It is built on a small plateau called 
Kal;iepathiir two miles off and about 400 feet hi~hcr. The old 
village site. now deserted, was to the east of the hill on which the 
nt'w temple stands. Close to the south of the old villa~e site is 
a rt'servoir. 37 acres in area, built by the last Pesava, Bajiriiv II 
(1796-1817), and called the Pdava's reservoir. It is round Rnd 
('ncircled with a massive stone wall. TIle water which is used for 
irri~ation is drawn off through an clnbol'Ote mass of masonry. Stairs 
le.nd to sluices which drnw the water 0(£ at diIl'erent levds. The 
reservoir has several small bathing cisterns or 'lauds Rnd a shrine 
of Gal:lU[lati. In the low ground beyond the Pesava's resl'rvoir, 
and fed by soaka~e from it, is a well or spring called ~falh1ir Tirth. 
bathin~ in which forms part of the pilgrhnRge cerl'monial. On 
the N. W. of the new village a square stone rl'servolr called lIo1knr's 
Tank, of about 20 Acres, WRS built about 1770 by Shrf Ahilya Devl 
IIolknr. Between this reservoir And the village stands A tem!)lo 
to MaMdev built in memory of MalMrrav lIo1kar. The chief 
object of worship is a liri;!. behind which are statul's of Mulhilrrav. 
and his three wives Banabai, Dvarkabiif, and Gautambai, aU in 
Jaipur alabaster. . 

The plateau of Kar,lepathiir is 11" Rcres in extent, and, besides tho 
older nnd more sacred temple of Khanl;ioba it conta;ns several 
other temples and shrines and houses occupied by priests nnd 
temple servants. 

On tIle pro me of tl,e spur between the upper and lower temples 
sucred spots are marked by shrines and arches. 

The chil'f festivals are four, all between December Rnd April:, 
(1) f!'Om the bright fourth to the bright seventh of Mrll'~asiJ'~:l 
(Novl'mber-December)· (2) from the bright twelfth to the dark 
lirst of PLm$a (Dcel'mi)er-Janullry) i (3) from the bri~ht twelfth 
to the dark first of M1i~h (January-Februnry) i Rnd (4) from tho 
hright twelfth of the dark llrst of Caitra (~Iarch-April). Largo 
fairs nre Ildd Rt the time of festivals and Rttl'llct pilgrims from 
as far RS Khandl'sh, Berar, and the KoohI). Two smalIl'r festivals, 
ns a rule attended only by people from the immediate neighbour
hood. Are Somavati-Amavasya (no-moon Monday) whenever it 
comes, nnd Dnsara, tho bright tl'nth of ..\svin (St'ptember
Octob~). ' 

The t('mple prll'sts are Guravs, not Brahmins. 'l'b~ worshippers 
are cbieOy Mariithiis, who come from all over the surrounding 
districts Rnd even from gl'l'ater distam.'C's. The most important of 
the pil~rims are the Marathiis from Khandesh and Ikrar. Tho 
Berar MariHha~ attend tho Pau~i\ (December-January) fair. Tho 
pilgrims from Khandesh come in Milrgasir$a (November-Deeemher): 
Pausa (December-January) Rnd Miigh (January-Fehruary); they 
do not come in Caitra (March-April). TflO fishing KoJis from th~ 
sea coast are also worshippers of Khant,lobil and come occnsiollall)'l 
in large numbers. Wht'n they do come, they attend tho Magh 
(January-February) fair. 

In 1602. Sahiiji. father of Sivaji, visited tho Jejllri tl'lllplo 
among other places fn Sivaji. territory. In 1845 disturhances 
of Raghoji Dhiingrill the insurgents carried off tho litter of the 
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goo with the holy image but brought it back. 'In 1946 the holy CIIAPTElt 20-
image was stolen away, but it was recovered with its right hand cut. 

A municipality established. in 1868 to carry out sanitary arrange
ments during the religious fairs· now functions under the District 
Municipal Act. There is a pilgrim committee consisting of. 
six members. four elected by the general body of councillors and 
two nominated by the State Government. . It is the province of the 
pilgrim committee to make arrangements in respect of all fairs. 
A pilgrim tax is levied at the rate of four annas a person over 10 years 
of age and two -annas for a child over 3 years but less than 10 years. 
In 1948-49. this tax yielded a revenue of Rs. 10,999. In 1949..:50, 
the income of the municipality was Rs. 35,239 and expenditure 
Rs. 33,750. Lighting is by kerosene lanterns and petromax lamps. 
Piped water is supplied to the town from the HoPcar Tank. The 
municipality has built a dam near the hills at a distance of U miles 
from the tank. The rain water collected in this dam is taken to 
the HoUcar Tank through a canal. The primary schools are 
managed by the District Local Board. The municipality maintains 
four dharmaSii/ds with accommodation for 500 persons. There is 
also a municipal dispensary. There is a horary named Shree Ram 
Mophat VacanaIaya to which the municipality pays a small /1 
contribution. 

Places: 
JEJUBL-

Jivadhana (l:}o 17' N., 73° 42' E., ht. 3.752 ft.). is a dismantled JIVDBAH FORT. 

fortress commanding the N3.J;ie Ghat. 65 miles N. W. of PuI)e and 
16 miles W. of Junnar. The fort is about 1,000 yards long and 
500 "Cards broad and nearly two miles round. In general effect 
Jivadhana is much .like Sivneri. From Junnar to the foot of 
Jivadhana there is a passable road. The ascent, which is about 
fa mile long. is very steep and difficult. The main gate was on the 
west towards the N~e Ghat with what apparently was a fine 
ascent, a long steep stair· partly built and partly rock-cut. The 
ascent led to a landing place, a square well about 30 feet deep, and. 
out of the well, the ascent passed by a tunnelled rock-cut stair to 
tlle gate. The stair was blown away and the tunnel filled in the 
general dismantling of 1820 and the gate is now useless. The top 
has five cisterns which form the main water-supply and some 
apparently Buddhist caves with a substantial MuhaDlmadan build-
ing in front, plain and with solitary masonry arches. 

In 1487, Jivadhana was taken by Ahmad I. and continued as 
a Nizamshalrl fort till the extinction of the dynasty. In 1637, it was 
included in the five forts Sabaji gave to the Mughals. It was 
captured by the British from the Marathas on 3rd May, 1818. 

Junnar (19° 12' N., 73- 53' E.. ht. 2,220 ft.; . a. one sq. mile; 
p. 11,632) lies in a broad flat valley about 2,000 ft. above the sea. 
on the south or right bank of the KukQi, 56 miles north of PuI)e, 
and about 16 miles east of the crest of the Sahyadris. To the S. E. 
the valley opens into the wide Deccan plaiIL On the other sides. 
within a radius of about two miles, the town is encircled by four 
leadin~ groups of hills rising 600 to 1,200 ft. above the plain, t.'iz .• 
the Manmoda range to the S. and S. W., the higher level scarp of 
Sivneri to the W; the lower and tamer Mangni hills tathe N. W.; 
and the high flattened tol's and scarped sides of the HatakeSvara 
and the Soleman or Ganesa hills on the north. : The Manmoda hills 
Contain a belt of rock-hi which a.re~carved three groups of Buddhist 
caves, viz., Bhimasarilkar (on the east face). Ambika (about the 

JVNNAB. 
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centre of the north face), and Bhutlmg (nearer the north-west face). 
To the north of the Manmoda bills, separated from them by the 
deep cup-shaped -hollow of the Pirpada pass, for nearly a _ mile across 
the valley stretches the great Hat scarp of Sivaneri, the hill fort of 
Junnar, the birth-place of Sivaji. Beyond Sivaneri, to the N.W .• ; 
appears the Tulia hills, iIi which are the Tulia caves. To the north 
of the Tulia hills stretches the Kuk<;li. valley, and beyond, on the 
N. W. the Mangni hills run to the Mhar pass. To the west of the 
Mhar pass are the steep s~des of Hatkesvar, and_close Eo th~ east of 
Hatkesvar are the dome-like crags of the Navra-Navn (bnde and 
bridegroom) or the Varat (wedding party) hill, which is believed 
to have swallowed a wedding party. The smooth-tool?ed hill to 
the S. E. is known as the Suleman hill; also as the GaI].esa hill. In 
the plain beyond the end of the GaI].esa hill, stand a few single 
peaks. 'To the S., opposite the E. face of the Manmoda range, the 
single pyramid ,hill of Dudhare complet_esthe circle. 

The town covers a belt of land over a mile long and from 
a quarter to half of a mile broad. The NaI].e Ghat, near Junnar, was 
in fonner times (at least from as early as aboutB. C. 100) one of 
the chief highways of trade between the Deccan and the west coast, 
and Junnar naturally was an important trade centre in ancient days. 
As the centre of a rich agricultural tract Junnar is even today 
a good trade centre. 

There are a number of temples in the town, tWo of which are 
Jain. The chief Hindu temples are: of PaficalIDg -(built in 1800), 
at the foot of the Sivner hill, about half a mile west of the town; 
of GaI].apati (built in 1820), in Aditvar Peth; of Uttaresvar, half 
a mile east of the town on the Kuk<;li; of Pata!esvar, a small under. 
ground shrine, approached by a Hight of _ steps on the left bank of 
the Kuk<;li., about a mile north of the town; and of Thakurdvar, 
dedicated to Kr~I].a, a domed building on the Kuk<;li, half a mile 
north of the town. Of the 'two Jain temples, one is in Budhvar Peth, 
dedicated to Parasnath, and the other in the Phansumba war~. 

There are many Muslim remains in Junnar: mosques and tombs, 
a ,large id-giih (prayer wall) on a rising ground to the south of the 
town and a fine mansion called Afiz Bagh. Of the mosques the 
chief is .the Jumma Masjid. The Saudagar Gumbaz (Merchant's 
Tomb) IS the finest Musalman building in Junnar. ' 

The public offices are situated in a walled enclosure known as 
kat in the south-west of the town. 

Established in 1861, the Junnar town municipality now functions
under the District Municipal Act. In 1949-50 the' income of the 
mu~ic~pality tot. aIled Rs. 80,932 and expendi~e Rs. 84,450. The 
mam Items of mcome were: octroi Rs. 35,954; taxes on houses 
and lands, Rs. 5,341; and tolls on roads and ferries Rs. 5,304. 
The expenditure included Rs. 19 024 on general admini~tration and 
collecti0!l of taxes a.nd _ tolls; Rs.' 20,225 on conservancy; Rs. 21,270 
on hospItals and dIspensaries; and Rs. 5,775 on water supply. 
The total number of houses was 2,164. Electric lighting is provided 
for. the stre~ts. The drainage System is composed of open gutters 
w~ch run mto the Kuk<;li. ,Piped water supply is provided, water 
bemg taken for about six months from the Somatviidi tank and for 

'I lhe remaining period. of the year from the river Kuk<;li by, 
pumping. 
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-The primary schools are administered by the PUJ}.e District Local 
Board, the municipality paying its statutory con~bution to the 
board. The Junnar Education Society runs a secondary school 
called the New School. The Hindus cremate their dead bodies on 
the banks of the KukQi; the Jains and Muhammadans have their 
own separate burial grounds. The municipal dispensary was 
converted in 1950, into a Government cottage hospital. There is 
a municipal maternity home. 

During the month of SrlivaJ}.a, PaiicaliDg fairs are held. on every 
Monday. In the month of Bhiidrapada, Hasanmiyli's Urus is held 
every year for one day. 

Kirle (18~ 46' N., 73" 28' E.): The Karle cave temples lie within 
the limit of Vehergaon (Vihirganv) village. They are .situated 
high up in a spur of the .range of hills running along paTallel with; 
and about two and a half miles north of the Central Railway line. 
They are about two and a half miles from Malavali station· and 
five from Ll!J}.avale. They con.sist of a large caitya ( ch!i.pel) and 
I;t'veral viluiras (dwelling caves), some of the latter much ruined. 
The caitya is, without exception; the largest and finest, as well as 
the best preserved of its class. In and about the cave there are 
many inscriptions and fragments of inscriptions. The date of the 
caitya c'ave is placed slightly anterior to the Christian era. Outside 
the cave, just near the mouth of the great rock temple, is a: samiidhi 
(tomb) of some modem ascetic. Further on to the right is thil 
temple of goddess Ekavirli, a sinall domed building on a high plinth 
of cut stone, builtin February, 1866.( For a fuller description of the 
temples, .see: J. Fergusson, Cave Temples of India. 

Kher.l (18" 51' N., 73" 53' E.; ht. 2,028 ft.; a~ 20·4 sq. miles ~ 
p. 11,750), situated on the left, bank of the Bhimli river, 26 miles 
north of PUJ}.e city, is the head-quarters of the Khe<;l tiiluka. Within, 
its limits the town has at least four places of archreological interest; 
namely, the tomb of the Mughal general Dilavarkhlin, and three 
temples. 

Dilavarkhlin's tomb and mosque, which lie to the north of the 
town just outside the Delhi gate; are surrounded by a wall 
enclosing a spacious compound. The shrine, which is domed, is! 
built on a raised platform; its upper part is ornamented all round 
with a pendant wreath of sculptured foliage; and it contains 
two tombs said to be of Dilavarkhan and his brother. An inscri~ 
tion over the entrance shows that the tomb was built in 1613 
(H. 1022). The small mosque to the west of the tomb is a graceful 
:;pecimen of Musalman· carved stonework. 

The three temples are of Tukaidevi, Siddhesvar and Vi~J}.u. The 
Tukliidevi temple which is at TukliivaQi, a few yards to the right 
of the PUJ}.e-Nasik road, is entered from the east through a small 
porch with a wall and pillars on either side. The porch open.s into 
a man,4ap (hall) with twelve pillars in four rows of three each 
al'ld guarded by a high parapet wall surmounted by short stone 
pillars, supporting a Hat stone roof. The pillars are monolithic as 
is also the dipmiil (lamp-pillar) at the entrance. The giibluirii 
( shrine) has an oval dome with a mjnaret at each of the 'four 
comers. The temple must be some. centuries old but there is no 
inscription discoverable to decide its date. The temple of 
Siddhdvar stands among trees on the Bhimli about half a mile east 
'of the town. The building inclu~es a nave, a transep~ and 
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it shrine. A Sanskrit inscription over the doorway shows that the 
temple was puilt by Trimbak Mahiidev, a VaJ,li, in 1725 (Sak. 1647). 
About a mile south of Khe<;l, on the Bhima, is a temple to Vigni 
btiiltabout 1830 by CaI}.9ITam, an ascetic. 

Koreganva (18° 39' N., 74° 03' E.), a village in Haveli taIukli, 
on the left bank of the Bhima, about 16 miles N. W. of PUI,le on 
the PUI,le-Ahmednagar road, is noted as a battlefield of importance. . 
On the 1st January, 1818, the last Pesava, Bajirava, was encamped 
on the right bank' of the' Bhilna, opposite Koreganva. Captain 
Staunton who marched to this place from Sirur was surprised by 
the Maratha forces, but effected an entry .• into the village and 
took up a position of vantage. with- 800 picked men ... He held on 
bravely for 12 hours until ultimately General Smith approached 
from the north and Bajirava left the place. On the spot stands· 
a 65 feet high obelisk with· inscriptions in Marathi and English, 
erected to commemorate Staunton's defence of. Koreganva. It has 
got a good :iron-barred and stone-built compound. 

Koriga{la Fort (18° 37' N., 73° 23' E.; ht. 3,019 ft.) in the Mulsi 
tliluka on the PUI,le-Kulaba frontier,. rises on a Hat-topped detached 
hill commanding the AmbavaI,le Ghat about twenty miles south 
of the Bor Ghat and about forty miles west of PuI,le. Stretching 
north and south with its extreme end pointing north, the fort is 
about a mile and a half in circumference. The ascent lies over 
a steep gorge, and the passage to the main entrance' covered by 
fallen masonry, leads on the N. E. toa.ruined gateway. The top 
is Hat and much of it is occupied by two large ponds. supplied with 
abundant water and by a ruined temple of Koridevi.· Seven large 
~annon lie on the hi,ll Laksmi, . the largest of them, being pointed 
to command the AmbavaI].e Ghat.' - . 

In 1486 Kori was taken by Malik .AhJ:I\ad, afterwards the lirst 
Ahmednagar king. In the Marathii war of 1818 it surrendered to 
British forces lead by Lt.-Col. Prother, its magazine being blown 
up by the enemy's mortar attack. ., 

Kurkwhb (18 ° 23' N., 74 ° 33' E.), a village on the PUI].e-Solapiir 
road, seven miles S. E. of Patas station,. has two temples built in 
,honour of Phiranglii Devi: the larger' c;me is in the village and 
has eight sides of cut and polished stones, a sabhii-maT}(lap 
(:;.udience . hall) and verandas on both sides; the _ smaller one 
:which is on a neighbouring hill was built by Sarilbhaji'· Nliik 
N~b~ar,. Deshmukh of PhaltaI,l in 1759 (Sak. 1681), and bears 
an mscnption in Marathi to that effect. 

Lohaga{la Fort (18° 42' N., 73" 29' E.; ht. 3,412 ftJ, 4 miles 
S. of Malavan Railway Station is situated on a striking hill in the 
same range as the neighbouring fort of Visapiir. At the foot of 
the escarpment below. the fortifications is the hamlet of Lohavadi, 
em~oso~ed in tI:ees -and plentifully supplied with water. The 
fortifications COnsIst of an outer and inner line of. defence, and are 
.enter~ throug~ _four formidable gateways in succession, called the 
GaI,le.sa, the ~arayana, the Hanumana""and the Maha gates, the 
last mtroducmg to the summit of the hill. The hill is' a fine 
plateau of great extent, and was once extensively built over, as 
IS shown by the ruined walls and foundations still existing. There 
is no lack of cisterns and water. Lohagac;1a is. a fortress of some 

·When the fort was deserted in 1818 the temple ornaments were made ovet 
to Mumbiidevl,· goddess of Bombay. 
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otntiquity and importance; in 1485 Malik ~ad, the founder· of 
the Nizamsahi dynasty at Ahmednagar successfully besieged it.; 
and a century and a half later, during the strtlggle which ultimately 
led to the establishment of the Maratna power by Siviiji, Lohagac;la 
was not overlooked as a place of strength; in 1648 Sivaji surprised 
it but 18 years later had to surrender it to Aurangzib's general 
Jaysing, retaking it, however, in 1670. When Maratna rule. was' 
firmly established, Lohagac;l's strength and position marked it ou~ 
as a suitable place for sub-divisional headquarters and' treasury. 
tTnder the J3ritish regime the fort was garrisoned as recently as' 
1845 by a commandant and a few troops. The guard was after~' 
wards removed probably because the fort could at any time be, 
commanded from Visiipiir. The hill is the. scene of an urns held 
on the Pau~a full moon, at the tomb of Sheikh Umar, who is 
supposed to have been a celebrity on the hill and to have been buried 
there before Lohaga<;la became a fortress. The long, narrow 
north-west spur'of the hill is ,called" Bicii Kiintii" from its supposed 
tesemblance to a scorpion's sting. ' 

, Lo~avaJe (18° 45' N., 730 W E. ; a. 15 sq. miles ; p. 16,771; eleva~ 
tion between 2,000 and 2054 ft.), is a hill station situated on th~ 
top of the Bor pass of the Sahyadrls. and at, a distance of 80 miles 
from Bombay and 40 miles from Pu~e, either by rail or by road. 
LoI)avale is an ideal place for picnics, surrounded as it is by woods 
and valleys. There are many places of interest near LOI],avale : (1) the 
Tiger's Leap (3 miles S. W.) ; (2) the Niigphani or the Duke's Nose. 
(2~ miles W.); ,(3) the Kiirle and Bhaje caves (5 miles E.); 
(4) the Lohogac;la and Visapiir forts (5 miles E.) ; (5) the Byramjee 
Point at KhaI)c;lale; (6) the Tata H ydro-Electric Co.' s Lakes at 
ValavaI)a and Sirote; and (7) the Municipal Water-Supply Lake at 
Tungiirli. The municipal area, comprises the villages of Nagarganv 
(including Bhangarvac;li), Bhusi, LOI)avale, ValavaI)a, Tungarli and 
and KhaI)c;lale. The population of the area, which was 10,915 in 
1941, has gone up to 16,771 in 1951. The number of houses in the 
area was 1,559 in 1950, of which about 300 were bungalows. 

This increase in population was the result first of an influx of 
refugees from Sind and the Punjab in the years following the 
partition of India (1947), and secondly of the establishment of the 
I. N. S. Sivaji Naval Engineering School at a distance of 2~ miles 
from LOI)avale towards the south-west. There are located' iIi 
LOI)avale fifteen sanatoriums belonging to various communities, e.g., 
Hindus, Parsis, Bohoras and Khoias. There is also a O>llege of 
Yoga run by the Kaivalydhama Asram. There are a number ,of 
hotels catering to the needs of the visitors and to suit all pockets. 
Lodging accommodation is, however, limited to about 200 persons 
in the aggregate. The Lo~avale Municipal Borough conducts 
a rest-house which is available to any person on a daily rental of 
Rs.3. 

Established in 1877, the Lo~avale municipality came to be 
goyerned ',by the District Municipal Act, 1901; until 1925, when it 
was constituted a' municipal borough under the Bombay Municipal 
Boroughs Act (XVIII of 1925). 

, In 1950-51, the municipality's income amounted to Rs. 2,51,845, 
and expenditure Rs. 2,41,353. The main items of income were: 
taxes on houses and lands, Rs. 98,007; Government grant for 
medical purposes Rs. 36,293; water rate Rs. 34,886; conservancy 
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(general) Rs. 22,154; conservancy (special) Rs. 6,726; and lighting 
rate Rs. 13,461. The main items of expenditure were: conservancy 
(general) Rs.42,126; conservancy (special), Rs. 34,466; general 
administration, Rs. 27,625; water supply, Rs. 25,851; lighting rate. 
Rs. 17,598; hospitals and dispensaries, Rs. 15,059 and collection of 
taxes, Rs. 5,970. The municipality had under its management more 
than 7 miles of asphalted and water-bound maccadam roads and nearly 
3'h miles of ordinary murum roads. Since 1929, the streets are 
lighted by electricity. There is no underground drainage. Some 
of the main drains in the villages of LOQavale, KhaQQrue and 
Bhangarva<;li have been newly constructed as U-shapped pakka drains 
with cement concrete base. Water is supplied through pipes. 
The source of water consists of a storage reservoir formed by 
a masonry dam across the valley near the Twigarli village 2~ miles 
from the LOQavale station.. The tank is a cup shaped hollow on 
the top of the hills, with a catchment area of 75 acres. The net 
available contents of the tank above the outlet level are 16·25 million 
cubic feet. The supply system is of the gravity type. The supply 
from the main tank is carried to seven other service reservoirs 
situated at different places and heights according to requirements, 
The total cost of the Tmigarli Dam, service reservoirs, gravitation 
main, and pipe distribution is Rs. 4,93,000. For certain properties 
situated at high levels water is pumped from a well or tapped 
from some water mains fonning a part of the Tatlis' hydro-electric 
schemes. A scheme for improvement of the water supply at a cost 
of Rs. 3,83,000 has recently been sanctioned by Government. 

The control of primary education within the limits of the 
municipal borough is with the Pw,le District Local Board, the 
municipal borough paying its statutory contribution to the Board. 
As regards secondary education, there are two high-schools,one at 
KhaQQale and the other at LOQavale. The high school at 
LOQavale is held in a building owned by the municipality and rented 
to the Vidya PrasiiriQi Sabhii. of PuQe. The school has about 
600 pupils. 'the municipality pays an annual contribution of 
Rs. 3,300 to the school. There is also a middle school at Lonavale, 
called" Gurukul." .: 

The municipality maintains two small public parks, one in front 
of the municipal office and the other in the compound of the 
Municipal Institute Building. An annual grant of Rs. 500. is paid 
by the municipality to the Kaivalyadhama ASram at ValavaQa 
towards the maintenance of the public terraced 'garden there. 

The municipality maintains a. free Reading Room and Library 
(Taluka Library under the Government scheme) at an annual cost 
of Rs. 2,000 apprOximately. . 

There is a municipal dispensary and maternity home. There 
are six market buildings constructed by the municipality. Two of 
them are used for the sale of veietables, one as a general market 
and the other three are for fish, ~utton and Leef respectively. 

There is a private talkie pr()\iding entertainment. There'is a paint 
manufacturing factory by name ",The Lakaki Works Ltd." (belonging 
to the Kirloskar group of industries) working at Tungarli viHage. 
Ii miles east of LOQavaJe. There are both cremation and burial 
places for Hindus, burial grounds for Muhammadans, and a Tower 
of Silence for Parsis.. . 
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Malharaga~a or Sonan Fort (18° 25' N., 74° 03' E., ht. 3,466 ft.) CHA1'TER 20. 
about six miles north of Sasavada and three miles west of Dive 
Ghat, is a small double-walled fort crowning a point on the Places. 
Sinhagac;la range. The fort was about 700 yards round, its outer MALBAlIGAD. 

wall taking the triangular fonn of the plateau, and the inner a square 
one with comer bastions. The walls are pulled down in places 
and on the south are completely breached. The main entrance 
is at the N. E. comer and several minor ones at two comers. 
Inside are temples of KhaQQobli and Mahlideva, a cistern and 
three wells with scanty water-supply. The fort was built about 
1775 by Bhivarliv YaSavant Plinse and Krglliji Mlidhavrliv Panse, 
proprietors of Sonliri village and was named after Malhliri, Panse's 
family god. 

Maiicara (19° 00' N., 73° 56' E., in Xmbeglitiva tlilukli, a market MANcBAB. 
town 12 miles N. of Khed, has to its W., beyond a watercourse, 
a fine (though now much silted) HemliQapanti reservoir, about 
25 yards square, with two flights of steps leading to the water, and, 
in the west wall, a sculptured niche (3' X 2' 6") with a much worn 
Devanagari inscription. 

Nanoli (18° 45' N., 13° 42' E.), a village three miles N. E. of NANOLL 

Ta!eganv-DlibhliQe, has some old caves in a hill scarp a mile to 
the north. A steep climb three quarters up the hill leads to the 
base of a high scarp facing S. W., skirting \yhich a cistern and 
a, cell is passed, and beyond them a Hight of rudely cut steps leads 
to a square Hat-roofed cave (18' X 18' X 7') now used as a temple 
of the goddess Phirangliblii. In the south wall of the cave is a small 
cell. . Beyond the' cave· the scarp is hollowed into two small cells. 

NarliY3Qaga~a Fort (19° (11' N., 14° 02' E.; ht. 2,872 ft.), about NARAYANGAD. 

ten miles S. E., of Junnar, and three miles E., of NiirliyaI}aganv, is 
located on a detached hill rising abruptly from the plains on the 
N. W. and S. The chief strength of the fort lay in its great natural , 
defences. Its artificial fortifications, which were never strong, were 
almost completely dismantled in 1820; portions. of four bastions, 
however, and part of the north wall remain, though in It ruined state. 
The fortress is said to have· been built by the Drst PeSava, Biiliiji 

. ViSvanath (1714-20), and given in saraniiim (service-grant) to 
Sayaji Povar. In the last Maratha w~ of 1818" NarayaQagaQa, as 
says the local tradition, surrendered to the British after only one shell 
had reached the interior of the fortifications. 

InSide the fort, on the extreme summit of the hill, is a small temple 
of Hastablii. The water-supply is abundant from two tiinkis 

I (spring cisterns) and several hauds (reservoirs). The hill has some 
other ruins, especially a stone doorway bearing on its lintel a figure 
of GaJ.lapati and two attendant tigers. 

NarayaI}8maharaj Bet (18° 23' N., 14° 21' EJ, in DaUI}Q and NARAYANMAHARAJ 

about. five miles S. from KeQganv railway station, was developed BET. 
into a place of worship of the god Dattiitraya by the late NiiriiyaI} 
Mahiirlij, and Hindu pilgrims visit it every year. There is a temple 
committee and the estate of the late Mahiiraj is looked after by the 
trustees. ' 

NarsiIigapiir (11°.58' N., 15° 08' E.), is at the conHuence of ~he NARSINGI'tlR. 

Bhimli and the Nitli, 12 miles S. E. of Indlipiir. It has a temple of 
Sri Laksmi Narsinha, with flights of steps leading to the river bed, 
octagonal and of black stone, with a gilt apex seventy feet high. 

, It was first built by the Chief of Vinciir about 200 years ago and 
, its ruined part of the south was rebuilt by Vliman Kelkar, a deSmiikh 

of Aurangabiid. 
A Bk Vf 2-40 
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Navaliikha Umbre (18° 48', N., 73° 42' E.), an old village ill 
Maval about ten miles N. E. of KhaQkiile, has some interesting 
Hindti and Musalmiin remains; a temple of Bahirobii NaukhanQi in 
the hill range; and a canopied tomb locally known as Biiriikhiimb 
(the twelve-pillared) which is said to have been built over the 
remains of his guru by a Jan~m ViiI,li of Umbre about 300 years 
ago. The plinth, pillars, and twelve-sided entablature of the tomb 
are of cut stone, and the vaulted dome, which is of burnt brick 
plastered over, shows signs of decay on the outside. On the plinth, 
under a boss hanging from the middle of the dome, is a ling without 
Ii case. ITo the south of the village is an ancient mosque said to be 
about 600 years old, a square and massive building ornamented 
with graceful tracery and containing a well preserved inscription 
giving the builder's name and date. 

NiravaIigi (17° 59' N., 74° 52' E.), about 12 miles S. W.of 
Indiipiir, has a temple of Mahiideva with a large Nandi (bull). 
Following a legend about the bull, all pilgrims to Singl).apiir in 
Siitiirii about 30 miles S. of Nirviingi visit this bull and Mahiidev 
before proceeding to Singl).iipiir. 

Ojhar (19 0 11' N., 730 58' E.), six miles S. E. of Junnal;', is believed to 
be the scene of one of the A~ta Vinayaka avatiiras (incarnations) known 
as Vighnesvara. The present temple" which is a century and a half 
old, is in an enclosure, entered by a fine gateway., The sides of the 
gateway bear sculptured Dwiirapiilas (doorkeepers), and a 'row of 
four musicians in bas-relief adorns the lintel. Within the enclosure 
are two fine dipamiifs, in fr.ont of an, extremely 'fine corridor of 
seven cusped arches used as a dharmaSii'/ii (rest-house). The temple 
itself is entered by three· doo:t;s, with sculptured jambs and lintel. 
The east entrance is the chief, and bears, over the lintel, a relief 
figure of Gal).apati with parrots and monkeys disporting themselves 
in trees. A small dome flanked by four minarets surmounts the 
~na1JrJapa, and over the giibhiirii (shrine) is a sikhara (spire) adorned 
with the usual rows of figure-filled, niches. . 

Piibala' (18° 49' N., 74~ 03' E), 22 miles W. of Sirur, has 
(1) a HemiiQapanti templ~' and (2) a Musahniin tomb . 
.. ( 1) The temple of Niiges~ara Mahiideva' t~ the west of the town, 

is said to have been built 13y one Kanhn Riijapiitak in the fourteenth 
century. The ma1)rjapa is divided into three small aisles by 
\,vo rows of three pillars each, the outermost pillars being slightly 
sculptured. In front, to the east of the . teml?le, is a small tank 
c?nstruc!ed, according to tradition, by Kanhu's favourite dancing 
gIrl. Fhghts of steps lead down tothe water, and side walls contain 
small niches with sculptured jambs;' To the'N; E. of the temple 

'a fine monolithic pillar stands on.a lofty ,pedestal and supports 
a huge capital. 

(2) The tomb, to which a mosque is attached, is in an enclosure 
to. the north of the town and is. of, Mastiini, the favourite Musalman 
mIStress of the second Pdavii, Biijir~vBii!iiji (1721-40). 

PaJasdeva (18°.07' N., 749 53' E.), formerly called Ratnapiir, is 
a large market VIllage on the ,Bhimii about fifteen miles N. W. of 
IndiiI?Ur. It has a Siva temple twenty-eight feet high built of stone I 
for elght feet from ground and the','rest of brick. A local story says 
that the temple was built by cowherds about 1680. An outer wall 
was ~)Uilt round the temple by one Biiburiiva, Jiigirdiir of Biiriimati. 
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Pimpri (180 36' N., 73° 47' E., 4. 230 acres), is situated CHAPTl:it" 20. 
a mile and a half S. E. Chinchwad Railway Station. The area was 
fonnerly known as the Kapaseva<;li farm. This was taken over· by 
Government for accommodating temporarily displaced persons 
pouring down from Sind after the separation of India and Pakistan 
in 1947. A huge camp of nearly 6,500 persons developed here and 
they found employment at Dehu Road, Kha<;laki and other nearby 
places. Others opened shop! and small industries. It was the desire 
of these persons that arrangements should be made' to house 
them permanently at the same place. A plan for. a colony was laid 
out with space for roads, schools, parks, hospitals, cinema, etc. 
Government themselves put up a few hundred houses and helped the 
displaced persons to own houses of their own. Thus a new colony 
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sprang up. 
Poona City° (18° 30' N., 73° 53' E., ht. 1,850 ft. ; a. 43·18 sq. tniles ; POONA CITY. 

p. 4, 80, 982). The old Poona City and Poona Cantonment are situat
ed in a slight hollow on the right bank of the. Muthii river, bounded 

'on the west by the Muthii, on the north by the joint Mula· and 
· Muthii, on the east by their feeder the Bairoba Nala, and on the 
south-east and south by the spurs and uplands that rise to the 
northern slopes of the Sinhaga<;l-Bhulesvar hills. The city h~s 
recently tended to develop on all sides, notably on the north-west and 
the south-west. . . . I The climate of Poona is equable and, except for a' short while Climate and 

jin summer, pleasant and temperate throughout the year. '(he Rainfall. 
!monthly mean of daily minimum temperature ranges from 53° in 
December and January to 73·5° in June, whjle the mean of daily 
maximum ranges from 81.70 in August to 100.90 in April. The 
lowest temperature recorded between· the years 1881 and 1940 was 
35° on 17th January 1935, and the highest 1100 on (lOth April 1897 
and 7th May 1889. The average anJ,Jual rainfall is 26·49". 

: Poona is known as .. the Queen of the Deccan" on accouI;lt of its Importance. 
old historical associations, its picturesque surroundings and its 
importance as a great cultural, social and political centre in the· 

· Deccan. In chapter 2 ot thil volume (pp. 41-67) will be found a full 
: account of tlle history of the city. Poona is mainly a residental town. 
fl'It has been for many years one of the best known educati6nal~ 
centres in India. There are within its .confines 31 high schools, 

! four arts and science colleges, and a college each for law, medicine, 
commerce, engineering, and agriculture, apart from numerous other 
I educational institutions~ It was the home of the Shreemati Nathibai 
I Damodar Thackersey Women's University, the first women's univer-
· sity in India, founded and raurtured by Dr. D. K. Karve, before it was 
shifted to Bombay. It is now the home of another university, the 
Poona University, which was chartered in 1948 and is located in the 
ample and beautiful premises of the old Government House at J 
Ganeshkhind. As the monsoon capital of the State, Poona is a very 
important administrative centre. Many heads of departments of 
the Government of Bombay have their offices and headquarters in" 
Poona; It is also an important centre of communications. It is the 
terminus of the meter gauge railway system of the Southern Rail
way as well as one of the most important stations of the Central 
Railway. Most of the traffic between the eastern and southern· part 

... Poona" is spelt also as .. PUI].ii ". Diacritical ,marks are. not used in some 
cases in the account relating to Poona City. ' . 

. A Bk Vf 2-40a 
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of the Deccan to Bombay passes through Poona. It has an air pOI 
at Yerawada (Lohogaon), where planes flying from Bombay t 
Hyderabad and Bangalore make landings and take passengers an 
freight. It is also the headquarters of the Poona Division of th 
Bombay State Road Transport Corporation. It is an importar 
military centre and the headquarters of the Southern Command. 

The old city of Poona situated to the south of the Mutha rive 
is divided into 18 wards or peths. The eastern peths lying betwee 
the stre'lms called Mar;lik and Nagzari Nalas mostly date from th 
beginning of the British rule. West of the Nagzar~ N~la is th~ cit 
proper, the city of the early Muhammadan and Maratha days, wIth It 
centre and original starting point at the temple of PUI)eSvar on th 
banks of the Mutha, about a thousand yards above the confluenc 

. of the Mula and Mutha .rivers, converted into the Shaikh SaIl 
mosque after an early Muslim conquest. West of the old city ar 
the comparatively new colonies founded in the later days of Pesv 
rule, the NarayaI) and Sadasiv peths. The peths of even mor 
recent origin are Sivajinagar, Yeranc;lavax:te and Parvati. 

Most of the peths are of historical origin. Some of them orginall 
had Muhammadan names, but in 1791 these names were changec 
in imitation of the town of Satara, to names of the days of th 
week. 

Kasba Peth is one of the oldest peths in the city. 
Aditvar or Ravivar Peth was founded in the time of the thirl 

Peshwa, Ba!aji Bajirav (1740-61), by Mahajan Vewahare Joshi. I 
continues to this day to be peopled by the business community ane 
is one of the richest peths in the city. 

Somavar Peth was established in 1755 and was originally callee 
Shahapura. . 

MangaJavar Peth was originally called Sahistepura, after it 
founder Shahistekhan, Mughal viceroy' of the Deccan. 
. Budhavar Peth was founded by Emperor Aurangzeb in 1690 anI 
was first called Mahujabad. It is the most crowded part of the cit; 
and the centre of all retail trade. . 

Guruvar Peth (fomerly Veta! Peth) was founded by Jivajipan 
Khasgivale in the time of the third Peshwa, Ba)aji Bajirav . 
. Sukravar Peth was also established by Jivajipant Khiisgivale in the 

time of Peshwa Balalji Bajirav. This is one of the largest peths in the 
city both in area and in population. . 

.Siinivar Peth rose to importance under the eighth or last Peshwa 
Bajirav (1796-1817). The houses originally built here were chiefl~ 
at court dignitaries and relatives of the Peshwas and his importan 
sardars. . I 

SadiiSiv Peth was founded by Sadiisivrav Bhail, cousin of the thir(i 
I'eshwa, Balaji Bajirav. 

;, ,N~aya~ Peth _ was founded during tlle time of the fifth Peshw 
1I:arayaI)rav Ballal (1773), and named after him. • 

SadiiSiv and Narayax:t Peths have well laid out streets and ar 
among the comparatively better laid out parts of the city. 

Niinii Peth .wa~ founded by Nii,na PhadaI)avis in 1791 for the us 
of wholesale gram dealers by whom it is peopled to this day. . 

Bhaviini Peth was also founded by Niinii Phac;lanavis for the us 
of traders, during the time of the seventh Peshwa, Saviii Miidhavara 
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(1774-95). It takes its name "from the temple of Bhavani. The CHAPTER 20. 
chief business in this peth is wholesale dealing in groceries, oil 
seeds and timber. 

GaQeSa Peth was founded by Jivajipant Khlisgivale during the 
rule of the same Peshwa, Savai Madhavarav. 

Ghorapa<;le Peth was established by Maloji Raje Bhosale 
Ghorapa<;le in the time of the same Peshwa, and is called by the 
founder's name. It was originally occupied by Ghorapade's cavalry. 

Ganj Peth takes its name from its having been at one time the 
chief salt store in the city. • 

NageSa Petit formerly bore the name of Nihal Peth after Nihal, 
a retainer of Khlisgivale, a sardar of the Peshwas. 

Rliste Peth is named after Raste, a sardar of the Peshwa and 
hereditary head of the Peshwa's horse. Being of comparatively 
recent origin, it shows some idea of planning. 

The number and names of the petits in the old Poona City 
together with the number of properties and the total annual 
rateable value in each (1949-50) is shown below:-

Name of Peth. Total number of Annual rateable· 

Bhavani 
Budhavar 
GaneSa 
Ganj 
Ghorapa<;le 
Gultekadi 
Guruvar (old Vetalt 
Kasba , 
Mangalawar 
NageSa 
Nana 
NarayaJ) 
Parvati 
Rlista 
Ravivar 
Sadasiv 
Sanivar 
Sivajinagar 
Sukravar 
Somavar 
Yeran<;lavaQe 

Total 

properties. value (1949-50). 

1,316 
132 
509 
893 
251 
111 
632 

1,457 
383 
170 

1,000 
683 
86 

550 
1,363 
1,650 

752 
1,474 
'1,858 

588 
185 

16,643 

Rs. 
10,50,440 
9,81,500 
2.90,580 
3,52,700 

65,980 
2,16,580 
3,81,360 
7,72,207 
5,45,820 
1,44,313 
7,32,321 
5,23,900 

19,220 
4,55,353 
1,64,395 

18,51,300 
5,66,560 

15,95,820 
14,28,340 
7,64,060 
2,91,753 

1,32,00,508 

Th~ total number of properties (in 1949-50). in the ex-Suburban 
municipal area was 1,120 with a total aDOual rateable value of a little 
over 22 lakhs of rupees. . 

Places. 
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Old Pe!hs. 

The total limits of the ~oon<t Municipal Corporation, excluding Area and 
the, areas, of the Poona and Kirkee cantonments, which form part Population. 
of Its perIphery, are 43·18 miles. The Poona Cantonment measures 
3,442'91 acres or about 5·37 square miles, and the Kirkee CantoIJ. 
m~nt 3,283 acres or about 5 ·13 square miles. According to the 
Census of 1951, Poona City had a population of ~,80J982; Poona 
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Cantonment (both civil and military), 59,011.; and Kirkee Canton
ment (both civil and military), 48,552. The combined area of 
Poona City Poona Cantonment and Kirkee Cantonment, measuring 
nearly 53·68 square miles, had 1,08,779 "occupied houses"O and 
a total population of 5,88,545 (male, 3,21,090 ; and female, 2,67,455). 
According to their livelihood, the population was distributed as 
follows :-

Agricultural classes-
Cultivators, cultivating labourers and 

their dependants 
Non-cultivating owners of land, 

agricultural rent receivers and their 
dependants 

Non-agricultural classes- . 
[Persons (including dependants) who 

derive their principal means of 
livelihood from-] 

Production other than cultivation 
Commerce 
Transport 
Other services and miscellaneous 

sources 

Total 

Males. Females. 

7,697 7,689 

1,781 1,543 

79,155 68,450 
51,729 44,881 
18,488 15,836 

1,62,240 1,29,056 
----- ----
3,21,090 2,67,455 
-----

In the Poona Municipal Corporation area (p. 4,80,982), the 
number speaking the various important languages weret : :Marathi, 
3,48,987; Urdu, 35,851; Gujarati 18,173; Telugu, 16,616; Hindi, 
16,189; Kannada, 13,246; Tamil, 10,542; Sindhi, 8,619; Rajasthani, 
5,897; Punjabi, 3,926; Konkani, 1,137 ; English,,1,121 ; Persian, 423 ; 
Bengali, 207; and Pashto 53. 

By religions, the population of the Poona Municipal Corporation 
area was distributed as follows :-Hindus, 4,09,511; Muslims, 43,191 ; 
Christians, 14,041; Jains, 8,640; Sikhs, 2,407; Zoroastrians, 1,907; 
Jews, 568; Buddhists, 48; other religions (non-tribal). 669 .. 

The civic affairs of Poona City. are now managed by the Poona 
Municipal CorporatiDn which was established on the 15th February 
1950 by amalgamating the Poona City Municipality and the Poona 
Suburban Municipality. In August 1950, seventeen adjoining 
villages, either in whole or in parf, were added to the jurisdiction 
of the Corporation. Before the .amalgamation, the municipalities 
concerned had each its separate existence. . 

The Poona City Municipalitiy came into existence in 
the year 1858. Public men of Poona like Bal Gangadhar Ti!ak, 
G. K. Gokhale and N. C. Ke!kar wer~1in their days members of that 
municipality. The Suburban MuniciPIlUty; the smaller of the two 
bodies. was created in 1884, to serve the suburban areas of Poona 
City, particularly the civil station area outside the limits of the Poona 
cantonment. At the llifle of their amalgamation both these bodies 
were governed by the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act (XVIII of 
H!25). In 1947, a committee was appointed by Government to 

!) 

• A house for census purposes meant .. a d .. elling with a separate main 
entrance," Thus more than one household might be found in the same census 
··house". 

tNo mention of Malayalaum: evidently a mistake ip Census. 
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examine and report on the advisability of establishing a single local 
authority for the municipal government of· the areas of Greater 
Poona. This committee recommended the merging of the Canton
ments of Poona and Kirkee in the Poona Corporation so as to bring 
the entire Poona area under;a unified, coherent and comprehensive 
system of municipal administration. The combination of the Poona 
City and the Poona Suburban Municipalities was the first step in 
that direction. The question of the merging of the. entire area, 
or at any rate the civil portion of the two cantonments, is still under 
discussion between the Bombay State and the Union Governments. 

The Bombay Provincial Municipal Corporations Act (LIX of 
1949), under which the Poona Municipal Corporation was formed, 
has prescribed adult franchise, subject only to the condition of 
residence for one year in the Corporation limits. All councillors 
are elected; For the first two general elections the Act provides for 
reservation of seats for Harijans having regard to the population of 
Harijans in the Corporation area. The total number of seats on 
the Corporation is 65, of which 59 are general and six reserved for 
Ha:rijans. The distribution of seats by wards, based on population, 
is as follows :- • 
Ward No. Name of Ward. Total number Seats reserved for 

of seats. Harijans. 
1 Somvar and Mangalvar 4 1 
2 Rasta and Nagesh 2 
3 Nana 3 • 1 
4 Bhavani 4 1 
5 _ Ganj, . Ghorpade, Gultekadi 3 

and Kasba 
6 Guruvar 2 
7 Shukravar I 4 
8 Shukravar II 3 
9 Budhvar 3 

10 Ravivar and Ganesh 5 
11 Kasba 4 
12 Shanvar 3 
13 Narayan 2 . . 
14 Sadashiv I 3 
15 Sadashiv II 4 
16 Greater Poona, South-Western. 6 1 
17 Bund Garden, Mundhva 3 
18 Yeravada 2 1 
19 Greater Poona, North-Western. 3 1 
20 Hadapsar, Kondhva 2 

Total 65 6 

The term of office of the councillors is frxed as four years, which 
may, however, be extendeQ by the State Government for a term 
not exceeding in the aggregate five years. The Mayor and the Deputy 
Mayor are elected annually. The main. function of the Mayor is 
to convene meetings of ' the Corporation and to preside over them. 
The Deputy Mayor is to discharge the functions of the Mayor in 
his absence. . 
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The municipal authorities charged with the carrying out of the 
provisions of the' Act arc

( A) the Corporation; 
( B) the Standing Committee; 
( C) the Municipal Commissioner; 

(and as the Poona Municipal Corporation has acquired aDd 
established a transport undertaking), 

( D) the Transport Committee; and 
(E) the Transport Manager. 

The Municipal Commissi~ner is the head of the executive 
administration and exercises all executive powers . under the 
Act subject in certain cases to the approval or sanction 
of the Standing Committee or the Corporation. The' heads 
of all departments, including technical departments, like the Medical 
Officer of Health, the City Engineer, and the Chief Accounts 
Officer, function under the general control and supervision of the 
Municipal Commissioner. The Act vests wide executive powers in 
ttl:> ~1unicipal Commissioner and all municipal officers and servants 
pelfl'[ffi their duties and exercise their powers mostly under delega
tion from the Municipal Commissioner. The Municipal Commis
sioner is appointed by Government .and his salary and allowances 
are also regulated by Government. 

The following are the principal departments of the Corporation 
with the designations of their heads :- . 

Accounts Office, with two Chief Accountant with a Deputy 
sections, torreasury and Audit. Accountant in charge of the 

Treasury Branch and the 
Internal. Auditor. 

Assessment and Collection Assessor and Collector of Taxes. 
Department. 

Audit Department Chief Auditor. 
Commissioner's Office MUnicipal Commissioner. 
Engineering Department City Engineer. 
Health Department Medical Officer of Health. 
Lands and Estates and Licens- Lands and Estates Officer and 

ing Department. Superintendent of Licences. 
Octroi Department Superintendent of Octroi. 
Secretary's Office Municipal Secretary. 

The Standing Committee is to consist of 12 councillors elected by 
the Corporation at its first meeting after. general ·elections, one-half 
of whom are to retire every year by rotation, their places being 
taken by fresh elected members. 

The Transport Committee is to consist of eight members elected 
by the Corporation and the. Chairman of the Standing Committee 
as ex offICio member. Half of 'the elected members of this 
committee have also to retire every 'year by rotation,' and their places 
are to be £lIed by freshl}' elected members. 

The Transport Manager is to be appointed hy the Corporation, 
subject to the approval of the State Government, and his salary and 
allowances are also subject to the approval of the State Government. 
He is given wide executive powers, subject to control over finance 
and policy by the Transport Committee. There are Traffic 
Superintendents and a Works Manager to assist him. 
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The Bombay' Provincial Municipal Corporations Act gives to CHAPTER 20. 
corporations po~er to levy, without the previous sanction of 

Places. 
Government, all the taxes that district municipalities and municipal POONA CITY. 
boroughs may levy without the previous sanction of Government, Poona Municipal 
(p. 461) and in addition a profession tax. It also gives Coprporation. 

owers. 
borrowing powers to corporations. A corporation may, with the 
previous sanction of Government, borrow or reborrow or take up 
at interest, by the issue of debentures or otherwise on the security 
of any of its immoveable properties, taxes or transport undertaking, 
any sum necessary for the execution of 'a permanent work or for 
discharging any existing loan. Whereas in the case of district 
municipalities and municipal boroughs, powers of control are in 
many matters exercised by the Collector of the district or the 
Director of Local Authorities and only in important matters by the 
State Government, in the case of a corporation, these are exercised 
by the State Government alone. In respect of obligatory functions, 
the Poona Corporation is an authorised municipality as defined by 
the Bombay Primary Education Act (LXI of 1947) and has control 
over all approved schools in its area. It is also authorised to appoint 
the Administrative Officer of its School Board. Other obligatory 
and discretional functions of the corporation do not differ much 
from those of district municipalities and municipal boroughs 
(pp. 455-7). The Municipal Commissioner of a corporation has 
wider executive powers than a Chief Officer of a district munici-
pality or municipal borough. -

The following schedule shows the income of the Poona Municipal Rsceipts and 
Corporation during the year 1950-51:- Exp~iture. 

Rs. 
1. Octroi 40,36,049 
2. Tax on houses and lands 22,52,287 
S. Tax on animals and vehicles S,OO,83i} 
4. Tax on professions and trades 1,84,187 
5. Water rates 5,54,SI4 
6. Conservancy Tax 4,96,366 
7. Miscellaneous SI,718 

------
Total 78,55,760 

Realization under special Acts 19,218 
Revenue derived from municipal property and 

power 7,46,585 
Other fees and fines 3,51,002 
Interest on investment 71,828 
Grants and Constributions 11,36,144 
Miscellaneous 5,75,627 

Total 1,07,56,164 
------
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The following schedule shows the expenditur~ of the Poona 
Municipal Corporation during the year 1950-51:-

1. General Administration 
2. Collection of Taxes 
3. Refund otller than Octroi 
4. Provident Fund and Gratuities 
5. Public Safety 
o. Water supply 
7. Drninage .. 
8. Special and general conservancy .. 
9. Hospitals and dispensaries 

10. Plague charges . 
11. Public health ,. 
12. Puhlic Works 
13. Public Instntction 
14. Contributions 
15. Miscellaneous 

Total 
Less loan works expenditure 

Net expenditure 

Rs. 
3,39,044 
7,27,419 

826 
99,413 

3,21,470 
7,79,506 
5,60,081 

11,92.024 
3,19,951 
2.80.449 
3,87,548 

30.25,920 
16,91,031 

5,021 
10,94.650 

1,08,24,35() 
-16,53,779 

01,70,580 

The incidence of taxation amounted to Rs. 16-5-4 per hoad lwr 
year, and the incidence of total income of the municipality pcr head 
per year was Rs. 22-5-9. 

The following were the rates for the General and Conservancy 
Taxes :-

General Tax-
12 per cent. if the annual rateable value docs not exceed 

Rs. 1,000. 
13 per cent.· if the annual rateable value exceeds Rs. 1,000 but 

docs not exceed Us. 2,000. 
14 pCI' cent. if the annual rateable value exceeds Rs. 2,000 but 

docs not exceed 1\5. 5,000. 
16 per cent. if the annunl rateahlevnlue exceeds Rs. 5,000. 

COllscI'vancy Tax-
3 per ccnt. of the annual rateable value, suhject to a minimum 

of eight annas per property. 
Roads rndiate from Poona to Bombay, Satara; Sholapur, and 

Ahmednagar. The total length o£ roads, including lanes, in the 
present Poona Corporation limits, is 105 miles. Most of them are 
now asphalted. There are approximately 600 narrow lanes in the 
city. Most of the streets are lighted by, electric lights and large and 
important squares are lighted with mercury vapour lamps. In the 
following description of the road system of Poona, roads which are 
not maintained by the Corporation, viz., the Bombay-Poona road, 
the Poona-Aundh road, and ronds within the limits of the Poona 
and Kirkee Cantonments are also noted. ' 

City Roads.-The rond system of Poona may be outlined by taking 
two landmarks as the starting points, one the Poona Railway Station 
in the north, and the other the Swar Gate in the south. 

Starting from the Poona Railway Station, there are many roads 
t.1king one to the various places of importance in the city. Crossing 
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the railway bridge near Kirkee, the Central Railway line takes 
a south-east direction until it reaches the Agricultural Colle!!:e; 
from where it takes a direct turn to the east before it reaches the 
Poona Railway Station. More or less parallel to the railway line 
on the north runs the Poona-Bombay Road, and on the south of 
the line the Poona-Aundh (or Poona-Ganeshkhind) Road. Taking 
a westerly course from the railway station, one passes through the 
~laJ Road and joins the Wellesley Road passing south-west of the 
Sassoon Hospital. A furlong or two along the Wellesley Road 
towards the north takes one to the point where that . road meets 
two railway bridges, one old and the ·other new. Passing under
neath the new railway bridge and going ahead a few yards one 
comes to the Wellesley Bridge, frolD where the Poona-Bombay Road 
runs north:-west to Kirkee.· The old. railway bridge which is now 
used as a general bridge joins the Wellesley Road with the Poona
Aundh Road. Along the Poona-Aundh Road, within three miles, 
are located the District Court Buildings, the Meteorological Office; 
the College of Agriculture, the Chattarsinghi temple, the Poona 
University and the Botanical Gardens. Opposite the College of 
Agriculture, the Fergusson College Road takes off and leads south 
to the Fergusson College and then across the Chhatrapati Sambhiiji 
Bridge· to the Tilak Road and Navi Peth. Just beyond the 
Chattarsinghi temple; there is a road branching off from the 
Poona-Aundh Road to the National Chemical Laboratory and the 
Pashan Lake. 

The Station Road runs south-west from the railway station to the 
Daruvali Bridge across the Nagzari NaJa and then through Budhvar 
Chowk to the Chhatrapati Sarilbhaji Bridge. It is one of 
the oldest roads in the city. It· has a width varying from 
25' to 30', and over some of its length has a 5' gutter on each side. 

Starting from the Swar Gate in the south is the Nana Shankar 
Seth road, which runs right east, and passing through the Canton
ment of Poona joins the Mahatma Gandhi Road of the Cantonment . 
. A few yards from its junction with the Mahatma Gandhi Road 
starts the Poona-Sholapur Road running straight east. Running 
south-west from the Swar Gate is another road leading to the Parvati 
hill and the VithalvaQi temple. The Shivaji Road runs north from 
the Swar Gate to Shanivar Vac;la. It has a width varying from 
30' to 35' and has no foot-paths, and over some of its length has 
a 7' gutter on each side built in masonry and covered over with 
stone slabs. The Tilak Road starting from the Swar Gate runs 
north-west and connects it with the Chhatrapati Sarilbhaji 
Bridge. This road has a total width of 50', of which 13', 
on each side are taken up for foot-paths and 24' left as carriage 
way. The JaI}gali Maharaj Road starting from the north-end· of 
Chhatrapati Sarilbhaji Bridge runs north-east and joins up 
with the Meteorological Office, wherefrom a road runs to 
the Shivajinagar Railway Station between Kirkee and Poona cutting 
the Poona-Aundh Road. The Jaiigali Maharaj Road has a total 
width of 80' and a length of 5,150 feet and is the best and widest 
road in the city. Of these 80', 30' are left as carriage way and 25' 
on each side are taken up by. foot-paths. The Laxmi Road runs 
from the south end of the Chhatrapati Sambhaji Bridge 
right east through the heart of the city to the Poona Cantonment.. 

·Until June 1952, known as the Lakdi Bridge. 
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This is a newly constructed road .. ~Its width is 50', of which 32' 
are left as carriage way and 18' are. taken up by foot-paths on 
both sides. While its new alignment is mostly complete, in certain 
places widening of the old road is yet to be done. Many of the 
important shopping areas of t.he city are lo~ated <?n the two sides 
of this road. The SW3.r Gate IS also the startmg pomt of the Poona
Satara Road running straight south. 

All the important roads in Poona City are asphalted. 

Cantonment Roads.-The Poona Cantonment is served" by 
straight and well kept roads. The main bazar area is bounded on the 
south by a straight road, the Poona-Sholapur Road, running 
from east to west, and on the north by the Moledina Road also 
lying east-west. North of the' Moledina. Road and running 
parallel to it are the Lothian Road and the Staunton Road, counting 
from south to north. The Prince of Wales Drive is the easternmost 
road of the Cantonment area. Taking off from the Poona-Sholapur 
Road, this drive running north passes between the Race Course 
and the Empress Gardens and courses like an arch to meet the 
starting point of the Staunton Road. Another road, the Kahun 
Road, begins from the Poona-Sholapur Road to the west of the 
take-off point of the Prince of Wales Drive, and run."1ing south
north a few hundred yards west of the Race Course, meets the 
Staunton Road and the Prince of Wales Drive, all the three roads 
converging at the southern end of the Koregaon Road, a broad 
road which runs north to the Fitzgerald Bridge, crossing the railway 
line running west-east. Parallel to the Kahun Road, as one passes 
from east to west, are the Elphinstone, Ebrahim Jaffer and 
Mahatma Gandhi Roads. All these three roads have their start 
from the Poona-Sholapur Road and run· parallel toone another. 
While the Ebrahim Jaffer Road ends at its junction with the 
Moledina Road, the Elphinstone and Mahatma Gandhi Roads run 
straight north as far as the Staunton Road. The Moledina, Lothian 
and Staunton Roads have their eastern ends at the Kahun Road. 
All three run east-west. The Moledina Road ends in the west at, 
the point where it meets the Wellesley Road near the Synagogue.' 
The Bund Garden Road takes off from this point and runs straight 
north, past the Council Hall and the Nowrosjee Wadia College, 
to the Bund. Garden at the foot of the Fitzgerald Bridge. The 
Connaught Road, taking off from the junction of the Wellesley 
Road and the Moledina Road, runs parallel to the Bund Garden 
Road, straight north, past the Poona Head Post Office, to the 
Poona Railway Station. The Lothian Road has its western end 
near the Poona Head Post Office, from where the Da Gama 
noad takes one further west to the Wellesley Road. The Staunton 
Road beginning at the southern end of Koregaon Road and the 
northern end of the Prince of Wales J;)dve, passes west, and past 
the Council Hall, ends up in front of the Central Offices Building. 
The Ghorpuri Road takes off from thenorthetn end of the Prince 
of Wales Drive and passes east to the Ghorpuri Barracks. 

The Poona Cantonment is connected with the Poona railway 
station mainly by the Wellesley and Connaught Roads; to which 
the other roads lead. To the east of the Poona railway station 
is a railway overbridge. Crossing fuat overbridge, one joins the 
Kennedy Road, which joins the Wellesley Bridge in the west with 
the Bund Garden Road in the east in front of the Nowrosjee Wadia 
College.' 
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The Kirkee Cantonment is' a,lso well served by broad and CHAPTER 20. 
well kept roads, two of ~hich are the Elphinstone Road 
between the Holkar Bridge and the Harris Bridge, and a part of 
the Deccan College Road which joins the Fitzgerald Bridge and 
the Holkar Bridge. The Bombay-Poona Road also runs through 
Kirkee. 

Pla~;·· 
POONA Cm. 

Roads. 
Cantonment 

Roads. 

There are several bridges and bunds crossing the MuJii-Muthii and Bridges. 
the Mula and the Muthii. 

Crossing the Mula-Muthii is the Fitzgerald Bridge named after Fitzget'tlld 
the.· Rt. Hon. William Robert Vesey . Fitzgerald, Governor of Bridge. 
Bombay in 1862, but better known as. the Bund Bridge from its 
vicinity to the Bund Gardens. This is a hlfndsome as well as 
a substantial structure carrying the Poona-Ahmednagar Road 
across the Mula-Muthii. It consists of 13 elliptical arches, each 
enclosed by handsome open work cut-stone paragraph 4' high. The 
roadway, which is 28' wide including a 6' side-walk, is carried at 
a height of 48' above the deepest part of the river bed· and is 
enclosed by handsome open work cut-stone parapets 4' high. The 
bridge was completed in 1867 at a cost of Rs. 2,41,800. 

ALove the Fitzgerald Bridge is the Jamsetjee Bund; This is lamsetfee Bund. 
a masonry dam across the Mula-Muthii about 1~ miles north of 
the Head Post Office. Its length is 853' and the width of its 
paved top is 16~'. The lower side is vertical with a greatest height 
of 17' above the rocky bed of the river. In the centre of the dam 
are four sluices, consisting of arched openings in the masonry 
6W by 7)11 with semi-circular tops, closed by planked doors sliding 
vertically in grooves' cut in the masonry. On the upstream side, 
except in front of the sluices, a paved slope, at one in twelve, 
stretches from the crest of the dam to the river bed. The dam 
formed part of a system of works for supplying the Poona Canton-
ment with water. These have now been superseded by the 
KhaQakvasla waterworks. The waterworks and the dam were 
completed in 1850 at a cost of Rs. 2,57,500 of which Rs. 1,73,050 
was contributed by Sir Jamsetji Jejeebhoy, Bart., after whom the dam 

'.' was named. . 
Following upstream, close to the junction of the Muthii with the Wellesley 

Mula, we come across, first, the Wellesley Bridge. This has Bridge. 
replaced a wooden bridge built in 1830 and called after General 
Wellesley. In 1870 the old narrow bridge was pulled down and 
the present masonry bridge begun. It is a substantial stone 
structure of strong coursed masonry and consists of eight segmented 
arches of 52~' span with a· rise of 13' and 2)11 thickness of arch-dng, 
carrying a roadway 28' wide at a height of 47' above the deepest 
part of the river bed, lined on both sides by a neat dressed-stone 
parapet. The bridge was opened for traffic in 1875. The cost was 
Rs. 1,10,920. 

Above the Wellesley Bridge is the new Railway Bridge. Above Railway 
this is· the old Railway Bridge, which is now used for vehicular Bridgel/. 
traffic. A projecting foot-path to the south prOVides passage for 
pedestrians. .. 

Up the Muthli again is the Kumbhtir Yes Dhara'T} (the Potter's Dagad! Bridge. 
uam). now known as Dagadi Bridge. This causeway is con-
~idered to be the oldest crossing on the river. It was never 
a very strong structure, and shortly after. the battle of Kirkee 
(1817) it gave way. For a time it was allowed to remain in .. 
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a broken state, but between 1835 and 1840 it was renovated at 
a cost of about Rs. 30,000, subscriQed partly by Government and 
partly by the public. It is of solid stone masonry, 235 yards long 
and seven yards wide. This causeway serves ~:>nly as a fair
weather bridge, as it is covered with water dunn~ floods. The 
twelve nine-foot sluices, which used to be closed 10 dry season 
to store water, have been removed. 

Above the Kumbhiir Ves Dharan is the Chatrapati Sivaji Bridge.· 
This bridge (formerly known as Lloyd Bridge, so named after 
Lord Lloyd), Governor of Bombay, (1918-23) is one of the biggest 
of the Poona bridges. It crosses the Muthii just in front of 
the famous Sanvar Vii<;lii. It was constructed between 1924 and 
1926 at a cost of over 15 lakhs of rupees. Built in stone, it· has 
in all eleven arches, out of which eight are of 55' span, two of 20' 
and one of 25'. TQe width of the bridge is 50'. This bridge met 
a long felt need and the recent development of the new suburbs 
to the north and north-east of tlle old city owes its success to this 
bridge. It has brought the Cantonment area of Poona much nearer 
to the old city. 

Going further upstream, we come across the Chatrapatl Smhbhiiii 
Bridge. 0 It was formerly famous as the" Lak<ll Bridge." This 
bridge has taken the place of the wooden bridge built by Nanasaheb 
Peshwa in 1761. The wooden bridge was put up by Nanasaheb so 
quickly, it is said, that the whole of it was finished within a week. 
This was swept away by floods in 1840, when the British Govern
ment rebuilt it at a cost of Rs. 47,000, part of which amounting to 
Rs. 11,000 was raised by public subscription. The Original width 
of the ~ebuilt Lak,li bridge was only 18 feet. Later, it was increased 
to 37 feet by the addition of a projecting foot-path on either side to 
cope with the vast amount of traffic from that end of the city to the 
growing suburb.s of the Deccan Gymkhana Colony and onwards. 
The vast development of the city in recent years again rendered 
the bridge too narrow for the increased pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic. The bridge was, therefore, again extended' on the 
downstream side of the river by 29'. ,The extension was constructed 
exactly like the old structure and completed in June -1952 
at a cost of Rs. 11,00,000. The bridge has now a width of 76', of 
which 30' is allotted to two equally broad foot-paths on two sides, 
leaving a carriage way of 46'. 

. Up the Mula nearly 2~ miles from its junction with the Mutha 
IS the H olkar Bridge. It is 498' long by 16'-3" broad and is carried 
by.nineteen arches varying in span from 12'-8" to 22'_5H

• The 
hCIght of. the roadway' above the river bed is 33'.' 

Water Supply. During the time of the Peshwas, the. problem of proper water 
supply to Poona engaged their attention and four different water 
works through masonry aqueducts were built. Three of them, the 
Nana Phadnavis, the Rasta and Chau'dhari aqueducts, have fallen 
out of use. Only the Katraj Aqueduct is now functioning. . 
fIr- -tA, 

Kiitraf Aqueduct. The Katra; Aqueduct.-This was built about 1750 by 
the third Peshwa, Biiliiji Biijiriiv. The source of the aqueduct is 

°ln June 1952, the Lloyd Bridge and the Lakdl Bridge were renamed the 
.. Chhntrnpati Sivaji Bridge" and the .. Chhatrapati Sambhaji Bridge· 
respectively. 
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in two tanks (which lie one below the other, the upper feeding 
the lower) impounded by masonry dams in the Katraj valley 
about four miles south of the city. The supply of the tanks does 
not wholly depend on the impounded water, as much of it comes 
from springs in the tank beds. The aqueduct is an arched masonry 
work about 2'-6" wide, 6' high, and over four miles long. It is 
large enough for men to walk through and work 'in when remov-
ing silt or making repairs. The line of the duct is intercepted 
at about every 100 ylU'ds by a well sunk four to ten feet below the 
surface of the ground. These wells, seventy in number, act as air 
shafts and settling ponds where the silt is laid and the pure water 
allowed to pass into the duct. In every fourth or fifth well, the 
outlet of the duct is blocked with masonry, the discharge of the 
water being regulated through holes three to six inches in diameter. 

The duct line from the lower tank to the city starts with its 
bed 10 feet lower than the bed of the tank. It has a length· of 
212 miles up to its crossing under the Mutha Right Bank Canal" 
with 100 masonry shafts at distances of about 250 feet all over 
its length. 

The reservoir is at present under the Municipal Corporation and 
its water is kept as a supplementary source to tide over occasions 
of the Mutha Canal closure and as a stand-by in times of 
emergency. 
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The water supply of the Cantonment areas was very-defective, ]amsetjee Bund. 
and about 1848, Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy had donated, as mentioned 
earlier, RSf 1,73,050 for the construction of water works for the 
cantonment areas. As a result of this, the lamsetjee Bund across 
the Mu!a-Mutha . was constructed and . .flltt)rs anQ pumping 
machir.ery were installed on the bank. Supply was given by pipes 
to various parts of the cantonment area. 

For the growing population all these works proved quite Khadakvasla Dam 
inadequate, and in about 1860, Government appointed Lt. Col. Fife. and Lake Fife. 
Superintending Engineer for Irrigation, on special duty to improve 
the water supply of Poona and Kirkee. On his recommendation, 1n 
the years 1869-79, a large lake (known as Lake Fife) was constructed 
on the Mutha river by damming the river near the Khac,lakvasle village 
about 11 miles from the city. 

The KhatJakvasle Dam consists of masonry facings in lime mortar 
with cement bearing. The volume of the masonry in the body of the 
dam is about 10·25 million cubic feet. The dam, waste weir, and 
wing wall-all have been founded. on rock throughout the whole 
length. . The dam, including the waste weir, is 4,827 feet long. 
The maximum height above the lowest point of the foundation is 
130 feet and above the reservoir bottom 107 feet. The height of 
the top of the dam above the crest of ·'the spill-way or weir is 14 feet. 
The maximum width at level of foundation is 75 feet, and the 
width at the crest ranges from 8· feet to 14 feet., and averages 
11·16 feet. . For the discharge of Hood water there are 88 automatic 
and 12 rolling gates and 3 wooden needle gates, and for drawing 
off there are 13 sluice gates and 8 turbine pipes. 

The area of the catchment basin is 196 square miles and of the 
reservoir water surface at maximum level is 5·4 sq. miles. The 
contents of the lake above the outlet sill, as designed, were 
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CHAFTER 20. 3,955 million cubic feet, but as per a survey in 1941-42, they were 
only 3,091 million cubic feet. Silting must, therefore, have occurred 

Places. above the level of the outlet. 

-&-~~:'A s:~. From the first stretch of the dam the lake winds about 
Khadakutis/a Dam eleven miles up the valley, nowhere broader than three quarters 

and Lake Fife. of a mile, like a broad river rather'than a lake. In sailing up the 
lake, on the south, beyond a level belt of cropped land, stands the 
mass of Sinhagad ; to the west Ton;li tops the nearer ridges; and to 
the north bare slopes lead to the groups of rounded hills of which 
Bhanbava is the centre. Following the windings' of the lake, about 
eight miles from the dam the village of Sangrun is reached. Here 
the Muthli from the north joins the lake at right angles. When 
the lake is full, an arm stretches about three-quarters of a mile up 
the Mutha, and the main body passes up the Musa valley narrow
ing and winding between steep lofty banks. Four miles beyond 
Sangrun, at the village of Kurim, on the north bank of the lake, is 
the meeting of two streams both of which bear the name of Musa. 
When full the lake passes about a mile up each of these streams. 
About the end of May, when the lake is at its lowest, its water 
does not pass up the Muthli and not more than a mile and a half 
up the Musa beyond Sangrun. Except a few watercourses and 
spits of soft soil, the hard bare banks of Lake Fife offer neither 
food nor cover for birds. Th~re are no weeds, rushes or other 
water plants, no islands, and no part-sunk trees and bushes; only 
a broad unbroken expanse of deep blue water washing a clean, 
bare and hard shore. 

During the monsoon, the daily run off from the catchment area 
is very often as much as or more than the total contents of the lake, 
and this .water is discharged through a waste weir controlled by 
automatic sluice gates and runs away to waste down the Muthli 
river. The canals (the Mutha Right Bank Canal and the Muthli 
Left Bank Canal) are taken out of the lake. The maximum disaharg
ing capacity of the Right Bank Canal is 412 cusecs and that of the 
Left Bank Canal 38·5 cusecs.. Water is supplied from these canals 
partly for irrigation and partly for domestic purposes to Poona and 
its extensions. The Right Bank Canal is 70 miles long, but 
perennial irrigation from the canal is restricted to mile 23-5/8 from 
the head. The Left Bank Canal is only 18 miles long, and it supplies 
water mainly for irrigation. 

On the Right Bank Canal four important water works are 
situated, namely, the City Water Works, the poona Cantonment 
Water Works, the Kirkee Water Works and the ,High Explosive 
Factory Water Works. The City Water Works is under the 
management of the Poona Municipal Corporation, while the other 
three are under the control of the Public' Health Engineer to 
Government. -

, , \ I) , 

Citll Water The City Water Wor~s.-Thjs is sliUated a mile to the east of 
Worb. the Parvati hill: Water is adwitted ftom the Muthli Right Bank 

Canal to the wor~s through three openings in the canal, two of 
which are of 24" diameter and one is rectangular 4' X 3'. The 
admittance of water is regulated.' by penstocks. Screening 
arrangements ~e made both in the canal and near the penstockS 
to minimise the entrance of moss and weeds that flow through 
the canal. The water admitted first passes through a purification 
chamber (32' X 10'), where an average depth of 3' water is 
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maintained. In this chamber there are three rows of screens to 
arrest the fine moss. For eight months in the year, i.e., in summer 
and winter, water is passed from the purification chamber direct 
to a by-pass channel, 550' X 20' X 6', having a storage capacity of 
about 5 lakhs of gallons. At the other end of this channel there 
are again two sets of screens to remove any fine moss that may 
have escaped through the previous screens. During these eight 
months, purification of the water is carried out in the purification 
chamber by treatm~nt with ammonium sulphate and chlorine 
solution. In the monsoon, as the water is turbid, it is treated 
with alum in the purification chamber,. then taken for settlement 
to two settling tanks each of 500' X 250' X 10', with a capacity of 
7·5 million gillons each, and from the tanks again to the by-pass 
channel where ammonium sulphate and chlorine are added. 
After passing through the by-pass the water Hows into the distribution 
system. This distribution is partly by gravitation, and in places 
where ground levels are higher by pumping. About 80 per cent., 
i.e., 9·1 million gallons per day, is by gravity and the remaining 
20 per cent. i.e., 2·47 million gallons per day, is by pumping. 
High level supply is made by pumping water from the sump well 
, to three high level tanks of . a total capacity of 5 lakh gallons 
situated at a distance of 2,100 feet by the side of the Shanker Seth 
Road. A fourth tank of 4·5 lakh gallons is being completed 
at present. There is a subsidiary pumping station near the 
Aryabhushan Press on the Fergusson College Road for pumping 
water from the gravity main to a tank of 1,20,000 gallon capacity 
on the top of the hills behind the Fergusson College. This meets 
the demand of the high level area in the Shivajinagararea. 

A 24" line connects the Katraj duct to the City Water Works. 
When the Katraj water is admitted, it is directly taken into the 
purification chamber. 

The POOM Cantonment Water Works.-Water to these works is 
drawn from the Mutha Right Bank Canal at a place about 200 yards 
east of St. Mary's Church. Raw water is pumped from the canal 
into the settling tanks. The minimum discharge of the canal at 
this point is 70 cusecs and its bed-level 1,873'· approximately. The 

. average consumption of raw water is 7 million gallons per day. 
The pumped water while Howing into the settling tanks is 

administered a proper chemical dose, generally of sUlphate. of 
alumina to hasten sedimentation and remove the fine particles more 
effectively and rapidly than by simple sedimentation. The finer 
particles of matter still remain in suspension and are removed by 
passing the water through filter beds. . As an additional safeguard 
for the removal of pathogenic bacteria and other organic matter 
from water, the filtered water is. sterilised by the addition of 
chlorine and ammonia en route to the storage reservoir, from which 
it is delivered to the area partly .by gravity and partly by pumping. 
There are high level areas, e.g., the ChahnJinghi Hill, Empress 
Garden, Military Camps at Eve's .~tate. and part 'of Vanavdi. 
High level reservoirs are maintained to supply these areas,~ and 
water is pumped into these reservoirs either from the pure water 
reservoir or gravity mains. The Bund Bridge statiOl~ boosts water 
to the Yeravda area and to the Tata Air ,Craft Factory on the 
Poona-Ahmednagar Road. The Lohagaon Pumping· Station pumps 
water to the Aerodrome and other Air Forces Installation.' The 
Ganeshkhind Pumping Station near the Agricultural College 

.... Bk Vf 2-41 
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CHAPTER itO. supplies water to . tl~e higher areas of th~ Gan~sh~ind Road ~nd 
the. University Bwldings. Water from thiS station IS pumped mto 

l'lace.. a reservoir of 11,000 gallon capacity constructed on the 
POONA CITY. Chatuhshringi Hills. 

l::::,r ~~x:::%;- . The average daily supply .fr~mthe Poona ~antonment water
ment Water Works is approximately 7 million gallons and It works to about 

Work,. . 40 gallons per head per day. . 
Kirkee Water The Kirkee Water Works.-:The Kirkee Cantonment also draws 

Works. its water supply from the Mutha Right Bank Canal at the Empress 
Gru·den. It has an independent water works, having up-to-date 
£1tration plant situated near the Holkar Bridge. The daily supply 
from this is approximately 4 million gallons, including supplies to 
two important ammunition factories. 

Pasha,. Water The Pa8iif]. Water Works.-In addition to these ·three, there is 
Work.. also water supply from the lake at pasil;1. This is also a filtered 

water supply. The lake has a capacity of 75 million. cubic feet. 
The length· of the earthen dam is 2,690 feet and maximum height 
50 feet. The average supply from this source is· half a million 
gallons per day, and supply is to PasaQ, National Chemical 
Laboratory and Range Hill areas. 

All water from the PoonaCantonment and Kirkee Water Works 
is sold by meter. 

Future Growth Future Growth of Water Works.-Extension of water .works 
of Water has not kept pace \Vitb the· growth of population. All the existing 
Works. works ar€) now running to .their maximum capacity. The Poona 

City area continues to be. supplied with raw chlorinated water to 
the extent of about 12 million gallons per day. It is considered 
that this wat~r should be filtered and properly . treated. More
. over, all the water works (except the Pashan Water Works) 
depend for their source on the Muthii Right Bank Canal. This 
canal system is 80 years old and the Corporation feels that water 
supply to a city like Poona cannot be left dependant upon sllch 
a source. The Public Health Department· of. Government, in co
ordination with the Poona. Corporation, is, therefore, considering 
a scheme which will provide piped water .supply direct f~om the 
KhaQakviisla Lake for the Poona City area. This will free the 
Muthii Right Bank Canal for irrigation. The scheme is estimated 
to cost 180 lakhs of rupees. It envisages drawing water from the 
KhaQakviisla Lake into a sump well from which it will be pumped 
on td a hill along the Poona-KhaQakviislii :Road, where it will be 
settled in large clarifiers. and the settled water will gravitate 
tllrough a 66" diameter pipe line to the Parvati hills for the 
requirements of. all the institutions in the Greater Poona area. The 
,capacity of the pipe line is proposed to be .50 million gallons per 
day. Th? filters for the Poona Ci?;1 area will b~ loca~ed on ~e 
Parvati hills and the fnt~red water will be stored m a big reservOir 
on the hills. After the settled. water is drawn for the filters for the 
City area. the balance of the water will be sent to the existing 
Poona Cantonment Water Works ,and the Kirkee Water Works, 
where the existing plants, after due· expansion, will meet the 
growing needS of those areas. 

Dmmage. The whole internal sewage of the city passes through a main out-
fall sewer laid along the right bank of the MuthA river through 
the eastern (i.e., old. suburban) and railway areas to an outfall 
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pumping station neat the junction of the Bahirobii. NiUii. with the 
MuJa-Muthi. From' this pumping station the dry weather flow of 
sewage is pumped to distributaries 3 and 5 of the Muthii. Right 
Bank Canal for irrigation, after dilution 'with canal water, of areas 
amounting in all to about 4,350 acres commanded by those distribu
taries. Most of the area of the City apart from some of the eastern 
(i.e., old suburban) areas is now provided with a complete water 
carriage system of night soil and all kinds of sewage, including 
night soil, are carried by stoneware pipe drains from 6 to 30 inches 
in diameter to the gravitation sewer and thence to the pumping 
station. Two pumping stations are prOvided for lifting the sewage 
from the low-lying area of the city and Bhamburda into the gravia-
tion sewer. ' 

Drainage lines are laid in some. parts of the old suburban area 
and they are joined to the outfall sewer. These were laid and are 
still maintained by the Government in the Publio Works Depart
ment. Urgent complaints of drainage ,chokes or overflows are 
attended to by the municipal staff. In the old Suburban' areas, 
wherever there is no. water-borne, underground. sewage, night-
soil is removed in municipal sullage lorries. ' 

The outfall pumping station at Bahirobii. NiUa is Jllanaged by the 
;Public Health Engineering Section of the Public Works Depart
ment. The participating local authorities, i.e., the Poona Municipal 
Corporation and' the foona Cantonment are charged for the cost of 
pumping. ' . 

Two Nliliis, the Niigzari and the Manik, traverse the city from 
south to north serving as Jarge storm water drains. They meet 
together before joining the Muthii. about 300 yards above its 
junction with the Mula. These, niiliis have been drained, covered 
with slabs in certain plac~s and built up' in, masonry at others. 
A cement concrete channel is provided in the Niigzari NiiJa over 
a considerable length and "the sides graded and levelled and turf 
planted on them. 

There . are two big gardens in Poena malntained. by the Agri
Horticultural Society of Western India, ciz., the Empress Gardens 
and the Bund GardenS. 
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The Empress Botanical Gardens, situated east of the Race Course Empre88 Gardenl. 

on the Prince of Wales Drive, provide a 'real beauty spot. These 
gardens have an area of 60 acres artistically laid out and possess tall 
Jllajestic trees as well as innumerable varieties of plants and Howers. 
A band-stand and a pond in which lotus flowers abound have added 
to the beauty of the place. At one time known as the Soldiers 
Gardens and in charge of the Military, they were transferred to the 
Agri-Horticultural Society of Western India in 1892, Government 
guaranteeing a deficit up to, Rs. 3,000 'annually. Good vegetable 
and flower seeds, cut flowers of all kinds and plants .in .. pots~ are 
IOld here at moderate rates. 

The Bund GMdens, opened to the publio in 1869, are situated Bund Gartlen.. 
on the right bank of. the Mulii,..Muthii. river, about· a mile and 
a quarter north-east of the railway station. These gardens . are 
one of the most· attractive evening resorts of the residents in the 
eastern parts of Poona. They take their name from the Jamsetjee 
Bund which stretches across tho river there. The grounds measure 
. A Bk VI 2-4ltJ ' - . 
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CHAPTER 20. about 180 yards from east to ~est and about 8.0 ya~ds from north to 
south. They are laid out m terraces to which Bights of handsome 
steps lead, the lowest terrace overlooking ~e river being faced by 
a massive wall about 30' high from the nver-bed. In the centre 
of the garden is an ornamental marble fountain and on the wcst 
is a band-stand. This is also under the management of the Agri
Horticultural Society of Western India, who hold their annual 
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Gardens. 
BUM Gardens. 

Flower Show here. This is a special event of the Poona season. 
The other gardens are managed by the Poona Municipal Corpora

tion. 
Municipal Gardens. The Jiiiimiitii Garden: Covering an area of about haH an acre in 

the vicinity of the GaJ}.apati temple in Kasbii Peth, this pretty 
municipal garden perpetuates the memory of Jijabiii, the revered 
mother of Shivaji the Great. The site was formerly known as 
Ambarkhana and bore the Lii.l Mahii.l (Red palace) built by Shahiiji 
for the use of his wife Jijabiii and their young son Shivaji. The 
garden is reserved fur women, and children below eight years of 
age. 

Markets. 
Mahatma Phule 

Market. 

The Sambhiiii Udyiina (park): This is one of the largest of the 
municipal gardens in Poona, covering· an area of nearly ten acres. 
It is situated along the left bank of the Muthii river a few yards 
rrorth-east of the Sambhiiji (old LakQi) Bridge; A separate section 
of the garden has been reserved for .women and children. There 
is a band-stand and music is provided in the garden every Satur· 
day and also on special festive occasions. 

The Shiviiji Tank Garden: This is situated in Shivajinagar. The 
chief attraction of this garden is the large· swimming pool (297'X95') 
built up in it. There is a diving platform attached to the pool. 
Water is taken into the pool from the. municipal water line and 
there is arrangement for steady replenishment and renewal of the 
water supply. ~ 

The Somaviir Peth Garden: This is the biggest garden in the 
eastern part of the city. An up-to-date swimming pool with 
a circulating filtration system forms part of this garden. 

The Pesavii Udyiina (Garden): This garden is situated at the 
foot of the Parvati Hill on a high ground adjoining the west side 
of the road leading from the Parashurambhau College to the Parvati 
hill. It covers nearly 7 acres of ground and is well laid out and 
terraced. There is a small canary and a zoo attached to it. The 
municipality has plans to use this park and the· area of the Parvati 
Tank east of the road to house a zoo. . 
~e other municipal gardens are:- ' , 

_ Parvati Lake Garden, Daruwii.la Bridge Garden, Khlidi Maidan 
Bag. Kumbhar Viidii. Bag, Rasta J»eth Garden, Shanvar Vlidli Bag 
(between the bastions of the ShanvaJ:41 Palace), Suburban Office 
Garden (north of the new hospital, a. few yards south-west 
of the railway station), Victoria Garden (south-el\St of the Sassoon 
Hospitals), and Wilson Garden (just close to the Suburban Offi~ 
Garden). ' 
Ve~etable Markets, The~~ is one large vegetable market· in 

the City called the Mahatma Phule Market. This is situated in 
the heart of the city and is one of the oldest public buildings inI 
the city. It is built on a site between the Tu!§i Bag and Rlime§v1 
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~emples in Shukrawir Peth. The construction began in 1882 and 
~ completed in 1886. The total cost was Rs. 2,30,000. It was 
!formally ·opened on the 5th of October,1886,by Lord Reay, the 
~en Governor of Bombay, whose name it carried up to 1938, when 
~t was renamed after Mahatma Phule, a great soci¥ reformer of 
~ahariishtra in the last century. 
f ' This building furnishes an outstanding design and pattern for 
~ vegetable and fruit market and has served as a model for many 
markets in India. It is octogonal in shape and contains about 500 
1staIIs. It is said that the design is a play upon the name Reay, the 
~chitect having so contrived that a number of covered galleries 
project like rays from a central edifice. Surmounting all, in the 
ICeDtre, is a tower eighty feet high. This tower has a diameter of 
40 feet and has stalls on the ground Hoor. 
f All kinds of fruits and vegetables and other commodities of every 
day use are sold in this market. The commodities displayed for sale 
are so arranged that each section of the market contains a particular 
variety of fruits and vegetables. 
· 'There are large grounds behind the main building on which 
wholesale business is transacted. Additional vegetable and fruit 
stalls have been opened there, and platforms and sheds have been 
provided by the Corporation· for the use of vendors and customers. 
Car parks, bicycle stands, cart stands, etc., have been provided. 

The total annual income of the Corporation from the stall rentals, 
licence fees, etc., is Rs. 3,85,854 (1949). 

Two markets have recently been opened, one in Shivajinagar 
near the Shivaji (old Lloyd) Bridge, and the other on Karve road 
[lear Sambhaji (old Lak<;li) Bridge. 
· There is a small market at YeI'avda known as the F. B. Irani 
Market, which is on a long l~se from the owner to the Corporation. 
[t contains 65 stalls. 

There is a small vegetable market at Bhavani Peth. 
Building of new markets in the Deccan Gymkhana area; 

Hadapsar and Bopodi are contemplated. 
· There are two milk markets in the city. The one situated in 
Ravivar Peth is the chief one. The other was recently started in 
Shukravar Peth. 
· There is one fish market in Shukravar Peth where dry fish is sold. 
[t has 36 stalls . 
. There is one beef market in Kasba Peth containing 10 stalls. 

There are seven mutton markets situated in different parts or- the 
city. The number of stalls in each market varies from 10 to 24. 

The slaughtering of $Dimals which was formerly done Within 
the city is now done 'at.a slaughter house which was specially 
:-onstructed at the village of Kondhwa about four miles to the south 
)£ the city. Q-eat care is taken to keep the house in a clean and 
Wlitary condition. 
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~ Th~ Municipal Fire Brigade is controlled by the Fire Brigade Fire Service. 
)Upenntendent. There are three fire stations, one at Budhwar 
Chowk, a .second one at Bhavani Peth and the third one near the 
Poona Railway Station. In addition to the Municipal Fire 
Brigade there are the fire engines of the Poona Cantonment, and 
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all these work in close harmony and co-operation with one another. 
Under the Fire Brigade Superintendent there is a total staH of 
8 motor drivers, 5 tindals, 36 firemen, 4 turncocks and other 
miscellaneous staff. There are 2,445 fire hydrants and fire plugs 
in the municipal limits. 

The following big fires have occurred in the Poona Municipal 
limits in recent years:

Place. 

(1) The Aryabhushan Press 
(2) Raja Bahadur MotilaI Mill, 
. Kennedy Road 
(3) Ravivar Peth ,. 
(4) Poona Club, Bund Road 
(5) Bhavani Peth, 16 and 17 
(6) Sadashiv Peth, 251 
(7) Bhavani Peth, 122 •• 
(8) M. & S. M. Goods Shed, Kennedy 

Road 

, Estimared 
loss. 
Rs. 

1,00,000 

1,00,000 
55,000 

2,00,000 
25,000 
35,000 
40,000 

25,000 

Year. ' 

1926 

1943 
1944 
1945 
1947 
1947 
1948 

1949, 
There are 60 places in the city for the disposal . of dead bodies, 

Five of them are cremation grounds for Hindus, and they are owned 
and managed by the Corporation. Two are Towers of Silence for 
Parsis. The rest, 53, are burial grounds, and except four of them 
(two for Hindus and two for Mahomedans), all the rest are private 
and managed by trustees belonging to the different communities 
concerned. Five of them are for Hindus, 40 for Mahomedans and 
4 for Christians., Three of the Christian cemeteries are sih;ated 
outside the municipal limits. 

POONA AS A MILITARY CENTRE. 

Poona is an important Army Centre. It is the headquarters oj 
the Southern Command, one of the three Commands, of the Indian 
Army. 

Poona is also an Air Force Station with its headquarter offices, 
and an air field, which is located at Lohogaon about ~ miles from 
the city. , 

A few miles away from Poona, at Lonavala, is' an important naval 
training centre called the "Indian Navy Ship Shivaji." This is 
an Artificer Training Establishment and trains' Engine Room, Ship. 
wright, Electrical and Ordnance artificer apprentices for naval ships 
It also trains direct entry short service Engineer Officers in Marine 
EngiJileering before they are drafted to ships for sea training. . 

Poona is eminently suited as a military centre by virtue of it! 
situation, terrain and climate. It rests within,the lap of the Westen: 
Ghats not very far from Bombay, with whicli city it is connected b) 
a number of fast-movin~ trains. Being a junction of the Central 
and Southern Railways, Poona is within easy reach "f the whole 01 
South India, which is the jurisdiction of the Southern Command 
The air field at Poona prOvides the requisite air link with the oute! 
world. A good· motorable road, between Bombay and Poona alforw 
the added facility of vehicular traffic between these two cities 
The telephone and telegraph systems add to these vital links oj 
communication. , (" 
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Within the city and its· surroundings are an -manner of terrain, 
from rolling downs to undulatinghilIs, with the Mula. and the MutM 
as pretty additions. This is iiseful for the training ,of troops and 
provides wide space for Army .exercises.: The climate, never too hot 
or too cold, is . congenial for strenuous physi<;al .and mental work. 
Poona does not suffer fr~ the mugginess of a' port town, and 
because of the Westem Ghats it is saved from dust and beat. 
It bas the peace arid quiet required for an Army centre. Cleanli~ 
ness is maintained to prevent occurren~ of epidemics. 

Various Army establishments are located iri Poona, IGrkee. 
Dehu and the Purandar fort. Many of these are centered in the 
areas of Vanavadi and Gborpadi, areas lying in the Poona Canton~ 
ment area. Old buildings· and" barracks . left from the British days; 
of course with new additions, bave been profitably utilised to house 
the many offices and institutions. In Vanavadi, the old landmarks 
are: Connaught Barracks; Connaught Military: Hospital, Old Depot 
Lines; South Petty Staff Lines; Army Veterinary School; Army 
Signal School ; Slaughter bouse r Station Supply Depot and Bakery ; 
Medical Mobilization Stores; and the Indian Infantry Kitchener 
LineS. These buildings are at .. present being· used to house officers 
and subordinates. and a number of Army institutions, the most 
important of which are: the Military Hospital; the Armed Forces 
Medical College; the Artificial Limb Centre; the Veterinary Hospi
tal: the Army Signal School ; the Supply Depot; and the Military 
Engineering Service (Tools and Plant). . 

The Gborpadi area is comparatively more important.. Here the 
offices of the Headquarters Southem Command andPoona Sub
Area as well as the offices of the Controller of Defence-Accounts are 
placed. . The old buildings of this area are : OfficerS.· Quarters and 
Messes; British Infantry Barracks; Indian Military ~ospital; Kore~ 
gaum Lines; Outram Stanely LineS; Indian. Cavalry, Elliot Lines; 
Supply Depqt; Old Sapper Line; Followers'- Hospital ; Brigade 
Library; Auxiliary Force Lines; and a few other .0fHcebuildings. 

I· .. .. '" 

The Purandar bill :was an. old military camp, used as . a healtl\ 
resort. It provided accommodation for the British troops and 
British officers with a supply and transport section . of the Royal 
Indian Army Supply Corps. Dwing World War II, it was used as 
a camp for prisoners of war. 

A few miles from Poona, on the main Bombay-Poona Road, is 
IGrkee, the plains of which prOvide ample open space for the Army 
factories and the arsenal, the military farms, and two important 
educational institutions, viz., the Electrical and Mechanical, School 
and the College of Military Engineering. 

Some of the important establishments of the Army are the follow~ 
ing: (I) College of Military Engineering, Khadaki (po 656); 
(2) Electrical and Mechanical Engineering School, IGrkee; (3) Armed 
Forces Medical College, Poona (p. 651) ; (4) Army School of Physical 
Training, Eve's Estate, Poona-Sbolapur Road, Poona; (5) Army 
Signal School, Vanavadi, Poona; (6) Military. Hospital, Vanavadi, 
Poona; (7) Military Hospital. Aundh Camp, Poona (for tuberculosis 
patients); (8) National Defence Academy, Khadakavasala (p. 664) 
(buildings . for this .. are now under. construction); and (9) Artificial 
Limb Centre, Vanavadi, Poona (p. 652). ' .. 
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THE CANTONMENT AREAs. 

The civic affairs of the military areas of Poona are not adminis
tered by the Poona City Municipal Corporation. They are under 
the control of two separate civic bodies, viz., the Cantonment 
Boards of Poona and Kirkee. These boards have more or less the 
same type of constitution, functions and powers. At 
the head of the board, consisting of fifteen members, is the President, 
who is always the Officer Commanding the Station. The Health 
Officer and, in the case of the Poona Cantonment, the Executive 
Engineer, and, in the case of the Kirkee Cantonment, the Garrison 
Engineer, are ex-officio members. A magistrate of the First Class 
nominate<L by the District Magistrate of Poona and four military 
offiCers nominated by the Officer Commanding, the Station are live 
nominated members~ The rest, numbering seven, are elected_ by 
the- residents of the- respective cantonments. The Executive Officer
of the Cantonment is- the Secretary of the Board. 

The area of the Poona Cantonment is 3,442·91 acres, or about 
5·37 sq. miles, and its population, according to the 1951 census. 
was 59,011 (both civil and military). In 1951, the total number of 
houses in the Cantonment was 3,666 and their estimated rental value 
was Rs. 29,60,000. For purposes of election, the whole cantonment 
area forms one ward at present, but a proposal is pending before 
the Government of India to break it up into four wards. 

In 1950-51, the total income of the Cantonment Board was 
Rs. 12,77,396, and expenditure Rs. 13,52,541. The main items of 
income were: rates and taxes (including octroi, tax on annual value 
of lands and buildings, tax on trades and professions, toll tax, water 
tax, conservancy tax and entertainment tax), Rs. 8,81,091; revenue 
derived from property and powers apart from taxation, Rs. 2,75,967.;_ 
and grants and contributions (e.g., the Union Govemmenfs grant for" 
drainage, and the State Govemmenfs grant-in-aid for schools), 
Rs. 52,029. The chief item of expenditure was .. medical services 
and sanitation," Rs. 6,42,094. Other important items" of expendi
ture were" public works" (original works, maintenance ,and repairs 
of roads, drains, buildings, etc.), Rs. 3,05,936; .. public safety and 
convenience" (e.g., expenditure on the fire brigade, street lighting. 
maintenance of markets and slaughterhouses, etc.), Rs. 1,39,849; 
and .. public instruction" (payments of grants-in-aid to primary 
schools and libraries), Rs. 84,651. Octroi is collected by the Poona 
Corporation on behalf of the board, under an agreement, and 
a lump sum is paid annually to the board as its share. 

The item of .. medical services and sanitation" accounts for nearly 
50 per cent. of the total expenditure of the Board. The· senior 
Executive Health Officer in military employ on <Juty in the canton
ment exercises a general sanitary supervision over the whole canton
ment as Health Officer with the help of an Assistant Health Officer 
(a military medical officer), a full time Assistant Medical Officer of 
Health (an employee of the board), six sanitary inspectors, and other 
staff numbering more than 400. The, Board maintains a well
equipped General Hospital of 65 beds with a maternity ward of 
25 beds, and also a charitable dispensary in the Sadar Bazar. In 
addition, the board makes conirihutions to the Infectious Diseases 
Hospital, Poona, the Mental Hospital at Yeravada, and the Leprosy 
Hospital at Khondva, for the treatment of patients sent from the 
cantonment area. 
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The cantonment maintains 25~ 81 miles of road. 
Both open drainage and sewerage system exist in the cantonment, 

ut the latter is now gradually replacing the former. 
Water supply is a piped one from the Poona Cantonment Water 

forks. (p. 641). 
Street lighting is by electricity. 
There are 23 primary schools in the· Cantonment imparting 

IStruction to 5,122 pupils. These schools are run by private 
IStitutiOns. The board pays grants-in-aid to them in accordance 
'ith the recommendations of the Educational Inspector of the 
tate Government. 
There- is a fire brigade staffed by 000_· Superintendent; one 

ssistant Superintendent, and U firemen, .and· having an equipment 
f one fire engine, one trailer pump and one portable fire-fighting 
ump. 
The cantonment maintains a well laid out market, where stalls 

re provided in one wing for vegetables and fruits and in another 
)r meat, fish and poultry. There are two public gardens and play
rounds. The board makes small annual contributions to two 
braries, the Albert Edward Institute and· the Sir Cawasji Dinshaw 
ibrary. 

The area of the Kirkee cantonment is 3,283 acres or about 5·13 sq. 
illes, and its population, according ·to the 1951 census, was 48,552 
>ath civil and military). In 1951, the total number of houses in 
1e cantonment (including the suburbs of Vaitagvadi and 
angamvadi) was about 920, and their estimated rental value was 
ls. 5,20,000. For purposes of election the cantonment area is 
ivided inte) three wards at present, but there is a proposal to 
edistribute these into six. 

In 1950-51, the total income of the cantonment was Rs. 3,80,128, 
nd . expenditure Rs. 3,59,369. The main items of income were: 
ates and taxes (including octroi, house tax, conservancy tax, water 
ax. trade tax, vehicle tax, dog tax, and entertainment tax), 
ts. 1,68,728; revenue derived from property, and powers apart 
rom taxation, Rs. 1,71,964; and grants and contributions, Rs. 20,000. 
11e chief item of expenditure was .. medical services and sanita
ion," Rs. 2,06,819. Other important items of expenditure were: 
public works," Rs. 33,295; and" public instruction," Rs. 32,474. 
>ctroi is collected by the P~e Corporation on behalf of the 
lOard, under an agreement, an~ a lump sum is paid annually to the 
loard as its share. 

The item of • medical services and sanitation" accounts for 
learly 57 per cent. of the total expenditure of the board. The 
enior Executive Medical Officer of the Station and Assistant 
lealth Officer, both in military employ, visit the whole of the 
:antonment once a month and submit- monthly reports to the board 
or consideration, and action is taken according to their recommeda
ions. A staff of 164 sweepers and mukadams work under the 
upervision of a Sanitary Superintendent. The board maintains 
I hospital and an outdoor dispensary at East Kirkee Line Bazar. 
l'he hospital contains accommodation for 40 in-patients, both male 
md female. It has a maternity ward with six. beds. The town 
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rubbish and night soil are: moved by means of l~rries. :Thedrain 
system is open. ThE) draip. water is ut;ilised fpr agncul~al purposes, 
and when it is not so ~ed it flows roto the Mula nver. . ., 

The' board maintains' about' seven. rirlles of roads, most of which 
are tar-coated, 

In 1950-51 there were eleven primary schools in the .cantonment, 
three of which were maintained by th~. board, and the. remaining 
eight were given grants by the board. The number' of. pupils was 
8,241. . 

Street lighting is by electricity. 
There is a market with 181 stalls. . Sixty more stalls are under 

construction. . 

OBJECI'S.· 

The Agii Kluin Palace.-About, Hve miles from Ptn;le to the S()u~' 
on the Ahmadnagar Road is the Aga Khan Palace. It is a conspi
cuous landmark in the. neighbourhood' of Pu:Q.e. It was built about 
1908 by H. H. the Aga Khan III, the spiritual head of the Ismailiah 
Khoja community. 

During the 1942 "Quit India" campaign, Maliatma Gandhi wa~ 
incarcerated in this palace along with his wife Kastiirbii Gandhi, 
Shri MahadevaDesru, his private secretary, and some of his intimate 
associates. On 15th August 1942, Mahadeva Desru died here, to 
be followed. by Kastiirba Gandhi on 22p.d February 1944. Their, 
bodies were cremated on the grounds of the palace, and two beautiful 
marble samiidhis are erected on the spot. 

The Agricultural College.-The Agricultural College estate, 
806 acres in extent, is situated near the northern boundary 
of Sivajinagar. The main entrance is on the Ga:Q.esakhinc;la Road 
near its junction with the Fergusson College Road. The road 
leading from this entrance to the college buildings is lined on both 
sides by a beautiful avenue of rain trees (Pithicolobium Samen) 
With the college main building in the ba~kground. The avenue 
is about a quarter mile long and terminates in an open spac~ with 
a triangular lawn, beyond which lies the main building of the 
college. It is a magnificent edifice of traps tone' block in coarse, 
masonry having three projecting bays, one in the centre and the 
remaining two forming a part of the side wings. The frontage is. 
of the Renaissance type' architecture with a semi-circular. silver 
dome in the centre. The dome is visible fro~ a long distance and 
forms a centre of attraction. for th~· college and a distinguishing 
land mark of Pune. The dome surmounts the main' hall of the 
college which has· a marble Hoor and ivory white columns 
supporting a gallery running on three sides of the hall.. The hall 
has a central staircase branching off on both its sides at a level 
of a~~ut h~lf its height and leading to the gallery. Besides ~e 
admimstration ,rooms, the main building provides accommodation 
for a few teaching and research sections with three lecture halls; 
a laboratory and a library with reading accommodation for 
students. Immediately on the west of 'the main building; a road 
branches off to the college farm. Further on the west there is 

. °In addition to the old Gazetteer, .. Poona Look and Outlook," 1951, publisheci 
by the POODa: Municipal Corporation, has been utilised for the description of 
some of Ute objects.· , . " 
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a large· edifice of trapstone building in Renaiss2lnce style which 
accommodates the Chemical Laboratories and the Agricultural 
Economics Section. Further beyond thl,s is. a semi~permallent 
building which accommodates the Entomological Section. A road 
forming an arc of a circle and connecting with the GaI).esakhin<;la 
Road and Vaka<;levii<;li Road at the western and eastern sides of the 
college estate, runs east-west to the south of the main building. 
The southern side of the road is bounded by the Horticultural 
block, the Modibiiga orchard and the Economic ]3otanist's area. 
A few yards away to the east of the main college building on the 
north side of the circular east-west road lies a two-storeyed trap-
stone building of the College hostel; and next to it a semi-permanent 
hostel building. On the southern side of the east-west road is the 
college gymkhana ground. . 

There is .a dispensary and a post office iD the estate,. There are 
residential quarters for the college and farm staff and for some 
departmental officers and their staff. . 

The Ambiirkhanii (Kasba Peth), literally. the elepharit~carriage 
house, originally known as Lal Mahiil, was ,built in 1636, by Sahiiji 
Raje Bhosle for the use of his wife Jijabiii and their son Sivaji, then 
only a boy of six. It was a strong building with many underground 
rooms. It was 'in this mansion that Sivaji attacked Siihistekhan 
(the maternal-uncle of Aurangjheb~ the Mughal Emperor), who was'. 
specially deputed to crush the "Mountain. Rat, ., in 1661, clipping 
the fingers of the latter's hand while hp was attempting to escape. 
The name of AIhbiirkhaniiwasgiven by the Pe§avas, who ,turned. 
the place into a storehouse for elephant-cars or ambiim •.. Nothing 
remains .now of the old palace or of the AIhbiirkhanii. ,The site 
was converted a' few years ago into a garden by the Poona City 
Municipality and is known as the ]ijiimiita Baga, open only to women 
and children. 

Amrtesvara Temple. (Saniviir Peth)."-This is a group of temples, 
of which the principal one dedicated to Siva (Sid<;lhesvar Mahiideo) 
was built in 1749 by Bhivoobai Biiriimatikar, sister of the second 
Pes ava, Bajrrava BallaJ (Bajirava 1); The. others,. dedicated to 
Vi~Qii, Riima and Miiruti, were built by Pan<;lurang Bhat, grandson 
of Ranga Bhat Citriiva, in whose line runs the hereditary priesthood 
of the temples. . 

The AnandaSrama.-Founded by Mahadeva CimaQaji Apte, this 
institution is housed in Budhaviir Peth in its own fine building. It 
secures and publishes old Sarilskrit manuscripts, of which it has noW. 
in its possession more than 8,000, and has, also published many 
Samskrit books in a series known as the Anandasrama Samskrit Series;· 
It affords lodging and boarding facilities to a. few scholarsanyiisis. 
Scholars have free access to the manuscripts in the library of the, 
Anandasrama. . 
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. The Armed Forces Medical College.-The main college buildirig Armed Force& 
is located in the Connaught Barracks, PUQe,. while the Pathology Medical College. 
and the Radiology departments are located in the Vanava<;li area. (6) 
near the Military Hospital. The college also earries out research. 
in medical matters pertaining to the Armed Forces, and its 
Pat?0logy Department is the premier military laboratory in India 
which. undertakes a number of researches. Civilian Sanitary 
Assistants and Air Force Medical Assistants are also trained 
by this college. 'The manufacture and distriblltion .of plasma aIid, 
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" crystalloid" solutions for the Armed For~es a~d the _ supply o! 
whole blood to neighbouring military hospItals m PUI].e, Khac.laki 
and Aundh, is another function of the college. 

The Artificial Limb Centre (VanavaQi, Poona 1).-This cent;re 
came into existence in 1948, and IS run by the Gover~ent of India. 
Started mainly for soldiers disabled during the war, It also caters 
for civilians. 

The Ayurveda Mahiividy~laya (~~ ~eth. Tiiracan?- !1iimni!th 
Ayurvedic Hospital).-This Ayurvedic mstitution owes Its mception 
to the first non-co-operation movement (1921), as a result of which 
some patriotic Ayurvedic practitioners were moved to establish 
a college and a hospital using indigenous methods of treatment. 
Its main building is situated in the eastern part' of the PUI},e City 
at 22, Nagesa Peth, near. Daruvala. Bridg~~ It has its own lady 
students' hostel and the attached hospital (Seth Taracand Rarna
nathAyurvedic Hospital) on the same site. 

It trains students in the Ayurvedic and Unani Tibbi systems of 
medicine as well as in allopathy and surgery. 

Bel-bag Temple. The Bela-biiga Temple.-This famous shrine of Laksmi-Narayana 
(9) situated on the Lak~mi Road in Budhavar Peth, was built by Nana 

Phac.lanavisa. Its construction took nearly Dve years (1765-69) 
and cost about Rs. 25,000. In 1779 he secured a grant to the temple 
of four villages of Vagasiii (PuI;le ) , Galeganva ( Ahmadnagar ), 
PasaraI;li (Satara) and Vaneganva (Satlira). This income of the 
temple was attached by Bajirava II but was restored by 
Elphinstone after the PeS ava's overthrow. At present it is managed 
by Nana's descendants, who stay on the premises. There is an open 
yard in front of the temple, in which is a shrine of Gariic.la under 
a vaulted canopy facing the main deities, and two shrines of Siva 
and GaJ}.apati on either side of the main temple. 

Bharidarkar 
Oriental' Re

_rch Institute. 
(10) 

The BhiiruJiirkar Oriental Research Institute.-Situated in 
picturesque surroundings, at the foot of the Law College hill to' 
the west of the city, is this famous institution devoted to the study 
of oriental learning. It was founded to perPetuate the memory 
of the noted Sanskrit scholar Dr. R. G. Bbanc.larhr. It was helped 
liberally by the Tams, and the Government of Bombay transferred 
to it the manuscripts library formerly at the Deccan College and 
handed over to it the management of the Bombay Sanskrit and 
Prakrit Series with an annual grant of Rs. 12,000 attached to it. 
Inaugurated in July 1917, it began work in June 1918. It has 
a splendid stone building, built in oriental style: and an ample 
guest house. It contains nearly 20,000 manuscripts collected by 
Prof~sor~ B?lher, Kielhorn and Bhlinc.llirkar, during the last century. 
The lDStitution has undertaken the task of publishing an authoritative 
and critical edition of the Mababharata,ofwhich eight volumes 
have so far been published. It has a Publication Department, which 
bes~des conducting the work of the Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit 
Seneshas started a _new series' called the Government Oriental 
Series, which includes texts as well as independent original works. 
The Annals of the Institute, which started as a six-monthly publica
tion in 1919, is now published' quarterly. The Department of 
Post-graduate Instruction of the Institute is recognised by the Poona 
University as an institution for post-graduate instruction and research 
in Sanskrit and Priikrit languages and Ancient Indian Culture. 
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The BhiIrat ltihiis Samsodhak Maf}tf.a~-This institution devoted CHAl'TER 20. 
to historical research was founded in 1910 by Visvanath Kashinath 
Rajavade, one of the pioneers of historical research in Maharashtra 
and a well-known scholar, in co-operation with Sardar K. C. 
Mehendale. It has· its own building in Sadashiv Peth. 

The most valuable possession of the MandaI are the numerous 
historical records (composed of original letters; manuscripts; copper 
plates; coins; old pictures, arms, dresses, etc. ), which have been 
collected with great labour and patience from different places and 
families in Maharashtra (and even elsewhere) by devoted worlcers. 
The Daftarkhiinii, as it is called, contains over a lakh of papers, 
which have been numbered ~d grouped: the unnumbered ones 
even exceed this figure. The papers pertain to a large variety of 
subjects and afford rich material for the writing of the politiCal, 
economic and social histqry of Maharashtra. 

In its fine arts section· there are more than 1,400 exhibits, of which 
1,050 are old paintings, 75 illustrated manuscripts; 25 maps and 
charts, 100 articles of armoury, 50 Mughal, Nizamsiihi, AdilSahi, 
Maratm, Persian and English documents and hundreds of other 
miscellaneous objects. 

The Mandal has, besides, a reference library.-It bas been 
publishing a quartely journal since 1920. Its pages contain results 
of the research conducted by the members of the Mandal and other 
useful information. The MandaI has also published several books 
embodying original sources for the study of Maratha history. 

Places. 
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Bharat Itiha.t 
Samshodhak 

Mandala. 
(11) 

Bhaviini's temple, in Bhavam Peth, was built about 1760 by public Bhaviin{s Temple. 
subscription at a cost of about Rs. 5,000. A fair is held in the (12) 
Navaratra holidays. in ASvin (September-October). 

Th.e Bohori lainiitkhiInii (Ravivar Peth}.-This is a .meeting place 
of Bohorli Mahomedans. It was built about 1730. Attached to it 
is a large tank and a mosque-with cypressed pillars. The tank is 
filled with water from the Katraj aqueduct. The building is now 
utilised for holding the Bohorli school, the .. Madarasli Madaris.» 

Bohoti 
lamatkhiind. 

(13) 

The Budhaviir Biig.-This piece of ground, now a taxi stand in Budhaviir Bag. 
the western part of Budhavara Cauka, bore a spacious mansion (14) 
built by the Pdavli Bajirava II about 1813 for his public offices. 
It was a three-storeyed building with one large and one. small 
chauk. After !he collapse of the Marathli power in 1818, the 
British used. it for housing many of their offices, a . Marathi school 
and the Native General Library. In 1879, the. whole palace, ex;cept 
the rear two-storeyed part called the Phariisa Khiinli, was. burnt 
down. At present this rear part is occupied by the· PUl}.6 Police 
as their city headquarters. The site 6f the palace was converted 
into a public garden, but this was later on destroyed to carry out 
excavating operations which resulted in th~ unearthing of some 
large and beautiful fountains and foundations of massive plinths. 
Now, the ground is cleared for use as a taxi and· bus stand. 

The BUf}t;l Garden (See p. 643 under .. Poona City-Gardens"). 

The Byramiee Jeeieebhoy Medical CoZlege(See pp. 553, 559). Byramiee lee;ee
bhoy Medical 

College. 
(16) 

The CatuhStTigi.-This . is a shrine of Durgli ( or ArhbreSvari) Chatuhshrlngl. 
situated half-way up a hill reached by a short road off th; (17) 
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CHAPTER 20. 'GaneshkhiIid road near the first entrance gate .to~e old Gove~ent 
House now the home of the Poona Umverslty. According to 
a locai legend, Durlabhshet, a rich banke~, ~ho in 1786 coined 
the two-barred copper coins known as Shzvra., used to go every 
year to the hill temple of Sapta§pigi, about thir~ miles ~orth of 
Nasik. When he grew old, the goddess took .plty on him and 
coming to the Catuhspigi hill t~ld him, ~ ~ dream that he might 

,Places. 
POONA. 
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C1iatu~shring,. 
, (17) 

worship her there and not go to Saptasplgl. 
The ·temple is reached by a Hight of steps in· stone and concrete 

and is about 200 feet above. the ground. The first temple of the 
goddess was built about 150 years ago. It was a very small one, 
and it did not attract much attention even in the days of the 
Pdaviis. Much more attention used to be paid to the GaI}.apati 
temple which is situated to the north-east of. the hill 'near its base 
and after which the surrounding locality. ,is named Ganeshkhind. 
The PeSavas used to make -their first halt 'near the GaI}.apati temple 
whenever they went towards. Bombay or places on that side. The 
temple of the goddess was·' rebuilt and enlarged 75 years ago. 
From a wooden structure it was transformed again into' a massive 
stone and iron structure about 20 years ago. 

During the N avaratra, the first nine days ,of the month of. Asvin, 
a big fair is held, when thousands of devotees offer their prayers 
here throughout day and night. . 

Central Buildings. The Central Buildings.-This is' a large three-storeyed stone 
(18) building, with a plinth area of 43,093 square feet, situated on the 

Byramjee Jeejeebhai Road, about 3 furlongs south of the railway 
station. It is of stone masonry with fine dressed facing, "H" shaped, 
with architectural domes on three sides. It has cement and tiled 

'. floors. Mangalore tile roofiing and terraces at places. It was under 
construction for about seven years and was completed in 1914-15. 
The total cost was Rs. 7,15,000. The following departments and 
officers have their offices in ,this building: (1) Public Works 
Department, (2) InspeCtor General of Police; (3) Inspector General 
of 'Prisons; (4) Registrar of Co-operative. Societies; . (5) Director 
of Education; (6) Chief Conservator of Forests; (7) Consulting 
Surveyor to Government; and (8) Director of Agriculture. 

In the same compound there are other buildings which bouse 
other Government offices like those of Director of Local Authorities, 
Assistant Director' of Public Health, etc. 

Central Water- . The Central Waterpower, Irrigation and Navigation Researc/& 
power, l"fga~ion Station (CWINRES) is located below the Khac;lakviisale irrigation 
and Naf)Jga~wn damon the Mutha river. This station had its beginnin<t in the 
Re8eDrch Statwn. S . I Irri ti . D' . . f th 'B b Go °hi h (19) pecIa. ga on IVlSlon. 0 e om ay vemment w c was 

opened m June 1916, and had assigned to it .the work of research on 
,local problems of land drainage, reclamation and hydro-dynamics • 
. The success attained by this division prompted . the Bombay 
'Government to raise it in 1920 to the status of a hydro-dynamics 
research station. This station was located on the MutM Right Bank 
Canal near Hac;l~pasara (six miles from PuI}.e) but was shifted in 
1934, t~ Lake Fife at. Khac;lakviisale, where exceptional facilities for 
hydratilic research eXISt. In 1937, the station was taken over and 
converted into a Central institution by the Government of India. 
By 1947, the Government of India and the Provincial Governments 
embarked on a number of post-war projects involving large-scale 
irrigation' and hydro-electric works and harbour developments. To 

: meet the: situation, . a' new. scheme was framed to expand the station 
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so as to' enable it to underlake the solution' of problems relating CHAPTER 20. 
to-:-(I) River and Canal Hydraulics; (2) Navigation: (3) Soils and 
Soil· Mechanics; ( 4 ) Concrete and Materials of Construction: :laces. 
(5) Mathematics; ( 6) Statistics;: (7) Physics; (8) Chemistry ; ogr~. 
and (9) Hydraulic Machinery. Early in 1948, the station was Central Water
transferred to the administration of the Central Waterpower, power, 1~~ioB 
Irrigation and Navigation Commission and was renamed the Central ~nd NhSfa:::B 

Waterpower, Irrigation and Navigation Research Station. ese~r(19) -, B. 

The station now covers an area of about 30 acres, which is 
proposed to be extended to 136 acres. While the station has always 
in progress many rigid and semi-rigid model experiments, it is 
specially renowned for its large--scale' model experiments on· training 
of rivers, such as the. Ganga, Yamuna andB~ahmapubia. The 
experiments have covered both specific problems and basic research, 
and, as often happens, experiments on specific problems' have led 
to results of a fundamental kind. . . 

Navigation research is expected to be, Ii special feature of the 
station, and new sections ~e to 1;>e added to, deal 'with problems 
connected' with high dams and appurtenant works and hydrO-electric 
development. . . ' I 

The Christa.-Prema-Sima-Sangha-ASrama (near the' Agricultural 
College) consists of men and, women desiring to express' in their 
lives, by prayer and services, 'the love of Christ.' The asrama is its 
centre and a home of. unmarried men, members and' associates. 
The members engage themselves in . various occupations" outside the 
asramaand give their free time to social and religious activities. 
Its purpose is to unite in fellowship Indians. and Europeans who, 
while retaining the heritage of. traditional Christianity, seek to 
enrich its understanding and practice along lines familiar to 'India, 
and establish ties With those' of' other faiths; - Attached to the 
asrama is a hostel for' college students. 

The Church. of the Holy Name (Paiica-Hauda, fuQ& City).-This 
church, with its schools, andothel" institutions both fot boys and girls, 
is the chief centre for. the Indian Christians belonging to the Church 
of India. The belfry of this church towers over the crowded 
housEll of PUI}.e City •. - ' .' , ' 

(i) The Club of Mahari4tra (Hira :Saga, PuI}.e 2).";"This is the 
principal regional club' of· the City. FacilitieS are prOvided by 'the 
club for cricket, tennis, table-tennis, billiards, and cards. 'The club 
has a building of its own and residental quarters for members. On 
31st July 1951 the total number of I1lembers waS over, 1,900. 

(ii) The Deccan Gymkhana (P~e 4).-Thisgymkhaila'was started 
ill 1906. It has solid structures for a ladies' club,. tw • . pavilions, 
a billiard shed' and a gymnasium. There. is 'a wrestling • 'arena' ,to 
accommodate 30,000 spectators and a swimming bath built at a cost 
of !h. 'f>,000 and named after, Lokamanya Tijak.'.rhe, 'gymkhana, 
mamtams almost all branches of the principal .~dian and foreign 
games. The number of members in all branches in 1950-51 was 
1,150. A special feature of this ~ana is itt CQ-operative housing 
soCiety of about 100 members. Whose bungalows.surround the~a. 

(iii) The P. Y. C; Hindu Gymkhana (Pw;le 4) . .;..nns gymkhli,na 
was started about 1895 as a club of school boys. It'received 
• constitution' and the name of PoonaYoung Cricketers' Club .in 
1900 and was expanded into' the P. Y. C. Hindu Gymkhana in 1912. 

" 

Christa-Prema
Seva-Satigha

Ashraf1l4. 
(20) 

Church of the 
Holy Name. 

(21) 

Clubs and 
Gymkhana8. 

,(22) 
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College of . 
Maitory • 

Engineeriftg. 
(23) 

Council HaU. 
(24) 

Deccorl College 
Poat-grodoote 
and ReaeQf'ch 

lnatilute. 
(25) 
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The Gymkhana maintains ~eparate departmen~ for almost ~ll . 
important Indian and formgn gam~. There 15. also a Ladies 
Department which provides games sUltable for ladies. In 1947-48, 
there were 209 members in the Ladies Department and about 
500 members in all the other departments. The Gymkhana has 
also a housing society, members of which have their bungalows in 
the same area. 

The CoUege of Military Engineering.-Situated on the Mula river, 
near the Harris Bridge, eight miles from PuI).e, the College of 
Military Engineering imparts basic academic engineering training of 
a degree standard to officers of the Corps of Engineers and the Corps 
of EleL'fricaI and Mechanical Engineers. 

The Council Hall.-This is situated on the west border of the 
PUI).e Cantonment about half a mile S. E. of the railway station. 
The main block is double storeyed, nearly rectangular in plan, 
183' X 53' and 40' to the top of the wall. It was completed in 1870 
at a cost of Rs.· 1,22,940. It is in the Venetian Gothic style of 
ornamental coloured brick work. The .porch in the middle of the 
west face is surmounted by a tower or companile 76' high with low 
pitched tiled roof. On the ground floor at the N. end is the Council 
Hall 80' X 40' and 40' high. There is no upper floor to the Hall. 
It is surrounded on all the inner sides by a gallery 5' wide, 
supported on light iron cantilevers. This hall is used for the meet
ings of the Bombay Legislative Assembly during its monsoon session 
in PUI).e. At the N. end of the building is a handsome circular stained 
glass wmdow. At the S. end are two rooms, each 30' X 20' with 
iii: archway between and enclosed on the outside by a verandah 
12' wide. Opposite the centre is an entrance hall 17' X 17'. beyond 
which is the staircase with spacious landing on each floor. Along 
the walls of the staircase is a picture gallery containing numerous 
portraits of princes of India, their ministers and sardars of the 
Deccan. On the first floor, there are several rooms. The S. end 
room is used for meetings of the Legislative Council during its 
monsoon session in Pune. These rooms like the rooms below them 
are surrounded by cloiSters with open stone mullioned windows. 

Lobby rooms to the N. side of the hall were added in' 1936 at 
a cost of Rs. 11,463. In the same year to the east of the' Council 
Hall was also added a block containing six rooms which was 
connected with the main building by a covered passage way. 
It cost Rs. 17,534. Later on a pantry room was added. This block 
houses the offices of the legislature and provides rest and refresh
ment rooms for members of the legislature and also a room for 
select committees. Extensive alterations and. addition. have been 
planned so as to make the hall fit for the bigger legislature created 
by the new Constitution. . :.; 

The Deccan CoUege Post-graduate and ~ Research Institute.~ 
J"ormerly known as .. The Deccan College," this institution was 
a Government arts college affiliated to the Bombay University, but 
it was closed by Government in 1933. it was, however. decided 
to re-open it in a different form as a purely post-graduate unit to 
carry, on research in Linguistics and History. and it was resuscitated 
as the Deccan College Post-Graduate and Research Institute 
in 1939. Its management is in the hands of a council of manage
ment although the finances are met by Government. It is DOW 
an institution recogni~ed by the University of Poona. 
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The building in which it is housed (the bId Deccan College CHAPTER 20" 
building) is situated in very pleasant surroundings on a tract of 
rising ground about half a mile back from the left bank of the 
Mula-~Sutha river, about ~ miles north-east from the PuI}.e railway 
station; It was completed in 1868 at a cost of Rs. 2,50,000, nearly 
balf of which was contributed by Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Bart. 
:It is Gothic in style and built of gray trap '~ith high pitched red 
iron roof. It is double-storeyed, two wings ( each 154' X 26' ~ 
forming with the main building (242' X 52Jr) three sides of 
a quadrangle to which there is a vaulted carriage entrance beneath 
the tower close to the north-west angle. All three of the inner faces 
are arcaded on both storeys, the arcades being 10~" wide. The 
~ain building"houses the library of the Institute and also provides 
working rooms for the Director and the professors. The out-
buildings include the Director's bungalow, students' hostels and 
mess rooms. 

Places. 
POONA • 

. Objects. 
Deccan CoUege 

Po8t-graduate 
and Research 

lmtitute. 
(25) 

De Nobili College (Aundh Road).-The De- Nobill College is DeNobiliCoUege. 
a, theological colle.ge conductM by the Jesuit Fathers, primarily for (26). 
tlie training of members of their own oI:~r. It is named after Robert f 

Dei Nobill (1577-1650), a prominent missionary and a Sarilskrit 
scholar. The building in which the college is housed contains 
about a hundred separate rooms for professors and students, spacious 
chapel, library, lecture halls, refractory and recreation rooms. 

District Court Buildings.-These buildings, consisting of three main 
structures, are situated N. of PUI}.e City beyond the Mutha river 
between the railway bridges and the Shivaji Bridge, and face t..'le 
main Ganeshkhind Road. Construction work was started in 1925 
and was completed.in 1929, and the total cost, including ·cbst of 
land, was approximately Rs. 1$,00,000. The buildings are massive 
and two-storeyed with terraces on top. They house the District 
Court, the Small Cause Court and other civil and magisterial 
courts. 

Dlatrict Court 
Building •• 
, (27) 

The 1)ulyii (Rocking) Marotts Temple.-This temple is in GaI}.eSa Dull/a MaruU. 
Peth near the Nagjhaii stream on the eastern boundary of the old (28) 
city. This Miiruti gets his name "DuIya" (Rocking) because he 
is believed to have rocked or swayed with grief while the Marathas 
were being destroyed on the fatal field of Panipat ( 1761 ) . The 
Bcst temple was built about 1680 by a PUI}.e Brahman. It 
was repaired and. enlarged about 1780 by a Brahman lady. About 
this time a second temple was added to it by a cabinet maker. 
About 1830 both the temples were renewed and joined toge~er by 
subscription among the people of GaI}.esa Peth. 

The Empress Botanical Gardens (See under ., Poona City- Empress Botanical 
Gardens," page 643 ). Gardens. 

The Engineering Col~ge.-The Engineering College main build
ing was erected in 1868, with the help of a donation of Rs. 50,000 
made by Kavasji Jehangir Readymoney. It is Saracenic Gothic in ' 
style and is built of local gray trap and covered with a low pitched 
tiled roof. Many new additiQPS have been made an~ are still in 
progress. The total cost of all the buildings, when complete, is 
e'q)ected to be 37 ·lakhs of rupees. The buildings are situat~ on 
a 23-acre. piece of land in Sivajinagar between the Central Railway' 
line and the right bank of the Mula just above the railway bridg~. 
The Bombay-PuI)e Road cuts through this fract with the buildings 
standing on either side of the road. The hs>stels, the gymkhana 
and the playground are situated on the opposite side of .. the railway 

A Bk Vf 2-42 . 

(29) 

Engineering 
College. 

(31t) 
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CRAFTER 20. line. The workshop-attached to the college is one of the largest 
and best equipped of its kind in India. There are separate 
laboratories for Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and 
Tele-Communication Engineering. . (Also see pp. 552, 558). 
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Fergusson 
College. 

(31) 

. The Fergusson College.-About a mile north of the Deccan 
Gymkhana spreading out at the foot of a small range of hills, now 
known by the name of ,the college, are a group of buildings belong
ing to the Fergussorl College. The college started its career in 
1884, when it was housed in the old Gadre Vada in the city. It 
was named after Sir James Fergusson, who was then Governor of 
Bombay. It was shifted to its present site in 1895, when 
its main building was completed. The other two important buildings 
of the college, the N. M. Wadia Amphitheatre and the Jerbai 
Wadia Library, were put up later and they form two sides of 
a rectangle, the main building forming the third. The Jerbai Wadia 
Library is one of the biggest and the best equipped of all college 
libraries in Bombay State. The several buildings" being additions 
from time to time through nearly sixty years, refleCt faithfully the 
changing trends in architectural fashion. From ihe Gothic arches 
and wooden Hoors of the main building we have here specimens 
of modern streamlined R. C. C. structures in the two new lecture 
halls equipped with modern furniture, raised seats and tube lights. 
The Mutha Left Bank Canal running north-south through the 
premises is a special attraction. (Also see p. 550). 

Fitzgerald Bridge. The Fitzgerald Bridge (See under "Poona City-Bridges," 
(32). p. 637). 

Fire Temples. Fir6, Temples.-PuT).e has two Fire Temples. One of these 
(33)! (Sardar Dastur's Fire Temple) in the N. of the Nana Peth was 

completed in 1824 by Mr. Sorabji Ratanji Patel, a sardar, and was 
rebuilt in 1877 by Khan Bahadur Dastur Nasarvanji Jamaspji. The 
second (Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Fire Temple) near the Synagogue, 
was finished in 1844 by Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy. To the E. of this 
temple, in the centre of a three-cornered plot, is a fountain called 
the J amsetjee Fountain. 

Ga1)llpati Temple. The Ga1]apati Temple in Kasbii Pet h.-This GaI).apati ,temple is 
(34) said to have been a rude enclosure, first built by cowherds who 

saw a large piece of rock shaped like GaI).apati and daubed it with 
I·ed-Iead. When, about 1636, Sahaji Bhosle built the Lal Mahul 
palace at PUI).e, his wife Jij1ibai built a small stone temple to this 
GaI).apati. The temple, originally a small dark room covered 
with a' roof which barely sheltered the, image, has grown 
into a twa-storied building, witp., two', halls or sabhd
malJeJapiis in front of the image, paved 'vith' 'white marble, and 
large verandahs for devotees on the W. side. One of the sabhii 
malJ:(~aps was added by the iithagliares ( first eight Brahmin 
fa~ilies) o.f .PuI).e, viz., Bharange, Dharm1iJhikari, 1;)here, Kalange, 
Kana~e, Nllange, Thakar, and Vaidya. The other was constructed 
by G. S. Diksit! a sardar. The deity is locally regarded as one of 
the toW? guardIans. whose. blessings should be asked on all religious 
and SOCIal ceremomes and celebratio~s: 

Gallakotmd Vada. Th~ GiiY~ka..vaeJ Viir]ii, in N1irayaQ Peth, is now the home of the 
(35) Kesan-Maratha _Trust. The place is hallowed by the memory of 

the late L~kamanya Tijak whose abode it was. Lokamanya TiJak 
purcha~ed It from the Gayakava~ of Ba~oda about 1905. Since 
then, It has undergone many additions anq alterations. It has, . 
Ilpart from the press and the office of the Kesari and the Mariitha' 
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1ewspapers, a large library and a reading room. A large bust of CHAPTER 20. 
l1e great· patriot faces every visitor just in front of the main 
~ateway. 

GhtiSlriim's Vada.-Situated to the west of the reservoir near 
St. Mary's Church, Stavley Road; tois was the magnificent mansion 
:>f the notorious police chief, Ghaslram Kotval (1742-91). The 
.tory goes that on the 30th August, 1791, he .. confined a number of 
IelaIig Brahmins in a cell so small and so unhealthy that during tlte 
night twenty-one of the prisoners died of suffocation. When news 
of these murders got abroad, Ghaskam was stoned to death by 
all angry mob. All traces of the mansion have disappeared, but a part 
of a two-storeyed building of cut-stone forming the gateway of 
the mansion, with ornamental stone arches and pillars and, in the 
west wall, an overhanging stone window with pillars and canopy, 
are still standing. 

Gliderdrome (PhursuIigi, about 8 miles south-east of Pw;te on the 
Southern Railway ).-This ~liderdrome is maintained by the' Indian 
Gliding Association Ltd. The 'opening ceremony of the drome was 
perfomed in November 1950. The association receives subsidy from 
the Government of India, and it trains persons in gliding. The 
centre is equipped with a number of primary and secondary gliders, 
and there is a winch for launching the gliders. 

llingne Stree-Shikshan Sanstha.-Formerly called the <CHindu 
Widows' Home Association," this institution is the result of the 
amalgamation of two separate institutions established by Dr. D. K. 
Karve.· One was the Anath Bilikashram, founded in 1896:£Q1' thE' 
education of yomig, poor and deserving Hindu widows with tl view 
to making them self-reliant and useful to society, and the other was 
the Mahila Vidyalaya, started in 1907 in the city to educate unmarried 
girls and also the inmates of the Anath Balikashram. The latter 
was shifted to the present site, at Hingne Budruk, a village about 
4 miles south-west of Poona City (now included in the Corpora-
tion limits) in 1900, where a plot was given for it by the late 
Rao Bahadur GaQesh Govind Gokhale. Here in a mud-hut (now 
preserved as a monument), was housed the original Anath 
Blilikashram. The Mahila Vidyalaya was shifted there in 1912. 
Both were amalgamated in 1915 and the Hindu Widows' Home 
Association became a general institution for the education of 
married and unmarried girls and widows. 

At Hingne, around the nucleus of the mud-hut,. are the institu
tion's many departments-( 1) Mahilashram High School preparing 
students for the S. S. C. Examination; (2) Parvatibai Adhyapika
sha!a-Training College for Primary Teachers; (3) Anandibai Karve 
Primary School 

The institution owns about 18 acres of land together with the 
buildings worth about three lakhs of rupees. 

(See also p. 599 under "Voluntary Social Service Organisations"). 
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The Hiriihiiga is the old Town Hall of PUI}.e and is situated on lIirabag. 
Tilak Road. It is at this site that Ba!1iji Bajirava, the third PeSava, (39) 
had built a pleasure house. The Club of Mahiira*a is situated 
on a part of the site, and the rest is occupied by the Deccan ·Club. 

The llQIakar Bridge (See p. 638 under" Poona City-Bridges "). Holakar Bridge'l 
A Bk Vf 2-42a ' (40). 
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Holakar's Temple.-About 60 yards S.-W. of the S. end ?f 
Holakar's Bridge and 3·45 miles ~rom the Head .Post Offic~ l~ 
an 'oblong ~nc1osure (90' X 70') ~s a teI?ple ~alsed to VlthOJl 
H lakar and his wife who committed sat,. It IS now called the 
te~ple ~f Mahadeva. The temple was built by one of the Holakars. 

The Jamsetjee Bund (See P. 637 under" Poona City-Bridges "). 

The No:moJa Garden (See p. 644 under" Poona City-Gardens"). 

The !umii Mosque (Aditavar Peth) , the chief Muslim place of 
worship in the city, was built about 1839, by public subscription. 
Sillce then additions have· been made from time to time. The 
mosque consists of a large stone hall (60' X 30'), with a dome. The 
back wall has a niche with- a step against it, and is covered with 
texts frQm the Kuran. The yard in fron~ of the mosque is used for 
Muslim social and religious meetings. 

!ogesvari.-This is a well-known temple in Budhavar Peth (in 
a lane known by the same name), devoted to the goddess Affibiibiii. 
This Jogesvari temple is known as the .. Red JogeSvari" temple, 
there being another" Black Jogesvari" near Kotaval Cavac;li in the 

-~ same peth. Jogesvari, like the GaI}.apati in Kasha Peth, is considered 
as one of the guardian deities of PUI}.e, to which a formal invitation 
is to be extended on auspicious occasions, like marriages and 
thread ceremonies. This temple dates back to the sixth or seventh 
centur:t A.D. On the sides of the main. temple are platforms with 

• images 'of Vithoba, Mahadeva and GaI}.apati. The holy days of the 
temple are the Navaratra (September-October). 

Katraf Aqueduct. The Katraj Aqueduct (See p. 638 under "Poona City-Water 
(46) Supply"). 

Khaclaki 
BaUle ·Fleld. 

(47) 

Kha{laki Battle Field.-At KhaQaki, o~ 5th November 1817, was 
fought the battle between the troops of }>esava Bajiriiva. II and 
those of the British, which resulted in the defeat of the former and 
the end of Maratha rule in PUI}.e. The actual place of battle is 
the area measuring about 20 square miles and lying between 
Diipodi, GaI}.esakhiI}.Qa, Khac;1aki and the Sangama (where the British 
residency was then situated). The main body of British troops 
was camped at Khac;1aki, on the site between Holkar's Bridge and 
the Ammunition Factory, under Colonel Burr. Both tt.e regular 
and !he s_ubsidiary battalions under Major Ford 'were in their lines 
at ,l?apo<;h. Of these the subsidiary troops withdrew from the 
Bntish ~efore the. battle. A strong British guard was stationed at 
the Sanga~Q reSIdency. . Just before the Maratha attack was 
1~l1:1lched In the afternoon from .the line connecting the 
S~nga~a with GaI}.esakhiI}.Qa, Elphinstone, the Resident, left 
With hi~ guar~ and joined the main body of British troops at 
K~a~akI.A lIttle later, Major Ford's force also joined with the 
Bntish troops drawn up on the Khac;1aki plain facing GUQesakhiQQa, 
The ~attle lastc~. till about 7 p.m. Elphinstone personally 
s~pe!vlsed the Br~t!..s~ moves. The Marathii troops were led by 
Bapu Gokhale. BaJuava watched from the Parvati hills. 

KhadakfJosle Dam The KharjlJkvasle Dam and Lake Fife (See p. 639 under .. Poona 
.nd t~) Fife. City-Water Supply"). 
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The Khunv.a Muralidhara Mandir.-Situated in the south-western 
part of Sadlisiva Peth, this Sri Kr~lJ.a Mandir was built in 1797 A.D. 
by one Dada Gadre, a leading savakar during the days of the last 
Pdava. Its sanguinary name seems to have been derived from the 
skirmish which took place between some Arabs and a company of 
British soldiers, at the time of the inception ceremony, resulting in 
a few deaths. Another version, given in the first edition of the 
Gazetteer, states that Nana. PhaQanavis being struck by the beauty 
of the marble image of Krgla, holding the aute, prepared by Gadre 
to be installed in the mandir, took a fancy for it and, having failed 
to persuade Gadre to part with it peacefully, determined to seize 
it by force. He accordingly sent a unit of Arab cavalry to the 
place where the religious ceremony was taking place. But 
by an' irony of fate' the Arab svars went to another place 
by mistake and in the meanwhile the installation ceremony 
was carried on uninterruptedly. Having come to know of their 
mistake, the Arab sviirs returned to their charge; and attack~d 
Gadre's men and killed a few of them. Nana. PhaQanavis resigned 
himself to the inevitable and gave up the idea of seizing the image. 
Hence the epithet khunya (murderous). . 

CHAPTER 20. 
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The idol of Sri Muraliqhar, described as TiilJ.c;1ava (dancing) 
Muralidhar and Radhii were specially made by Bakhat Ram, a noted 
sculptor from Jaipur. The images of Muralidhar and Radhii have 
Ii height of 1'-11" and 1'-8"" respectively. The pedestal of the 
images is made of a single black ston~ and has 16 internal and 
20 external beautifully carved corners. ... 

The temple consists of two parts-the main temple and the 
sabhiimaWap. The sabhiimafJ.rJap is a spacious hall for holding 
religious discourses. The annual festival of ;an'T1Ui#ami (eighth of 
the dark half of ·sravaQ) is celebrated on a grand scale and during 
the Dipotsava festival (observed from full moon day of SravalJ. to 
ASvin) . various charming designs are drawn in pastal colours and 
variegated chalks on the Hoor of the sabhiimafJ.dap and exhibited 
to the crowds of people who make it a point not to miss this display 
of a specialised art. 

Kumbhar Yes DharaT} (See p. 637 ~nder «Poona City-Bridges"). 

Lake Fife and KharJakviisle Dam (See p. 639 under "Poona 
City-Water Supply·). 

The Law College.-The large cream-coloured building of the Law 
College is located in the Yerandavana ward at the foot of a hill, 
now known as the Law College Hill. This vast high hill, cvergroWn 
with numerous trees, planted according to a plan t!-nd carefully 
Jlurtured, lends a green background to the College.lhe main gate 
facing east leads to a beautifully laid out garden. A wide Hight of • 
marble steps leads to a lofty central tower from which the whole of 
PUI)e can be seen at a glance. There is a swimming-pool situated 
behind the main building. 

The Lord Reay Mahiirii#ra Industrial Museum.-The Industrial 
Association of Western India, at the helm of which were men like 
Justice Ranade, Lokamanya Tilak and Sri M. Visvesvaraya, 
organised in 1888 an inter-provincial exhibition of indigenous articles 
and handicrafts of India in PUI)e. The exhibition committee 
collected exhibits and funds for a museum, and when the museum 

Kumbhar Vea • 
Dharal1. 

(50) 
Lake Fife and . 

KhadakOO8l8-
Dam. 
(51) 

Law Coziege, 
(99) •. 
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was formed in 1891, it was managed by the Industrial· Association 
of Western India, who later on handed it over to the PUIfe 
Jt.funicipality. In 1896 the museum. became defunct and was Hot 
revived till 1930. The management and maintenance of this museum 
is now governed by the Lord ReayMahara~tra Industrial Museum 
Act (XX,'XII) of 1947. . 

Membership of the museum is open to the public on payment, 
and members consist of patrons, paying Rs. 5,000 and more; life 
members, paying Rs. 500 or more; donors, paying Rs. 300 or more; 
and ordinary members paying Rs. 10 as annual .:mbscription. 

The management and maintenance of the museum is entrusted to 
a board of trustees the constitution of which is laid down in the 
Act. On the board are to be represented, in addition to the members 
of the Museum, the Government of Bombay, the PUIfe Municipal 
CorporatiOfll pther local bodies making monetary contributions to 
the museum, local commercial and industrial interests, the Rana<;le 
Economic Institute and the Gokhale School of Economics and 
Politics. . 

The museum is engaged in a number of activities and has 
a number of sections, viz., Information Bureau; Library and Reading 
Room; Patent Section; Emporium of Arts and Crafts; and Educa
tional Displays on Industries. It also organises large-scale 
exhibitions. It is visited by a large number of people every year. 

Memorial Halls-
(i) The Chiplunkar Memorial Hall.-This is the upper storey 

of the Patwardhan Memorial Hall of the Mahara~tra Sahitya 
Pari~ad on Tilak Road [vide ( iv ) below] and is named after 
Vi~IJ.usastri CiploIfkar (1851-53), one of the leaders of thl} 
literary renaissance in Mahiirli~tra, editor of Nibandhmala and 
a founder of the New English School, PuIfe. 

(ii) The Gokhale Hall, Laxmi Road.-This was built to 
perpetuate the memory of G. K. Gokhale (1868-1915), eminent 
Indian leader and founder of the Servants of India Society, and 
opened on September 28, 1934. The hall is situated on Laxmi 
Road and is a two-storeyed building (75' X 50') with· a large 
stage and an auditorium on the ground floor, and another hall 
on the top flour. It is built in half~dressed polished gray trap 
with carvings and ornaments in cement concrete. The total cost 
was more than Rs. 1,50,000, all met through donations. 

- (iii) The John Small Memorial Hall, Budhvar Peth.-·This was 
built by the Free Church of Scotland Mission: . 

(iv) The Patwardhan Memorial Hall, Tilak Road.-This is the 
ground floor of a two-storeyed building belonging to the 
Mahara~tra Slihitya Pari~ad and is named after ~ladhav Trimbak 
Patwar~han(or Madhav Julian), a celebrated Marathi poet, critic 
and leXIcographer., ,. 

(v) The Tilak Smiirak Mandir, near S. P. College, Tilak Road.
This was built at a cost of Rs. 30,000 to commemorate the name 
of Lokamanya Tilak (1856-1920) and opened on 1st August 
1925. . 

The .Meteorolof?ical Observatory, Poona 5.-Among the many 
All-IndIa . InstItutIOns in PUI,le is the India Meteorological Office
the techmcal headQuarters of the Meteorological Departmp.nt 01 
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the Go~ernment of. India, situated near the junction of the 
Sivaji Road and tpe Gal),eSakhil),(l Road, a few hundred yards S. E. 
of the Sivajinagar Railway Station. 

The Meteorological Office-popularly known as the« Observa
tory·' -is a huge three-storeyed building, dominated by a clock 
tower more than 120 feet high and surrounded by a well-laid out 
garden with lawns and variegated flower beds. The building is 
Imilt in Deccan trap stone with ornaments in grey marble and gives 
the appearance of simplicity and strength. The central tower 
carries a lift within itself and also a spiral stair-case leading to the 
top, where are installed various scientific instruments recording the 
direction and speed of air currents. 

! The building is the seat of the Deputy Director-General 
1 (Climatology and Geo-physics) and Deputy Director-General 
! (Forecasting), the latter of whom is responsible, among.,,~r things,. 
l for the issue of the Indian Daily Weather Report.' . 

Moroba Dadit~ Viidii.-Moroba Phadanavis was a cousin of 
Nana Pha(lanavis and was 'also Prirrie Minister of the Pdava 
Savai Madhavarava for a short time. His mansion in Budhavar Peth, 
with its carved pillars and inlayed wooden ceilings and intricate 
trellis work, was perhaps the best specimen of fine wooden work of 

. Pdava days. Most of it however, soon fell into ruins. The Vada has 
I passed out of the hands of the Pha(lanavis family and its inside has 
! been considerably altered. 

Nagesvars Temple.-This temple in Somavar Peth is believed 
to be the oldest temple in Pul),e, though neither its .date nor its 
founder's name is known. Its style and the ornament on its tower 
seen to show that it belongs to Muhammadan times, perhaps to 
about the end of the sixteenth century. The ling, which is said 
to be a natural rock, is about four feet below the outside level. 
Legend· says that the famous Maratha saint Dnyanesvara used to 
bathe in the well near this temple. Nagesvar is referred to by the 
saint Namadeva in his devotional compositions, which means that 
the time of the construction of the temple goes back to as early as 
about 1,300 A.D., which is the time of Namadeva. 

The N anii Vada-or mansion belonging to Nana Pha(lanavis, the 
illustrious prime minister of the Pdavas,-was built by him for his own 
residence just to the south of the Sanavar Va(la. Nothing but the 
tlivar;lQkhiinii (hall of audience), stands today. The diviiTJllkhiina is 
built in the popular kalamdiin style, the main rectangular. 
structure, supported by carved wooden pillars done in the 
cypress (sum) pattern, being flanked OB either side with· 
sloping roofs standing on a row of smaller pillars. The hall 
is built in black polished wood and exhibits beautiful specimens 
of ornamental wooden carvings. The- rest of the structure was 
demolished, and the Deccan Education Society of PUl),e has built 
a fine stone school building there, which houses their New English 
S<.hoo1. In 1952, PUl),e Corporation purchased the building from 
the Deccan. Education Society to house the municipal offices. . 

The Narapatagir Temple.-Under the later Pdavas, t.~e sect of 
Gosavis assumed considerable importance as traders as well as 
fighters. A special ward called Gosavipura in Somaviir Peth is 
named after them and here one 'of their saints, Narpatagir 
Gosiivi, built this temple, which has a cistern and a fountain. 
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Narasobits Temple.-Built about 1788 by one GaI;lii Josi, the 
Narasobli's temple in Sadasiva Peth has a stone shrine with a spire 
and a wooden hall. The image is that of Nara-siIhha (man-lion), the 
fourth incarnation of god Vi(>Qii. The image has a lion's mouth 
and is shown tearing to pieces the demon HiraI;lya-Kasyapii,. who 
lies in its lap. 

Natronal Chemical The National Chemical Laboratory of India.-Builtbetween 1947 
Laboratory of and 1949 this laboratory is situated on the Pa~a'Qa Road ou 

India. a beautiful plateau covering an area of approximately 470 acres. 
(61) It has a floor area of about 1,80,000 square feet. The main build

ing 1,50,000 square feet) with east and west wings, in addition to 
a central wing, houses the library, museum, administrative offices, 
auditorium, laboratories and stores. Auxiliary buildings (30,000 square 
feet) are intended to provide boilers, gas plant, and pilot 
plants. A feature of interestis that the basement is a dug-out tunnel 
from whioh· the service mains for water, gas, electricity and steam 
have been worked up vertically. This provides an efficient 
distribution of services . 

Natronal DefencfJ 
Academy. 

(62) 

• This institution is one of the most important links in the chain 
of national laboratories which the Council of Scientific and Indus
trial Research has sponsored. It is intended to harness knowledge 

'and investigation in the field of chemistry for the benefit of industry 
throughout India. . 

Scientific work is conducted through the follOWing seven 
divisions :-(1) Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, (2) Physical 
Chemistry, ( 3 ) Organic Chemistry, ( 4 ) Chemistry of High 
I'olymers, (5) Biochemistry and Biological Evaluation, (6) Chemical 
Engineering, and (7) Survey and Intelligence. In addition to these, 
there is a division for administration of the laboratory which may 
undertake standardization and production of pure' chemicals. 

There is an up-to-date library containing over 12,000 v'ilumes on 
various subjects in chemistry. A few hundred journals on subjects 
in pure and applied chemistry are received. 

The National Defence Academy.-This is situated at Khadakvasla, 
11 miles from PU'Qe. The Academy estate lies in the 
foothills of the Sahyadri that form the western water-sh.ed of the 
Mutha valley, and comprises a shallow, elongated trough, some 
6,000 acres in extent, stretching across the valley almost to the left 
bank of the river. On one side is Lake Fife, and in ·the near back
ground, almost overshadowing the lake, above which it rises 

.a sheer 2,300 feet, is a beetling crag crowned at its summit by the 
crumbling walls of the historic fort of SinhagaQa. 

The buildings of the Academy are now in c~)Urse of erection. In 
addition to the usual instructional accommodation, comprising 
class-rooms, laboratories and workshops, the Academy will have 
an Assembly Hall, Library, Museum and Memorial Hall, the usual 
Quartermaster Stores, Guard Room, and Armoury; residential 
accommodation for the cadets and" staff, a welfare centre and 
a hospital; recreational facilities including a stadium, club houses, 
gymnasia, swimming pools, squash courts, cinema, etc., and 
ancillary buildings such as markets, laundry, bakery, dairy, 
stables and garages. The scheme is designed to provide 
residential, educational, technical and recreational accommodation 
for 1,500 Officer Cadets, Service and Tutorial staff numbering 250, 
2,000 other ancillary staff, and a total population of 15,000. 
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The genesis of ,the Academy is to be traced to the Government CHAPTER 20. 
of India's decision in 1945 that the most suitable form that the 
Indian National Memorial of World War II could take was a Military Place •• , 
Academy on the lines of the United States Military Academy at 6b?Nt· 
\Vest· Point, with this difference that, whereas West Point catered NationarV:tence 
for the education and basic training of only army officers, the Indian Academll.· 
Aoademy is intended to train officer cadets of all the three branches (62) 
of the Defence Services for commissions in the Army, Navy and 
Air Force. KhaQakaviisalii was selected as the site for" the Academy 
on the recommendation of a committee presided over by the 
Commander-in-Chief. The points that weighed with the committee 
were that the Academy would be nearPuI)e, would not be far from 
the sea, and would enjoy a temperate. climate almost throughout 
the year. In its opinion, KhaQakaviisalii met" all the requirements 
on an ideal site." 

Nivacjurigyii Vithobits Temple.-NivaQuDgyii Vithob~'s Temple in 
Niinii Peth was built about 1830 by a Gujariiti banker named 
Puru~ottam Arhbiidiis. The image is called Nivadungyii because, 
it is said, it' was found among nivaduriga (prickly pear or cactus) 
bushes. t 

Nfvadungll4' 
Vithobli', 
Temple. 

(63) 

The Nawrosjee Wadia College.-The buildings of this college, Nawro$jee Wat:li. 
built between 1936 and 1942, are situated north-east of the College. 
railway overbridge crossing the Bund Road a few hundred yards (64) 
off from the Council Hall. Three of them house the three main 
departments of the college, Arts, Science and Elecp-ical Technology, 
and a fourth is an Assembly Hall. The others include four large 
blocks of hostels, two for men and two for women students, a dining 
hall, professors' quarters, workshops and gymkhana< pavilion. The 
buildings are built in stone, and combine strength, modernity and 
harmony. The long line of round columns on their wide arcades 
lend an air of dignity and poise to them. The Assembly Hall has 
a beautiful stage, well-equipped green rooms, a large furnished 
auditorium accommodating about a thousand persons, and 
an entrance hall topped by a gallery overlooking the stage. 

Orhkiirest;ars Temple.-This temple of Mahiideva was built on 
the bank of the Muthii in Sanaviir Peth by one Kr~niiji Panta 
Citriiva b~tween 1740 and 1760 from funds raised. by public 
subscription. Sadiisivarava BMu, a cousin of Niinii Saheb Pesava, 
contributed about Rs. 1,000 per month towards its cost for six years, 
while the work was in progress. The temple faces east and is 
reached by a large and imposing gateway in the midst of a high 
and massive fortified wall built. in Saracenic style. . The gateway 
leads to a large paved courtyard with side ranges of brick "aulted 
rooms. In the centre of the courtyard is the main temple dedicated 
to Orhkiiresvara with a small shrine in front containing a life-size 
stone bull, the Nandi. Two Bights of steps or ghats, cne from 
the main temple and the other from outside the main gate, run 
north to the river bed. The sandbank by the side of these two ghats 
is used as a cremation ground: The temple is held in great 
veneration. The levels of the different temple doors are so arranged 
that the water of the river when in flood just enters and fills the 
courtyard and the shrine. Unless the ling is flooded once at least 
in the year, the rains are regarded as scanty. 

Paiiciileroara, also called Piitii!esvara (god of the nether world) 
is a rock-cut cave temple in Siviijinagar on the Jangali Mahiiriij 
Road. It has huge pillars and a shrine of Siva in the centre, with • 

Omklire§oo/, 
Temple. 

(65) 
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the Nandi in front under a circular canopy, all apparently hewn from 
a single rock. 

Piirasariiith Temples.-In Guruvar Peth (formerly called 
Vetal Peth) is a group of f01,lr temples dedicated to the 
twenty-fourth Jain saint Piirasanath, close to ea:h o~he~, 
two of them in one enclosure. The oldest of Parasanath s 
temples lay in 'Ka!evavara (in Sukl'avar Peth) which' was then 
outside the City. Later on, in 1750, the Pdavas granted the site 
of t!lC lwcscnt main temple, ,vhere two buildings, one for 
,,'ubl:1)':r! (or white-clothed) and one for Digr1lhbari (sky-clad) 
Jains, were built, botll by public subscription. The temple of the 
Digarhbari sect is now in the same state in which it was originally 
built; but the temple of the Cidiirilbari sect, which is dedicated to 
god Piirasanath, proved too small, and the form of the temple was 
changed. Between 1830 and 1834 tlle Jains raised public subscrip
tions and built a temple to Ri~abdev, the first of the Tirtllankars, at 
a cost of Rs. 3,000. Since then they have kept adding out-houses to 
the- temple from year to year. .. 

An the. four temples are gaudily painted and decorated with 
coloured chandeliers of various shapes and quaint glasses, globes, 
and other ornaments. A car procession takes place on the full moon 
of Kiirtika (October-November). 

Sir Pararurr1mbhau College.-This college is run by the Sik~aQa 
Prasm-ak MaI.lc;laJi. of PuI.le. Formerly known as the New Poona 
College, its name was changed to co Sir Parasurambhau College" 

.in honour of the memory of Sir Parasurambhau, Raja Saheb of 
Jamkhandi, whose son made a handsome donation of two lakhs of 
rupees to the Mandali in 1928. The college building. was completed 
in 1926 at a cost of Rs. 4,40,000. It is situated on a spacious and 
picturesque site a few hundred yards from the foot of the Parvati 
hill, which forms a background to it. Modern in architecture, it is 
plain in construction and suited to the needs of an educational 
institution. The college estate measures nearly 28 acres. 

The PurlJakuti.-Situated on the Yeravac;le Hill, opposite the Bund 
Garden, this palatial building attracts the attention of all visitors to 
this garden. The main building is spread over an area of about 
14,000 square feet and the compound, gardens and roads occupy 
about 21 acres. It Was built between 1920 and 1922, by 
Sir Vithaldas Thackersey, a wealthy merchant of Bombay, as his 
private residence. The PafJ.lakuti has become famous as the place 
where Mahatma Gandhi stayed during his twenty-one days' fast in 
May 1933. ' 

The Parvati Hill and Temples.-In the S. E. corner of FUI)e, is 
the temple-topped rock of Parvati Hill, which, with bare stony 
sides, rises 2,111' above mean sea level or 261' above the city. 
Up the E.. face of the hill runs a broad Hight of 108 steeply rising 
~t~ps, leadmg to an imposing naubatakhanii (big dmm house) which 
L~ the entrance to an octagonal enclosure containing the historical 
temple of Parvati and Devadevesvara. This enclosure is :.urrounded 
by a brick and cement wall about 16' hibh. In this wall is a row 
of rest rooms and a couple of stairways leading to the top, on which 
runs a passage with an outer battlemented wall about four feet high 
provided with loopholes. In the centre of the enclosure is the 
chief temp~e of Siva and Parvati, a rather handsome building in the 
modern Hmdu style with a spire with gilt top on a plinth about 
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a foot above the general level. . At each corner of the plinth is 
a small domed shrine, to the sun-god in the S.· E., to GaI).esa in the 
S. W. to Ambabai in the N. W., and to Vi~I).a in the N. E. Together 
with the central shrine, these comprise what is known as 
the Siva-Paficayatana. Between the plinth and the gate hearing the 
u(lubatakhiinii, is the sacred bull Nandi, under' a plain canopy. 
The main slmne and the verandah are paved with white marble out 
of donations given by devotees. The shrine has three metal images, 
that of Siva (Devadevdvara) made of silver, holding two small 
images of Parvati and Ganesa on its lap. The latter two images 
were originally made of gold in 1749 but were stolen about 15 years 
back and were replaced by brass replicas. In a separate enclosure 
to the W. of the main temple is a smaller temple of Kartika Swami. 
Custom forbids women to take the darsanq of this austere sage-god.' 
1'0 the S. is a third temple of Vi~I).a. . 

The story goes that Kasibai, mother of Balaji Bajirava 
Pdava, suffered from sore feet and came to reside in the Mastani 
garden for a .change. All possible efforts were made to cure her 
but to no purpose. She then prayed to the hill-goddess Parvati. to 
restore her to health, and her ailments immediately stopped. The 
image of the goddess then was in a neglected cOIldition and the 
Pdava's mother asked her dutiful son to build a temple in honour 
of the goddess Piirvati, and Balaji complied with her request, and 

. built the temple. 
The author of the 'Pdava's Bakhar' gives a different version .. ;He 

. says that Balaji Bajirava built a temple of Siva in honour of Raja 
I Saha of Siitara to perpetuate the latter's memory. 

The Pesava Bal;iji Bajiriiva was greatly attached to the idols and 
himself performed the worship of the deities on every Ekadasi day. 
In 1760 he guilded the spires of the temples with gold weighing 
1,020 tolas. In 1763, when the Nizam's forces destroyed the 
town of PuIJ8, the idols. in the Parvati temple were removed 
elsewhere and were again brought here and replaced with 
religious ceremonies. In 1755, Balaji Bajirava, built private 
quarters on the hill for change and recreation and he often visited 
them. They are still !mown as the "vaQa" (palace). 

TIle fourth Pdava, Madnavarava, also showed great regard for 
his father's dearly loved hill, and constructed in 1766 the "$iva
paficayatana" temples referred to above. The thread ceremony of 
Pdava Savai Miidhavarava was performed on the hill in 1779 with 
great pomp. Bajirava II, the last Pes ava, commenc~d a storeyed 
palace here, but it was never completed, and the completed parts , 
were destroyed by lightning in 1816. 
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The Parvati Lake, now a dry rectangular. basin about ,550 yard~ Paroati Lake. 
long and 225 yards broad, covering an area of about 25 acres, lies (71) 
about half a mile N. E. of the.parvati hill, and to the south of the 
city. The lake formerly was a beautiful pleasure-resort fringed 
with rich gardens and stately trees with a wooded islan6 in the 
centre. The idea of building the lake seems to have ,occurred after 
the building of the Katraj aqueduct which passes through and along 
the east bank of the lake. The lake was a/leasing addition to the 
lIirabag, where Balaji, the third Pesava, ha built a pleasure house. 
A neat flight of steps with intercepting paved landings led from the 
pleasure house to the margin of the lake. A piece of raised ground 
left in the centre to form an island was afterwards turned into 
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a garden caned Sarasbag. A small· temple of GaQapati was built 
there some time after. 

The Corporation has developed the. s~te int.o a~ open air :u-ena and. 
recreation centre. The Club of Mahara~tra IS sItuated on ItS eastern 
side. A sizable swimming pool is being constructed there by the 
Club. The GaI)apati temple, referred to above, still 5tands. There 
is also a small Miiruti temple in the centre of the basin. 

The Pesava Udyana (See p. 646 under .. Poona-Gardens "). 

The Phule Market (See p. 646 under "Poona-Markets"). 

Sri Hari Mandir.-The PUQe Prarthana Samaj was founded in 1870 • 
In 1878 a small Mandir for the Samaj was built in Budhvar Peth. 
1n the open space in frQnt of this mandir the samii; later built 
a more spacious new mandir and named it the Sri Hari Mandir. 
In 1921 the samii; built on the site of the old mandir an asrama and 
called it the Bhanc;larkar Asrama as a mark of gratitude for the 
services rendered by Dr. R. G. BhaI)c;llirkar to the ,cause of the 
theistic movement and particularly to the PuQe Prarthana Samaj as 
its president for many years. The asramahouses a library and 
provid~s accommodation for mission workers. 

o;:e~B 1 Mgt: I Queen Mdry's Technical School for Disabled Soldiers.
TeforB~isabled a Established in 1917, Queen Mary's Technical School for Disabled 

So/dier8. Soldiers is situated between the Khac;laki Railway Station and the 
(75) Poona University. The school is a charitable institution. All its 

assets amounting to more than 20 lakhs of rupees have been 
contributed by donations from the public, war funds and other 
charitable funds. Its affairs are managed as a limited liability 
company by a Board of Directors, of whichthe Sub-Area Commander, 
PUI)e, is the Chairman. The object of the school is to impart 
technical training to disabled personnel of the Defence Forces in 
trades such as oil engine driving, tailoring, hosiery knitting, hand 
and power loom weaving, electricity, and dyeing and printing. 
There is accommodation for 100 students. Students receive, whi1e 
under training, free cooked food, accommodatiort, clothing, a small~ 
stipend, and wages according to saleable work produced, and railway 
warrants from· and to their homes. \ 

&c, COlI"'. 
(76) 

The school is affiliated to the Education Department of the 
Government of Bombay. Each successful candidate receives 
a school diploma and a Government certificate. 

The Homi Mehta Colony for Disabled Soldiers, attached to 
, Queen Mary's Technical School. serves the needs of some ex-trainees 

who live with their families in the colony, work with the equipment 
and raw materials provided, and thus earn a living. 

Successful trainees are helped to find employment in ordnance 
factories, civil Government departments, military units and under 
private employers, through the Employment Exchanges. 

The Itace Course, an oval 11 miles and 31 yards in circuit, 
encircles the general parade ground, near the centre of the belt of~ 
open land that runs down the Cantonment from N. to S. Tt • 
course lies between the Infantry lines in the W. and the Empres~· 
Gardens in the E., and its southern end passes close to the Soliipur 
Road. The course has been in use for more than a hundred years. 
The races are managed by the Western India Turf Club Ltd., which 
have their office near the course. 
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Raja Kelkar Historical Collection (" Mahatma Sadan", 689 1/2, 
Natu Bag, Sadashiv Peth).-This is a private museum owned by 
Shri. D. 'G. Kelkar. Occupying an area of about 3,000 square feet, 
this museum contains-( 1) about 20,000 original manuscripts of the 
PeSava period; ( 2) some ancient stone sculptures belonging to 
2 B.C.-I0 A.D.; (3) 50 pieces of coin and copper plates; 
( 4) about 600 miniature paintings of all Indian schools; (5) about 
50 illustrated manuscripts; ( 6) 150 varieties of lamps of the 
medieval period;' (7) 150 nut-crackers of various patterns ; 
(8) a large number of pieces of old textile products ; and (9) handi
crafts, like ivory chessmen, dice, etc., used for indoor games. 

The Raj Bhavan (Government House).-This is situated on either 
side of Aundh Road No. 1 at mile No. 14 near the CatuhSiilgi 
temple. The Government House buildings at GaI.les~c;la having 
been handed over to the Poona University in 1948, new buildings 
had to be raised for the residence of the Governor and his personal 
staff. The present residence of the Governor is the old staff quarters 
for the Governor's personal staff, situated on the west side of Aundh 
Road No.1, to which considerable, extensions were • carried <out in 
1948-49. A new building was put up to serve as the Governor's 
personal Guest House. The old quarters for the Military and Private 
~ecretaries to the Governor were altered to serve as the new State 
and Guest House. The old Sub-Divisional Officers' quarters served 
ru. the bungalow of the Secretary to the Governor. A Defence' 
Department building, which was being used as a meS$ was taken 
over to serve as offices for the Governor's Seel'etary and the 
Comptroller. Godowns, compound walls, and. tennis courts were 
erected to suit the needs of the new Raj Bhavan. All these exten
sions and alterations have cost more than five lakhs of rupees. In 
1!J52, staff quarters were erected at a cost of more than three lakhs 
ot rupees. 

The RiimeSvara Temple.-This temple of Siva in Su!cravar Peth, 
u' few hundred yards east of the Phule Market, was built by Jivaji 
Pant Awa Kbiisagivale who also founded the peth itself. 
Additions and alterations were made in 1870 and 1878. 

St. Andrew's Church (Vanavac;!i Lines) set apart for the use of 
members of the Established Church of Scotland, was built by 
Government about 1861 an<:i hali room for' about 500 people. 

St. Anne's Chapel (Solapur Bazar) . ...:. This chapel, 'built in 1871, 
is subordinate to the Nossa Senhora da Conceicao's Church, Nlin5. 
Peth. It has room for 350 persons. ' 

St. Joseph's Convent (near the centre of the Sadar Bazar) is 
a pretty little cut-stone building'in grave Gothic style with a roof 
of Mangalore tiles. It was built in 1865 from public subscriptions, 
Government doubling the amount subscribed. Staffed by the 

. Jesus and Mary nuns, it consists of two high schools, one preparing 
'hildren for Cambridge examinations, and one for the S. S" C • 

.;mination. There is a large boarding attached to the schools. 

: St. Mary's Church (on Stavley Road) was consecrated by 
,Bishop Heber in 1825. This was the principal English Church 
; under the old Ecclesiastical Department. It is now rue by the 
.~ Cowly Fathers. Its spire can be seen from almost any part of 
: PuI.le. 
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CHAPTE~ 20. St. Patrick's Church (near the Empress Gardens).-The spires 
of this stately building rising above a for~st ?f trees is a l~ndmark. 

Places. on the eastern end of fUI}e. It was bUllt lD 1850 espeCIally for 
POONA. the Roman Catholic troops and their followers living a~. Ghorpa<;li 
Objects. and Viinavadi. -. In 1886 it became the Cathedral Sse of the first 

St. Patrick's 
Church. Bishop of PUI}e. 

St. Pau~~/~hurch. St. Paufs Church (near the PUI}e Head Post 'Office).-Built after 
(85) the style of Sainte Chapelle in Paris and consecrated in 1867, 

St. Xavier' 8 
Church. 

(8€}) 

this is a plain stone building with belfry and small windows. 

St. Xavier's Church (Convent Street, Sadar Bazar) is a substan-_ 
tial stone building in the Gothic style built about 1865. The 
entrances are sheltered .by small Gothic arches. The church has 
a steeple 71 feet high with two bells. It is served by a community 
of Jesuit Fathers, who also run St. Vincent's High School, which 
is situated closely opposite'l. 

Sambhiiji Bridge The SaTflbhafi Bridge-formerly LakaQCBridge (See p. 640 under 
(87) "Poona-Bridges "). 

SambhiijiUdytina. The BaTflbhaji Udyiina (See p. 646 under" Poona-Gardens "). 
(88) 

Shanivar Vtidii. 
(89) 

The Saniviiraviit;lii.-The SaniviiraviiQii was perhaps the finest 
pa,Iace of the time (1730-1818) when it was built as the chief 
l'esid~nce of the PeSaviis. Its construction was started by Biijiriiva I 
about 1730 and since then it went on ,having additions and altera
tions during the period of every successive Pesava. Most of the 
vast mansion was destroyed by fire in 1828, and all that remains 
today are the enclosure, plinths and the surrounding wall. The 
walls are 20' high' and the enclosure· is 184 yards long and 
164 yards btoad. The lower 5' of the walls are built of solid stone· 
and upper 15' of brick.. The walls have nine bastions and 
five gateways. There are four bastions to the N. wall, two at i:he 
corners and two in the middle on either side of the Delhi gate, the 
most imposing gate that faces Delhi in the N. direction. The other 
two corners have two bastions and the remaining three walls have 
one each in their middle. Of the five gateways, two each are 
in the N. and E. walls and one in the S. wall. The gates are given 
different names. The main or.e in the N. wall facing N. is called 
the Delhi Daraviijhii, flanked bytw<1 twelve-sided bastions built 
in massive blocks of stone and topped by a serrated parapet. The 
other gate in the same wall is td the E. of the Dellli gate, is 
smaller and is called "Jiimbhula" gate owing to a tree of Jii.mbhula 
grown there. In the eastern wall are two gates, one being called 
.. Khi<;lki" as it was always closed and the entrance was opened 
through a smaller window. The other gate in that wall was called 
" GaI}esa", on account of its vicinity to the GaI}pati Mahala (and 
also because there is a smali image of GaI}apati in a niche in the 
wall just. outside the gate). The fifth gate is in the S. wall facing 
S. and was caBed "Mastiini" after the beautiful Muslim misfre!>s 
of Biij~iiva I who had. her apartment near this gate. All the gates 
have bIg wooden doors thickset with large iron spikes to ward 
off elephants at a time of attack. Above the main entrance facing 
N. is a large hall with a wooden ceiling supported by wooden 
pillars carved in the celebrated cypress pattern. This hall is known 
as the Nagiirkhiina, where drums used to be beaten and, sallai 
played every day. This practice has again been started by the 
Bombay Government from 26th January, 1949. The wall ill so broad 
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as to enable big carts to pass thereon and has a parapet on the CHAPTER 20. 
outward side with loopholes for shooting. 

. Places. 
The site of the Sanivaravlida was chosen by the second Pesava . POONA. 

m.jirava ,Ballala (1721-40), 'who, according to the well worn Sha~~~~ct.v:cid.:i. 
story, saw, while riding, a hare turn on a hound, and thought (89) 
that a house built on that site would never be besieged by any 
one. There were some huts there occupied mostly by KoJis. These 
were cleared and the KoJis were' given another site in 
Mangalavar Peth. Construction work on the mansion was 
commenced on lOth of January 1730, and completed by 
22nd January, 1732. The mansion built by Bajirava 
consisted of two storeys only and its cost was Rs. 16,110. The 
construction of the wall was commenced in 1731, but the work was . 
stopped on the orders of Sabii, the king of the Maratha State. 
Sahii also told the Pesava not to put the main entrance to the N. 
as it would mean a war with Delhi for whose Mughal mler Sahii 
had a soft corner. In deference to Sahii's wishes, work on the 
north gate was stopped and not restarted until Sahii's death (1749) 
after which it was finished by Nlinasaheb, the third Pe~av!it- in 1752. 
The year 1755 saw the completion of the outer walls; and· in 1760' 
tlle stone bastions were raised. 

. 
The palace as it finally stood was a seven-storeyed building .with 

four large and several sma,ler courts or cauks. These courts. ·or 
cauks had taken their names from their occupants, decorations 
or uses. 

(1) Gat;lapati Ratig-Mahiil.-This was the qlain hall of audience 
where all important state functions .. ..used to be held. 
It was built by Balaji Bajirava in >1755, fon the celehra
tion of the GpJ)apati festival. . A beautiful marble image 
of GaJ)esa was installed in a wall, under a portico, whose 
walls were painted wtt{l pictures depicting scenes from the 
PuraQas4 • At the other . end of the hall were fountains 
edging a rich Hower. g3:rden on the other side. 

(2) Naciidi DMu)akhana-Dancing Hall. 
(3) Arse MahaI-Hall of Mirrors. 
(4) Juna Arse MahaI-O\d hall of Mirrors. 
:'5) Diidasfihehanca Divanakhanfi-Hall of Raghoba. 
(6) Thorlya Ravanca DivaI}.khiinli-Hall of the Elder Pdava. 
(7) NarayaI}.araviinca !-.fahal-Hall of NarayaI}.arav. 
( 8) Hastidanti Mahal-Ivory Hall-so called because there was 

much ornamental inlay work in ivory in this hall. • 
(9) Gokfik Mahal-deriving its nalPe from the various objects 

kept there having come froni Gokak in Karnatak. , ' . 
The halls were in the form of a standish or kalamdiin with 

a central main hall with square 'ceiling apd side. compartments 
with sl<?ping ceilix;tgs like the alstes of a church. The pillars 
supportmg the malO halls were of wood cut in the cypress or sum 
pattern and we.r~ joined together o~ the top by thick cusped 
arches. The cCllmrrTs were covered WIth beautiful wooden tracery 
in different anima. and ... creeper patterns. The woodwork was 
painted with figures of tree.s and men or scenes from. the Puriiniis in 
enamel and gold. Bhojraj, a very skilful artist from Jaipur; was 
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specially enaged for executing this work. The stone work inside 
the courts was throughout finely chiselled and polished.. Most of 

. the important courts had central fountai.ns. There was th~ fountain 
of a thousand jets, the cascade fountam of coloured lights and 
~parkling fountain of running rainbows. The former can ~till be 
seen in the form of a huge lotus with over a hundred pipe outlets 
on each of which twirled a seven-fold arm; the cascade fountain 
on the opposite side still shows its great depth into which the 
water poured over glass slabs behind which were coloured lights 
set in wall niches; while the large square and shallow tank not 
far from the latter still show how the water was coloured in seven 
different sections and then allowed to mix and mingle through 
a maze of open channels until all the thousand shades met in the 
centre basin and joined their colourful blaze in such harmony' that 
the water turned to its natural colour again to the great ama.lerpent 
of the visitors from all parts of India. 

The palace contained many special rooms assigned to different 
departments. These included Treasury, Store, Records, Library, 
Jewellery, Armoury, Medicine, Picture Gallery, etc. The Library 
contained very' valuable works in Sanskrit and other languages; 
tile Art gallery had the paintings of well known artists; the museum 
possessed many objects acquired with great skill and effort. 

The height of the palace is not known. It is said that the spire 
of the Alandi temple twelve miles N. of PUl)e was seen frcm the 
uppermost terrace. All round the palace thick iron chains were 
hung on the walls to ward off lightning. From a cistern in the palace 
water was raised to the seventh storey and·carried to the different 
clluks of the palace. The story is told that while the palace was 
being built, no one thought of the water-supply except a skilful 
mason who stealthily built a duct under the wall and made a reservoir 
near the Gal)esa gate. When the. palace was finished and the 
PeSava was arranging to bring water from the Katraj aqueduct into 
the palace he saw no way except by pulling down a part of the 
enclosure wall with the building on it. The mason showed his 
duct and was rewarded for his foresight by the grant of a village 
near Alunf.dnagar. In 1788 the Phad Cauk was rebuilt under the 
snperintendence of Nana Phac;lal)avis. In 1811 an Asmani MuMl 
(sky hall) built by Biijirava II was burnt down. After th~ battle 
?f Kac;laki (1817), the palace was occupied by the British. At first 
It was turned into a military hospital and later on put to other 
uses. On Thursday, the 21st February, 1828, the palace was 
caught in a fire which lasted two davs and reduced the whole to 

_as~e~, leaving only the bastions and' the Nagiirkhiinii. The space 
wltllln t!le walls wa~ later o~ used for . a variety of purposes-for 
the PUQ.e reserve police, for Civil courts, etc. 

The work of excavating the whole site was und~rtaken by tile 
Ar~hreological Department, and .. to-day its fountains stand out 
a~l1ldst gree~ lawns, ami its courtyards and foundations and steps 
gIve us a gllmpse of what ilie palace must have looked like in its 
heyday. The balcony on the Nagiirkhiinii gives a niagnificcnt view 
of t~e whole enclosure. inside and ilie big crowded Sivaji Bridge 
outSide. The palace IS now treated as an ancient monument. 
The Government of Bombay have recently decided to use. the 
grounds of ilie vii4il for housing, in a suitable museum aud library, 
historical. records and rel~s bearing on Maratbii histo.ry. 
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The Sangama.-The Sarigama.is the, place where th.e Mula and 
. Mutha rivers meet. A little below the meeting, the river Mula
Mutha is 430 yards across. Near the "Sailgama" is a tomb ot 
samiidhi of a fainous Maratha bard Saganabhaii. . There is 
also a temple in the vicinity with a gopura in the South Indian 
style. The Sarigamais a place of considerable historical interest 
also. Here' Sir Charles Mallet,. the first British Resident to the 
Pesva's court, built a house in 1787" now the official residence of 
the District Judge of Pul}e. The Resident obtained from the 
Pclavii. this piece of land for his permanent residence, which he 
developed into a park with a beautiful building in the centre. 
A succession of Residents lived there, the last one being 
Mountstuart Elphinstone who assumed that office in 1810. The 
.. Residency," the abode of the Resident, was attacked by the 
Pesava's force on the 5th November 1817. In Elphinstone's time 
the residency included the' adjoining grounds of the present 
Engineering College as well as the English cemetery close to the 
present Sangama Lodge. 

, ' .. The Sassoon Hospitals and. Byramjee leejeebhoy Medical College.
'These hospitals situated about 450 yards from the. PuI}.e Railway 
.Station are composed of two old buildings bearing the name of the 
Sassoons, David and Jacob, two wealthy. merchants. of Bombay. 

'TheDavid Sassoon building is one. of the largest and handsomest 
buildings in the Pul)e Corporation area. It was constructed 

··.,etween 1863 and 1867 at a cost of Rs. 3,10,060, of. which Rs. 1,88,000 
was contributed by David Sassoon. . ,The 'building is in the English 
Cothic;l style, built . of the local gray trap,. rectangular .in plan 

'2'1:1' X 50', its longer side facing' east-west. His double-storeyed,: 
the rooms having. windows on both ,sides . opening into arcades so 
.as .toafford.through .ventilatioJ) and shade. On the. ground floor, 
·in the northern half of the building,' . are . two 'male, wards,' one 
47'" X 23~' and the other 71'" X 22~', and in the southern hal£are 
located the office rooms of the Civil Surgeon and the Resident 
.Medical Officer and .two female. wards of 47'" X 23"'. On . the first 
floor are rooms of the same size as those on the ground floor, those 
to the' north being female and children wards and those to the 
south male wards. Over the porch ( reatside) .is; the operation 
theatre and on the ground floor the X-Ray Department. Atthe 

'south-west angle a' masonry tower with a clock' and watet cistern rises 
'00 feet, above which it caIT.ies a sheep-pitched roof ~ feet high .. 

The Jacob, Sassoon Building, also a two-storeyed one, . is situated 
.to the west· of the David Sassoon. Building.,' On the' ground floor 
:of the building 'are two male wards and on the first aODr female 
and children wards. . " . . .,'. ., " ' 

." Other' buildings 'adjacent to' these buildings have been put. up 
from time to time to meet the growing needs of the .hospital They 
are quarters for nurses and . for the resident medical officer, thl' 
Qut-patients' department .and dispensary, maternity wards,' post
mortem and mortuary building, etc. '. '.' . • 

)'wo grand buildings parallel to each other are in course' of 
:construction, . 'one for housing the Medical. Conege and . the . other 
.for the expansion of the hospital. • . .'. I 

. These new buildings are sited off the main road leading to the 
PuQe Railway Station in the compound of the' existing hos]1itals . 
. The lay-out of, these. is. so arranged 'as to ·fonn :an entrance 
~uadrang]e :adn:teasurin/t .,roughly 215' ~ 250'~ , . When tlte: work. 1$ 

, ~ ~ 1., .• ..: ' ' .. , . ." ... , , 
., A. Bk V '~.. . '/'" " . . ..'. ,/.. .... .. .... 

... . • ,." '" ., I ~ • , • '.. • t 
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-tl1AP'I'lB 20. completed,' a mag~i£lcent entran~e with a facade having ~ndian 
motifs in design will l~ad. to this quadran~le: T~o otJ:1er lmpos
'ing' entrances, confronting each other and slm~lar m de.sJ!sn. one to 
'the hospital ' and, the other to the .co~lege, WIll be 'axIally placed 
'with a spaCious drive. Both the, bUlldmgs are four-storeyed R. C. C. 
frame structures with pre-cast concrete panel walls for the ~xterior 

'Places. 
'1'OONA. 
'Objects. 
. 'Sc.JSOO!\ 
Hospitals, 

(91) and brick panel walls, for the intermil p,artitions. ' 

.- The hospit~l building is' designed to' house a spacious out-patients' 
,department with its administrative, units, ward pavilions, operation 
,suites, maternity wards, kitchen" laundry, and allied services and 
medical officers' quarten. It wjll accommodate a few .class rooms 
and examination halls on 'th~ upper floors of the administrative wing . 
. The main ward wings will extend from north to south: There will 
• be 15 wards in all with a capacity of 32 beds per ward. There is 
:provision of a fully equipped X-Ray Department with Deep and 
Superficial Therapy units and Operation, Theatres (air-conditioned) 
on modern lines. 
, Thi=! Medical College fg J?lanned to a-dmitabout 100 students per 
,annum; with prOvision of 16 class rooms, 3 big lecture halls, a library, 
a pathology museumJ and~n asse~bly hall ,capable o! accommodat
'ing '650 persons and proVlded', WIth modern convemences such as 
concealed lighting, Iacilities for stage performances, etc. 

Seroanfl of The Servants of India 'Society (See p. 596 under .. Voluntary 
India Sacietll. Social SerVice Organizations ~). ' , 

(92) • ' 
PoaM Seva Sada", The ",'0000 Sevii S.adan Soe;ety (See p. 600 under • Voluntary 

Societll. ,Social Service Organizations "). 
(93) ". 

Shaikh Sallas" , Sha,kh Sal~Tombs . .,..ThetWo Shaikh Sallas, 'ThorIa (elder) T(9l'r ,and Dhalqa (younger), are two Muhammadan shrines or dargaha 
on the southern bank of the M\lthii river: They. stand on the site 
of, two Hindu" tempJes. of Narayal}.esvar and PUI)esvar. According 
to the local tradition, in 1290, Syed Hisa ,Mohidin Khalal, and 
foJ1l' othE?r Muslim ascetics came from ,Delhi, desecrated the two 
temples, threw: away the lings and turned the ,. temples into dargahs . 
. The . temple of NarayaQesvar became known as ShaIkh Hisa 
Mohidin's ~hrine. or the elder Shaikh Salla'sshrine,and the 
PuI,lesvar temple as, Shaikh Salla-ud.Din·~ ,hrine or" the younger 
Shaikh Salla's shrine.,·' , . 

, The ThorIa Shaikh SalIa's shrine' lies ()n the Mutha below the 
Sivaji Bridge. The, saint's tomb :is a "square ,whiteedilice 
surmounted by a round dome, girdled by ,a' serrated, parapet. 
The ruins of the orif'nat NarayaI)esvar temple are still scattered 
about to the S. W. 0 the saint s tomb. They consist chiefly of 
stone columns and lintels, some in their places and others strewn 
Over the ground. The columns and the lintels and the form of 
the old temple are. in the old Hindu style. ' 

. The. D~akta Shaikh· Salla's shrine.-About 250 yards lower down 
on the, nver ~ank stands the tomb of the younger Shaikh Salla. 
'PpPoslte the lnner doorway a large monument of no great elegance 
IS ~ tomb of a grandson of Aurangzeb who is said, tohuve been 
,burled here for a year and his remains then removed to Aurailgabad. 
'," ·Later researches have' cast a doubt as to whether the pirll came to Pu~ii 
together. These researches tend to prove that Syed Hisa Mohidin Pir came 
really half a century later than SbaJlh Salla-ud-din Pir. 
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The large dome with the gilt crescent is' the to~b ~fShaikh Salla, 'CILUTER 2d. 
and still further to the left is a mosque on the site of the PUI}esvar 
;.temple, whose images. are said to be buried under' the Hoor of ·the 'Places. 
mosque. The mosque bears marks of its Hindu origin in three POONA. 

doorway pillars, two of which are old Hindu wO;fk, square at the 'Sha9~ts~ila&'; 
bottom, t?en ro~nded, then q<:.ta&onal,. and ag~in square. The, door Tombs. 
is'also Hmdu wIth a GaI}apah mche In the lintel; . (94)' , 

The Shreemati Niithibai Damodar Thiickersey College for Women Shreemati. Nath ... 
(Karvn Road, YerandavaI}e).~The college.' was. first ,started at ,hal Damod~ 
Hingane, a Village near 'Poona; . in . 1916,' A' 'separate' building for 6[;zk!:r'rir 
the college was completed ip 1923, with the. help of. a handsome . ' Women. 
donation of SirVithaldiis Thackersey, a millowner of Bombay, and . (95) 
isince then the college is run inPoona in its. present spaciou,s 
building. The building is built in stone and is surmounted by 
'a small dome giving it a conspicuous appearance in its surroundings. 
The college is affiliated to' the Shreemati Nathibai Damodar 
Thackersey Women's University founded by the illustrious Dr. D. K. 

, Karve., There is 'a spacious hostel and a big open ground providing, . 
. ample facilities for games. Situated at the foot of a small hill, in . 
the midst 'of natural surroundings throuah which runs the lovely 
'Mtitha Canal, the whole setting of the coil'ege is very ideal for quiet 
· and consistent work. . 

(See also p. 557 undex:" Department' of Education"). • 
Sinde's Chatri .... Aniongst the architectural ornaments .:>f PuI}e, the slnde', Chatri. 

rpemorial' of the, great Mahiidaji Sinde, known as Sinde's Chatri, (96) 
. would rank very high.· Erected by 'Maharai Miidha:varliva 

Sinde. upon the site of. the great warrior's funeral pyre, this is 
::a' . handsome and imposing edifiCe at Viinavac;li in .the S. ,E. of 'PuI}e. 
Towards the southern, end ,of. the Prince of ,Wales Drive a turning 
to the left leads to Sinde's Chatri. This stands in a large paved 
quadrangle surrounded by high smooth walls built of cut-stone 
'blocks. The imposing entrance. faces E~ and: consists of a' great 
: gate-house, with a DiI}Qi' Darviijii,and surmounted by an upper 
: gallery and pavilions resting on the heads of elephants, gaily 
,coloured yellow, blue and grey, and a cannon ball in each curled 
,up trunk. The doors are of wrought . iron· emblazoned, with the 
arms of Gwalior. The upper part of the gate is the Naubatakhiind, 
where drums are beaten at midnight and twice puring the :day in 

· honour of the dead.' (I . .• '. 

Inside the spacious court rises the Chatri, a high centralbuild~ 
".jng, its ,square walls fierced., by a double line of, coloured. glass 
'windows, and its roo edged withsquattingr~i8 boldly urved arid 
· brightly coloured., .Theinterior· of the hall is very ha~dsome; it 
has a magnificent marble floor and carved and Huted pillars also 

· painted like marble. The. ceiling is painted in harmonious shades 
of blue, yellow; and green and ~brimantly illuminated with crystal 
lamps and gilded chandeliers. Here are, preserved the great 

'Sinde's palanquino his, umbrella and long-handled fans (the 
ehatra caniars),. the emblems of his high station .. 

'. . Six black marble steps. lead to an inner hall of sombre columns 
,~ an antique design. A ,marble Nandi looks towards a door 
guarded by dviira-piilakaa (gate-keepers).' Above is a painted and 

,a quiet figure of Sarasvati, vi1;Ui in hand. In. the dim light of the 
, inner shrine a .statue ·of Mahadaji Sinde js seen seated ina recess' 
,mthe main wall opposite the door. He is dressed in his robes o( 
. state and wears a turban in the .Sinde style. In front of him' the 
.400r is usuallyst:rewnwith, trays, ,laden with. silver Qm,~ents. In 

A 'Bk 'Vf 2-4:36 .... . ' . 
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the centre of the floor is a ling of green jade. Mahadaji Sinde di~ 
at ViinavaQi in 1794. 

Chatrapati Sivaji Bridge-formerly the Lloyd Bridge (See p. 640 
under" Poona-Bridges "). 

The Sivaji Tank Garden-( See p. 646 under" Poona-Gardens W). 

The Somaviir Pefh Garden-( See p. 646 under • Poona
Gardens"). 

Someroar's Temple.-This temple of Mahadeva in Aditvar PetIt 
was built by one NiiriiyaQarava Niiru.. about 1830. It was. rebuilt in 
polished trap and marble columns in 1884 by public subscription. 
The lin Cl is said to be a natural rock like that of OrilkiireSvara and 
is held" in high veneration. The festival day is Mahasivaratra 
(February-March).. .... . 

Synagogue .. Th~ Synagogue {Moledina Road).-This place of JeWISh worship 
(Moledina Road). is a fJandsome structure with a lofty tower and spire situated 

(101) 450 y~rds to the south of the PuQe Head Post Office. It was built 
in 1867 by Mr. David Sassoon. If is a lofty church-like structure 
in the English Gothic style, built of red brick. with trap stone 
arch work and window mullions. At the east end over the porch 
is a red brick tower 90' bigh, carrying a clock and bells and 

Synagogue 
(Rtiste Peth). 

(102) 
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surmounted by a spire. 
The Synagogue (Raste Peth).-The synagogue was built in 1921 

for the Bene Israel community. 
Seth Tariicand Riimniith Charitable Ayurvedic HospitaL-(See 

p. 603 under .. Voluntary Social Service Orgamzations "). 

The Pu7}i Theosophical Lodge (Arilbariii Camp, near Servants of 
India Society).-The PuQe Lodge of the Theosophical Society was 
founded in 1882 by Col. Olcott, the first President of the International 
Theosophical Society. The Theosophical Society is a non-sectarian 
body of seekers after Truth. Since 1927, the institution has its own 
two-storeyed building in the Arilbarai Camp. '. 

The TulaSi Biiga Temple (Budhaviir Peth).-This temple was built 
by Biilaji Bajirava, the third Pesava, in 1761. It stands on the site 
of a garden oftulasi, the sacred plant, from which fact it derives its 
name. The Tulasi Biiga is about one acre in area and has two doors. 
The enclosure contains three main temples, one of Rama in the 
middle, of GaQapati on the right of Rama, and of Siva on the left. 
Rama's temple has three beautiful white marble.images of Rama, Sitl 
and Lak~amaQa, which are usually magnificently clothed and 
ornamented. The temples of GaQapati and Siv~ are smaller. In 

· front of Rama across the portico is the small shrine of Hanumana: 
Over the gateways are. tWo drum-houses where drums are beaten 
daily at regular intervals. It is bounded by rows "of shops selling 
house~old articles. These shops have acquired great popularity and 
are .hlcll!Y patrOnised by PuQe housewives. The yearly Riima-Navami 
festival is celebrated in this temple on a grand scale. . 

· University Buildings {GaQesakhiQ~a).-The abode of the newly 
· founded. PUl,le. University, the stately mansion at Gal,leSakhiil~a. was 
the offiCIal ~eSldenceof the Governor ·of Bombay during the monsoon 
season. It IS a large bUilding in Italian Gothic style, and built of loc!!l 
gray trap rock. It is sunnounted by- a high square tower (100 feet 
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bigh) and a flagstaff. It was begun in 1864 and finished in 1871, at cBAY.rER!O. • 
a cost of 16 lakhs of rupees. The frontage extends 300 feet north 
and south. The northern portion was divided between the darbar 
('drawing room), dining room and conservatory, on the ground floor. 
Above were bedrooms. The southern part contained the Governor's 
CJffice and private quarters. There is a big swimming-pool inside 
the spacious compound. The mansion has ,two well-kept lawns 
adjoining it and is surrounded by a variety of majestic trees. Since 
1!.l49 the newly constituted Poona University has taken its abode 
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there and has effected many changes and alterations to suit its needs. 
; Vincent de Paurs Roman Catholic Church (120 yards N. E. of. VIncent de Pauf. 

the Khac;laki Artillery Mess) was consecrated by Bishop Carr in ~~o7f· 
1841 and has seats for 600 persons~ 
. The Vettila T emple.-The Vemla temple in. Guruviir Peth (formerly Veta1a Temp1&. 

VctaJaPeth) is an ordinarylooking popular temple of Veta} (king . '(108) 
of ghosts). It has . a shrine, a chamber and a!l outer hall. In the 
shrine is placed on an altar the rugged statue of Veta! encrusted 
heavily with red lead, with large eyes and long whiskers. In front 
cif the shrine is a small Nandi. There is a bell in the temple, 
donated to it by one of the Pdavas in . fulfilment of a vow 
that he would offer a bell if the casting of a certain cannon was 
successful. The image is a pillar of cement built over a round 
undressed stone, which, about a hundred.and. fifty years a,go, was. 
brought from Bapgaon, Ii village in "the Purandar taluka.. Veta} is 
wors~pped by all classes 01 Hindus, but wrestlers and sorcerers are. 
especially attached to it.. . . 

The Vi,rOU Mandir in Gosavipurain Somaviir Peth is one of the Vishnu Mandir. 
three charitable works built in 1846,' at a cost of Rs.' 1,30,000, by (109) 
a. wealthy Gosavi named Bava Narpatagir Guru KisanagIr. To 
remedy the deficient water-supply of Gosavipura; Biiva Narpatagir 
laid a branch from the Katraj aqueduct and 'built public cisterns, 
tllis. temple and a rest-house. The c;>bjects of worship in the. temple 
are images of Vi~I}.ii and Laksmi. ' . . 
"The ViSriimabiiga Vii(la.-Now the abode of the PuQe Municipal 

Corporation, this old palace of the Pdavas has had a very chequered 
history. Built by the last Pesavii, Biijirava II, for his private 
residence during 1803-09, it became in 1818, under the British,-
a college for the students of vediinta and siistriis. Thereafter, from' 
1856, it· housed for a time the Deccan Cflllege, and from 1868. the 
PoonaHigh School. A large portion of it-two quadrangles' in the 
front-were burnt down in 1879, after which sundry repairs were 
made. The viidii was taken over by' the City MUnicipality in 1922 
after the abolition of the Poona High School. It is a large three-
storeyed mansion 260 feet broad and 215 feet long. It consists. of 
three cauks or quadrangles surrounded by three-storeyed buildings, 
which were formerly open halls supported by beautifully carved 
wooden pillars, which. are still preserved. The' oorJ,a faces east 
and is remarkable for its" beautiful entrance surmounted by· 
a balcony. Ten massive pillars in the cypress form line the outer 
verandah of the gateway and similar columns appear on the 
srlendid upper balcony~ its' canopy-shaped roof supported by. 
ornamental wooden' figures of monkeys. The three quadrangles are 
well paved squares, and in the third one are three water cisterns. 
in a line. The Municipal Corporation has effected many alterations 
and additions in the old building. 
,The Wellesley Bridge (See p. 639 under "Poona-llridges"). 

VU,amabaga 
VIida. 
(1l0) 

wezzeakv 
BridgfJ. 
(111) 
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CIIAFfER 20. Wireless Station, Dighi.-The Beam Wireless Transmitting Station: 
of the Government of India Overseas, Communications Service is 

Places. located near the Dighi village, about 8 miles along the PUT,le-Alandi, 
POONA. road and occupies an extensive area ?f about 770 acres. It is also 

• Objects. . reached via the PuT,le-Niisik road and is prominently visible from 
WU'e'D~ hSfaflon. a distance' on account of it~ 280 feet high group of steel masts. It 

(ii2) forms one of the vital ,links in the general organisation of overseas 
communications between India and the rest of the world. 

" 

The Overseas Communications Service handles all foreign telegraphic 
traffic, telephonic traffic, and facsimile or radio photographic service. 
The three main centres which help to contact the foreign countries 
with India are-( 1) the controlling station a,t Bombay: (2) the beam 
wireless transmitting station at Dighi: and (3) the beam wireless. 

, receiving station at DauT,l<;l (Dhond). The central office at Bombay 
is a transit station for radiograms, cablegrams, and photo-telegrams
coming into and going out of India. 

The beam wireless transmitting station at Dighi was erected hl 
1927, with its own power house, radio transmitters, transmitting 
groups of aerials, and radio telephony terminals. The power house 
lias three 3-phase, 50 cycle, 123 kilowatt ,alternators with prime 
movers running on crude oil, four cylinder 184 B.H.P. Mirrless diesel 
engines and associate switch gear. Bulk power is also obtained from 
the Poona Electric Supply Co. The high power radio transmitters 
are housed in two adjacent rooms. Specially designed master 
o~cillators control the frequencies within the prescribed international 
tolerance. In some cases crystal control is possible. The output oE 
transmitters is fed into specially designed and erected directional 
aerilils. --

The transmitters cover the entire gamut of wave lengths at present 
J'equired for day and night operation of our Overseas Telegraph and 
Telephone Services to (1) the United Kingdom. (2) the United States 
of America, (3) China, (4) Australia, (5) Indonesia, (6) Thailand, 
and (7) Japan, and also an internal serviCe between Bombay and 
New Delhi. 

There are two principal aerial systems in use. ( 1) The Marconi 
}'ranklin Beam Aerial of elaborate and precise construction having 
280 feet higq masts supporting an extensive vertically suspended 
spaced radiator aerials with a spaced curtain of reflectors designed 
to produce a sharp beam of radiated' waves. (2) The Diamond or 
Rhombic aerial, which has the advantages of low cost of erection and 
maintenance; comparatively low height. ability to cover a high 
range of frequencies; and cheaper, open, parl,lllel wire, feeders. 
. Connected with the Beam Wireless transmitting station' at Dighi 
JS the Radio Telephone Terminal housed at Kirkee. This controls 
overseas radio telephony, checking the incoming and outgoing speech 
levels. The speech received from the inland Telephone Exchange is 
converte~ ( speaking technically, " inverted" ) into different 
£requenc~es to make it unintelligible to the average radio listeners, 
after whlCh process, the inverted speech modulates the high power 
radio transmitter. In the reverse process, the inverted speech received 
at the Daund receiving station is reinverted to plain speech and 
passed on through Government trunk lines to private subscribers. 

The necessary direct current for the radio transmitters at Dighi is 
obtained by stepping up the locally generated A.C. supply through 
step-up transformers connected to diode rectifiers, and in some cases 
mercury vapour rectifiers. ' 
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PUr (190 14' N., 730 43' ,E.), a' village pleasantly situated in 

a deep valley about 13 miles W.of Junnar, has 'at the source of the 
i.:ukgi a' ruined Hema<Japanti temple (40' X 12') constructed of most 
richly carved stones. Goddess Camul,lga dancing on. a corpse, 
Siva dancing the TaI)c;1av, Vi~Q.ii in the Varah' ( Boar) form, Har. 
Gauri, Gal,lpati, Niigoba. Bhairava,' forty i/oginis, the nav(Jgrahafi 
(nine planets) are some of the 6!one figures found carved in 'the 
wall-niches of the temple. • The temple' ministrant is a Koli. 

Purandara (ISO 17' N .. 73° 52' E.; ht. 4,545 ft.), is a famous 
fortified hill about 25mi1es S. of Pun.e and about six miJe5 S. W. of 
Sasavac;1a from where a very fair road leads' to the foot of th~ 
Purandara hill. Adjoining Purandara on the E. and comiectedby 
the Bhairava KhiI}<J, is Vajragac;1a or Rudl'amiila (4,422 ft.), a minor 
fort. 

The formation of PQ1"andara is varied by two risings. The 
higher one, which is crowned by the Kedaresvara temple, forms 
the upperf9rt of Purandara,' whfie on its northern face, 300 ft. 
below the temple and more, than 1,000 ft. above the plain; rUn~ 
a level' terrace on which ~tands the military cantonment, flanked 
on the E. by the barracks arid on theW. by the hospital. The 
northern edge of the terrace is defended by It low waH with 
several semicircular bastions and a gate flanked by two. towers. 
11lls is called the Mad (terrace fort). From the foot of, the hill 
the ascent is led, by an easy wide road, which, passing ,by the 
cantonment and hospital. runs towards the upper fort and ends 
in a flight of rude stone steps reaching the DeIhl Gate. the 
entrance to th~ main fort. 

Quite a number of interesting old vestiges-dating from pre
Muslim to late Maratha- period-are scattered all .over Purandara 
and Vajraga<Ja. The oldest and most mysterious ruins are 
a series of caves in the south-western ana st'uth..eastern faces of 
the cliff-cone to the E. of Vajragac;1a. Both forts have a number 
of tanks cut into the rock, some of them half-subterranean cisterns. 
with rock-cut steps leading down. Late Bahamani mosque in 
Niziimsahi palace, Bini Darviijii, Kedaresvar temple, Purandaresvar 
temple. PeSava Madhavarava's pavilio?tl Abaji Purandare's magazine. 
Bahamani hall, Khagii Darviijii, SavafMadhayarava's temple, aro 
some of the noteworthy vestiges. -

In Mariitha history, this mountain fort has played. a prominent 
,role. The siege of 'purandhar in A. D. 1665 was the prelude to 
Siviijis famous visit to the Mughal court. And with the rise' of the 
Pesaviis it became the summer residence and refuge of the PUl,le 
court. Madhava Rao I often litayed in it. Madhava Rao II was 
born here,. and Niinii Phadanavis directed from here the affairs of 
the Maratha confederation in many of the troubled years of civil 
war. It had played an important role under the Bahmani and 
Nizamshahi dynasties, and -there are indications that' it was 
occupied and in service even as early as the late Hindu Middle 
Ages. 

, Riijaga"a Fort (IS- 15' N ... 730 41' E.; ,ht. 4,574 ft.), famous as 
the first capital, of Sivaji. is located about .15 miles N. \V of Bhor 
and about 30 miles S. W. of PUJ}.e. The fort mainly comprise$ 
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three mi1ciS (terraces),-the Padml'lvatiml'lci to, 'the N. E., tho 
Sanjivanimaci to the S. ,and the Slivela ml'lci to the S, E.-and the. 
Bale Killii (inner fort) centrally located. The fort is reached through. 
three gateways the Ganjan darvaiii to the E., the PaIi darvniii to the 
W. and the dinJi (gate) to the S. of SuveJa ml'lci. The approaches to 
the fort are, one from Margasapi village, ten miles from' Nasarl'lpiir 
(In the Nasariipiir-Velhe road,anotp.et from ·the ,Pl'lbe brook-cross
ing on the same road, and the ,third From' ~ale, a villa~~ at the tail 
end of, the Bhlitghar . lake and about three miles S., of. RaJagad. Of 
the .old vestiges the fort has the'Padffil'lvati temple, Ambarkhfmii and 
signs' of Ii. palace and stables on. the 'Padml'lvati ml'lci, and the 
Riimdvar temple ,with a Jlumber of carved stone figures on the 
$uvela ml'lci. 

Rl'ljaml'lci (180 49' N., 730 24' E.; ht. 2,710 ft.) is an isolated 
double-peaked fortified 'hill on the main line of. the ~ahyiidris, about 
six miles as the crow Hies and ten by path N.·E. of .the Bor Ghat. 
rhO' two pealcs, steeply ~ fortified, are known as Srivardhana, and 
Manaranjana forts,. Srivardhana,. the. eastern and higher fort, is 
in places strengthened by a triple line of wall. There is a rock
cut chamber, once .used ~s a granary, and close by a large open 
~ock-cut reservojr., 'Manaranjana, the outer hilt less completely 
protected. by': nature, is very carefully fortified with two high strong 
lines of , W'alI.. On th~ crest of .the neck that joins the. two 
peaks, fronting a small temple of Bhairav, stand three old 
stone dipamiils· (lamp-pillars) and two small ,quaintly-carved 
!ltone. ,charg~rs .rea4y saddled. a,ndbddled for the god. In, the 
temple, which is little more than a hut, ,are ~ee pairs of small 
black stone images of .ehairav and his consort J ogesvari. 

Rl'ljaml'lci came to notice iIi 1648 when it was taken by Sivl'lji. 
In 1713· the fort s\lrrendered.to Angre, and was ceded by' 
bim in 1730 to the second Pesavii Bajirava. In ,1776 it was held for 
a time by Sadobl'l, the impostor of Sadl'lsivarava Bhaii. In the 
Marathl'l ,war of 1818 the fort surrendered to the British without 
resistance. 

l\ANjANAGAON . Ranja~aglinva Ga~apati (180 45' N., 740 14' E.), a village ten 
CANAPATL miles S. W. of Sirur, on the Pu~e road, has the famous temple of 

~aI.1~pati as one of the A#a Viniiyaka incarnations. The temple 
IS s:ud to occupy the site of a Hemiic;lapanti temple. The present 
~hrm_e,_ ~aid to have been built about 250 years ago by CintamaQ.a 
MaharaJ, the second of. Cificavac;la Devs, consists of a rruz,Jt!-apa with 
~?Ws of, wooden pillars, an outer and inner' giibluirii (shririe), two 
slkharas (spires) and a stone rat stationed at the entrance of the 
maT}t;lapa. To the north' is an arcade, the gift of the Powl'lr family. 
The temple enjoys a: yearly Go~eniment cash grant of Rs. 2,028 and 
land assessed at Rs. 35-4-0. " , 

ROHIDA OR Rohic}ii .or ~icitriigac}aFort(18° 05' N., 730 50"E.;, ht. 3,625 ft.) 
VlCHlTRAGAD. is about SIX miles S. of Bhor. , The approach to the fort is by a,path .. 

way from BazlirvaQi, a hamlet five miles S. of Bhor, and it is 
entered. by, three successive gates' of Hindu-Muslim architecture. 
o.f the old v~stiges,the 'temple of Rohi<;lmalla or Bahirav and a f,ew 
~sterns are m good condition., There is Ii naid worshipper for the 
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Sisava~a (180 21' N., 14° 01,·lt. '; ht. 2,~11 !t.,; ti. '2·5 sq. miles ; 
p. 6.354), headquarters of the Purandara talu'kii, 15 on the left bank 
of· the Karha, and about 16 miles S. E. of ~e. It 'stands on 
the old PuQe-5atlira Road by the Babdev and Diva passes. 
Sasava<;!a was the original Deccan home' of the Pdava family. Out
side of the town and across the rivet,,·j.! their old pa.Lice, which is 
now used as the Mamlatdar's ktJceri and as inspection bungalow. 
A large temple of SangameSvar,With steps leading to' the river, 
~ands on a small delta of laIi~ at. the meeting of the Karhli. and 
one of its feeders. Near the temple is the fortified palace of the 
J»urandare family who were closely allied to the PeSavas for nearly 
~ century. This building now houses the SisavaQa High 
SchooL 
, The SasavaQa municipality was established in 1879, and it now 
functions under the District Municipal Act. In 1949-50, its incoJIle 
was Rs. 64,780 and expenditure Rs. 58,874. The .main item of 
income was octroi, Rs. 30,452; and house tax, Rs.3,92O. ' 

: The streets are lighted' by' kerosene lanterns and petro-max 
lights. There is no municipal drainage scheme working. The 
rivers Karhli. and Cambali are the only sources of water supply 
for the town. At times, the Cambali 'gets quite dry in summer 
and temporary bunds are put up in the bed of the Karhli. and the 
stored water is uSE:d in summer for drinking purposes. Therefore~ 
the municipality has taken in hand a water supply scheme· which 
is estimated to cost 4 lakhs of rupees. Work was started on the 
,cheme in 1950-51. 

Control over primary education was transferred' to the P~e 
District Local Board in 1927, the municipality making its statutory 
Contribution. There is an aided high school conducted by the 
Mahli.ra~tra Education Society of ~e. The latter was given 
a municipal grant of Rs. 1,500 in 1949-50. ' 

The municipality maintains a dispensary, for which it r~ceives 
grants from Govemment and the District Local Board. There is 
a veterinary dispensary at Sasava<;!a conducted by the District 
Local Board, towards the maintenance of which the municipality 
pays an annual contribution of Rs. 100. There is a TaIukii 
Library in the town recognised by the Covernment for . purposes 
of grant. , ' 

There is the samiidhi of Shri Sopli.odeo (bother of Shri }iili.oeSvar) 
at SasavaQa in whose honour a fair is held annually on Margasir~a 
)rad. 11. 

, Selli.rava~ (180 41' N., 13° 42' E.), a hamlet of TaJegiiIiva
DabhaQe, is noted for 'the excavations bearing its name. These 
are in two groups high up in the Gli.ro~ hill about 420 ft. above 
the level of the plain and some two miles to the S. E. of Tale
ganva-DlibhaQe, one group facing N. W. and the other facing S. E. 
Those facing N. W. are in SelarvaQi and consist each of two Of 
three cells only. Those facing S. E. possess more 'merit and afe 
in the village limits of Gahuje. These caves have been Brahmanised 
and in the third cell from the left is a ling with a small Nandi in the' 
vestibule and a diTJmal and tulsi altar outside. Over. the fourth cave 
to the left is a cell with an inscription of five lines in Andhra Pall 
letters (A. D.' 100). ' .. ' 

CBAPl'Ell'.~ 

PI--. 
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,Siravala (18° 09', 73- 59'). it village about ten _miles E; of. Bhor 
and 39 miles N. of Satara, has a temple of Kedaresvara, built by 
one Ambaji Devji Desapanc;le about 250 years ago. Four miles 
S. W. of the town, at Pang,af)darii. sihlated in Nenadi Hills, is 
a series of -seventeen Buddliistcaves of plain type, one of them 
with a dagoba. • 

Sinha!!ac;l or KonQhfu:ta Fort (l8° '22', N .. 730 46' E. ; ht. 4,320 ft.', 
about fifteen miles S. W. of ru~e, stands on one of the prominent, ' 
points of the Sinhagac;l~-Bhulesvar ran~e nearly 2,300 ~t. above the, 
Pune plain. The fort IS approached Irregularly by difficult path ... 
ways and regularly by tw9 gates on the N. E. and S. E. The 
N. E. or Pl1~e gate is at the end of a winding ascent up the profile 
of a steep rocky spur; the easier Kalyfu:ta or Kon<;la~a gate of 
a less difficult ascent is guarded by three gateways all strongly 
fortified and each commanding the other. Ordinarily, the ascent 
is made either on foot or by a ,chair carried on human shoulders. ' 

The fortifications, which consist of a strong stone wall Hanked 
With towers, enclose a ,nearly triangular space about two miles 
round. The north face of the fort is naturally vel'y strong; the 
south one is the weakest. The triangular plateau within the waHs 
commands a splendid view on all :Sides, has several bungalows and 
is used as a health resort. 

The old name of the fort, until it was changed by Sivaii in lCi41 
to Sinha'gaQa, was Ko~c;llia~a. There is a village ot the name 
Ko~<;laI.lpur at the foot of the fort. In 1340 a Koli chieftain caned 
Nag Naik resisted Muhammad Tughlak (1325-51) for eight 
months at Sinhagac;la. KOI.l4ha~i appears among, the PUI.l8 forts 
which' fell to Malik Ahmed, the founder of the Nizamshlihi 
dynasty at Ahmadnagar {149Q..1608), ·on 'his capture of Sivaneri (1486). 
Sivaji's father had charge of the fort.on behalf of' Ahmednagar 
for a time. ,In 1847 Sivaji gained Kowha~a by a largc bribe 
to its Musalman commandant and .changed its name to Sinhaga<Ja. 
In 1665, Sivaji, by the treaty that followed his surrender to Raji 
Jayasinga, the Mughal general. garethe latter twenty of his thirty
two fGrts, including Purandara ~and Sinhaga4a with all their 
dependant districts. The capture of Smhaga<;la in 1670 by TiilliijI 
Malusare and his brother Suryaji forms one of the most daring 
exploits· in Marathii history. In 1703 Aurangzeb captured the 
fort. In 1706 the Marathas under Sankraji NarayaI.la Saciva took 
it again but lost it later to the Mughal general Zulphikarkhan. 
Saciva once more recaptured it. In 1750 the Pesava gave him the 
bill forts of Twig and Tikona in exchange for SinhagaQa. In critical 
times. the Marathii Government used to carry their valuables and 
specie to Sinhaga<;1a for :safe ~ustody. In March 1818, the British 
General Pritzler captured the fort from the pesavas. In 1862 the 
fort . was described as being j.n ruins with crumbling walls and 
gates in disrepair. The fort was once able to hold about 1,000 men 
and had ample water with supplies from the neighbouring villages 
ofDo~aje and Path Sivapiir. 'Tombs of Riijaram Chatrapati. 
Taniiji MaIusare and Udaya-bhana Rathod are some of the notable 
vestiges on the fort. Tanajls Tomb (Bamcidhi) has been reccntly 
renovated, a statue installed and his memory is celebrated every 
year (Magh Vad. 9).' 
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·Siriir· (18°· 49' N., 14° 22' E.; ht. 1,150 ft. r 1J.23~8 sq. miles; 
1'- 3,482), headquarters of the Siriir taluka, is a municipal . town· 
s!tuatedon the right bank of the Gho~ river and 41 mil~s N. E. Df 
Pw;1e on the PUJ.le-Ahmednagar road. It is surrounded by high and 
low hills on the S. W. The climate is' dry, and the rainfall is about 

CHAPTEll·!O •• 

23" per year. The river Gho~ is pretty broad at Siriir and there 
is water in it throughout the year. On account of its salubrious 
climate, Siriir had formerly a. cantonment located close to it. The 
streets of Siriir are straight and broad, and there are no slums .in. 
the town. 

The municipality was established in 1868 and now functions 
under the District Municipal Ad i In 1948-49, its income was 
Rs. 42,197 and expenditure Rs. 46,549. The main items of income 
were: octroi, Rs. 17,897; contributions from Government, Rs. 7,4'34; 
fees from markets Rs. 4,859; water rilte, Rs. 3,415; taxes on hQUses 
and lands, Rs. 2,590; and lighting rate Rs. 1,201. The main items 
of expenditure were: buildings, Rs. 12,401; water supply, Rs. 4.722; 
general administration and collection of taxes, Rs. 4,148; and hospi
tals and dispensaries, Rs. 2,671. The number of houses in the town 
was 1,063, with an estimated annual letting value of Rs. 1,01,400. 
The municipality owns a number of buildings, a motor stand, and 
two dJuzrmSafiis. costing in all more than Rs. 80,000. 

There is provision for lighting the streets with petromax lamps. 
Drainage is by surface drains, which flow into niiliis which join the 
river lower down from the town. The source of water supply to the, 
town is a percolation-well situated in the Gho<;lpadi, from which water' 
flows into a jack-well to. be pumped to a reservoir. The municipality 
is proposing to 'construct another reservoir to improve the water 
supply. 

The responsibility for pritnary education in the town is on the' 
District Local Board, Pw)e, which receives a statutcry c.ontribution· 
from the municipality. The Siriir Sik~aQa Prasiirak MaQ~al 
conducts a secondary school. There is also an, Anjuman Islam 
Institute. 

The municipality maintains a, dispensary and a maternity home. 
Siriir is a centre of one of the 'Health Units maintained by the 
State Government. The Medical Offi~ and Sanitary Inspector of 
this unit render honorary services to the municipality. Themunici
pality pays a small rontribution towards the Baby Welfare Centre. 
maintained by the unit. A charitable eye hospital is maintained 
here by the Medical Relief Association of PUJ.le. The Salvation 
Army also maintains a free dispensary in Siriir . 

. There is a market building belonging to the municipality, in 
which separate stalls are . prOvided for the sale of vegetables, ., 
mutton and fish. There are weekly vegetable and cattle markets. 

The old cantonment area lying south, of the tOWD; beyond the 
PUQe-Ahmednagar road, is used as a play-ground. The Siva Seva_ 
Man<;lal Institute maintains a garden, access to which is free to an.. 
The Siriir Recreation Club maintains a free horary and reading 
room. Situated in the mid-part of the town there is a talkie theatre. 

PlaCeS. 
SmUlL 

Sivaneri Fort (19° 12' N .. 13° 52' E.; ht. 3,342 ft.), situated on the SmvNElII FORT. 
steephill .... ock Sivaner. about half a mile to the S. W. of Junnar 
t,owu, rises Dver a thousand £eet and stretches about a mile no~ 
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south across the plain •. The entrance to the fort is from the S. W. 
and the way to it is along an unmetalled road from the S. W. of 
the town. A steep ascent conducts to the entrance gateway, which· 
is massive and flanked by towers; several other· gateways, aU 
strongly built and bastioned, are passed before the first of a triple· 
line of fortifications is entered, the fortress proper gained and the 
summit of the hill reached. 

The present fort was built about A. D. 1445 by Malik-ut-Tujar, 
the lieutenant of the Bahamani King Ala-ud-din 11; but important· 
additions were made under subsequent rulers. It played a not un· 
important part during the earlier Marathii period and is now highly 
cherished by the Mariitba people as the birthplace of Sivaji. The 
most striking of its remains is a mosque with two flanking minarets 
a graceful flying arch uniting the latter. This mosque is built over. 
a rock-hewn tank, the water of which outlasts the hot season as 
does also that of several of the reservoirs on the hill. On the 
summit of the plateau are a prayer wall (idga) and the tomb of 
Adam Subbedar. • 

St7PB. Supe (180 20' N., 740 23' E.), on the Ahmednagar-Siitiira road. 
and 36 miles S. E. of Pu~e, was once the headquarters of the. 
Bhimthadi (now, Baramati) taIukii. The town has: (1) a mosque 
said to have been built by Aurangzeb transforming an old Hemii<;lpanti 
temple of Mahadev: (2) a temple of Tukobadev built by one 
Anniijirav Maratbe ;( 3) the Dargab (tomb) of Saba MansUr, with 
Ii mosque and dhar11UlSii/ii (rest-house) bearing an inscription in 
Persian dated H. 1108 (A.D. 1695). 

TAI.EGAON Taleganva Dabhac;le (180 43'N., 73° 41' E.; ht. 2,035 ft. o. 10·3 sq. 
DABHADE. miles; p. 6,349) is a municipal town 20 miles N. W. of Pu~e and one 

mile S. E. of Taleglinva railway station. It is half alienated to the' 
Dabhfu;ie family which rose to importance in ·the reign of the first 
Pesava Balaji ViSvanath (1714-20), Khanl,lerava D1ibha<;le, its 
founder, haVing been appointed seniipati (commander-in-chicf) in 
1716. To the south of the town is a reservoir and some temples 
lining its northern bank. To the north of the town is an old temple 
of VaneSvar. In the town proper there exists· near the ciiva{ii 
an ancient temple of the P~l,lavas •. 

The Taleglinva General Hospital lies near the railway station 
along the Ta!eganva-Junnar road. The eye-clinic of this hospital 
is especially popular. Near the hospital is also a tuberculosis 
sanatorium started in 1939, where there is accommodation for 
160 patients. 

The famous Paisa Fund Glass Factory, started in 1908, is in· 
• Taleganva. ~ 

It i~ pro~ose.d to extend the area. of this ~unicipality by amal. 
gamating Wlth It the Ta!eganva Railway Gram Pancayat area. 

Established in 1866, the Taleganva municipality now functions 
under the District Municipal Act. Its income during 1949-50 was 
Rs. 39,383 and expenditure, Rs. 42,548. The main items of income. 
were: octroi, Rs. 11,781; grant from Government, Rs. 7,352; water. 
rate, Rs. 5,557; taxes on houses and lands, Rs. 4,466; and conser. 
yancy, Rs. 3,70,5. The expenditure included the following main 
Items: . conservancy,Rs. 8,556; hospitals, etc., Rs. 7,m6; water 
JUpply, Rs. 6,163; ~llection of taxes etc., Rs. 4,655; and· general 
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administration, Rs. 4,573. The total number of houses was 1,107. 
'Lighting of roads is done by kerosene oil lamps. ,lbere is no 
regular drainage system. but there is a drain passing through one of 
-the main roads of the town. Water from the houses is gt"nerally 
drained through the road-side gutters. There is a municipal tank 
situated to the east about one mile from the town. water from 
which is pumped and distributed to the town through a main. 

Primary education is managed by the District Local Board, the 
municipality paying its statutory contribution to the J>oard. There 
_is a municipal dispensary and maternity home. There are municipal 
dharmaScI/iis and an open space where weekly markets are held 
every Sunday. 

CHAPTER 20. 

Tata Hydro-Electric Company's Storage Tanks: There are five TATA HYDR~ 
storage tanks _ in the ~e district belonging to the three hydro- J,LBCTIIIC: 
-electric companies of the Tata group. Three _of them (i.e., those at STOl\A.=T~ 
Sirava~e, Valvan and LOI;l.av;qe) are linked with the Khopoli 

_ generating station of the Tata Hydro-Electric Power Supply Com
_pany. The one at Andhra is linked with the Bhivapiir generating 
station of the Andhri Valley Power Supply Company and the one 
at MuIaSi is linked with the Bhira generating station of the rIta 
Power Company. The total power generated by all the three com
panies is 1,150 million units per annum. An area of roughly 

·1,000 square miles covering Greater Bombay and ~e,. is supplied 
from this system. The financial investment of the whole system is 
16 crores of rupees, and the staff and labour -employed number about 
1,000 people. The tail waters are discharged into rivers and used 

.. for agricultural and domestic purposes. The following table gives 
details about all the five storage tanks :-

TATA HYDRo-ELEcnuc Co.'s STORAGE TAND. 

Siravate. Valvan. Lonavle. Andhra. Mulasi. 

Area onake a& full .upply Jave 
in aquare mil.. ... 6'05 2'4 1'5 12'S 14'85 

Catchmea& area in aquare miles. 11'0 ' 6'5" 6'4 48'0 95'8 
: 

, Capacity above drawolf in 
million cubic tee* ... 8,li67 2.560 414 12,852 18.461 

Length of dam including water 
weir (in feet) ... 7,606 _ 4,465 3,615 2,432 _6,U3 

Height of dam abo .. river bed 
(iafeet) ... 83 71 3Hi 190 • 148 

, ,-

Theiira -(IS- 31' N~ j 74° 03' E.). -a village in Haveli and -about 
, 13 miles E. of Put;l.e, is (amous for its temple of GaJ;l.apatl (Cintamani. 

ODe of the eight incarnations of the deity) the chief part of whiCh 
~ was built by Cintamal)a, the second deo_ of Ciiicavar;la, at a ~st of 
1\s. 40,000. About a hundred years after, nine verandas were added 

~ to the main building' at a cOst ofBs. 40,000 by Mad.\lavrav the fourth 
: PeSava (1761-72). The temple is, built afcut-stone and consists 

of_ a large sabM-f!Ulrxlap (audience haIl), with verandas on eitheZ' 
... • •• '" • o. • • •.• _ "... ~.: 

-
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,side. The external wooden posts were 'put in 'by lIaripant Pha<;1ice. 
'8 Mariitbii general. Three more verandas were ad~~?to the south 
of the temple at a cost of Rs. ,3,000 by one BacaJIpant. In the 
temple enclosure is a small shrine of Vi~I,lu, and a dha1'1TU1SiiJii built 
by Gudopant, a Mariithii havildar. ,Not far from the temple and in 
the same enclosure is a sacred fig tree for which a plinth was built 
by Ramiibiii, the wife, ,of Miidhavrav Pdava.' The Theiira devasthiin 
is a branch of Cificavac;l devasthiin which assigns to it a gJ;'ant, of 
about Rs. 2,000 every yea.r for its management. ' 

Theiira w;s a favourite resort of Miidhavrav, the 'fourth Pesava. 
He died here on the morning of the lSth of November 1772 in 
the twenty-eighth year of his age, and Ramlibai went sati. ' 

TixONA FORT. 'Tikona Fort (1So 38' N., 73° 30' E.; ht. 3,4S0 ft.) in MulSi is 
about 25 miles W. of PUI,le and about six miles N. W. of Ko!vaI,l on 
the Paud-Kolvan road. The fort got ~e name because of its triangu
lar shape. . The ascent is from Kasinga village, two miles S., ana 
the fort is entered by the Pa!tha and Veta! gates. The inner fort 
which, is entered through four successive gates is of stronger con
SQ:uction than the outer one. The temple of goddess Talajai and 
a tank are located in the outer fort; the inner one contains 
Trimbakdvar Temple, a tank, ambarkhiinii (granary) and two 
.cisterns. 

TORNA OR TOl'I,la or PracllI,lc;1agac;1a Fort (ISO 16' N., 73°,37' E.; ht. 4,606 ft.) 
PRACHANDGADisabollt 16 miles N. W. of Bhor and about 40 milesS. W; of Pune. 

FORT. The approach to the fort is by an, ascent from VelM Budrtit, 
a village about three miles N. E. of the fort and 20 miles from 
Nasarlipiir by the Nasarapiir-Velhe road, The fort is entered first by 
the Bini darviiiii (gate) and then by the Kothi'darviijii; Of the old 
vestiges the fort contains' the temple of ToraI,ljai, ambarkhiinii 
(granary), cisterns called ToraI,l and Khokac;l, and an inner fort with 
the temples of Mengru and TOqleSvar. , 

TuNG'. Tung (ISO 39' N., 73° 27' E.; lit. 3,526 ft.), in Bhor Ta!uka about 
eight miles N. W. of KolavaJ}a, is a small hill-fort approached from 
Ko!avaI}a via Vlighresvara,' Kadava and Cavasa.' On its ascent' ' is 
a remarkable three-chambered' washing tank (SO'X40'). An inner 

,fort accommodates three cist~rns and a, templt;l of gQddess TungL' ' 

VALCHANDNACAR., VaIcandanagara (18° 01' N., 74° 46' E.), lies in Kalamba village 
(Indapiir T.) about 85 miles S. E. of PUDeand the same distance W. 
of Soliipur.The ,nearest railway station Biiramati on the DauI,lt;l. 

,Biiramati line, is 20 miles away.' ' , 
,This is a modem industrial township which haS sprung up as the 

~esult ?f an e~periment in large.:scale agriculture and its allied 
m?~tl1es, ,car~ed. out in the Nira Valley by the late Shri Valcand 
Hllacanda, a bIg mdustrialist. It is 'maintained mainly at the cost of 

,the Valcandanagara Industries Ltd .• ' which runs a sugar, factory and 
-a number of other allied concerns u.,the" area:. There is no mun,ici-, 
. P~ taxation paid by the residents.-..!t 'There are more than 100 well 
b~t maso??, bloc,ks housing 1.35u families, good roads lighted 
WIth eleCtri~Ity and with modern sanitary arrangements. and under
ground draI?age ~oughout the colony. The company maintains 
a free h.ospital WIth a maternity ·ward, where both, Ayuryedic:: and 

, All?~athI~ . trea!ment ,is provided., a high school with provision (or 
trammg 1tl agrIculture and engineering, and a primary school. 

, .' " 
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Education in these institutions is free. For the ~ecreation of the 
employees there' is a club with a playground and a tennis court; 
supplemented by a public garden (Bharat Vihar, Garden) where 

,there is· a swimming popl. There is a market accommodating 
40 shops and a weekly fair is held on Wednesday" the day on which 
the weekly holiday is observed ,at Valc~ndanagara. A co-operative 
society maintains a store. 

The industrial area and the central colony at Valcandanagara 
together with a part of the agricultural estate are in the Pm,l.e 
district, while the rest of the estate forms part of the Soliipur district, 
with· the Nira running right, through the estate cutting it in two 
parts. 

Dependent on the central colony are seven suburbs, each ~orming 
a unit of about 1,500 persqns. Each of these suburbs has a well, 
a branch of the co-operative store, a primary school, a dispensary, 
a telephone, sanitary. staff and a section officer. Each unit is in 
charge of a residen' supenisor who is a graduate in agriculture. 
The Valcan(].anagar estate has at present 17,500 acres of cultivablo 
land. Qf this about 3,500 acres are owned by the Company, while 
the rest have been taken on lease from more _than 600 registered 
holders. Besides sugarcane cultivation, cultivation of food crops 
like jowar, bajri and wheat is carried on, and in addition to the 
sugar factory, the company runs an extensive dairy, aplastic 
factory, a distillery, an oil mill, a vanaspati factory, . a', soap 
factory, and a confectionery. The factories and the colony havo 
&n electric plant ot their own with an installed capacity of 1,350 kws. 
which serves both industrial and domestic purposes. " . 

A telephone service connects the central colony with the suburbs, 
the dairy, and Diksal railway station. A trolly line of ~ gange, 
laid for taking cane from the farms to the factory is also connected 
to the Diksal railway station. 

Visapiir Fort (18° 43' N., 73" 39' E.), adjoins Lohogac;1 fort, is 
higher and larger in area, but not as strong either artilically, or, 
naturally. It is said to have been constructed by Balaji ViSvaniitll 
P~ava. Its entrance gateway is noW in ruins, but the walls, 
encircling the hill are in tolerable prese~ation. On the east, there 
is a well-built tank, and there are othEr tanks and cisterns on the 
hill. Within this fort there was a P~ava's residence, which is now 
in ruins. Not far from it is a small temple of Mahadeva which is 
supported by a devasthiin allowance. On the 4th March, 1818, 
Visapur was ~ttacked by the English ~nder the command of 
Col. Prother, and on the same day was occupied without resistance. . 
, Yavata (18° 28' N., 74° 16' E.), a village in DauI}.d Tiilukii, one 

mile S. E. of Yavat railway station, and 27 miles E. of PUI}.e on 
the PUI}.e-Soliipur road, has, three miles S. on' a 'hill, a Yiidava 
temple of Bhulesvar of remarkable stone sculptUre and carvings 
and an ancient well. Two miles N. E. is MatobiiTalliv. a large 
storage pond, irrigating a considerable extent of land. 

CHAPTER SO. 

1'1aces.. 
V ALCHANDNAGAll. 

VISAP01l FoRT. 

YAVAT. 
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Ambegaoft 

Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction; Area(Sq.ms.); Pop.; PostOflice ; 
Direct distance ; I-iouseholds ; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

1 Adivare ~ ... NW;l2.0; 17.0. 0'8; 234; 47; 54. Ambeganv. 7 
2 Aghfu;le ~ ... NW; 17.2; 26.0. 1'4; 70; 16; 18. Do. 14 

3 Ahupe ~ .. ... NW; 19.6; 31.0. 10'4; 372; 87; 88. Do. 20 
4 knac;le arf1{5 '" NW; 12.4; 18.0. 0'7; 166; 38 47. Do. 8 
5 Arhbe 3Ti<r ... NW; 14.2; 25.0. 2'6, 197; 45; 65. Junnar. 15 
6 ArhbegaI}.v arrm- ... NW; 9.0; 11.0. 1'7; 862; 172; 130. Local. 
7 Amonc;li ~r ... N; 3.0; 4.0. 6'4; 1271; 232; 232. Ghodeganv. 3 

8 Apati arm-r . .,. NW; 6.4; 10.0. 0'8; )"45; 26; 25. Shinoli. 3 
9 AsaI}.e amrruT ... NW; 14.0; 20.0. 4'1; 633; 156; 151. Ambeganv. 10 

10 Avasari Bk. ~Of. SE; 12.4; 14,0. .. 11'7; 4311; 760; 615. Local. 

11 Avasari arcrru~. ... SE; 9.6; 11.0. 9'2; 5393; 897; 744. Local. 

12 Bhagac;li ~r ... E; 18.6; 25.0. 2'1; 398; 67; 60. Belhe. 8 
13 Bharac;li. ~ ... E; 13.0; 17.0. 1'3; 677; 90; 99. AvasariBk. 5 
14 Bhavac;li ~ ... SE; 7.4; 17.0. 2'4; 706; 127; 118. Peth. 3 
15 Boraghar ~ ... NW;l1.0; 13.0. 5'1; 1395; 269; 316. Ambeganv. 3 
16 Canc;loli Bk. ~"t. E; 9.0; 11.0. 1'2; 1658; 281; 241. Kalamb. 3 
17 Canc;loli Kd.~~. E; 9.2; 11.0. 1'2; 667; 84; 101. Kalamb. 2 
18 Cas "mr ... E; 2.4; 3.0. 6'3; 1926; 341; 304. Vadaganv Kas. 3 

19 Cikhali ~ ... W; 12.2; 19.0 • 2'4; .424; 87; Ambeganv. 12 
20 Cineoc;li ~ ... N; 6.0; 7.0. 5'9; 1690; 329; 2. Vadaganv Ksa. 2 
21 Cineoli ~ ... NE; 1.0; 1.0 . 1'5; 552; 106; 129. Ghodeganv. I 
22 Devaganv ~ ... E; 20.4; 24.0. 1'7; 163; 34. 36; AvassriBk. 10 
23 I;>hiikaIe ~ ... S)V; 4.0; 6.0. 3'3; 318;. 54; 31. Ghodeganv. 6 
24 I;>hiimaI}.i ~ ... SE; 17.4;25.0. 10'5; 2885; 490; 458. Local. 

25 Digad ~ ... NW; 12.0; 15.0. 0'9; 97; 25; 29. Ambeganv. 5 
26 Dimbhe Bk. m1, ... .W; 6.6; 9.0. 1'3; 260; 58; 103. Do. 2-4 
27 Oimbhe Kd. fW~ .. · W; 7.2; 9.4. 0'5; 104; 27; Do. 2-4 
28 I;>OI}.a ~ ... NW; 16.6; 25.0. 2'9; 197; 39; 41. Do. 13 

29 Ekalahare ~ .. · E; 7.4; 11.0. 2'2; 529; 95; 107. KaIamb. 0-2 
30 Gangapiir Bk. ~ SE; 4.0; 5.0. 2'7; 894; 154; 128. Shinoli. 0-4 

31 
"t. .. 

Gailgapiir Kd. ~ SE; 5.0; 7.0. 4'5; 751; 138; 134. Shinoli 2-4 

sa 
. ~. .. 
Ghoc;leganv ~ .. · H.Q. '14'5; 6732; 1258; 944. Local. 

33 Giravali ~ ... NE; 2.4; 3.0. 4'7; 1028; 179; 161. Ghodeganv. 2-4 
·34 Gohe Bk. ~,. ... W; 6.4; 10.0. 2'8; J489; 282. Ambeganv. 3 

:35 Gohe Kd. ~~. ... W; 8.0; 11.0. 2'B, 653: 124: Ambeganv. 5 
88 Hatavij ~ ... NW: 16.6: 33.0. 3'2: 280: 66: 70. JWUI4t 16 -



POONA DISTlUCl 691 

Taluka. 

-
Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar; BaZlir Motor Stand ; Water. Institutions and other 

Distance. Day: Distance. Distance. infonnation. 

, 
Ambeganv Wed. 7 Ambegimv 7 n.iW. s(p): 2 tI. 

Taleganv 64 00. do. 14 Do. 14 w. tI. 
Db. 
Do. 70 00. do. 20 Do. 20 w.:t. s(p): 2tl. 

Do. do. 8 Do. 8 r. s(p): 2tl. , 
Do. do. 8 Do. 8 w. s(p): 2tl; c-

Oo. SO Local do. Local r.;~. s(p): pyt: a(e): (mp): 3t1: ds: c. 
00. 49 Ghodeganv Fri. .3 Ghodeganv 3 w. s(p): ca(e): 4t1; mq: gym; Gavale Buva 

Fr. Ct. sud. S. 
00. 53 Ambeganv Wed. 5 Shinoli 3 w. , s(P): 2tl. 

Do. do. 10 00. 10 r. S(P): 2t1. 
Poona 52 Avasari Kd. Thu. 3 Manehar '6 w. s(p): pyt: 2 a(e): 4tl: mq; ds; ViU FE 

Ct. vad S. 
Taleganv 29 Local Thu. Manchar 3-4 w. s(P}: pyt: a(e): 6tl: mq: ds: lib: 

Db. BhairaVa Fr. Ct. vad. 8. 
00. 46 Shingve Tue. 3 Belhe 8 w. s(p): c. 
Do. 38 Manchar Sun. 6 Manchar 6 r. s(P): 2tl. 
00. 29 Do. Sun. 6 Peth 3 r.;w. s(P); tl. 
Do. 53 Ambeganv Wed. 3 Ambeganv 3 n.;w. s(p): 2tl; e. 
00. 38 Manchar Sun. 3 Manehar 3 r. s(P): cs(e): 3tl; mq: c. 
Do. 30 00. do. I Do. I r. s(p): cs(mp): 2tl. 
Do. 40 Chodeganv do. 3 Chodeganv 3 r. s(p):cs(e):pyt:6tl; c: lib: ds: Mhasoba 

Fr. Ct. sud. IS. 
Do. 54 Ambeganv Wed. 12 Ambeganll 12 spr. tl. 

Manehar Sun. 4 Londwadi 2 r.:w. s(P): cs(e): Stl; Kband~ba Fr. Ct. vad.S, 
Chodeganv Fri. 0-4 Ghodeganv 0-4 r. S(P): cs(e); 3tl: ds; Co 

T aleganv Db.SO Shingve Tue. 4 Manehar 16 r. 2tl:C. 
Do. 38 Chodeganv Fri. 6 Chodeganv 6 r.;·L 2 tI; Robdoba Fr. Phg. vad. 14, 
Do. 38 Loni Wed. 3 Pabal 7 w.: n. s(P): a(e): 9tI: mq: c; lib; Kbandoba 

1'1 "Fr. Mg. sud. IS. 
Ambeganv Wed. 5 Ambeganv 5 r. tI. 

Taleganv 47-4 Ambeganv Wed. 2-4 Ambeganv. 2-4 r. s(p): tI. 
00. 4-4 Do. do. 2-4 Do. 2-4 r. tl.d •• 

Taleganv 63 Do. -do. 13 Do. 13 w. s(p): tI. 
Db. 
Do. 38 Manehar Sun. 3 Manchar 3 r. tI. 
Do. SO Shinoli Tue. 0-4 Shinoli 0-4 r. s(p); Stl. 

Poona 52 Do. do. 2-4 Do. 2-4 w. s(p): 6tl. 

• 
Local Fri. Local t;w;r. s(p): pyt: a(e): (mp): (mis): 6tl; mq; 

gym: dlsp: Harisehandra Mahadeo Fr. 
third Svn. MOl}: d. b. 

Poon. 48 Chodeganv Fri. 2-4 Chodeganv Z,4 w. s(p): es(e): 2tl, 
Talegaov 45 Ambeganv Wed; 3 Ambeganv 3 w, s(p): 4tJ, 

Db. ,-

00. 47 Do. do. 5 Do. S WISp"~ 8(P)14t1. 
00. 60 Do. do. - 12 Do. 16 t.;w. 1(P); 3t1. - , 



692 BOMBAY STATE GAZETTEER 

Ambegaon 

Serial No.; Village Name. Derection; 
Direcit distance; 

Travelling distance. 

Area (Sq. ms.) ; Pop. ; 
Households; Agriculturists. 

PostOflice; 
Distance. 

&7 Jambhori ~ ... I W; 12.2; 21.0. 6.4; 932; 204; Ambeganv. 5 
38 Javale G[<ICiiS ... E; 14.4; 17.0. 3.0; 443; 64; 85. AvasariBk. 6 

39 KaIamb <ti'itor ... E: 7.4; 11.0; 
40 Kaiambai ~ .. , NW: 10.2; 14.0. 
41 K~ase 'IiT;Rt ... NW: 4.6; 6.0 
42 Kareganv ~ ... SE:' 8.2: 16.0. 
43 Kathapiir Bk .. ~ E; 19.0; 22.0. 

"1. 
44 Khac;laki ~ ... 
45 - Kolatavac;le ~ ... 
46 Kondhare m .. . 
47 KOQ~avala ~ .. . 
48 Kolharavac;li ~. 

Cfl61'. 
49 Kurava:r;tc;li ~ ... 
50 Kusire Bk. ~"1"" 
51 Kusire Kd .. ~ ~ ... 
52 Lakhamaganv 

E; 10.2; 12.0. 
W; 8.4;' 12.0. 
NW; 13.0; 16.0. 
W; 19.0; 30.0; 
SE; 6.2; 18.0. 

S;4.4; 20.0. 
NW; 13.6; 19.0. 
NW; 14.0; 2{)1.0. 
E; 11.0; 26.0, 

W.l=l~Ji-or.· 
53 LauD ~ 
54 Lo:r;ti muft 

... E; 9.4; 16.0. 

... SE; 19.2; 26.0. 

6.4; 1964; 355; 242. Local. 
1.4; 203; 40; 60. Ambeganv. 
3.8:. 917; 157: 145. Shinoli. 
1.5: 702: i 15; 91. Peth. 
4.5: 578: 103; 83. Avasari Bk. 

4.0; 
1.6; 
I. I; 

11.7; 
6.5; 

795; 122; 128. 
578; 109; 115. 
203; 45.; 45. 
344; 76; 
260; 53; 54. 

Manchar. 
Ambeganv. 
Ambeganv. 
Ambeganv. 
Peth. 

5.7; 1000; 174; 186. Peth. 
1.3; 150; 37; 64. Ambeganv. 
1.3; 208; 54; 49. Ambeganv. 

10.1; 987; 168; 191. AvasariBk. 

2.3; 379; 70; 117; Kalamb. 
4.4; 2915; 512; 421. Lo~1. 

55 Mahalunge-Padaval E; 5.0; 6~0. 10.3; 2585; 460; 503. Do. 

3 
0-2 

2 
8 

4 
I 
7 

15 
5 

7 
8 
8 

12 

2-4 

~ lJ6criij. 
56 Mahal~ilge T. Ghoge NW; 6.4; 8.0. 0.6; 199; 35i 46. AmbegantO_ :; 

~q~. 'EIW. 
57' Mahaluilge T. Amhe- W; 14.4; 22.0. 0.3; 46; 15; 16. Dc.. 9 

gailv 'T~ ~. 
~. 

58 Ma}i:r;ta 'TICO'Tur '" NW;l2.4; 20.0. 2.9; 395; 92; 97. Do. 9 
§59 Mancar ffi ... SE; 6.0; 8.0. 13.8; 7782; 1346; 735. Local. 

60 Mapoli ~ 
61 Megholi 1i~1' . 
~2 Nagapiir ~ 

... W; 7.2; 9.4. 

... NW; 12.4; 15.0. 

... E; 15.0; 20.0. 

63 Nanavac;le ~ ... NW; 15.0; 25.0. 
64 Niindiir ~ ... E; 6.6; 10.4. 
65 Naroc;li iJl\"ful' ... E; 3.0; 3.0. 
66 Nhavec;la ~ ... NW; 16.4; 24.0. 

67 Nigac;lale ~ ... W; 18.4; 27.0. 
68 Niraguc;lasar r"'<'l$('I(.~; 14.2; 17.0. 

0.6; 93; .. 17; Ambeganv. 
0.7; 74; 17;· 29. Do. 
3.4;, 593; 106; 98. Ranjani. 

2.5; 264; 56; 60. Ambeganv. 
3.8; U28; 239; 246. Kalamb. 
4.6; 1942; 384; Ambeganv. 
0.2; 176; 42; 40. Do. 
I. 

4 
5 
4 

13 
1 

15 
14 

6.8; 247; 64; Avasari Bk. 3 
7.6; 1847; 315; 329. Vadgonv Kembg.3 

69 Pancale Bk. q'~ Gt. NW;lO.6; 16.0. 1.1; 210; 44; 45. J\Jnbegllll¥. 5 
70 Pancale Kd. flrci~. NW; 11.2; 16.0. 0.5; "0; 28; 3.5. Do. 5 
11 Paragiilv T, Avasari E; 16 •• ; 20.0. 10.5; 1949, 346, 397. Avuari DIc. 6 

Bk.qrortIr a'. amrUl!. 
--'::':::'~;":"'-""':"';';;;..:.;..:!,~--~---_--L._~_. __ _ 



POONA DISTRICI 693 
TalM/r,a. 

I 

Railway St. ; Weeldy Bazar ; Bazar Motor Stand; I Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day; Db.tance. Distal\Ce. I information. 

Neral 40 Ambeganv Wed. 5 Ambeganv 5 w. s(P);2t1;Varasubai Fr.et. 
Taleganv 39 Shingve Tue. ~ Manchar 7 r. c; Ferry in Rainy Season. 

Db. 
00. 38 Man<;har cSun. 3 Do. 3 r. .(p); cs(e); e; 3tl; c mq. 
Do. 53 Ambeganv Wed. 3 Ambeganv 3 r. s(p); 2t1; c-
Oo. 46 Shinoli Tue. 0-2 Shinoli 0-2 r. s(P); es(e); 3t1. 
00. 28 Manchar Sun. 5 Peth 2 n;w. .(p);tI.; c. 
00. 48 Shingve Tue. 3 Manchar 14 r. .(p); 4t1. 

Manehar Sun. 4 00. 4 r. a(p); 6t1: Muktsbai Fr. Ct.vad. 3. 
Do. 51 Ambeganv Wed. I Ambeganv I r. 3t1. 

Do. do. 7 Do. 7 w. 2t1. 
Neral 30 00. do. 15 00. 15 n. s(P); tl. 
Taleganv 31 Manchar Sun. 7 Manehar 7 r. tI. 

Db. . 
00. 33 Ghodeganv Fri. 4 Do. 7 r. s(p); 3th Chombhai Fr. Ct. sud. 5. 
Do. 58 Ambeganv Wed. 8 Ambeganv 8 r. .(p); 2tl. 

00. do. 8 Do. 8 r. s(p); 3t1. 
Do. 52 Shingve Tue. 6 Manehar 18 r. s(p); 3th c.: 

Manchar Sun. 6-4 Kalamb 2-4 w. s(p); 4t1; Bagadoba Fr. Mgh.sud. 15. 
00. 38 LoCal Wed. Paba) 5 D;W. &(P); pyt; mq; c; cIS; Vill. FrI. CL 

Manchar' 
sud. 13 & Mg. vade 13. 

00. 42 Manchar Sun. c6 6 n. s(p); pyt; es(e}; 9t1; mq; c; lib; Ve~al 

• Fr.P ••• ud.15 • 
Do. 48 Ambeganv Wed. 3 Ambeganv 3 r. a(p); 2tl. , 
00. 59 Do. ... do. 9 Do. 9 r. 2 tI. 

00. do. 9 Do. d 9 W;D. .(p); 2t1. 
Do. 35 I...ocal Sun. I...ocal w. .(p); pyt; es(e); (sp); (i) 2;(mis); 7 tl; 

, d.;4mq;e;lib;Bhairal1G Fr.Ct.vsd.8. 
Do. 45 Ambeganv Wed. 4 Ambeganv 4 spr. 2t1. 

Do. do. 5 Do. 5 r. 2 tI. 
00. 42 Shingave Tue. 3 Manchar 10 r. a(p); KhaDderai Fr. Great Turnover of 

hides. 
Do. 63 Ambeganv Wed. ,13 Ambeganv f3 w. s(p); 2tl. 
Do. 38 Manehar Sun. 3 Manehar 3 r. s(p}; e; 3th es(e). 

Ghodeganv Fri. 4 Ghodeganv 4 r. a(p}; pyt; es(e); 6tl; mq. 
Taleganv 64 Ambeganv Wed. 14 Ambeganv 14 w. ,(p); tl. 

Db. 
Neral 30 Do. do. 15 Do. 15 w. s(p); tI. 
Poona 55 Shingve Tue. 3 Manchar 9 r. s(p); es(e); 2t1; e; cIS: mq; Vill. FI', 

Mg. sud; 2 • 
Ambeganv Wed. 5 Ambeganv 5 r. • {p);2tl. 

00. do. 5 00. 5 r. 2t1. 
Taleganv 46 Shingve Tue. \-4 Manchar 13 r. s(P); cs(c): 7tl. 

Db. 



, I 
j ~; ; Ana~-.l;p .... ; 

IT~~;" JMs;Ap:'.'" 
l ' 

1J p-argmv T. Kbed. 51:; 12.0; 17.a. , 8.3; 091; 2;9; lZI. • Pal.. 

qrffi;r a. C. 
13 P-abn qw{ 

74: P~ qs 
75~~_ 
76 PhulanQe ~ 

_ ~1r;~.0;~.a. I.~ 

_ 51:; 10.4; .... a. 7.3; 
_ T; .... 0; D.a. 2.6; 
_ ~T;. 7..2; 13.a. '~ 6.4; 

T1 Pimpa!agiDl"T. Gboc;la ~ Z..2; 3.IL 3.6; 
f'1Qiii<li4 a· ~. 

, , 
'i'8 Pimparg:u:te ~-. ~T; 18.4; 29.0. 3.0; 
79 Pimpan-a4i f'N<"4la . NE; 13.0; 29.0. 0.8; 
&) Pimpari mit - ""; 15.6; D.o. ; 2.4; 
81 Pimpa!agaJin T.: E. 10.0; 11.0.; 2.7; 

M abalmicre firg- 1 _ c. ' 

• 

60; IS; '11. .w 5 
1871; 9M; J(5. ,I....L 
175;.0' ,JW § • 

1241; 241; Zl1. j Da. 

9t9; I7&; j Sid. 

m; ~; 

6t; 14; 
137; 31; 

2m; 3t1; 

45.. ,i Iwl s 
B. 11--

j Ao.I 5 

~,~ 
1 

1j'l'qa.~. 

8Z Polhari q);i6' -iw; 10.0; 17.0. i 4.1; 647; lJ9; 'AwI_u. 

83 RajapUr ~ 
8t~~ 

-j Y; 

-lYe 
15..2; D.o. : 4.4; 498; D; 
9.6; 15.0. ; 1.9; SV· 99; 

Da. 

jDa. 
i 

-lEo 14..2; 17.0. I 6.8; 
1 

- W; ~.O; 2I.t. j 4.8; 
-: E; 5.0; 8.1. ~ 1.7; 

I ~ -l Y; 2.0; 2.0. I 4.6: 
-' ~T; .... 0; 21U.! 1.3; 
_ Y; 16.4; 21.0. , 6.1; 
-', W; 4.4; 6.0. ~ 6.7. 

D'::-r:r..'';- ! i 
9;1 SukiJaveQhe ~'ii .. ,.: h ...... ; 12.0; 2B.o. j 3.4; 
93 SulatiDpUr §'3dI"'liC E; 6.0; 10.a. ~ 0.8; 

94 
95 
96 
S11 
98 
99 

100 
101 

,I I 
Supeghar ~ -- ~1r; 6.2; 8.a. i 0.7; 
Taleghar ~ _' 1('; 13.4; 2I.a. ; 2.~ 
TaruiIgaJJ.a ~ -' Y; 15.0; 24."- 1 I.~ 
~ ~ -: E; 12.0; B.a. j 2.7. 
ThngiJiv ~ - 51:; 6.6; 19.a. , 1.3; 
Tml~ ~ - ~1r; 15.4; 21.a. l 2.7; 
Yacape m - ~,,; 10.0; .... a. l 0.6; 
Ya4agiJiv USimhag Eo 5.0; 8.a. . 4.1; 
<rAfif~ 

Vadagiiw Fir ~ S£.o 3.0; 2B..a. . 7..2; 

~. ! 
V$J:i ca;ft _ Eo .... 6; 3.a. : 7.0; 

j 

19U1; 319; lI5; ; I....L 

7>; 16; 
690; 122; 

lM4; 258; 
60; 15; 

1574; ~ 
2416; 448; 

j 
26;:Ao"_ . 
1~ ,V ..... 

iLaq. 
'CJ )_ 

33.;A"'s 
2«1. : A-.iBL 

U.-l. 

293; S9; 65: I J-. 
95; 18; zz. I L1-I.. 

W; 21; 
400; 91; 
24; 5; 

1:. I~ 
113; 44; 

446; 8IJ: 
1617; E; 

, 
1 

IW~ 
mlR.jai. 
1"- ; Pal.. 
J9..AJs· 

109..1 0.. 
Loc.L 

1247; 129; m. L..L I 
l36O; 218; Ol.. Laimi-

1M Yarsanne ~ _' ~,.; '.0; 1S.a. o.~ IJ6; 23: 4l. i J-. 

1 

11 
o 
7 
2 

2.4 

15 
15 
U 

2.4 

11 

2' 
I , 

31 

.1 



POONA msnucr 

I 

Ra-,5L; Weddr 0...: Be_ Matars.-l: i Wilier. 
DioIamae. Day:~ IMtaaae. 

Mooachow s.m. 6 Pr:tIa 
TaJea- 61 AmLea- Wed. 11 AmLea-
~ 

Du.. 421 Mooachow S- 6 Laal 
Nona 38 AmLea- Wed.. 7 Ambeg.y 
T___ 50 Du.. do. 2 Du.. 

Db. 
Du.. 38 ~Fri. 3 CJ.odeaouy 

Du.. 6S AmLea- Wed.. IS AmLegmy 
NonI n 0., do. 6 Du.. 

Du.. do. 
121 Du.. T ___ 31 Mooachow S- 2 Mooachow 

Db. 

Du.. 52 AmLea- Wed.. 10 I Ambeg.y 
Nenl 3S Du.. do. 10 Du.. 
T ___ 50 Du.. do. a Du.. 

Db. 
SLiare Tae. 5 Nw~ ........ 

Du.. 61 AmLea- Wed.. II AmJ,.pa.' 
Du.. 38 Mooachow S- 3 Mooachow ' 

Du.. 36 ~Fri. 1-4 CJ.odeaouy 
Du.. 58 AmLea- Wed.. a AmIqoa. 
Du.. 45 Load Tue. 0 Mooachow 
Du.. 40 Du.. do. 0 LaI 

AmLea- Wed.. 7 Ambepay 
T ___ 38 MoocL.r S- 3 Mooachow 

Db. 
Du.. 43 SLid Tue. 2 SLioaIi 

NenI n Ambo&- Wed.. a AmLea-
Du.. n Du.. do. 12 Du.. 

Mooachow S- 7 M .. d. 
Tales- 30 Du.. do. 6 Du.. 

Db. 
Du.. 60 AmLea- Wed.. 10 ~ 
Du.. DD- do. 2 Du.. 

Mooachow S- 3 MoocL.r 
P- 36 Laai Wed.. 2 PaL.! 

T ___ 42 Siap: Tae. 3 Mooachow 

Du.. 56 l- s- a I-

I 
2 w. 

11 r. 

01 row. 
7,w. 

2lL 

3 r. 

15 w. 
6 ...... 

121 row. 
21 row. 

10 w. 
10 toW. 

a ...... :r. 

a r. 

II r. 
3 r. 

1-4 w. 
a r. 

13 r. 
0 r. 

7 a:w. 
3 r. 

2 r. 
a w. 

12 .. 
7 .. 
6 w;r. 

10 w. 
2 ••• F. 

3 r. 
4 w.;a. 

10 r. 

a w. 

695 

Imtjtgtioqs .... __ 

iufunaIIiao. 

I .(p); a(c): 3tl: mq. 
.3tL 

I I .(p): pyt; a(c): 3d; mq. cis; co lib.. 
.(p): tis: 2Il. 
.(p): 211: c:. 

i 
.(p):3tl;colIIII;~ Fr.~ .. 16. 

.(p):2d.c:. . 

.(p); 3tL: V.w- Fr. Aa. 
2d. 
.(p): II. 

.(p): 3d. 

.(p); 3tl:c:. 

.(p). 2Il. 

( 

.(p): 611: y~ Fr.Ct.. N""-i Fr. 
v .......... 

211: T-..Ji Fr Ita. 
.(p): 3tL 

.(p): a(c): 3tl: s.w. Fr. Ct. ..... IS. 
!3d 

.(p): a(c): 3d. 

.(p); a(c): 5tI; co II1II: BLairaft Fr. Ct. 
.... IS. 

(P); 2d. 
.(p);3d. 

II. 
.(p): 3tL cis. 

S(P):-4tI. 
.(p); a(c): Ii. 

.(p): Ii. 

.(p); 3tL 

.(p); a(c); SII; II1II: co R.. N--. 
2s(p);7t1:coV"Jl.Fr. PIc. _.9. 

.(p); a(c); 2Il. 

.(p); 2Il. 



696 BOMBA'f STATE GAZE'l"J.'EER 

)3aramat 

Serial No.: Village Name. Direction; Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop, : Post Office : 
Direct distance: Households: Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

1 .Arilbi Bk. amrT <{, •••. NW;22'O: 21'3. 
.2 Arilbi Kd. artait~ .... NW;22'0; 21'5: 
~ Aiija:t;laganv 3l'~ NW; 6'2; 6'0. 
4 Baburdi GITGfif ... NW; 14"6: 17'3. 

§5 Biram'ati (municipal H. Q. 
area) GITUlRff ... 

5a Baramati (non- ...... 
municipal area) . 

• m:Tl!CrT 
6 BarhaJ;lapiir ~ NW: 4'6.: 5'0. 
7 .Copac;laj ~ .,. W; 16'2; 17'0. 
B Deulaganv-rasaJ m- NW; 12"4; 13'0. 

mer wrw .. . 
9 Dhakale ~Ti ... W; 9'0; 11'1. 

10 Gojubivi ~T ... N; 5'6! 6'3. 
11 GunavaQi l!~T ... SE; 1'4; 1 '0. 
12 HoI Q:Tco '" W; ; 20.0; 
13 JaJaganv ~ ... NW; 9'4; 10'0. 
14 JaJaganv-kac;lepathar NW: 12'0: 9'4. 

~Cfii~ ... 
15 Jaloci ~ '" E: 2'0; 2'0. 
16 Jogavac;li ~'f ... W: 11'4; 24'1. 
17 KarilbaJeSvar ..... ; .. ~'("t SW; 10'0; 10'0. 
lB Kar;ilien ~T. . .. E; 5'4; 8'0. 
19 Kirkhel ~iD' ... NW;l1'2; 13'0. 
20 Karafije ~;;y '" W: 18'4; 20'6, 

3'5; 689; 134; 153. Moraganv. 3 
3'6; 491; 91; 8'J. Moraganv. 3 
5 '7: 680: .125: 59. Baramati. 6 
6'4: 1271: 278: 258. Supe. 4 
8 '3: 17064; 3456: 184. Local. 

••• ·4322: 636. Local 

4'2: 755: 149: 55, Baramati. 5 
5'5: 1016: 231: 41. Karanje 2 
7'4: 1053: 150: 55. Supe. 5 

'9'2; 1169: 226; 204, 
9'0; 772: 92: 169, 
9'8: 4429: 820: 647. 
8'5;3189; 633: 367, 
7'1; 1047; 181: 176. 
7'5; 820; 157: 138. 

Panadare, 3 
Baramati. 6-3 
Local. 
Vadaganv Nm. 2 
Supe, 10 
Panadare. 6 

5 '0; 1183: 218: 124, Baramati. 2 
4'7; 484; 107; 145. Moraganv. 5 
3'2; 1251; 245: 145. Panadare. 5 

10'3; 2137: 442; 320; Baramati. 8 
8'1; 1792; 320; 69. Supe, 8 
15'9: 3095; 447; 751. l..ocaI, 

21 Kirhati ~ ... NW: 12'6: \3'5. 8'4: 1562; 288: 308; Supe. 6 

22 Karhavagaj 'fI"'Q.I"tI'I"1 NW: 5'6; 6'0, 6'9: 1095: 205: 219. Baramati. . 6 
23· KatphaJ ~ ... N; 7'2; 7'0. 1\ '7; 1084: 220; 325. Do. 7 

24 Kha:t;tc;laf ~ ... S; 6'0; 7'0. 5'0: 2772: 374; 224, Do. 7 

'25 KoJoli ~ ... NW;15'0; 14'2. 5'9; 429; '77; 30. 5upe. 4 
26 KorhaJe Bk.~ <{,. W; 11'6; 12"4, 10·t~ 2766c 593; 426. Vadsganv Nm. 2 
27 K?rhaJe ... Kd.~~. W: 13'4: 15'4, 4'3t 790, 181; 151. Do. 
28 Late l?Te , .. 5W; 12'D; 12'0, 4'0; 1227; 327;157. Do. 6 
29 Loili-bhapakar ~T NW; 13'4 17'6. 29'6{ 3768; 731; 794. Local. 
~ .. . 

SO Malad ~ ... 5: 1 '0: 1'0. 'j'2: 2332; 403: 180. Baramati. I 
31 Majeganv Bk. ~- W:" 4'5: 11'3: 6528: 915: 465. Local, 

mer~. .., 
82 MaJeganv KcJ. ~- W: 4'0: 5.0. 1\'3: 413: 107: 93. MaI~ganv BIr. 6 

~~ ~ n 
33 Medad ~ ... NW: 3'4: 4,0 6'9: 1209; 218;. 63. Baramati. 2-4 
34 Mekhali ~ ... SE; 7'2; 8'0: 5-5; 1833; 377; 297. Do. 8 
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R,i1waySL: Weeldy Bazar ; Bazar, Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 
Diataoee. Day ; Distan. ... Distance. infonnation. 

• 

Jejuri 9 Moraganv Sat. 3 Moraganv 3 rv. .(p); 2 tI ; gym ; c. 

Do. 9 Do. do. 3 00. 3 rv. s(p) ; 4 tl ; gym ; e. 
Baramati 6 Baramati Thu. 6 Banunati 6 rv. s(P) ; cs(c); 3 tl ; ds. 
Kedaganv 14 Supe Wed. 4 Supe 4 w. s(p) ; cs(c); '3 tl ; gym; e. 
Bsramati 5 Baramati Thu 5 Barllmati 5 rv. s(p) ; cs(c) ;4 tl ; do. 

Local I...oc.d Thu. Local ...... . ..... • 

I...oc.d ••• Local Thu • ... Local ., . cl'rv"w s(P) ; s(h) ; mun ; cs(e) ; i. b. 
Nira 9 Vadaganv Sun. 1-4 Vadaganv 1-4 w.,n. s(P) ; 3 tI ; ds. . 
Baramati 13 Supe Wed. 5 Supe 5 s(P}: 3 tl ; c. . w. 

Baramati 11 P~e Tue. 3 Panadare 5 w.,n. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 4 tl ; c. 
Kataphal I Barllmati Thu. 6-3 Baramati 6-3 w. s(p) ; cs(c) ; 4 tl ; ds. 
Baram.ti Ii 00. do. I Do. I w.rv.n. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; ds ; gym ; c. 

Nil'll 7 Vadaganv N. 2 Vadaganv Nm. 2 rv. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; 4 tI ; ds : c. 

Baramati 10 Baramati Thu. 10-1 Baramati 10-1 rv. s(P) ; 4 tI ; c. 
Do. 10 00. do. 9-4 Panadare 6 rv. s(p) ; cs(c) ; 2 tI ; Pir Urus Phg. vad. 10 

Do. 2 00. do. 2 Baramati 2 cl .• w. s(P) ; cS (e) ; 3 tl; e. 
Jejuri 7 Murti Tue. ·2 Murti 2 w. s(P); 3 t1. 
Baramati 10 P~e Tue. 4 Panadare 4 rv. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 3 tl ; math. 

00 ... Baramati Thu. 8 Barllmati 8 cl .• w. s(P) : 7 tl ; ds ; c. 
Shirsuphal 6 Shirsuphal Fri. 6 Supe 8 w. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 4 tl ; c. 
Nira 6 l..oC&l Moo. ... Nira 6 w. " s(p) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; 5 tl ; e ; Vill.Fr 

Svn.last Mon. 
Baramati 13 Supe Wed. 6 Local ... rv • s(P) ; cs(mp); 5tl; lib : e ; Yuba,. 

- vlIDtrm Fr. Mrg. sud. 1. 
Do. 6 Baramati Thu. 6 - rv. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 4 tl ; ds. 
Do. 7 Do. do. 7 Baramati J r. s(P) ; cs(mp) ; 3 tl ; ds ; c; ViII Fr. 

An. vad.15. 
Do. 7 Do. do. 1 Do. 7 rv. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 'pyt • 2 tl ; gym.; Khan· 

deshwari Fr. CL sud. IS • 
Shirsuphal 8 Supe Wed. 4 Supe 4 w. tl. 

. 
Baramati 13 VadgllDV.N. Sun. 2 Vadaganv-Nm. 2 w.' s(P) ; pyt ; 2 tI ; ds ; c. 

00. 12 Do. do. • 00. s(P) ; ds; c. w.,rY. 

Do. 16 00. do. 6 00. • 6 rv. s(P) : cs(c) ; 2 tl ; mq. 
Jejuri 15 Do. do. 7 Do. 7 w. s(P) ; pyt ; 6 tl ; ds ;e ; Bhairava & 

Datta Fro. 

" Baramati I Baramati Thu. I Baramati I rv .. cL s(P) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; 3 tl ; ds. -t, 
Do. 5 I...oc.d Sat. Local w. s(P) <,; pyt ; cs(c) ; 8 tl ; ds ; lib. 

00. 5 Maleganv. BIc. Sat. 0..6 Maleganv Bk. 0..6 cl. s(P) c; s(c) ; 4 tI ; c. 

Baramati 21 Bar.mati Thu. 2! Baramati 2!1 rv. 8(P) ; cs(c) ; 4 tl ; ds ; c ; Fort. 
Do. 8 00. • do. 8 Do • 8 rv. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 5 tl ; gym. 
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Baramati . 
Serial No. : Village Name. ~ lJU.d;oo , .... (5,._), p ..... ' Post Office : 

Directdistance: Households: Agriculturists. Distance. 
nvelling distance. . 

, 

35 Modhave m. .•. W: 20'0: 23-0. 7'8: 952: 182: 241. Moragan .... 6 

36 Mo;aganv lf~ .. , NW: 19'2: 19'5. 8'9: 1952: 355: 281. L.caI. 
37 MuQha.!e ~ .. ,W: 12'0: 14'0. 12'3: 1624: 275: 317. Vadaganv-N. 4 

38 Murti 1{a'f ."W: 19'6: 23'0, 10,7: 2006: 327: 389. Moraganv. 5 
39 Murum ~ .,. W: 18'0: 21'0. 10.5: 4886: 791: 617. L.caI. 

40 Narop ;mJaft •.. NW: 15'4: 15'5 4'1; 495: 93: 33. Supe. 3.A 
41 Nepatava!~ qQMiliSol NW: 5'0: 4'4. 2'3: 64' 15: 22. Baramati. 4-4 , 
4.2 NiIDbo<;lI ~ ... E: 8'0: 12'0. 6'1: 643: 131; 109. Ravanagan .... 8 
43 NiIDbiit ~ ... W: 22'2:·25'0. 10'1: 2658: 518: 366. Nira. 2 

44 Nira-vagaj fij (1<11<1"1, .. S: 5'4: 6'0. 7'7: 3330: 633: 288. Baramati. 6 
45 P~adare ~ ." W: 7'0: N. 19'5: 7624: 1377: 1066. L.caI. 
46 Piirava<;li ~ ••. NE: 11'0: 11'0. 11'8: 1535: 292: 336. Ravanaganv. 6 
47 PiIDpali maft ... E; 3'6; 3'4. 3'3; 920; 193; 109. Saramab. 3-4 
48 Rui~ •.. NE; 3'6: 3-2, 3'4; 675; 131: 170 . Do. 3-2 
49 Sangavi m<IT .,' SW: 8'4: 8'0. 4'8; 2m: 50; 1316. Panadare 6 

50 Sava! m<iW . ,' NE: 5'6: 5'0. 7'0: 618; lIS; 230 • Baramati. 5 
51 Siras~e f~ ... SW: 9'6: 12'6, 2'6: 915: 194. 149. P/IIlIIdare. 5 
52 Siravali fmcrffi' .. , SW: 8'0: 8'0. 4'2: 2162 486: 155. Do. 6 
53 Sirsiipha! f~~ ... N: 12,0: 14'0. 30'S 2433: 442: 628. Rav.nagan .... 4 

54 Sonaganv ~ .. , SE: 7-6; 8'0. 13'6: 4820: 993: 582. Baramati. 10 

55 SonavaQi-supe ... NW: 8'6: 9'4. 3'9: 509: 92: 231. Do. 9-4 

§56 
~~!J' 

Supe ~'" ... NW: 18'4: 19'3, 39'1; 6302: 1116: 1209, Local. 

57 TandiilavaQi aTfci N: 3'0; N. 7'9: 788: 181; 249. Baramati, 2-4 
~ ... 

58 TaraQoli ~ ... NW: 17'0: 18'0. 6'6: 1035: 231; 184. Moraganv. 2 
59 Undavadi Kade N: 7'2: 7'4: 10'1; 1497: 269; 35J. Baramati. 7-4 

p~~ar' ~~ <ri 
IiOl\ .. , 

60 UJ;1~va<;li-supe~ N: 10'0: 12'0. 3'7; , 555; 104: 35. Do. 10 

61 V~ganv NiIDba.!ka~ W: 14'0; 15'0. 6'5; 2762: 677: 68. LocaL 
~~~ ... " 

62 Vadhane ~ ... NW:2I'2: 22'4. 7'9: 548; 96: 212. Supe. 4 
63 VaId cirf.T .. , W; 16'4; 18'0: 3'8: 609; 139. 120. Karanje. 2, 

I 
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Xaluka. 

Railway St.; WeeJdy Bazar ; B.zu Motor Stand ; Water. Institutions and other 
Dimnce. Day; Distance. Distance. informatiOD. 

Nira 9 MUfti Tue.O-I MUfti 0-1 w.,n·. 3tl;cIa. 

Jeiuri 10 Local SaL Local tv. 3 s(P) ; pyt ; Btl ; mq ; cis ; c:. 

Banruti 14 Vadganv.NIILSun. 4 V.daganv Nm. 4 w. s (P) ; 5 tl ; c. 
N"n 9 Local Tue. Lod w.,n. s(p) ; 5 tl ; mq ; cis ; lib. 
Do. 7 Karanie. Moo. 6 Nil'll 7 w.tv. .(p) ;pyt ;6tl.;mq;2ds ;2gym ;2c; 

d. Bbair.v and Hanuman Frs. 
ShinupIW 9 Supe Wed. 3t Supe 31 w. c. 
Baramati 4-4 BaI'lUMti ThIL 4-4 Baramati 4-4 tv. tL 
DikaU 5 Bhig.VIUl Sun. 4 Semphalgade 3 W.,D. s(P); 3 tl. 
Nira 2 Nira Wed. 2 Nil'll 2 tv. 4 s(P) ; cs(mp) ; tl ; gym ; Bhairua Fr. 

Ct. vad. 12. 
Baramati 6 Baramati Thu. 6 Baramati 6 tv. 2s(P) ; pyt ; cs(e) ; 3 tl ; gym ; c. 

Do. 8 Local Tue. Local w •• cL .(p); pyt ;2cs{e) ;4tl; mq ;c.;d. b. 
KatapIW 5 Baramsti ThIL II w.,n. 8(P) ; cs(e) ; tl ; c. 
Baram.ti 3-4 Do. do. 3-4 BaRm.ti 3-4 cl. s(P) ; a(e); tl; cis; gym. 

Do. 3-2 Do. do. 3-2 Do. 3-2 w',n. s(P); 2 tl. 
Do. 8 Do. do. 8 M.!egtUlV 5 tv. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 3 tl ; cis ; gym ; K.aL 

Bbairava Fr; Ct. v.do 8. 
Do. 5 Do. do. 5 Baram.ti 5 W.,D. s(P) ; cs(c) ; tL 
Do. 14 V.daganv Sun. 6 Panadare 5 D. a(p) ; es{e) ; 2 tl ; gym ; c:. 

Do. 7 M.!egimv SaL 5 Baramati 7 tv. s(P) ; a(e) ; 2 tl ; cia. 
Load 6-S Local Fri. W •• D. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(e) ; 2 tl ; cia ; Sinai Fr. 

Vsk.sud.4. 
&raman 10 Baramati ThIL 10 Baramati 10 cl.,rv •• S(P); pyt; les(,) ; 6 tl ; mq 

w. 2gym ; cis ; Soneshwar Be Maruti Frs. 
ShirsuplW 6 Do. do. 9-4 Do. 9-4 w. a(p) ; 3 tl; cis. 

Kedsganv II Local Wed. Local w. S(P) ; pyt ; es (mp) ; tl ; Shah Mansud 
Pir ; Urus and Bbairava Fr. 

Baramati 2-4 Banruti ThIL 2-4 ~ti 2-4 w. a(p) ; es{e) ; tl ; Vill. Fr. ct. vad. B. 

Jeiuri 11 Moraganv SaL 2 Moraganv 2 tv; w. a(p) ; 3 tl ; c. 
ShirsuplW 4t Baramati ThIL 7-4 Baramati 7-4 w. a(p) ; es(c) ; 5 tL 

Do. S ShirauplW Fri. 5 Do. 10 w. s(P) ; 6 tl. 

N"n 10 Local Sat. Locd D.,W. a(p) ; pyt ; cs (mp) ; (i) ; tl ; BMirava 
. Fr. Ct. vad. B; d. b. 

Kecl.ganv 15 Supe Wed. 4 Supe 4 t. a(p) ; tL 
) Nil'll 10 Karmic Moo. 2 Vadaganv Nm. 3 w. 8(P); 2 tL 
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Bhor 

Serial Nc. ; Village Name. Oi=ticn ; Area (Sq. rns.); Pop. ; Post Office ; 
Direct distance ; Households; Agriculturists. D:stance. 
Tra~ng distanco. 

- - -- -

1 Abhepwi arr~ ... W; 13.0; 18.0. 1.2; 42; 9; 37. Hiradoshi. 3 

2 A<,lop amarr ... • Deserte:l. 

3 AJande ~. ... NE; 5.0; 6.2; 2.7; 726; 141; 146. Do. 6-2 

4 AIDba<,le atci ... S; 7.2; 13.0. 2.8; 766; 164; 122. Bhor. 8 
5 )UDbava<,le ~ ... SW; 6.6; 9.2. 2.6; 754; 150; 135. Do. 9-2 
6 Ambeghar~ ... SW; 3.1; 3.2. 1.0; 232; 42; 60. Do. 3 
7 A~gasula ~~ ... SW; 6.6; 7:0. 1.1 ; 299; 59; I SO. Bhor. 7 
8 Apap arr-T?:T. ... SW; 5.6: 8.0. 2.0: 570: 118: 124. Do. 8 
9 Asirilpi amrTtrT ... W: 14.2:- 20.0. 1.2: 100: 20: 24. Do. 20 

10 AskavaQi arr~ ... NW; 6.0: 15.0. 0.4: 29: 5: 44. Do. 11 
11 BajaravaQi ~~T ... S: 4.0: 6.0. 1.5: 616: 113: 92. Do. 3 
12 Balava<,li ~ ... S: 6.4: 10.0. 1.5: 428: 92: 83. Do. 6 
13 BamhaI).aghar. T. N: 2.4; 6.0. 1.0: 286: 59: 48. Do. 11 

VelavanQkhore. 
~or~ ~.~ls~ 

14 BiimhaIJ.aghar T. Bhor. W: 5.0: 5.0. 0.9: 114: 23· 22. Do. 7-4 . 
ill¥O~ol'H ~. ~"!'{ 

15 Bare Bk. orR "!. ... N: 3.0: 4.0. 1.0: 373; 89: 76 . Do. 4 
16 Bare Kd m~. ... N: 2.0: 3.0. 0.7: 284: 47; 33. Do. 3 
17 Basarapura ~ ... 2.0. 0.4: ISO; 37: 14. Do. 2 
18 Bathevam iiWm""f ... SW: 9.2: 12.0. 0.3; Deserted. ; 
19 Bhftbava'm ~ ... S: 2.0. 2.0. 0.7: 211: 41: 4;1. Bhor. 2 
20 Bhiirhbat~al3: 10.0. 0.7: 46; 12: 45. Do. 10 

'llt~ 
21 Bhambava<,le 'lltm ... 15.0. 2.1; 373; 7~: 91. Siraval. 2 
22 Bhandravali ~ ... W; lOA; :a.0. 1.0; I 15: 4· . 20. Bh .... 19 
23 Bhanusadara m"RR'U 8.0. 0.9: 119: 19; 19. ~. 8 
24 Bha~akhala ~~ ... SW: 6.6; 8.0. 0.9; 191; 37; 67. Do. 8 
25 Bholava<;le ~ ... N: 004: 004. 1.2: 740: 214; 96. Do. 0-4 
'26 Bhongavali ~ ... E: lOA: 12.0. 8.3; 1710; 357; 321. Kikavi. 4 

27 Ebora ~ - H.Q. 3.2: 7393: i527: 145. Local. 

28 Bhuto<,le ~. ... W: 13.4: 2204. 2.3: 182: 43: 20. Bhor. 25 
29 Eope~)q- .. ... W: 14.0: 24.0. 3.1: 58: 12: 25 . Do. 24 
30 Candav~e ~ ... W: Ij.O; :7.0. 0.9: 91; :0; 13. Do. 21 
31 Cikhalaganva f-q(<\<"llliq s: 8.0: 11.0. 2.6: 1117: 238 220. DO. 11 
32 Cikhalava<,le ~~ SW; 3.6; 4.0. 1.7; '517; 108: 97. Bhor. 4 
33 Dapakeghar ~rn ... SW: 904: lOA. .2.6: 368: 82: 90. Do. 10-4 
34 Deganva ~1Iicr ... NE; 9.0: 16.0. 2.0; 387: 81: \31 • Nasrapur. 1 
35 I)ehaIJ.a~ '" W: 9.0; 23.0. 2.2: 149: 38: 35. Bhor. 21 
36 I)ere i~ ... W: 12.4: 22.0. 2.9: 138: 24: 19. Do. 20 
37 Devaghara ~ ... W; 8.6: 10.0. 1.3: 121; 31: 39. 0", 13 
38 Dhamunasi~ ... W: 12.4; 14.5. 2.0; 95: 32: 27. rDo. IH 
39 Dhanav~ll ~ ... SW; 12.0; 1104. 0.6; 123: 22: 21. 00. 14 
40 Dhangava<,li ~ ... NE; 6.4: 9.0. 2.1: 755: 147; 150. Kikavi 2 .-
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Taluka. 

Rai1waySL: Weekly Bazar: Bazar Motor Stand : Wa..rer. Institutions and other 
Distance Day: Distance. Distance infonnation. 

I..oDand 44 Hirdoshi Sat. 3 'Hirdoshi 3 rv. tl. 
- Deserted. 

Bhor Tue. 6.2 Bhor 6-2 rv. o(P): cs(mp): Stl: gym: Bhairava Fr. Ct 
Vad.S. 

Lonand 36 Do. do. 8 Do. w. 2t1; gym; J~ Fr. Po. Vad. 5. 
Do. do. 9.2 Local 0-4 n. .(p): 4t1: gym: BhairavlI Fr. Ph,g. Sud. 1 

Lonand 29 Do. do. 3 Bhor 3 rv. pyt: 4t1. 
Bhor Tue. 7 Bhor 7 opr. 2t1. 
Do. do. 8 Do. 8 rv;w. 2tl. 

Lonand 46 Hirdsoshi Sat. 5 HiI.ganv 1 apr. tI. 
Bhor Tue. 11 Bhor 11 I. tI. 

Lonand 28 Do. do. 3 Do. 3 w. o(p): tI: gym: Bhairava Fr. Phg. Sud. 8. 
Do. 34 ,Do. do. 6 Do. 6 w. 2tl. gym: Bhairava 1;r. P •• Vad. 3 •. 

Do. do. 6 Do. 6 I. s(P): tI. 

Lonand 30 Do. do. 7-4 Do. 1.4 w.l. 2tl. 

Do. do. 4 Do. 4 t. 3d. 
Do. do. 3 Do. 3 t. 2tl: gym. 
Do. do. 2 Do. 2 t. 2tl. 

De.erted. 
Bhor Tue. 2 Bhor 2 w. tI. gym. 

Do. do. 10 Do. 10 w. t1. 

Vlllhe 12 Shiraval Fri. 2 Shiraval 2 rv; 8. 411. 
Do. do. 19 Do. 19 L tl. 

Lonand 30 Do. do. 8 Do. 8 w. 
Do. do. 8 Do. .~ rv. 2t1. 

Saswad Do. do. 0-4 Do. 0-4 rv; D. S(P): 7t1. 
Valh, 12 Kikavi Sat. 4 Shiraval 0-4 w. s(P): cs(e): 6t1: 2gym: lib; e: mum .. " 

Fr. Ct. Vad. 13. 
Lonand 26 Local Tue. Local P. .(p): cs(mp); (i). (e)2: 8t1; 3mq; do: 

'J. 
4gym: lib: c: R~m Navami. 

Velhe Fri. 9 Velhe 10 a 
Bhor Tue. 44 Bhor 24 I. 1I. 
Do. do. 21 Do. 21 I. tL 

roona 44 Do. do. 11 Ambvade 2 w. s(P); pyt: 3tl; gym. 
Bhor Tue. 4 Bhor 4 w. 2tl. 
Do. do. 1()..4 Do. 10-4 w. t1. 

Poona 22 Nurapur Sun. 2 KeI.vade I t. s(p); 3d; c. 
Bhor Tue. 21 Bhor 21 J. t1. 
Do. do. 20 Do. ;!O t. tl. 

Hir:!oshi Slt. 4 Do. 13 w. tI. 
Lonand 41 Local do. Local rv. 3tl: cis; Vllg/ljai Fr. M~h. Sud. )5, 

Bhor Tue. 14 Bhor 14 n. &I. 
Poems 21 Kikavi Set. 2 KJ'kavi 2 w. .(p), 3tl; I)'IDI c. 
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Serial No.: Village Name. Direction: 
Direct distance : 

Travelling distance. 

41 DhavaQi ~r<dT ... S: 4.4; 7.0. 
42 Di<.!agbar f~ ... SW: 904: 15.0. 
43 Diva!e ~ ... NE: 8.0: 11.0. 
44 DurgaQi ~r '" W: 13.6: 17.0. 
45 Gavaru ~ ... W;3.0: 4.0. 
46 GOru.¢ q)ft:uft ... W: 14.4: 2404. 
47 Gokavadi;fti!;CfiT ... S: 4.2: 6.0. 
48 Gorada 'Mhasivili: 15.0. 

m-ci"~~ ... . 
49 Gudhe lTG' .•. SW: 12.4: 17.0. 
50 G~~d"~ : .. E.: 13.:014.0. 
51 Hanscandri ~ Nt: 7.0: 9.4. 
52 HarI).as ~~ ... N: 3.0: 8.0. 
53 Hatanosi ~mr ... S: 3.0: 3.0. 
54 Hatve Bk. ~ "1;. •••• N: 6.0: '10.0. 
55 Hatve Kd. ~~ ~. N: 5.4: 11.0. 
56 Hirdosi f~r ... W: 1104: 14.4. 

57 Ingavali ~crm '" E: 
58 Jambbali ~ ... N: 
59 Janava!e T. Bbor 
~o.~ ... 

S: 

4.6: 5.4. 
704: 18.0. 
1.2: 1.4. 

60 Janavale T. Utrauli S: 1.4: 1.0. 
~cr.~ ... 

61 Jayatapa<;la '5t"lMIl5T... 14.0. 
62 JogavaQi;;ft~ ... NW: 5.0: 12.0. 
63 Kambare Bk. ~"!. NW: 9.0; 16.0. 
64 Kambare Kd.ifitar't~. NW: 9.0: 17.0. 
65 Kaiija!e ~... 16.0. 
66 Kapuravahala ~. NE: 7.0: 904. 
~ ... 

67 Karandi Khedebare 
~r' ~~ iIT't ... 

16.0: 

68 Karaiijaganv ~ W: 6.2: lOA. 
69 Karaiije ~ ... SW: 5.2: 5.2. 
70 Kan Cfi1"U SW: 8.0: 9.2. 
71 Karinru Bk. mr ,. NW: 8.0; 13.0 
72 Karindi Kd. ~~. NW: 8.4: 13.6. 
73 KarI).ava<.!a'fi1llfcrg- ... SW: 7.0: 10.0. 
74 KarnavaQi ~ ... NW: 4.4: 6.0. 
75 Kasuri<.! Khe<.labare N: 12.0: 21.0. 

'fi~if ~ ... . 
76 Kasur<.li Gunjarmaval NE: 6.0: 7.0. 

'fin.!if ~'5tft+1ICjas ... 
77 KarugaQa ~ ... W: 13.2: 17.0. 
78 Kefijala ~ ... E: 7.0: 10.4. 

BTuJ'l 

Area(Sq.ms.): Pop.: I 
Ho~ehold8 : Agriculturists. I 

Post Office; 
Distance. 

. I 

! 

0.4: 321: 56; 57 Bhor. 
0.3: 89: IS: 18. Nasrapur. 
2.3: 501: 116: 152. Nasarapur. 
2.0: 175: 37: 25. Bhor. 
104: 276: 42: 35. Do. 
2.1: 154: 41; 31. Do. 
I. I : 236: 58: 82. Do. 
1.2: 213, 54: 74. Do. 

2.5: 1.72: 49: 41. Do. 
1.6: 355: 81: 95. p.nnche. 
0.9: 287: 62: 95. Kikavi. 
1.4: 428: 103: 128. Bhor. 
1.0; 348: 67: 74. Do. 
2.4: 799: 171: 232. Nasrapur. 
1.2: 354: 77: 130. Do. 
1.6: 348: 85: 80. Bhor. 

1.6: 298: 55: 74. 00. 
I. 9: 498: 104: 130. Nasr.pur. 
0.3 : Deserted: 

O. I : Deserted. 

3.7: 264: 57: 36. Bhor. 
1.0: 262: 65: 91. 00. 

160: . 35: 38: Bhor. 
192: 32: 33. Do. 

1.8: 4~: 103: 108. Nasarapur. 
1.6; 363: 77: 100. Kilcavi. 

3.6: 475: 105: 75. Nasr.pur. 

1.8: 187; 46: . 49. Bhor. 
1.8:" 326: 62: 45. Do. 
3. I: '834: 148: 196. Do. 
1.5: 174: 48: 105. 00. 
1.1: ·402: 75: 69. Do. 
2.0; 864: 182: 175. Do. 
0:6: 180: 40: 56. Do. 
204: 220: 39: 83. Khedshivapur. 

0,9: 290: 57: 54. Nasrapur. 

1.2: 57: 18: 23 Bh~r. 
2.5; 788; 160; 157, Kikavi, 

5 
I , 

3 I 
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12 
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POONA DISTRICl' 703 
Taluka. 

Weeld~ Bazar: Bazar I 
. 

RailwaySL; Motor Stand; Water • Institutions anti other 
Distance. Day: Distance. 

I 
• Distam:e. information. 

Loaand 33 Bhor Tue. ·5 Bhor 5 w. a(p);. tI:Janubai Fr. Phg. Sud. II. 
Nasrapur Sun. I Nasrapur I w. 
Nasrapur Sun. 3 Kap\UVllhal n. a(p); 2t1: gym. 

Lonand 43 Hirdoshi Sat. 2 Hirdoshi 2 apr. tI. 
00. 25 Bhor Tue. 1.4 Bhor 1:.4 w. tI: gym. 

Velhe 7 Velhe 7 n. Ianni tI. 
Bhor Tue. 6 Bhor' 6 w. 2t1; gym. 

Do. do. 12 00. 12 I. tI. 

Umand 46 Hirdoshi Sat. 4 Hirdoshi 4 br. 2tI. 
Vallie 10 P.rinche do. 6 Vira 4 rv. S(P): 3tI. 
POOOII 25 Kilcavi do. 3 K~p\UVllhal 0-2 t. 3tl; gym. 

Bhor Tue. 8 Bhor 8 w:t. a(p): Valobs tI. & Fr. 
Do. do. 5 Do. 5 DiW. i<P): 2t1. 

Poona 25 \Ilasrapur Sun. 2 Nasrapur 2 w. a(p); 2t1. 
Do. 26 00. do. 3 Do. 3 w. tI. 

Lonand 41 Local Sal. Local - rv. a(p): 3t1; KaDgurama1b Fr. Mgh. 
Sud. 13 

Bhor Tue. 5-4 Alande (Stop) I rv; spr. s(P); 4tI; gym. 

Poona 22 Naarap!li' Sun. 3 Tambholi I w. s(P); 3t1. 
Deserted. 

Deserted. 

Bhor Tue. 18 Bhor 18 I. tI. 
Do. do. 10 Do. 10 I. s(P); 4tI: gym. 

Bhor Tue. 16 Bhor , 16 Wit. 2t1. 
Do. do. 17 Do. 17 t. 

POOOII 20 Nasrapur Sun. 4 Kolavade 2 rv. 3tl; gym; c; Kaleshwar Fr. Ps. Sud. IS, 
Do. 25 Kikavi S •• 3 Local apr. n. a(p);6t1;mq;gym. 

00. 24 Nasrapur Sun. 4-4 ' Nasrapur 4-4 to S(P); tI. 

Bhor Tue.IO-4 w. Ambri Buva tI. 
Do. do. , 5-2 Bhor 5-2 w;n. tI. 
00. do. 6 Do. 6 w. S(P); tI. 
Do. do. 8 00. 8 dm. a(p); 2tl; gym. 
Do. do. 17 00. 11 I. a(p); tI. 
Do. do. 10 Ambavade I w. s(p); 2tI. . 
Do. do. 6 Bhor ~ I. tI. 

f'411 15 Khedahivapur J Khedshivapur O. 4 \Yo 

Nas'lfapur Sun. 3 rv::L 2tI. 

Lonand 43 Hirdoshi Sal. 2 Hird08hi 2 apr. tI. 
Do. 2 Kikavi do. H Sbiraval 5 ":w: s(p): 6t1; lib: Bhsirava Fr. Ct.Vad. 15 • 

apr. 
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. Bho: 

. 
Serial No, • Village Name. Direction. Area (Sq. ms.). Pop •• PostOflice. 

Direct distance. HOIIS~holds • Agriculturists. Distance. - Travelling distance. . 

79 KetakiivaI)e Nim N. 7 • 17.0. 0.4; 42; 9. 4. Nas&rapur. 1 
~f.nr '" ... 

80 Khac;l.aki ~I ... N; 6"4. 12.0. 0.6; 169; 43. 62. Do. 0-4 
81 Khanapiir ~, ... S; 2-4; 4.0. 2.8; 677: 135 150. Bhor. 4 
82 Khopi ~)q'I ... N; 11-4; 20'0. 2.7; 544; 111 ; 93. Khedshivapur. 1-4 
83 Khulasi ~miT W; 13-4; 24.0. 1.8: 172: 41: 31. Bhor. t 24 ... 
84 Kika vi f'fi'liCiI ... E: 7: 10.0 •. 7.7: 1542: 315: 306. Local. 
85 Kivat f'1i'ffl' ... W; 1-4: 2-2. 1.2; 288: 46: 40. Bhor. 2-2 
86 Kolavac;l.i ~~I ... N; 8-0: 20.0. 0.5; 134: 27: 40. Nasrapur. 4 
87 KOI)c;lagiinv ~ ... W: 10·4; 22.0. 3.7: 146: 28: 30. Bhor. 24 
88 Konc;l.hari ~~I ... W: 10·4; 15.0. 1.9: 185: 39: 51. Do. 13 
89 Ko~le ~'W ... SW; 9-4: 13.0. 1.9: 509; 106; Do. 13 
90 Kuc;lali Bk. ~r~ .. :. SW: 14-4: 19.0. 3. ; 141: 34: 49. Do. 19 
91 Kuc;lali Kd .. ~ ~. SW; 142: 19.0. 1.8; 93: 21: 27. Do. 19 
92 Kumbale ~ ... W; 14-2; 24.0. 1.3: 110: 26; 13. 00. 22 
93 KUI)c;l ¥ ... W; 13; 19.0. 0.9; 70: 17: 15. Do. 19 
94 Kurangava~ ~~r N: 9; 20.0. 3.6: 684: lSI; 141. Nasrapur. 4 
95 Kurafiji ~r ... NW: 9-4; 18.0. 2.1: 252; 51: 26. Bhor. 18 
96 Kusagiinv~ ... N: 12-4; 18.0. 2.9; 559: 117: 123. Khedshivapur. I 
97 Lavheri ~r ... 7.0. 0.8; 181: 43: 34. Bhor. 7 
98 Majaganv ~ '" 8.0. 1.5: 229; . 60: 48. Do. 8 
99 Majheri ~ ... 14.0. 1.2; 201; 'il; 53. Do • 14 

100 Male ~ ... 21.0. 4.3; 464; 103: IDS. Do . 17 
101 Majeganv ~ ... 15.0. 0.6: 177; 35: .39. Nasrapur • 1 
102 Mhiikosi ~tm ... SW; 7-4: 11-4: 0.7: 137; 29; 43. Bhor. 9 

103 Mhiilavac;li ~ ... 4-2. 0.9: 387: . 86; 82. Do. 4-2 
104 Mhasar Bk. 1=~"! ... W: 9-4; 12.0. -; 363; 74. 74. Do. Ii 
105 Mhasar Kd. ~,~. W; 7-6; 11.0. 3.1: 330; 94; 73. Do. 11 
106 Mhavac;le Bk.J~"!. 7.0. -; 587; 130 125. Do. 7 
107 Mhavac;le Kd. ~~. 5.0. 2.8; 487; 99; 95. Do. 7 
108 Mohari Bk. lf~ ;: .... W; 5; 8.0. 2.4; 618; 132; 163. Nasrap"r. 2 
109 Mohari K? m{\r ~. W; 5·4; 7.0. 1.0; 230; 40; , 50. Do. 3 
110 Nanda ;rl<{ '" W; 3-6; 6.0. 1.3; 280: 57:· 35. Bhor. 6 
111 Niijhare;nm ... SW; 6; 8.0. 2.~,; 931; .189; 195. Do • B 
112 Nanavale ~ ... 16.0. 1.6; 60; 10; 14. Do • 22 
113 Nandag~v ~ ... SW; 5-4; 6·2. 2.3; 463; 89: 112. Do. 6-2 
114 Nandaghur ~, ... 19.0. I.; , ,116; 22; 9. Do. 19 
115 Narhe~ ... S; 5-2; 5.0. 1.7; 598; 133; 112. Do. 5 
116 NasarapfIr ~, ... NE; 7; 14.0. ' 1.2; 1254; 206; SO. Local. 
117 Natarhbi onc.rr ... SW~ 4·2; 4.0. 2.1; 407: 87. 8~ Bhor. 4 
118 Niiyaganv ifI<I1Ttcr ... NE; 9; 15.0. t.1; 257; 52: 54. Nasrapur • 2 
119 Nere ;l~ ... S; 5·6; B.D. 2.6; 672: 142; 124. Bhor • 6 
120 Nhavi ~ ... E; 11; 15·4 5.9; 1810; 351: 266 . Shiraval. Ii 121 NidMn ~ ... N; 6-4; 15-4, 0.4: lIS: 26: 38. NiI!r~pur. I 
122 NigaQo fipri ... NE; 6-4: 8.0. I.', 396: 6S; liS. KikAri 2 



POONA I>ISTlUCl' 

Talluka. 

Railway St. : Weekly Bazar ~ Bazar Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and oiher 
Distance. Day: Distancle Distence. information. 

.' • .' 
Nasrapur Suno.1 Nasarapur I w. 

• . 
Do. do. 0-4 Do. 0-4 w. 3t1. 

Bhor Tue. 4 Bhor 4 n. 2tl. 
POOM 16 Kbedshivapur Thu. 1-4 Kbedshivapur 1-4 rv. s(p); 2tl; gym; BhairavaFr. Phg. Vad. 8. 

, Velhe 8 Velhe 8 w. 2t1. 
Poons: 28 Lod Sat. Shiraval 5 wispr. s(p); cs(e); 4t1; gym: ds; 4 ViII. Frs. 
Lonand 2) Bhor Tue.2-2 Bhor 2-2 rv • tI. 
Poona 23 Nasrapur . Sun. 4 lambali I t. 2t1. 

Bhot Tue.24 Bhot 24 I. tI. 
Dijashi Sat. 5 00. 13 w. tI. 

Poona 46 Bhor Tue.13 Ambavade 4 w. s(P); pyt; 2t1; 
Lonand 46 Hirdoshi Sat. 4 Hirdoshi 4 n. 2tL 

Do. 46 Do. do. 5 Do. t. 2t1. 
I. tl. 

Lonand Hirdoshi Sat. Hirdoshi spt. tI. 
Poona 24 Nastapur Sun. 4 Ambavane 2 w. s(P); 3t1; Mhatoba Ct. Sud. 8. 
f Bhor Tue.18 Bhot 18 t. tL 

, 

Poona 17 Khedshivapur Thu. I Kbedshivapur 2 spr. tol; Bhairava Fr. Ct. Sud. 8. 
Bhor Tue. 7 Bhot . 7 I. 2tl; gym. 

Do. do. 8 Do. 8 I. S{P); 3tl; gym. 
Lcnmd 45 Hirdoshi Sat. I Hirdoshi I spr. 2t1. 

Bhor Tue.17 Bhor 17 T. tI. 
Nasrapur Sun. I Nasrapur I rv. tI. 
Bhor Tue. 9 Bhor ~} Ambevade w. 

Do. do. 4-2 Bhor 4-2 L s(p); 2t1. 
Do. , do. 12 Do. 12 n. tI; c. 
00. do. 11 00. 11 rv. s(p); tl. 

Lonan~ 251 00. do. 7 Do. 7 w. s(P); 2t1. 
Do. 26 00. do. 7 00. 7 Win. 2tl; gym. 

Poona 25 Nasraput Sun. 2 Nasraput 2 I w. 
s(P); 2tl. 

Do. 26 00. do. 3 Do. 3 w •. tI. 
Lonand 25 Bhor Tue. 6 Bhot 6 w;n. tI; gy~: 

Do. d,. 8 Ambav de 0-4 w. s(p); 3tl. 
Do. do. 22 Bhot 22 I. tI. 
00. d,.6-2 Do. 6-2 w:rv. II. 
Do. do. 19 00. 19 I. tI. 
Do •. d,. 5 Do. S tv; t. s(p); ~t1; gym. 

Lad Sat. Local IV. s(p); cs(mp). 4t1; ~q; e. 
Bhot Tue. 4 Do. w • .(p); 2tI; Pmavati Fr. Mgh. V£d, 1. . 

Poons 22 N~jl\Ir Sun. 2 Ke!avad, 1 w. 2tI. 
Lonand 34' Bhct Tue. 6 Bhor 6 w. s(p\ 

Shiraval Fril. t Shiraval It n; Sp'!"e .(p); pyt; cs(c): 7t1; gym. 
Nasrapur Sun. 1 Nasrapur 1 w. 2t1. 

Poona 26 Kikavi Sat. 2 Kapurvllhal w. 2t1; gym. 

Ito·. Bk Vf 2-45 
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Bhor 

Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction: Area(Sq.ms.); Pop.: Post Office: 
Direct distance: . Households: Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 
, 

123 Niguc;laghar ~ ... SW: 8: 9. 1.2: 295,: 64: 60. Bhor. 9 

124 Ni!akaI}.tha~ ... S; 4; 6. 0.5; . 152: 30; 84. Do. 6 

125 NivaIigaI}.a fif'.l';rur ... SW; 12"4; 14. 1. 9: 128: 31: 57. Do. 14 

126 Pac;latha!a qs~ ... 1.0: 10. 0.1: Deserted. 

127 Pa!asosi ~r ... 11. 1.1 : 313; 73: 64. Bhor. 6 

128 Pale 'IT~ ... S: 6: 13. 1.5: 354; 70: 45. Do. 6 

129 Piinavha!a~ ... SW; 5-2: 7. 0.9; 237: 46; 53. Do. 7 

130 Panc;le m ... E; 8; 11. 1.6: 397; 82: 92. Kikavi. 3 
131 Piiilgiiri trrm:r ... 12-4. 1.5: 129; 36: 43. Bhor. 22 

132 PaTavac;li ~ ... . 20. 2.7; 600; 123; 120 . Nanrapur. 6 

133 ParhaT Kd. ~ ~ .... SW; 10-4; 11.4. 1.4; 207; 48: 60. Bhor. 21 

134 Parhar Bk. ~or .... SW; 11: 11. 2.3; 124; 33; 41. Do. 21 
135 Pasure ~ '" ... 12.4. 5.5: 938; 189; 75. Do. 8 
136 Pisavare fqmq't ... 4. 2; 584; 139: 134. Do. 4 
137 Pomarc;li q)+rif ... W: 1-2; 1-4. 0.8; 287; 61; 79. Do. 1-4 
138 Rajaghar ~ ... 21. 1.6; 219; 40; 37. Do. 12 
139 Rajiipur~ ... E; 8-4; 12. 1.2; 309; 60: 69. Shiraval 0-4 
140 Rajivac;li mOf~r ... W; 12; 20. 1.4; 60; 19; 28. Bhor. 17 
141 RaIije U;;f ... N: 13; 19 . 1.6; 461; 93; 98. Khedshivapur. 2 
142 Ravac;li ~ ... S; 8; It . 1.3: 304; 61; 65. Bhor. 11 
143 Rayari ~r ... SW; 9-2: 12. 6.5; 637; 148; 160. Do. 12 
144 S1i!av ~rrz<r ... 10-4. 1.7; 329; 72; 74. Do • 10-4 
145 Salavade ~ '" 18. 1.8; 263; 44; 69. Nasrapur. 3 
146 SaluiJ.g~I}.a ~~l'J1lT ... W; 10-6; 19 . 1.7; 89; 23; 28. Bhor. 23 
147 Sailgamaner ~ 5. 2.7; 717; 140; 124. Do. 3 
148 . Sailgavi Bk ~or. 16. 0.8; 167; 34; 44. Nasrapur. 5 
149 Sailgavi Kd. ~ri. NE: 6; 15. 0.3; 154; 28; 28. Do. I 
150 Sailgavi (Hirda's 6. 0.7: 140; . 29; 21. Local .. 

Maval) ~r. 
151 S1iilgavi (T. Hirdas 4. 0.9; 184; 32; 14. Bhor. 4 

Maval) ~l 
152 Sailgavi (Velvanda- SW; 5-6; 24. 3.2; 147; 32; 31. Do. 24 

khore) ~r. 
153 Saro!e ~ . ... 13. 1.8; 602; 124; 121. Kika"i. 1-4 
154 Sasevac;li mr<m"r ... 28. 2.2; 341; 68: 72. Khedshivapur. 4 
155 Savaradare ~ ... E; 8-4; 11. 1.6; 381 ; 76; 91. Kikavi. 3 
156 Siravali, T. Bhor 3. 

f~q. ;r"h:. 
1.1 ; 160; 30; 45. Bhor. 3 

151 Siliffib ~ ... W; 13-4: 19 • 2; , '139; 29; 37. Do. 19 
158 Sind ~ ... W; 2-6; 4. ,2; 826: 155; 80. Do. 6 

159 Sindevam ~<m"r '" E;! 6-4; 27. 2.2; 427; 80; 80. Khedshivapur • 4 
160 SiragaIi~ ~-mtcr ... W; 14-4; 19. 2.4; 144; 38; 44. Bhor. 17 
161 Siravali (T. Hirdas 16. 2.6; 224; 56; 54. Do. 16 

MavaI) ~r. 
r 

162 Sonavaa<;lHf~r ... N; 9; 20. 0.3; 176; 38; 37 •. Nasrlpur. 5 

r -
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Weekly Bazar: Bazar 
Day : Distance 

Bhor Tue. 9 
Da. do. 6 

Hirdoshi Sat. 5 

Bhor Tue. 6 
Do. do. li 
Do. do. 7 

Kikavi Sat. 3 
Bhor Tue.22 
Nasrapur Sun. 6 
Hirdoshi Sat. 3 

Do. do. 3 
Bhor Tue. 8 
Do. do. 4 
Do. do. 1-4 
Do. do. 12 

Shiraval Fri. 0-4 
Hirdoshi Sat. 3 
Khedshivapur Thu. 2 
Bhor Tue.11 
Do. do. 12 
Do. do. 10-4 

Nasrapur Sun. 3 
Bhor Tue.23 
Do. do. 3 

N~srapur Sun. 5 
Do. do. I 

Bhor Tue. 2 

Do. do. 4 

Do. do. 24 . 
Kikavi Sat. 1-4 
Khedshivapur Thu. 4 
Kikavi Sat. 3 
Bhor Tue. 3 

Hirdoshi Sat. 4 
Bhor Tue. 6 

Khedshivapur Thu. 4 
Hirdoshi Sat. 3 

Do. do. I 

Nasrapur 5 

,MOoD Bk Vi 2-45" 

POON4 VISTlUCl 'l07 

" " 

Motor Stand: Water. Institutions and other' 
Distance. information. 

" 

Bhor 9 n; rv •. a(p); 2t1. 
Do. 6 w. 2t1. 
Do. 14 rv. tI. 

tI. 
Bhor 6 w. 3t1; gym. 
Do. 6 w. s(p); 7t1:gym; BhairavaFr. Mgh. Vad.3. 

Natambi I w. d. 
Shiraval rv. s(p): 3tl; lib. 
Bhor 22 I. s(P); tI. 
Ambavane 2 w. s(p): 2t1; Khandoba Fr. Mgh. Vad. 8. 
Hirdoshi 3 w. Somajai tI. 

Do. 3 w. Somajai tI. 
Bhor 8 I. tI. 
Do. 4 w;rv. s(P): tI. 
Do. Ic4 rv; 5t1: gym. 
Do. 12 I. t!. 

Shirval 0-4 rv. s(p): 3t1. 
Hirdoshi 3 spr. 2t1~ 

Khedshivapur' 2 t. s(P): 3th gym. 
Ambavade 2 w. s(p): pyt: 3t!. 
Bhor 12 w. s(p); 2tl. 
Do. 10-4 w. tI. 

KeLivade 2 rv. 3th gym. 
Bhor 23 I. tl. 
Do. 3 w. ,4t1; mq; gym: Bhairava Fr. V.sk:Sud. 4. 

Ambavane 1 t. 'itl. 
Nasrapur I w; 's(p); tI. 
Bhor 2 rv. 4t1. 

Do. 4 I. 

Do. 24 rv • 

Shirval t.:rv. s(P); 3t1; gym; c. 

Shindevadi I w. s(P); 2t1. 
Shirval 5 w. s(p): 2t1; gym. 
Bhor 3 w. 4tl. 

Hirdoshi 4 apr. 2tl. 
Bhor 6 Wiry. s(p); 2t1; mq: gym: Bhairava Fr. Vsk. 

Sud. 3. 
w. 2tl. 

Local spr. ds. 
Hirdoshi I n. Maruti and Kanguramalla tI. 

Ambavane 2 w. 2t1. 
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Serial No. ; Village Name. 
Directions ; Area(Sq.ms.) ; Pop. ; Post Office : 

Direct distance ; Households; Agriculturists. Distance. 
Travelling distance: 

163 Tale Mhiisivili ~ 15.4 0.8; 147; 36; 51. Bhor. 

1=~fmCf~ ... 
0164 Tiiffibhiic;lH anm- .;. N; 6.4; 20.2 4.3: 774; 160 243. Nasrapur. 

165 TelavaQl ~ ... 8.0. 0.6; 98; 18; 19. Do. 

166 Titeghar m~ ... S; 10.0; 12.0 2.0 634; 142; 142. Bhor. 

167 umbarac;le '3'm ... W; 15.0; 24.0 2.2; 70; 16; 40. Birawadi • 

168 Urilbaragani ~ W; 14.2; 19.0 0.8; Deserted. 

169 Uttrauli;a;r1m ... SE; 1.4; 3.0 4.1; 1397; 277; 275. Bhor. 

170 Vac;laganv ~ ... E; 2.0; 2.0 3.0; 540; 101; 50. 00. 

171 Vac;laturilbi ~'T ... SW; 8.2; 11.0 2;.0 773; 161; 162. Do. 

172 Vadhiine cm-ur ... 17.0 1.1 ; 202; 41; 46. 00 . 

173 Viikambe Cf~ ... 17.4 0.4; 98; 27; 16. Do. 

174 Viiravat.l<;!a ~ ... W; 12-2; 15.4 1.9; 145; 42; 58. Do. 

°175 VaroQl Bk lRTs'T"{. S; 7.0; 16.0 0.9; 297; 59; 55. Do. 
176 VaroQl Diiyamukha S; 7.2; 15.0 0.7; 209; 44; 43. Do. 

lRTsrefllT!~ 
177 VaroQl Kd. lRW'r ~. S; 7.0; 16.0 1.0; 325; 70; 68. Do. 
178 Varye Bk. q1J"! . ... 17.0 1.1 ; 247; 53; 101. Nasrapur • 

179 Varye Kd. ~ ~. ... 17.0 2.8; 527; 112; 141. Do. 
180 Viithiira Cfron: ... W; 3.6; 4.0 1.0; 342; 81; 85. Bhor. 

181 Viithara "1'Ion: ... E; 11.4; 15.0 1.0; 368; 151; 69. Parinche. 
182 Vii~eghar~ ... S; 7.4; 11.0 0.3; II; 2; 3. Bhor. 
183 Velavanc;la ~<h ... NW; 8.0; 20.0 2.9; 3C6; 68; 48. 00. 
184 Velii ~ 22.0 I. 2.3; 1250; 228; 163. I Khedshinpur. 

185 Ve~avaQl ~'T ... W; 1.4; 1.4. I 186 Ve~upuri ~,!U '" W; 10.2; 12.0 

! 187 Vicitragac;la fClf-i4:t'lil S; 3.0; 5.0 

1.2; 526; 97; 120. Bhor. 
1.3; 153; 35; 57. Bh~r. 

1.7; Deserted. 
188 Viravac;li fcr~ 17.0 0.5; 164: 30; 29. Nosrapur. 
189 Yevali 1f~'T ... E; 1.4; 4.0 1.0; 64l; 146; 74. Sallg.vi. 
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TalfJka. 

-
RaiI_ySt. : 

- r 
MotorStand: W_I InstitutioDi and' other Weekly ~: Bazar I 

Distance. Day: Distancle. I Distance. information. 
I 
f 

Bhor Tue. 13 Bhor 13 I. tI. 

Poona 26 Nasrapur Sun. 3 Nasrapur 3 s(P): 2tl; 
00. do. 5 rv. 2t1. 

Poo ... 44 Bhor Toe. 12 Amhavade 4 w. pyt: tI. 
Lonand 49 Hirdoahi Sat. 7 ~ar II w. tf. 

2t1. 
Bhor Toe. 2-2 Bhor 2-2 n. s(p): 3t1: gym: c. 
00. do. 2 Do. 2 rv. s(P): 2t1: gym: c. 

Poona 44 Do. do. II Ambavade 2 w. pyt: 2t1: gym: c. 
Do. do. 6 Bhor 6 rv. 3t1. 
00. do. 6 00. 6 I. 2tl. 

Lonand 42 Hirdoahi Sat. I Hirdoshi I tv; spr. 2t1. 
Do. 35 Bhor Tue. 7 Bhor 7 Scarcity 2t1:gym: 
00. 36 00. do. 8 Do. 8 w. tI: gym. 

Do. 35 00. do. 71 Do. 7 w. s(P); tI: gym. 
Poona 19 Nasrapur Sun. 3 I Kelavade 2 w. 2tl. 

00. 19 00. do. 3 00. 2 w. 5tI. 
Bhor Tue. 4 Bhor 4 w. tI. 

Valhe 10 Parinche ~un. 5 Shiraval 4 rv. s(P): 5t1: gym; c. 
Poona 44 Bhor Tue. II Amhavade H w. tI. 

00. do. 16 Bhor 16 I. tI. 
Poona 14 Khedshivapur Thu. 2 Shindevadi I w. s(P): 3t1: gym: c;Bhail1l"a F~. Ct. Sud. 

(Stop). 15. 
Lonand 27 Bhor Tue.l-4 Bhor 1-4 w. s(P): 3t1: gym. 

Hirdoahi Sat. 2 Do. 12 w. tl. 

Deserte.L 
Nasrapur Sun. 2 Nasrapur 2 w. tI. 

Saswad 19 Bhor Tue.l-4 Bhor 1-4 rv. 4tl. 



·; .. 

Dnond-

Serial No.; Village Name. 
Direction; Area (Sq. ms.) ; Pop. ; Post Office ; 

Direct distance ; Households; Agriculturists. Distance. 
Travelling distance. 

1 Alegiinv ~ •.. E; 4'0; 8'0. 2'9; 539; 90; 68. Dhond. 5 

2 BhiiI;U;lgiiIiv "l1'r'&m~ .. , W; 18'2; 19'0. 8-0; 604; 125; 135. Keclganv. 4 

3 Bharataganv 'lTm'frq W; 24'4; 27'0, 6'4; 570; 119; 113. UroliKn. 5 

4 BOiibhac;lak OfT~r ~ W; 28-0; 30'0. 2-7; 289; 54; 83. Do. 3 

5 BOiibyal OfT~r il:fTQ3' •• SE; 6'7; 70, 12'0; 1130; 201 ; 144. Diksal. 11 

6 BoriaiDdi Of)\:T l'{<fT .. - W; 27'0; 29'0. 8'2; 1191; 240: 208. UruliKn. 4 

7 BOiipar\hi ~TtT '1T:!fT .. - W; 13'0; 15-0. 46'1 ; 2366; 457; 202. Kedganv. 1 

8 CiiicOll f'f'fTwT ... SE; 13'0; 18'0. 9'9; 1277; 253; 191. Diksal. 3 

9 Dahitane itf~~ ... W; 25' .. ; 28'0. 7',; 972; 178; 1,0. Oroli Kn. 6 

10 l;>aprhb GlciffOf-: ... W; 28'6; 32'0. 4'7; 749; 135; 138. Do. 4 

11 Dapoc;li ~TaT ... W; 12'4; 18'0. 4'6; 635; \31; 98. Kedganv. I 

12 Dawi" l{l~ ... H.Q. 19'0; 18849; 4554; 3-3. Local. 

13 Delavac;li ~r ... W; 19'0; 20'0 . N; 2092; 414; 284. Pimpalganv. 1.4 
14 Deii}aganv-Gac;la W: 14'4; 20'0. 9'2; 765; 180; 180. Bet N. Maharaj. 03 

~3;jS"t<T lTT'&T. 
15 Deii}aganv Raje E; 6'0: 8'0. 6'3; 802; 158; 167. Dhond. 

~3ijsrrtcr u\lf· 
16 Gar ~ ... W; 5'4; 6'0. 5'8; 951: - 174; 168. Patas. 4-4 
17 Gir1m fm:nr .. , SW; 5'0; 6'0. 10'1; 1224; 217; 110. Do. 4 
18 HiDga¢berc;li f~r E; 8'6; 11'0. 5'7; 1110; 19'; 184. Diksal. II 

",sT, 
f~r 19 HiIiga¢gac;la SW; 11'0; 13'0. 6'5; 703: 126; 80, Patas. 7 

~T&r. 

20 Jireganv f~mcr .,. S; 7'4; 8'0. 8'4; 772; 116; 78. Ravanganv. 6 
21 Kanaganv ~ ... NW; 8'0; 12'0. 14'4; 1801 ; 412; 337. Patas. 6 
22 Kasurc;li 9'iT~T .. , W; 22'6; 24'0. 5'0; 981; 165; 116. UruliKn. 5 
23 Kau\havac;li 'li13«) ... S; 8'0; 10'0. 4'0; 49i; 88; 45. Ravanganv. 6 
24 Kec;laganv ~cr ~ .. W; 15'4; 16'0. 10'9; 2917; 536; 388. Local. 
25 Khac;laki Iif~r , .. SE; 11'0; 15'0. 13'1; 1814; 347; 289. Diksal. 7 

26 Khiimagiinv ~T1firtq ... W; 24'6; 27'0. 8'8; 2087; 418; 398, UruliKn. 7 . 

21 Khanote ~Ff)~ ... SE; 18'4; 21'0. 5'9; 1140; 203; 119. Diksal. 4 
28 Khopcx;li ~N)i'( ... W; 14'2; 17'0. 1'0; 349; 13; 66. Keclganv. 3 
29 Khor ~R ... W; 18'0; 23'0. 10'9; 1761; 320; 225. Deulganv Gada. 3 

30 Khoravac;li ~!~r ... S; 1'4; 2'0. 7'0; 563; 103: 98. Dhond. 2 
31 Koreeanv bhivar W; 18'0; 17'0. 

'lifWq f'lTCf(. 
5'4; 798; 152; 140. Kedganv. 5 

32 Khutabav ~c<rJCf ... NW;23'O; 32'0. 3'5; 329; 88; 66. Pimpalganv. 6 .. 
§33 Kurakurilbha ~+r .. , SW; 6'0; 6'0. 10'8; 1587; 309; 147. Ravanganv. 6 

S4 Kuseganv ~ij;rtcr. .. , SW; 12'0; 21'0. j'8; 1101; 203: 180. Patas. 4 -,-
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luka. 

ailwaySt.; Weekly Bazar ; Bazar Motor Stand; Water. I Institutions and other 
Distance. Dey ; Distance. Distance. 

I 
information. 

I 
ibyal 2 Dhond Sun. 51 Dhond 5 rv. s(P) ; 2tl. 
:ganv 4 Yavat Fri. 3 Local w. s(P) ; 3tl ; c. 
.t 4 Yavat Fri. 4 Yavat 4 w. s(p) ; es (c) ; 3tl ; c. 
liKn. 3 UruliKn. S,m. 3 UruliKn. 3 w. 4t1. 
.1. Dhond Sun. 7 Ravanganv 5 w. s(P) : es (c) ; 4tl ; mq. 
liKn. 4 UruliKn. Sun. 4 UruliKn. 4 w. ; s(P) ; 5tl ; e ; gym. 

f:IUIv· I Kedganv Tue. I Kedganv. I w. s(P) ; es (e) ; 3 tl ; ds. 
than 3 Bhigavan Sun. 4 Bhigavan 4 W.;D S(P) ; pyt ; es(e) ; gym ; ds ; c-

.t 6 Yavat Fri. 7 Yavat 7 rv. 5tl ; es (e) ; mq ; ds ; c. 
liKu. 4 UruliKn. Sun. 4 UruliKn. 4 w. s(p) ; cs (e); 4 tl ; c. 
ganv I Keclganv. Tue. I Kedgany I w. s(P) ; cs (e) ; 5 tl ; Bhairava Fr. Ct. 

Vad.8. 
J Local Local p.w. s(P) ; es (c) ; mun. ; e; lib ; gym; 

Bhairava Fr. Ct. Sud. 8 ; d. b. (I). 
ganv 6 Ke~anv Tue. 6 Yavat 6 w.rv. s(P} ; pyt ; cs (c) ; 3 tl ; c. 
o. 6 00. Tue. 6 Chauphul 4 sp. S(P) ; 3 tl ; gym ; c. 

by "I 3 Dhond Sun. 8 Dhond 8 rv. s(P) ; cs (c) ; c ; gym. 

s 4-4 Patas Fri. 4-4 Patal 4·4 rv. , s(P} ; 7 tl ; Dharoba Fr. Yak. Sud. 3. 
.nd 5 Dhond Sun. 6 Loeal w. s(P) ; cs(e) ; 3 tI. 
bysl 5 00. do. 8 Dhond 9 rv. s(P) ; 2 tl ; Khandoha Fr. Phg. Vad.5. 

8 9 Do. do. 13 Kurkumbh 6 w. s(P) ; 3 tl. 

lnganv 3 Do. do. 8 Do. 2 w. s(P) ; 3 tl ; gym ; c. 
s 3 Kedganv Tue. 7 Patal 6 w.,rv. s(P) ; es (c) ; 5tl ; c. ; gym. 

.t '3 Yavat Fri. 2l Yavat 2-4 w. 2s(p) ; cs (c) ; 2 tl ; 2 e. 
• nganv 2 Dhond Sun. 8 Kurkumbh 4 w . s(P) ; tI. 
.1. Local Tue. Local I w. s(p) ; pyt ; cs(c) (mis), (i) ,; 7tl ; mq ; 
:hsn 4 Bhigvan Sun. 6 Do. w. s(p} ; es(e) ; 4 II ; mq ; c ; ds ; Bhairava 

Fr. Ct. vad. 8. 
at 6 Yavat Fri. 7 Yavat 7 rv. s(P) ; pyt ; 7 tl ; mq ; ds ; c ; gym ; 

, es(e} ; Khambeshwar Mahadeo Fr.; 
Phg. Vad. 5. 

~ 4 Bhigvan Sun. 5 Bhigvan 5 rv. S(P) : cs(c) : 2 t1. 
8anV 3 Ked.ganv Tue. 3 Kedganv 3 w. S(P); 4tl. 
8t 5 Yayat Fri. 3 Yayat 3 w. s(p) ; es(e) ; 4tl ; mq ; gym ; c ; Pir 
, Fr. Phg. Vael. 9. 
Ind 2 Dhond Sun. 2 Dhond 2 w. s(P) ; 4 tl ; c. 
ganY 5 Kedgany Tue. 5 Yayat 5 w. s(p) ; cs(c) ; 3 tl ; ds ; c. 
; 

.t 13 Yavat Fri. 13 Pimpalganv 6 rv. s(p) ; 4 tl ; c ; gym ; Phiranga; Fr. , 
Ct. Vad.5. . 

anganv 3 Dhond Sun. 6 Local w. s(p} ; es (e) ; 3 tI ; mq ; c ; ds ; gym & 

r Phirangai Fr. An. Sud. 1-9. 
IS 6 Patas Sun. 4 Patas 4 w. s(p) ; 3 tl ; c ; Nath Fr. Mrg. Sua. ,.:;. .. -



Serial No. ; ViUage Name. Derection ; Area (Sq. mB.); Pop. : PostOllice : 
Direct distance ; Households ; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

35 Malad ~ .. , S; 6.6; 8.0. 
36 Malathan ~ .. , SE; 10.4; 15.0. 
37 Mira~an~ f~<t6T ... W; 26.6; 30.0. 
38 Nanaglhiv ifFfiJi<r .. , NW; 11.6; 20.0. 

39 Nanavi) ;;r;:rqr~ .. NW; 4.2; 5.0. 
40 Nandadevi ~... SE; 9.2; 13.0. 
41 Naildiir ift~ ... W; 26.0; 33.0. 
42 Nayaganv ifTlFtier ... E; 15.0; 17.0. 
43 Padavi q6erT ... SW; 14.4; 21.0. 
44 Pa~avali 'TFfGf<'l'T ... NW;24.0; 36.0. 
45 Paraganv qn:lJier ... NW; 15.6; 20.0. 
46 Patas ~ ... W; 8.4; 9.0. 

47 Patethan '1tiorur ... 
48 Pe~a·gar.;v q-~tcr .. , 
49 Pimpa~aganv firq'05-

mer. • .. 

W: 27.0; 34.0. 
E; 8.4; 11.0. 
W: 21.0: 27.0. 

2.7; 1085; 213; 147. Ravanganv. 
16.4; 1562; 309; 77. DiLal. 
4.6; 434; 104; 125. Uruli Kn. 
7.5; 1500: 338; 224. Parganv. 

2 
6 
6 
4 

3.5; 708; 160: 53. 
4.9; 260. 55: 169. 
6.2: 866; 163: 184. 
I. 7; 69;18; 16. 
9.4; 1230; 219; 215. 
3.5; 214; 43: 38. 
1.9; 2712; 524: 472. 

20.2; 2331: 426; 376. 

Dhond. 4 
Ravanganv. I 
Uruli Kn. 6 
Diksal. 5 
Deulag.nvgada. 2i 
Pimpalganv. 7 
Local. 
Do. 

4.0; 438; 89; 123. Taleganv Dham. 5 
4.7; 219: 40: 37. Diksal. 10 
9.6: 2785: 525: 439. Loca\. 

50 Rahii 'UR' ... W: 22.0; 28.0. 19.4. 2520; 454; 373. Pimi>alganv. 
51 Rajegailv ~iJi<r ... SE: 15.4; 20.0. 11.6; 1450: 282: 163. Diksal. 

1 
3 

52 RavaI,lagailv 'U<I1lT. S, 8.0; 12.0. 5.6; J34O; 256: 245. Local. 
tJ'TCf.... • 

53 
54 

Rot! ~)i!'T ... SW: 9.4; 10.0. 3.5; 540; 86: 57. Patas. 
Sirapiir f~ ... E: 8.6: 11.0. 5.8: 646; 1\3; 95. Dikslll. 

4 
12 

55 Sonava<;lI ~~T 
56 TakaJ'i i!'T<fi'iil'r 
57 UI,l<;lava<;li ~T 
58 Va9agliIiv-b~ge 

qSlTtcrOf~ 
59 Va<;laglinv-darekar 

Of6;rfq ~, 
60 VaravaI,l<;l ~ 

f51 VakhlirI ~T 
62 Vlilaki ~ 
63 Va~unde <mi~ 
64 Vlitaluj ~ 
65 Yavat If<ffi 

... NW: 2.0: 2.0. 

... NW:26.4; 36.0. 
'" W; 21.6; 26.0. 

NW:24.4: 34.0. 

5.4: 
3.5; 
3.5; 
4.3; 

601; 113; 70. 
451; 86; 64. 
362; . 81; 104. 
548; 88; 75. 

Dhond. 3 
T aleganv Dham.8 
Pimpa\ganv. 2 

Do. 6 

E; 5.0; 10.0. 2.2; 462; 107; 88. Diksal. 14 

... W; 12.0; 14.0. 16.8; 3523; 616; 188. Local. 

... W; 15.2; 16.0. 

... W; 20.2; 29.0. 

... SW; \0.6; 13.0. 

... E; 14.4. 17.0. 

... W; 20.6; 22.0. 

5.8; 282; 55; 63. Kedganv. 1 
5.4; 668; 133; 115; PimpaIaganv.· Ii 
5.4; 619; 110; 96. Patas. 8 
3.6: 549; III; 204. Bhambure. 1 

16.0; 2879; 568: 400. Local. 
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Tatuka. 

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar; Bazar Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day; Distance. Distance. information. 

I 
a 1 Local I S(P); cs(c) ; 2 tI ; viII. fr, Ct. VaeI. 8. Ravanaganv I Ohond Sun. 0-4 w. 

Local I Bhigavan do. 6 Bhigavan 6 rv. S(P) ; ds; mq ; c ; 3 tl. 
UruliKn. 6 Yavat Fri. 7 UruliKn. 6 rv. cs(c); 4tl; 'Co 

Kedganv 6 Kedganv Tue. 6 Keclganv 6 rv. s(P) ; cs (mis); 6 tl ; gym ; Rasai Fr. 
Ct. Sud. 15. 

Dhond 4 Ohond Sun. 4 Ohond 4 rv. S(P); tl. 
Ravanganv 4 Ravanganv T ue. I Ravanganv I n. 3 t1; c. 
UruliKn. 6 UruliKn. Fri. 6 UruliKn. 6 rv. s(P) ; 2cs (c) ; 5 tl. 
Oikaal 5 Bhigavan Sun. 6 Bhigavan 6 rv. 2 tl. 
Kedganv 7 Kedganv Tue. 7 Supe 4 sp.,n. 3 s(P) ; 6 t1; c; 2 gym. 
Yavat 15 T a1egn. Om. Mon. 10 Pimpalganv 7 rv. 3 tI; c. 
Kedaganv 6 Kedganv Tue. 6 Kedganv 6 rv.,w. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; II tl ; mq ; gym ; Co 

Local 3 Local Fri. Local w. 2 s(p) ; pyt; cs (c) ; Nageshwar Maha-
deo & 2 t1; mq; lib; viII. fro Kt 
Sud. 15 ; i. b. (I). 

Yavat 10 T a1egn. Om. Mon. 5 T a1eganv Dm. 5 rv. S(P) ; cs(c) i i t\'; c. 
Boribyal 6 Ohond Sun. a Ohond a rv. S(P); 2 tI ; c. 
Yavat 7 Yavat Fri. a Local rv.,w. s(P); pyt; cs(c); 4t1; gymc; ; lib ; 

viII. fro Ct. Sud. 1. 
Da. 7 Do. do. 7 Yavat a rv. s(P); pyt; cs(c); 4t1; mq ; gym; c. 

Oiksal 3 Bhigavan Sun. 6 Bhigavan 6 rv. S(P) ; 3 tI ; c ; viII. fro Ct. Sud. 15. 
Leal 3 Local Tue. Local w. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 4 tI ; gym ; Pir Urua Phg. 

~ 
Vad. 10; d. b. 

Paw 6 Ohond Sun. 12 Paw 4 w. S(P) ; 2 tl ; c ; gym ; ds. 
Malthan 5 Do. do. 11 Ohond 11 rv. s(P) ; 4 tI ; ds ; c; gym ; BhairavaFI:. 

Ct. Vad.a. 
Dhond 3 Do. do. 3 Do. 3 rv. s(P); 2tl ; mq. 
Yam 14 T a1egn. Dm. Mon. a T a1eganv Om. a rv. s(P) ; 4tl ; Co 

Do.' 4 Yavat Fri. 6 Pimpalganv 2 rv.,w . cs(c); 3 tl. 
Do. 13 Do. • do. 13 Do. 6 rv. s(P) ; ;3 tl ; Co 

Boribyal 6 Dhond do. 10 Ohond 10 rv. s(p) ; tl. 

Keclganv 3 Kedganv Tue. 3 Local t. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; 3 tI ; m4f ; c ; gym : 

Gopinath Dev Kt. Sud. 15. 
Do. 1 Do. do. 1 Kedganv 1 w. 3 t1. 

Yav.t 6 Yavat Fri. 6 Yavat 6 rv. s(P) ; cs(c); 4 tl ; Co 

Shinuphal 6 Supe a Kurkumbh 6 w. s(P) ; cs(c); 3 tI ; ds. 
Malthan 4 Bhambure Thun. I Bhigavan 7 rv. s(p) ; 2 tl ; ferry in rainy season. 
Leal 1 Local do. '''1 Local 

w. S(P); cs(mp): 4t1; mq ; c; viii. fro 
Mgh. Sud. 15 : d. b. (I). 
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I 

Serial No.; Village Name. Direction; Area(Sq.ms.): Pop.; PostOflice ; 
Direct distance ; Households; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

Agalarilbe ~ 
I 6.2; I37S: 238; 217. Pirangut. 121 1 ... SW; 10.6; 16.0. 

2 Ahirearf~ ... SW; 9.0; 13.0 5.2; 1384; 281; 21S. Do. 9 

3 Akur<;li arr~ ... NW; 10.4: 16.0. 3.2: 1142; 203; SO. Chinchavad. I 

4 Alan<;li-Coraci ~r- E: 14.4; 14.0. 9.1; 1794: 339; 13. Local. ... 
'ifTu<rr. 

5 Arilbeganv Bk. S: 4.4; S.O. 1.7; 939; 168; 164. Poona. S 
art~ <f. 

6 ArilbeganV" Kd. S; 5.0; SA. 5.2; 731; 153; 93. Do. 9 
~"-'f. 

7 Arilbi art<rY' ... SW; 16.0; 25.0. 3.3, 770: 171; 195. Donaje. S 
8 Antroli aj;;lr.or ... SW: 21.4; 45.0; 4.2: 505; 114; 64. Vele. 3 , 
9 Arvi amff ... S; 11. ; 20.0. 4.4; 849; 166; 16. Khed.Siv. 4 

10 A~tapiir ~~ ... E; 1S.0; 28.0. 5.9; 901; 17S; ... UruIi·Ko. 4 

11 Bahuli ~ ... SW: 14.0. 25.0. 6.0; 1177; 221; 388. Pirangut. 10 
12 Bakori ~r ... NE; 14.0; 18.0. 3.0. 409; S9; 93. Vagholi. 5 
13 Balevadi q~r ... NW; 6.4; 6.4. I.S; 762; 113, 1. Poona • 4 
14 Ba~ere orrUT~ ... NW; 5.2; 9.0. 3.2; 210; 209; 6. Poana. 6 

15 Bhava<;li mcrer ... NE; 11.2; 21.0. 4.0; 508; 99; 60. Vagholi. 3 
16 Bhavarapiir ~ ... E; 17.6; 1S.4. 1.6; 124; 33; 57. UruIi·Kn. 3 

§17 Bhosari ~rn-u ... N; 7.6; :0.0. 10.S; 5153; 934; 321. , Local. ... 
18 Bivari ~r ... E; 16.0; 1S.0. 3.1; 229; 52; 1I0. Loni.Kalbhor. 6 
19 Bopakhela orTcr~ ... N; 5.0; 11.0; 2.3; 1232; 259, 50. Yeravade. 6 
20 Burkeganv "!~ ... E; 17.4; 18.0. 3.8; 535; 117; 99. Taleganya.Dh. 4 
21 Carholi Bk. ~re-r ... N; 10.4; 13.0. 12.2; 5294; 936; 677. Local. ... 

22 Cikhali ~ ... N; 12.0; ... 6.2; 2100; 392: 265. Masi • 3. 

§23 Cificava<;la ~ ... NW; 9.4; 12.0. 4.2: 4369; 936; 179 . Local. ... 
24 Ciiicoli mrm ... NW: 14.0; 16.0. 2.S; 1384; 357; . ... Dehu.Road. I 

§25 DapodI ({l1irer ... N; 5.0; 6.0; 0.7; 7437; 1684; 105. Local • ... 
§26 Dehii ~ , ... N; 15.2; IS.O. *5.1; 16280; 4169; ... Local • '" 

27 ,Dhanakavadi ~ S; 3.4; 6.0. 1.2; 299; 60; 93. Poana. 6 
28 Dh1i.nori '<IDiTtt ... N; 6.4; 10.0. 3.8; 1145; 221; 120. Yeravada • 4 
29 Dh1i.yari ~ ... SW; 5.4; 9.0. 4.8; 2099; 381; 325. Poon," S 
30 Dighi f~ ... N; 7.0; 8.0. 3.4; 1237;; 236; 150. Yeravada • 4 
31 Jlo~aje ~ ... SW; 9.4; 13.0. 3.7; 782; 176; ... Local . 
32 Jlongaraganv ~ NE; 16.2; 16.0. 3.4; 793; 132; 290. Koreganv Bm. Ii 
33 Jlu<;lulaganv ~ N; 12.0; 15.0. 1.4; 390; 73; 78. Alandi·Dcv. 2 
34 Caii<;ladre ~ ... S: 11.0: 18.0. 2.2: 334; 67; 6. Khcd-~iv. 2 
35 Chera Sinhaga<;la SW; 13.0; 14.0. 13.3;' 1180; 249: '" Dcnlje. 2 

~f~. .• 

*Population and household ligures included 
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POONA DISTRICT 715' 

Taluka. 

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar; Motor Stand ; Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Bazar Day; Distance. Distance. information. 

--
Poona 16 Poona Sun.&W.16 I.N.D.A. Stop 5 w. s.(p); cs (con.); 5 tt 4 gym. 

Do. 13 Do. do. 13 Do. 2 w. s. (P) ; 6 tl. ; 6 gym. 
Chinchsvad I Chineh.vad Daily I Local ... w . s. (p.) ; 2 d. ;. e ; gym. 
Local ... Loni.KaI. Sat. 4 LocaJ ... w . s (p.) ; pyt. ; cs (c.) ; c ; 3 d •• mq.; ds. 

Poona 8 Poona W.Sun. 8 Dhsyari 3 * s (P) : 4 II ; gym. * GaYamukh water , 
Poon] II Poona W.Sun. 9 Poona 8 w. 2tl;ds;gym. 

Do. 24 Do. do. 25 Khsdakavasla ... w • • (P) ; 4 tl ; lib. 
Do. ... Vele Fri. 3 Vele 3 w • • (p.) ; 4 tl. 
Do. 20 Khed. Siv. Thll. 3 Khecla·Siv. 3 w. • (P) ; pyt ; 5d. ; gym. 

Uruli Kn. 4 UruliKn; SUI). 4 UruliKn. 5 w. • (P) ; 4 d ; mq. ; c ; gym; ferry in 
(rainy season.) 

Poona 25 Poona W.Sun.25 Khadakvasala 13 rv. • (P) ; 8 t! ; launch 4 miles. 
00. 14 Koregenva Bm. Thu. 3 Vagholi 7 w. s(p); gym. 

Kirkee 5 Bh,mburde Sun. 3 Aundh I w. s (P) ; 3 tI ; c ; gym ; viiI. ft. Ct. 
Do. 5 00. do. 6 Do. I rv. • (p); 5tl; c; 3 gym; Bhair9ba Fr. Vsk. 

Sud. 3. 
Poona 9 Phulagama Fri. .. Vagholi 3 rv • 2t1;c;gym. 
UrilliKn. 3 UruliKn. Sun. 3 UruliKn. 3 rv. • (P) ; 3 d. ; c. 
Kirkee 5 Chakan 8 LocaJ w. s (P) ; cs. (mp) ; 3 tI. . 
UruliKn. 4 UruliKn. Sun. 4 UruliKn. 4 rv. s (P) ; 3 d ; fmy in rainy season. 
Kirkee 4 Poona W.Su.7 Poona 7 rv. • (P) ; tl. 
Poona 18 Taleganva-Dh Mon 5 Koreganv Bm. 5 rv. • (P) ; 2 d.; c. 
Poona 13 Local Thu. AIandiDe. I rv. • (P) ; pyt ; cs(mp); 4tI c;, mg.; d. ; 

gym ; Vagheshwar Fr. M.hashiv. 
Chinchsvad 3 Chaksn Sat. 4 Mosi 3 rv. • (P) ; 6 tl ; gym; mq.; Bhairava Fr. Ct. 

rv. Sun.15. 
LocaJ ... Poona W.Sun.1I Shivajinagar 11 • (P) ; 7 tl.; mq.;ds ; 6 gym; lib; 

rv. Moraya Cosavi Fr. Mfg. Vad. 3.6. 
Dehu.Road I Chsksn Sat. I Dehu.Road I • (P) ; 3 d ; gym. 
Kirkee 3 Poona W.& Sun.6 Local ... w • s(P); 2 d. 
Load I Chakan Sat. 3 LocaJ ... tv • s(P) ; pyt ; cs (c). c (con) ; T ukaram 

&Viilial t1; 7ds ; 2 gym; 21b; mq: 
Yin. Frs. Phg. and 1(t. 

Poona 7 ... ... ... Poona 6 rv • 5 tI. ; gym. 
Do. 7 Peona Sun. & Wed. 7 Poona 7 w. s (P) ; d; 

POOOl 8 Do. do. 8 Local I w. s(P) ; cs (e); 6 tI ; gym. 
Do. 8 00. do. 8 Poona 8 w. • (P) ; ·3d. Urus Mgh. Sud. 15. 

Poona (4 Do. do. 14 Local ... w • s(P) ; Amriteshvar Fr. Ct. Sud. 15. 
Korganv. Bm. It Koreganv Bm. It tv. s(P) ; tI. c ; Bhairava Fr. Ct. Sud.: 15. 

Chakan Sat. 7 AIandi De. 2 tv. • (p) ; 2 d; c; Kaniphsnalh Mgh. Vad 3. 
Poona 18 Kheda-Siv. Thu. I! Kheda-Siv. It w. 4 d; gym. 

Do. 15 Poona Sun. 16 LocaJ '" s(P); Tanaji Navami Mgh. Vad. 9. 

i' I 
ill Dehll Road. MiUtary and Civil Area~ 
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, 
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~",m 
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6-l KI.)tll;ml\h~ mn ~; 3.c); S.o. ~.); ~; ,"; :..~ P- ,\ ,: 
65 Ku,hje ~ S\f; 9.6; I>.G. 2.3; i~; I~; 1'::1. Pinnpt. U l 
66 Lobaganv ~ ~1:; 7.2; 9.0. I~.l; ~~; G; 131. F_ , I 

~::E; 
, 

67 Loni Kiilabhor 11.2; 11.0. ' 16.7; 6196; 1:U~; 6i~; Loc:.l. 1 ! 
~ 

. 
I 
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Leal Ii t-i-U s... 1 P ...... 5 d. .(p); PJt. <So (c). (Dis); :I ; .. gym ; c ; 

~ Fr. &. V.d. 8.. 
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P- 6 P..- s..... • P~ 5 d..1Y. ~ , 
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P ..... a P .... 5'L .(p): <.S (c). (gE); 4d ; gym ; c ; d. L. 
~ t6 ~ lk • V~ 2} ... .(p) ; 5tl ; gym :clo; ~FI 

llq.Sod.I5.. 
Pama II P ..... s-. II LaI - ; t..d. ,(p); <s (c) ; 5tl ; ]gym ; 2 c ; Jib ; 

2disp; ~Fr. a.. V.L 8; 
a-L.ma, 2 mies; c!. L. 
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t 
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P- 6 , Do.. do. 5 P ..... 51 

I- .(p); 4 tl ; c ; ds ; ~ib ; 3 !:JIlL 

I 
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I 
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i T ul:.na Foir l'bg. V.I. 1 
Local L:d s... Loal : ..... S(P) ; PJl ; c( c), (caa) ; 5 tI ; c ; 

1&1; ds; om; 3 Jib ; Rosie Tr. c.:. 
~ Fr. Q. Sod. IS; d. L. 

lPop.6:~) 



718 BOMBAY STATE GAZEllEER 
, BaveZi 

Direction: , Area (sq. ms.); Pop. ; PostOflice; 
Serial No.; Village Name. Direct distance; Households; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distapce. , 

68 LoI}i Kanda murT NE; 13.6; 13.0. 6.6; 1342; 260; 193. Local. 

ct~. 
69 MahamadavaQi SE; 5.2; 9.0. 2.7; 1043; 194; 184. Hadapasar. 2 

mi~~cn~ 
70 MalakheQa ;rr~'ih' ... SW; 13.0; 24.0. 0.7; 182; 42; 69. Donaie. 4 

71 MamurQi +JT<iif .. · NW; 14.2; 20.0. 1.1 ; 726; 205: Chinchavad. 5 

72 MaI,lQavi Bk. l1TsorT,! • SW; 12.2; 18.0. 1.7; 387; 75; 122. Pirangut. 14 

73 MaI,lQavi lCd. llWfT~ • SW; 12.0; 18.0. 0.5; 306; 62; 71. Do. 17 

74 Mafijari Bk. ~ or · E; 8.4; '9.0. 7.5; 52[8; 1087; 372. ManiariFm. 3 

• 
75 Mafijari Kd. ~T~. E; 8.4; 15.0. 4.6; 826; 182; 150. Do. 3 

76 Mosi lim ... N; 11.2; 13.0. 5.8; 2185; 393; 293. Local. 

77 NandeQa ~ •.. SW; 5.6; 18.0 . 1.8; 1549; 289; 155. Donaie. 4 

78 Uandosi ilR"rnT ... SW; 7.0; ~I.O . 4.3; 561; 107; 109. Do. 3 

79 Narhe ~ ... SW; 4.6; 8.0 . I. 7; 369; 83; 108. poona. 7 

80 Nayagluiv ~ ... E; 15.0; 16.0 . 8.5; 2012; 465; 384. Uruli-Kn. 3 

81 NhavI SaI).Qas 'W'fT E; 20.6; 25.0. 3.4; 599; 126; 176. T a1eganv Dh. 4 

~. 
82 NigaQi ~T ... NW; 11.2; 17.0. 1.5; 286; 70; 45. Cindchavad. 3 

83 Niragm;li f.roIS'T ... NE; 11.0; 13.0. 1.7; 2i9; 55; 58. Charholi Bk. 3 

84 Pa~aI).a qp;rJ1lT ... NW; 4.2; 8.0. 6.2; 893; 144; 4. Poona. 3 

85 PeraI).e q<:ur ... NE; 16.0. 15.0. 4.8; 1341; 221; 260. Koreganv Bm. Ii 

86 Phulaganv ~ ... NE; 14.2; 15.0. 1.4; 630; 121; 8. Local. 

87 Phurasuilgi 2i~ ... E; 8.4; 10.0. 7.9; 4719 924; 485. Local. 

88 Pirilpale Gurav NW; 0.6; 9.0. 1.5; 615; 106; 151. Ch:nchavad. 5 

f~~~. 
89 Pirilpale Nilakha NW; 5.6; 10.4. 2.0; 1320; 333; 3. AundhCamp. 

f~ f.rmcr. 
90 Pimpale Saudagar 

f~~· 
NW; 7.0 10.4. 1.7; 1014; 180; 98. Chinchavad. 4 

91 Pirppari SaI,lQas E; 22.0; 28.4. 6.0; 955; 187; 300. Taleganv Dh. 4 

f~~· <) 
t92 Pimpari Vaghere NW; 7.6; 9.0. 5.3; 8931; 2049; 168 . Pimpari R. Camp. i 

. fCrn:T cr~=t· .) 

93 Pisoli rrmm ... SE; 5.4; 8.0. 1.9; 29;; 60; 75. Poons. 

94 RahataI).i ~1lTT ... NW; 7.4 10.0. 1.8; 681; 127; 108. Chinchavad. 3 
() 

95. RahatavaQe 
, 

~~~f S; 12.6; 29.0. 2.5; 808; 156; 13. Khed Siv. 5 
96 Raveta me: I 

... NW; 13.0; 18.0. 3.7; 943; 174; I. Chinchavad. 3 

Q7 SihiO'lln'inll mm.::ur . S\Y1· 14 O. " 0 ? A. "7Q'2.. 101:.1. 100 D~ ___ ~_,,-



POONA DISTRIcr 719 
.TfJZtika. 

RaawaySt. ; Weekly Bazar ; Motor SIPnd ; Water. [ Institutions and oth ,< 
Dislince.· Bazar Day; Distance. Distance. information. 

" 
J 

Poona 13 Local Wed. I Local Iw• s(P) ; cs(c) ; tl ; c ; d. b. (I). 

Do. 5 Hadapasar D.,;)y 2 H"d.pasar 2 rv. s(P) ; 3 tI ; mq ; gym. 

PooM 18 Poolld W. &Soo.18 Khadakavasala w. s(P); 2 tl ; laooch service. 
DehuRoad I T a1eganv Db. Sun. 4 w. s(P) ; 3 tI. 
Poon. 18 Poom Wed. IS I.N.D.A. Stop 6 w. 5t1; gym. 
Do. 17 Do. 17 00. 5 w. s(P) ; 2t1 ; gym. 

Mundhave 3 Loni·Kalabhor Sat. 5 Ha.L.pasar 4 p,w. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(fmq). Mis; ; 4tl ; Manjara 
Devi Fr. Mrg. sud. 6. 

Hadapasara 4 Hadapasar Daily 4 ManjariFm. 3 w.,rv. s(P) ; 4 tl ; c, math. 

Chinchavada 5 Chakan Sat. 6 Local w. S(P);3t1;5 gym; Vill.Fr.Mgh. vad.14 
Poona 8 Poona Sun.W.S Dalpevadi I rv. S(P) ; 6tl; mq; 2gym ; Vadaiabai Fr. 
00. 10 Do. do. 10 Khadakavasala 2 w. Ps.sud.15. 

s(P); 4 tI. 
Do. 7 00. do. 7 mayari 2 v. 2tl; c; gym. 

UruliKn. 3 Uruli Kn. Sun. 3 UruliKn. 3 w. s(P) ; 6tl; mq; gym ; ds. 
00. 9 Taleganv Dh. Mon. 4 Taleganv Dh. 4 tv. s (p) ; 3 tie. gym 

Chinchavada 2 I Chinchavad Daily 2 Local w. s(P) ; 5t1 ; ferry in rainy season. 
Poena J3 ! Charoli Bk. Thu. 3 AlandiDe. 3 tv. s(P) ; tI ; pyt :. gym; ds. 
ShivajintgaT8 41 Bhamburd Wed. 4 Locai p.,w. 2t1; c. 

I Koreganv Bm. Tho. I! Koreganv Bm. It tv. s(P) ; 6 tl ; 4 gym ; lib ; Bhairava Ft. 

i Mgh; d.h. 
Peona 16 i Local F;i. 00. 4 rv.,w. s(P) ; pyt ; cs(c) ; 5 tI ; 7mq ; 6 8ym 
S.'$vada Rd. I Loni.Kolber Sat. 3 Hadapsar 41 w .• d. c ; ds ; ~hanbhu Mahalbo Fr. Ct. sud; 

6 ; Tuhi Fr. Vs. sud. 15. 
Kirkee 3 Shivajinsgar Sun. W. 6 Dapodi 2 tv. s(P) ; 5tl ; gym. 

Kirkee 4 Bhamburd Sun.W.6 AundhaCamp tv. s(p) ; 411 ; gym. 

T aiegn. Dh. Mon. 4 T a1eganv Dh. 4 tv. s(p) ; vill. dey. comm ; 3 tl ; 4 !;~'ID. 
.(p); 2tl; c; ds. 

Chinchavad. ... Shivajinagar Sun. W. S Aoodha 2 tv. s(P) ; 3 ti ; c ; ds. 
s(p) ; tl ; c; gym. 

Chinchavada 4 Sluvajinsg.rSun. W. 10 Pimpari R C. rv.p.w. S(P) ; a(con) 5 ; (c). n. (m)2 ; c 
7t1; libs. 

Poona 6 PooM Sun.W.6 w. 4tl ; gym ; P"damavati Fr. Ps. :uc!. 15. 

Chinchavada 4 Shivajinsgar do. 9 Shivajinsgar 9 rv. s(P) ; 6tl ; 2 gym. 

Poona 20 KhedSiv. Thu. 5 Kondhanpur w. .(p) ; 4tl ; 2gym ; ds. . 
De!.uRcad 2 rv. s(p) ;5tl ;mq;3 gym ; ferry in ~ainy 

lSi Poor.a 
season. 

PooDa Sun.W. IS Khadakavasla 18 rv. .(p) ; 4tl ; gym ; c ; launch service. 



'. ------
720 BOMBAY STATE GAZE;rI'EER 

Haveli 

-
Serial No. ; Village Name. I D'''''''' Area (sq. ms.); Pop. : Post Office ; 

Direct distance; H~useholds; Agriculturists. Distance. 
Travelling distance. 

98 Sangavillaveu ~ NW; 5.0; 8.0. 1.4; 1299; 373; 5. AundhCamp. 1 

99 
~ .... 

SangaTI Sa~9a~~~ E; 21.4; 28.4; 3.7; 478; 98; Talel@llvDh. 4 
~ ... 

100 Saste ~~ ... E; 13.0; 17.0. \.9; 137; 25; 70; Loni-Kalabhor 4 
101 SU;dava~e f~ ... E; 18.4; 20,0. 7.8; 1110; 212; 13. Uruli.Kn. 3 
102 Sirasava9i fimrqriT. E; 16.2; 18.4; 4.3; 585. 88; 145. Loni-Kalabhor. 8 
103 Siva~e fucrar ... SW; 5.6; 13.0 . 3.1; 802; 148; ·142.- Poona. 7 
104 Soriapiir ~ ... SW; 15.0; 22.0. r.6; 533; 110: 100. Donaje. 6 
105 Talavade ~ ... N; 13.4; 18.0. 3.8; 842; 142; O • Dehu 2 
106 T~age' oti' ... E; 16.0; 17.0. 4.4; 399; 68; 3. AlandiCh. 2 

§107 Theiir ~ ... E; 12.0; 13.0. 8.0: 2333; 425; 43. Loni-Kalbhor 3 

108 Tulapiir ~ ... NE; 14.0; 18.0. 3.2: 720; 222; 117. Phulaganv. 
109 UI}.<.'!ri ~r ... SE; 5.6; 9.0. I 4.1; 686: 126; 150. Poona. 6 
110 Urali 1;)evaci ~ SE; 6.4;.7.4; 8.9; 2679; 509; 351. Local. 

~CfT'ilT ... 
111 Urali Kaiican ~ E; 1Z.4; 18.0. 5.3; 3347: 781; 313. Local. 

'fiT'ilif ... 
112 Vadadare <mt ... SW; 13.4; 24.0 •• 1.8; 441; 89; 190.' Donaje. 5 
113 Va~agailv Bk. C(S- SW; 4.2; 7.0; 1.8; 710; 157; 104. POODl!. 6 

iTi''l~. ... 
114 Vac;l.aganv Kd. C(S- SW. 4.4; 20.0. ' 0.6: 550: 72; 32. Do. 7 

iTi''l~. . .. 
115 Vac;l.aganv Sen C(S- NE; 5.0; 6.0. 2.4; 1046; 241; 130. Mundhave. 1 

tJiq ~hT '" 

116 Vac;l.agailv Sinde Cf6'- NE; 1 \.0; 12.0. 2.3; 1047; 161; 122. Vagholi. 6 
iTi''lfw. • . 

'" 
117 Vac;l.aki ~<tT ... SE; 10.0; 12.0 . 8.5; 1669; 339; 329. Uru1i De. 2 

118 Vade Bolhai' cni E; 14.0; 16.0. 8.8; 1220; 218; 266. Loni-Kalabhor. 6 aii("~T~ ... 
119 Vac;l.hu Kh. .Cf~~ .... NE; 15.0;' 21.0; 2.5; 482; 80; : 82. Phufaganv. 2 120 Vagholi <ml~T ... NE; 9.4; 9.0. 13.3; -4202; 716; 417. Local. 

•• 
121 Valati qoo'cfT ... E; 

., 
17.6; 18.;. 3.7; fl95· 133; UruliKn. 5 122 Vailga~'i Cfi;rJft ... S; 16.0; 30.0. 3.7; . ftio; 221; 250. KhedaSiv. 7 .. 

123 Viirje ~ '" SW; 4.0; 8.0. 7.9; 382; 84; 99. Poona. 

1~1 124 Viiijhar fcI~ ... SW; 17.4; 35.0. 5.6; 1114; 223; 162. I Khed Siv. 
, : 



I'OONA DISTRIC'r' 721 
Taluka. 

RailW.y St. : weeldy Ihz,r : Motor Stand: 
~ 

Water. .Institutions and other 
Distance. Bazar Day: Distance. Distance. information . 
~ .. -

Kirkee 3 Bhamhurda Sun. W. 6 AundhCamp. I p.,w. s(P): 3t! : gym : Bhairava Fr. Vsk. 

UruliKn. '10 T alego.Dh. Mon. 4 "Taleganv Dh. 4 rv. s(P) : 3tl : c. 
,. -

Loni-Kal. 4 Loni-Kal. Sat. 4 Theur 2 rv. 2tl-; .Ef:JTy in rainy season. 
UruliKn. 3 UruliKn. Sun. 3 UruliKn. 3 w. .(p). 

Do. 7 Koregn. Bm. Thu. S Shikarpura 6 w • .t1: c. 
Shivajinagar 1 P';'Ra 

. 
W. Sun. S P~na .S d. s(p); 7t!: 2gym. 

Poona .. Poona W. Sun; Khadakavasala w.rv • a(p) : 4tI ; gym. 
Chinchavad 4 Chakan Sat. 6 Dehu 2 w. s(p) ; 4t1; g~: 
A1andi Ch. 3t Kunjravadi Tue. 5 UruliKn. 5 D.W. tl: Co' 

Loni.Kal. 3 Da. do. Local spr. s(p); es(c): tl ; c ; Nath MaharaiFr. . · Phg.Sud.S. 
-.-

Poona I~ Koregn.Bm. Thu. 5 Vagholi 4 rv. s(P) : tl ; ghat. 
P';,.,na 6' Hadapasar Daily 4 Poona 6 w. .(p) ; 411 : c ; gym. 
Sasavad Rd. 1 Loni.KaI. Sat. 6 Hadapasar · 4 w. s(p) : es(c) ; 5 tl ;, m,q : 4gym : ds : . 

2c : Nalh Fr. Ct. Sud. 15. , 
Local Local Sun. Local .. w . s(p) : pyt : es (c) : 2t! : mq : gym: 

Mahatma Gandhi Nature binic • 
Poona 19 Poona W. Sun. 19 Khada~vasal • s(P) : 5tl : gym : launch service; rv.w. 

Do. 6 Do. do. 6 Dhayari It cI. s(p); 2t1: gym. 

Do. ·7 Da. do. 7 Do. 
": i cI. t!: gym. 

Hadapasar It Do. do. 6 Poona 6 w. t! ; es(c). 

Poona 10 Da. do. 10 ~. 10 rv. s(p) ; 2\l. 

Phurasangi 2 Loni.Kal. Sat. 4 Hadapasar 7 w. .(p' :4tl:2gym;c :lih:Bhairavay~. . Mgh.vsd.S • 
Loni·KaI. 6 Do. do. 

/ 

6 Vagholi 6 I w'. s(p) : cs(c) : 6tl .: mq : Us. . 
Poon. · i5! Phulag~~v Fri. t Koregn.Bm. • s(p) : 3t1 ; 3c : gym. rv •. . 

Do. I ~. Local w. s(p) : pyt : es (c) : c : ds : 2mq I 

I ., 2gym ; StI; BhairalJa Fr. Mgh. 
UruliKan. 5 Uruli Kan. Sun. S UruliKn. 5 w. Sud. \5 

Nasarapur 7 Kondhanpur 3 w. .(ph pyt: 2t1. 
Poona 6 Poona Sun. W. 5 Poona 6 rv. t1; gym. 

Sakhar Wed. I Nasarapur w. .(p): es(c): 411 : gym. 

.". ! 



722 :BOMBAY STATE CAZETTEEl\ 

Indaptw. 

Serial No. : Village Name. Direction: Area {Sq. ms.} ; Pop. : Post Office : 
Direct distance : Househ~lds ; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 
, . . 

1 ,Agoti arrmGr ... N; 9'4; 12.0. 4.0: 668; 123; 139. PomaIvadi. ·3 
2 Ajoti ~ ... NE; 6'4; 6.0. 2.9; 442: 86: 55. Indapur •. 9 
3 Akole 0Il'Ii~ ... W: 18'4; 28.0. 7.6; 881; 281: 61. KaIaa. 2 
4 AthUl1le .~ ... Wi· Ij'O; 16.0. " .4; 2814: 568; 315. Lasume. -2 
5 Avasari ~, ~ ..... S; 5'2: 6.0. 4.1; 334; 76; 61; Indapur. 6 
6 Babhulaganv ~- SE; 5'4: 8.0. 5.1: 497: 104;" 98. Do. 6 

mer ... 
7 BalapuQi ~r ... NW; 7'0; _ 7.0. 3.~; 160; 27: 20.· Nimganv Ket. 6 
8 Biivac;le ~' ... S: 10'4: II .0. 32.4: 8927; 1963; 1286. Local. . 
9 BeQasmge ~ ... S; 4'2: 5.0. 1.8: 148: 28; 21. Indapur. S 

10 BhadalavaQi~r NW; 18'0; 20.0. 5.3: 274; 54; 49. Diksal. 7 
11 BhanQganv ~ ... S; 8'0; 9.0. 5.1: 730; 165: 125. Bavade. 4 
12 Bhatanimaganv me- S: 6'2; 6.0. 
f~ 

3.2; 318; 60: 62. Do. ; 

13 BhavaQi ~ ... NW; 10'2; ".0. 3.0; 437; 86; 53. P8lasclev • 3 
14 ijhigavaJ}. f~ ... NW;21"0; 22.0. 5.2; 2747; 531: 146. Diksal 2 

15 BijavaQi f~r • 5.0. ... NW; 5'0; 6.0: 425; 77; 83: Indapur. 5 
16 Bon orRr ... W; 18'0; 22.0. 7.2;. 2138; 412: 235. Lasume • 3 
17 Cakati 'ifT'fiIiT ... SW: 13'2; 18.0. 3.2; 245; 50; 52. Bavade . 5 
18 C~Qaganv~ ... NW; II '2; 14.0. 2.3; 240; 51; 56. Indapur. 14 
19 Cikhali f~r ... W; 19'0; 24.0. 1.5; 426; 96: 22. Lasurne. 4 
20 J;)alaj ~ ... NW; 16'0; 16.0. 9.0: 1807: 321; 241. Local. ., 
21 Dikasal f~ .. . NW; 19'4: 23.0. 3.1; 512: ,98; 63. Local. 2 
22 Gang~aganv .~ NW; 5'5; 5.0. 3.0; 73; 19: 24. Indapur. 5 
23 Ganjev~ .1i~ct¥UI .. . N: 10'0; 13.0. 12.5; 269; 48; 43. Do. II 
24 Giravi fifVfr ... SE; 12'6; 19.0. 3.7: 470; 101: 25. Bavade . 7 
25 Gokhali~ ... SW:' 2'6; 3.0. 4.1; 118; 200 .. ' 27. Nimganv Ket . 3 
26 Gondi .mIT ... S: 13'0; 16.p 1.9: 197; 38; 18: Bavade . 6 
27 GotoJ?,QI .nG~r ... W; 10'4:." .0 7.2: 1091; 257: . 34 • Nimg\U'v ,Ket. 3i 
28 HIDgaJ?,aganv f~'IUI'1 jct 5'£: .5'6; 6.0. 3.8; ..J58; 64: -63. In&pur. 6 

§29 IiJ.dapiir (municipal H.Q. 40.3; 4981 :.1J67; Local. 
area) ~~ 

. ... ... 
29a Indapiir (non-muni- ~'}J; 602; 810. Do. 

cipal area) (~ 
30 . Jamb :.;rt<r ... W; 21 '6: 25.0. 2.4; f:tJ7; 118: 78. Sansar 6-4 
31 KajhaQ ~ '" W. 19'6; 24.0. 10.3; 1431; 247; 51. Sansar 2 
32 Kalamb <iiOOif ... W: 1,.6; 23.0. 10.5; 13<184, 3034; 77. Valachandnagar I 

,_I 

33 Kalasa ~ ... W; 15'6; 24.0. 24.6; 2281; 480: 370. Local. .' 
,,> . 

34 Kalasi ~ '" N: 7'4: 10.0. 4.0.!1 478; 100; "0. Indapur 9 
35 KaIathaJ?,~ ... N; 5'4: 7.0. 7.0; 980. 188; 169. Do. 7 

e' 



I'OONA. DISTlUCr 723 .. ,' 
.7'aluka. . -. , 

Rai1_ySt. ; Weekly BaZar ; BaZllr Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day; Distance. Distance. information. 

31 PomaI:adi 

- .. 

Pomalvadi Fri. 3 Loni 6 rv. s(P) ; 2 tI ; gym, 

Diksal 31 Indapur Sun. 9 Indapur 9 rv. s(p); cs(e); 4tl ; c. 
: 

9 Kalas Tue. 2 . Bhigvan 6 ;(p); cs(e); 3t1 • Do: w. 
Baramati 16 Laeurne Wed. 2 Local -'- s(p) ; cs(e) ; 5 tI ; ds ; mq; c. u: 
Diksal ,2i Indapur Sun. 6 Indapur 6 w. S@ ; cs(e) ; tl ; gym ; e. 

Dq. 28 Do. do. 6 Hinganganv i lY. s(p) ; es(e) ; 3 tI ; c. 

.f)o. do. 7 ~ni 2 w. a(p) ; tI. 
Diksal . 32 Local Fri. Local w .. rv • s(P); pyt; cs (c). (mp) ;4tl; mq ; c; 

d. Irrig. Bung. 
Do. 26 Indapur Sun. 5 Indapur 5 w. c. 

Do. 1 Bhigvan do. 5 Bhigvan 5 w .• n. s(P). 
Do. -'28 Bavade Fri. 4 I...qcal 3 rv. s(p>' ; cs(e) ; tI ; mq ; c. 
Do. - 28 Indapur Sun. 6 Indapur , .6 rv. a(p); e. .. 

Pomslvadi 2 Palaselev Mon. 3 Loni 2 w. s(P) ; tI ; gym ; c. 
Diksal 2 Local Sun. Local w. 

-
a(p) ; pyt ; cs(mp) ; 3tl ; m.... ds; gy .. ; 
c ; Bhairava Fr. Ct. vad 8. 

Pomslvadi 9 Indapur Sun. S Rajevadi 0-6 w. s(p); tI' 
Baramati II Local Fri. Lasurne 3 w. a(p) ; pyt; cs(e). (i) ; 5 tI ; mq ; lib. 

Do. 30 Bavade Fri. 5 Bavade 5 lV. a(p) ; 2tl; e. . 
Pomslvadi' I Pomalvadi Fri. I .Loni 4 rv. s(P)': 3t1 ;. ds. 
Baramati 16 Lasurne Wed. 4 Lasume 4 rv. s(P) ; tl i c. 
Diksal 7 Bhigvan . $un. 6 Local rv. .(p); cs(e).(mis) ; mq ; lib: c. 

Do. 2 Do. Sun. 2 BhigvjUl' 2 rv. s(P); 2 tI. 
Pomalvadi 9 Indapur Sun. 5 Local n. .(p); t~ c. 
Vasimbe 2 Do. do. II Indapur II rv. cs(c) ; gym; Co 

Diksal 45 AkIuj Mon. S Bavade 7 rv. s(p) ; tI. 
Do. 2S Indapw'·r Sun. 3 Indapur 3, w. 
Do. 47. Bav~e . -Fri. 6 Bavade ... 6 rv. s(P); c. 

Bararnati ).2 Nimganv K. Sat. 3-4 Nimganv Ke~3! wI,n. s(p); 4tl. 
Dikssl 

. 2t Indapur Sun. -' Local 0-1 'rf:- s(p) ; tI. 
Diksal 22 Local ~ - Local w. .(p) ; mun ; cs(e) ; 12 t1 ; 2 mq ; -.. 4gym ; d. b. (I) • 

Bararnati 12 Lasurne Wed. 6 S.nsar 6f rv. a(p); 3 tL 
Baramati 12 Bori Fri. 2 Sansar 2 w. s(P) ; cs(e) ; 4 tI : mcj! gym. ; 

Do. 22 W.lachand. Wed. 1 Walchandnagar .. rv.,w. .(p) ; pyt ; esC,) ; 3 tl ; C I Maruti 
nagar Fr. Ct. VIId. 5 ; Includes WaIch.lIl_ 

nagar. 
Diksal II Loco! Tue. Luurne 6 w. a(p) ; pyt ; cs(e) ; IIJtIl ;. mq; dB . Hvaneshwar Fr: 

asimbe v 3 Indapur Sun. 9 Indapur 9 tv. a(P) ; gym ; c. 
Dikso! 29 Do. do •• 7 Do. 7 tv. .(p) :gym ; lib : Co 

1'0-8 Bk Vf 2-464 



"'4 BOMBAY STATE GAZETTEER 

Indapur 
. 

Serial No. : Village Name. Directions; Area (Sq. ms.): Pop.: Post Office : 
Direct distance : Households: Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

36 KiindalagaIiv 'fl i (;Yll( i '1 IE; 8.0: 9.0. 5.9; 560: 118: 77. Ind'!PtJr. 9 
37 Kiin\i 'fliiT ... SW: 8.2; 12.0. 7.2; 1485: 289: 225. Bayade. 7 
38 Kothali 'fl''1"oror ... W: 8.0: 8.0. 5.9: 732; 100: 13. NimganyKet. 5 
39 Kh~rocl ~Rr ... SW: 14.6: 21.0. 7.1 : 1427: 283: 263. Baya~. 8 
40 KumbharagiiIiv 

" 

~~ ... NW: 18.l! 18.0. 4.5; 606; 132: 76. Diksal. 5 
41 Kuravali~r ... 

W: 22.0: 22.0. 2.8: 1095: 213: 64. Lasurne. 4 
42 Liikadi ~r ... W; 22.2; 26.0. 5.0: 867; 171": 155. Sasnsar. 3 
43 Lis~e~ ~ W; 17.4: 18.0. 15.7: 53~; 1102; 168. Local. , ... -44 Lol)i ~Tuft ... NW: 9.1; 9.0. 6.1; 932; 161; 139. Palasdev. 5 

45 Lumevadi ~l\"cm"r ... S; 14.2; 16.0. 2.7: 738; 147; 35. Bavade. 5 
46 ~adana~aQi~~T NW;21.2; 24.0. 8.7; 1153; '183; 96. Diksal: 3 

§47 N arasiIigapiir SE; 12.0; 20.0. 2.4; 359: 86: 29. Local. 
ormrl'f~ ... -

48 Nhiivi ~r .. , NW; 10.6: 12.0. 8.3; 976: 162; 163. Palasdey. 3 
49 Nimaginv Ketaki W; 7.2; 7.r. 14.0; 5272; 887; 45. Local. 
f~~ ... 

50 Nimasikhar f~. SW; 14.6; 17.0. 8.8; 2352; 393: 124. Do. 

51 Niffibodi ~r ... NW;25.0; 24.4. 3.3; 661; 140; 125. Sansar . 2 
52 Niragu~e f~ ... W; 22.0; 31.0. 15.5: 1009: 261: 258 . Diksal. 9 
53 NiranimagaIiv f;r(. S: 14.0: 17.0. 2.5; 713: 153: 122. Bayade. 4 
f~ ... 

§54 Niravangi f~T ... SW; 13.0; 13.0. 10.6; 2243; 472; 189 . Nimagany Ket. 6 
55 Osare ar~ ... S; 14.0; 18.0. 1.2; 141: 31: 20 . Bayade. 8 
56 Pa~asthal ~ ... NE; 7.2: 8.0. 3.9: 329: 64: 29 • Indapur. 8 

§57 Palasadev tram~ ... NW; 13.0; 14.0. 17.3; 2795: 562. . 406: Local • 

58 Pimpale ~ ... NW;22.2; 27.0. 3.4; 253; 54; 33 . Diksal. 5i 59 Pimpari Bk. f~T or. S; \1.6; 16.0. 4.0; '191: 101:' 30. Bayade. 4 
60 Pimpari Kd. Nti1:r <i. NW: 3.6; 4 O. 2.0: 124; . 27: 4. Indapur. 4 
61 Pitakdvar f~ .~. SW; 9.4; 11.0. 3.7; 504; 90; 16. Nimgany Ket. 3 
62 PondhavaQi q-~r ... NW:20.4; 26.0. 5.7; 476; 106: 70. Diksal. 6 
63 RajavaQi ~ ... NW; 5.0. 5.0. 0.9~ 49; 12; 14. Indapur. 5 
64 Re~a ~6T ... SW: 10.4: 12.0; 3.1; 661; 135; 34 . Bavade. 7 

65 Re~al).i U"urr ... SW; ":6; 13.0. 7.1; 1036;, 199: 58. Do . 7 
66 Rui ~f ... W; 12.0; 14.0. 10.2: 1001: 188: 194. Nimgany Ket. 6 
61 ,Sahii ~ '" E; 4.0; 4.0. 4.1; "415; 79; 56. Indapur. 4 
68 Sal).asar ~~ ... W; 21.0; 22.0. 9.2; 3283; 536; 414. Local • 4 

<'. 

69 Sariti ~r S; 14.0; 15.0. 0 129 216. Bayade. 4 ... 3.0; 615; 
70 SelagiIiv ~ ... W; 12.0; 15.0. 

1
24.8: 3383; 476 577. Nimganva Ket. 6 

--



Taluka. 

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar ; Bazar 
Distance. Day ; Distance. 

Dibal 3.2 ,llndapur Sun. 9 

Pomalvadi 8 
Baramati 21 

~ 

Dikspl 5 

Baramati 16 
00. 9 
00. 14 

Pomalvadi 5 

Diksal 4.4 
00. ·3 

Jeur 22 

PomaIsvadi II 

amati Bar 

00. 
'ksal Di 
00. 

Diksal 
eur J 

p omalvadi 

D iksal 
00. 

D iksal 

ih.1 
omalvadi 

D 
P 
D iksal 

00. 
Do. 
00. 
amati &r 

iksal 
.mati 

D 
Bar 

--. 

24 

9 
9 

37 

40 
7 
3 

5.4 
38 
25 

6 
7 

30 

30 
12 

9 

37 
20 

, Nimganv Ket. Sat. . 00. do. 5 
Bavad Fri. 8 

Bhigvan Sun. 5 

Lasume Wed. 4 
&ramati ' Thu. 9 
Local Wed. 
Palasadev Mon. 5 

Bavade Fri. 5 
Bhigavan Sun. 3 
AkIuj 2 

Palssdev Mon. 3 
Local Sat. 

Walchanc:\.. Wed. 3 
nagar 

Lasume Wed. 3 
Bhigvan Sun 8 
Bavade Fri. 4 

Nimganv Ket. Sat. 6 
AkIuj Mon. 4 
Indapur Sun. 8 
Local . Mon. . 
Bhigvan Sun.4.4 
Bavade Fri. 4 
ludapur Sun. 4 
Nimganv Ket. Sat. 3 
Bhigvan Sun. 5 
Indapur Sun. 5 
Nimganv Ket. Sat. 7 

00. 7 
Do. 6 

Indapur Sun. 4 
Lasurne Wed. 4 

Bavade Fri. 4 
Nimgn.Ket. Sat. 6 

t>OONA l>IST1Uc:t 725 

Molor Stand; I Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. I infonnation. 

I -

Hinganganv 6 IV. .(p) ; 2 tI ; e ; 
Nimganv Ket. w.,n. s(P) ; 2t1 ; gym. 

Do. 5 w.,n . s(P) ; tI ; gym • e. 
Bavad 8 TV. .s(p) ; es(c) ; 5t1; mq ; cis ; e; 

Bhavani Fr. An. Sud. 15. 
Local • TV.W. s(p) ;4t1 ;ds;c; LaxmiFr:Ct. Val. 5; 

d. b. (I). 
Lasume 4 rv. .(p); cs(c); Maruti Fr. Ct. Vad. J.I~ 
Sansar 3 w. s(P) ; es(c) ; 3t1 ; c. 
Local w. s(P) ; pyt : cs(e) ; 4 tI ; ds ; lib. 
00. 'w. s(P) ;' es(c) ; 3 tl ; ds : e ; viII. 

fro AscI. : d. h. 
Bavade 5 ry. s(P) ; es(e) ; mq. 

-Bhigavan 2 ··w. .(p) ; cs(c) ; tl ; gym. 

Bavade 10 TV. s(P) ; es(c) ; Narasinha . tl. ; fro Vsk. 
Sud. 15 • 

Loni • 3 w.,n. s(P) ; tI. 
Local W. s(P) ; pyt : es(c) ; (i); 2 tJ ; ds,; mq; 

gym; Mahadeo Fr .• Ct. Sud. 11.13, 
d.b. 

Walehandnagar 3 rv.,w. s(p} : cs(c) ; 4tl ; e. 

Sanasar 2 w. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 3t1 ; C. 
Shetphalgadhe 2 w.· s(Pl ; tI ; mq ; Limbaraj Fr. Sm. Sud. 14 
Bavade 4 TV' s(P) ; es(c) ; 2t1 ; ds ; e. 

Nimaganv Ket. 6 rv. s(P) ; tl ; e ; Nandikeshwar Fr. Svn. 
AkIuj 4 TV. s(p); C. 
Indapur 8 rv. s(P); C. 
Dalaj 5 TV • s(p) ; pyt ; cs(c), (i); 4 tI ; gym ; mq ; 

lib; e ; Palasanath Fr. Ct. Sud. 15 • 
Shetphalgadhe 2.4 w • s(p). 
Bavade 

.. 
4 ;rv. s(P) ; 2 tl. 

Indapur 4 w. e. 
NimganvKet. 3 w. 
Bhigvan 5 w. s(P); tl. 
Local n. tl. 
Nimgamc Ket. 7 n. s(p) ; 3 tI ; ds ; gym ;c: ; Mahadeo Fr. .' 

Ct. Vad. 2. 
Do. 7 n. s(P); 2t1; HanumanJayanti Ct. Sud.\.f 

Dalsj 4 n .• w. s(P) : Bavir'De'v Fr. Kt. Sud. I. 
Iudapur 4 TV. s(p) ; 5 tI; e. 
Lasurne 4 n. s(p); pyt ;cs(c) ;4ti ;ds; mil CI: a 

BIWravaFr. 
AkIuj 2 rV. s(P) ; cs(c) ; 3 tI ; gym ; c· 
Nimganv Ket. 6 W. s(P) ; pyt ; es(c) ; tI ; mq ; e; lVIuictaD<u 

Fr. 



726 llOMBAY STATE CAzETI"EEl\ 
Indaptl-r 

-

Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction; Atea (Sq. ms.); Pop. ; PostOflice ; 
Direct distance ; Households ; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

11 Setaphal GaQhe ~- NW:24.1: 29.0. 8.8 1252 279 147. Diksal. 8 

~~ ... 
72 Setaphala Haveli~- SW, 7.6, 10.0. 6.3 1168 259 136. Bevade. 6 

~~ ... 
73 Sirasom f~ ... N: 5.4: 8.0. 4.3: 332: 67; 29. \lnd8Pur. 8 

74 Sugan~ ~ ... NE: 5.2; 6.0: 3.2: 530: 96: 74. Do. 6 

1S- Takali ~ ... NE: 8.0: 8.0. 4.1; 574: 113: 91. Do. 
~I 76 Ta.kr~avaQl·ij 'til (q I il NW:20.0: 29.0. 1.0: 455; 76; 51. Diksal. 

77 TaQu ~ ... SE: II. 0: 18.0 . 3.5, 447: 77; 38. Bavade. ~I 78 Tarataganv ~ ... E: 7.2: 7.0. 12.5: 100: 18; 17. Indapur. 

79 TavaSi ~ ... W: 23.2: 26.0. 2.6: 1233: 648: 113: Baramati • 9 

80 Uddhat·~ ... W: 22.4: 28.0. 3.1: 1706: 359: 228. Sensar. 5 

81 VaQ,apuri ~T ... SW1' .4.2: 4.0. 10.5: 1778: 357: 303. Nimaganv Ket. 6 

82 Vaha!I~ ... W: 9.0: 9.0. 5.0: 693: 116: 15. Do. 4 

§83 Valacandanagar q'J'W- W: 18.0: 23.0. (Included in KaIamba) Local. 
~~ ... 

84 Vanaga!I ~ ... NW; 3.0:' 3.0. 2.8: 135: 27; 28. Indapur. 3 
85 Varakute Bk. ~,!. NW: 7.4: 9.0. 8.8: 1090; 201; 2m. Do. 9 

86 Varakute Kd.~~. SW: 7.0: 9.0. 6.3; 1429: ~77: 161. Nimganv Ket. 2 



1>OONA. blSTlUC1' 

Railway St. : Weekly Bazar; &Dlr Motor Stand: Water. Institution. and other 
Diatance. Day: Distance. Diatance. information. 

» 

Dibal B Bhi,van Sun. 7 Local 0-3 w. .(p) ; ca(c) : 8)'m; de ; lib ; oil . 
Do. 28 &vade Fri. 6 Bhandaganv 3 c1. I(P) : ca(c) I 4 tl : d. b. 

Vuimbe 7 Iud.pur Sun. 8 Indapur 8 rv. .(P) : c. 
DiJ.u1 II 00. do. 6 Do. £ IV. 1(P): 3t1; e. 
Jeur S Do. do. 8 Vangi 3 rv. I(P); c. 
Dikaal 2 Bhigvan do. I Bhigvan 1 n. I(P) : tI i c. 

Do. 41 Bav.de Fri. 7 &vade 7 rv. I(p): tI: c. 
Do. 3 Indepur Sun. 7 Hinganganv 2 rv. 2t1: e. 

Baramoti 9 Baramati Thu. 9 SInJar 4 w. I(P) : 2t1 : gym. 

00. 10 Do. do. 10 00. S rv. I(P): a(c); tl. 
Dibal 26 Indapur Sun. 4 Local r- 1(P) : ca(c) : 3 tI I mq. 
POnWvadi 4 Nimgnv. Ket. Sat. 4 Nimganv Ket. 4 w. a(P) I tl: gym. 
&ramati 22 I I...ocaI l1.Dcal w •• t. Included in Kalamb. 

Dibal· 191 Indapur Sun. 3 tl. 3 I Indapur w. 
POnWvadi 61 Do. do. 9 j Loni 3 w. .(P) : cs(c) : 4 tI ; gym ; c. 

I Nimasnv.Ket Sat. 21 Nimganv. Ket. 2 W.,D. 1(P) : tI I mq I d. ; 8)'M ; c. 

I . 



BoMBAY sTATE cAZtrrEEit 

Serial No.; Village Name. 
I D' . 

I 
lfechon; 

Direct distance ; 
Travelling distance. 

1 Agara arFT"\: 
2 Aladare ~ 
3 Alarne arm:r 

... SE; 1.0; 1.0. 

... N: I A; 3.0; 

... E; 4.2; 6.0. 

4 Ale ami ... E: _ 15.6; 18.0. 

5 Alii orraI ... N; 8.0; 15.0. 
6 knarapfu. ~ ... E; 1.0; 1.0. 
7 Arilbegavh~a art<T- NE; 10.6; 1 I .0. 
~ .. . 

8 Amboll ~T ... W: 11.2; 14.0. 
9 Ane 3fT1JT ••• E: 23.6; 27.0. 

10 Aftjanavale ~ ... NW;11.4; 15.0. 
i1 ApataIe ~ ... Wi ~ 7.0; 7.0. 
12 Arvi an<ff ... SE; 7.0; 6.0. 

13 Aurangapiir ~ SE: 20.0; 22.0. 

14 Bagalohare "W~'li."( SW; 
IS Bagayat Bk~'i' N; 
16 Bagayat Kd.~~. N; 
17 BallaIavadi' ~- NE; 

crrii' .. . 
18 Barav li£rof ... 5; 
19 .BasH GffifT ... 5; 
20 Belasar ~ ... W; 

§21 Belhe oi~ ... E; 

22 "Bhivade Bk. ~ .... W: 
23 Bhiva~e Kd. fum~. W; 
24 Bori Bk. or"RT."t. . .. SE; 

4.0; 4.0. 
1.0; 1.0. 
1.0; 1.0. 
4.0; 4.0. 

1.0; 1.0. 
5.0: 6.0. 
4.0; 4.0. 

2004; 25.0. 

1\.6; 15.0. 
1204; 15.0. 
16.0; 19.~. 

25 Bori Kd. otTU~. . .. SE; 16.2; 19.0. 
:......:! .. 

26 Botarc;le "'I~~ ... W; 6.0; 6.0. 
27 Cavanda "ffCis ... W: 9.0; 10.0. 
28 Cilhev~<;li f"",~~cIlSl ... NE; 11.0; 11.0. 
29 Ciiicoll ~ ... 5; SA; 6.0. I 

30 Devale ~ ... NW; 10.2; 12.0. 
31 DhaI~adi-T-Haveli SE; 5.0; 5.0. 

~i-a:~T ... 
32 DhaIeva<;li-T-Minher W; 8.4; 11.0. 
~a.~ ... , 

33 DharnaQakhela S; 204; 3.0. 
'E(fii OR~ as 

34 Dhanagarva<;li ~. SE; 4.0. 

<m1' 

.1unnar 

Area{Sq. ms.): Pop.: PostO/lice: '\ 
Households ; Distance. 
Agriculturists. .c 

3.2; 913; \36; 205; I Junna;. 2 
1.6; 520: 89; 109. Do. I 
4.9; 453; 88; 110. I Do. 5 

14.7; 585?; 983; 700. ,Local . 

I 14.7; 40; 8; 7. Otur. 4 
0.3; 148; 27; 27. Ojhar. 5 
7.9; 953; 153; 132. Otur. 4 

2.7; 558; 117: 120. Junnar. 14 
25. I; 3049; 520; 527. Local. 
6.8; 645; 141; Junnar. 15 
I. 6; 390; 59; 52. Niragude. 5 
5. I; 2663; 443; 259. Local. 

1.5: 421; 73; 70. Belhe. 

0.12 78; 14; 19. Junnar. 
Included in Junnar 132. Do. 

Do. 55. Do. 
3.7; 621; 132; 151. Do. 

1.0: 51;' 9; 35. Do. 
1.9; 412: 74~ 71J. Savarga'nv. 
t.t: 423; 64: 100. Junnar. 

18.9; 4485: 912; 642. Local. 

0.8; 365: 72:· 45. Junnar. 
1.1: 312; 70; 55. Do. 
804; 2421: 412 364. Local. 

3.7: 971; 150: 168. BoriBk. 
I. 7; • ,571 ; 95; 56. Niragude. 
1.8; '. 440; 89; Junnar. 
~;6; 188; 39; 45. Otur. 
1.1; 1024; 164. 255. Savarganv. 
4.0; 613; \36; Junnar. 
I. I; 223; 40; 43. Ojhar. 

" 2.6; 130: 23: 26. I Junnar. 

t') 

2.2? 525; 85: 

1.0; 299; 53; 

I 
I 

97. I Arvi. 
I 

59. I Narayanganv. 

4 

i 
! 
5 

1 
t 
5 

15 
15 

2 
10 
6 
4 

12 
It 

II 



POONA i>IsriutT 

... 
Plli'way St.; 

WeeHy" Bazar ; 
Motor Stand; .Water~ Institutions end other Bazar Day; 

Distance. Distance. 
Distonoe. information. 

) . 
Poona 56' Junnar Sun. 2 Junnar 0.2 rv; spr;n s(P); 2t1; 2mg. 
T .Iegany Db. 52 00. do. I Do. 1 w. s(p); tI; e. 

: Junnar Sun. 5 Do. 5 w. s(p); 6t1. 
Talegany' 57 I Local Fri. Local, w. s(p); pyt; cs(e); 3t1; mq; gym; ds; c:~ 

J nane3hwar Fr. Ct. yad. 11. 
Otur Thu. 4 Otur 4 n. 

Poona 56 Junnar Sun. 2 Junnar 2 wit. s(p); cs(e); 2tL 
T aleg.ny Db. 71 Otur Thu. 4 Otur 4 N. s(P); 3tl. 

Do. 60 lunnar Sun. 14 lunnar 14 w;spr;rv s(p); tl. 
A'nagar 34 Belhe Mon. 5 Local w;n. s(p); pyt; cs(e); 2tl; ds; gym 

Poona 64 lunnar Sun. 15 Junnar 15 s(p); tl. 
T.legany 60 00. do. 7 Do. 7 yr. 2tl. '" 

00. 45 Narayan- Sat. 3 Pimpalagany 1 rv;w. s(P); cs(e};'3tl; mq; lib; =-
gany 

A'nagar 46 Belhe Mon. 6 Belhe Oune to 6 

"' 

s(p); 3tl. 
I Sept.) I 

Parganva PoAie 1 >- w· 

(Oct. to May) J 
Talegany 50 lunnar Sun. 4 lunnar 4 N. t!. . 
Poona 56 00. do. I 00. 1 rv;p:w. s(P); tl;, Us. ~ 

00. 56 00. do. t Do. t rv;p;w. s(p); tr~gym. 
T aleg. Db. 56 Do. do. 5 Do. 5 w. s,(P); 2t1:,"ds; 'Co 

Poona 56 Do. do. t Do. ! p;w:t. 

lunnar • do. 7 00. 7 N. s(p); 3t1. 
Talegany 61 00. do. 5 Do. 5 s(p); cs(e); 3t1. -N. 

A'nagar 39 Local ·Siib. Local w. s(p);pyt;cs(e);(mp); 12t1;2,mq;ds~1ib; 
Muktabai Fr. Svn. , , 

T aleg. Db. 72 lunitar . Sun. 15 lunnar '15 tv.iW. s(P); 2t1. 
Do. 71 Do. do. 15 00. 15 "";w. s(P); !l. 
00. 52 Belhe Mon. 6 Shiroli. T.·A1e II N. s(P); pyt; cs(e); 3t1; n\q' c; ds; Pir. F r. 

Vsl sud. 5. 
00. 52 Do. do. 6 Do. II tv. s(P); 2tl. 
Do. 56 lunnar Sun. 6 lunnar 6 w. 3t1. e. 

Poona 60 Do. do. 10 Do. 10 w. s(p). 
Taleg. Db. 73 Otur Thu. 6 Otur 6 N. 4tI. 
Taleganv 60 lunnar Sun. a lunnar a Win. s(p); 4tl; mq; gym. 
Poona 62 OJ. do. 12 Do. 12 w. s(p); tI. 
Taleg.Db.51 Narayana- Sat. 5 Do. 5 tv. t!. 

ganv. 

Talegany 66 lunnar Sun. 11 wispr . 2t1. 
. 

Do. 50 00. do. 3 lunnar 3 w. s(p); 3tl; KLandobaFr. Ct. sud. 15. 

Do. 50 Narayana- Sat. 3 Narayanagsny 3' w. S(P); 2t1. 
I ganv • •• 



Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction; Area (Sq. ms.); Pop. ; PostOllice: 
Direct distance; Households; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

35 Dholavad 'ef~ ... E; 6.0; 6.0. 3.0; 
36 Diiigore' WITt ... NE; 6.0; 6.0. 8.5; 
37 GhangaJadare ~ W; 8.4; 11.0. 2.4; 
38 Ghataghru: ~~ ... NW; 13.0; 16.0. I-- 4.2: 
39 Godre ~ ... N; 4.0; 4.0. 4.7; 
40 GoJega.i:ty: ~~ ... NE; 1.0; 1.0. 2.6; 
41 Ha<;lasar ~ ... NW; 6.0; 10.0. 3.9; 
42 Hataban ~ ... N; 1.0; . 1.0. 
43 Hira9i ~ ... W; 9.4; 11.0. 
44 Hivare Bk. f~ "r,.... E; 8.0; 8.0. 
45 Hivare Kd. ~~ 1iI .... E; 6.0; 6.0. 
46 Hivare-T-Minher W; 7.4; 8.0. 

f~ij".f~ .... 

6.7; 
4.7; 
2.9; 
1.8; 

1479; 
1699; 
454: 
253; 
735; 
731; 
615; 

2t1: 
1343: 
842; 
416: 

239: 
302; 

263. Local. 
209. 

71; 50. 
54. 

150; 
134: 
121; 

45: 
251; 
144. 

1!8. 
129. 
105. 
24; 
42. 

280. 
184. 

81: 114. 

Udapur. 
Niragude. 
Junnar. 
00. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Local .• 
Dholavad. 
Junnar. 

2 
11 
16 
4 
I 
6 

0.4 
II 

3 
7 

47 Hivare T. NarayaI;la- SE; 12.0; 12.0. 7.1; 826; 144; 166. Narayanaganv. 3 
ga.i:tv f~ ij". 
'11 (JI~ijHliCf ... 

48 
49 
50 

§51 

IngaJfu;l. ~ ... W; 
JaJavan9i ~r ... W; 
Jambhulsi ~r '" N; 
Junnar ~ ... 

11.0; 13.0. 
10.0; J,,;!.O. 
10.0; 11.0. 
H.Q. 

1.9; 786; 158: 152. Junnar. 
1.0; 178; 42; D~. 
1.8; 163; 37; 40. Otur. 
1.8; 11632; 1989; 50. Local. 

52 Kale ~ . 
53 K~daJi ~ 

... SW; 5.4; 8.0. 3.3; 1086; 177; 182. Junnar. 

... E; 13.0. 13.0. 6.1; 1809; 314; 268. BoriBk. 

54 KaraiijaJe ,'ti~ ... NW; 9.0; 15.0. 
55 Xitede ltiTC6" ... SW; 4.0; 4.0. 
56 Ke~'~ ... W; 8.0; 9.0. 
57 Keva9i ~ ... W; 8.0; 10.0. 

2.2; 
1.7; 
0.7; . 
1.4; 
1.-1 ; 
1.1 ; 
I. 9; 
4.2; 

539; ·110;. 53, 
362; 61. 155. 
115; 1 MI; 

Otur. 
Junnar. 
Do. 
00. 
00. 58 Kha?akumbe ~"'I W; 10.2; 13.0. 

59 Khaue ~ ... NW; 9.0; 12.0. 
60 Khamaganv ~ ...• NW; 4.0; 5.0. 
61 KhamUJ}.9i ~r ... ! E; 10.0; 12.0. 

521; 107; 
197; 47; 
152; 29; 
972; 183; 
674; 117; 

I 62 Khanaga.i:tv ~ ... W; 4.4; 5.0. 4.3; 496; 91; 
63 Khanapiir ~ ... SE; 2.6; 2.0. 1.0; '355; 83; 
64 KhatakaJe ~ ... NW; 8.4; 10.0. 1c~; 239; 
65 Khiresvar ~ ... N; 12.0; 12.0. 5.'9; 362; 
66 Khodad ~ ... sE.; 14.0; 15.0. 111.1; 2108; 
67 Khubi ~afT ... N; 10.0; 14.0; 2.4; 273; 
68 Kolavadi 'tl\'.ilCfI51 N; 6.4; 11.0. 1.7; 301; 
69 Koihevi9i 'tll~~CfI51 ... N; 11.0; 11.0. 2.4;11 370; 
70 Kopare ~ ... N; 9.6; 12.0. 5.6: 449: 
71 Korada-ohal 'tim NE; 2.0; 2.0. >'.' 

~ " ••• 1/ 

48· .. 
74; 

388; 
53; 
51; 
69; 
97: 

30. Do. 
157 Do. 

99. Otur. 

116; 
72. 
39. 
36. 

325. 
21. 
36. 
49. 
61. 

Niragude. 
Arvi. 
Junnar 
Otur. 
Ranjani 
Otur. 
Do. 
00. 
Do. 

Junnar 

72 Kum§et . ~ ... E: 2.0; 2.0. 1.3: 400; 77: 101. Ojhar. 

13 
12 
II 

6 
4 

13 
4 
9 

10 
13 
10 
5 
3 

I 
4 

10 
16 
2 

13 
15 
7 

II 
2 

5 

------------------------------y •• ~.~----------~--------~ 



':H 

• Motor Stand ; Insti~tions :~d other 
-

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar: Ba7JIr Water. 
Distance. Day; Distance. Distance. , , : infonm>tio;'. 

~ 

----~.-' 

• ~ 

Talegany 52 Otur Thu. 3 lunnar 6 IV. s(P); c:s(e); 2tl; gym: e. 
Do. 67 Do. do. 4 Udapur 2 IV. . s(p); cs(e); 9t1; mq; ds; lib. 
Do. 66 lunnar Sun. II lunnar II spr.; \f- tI. 

Poona 66 lunnar- Sun. 16 Do. 16 w . s(p); tI; ds. 
TaieganY 56 Do. do. 4 Do. • 4 s(p); tl. w. 

Do. 52 Do. do. I Do. I IV. ,'(p); 2t1. 
Do. 62 Do. do. 6 Do. 6 w. s(p); tI. . 

Do. ~ IV. 
~ 

POOM 56 do. 2 Do. tI. 
Talegany 67 Do. do. II Do. II w. 2t1. -

Do. 47 Umbaraj Tue. I Narayanaganv 4 IV. s(P); cs(e); 3tl; Lalkhan Baba Ct. vad. 4. 
Do. 52 Otur Thu. 3 Junnar 6 IV. s(P); til 
Do. 64 lunnar Sun. 7 Do. 7 spr. s(P); tI. 

Do. 36 Narayana- Sat. 3 Narayanaganv_ 3 tv;w. 2tl.mq;ds;gym;e. 
ganv 

Do. 70 lunnar Sun. J3 Junnar 13 IV.:w. es (mp); 2t1: ds. 
Poons 62 Do. do. 12 Do. .12 rv; n. .(p); 2ds. 

Otur Thu. II Do. 16 IV. ds. 
Poona 56 Local Sun. Local poW. s(P). s(h); mun; es(e}, 4 (mph (con). 

(mis)3;(i)3;91t1; 15mq;3ds;20gym; 
lib; Hman;i Fr. Bdp. sud. 15 • 

T.legany 62 lunnar Sun. 6 Junnar 6 n. • (p); 2t1; !!Yn;i; d. b. 

Do. 47 Pimpal- Thu. 2 Pimpalavandi 2 IV. .(p); es(e); 3d; ds; Kalika & Khandoba 
yandi Frs. 

Madh .Sat. 3 w. s(p); 2t1. 
Taleganv 60 lunnar ~un. 4 lunnar 4 IV. ' .(p); cs(e); 4tI; gym. 
POOM 60 Do. .... .. 9 Do. 9 w. , - -Do. 60 Do. do. 10 Do. 10 ry.: w. s(p); tI.: ds. 
Do. 62 Do. do. 13 Do. 13 IV. 

Talegany 66 Do. do. 10 Do. 10 w. tl. 
. Do. 55 Do. do. 5 Do. 5 w s(p); tl.; gym: lib: Gaimukh water. 

Do. 60 Pimpari- Wed. 2 S. T.Stop 5 w. s(p); '3t!; c. 

Pendhar • 
Do. 59 lunnar Sun. 5 lunnar 5 IV. s(p): cs(e): 4tl. 

Poona 58 Do. do. 2 Do. 2 w. s(p): 4t1. 
Talegany 65 lunnar Sun. 10 lunnar 10 w. tI. 

Madh Sat. 6 4 w. &(p): 4tI: Harishchandra Fr. Maha Shiv, 
Taleganv 50 Vacha( .' Fri. Narayanagany 5 IV, s(p): 2es(e): 3tl; e: Ram Navami. 

Madb Sat. 3 w. tI: ds. 
Do. do. 5 lunnar 13 w. &(p): tI. 

lunnar Sun. S Do. S w. .(p): tI. 
Otur Thu. 11 Do. 14 ",. tI. 

Talegany 53 lunnar Sun. 2 Do. 2 n. 

Do. 55 Do. do. 2 S. T.Stop 2 rv. a(p); 2t1. 



73~ bO:tviBA Y STATE' CAZETI:EJ.:i\ 

JU1J'I'Ia 

Serial No. : Village Name. 
Direction; . Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop. ; Post Office I 

Direct distance: Households: Agriculturists. Distance. 
Travelling distnnce. 

-- - --.-~-----. 

• r 

73 Kura!). ~ ... SE; 4.0; 4.0. 1.6: 411: 70: 60. ! Ojhar. 3 

74 Kusur W ... SW; 3.0: 3.0 . 4.2; 1090: 186: 196 .. Junnat. 3 

75 Mac.lha 11i ... N: 7.6: 12.0 . 6.0; 965: 194: 64. IOtur. 10 

76 Mandarane lft~uT ... NE: 8:2: 9.0 . 2.0: 331: 60: 59. Do. 3 

77 ~landave'~ .~ N: 9.4: 14.0. 3.2: 419: 95: 79; Do. 8 

78 Mii~~eSvar 'lT0I~l!~ \ W: 7.4: 9.0. 1.5: 215: 42: Junnar. 9 

79 Mangaru! ~ ... SE: 21.4;. 24. O. 4.8; 1367: 250: 222. Belhe. 6 

, 
i>' 

80 Ma~likac.loh ~~ W: 4.0: 4.0. 2.2: 451: 92: 95 .. Junn .... 4 

81 Mulaki~ ... NW: 2.4: 4.0. Do. 3 

82 Muthal~e ~~ ... NE: 9.6: 14.0. I 2.6: 406: 75: 115 I Udapur. 6 

83 Nalavane ~ ... E: 20.6: 30.0. 8.0: 1088: 173: 200. Ane. 3 

84 Na;ayaQaganv ~ SE: 9.0: 9.4 .. 14.0: 5687: 1\ 10: 685. Local. 

tJior 

85 Netavac.l ;fCfCfS ... NE: 6.0: 5.0. 
J 

2.5: 129: 127: 154. Udapur. 1-4 
86 Nimdari ~ ... S: 4.4: 6.0. 2,); 84\; 159: 154. Savargonv. 2 
87 Nimagail.V T. Maha- S; 4.0; 4.0. 1.2; 279: 52: 56. Do. 2 

lunge. f.:!lrrricf -a--

88 
~lT 

Nimaganv Sava fiflf· SE: 19.0: 20.0. 5.8: 1590: 238: 227. Belhe. 6 
~~rqr 

89 Nimgir f~ _ ... NW: ~.O: 10.0. 4.4: 872: 11ll: 132. JUI~ar. 10, 
90 Niraguc.le ~ ... W: 3.4: 3.4 . 2.5: 1147p 188: 180. Local. 

91 Otur ar~ ... NE: 8.0, 8.0. • 20.3: 7666: 1325: 1023. Do. 

§92 Ojhar arm ... E: 6.0: 7.0. 3.0: 1070: 196: 173. Do. 

93 Pac)aJi ~'T NW: 1.4: 1.4. 2.8: 542: 76: 98. Junnar. i 
94 Pfmgari-T-Mac;lha N: 7.0: 11.0. 1.7: ·~.95: 36: 35. Otur. 9 

!fi'in::'T -a--11i 
95 Pangari-T-Otiir"qilrU N: 2.2: 3.0. 0.9: 259: 43: 18. Junnar. 3 

-a-ar~' ... 
96 Piiraganv-T -Mac;lh NW: 8.0: 13.0. 2.9: 645: 132 35. Otur. 6 

~-a-t:r" 
97 Piiraganv-T -Ale 

qroyt<;r a-. ~ 
SE: 21.4: 24.0. 7.3!1 793: (40: 184. Belhe. 6 

t<, 

98 Piirullde q'~i 5: S.O: S.O. s.Il'1 1780: 333: 318. Savaraganv. 5 
99 'Phang~la-gavh1il,1 W: 11.2: 14.0'1 2.6: 84: 14: .. Junnar. 14 

q;t;r,CZ ~o~I~ ____ . 



POONA J)ISTBICI 73:\ 
Taluka. 

I 
~--

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar ; Bazar Motor St.nd : Waler '~iitutiona and other 
Distance. Day; Diahnce. Diatance. 

I 
information. 

... 
Talegany 46 junnar Sun. 4 Local I w. a(p); 211; gym; e. 

Do. SO Do. do. 3 Junnar 3 tv. s(p); ca(c); 3t1; gym; Shivai & MuktaiFrs 
Local Sat. ... ... ... w • s(p); 6t1; mq; da; gym; c; Khar.doba , 

Fr. Ct. sud. 15. 
Do. 67 Otur· Thu. 3 Udapur 2 w. s(p); tI. 

0 

Otur do. 8 Otur 8 tv. ;I. 
Poona 60 Junnar Sun. 9 Junnar 9 tv. tl. 
Taleganv 58 Belhe Mon. 6 

., 
Belhe (May to tv. s(p); ca(c); 411; ds. 

Sept.) 6 
Paraganv-T-Ale i 

(Oct.-May) • 
Do. 59 Junnar Sun. 4 Junnar 4 rv. s(p); tI. 
00. 54 Junn.r Sun. 3 Junnar 4 t;w. 

Otur Thur. 7i Udapur 6 w. s(p); 2tl. 
A'nagar 37 Belhe Mon. 8 Ane 3 w. .(p); co(c); 3t1; c. 
Taleganv 42 LoClli S.t. ... LoCIIi ... rvrw . s(P), s(h); pyt; co(mp), (con); IStI; 3mq 

gym; lib; da; e; Muklcibai Fr. Ct. yad 

" 
13; i. b. (I). 

f 

Otur Thu. 2 Udapur Ii rv:w. s(p); 3t1. 
Junnar Sun. 4 Junnar 5 rv. .(p); cs(e); 5t1; da. 
Do •. do. 4 Do. 4 t. s(P); 2t1. 

A'naga! 46 Belhe Mon. 6 Belhe (June- 6 rv. s(p); co(e); 4t1: mq. . Sept.) 
Local (Oct.-May). 

Taleganv 66 Junnar Sun. 10 Junnar 10 p;w; s(p); 2tl. 
Do. 6t Do. do. ! 3 Do. 3 rv. s(p); pyt; co(e); (mis); 2t'; c; Muktab. 

& Maruti Frs. 
Do. 66 Local Thu. ... Local ... rv.; w . s(p); pyt; es(mp); 4tI; ds; Of Kapard 

keshwar Fr. Svn. Mons. 
00. 50 Umbaraj Tue. 3 Naroyanaganv 5 ry. s(p); co(e); 7tl; lib; ds; e; Campat 

FestivaL 
Poona ~6 Junnar ,Sun: ! junmr I rv;p;w. s(p); cs(e);.{ItI; mq; Thakurdwar Fr. A. 

.. & Kt. sud. 11 • 
Do. do. 9 Do. 9 w. tI. 

Taleganv 54 Do. do. 3 Do. .J w. s(p):tl. 

Madh" Sat. 2 Junnar 2 w. s(p); 411; c. 

A'nagar 45 Belhe Mon. 6 BelheUune- 6 tv. s(p); 411. 
Sept.) 

Local (Oct.-May' .. 
Junnar Sun. 7 junnar 7 w. .(p); ea(e); 4t1; gym. 

Poena 6$ Do. do. 14 Do. 14 n. 



BOMBAY STATE GAZE~ 734 
Junnar 

Serial No.: Village Name. 
Directions ; . Area(Sq.ms.); Pop.: 

Direct distance :. Households; Agriculturists. 
,.- Travelling distance. 

Post Office; 
Distance. 

100 Pirilpalaganv T. SE; 5.0; 5.4; }.7; 992: 191: 175. Arvi. 

101 

102 

N: gailv filqii)'lrc:r-
cr. ill. <Tt<f 

PimpalagailV Jog N: 
f~~ ···i 

7.0; 10.0 .. t 5,8; 1104; 196; 1~. Olur. 

103 
104 

Pirilpalaganv Siddha-I NW; 2.0: 2.7. 

nath ~f" 
rrN 

Pimpalava~~I~r E: 12.0; 15.0. 
Pirilpari Kara! ~ SE: 24.0: 27.0. 

'1irG5 

424: ,424: 83; 82. Junnar. 

12.0: 4779, 892: 1068. Local. 
1.7: 212: 35: 42. Belhe. 

105 Pimpari PenQhar 
ftrqUq'm 

E; 11.6; 17.0. 9.0; ~717 455; 12. Local. 

§106 Piir 'X\ 
107 Rajiir ~ 
108 Rajiiri ~\r 

... W: 10.0: 13.0. t: ft 196: 40; Junnar. 

... W; 6.0; 7.0 .. 2.9: 912; 162: 145. Junnar. 

... W; 18.0: 22.0. Ir6: 5792: 863; 686. Local. 

109 Riilega~ ~ W: 6.6; 7.0. 
110 Rohaka<;li ~r .. ! NE: 10.1>: 11.0. 
111 Sakori-T-Belhe E: 11.4; 20.0. 

~-cr~~ 
112 SangaJ;lore ~ ... N: 8.0: 13.0. 
113 Savaraganv ~ICj(iliCj ... S: 6.0: 6.0. 

114 Sinde f.iR W; 
115. Sirop Bk. tm:Tii5"riJ; .... E; 
116 S~O!i Kc!. fuUaIT ~.... E; 
117 Srro!i-T-Ale tm:Tii5"'T cr. SE; 

-~ 

7.2: 10.0. 
3.4; 3.4. 
3.0: 4.0. 

17.0: 18.0. 

118 Siro!i T. Kuku~a- W; . 9.4: 13.0 
neher. 

fm)aft1f. ~~ ... 
119 SitevaQi fmrom-r .. , NW: 7.0: 13.0. 
120 Sivali fu~r ... W; 10.4; 12.0. 
121 Somatava~i ~l1rCl'<m'r SE: 2.0: 2.0. 
122 Sonava!e ~~ ... W: ~: 12.0. 
123 Sultiinapiir ~<i5QI'1'l( SE; 17.0; 18.0. 
124 Suriile ~ .... W: 5.4: 6.0. 
125 TaJeran ~ NW: 10.0; 14.0. 
126 Tilmbe crr.r SW: 6.4: 9.0. 

127 Tejevii~i ~r 
128 Tejiir q\ 
129 Ucchil ~ 

E/' 3.0: 3.0' 
... W: 6.2: 7.0. 

W; 10.0: 13.0. 

1.3: 369; 55; 35. NiJ'agUde. 
1.5: .484:' 83: 88. Otur. 
3.7: 1199: 206: 162. Belhe. 

1. 7: 856: 1670 38. Otur. 
5.2: 1890: 384: 375. I,.ocal. 

1.0; 
3.7; 
2.6: 
2.6: 

218: 33: 
1451· ·161· I' • 
704: 100: 
732 •. 114; 

3.9; 154; 31; 
• 

. 
3.0; 476; 93; 
0.5; 202; 47; 
1.7; 262; 43; 

(,i .5: 460; 78: 
2.2; 422; 55; 
1.0: 285: 56; 
5.1; 871; 187: 
3.91 1076: 182: 

30. I Niragude. 
386. 07,8r. 
117. qo. 
55. Bori Bk. 

Junnar • 

34. Otur. 
35 Junnar. 
26. Do. 
70. Do. 
42. Bori Bk. 
45. Niragude. 
68. Oi!..v. 

220. Junnar. 

2.01":' 664: 106: 94. Ozar. 
2. ')I: 552: 107: 49. Junnar. 
1. 9; 455; 79; 112; 00: 

5 

2 

8 

13 
5 

9 
3 
2 

13 

10 
2 
4 
I 

11 

13 
12 
I 

10 
I 
4 

16 
9 

3 
7 

11 



• POONA DISTlUcr 735 

Water. r 

-.. 
Railway Si : Weekly Bazar : Ba74r Motor Stand: • Institutions and other 

Diatance. Day: Diatance. Distance. i infonn>tion. . t • 
. I 

T.Ieganv 46 N .... yana. Sat. 4 Local I· rv. s(p): 3tl: mq: c. , 
ganv . . 

Otur ·Thu. 5 Junnal 10 rv • s(p): tl: mq. 
., . 

Tllepnv 52 Junnar Sun. 2 Do. 2 w, s(P): t1. 
~ 

. 
Do. 53 Local Thu. ... S.T. St":,p • 2 rv. s(P): PYt: 5tl: ds: gym: c. 

A'nqar 48 BeIh, Mon. 8 BelheOune- -8 rv. 2tl. . Sept.) 
~~anv.T.Ale 2 • 

(Oct .• May) . 
Local Wed. ... Ale 3 w. s(P): cs(e): 3tl: mq: e: KaIabai Fr. CL 

¥ad. 10. 
Poona /J2 Junnar Sun. ~, JunDat 13 'lV.' tl. 
Talegany 62 Do. ,do. 5 .Do:' 5 w;rv; s(P): cs{mp): 4tl. 
Taleganv 58 Local Sat. ... Local • ·w. - s(p); pyt: cs(e); 3t1: 3mq; lib: c • 

• Bhairava & Khandoba Frs. 
, Do. 61 Junnar Sun. 

I 

10 Junnar 10 n. cs(c); 2t1; ds. 
Do. 70 Otur' Th", l Otur "3 rv. . s(P): 2tl; ds. . 

A'nag«f 41 Belhe Mon. 2 Belhe 2 rv.w s(p): tI: c. 

Madh Sat. I Junnar 10 rv. s(p}; 3tl, c. 
j,Jtinnll Sun. 6 Narayanagan.- 6 rv. s(P); cs(c); 20t1; ds; mq; Malub.i Fr. Ct· 

sUd, 15. 
Talegany 63 Do. do. 10 Junnar 10 w. tl. . 

Do. 5Q Do. cIe. ,. 3 Do: 3 rv • s(P); 4ti; Bhairsva Fr. Ct. sud. II. 
do. 
. 

4 Do. 4 s(p); 4tl: e. Do. '54 Do. . rv • 
Do. 50 Be\he M'!n. 5 Local ... rv • s(P); cs(c); 6tl; Pir Fr. V.k. sud.,4. . , 

Poona 61 Junnar' Swi. 11 Junnar II tpr • &(p); d. 

• -4 

" Jun08r 9 s(p); 2t1, 
. 

Modh Sat. 2 w. 
T aleganv • 69 Junnar Sun. 12" Do. J2, rv • 2tl. 
Poon. 56 Do, • do. I Do. 1 w:t. . .. 
Taleianv 66 Do. do. 10 Do. . to w;spr • &(P): 2tl. 

Do. 50 Belht 'Mon. S Sir~li.T.A1e 
. 

tI. rv. 
Do. 6') lunnaf Sun. 6 Junnar 6 w. ~I. 

Madh Sat. 6 Junnar 14 w. s(P}: 2tI, 
Taleganv 65 Junnar Sun. 9 Do. 9 w. s(P}; 3tl. 

Taleganv 53 Junnar Sun. 3 Junnar 3 'rf.: . a(p): 4tl; c; ViiI. Dev. Comm. 
Do. 62 Do, do. 7 D~. 

. 
7 3t1. rv. 

Do. 67 Do. do. 11 Do. II w. a(p); 4tl; ds. 



BOMBAY STATE GAZETTEER 

Jurmf1T 

Serial No.: Village Name. Derection: Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop. : Post-Office : 
Dired distance ; Households : Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance •• . 
130 Udapiir ~ ... NE; 7.0: 9.0. 4;5; 1501; 279: 192. I...ocal. . . 
131 Umbraj ~ ... E: S.O: 9.0. • 5.9: 2795; 43g: 1023. D~. .. 
132 .U:Q.c,le Khac,lak -n NE: 7.0; S.O. 1.6; 337: 72: 5). junnar. 5 

'~1fi ... 
oi: 133 Usaral! ~ .•. W; 9.0: 11.0 72; 23; .. jun,l8I'. II 

134 Va<;laganv Bhikp,r CfS'- E: '13.4; .19.0. 6.2; 1663; 304: 7. .. Pimpalavandi. 2 
mCf f'q'iiR . ... 

'52; 
. 

135 Vac,lagaIiv Kanda}i. E; 13.2; 15.0. 123P: 208; 206 .• Bori Bk. 3 
Cfsllt<r 1fit<ra5T 

. . 
~ 

.. .. 
136 Va~agaIiv Sahli:Q.i SE: 5.0:· 5.07 2:0~ 766; 155: 185. Arvi. 

. 
2 . 

, <fS'llTCf ~~ror'T - . V . ... 
137 Va~aj erN J ... S; 4.0; .0. 3.0; 1051; 202; 306. ~varganv. 3 
138 Vaisakha-khec,le cf~ E ... ~ 1.2; !5.0. .0.8:, .14?i 2cf, . 43. Pjmpala,vandi •. 1 

~~ 
. ... ' .. . 

139 Vanevadi crr;fcrrs'T ... W; 9.0; 10.0. 0.6. ~86. ·31:' . '25. Niragu;Je. If 
140 Vatakh~Ie " 'Nf 0.6: 13.0. 2.4: 308: . 50 ... 24. ~ ... • O!ur. 14 
141 Ye~agaIi~ ~ .... E; . 9.0: 9.0 . 

I 
S:2: 144! , 245: 244.' Pi"!~lavandi. 3 . : I +. 

142 Ye:Q.ete qur'( ... SW; 4 . .f.' 6.0. 

I 
2.8; 1860: - 297:' 275 junnar. 6 . 
• 



POONA DISTRICT 737 
Taluka. 

Railway S,,; 
Disbuu:e. 

I 
Weekly ~ : Bazar I Motor Stand: Water. Institutions and other 

infonnation. Day : Di.tapc:e I Distance 

• t, 

T aIeganv 55 Otur .ThIL I Load 
, . 

Do. 57 Locaf Tpe. •. S.1': Stop 

Do. 63 lunnar 

POODI 61 Do. 
Ale 

" 
do. 

Fri. 
7 Do. 
2 Ale 

; 

T a\eganv 47 I'Impa\a. 
vandI 

Naraya'na.. 

nU. ~ 
. 

Pimpa\,vandi. . . 
Sft:, • J.5 Narayanag..pv 

ganv .~. • 

,TaIeganv 6Q 'lunnar ·Sun. 5' 'Junnat 
Do. 47, Pim~.· thu. , 'r Pimpa\av8ndi 

"JlIUli' ••. ,' ... .• ' 
Do. 5% JUIIIIIIJ" . 'Sun.. ,fa . Junnar ' 

Madh . ~ &t.· 1 .. 
Ta\eganv' 45, PimpaI ..... 'Th~.' 3 Nar .. ~anv 

:~ ',' . 
Do: 61 "~-~". Sun.' ~ lunnai-JUIIIIIII' " .. 

, 

•• rv; wJ S{P): cs{c); 4tI: ~q; /IYIII: ~akoba Fr • 
Ct. vad. 8, ' 

5 rv. • S{P): pyt: cs{c); 6tI; mq: Mahalaxmi Fr.' 
" 

An.sud.IO. 
7 w. 

\I. . , 7 
I ,w.~ s(\:I): pyt; cs(mis), (eI; 3t1. . 

'3 rv. S(P): ~tI: ~: Vithoba Fr. Vsk. x8d;,1 , • 
OS ' s(p); 4tI. . . 

".II. 

'5 " tv. S{P); es{.,); 4tI: mq; /IYIII; Kh\ndoba Fr, 
I Iv. " ... tI. 

'2 tv: . 2t/':Co 
.. '"", s(p).2t1. , 
~ 

.. 
ifp): Yedeshwar & Hanumau tI; Co tv. 

'.1 n; w. 
'f 

S{P): 3tl: mq; /IYIII. 
• • 



BOMBAY STATE GAZEllEER 

Khed 

-
Serial No. ; Villase Name. ~ ~, Area(5q.PIB.); Pop.; PGSl ,Office ; 

Direct distance ; HoUseholds; Agriculltuista. Distapce. 
ravelling distance. 

1 AQaganv~~ ... W; 15-4; 27 2"7; 429; 97; .109 Vade. 16/ 

2 Xdhe arTi" ... W: 21;, 32 I'~;, 94; 17; 35 Do. 14 

S fue ~ "" W,t 12 15 1'7. 242; 53. 55 Kadus. 8 

4 Akhatuli ~ ... W. 18'2; 28 O'~ , 72; 13; 15 Vade. 12 

§5 Alandl D ev aci 5; 124; 14 2'6;,2432; 617; Z53 ~l. 
. '(mUnicipal area). 
~arraS~ ~ ... . 

Sa AJruidl.Deviici (no~- -. 326; tl9; Do. 
(municipd area).~ 
'~ ... 

6 Arilbeth~a' armror. 5W; ,~.,,; 1 4'7: 1028r 175; 7 M.haIunge. 2 
7 Arilboli ~ ... W; .19 26 1'9; .537; 115: 117 Vade. 15 

8 Arilbhii ~ ... W 21 28 1'6; 300; 70; 105 14 

9 Aniivale ~ ... Wi 14 22 1'3;. 260; 58; 72 K.dus. 10 

10 Asakh~Qa Bk. W~ 7-4; 9 '1'3; , 371; 73; • Do. 6 
arrmO{. ... . 

11 AsakheQa Kd. W; 7'6. 10 1'9; 282;', 56· 60 Mahalunge. S , . 
~6 ~. 

12 Avhiita ~ ... NW;17; 20 3'5; 884; 161; '82 Vade. 6 
13 Av~dar~ ... NW;14; 22 4'5; 735; 170;. 143 Do. 5 
14 A vandhe arrcti ... W; 18; 28: 2~; .352; 76: 122 ~ 13 
15 Bah~·i[~ , ... 'SE; 12; 1~ 5'6; 1900;.298; '~1. Pimpa\aganv • • .3 

16 BhalavaQ! ~, ... W; 21; 3(1 1'3; 176; 45; ·119 Vade. :4 
17 BhiirilbOli ~ ... SW; 8; 13 2'0; 237;' 40; ~7 Ma!JaIunge. 3 
18 Bhiveganv ~ ... NW;24; 3a. 3'1; 115; 23; _ 'SO Vade. 19 
19 Bhomiile ~ ... Nw;22"2; 29 8'5; 215; 44. 52 Do. 13 
20 Bhorag4'i ~ ... W; 25; 31 5'1; 245;, 56; 69 Do. 20 
21 Bhpse ~~ ... 5; 8'4; 11 4'6; 1491; 26i;-~ Local. 
22 Bibi f.r.ft ... NW; 10'4; 12 7'3; 1765; 365; 301 Do. 
23 BiradavaQi ~ ... 5W; 5'4: 8 1'0; 291; 48; MahalW1!!E. 2 

§24 CiikaQa 'if1'fi1JT ... 5; 64; 7 15'3; 5524; .998; 770 Local. 
. 

• 
25 Candoli ~ ... 5; 6'4; 1 1'2; 461. ~5; 80 Khed. • I 
26 C~diis ~ ... 5W; 4-2; 7 3'7; 699.; 101; 130 K.dus. 4 
21 Carholi Kd. ,5E; 13; 18 3'5; 774; 138; 118 Cbarbo]i.Bk. 0-2 

~"t~. . ... , , 

§28 CAs ~ ... NW; 5'6; 6 9'1' 3378; 648; 550 Lx:aI. . 
Cikhalaganv f",,'a'l'l<,iq 

" 

29 NW;15 18 2·i; 772. 149: ,]28' Vade. 3 
30 Cirilbali ~ .. • 5; 11: 11 3'8; 985; 173; 177 AlandiD. .3 
31 CiiicosI ~ .. 5E; 10'2; ]6 5'6; 884; 154; 155 DIlV'!i., 4 
32 DavaQi ~. ... 5E; 6'6; , 9'3; 2433; 399. 338 Local. 
33 DarakavaQi ~<'fICJlit ... NE; 12'Z: 16 

/1 
2 1'9; 15]; 36; 40 Vade. 

34 J;>ehaQe ~ ... NW;19: 23, 2'1; . 531 : 112: 136. I:>Q. 8 
35 Devosi ~ 14: 21 347; 70; 92 ':'jW, 

--------------~-



l'OONA DISTRICT 'i~9 

Taluka. 

- . 
.. 

WeeldyBamr: Motor~d: Institutions and other • Railway St. ; Water. 
DiatanIle. Baar o.y: Dls~. information. 

DiatanIle. 

Taleganv 18 Abjre Fri. 6 Kadua 15 ,. . 2t1.; c. • 
Kamshet 16 Vade Sat. 14 Vade 14 

. 
tl. w. . 

Taleganv 13 Local, Fri. Kad~ 8 w. s(P): 2tl; cis: c: Phursula Fr. Mrg,sud.15. 
, Do. 20 vade. , Sat. 12 Vadt 12 rv. 2t1: J.khamata Fr. 
Poona 13 Chakan do. 7 Local . o(P): Mun; es(mp): (con); In.arlesvar& rV;Piw 

! . . 14t1; 125 ds: 2 gym: c: 2lib~ 2disi>; 
Do. Do. Do. 0.,., lnaneshvar Fr. Asd." Kt. sud. 11. : " . .. .. , 

, , , 
, , 

Taleganv 14 Do. do. 3 Cbakan 3 w • . 2'.(p): Ram tl: Viii. Dev. Comm. 
Kamthet 18 Ahire Fri. 10 Vade. 15 rv • rl: . 
TaI"Kanv 20 Vade Sat. 12 Do. . 14 w • s(p); 4t1 •• 

Do. 18 Ahire Fri. 3 Kadus " 

10 rv: 2t1. 
Do. 7 Kurkundi Mon. 1 Do. t '6 rv. ';,cp); tI; rnq. . . . ' . 

, Do.. 8 Chalcano ' Sa,. 8 Cha,kan . ' • 8 rv. 2tl; c. , . , . 
i ~. 20 Vade do. 6 Vade 6 rv. s(p); 2tl. . . , 

Do. 20 00. do. ,5 ~. : '5 w. 5tt. .-Kam.hel W ALiFf .: ,:':frl •. ~ Do. • 13. w. 3tt. . 
Kirkee' 22 ~ ;, Sun. Shelaganv 4 rv. o(p);.cs(e};o lOti; mq: 3gyril; Bhairava --,. , . Fr.Ps.vad.8. ' . 
Kam.het 18 Vade • • Sat. 12 Vade 12 t!( 

. 
rv. .:, 

DebuRoad 6 cbakan • Sat. 7 Chakan J w. tI. 
T aleganv, 26 Vade do. 19 Vade 19 n • 
: Do. 26 Do. .do. \3 Do. \3 rv. 
~ Do. 19 1'00. • ~. 20 DL . 20 rv. 4t1: 6ds: Bhinwankar Fr. Mahs Siv. 
lPoona 22 'Chakan Sat. 5 Local w. s{p): pyt: cs(e}:Jfmg): 2t1: gym: c. 
.Taleganv 30 Vade' do. 3 Do. rv • s{p): 3th 
r Do. 

. 
do. 2 Chakan 2 s{p): Viii. Dev. Comm. 15 Chakan w. 

:. Do. 15 Loal 
. 

Sat. Local w. e s(p): pyt; cs(mp)'-(mis): mq: c; cis; • lib; Khsndoba Fr. Mgh. sud. 15: 
:, Do. 17 Khed Sun. I Khed 1 rv. 5t!. 

Do. 21 Do ... do. 3 Do. 3 rv;w. s(p): 3th Gavalibuva Fr. Ct. vad. 7. 
'':>oona 14 Charholi Bk. )hu.D-Z AlandiD. 1 rv. s{p):3tI: gym: RokadobaFr. Ct. sud. 8. 
" 

" .faleganv 20 i..oal TW'. Kanhevedi Bk. 2 rv;w. s(p): pyt: es{e}: IZtl: mq: ds; c. 
I Vade Sat. 3 Vade 3 rv;w. s(P): cs(e}; Zt1; c. 
[:>0008 \3 Chakan do. 6 MOBi . . Z rv;w . s(p): 5tl; gYlJl: c. 
, Do. 20 Chakan Sat. 12 Shelaganv: 4' w. .(p); 3t1: cis: gym: Ferry in rainy season. 

,: Do. 22 Do. do. 8 Do. 1 t. .(p); cs(e); 6tl; gym: mq; c:; Eknsth , , Fr. Ct. vad. 5. 
iraleganv 20 Vade do. 2 Vade 2 w. ZtI; c. 

Do. 27 Do. do. 8 Do. 
0 

8 w. , 3t1: c. 
" 

I Do. do. 4 Do. 4 w;n. .(p)'; tI. . 



740 BOMBAY STATE GAZETrEEl\ 

5eriaI No.: Village Name. Directions. \. Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop. : 
Direct distance : . Households: Agriculturists. 

Travelling distance. 

Khed 

Post Office ; 
Distance. 

----__ ---------+~------~-~----------7---------~ 
36 DhamaJ.l8.ganv Bk. NW: 17-4:22 

'!if1+jOli!iCf ;,. • .. 
37 Dhanuu;laganv Kd. NW:20: 25 

'E(1+jOllliCf ~. 
38 Dhantru;te ~ 
39 Dhanore 'EfATt 

40 Dhuvoli ~ 
41 Donde <{~ 
42 Ekalahare ~ 
43 ElavaQi ~~T 

... W: 9-2: 16 

... S: 14: 17 

... NWi 21; 25 • 

.... NW'; .2-6: 3 

... NW;l8-2: 25 

.,. SW: 11-4: 15 

44 Gadada ~ ... W: 18-4: 27 
45 Gh~tavaQi ~ ... W: 18-6: 25 
46 Goleganv ~ ... SE: 15-4:22.9 

47 Gonavaf,li ~ ... SW: 4-2: , 
48 Goreganv ~ ... NW:16: 21.4; 
49 Gosiisi ~ ... E: 6-4: 9 
50 GuliiJ;ll ~ ... NE: ~: 7 
51 Hedruja ~~ ... W: 12-~: 21 
52 Jaiilake Bk. ~;,. NE. 8: 8.4: 
53 Jaiila~e Kd.~~. E: 3: 6 
54 Kadadhe ~ ... NW: 9-2: 10 
55 Ka~iis ~~. ... NW: 5-4: 7 

56 Kahii ~ . NE; 11-2; 13-4 
57 Kala~oQI ~ ... NW; 16-2: 20 
58 Kallis ifi1Ci5~ ... S: 6-6: 10 
59 Krunan m ... NW: 6-4: 10 
60 Kanerasar ~ ... E: 8-4: 8 
61 KanhevaQi T. SWIo13-5: 27 

Cakru;ta 'liTrtct I il o. 
:;n<fi1Il' 

NW: 8-4: 10 62 Kanhevadi Bk. 
~~. 

63 Kanhevadi Kd. W: 17-6: 17 
'fil{ql~ ~.I~ ... 

64 Karanjavihire W: 10-2: 12-4: 
if; (iirf cr@ t . 

65 KarakuQi ~ 
66 Kiisari ifim"U 
ff1 Kelaganv ~ 
68 Kharavali ~ 
69 Khalurilbre~. 
10 Kharo§I ~ .. 

... NW: 22-4;.29 

... W: 14-4: 21 

... s: 12: 12 
'" W: 19; 27 
... SW; 10-4: 16 
• .. NW:17: 22 

1'1; 169; 30: 64 

4"1: 483: 106:108 

2:5: 331: 63: 
2'4: 508: 93: 90 

Vade. 6 

Do. I 

Kadus. 6 
Charholi Bk. 6-4 

43. 46 Vade. \I 
301 : 262 Local. 1 

0'6: 
4'6: 
2'4: 
2'1: 

193: 
1603: 
)59: 
728: 

75: 113 Vade. \I' 
115: 127 Dehu. 

2'9: 372: 77: 120 Vade. 
2'6: 607: 122: 138 Do. 
2 '0: 840: 151; 115 Alandi D. 

1.'3: 
I: 
2'3: 
4'6: 
3,4: 
3'2: 
2'E: 
3'6: 

16'9: 

136: 25: 
299: 56: 
f,27: 175: 
628:. 115: 
383: 79: 
637: 1\1: 
646: 121: 
741: 138: 

5821: IC56: 

Mahalunge. 
W Vade. 

107 Kanerasar. 
119 Pait. 
86 KadUl. 

127 I Pait. 

I 
Khed. 

179 Chas. 
125 l..ocaI. 

I: 346: 74i 77 
H:~ .337: 75:. 99 
7 '8: 1895: 333 5 
3'8: 1003: 159: 160 
6 '2: 1565: 280: 185 
0'8: 363: 69: 61' 

Bibi. 
Vade. 
Bhose. 
Cha!o 
l..ocaI. 
MaIuolunge. 

2'6: 687: 127: 109 Chasa. 

6'3: 54: I': 12 Vade. 

3' 5: 546: 95 : 78 Mahalunge. 

2.3: 165: 40: 75 Vade. 
0.7':' 59: 14; 20 Kadus. 
3.2; 627; 112; 109 Alandi D. 
0.5; 56; 13; 48 Vade. 
2:' 520; 99; 115 Mahahlnge. 
2.8, 505: 104: M VI!dc. 

I 

16 
10 
6 

3 
4 
2 
5 
7 
5 
3 
3 

1 
4 

1-4 
0-4 

6 

2 

16 

17 
9 
I 

12 
2 
8 



POONA DISTIller 741 

/ 

RailWJY St. ; "..Jd'~;&_1 Motor Stand: "_·1 Institutions and. other 
Distance. Day; DIStance. Distance. information. 

Taleganv 26 Vade Sat. 6 Vade 6 rv. 

Do. 26 Do. do. 6 Do. II rv.w .• a(p); tI. 

Do. 10 Ahire Fri. I Kadua 6 rv. . s(P); 2t1; e. 
Poona 15 CharholiBir. Thu.0-2 Alandi D. 2 rv.w. s(P); 4tI; gym: Dhanesvar Fr. Mgh. ' 

vad.14. 
TaIeganv 14 Vade Sat. II Vade II ~ .. tI:e. 

Do. 21 ·Khed Sun. 3 Khed , 3 .". .(p). 
Do. 27 . Vade Sat. II Vade II rv. 2t1. 

DehuRoacl 4 Induri Tue. 2 Dehu I rv. s(P): cs(e): 4tI; gym: BluUr.vs Fr. Ct. 
aud. 9. 

Vaclaganv 14 Vade Sat. 16 Vade 16 w. tI: c. 
TaIeganv 24 00. do. 10 00. 10 w. s(P): 3t1. 
Poona 19 Phulaganv Fri. 3 AlandiD. 6 rv. s(P): 5t1; gym: da; Maha~ Fr. Mrg. 

vad.l. 
TaIeganv 15 Chakan Sat. 3 Chakan 3. rv. tl. 

Do. 26 Vade do. 4 Vade 4 rv;w. tI. 
Do. 26 Y.vat Fri. 5 Kanerasar 2 w. s(P): tI; c. 
Do. 27 Vap!..ganv Tue. 2 Khed 7 w. s(P): 6tI: Satavaji Fr. Phg. vad. 14. 
00. 14 Ahire Fri. 1 Kadua 7 w. s(P): 2t1. . 
Do. 31 Vaphaganv Tue; 2 Paits 5 n:w. &(p): 3t1: mq. 
Do. 23 Khed Suo. 3 Khed 3 w. &(p): tI; e. I 

Do. 28 Chea T ue. 3 I Kanhevadi BIc. 1 rv. . a(p): 3t1. 
00. 19 LocaI Wed. LocaI ".w. ' . &(p): pyt:. cs(mp); 2tI; 2mq; Sidheshwar. 

Bhairav Frs. Ct. sud. 5-6. 
Do. 31 Vade Sat. 2 Bibi 1 rv. ti, BYro. , 

Do. • do. 4 Vade 4 rv. a(p); "2t1; c. 
Do. li Chakan Sat. 3 Chakan 3 rv. s(P); 5t1; c. 
00. 25 Chaa Tue. t Chas 1 ". s(P); Raja MOlal & 3t1. 
Do. 28 Paba! Fri. Local w. s(P); 6t1; mq; Yamai Ct. sud. 15: 
Do. 5 Induri Tue. 3 Induri 3 ry. 5t1; gym. 

• 

TaJeg<lllv 27 Chea Tue. 2 Local Iw. &(p); ti, cis. 
, 

Kamshet' 20 Ahire Fri. 8 Kadua 181 rv. tI. 

Taleganv 7 Induri Tue. 5 Taleganv 6 w. 3t1. 

00. 25 Vade Sat. 17 Vade ": '.17 w. 2t1. 
Do. 18 Ahire Fri. 2 Kadua ~ tI. , 9 I rv. 

Poona 15 Chakan Sat. 6 AlandiD. 1 rvlW. ,&(P); 3t1l gym. 

Vadaganv 14 Vade do. 12 Vade 12 rv. e. 
TaJeganv 7 Chakan do. 6 Loca1 rv. s(p);3t1; c;-Jopai~Fr.Ct. sud. I. 

Do. 20 Vade do. 81 Vade~ 8 w • &(P); 2t1l c; Kakubai Fr. Mgh. 

. " 



'142 BOMBAY STATE GAZETI'EER 

Khe~ 

Serial N,o.: Village Name. l Direction;· 1 Area(Sq.miles):Pop.: 
Direct Distance: Howieholds: Agriculturists. 
ravelling distance . 

PostOflice; 
Distance. 

71 KharapuQa ~~~ 
72 KharapuQi Bk. 

~r"t. 

.. , NW:26·0.; 25'0. 5'5: 278; 62: 85. Vade. 13 
SE: 3'0; 3'0. 2'6; 1127: 181: Khed. 3 

73 KharapuQi Kd. SE: 3'0; 3'40 1'5: 289: 54: Kharapudi Bk. 0.1 

~~r~· 
74 KheQa ~ 

75 Kivale ~ 
76 KoUye m~ 
77 Koreganv Bk. 

'lifu"fcr "t . 

H.Q. 

... W; 5'0: 9':'. 

.. , W: 16'6: '27'0. 
SW: 5'6: 9'0. 

SW: 5'6: 10'0. 78 Koreganv Kd. 
~~. 

79 Koya!! T. "CiikaQa 
~~.~ ... 

SE: 11'0: 14'0. 

80 Koya!! T. ViiQe NW: 12'0: 15-4: 
~~.cni. . .. 

20'4: 11750; 2012: 1550. Local. 

2'7: 718: 119: m. Kadus • 
3'8: 562: 122: 151. Vade • 
1'7: 445: 86: 114. Kadus. 

4'5: 470; 95: Mahalunge. 

6'5:1489; 288; 257. Pimpalaganv. 
T.Khed~ 

1'2; 246; 52: 73. Vade. 

81 Koye CfiW ... W: 7'6: 9'0. 4'3: 742: 
82 KUQe Bk. ~!"t. . .. W: 17-0: 22'0. 4-6: 485: 

139: 5. Kadus. 

83 KUQe Kd. F~' ...... W: 1>6: 2i·0. 1'6: 349: 
84 KuhinQe Bk. !f~ ,. W; 9'0: 14-0. 6'0: 848: 

84: 150. Vade. 
77: 86.' Do. 

165. Kadus. 
85 KuhinQe Kd. :F~ ~. W: 18,2: 27.0. 1'2: 118: 28: 32. Vade. 
86 KurakunQi ~ ... W: 6'6: 7'0. 4'8: 866: 174: 2. Kadus. 
87 Kuruli ~ ... S: 10'0: 10'0. 4'5: l3i9: 213: 135. Chakan. 
88 Mahiiluilge". T.sw: 8'2: 11'0. 10'3: 1065: 200: 134. Local. 

CiikaQli ~iT ~. 
'<f\'CfiUJ ... . 

89 Miijaganv.~ ... NW':'I2-6: 15'4: 0'7: 173; 27.; 15. Vade. 
90 Mandosi ~r. ... NW;22'0: 29'4: 2'7; 308: 66; 100. Do. 
91 Max-kala~' ... SE: 14-0; 20'0. 7'3: 1738: 306: 203. AlandiD. 

92 Mohakal ~ 
93 MOl ~ 

94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 

Morusl~ 
NiiyaphaQa ~ 
Nighoje ~ 
Nimaganv ~ 
Pabhe IfN 
Piidali tfITaft 
pait~ If$ 

101 Palii ll'11iS 
102 Pa~gari "'~ 
103 Parale ~ 
104 Para~ul ~ 

... NW: 7'4: 8'0. 1'3: 348: 69: 79. Cha.. 

... S: lJ04: 12'0. 2'6: 752; 136; ,125. Chakan. 

... NW:26'0: 29'4: 

... NW:20'0: 24'0. 

.... SW: 9'4: 10'0. 

... SE: 5'0: 5'0. 

... W: 23'0: 29'0. 

... NW: 2'6: 1'0: 

... W: 10'4: .13'0. 

:. W: 14-0; 21'0. 
' ... NW: 2'4; 1'0. 
... W: 13'2; 19'0 
... W: 19'0: 25'0. 

1'7: 
5'6: 
6'4: 

5<~: 
1'1: 
3'8: 

11'8: 

223: 
1017: 

/J 

1151: 
1156: 
114; 
728: 

1811: 

53: 
210: 
228: 
195: 
21; 

123: 
361: 

74. 
291. 
220. 
145. 
45. 

180. 
330. 

Vade. 
Do. 

Ch,kan. 
DavadL 
Vade. 
Khed. 
KadUs. 

3'5; 416: 76: 122. Kadus. 
3'8; ,636: 118: 172. Khed. 
1'5:... 214: 44; 41. Kadu8. 
2'6; 249; 51; 78: Vade. 

0.2 
12 
4 

4 

2 
2 

5 
8 
6 
4 

16 
5 
3 

0-1 
IS 
6 

2 
5 

12 
10 
3 
2 

12 
3 
6 

'II 
3 

10 
11 



POON* DISTRICT 743 
Taluka. 

" 

Weekly Bazar ; , 
Bazar Day; 
Distance. 

Motor Stand : Water. Institutions and other' 
in£onnati~ 

TaIeganv 26 Vade 
Do. 24 Khe:l 

Do. 

POOIIe 

TaIeganv 
00. 
Do. 

00. 

Poona 

TaIeganv 

17 Do. 

Load 

24 Kadus 
14 Ahire 
2S Kadus 

16 Chalcan 

22 Bahul 

32 Vade 

Talegaitv 22 
Kurlrundi 
Vade' 
Do. Do. 19 

Kamshet 
Kedus 

18 Ahire 
Local 
Chalcan Chinchsvad 7 

TaIeganv 10 Do. 

Vade 
TaIeganv 26 Do. 
Poona 19 Phulganv 

Ta\eganv 26 Chss 
Chinchvad 5 ChUan 

Taleganv 26 Vade 
00. 30 Do. 

Dehu Road 6 Chalcan 
Poona 32 Khed 
TaIeganv 26 Vade 

Do. 18 Chss 
Do. 12 Ahire 

Do. 17 Do. 
Do. 18 Chss 
00. 18 Ahire 
Do. 24 Vade 

'. 

Distance. 

Sat. 13 Vade 
Sun. 3 Khed 

do. 2 Do. 

do. Local 

Wed. 2 Kadus 
Fri. 6 Do. 
Wed. 4 Do. 

sPt. 7 Chakan 

Sun. 2 Do. 

Sat. 2 Vade 

Mon.2 Kadus 
Sat. 8 Vade 
do. 6 Do. 
Wed. 4 Kadus 
Fri. 10 Vade 
Moo. Kadus 
Sat. 3 Local 
do. 4 Do. 

do. 0-1 Vade 
do. 15 Do. 
Fri. 3 Alandi D. 

T ue. 2 Kanhevadi 
Sat. 5 Kuruli 

Slit. 12 Vade 
do. 10 Do. 
SlIt. 3 Chalcan 
Sun. 5 Khed 
Sat. 12 Vade 
Tue. 3 Pangari 
Fri. 2 Kadus 

do. 3 Do. 
Tue. 3 Local 
Fri. 1 Kadus 
Sat. 11 Vade 

4" 

13 w. 
3 N. 

2 N. 

ry;w. 

2 w. 
14 rv. 
4 N. 

7 w. 

8 rv. 

2 rv. 

5 w. 
8 w. 
6 w. 
4 rv;w. 

16 N. 

5 w. 
N •• 

. ' 
w .. :n. . , 

0-1 rv .. 
15 0. 

6 rv. 

1 rv. 
5 w. 

12 rv. 
10 n. 
3 rv;w. 
6 rv. 

12 rv. 

s(P); tI. .40 

s(p): cs(fmg}; (c): (mp): pyt: gym: lib. 

s{P); 2tl: c: cis. 

S(P);o{h); pyt: cs(mp). (c)3 (sp). (mis)2 
Bhopsle Buva Fr. Ct. vad. 15: i. b. (I) 

o{P): 3tl; Co 

.s(p): 3tl. 
S(P): 3tl; Co 

S(P):tl; ViU.Dev. Comm. 

S(P): cs(c): 6tl; 3 gym: Bbeiml Fr. 
Kt. & Mrg. 

tl. 

o{P); 3tl; gym. 

S(P); 2t1. 
S(P); 2t1. 
S(P): 2tl: Co 

2tl. 
s{P): 3tl; 2gym. 
s{P): 3tl, ~c). 
s(P). es{ck 9tI~c; I!JI1I> 

" • 
tl: ferry in ~ seaspn. 

~.. . ~. ,. 
S(P); cs(c): 6tI; mq. c: 4 gym: Bhainma 
Fr. Ps. sud. 3. 

tl. • 
S(P):' cs(c); 3t1: gym: ~ ~ Fr. 
Mrg. awL 15. • 

a{p); 3tl. 
s{P); cs(c): 5t1; h'h: mq; c: cia. 
S(P): 4tI; c; Khandoba Fr. Ct.. sud. 15. 

rv; w. 4tI: c: ferry in raiDf -. 
6 w. a{p):cs(c); 4tI: mqi ~: Bhairava Fr, 

.' . Ct. sud. n .. 
9 w. ". s{P); 2tl: c; JaId1i.nata fro 

rv; w., a{p): 3tl; gym: Co 

10 N. 2tl. 
11 w. s{P): tl. 



744 BOMBAY STA'IE CAZE'l"l"EER 

Serial No. i Village Name. Direction: Area (Sq. miles); Pop.: POItOIlic:e : 
Direct Distance ; Households : Agriculturists. Distance.. • Travelling ~. 

lOS PuhPalagiuiv, T. SE: 14'~; 21'0: 
,Cakru;ta f\NaslliCj a· 

'ifT'fi1lf .. , 
106 Pirilpalaganv T. Kheq. SE: 1'4; 12'0. 

fitqas1JiCj a. ~, 
107 Pirilpari Bk. ftrTU "t ... SW; 4-0; 5-0. 
lOB Pirilpari Kd. ftrTU~. SW; 306; 6'0. 
109 Piir ~ ... E; 8'6;.12'0. 
110 Rase m ... S: 8'2; 13'0. 
111 Retavadi ~T ... SE; 3'4; 4-0. 
112 Rohakai ~ ... SW: 4'4: 7'0. 
113 SabiirQi m¥f ... NW; 10'4; 14-0. 
114 Sayagiuiva m'lI"f'icr ... NW: 8'0: 11'4; 
115 SakurQi ~ ... NW:I3'2; 16'0. 
116 SiuigurQi m<tif ... SW; 13'0: 16'0. 
117 Savaradari ~ ... SW: 9'2; 12'0. 
118 Selagiuiv ~ ." SE; 9'4; 14-0. 
119 Senduru ~ ... NW; 19'4: 25'0. 
120 Selii ~w ... S; 13-6: 12'0. 
121 Sinde ~ ... SW; 9'4: 12'0. 
122 Siragiuiv fumier ... NW;21'0; 29'0. 
123 Sive AA ... VI; 13'0; 17'0. 
124 Sirou ~ ... S; 1'6; 1'0. 
125 Siddha GavhiU;la SE; 13'0; 16'0. 

rea-~. . .. 
126 Solii ~ ... s; ·IN; 1600. 
127 Supe ~ . •• W:, ,16'4: 27'0. 
128 SurakuDQi ~ ... NW; 15-0; 17'0. 
129 Talavat;le ~ ." W; 9'4; 15-0. 
130 Tekavadi a-'Iiffi ... W; 16'0; 26'0. 
131 Tipha.t;l~vaQi ~ NW: 14-0. 16'0. 

, lilil' ... 
,132 1'0kavat;le ~ ." NW;22-0; 27'0. 
133 TOn;le Bk. rnvr~ .... W: IN; 19'0. 
134 TOn;le Kd. a1vr'~ .... W; 22'0: 32'4: 
135 Vat;le em ." NW; 13-2; 15-0. 

136 Vat;lagiuiv Ghenand S; 10'0; 16'0. 
~m ... 

131 Vat;lagiuivT.Khet;la NW; 1'0; 1'0. 
CfS1Iicr if: m 

138 Vighu~ 
139 Vahigiuiv ~ 
140 VijavaQe ~ 
141 Viki Bk. <mit~. 

.... W: 17'0; 25'0. 
... W: 14'4; 19'0. 
... W; 13'0. 21'4; 
... S; 4'2; 7'0. 

I '4; 202; 42; 40. AIandi D. S 

8'3; 2210; 367; 412. LocaI. 

3'6; 1068; 192; 192. Khed. 5 
0'6: 107; 17. Mahalunge. 4 
2'3; 695; 102; 130_ Kanersar. 0-4 
2'8: 914'; 149; 160. Chabn. 2 
4-9; 1483; 247. Khed. 4 
1-3; 331: 59. Mahalunge. 3 
3'8; 837; ISO; 134. Vade. 3 
2'9; 847; 153; 135. ehas. 3 
3-2; 835: 152: 139. Vade. 0-1 
0'9; 363; 64; 59. Dehu. 1-4 
2'0; 363; 69; 71. Mahalunge. 3 
1'0; 322;. 51; 62. Bhose. 3 
1-2: 239: 56: 75. Vade. 10 
1'7; 545; 105. 84. Mahalunge. 4 
3'3; 516: 85; 82. Do. 6 
0'6; 151: 34. 43. Vade. 5 
4'4; 790; 164; 200. Mahalunge. 12 
3-3; 984; 157: 166. Khed. 3 
2'4: 339: 70; 67. Piinpalaganv 4 

T.Khed. 
2'8; 803; '154; 125. AlandiD. 3 
2-0: 394; al; 76. Vade. 14 
0'9; 301: 56: 73. Do. 2 
1'7; 304; 53. Kadus. 5 
1'3; 202: 38; 48. Vade. 17 
0'7: 169; 34: 85. Do. 1 

2'6; 386; 80; 88. Do. 16 
2'3; 318; 72. Kadus. 8 
2'4; 147; 33; 42. Vade. 16 
6-7; 3432; 660; 4SO. LocaI. 

" .,. 
3'8; 1030: 170; 275. Bhare. 

2'7: 783: 125: 153. Khed. 
I' 

2'0; 240; 52; 
4'6; 677: 139; 
leI; 266: 52; 
4'5: 1436: 227: 

62. Vade.. 
181. WaIunge. 
48. Vade. 
1. Chakan. 

3 

2 

18 
13 
3 
2 



Taluka. 

-
Railway St. ; Weeki, Bazar; n.-

Distanae. Day;DisImte. 

P-- 18 CbarLoIi Bk. TLa. I 

Do. 20 BabuI Sum. 3 

T ..... 121 Kbed S ..... 5 
Do. 16 0Wan Sat. 3 
Do. 28 Paba! Fri. 2 

POOIIiI 19 a..Irao Sat. 2 
TaIepny 25 Kbed Suo.. 4 
TaIepw 14 0Wan 5H- 2 

Do. 34 Vade do. 3 
Do. 28 a.a. Tue. 3 

Vade Sal.,O-I 
TaI~ 6 Induri Toe. 3 
DeLuRoad 5 0Wan Sat. 6 
POClIIII 17 Do. do. 8 
TaIeg.oy 26 Vade do. 10 
I)...ImRoad 7 CbaJra, do.. 7 
TaJ.:amy 6 Induri Toe. 6 

Do. 24 Vule Sat. 12 
TaIepoy 10 ALire Fri. 3 

Do. 16 Kbed Suo.. . 
KhirRe 19 Babul do. 2 

P-- 19 ~ do. 6 
Talegany 19 ALire .. Fri. 7 

Vade Sat. 2 
Tales- 14 Kadus Wed. 5 

Do. 18 ALire Fri. 3 
Do. 20 Vade Sat. 1 

Do. 26 Do. do. 16 
Do. 17 ALire Fri. I 

K.unoJ..t 16 Vade Sat. 16 
TaIepoy 2D Load do. 

P .... 16 Cbabo do. 7 

TaIepoy 2D KLed Suo.. 2 

Do. , 18 ALire Fri. 6 
Do. 11 00. do. 4 
Do. 38 Vade Sat. 3 
Do. 14 Cbabo do. 2 

.1'OONA d)ISTBIcr 

Mot«Staud; Water. 
Distance. 

AhndiD. " 5 ,. . . 
Sbelagmy 1):.2 I'" 
Kbed 5 rv. 
0Wan 3 w. 
Kanenar ~2 ,.. 
CLaIr.an 2 w. 

Kbed 4 w. 
0Wan 21 w. 
KanLc.adi Bk. 4 w:n. 

Do. 1 rv;w. 
Vade 0-1 rv. 
KLaIumbare 3 ,.. 
Cbabo 6 w. 
Load 0-2 ,.. 
Vade 10 tv. 

0Wan 6 rv. 
Do. 8 w. 

V<k 12 rv. 

Kadus 8 w. 
Kbed 3 rv • 
Sbelagam 6 rv. 

, 
AL.odi p. ~ n;w. 
V. 11 w." 
Do. 2.,.. 
Kadus 5 w. 
Do. 13 Do 

~ade 1 ,. . 
Do. 16 

. 
Do 

Kadus 8 w. 
Vade 16 rv. 
Load ,. 

SbeJagauy 1 n:w. 

Kbed 2 ,.. 
. 

Kadua 14 tv, 

Do. 12 " . 
V.Je 3 • w. 
Cbabo 2 ,.. 

S(P); a(c}: 311: cIs:]gym: lib; mq. 

S(P); ~II; c: gym. 

S(P): 1'Jl: 211; gym; c; Iih. 
II: ViII. Dev. Cooun. 
S(P);2d:c. 
S(P): a(c); t!. 
S(P): a(c); II; c. 
S(P); tl; Viii. Dev. Cooun. 
S(P): 2tl; g]JIl; f rfJ in rain, season. 

745 

' S(P); 311; mq; Veta! Bow Fr. Ct. sud. 7 
S(P); 211; £eny in rain, """"""" 
4tl;gym. 
S(P); tL 
S(P); a(c); 3tl. 

1I;c. 
4tl; Old Buddhist Cwes. 
t!. 
S(P); 211; c. 
2tl. 
S(P): 211; gym. 

~ 

S(P);' 411; CJUlI Ji!... 
2tl. , 
S(P); 2t!. . 
S(P). 2tl. ' " 

: . ' 
tI. .' 
.(p); t!. 

.(p); 2tI. 

.(pi: 411; cis: Co 

~ 
S(P); prt; a6np): 511; cis; DL.rn.n,. 
Fr. Mgh. sud 2 &: ~ Fr. Ct. 
sud. 1. 

S(P); 3t!. 

.(p); a(c); 311; gym. 

S(P); 311; 
.(p); 3tl. 
S(P); tl; c;ferr,. in:ainr_ 
S(P); 211; c; gym; cis. 

-



746 BOMBAY STATE CAZEIlEER 

SerialNo. : Village Name. Direction: . Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop.: I POIt Office: 
Direct distance : Households: Agriculturists, I Distance. 

Travelling distsnce. 

I 
Viin Kd. C!T'lft~. ... 142 S: 4'4: 8'0 1'5: 304: 48: IChabn. 1-4 

143 viiki T. ViiQe '" 00 SW: 10'6: 19'0 1'2: 141: 25: 27 Mahalunge. 10 

~.~. 
144 Viiladh 'fl'W'f ... NW: 14.6: 22'0 3'8: 687: 131: 182 Vade. 4 

145 Viiiulre crti ... W: 23'0: 32'4 4'4: 260: 61; 72 Do. 18 

146 ViiiJ.jaJe ~ ... NW:20'0: 24·0 0'8: 114: 27: 49 Do. 9 

147 ViiIijiiJa Vihire ~ W: 20'4: 28'0 Deserted. Do. 14 

f~. . .. 
148 ViiphagiiIiv ~ ... NE: 7'4: 9'0 9'3: 2199: 385. 345 locaL 

149 ViikaJaviiQi CCliflii!c:u:s1 ... E: 5'6: 18'4 9'3; 748: 123; 102 Pait. 6 

150 Variile ~ ... SW: 7'0; 8'0 1'8: 272: 53: Maha\unge. 2 
151 Varii~e ~i' ... E: 8'0: 10.0 8'3: 2073: 334: 409 Kanersar. 2-4 
152 ViiSere 00 ... NW: 11'0: 12'0 5'3: 882: 172: lSI Vade. 3 
153 Viisuli ~ ... SW: 9'0: 12'4 1'8: 262: 37; 41 Mahalunge. 5 
154 VelhavaJe ~ .. ... W; 18'4: 27'0 1'7: 119: 27: 61 Vade. 12 
155 VetiiJe ~~ ... NW: 9'0: 10'0 4'4: 1409: 309: 205 Chas. 3 
156 Virhiim ~ ... W: 22'0; 32'0 0'4: 499: 106: Vade. 15 
157 Ye:t;ri.ye Bk. ~; .... W: 16'0: 21'4 2'0: 522: ItO: 127 Do. 6 
158 Yeniye Kd. ilfllflf~ .... W: 15'4: 9'0 1'5; (72: 36. 51 Do. 5 



POONA DISTRIGr 747 
Taluka. 

Rai)waySL; Weekly Bazar ; Bazar Motor Stand ; Water. Institutions and other 
Di:rtance. Day ; Dist.nce. Distance. information; 

Taleganv 14 Chakan Sat. 1-4 Local I tI; ViII. Dev; Conuil. 0-1 w. 

Do. 12 Ahire Fri. 5 Kadus 8 rv. tI. ,~. 

Do. 20 Vade SaL 4 Vade 4 rv. 2t1; c; Malubai Fr •• Ps. Vad 13. 
Kamshet 14 Do. do. 18 00. 18 w. tI; c. 
Taleganv 27 00. do. 9 00. 9 w. 3tI. 
Kamshet 14 00. do. 14 00. 14 . 

Taleganv 29 Local Tue. Local rv;D. S(P); 16tl; 2mq; ds; c; lib; Vacla d 
Maharajll Holkar. 

Do. 28 Do. do. 2 Khed 7 w. s(P): 3tl; gym: c-

IA". 14 Chakan· SlIt. 4 Mahalunge 2 w. tI; ViII. Dev. Comm. 
00. 29 Vaphaganv Tue. 2 Kanersu 2 rv. S(P): 13tl; mq. 
00. 36 Vade SlIt. 3 Vade 3 w. S(P),2t1. 

DehuRoad 5 Induri Tue. 4 Chakan 7 w. S(P); tI. 
. , 

Taleganv 20 Vade 58t. 12 Vade 12 rv. tI. 
00. 29 Chas Tue. 3 Kanhevadi Bk. I tv; n. s(P): cs(c); 7t1: mq; gym. 

Kamshet 18 Ahire. Fri. 12 Vade 15 rv. tI: SIIyab Maharaj Fr. Mrg. Sud. 14. 
Taleganv 22 Vade SIlL 6 00. 

61 rv. 
s(P); tI. 

Do. do •• 5 00. 5 n. S(P). 



748 BOMBAY STATE GAZETTEER 

MawaZ 

I 
Serial No. ; Village Name. I D""';M, Are« (Sq. ~s.); Pop.; Post Ollice; 

Direct distance ; Ho~eholds : Agricuirurisis. Distance. 
T rsvelling distance. 

1 Adhale Bk. ~ "1. SW: 6.2: 14.0. 3.3: 614; 97: 90. I T aleganv-Db. 6 
2 A~aie ~d ... amGO ~. S: 6.20 13.4: 2.9: 463 88: 52. Do. II 
3 Adhe ani ... SW: 3.4: 10.0. 1.7: 440; 78; 66. Do. 6 
4 Ahlrava<;le ~ ... W: 3.4: 5.0 1.2; 279; 49; 61. Kamset. 4 
5 Ajivali arrf~r '" ... . .. 24.4. 1.9; 277: 64; 25. Ambeganv. 7 
6 Aillbale OT~ ... N; 5.2; 6.0. 3.1; 334: 61; Taleganva Db. 7 

. 7 AmbegiIDv ~ .... SW; 12.0; 18.0. 1.1; 533: 108: 74 . Local. 
8 Arilbi ariorr ... NE: 3.0: 5.0. 3.2: 703; 125: 72. T aleganva Stn. 2 
9 Apap an~ ... W; 13.6: 22-.0. 3.1; 308: 46; 51. Ambeganva. 6 

10 k<;lavamrcr ... SW: 7.0; 13.0. 0.5; 124; 26; .20. Khadakale. 8 
11 Atavana amfCfor ... W: 17.4; 27.4: 2.1; 40; 10: 4. Lonavala • 
12 Atn;l<;lholi OT1G~r ... W: 12.4; 15.6; 1.0; 236; 51 : 68. Do. 4 
13 AvaI;u;lhe Kd.~~. W; 13.0; 16.2; ,1.6; 444; 94; 82. 00. 4 
14 Baiir ~ ... SW; 5.2; 10.2; 2.9; 526; 97; 76. Khadakale • '6 
15 Bamhanoli .U;~uj){?') ... SW; 10.0; 19.0. 0.6; 260; 41; 58. Ambegsnva. 2 
16 Beba<;l~ OhoJa ij-C516 S; 3.4; 8.0; 2.6; 480; 89; 69. I T aleganva Db. 5 
~ ... 

§17 Bedase m ... W; 6.6; 12.0; 1.5; 287; 53; 36 . Khadakale. 7i 
18 Beiaj . ij-WGf ... N; 4.0; 5.0. 2.1: 327; 65 : 34 I Vadogsnva. 5 

. }9 Bha<;lavali ~ ... SW; 8.0; 13.0. 0.8; 119; 20; 28. Khad.kale . 9 
20 BhajagiIDv ~ ... NW;II.O; 11.2. 1.0: 91~ 20; 19. Karnset. 8 

§21 Bhaje m;ij' ... W; 10.6; 13.2: 0.9: 486: 99: 62. Malavali. I 

2Z Bhayere ~ ... N; 9.0; 9.0. 2.5: 424: 92; Vsdaganva. 13 
23 Bhiisi ;ror ... W; 15.4; 17.0. Lonavala Mun. area • Lonavala. I 
24 Boraj or~ ... W; 9.0; 10.0. 0.8; 194; 42.: 6. Karnset. . 4 
25' Boravali ~r ... NW; 14.0; 20.0. 2.4; 62; 15; Vadoganva • 20 
26 Bu<;lhava<;li ~ ... NW; 7.4; 8.4: 0.5; 114; 27; 7. Kamset. Ii 
27 Ciil}-dakhe<;la ~ ... S; 6.4; 12.0. 6.4: 1022; 208: n. Taleganva Db. 29 
28 Ciivasar 'tfl'fm: ... 21.4; 2.8; 458: 94; 15 . Ambeganv. 4 
29 Cikhalase ~ ... W; 4.4; 6.0 • 2.2 .. 500; 71: 77. Kamset. 3 
30 Dahivali ~ ... W; 10.4: 13.0 . 1.2; 298; 55: 49. Karla. 3 
31 I)a.aiili . ~ " , 

22.0. 2.7; 178; 38; Vadaganva • 21 ... 
32 D~bare ~ ... SE; 7.0; 11.4; 2.5; 552; 106; 20. T aleganva Db. 6 
33 Devaghar ~Cf'R ... W: 12.0; 14.0. 0.6; 344; 70. 52. Karla. 2 
34 DevaJe ~~ ... W; 11.4: 14.0 . 2.1; 416· 75; 112. Lonavala. 6 'I, 
SS Dhiilewiidi ~r ... W; 10.2; 17.0. 0.6; 69; 17; 20. AmbeganvL 3 
36 Dhamal)6 ~~ ... SE; 3.6; 7.4; 2.5; ~i 678; 131; 25. T aleganva Db. 5 
37 Dhiingavhiil)a tfTif- W; 12.0; 18.0. 1.0; 138; 29; 62. Kamset. 8 
~ ... 

38 Diviida f~· .... SW; 8.2: 15.4; 2.8; 583; 118; 106. Taleganva Db. II 
39 Done'~)if .. • SW: 7.0; 15.0. 2.5: 371; 70; 90. Karnset. 8 
40 Do~garganva ~ W; 12.0; 15.4; 1.3; 302; 62; 45. Lonavala. 1. 
41 Dudhivare ~ .. • W: 12.0; 22.0; 1.3; 79; IS; 24. Ambegimva. Z 
42 GahUnje ~ .. · SE; 6.0; 8.0. 1.9; 424: 87f 45. T aleganva Db. 5 
43 Gevhiin<;le ij"~ii ... W; 14.0; 21.0 • 4.7; 290; 66. 33. Ambeganva. 5 

-



Taluka. 

Railway St. ; 
Distana:. 

Begadewadi 9 
Taleganv 13 

00. 6 
Kamsbet 4 
Lonavala 1.5 
Taleg.Db. 7 
Malavali 5 
Taleg. Stn. 2 
LonavaIa 6 
Khadakale 8 
LonavaIa 
LonavaIa 4 
Lonavala 4 
.~mahet 6 
MaIavali 6 
Taleg.Dh. 5 

Khadakale 7~ 
Vadaganv 5 
Khadakale 9 
Malavali I 

Kamabet 8 
Vadaganv 13 
LonavaIa I 
Maiavali 
Vadaganv 20 
Kamshet Ii 
T aleg. Stn. II 
Lonavala 
Kamabet 
Malavali 
Vadaganv 
DehuR08d 
Mala~ali 

00. 
Do. 

T aleganva 
Kamshet 

T alegan., 
Kamshet 

avala 
a.,ali 
u Road 

navaJo 

Len 
Mal 
Deb 
1.0 

12 
3 
4 

24 
5 
3 
I 

3i 
6 
8 

11 
8 
3 
5 
3 , 

Weekly Bazar ; Bazar 
Day; Distance. 

Sbivane Mon. 3 
Taleg.Db. Suny II 

Do. do. "6 
Vadaganv Thu. 
LonavaIa Daily IS 
Taleg.Db. Sun. 7 
Sivane 6 
Taleg.Db. Sun. 3 

Sivane 5 

Vadaganv Thu. 14 
Vadagan., Thu.14i 
Sivane Mon. 4 
Sivane Mon. 6 
TaIeg.Db. Sun. 5 

Sivane Mon. 6 
Vadaganv Thu. 5 
Sivane 6 
Vadagapv Thu. I~ 

Vadaganv 14 
Vadaganv Thu.13 

Vadaganv 10 
Vadaganv Thu.20 
Vadaganv 8-4 
Taleg.Db. Sun. 9 
Lonavala Daily 12 
Vadaganv Thu. 9 
Vadaganv Thu. IIi 
Vadaganv Thu. 24 
Taleg.Db. Sun. 6 
Vadagan., 10 

Do. do. 11 
Lonavala Daily 9t 
Taleganv Db. Sun. 5 
Sivane Mon. 5 

Talegan., Sun. 11 
Si.,ane Mon. 3 
Lonaval. Daily 3 
Sivane 6 
T alegan., Db, Sun. 5 
Lanava" Dail)' , 

POONA DISTBIGr 749 

! . 
Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 

Distance. information. 

w. s(P); 2tl; 2gym. 
Tale(f8nv 13 w. 5(P); 4tl; 2gym, 

Do. 6 rv. s(P); pyt; 2tI. 
Kamshet ·4 w. pyt; tI. 

w. 2tl. 
Taleg.Db. 8 w. 8(P); 2tl. 
LonavaIa 8 rv. s(P); es(mp); 2tl; mq; gym; c; lib.. 
Taleg. Stl'. 2 rv. ,(P); tI. 
Lonavala 6 rv. 2tl. 
Khadakale 8 rv. pyt. 
Lonavala w;rv. 2tl. 
Lonavala 4 w. . s(p); tl. 
Lonavala 4 w. s(p): 4t1. 
Khadakale 6 WIrY. stp): pyt. 

w. 2tl. 
Taleg.Db. 5 .(p): pyt; id; c. 

. 
rv. 

~ . . 
, 

Khadalcale 7t w. 8(P); pyt. . ~ 

Vadganva 5 rv. c. 
Khadalcale 9 rv. 
KarIa 2i w. 8(P): a(e): t1; 1!Y1D: Datta Urw; Mrg. 

sud.15. 
Taleg. Stn. 16 rv. t!. 0 

Kamshet 8 w. 8(P): 2tl. 
Lonavala I p. 8(P): tl. 

w. s(P): 2tl. 
( 

Vadaganv 20 t. pyt: tl. t , 
,rv. 

Taleg. Stn. 11 n. s(P): ,(mp): 9tl. : mq. ; 4 gym: c. 
w;rv. 2tl. • . 

{(amshet 3 w. s(P): pyt: 2t1 ... 
Karla I w. s(p): 2tl.· 
Vadagan., 24 t. , 

\>yt:'tl. , I 

n. s(p): a(e): 3tl. 
Karla 2 W. tl: ds: Bhairavo fro Ct. sud. 4. 
Do. It w. s(p): 2tl. 

KarIa 5i w. 
\ r'I. s(P): 2tl: gym: c. 

w. tI. 

w. p~: 4tl. gym. 
W. .(p): 2tl. 

Lona.,.l. 3 r'I. 2tl. . . 
Lona.,.1a 8 w. 2t1. 
DchuR0s4 3 IV. .(p); 6tl: 17IJI: ~, 
1.onavalt , ry. 3t1. 

.. ~ - .. -, "' 



750 BOMBAY STATE GAZETl'EER 

MawaZ 

Serial No. : Village Name. Direction : Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop. : PostOllice : 
Direct distance : Households ~ Agriculturists. 'Distance. 

Travelling distance. 
I 

44 Gevii.nQ~ KhaQak SW: 12.0: 24.4. 1.1: 324: 50: 15. Ambeganv. 4i 

~~~. • ... ~ 

45 GhoI}.as~t ~ ... NW; 6.4: 6.0. 1.4; 4~9: 94: 110. Vadaganv. 6 

46 GOQambare ~ ... SE; 5.6: tlO.2. 1.1: 349: 63: 5. Talegan", Db. 5 

47 Govim mr~T ... NW: 8.6: 10.0. 1.2: 243; 52: 46. Kamshet. 6 

48 Indiiri ~<:T ... E: 5.0: 6.0. 5:9:, 1549: 318; 198. T alega/YV. Db. 3 

49 IngaluI}.a ~ ... NW: 12.4: 14.0. .9. I; 782: 170. Vad.ganv. 14 

50 Jambava<;le ~ ... E: 6.0: 8.0. 1.2: 211; 42; 45. Taleganv Db. 5 

51 Jiirilbavali ~T ... NW: 15.0: 18.4:', 3.8: 73: ~5; 27 •• Kamshet. II 
52 JiirilbhuJa ~ ... NW: 2.0; 3.0. 2.6: 549; 96; 88. Vadaganv. 3 

53 J a van;;;rcr;r... ... SW; 12.4: 24.0. 1.7; 242; 62; 15. Ambeganv. 5 

54 Kadadhe 'Rli ... SW; 7.6; 12.0. 2.3; 315; 51; 43. Khadakale. 8 

55 Kadav ~ ••. SW: 12.6; 22.0. 0.7; 182: 33: 20. Ambeganv. 4 
56 Kale ~ .~. W; 10.0; 19.0. 1.5; 338; 66; 77. Do. 2 
57 Kalhflta 'Ii~~ " ... N; 9.4; 10.0. 4.9; 565; 120; Vadaganv. 10 
58 Kabre A. 114. 'Iili' NW; 14.0; 21.0. I 0.7; 168;- 36; Do. 21 

. (or.;rr.) ... 
~ 79.1 KamsheL 59. Kabre N. M.· 'IiTi NW; 7.6; 11.0. 0.7: 562: 106; 3 

(iff. irr.) ., . . ... 
. 60 KaDhe ~ ... E; 7.0; 3.0 • I 2.6, 642; 116; 176. ·00 . 3 

61 KaranQoli _~ ... W: 12.4; 14.0. 1.2; ))9. 37; 22. Karla. 2i 
62 KaranjagiiJly ~ NW: 8.2: 12.0. 3.9: lrl2; 194; 158. Kamshet. 4 ,. ,I , 

§63 Kiirle ~ W' 10.2; 11.4; 1.8: 575: 119; 79. Local. ••• t 

64 . Karunj ~~ ... SW: 6.4; ".4; 2.2; 5.,41; 102; 65. Khadakale. 7 
65 Kasiila 'fimOO N· 10.0; ".0. 4.2; 405; 92: Vadaganv. 15 .... 
66 Kata~ CfiRrCfT ... NE; 1.6; 2.0 0.7; 288; 51; 28. Taleganv Db. 2t 
67 Kevare ~ ... SW; 12.Jl; 21.0, 0.7: 135; 31; 33. Ambeganv. 3 
68 Khadkiile . ~ ... W; 5.4: 6.0: 1.7; 1431; 275 85. Kamshet. 
69 Ka~set' ~ ... W: 6.4; 7.0. 1.0; 281; 49; 46. Local. I 
70 Khanda ~ ... NW; 17.0; 26.0. 5.0; 570; 133; Karjat. :2 
71 Kha~~iile ~ '" W: 17.2; 19.0. Lonavala Municipal area 27. Local. 
72 KhaI}.Qasi ~' ... W; 10.4; 10.6. 11.8; 169; 49; 38. Kamshet. 8 
73 Kivale ~ ... N; 12.0; 12.0. 4.9: 288: 62; Vadaganv. 9 
74 Kole Caphesar m W; 12.0; 18.0. 2.6; 104; 17; 35. Ambeganv. I 

:qTtii~ . ... :, 
75 KonQivaQe A. M. NW; 7.4; 8.0. 1.2: 216; 48; Vadaganv. 15 
~ (or. ;rr.) ... 

" \; 
'/6 KonQivaQe N. M. N; 7.0: II .0. 1.9; 280; 48; 36. Kamshet. 4 
~ (iff. iIJ·) ... 

77 Kothume <!iT~, • ,. SW; 9.4; 18.0 • 1.3: 392: 74: 75. Ambeganv. 3 
'/ri K~e N. M.~ W: 17.0; 18.0. 3.6: 495;,,121: Khandala. 2 

(iff.;rr.) .... . .. 
'79 KurvaI}.Qe ~ ... W; 17.6; 20.0. 9.4: 1905: 252: 120. Lonaval •• 3 
SO Kusavali ~ ... NW; 12.2; 18.0. 1.4; 353; 68; 68. Vadag.nv. 18 
81 KusagiiDv Bk. ~ W: 14.2; 15.0. 2.7: 752: 159: 81. Lonavau. !t 

01'. .. . .. 



POONA DISTBIcr 751 

Railway St. : Weddy Baar: MotorStand: Water. Institutions and other 
Distaoce. Bazar Day; Distance. infonnation. 

Distance. 

Loamda 12 LanavaIa Daily 12 I..onavaIa 12 w • .(p). 

• 
Kamshet 3 Vadagany Tho. , KbadakaIe' 3 w. S(p); 2t1. 
TaIec.Stu. 6 T a\ega&v Db. Sun. S r'/f. .(p); 2t1; gym: ~ 

Kamsbet • 8 Vadagam 12 T a1eganv Stu. 14· rv. 3t!. 
TaIec.Dh. 2 Loa! Toe. TaIesanv StD. 3 rv. .(p); 6tI; mq; ~ 

vadas- 14 ' Vadagamr Tbu. 14 Vacllganv 14 L s(p); Sti. 
Cbonndi .. ' ,J,;dmi 2 TaIepn:Stu. S w; IV. 2tI; cis: ~ 
Kamobet II Vadaganv 184 T alegany Stn. 19 rv. tI. 
Vadagany 3 Vadagant Tbu. 3 Vadagany 3 w. .(p): 2t1. 
MaIavaIi 10 Pirangul Fai. S KoLman 8 w. 2t1. 
KhadaIraIe 8 Sivane S Khadakale S \1C r. p~ -
Lonavala 12 Lonavala Daily 12 Kolvana 8 w;t. 

Malavali .. Vadaganv Tho. 16 Karla 6 w •• tl~ 

Vadagany 10 Vadaganv Tbu. 10 Vadagany 10 w. • .(Pl: 2t1. 
Do. 21 Do. do. 21 Do. 21 t. • pyL 

. , 
: ~ 

~ .\: . 
Kamohe! 3 Do. do. II Kamsbet 3 L .(p); 2t1.: WI. Ft. Mrs. , 

\ , . 
" . Vadgam 3 Do. do. .3 Local w. .(p);)tt' 

3i' to 
. 

MaIavaIi Do: do. karla 2 tanki. d. 
Kamohet .. Do. ,do. 12 icamshet .. to .(p); cs(mp);j2tl; cis: Vill Fl. 

Mr!l. . ..... 
" I 

MaIavaIi I Do. do. 1.14 Local w:L .(p);6tI;mq:ds:i. b.(11) 
Khadable 7 Sivane Mon. S Khaclakale 7 •• rv. pyt. 
Kamahci 12 Vac\aganv Thu..IS ICamshet 12 w. s(P); 2t1. 

4" 

Talepnv Ii T a\eganv Db. Sun. 2i Taleganv It rv. 
MaIavaIi 6 $vane Mon. 6 rv. .(p); 2t1. 
Kamahet Vadaganv Tho. 6 Kamahet 

, 
rv. .(p); pyt; cs(c): t1., 

Do. I Do. do. 7 Do. I rv. pyt; tI. 
Bbivapuri 10 Coulavadi Sun. 6 Vadsganv 30 w. &(P); s{h); 4tI. 
Local Local Daily LoQd p;w. s(p): mur_: Btl: p: c;i. b. (I). 
Kamshet 8 Vadaganv Tho. 14 Talepnv Stn. 16 w. tl .• I 

Do. 6 Do. do. 9 Kamshet 6 rv. .(p): 2t1. 
Lonavala 6 $vane Mon. 6 tl. ' , rv. 

, 
ICamthet 12 Vai!agam Thu.IS Kamshet 12 w. s(p): d. 

Do. .. Do. do. II Do. .. w:t. tI. .; 

MaIavaIi S Si_ Mon. 7 [Y. S(P): il. 
2 ~ D",1y2 ~ 2 

. 
KbandaIa apr. 2t1. ' 

LonavaIa 3 LonavaIa 3 w. .(p): 3tI. 
Vadagany 18 Vadagan~ Tbu. 18 Vadsganv 18 w. pyt: 2tL 
LcmavaIa Ii ' . Lonavala, Ii w • .(p); 2t1. . , 

, " 



BOMBAY STATE GAZEIXEEB 
752 MawZ 

Serial No. : Village Name. 
i Directions; • --- (5 ) P "''''' q. ms. ; op.; 
I Direct distance; HouSehold. ; Agriculturists. 
!T ravelling distance. 

Post Office ; 
Distance. 

82 Kusaganv Kd. ~ W; 5'4; 7'0. 1'3; 201; 34; 58. Kamshet. 2 

;-s.. .. 
83 K~aganv P. M. ~ S: 9'0; 15'0. 1'3: 52"; 115; 51. Taleganv Db. 12 

(tf.m.) .. 
M R.usur W ... NW; 16'6; 24'0. 0'6: 282; 61: Kariat. 12 

85 Lohaga<;la ~~ ... W; 11'6; 15'0. , .. 9; 277; 61: 40. Ambeganv. 2 

§86 Lonavale ~ ... W; 15'4: 16'0. 

87 Mahagilliv ~ ... W; 8'6; 16'0. 
88 Mliiijaganv ~ ... SW; 11'2; 20'0. 
89 Malavali N. M. llOO- W; 10'4; 

2·1l16.771; 4084: 33. Local.' 

3'2; 689; 147; 162. Ambeganv. 
1 '0; 170; 30; 43. Ambeganv 
0'6; 190; «I; 27. Local. 

~ (;rT.lIT.) 
90 Malavafi 1'. M. llOO- SW; 5'4; 12'0. 1'2; 219; 44; ~1. Kamshet. 

~ (tf. lIT.) .. . 
91 Malavandi ~r ... SW: 9'6: 21'0. 2'0: 386: 78: 15. Ambeganv. 
92 Malegrui~ Bk. NW;~6'4: 22'0. 12'5: 732: 149: Karjat. 

, . ~<r. . '" 
93 MaIeviidi"~ ... W: 9'6: 15'0: 
94 Mangru-ftla ~ ... NE: 3"4: 
95 Mall ma; ' •... NW: 8'0: 9'0. 
\:16 Morave~ ... SW: 14'4: 26'0. 
97 Mundha.nre ~ ... W: 7'4: 9'0. 
98 Nagm-ganv ~"" W; 14'4; 15'0. 
99 Nagathali ~ ... NW; 11'6; 17'0. 

100 Niine ;::rroT ••. NW; 5 '6; 7'0. 
§101 Nru;.oli-T -CakaQa E; 4"4; 5 '0. 

1'7; 
2'5; 
3'3; 
3'6; 
1'3; 

114; 
195: 
465: 
310: 
'46; 

21; 
4/: 
95; 
41: 
34;. 

Lonavala Mun. area 
0'8; 238; 51: 
4 '0; 761: 135: 
1'9: 306; 59; 

18. Ambeganv. 
48. T aIeganv Stn. 

115. Vadaganv. 
15. AmbegaJIv. 
6. Kamshet. 

23. Local. 
Vadaganv. 

212. Kamshet. 

. 
30. T aIeganv Db. 

~ ~. :qr<fi1IT 
102 Nii.J;J.oli N. M. ~r NW; 5'0; 5'0. 0'9; 126: 27: 27. ~hadakale. 

(ill". lIT.) ... ' • 
§103 Navalakh Umbre NE; 5'6; 9'0. 13'2: 1973; 380; 153. TaleganvDb. 

~~. 
104 Niiyaganv ~ 
105 Nesave.;fWcr 
106 Niga4e m 
107 Ojhar<;le arm 
108 Ovalearm 
109 Pacane tf'ifr'1f 
110 Pale 'nii.J;J.e-mava!a 

... W; 4'2: 5'0. 

... W; 9'6; 10'0. 

... N; 6'6; 6'0. 

... "'0. 

... SW: 9'0; 16'0. 

... 5: 8'0; 14'0. 
NW; 9'4; 14'0. 

2'2: 510: 86; 67. Kamshet. 
1'3; 167; 40; 39. Do. 
5'9: 443: 91: TaIeganvDb. 
2 '2; 366; 72: 68. Kamshet. 
i;l; 591: 135; 50. TaIeganvDb. 
5'1: 510;" III; 56. • Do. 

1'2: ,,205; 45: 35. Kamshet. ,. 
~ (ifT. lIT.) 

111 Pale pavan-mavala W; 12'2; 19'0. 1'0; 149; 16; 22. Ambeganv. 
~ (tf. lIT.) . . .. 

112 Pangololi ~ ... W: 14"4: 15-4; 
113 Piinasoli ~ ... SW: 12'0; 18'4: 
114 Parandavac;li~ ... SE: 3'0; 6'4. 
115 Piiradava<;li ~r ... NW; 4'2: 4'0. 
116 PataI.m ~ ... W: 9'6: IZ·O. 

D. ·D. 
0'2: 56: 
1'8: 280: 
0'2; '14: 
I'~: 479: 

D. D. 
9: 12. 

34. 
17. 
85. 

51: 
17: 

105; 

Ambeganv. 
Taleganv Db. 
Vadaganv. 
Malavoli, 

3 

! 

5 

5 
14 

3 
6 

12 
7 

2! 
17 
2 
3 

3 

6 

I! 
7 
9 
6 
'I 

II 
5 

3 

! 
4 
4 
I 



'Taluka. 

Railway St. ; 
Distance. 

Kamshet 2 

DehuRoad. 

Karj~ 

Malaveli 
Locel 

Malavali 
Malavali 
Lecal 

Kam:.het 

vali Mala 
B Iuvapuri 

Ma lavali 
Talegapv 

adsganv 
Lonaval 
Kamshet 
1.0 navaIa 
Vadaganv 
Kamshet 

_kganv" 
Db. 

KhadsIcale 

Taleganv 

12 
3 , 

:; 
6 

S 

II 
12 

3 
6 

12 
Ii 
2! 

'I 
17 
2 
3 

3 

5 

Weekly Bazar; Bazar 
Day; Distance. 

Vad.Janv 
'. 

Tbu. 7 

T aleganv Db. Sun. 12 

GouIvadi 6 
Lonavala Daily 9 
Local ' D8I1y 

Vadaganv ' Thu.16 
Sivane Mon. 6 
Vadganve Tho. 12 

Siva'l . Mon. I 

Lonaula D3ily 15 
Coulvadi Sun; 8 

Lonavala Daily 9 
Vadaga~ Thu.4 

D~. do. 12 
Lonavala . Daily 12 
Vadsganv Thu.9 
Lonavala Daily 1 
Vadaganv Thu.17 

Do. 7 
Induri 2 
. 
Vadsganv Tho. 8 
Induri Tue. 6 
Tal.,ganva Sun. 6 

Kamshet I! Vadagam. Tho. 5 
Do. 7 Do. Tho. 13 

Taleganv 9 Taleganv Db. 9 
Taleganv 7 Si_ Mon. I 

,Do. . 7 Taleganv Sun. 7 
Do. 13 Do. Db. Sun. II 

Ksmshet 5 Vadsganv Tho. 12 

MalAvali 5 Sivane 6 

Lonavala· 8 Sivane Mon. 8 
Taleganv 4 Taleganv Sun. 4 
Kamshet :; Vadsgall\' TllU. 4 
Malsvali 1 Do. ,- Do. 12 

~ 

, KO·. Bk Vf 2-48 

POONA DISTRICf 753 

., 

Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. information • 

. ". 

Kamshet 2 w. pyt: tL 

DehuRoad 8 w. 8(P); 3tl; gym. 

...... w • 2tL 
Lonavala 9 w. s(p); .(h); 3th do; historic fort. 
LoCal pow. s(p); mun; cs{con), (mp): 4mq; 31ib: 

c.;d.b. 
KarIA S w:t. .(p). 

rv. S(P); 2t1. 
Karla 2 w. tl; do. 

Taleganv 9 rv • s(p): 211. 

...... w. s(p); 2t1. 
Vadaganv 27 to 'e(p); 2tI. 

Karla S tanki. tI. 
Taleganv sb.. 6 w. s(p): tl. 
Vadaeanv 12 t. s(P); tI •• 
...... spr • tL . 

tL ...... l. 
Lonavala I p;w. s(P); 4t1: ~vaIa Mun.' Ara. 
Vadsganv 17 P. pyt: tI. 
Kamshet 2 w. a(p); pyt; tL 
T a1eganv Stn. 2 rv. &(P); 211. 

Khadalcale 3 w. 
l' aleganv Stn: 5 rv. s(p); cs (c); 2 tI: mq; cr Bhaima 

Fr. and Ram Navami. 

Kamset Ilw. tL 
T a1eganv stn. 13 W. tL 

Do. Db. 10 2tl. 2tl.' 
...... w· s(p) ; 2tL gym. 
. ~ .. :-: '. .(p) ; 2tl : 

Taleganv Stn. 13 w. .(p) : 3tl; gym. 
Kam.het 5 w. s(P);-tJ. 

Lonavala . 8 rv. 2tl. 

... Deseited. 
...... w .• rv· 2tL 

Taleganv 4 rv. .(p) ; pyt i 3 tL 
Kamshet 3 ". tl. 
Karla 21 w . .(p): t~ 

• 



BOMBAY S~A:n:GAZE~ 
Mawa 

Serial No. ; Village Name. 
Ifechon ; Ar..,a (Sq. ms.); Pop .. ; I D" 1 

.\ 

Direct distance; Households; Agriculturists. 
Travelling distance. 

Post Office; 
Distmce. 

117 patharaganv~. W; 7'!h 8'1. 
118 Pbagru;te qjflTIJT ... SW; 10'6; 20'0. 
119 Pha!ru;te ~ .. . .. NW; 6'0: 7'0~ 
120 PiIDpalakh~te ~ SW; 3 '6; 13 '0. 

~~. 
121 PiIDpaloli ~ ... W; 7'2; 9'4. 
122 Pusfu:1e ~ ... S; 7'4; 15'0. 
123 Rajapuri ~T~T ' ... N; 2'6; 5'0. 
124 Rakasavadi (1'fI'E\O(1~1. NW;l3'O;16·6. 
125 SadapI}I' ~ .... W; 12'0'; 14'4. 
126 Sadavali ~~ffi' ... SW; 4'4; II '0. 
127 Siii' m{ ... NW; 6'4; 5'0. 
128 SaIiimbare ~ort: .. , SE; 6'2; 9'2; 
129 Siblgava<,le ~ ... SE; 7 '0; Jl'0 .. 
130 Sangise ~ ... NW;. 8'6; 9'0. 
131 Sangavi ~y ... NE; ,1'4; 2'0 .. 
132 Sate mff ... W: 2'6; 3'0. 
133 Savale ~ ... NW; 18"0; 28'0. 
134 Seva~tl icffiT .... SW; 10'4~ 19'0. 
135 Silatane ~ ... W; 9'4; li·o. 
136 S~·~ . . .. SW;i4'0; 25'0. 
137 Sfu.daganv ~ , w;' IJ'6; 
138 Siradhe fmi ... NW; IN; 16'0. 
139 'Sire'l'm: '. • .. N: 5'0; 5'0. 
140 Siraganv fuwior ... SE; 5'2; 6'4. 
141 SivaJi ro~T ... SW; S'2; 14'0. 
142 Sivru;te fucrQT '" SW;' 4'6; 12'0. 

~43 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 

Somata:Q.e mllWll: ... SE; ~'2; 6'0. 
Somavadi ~T ... NW;12'2; 14'0. 
Sud3.va<ll ~ ' ... E; 7'4; 8'0. 
Sudiimb~re ~ ,E; 8'0: S·2. 
Taje ~ , .. W; 8'4; 10'4. 
Takave Bk.~"!., ... NW: 5'0: 6'0. 

0:6; 209; 48; 9. Kamshet. 2 
0'6; 135; 28; 23. Ambeganv. I 
J '6; 244; 44; 38. Vadaganv. 7 
1'1; 163; 27; 21. TaleganvDb. 8 

1'8; 420; .85: 18. 
3'0; 477; 104;60. 
'1'7; 294; 60; 19. 
I . 3; Deserted. 
0'6; 18i; 28: 27. 
I '6; 369; 66; 55. 
1'6; 287; 55; 50. 
1'5; 340; 65; 15. 
i '3; 390; 79;· 15. 
1'3; 380; 66; 15. 
I ~6; 175; 44; 57. 
4'2; 1240; 222; 178. 
0'1; 535; 119: •. 
0'3; 118; 20: '/.7. 
2'0; 529; 83; 17. 
4'7; 644; 123: 100. 
0'2: - 82; 16; 24. 
2'2; 137;29: 20 •. 
1'6: 250: 45: 

Kamshet. 3 
Taleganv Db. 12 
Taleganv Stn. 6 

Lonavala. 
Kamshet. 

5 
6 
9 Vadaganv. 

Taleganv Db. 5 
Do. 5 

Kamshet. 
Taleganv Db. 
Kamshet. 
Kariat. 
Ambeganv. 
Karla. 
Ambeganv. 

Do. 
Kam~het. 
Taleganv Db. 

7 
4 
3 

12 
I 

1'5; 277; 54: 15: Do. 

Ii 
5 
1 
9 
6 
4 

10 
6 

1'9: 513; 97; 
2'8; 752; '162; 

1'7; , 
1'2; 
1'5; 
2'6: 
2'6; 
4'4; 

358; 62; 
29: 9: 

185: 38: 
720: 153. 
513; 95: 
979; 173;, 

66. KhadaJca!e. 
114. Kamshet. 

20. 
10. 
35. 
30; 
20. 

139. 

Taleganv Dh. 3 
Kamshet. 9 
Taleganv. 6 

Do. 3 
Kamshet. 3 
V.daganv. 6 

149 Takave' K~ ~~. W: 9'0: 10'0. "1'6: 514: 90: 22., Kamshet. 4 
§lS0 Ta!ga~v : Dabha<,le E: 4'2: 4'0. 7960: 1575; 20. Local. 

. (non-mUnicipal area) 
~q~ (ifT.~:) 

lS0A Ta!eganv Dabha,<;le E: ,4'2; 4'0. 
(municipal area) 
~~(~,). 

lSI 'fhlikUrasiii 61~<ttl{ SW; 11'2; 21'4. 
IS2 ThoriI;1a ~WIT ... NW; 13'4; 17'0. 
153 Thuganv ~ .. , SW; 6'0; 12'0. 
154 Tikona. fu'fJT;:rr, ,,' SW: 11 '0: 22 O. 

10'3: 6349: 1384: 

1'0: 
3'7; 
1'4; 
2'6; 

. . ' 

221; 
105: 
277; 
20:6 

45: 58. 
22: 23. 
57; 64. 
50; 45. 

Ambeganv. 
Kamshet. 
Kamshet. 
Ambeganv. 

2 
10 
5 
5 



POONA . DIsmcr "{55 

Taluka. 

• 1W1way St.; Weekly Bazar ; Bazar MotorSbind; Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day ; Distance. Distance. infonnation. 

K..mshet 2 Vadagany , Thu; 8-1 .. : ... w .• rv • 's(p) ; tI. 
Malavali S Sivane, Mon. 6 . . ~ ... rv • tl. 
Vaclagany 7 Vaclaganv Tho. 7 Vadag3ny 7 p .• w. .(p) ; tI. 
Talegany 7 SiYar.e Mon. 2 ...... rv • tl. 

Kamshet 3 Vadagany Thu. II ...... w • s(p); 3tl. 
Talegany 14 Talegany Sun. 12 Talegany Stn. 14 n. ,s(p) : 3t1 : gym. 
Vadagany :3 Vadagany Thu. 3 Do. 6 ev. .(p); 2t1. 

Deserted. 
Malayali 1 V.daganv Thu. II Karla 2 w. tl. 
Talegany '8 Sivane Mon.l/8 Talegany 8 ". tl. 
Khada1caIe S Vadagliny Thu. 9 Khaclable' , " S s(p) : 2 tI. W· 

Dehu Road 4 Talegan, Sun. S .. .. -, rv· 3t1: c. 
Do. ,4 Do • . do.' 7 i(p): 4tl : c. ...... n· 

Kamshet S ...... ...... t· tl. 
" 

Vadagany 2 Vaclagany Thu. 2 Vael.gany 2 rv. ,2tl. 

Do. 3 Do. do. 3 ....... w • s(p) : '3tl. 
Bhivapuri 12 Goulayadi Sun. 6 Vadganv 28 t. s(p) : 3tl. 
Malayali S Lonayala Daily 11 Karla 7 rv. Sevikadevi tI. 

Do. 2! . ..... Do. II w. s(p):.tI. , 

Do. 10 LonavaIa Daily 12 W' 
- s(p): 3t1. ...... 

Do. S SiYane Mon. 6 Lonayala 6 rv. 2tl. 
Karnshet 9 Vaclaganv ,Thu.16 T alegany Stn. 17 spr.' Shiradhubili tl. 
Vadagany S Do. do. S Vaclagany S D. 2t1. 
Begadewadi 4 Talegany Sun. 4 ...... " . 3tl. 
KhaclakaIe 10 S[vane Mon. 6 Khaclakale 10 w. s(p): pyt. 
Talegany 7 Local Mon. Talegany 7 rv. s(P): 5tl: mq: dB: gym: c: Bbairava Fr. . Phg. sud. I. 
Begadewadi 5 TaIegany Sun. 3 ...... rv • s(p): 2t1; c. . 
Kamshet 9 Vaclagany Thu.14 Talegany 17 t. Scmaj,:.itl. 
Ghorwadi 5 Induri Tue. 3 Talegany Stn. 6 rv. tI: ds. 

Do. 2 Do. do. 3 Do. 6 wirY. s(p): 3tl: c: Santaii Maharai,Fr. 
Kamshet 3 Vadagany Thu.9 ...... w· .(p): 2tl. 
Vadagany 6 Do. do. 6 Vadagany 6 w· s(P): cs(mp): 3t1: gym: c; Vith.1 Fr. 

Mgh. sud. 15. 
MalavaIi 3 Vaclagany Thu.IO ...... w; tv • s(P): tl. 

Local Loca1 ~ Sun. T alegany Stn. , p:w. s(p): s(h): pyt: cs(mp). (con); 7t1: 4mq; 
3ela: Ganapati Festival. & Dolasahib 
Fr. Ct. sud, I, 

Do. Loca1 Sun. Do. ... 
. 

Malava1i 6 ~ivane MOD. 6 rv. 2t1. 

Kamshet 10 daganv Thu. 17 T aleganv Stn. 18 rv. ' 2t1. 

Do. 5 Sivanll Mon. II Do. 10 rv. s(p): 2t1. 

M.J.vali 8 PiraniUt Fri. 6 ...... w • 2t1. 

. 



756 BOMBAY .STATE; GAZEllEER 

MawaZ 

. 
Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction; Area (Sq. ma.); Pop.; POltOffice ; 

Direct distance ; Households ; Agriculturists. Distance. 
Travelling distance. 

155 Tung ~tf •.. SW; 13.0; 21.0. 3.0; 393; 60; 61. Ambeganv. 2 
156 TuilgarU .~ ... W; 15.0; 10.0. Lonavala Mun. area 73. Lonavals. 1 
157 UdevaQi ~Cfl'6r ... W; 17.0; 21.0. 9.0; 208; 40; 38. Do. 12 
158 Ukas~~ ~ ... NW; 10.4; 13.0. 3.7: 668; 145: 107 •. Kamahet. 7 
159 Urse ~ ... S: 2.4: 6.0. 4.3; 969: J65; 165. 

-
160 Vadavali ~ ... NW; 9.2; 11.4; 1.0: 42: 10: 11. Kamahet. 7 
161 Vaddvar ~ ... NW: 10.2: 12.0. 6.0: 733: 148: Do • 10 
162 Va~aganv ~ ... H.Q. 4.0: 2512; 528: 145. Local. 

163 VaQivale ~ ... W; 7.0: 1.0; 127: 29: 4. .Kmnshet. Ii 
164 VagheSwar ~ ... SW: 13.0: 23.0. 0.6: 168: 35: 15. Ambeganv. 6 
165 Vah~aganv <HiJol,jj<i NW; 13.0; 18.0. 2.7: 160; 39: Vadaganv. 18 
166 Vahairaganv ~ ... W: 11.4: 14.0. 1.4: 535: 106: 83. Karla. Ii 
167 Vlikasai <iT'ti~ ... W;12.2: 14.0. 2.5: 338: 66: 45. Do. 2 
168 VaJakha ~ ... W; 8.0; 8.4. 0.7: 253: 50: 11 • Kamshet. .. 
169 Valav~a ~ ... W: 14.0: 15.0. Lonaval. Mun. area: 67: Lonavala. 7 
170 Valavanti ~ ... 13.6. 1.4: 50: 11; 35. Kamshet. 2 
171 Vara}e <roo;5' ... E: 4.0: 4.4. 1.6: 345: 61; 1. Taleganv Db 21 
172 Varasoli cmiltt ... W: 12.2: 14.0. 0.9: 237: 45: 32. Lonavala. 3 
173 Vlirii ~ ... SW: 10.4: 19.0. 1.9: 331; 59: 66. Ambeganv. .. 
174 Vaunda <1Ti~ ... NW: 7.2; 7.0. 1.9: 376: 80: 112. Vadaganv. 7 
175 Velh'a~ali ~~r ... E: 8.2: 8.4; 0.7: 73; 19; 17. Kamshet. 6 
176 1relaghola ~ ... SW; 8.0: 2.0. 1.8: 300: 60: 68. Do. 8 
177 1re!ase ~~ ... SW: 8.6; 13.4: 0.9; 188: 40: 49 • . Ambeganv. 5 



POONA DIS'l'BICl 757 

Railway St. : Weekly Bazar: Bazar Motor Stand ; Water •. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day ; Distanc:e. Distance. information.. 

.< . 
Lonawla 8 Sivane Mon. 8 ·W'. 2t!: old fort. 

Do. 1 LonavaJa Daily 1 Lonavala f P:w. 3t1;gynJ; Lonavala Mun. ~ea. 
I..onavaIa 12 Lonavala Daily 12 Do. 12 t. !it!; Raiamachi Fort. 
Kamshet 7 V~ Thu.13 T aIeganv Stn. 15 w. S{P): 2t1. 
TaIeganv 4 T aIeganv Db. Sun. 4 Do. 4 w;rv_ S(P): pyt: 3t!. 
Kamshet 7 Vadaganv Thu.13 Do.- 15 rv. tL 

Do. 10 Do. do. 12 Kamshet 10 t. S{P): pyt: 3tL 
Local Local Thu. Local w. S(P}: pyt: cs{c}, (mis): 5tI. mq; 2ds; 

.gym: c: Potoha Fr. Ct. sud. 15: d. b.; 
i.b. 

Kam.het Ii Vadaganv Thu.8 rv. 2t!. 
Lonawla 14 I..onavaIa Daily 14 w. 2tl. 
Vadaganv 18 Vadaganv ·Tlul.J8 Vadaganv 18 w. pyt; 2t1; cia. 
MaIavaii 3 Do. do. 12 Karla Ii t;w. S(P); 4tI; cia. 

Do. 3 Do. do. 10 Do. 2 w. 2tl. 
Kamsbet 4 w. tL 
Lonavala 2 Lonawla Daily 2 Local pi W• s(P): Btl: mq: L"h: Lonavala Mun. area. 
Kamsbet 7! Vadaganv Thu.l3-6 TaIeganv Stn. 15 rv. d. 
Taleganv 2 TaIeganv Sun. 2t TaIeganv Stn. 2 rv. d:gym. 
LonavaIa 3 Lonavala Daily 3 Lonavala 3 w. 
MaIavali 7 Si_ Mon. 8 w. 2tl. 
Kamsbet 5 Vadaganv Thu. 7 Vadaganv 7 t. s(P): tL 
Kam.het 6 Do. do. 12 T aIeganv Stn. 14 w. 

Do. B Si_ Mon. 4 w. 2t1. 
KhodaIcaIe 8 Do. do. 7 Kbsdakale II rv. pyt. 



BOMBAY STATE CAZETn:ER 

SerUI No. ; Village Name. ·1 Direction ; \ Area (Sq. ms.); Pop.; 
Direct distance ; H...-holds ; Agriculturists. 

Post Office ; 
Distance. IT ravelling distance. 

. , . 
1 A9agillv ~ ... W; I ..... : 20. M. 1 .. 2; 20; Lona,.I .. 16 
2 A9amaJa arJSlrfaS ... SW; 11.0; 20. 3.0; 178; 40; "2. Vdhe. 18 
3 Akole ar~ ... W; 2.6; 4.0. 1.0; 401; 82; P.ud. 2 
4 Affiba9aveta ~ E; 2.0; 2.0. ".0; 892; 181; 323. PiranpL 3 
5 Ambavali ~ ... E; ".0; Deserted.. 
6 Affibav~e ~ ... W; 11.0; 21.0. .. • ".1; 453; '19; 

\ LonayJa. 12 
7 ArilbegiiIlv ~ ... SE; ".0; 8.0. 4.0; 1051; 222; 2-16. Uravad •• I 
8 Andaganv afW<l ... S; 5.0; 10.0. 3.0; (95; 112; 160 P.ud. 6 
9 Andcle afur ... SW; 2.4; 4.0. 1.0; 495; 113; I P.ud. 6 

10 Xndhale ~ ... NW; 1.2; 13.0. 2.0; \»; 36; 66. I PiranguL 13, 
11 Asade 3ffi~ ... W; 2.6; 6.0. 1.0; 273: 55; Paud. .. 
12 Barpe Bk. ;ni~. ... W: \3.4; 20.0. 2.0; 299; 61: Lon .. .I .. 15 
13 Bavadhana Bk. E: 10.4; 1".0. 2.0; 720: 152; 156. Poona (On. 4 

~~. Cym.) 
14 Bavadhana Kd. E: 10.6; 15.0. 2.0; 319; 65; 51. Do. 4 

~~. 

15 Be1avaQe ar~ ... S: 2.6: 4.0. 2.0: 623: 112; 135. I P.ud. 4 
16 Bembatamala ~ SW; 11.0; 22.0. -; 38: 9; 6. \ Vel~. 12 
17 Bhadasa Bk. ~ ~. W: 5.4: 5.0. 2.": 646: 123; P.ud. 5'" . 18 BhalaguQi ~ ... 9. 1.0: 513; 135: KoI •• an. 2' 

'19 Bharilbarge ~ ... W; 16.0; 20.0. 3.9: "10; 82: Lonaval .. 18 
20 Bhare ~t '" E: ".0; 6.0. 1.0; 346; 10; 80. Pirangut. 2 
21 BhoQe ~ ... SW; 1.0; 12.0. 4.0: 408: 85; 92. Paud • 10 
22 Bhoya~ ~ ... SW; 12.0: 21.0. - ; 188; 46; 45. Vdh". 16 
23 Bhuganv ~ ... E: 9.0: 11.0. 5.0: 1133; 209; 204. Poona. D.Cym. 10 

24 Bhul-run ~ _ .. E; 7."; 8.0. 2.0; 1045; 118; 181. PiranguL 3 

25 Cale ~ ... N; 2.0; 3.0. 2.0: 396; 89; 94. P.ud . 3 
26 CiiIulivali ..m~ ... W: 10.4; 20.0. 3.0; 409· 96' Lona • .Ia. 15 . • 27 CiiIlde :qft ... E: 6.4; 9.0. 2.0; 311; 55; 51. Picangut. .. 
28 Cikhalaganvf;N~ NW: 5.7; 7.0. 2.0; 508; 98; 65. P.ud. 4 
29 Cikhali Bk. f~"t. 25.0. -; "18; o.-ted. V,lhe. 8 
30 CiiicavaQa ~ ... SW: 2.0; 3.0. 1.0; 418; 79; 129. Paud. 3 
31 Dakhali ~ ... NE; 1.4; 2.0. 4.0; 919; 169; 45. Do. 2 
32 Dakhane ~ ... NW: 5.0. 1.0; 311; 5'1; 89. Do. 2 
33 Dasave mr~ '" SW; 11.0: 23.0. -it 231; 51; 52. Vdhe. I .. 
34 J;>avaje ~ ... 11.(1. 267; 64. PiranguL 12 
35 Devaghar ~ ... NW; 16.0; 20.0. 2.7; 1 .. 3: 31. Lo".v.Ia. 10 
36 DhaQavali 'froft '" 23.0. -' 110; 21; 30. Vdhe. 12 • 37 Dham~a-vahaJ SW; 14.0; 26.0 -' 210; "3; 51. Do. 20 • 

1fT1{1IT ~. 
38 Disali f~ W; 5.4; 5." 0.4; 102; 21; P.ud. 5 
39 J;>ongara~anv ~~ NW; 7.0. 3.0; 220; 58: 78. Kola" n. 0'4 
40 Ekole ~ .. . W; 11.0; 22.0. 2.9: 63: II: Lon...Ia. 18 
41 GaQale ~ .. • SW: 14.0; 26.0. -; 146: 20: 56. Vdhe. 18 



POONA DISTRIcr 759 
Taluka. 

Railway St. : WeelJy Ba~ : Be7J.'r I Motor Stand : Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day: Dlstanc:e. Distan<:e. information. 

J i 

Lonayala 16 Paud Sat. 20 I Lonavala 16 w. t1. 
Poona 36 Velhe Fri. 18 Kh.dakvasata 22 w. 2t1. 

Paud Sat. Shere N. · ,~p): 2t1. 
Chinchavad Ghotavade Tues. I Pirangut 3 w. $(p): pyt: 8t1: 4 gym. 

Deserted. 
Lonavala 12 Paud Sat. 30 Lonayals 12 w. · o(p): 3t1. 
Poona 20 Ghotavade Tues. 4 Uravade I w. · ~p); tl. 
Poona 24 Paud Sat. 6 MutheKhind 3 w. s(P); c:s(mp): il. 
Do. 26 Do. do. 6 Paud 6 n;w. S(P): tI. 

TaIeg.Db. 14 Ghotavad Tues.IO Kolawn 6 w. 2t1;c. 
Paud Sat. 4 Shere I N. o(P): 2t1. 

Lonavala 15 0,.. do. 25 Lonavala 15 w. tI. 
Poona 7 POOM Wed. 5 Chinchkhind I w;rv. s(p): 4t1; 2 gym: c. 

Do. 7 Do. do. 5 Do. I w. 4tl; gym:.c:. 

Do. 26 Paud Sat. 4 Pand 4 w. s(P): tI. 
Do. 26 Am~v Kd. Thu. 6 Khadakvasala 16 N. tI. 

Pand Sat. 5 Shere 2-4 w. s(P): tI. 
Poona 26 Do. do. .9 KoLwan 2 w. 2t1. 
Lonayala 18 Do. do. 24 Lonavala 18 w. tI, 
Chinchavad 10 Ghotavade Tues. I Pirangut 2 N. s(p): 3t1: gym. 

Poona 22 Paud Sat. 10 Muthe-Khind 8 w. s(p): tI. 
Do. 41 Ambeganv Tho. 9 KhadakvasaIa 30 w. tl. 
Do. 10 Poona Wed. 10 Local-Stop w. S(P): c:s(e); 3t1; 2 gym; c; P&dmavati 

. Fr. in April. 
Do. 12 Pand Sat. 8 Local-Stop W·iD. s(P); cs{mp): 6t1: 3gym: Bhairava Fr. 

in March. 
Do. do. 3 Pand 3 N:W. s(p): pyt: 2t1: gym. 

Do. do. 16 Mulshi 16 Wit. tI. 
Poona 12 Ghotavade Tues. 3 Poona 11 N. s(P): tI. gym. 

KoIawn Fri. 2 KoIawn 2 w. s(P): pyt; 2t1: i:. 
Poona 26 Vdhe Fri. 8 Khadakvasala 14 t. 
Do. 25 Pand Sat. 3 Pand 3 w. s(p): tI. 
Do. 19 Do. do. 2 Do. 2 Wirv. s(P): pyt: 2t1: gym: vt1l. fro Ct. vad 4. 

Do. do. 2 Do. 2 w. tI. 
Poona 38 Ambeganv Thu.8 KhadakvasaIa 38 w. tI. -
Poona 18 POOM 18 KhadakvasaIa 7 w. 2t1; Launch KhacL.kvaBBla. 
Lonavala 10 Pand 32 Lonavala 10 w. tl. 
POOM 37 Ambeganv Thu.4 Khadakvasala 20 N. tI. 
Do. 45 Do. 14 Do. 32 " tI. 

Pand Sat. 5 Mulshi Shere N. 

Poona 27 Do. do. , KoIavan 0-4 Win. tI: iYm; Co 

lonavala 18 Do. do. 24 Lonavala 18 w. 

Poona 44 Ambeganv Thu.B Khadakvasala 32 sp. tI. 
~. 



BOMBAY STA'IE GAZETTEEB 

Mtilshi 

Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction ; Area (Sq. ms.); Pop. ; PostOflice ; 
Direct distance ; Households ; Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

42 Ghere-kme ~~ ... 13.0; 1.0: Deserted. 
43 GhotavaQe ~ ... NE; 3.6; 5.0. 8.0: 2037: 427; 514. PirlUlgut. 4 

44 Ghutake m ... W: 15.4: 18.0. 3.3; 98; 22; Lanaval ... 18 
45 Hlid~si ~mrr ... 9; 2.0; 322; 68; 15. Kolavan. 1 
46 Hffijava~ ~ ... NE; 9.6; 11.0; 3.0; 757; 142; 99. Chinchavad. 4 
47 Hotale ~ ... 6.0. 5.7; 284: 65: 47. Paud. 4 
48 Jiimaganv ~ ... W: 5.0: 5.0. 1.4; 395; 76. Do. 5 
49 Jiirilbe ;;rt<r ... NE: 11.0: 14:0. 3.0: 528: 104. Chinchavad. 4 
50 JarilbhulaJ;l.e ~ ... ~W; 16.6; 22.0; 1.7; 2.0; 1.0. Lanava! ... 8 
51 JiiteQe ~ ... 5: 6.0: 9.4; -; 339: 67: 27. Paud. 16 
52 Javala ~ , ... N: 4.4: 8.0. 4.0; 631; 142; 150 . Pirangut. 7 
53 Kalamaset~ ... W: 2.4; 3.0. 0.5; 97; 26; 7. Paud . 3 
54 Ka~arilboli ~)OOr ... NW; 1.0; 2.0. 1.0; 230; 41; 40. Do. 2 
55 Kiisara-siii iflll3I«1I{ .. NE; 8.2; 13.0. 4.0; 761; 141. DehuRoad. 4 
56 Kasara-Arilbavali 
~~ ... 4.0; 5.0; 558; lot; 102. Pirangut. 2 

57 Kasiaig CfiRf\1r ... NW; 12.0. 3.0; 785; 153; 75. Kolavan • 4 
58 Katara-khaQak 'fiR("{ NW; . 11.0; 3.0; 560; 132; 135. Pirangut. 14 
~ ... 

• 59 KatavaQi ~r 10.4; --; 222; 36; Do. 12 ... 
60 Khiirilboli ~ ... N: 5. 4 ; 10.0. 3.0; 594; 138; 50. Do. 7 
61 Kharava~e ~ ... 5: 5.0; 11.0. 1.0; 213; 51; 61). P~ud. \I 
62 Khecare rn ... 4.0: 3.0: 1039; 214; 250 Do • .. 
63 Khubavali ~~ ... NW; 3.2; 5.0. 1.0; 214: 46; Do. 4 
64 Kolavade ~ ... 12.0. 625; 129; 134. Do. 13 
65 Koiava1l '4>iiliSlClinl ... W: 14.0: 20.0. 1.4; 44: 12; LanavaI... 10 
66 Koia vana 'fl1iliS<rur ... NW; 7.0; 1.2; 600; 105; 65. Load. 
67 Koiosi ~mr ... SW; 14.0; 24.0. -' 74; 17; 22. Vehle. 16 • 
68 Ko~Qhavle~ ... SW; 1.6; 3.0. 2.0; 810; 170; 25. Paud • Ii 
69 KO:Q.QhiirlfiTi~ ... 5; 7.0; 9.0. -' 807; 170; 125. Do. 14 • 
70 Kotheri lfi~'{r ... 18.0. 1.0; Deserted. LanavaI ... 16 
71 Kuie ~ ., ... NW; 5.0; 3.0; 863; 159: 41. Paud • 3 
72 Kurilbhen ~ ... W; 15.6; 18.0. 1.3; 134; 26: LanavaIa. 15 
73 Lavale~ ... E; 6.0; 7.0. 8.0; 1539; 277 250. Pirangut. Ii I' 

74 LavhlirQe ~ ... SW; 6.4: 14.0. 3.<k, . 280: 51; 5. Paud. 22 
75 MahaIwige ~if ... E; 10.0; 12.0. 2.0; 804; 134; 145. Poona Dn.Gym. 5 
76 MaIe~ ... W; 5.6; 7.0. 6.0; 732; 149: 160. Paud . 7 
77 MaIeganv~ ... 10.0. -; 445; 89; Do. 8 
78 MaIuste ~~ ... NW; 17.4; 18.0. 1.0: Deserted. LonavaIa . 14 
79 Manal{"JQT ... NE; 7.0; 7.0. 9.0: 1780: 328; 178 . Chinchavad. 6 
80 Ma~deQa ~ ... SW; 3.4; 5.0. 4.0; 548; 120; Paud • 7 
81 Maiijaganv ~ ... 23.0. 2.6; "J4: \I. Lanavala. 15 
82 Marufiji ~;;ft ... NE; 9.2: 14.0. 3.0: 562: 109; Chinchavad . 5 
83 Mose Kd. 1fflt 'it. •.. S; 10.0; 23.0 • -' 199; 38: 42. Vehle. 16 , 



POONA DISTRICT 761 
Taluka. 

L , • 

. -
RailwaySL; Weekly Bazar; Motor Stand; ..... Water: Institutions and other 

Distance. Bazar Day; Distance. inFormation. 
Distance. 

Deserted. 
Chinchavad Loc:aI Tue. Pirangut 4 w. _(P); pyt; cs(mp); 4t1; viii. fro Ct. _wl. 

15. 
l.onavala 18 Pawl Sat. 20 Lonavala 18 w. d. 

Do. 16 Kolavan I w. _(p); 2t1. 
Chinehavad 4 Poone 12 Aundh 7 w. _(p); cs(e); 2tl.; gym. 

Kol.van Fri. 2 Kolavan 2 rv. _(p); 2tl. 
Paud Sat. 5 Shere w. _(P); tI; gym. 

DehuRoad 2 Chinehavad Daily 4 DehuRoad 2 rv. .(p); 311; gym; ds. 
Lonavala 8 Paud Sat. 34 Lonavala 8 w. 
Poona 22 00. do. 16 MutheKhind 4 win_ 2t1; gym;c. 

Ghotavade Tue. 4 Paud 4 w. .(p); 2t1. 
Poon. 22 Paud Sat. 3 00. 3 w. 2tl. 

Do. do. 2 Do. 2 rv; 2tt; gym; c. 
DehuRoad 4 Taleg.Db. Sun. 8 Taleganv Db. 8 w. _(P); 2d; gym. 

Poona 15 Ghotavade Tue. 3 Pirangut 2 w. .(p); 4tl; 2 gym; viII. fro Ct. vad. 3; 
Malavali 8 Paud Sat. 10 Kolavan 4 w. .(p); 5t1 i gym. 
Chinchavad 17 Ghotavade Tue. '9 Paud 9 w. ~ .(p); 3t1; gym. 

Poona 18 Poona 18 Khadakvasala 7 w. tl. 
Taleg.Db. 8 Taleg.Db. 8 Kolavan 7 w. .(p); tl. 
Poona 22 Paud Sat. II MutheKhind 7 rv. _(p); til ds. 
Do. 26 00. do. 4 Paud 4 w. .(p); tI. 

00. do. 3 Do. 3 rv. .(p); 2tl. 
Poona 22 Do. do. 10 MutheKhind 7 w. s(p); tI. 
Lonavala 14 Do. do. 27 Lonavala 14 w. 
Poona 40 00.' do. 10 Local w. .(p); cs(mp); 6ti. 
Do. 40 Ambeganv' , Thu.12 Khadakvasala 30 rv. tI. 
Do. 2~ Paud Sat. I! Pawl Ii t. s(p); pyt; 2t1; 2 gym; Bhairava Fr. CL 

sud.IO. 
Do. 20 Pirangut 10 w. s(P); pyt;6tl; gym; ¥il1.F,. Ct; sud. I. 

Lonavala 16 Paud Sat. 27 Lonavala 16 rv. Desertad. 
Kolavan 4 Kolavan 4 w. s(P); pyt; 2t1;gym. 

Lonavala 15 Paud 27 Lonavala 15 w. 
Otinchavad 8 Ghotavade Tue. 3 Pirangut Ii w. s(P); cs(e); 4tl; 2 gym; inq; e; Rotmal 

Bhairava Fr. Ct. vad. S. 
Poona 30 Paud SaL 22 MutheKhind 10 rv. 2t1. 
Chinchavad 4 Poona 4 Pirangut 5 Wiry; .(p); 2t1; gym. 

Paud SaL 7 Mulshi 0-2 w. s(P); "ftn. 
Poona 25 MutheKhind 4 Wit. .cp); 3t1; Co ; c 
Lonavala 14 00. do. 30 Lonavala 14 ...... 
Chinchavad 6 Ghotavade 3 Aundh 8 w. • (p); 2t1; gym; mq. 

Paud Sat •. 7 Paud 7 w. s(P); 2t1. 
Lonavala 15 00. do. 26 I..onavala 15 w. . ..... 
Chinchavad 6 Poona Chinchavad 6 w. a(p); 4tl; 8}'Iil. 

Poona • 34 Velhe Fri. 16 Khadakvasala 20 rv • 

.. 



762 BOMBAY STATE GAZE'l"I'EER 
Mulshi 

Direction; " Serial No. : Village Name. Area'(Sq. ms.): Pop.: Post Office : 
Direct distance : Households : Agriculturists. Distance. 

Travelling distance. 

84 Muganv l!,iftcf ... ... SW: 13'0: 25'0. 211: 49: 76. Velhe. 18 

85 Mugava~e l!,J(OI5 ... NE: 3'0. 2'0: 351; 65: 55. Paud. 3 

86 Mii1akh~a li~~ ... E; 4'6; 8'0; 2'0; 470: 91; 82. Pirangut. 3 

87 MulasI Kd. ~~r~ .... W: 7'0: 8'0. 2'2: 410: 84; 46. Paud. 10 

88 ' Muthel!,~ . ... s: 5'0: 80. 4'0: 1425: 281. UravGde. 6 

89 Nadagariv"~ ... NW: 16'4: 20'0. 1'6: 12: 5. Lonavala. 10 

90 Nlindaganv ~ ... NW: 7'0; 2'0: 451; 92; 85. KolavGn. 2 

91 Nlinde"f~ ... E: 7'0: 9'0. 3'0: 507: 87; 70. Pirangut. 4 

92 NandivalI ;rtf~ ... W; 9'0: 21'0. 2'3; 222; 50. Lonavala. 18 

93 N~eganv '1'f1lllTicr ... NW; 7'0. 2'0: 384: 82: 45. Kolavan. 2 

94 Nere ;:ft .. , NE: 9'4: 13'0. 4'0: 740: 145. Chinchavad. 6 

95 Nive f;R ... W; 12'4; 18'0. ~'5: 598; 115. Paud. 16 

96 Padiilaghar ~~ ... SW; 12'0; 22'0. 83; 20; 22. Velhe. 15 

97 Paia;e ~ ... 22'0; 171; 29; 32. Do. 1\ 

98 Patharaseta ~c ... S; 10'4: 30'0. 173: 33. Do. 25 

99 Pauc;la tpl'6 ... H.Q. 3'0: 1916; 376: 25. Local. 

100 pirilpij.oli f{rqr.iR?r ... N; 5'2; II '0 2'0; 563: 100; 47 Pirangut. 9 

101 Pirilpari firq'~r ... W; 12'0; 16'0. 12'0; 312: 68; Palid. 16 

102 Pirariguta fq'~¥ .. , E; 5'0. 2'0; 1306: 238: 210. Local • 

103 Pomaganv ml1'iq .. ' W: 13'0; 24'0. 5'7: 470; 99: Lonavala • 18 

104 Punavale q'~ ... NE: 11'6; 15'0. 2'0; 800; 145. Chinchavad . 7 

105 Ravade' ~ '" W: 1'2: 2'0. 1'1; 363; 74. 18. Paud. 2 

106 Rihe 'f~ ... NE: 4'0: 7'0. 2'0; 1229: 270: 220. Pirangut • I 

107 Sahapiir-peth 
q'o. 

~ 20'0. 1'8: 86: 19. Lonavala. 12 

108 Sakharl ~r ... SW: 13'0; 23'0. 155; 36: 32. Velhe . 15 
109 Siilatar ~ ... W: 17'4:30'0. 3'1: 86; 21; Lonavala • 16 
110 Sliiv Kd. ~ 13. ... S; 9'4; 22'0. . 167; 36; 46. Velhe • 7 

111 Sambhave ~~ '" ... W: 6'0: 6'0. 1'0; 301; 50. Paud . 7 
112 Sateslii ~ ... 7'0. 1'0: 356; ,69; 55. Kolavan • 1-4 
113 Savaraganv~i<r ... NW; 2'0; 3'0. 1'0; 284: 53; 52. I'aud. 3 
114 Se~~ ~6flII'r ... W; 10'4; 20'0. 2'9: 300; 62. Lonavala • 18 

115 Sere ~ ... W: 2'6: 4'0, 2'9: 544: 113. Paud • 4 

116 Sildvar f~ ... W; 4'6; 6'0. 0'5; 144; 25. Do . 4-4 
117 Sfts wr '" E: 9'4; 14'0. 4'0: 765; "144; 148. Aundh. 4 

118 Tiihmani Bk. ~ SW: 13'0: 13'0 12'2; ,,755; 129: 66. Paud. 13 

"t. 
119 Tata Talav zm-~ 8'0. 24'8: 180; 62. 00. 8 

120 Tathava~e ~ , .. NE: 11'6: 14'0. 3'0; 571 : 104. Chinchavad. 1-4 
121 Tavaq ... S: 12'0: 22'0. 466; 93: 91. Velhe • 15 
122 Telabaila ~m ... W; 18'0; 22'0. 4'3; 230: 49. Lonavala . 12 
123 Temaghar~ ... SW: 7'0: 15'0. 4'0; 201; 42; 4. Paud . 24 
124 Theraganv ~ ... NE: 12'6; 16'0. 2'0; 380; 52. Chinchr,vad . 1 

125 UgavalI ~~r ... SW; 14'0 21'0. Deserted • 

126 Urava~e ~ ... SE; 4'4: 7'0. 120; 1487; 288; 225. Loca' • 
----



POONA - DISTBIC't 763' 
Taluka. 

1 

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar ; Bazar Motor Stand; Water. Institutir.ns ar.d other 
Thstance. Day; Distance. Distance. infonnation. 

I 

Poona 42 Ambeganv 12 Khadakvasala 30 W; rv., 2tl. 
00. 20 Paud Sat. 3 Paud 3 rv. s(p): pyt: t1; gym:c. 
Do. 14 Ghotavade Tue.2 Pirangut 3 rv. s(P): 2t1: gym. 

Paud Sat. TO Mulshi 3 w. s(p). 
Poem, 24 Do. do. 8 MutheKhind 2 w. s(p): cs(mp); 8tl; e. Fr. Mrg. £ud. 15. 
Lonavola 10 Do. do. Lonavola 10 w. 

Poona 24 Do. do. 4 Kolavan 2 sp. s(p); pyt; -2tl. 
Chinchavad 7. Ghotavade Tue. Pirangut 4 rv. s(p); 3t1: gym. 

Paud Sat. 13 Mulshi 5 DjW. tl. 
Poona 27 Poona 27 Kolavan 2 w. s(p): 2t1. 
DehuRoad 5 Chinchavad 6 DehuRoad 5 w. s(P); 7t1; lds; gym. 

Poona 36 Paud Sat. 16 Mulsbi 9 w. 4t1. 
Do. 40 Ambeganv 8 Khadakvasala 30 rv. t!. 
Do. 35 Velloe Fri. 17 Do. 27 w. 2ll. 
Do. 35 Moje 4 Do. 18 rv. s(p): 2tl: viII. ft:. Kt. 
Do. 22 Local. Local w. s(p): pyt; 3tl; 2 gym; ci3; mq; viII Irs. 

Ct;Kt.&Mgh:i.h.(I). 
Chinchavad 12 Ghotavade Tue. 5 Pirangut 9 w. s(P); 2 tl. 
Poona 35 Paud Sat. 16 Mulshi 8 w. 

Do. 15 G"otav~de Tue. 4 Local w. s(p):es(mp):5tl: vill. fro Ct. sud. 1. 
Lonavala 18 Paud Sat. 24 Lonavala 18 W. tl. 
DehuRoad 2 Chinchavad Daily 2 DehuRoad 2 rv. s(P): 8tl; gym. 
Poona 21-4 Paud Sat. 2 Paud 2 rv. s(p): pyt: tl. 
Chinchavad 10 Ghotavade Tue. 2 Pirangut 7 W. s(p); 4tl; gym. 
Lonavala 11 Paud Sat._ 31 Lonavala II w. 

Poona 38 Ambeganv Thu.IO Khadakvasala 29 rv. t!. 
Lonavala 16 Poud Sat. 27 Lonavala 16 w. 

Poona 30 Ambeganv Thu. 2 KhadakVasaIa 18 rv. tl. 
P~ud Sat. 7 Local I rv. s(P); 2tl. 

Poona 24 Do. do. 5 Kot.van 2 .p. pyt; 2tl. 
00. do. 3 Poud 3 W; rv. .(p): 3t1. 
Do. do. 14 Mulshi 7 w. tl. 
Do. . do. 4 Local. Wi rv. es(mp): 8tl; ds; gym • 
Do. do. 4-4 Sere 1-4 w. tl. 

Poona 9 Poona -9 Pashan 2 W. s(p); 2t1; gym; ds; Bhairava Fr. Apr. 
Paud Sat. 13 Mulshi 13 w: rv. t!. 

Do. do. 8 Do. 0-1 d 
Chinchavad 3 Chinchavad Daily 2 Chinchavad 3 rv. s(p); cs(e); 6t!; gym. 
Poona 37 Ambeganv Thu. 5 Khadakvasala 25 w. s(p): 3t1. 
Lonavala 15 Ptud Sat. 26 Lonavala 15 w. tl. 
Poona 32 Do. do. 24 MutheKhind 12 W. 3t1. 
Chinchavad 2 Poon. 6 Aundh 4 rv. s(p); 2t1. 

Deserted. 
Poon. 18 Gholavade Tue. 6 Locsl w;t. s(p): c.(mp); 8tl; 5gym: viII. fro Ct. 

vad.8-9. 
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Serial No. : Village Name. 

1Zl 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 

Vac;Iaganv <wrtif 
Vac;Iavali ~ 
Vakada ~ 
Val~e CfWOT 
Valena ~ 
V~dre ~ 
Vanjale <mrcj 
Varak .<m:<Ii 
Vatunde cmti 
Vec;Ie·· ~ ~ 
Vegre cnr 
Visakhar~ 

BOMBAy STAn: CAZEIIEEB 

DirediOll : Area (Sq. rna.); Pop.: 
Direct distance : Households : AgnaJturists. 

Travelling distance. 

••. W: 
... SW: 

••. W: 

••. W: 
•.. S: 
•.. SW: 
... S: 
••. SW: 
•.. SW; 
••. W; 

8.6: 16.0: 
12.0: 26.0. 

11.0. 
7.6: 8.0. 

8.0. 
11.0: 18.0. 
5.0: 11.0. 

11.0: 13.1}: 
6.0: 11.0. 
6.0: 14.0. 

9.0; 16.0. 
15.0; 23.0. 

4.0: 

4.0: 
2.0: 

3.2: 

4.4; 
2.0: 
1.0: 
3.0; 

.1.2; 

265: 
106: 

1195; 
248: 
353; 
395; 
279; 
385; 
360: 
140: 
354; 
108: 

60; 
29; 68. 

201; 147. 
47: 
75: 43. 
70; 
66; 3. 
75; 40. 
M; 91. 
26; 32. 
70; 1()9. 
22. 

Post Office ; 
Di~ 

Paud. 
Velhe. 
Cbinc:havad. 
Paud. 
Do.. 
Do.. 
Da.. 
Do.. 
00. 
Do.. 
Do.. 

Lonuala. 

9 
IS 
4 
8 

II 
13 
16 
IS 
II 
10 
12 
12 



l'OONA DISTBIcr 765 

.. 

RaiI_ySt.: WeeldyBazar: Bamr Motor Stand :. Water. Institution.:.s and otl-.er 
Distance. Day : Distance. Distance. information. 

~-- _ .... 

Poona 29 P.ud Sat: 9 Mulshi 2 t.. 3tl. 
Do. 40 Ambeganv Thu.8 Khadakvasala. 29 rv. t!. 

Chinchavad 4 Poona 10 Aundb 4 rv. s(p);3t1;mq; Yill:Fr.Ct.sud.15. 
Pawl Sat. 8 M~sbi 2 w. tI. 
Kolavan Fri. I Kolavan I w. s(p): 2tl. 

Poona 33 Paud Sat. 13 Mulsbi . 6 t.· i(p): cs(mp);3tI. 
Do. II Do. Sat. 16 Mutbe Ki.i~ . 4 w; rv. s(p); 2tl. 

Do. do. 15 Mulsbi 8 w. tv. tl. 
Poona 22 D0- do. 1\ MutbeKbind 8 w. s(p). 

Do. 1\ D0- do. 10 Do. "1\ w. tI. 
Do. 30 D0- do. 11 Do.. 9 rv. 

Lonaval. 12 Do." do. 30 Lonavala 12 w. tI. 



766 BO:MBAYSTATE GAZETTEER 

PQona Oity 

--------- ----------~------------------------~---------. 

Serial No. : Village Name. Direction ; Ar~a (Sq. ms.) ; Pop. : 
Direct distan~e: Households: Agriculturists. 

Post Office : 

Travelling d istar.ce. 

I 
1 Ghorapac;lI ~r ... E: 3'0: 1'4 
2. Khadaki Cantonment 

lS"i'fir. . 
3 MunQhave ~~ E; 5'0; 4'0 

§4 P~e City ~ ~ .,. H.Q. 
(i) Aundha arT%l •.. NW: 4'6; 50 4'1 

(ii) BhiimburQe 1ftti ... N.W.2·2; 2'2 
(iii) Bopodi ifTtr~r ... N: 4'2; 4.6· 
(iv) Erat;lQavat;le ~crif W: _ 1'6: 3:4j\ 
(v) Parvati M ... S: 1 '0; 2'2 . 
(vi) YeravaQe lim ... NE: 3'0; 3'0 
5 Pune Cantonment .. . 
6 Va~avac;lI ~r . . .. SE; 3.0: 3.4 

Distance. 

* ; 1303: 942; 113. PoonaCanl. 02 
5.1; 48552; 7529:, 

* ; 1048; 240: 201. Local. 
50.0;480982;101808:422. Do. 

2 Do. .'. 
Do. 

Induded in Poona Corpora- Kirkee. 1 
tion; 154. Shivajinagar. 2 

LOefl. 
Local. 

5.4; 59011: 8596: 1 
; 3187: 779: 175. Poona Cant. 

* Included in 



POONA DISTRIGr .767 

, 

RailwaySL; Weekly Bazar; Bazar Motor Stand ; Water., I Institutions and either 
Distz.nce. Doy ; Distance. D;stance. I information. 

; I -

1--ocal .1 Bhamburda Sun. ·7 Local' p .. ; w~ s(P) ; 5tl; ds; mq ;c, . 
Hadapasar I Local Daily Ghorpadi p.;w. ~(p) ; 'pyt ;. cs(c) ; 3tl ; ds ; c. 
Local Local Dajly. . Local l";W' 1 -
Kirkee 2 Shivajir.agar Wed. 4 Do. \ Do; I Shivajinagar Local do. Do. Do. 

·r 
Kirkee I Do, Daily. Shivajinagar 5 Do. Poena. . . 
Shivajin.gar 2 Shivajinag .. W. & Sun.2 Do. 2 Do. 

Do. 3 Bhamburda do. 3 Local t . 

J Poona '2 . Local Daily. Shivajinagar 2 p.;w. 

Poona i I Poor.a-Bbam- Sun. & Swargate· 2 p.;w. I t(p) ; Btl ; 3 gym. 
burda Wed. 4 

F:lOII! City ares. 



BOMBAY STATE GAZEttEER 768 
Purandllar 

Serial No.; Village Name. Post Office ; 1 
Distance. 

r ravelling distance. 

Direction ; Area (Sq. ms.); Pop.; 
Direct distance; Households; Agriculturists. 

~. 

1 Arilbale ~ 
2 ArilboC;u ~ 
3 Belasara ~ 

•.• N.E;10·0; 12·0. -8'9; 1172; 229; 165. Rajevadi. 
•.. N.E; 1:2; 1·0. 0'9; 487; 97; 95. Sasvad. 
.•• E.W; 7·0; 9'0. 6'7; 1908; 370; 281. Loca1. 

4 BhivaQi f~ ... S.W; 2'6; 4'0. 3'1; 1337; 203; 150. Sasvad. 

5 Bhivarl f"lfCl"U ••. 
6 Bopaganv ~ .. . 
7 Cambali:;;rt;raft .. . 
8. DaUQQ~j ~ •.• 
9 Devadi ersT .. . 

10 DhaIevadi ~ .. . 
11 Dhanaka"vaQi "R'F-

qril-. 
12 Dive f~ ... 
13 Ekhatapiir ~ .. , 
14 Carade~ ... 
15 Cheri Purandar ..fu. 

C~~ .~. . .. 
16 ulufidi tf~'if ••• 
17 G~holi if::~aft ... 
18 HaraguQe" ~ •.. 
19 Han;n ~1 .. . 
20 Hivare f~~ .. . 
21 J avalii.rjuna.. ~if 

§22 Jejuri (municipal 
area) ;ij-,!U ... 

22a Jejuri (non-municipal 
area)~. . .. 

23 Jeiir ~ •.. 
24 Kii.ladarl ~ .. . 
25 Kii.rilbare ~ .. . 
26 KamathaQi ~ .. . 
2:1 Kelavac;te ~ .. . 

N.W; 7·2; 9'0. 
N.W; 5·4; 7'0. 
N.W; 4·0; 5·0. 
S.E; 12·2; 16'0. 
S.W; 7'2; 9.0. 
E.; 9·0; 12'0. 
S.W; 8'4; 18'0 

N; 3·0; 3'0. 
E; 3'2; 4·0. 
W; 6·4; 9'0. 
S.W; 6'7; 7'0. 

5.£; 18'6; 22'0. 
N.E; 6.2; 9.0. 
S; 9·2; 10·0. 
S.E; 12 ·6; 12 '6; 
N.W; 2'4; 3·0. 
E; 14 ·2; 15 ·0. 
S.E; 9'4; 10·0. . -
S.E; 17 '2; 23 '0. 
S.W; 7·0; 20.0. 
W; 9·0; 17'0. 
S.W; 11'0; 15'0. 
W; 12'0; 18'0. 

28 Ketakavale itia'tiIClC;d... S.W; 8·2; 10'0. 
29 Khalada ~ ... E; 3·4; 4'0. 
30 KhanavaQi ~ ... E; 4'4; 5'0. 
31 KoQita Bk. ~ or. W; 3'4; 4'0. 
32 KoQita Kd. 'tilirn i. W; 3"4; 4·0. 

" 
33 Kolavihire 'Ji1oof~rt 
34 KothaJe ""''105 ... 
35 Kll1iIbharavalaI..la 

~¥\I<CI/l)OI. 
36 lCll1iIbhosi ~ ... 

S.E; \3'0; 13'9. 
E; 8·6; 12'0. 
E; 2'4; 3'0. 

S.w; 8.2; 11.0. 

9'7; 1613; 319; 285. 
3 '6; 1102; 191; 231. 
5'8; 1633; -321; 295. 
5 '9; 982; 208; 
5 '3; 575; 124; 186. 
3 '8; 458; 96; 87. 
4·0; 596; 114; 105. 

12'7; 3352; 637; 594. 
1 ·2; 359; 68; 43. 

14'6; 2321; 495; 469. 
6·0; 1375; 278; 150. 

8 '9; 1978; 390; 258. 
3 '7; 1003; 199; 172. 
3 ·5; 1017; 183; 171. 

15 '0. 850; 162; 153. 
2 '9; 1145; 205; 243. 
3 ·9; 836; 162; 114. 
9 '5; 3036; 695; 

677; 113; 182. 

3 '2; 725; 166; 167. 
5 '4; 1132; 248; 243. 
5'3; 434; 102; 136. 
2'1; 980; 198; 264. 
2 '3; 1138; 269; 168. 

1'2; 576; 125; 16. 
4'9; 1342; 256; 195. 
3'0; 367; 75; 80. 
5'4; 1399; 295; 342. 
I ·6; 444; 86; 84. 

KoditBk. 
Do. 
Do. 

VaIhe. 
Sasvad. 
KathaIe. 
Parioche 

LocaL 
Sasvad. 
Loca1. 
Sasvad. 

Nira. 
Vaghapur. 
Parinche. 
Valhe. 
KoditBk. 
Morganv. 
Local • 

Nira. 
Parinche. 
Nurapur. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Sasvad. 
Sasvad. 
Local. 
Kodit Bk. 

7'\: 1423; 316; 214. Jejuri. 
8 '3; 1636; 324; 281. Local. 
1'9; 568; 136; 108. Sasvad. 

2'1; 202' 42; 56. Nasrapu1. 

4 

6 
3 
2 
2 
9 
8 
7 

4 

7 

4 
2 
2 
3 

4 

" Ie 
3 

11 
2 

f. 

" 4 

3 

3 



l'OONA DISTRICf 769 

Railway St. : Weeldy Bazar: Bazar Motor Stand: Water. InstiMiona and other 
Distance. Dai: Distance. Distance. infonnation. 

~ . -
-: , I 

Rajevadi I Rajevadi Thu. I fejuri .'7 w. s(P); cs(e); 4tI.; gym. c.; lib. 
00. 9 Sasvad Mon. I Satved J; w. s(P);211. 

Jejuri 3 Jejuri Sun. 3 Iejuri 3 ru; s(p); pyt;cs(e); 6tI.; c; mq; Balanath 
Fr. Ct. ved. 5. 

Do. 13 Sasvad Mon. 4 Local ·w. s(p); pyt; 3t1; gym; Bbairava Ft. Ct. 
sud. 15. 

Sasvad 15 '00. do. 9 Sasvad t. s(p); 4tl; c. 
Do. 13 Do. do. 7 00. 7 n. s(p); 4tl; 2gym; c. 
00. 12 Do. d~. S Do. S w. a(p); pyt; cs(e); 4tl; 2gym; c. 

Load 2 Valhe Tue. 2 Valhe 2 w. a(p); cs(e); Stl. .. 

Sasvad Mon. 9 Ghera Purandhar2 w. s(P); 2t1. 
Jejuri 2 Iejuri Sun. 2l Jejuri 2t rv.;w. s(p);4tl; Satarphatar BuvaFr. Ct. sucL 5 
VaiLe 13 Kikavi Sat. S Kikavi 5 w. s(p); tI. 

AJandi(Ch.) 4 Sasavd Mon. 3 Sasvad 4 w. s(P); pyt; cs(c); Btl; 2ds; S. gym; Co 

Jejuri S Do. do. 4 Do. 4 tv.: w. s(P); 411. 
00. do. 9 Sivapur S rv; spr. s(p); cs(c); 4tI; ds; mq. 

Jejuri 16 Do. do. 7 Pur t ·W, s(p); cs(e); 2t1; gym'; c. 

Nira 4 Nira Wed. 4 Nira 4 w. s(p); cs(e); 2t1. 
Local 2 'a;,jevadi Thu. 3 Sasvad 7 w. s(p); cs(c); 2t1; c. 
Valhe 8 Parinche Sun. 2 Parirlche 2 w. s(p); cs(c); 2tI. 

Do. ,; Valhe Tue. 3 Valhe 3 w. s(p);cs(e); 3t1. gym; c. 
Poons 21 Sasvad Mon. 3 Sasvad - 3 n. s(p); cs(e); 5tl.mq; 3 gym; c.-
Jejuri 6 jejuri Sun. 7 Iejuri 7 rv. s(P) 
Local 0-6 Local Sun. Local t ... • s(P); mun; cs(mp); 5t!: 2ds; mq;c: 

d. b. 
Do. Do. Do. s(P).2t1. 

Nira 4 Nira Wed. 4 Nira 4 n; br. s(p); 2tI. 
Valhe 16 Kikavi Sat. 5 Purandar 4 br. s(p);2tl;vill.fr. Mrg.vad.4. 
Poons 20 Nasrapur Sun. 3 Narsrapur 3 w. ~(P); 4tI.2gym. 

Do. do. I! Do. I! w. s(p.); 3t1. 
Poons 20 00. do. 2 00. 2 rv';w. s(P); cs(c); 5tI. ds; gym; Bbairava Fr. 

Ct.vad.B. -
Do. do. S Kapurvahal 3 w. .(p); ~s(e); 3tl; gym; c. 

&jevadi 6 Rajevadi Mon. S Sivari 2 tv. s(p); cs(c) ;t1; lib; c. 
Rajevadi 6 Rajevadi Mon. 5 Sivari - 2 tv. s(P); 2tl; Co -
Poona 21 Sasved do. 4 Sasvad 4 rv. s(p); cs(e); 7tl; gym; mq. 
00. 21 Do. do. 3 Do. 3 s(p); 411. gym; c. 

. 
tv. 

Jejuri 3 Jejuri Sun. 3 Jejuri 3 " .(p); cs(mp); 3tl. w. 

Do. 2 Do. do. 3 Do. 3 rv. s(p); pyt; 6tl; mq; c. 

00. 6 Sasvad Mon. 3 Sasvad 3 tv. s(P); cs(c); 2tl; c. 
, 

Kikavi Sat. 4 Kapurvahal 2! w. S(P);2tl. 

)IO.B Bk Vf 2-49 
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Serial No. : Village Name. 
Derection: 

Direct distance : 
Travelling distance. 

Area (s... ms,); Pop.: 
Household. : Asriculturim. 

Purani[har 

PostOflice ; 
Diatance. 

37 Mahiir ~ ... \ S: 1\'0: Is '0. 6'4: 1290: 244: 199. Parinche. 3 
58 MaJaSiras 1rra5f~ ... E: 14'0: 18'0. 13'5: 154S: 274: 255. Raj"""di. 6 

39 Mandaki iftm 
40 Mii~~ar ~ 

... SE: IS'4: 21'0. 

... S; 9'0: 17'0. 

41 MiivaQi Kal;lepathiir E: IS'O: 15'0. 
~~~ ... 

42 Miiva<;li Supe If'I<ri''t E: II '6: 11'0. 

~ , ... 
43 Muiijava<;li l!.~r ... E: 3'4: 4'0. 
'" Niijhare Kal;lepathiir E: 12 '2: 13 '0. 

~<ri~ , .. 
,(5 Niijhare Supeonm:~ E. 12'4; 13'0. 
46 Navali ~ ... SE: 14'4: 15'0, 
47 Niiyaganv ifT~ ... E: 13'6: 15'0. 
48 Niliiiij f~ ... E: 5'4: 8'0. 
49 Panavadi qr;:r'CfSr ... S: 4'6: 7'0. 
50 Pandes~ar ~ ... E: 14'6: 16'0. 
51 PaiJ.giire ~ ... S: 6'0: 7'0. 
52 Piiraganv ~ ... E: 6'4: 6'0. 
53 Paiiiice ~ ... S: 11'0: 12'0. 

M PhDpale ~ ... S: 2'4: 4'0. 
55 Pimpare Kd, ftr:r't~. SE; 19'4: 24'0. 
56 Pimpari ~T ~. E: 12'2: 15'0. 
57 PiDgori M<m-T ... SE; 10'6: 18'0. 
58 Pisarve fm ... E: 11"0: 12'0. 
59 Pise f<rn ... E: 17'6: 18'0. 
60 Pisiirti f~ ... SE: 16'0: 21'0. 
61 Pokhar ~ ... SW: 4'6: 5'0. 
62 POJ,:u;llie q-')i ... E 17'0: 21'0. 
63 Piira ~ '" SW: 4'4: 5'0. 
64 Riijevii(;1i ~ .. , E: 9'0: JO.o. 

65 Rajuri ~~T 
66 Riikh ~ 
67 Rise fro-
68 SakwVe ~ 

... E. 16'0: 16'0. 

... SE: 15'4: 19'0. 

... E. 17'4: 18'0. 

... SE: 7'4: 9'0. 

~69 Sasaval;la (municipal H. Q. 
area) ~ ... 

69a Sasaval;la (non-muni
cipal area) ~rncrs 

70 Siilgiipiir ~ .. , NE: 6'2: 8'0. 
7l Sivare f~ ... W: 12'0: 21'0, 

7'1; 1'327: 308: 179. VaIhe. 
S'9: 10SI: 187: 156. Parinche. 

4'4: 1036: 192: 152. Morgan •• 

4'2: 501; 97; 110. Jejun. 

0'9; 247: 47: 3S. Sasvad. 
4'6: 565: 100: 83. Jejuri. 

3'0; 
S'8: 
5'9; 
0'8; 
2'7; 
5'5: 

11'5: 
7'6; 

12'S; 

479: 94: 
477: 99: 

1063; 212: 
231; 47: 
381; 92; 
782: 180: 

1676: 320; 
1845: 365: 
3423: 691: 

58. Do. 
94. VaIhe. 

136. Rajevadi. 
45. Belsar. 

118. Parinche. 
92. Morganv. 

350. Parinche. 
338. .Belsar. 
43S. Local. 

4 '3; 1197: 202: 236, Sasvad. 
2'7; 1694: 343: 220. Nira. 
S '3; 787;162: 137. Jejuri, 
6'6: 870; 160; VaIhe. 
6'7; 1567; 324: 300, Rajevadi. 
I'S: 372: 77; 72. Morganv. 

I '9; 343; 80: 60, VaIhe 
0'8: 94: 16: 16. Sasvad. 
4'3; 295; 72: 44. Yavat. 
1'6; 697: 157: ·140. Sasvad. 
4'1; 961: 20S; 165. Local. 

8.S;" IISI: 208; 
7.3; 1232: 231; 
3.7; 489; 102; 
6.8: 1402; 254; 

8 '4; 63S4; 1139 

1075: 175, 

163. Morganv. 

3. Valhe. 
72. Morganv. 

231. Jejuri. 

745. Local. 

I 

4 
5 

5 

6 

4 
4 

4 
7 
5 
I 
6 
5 
5 

'I 
4, 

III 
61 

3 
3 
5 
3 
5 
4 
5 

6 
t 
~5 

3 

2'6: 609; 120; 
6'0; 715; 150: 

119. i Vaghapur. I 
140, I Khfd-Sivapur, 2 



I iw_.f i 
Wer.U, Buar; &rJ'" Motor Scud ; 

0.,.: Distance. t· oa.a.-. I ; 
I 

I 
V.n. 9 P..mhce Sun. 3 j PuiDche 
~ ,'R.ajn.d.i Thu. ,. y ..... 

3 ! 11.: hr. ,! w. 
s{P): 2t1: gym. 

.(p): lOtI: mq: d.: iJDl: Bhcleth ... Fr. 
I i I SYD. /ell Moo. 

.(p); 4tI: IIY1Il: ~ 4 , VaILe Tile. 
II P.md.e Sun. 

Jejwi 

Dca. 
Dca. 

,Dca. 

" s.-t ,ll<iuri 
i 

!! ~ 
5' R.;,..di 
4 i Jejuri 

14 \s.-l 
7 ; Jejuri 
8 i s.-t 
21 Dca. 
7 ' Loa.1 

Jcjuri 10 I s-d 
N"n I!: Nira 
Jeiuri , Jejuri 

'V.u.. 3 VaILe 
R.;.-ti 41 Raie-li 
Dca. 9: Supe 

~i(Ch.)~3! ~ 
y..... S:y_ 
Jejuri IS : s.-t 
R4-li ,. Loc.I 

Do. 
V.!be 
Ra;e..di 
Jejuri 

8,Supe 
, VaILe 
9 Supe 
3:Jejuri 

Man.. 
Suo. 

..... 
do. 

Thu. 
Suo. 
Man. 
Sun. 
M0n-
do. 

Sun. 

MOD. 
Wed. 
Sun. 
Tile. 
Thu. 
Wed. 
Tile. 
Man.. 

Wed. 
Tile. 
Wed. 
Sun. 

Man.. 

41 V.!be 
S ! Puinche 

S ! Local 
I , 

4 i w. 

S! n.: hr. 

Iw. 
I 

, I Jejuri , ! II. 

-' : 
4 1 s.a-t 4 i no. 

4 i Jejuri 4 no. 

.(p): 3tI; viii. Era. Ct. ..d. 9 6: P. 
Sud. 15. 

.(p): 2tl: c: viIL Cr. Phg. -LS. 

I (,.,): a(c): 6tl: mq: IJID: c. 
I 

Iztl:IJID:c. 

41 Dca. .\ no. a(e); 5tl: gym. 
,Do. 6 I w. I .(p):tI. 

5 I Do. 8\ w. I .(p): 6tl: om: viii. fro Ct. sud. IS. 
41 5mri 2 I no. a(c): 3tI. . 

II Load j n. .(p): tI. 
7 1 Jejuri 7 no.· .(p): a(e): 3t1: 8Y\D: c. 

II 1 Load I w. .(p): a(c): tI.: c. 

, I s.-I 'w. .(p): pyt: a(e): Stl; d.; 1!JIIl; c. 
I Load , 11.... .(p): pyt: a(mp); 611: IIJIDI mq; 

I ! m..u-.Fr. 
4 I Loc.I • I II .(p); PJt: a(c): 3tI; 1!JIIl: c: lib 
Iii Nira . Ii •. ; no. .(p);2t1;I!Y1D;c;BLaira .. fr.Ct. .... 9 , ! Jeiuri , I.. I .(p): cs(c): Btl: 1!JIIl: mq: c. 
3

1 

V~ , I.. .(p): a(c): 6tl;vill. fro Va...t. b. 
3 Jejuri 6 I w. : (,(p): a(c): 3d: c. 

7il Supe 71
1

' w. I' 4tL om: - .. 
I VaILe 3 II. 1 S{P): a(c), 211. 

5 I PurmcJ.(IGIIa) I tl spr. 1 211. . 
SlY"" 4.. .(pl: 4d: c. 
5 I..ocaI I.. .(p): a(c); Sel: gym. 

I Jejuri 8 w. .(p); pyt: 3d; mq: IJID; CO BL.ima fr. 
, Ct._7. 

9! Y... 8 w. ! .(p);a(mp);Stl:mq:d.:I!JIIl:c. 
I , j ValLe 6 w. .(pl: a(e): Stl: viIL fro Ct. sud. Il-

7

l 
Supe 1 w. .(pl: 611: 1JIIl: c. 

3 JeJuri 3.. .(p,; (b): 2 a(c): _I Sap.nb\a • 
4tI: mql Cr. Ct. _ h d. b. 

j Loc.I no. .(p,; s(b): a(c): 3tI. 

I I 
I 

Raie-li I' Ra;e..di Thu. I s.-t 
P.... 14 '1Chedirnrpur do. 2 KWS.'wpur 51' W. 

aCPl; aCe'; tI. 
.(p): 411. 2 no. 

I .0-. Bk Vf %-&9a 
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PtWand'half 

Serial No.: Village Name. Directio~ ; \ Area (Sq. ms.) : Pop.: Post Office : 
Direct distance : Households: Agriculturists. Di~ce. 

Travelling distance. I _ 

72 Sivari f~T •.. SE; 5'0; 6'0. 3'1; _1299: 339: 185 . Sasvad. 6 

~ °73 Sivatakrar (Nira) SE; 19'4: 24'0. 1'7: 2792: 598: 82. Nira. 1 

f~~). 
74 Somurc;1i ~ '" ... W; 6'2: 6'0. 2'2: 550: 98: 111. KoditBk • 3 

§75 Sonori ~ ... N: 3'0: 4'0 • 5'0: 1021: 192: 234. Sasvad. 4 

76 Supe Kd. ~~. ... S: 2'0; 3'0. 4'5: 1048: 270: 150. Do. 3 

77 TekavaQi ~ ... E; 11 '6;-15 '0. 4'8: 768: 173: 145. Rajevadi. 4 

78 Tonda! Q~ ... S: 14'0: 17'0. 2'8: 717: 183. 132. Vira. 1 

79 Uriibare ro ... SW; 12'0: 16'0. 1'5: 626: 131: 186: Nasrapur • 2 
80 Vagbiipfu ~ ... NE: 7'4 : 9'0. 4'3: 1330: 242: 186. Local. 
81 Viilhe ~ ... SE: 13'4; 17'0. 17'7: 5719: 1166: 882. Do. 

82 Viiliiiij ~\if ... E: 5'6: 6'0. 1'6: 789: 169: 121. Belsar. 2 
83 Vanapuri ~T ... NE: 3'2: 4'0. 5'3: 833: 146: 108: Sasvad. 21 
84. Vll' CfI1: ... S: 14'0: 15'0. 11'6: 3906: 734; 436. Local. 

*Now known 



. 

Railway St. ; Weeldy Bazar ; Motor Stand; Water Institutions and other 
Distanc.e. Bazar Day; Distance.. infonnation. 

Distance. 
.. -

Jejuri 5 Sasvad Mon. 6 Local 0-6 w. &(p); cs(c}:3tl: e; Yamai Fr. Ct. sud. 8. 
Nita I Nita Wed. I Nira I rv:.w. &(p); pyt; tI; cis; mq. 

Sasvad Moo. 6 Sasvad 6 Iw.; spr. &(p); viD. fr. Mgh. sud. IS. 
AIandi(Ch.) 3 Do. do. 4 Do. 4 w. . s(p); 9tI; 2gym: Co 

Jejuri II Do. do. 3 Do. 3 w. &(p); cs(c); 2t1: C; Silman Sur Pir. Ct. 
vad.3. 

Rajevadi 4 Rajevadi Fri. 4 Jejuri 7 w. &(p); cs(c); 5tl. 
Valhe 9 Parinche Sun. 5 Vir Ii- rv. &(p); 2 tI; gym. 

Nasrspur 2 Naarapur 3 w. &(p); 2t1. 
Rajevadi I Rajevadi Tho. I Suvad I w. &(p); cs(c); 2t1. 
Local Local Thu. Local w. &(p); pyt; cs(mp); (i); 5tl; mq; Us: 

lib; c; Blwirava Fr. Ct. vad. 8. 
Jejuri 7 Sasvad Mon. 6 Sivari I rv. &(p); cs(c); 2tl; Co 

Rajevadi 5 Do. do. 2i Sasvad 2* w. &(p); cs(c); 4tI; 2 gym; Bhairava Fr. Ct. 
Valhe 7 Parinehe Sun. 3 Local w. &(p); PYt; cs(mp); 4tI; mq; cis: e; viD. 

fro Mgh. sud: 15 to Mgh. vad. 10; d. b 

II Nira. 
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Strut 

Serial No, : Village Name, I Detection : 

I Direct distance : 
Travelling distance. 

PostOllice : 
Distance, 

Area (Sq, ml,): Pop, : 

Households : Agriculturi.ts. 

I 
1 Aleg-'v ~ an .. ' 1,'0' 18'0 110'7' 1197, 231, 162. I...ocaI . . . . 
2 Amadabad cqll=l~I<lI~, W; 7'2; 9'0, ,'0: ,89; 90: 102. Malthan, 2 

3 Affibale ~ ... S; 9'0; 12'0. 9'7: 1535: 302: 241. Nhavare, 3 
4 AIidh~agiiIiv3t jttij5'Ii" S: 15'6: 16'0, 4'3: 532: 103: 71. 00, 5 
5 Apati arrqtT ... SW: 24:6;.33'6, 30. 464: 94· 100, Fulgaon, 3 
6 AraI}.aganv 3) I (Ol'liq .. , SW: 14'0: 16'0, 2'1; 163; 42: 57. Nhavare. 7 ., 

Biibhiilasar Kd. SW: 6'6: 10'0. 6'9: 634: 134 138. Sirur. 8 • 
~~. ... 

8 Biibhiilasar Bk. SE; 25'0: 27'0, 3'1; 405: 78: 64. Palas. 6 

iifIOltom: "t. 
cttri' ... 9 Bambharde SW: 8'6: 11'0. 5'0: 851: 156: 140. Sirur. 8 

10 CliJ;u)oh ~ ... NW: 16'0; 29'0. 3'9. 358: 62; 67 . Avasari Bk. 10 
11 CiiicaI;li ~ ... SE: 15'2: 10'0, 5'3: 593; 115: 87. Nhavare 7 
12 Ciiicholl ~ ... W • IN; 19'0. 4'3: 720; 124; 106. Malthan. 4 
13 DahivaQi ~r ... SW: 11.0; 12'0, 4'0: 507; 107; 61. Ranjanganv C. , 
14 Dh1imiiri 'CfTlIlU ... W: 17'6; 28'1. 13'8: 2486; 451: 424. 1...ocaI. 

15 Dhanore ~ ... SW: 21'4: 32'3: 5'2; 1152; 223; 204, Taleganv Om . , 
16 Qhokasangvi m- W: 7'0; 10'0. 4'7: 558. 98. 109. Malthan. 4 
~ ... 

17 QoIigaraganv ~ W: 6'0: 11'0, 3'1: 221: 43; 42. 00. 4 
18 GaI}.eganv-dumaIa SE; 25'0; 27'0. 5'0; 689; 139: 211. Taleganv. Dm. 9 

qqf'liCf ~ ... 
19 GaI}.eganv Kd. SW; 14'0: 17'3. 1~'7: 1385: 276: 102. DhoRd. , 

~'lt<J.la. . .. 
20 Go!eganv'" 'T~ ... S; 3'4: 3"0, ,'0: 903: 150: 141. Sirur • 4 
21 Guniith ~;w;r ... S: 11'0 14'0, 7'6: 948: 169; 156. Nhavare. 3 

22 Hivare ~ ... Wi' 16'0 28'0, 4'3; 911; 169: 144 . Taleganv. Dm. 8 
23 Iniimaganv fi'1II=1'ljq ... SE: 20'6 27'0. 8'3; 1050: 201; 166. Kasii. 3 
24 J1irilbiita ~ ... NW: 16'0 25'0. 7'3; 1164: 212: 166. BeIhe. 7 

25 Jiiteganv Bk. 
, 

SW: 18'0 30'0 
I ;;mr- 3'8; 986: 185: 160. TaIepn ... Om. 'j 

Ificf "to ... 
26 Jateganv Kd. 

, 
;;mr- SW. 18'6 29'0. 2'4: 670: 134: 100. Do. 5-i 

tTfcf ~. ... -27 Kanhiir'" ~ ... W: 15'0 16'0. 1,'0: 2895; 540: 480. MaIathan • 1~ 28 KaraQ-e ~ ... S: 6'0 10'0, 16'4; 2058: 379: 330. Sirur • 

29 Karandi m W: 21'0 28'0. 
I 

9'8; 1765: 284: 271. T.leganv. Om Ii ... 
30 Kareganv ~ ... SW: ,'4 7'0. 5'0: 900: 185: 132. Sirur. 1 

31 ~angava~e ~ SW; 10'4 13'0. 4',; 747: 115: 1341. Ranjanapnv. Go f 
32 Kathapiir Kd. NW. 19'4 32'0. 2'6: 185: 32; 34. AvaariBk. 

. 
I . 

~~~."" ... 
S3 Kavathe 'fiCIO ... W; 13'0; 17'0. 22'4; 3091: 542: 430. Local. 



R.ilway St. ; Weeldy Bazar ; Bazar Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 
Diatance. Day ; Distance. Distance. information. 

Kedgany 10 Nhayare Sun. 4 Nbavare 4 w. S(P) ;ca(e); 2t1;ds; c; BhaUaVaFr. 
Ct. sud. 15. 

Malthan Tue. 2 Malthan 2 n. a(p) ; tI ; ~ ; c. 
Kedganv 15 NhaYare Sun. 3 Local w. s(P)& 4t1; Blq ; c. 

Do. 8 Do. do. 5 Local w .• n. s(p}; 2t1. 
Poona 15 Phulagany Fri. ~3 Koregany Bm. 3 n. gym. 

Y ... t 9 Talegn.Dm. 7 Nhay8l'e 7 n. a(p); tI ; -co 

Kedaany 18 Ghodsnsdi Sat. 8 Kareganv 2t w. a(p}; 3d. 

Paw 6 Dhond Sun. 6 Dhond 6 n. .(p):c. 

Poona 36 RanjanpnyG. Wed. 4 Ranjangany G. 4 w. s(p); 3t1 ; gym; c. 
A'nagar 38 Velhe 10 Kavathe 4 n. .2t1; mq. 
Belayandi 10 Nhayare Sun. 7 Nhavare 7 n. 2tl ; c. 
Poons 36 Kannur Thu.2 Malthan 4 w. s(p}; Khando~ tL 
Yavat 14 Ranjanpny.G. Wed. 5 Ranjangany G. 5 w. .(p); c. 
Poona 24 Pabal Fri. 4 Pahal 4 w. a(p) ; es (c) : 5tl; d.: c: KlwuIobe 

Fr. PI. BUd. 6. 
TalegonyDm.Mon. 5 T alegany Dm. 5 n. s(p) ; 5 tl ; mq : ds : gym : c. 
Malthan Tue. 4 Ranjaneany G. 2 s(p) : 2t1. 

-
w. 

Do. do. 4 Anapur 2 n. .(p) : tI. 
POOM 31 RanjanganYG. Wed. 4 Kondhapuri 31 w. a(p): c. 

Dhond 5 Kuti Sat. 3 Dhond 5 n. a(p); 4 tI; 

A'nagar 36 Sirur Sat. 4 Siror 4 w. a(p} ; tI; c. 
Kedgony 15 Nhavare Sun.~ Nhavare 3 w. s(p) ; cs(e) ; 2 -tI ; c -;- Bhairava Fr. 

6L. 
Ct. yad. 5. 

Poooa 26 T a1egany Dm. Mon. 8 Sikrapur a(p); 3 tI ; Pir Fr. Ct. sud. 2. 
Shrigonde Rd. 7 Kaali Sat. 3 Kuti 3 n. a(p) ; ea(e) ; 4 tl ; IDq ; c. 
A'nagar 36 Belhe Mon. 7 Allruti 3 rv. a(p) ; 5 tI ; mq ; Khandoba Fr. V.k. 

sud. 3. 
Poona 22 T aleg,nY. Om. Mon. 5 Silaapur 2 rv. s(P}; 4 tI: ds : gym; c; vilLfr. Ct. 

yad.5. 
Do. Do. do. 5-4 Sikrapur 2-4 no. a(p) ; 3 tI ; mq : gym : c ; yill, fro 

Phg. sud. 5. -. 

Do. 35 Kanhur Thu. Maltban w. a(p}; pyt: Mesai Fr. Ct.iud. 15: 
Kedgany 18 Ghodanadi Sat. 10 Local t: a(p) ; cs(fmg): 6 tI ; lib ;oId -iilKrip. 

tiona on city-gate. 
Poona 20 Talegany.Dm.Mon. 7 Sl!aapur 5 w. a(p} ; tI i mq ; c ; yin. fr. Mlln. vad~ 6. 
Kedaanv 191 Ghodanadi Wed. 7 Local w. c(p) ; 3 tI ; math; lib: c. 
Ya .. t 20 Do. do. 8 Ranianvany G. 6 w. a(p): 2 ¥; Co 

A'Miar 42 Belhe 10 Kavathe 8 rv. 4 tl. 

P Gena 58 Local Tho. Local w. a(p); pyt; 6tl: mq; da;lib:L 

. - -- . _. . Ill"'-
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Sirulr 

Serial No. : Village Name: Direction; 
Direct distance; 

Travelling distance. 

Area (Sq. ms.) ; Pop. : 
Households; Agriculhmsta. 

Post Office : 
Distance. 

34 Kendiir ~ ,. . .. W; 21.6; 26.0. V.O; 4667; 827; 46. Local. 
55 Khandiile ~ ... SW; 11.4; 13.0. _ 2.4; 660; 124; lOS. Kondhapur. 3 
36 Kolag'ru:lv-dolas m- S; 16.0; 24.0. 5.0; 268; 55; 39. Nhavare. 4 

~ ~1oo"Ef. 
37 KOQQ.hapuri~T ... SW; 13.0; 15-.0. 5.0; 630;118; 106. Local. 

38 Koreganv-hhima 
~~. 

39 KuruJi ~T 
40 MalathaQa ~ 

SW; 24.0; 30.1. 7.6; 1868; 369; 239. Do. 

... S; 19.0; 18.0. 16.4; 425; 71; 45. Nhavare. 

... W; 9.2; 11.0. 13.0: 2250: 378: 331. Local. 
7 

41 M~gavagaQa-pharata S; 22.0; 24.0; 13.9; 1725: 330; 229. 
~~. 

Paraganv. 8 

42 Mhase Bk. ~ ;; .... NW: 5.4: 12.0; 
43 Mukhai ~ ... W; 18.4; 32.3. 
44 Nagaraganv <t11(lliq .. S; (8.2; 18.0. 

2.1: 204; 41; 35. Vadihira. 13 
5.2: 1018: 167: 138. Taleganv Dham.6 
5.7: 523; 109; 107. Paraganv. 1 

45 Nhavare ~ ... S: 12.2; 14.0. 16.8: 20948:- 406: 320. Local. 

46 Nimaganv-duc;le f.tlr- NW: 9.6: 12.0. 7.1: 5il: 102: 116. Kavathe. 4 
mor~~. 

47 Nimag'iinv MhiiJuilgi SW: 13.4: 12.0. 10.3; 1710:311: 234. Local. 
f~~<ft. 

48 Nirilaganv-bhogi W: 6.4; 10.0. 3.0; 593: 103: 94. Malthan. 3 
~m<iT. -

49 NimoIJ.e f.n:ITili' ... S: 9.2: 10.0. 15.0:· 1879: 349: 291. Nhavare. 4 

50 Nirvi fiFff 
in Pahala ~ 

... S; 14.0: 16.0. 7.8: 1019: 189: 164. Do. 

... W: 20.2: 22.3. 15.4; 5129: 930: _ 619. Local. 
3 

52 Paro<;li ~ ... SW; 13.4; 14.0~ 
53 Phakate ~ ... NE; 13.6; 25.0. 
54 Pirilpalasuti ~T SE; 18.6; 24.0. 
55 Pirilpa}e-jagatapa SE; 21.4; 27.2; 
~ 'lI'1ffil1T. 

56 Pirilpale-khiilasa ~ 
~. 

26.0. 

3.0; 461: 
7.6; 347; 
3.2; • 450; 
7.2; 1628; 

82; 
57; 
73; 

273; 

53. 
60. 
M. 

270. 

Nhavare. 8 
Avasari. 11 
Kasti. S 
Koreganv Bhima3! 

2.7; 928; ISO; 160. TaieganvDham. 6 

51 Pirilparkhega fil'troi~ NW; 18.4; 27.0. 7.7; 1159; 200; 187. Avasari. 
58 Pirilpri-dumiila Msr- SW; 10.2; 15.0. 2.1: 433: 74; 59. Malthan. 

8 
4 

§59 
~. 

Rafijanaganv-Gana- SW; 10.0; 10.0. 11.7; 2111: 344; 215. Local. 
pati ~Cf~. 

60 RafijaQaganv-s~das S; 18.4; 19.4. 9.0, t271; 258: 330. Local. 
<i:ojol·li"'~. 

61 Sadalaganv :r!'ij'r.:!I«'::>:'cl.nili~q S; 20.0; 20.0. 3.7, 541; 117: 101. Paraganv. 4 



777 
TaluM. 

Weeldy Bazar: 'I. 

Railway St. : Motor Stand : Water. Il1§titutions and other 
Distance. Bazar Day: Distan~e. information. 

Distance. ' 
..• 

Poon, 30 Local Mon. 1 Local w. s(p) :pyt: cs(mp): 9 tl: c: 8vill.frs. 
Do. 30 Ranjangn.G. Wed. 2 Ranjanganv G. 2 w. s(p) ; tl ; gym.: " 

" Kedganv. 9 Nhavare Sun. 4 Andhalaganv 4 w.,n. s(p) ; 2 tl. 

) 

Poona 27 Talegn.Dm.Mon. 7 Local w. s(p); cs(c); \0 tl ; mq ; 2ds:gym : 
lib; c ; d. b.(i). 

00. 16 Local Thu. 00. rv. s(p) ; cs (mp); (mis) ; 4 tl ; 11\<1 ; cis : 
gym : c ; Bhairava Fr. 

Kedganv 8 Nhavare Sun. 7 Andhalaganv 3 w.,n. s(p) ; 2 tl ; c. 
Local Tue. Local w. s(p); cs (mp) ; pyt ; 4 tl ; mq : ds : 

viII. fro Feb. 15. 
Pstas 5 Kasti Sat. 6 Andhalaganv 6 rv. s(p) : cs(mp) ; pyt : mq ; cis; gyin ;c. 

Malthan Tue. 5 G.hodanadi 6 rv. c. 

~oona 23 Talegn.Dm. Mon. 6 Sikrapur 3 rv. a(p) ; 3 tl ;c ; vill. fr. Ct. Sud. 15. 
K.edpnv 8 Kedganv Tue. 8 Andhalaganv 2 rv. s(p) ;t:s(c); 2 tl ; c: Santoba Pawar'i 

tomb. 
Do. 12 Local Sun. Local w. s(P): pyt tes(c) : (~p) : 5 tl ; mq : ds : 

" c : d. b. 
Pooaa :62 Kavathe 4 Kavathe 4 rv. 2tl: mq. 

Do. 30 Talegn.Dm. Mon. 5 Taleganv Dm. 5 W~tn • 8(p) ; 5 tl ; ds : c. 
. -

<.; .. Malthan Tue. 3 Malthan 3 W.,D • a(p) : 2 tl ; c. 

KedpnY 15 Nhavare Sun. 4 Ambala 3 w. s(p) ; 2tl ; 2c : Khandoba Fr. Mgh IUd. 
15. 

Do. 12 Do. do. 3 Nhavare 3 w. S(P) ; cs(c) ; 2 tl ; gym ; c. 

Taleaan Dm. 30 Local Fri. Local w. s(p) : pyt : es (mp) : 6 tl . . . mq: C; 
Bbairava Fr. 

Ya'Rt 16 Talegn.Dm. Mon. 8 Taleganv Om. 8 [\Y. s(P) ; 2 tl ; c. 

A'Mgar 39 Belhe 9 Kayathe 4 rv. 5tl: mq. 
Shngonde Rd. 9 Kasti Sat. 5 Kasti 5 rv. s(p); 2 tI. 

Poona 26} K!>regan.Bm. Thu. 31 Koreganv Bm. 3l w. s(P): c. 

Do. 28 Talegn.Dm. Mon. 6 Sikrapur 5 w. s(p) ; 2 tl : Bhairava Fr.C: .6;:a. 3. 

A'nagar . 40 Selhe 8 Kavathe 8 rv. s(p) ; cs (mp) : 2 tl : mq. 

Poona 33 Rlinjangn;G. Wed. 3 Ranjanganv G.3 w. s(p) : 3tl: c. 

Do.' 32 Local Wed. Local w. a(p); pyt; es(e); 5tl: mq ; ds: aym :c. 

Kcdaanv 8 Kedaianv Tue. 8 Nhavare 7 rv. s(p) ; pyt: es(e): tl; mq ; gym ; lib; 
Bhairava Fr. Ct. vad. I. 

Kedpnv 5 Kedganv Tue. 5 Andhalaganv 6 rv. s(P) : es(c) ; tl: : c. 
Poona 39 Kanhur Thu. 2 Malthan 4 w. tl: e. 



178 

Serial No. ; Village Name. Directions ; 
Direct distance : 

Travelling di.tance. 

63 Savindane mf~qf ... W: 16.0: 18.0. 
64 Sikrapiir ~~ ... SW: 19.6: 22.0. 

65 SindoQi fumT ... SE: 12.0: 12.0 • 
66 Sirasaganvkata, SE: 16.0; 21.0. 

f~IHI'liCj<flIC::1 
§67 Siriir (municipal area) H.Q. , 
~ ... 

67a Siriir (non-municipal ...... 
area) fu~ ... 

68 Sivatakrar Mhaluilgi SW: 14.0: 15.0. 
f~ICfd'llil< ~ 1" ... 

69 Sone Sangavi m W: 9.0: 11.0. 
~ ... 

70 Takali Bhimi maft SW: 16.0: 14.0. 
~')1rr ... 

71 Takali Haji maft NW: 9.4: 14.0. 
~ ... 

72 Ta}eganv Dhamdhere SW: 18.0: 23.6: 
~Pfmt ... 

73 Tanda}i ~ ... SE: 24.2: 30.0. 
74 Ura}aganv~" , S: 12.2: 17.0. 

75 Vad.aganv Rasai S: 19.6: 20.0. 
cra<Jtq·~ ... 

76 Vad.aner Kd. m~~. NW: 12.4: 22.0. 
77 Vad-hii Bk. ~ ;, .... SW:24.4:· 32.0. 

78 Vaghale ~ ... W: 11.0: 16.0. 
79 Varu<;le 

... 
6 '" W: 13.0: 12.0. 

, 

Area(Sq.ms.); Pop.: 
Households : Agriculturists. 

7-5: 2098: 348: 289. 
9-7: 2588; 423: 298. 

>-0: 465: 87: 81. 
13-3: 1178: 217: 180; 

23-8: 3482:. 874. 

... 3382: 604: 566. 

1-0: 157: 24: 18. 

4-4: 744: 133: 109. 

7-1: . 939: 197: 135. 

10-3: 1326: 260: 293. 

33-1: 9749: 1144: 1276. 
\ 

4-5: 1072i 162: .161. 
10-7: 1345; 265: 183. 

9-5: 1135: 220: 171. 

2-1: 465: 84: 94. 
6-7: 1463: 269: 220. 

3-2: 5%: 98: 91. 
7-0. 814: 158: 151: 

Sirttr 

P08tOllice ; 
Distance. 

K.vathe. 
Local. 

Nhavare. 
Do. 

Sirur. 

00. 

Taleaanv Om. 

Malthan. 

3 
.. 
9 
6 

2 

4 

2 

Nimaganv Chavan.2 

K.vathe. 

LocaI. 

K.ati; 0-1 
Nhavare. 3 

Paraganv. 6 

Vadjhira. 11 
Koreganv Bm. 2 

Malthan. 6 
Do. 5 



TcNu1G. 

Rai1way 51. ; Wee/dy Boar : Bazar Motor Stand: Water. Institutions and other 

Diatance. Day : Diatanc:e. Distance. infonnation. 

Ka .... tbe 3 Kanthe 3 w. I 8(P) :4t1 ;mq ;e. 
Pomta 22 TaIegn. Om. Mon. 2 Local tv •• w. s(P) ; cs(e) ; 5 tl : mq ; ds ; c : lib ; 

I viiI. frs. 
&laYaDdi 10 I Nhavare Sun. 9 Ambala 8 rv. 2tl; c. 
P .... 10 Do. do. 6 Nhavare 6: w.;n. S(P) 13 tl ; e ; Kolhati Buva Fr. Ct. 

I i Sud. 8. 
A'n-.g. 32 Chodanadi Sat. 2 Ghodanadi 2~·~1 S(P) ; MUll ; cs (mp)'1 (con) ; br. 

! Poona C. C. Bank ; 6 tl ; 4 mq. ; cia 
0.. Do. do. Do. w.,p. 2l1)'li1 ; C ; rec:reIIuon dub; Pir Fr. 

and Vsk ; Ramalinp tl; d. b. (I). 
Ct. 

Vam 12 Talqn.Om. Mon. 4 Talepnv Om. 4 rv. s{p); tl ; e. 

Maltban Tue. 2 Malthan Z I w. S(P) ; 3tl; IIYIn ; C. 

I 

V.nt 18 TaIep. Om. Moo. 6 Ta\eganv Om. 6 I rv. s(P) ; tl. 

Malthan Tue. 5 MaItban 5 rv. a(p) ; cs (mp) ; e. 

Poona 24 L&:al Mon. Local I rv. S{P) ; pyt ; cs (c)a : (i) I' (mp) ; 20 tl : 
3mq : cia : 2gym ,lib; c : MGrWU Fr. 

SLrigonde Rd.i Kaati 
Vak.Sud.5. 

Sat. 0-1 Kaati ()'I rv. a(p) ; 4tl ; e. 

Kedpny 18

1 

Nhavare Sun. 3 ~. 3 w. S(P) : 4tl ; mq : gym ; cia; Co 

do. 10 Anclhalapnv S s(p) : cs(c) : 3tl ; mq; c. Do. 6 Do. rv. 

Nighoia Tile. 3 Kavathe 5 rY. tl. 

POOIIa 20 Koregn. Bm. Tbu- 2 Koreganv Bm. 2 rv. s(P) : 8YID ; e ; Sambhaji's tomb and 
Fr. Phs. Vad. IS. 

Do. 30 Ranjanp.C.Wod. 5 Kondbapuri 5 C(P);3t\. 

Do. 30 TaIegn. Om. Moo. 9 Do. 6 w. S{P);3tl. 



780 

Serial No. : Village Name. Direction: A,ea (Sq. ms.): Pop. : PostOllice; 
Direct distance ; Households : Agriculturists. Oi&tance. 

Travelling distance. 

1 Ac;lavali amcr~'T ... E: 9'2; 11'0. 1'1; 307; 64: 60. Bhor. 12 
2 Arilbec;la . art<rs .. , NE: 4'6; 9'0. 0'8; 317; 63; 55. Dowaie. 9 
3 Arilbeganv Bk. NW; 5'4; 12'0, 2'0; 252; 52; 40. Vele. 10 

arr.f;rtcr ~. 
4 Arilbegan; Kd. NW: 6'0; 11'0. 2'3; 460f; 83: 222. Do. 6 

arr.f;rtcr lif. 
.5 ArilbavaJ.le"~ ... E; 11'0; 14'0. 1'8; 186; 46; 55. Nasrapur • 6 

6 Asani~dam.aguc;la 
or~if'T -~t+I'f. 6T. 

SE; 7'0: 12'0. 1'0; 251; 62; 60. Bhat. 13 

7 Asani-MaJ}.c;laja 
are<fi-~~. 

SE; 6'4; 11'0. 1'0; 209; 46; 50. 00. 13 

8 Asani-marga atWit- E; 7'li; 8'0, 1'5; 508; 114; 75. Vete. 10 
~. 

9 Askavac;li or~ , .. E; 6'6; 11'0. 0'5; 137; 30; 32. Bhor. 25 
'. 10 BaIa vac;li ~'T '" SW; 4-4; 12'0, 2'3; 174: 37; 30. Vele, 10 

11 Biimha.J;laghar iIn:~- 2'0, 0'4; 27; 4; 4. 00. 2 
~. 

, 12 BamaJ}.aghar (Ghera) 2'll, 0'1; Desmed. Do. 2 
G(Tl{\J('ff{ ('<i-U). 

13 Barasica-mii!a oirofRT SW: 4'0; 10'0. 0'1: 107; 21: 18. Do. B 
~. 

14 Bhaginaghar ~ E; 7'4; 10'0. 0'4: 168: 33: 32. Bhor. 30 
15 BhaIavac;li ~ .. , NW: 7'2: 18'0. 2'4; 83; 17; 35. Vele. 8 
16 Bhatti Vagadare W; 1'2; 4'0. 2'4; 260; 61; 50. Do. 2 
~~. 

17 Bho~ac;li ~ .. , SW: 7'0; 14'0. 3'5: 215; 56; 38. 00 . 12 
18 Bopalaghar ~ .. , W; 2'4: 4'0. 0'3, Deserted. Do. 4 
19 Boravale <iT~ , .. E; 11'0; 16'0. 1'6; .145; 35; 28. Nasrapur. 6 
20 Can~ :qm: ... W: 8'6; II O. 2'8; 170; 31: 40. Vele . 16 

, 21 Capeta ;;rm .. ' W; 1'2; ~·O. 0'5; 56: 10: 23. Do • 3 , 22 Carhatavac;li ~- SE: 1'4; 4'0. 0'5: 183; 46; 41. 00. 3 
cntT. 

23 Cikhali Kd. f~ lifo NW; 1'4; 18'0. 0'6; 79; 18; ·25. Do. 14 
24 Ciiicale Bk. ~ if. 14'0. 0'3; Deserted. 
25 Cificale Kd. ~ lifo 14'0. 0'1; Deserted. 
26 Ciramodi ~ ... E; 6'0; 12'0. 0'6; 232; 47; SO. Bhor. 15 
27 Dadava~~ ... SE; 4-2; 11'0, 0'6; 40: 8· 7: Do • 38 . 
28 Dapasare ~ ... W; 12'2; 26'0. 3'2; 96; 24; 27. Vele. 20 
29 Dapoc;le ~i ... E; 3'0; 5'0. 3'1; 804: 171; 93. Do • 5 

i 30 Devapali ~ ... S; 3'0; 9'0. 0'1; Deserted. 
31 Dhanep ~ ... NW; 1'4; 1'4. 2'8; 312; 68; 62. Vele. 1-4 
32 Dhinc;lali f~ ..., N; 6'0; 9'0, 0'5; 48; 12; 10. 00. 9 

S3 Ekalaganv alCficl<li", , .. SW; S'O; 16'0. 1'2; 20; 3; 2, Do. 14 

34 Gevanc;lhe ~ ... W; 4'0; 6'0. 1'5; 207; 47; 40. Do. 6 

35 Ghavar ~ ... E; 5-6; 10'0. 0'5; 127; 29; 25, Bhor. 25 

86 Ghera-riijagac;la oero SE; 5'0; 100. 0'1; 5: 4: ... Do. 16 

~. 



l'OONA Dl'STlIIcr ~81 
Peta.' 

1W1waySt. ; Weekly Bazar; Baar Motor Stand: Water. Institutions and olher 
Distance. Day; Distance. Distance. infonnalion. 

Poona 31 Nasrapur Sun. 9 Karanjaganv 1 rv. 211. 
Do. 22 Vele Fri. 61 KhadakvasaIa 6 w. s(p): 211. 
Do. 25 Ambeganv Kd. 11 Vele 10 rv. s(p.); 4tI. mq •. 

00. 32 Vele Fri. 6 Khadakvasala 12 w. tI. 

Do. 28 Nasrapur Sun. 6 ~o. 0-2 n. 
Do. 36 Sakhar Wed. 2 AsaniMarg 4 w. a(p);2tl. 

", 

Do. 36 Do. do. 2 Do. 4 w. a(p): II. 

00. N .. rapur Sun. 10 Local t. a(p): tI: dl. 

00. 30 Sakhar Wed. 2 AsaniMarg 1 rv. tI. 
Do. 48 Vele Fri. 10 Vele 10 w. 2t1. 
Do. 38 00. do. 2 Do. 2 w. 

Do. 38i Do. do. 2 Do. 2 w. s(p); 6tl; c; vill.fr. Mgh. Vad.8. 

Do. 46 Do. do. 8 Do. 8 w. tI. 

00. 28 Sakhar Wed. 1 Asani Marg I w. tI. 
Do. 27 Vele Fri. 8 KhadakvasaIa 15 w. tl. 
Do. 40 Do. do. 2 Vele 2 w. 11. 

Do. 50 Do. do. 12 Do. 12 w. 2tl. 
00. 46 00. do. 4 00. 4 I. II. 
Do. 28 Nasrapur Sun. 6 Ambavane 1 w. s(p); tI. 
[).-. 40 Ambeganv 10 J<hadakvasale 28 t. 
00. 41 Vele Fri. 3 Vele 3 w. tl. 
Do. 41 Do. do. 3 "Do. 3 w. d. 

00. 38 Do. do. 14 Khadakvasala 26 w. tI. 
Deserted. 
Deserted. 

Poons 30 Sakhar Wed. AsaniMarg 3 w. tI. 
Do. 36 Do. do. 3 Do. 4 rv. 
00. 28 Vele Fri. 20 KhadakvasaIa 12 w. II. 
Do. 32 Do. do. 4 Local. t. 3 II. 

Deserted. 
Poons 40 Vele Fri. 1-4 Vele 1-4 w. 2tl. 
Do. 25 Ambeganv Kd. 2 00. 10 w. 
Do. 52 Vela Fri. 14 Do. 14 w. .. 
Do. 43 Do. do. 6 Do. 6 w. II. 
Do. 30 Sakhar Wed. 1 AsaniMarg w. II. 
00. 37 Do. do. 8 Do. 10 t. tI. 



78~ JIOMBAY STA'l'E GAZEl1EEJl 

Scrial No. : valap Name. DiRdioo ; f Ala (Sq. -.): Pop. : I Pool 0fIXe ; 
, Direct cIiataoce: ; Hc-eboId. : Agriculturiata. Dis&ance. 
T......dli.og diotmce..l I 

• I 

~ Ghisar ~ .. : W: 7'0: 8"0. 
38 Ghodakhal ~ ...• W: 9'0: 20·0. 
39 Ghoc)aset ~ ... NW: 6'4: 14'0. 

4'2: 296: 65. 55. 
1'4: 104: 23: 20. 
0-5: 61: 13: 20. 

40 Ghola m .. J W: 13"4: 26'0.2'8: 217: 42: 58. 
41 Gholapaghar >fIO:'W4( NW: 611; 14'0. 6'8: IZ8: 29: 28. 
42 Givasl 'fircfm ... : NW: 5'4: 14'0. 1'5: ZZS: 42: 42-
43 GoI;u;lekhal ~ .. .i NW: 10·0: 25'0. 1'9: 137: 26: 3Z. 
44 GuguJaSi ~~ ... i SW: 9'0: 18'0. 1'4: 39: 8: 6. 
45 Gunjavru;.e ~ _. SE: 5'2: 12"0. 0'7: 118: 61: 60. 
46 Hlirpu~ ~. . .. : W; 7'0: 15'0. 2'1: 145; 36. 28. 
47 HirapoQi ~ ... J E: 1'0; 2"0. 0-7: 202: 49: 3z. 
48 J adhavavadi ;;n'IfCfi 5: 2'6: 511. 0-I: 31: 6: 6. 
~ . I 
~"'il;~ ,. _. I 

49 ~=: ~'fI _.j N: 4'4: 8'0. I 3-3: 461: 102: 100-
50 = gi _., NW: 8'0: 14"0. ,0·8: 113': 25: 26. 
51 Kananda ~ ... W: 2'2: 5'0'13'0: 370; SO· 8Z. 
52 Karaiija~e 'ti("IlqOf E; 9'4: 12"0. 1'1: 429: 81: 7Z. 
53 Kamavadi ~ '" SW: 9"0: 20'0. 2·0; 222: 49: 49. 
54 KaseQi ~ .•. NW: 8'2: 19-0./ 0'8: 111: 31: 35. 

55 KatavaQi 'til::.q::/ E: 8'4: 10-0. , 1-0: 311: 76; 46. 
56 KeJad_ ~, .:: SW: 7"2: 15-0. I 3-0: 243: 64: 45. 
57 K~~e P"~I't.vII E: 9-0: 12'0. i 1'2; 70: 15: 14. 
58 Khamaganv ~ NE: 5'0; 9-0'1 1'4: 301: 62: 50. 
59 ~~bavaQi ~i .. q.ili E; 6:6; 8'0, 0'9: 283; 59: 40 . 
60 Khanu.~. ! W: 100; 14-0. 2-7; ISO; 44: 40. 

61 Kharlva ~ ...i E: 2-4: 4-0. I 0·9; 150: 37: 26. 
62 Khodad ~ •.. 1 E; 2-2; 2'0·1 0'4; 89: 18; 10. 
63 Khopa~yaci-vaQi IS; 4·0; 8'0. 0'2; 174: 35; Z8. 

~!JS"il ... fl Cfrit. I 

6( Kille-PracaJ;l~gaQa 
~~. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

1m-· 
IV~ 
IDo. 
I 
,Do. 
, Do. 
i N.ap.. 
i ttlab.d. 

12 
14; 

26! 

12 
II 
14 
14

j 

U: 
12' 
i 
5) 
! 

8, 
14: , 
3, 
8: 

16: 
! Vde. lsi 
i Kbed-S;..p. 6\ 

I Vde. I~ 
i Kbed-Siwpur 
! Donaie. 
.. Vde. 

Dr.. 

in... 
I 

8 
9: 
8 

~ Do. 2: 
, Do. 8

1 

65 KodavaW ~ ···ISE; 
66 Kolambi ~ ... ! SW; 
or KolavaQi ~ "·1 E; 
63 Kon~ganv ~ ... NE: 
69 Kon~avale Bk. ifiRT NE: 

7'4: 11-0: 
4'4; 9·0. 
8'0: 10'0. 
6'0; 9"0. 
0'6: 1'4. 

244; 
233; 
498: 
m; 

53; 
51: 

122; 
64; 
43; 

1-· .j 
"so. : Do. I!j 
4j. ,Vde. ~i 

; VL~ c::=--_ el 
, 1UICO.n""l"'" I 

6&. i Daoaje. 6 
45. i Vde. 1-41 222: 

<raJ't. 
70 Kondhavale Kd. N: 1'0: 1"4. 0'7: 142; 29: 2D. 

~~. 
71 Kondhava1I ~ ... E: 4'4; 8"0. 0'6; 117; 32; 2i!. 
72 Kosfutaghar "'l~l~iH l'o"W; 7"4: 18-0. 0"6; 117; 32; 38. 

73 Kurru;ta Bk. ~ "t .... N; 6'4; 11-0. 
U KuraJ;la Kd. ~ ~.. N: 6'0: 9-0. 

1'8; 548; I~; 5. 
0'8; 201: 50; 35. 

i I 
1 Do. 1-4 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

I 
I~ 
Id 
I~ 

______________ ~------~--------~-------I 



POONA DISTBIC1" 783 
PeIG. 

I 

Railway St. ; weekly Bazar ; Motor Stand ; I Institutions and ether 
Distanu. Bazar Day; Distance. 

I Water. 
infonnaticr. 

Distance. 

Poona 40 IVele Fri. 6 Vele I tI. 6 i w. 
Do. 27 Do. do. 12 Khadakvasala 16\ w. tL 
00. 32 Ambegany Thu. 6 Vele 14 w. tI. 

Kd. 
Do. 40 Do. do. 6 Kbodakvasala 23 w. 
Do. 37 Do. d ... 2 Vele 12 ". tI •. 

Do. 27 Do. d ... 2 Do. II opr. tI. 
00. 38 Vele Fri. 14 Khadahasala 26 w. tI. 
Do. 52 Do. do. 14 Vele 14 w. 

Do. 32 Sakhar Wed. 2 AsaniMarg 3 w. 
00. 50 Vele: Fri. 12 Vele 12 w. 
Do. 40 00. do. 2 Pabe I w. li. 
Do. 44 Do. do. S Vele 8 w. 

I 
Do. 25 Do. do. 8 Do. 8 w. 2tI. 
00. 36 Do. d ... 14 KLadabasala 12 w. 

Do. 41 Do. do. 3 Vele 3 w. tI. 
00. 30 Na.apur Sun. 8 Local. t. s(p); 2\1. 
Do. 55 Vele Fri. 20 Vele 20 t. tI. 
Do. 50 Do. do. 15 Kbadiliasala 23 w. tL 
Do. 30 NasraPur Sun. 10 Karaniavane 2 w. 2tL 
Do. 50 Vele Fri. 12 Vele 12 w. tI. 
Do. 20 Nasrapur Sun. 8 KaranjaV8lle 2 .. 
Do. 22 Vele Fri. 6 Khadakwsala 10 w. 2t1. 
00. 32 Sakhar Wed. 2 AoaniMarg I w. tI;e. 
Do. 50 Ambqany Thu. 15 Vele 14 w. d. 

Kd. 
Do. 40 Vele Fri. 4 Dapode 2 w. tI. 
Do. 26 Do. do. 2 Vele 2 w. tI. 
Do. 45 00. do. 8 Do. 8 w. tI. 

Do. 37 Sakhar Wed. Do. .3 L tI. 

De. 40 Nasrapur Sun.- 10 Kar.njayane 2 w. tI. 
Do. 46 Vele Fri. 9 Vele 9 w. tI. 
Do. 28 Nssnpur Sun. 10 Karaniavane 3 spr. s(p); 2tI. 
Do. 18 Vele Fri. 9 l>on.qe 6 w. s(p); t1.IJIII. 
Do. 37 I Do. • do. 1-4 Vele 1-4 w. tI. 

Do. 40 Do. do. 1-4 Do. 1-4 w. tI. 

Do. 34 Sakhar Wed. r-- 2 w. tI. 

Do. 26 Ambegan. Thu. 6 Vele 16 w. tI. 

Kd. 
Do. 30 Poona 24~ 16 rv. I s(p); 3d; gym. 
Do. 30i Vele Fri. 10 I Do. . 9 w;L 2tI. 

I 



784 JlOMBAl' STAn: ~~ 

Serial No. ; Village Name. Direction; Area {Sq. ms.} ; Pop. ; 
Direct distance: Household. ; Agriculturists. 

Post Office; 
Distance. 

Travelling distance~ 

75 Kuravati ~T ... N; 6.0; 10.0. 0.7; 73; 16; 12. Vele. 

76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

Kurtavati ~r ... W; 
Llisiraganv \'51~il<'liq) E; 

SE; 
SE; 

11.0; 25.0. 
4.0; 6.0. 
3.6; 10.0. 
4.4; 10.0. 
9.0: 12.0. 

Lavru Bk. ~"t ... . 
Lavru Kd. ~r~ ... . 
Magandari ~ ... E; 
Mahfui ~r .. . 

SW; Mlijaglinv.~ .. . 
Malavali ~r '" E; 
Managanv ~... W; 
Me~livane lro<ruT .:. SE; 
Meta-pUavare iR:-

14.0. 
5.0; 10.0. 
4.4; 6.0. 
8.0; 20.0. 
4.2; 10.0. 

4.0. 
f~. 

87 Mose Bk. tiRr or •... 
88 Nig~Qe Bk. f.tlr~"t. 
89 NigaQe Kd. ~~. 
90 NigaQe~mosekhore 

f.:r<Ti lT~' 

NW; 8.0; 16.0. 
E; 10.4; 16.0 .. 
S. 7.0; 14.0. 
NE; 7.0; 20.0. '. 

91 Nivi fi:tqr ... W; 4.0; 7.0. 
92 Osade ar"Tmi ... NE;· 6.6; 14.0. 
93 Plib~ 1fIGf ... E; 2.0; 3.0. 
94 Plil Bk. 'm5'"t. . .. SE; 3.0; 8.0. 
95 Pal Kd. 'm5'~. ... SE; 3.2; 8.0. 
96 Plinaset ~ ... Nt.. 6.4; ICO. 

97 Pangari lfilTru .. . 
98 Plisali ~ .. . 
99 Phanasi ~T .. . 

100 Pirilpari fiJtrU .. . 
101 PiSavi ~ .. . 
102 Pole q-lri .. . 
103 Ranavaru ~f .. . 
104 Ranj~e" ~ .. . 
105 Rule "ii .. . 
106 Sliiva Bk. ~"t ... . 
107 Siikhar ~ • . .. 
108 SenavaQi ~r .. . 
109 Siilglipfir ~ .. . 
110 Sirkoli No.1 m· 

'ti~1;f. t 

SW; 10.0; 15.0. 
SW; 6.0; 8.0. 
SE; 5.0; 11.0. 
SE; 3.2; 11.0. 
SW; 7.2; 18.0 
W; 7.fJ'; 20.0. 
N; 6.0; 10.0. 
NE; 4.4; 9.0. 
N; 5.6; 11.0. 
N; 8.0; 15.0. 
E; 5.4; 8.0. 
SW; 5.0; 14.0. 
W; 8.0; 14.0. 
NW; 5.6; 15.0. 

111 Sirkol1 No.2 m· NW; 6.0; 15.0. 
'ti~1;f. ~. 

112 SonQe FlirO)1 
f~r. 

113 . Sonde Klirla 

mE; 

mE; 

11.0; 15.0. 

11.0; 14.0. 

2.1; 32; 8: 5. Do. 
1.4; 372; 74; 21. Do. 
0.6; 202; 43; 40. Do. 
O.J';) 81; 21: 17. Do. 
1.0. 255: 61; 45. Khed Sivapur. 
1.8; 47; II; 13. Vele. 
1.2; 92; 22; 25. Do. 
1.2; . 259; 46; 40. 00. 
4.1; 297;. 65; 50. Do. 
0.7; 206; 47: 42. Bhor. 
0.2; 48; 13: 10. Vele. 

3.5: 469: 
1.7: 235; 
3.0. 43; 
3.0; 190; 

104 105. Do. 
61: SO. Khed.Sivapur. 

95 22. Vele. 
42: 38. Donaje. 

2.2; 253: 55; 40. Vele. 
1.1; 277; 63; 60. Donaje. 
4.6: 908: 187: 110. Vele. 
1.3; 192: 34: 32. Do. 
1.2: 117; 30: 22. Bhor. 
0.3: 61: 12: 14. Vele. 

0.9; .28: 8; 
1.0: 68; 17: 
0.6; 118: 27: 
0 . .6; 86: .' 22; 
1.0; 14: 2; 
3.1: 259; 54: 

Desetfed • 
3.0;·· 567: 110:. 
3.9: 800: 171; 
3.5: 511:-118; 
0.7; 286: 67: 
1.0. 117: 25: 
1,.4: 70: 13: 

. p: '251, 61: 

3. Vele. 
UI. Do. 
22. Bhor. 

~t5. Do. 
5. Vele. 

35. Do. 
00. 

75. Donaje. 
95. Vele. 

i20. 00. 
48. Bhor. 
24. Vele. 
18. Do. 
54. 00. 

2.6: 134: 33: 33. Do. 

0.8: 169: 40: 50. Bhor. 

0.8: 157: 41: 45. Naarapur. 

~ 
------~~--~--~--------~--------------------



POONA DlSTRIcr 

Peta. 

I 
R.aiIway St. ; t Weekly Bazar; Bear 

/. ~ I Day; Distanc:e. 
Mat« Stand ; 

Dislance.. 

Do. 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 

0... 
0... 
0... 
Do. 

0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 

Do. 
Do. 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 
0... 

Do. 

0... 

i 

25 Ambepnw 11m. 2 Vde 10 tv. 

Kd. 
52 Vele Fri. 
24 0... do. 

16 Kh.dakv¥ala 
6 D.pode 

22 w. 

I- w. 
2 24 SokhIr Wed. 

~ ~~ s: 
2 AsaniMarg 
I 0... 

Spr. 
3 w. 

2 w. 

8 w. 
10 w. :q ~ 

8 Kanmi-vane 
8 Vele 

10 Vele 
6 V"12M I w. 

23 spe. 35j'~ 11m. 
3It1~ Wed. 
4h·'vele Fri. 

8 KbadakvasaIa 
2 AsaniMarg 
4 , Vele • 

S w. 
4 w. 

• r 
13 1 AmI>epny 11m. 6 
25 1 Nasrapur Sun. 9 
50 Vele Fri. 14 

191 0... do. 14 

50 0... do. 5 
19! 0... do. 14 
261 0... do. 3 
40 I 0... do. 4 

40 I' Sakhar Wed. 4 
24 AmI>epny 11m. 3 

IKd. 
51 I' Vel.. Fri. 13 
46 0... do. 8 
25 I SUhW Wed. 3 
40 Do. do.'" 
51 Vele' ro." 13 
40 Ambegany Thu.. 8 
24 , Vde Fn. 10 
19

1

, Do. do. 7 
23. 0... i 
28 \ Amhega". Thu. 4 
32 Local Thu. 

- 50 I Vele • Fri. 12 
60 0... Fri. I~ 
38 AmI>epny Thu. 6 

Kd. 
33 0... 

21 Do. do. 9 

KbadakvasaIa' 19 tv. 

Ambavana 
Vele 

2 w. 
14 t. 

KbadakvasaIa 19 w. 

Vele 5 W. 

~17w# 

Dapode I w. 

Vele ... w. 

Asani Mug 6 w. 
Khadaka-m 12 tv. 

Vele 
Do. 

Asani M.g 

Asani Marw 
Vele 

13 w. 
8 w. 

3 w. 

6 w. 
13 w. 

KLadakvasaIa .. 8 w; tv. 

Do. 10 tv. 

DoruQe 7 w. 
KLadakvasaIa II r; t. 

Do. 16 tv. 

Asani Mug 3 tv, 

Vele 12 w. 
Do. 16 L 

KhadabassIa 26 w. 

19 w. 

2 w. 

0...' 

lIo-BBkVi~ 

tI. 

tI. 
tI. 
tI. 
tI. 

IlIStitutioos and ..u
information. 

S(P); tI. 
tI. 

tI. 

tI. 
tI. 

4tI. 
tI. 
tI. 
S(P); 3tI. 

tI. 
2tI. 
S(P); 4t!. 

d. 

d. 
tL 
tI. 

.(pl; 3tI. 

.(pl: 3d. 
S(P); 4tI. 
d.; Co , 

4tI. 

2tI. 

2tI. 

785 



'186 BOMBAY STATE GAZEIIEER 

I 

Serial No. : Village Name. Direction: Area{Sq.ms.):Pop.: I Post Ollice ; 
Direct distance ; Households : Agriculturists. Distance. 

T (llvelli~ distance. 
I 

114 SonQe-mathana ~I IE; 10.0: 13.0. 0.8: 148: 33; 32. Nasrapur 
lJ'f'CTifT ~I 115 Sonde-saraphal E: 9.6: 15.0. 1.1: 226; 52; 45. Do. 
~ 

116 SuravaQa. ~~~~ ... E: 7.4: 12.0. 0.5: 226; 46; ~~ Bhor. 
117 Tekapole ... W; 11.0: 30.0. 

f 
3.9: )21; 75; II i?'ele. 

118 'fhii.J;laganv 0f0r1Ttcr ... NW; 7.0: 18.0. 1.2; 167; 43; 50. ~\L. 
119 V*g>nv ""'"" :J E, 9.0, 12.~ I 0.5; 207; 43; 37. B~ •. 
120 VaQaghar ~ ... NW; 5.4; 9.0. I 1.8; 309; 78; 60. Ve~ 

I 

121 Vajeghar Bk. ' SE; 3.0: 10.0.1 0.7; 113; 24; 16. 00.--, 

or. I 
122 V.jegba< Kd. ::~ SE, '.0, 10.0, 0.8; 218; 56; 55. Do. 

~. 

123 Vaftjalavadi' 10.0; 0.2; 73. 16. 18. Do. 
crm ... 

124 Vaiijale ~ ... ' E: 3.4; 7.0. 

I 
1.0; 296; 67; 60. Do. 

125 V"",.ganv ~ 14.0. 2.6: 422: 87: 85. Do. 
126 Varon Bk. crmrr or SW: 6.2: 10.0. 

, 
3.3: 241; 46: 30. Do. 

127 Varon Kd. crmrr ~~ SW: 6.0: 10.0. j 1.1; 89; 18; 13. Do. I 
128 Vele Kd. ~~{if. .~.I SE: 0.4; 1.0. 0.3; 258: 54; 43. Vele Bk. 
129 Vele Bk. ~~'f ... H.Q. 0.5: 581; 118; 40. LocaL 
130 Vele ~d. (Ghera) ~ 0.3; Deserted. VeleBk. 

131 
~. q-u 

vilir ~. ... NW; 2.4: 3.0. 1.1 ; 175; 38. 35. Do. 



POONA DISTRIGr 787 
Feta. 

Railway St. ; Weekly Bazar ; BaZllf Motor Stand; Water. Institutions and other 
Distance. Day ; Distance. Distance. information. 

Peon. 30 Nasrapur Sun 8 Ambavane I w. tI. 

00. 30 Do. do. 8 00. I w. t1. 

Do. 40 Do. j~ do. 10 K.ranjavne 2 w. tI. 
00. 35 Ambel!'v Tho. 10 Khadakvasala 24 w. 

Kdi 
00. 50 Vele Fri. 10 00. 18 t. tI. 
00. 33 Nasrapur Sun. 6 Ambavane 4 s(P); 2tI. 
·00. 25 Ambeganv Tho. 1 Vele 9 w. 2tl.; c. 

Kd. 
00. 40 Sakhar Wed. 4 Do. 4 w. tI. 

00. 26 00 l Do. 3 .pr. S(P); t1. 

00. 24 Vele Fri. 10 Vele 10 w. ~tI. 

Do. 40 Do. do. 4 Vinjhar 2 rv. 2tL 
00. 38 Do. do. 12 Khadakvasa1a 12 w. S(P); tI. 
00. 46 Do. do. 8 Vele 8 w, tI. 
00. 46 00. do. 8 Do. 8 w. 
00. 28 VeleBk. Fri. I Vele Bk. I w. 
Do. 41 Local Fri. I Local w. s(P) ; Meirgai Fr. (Friday) after Mgh. 
00. 28 VeleBk. do. I VeleBk. I w. Sud. 15. 

tI. 
00. 32 Do. do. 2 Do. 2 w. tI;c. 



AbcrclaW 
Abal 
Adilshahi. 01 Bijapur •• 
Adolescent3 Welfare Society. 

PACE 
138 
213 

49 

Poona • • 595. 606 
After-care Hostel. Poona 489 
Afzul Khan. death of. 50 
Aga Khan Palace, Poona 650 
Agarabatti. manufacture of. • • 294 
Agricultural College. Poona 510. 552, 650 
Agricultural Debtors' Relief Act 

(1939) .• 318 
Agricultural Department •. 509-15 

Agricultural Assistants 509-10, 512 
Agricultural College, Poona 510. 552, 650 
Agricultural College Dairy • • 511 
Agricultural Engineering. Joint 
,..,pirector of, •• 

ACricultural Engineering-
(mechanical cultivation,. lift 

irrigation, boring. water
finding machine, erection of 
and repairs to oil engines. 

511 

oil engine training class, soil 5n 
..509-12 

511 
512' 

conservation) •• 
Agricultural officers •• 
Agricultural School. Manjri 
Agricultural Statistician •• 
Assistant District Agricultural 

Officers . •• •• 509 
511 
513 
514 
512. 

boring (and Boring Engineer) .•• 
cattie-breeding • • • • 
Central Poultry Faun. Kirkee •• 
Compost Development Officer •. 
dairy development (and Dairy 

Development Officer) - •• .514-5 
demonstrntion and extension •• 509-10 
Deputy Directors .• 509, 510 
Director of Agriculture • • 509 
District AgricUltural Officer. func-

tions of, • • 509. 513 
Caneshkhind Fruit Experiment 

Station, Kirkee • • • • 510 
Land Improvement Board 512 
hft irrigatiOD ( and Assistant 

• ~gricultural Engineer in 
charge) •• 511 

Livestock Expert to Government, 
functions of, •• •• 512 

mechanical cultivation (and 
Foreman Supervisor in charge). 511 

oil engines (eredion,. repairs. and 
training class) • • • • 512 

Clrg3ruZation • • • • 509 
Potato Research Station,. Vadgaon-

Kashimbeg • • • • 510 
poultry development (and Poultry 

Development Officer) •• 
research •• •• 

514 
510 
510 
513 

Rice-breeding Station,. Vadgaon •• 
Sheep-breeding Fann. Bhambunla. 
sheep development (and Sheep 

Development Officer) • . • 513 
mil conservation (and Sub-divi-

sional Soil Conservation Officer. 
Poona) 

A BI: Vf 2-51 
512 

PACE 
Agricultural Departm~t-contd. 

Soil Physicist • • • • 512 
Water-finding machine (and Agri-

cultural Officer in charge) •• 511 
Agricultural Engineering. Joint 

Director of, • • 511 
Agricultural implements 222-6 

beam harrow • • 224 
barrow 224 
hoes 224-5 
miscellaneous 225-6 
ploughs 22U 
seed-drills (pabhtu-) • • 223 
water-lifts . • .• 2.23-4 

Agricultural labourer, standanl of life 
of. .• 428-9 

Agricultural Marketing-
Director (also functions of) 524-5 
Market committees •• • • 525 
Regulated markets (Baramati. 

Khed and Manchar) 525 
Agricultural operations •• 217-21 

cleaning the field 218 
crop ..,protection 220 
ean±Ullg up 219 
harvesting 220-1 
interculQiring 219 
irrigation 220 
manuring 218 
ploughing 217.a 
preparation for mari,;"et 221 
pulverization 218 
sowing 218-9. 
storing 221 
threshing 221 
topm~g 220 
weeding • • 219 

Agricultural Produce Markets Act 525 
Agricultural progress 433-4 
Agricultural Statistician • 512 
Agriculture . • 169-26! 

agricultural implements •• 222-6 
agricultural operations •• 217-21 

cereals (see Cereals). 
condiments and spices (see Con- . 

diments and Spices) • 
crop rotations • • •• 247.a 
crops. food and non-food •• 181-2 
diseases _ .. 2H-7 
drugs and narcotics (see Drugs 

and Narcotics). 
famines: a chronological record 

(1397-1948).. ..259-64 
fibres •. 206-07 
fruits • • •• 215-1 
fruits and vegetables •• 207-11 
holdings •• 183-90 

. intercultures 248 
irrigation •• 229-38 
land utilisation •• 177-80 
livestOC'k •• 226-9 
manures • • . . 239-40 
occupations allied to agriculture, 

population engaged in, 171 
oilseeds (see Oilseeds). 
pests •• 240-4 



ii 

Agricullture-contd. 
population, agricultural 
pulses (see Pulses). 
rainfall .• 
rural wages 
seasons 
seed supply .. 
shift to non-agricultural' 

ment -
soils 
S tate assistance 

empldy-

PAG;E 

171 

172 
252-8 

173 
238-9 

166"7 
174-6 
340-1 

sugarcane (see Sug~cane). 
tenancy 
tenures 
vegetables 

Agri-Horticultural 
Western India 

Aiwan seed 

Society 

250-2 
.. 248-50 
.. 209-14 
of 
584,585 

Akhadas and Talims 
Akshat procession 
Alandi .•.. 
Ala-ud-din Hasan Gangu Bahamani. 
Ala-ud-in Khilji 
Ale (see Ginger). 
Ali Adilshah (Bijapur) 
All-India Radio, Poona 
Alluvial soil (see Soils). 
AZslll (see Linseed). 
Ala (green-leaved caladium) 
Aluminium ware, manufacture of, 
Alvi (common cress) 
Amaranth, eatable 
Ambadi (see Hemp, brown). 
Ambarkhana, Poona 
Ambe (Mango) 
Amrit~Rao Peshwa 
Amriteshvar temple, Poona 
Ananas (pine apple) 
Anandashrama, Poona 
Ananta Chaturdashi .• 

-Anath Balikashram, Poona 
Anath Hindu Mahilashram, 

205 
145-6 

87 
609 

44 
43 

47 
396 

209 
270-3 

214 
214 

651 
217 

56 
651 
217 
651 
133 
592 

Poona 594,601 
Anath Vidyarthi Griha, Poona 593, 597-8 
Ancestors feasted, 133 
Andhli-Kosimbira 137 
Angres of Kolaba 52 
Animistic Deities 12':: 
Anieer (fig) . . 215 
Artificial Limb Centre, Poona 652 
Apple, custard . . • • 217 
Arati (waving of lamps) 97,106,134,135 
Architecture-

modern buildings .• 
vadas 

Armed Forces Medi~al Coneg~, 

78 
77 

Poona 
Aro~'Ya MandaI, Poona 
Ashtaoarna rites 
Aihallgule rite 
Atya-l'atlla, 
Aurangabad made over to th~ 

651 
569,597 

119 
83 

140 

Nizam •• -
Aurangzeb: policy in relati~n to 

Shivaji 50 

54 

Avasari Budrukh 
Axe 
Ayurveda Mahavidyalaya, 

.. 610 
,." . ..... 225 
Poona. 

1)56; 563, 652 

INDEX 

PAGE 
Backward Class Department •. 578-81 

Assisant BackwSrd Class 
Officers •• - 578, 579 

Assistant Backward Class Welfare 
-Officer for Poona District •. 578 

Backward Class Committee, 
Poona district ( and its 
functions) . . • • 580 

Backward Class Officers, Bombay 
State 578 

Backward Classes: ·classificati~~ 
of, .••• 

Harijan Sevak Sangh, Dhulia •• 
hostels for backward I-iasses •. 
measur~ for the up-lift of back-

ward classes • . • . 
organisation .. 

Badishep (see Fennel, sweet). 
Bahadur Shah (Gujarat) .. 
Bahiroba Nala (Poona drainage) .• 
Bahamani, Ala-ud-din . Hasan 

578 
581 
579 

579 
578 

46 
643 

Gangu .. .. 44 
Bahamani kingdom (1347-1490).. ~ 44 
Bahamani, Mallammad Shah ..~. 44 
Bahamani, Mahammad Shah (III). 45,46 
Bahu/e, .. 87,95 
Baingan (Brinjal) 212 
Baithaka exercise . . 145 
Baji Rao - I: Dakshina fund is 

continued 
BaH Rao II-

Maratha rule comes to an end in 
Poona with -his defeat by the 
British ( 1817 ) .. 

protege of the English 
restOl'es revenue-farming, .. 
story of sad political insecurity, 

fironcial exactions and social 
disturbances .. 

Bairi (spiked millet) .. 
Bakeries .. 
Bakshindabaksha, name given by 

Aurangzeb for Sinhagad .. 
Ealaji Baji Rao: revenue and judi-

52 

56 
56 
56 

55-6 
192 
294 

51 

cial refornls . • . . • 53 
52 

134 
452 

256,452 

Ealaji Vishwanath' 
Balipratipada 
Baluta system 
Balutedars 
Bamboo products, manufacture 
Banana 
Bandharas 
Banesvara . 
Bangles, retail b.·ade in, 
Banking, indigenous 
Eanks-

co-operative •. 

of, 294-5 
216 

9-10,232-3 
610 
370 I 

317-8 i 

joint stock 327-32; list of, 328. 
Land Mortgage .. 

320-7 j 
I 

323-4 i 
610 I 
398 1 

Baramati . 
Barbers 
Barley (iav) 
Barse, naming ceremony 
Bat!lta (potato) 
Beam harrow .. 

194 ~ 85 t 
209 I 

224 
Ee:1m Wireless Receiving Station, 

Dhond , . . . 396 : 
Eeam \Vireless Transmitting Sta-

tion, Dighi . • • • 
Bedar made over to the Nizam 
Eedase 

S96 ! 
54, 

611 



PAGE 
"Beggars Department (see Juvenile 

and Beggars - Department, 
pp.485-9). 

"BeJhe •• 611 
Eel-bag temple, Poona 652 
"Bene Ismels .• 147 
."Betel leaf . . 201 
Betrothal (oognischaya) 98-9, 105 
Ehadalvadi tank . • 237 
EhadU (a cereal) 192 
Bhaibunds 159 
Bhairava • • 125 
Ehafri, Nizam-ul-Mulk 45, 46 
Bhaje . .• ., 611 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute, Poona . . 543, 652 
Bhangrias ( Raghu and Bapu) .. 63 
Ehau Khare, a rebel leader . • 63 
Bharat Itihas Samshodhak MandaI, 

Poon!l . . 543, 653 
1Jharat Scouts and Girl Guides 593, 599 
Bhallbiia' 135 
Bhavani .• 125 
."Bhavani's temple, Poona 653 
Bhuimug (see Groundnui). 
Bhendi (lady's finger) 
Bhimashankar •• 
.Bholeshvar temple 
Bhor 
Bhosari 
. Bidi-

manufacture of 
retail trade in, 

:Bid province, Poona ~s' part of, 
.Bill hook . 
.Birds (see Fauna). 
Eiroba .. 
.Birth ceremonies: Muslims 
Biryani •• 
Biscuit, manufacture of, 
Black gram (udid) 
Blacksmiths .• 
Black soil (see Soils). 
;Bladder dock .. 
Elind man's bluff .. 

213 
611 

6 
612 
613 

295 
369 

45 
225 

32-7 
125 
155 

- 154 
•. 269-70 
" 199 
.. 304-05 

214 
.. 137 
594,604 

653_ 
Blind. School and Home for the, 
Bohori Jamatkhana, Poona 
Bombay State Road Transport 

Corporation (see State Road 
Transport Corporation). 

Book-binding .• 282-3 
Bor-ghat ( as a highway of com-

munications) .• 41 
511 
481 

.. 544 
593,599 

599 

Boring Engineer .. 
Borstal School, Dharwar 
Boy Scouts .. 
Boy Scouts and Girls Guides. 
Boy Scouts' ASSOciation, Poona 
'Brassware-

manufacture of, .• 
retail trade in, .• 

Brahma form of marriage 
Brahmins (Tamil) - •. 
Brass and copperware, wholes;l~ 

trade in, 
Breweries .• 
Bricks, manufacture of, 

270-3 
370-1 

94 
158 

3(12 
274 

295-6 
Brihan Maharashtra College of 

Commerce, Poona .• 552 
Brinjal., . • 212 
13rown soil \ see Soils). 
lludhavar Bag, Poona., 653 

. A Bk Vf 2-51a 

iii 

Budd:list caves in Poona region " 
Buddhist influence in Poona region 

(2nd century, A.D,) 

PAGE 
42 

Buffaloes •. 
Buildings, construction of 

42 

Bullock cart ':.' 
Bund Garden 585, 643, 
Bungalows-

227 
296-7 

226 
653 

Distriot Local Board 
Forest Department .• 
Ll?navala municipality 
N Ira Canals Division 
Poona Irrigation Research Divi-

sion •. 

395 
395 
395 
395 

Public Works Department 
Burhan Nizam Shah " 
Burya Arab (Chakan) 
Byramja Jeejeebhoy 

College, Poona .• 

395 
395 

46 
44. 

Medic'ai 
553,653 

Cabbage 
Caladium

arrow leaved 
green-leaved 

Oanals
Mutha 
Mutha Lef Bank 
Mutha Righ Bank 
Nira 

213 

210 
209 

Nira Left Bank 
Nira Right Bank' . 

Cantonments (see Po~na: PoO~~ 
as a Military Centre, under Places 
of Interest, 648-50). 

284-5 
234 
234 

235-7 
235 
236 

Cap, makers of, .• 
Carpenters 
Carrot 
Castorseed (erandi) 
Cauliflower 
Census details 
Central Buildings, P~~a 
Central Poultry Fann, Poona .. 
Central ~ate~ Power, Irrigation 

and NaVIgation Research Station 

414 
297-8 

•. 209-10 
200 
213 
69 

654 
228 

Khadakvasle 555 654 
Central Railway 380-1 

Dh?nd:Baramatl br~~ch 381 
ma~ line 380-1 

CermlCS 273-4 
Cereals 191-5 

area under cereals un; other 
cereals 

baiTi (s~iked millet'>' 
Barley (iav) 
bhadli 
haNk or kodra •. 
;owar (jvaN )-indi~ . millet 
maize (makka) 
nagli, nachan; or ragi 
rala 
rice (Mat) 
var; 
wheat (gallu) 

.remony
chat/la 
'hal 
karnavedh 
marriage 
ma~age (reformed) 
nammg .1".' 

Certified Schools 

192 
192 
194 
192 
194 
194 
195 
195 
195 
193 
195 
193 

85 
loa 
85 

109 
' •• 110"11 
••.. i85 
,. 489 
~ . 



iv 

PACE 
-~n _ 614 

as headquarters of Poona area·.. 44, 45 
reconquered by Dhanaji 

Jadhav •• 
Chakane, method of selecting 

players 00 

Chalu.lcyas( 550-760 A.D.) 
Champa-Shashti • ; , • 0 

Chandan-batva (a leafy vegetable) 0 

Chappa-pani, minor game 
Charcoal, retail trade in, 
Charity Commissioners' Depart-

ment ., 

51 

137 
43 

135 
214 
137 
369 

581-4 
583 Assessors (QIld their duties) 0 • 

funds of public trusts, applica-
tion cy pres • 0 0 • 583 

public trusts affected by Bombay 
Public Trusts Act· 581 

public trusts, registration of, -. 0 583 
trustees of public trusts. duties 

582 
614 
653 
120 

of, 
Chas-kaman 

· Chatuhshringi, Poona 
Chaturmas, fasting 
Chaula ceremony 

· Chavand Fort 
Chavdis o. 

Chavli (a leafy vegetable) .• 
Chemical Laboratory (National), 

Poona .. 
· Chemicals, manufacture of, 
Chenduplwli 
Chhatti 
Chffiy 00 

-Chimnaji Jadhav, a rebel leader 
Chinchavad .. 
Chiplunkar Memorial Hall, Poona. 
Cholera 
ChoU: mode of wearing 
Christa Prema Seva Sangh~ 

Ashram, Poona 
Christians, Indian 
Chuka (bladder dock) 
Church of the Holy Name, Poona. 
Churches, Christian. 
Cigarettes, retail trade in, 
Circle Inspectors, duties of, 
Circle Officers, duties of. 
Circumcision 
Citrus fruits 
Civil aviation 
Civil marriage. incidence of, 
Clearing house for Poona bankers. 
Climate-

barometric pressure 
cloudiness 
dew and fog 
Immidity 
rainfall 
sea-breeze 
seasons 
temparature 
thunder storms, squalls, etc. 
winds ( surface) 

Cloth, retail trade in, 
Clubs and Gymkhanas, Poona 
Club of Maharashtra, Poona 

85 
614 
395 
214 

664 
274-6 

139 
155 
205 

63 
615 
662 
566 
80 

655 
151-2 

214 
655 
152 
369 
450 
450 
148 
216 
395 

'112 
332 

15-6 
16 
18 

14-5 
12 
16 

.11 
13-4 

Ii 
369 
655 
655 

Collector's functions-
accounts 
District Magistrate 
District Registrar 

.0 440 
442, 471 

44:\ 

PACE 
Collector's functio~ontdo 

District Soldiers', Sailors" and Air-
men's Board 00 443 

displaced persons 0 0 444 
foodgrains procurement 444 
inams o. 440 
local self-government 441 
non-agricultural assessment 498 
officers of other departments 441 
public health 0 0 0 0 443 
public utility . . • 0 440 
quasi-judicial in revenue matters. 440 
revenue 0 0 •• 438-40 
Rural Development Board 443 
sanitation 443 

Collector's office: distribution of 
work 444 

College of Military Engineering 656 
Companies-

investments- • . • • 335 
liabilities of public limited com-

panies. incorporated in Poona 
district . 0 0 337 

loans 335 
private limited - 0 • 339-40 
public limited - • 0 •• 336-9 

Compost Development Officer 512 
Compost manure 0 • • • 239-40 
Communications (see Transport 

and Communications). 
Condiments and Spices .• 204-OS 

area under condiments and 
spices 

chilly (mirchi) .• 
coriander (see Coriander) 
garlic (lasun) - .. 
miscellaneous • • • 0 

turmeric (halad) o. 00 

Consulting Surveyor to Government. 
Co-operative banks •. 

Land Mortgage Bank •• 
Poona District Central Co-opera-

tive Bank Ltd., Poona •. 
urban banks 0 0 

Co-operative Department 
Assistant Registrar, Poona 0 • 

Assistant District Co-operative 
Officer .. 

Assistlmt Marketing Officer 
audit staff .0 

Arbitrators 
Agricultural Prod~~e Mark~; 

Act _ 00 •• 

Bombay Provincial Co-operative 
Institute . • .0 

Chief Marketing Officer .• 
District Supervision CoDunittee 

( constitution) . 0 •• 

Director of Agricultural Market-
ing (also functions of), .0 

204-
205-
205-
205-
205-
205-
587 

320-7 
323-4 

326 
325-6 
521-6 

521 

521 
525 

523-4 
524 

525 

522-3 
525-

521 

524-5-
Deputy Registrar (Divisional), 

Poona . 0 521: 
District Co-operative Officer, 

Poona (functions) 521-~. 
District· Ca-operative B~d 

(constitution) .0 
l1onorary organizations 
land valuation officers· 
market committees 
Marketing Inspector 
marketing staff • 0 

Money-lenders' Act. 0 

522. 1 

524 
524 
52,5 
525 
525. 
52.i. 



PAGB 
Co-oper*e Department-cMltd. 

Money-lenders, Assistant Regis-
trars 'of, (for Poona City) • • 525 

· Money-lenders, Registrar General 
of, ..' •• 

Money-lenders, Registrar of, 
.()rganizatioll . • . . 
.Provincial Board of Supervision. 

525 
525 
521 
521 

Registrar, Co-operative .Soci-
eties • • 521, 524 

:regulated markets (Baramati, 
Khed and Manchor) 525 

Special Recovery Officers .. 524 
iiupervising unions (constitution). 522 
supervision staff 521 
'Saroodaya . scheme 526 
Sarvodaya centres (Mulshi 

Taluka and Mulshi Valley) ., 526 
Saroodaya scheme, 8llnchalab 

of, •. 526 
Co-operative societies-

Agricultural credit ., .• 320-21 
credit . . •• 320-7 
multi-purpose 321, 322, 323 
non-agricultural credit . • 325 
villages covered by clMlperative 

credit societies and banks 
-COpperware-

manufacture of, 
retail trade in, •• 

Coriander (kothimbir) 
'Costumes (see Dress). 

. 323 

270-3 
370-1 

205 

207 

INDEX. 

Cotton •. 
·Cotton fabrics, :weaving of, 
Cotton Markets Act (1927) 
'Council Hall, Poona 
Cows 
Cress, common 
Crops-

•. 307-09 
348 
656' 
227 
214 

acreage in various talulcas 
food and non-food •• 
protection 
rotations 

Crowbar 
Cucumber-

common 
sharp cornered • • . . 

Cusrow W.adia Institute of ·Electri
cal Technology, Poona 

Cutlery, retail trade in, 
Cycle shops 

Dabhades: set up DakshiM Fund. 
Dadaji Kondadeo, reforms of, •. 
Dagadi Bridge, Poona 
Dakshina Fqnd •• 
Dalimb (pomegranate) 
Damaji Thorat plunders Poona:: 
Dances 

dindi •• 
gondhala •• 
hadaga or bhondala •• 
jhimmas 
kadakalakmd 

• lezim 
mahalaksmi 
phugadi 

· tip" and goph 
Danda exercise •• 
Dang ehaul;( a puoo) 
Dapodi ,,' 
Dapuri workshop .. 

' .. 

.. 

19 
181-2 

220 
247-8 

225 

212 
211 

558 
370 
370 

52 
49 

637 
52,62 

215 
51-2 

141-5 
144 
142 
141 
145 
143 
143 
142 
145 
144 
145 
198 
615 
534 

Daryapanthi8 , • 
Dasara. " 
Daulatabad (Devgiri) 
Daulatrao Shinde 

vengeance 
Daund 
David Sassoon Infirm Asylum 
Death and funeral rites-

wreaks 

y. 

PAGE 
160. 
134 

44 

55-6 
615 

592, 604-5 

Bene Israels •• 149-50 
Hindus • • ., 112-9 
Muslims . . •• 156-7 

Deccan Agricultural Association 593 608 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief' 

Act, 1879 . . . . 318 
Deccan College Post-graduate and 

Research Institute .. 543 554, 656 
Deccan Education Society's Techni-

cal Institute, Poona.. 558 
Deccan Gymkhana,. Poona . . 655 
Defence . Academy (National) 

Khadakvasla ' 
Dehu .. 

De Nobili College, Poona 
Deo-pratistha .. 
Depressed Classes Mission 
Devak •. 
Deua~ia (intage-worshil?) 
Devgm (Yadav dynasty) 
Dharmashastra. history of, 
Dharmashalas ' •• 

664-5 
616 
657 
105 

Society. 593-7 
. .98,105 

121 
.. 43,44 

94 

Dhendshi (a' root veget;lble) 
Dhoti: mode of wearing 
Dhuwuad ., 

395 
211 

78 
136 

50 
144 

Diler Khan: besieges Purandar 
DiOOi dance '. . . . 
Dipabai, sister of Jagpalrao Naik 

Nintbalkar . . . • 47. 
Dipauali holiday 134 
Dispensaries (see Medical Depart: 

ment). 
Diseases of, crops 244-7 

bangdi (ring di~ases Gnd 
viruses) 245 
bhuri-powdery mildew of 

grass, mango and peas . • 245 
danekani, kajli, ziprya and Iamb-

kani (the jOWllr, smut) .. 
dinkya (gummosis' of citruS) •• 
kai/i (see danekani) ' •. 
kani (loose smut of wheat) •. 
karpa (blast of rice) . • . 

244 
246 
244 
244 
245. 

karpa, keyada and bhuri (diseases 
of grapes) '. •. . • 246 

Kevada-bhendi (lady's finger), 
yellow vein mosaic of, 246; 
cereals, downy mildew of, 245; 
papaya, mosaic of, 246. . 

k1iaira (citrus canker) 
Kobl . kujane . (blackrot 

cabbage) •. 
lamb leani (see danekani). 
mar-banana, panama. disease 

of, 246; brinjals, wilt in, 246; 
wheat, seeding blight of;- 245. 

tembera-fig, rust in, 247 ; 
potatoes, rust of, ..247 ;. wheat; 
rust of, 245. 

zipra, (Bee danekani). 
Distilleries •• 
District (and Ses$ions) Judge 
1;>istrict Court Buil~gs, Poona 

246 

246 

274 
470 
651. 



PAGI[ 
Disll'ict Local Board, Poona-' 

area 459 
constitution . • 459 
control by Collector, Director of 

Local Authorities, and State 
Government 

dharma$a.las 
expenditure. (1951-2) , 
functions, obligatory and optional. 
population 
revenue (and . ~xpenditur~ j 

461 
463 
461 
460 
459 

( 1951-2) 
roads .. 
sanitation and health 
taxation, powers of, 
village panchayats (see 

Panchayats ) 
water supply 

District Magistrate 
functions of, 

District Registrar 

461 
462 
462 

460-1 
Vil1ag~ 

463 
462 

471,474 
442-3 

443 
District Soldiers', Sailors' and Air-

men's Board . . 443 
Divorce .among Muslims .. 156 
Dodka (sharp-cornered cucumber). 211 
Domestic servants 399-400 
Draksha ( grapes) 215 
Dress 78-81 

child 78 
Christians 151 
female 80-1 
Hindu urbanite 81 
head-dress 79 
indoor 81 
Muslim 154 
outdoor 81 
Sindhi Hindus 16c} 

Drugs and Narcotics " .. 201··02 
area under -, . . 201 
betel leaf (pan or nagoel} 201 
tobacco ( tambakhu ) • . 202 

Drugs, manufacture of, .• 274-8 
Dudh-bhopla (long white gourd). . 211 
Dulya Maruti, Poona .. . . 657 
Dumb and Deaf Uplift Society 594, 604 
Durgadevi famine (1396-1407) .. 45 
Dyeing and printing experimental 

laboratory . • • . 528 
Dyeing of cloth 298 

Ear-lobes, piercing of; 
Earthing up, 
Economic prospects .. 

agricultural progress 
Poona city, role of, 
small sCille and village occupa-

tions .. 
urbanization of smaller towns 

Economic survey 
employment 
famine, conquest of, 
indusll'ies, growth of, 
influx of refugees •• 
irrigation .. 
means of livelihood .• 
shift from agriculture to non-

agricultural employment 
shift in occupations .. 
small holdings, increase of, 
trade and finance, growth of, 
urbanization •• 

Education t Muslinis •• 

85 
219 

433-6 
433-4 
435-6 

434 
434-5 
163-8 

165 
164 
165 

167-8 
- 163 

167 

166-7 
164 

163-4 
164-5 
165-6 

155 

INDEX· 

PAGE 
Education Department •• 537 -5T 

arts schools • • • • 544 
Assistant ~uty Educational 

Inspectors . • 537 
basic and craft schools 541 
Boy· Scouts, Girl Guides and 

National Cadet Corps 
Broadcasts, school .• 
Certified schools •• 
Defectives, schools for, 
Deputy Educational Inspector, 

Poona .• 
Director of Education 
District School Board 

544 
544 
544 
543-

537 
537 
53g 
542 Drawing examinations 

Educational Inspector, Poona 
district, duties of, •• 537 

Inspector of Commercial Schools 537 
Inspector of Drawing and Craft 

Work .• .. 
Inspector of Physical Education. 
Inspector of Visual Education .. 
Language Schools •• 
Medical inspection of scho~b 

.and colleges . 
Music schools .• •• 
NUrsery and kindergarten schools. 
organization •• 
Oriental research institutions •. 
physical education .. 

_Poona University (see Poona 
University). . 

537 
537. 
537 
543 

544 
544 
544 

537-g.. 
543 
544 

primary education .. . . 538-41 
Primary Education Act, working of, 539-
primary ·education: statistics .. 540-1 
School Board, Poona Municipal 

Corporation .• 
secondary education •. 
statistics relating to, .• 
Shreemati. Nathibai Damodhar 

Thaokersey College for 
Women 

Social eduCGtion 
special schools 
tailoring, cutting and sewing 

schools .. •. 
Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth .. 
village libraries . • . . 
visual education • . . • 

53S 
542 
542 

557 
545 

543-4 

544 

Educational institutions, Christian. 
Ekadasi, Ashadhi • • • • 
Electrical Circle (see Public Works 

556-7 
545 
.!l44 
152 
130 

Department} • 
. Stuart-

Commissioner 59 
policy of, 60-1 
vested interests, treatment of, • . 6() 

Employment 165, 166-7 
Empress Botanical Garden 585, 643, 657. 
Engineering College, Poona 552, 558, 657 
Engineering, general and eleotrical. 276-7 
Epidemics . . 565 
Erandi (Bee Castorseed). 
Evil eye •• 
Exercise-

balthak 
danda 
kusti 
types of, 

121 

145 
145 
145 

145-6 
Exports-

commodities and destinations .. 344-5 
Poona City 356-7,358 



Factory Department 
Fairs 
Famine Relief Committee .• 
Famines (1396-1407), 45; 

(1396-1948),259-64; (1629-30), 
48; (1803-4), 56; (1876), 64; 
(1896-1908). 66; conquest of, 
164. 

Farmers, standard of life of, 
Fasts-

chaturTM8 
navaratra 
rishi panchami .. 

Fasts, feasts and holidays 
Fauna-

Birds, 28-32-birds of resplen
dant plumage, 31; buntings, 
yellow, 30; crane, 29; ducks, 
28; Howerpeckers, 31; game 
birds, 30; hawks, 29; lark, 
30 ; parakeets, 31 ; rosy 
P!lstor, 29; snipe,. 29; song 
hllds, 32 ; sunbrrds, 31 ; 
weaver birds, 30. 

Fish (see Fish) 
Mammals, 24-8-ant-eater, 28; 

beasts of prey, 24-6; bats, 26; 
deer, 27; rodents, 26. 

snakes 
wild animals 

Fennel 

PAGE 
572-3 
354-5 
607-8 

421-4 

120 
133 
132 

128-9 

32-7 

37-40 
24-8 
205 
205 Fennel, sweet 

Fergusson College, Poona 
Fertilizers 

550, 658 
240 

Festivals-
dipavali or divali .• 
Ganesha chattlrthi .. 

Fibre products, manufacture of, 
Fibres-

134 
132 

298-9 

206 
207 
207 
207 
528 

area under -
cotton .• 
hemp, brown (ambadi) 
Bann or tag 

Fibre Work School, Poona 
Fife Lake, 
Fig 
Film industry 
Finance- .. 

639-40, 660 
215 
279 

•. 317-42 
317 agencies of, old and new 

co-operative credit societies a~d 
banks •. 320-7 

indigenous banking •• 317-18 
insurance companies ., 332-6 

I'oint stock banks •• • . 327-32 
ron and investment companies. 335 

money-lenders • • • • 318-20 
private limited companies •• 339-40 
public limited companies ., 336-9 
State assistance to agriculture .; 340-1 
State assistance to industry •• 341-2 

Fireworks, manufacturers of •. 400-01 
Firewood, retail trade in, 369 
Fire temple; Poona •• 658 
Fish-

habitat •• 
methoas of catching , 
species, .• 

Fit person institutions 
Fisheries, development of, 
Fitzgerald Bridge, Poona 
Flour mills 

32-3 
37 

33-7 
.. 489 

37 
637,658 

299 

INDEX 

Flowers, retail trade in, 
Food 

PAGE 
37Z: 
75 

classes ( pastoral, artisan, and 
agricultural) 75 

holiday fare 75 
Muslims 154 
service, method of,:: 75' 
urbanites . . 75-
vegeterian Maharashtrian hoteis·. 76 

Forest Department- .. . . 516-20 
Chief Conservator of Forests .. 516 
Conservators of Forests . . 516 
Divisional Forest Officer, Poona. 517 
Divisional Forest Officers (also 

duties) . . .. 516-7 
Divisional Forest Officer, Work-

ing Plans, Central Circle . . 517 
Forest Guards (or beat guards) 

(also duties).. .. 516-8 
,Forest Utilization Officer; Bom-

bay State 
functions 
organization .. 
people, relations "With, 
Range Forest Officers 

517 
.. 518-20 
•. 516-8 

520' 
(al~~ 

duties) 
ranges, list of, 
Research and W~;king Pl~~ 

Division 516 

•. 516,17 
517 

roads 520 
Round Officers (fo;~sters ) ( al~~ 

duties) .. 516, 518 
Silviculturist, Bombay state 517 
Sub-divisional Officers duties ~i, 517 
Vana Mahotsav 520 

Forests- . . 20-4 
minor forest products 22 
talukawise distribution 20-21 
trees .. 

Forest Utilization Officer 
Footwear, retail trade in, 
Forts-

517 
371-2 

Hadsar 5 
Lohagad 6 
MaIhargad 6, 
Narayangad 5 
Purnnruu 6 
Rajmachi 4 
Sudhagad' ,4 
Shivner 5 
Sinha gad 6 
Vajragad 6 
Visapur 6 

French beans 213 
Fruits 215-7 

banana (keli) 216 
citrus, fruits 216 
fig (anfeer) 215 
grapes ( draksha) 215 
guava (peru) 217 
miscellaneous • • 217 
papaya (papaO . . 216-7 
pomegranate (dalimb) 215 
retail trade in, . . • . 370 

Fruits and vegetables.. . . 207-17 
area under fruits and vegetables. 207-8 
retail trade in, 370 

Fruit Experimental Station, Kirk~. 510 
Funerals-

Bene israel 
bramhachari 
child 

150 
117 
117 
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PACK PACK 
Funernls-contd. 

Hindu 
non-Vedic 
Muslim 
8Clnyasi 

.... 113-4 
117-8 
156-7 

117 

Gajar •• 209-10 
Games •• 137-41 

Major-atya-patya, 140; hu-tu-tu, 
140; khokho, 140; vi'i-dandll, 
I·U. 

Minor-abadabi, 138 ; andhli
kosimbir, 137, ; chendu-pllOli, 
139 . chappa-pani, 137 ; 
ghoda-pani, 138· 8uP-chup
toba, 138; kllOmb-kllOmbolya, 
138; lagorya, 141; langadi, 
140; lapandava, 137; sMdi, 
139; slJiva-shivi 137; SIIra-
1JOrambi, 138; vagha-bakari, 
138. 

Sedentary-phare-mare, 
8Clgargote, 139. 

GamnlOt ~ 

139 ; 

Canaputi, prayer to, " 
Canarat; pII/ana •• 
Cunnpati temple, Poona 
Ganesila cllOturt"i .. 
Cnneshkhind Covernment Carden. 
Carlic (l(/slm) •• 
Caliri, holiday and worship 
Cavari 
Cnwnn, Mahmud, 
Gayatl'i, sacred •• 

146 
146 
121 
658 
132 
584 
205 
133 
213 

45 
90 

Ceneral Administration, La~d 
Revenue and, • . • . 438-53 

Ghana •. 8895 
Chushiram Kotwal, chief police ' 

mngistrate, stoned to death 55 
Chashiram's Vada, Poona 659 
Ghevada 213 
GllOell/-pan; • • 138 
GllOsa/e (a fruit vegetable) 211 
Chosts and evil spirits 127 
Chosts, appeasing of, •• 128 
Cinger, •. 205 
Girl Guides • • 544 
Giman Vagvardh;ni Sabha, Poona. 543 
Glass bangle manufacturing centre, 

Poona • . •• 527-8 
Class and glass-ware, manufacture 

ot .. 
Gliderdrome, Phursunb':i 
COllns .. 
Goats (see Sheep and Goats). 
Cllddesses-

.t\lmapllma 
Haritalika 

Cods-:-
house 
temple 

Cokhule Hall, Poona ." 

278-9 
659 
151 

142 
132 

120 
121 
662 

Cokhnle Institute of Politics Rnd 
Economics, Poona .• 

Gokul Ashtami • 
(~()ldsmitllS 
Cold thread, manufacture of, 
Co/nest/na 
Contlliala 
Gop" 
(.;oradu (the common yam) 

554 , 
131 

200-300 
•. 300-01 

80 
142 
144 
210 

Gourd-
long white 
snuke ... • • 

Cava/t/n.t, singing of, .• • • 
Grain and grocery, wholesale b':r.de 

in, . . 
CrlUU ( harbhara ) 
Grapo-fruit 
Grapes " 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway 

Go. .. 
Grocery, retail trade in, 
Croundnut (bhu;mug) 
Cuava •• 
Gudhipadva 
Gur, manufacture of,:: 
Crain-roasters , • 
Gul-mllking, implements used in, 
Gup-chup-toba •• 

IIatlaga (or Bhondla) 
Hlldsar fort, • , 
Hair, cutting of, •. 
lIa/ad (seo Turmeric), 
lJl/lad ceremony •• 
JI(IfIuman ]ayantl •• 
Hardware, retail trade in, 
Harik (a cereal) . , 
lIaritalika 
Harrow 

211 
212 
146 

360 
198 
216 
215 

380 
368-9 

200 
217 
129 

285-6 
401 
225 
138 

141 
617 
86 

105 
96 

129 
371 
194 
132 
224 

Harvcsting 
Hnwkers 

.. 220-21 
374-5 

Hcncl-dress-
Khoins 
Mnhar,\shtrian 

Hemp, brown 
HiJls-

Dhak 
Hatnkcshvar 
J:ullbulni, 
Sahhyadri 
Sukhupathar 
Shridepnthar 
Tnmhini 
Tasubai ridge 
Vihirgaon 

155 
79 

207 

4 
5 
4 
2 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 

Hinduism 
Hingne Strce SlIikshan 

Hirnoog, Poona , • 
History, administrntive-

119 
San.t';I~ 

659,599,659 
659 

British period, 59-fl7-boundaries 
of the district, 67: Commis
sioner for Ccntral Division, 
64; considerable administrative 
progress, 66; judicial adminis
tration, 61 ; lot of the common 
people, 62; militnry ndminis
trution, 61; pnnchnynt svstem 
of ju9l:ice, 62; Poona os head
quarters of Britbh Army and 
Southern Command, 65 . 
Poona as hcndquortcrs at 
departments, 66; Foona as 
Indio's monsoon capital 
( proposal), 65 . Poona as 
pioneer in loca~ self-govern
ment, 67· Poona as velllle of 
th!) Legisflltive Council (July 
1862), 65 I Poona In reccnt 
tlmcs, 65; private bent'fac
tions, 06; Romoshis and Kolis, 



History, .dministrative-contd. 
British period-rontd. 

unrest among, 62, 63, 64; 
reactions in Poona of the great 
rebellion of 1857, 63; revenue 
administration, 61; rallatwari 
system of land revenue, 61. 

Hindu period, 41-3-Buddhist 
influence (2nd century A.D.), 
42 ; Chalukyas, Rashtrakutas 
and Yadavs, 43; Junnar, role 
of, 42; foreign influence (up 
to 2nd century A.D.), 43; 
Vedishri, king of Dakshina
patha, 42. 

Maratha period, 52-9-adminis
trative system of the Mamthas, 
57; Baji Rao I, 52; Baji Rao 
II as a protege of the British, 
56 ; Baji Rao II restores 
revenue-farming, 56 ; Balaji 
Daji Rao : revenue reforms, 53 ; 
Balaji Viswanath : reforms, 52; 
Daulatrao Shinde's exactions, 
55; Holkar plunders Poona, 
55; Madhavrao Peshva, a pro
gressive administrator, 53 ; 
Nana Fadnavis, 55; Nizam 
invades Maratha territory, 53; 
Nizam invades Poona, Ram
shastri as chief judge, 54. 

Muslim period, 43-52-Ala-ud
din Bhilji. 43-4; Aurangzeb 
~onquers Poona, 51 ; 
Dahamaui kingdom (1347-
1490 A.D. ),. 44; Bhonsle 
family: internecine warfare 
between members, 51; Dadaji 
Kondadeo introduces new 
.system of revenue demand and 
the Fasli year, 49; Hindus in 
administrative services, 46 ; 
J unnar under a Samaik, 45 i 
Koli revolt, 50 ; Mahmua 
Gawan : centralized govern
ment, 45 ; Malik Ahamad: 
establishment of Nizamshahi 
·of Ahmednagar, 46 ; Malik 
Ambar, administrative reforms 
of, 47 ; Malik-ut-Tujar : 
attempt to resettle villages, 
45; Mughals (17 century), 47; 
Muhammadanism, influence of, 
44; Muh8IllIIl:ld Tughlaq, 44; 
Nizam-ul-Mulk Bhairi (1477), 
45; Poona and Supa: as Jagirs 
.()f the Bhonsles, 47; Poona 
as a sepamte sarkar, 46; Poona 
becomes centre of movements 
in Maharashtra, 52; Poona 
as part of Bid province, 45; 
Poona rased to the ground, 
(1635), 48; .. scorched earth" 
policy in Poona, 47; Poona 
under the Nizamshahis, 46; 
Political ferment in Deccan 
ruter Sambhaji, 51;' Raja 
Maloji Bhonsle, 47; Sambhaji : 
cSOrry tale of exactions, 51; 
Shahajr Bhonsle changes his 
allegiance, 48 ; Shivaji, 
mansubdar . under Mughal 
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History, administrative-contd. 
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Muslim period-contd. 
emperor, 49'"; Shivaji plunders 
Junnar, 50; village communi
ties prosper under Shivaji. 50. 

Hoes 224-5 
Holdings- .. 183-90 

Bombay Prevention of Frag
mentation and Consolidation of 
Holdings Act (1948) 

holders (1882-83 and 1947-8) •• 
quinqueunial smtement (1947-8). 
quinqueunial statement ( taluka-

189 
184 
183 

wise), 1947-8 •. 
size and number .• 
size of average holding 
Small holdings, increase of, 

Holi 
Rolidays-

185-8 
183 
189 

•• 163-64 
- 136 

Divali 134 
Hindu . • • . 129-36 

Holkar Bridge, Poona • . 638, 659 
Holkar defeats Baji Rao II and 

Daulatrao Shinde at Hadapsar .. 55 
660 

..479-80 
63 

2!l.7 

Holkar's temple, Poona 
Home Guards •• 
Honya Koli, a rebel leader 
Horses, etc. 
Horse gram (kulith;' kulthi or 

hulge) 
Hosiery-

198 

manufacture of, 301 
retail trade in, • . • • 369 

Hospitals (see under Medical 
Department). 

Hotels, persons enagaged in, 
House-gods •. 
Houses and housing •• 

modem buildings •• 
types of dwellings •. 
vadas, construction of, 

•. 401-03 
120 

76-8 
78 
76 
76 

Hulge (see Horsegram). 
Humidity 14-15 
Hussain Nizam Shah (king of 

Ahmadnagar ) 
Hutasani 
Ha-ta-tlS 

Idols
Ambabai. 
Mahalaksmi 

Imports-
commodities and sources 
Poona City 

Inams 
lnam tenures .• 
Indapur ..•• 
Indian Drugs Research Association's 

laboratory 
Indus cult .• •. 
Industrial Co-operatives and Village 

Industries Department •• 
Assistant Registrar, Poona (powers 

and functions) .. 
District Officer, Poana 
Deputy Registrars .• . • 
Dyeing and Printing Experimental 

Laboratory 
Experimental and R~search Sta

tions 
Experimental Workshop 
Fibre Work School 

47 
136 
140 

142 
142 

343-4 
356-8 

440 
249 
617 

555 
160 

526-9 

526 
526 
526 

528 

528 
528 
528 
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Industrial Co-operatives and Village 

Industries Department-contd. 
Glass Bangle Manufacturing 

Centre 
industrial education 
Industrial Supervisors 
Joint Registrar 
marketing .. 

527-8 
527 

526-7 
526 

528-9 
527 
526 

Oil Ghani Tmining Centre 
organization 
Paper (hand-made) ' Research 

Centre 528 
primary industrial co-operatives. 527 
Provincial Industrial Co-operative 

Association, Ltd., Bombay, 527 ; 
Poona Branch, 528. 

Reay Industrial Museum, Poona. 528 
Sheep-breeding Farm, Poona .. 527 
Village Industries Experimental 

VVorkshop .. 528 
Village Industries Research 

Laboratory .• 
Industries

agarabatti-making 
bakeries 
bamboo-working 
bidi-making 
biscuits 
book-binding 
brass,. copper, and aluminium 
breweries 
brick-manufacturing 
building .. 
capital employed in, 
carpentry 
ceramics 
chemicals 

528 
265-315 

294 
294 

294-5 
295 

.. 269-70 

.. 282-3 

.. 270-73 
274 

295-6 
296-7 

291 
297-8 
273-4 
274-6 

consolidated statistics relating to, 
distilleries .• 

391-3 
274 

drugs .. 
dyeing and printing 
electrioal engineering 
electricity consumption 

274-6 
298 

276-'7 
293 

employment in registered 
factories .. 310-11 

fibre working 298-9 
films 279 
flour mills 299 
fuel consumption .. 293 
general engineering 276-7 
glass and glassware .. 278-9 
gold and silver thread making .. 300-01 
goldsmiths . . 299-300 
growth of, 165 
hosiery 301 
ivory combs 302 
labour employed and wages and 

salaries paid 
large-scale 
leather works 
oilseed-pressing 
organization of labour 
paper and paper boards 
paper making by hand 
paints and varnishes 

292 
.. 269-93 
.. 302-03 

303 
.. 312-5 

280-1 
.. 303-04 

280 
persons employed per day in 

factories .. 
plastics .. 
population engaged in, 
pottery 
printing and book binding 

310 
282 
265 
304 

282-3 
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raw materials, value of, 
rubber goods 
small-scale 
smithies 
snuff-making 
soap 

293 
283· 1 

294-310 
.. 304-05 

State assistance to, 
~ngar ~"d gttl' 

tanneries 
textiles 
value of output 
vegetable oils .. 
wages and salaries paid 
weaving-

305 
283-5 
341-2 
285-6 

306 
286-9 

293 
290 
292 

cotton and silk •. 
wool 

.. 307-00 
.. 308-10 

Industries Department
Assistant Director, Poona 
Director of Industries 
Industries Officer, Poona 
Inspector of VVeights and 

Measures 
organization 

Infectious Diseases Hospital, Poona. 
Insurance companies 

companies registered in Poona .. 
mutual insurance companies 

529 
529 
529 

529 
529 
561 

332-6 
334 

registered in Poona 
Interculture 
Investment companies 
Invitations-

335 
219, 248 

335-

marriage 
upanayana 

Ironware ( smithies) •. 
Iron works 
Irrigation· •• 

area under irrigation 
bandharas .. 

95-
87 

.. 304-05 
410, 

220, 229-38 
229 

crops and sources of, 
Government irrigation works 
importance of, .. 
Lloyd Dam 
Mutha Canals 
Nira Canals 
sources of irrigation 
tanks (see also Lakes)-Bhadal

vadi, 237; Kasurdi, 237-38; 
Katraj, 638-9, 660; Khadak
vasle, 9, 660 ; Khamgaon, 235 ;. 
Matoba, 235; Rakh, 237; 
Shetphal, 237; Shirshuphal, 
237. 

wells 
Ivory combs, manufacture of. 

Jail Department- . . . . 
Board of Visitors, Yeravda Central 

Prison ' 
Borstal School at Dharwar 
Convict officers 
guarding establishment, Yeravada 

Central Prison 
Inspector General of Prisons 
Jailors: recruitment and training. 
Jail refornls 
Matrons (Senior and Assistant) . 
organization 
police lock-ups 
prisoners, number of, 

232-3 
23(} 
234 
163-
236-

234-5 
235-7 

231 

231-2-
302-

481 

485 
481 

.482 

482: 
481 
482 

483-4: 
482-
482: 
481 
483'. 



Jail Department~ 
prisoners in Yeravda Central 

Prison-classification of, 483; 
cost of feeding, guarding, etc., 
483; daily routioe of, 483. 

recruitment 
Resident Medical Officers 
subsidiary jails 

PACE 

482 
482 
481 

Superintendents of Prisons : 
recruitment and tIaining 482 

Superintendent, Yeravda Central 
Prison 482 

482 
481,482-3 

120 
156 

637,639,660 

training of higher staff 
Yeravda Central Prison 

Jains 
Jalu:a ceremony 
Jamsetjee BUDd, Poona 
Janf7IIJ ashtami 
Jati Nirmula Sanstha 
Javal: customs 
1 arxu (see Linseed). 

131 
595 

86 

Jaysing, Mirza Raja 50 
Jejuri 618 

Khandoba temple 6 
Jhal, ceremony of, 108 
JhimrT1Q8 145 
Jijamata Garden, Poona 644, 660 
Jivadhan fort • • 619 

captured by the British 59 
Jogeshvari, Poona • • 660 
John Small Memorial Hall, Poona 662 
Joint stock banks . . ..327-32 

Poona bankers' clearing house .• 332 
registered in POODS (assets and 

liabilities) . • 331 
Tote and jhan 160 
Jowar (;oon) 194 
Judical Department .• •. 469-73 

Additional Sessions Judge 470 
Assistant Judges •• 469 
Assistant Sessions Judges 470 
civil courts • • 469 

statistics of, • • . • 472 
Civil Judges (location of courts). 469-70 
criminal courts • • • • 470 

statistics of, 472-3 
District Court . 469 
District Judge 469 
District Magistrate .. 471-4 
expenditure (1949..50) 473 
Governmcnt Pleaders 472 
High Court 469,471 
Judicial Stamps. income from, 

(1949..so) 
law officers 
Legal practitioners •• 
Magistrate-City, 471; Honorary, 

472; Judicial and executiv~, 
470-1; powers of, 471; Resi
dent, 471.-

nyaya panchayats •• 
Public Prosecutors 
revenue (1949-50) •• 
Sessions (and District) Judge •• 
Small Cause Court at Poona 

Juma mosque, Poona •• 
/umagi 

473 
472 
472 

472 
472 
473 
470 
469 
660 
156 
374 /una hazar 

Junnar 
head-quarters of 

•• 619-21 
Nizamshahi 

.lV'ft!lC!tv 
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Junnar-rontd. 
Kala Chabutra (monument of 

Koli revolt) • • • • 
plundered by Nizam Shah's troops. 
plundered by Shivaji 
province (as constituted by 
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51)-
47 
50. 

Malunud Gawan) .. 45 
42 

485-1l 
489 
487 

485,486. 

role in. administrative history .. 
Juvenile and Beggars Departmcnt. 

After-care Hostel 
Beggars Act .• 
Borstal Schools Act .. 
Certified School 489. 
Chief Inspector of Certified 

Schools and Chief Inspector of 
Certified Institutions . . 487 

Chief Officer ( Secretary, District 
Probation and After-care 
Association and Chief Proba
tion Officer of the Juvenile 
Court) 488 

Children Act 485, 486, 488 
District Probation and After-care 

Association 487,489--
Fit person institutions. . 489-
Habitual Offenders Restriction 

Act 486, 48!}-
Juvenile court 488 
legislation 485-6' 
Probation of Offenders Act 485-6' 
Probation Officers. duties of, 488-
Remand Homes, Poona City 489-

Kadaka Lakshmi 
Kaivalyadham, Lonavle 
Kale, Dadu Narsu 
Kalingad (water melon) 
Kalama 
Kema Gavli, rebel leader 
Kanda (onion) 
Kangar (a yam) 
Kanyadana ceremony .. 
Karanda (a yam) 
Kardm (see Safilower). 

143 
543 
45 

211 
155 
63 

21() 
210· 

103,107 
21o. 

Karle (see Nigerseed) 211, 621 
Kamavedh ceremony .• 85 
Kartoli (a wild gourd) 211 
Kasurdi tank •• 237-3S 
Kashi bhopla or Kashi-phal 

(a pumpkin) 211 
Katraj acqueduct • • 638-9, 660 
Kawar sen, peshwa of Burhan Nizam. 46 . 
Keli (banana) 216 
Kelvan 87 
Khadakvasle Dam 639,660 
Khamgaon tank 235-
Kham khambolya 138, 
Khandoba temple at Jejuri & 
Kharbu; 211 
Kharsambli' 213-
Khed •. 621-2 
Khira or Khira kakdi •. 212 . 
Kho-Kho •• 140 
Khunya Murlidhar Mandir, Poona. 661 
Khurasani (see Nigerseed). 
King Edward Memorial Hospital, 

Poona • • 563, 593, 602-3 
Kinkrant 136--
Kirkee (Khadaki) contonment 647, 649-50-

Area 62~ 
Army establishments 647 
Kirlcp.A hattl" field 66!) 
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..Kirkee (Khadaki) cantonment
contd. 
objects of interest (see Objects 

alphabetically CUTanged under 
Poona, pp. 650-18); 
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population 630 
roads 637 
water works 641-2 

.Kirtana • . 123-4 
varkari type 123 

.Kodra (see Hw:ik) 194 

.Kohala • . 212 
Kolis, revolt of, 50, 62, 63, 64 
.Kon ..•• 210 
.Kondhana (Sinhgad) fort (see also 

Sinbgad). 
Mirza Raja ]aysing, lays seige 

to, 
Muhammad Tughlug, lays seige 

to, .. 
Sinhagad, renamed as, 

.:Korigad fort 

. Koregaon .. 

50 

44. 
50 

622 
622 

.Kothimbir (see Coriander). 

.Krishna Yaiuroedis . . . • 158 

.Kulith or Kulthi (see Horsl!gram). 
Kumbhar Ves Dharan (Dagadi 

Bridge), Poona 631, 661 
. Kurkumb 622 
Kusti, types of, .. 145 
Kusumba (800 SafBower). 

Labour Deparbnent 
Assistant Commissioner 

.. 570-14 
of 

Labour 
Certifying Surgeon under th~ 

Factories Act .. 
Chief Inspector of Boilers 
Commissioner of Labour .. 
Commissioner for Workmen's 

Compensation 
Commissioner ( ex officio ) ~f 

Workmen's Compensation 
,·Conciliators . . . . 
Directorate of Labour Informa-

tion .• .. 
. DeJ>uty Commissioner of Labour 

(Administrative) .. . . 
. Deputy Commissioner of Labour 

(Welfare) 
.Employees' State' Insumnce Act 
Factory Deparbnent 
Industrial Court .. 
.Inspectors of Boilers 
. Inspectors of Factories 
. Labour Court 
Labour Officers 

.<organization . . . . 

.Payment of Wages Act: adminis-
tration 

.Raja Bahadur Motilal Mills, 
Labour Officer of, 

.Rashtriya Girni Kamgar Sa"n"gh, 
Poona 

.Rashtriya Hosiery Union, Poona. 

.Registrar of Trade Unions, 
Bombay State . 

.Registrar under the Bombay 
Industrial Relations Act .• 

.:Shops and Establishments Act •. 
.smoke Nuisances Act 
.steam Boilers Act· .• 

510 

513 
514 
570 

513 

513 
510 

511 

510 

511 
512 

572-3 
572 

, 574 
573 
572 
511 
570 

574 

572 

511 
511 

511. 

511 
572 
574 
514 

Labour Deparbnent-contd. 
Unions registered under the 

Bombay Industrial Relations, 
Act 

Wage Boards. 
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511 

Welfare Centre, Poona 512 
Working Class Cost of Livfug 

Index 572 
Lady's finger 213 
Lakdi Bridge (no~ Sambh~ji. 

Bridge) 
Lakes

Andra 
Bhadalwadi (see alSQ Irrigati~~ 

Tanks) 
Kasurdi 
Katraj 
Khada.kvasle 
Khamgaon 
Lonavale 
Matoba 
Pashan 
Rakh 
Shetphal 
Shirsuphal 
Shiravate 
Walwhan 

Laksmi-Pujana 
LalMahal .. .. 
Landlords (non cultivating), stand-ard of life of, . . • . 
Land Improvement Board' 
Land Mortgage Bank 
Land Record Deparbnent 

assessment, basis of,. 
Bhor survey records 
cada9tral surveyors .• 
Circle Inspectors .. 

638 

9 

9 
9 
9 

9,660 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

134 
49 

424-5 
512 

323-4 
491-9 

492 
494 
493 
493 
494 City survey . . . . 

City Survey Office, Superin-
tendent of, . . . . 494 

consolidation of agricultural hold-
ings 494 

District and Cad~si:ral Survey 
staff 

District Inspector of 
Records .. 

493 
L~d 

493,494 
494 
493 

District Survey Office 
District Surveyor .. 
inam villages, introduction of 

survey in, '. .• . 494 
land revenue collections 

(1950-51) . •. 
. non-agricultural assessment 
objects .. 
pot-hissa survey staff 

499 
498 
491 
493 
492 record of rights .. 

register of tenancies 
. Settlement Commissioner 
Settlement Officer •. 
settlement-operations, 

.. 492 
493,495 

495,496-7 

regarding, .. 
village officers, duties of, •. 
village maps . . . . 

. Land Revenue and General Adminis-

regulation 
495 
492 
492 

tration .. 438-53 
Circle Inspectors 450 
Circle Officers . . • . 450 

. Collector ( Bee Collector) . . 438-44 
Collector's Office '.. 444-5 
District Registrar •. . . 443 
District Magistrate, ., 442-:1 . 



Land Revenue and General Adminis
tration-contd. 
District Soldiers' Sailors' and Air

mens Board 
inal7l8 • • • • 
land revenue collections. statis

tics of, 
Local self-government: functions 

of Collector 
Mahalkaris 
Mamlatdars 
Non-agricultural assessment, fixa-

tion o~l. •• 
Patil (village .headman) 
Prant Officers (8ee Pmnt 

Officers). 
Rural Development Board 
Talathi 
village servants 

Land Revenue Code (1879) 
La~ds, jirayat and bagayat (8~~ 

Land Utilization). 
Land utilization-

area, cultivated and uncultivated. 
area ur .der different crops 
cropped area •. 
forests •. 
lands, iirayat and bagayat 
hnd utilization .• 
wastelands. culturable 

Langadi 
Lapandaoo 
Lasun (see Garlic). 
Laundries 
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443 
440 

499 

441 
446 
446 

498 
451 

443 
452 
452 
251 

177 
180 
179 
178 
178 
177 
179 
140 
137 

403 ,/ 
147 Lavan!, bhedic . 

Lavania •. 146--
Law College, Poom 
Learned professions •• 

arts, letters and science 
education and research 
law 
medicine 

Leather goods
manufacture of. 
retail trade in, 

Lemons •• 
Leper Hospital, Kondhwa 
Lettuce 
Lezim 
Lezim dance 
Lift irrigation 
Lime, kagdi 
Lingayat sect .• 
Linseed (;a008 or alshi) 
Livcstock 

breeding . 
breeding centres 
buffaloes •. 
Central Poultry Farm, Poona 
cows 
horses, etc 
poultry 
prices 
products (table) 
Sheep-breeding Farm. Poona 
sheep and goats 
sources of supply 
statistics •• 

553,661 
..403-06 

403 
404 

•• 404 
•• 405-06 

•• 302-03 
371-2 

216 
561 
213 
145 
143 
511 
216 
119 
200 

226-9 
228 
228 
227 
228 
227 
227 
228 
229 
229 
228 

227-8 
228 

veterinary hospitals •• 
Livestock Expert to Government •• 
Lloyd Dam 

226-7 
228 
512 
236 

.Loan companies 335 

PAG:& 
Local Board roads • • 38~ 
Local Self-Government Depart-

ment • • • • 453-67 
District Local Board (see District 

Local Board). 
evolution of local self-govern-

ment , • • • • 453:-
functions of Collector 44l. 
Municipalities (soo Municipa-

lities) • 
Village panchayats (see Village 

Panchayats) • 
Lagorya •• •• 141. 

622-3-
64!)' 

623-~ 
Industri~ 

Lohagad fort .. 
Lohogaon Air Force Centre 
Lonavale ., 
Lord Reay Maharashtra 

Museum, Poona· 
Lungade 
Lutane 

Madhav Rao, Peshwa, an able 
administrator •. 

Magistrates, powers of, 
Magni (proposal) .. 
Mahalkaries, duties of, 
Maharashtra Association for Culti-

661.. 
80> 

13& 

54' 
471 
10~ 
44!)' 

vation of Science .. 551); 
Maharashtra Education SocietY'~ 

Arts and Science College, 
Poona 55r 

Maharashtra Muru:a~ Shain', 
Poona . • . • 55g;: 

Maharashtriya Mandal 595, 598-9' 
Mahashivaratri • • • • 13S;; 
Mahila Seva Mandal.. 595, 601 
Mahilashram High School, Hingne. 551'r, 
Mahila Vanaprastashram 595, 601-02: 
Mahammad Shah Bahamani , . 44-
Mahammad Shah Bahamani ITI .. 45, 4fl: • 
Mahmad Gawan . . . , 45: 
Mahratta Chamber of Commerce 

and Industries 
Maize (makka) 
Makara sankrant 
Maktabs 
Malaria •. 
Malaria Organization .• 
Malhargad .. 

155; 
56T 
564.-
625-
46-Malik Ahmad (Ahmad Nizam) •• 

Malik Ahmad (son of Nizam-ul-
Mulk Bhairi) . . .. 45, 46: 

Malik Ambar, administrative reforms 
of, • • , . 47-8: 

Malik-ut-Tujar, administration of, 4S: 
Malkhamb •• •• 146' 
Maioji BhosIe, Raja .. 4T 
Mamlatdars, duties of, . . 446-
Managed Estates, administration 

of, . , . , 589-9Ot 
Collector of Poona as Court of 

Wards 
Court of Wards •. 
Guardians and Wards Act ,. 
Manager to superintend estates 

taken over by Court of 
Wards 

Manchar 

58g. 
589' 
590> 

59c) 
625-

Mandap, marriage 
Mangalasta.!·as 

•• 95" 
89, 102, 101 

Mango .. 
Manik Nala (Poona drainage) .. 

21T 
643. 
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lJanures .• 239-40 
compost manure • : 239-40 
ferulizers 240 
oilcakes 240 
systems of manuring, 239 

Manuring .218 
.Mamtha influence /. • 52 
Maratha period • . 52-9 
Mamthas: administrative system. 56-9 
Marathi Shastriya Granth MandaI. 556 
Market committees 525 
Market places 347-8 
Marriage .• 93-112 

Bene Israel 148-9 
Bralmianic • . 94-104 

.Bureau (Intercaste) 596, 608 
Civil 111 
Muslim 156 
non-Vedic 104 
proposal 104 
reformed ceremony •• 110-11 
rejoicing 108 
rules of, 104 

Maruti 126 
Masur (a pulse) 198 
Mata-Bal-Sangopan Kendra 594,597 
Math (matki) 198, 214 
Matoba tank 235 
Matrubho;an ceremony 89 
Mattresses and pillows, makers of, 406-07 
Mechanical cultivation 511 
Medical College, B. J. 563 
Medical Department- •. 558-63 

Arogya MandaI, Poona . • 569 
Ayurvedic MahavidyGlaya, 

Poona 563 
,Civil Hospital, Poona (see also 

Sassoon Hospitals) 558 
,Civil Surgeon, Poona 559 
.dispensaries 562 
:hospitals 562 
.Infectious Diseases Hospit~i, 

Poona 561 
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Medical College . . 563 
Mental Hospital, Yeravada 560 
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:Seva Sadan Society.. . . 560 
subsidised medical practitioners. 562 
'Surgeon General 559, 561 
training institutions 563 
Tuberculosis Hospital, Aundh 561 
Village-aid centres .. 562 

Medical work, Christian 153 
.Medicines, retail trade in, 372 
Melon 211 
Melon, water 211 
Mental Hospital, Yeravda 560 
Merchants, standard of life of, 426-7 
Metal utensils, retail trade in, •. 370-1 
,Meteorological Department Obser-

vatory, Poona 555, 662 
1.fethi 214 
Mhasoba 126 
Milk, production of, .. 407-10 
Mimamsa Vidyalaya, Poona 543, 551 
'Minerals • . 11 
Mint .. 214 
Mirchi (see Chilly). 
Missionary work, Christian 153 
Mohall 214 
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Motor Vehicles Department- .• 506-7 

District Magistrate, relation with 507 
Motor Vehicles Act, . .' 506 
Motor Vehicles Tax Act, Scope 

of, ....506-07 
organization . . 506 
Police Department, liaison with· 508 
Regional Transport Authority' 508 
Regional Transport Officer 506 
staff ;. 508 
State Transport Authority 506 

Mudhuparka ceremony 101 
Mug (a pulse) .. 198 
Mughals-

Deccan 
Poona, attack on, (i835) 
Poona, rule in, . . . . 

Moharnmadan ,influence during 13th 
century . . .. 

Muhammad Tugbluq .. 
Muhiabad: name given to Poona 

by Aurangzeb 
Mula (radish) 
Municipal roads .. 
Mun! (see Upanayana)~ 
Municipalities- ' .. 

Alandi 
area .. 
audit of Local Fund accounts 
Baramati. " 
Bhor . 
constitution .• 
control by Collector, Director of 

Local Authorities and State 
Government .. 

Dhond (Daund) •. 
functions, obligatory 

optional 
Indapur 
Jejuri 
Junnar 

. Kirkee cantonment (see also 
Poona as a Military Centre 
under Poona, pp. 648-49 and 

. ,for Objects see Poona) 
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Lonavle .. .• 
municipal boroughs: distinction 
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48 
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44 
44 
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210 
385 
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4.54 
4.58 
610 
612 
455 

458 
615 

455-6 
617 
617 
619 

649 
4.54 

623-4 

between municipal boroughs 
and municipalities' 459 

Poona .. 627-78 
Poona Cantonment ( see also 

Poona as a Military Centre 
under Poona, pp. 6-18-9, and 
for Objects see Poona) 

• population 
Sasvad 
Sirur 
Talegaon-Dabhade •• 
taxation, powers of, 

Murarpant, minister of Bijapur 
¥urtaza Il (Nizamshah) 
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457 
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Makers and repairers of. 
Mrdlmga 
Tabla 
Tala 
Vina 

Muslims, groups among, 
.Mutha Oanals 
Mustard 

,Naehan; (Nagli) 
Naga-Panchami 
Nagarik Sanghatana Swniti 
Nagar Vachan Mandir. 
Nal:eshvar's temple, Poona 
Nag Ntlik (Kondhana fort) 
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234-5 
214 
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595, 605-6 
591, 599 

663 
44 

195 Nagli " 
Nagvel (see Betel Leaf), 
Nagzari Nala (Poona drainage) 
Nahapana, Kshtltrapa king 
Namaskara, Surya , • 

643 
43 

145 
85 
63 
55 

Naming ceremony , , 
Nana Darbare, a rebel leader 
Nana Fadnavis 
Nana Vada, Poona 
Nandishraddha , , , , 
Nane Ghat (as a highway of com-

munication) , , • , 
Nangar (see Ploughs), 

663 
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Nangri (see Ploughs). 
Nanoli 625 
N arak-chaturdasi 134 
Narali-Purnima , , 131 
Narapatgir temple, Poona 663 
Narasingpur '. , 625 
Narayangad 625 
Narayanmaharaj Bet •• 625 
Narsoba's temple, Poona ,,664 
National Cadet Corps • ,544, 99 
National Chemical Laboratory, 

Poona 664 
National Defence Academy, 

Khadlkvasla " 
National Tilak University. 
Natural Resources-

664 
556,594 

Fauna (see Fauna) 
Fish " 
Forests ( see Forests ) 

Navalakh Umbre ,. 
Navaratra .. 
Navy Ship Shivaji, Indian 
Nigerseed ., ., 
Nira Canal Co-operative Purchase 

and Sale Union, Ltd, 
N ira Canals , • 
Nirvangi 
,Nivadungya 

Poona 
Nizam Shah, Hussain 
Nizamshahis-

tempie', 

24-40 
32-37 

20-4 
626 
133 
646 
201 

349 
235-7 

626 

665 
47 

administration 46,47 
dynasty ,. 46 
Mughals, invasion by, 47 

NizalO-ul-Mulk Bhairi " 45,46 
,Nowtosjee 'Nadia College, Poona, 551,665 
Nurul Huda, , Moulvi of Poona, 

detained during the great rebellion 
of 1857 

Naya Panchayats
appeals 

, constitution 
, 'powers ,', 

63 

472 
465 
465 

'Obsequies, Hindu, 
Occupations-

shift in, .,' 
small-scale and village 

,Odhani ' ., 
Oil Ghani Training Centre 
'Oilseeds- ' 

area under; :: 
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),14-61 
164 
434 
155 

Poona. 527 
199-201 
199-200 

castorSeed (erandi) 
~oundnut (bhuimug) •• 
linseed (;avas or alshi) •• 

200 
200 
200 
201 
303 
201 
201 
626 

nigerseed (karze or khurasani) .. 
pressing of, • , •• 
safRower (kardaior kusumba) •. 
sesamum (til) , , • , 

O'har ' 
'O!nI<aresvar's temple, 'Poona 
Onion ' 
Oranges-
, Mandarin 

sweet 
Omaments

child' 
ear, female 
head, female 
male' , 
Muslim 
neck, female 
nose, female 
Sindhi Hindus 

Other Occupations
barbers 
domestic service , , 
firework manufacturers 
grain-roasters •• 
hotels' and restaUrants 
iron works 
laundrIes, ,. 
learned professions 
mattress and pillow makers 
milk~production , , 
moto~ body l>uilders 

repairers , " 
musical instruments, makers 
public administration 
religion ' 
tailoring 
tinsmiths , , 

665 
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216 
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81-2 
82 
82 
82 
81 

155 
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398 
399-400 

, , 400-01 
401 

,,401-03 
410 
403 

.,403-06 
,,406-07 
.,407-10 

and 
,,410-12 
of, 406 

397-8 
412 

412-3 
413 
414 turban and cap makers " , 

unearned income, perso~ living 
on, , .. 

Ova (see Ajwan seed). 
Oxen worshipped , , 

Pabal 
Pabhar (seed drill) .. 
Pnblicity, Directorate of 
Paddy soil, (see Soils). ' 
Paints, manufacture of 
Palasdev ,: 

412 

131 

626 
223 

588-9 

Padwal (snake gourd) 
Pan (see Betal leaf), retail trade 

280 
626' 
212 

in, .. 369 
Panchaleshvara temple, I'oona 665 
Pane/wi' , , 84 
Paniarpol 592 594 607 
Papaya (popai)' . , 2ia-17 
Paper-

manufacture of, 
ReseaTch Centre',', 

280-1, 303-04 
528 

Parasntlth temples .• 
Parasurambhau College, Sir, 

666 
666 



I'ACB 
p.m.-s and Gardens. Diftdorato 

m, ~4~ 
Agri-Horticulturul Society of 

Western India ~4. 585 

I 
Bund G:udens. Poona • • 58S 
Director m piIrks and Gardens. ~4 'k11pres5 Botnnical Gardens, 

POOlta •• •• 5S5 
neshkllin.d Government .' I Garden • • • • ~4 

. __ v~ens in Poona •• • • 584 
Superintendent, Government 

g.uden at G:UleslUiliind ~4 
P8m,\kuti, Poona • • • • 666 
Parthians. inHucnce m, in 2nd 

century, A.D. •• 
Paroar (8 fruit vt'getnble) 
Parvnti. hill and temples, Pooua 
Parwti L\ke. Poooa 
Passe:.'-

Ambavni 
Amboli 
Kntrnj 
NIUI6 •• •• 

PaUl ("runge head-mlUl) •• 
PntwnrdhlUl Memorilll lIull, Poona. 
I'lltwardluUlS ally themselves with 

the N iZlllu 
Pav(a (8 pulse) 
Pea (ootaIl4) 
Pe-.u..-s-

Ahupe 
BhllmchlUlder 
Bhlltrnsi 
Bhillmshanl..<U' 
Chn ... 1l11d 
Dhnk 
Dha"leslwlU' 
Dhunlnlwadi 
Dipllt 
Guruduhi 
Hudsar 
Hllrichandrag-J.da 
Hnh\keslwlU' 
Jivdhan 
Kbnrepntbar 
Koiri 
Koilldnt 
Kudwa 
KudeshwlU' 
Lohngad 
M.lhudeo 
Mnjglllln 
MnUlargud 
MlUldvi •• •• 
Nng-phlUli (cobra's hood. Dule's 

Nose) 
Naraynllgad 
Nnyp.had 
~ondl 

../ Purnnd'lr 
Rnjlll"J.chi 
Snlt.u 
Shivner 
Shingn 

• SinhaQud 
-Sudh'I!U\cl~ , 
Tamhilli 
Tiko ... 
Tung 
Vnjragnd 
Visapur 
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66:1 
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198 
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4 
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4 
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Pedlars s: 
Peru (guaw) 2.) 
Pesha"a Udynna. Poona City 644. 
Pests- ....24 

.",bl/fJOOril blaimd (mango steam i 
bover) 2. 

D",bl/fJOOril tudtudcJ (mango i 
hoppers) • • • • 2t 

hlaalucJ.!la la"'lfG lumulllill1/G 
ollfG ( sWlImling catcrpil1llS). 

bill pa"kll' WI ( wingll'SS gNS$-
hopper) .. .. 

dall",bat.'MIl .ftInua (pomegranate 
fruit borer) •• 

dt'V; (St'rue inSt'Ct).. • • 
droks1wwarll tAAllfG ( grupe.vine 

beetie) 
jt. .. ,ri-t;oril kllOdklda (jowar stem 

borer) •• 
lIiekad8 (crab) •. 
mava (vt'gctnblo aphids) 

.' ,nuly« l.:urtadllal'fl/J ollfG ( ~.t 
worm) •• •• 245' 

phal IIkisld (fruit fI)·) • • 24$ 
,Jliolntll ",M ~ltos1l<1l1(/ri mas111 

(fruit-sucking moth) • • 243 
p/kot1(lrll kU;t'fl (blistc~ hectics). 241 
lalllbd. lIIuligl. (red ants) • • 24;3.-
tlirillS 2431 
tomato} pol1l4mari" ali (tOUlllt~ I 

fmit-oorer) .. .. 244: 
trilldll4l1yadll ,1(1110 kOlamOrJIG 

alUa (army 'worms) •• 2411 
undil' (rut) • . • • 2441 
U$(/lk118 slaccU1 pokhanlilri aU 

(sugnl\'ane top shoot-bore~).. 24:l; 
U$(/vaN khodkl.!4 ( sug:ucane 

StCUl-OOrer ) 241-2 
u.MOOril tl/cUud6 (sugarc~~ 

lenf hol'pt".fS) 
oolvi (white ants) 
00/1aI' (monkey) 
U1(IIIgi JlO.\haTnari· ~li (brilli~J 

fmit -l)(lf(>~ ) 
wild animals 

Piaore-mcr6 
Phl/flDd; d.lDl'e-

bit,,! 
.kahalac-Ill 
1.)la1l4 •• 

242 
2"4 
244 

244 
244 
139 
145 
145 
1·ts. 
14." 

Phule Murkct. POOUR ' •• 
Physicnl features

as{'<'cts 

64·1. 60s. 

bound.lrit's 
('('nlml belt •• 
clim:lle (_ Climate) 
eastern belt •• 
IIt'Ology •• 
hills (soo Hills). 
Ink .. ':! (""'6 Lukes). 
p:ls.~s (Sf'fI Pusses). 
pe.\ks (Sf ... Penh). 
rive~ S)'slt'ms (_ Riven). 
S\1b-divisions •• 
Wl'slem belt 

Pick .. \." •• 
Piecc!tOOds. wholesale trade in. 
Pimrori •• 
Pine applo 
PUhori J'\,nat:clSl/1J 
Pitr'JlQk$lIf' •• 
Placenta, uisposnl of, •• 

2 
1 
S 

1l-1~ 
S. 

Io. 

1-2 
2 . 

!23 
36:1. 
62i 
211 
131 
13.:l 
81 
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PlAgue " 
Plastics, II\3nufacture of, 
Players, choosing of, " 
Ploughing . , , 
Ploughs-

iron ploughs , '. 
steam traction ploughs 

Pokla (a leafy vegetable) 
Police Department- .• 

Anti-corruption branch 

PAGB 
566 
282 
137 

217-8 
222-3 

222 
223 

•• 214 
•. 473-81 

478 

. INDEX 

armed police:' duties, training, 
etc. '., 477 

475-6 
476-7 

477. 
478 

Assistant Superintendents 
constables • 
constables . 
crime figures • 
Deputy Inspector. General . ~f 

Police •• 474-
Deputy Superintendents 475-6 
duties: war time .and other 477 
head constables •• .... 477 
Home Deputy Superintendent.. 474 
Home Guards • • '. , 479-80 
Inspector General of Police 474 
Inspectors . •• • 476 
IntelligenCE:- Brancb.. 474 
literacy . . ., 477 
Motor vehicles and 'wirel~ 

sets 477 
organization . • ~ 473 
Prohibition Ad,' ~rcement 

of, 
Prosecuting staff 
Railway police 
recruibnent •• 
Reserve Consmbulary 

477 
479 
478 
~76 

.478 
Selection committee for recrD;it-. 

ment •. ., 47ft 
strength of th& police .. ' 474-5 
Superintendents of Police 474, 475 
Sub-Divisional police officers 474 
Sub-Inspectors '. 476 
unarmed police ,,' 477 
Village defence parties 480-1 
Village police 479 

Pomegranate _ " , ~ • 215 
Poonao- •. 627-78 

Aurangzeb sets his will to the 
task of reducing the Poona 
territory . ~ . • • 

Aurangzeb determined to COJlsoli-
date his authority , • 

Bridges, 637-38; Da:rdi Bridge, 
637 ; Fitzgeral Bridge, 
631; HoIkar Bridge, 638 ; 
Jamshetjee Bund, 637; Kum-
bhar Ves.. Dharan, 637; Lakdi 
Bridge (ilow Sambhaji Bridge), 
638 ; Railway bridges, 637; 
Sambhaji Bridge (formerly 
Lakdi Bridge),· 638; Shiwji 
"Bridge. 638; Wellesley Bridge, 
637. 

50 

51 

Poona· -contd. 
Burial grounds 
Centra of all important move

ments in Maratha territory 
under Peshva Balaji Vishwa

PAGE 

646 

nath (1714) 
Cantonment areas " 
climate and rainfall 
cremation grounds " 

52 
•• 648-50 

621 . 
646 
51 Dhanaji Jadhav reconquers, 

District Cen.tJal Co-operative 
Bank Ltd. 

drainage 
economic prospects 
famine (1803-04) .. 
fire service 
fires in recent years .• 

. Garden, pp. 643-44--Bund 
Garden, 585, 643. 653 ; Empress 
Botanical Garden, 585. 643. 
657; Jijamata Garden, 644; 
Peshva Udyana, 644 ; Sambhaji 
Udyana, 644 ; Shivaji Tank 
Garden, 644; Somavar peth 
garden, 644. 

headquarters of British army and 
Southern Command • • • 

headquarters of Poona district 
under Aurangzeb and renamed 
"Muhiabad" 

HoIkar plunders 
importance as a centre 
Khan Jaban conquers, 
mango trees planted by Baji 

Rao II 
memorial halls 
markets 
military centre . 
Municipal Corporation-constitu

tion, 631-2 ; growth, 630 ; 
Municipal Tmnsport, 393-4; 
powers, 633 ; receipts and 
expenditure, 633-4 ; taxes, 
rates of, 634. 

326 
642-3 
433-6 

56 
645 
646 

65 

51 
55 

627 
51 

56 
662' 

644-5 
646 

Nizam invades, 51, 53, 54 
Objects of Interest (see Objects 

alphabetically arranged at 
pp. 650-78). 

peths-number of properties- in 
them and annual rateable 
value, 629; old peths, 628.· 

population, 62~ivision by 
classes, . 630; .. division by 
(i) religjon and (ii) language, 
630. 

roads 634-6 
Satara Chhattrapati: authority 

52 
•• 415-21 

established in Poona 
standard of life 
towers of silence .• "'... 646 

·(i) Under this head are included items of inIormation- .; 
( a) common to Poona City and the Cantonments of Poona and Kh-kee. and 
(b) relating exclusively to Poona City. . • 'ch 

(ii) See also Paona Cantonment.and Kirkee Cantonment (pp. 648-50) for ltems whi 
. relate exclusively to those places. 

(iii) For Objects of Interest in Poona City and the Cantonments of Poona and Kirkeo 
166 pp. 650-78 wh\lro ~ey 1P'c! m'I\IlSN 8IFhabmi~aUr, 

A me Vf 1-02 . 
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Poona-cailtd. 
water supply, 638-42-future 

growth, 642; Katraj acqueduct, 
638-9; Khadakvasla Dam and 
Lake Fife, 639-40; Pashan 
water works, 642 ; water 

: works, 640-1. 
Poona . Oaritonment- . . 

area .. .. 
Army establishmerns (e.g., Artifi

cial Limb Centre, Controller 
of Defence. Accounts, Medical 
Cbllege, Military Engineering 
College, Military Engineering 
(Tools and Plant), Military 
Hospital, National Defence 
Academy, Physical Training 
School, Poona Sub-Area Head-
quarters, Signal School, 
Southern Command Head-
quarters, - Supplr. Depot, 
Veterinary Hospita, etc.) .. 

Fitzgerald Bridge 
gardens-Bund Gardens, 643 ; 

Empress Botanical Garden, 
643. 

Jamsetjee Bund 

PAGE 

648-9 
629 

647 
658 

660 
Objects of Interest (see Objects 

alphabetically arranged under 
" Poona" at pp. 650-78). 

population 629 
636 

639, 641-2 
roads 
water works 

Poona - University
affilhted institutions 
Boards of the University 
·buildings 
constituent colleges 
constitution 
degrees conferred 
Diplomas 
exernal degrees 
history of, 
jurisdiction . 
places ' of research, approved 
post-graduate teaching outside 

' .. 548-50 
555 
676 
550 
546 
556 
556 
556 
545 
545 
555 

555 
556 
555 
554 

Poo.na area 
printing press 
professorships and readerships .. 
research institutions 

Poona Young Cricketers' Hindu 
Gymkhana 655 

Papai (papaya) 216-7 
Population-

agricultural 
Christians 
industrial 

: Muslims 

.. 169-72 
150 
265 
153 
171 
170 

occupations' allied to oagriculture 
. .rural (talukawise ) 

rural and urban 
. urbanization 

'-Post offices 
Pala day 
Potato-

169 
170 
396 
131 
209 

Research Station, Vadgaon-
. Kashimbeg .. 
sWeet 

Potteries, ID'3.n~facture· ~f, 
.;P6tt,ers 
Poultry-

Central Poultry Farm, Kirkee 

510 
210 
304 
304 
228 

22.8,514 

Prachandgad fort 
Prant officers'-

duties 
Prants ' 
Prarthana Samaj, Poona 
Pravachanas 
Prayer, Muslim 
Pregnancy 
Preparations-

marriage 
upanayana 

Prices-

PAGE 
686 
445 
445 

2 
668 
123 
156 

82-3 

95 
87 

livestock 229 
retail 376 
wholesale 375 

Printing of cloth 298 
Printing presses 282-3 
Private limited companies .. 339-40 
Probation and After-care Associa-

tion 487, 488, 489, 594, 60(1-7 
Products, livestock 229 
Prohibition and Excise Depart
ment-574-8 
Collector of Poona ' ~s officer in 

charge 574 
Director of Prohibition a~d 

Excise 
effect of prohibition 
enforcement work .. 

574 
576 
576 

IQspectors of Prohibition and 
Excise . . 575 

licences for manufarture of gur 
and neera 

Medical Boards for examining 
applicants for permits 

military personnel, quota for, .. 
neera and palm products scheme. 
organization 
permits .. 
Police Department to deal with 

enforcement work 
Prohibition Committees 
sanskar kendras 
Sub-Inspectors of Prohbition a~d 

Excise .. 
Superintendent of Prohibition arid

Excise, Poona 
Provincial Industrial Co-operative , 

577 

575 
575 
577 
574 
576 

575 
578 
578 

575 

575 

. Association, Ltd., Bombay 528 
Poona Branch 527 

Provision goods, retail trade in, . . 370 
Public Administration, Part Y 437-608 

Department of State (see 
under the various depart
ments ) 

population engaged in, 
Public Health Circle (see Public 

437-8 
397-8 

Works Department) ' 533-4 
Public Health Department- .. 563-70 

Assistant Director, Malaria 564, 567 
Assistant Director of Public 

Health, Central _ Registration 
District 563-4, 570 

child welfare 569 
cholera 566 
.Collector : powers in respect of 

epidemics 
Director of Public Health 
diseases, deaths due to, 
District Health Officer, 

District . 
epidemics . 

'Poona 

566 
563 
565 

563, 566, 569 

" 565 
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Public Health Department-contd. 
Epidemic Medical Oflicers 
fairs 
famine relief 
health propaganda 
Health visitors •• 
Health Unit, Ghodnadi 
inoculation for plague. ~d 
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564 
568 
569 
569 
564 
564 

cholera 566-7 
Inspector of Sanitation ~d 

Vaccination 564 
malaria, 561; control scheme, 

567; organization, 564; result 
of survey, 568. . 

• maternity and child welfare . . 569 
Medical and Public Health Unit, 

Khadakvasla . . . 565 
Medical Officer of Health, Poona 

Municipal Corporation 
midwives 

564 
564 
565 
563 
569 

mobile hospital unit 
organization 
pal"his 
plague 
Public 

Poona 
Health 

Sanitary Inspectors 
Inspectors 

Sanitary Orderlies 
school hygiene 
Shock Squads •• 

•. 566 
Laboratory, - . 

555,570' 
and Subc 

564 
564 
510 
564 

Sirur Municipality Health 
Unit 564 

small-pex • . 566 
vaccination for s~all-pox 566 
vaccinators 564 
vital statistics . . ·510 

Public Health Laboratory, Poona 555, 510 
Publicity Directorate ,. 588-9 
Public Works Department- 530-4 

Building Projects Division, 
Poona .• 530 

Central Road Fund 532 
Electrical Circle, 533; Deputy 

Engineers, Poona district, 533; 
Electrical Engineer to Govern-
ment, 533 ; Executive Engineer, 
533; power supply licences, 
533. 

Executive Engineers 
irrigatioh •• 

531 
530 

Irrigation Development Division, 
Poona ( sub-divisions) • . 530 

Irrigation Project Division (sub-
divisions) 530 

irrigation works . • . • 532 
Nira Right Bank Canal Division 

( sub-divisions ) • • . . 
Overseers •• •. 

530 
532 
530 Poona Division (sub-divisions) .. 

Poona Irrigation Division (sub-
divisions) . • . . 530 

Poona Irrigation and Res~arch 
Division 533 

Public Health Circle, 533-4; 
Boring Works Sub-division, 
534; Deputy Engineers (sub
divisional officers), 534; 
Dapuri Workshop, 534 ; Public 
".-Iealth Engineer, 533; Works' 
divisions, Central Division 
(sub-divisions), 534. 

Public Works DepaJ;'tment-cantd. 
Roads and Buildings 
schemes proposed ", 
State Road Fund .• 
Sub-Divisional Officers •• 
Superintending Engineers-Centrai 

Circle, 530: Deccan Irrigation 
Circle, 530; functions. 531. 

Publicity, Directorate of - ,: 
Collector of Poona to give orders. 
District Publicity Qflicet " •• 
Publicity Van .. 
Regional Publicity Officer •• 
Rural ;Broadcasting Maintenance 

and Service Station 
Pudina ' 
Pulaa 
Pulses 

area under, 
black gram (udid):: 
dang chavli •• 
gram (Harbhara ) .. 
horse gram-(Kulith, Kulthi, or 

Hulge) , 
masuf ' 
math or matki 
mug 
peas (vatana ) 
pavta· .• 
WI' 
val 

Pulverization 
Purnpkin

Banaras 
red 

Pumsavana rite .. 
Punyahaoochana, marriage 
Pur 

'PuTana, reciting of, " 
Purandar fort .. 

Aurangzeb captures (1105) 
British capture .. 
Dilar Khan beseiges 

'Nizamshah's troops ravage 
Purandare 
Puranik •• 
Purification of mother .• 
Pwhkarnas 

Queen Mary's TechnicilISchool for 
Disabled Soldiers 

Race course 
Radio and wireless •• 

All-India-Radio, Poona •• 
Beam Wireless Receiving Centre, 

Dhond 
Beam Wireless Transmitting 

Station, Dighi 
Radish ' •• 
Ragi (see Nagli) •. 
Ragunath Roo Peshwa, 

~. 

Rat 
Railways-

PAGB 

530 
532 
532-
532 

589, 
588 
,588 
588 

589 
214 
154 

196-9 
196-7 

199 
198 
198 

198 
198 
198 
198 
199 
198. 
199 
199 
218 

211 
212 

83 
97 

679 
122 
619 

51 
59 
50 
47 
52 

122 
84 

159 

668 

668 
395-6 
3~6 

396. 

'396 
,210 
195 
54 

214 

bridges, Poona 637 
Central Railway . • 380-1 
Great .Indian Peninsula' Railw~Y. 

Company . : • . 380 
Southern M:lhrat>ta Railway 

Company .• 
'Southern Railway •• 

Rain-dance 

380 
381-2 

141 
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Rainfall 12-13, 172 
Rajagad • • 619 
Raja Kelkar historical collection 669 
Bnialu 210 
Raj Bhavan 669 
Rajgira 214 
Rajamachi • . 680 
Rajaram's death (1700 A.D.) 51 
Rake 225 
Rakh tank • . . • 237 
Rabhasbhuvan, Nizam defeated by 

54 
195 
129 
47 

Maratha at. 
Rala 
Bama Naoomi 
Ram Raja ( Vijayanagar) 
Rambhaji Nimbalkar overruns 

POOm!' .. 
Ramdeorao Yadav (1294 A.D.) 
Rameshvara temple 
Ramosbis, revolt of •. 
Bamphal' 

51 
43 

669 
•• 62, 64. 

217 
54 Ramshastri Prabhune, Chief Judge. 

Ranade Industrial and Economic 
Institute, Poom! 

Rang Mahal 
R~jangaon Ganapati .. 
Rasayan Mandir, Poona 
Rashtr~tas (760-973 A.D.) 
Hatala 
Bal/atwari 

555 
49 

680 
555 

43 
210 

248-9 
Reay Maharashtra Industrial 

Museum 528, 661 
Red Cross Society, Poona Branch 594,602 
Red Soil (see Soils). 
Refugees-

influx of, .. 167-68 
means of livelihood of, 168 

. Registration Department .. 503-05 
District Registrar .. 504 
documents to be registered 503 
inspection . . . . 504 
Inspector General of Registration 503-04 
Inspector of Registration, Poona . 

Division 504 
Poona Registration District, statiJ.. 

tics of registration 
Registry offices, list of, 
Sub-Registrars 

505 
503 
504 

Regulated Markets-
Baramati 348 
Bhor 349 
Ghodnadi 849 
Junnar. •• 849-50 
Khed 350 
Mancbar 350 
Nira 350 

Religion •• •• 11.9-20 
persons living on income from, .. 412 
practices 120 

Remand Homes, Prona City 489 
Remarriage, widow .. 109-10 
Rest houses - 395 

. chavdis 395 
dharmashalas 395 

Retail shops-
Poona c;ty .. 
Poona Suburban Area 

Retail trade " .• 
brass and oopperwares 

utensils) 
. cloth IlJld hosiery 

364-6 
367 

.. 363-74 
(metal 

370-1 
369 

Retail trade-contd. _. 
PA~ 

cycle shops . . • 370 
distribution of shops in Poona 

eily •• 364-6 
distribution of shops ill Poona 

Suburban Area • • 367 
Bowers • • 372 
fruits and vegetables 310 
grocery 368-9 
hardware 371 
;una bazar 374 
leather goods and f~otwear 371-2 
medicines . . . . 372 
pan, bidi. cigarettes and tobacco. 369 
shops registered under Bombay 

Shops and Establishments Act 
(LXXIX of 1948) 363 

stationery, cutlery, bangles and 
provision 

sugarcane juice 
volume .• 
wood-fuel (firewood 

370 
371 

372-3 
and cru;;-

coal) ,I 
Restaurants, persons engaged in, 
Rice (bhat) 
Rice-Breeding Station., Vadgaon 
Rites-

ashtavama 
Propitiatory (marru:ge) 
pumsavana 
apanal/ana 

Rivers-

369 
•. 401-03 

193 
510 

119 
96 
83 
88 

Andra 6,9 
Bhama 6,8 
Bhima 6,7 
G.tnjavni 9 
Ghod 4,6,7 
Indrayani 6, 8 
Khanind 9 
Karha· 6,9 
Kukdi 4,6,8 
Mandvi 6 
Mina •. •• 4,6,8 
Mula (Mula-Mutha) •• 6,8,9 
Mutha (Mula-Mutha) 8,9 
Nira 6,8 
Pavoo. •• 6,9 
Pushpavati •• 4, 6, 9 
Shivganga 6, 9 
Vel,". •• 6,1 

Roads , . . • • 383-94 
Ambegaon taluka 385 
Baramati taluka 386 
Bhor taluka 386 
Dhond taluka 386 
Haveli taluka 386 
Indapur taluka 387 
Junnar taluka 385 
Khed taluka • • 385 
Local Board Roads.. 385 
Maval taluka 386 
mileage 384 
Mulsru taluka • • 386 
municipal roads • • 385 
Poona City Taluka.. 386 
Purandar taluka 386 
road development 383 
Sirur taluka . 385 
State roads • . • • . 384-85 
State Transport (Bee State Trans-
. port). . 



Roads-contd. .• 
vehicles in Poona city 
Velhe Mahal . 

Road Transport Corporation •• 
Robertson, Capt. A.D.,' appointed 

Collector Magistrate and Judge 
for Poooa city • • ' 

Rohida (Vichitragad) fort 
RiBhl-Panchami • • • • 
Rubber goods. manufacture of, 
Rukhaoot ., 
Rural Development Board 
Rural wages .. 

annual payment of wageS to 
balutedars .• . . 

annual servants (Baldars) 
balutedars 
casual labour .' • 
daily wages according to nature 

of pgriCultural operations 

Sacred thread 
changing of, 

Sadashivrao Bhau-
defeats the Nizam •• •• 
helps his brother Balaji Baji Rao 

to introduce reforms in· civil 

PAGB 

394 
386 

534-5 

59 
'680 
132 
283 
108 
443 

252-8 

257-8 
255 
256 

252-8 

2534 

89 
131 

54 

. administration· 53 
Sade in marriage 108 
Safllower 201 
Sagargote ( Ga;age) 139 
Sahu: contest with Tarabai • • 51 
Saint John's Mission Hospital 593, 602 
Sakaccha ne8ana . . 80 
Salabat Khan • . 47 
Sales Tax Act (1946) 852· 
Sales Tax Department 499-503 

administration • • •. 502-3 
Assistant Collector of Sales Tax 503 
Collector of Sales Tax • . 503 
legislation, history of, 499-500 
Sales Tax Act, 1953, provisions 

of, .... 500 
Sales Tax collections and collec-

tion charges •• 
Sales Tax Officers •. 
Sales Tax Tribunal •• 

Samaoortana, ceremony of, 
Sambhaji-

beheaded •• 
heavy exactions from subjects 

Sambhaji Bridge, Poona 
Sambhaji Udyana, Poona City 
Sandhya prayers •. 
Sangam. Poona 
Sann 

503 
502 
503 

91-2 

51 
51 

638, 670 
644,670 

. 91 
673 
207 
578 
556 
216 
103 

Sanskar Kendras· •• 
Sanskrit Vidya Mandal 
Santra •• 
Sapta-padi, rite of, ." 
Sarvodaya Schemes (Bee Co-opera-

tive Department-Sarvodaya). 
Saroapitriamavaaya ~ • . • 188 
Saswad " _ 681 
Sassoon Hospitals, Poona 673-4 
San, . Maharastrial\ mode 'of 

wearmg, •. 80 
Sassoon Hospitals, Poona '. 558, 559-60 
Satara Chhattrapati : authority 

establishment in Pflona • • 52 
Satara, fall of, (February 1818) •••. 59 

Sataooi . 
Satyanarayana worship 
School and Home .for the Blind, 

PAGB 
126 
122' 

Poona . . 558, .604 
School of Radio-Physics and Electro-

nics, Poona ' 558 
Seasons-

kharif 
rabi 

Seed-drills 
Seed schemes 
Seed supply 
Selection of players 
Serpant worship , . 
Servants of India .Society 
Sesamum .• 
Seva Sadan Society 
Shahaji Bhonsle 
Shahu-', 

173 
173 
223 

238-9 
238-9 

.137 
130 

593, 596, .. 674 
201 

560,600-01,674 
•• 48,49· 

Chhatrapati 51 
Poona; Supai Baramati, Indap~. 

Bnd Junnar, conferred on 
him .. .. 51,52 

Shaikh Sallas' Tombs, Poona 44,674-5 
Shakas, influence of (2n<~ century 

A.D.) ..' 43 
Shanivarvada, Poona •• 670-2 
Shankarji Narayan recaptures 

Sinhagad 
Shantipath 
Shaahthi .. 
Shatakarni dynasty .. 
Shaving the head, ceremony of, 
Shops and Establishments Act 

51 
84 
84 
43 
88 

(1948) .. .. 363 
Sheep-breeding Farm, Poona 228, 513, 527 
Sheep Development Officer . . 513 
Sheep and goats 227-8 
Shelarvadi .. .• 681 
Shepu (see Fennel). 
Shetphal tanl~. . . 
Shinde's Chhatri, Poona 
Shidt 
Shiraval ... 
Shirur 
Shirshuphal tank 
Shivaji- • .. 

Council adriiinistration, introdu-
tion of, •. . .. 

headquarters moved to Rajgad 
(1648) •. •. 

imprisoned at Agm and escapes 
left by Shahaji at Poona with 

Jijabai • . . . 
Mansubdar under Mughal' 

Emperor .• •• 
policy in relation to Aurangzeb 

237 
675 
139 
682 
683 
237 

51 

49 
50 

49 

49 
50 

village communities prosper 
under his rule •. .' • 50 

Shivaji Bridge, Poona.. 638, 676 
Shivaji Tank Garden, Poona 644, 676 
Shivneri .fort • . 46,50, 53, 683 
Shops in Poona district 852 
Shopkeepers, village .. . . 852-54 
Shraddha, Pitrpaksha .. 133 
Shraddhas, Hindu •. 116-17 
Shreemati Nathibai Damodar 

Thackersey College for Women 557, 675 
Sickle •• 225 
Sidhha panth • • • • 147 
Sill( fabrics; weaving of, •• 807-09 
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Silver thread, manufacture of, 
Silviculturist 
Simantapujana 
Sinha gad 

Aurangzeb reduces it 
British capture ( 3rd Mar~h 

1818) 

PAGE 
.. 300-01 

517 
•• 99-100 

682 
51 

59 
51 Shankarji Narayan recaptures .• 

Sir Parasurambhau College, 
Poona 550,666 

SitaphaZ 217 
Smallpox 566 
Snakes .. 37-40 
Snuff, manufacture of, 305, 361-2 
Snuif and tobacco, wholesale trade 

in> .. 
Soap, manufacture of, 

361-2 
283-5 

158 Social institutions of Tamilians •. 
Social organisation of Sindhi 

Hindus ' • • 159 
Society for the Preventio~ of Cruelty 

to Animals 594, 607 
Sodmuni- 91-2 
Soils 174-6 

alluvial soil (revata or poita) .. 176 
black soil (kali or kaZvat iamin). 174 
brown soil (tambvat) 175 
,minor traps of soils 176 
paddy, soil 175 
red soil (tambdi iamin) 175 
soils of Poona 174 

Soil Conservation Officer 512 
Soil Physicist 512 
Somavar Peth Garden, Poona 676 
Someshvar's temple, Poona 676 
Songadya in ta~ha 147 
Saubhagya vayan.. 132 
Southern Mahratta Railway 

Company 380 
381-2 Southern 'Railway 

Sowing (also sowing time of princi-
pal crops) 

Spade 
218-9 

225 
669 
669 
669 
669 
670 
670 
670 
505 
505 
50S 

St. Andrew's Church, Poona 
St. Anne's Chapel, Poona 
St. Joseph's Convent, Poona 
St. Mary's Church, Poona 
St. Patrick's Church, Poona 
St. Paul's Church, Poona 
St. Xavier's Church, Poona 
Stamp department .. 

Collector as administrative head. 
organization 
stamp duty, income 

( 1949-52) 
Superintendent of Stamps 
vendors 

Standard of life •. 

from 
505 
505 
505 

..416-31 
428-9 
425-6 
421-3 

agricultural la hourers 
artisan-cum-agriculturists .. 
farmers, large-scale (Rural area). 
farmers, small-scale (Rural 

423-4 
426-7 
417-8 

areas) 
merchants .• 
middle cla~s (Poona city) 
near indigent 
non-cultivating lan"dlord 

.. 420-21 
(rural 

.. 424-5 areas) .. 
petty manufacturers and 
Poona City 
poor (Poona city)' 
rural areas 

artisans. 427 
•. 415-21 
•• 418-9 
•• 421-31 

Standard of life-contd. 
salary earners •. 
very poor (Poona city) 
village Patil •• 
village servants 
wage ,earners 
well~to-do (Poona city) 

State assistance
Agriculture 
Industries 

State Roads 
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427-8 
.• 419-20 
•• 430-1 
•• 429-30 

428 
416-7 

340-1 
341-2 
384-5 

State RQad Transport Corpora-
tion .• 3\lO-3, 534-5 
amenities for passengers 
bUll stands in Poona District 
departmental heads .. 
Divisional Controller, Poona 
fares •• 
General Manager 
history .. 
operations, table relating to, 
organization .. 

391 
535 
535 
534 
391 
534 
387 

388-\,) 
534-5 

routes, distance. vehicles and 
, passengers ' 

staff .\1 
statistics (Heet strengtb dail~ 

mileage covered, nUI~ber of 
routes, passengers travelled, 
etc.) , 

:390 
392-3 

535 
workshops 

Stationery, retail trade in, 
Steam Boilers Department 
Storing .. 

391-2, 535 
370 
574 
221 

Students' Health Assockltion 
Subsidised medical practitioners 
Sugar, manufacture of, ' . 
Sugarcane 

area .. 
Vadgaon Research Station 

Sugarcane juice, retail trade in" 
Suher, cerem9nial impurity 
Supe 
Superstitions 
Suran 
Suraparambi 
Sweets exchanged 

' .. 
Synagogue- ' .. 

Moledina Road, Poona 
Raste Peth, PoM,!! .. 

595, 598 
562 
285 

202-4 
202 
203 
371 
84 

684 
127-8 

211 
138 

•• 135 .. --rrS 
676 
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Tables-
Acreage under' different crops in' 

Poona (1881-82 and 1949-50). 181-2 
',Acreage under different crops in 

Poona (1949-50) , .. 180 
,Administrative divisions (prants 
, and, talukas, with their area 
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(1881-1951) • . . . 70 
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tion (1947-48) 
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( 1949-50) 
Climate- ' . 
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230 
232-3 
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weather phenomena at Poona 
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wind-direction in Poona, 17; 
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speed in Poona, 17. 
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1951) 70-1 
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under, (1947-8) and 1949-50. 204 

Contagious cattle diseases, attacks 
and mortality under, 516 
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multi-purpose . . 321 
non-agricultural credit 325 
villages covered by, 323 
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Crime statistics . • . . 478 
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(1949-50) . . . . 177 
Diseases (chief), Deaths due to, 

(from 1945' to 1949) .. 565 
Distribution of cropped areas 

(1949-50) .. .. 179 
Drugs and Narcotics, area under, 

(1949-50) 201 
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means of livelihood of 

refugees . . . • 168 
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tion regarding . . . . 568 
Fibres, area under, (1947-8 and 

1949-50) . . 206 
FOTest area (1947-8) .. 178 
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(1947-8 and 1949-50) 207,208 
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crops . . .. 220-1 
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ERRATA 
Page mconect . 

60 5 af 
69 25 1931 
79 30 more less 
80 23 lunga4e 
82 7 candre-surya 
83 21 eight 

110 30 state 
III 1 or 
121 10 daity 
133 1 eigth 
133 18 enought 
145 42 knee-beat 

of . 
1941 
more or less 
luga4e 
candra-surya 
eighth 
stage 
of 
deity 
eighth 
enough. 

Correct 

145 49 dislocation facture .• 
knee-bent 
dislocation, fracture 
domestic 152 10 dofestic 

165 45 respresents 
192 first line be- bojri 

low the table 
No. 16. 

216 4 
246 26 
251 47 
297 footnote 3 
825 22 
348 24 
352 last line 
358 39 

377 12 
387 23 
391 42 
403 45 
415 12 
418 47 
420 53 
423 54 
431 12 
434 36 
447 29 
460 33 
469 6 
470 21 
477 7 
485 45 
498 footnote 
507 30-31 
510 21 
515 46 
540 34-36 

325 23 

A Bk VI 2-54 

progsgatt:d 
aphids 
landlord61 
p.414 
19 
aflricultural 
shop :-

Maharatta 
has owners 
puite 
1668 
decriptive 
balanced 
to the avoided 
milking animal 
evining 
enterprize 
order 
duaies 
is 
aganst 
konwledge 
mouth 
non-agricultured 
tax has to paid 
graps-vine 
member 

represents 
ba;ri 

propagated 
aphides 
landholder 
p. 410 
61 
agricultural 
shops :-

For the portion 
"among them. In the year 1951, 
the largest imports" 

substitute the following:-
"were food stuffs and cattle feed 
followed by building ". 

Mahratta 
bus owners 
quite 
1660 
descriptive 
unbalanced 
to be avoided 
milch animal 
evincing 
enterprise 

•• orders 
duties 
are 
against 
knowledge 
month 
non-agricultural 
tax has to be paid 
grape-vine 
number 
For lines 34-36, substitute 

following :-
Schools aided by

Government 
District Local Board 
Municipalities 

the 

3 
468 

85 

[P.T.D. 



Page Line Incorrect Conoect 

563 34 compliation compilation 
590 5 has have ... 
590 18 gaudiaHsbip guardianship 
591 21 foutum' fortune 
624 11 U-shal'ped U-shaped 
627 36 residental residential 
635 22, Niivi Navi . 
643 12 groviation gravitation 
668 8and9 p.646 p. 644 
670 16 p.64O p.638 
672 39 Kadaki Khadaki 
676 3· p.640 p.638 
676 Sand6 p.646 p.644 
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